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OH THE LONDON CHABTVARI

of it before. That's my modesty again. But I dare say the Universe expects it of me, and

will be crowned."

" Who is worthy to do it ?
"

said MBS. PUNCH, indignantly. u;

"Tied lile a dutiful and adoring wife," said her Lord. "Take this cheque and buy yourself the b.

diamond in London."

, _

consult authorities. What says MB. VINCENT, able editor of HAYDN ?

"The first coronation he mentions," said MBS. PUNCH, "was that of MAJOBIANUS, 457

" Who the deuce was MA.OBIANUS ? said MR. PUNCH. I know no more of lustory than E

does of geography,^^^^ ^ ^ ^^ ,, ^^^ . He wa9 geutle to hu subjects ,

terrible to his enemies, and he excelled in every virtue, PBOCOPIUS says," added the do<

" He might have been describing me," said MB. PUNCH.

Nay
"

said his wife,
" at least I should be more copious than PBOCOPIUS, witl

" Best of women," replied MB. PUNCH,
'< more authorities. Look into CHABLES KMGHT.

" I remember what he says," said MBS. PUNCH, modestly.
'< The Saxon Sovemgns were crowne

oa bad place. They went over to Richmond afterwards, I suppose, and dined at the Star and Garter."

" I think," said MRS. PUNCH, hesitatingly,
" that the Order was instituted rather 1

" So much the worse for the Saxon kings. Well ?
"

" The ceremony of anointing was first used here in 872." ___
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" I '11 have none of that. Did I ever sing you DE. MAGINN'S song on WILLIAM THE FOURTH'S crowning ?
" And

he sang out lustily "
I suppose all was right that WILL HOWLBY has done,

That for oiling the king he has warrant divine.

But when I am the Primate, as sure as a gun
I shall hallow my King with a flagon of wine.

And let nobody think that a drop of the drink

On head or on bosom away I shall fling,

No, bemitred I '11 stand, with the cup in my hand,

And 1 11 cry,
'

Here, you beggars, three cheers for your king !

'

" As for kissing the girls
"

" My dear Lord," said MRS. PUNCH,
" consider the neighbours."

" I de. I consider them fools, as LUTHER says, if they dou't like song, especially mine.
" The Coronation Oath

"
Anything else?"

"
By George, by Jove, by jingo, and by gum," as another great bard wrote,

" I '11 have no oaths. They hamper
a sovereign. Even that windbag, KING TUHVEYDROP, was troubled by his oath to be sure he could not understand it."

" The Liber Regalis has been, since EDWARD THE THIRD, the authority for coronation business here," said MBS.

PUNCH. "
It is kept with religious care in the archives of the Dean and Chapter of Westminster."

" Write to DEAN STANLEY and ask him, with my regards, to send it me by the Parcels Delivery Company."
" You will find its essence in STRUTT, dear."

"
Yes, I believe the essence of a coronation is in strut, dear," said MB. PUNCH, laughing riotously.

That night he had a dream. It came through the gate of horn. He beheld himself, like the KING OF HUNGARY.

bestriding a magnificent steed, which stood on a mound composed of earth contributed by the four quarters of the

World. In fact, it was the World itself. And in his right hand was something which was not the Hungarian Sword,
but a mightier weapon. It was the PUNCH Pen ! And gazing forth with lion courage and eagle keenness upon creation,
he waved with his Sword-Pen at the four points of the compass, and at each wave a Humbug howled and fell. And
the loyal cheers of innumerable and unseen crowds went up to the firmament.

Suddenly there was a dead silence. Then the silver trumpet voice of the Emperor of the World was heard :

" There was but one worthy to crown me. I have crowned myself. In remembrance of this immortal day, I
bestow upon the world as immortal a boon. I present it with my
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" SPKECH IS SILVERN, SILENCE
GOLDEN."

THE French have a good saying, yet not

polite nor deep,
" Old Bogie loses nothing when men their

silence keep."
What a bles-.ii.g for reporters and Tim s -

r. ;i I.TS it would be,

Were this suggestion followed by each talka-

tive M.P.

LITERARY NOTICE.

In the Press. M.y Tuble-cMh.

TUe Turn Aunts of the liutler. By the Author
of Ike S'X Sisters ofl/ie Valleys.

My t'als t'oiittianiun. a bottle of Bass.

CALLISTHENIC COLLEGE TOR LADY MUSCULAR CHRISTIANS.

SOMEBODY'S SAYINGS. Clubs are the weapons of the uncivilised.

A lin-b .IK) ii a sav-afto who. if his wife threaten him with dining

off cold mutton, is brute enough to fly for protection to his club.

A MATTER of TASTE. An ardent Entomologist lately fell in

love with a lady solely because of her beetle brows.

SENTIMENT. May we always be more ready to publish the faults

of others than to correct our own.

IN THE DIVORCE COURT. The Man who was Tied to Time is now

Bent on a Separation.
A "MEDIUM" PEN. What Spirits write with.

SENTIMENT. Champagne to our real friends,

and advertised champagne to our false ene-

mies.

THE commercial consonants, L. S. D.

THE financiering vowels, I. O. U.

To NEWLY-MARRIED PEOPLE. Don't go to India : there is

so much "
tiffin" there.

SENTIMENT. May wo ne'er want a friend with a bottle to

give us.

To HOMEOPATHS. Never go to law, for de mini-mil non curat lex.

NEW CHRISTIAN NAME FOR OCR GIBUS. Chignonette.

MRS. MALAPROP'S LAST. Inviting her friends to partake of a

Cold Relation.

PROVERB BY OUR BUTCHER. You must take the Thin with

the Thick.

"NATURAL " IKDIONATIOX. When the dealer at vingt-un gets

ace-kiiiR.

AMATEURS REHEARSING FOR A PRIVATE CIRCUS.
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THE IMMOLATION OF REFORM.

IN HARMONY wmf NATURE. The month tliat

I'Y'Kruary is one nm.stuf us is ul;i<l to sco at ;m t-ii'l

i.ii';ht to be i>Liycil out with uiipn>i>iiato music the
Jlarrh

FOR THE Pmi-Oi-ooiCAL SOCIETY Whon the prcat FA-
I'lNA W:IH inc'iit.itit'k' lii-s immort il <ii rovciy ot' I in

Cologne, ho ate notldir.; lint ^in!|l^

,
t

i

root, &c. llcnou the tciiu l'.iriiiiici:iHn

RCPOI-.MATIOM iv XATi-nr. Of 11 the Scaw.ni, Hprlne >

the must conimcml iblu, for ho turns over a new leaf every
Ju.ir.

SENTIMEXT. Confusion to the sentim

TRICKS UPON TRAVELLEES.
M "

acquaintance, and kit txlmrivc
" Tn

Stamury. "But THE EH? On, YE' YES! JOI.LY FELLARS AS EYER I MET! DIKED WITH 'EM AT VIESSAII!"

Bonsr.r (down upon li/tlt Stanntry, w/u> 'i a great boaster about kit " Smell
"
acquaintance, and hit exteniive

"
Travel,"and thit year eiptcially, down Palettine voy).

" DID TOO SEE TIIK
DARDANMLLKS?"

{Llttlt S. hat Iff. At Clvii.

EQUESTRIAN SENTIMENT. The Thrown and the Halter,
and may the bold fellow who rides with the second never
be the first.

TOAST. To tho tongue that can keep a secret about the
false teeth.

TRUTHS and toads lie at the bottom of the well Leave
'em there.

PICKPOCKET'S TOAST. The And that can feel for another's

pockot handkerchief, and the Art that can prig it without

detection.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS. Several Costermongershavo lately

had their Cart(oJ token.

LOYAL TOAST. The PRINCE or WHALES, nd may his

enemies blubber.

"OXFORD WINS."
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MIND AND MATTEE.OF-rACT.
CnHon-Man (fro' Shoddydah'). "WHAT r>ux YO' co' THAT WAYTER?"
Coackmm.- "All, AIX'T IT BEAUTIFUL! THAT'S GRASSMERE LAKE, THAT is

"

Co'.ttm-Mnii. "
V'.)' <o'x 'UM Ai.t. IjA-AKF.a AN' MERES i' THESE PA-ARTS. WE CO'N 'DM RFZZER-VOYERS WHSRE AH COM' FRO'!

"MEN SHOULD BE WHAT THEY SEEM."M BRA08HAW
' How ""KY! Mv G,.UI AHK LONG, POH A SAILI-NOW DO FIND A KICK BOAT, m

TO A FAULT, BATHEU-AND NO B.TTEU THAX A CAT

PERSONS WHO OUGHT TO BE
VOLUNTEERS.

Sithopt. Because of the Charge*.
Dentists. Because they are the men to

bo Armed to the Teeth.

Doctors. Because of the good Practice.

farmers. Because of the Drill.

Footmen Because of the Powder.

Hosiers. Because of the Ties.

Literary Characters. Because of the
and Reviews.

Magistrates. Because of Judging Dis-
tances.

Mathematicians. Because of the Cymbals
and Triangles.

Meteorologists. Because of the Drum.
Oculists. Because of the Sights.

Oyster-eaters. Because of a Good Score.

Persona who Squint. Because of "
Eyes-

right !

"

Pickpocketi. Because of the Rifling.

Policemen. Because of the Bull's-eye.
Poulterers Because of the Goose-step.

Prophets. Because of the Foresight.

Wine-Merchants. Because of the Grape.

WINDOW GARDENING (FOR YOUNG
LADIES).

DON'T plant yourself at the window in
curl-papers.
By careful choice of situation and atten-

tion to aspect, yuuug ladies may, by means
of window gardening, successfully cultivate

every variety of the sheep's eye (ovis t/cutus

ardens), and convert coxcombs, from the
single to the double variety with great suc-

cess, by the same agreeable pastime.

VOICES OF THE STARS.

OF all our voices, glad or grave,
This voice may be relied on

ZADKIEL'S a rogue, old MOORE a knave,
And fools who them confide on.

DUTY ON SUCCESSION TO REAL
PROPERTY.

To let everybody believe it is twice as
much as it really amounts to.

To give yourself all the airs of a landed
proprietor.

To keep a good cellar, well-stocked pre-
serves, a comfortable smoking-room, a
slate billiard table, a constant succession
of pleasant visitors, and to include Mr.
Punch by a standing invitation.

PUZZLERS FOR NOTES AND QUERIES.

WHERE are these lines to be found?

1. "There was the weight that pulled mo
down, Horatio ?

2.
" He shall not look on what he likes

again.
"

3.
" Nor poppy nor mandragora,

Nor all the ills the flesh is heir to."

4.
"

I do remember an ftpotbecaiy,
A man of an unbounded stomach,
Whose virtues we write on glass . . ."

FARES BY DISTANCE. Most actresses,
not a few belles of the season, and all
MADAME RACHEL'S customers, may bo
noted as examples of " Fairs by distance."

FARES BY TIME. No such thing known
amongst the ladies, except in the case of
a dear, old, happy mater-fami lias, who has
the^ooil suiiso to look her age, :ind dru.-s
it. She is really fair by time or in fcpito
of it.

PRIZE BAD 'UN. If the Mayor of Garrctt
were ordered to make his bed in the sea,
which one would he choose? A-dry-attic,
of course.

ECCLESIASTICAL. The observers of ex-
ter&al ceremonies are now called Ritual-
ists, and those who watch their proceedings
are Spy-ritualists.

THE GAME OF SPECULATION (as played in
tfa Joint-Stock Share-Market).

"
Heads/' I

win;
"

tails," you lose.

THE Two GREAT 'VARSITY TEACHERS.
Uiii-varsity and Ad-varsity.
A RASH ACT. The Vaccination Law.
THE "PET" OF THE BALLET. A strike

in the Corps.
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OT7E COUNTRY CONCERTS.
"
OH, THEY TAKE ' IMMENSELY ! SUCH LARKS, TOO, SOMETIMES ! Wnv, TOE OTHER EVESISO, AT REHEARSAL, WHEN THE PARSON (HE 's OFR CONDUCTOR) SAID HE "o CNTORTtmATEtY

FORGOTTEN Hia A'TORK HIS TuNINO-PORK LITTLE JOE BlLBUBY, ONE or OUR '

FIRSTS,' SAID HIS 'FEYTHER* HAD ONE, AND STARTED Otr AND BROUGHT IT !

"

SHORT SENSATION DRAMA.
ACT I.

SCENE The Thames Tunnel, Sniff LADY
DUDI.EIOH.

Lady Dudleigh. At last Ha !

Enter MAJCIMII.IAK, with a torclt.

3/or. Together I We will fly !

Enter MACCAB.EUS MACKENZIE, in his dressing-
aoten..

Mae. Never ! With Ufa ! or without It (

jlll. Then die!

ISlAXiMiLiAN applies hit torch to a crock
in the wall, sets the Thames on fire.

Sinus. Shopkecixrs rush out, and
strike attitudes. Flames. Tableau.

ACT II.

SCENE The Horiion. Enter Sailors. DICK
steering.

Sailor*. Yarcly, Yarcly ! Yeo ho 1 Merrily
ho ! Hcavo I IVluy !

[DlcK bore* a hole in the boat. It sinks.

Dick. Thu-s perish all proofs of my guilt.

[Sieimi about, and ispicked up after several

years.
ACT III.

SOESK A Butl'lhiat Temple, surrounded by
J'recijncis and AvalunchfS. Enter Tymlesc
Minstrel. Enter all the characters climbing
round the foriurs. Re enter all the Charac-
ters of the previous Acts.

Wax. (to lady DMlleigh). And if our kin.l
fiu-n'ls in front will only pardon this unwar-
rantable intrusion then

Enter DICK (wiiA 7m beard growing).

Viet. Never!
All. Hie !

[Flames burst out of the avalancJte. Moun-
tain torrents run up the tides of the

Temple. The Precipices fall down
llteir own heifhti. Everything gives
way. So does MAXIMILIAN, <tho Keeps.
Crash. He disappears, leaving only his

poclcel-handkerchief. Tableau of one

pocket-handkerchief and ruins.

MRS. NAOGLETON'S ADVICE TO A WIFE.
Defiance, not defence.

SELF-RESPECT.

Now,The Missut,
"
OH, JEM, YOU SAID YOB 'D GIVE M* TOUR PHOTERORARF.

LET'S OO IN, AND GET IT DONK."
Jem. "On, I DESSAT! AN' 'ATK MY 'CART* DC WISBTE' STUCK up is TIIE

WINDER ALONG o' ALL THESE 'ERE BALLY-QALS AN* 'Icu-CiiuRcu I'ARSOSS? No,
SAIRET !"

HORTICULTURAL HINTS FOR EVERY-
BODY AND ALWAYS.

CULTIVATE acquaintances, If desirable; if

not, cut them.
Never BOW the Seeds of Dissension.
Weed your Library.
Invest in Stocks.
Get as much Heart's-esse as you can.

Fern-growers don't be too fierce in your
rivalry : remember the Wars of the Frond(e).
Attend to Wallnowers.and trim Coxcombs.
Emulate the Cucumber be cool.

Beware of Auricular) confession.
Don't Peach.
Avoid Flowers of Speech.
Pot a lot of money on race-courses.
"
Bedding-out" is^goodVor Plants, but not

for friends."

Take the advice of the Sago, or you may
Rue the consequences. ,

Ladies ! Success to the great Rose show
on your cheeks, and may you always 1

bright ! (N. B. Never pay your bets iu Fox-
gloves.)

A DIALOGUE.

A. (who titles fine, to B. in love). I hope your
Suit is progressing favourably.

B. (matter-of-fact Man}. Thank you, tho
tailor has promised to finish it by Saturday.

A DISTINGUISHED divine slates that there

has been a great deal of confession this lut

year. Wo hope so, for there hasTbeen a gnat
number of marriages, each of which should
have been preceded by tho only confession

Mr. Punch tolerates a confession of love

AN APPROPRIATE OrraBiNO. A Printseller

wishing to give the lady to whom he was en-

gaged some Proofs of his aflectiun, presented
her with several choice Engravings.

HISTORICAL FACT. According to the LADY
OF SHALOTT, vegetarianism is as old as tho

Crusades, for they had a Salad-in those days.

ETIQUETTE. A young lady who permits a
kiss, should imitate the British cabman, who
on most occasions gives his cheek.

TOAST. May the tear of sensibility b
wiped by the pockethandkerchief of common



PUNCH'S AIM*.

"SOCIAL SCIENCE CONGRESS."-COC

PUNCH'S PROVERBS.
A Pun ii u good as a riddle to a stupid au.
Blate loose la gone goose.
" Gee wo !

" makes the horse go.
" Mather way I

" makes tha
horse stay.

Slow and slack geU the sack.

MATRIMONY. Better never than lat.
Between two fires the breach is a post of danger.
The cricket-ball slips through the butter-fingers.
Hit mo and I '11 hit you.
Do what you oughtn't, and come what must
Everyone has hi* trade, us the undertaker Bold to Uio phy-

It tj of no use trying to cobble horseshoes.

Every one to his liking, as tho Frenchman said when he ato

his horse.

Good wine needs no brandy.
A new knife is sharper than an old saw.

He that is out of spirits should drink wine.

Tho man is not always a thief who steals a march.

Strong beer makes the head clear,

"Tis a good wind that blows nobody rheumatism.

Tis a wise child that knows its New Latin Primer.

Eat your ham and save your bacon.

Beauty unadorned is tripe without onions.

No man crieth,
" Tatera all cold I

"

None but great musicians can do great shakes.

CHEMICAL. As the thitf is to the dealer in marine stores, so

is the retort to the receiver.

No alchemy equal to saving, as MR. PENNYCUICK said wh
ho scraped his cheese.

No burden so light as that of a comic song.
One man's meat is another man'a dinner, as the clown K

when he carved his leg-of-mutton.
Ducks lay eggs ; geese lay wagers.
Don't set a beggar on horseback for your postilion.
Two eyes of a potato are no better than one.

Throw out tubs to catch a shower.
Well lathered is well whopped.
Do not kick the man who calls you an ass.

What is sauce for cod is not sauce for salmon.
Ostentation is a duty which we owe to our neighboi

luxury, a duty which we owe to ourselves.
Tho red lamp of the doctor's shop is a danger signal.
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OUR OWN CHRISTMAS DINNER.

SOMEBODY'S SAYINGS.

Tni course of true love IB a race-course where there U
ten a f tlsc start.

AIM ! how fleeting are the charms of Nature when unhclped
p Art ! Who would long prize Beauty, if it were not for Soap!
Teeth are stopped with gold, and tongues may be BO, liko-

ise. A man with a rich wife is often silenced by her

irowing her money in his teeth.

Philosophers have speculated an to whether men become

lasts after death; but let us reflect how often they make
jasts of themselves before it !

Cupid shoots with a rifle now, and not with bow and

rows. Else how la it that girls caa heir the popping of

ie question T

THE THOUGHTS OF A MISER.

"
OH, that I had been bora in the Golden Age, with a Silver

Spoon In my mouth !

"

^A penny for your thoughts," indeed I Why, most people

would be dear at two lots for three-halfpence.

It drives me frantic to read of "a glut of gold" of money

being "a drug in the market." I could take any amount of

that drug.

The house I should like to live in would be a house at a

peppercorn-rent
The man for my money is the man who can kill two birds

with one stone.

//children aro ever "as good as gold," I shouldn t mind

having a few.

What business has anybody to enjoy a laugh at my expense t

"
Homoeopathic Cocoa," that's the tufl for mo ;

a little will

go a long way.
There 'a one thing I would give a trifle to see man mada

of money.
Why even Nature Is on my side remember its mean tempo-

"'A Sovereign Remedy
" forsooth ! I think I would rather die

than go to such an expense.

STABLE TALK. How about the horse-power of a ecrew-

teamer?

MEN Asn MEASOBES.-Each of the friends in AM
Syne engages to be his own pint-stoup.
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THE SELF..\!~TIXG STOCKBROKER'S
BAROMETER.

-1

A WAENIKG; OB, "DBUNKARD'S PENANCE A LA EtTSSE."

A REASON- AGAINST DRAMATIC COPVRIGHT. What should Dra-

matic Authors want with a right to copy French pieces, when

they already exorcise to the fullest the right to steal them I

TOAST AND SENTIMENT. Every Quack in his pill-ory.

CIVIL SERVICE EXAMINATION QUESTION. How much does a
fool weigh generally ? A simple ton.

ADVICE TO AN OLDISH BACHELOR. Repent at leisure, and then

marry in haste.

YACHTING IN LITTLE.

SQUEAMISH ACCEPTS STUNSEL'S INVITATION FOR A MONTH'S CRUISE IN HIS 10-TON YAWL. HE BUFFERS MUCH.

Slunstl. "COME, COME, SQUEAMISH, OLD FELLOW, CHEER up I YOU'LL BE ALL RIGHT IN A WEEK OR so II"
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ADVICE TO

ENGLISHMEN

ABROAD.

ALWAYS take the wall in walking,

especially when you meet a lady. Never

j

hesitate, if need be, to force her off the pave-

nn'iit. This will show you are a free-born Briton,

V anil can do as you like.

When introduced to a French gentleman, thrust your

tongue into your cheek, and say familiarly,
" Commeni-vous portez-

vous, vieux coq ?" When you meet him again, exclaim, as the French

(In,
"
Slap bang, voici nous encore !" This will servo completely to put him

lit his case, and show you are acquainted with the customs of the country.

Always when you can, walk in the middle of a street, and stare about as if tho houses

all belonged to you, and you were merely travelling to inspect your property.
To show that you were fortunately born in a free country, comment freely on whatever may

excite your laughter, and particularly at tho queer names over the shop windows, supposing that their

owners can hear what you say.

When you hire a cab in Paris, you will do well to begin a conversation with the driver by calling him a "
rouge

gorge," the French for robin red-breast. Then you may please him by pleasantly inquiring,
" Madame votro mere, sail-

elle quo vous n'etes pas chez vous?" This will manifest a lively interest in his family, and prove you are not proud, as

Englishmen abroad are mostly thought to bo.

On entering a church, if you so far condescend as to take your hat off, do so with a gesture that signifies contempt. Strut noisily

about, and sarcastically criticise tho pictures and tho shrines, paying no heed to the worshippers who are on their knees before thorn.

A GOOD CALLING. Painting must bo a most lucrative

profession, fur there is scarcely au artist who has not his
wu " vehicle."

PROVERB BY OUR BAKER. You must take the Crust with
tho Crumb.

A CHIP or THE OLD BLOCK. Our butcher's daughter,who is an excellent pianist, prefers to all other music that
of CHOPIK.

MOTTO FOB A SERVANTS' HALL. " Learn to labour, and
to w;lit

"

A PHRASE AMENDED. Instead of "as sharp as a needle,"
say

" as sharp as a needle-gun."
STAR or THE FEMALE OVSTER. Tho Gtorgium Siili". t

be sura Ah, but why ? Because most people call it her
shell

YACHTING IN LITTLE.

Sqdtamith (letter, Ivt far from well ; lake hat been appointed Tea-maker and Steward in general). "OH, WHEW ABE TOO FELLOWS COMING DOWH-STAIRS? TEA'S os THE" (corrtctin
himself, trith a ligh far tin conveniences of terraJirtna)

" ISA 'a WEAU v 1
"
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THE TABLES TURNED AT THE

GAMES FOR ALL TIMES OF THE YEAR.
'

1. Hou> to tell n Xumbtr.Got a number, any number,
and tell them. Very simple.

2 lloa (> iliwontr tchat Number saw'tnjy tit'. ha> Cham.
Ask anyone to choose a number. Add 11,807 to it. Treble

it. Take 2,220,78,910 from it. Request him to tell you
the number he thought of in a whisper. If he won't, don t

play any more.

8 This is also a pretty game. Tie a ribbon to the poker,

and pretend to be QUEEN ELIZABETH. This keeps up a

knowledge of history. Then go on pretending to be any

one else, until everyone 's tired of you.

4 Blind Hookey. Fasten a handkerchief round anyone's

eyes. Then let everyone take fishing-rods, and try to hook

him. If he guesses who has booked him, he 'a out. Ihis

may go on for hours.

THREE TRUTHS. He who asks to see his wife's accounts

is a Snob. lie who, asked by her, looks (it them, is :i

Fool. But ho who, after inspection, diminishes her al.ow-

ance, is a Beast.

SENTIMENT. May difference of opinion never alter ex-

pression of unanimity.

TOAST. To the man who has courage to conceal his

thoughts.

INTERPRETATION OP A
SI.AXG PHRASE.

OUR own Chaff- Cutter sends
us the following piece of infor-

" Get inside," cries the little

street Arab to a Cockuey eques-
trian.

The Cockney equestrian is per-

haps unaware that the only
tin*! of

'

getting inside" is

by "catering" a korte for the

NOTE BY H.R.H. IN RUSSIA.

(Communicated.)

Is' Circassia the hairdressers

have organised a mounted corps.
Each man provides his wn
Circassian cream, and ridc.s it.

There i* a report that, in con-

sequence of their iirotiriciity on
horscliack, the name Circa.^si:i is

t'i !".: rli;mg<Ml to Circii* nia, and
MR. BATTY will be made Em-
peror.

SPORTING INTELLIGENCE. The
man who came to a check in the

hunting-field, didn't picket it.

Thu Master of the Hounds sub-

ufcquently
" drew " on a bank iu

POST-OFFICE REGULA-
TIONS.

1. LETTERS may be Font undei

Cover of night, 'but the clerks

are not to bo Enveloped in dark
ness.

2. Postmasters must have th<

Stamp of respectability abou
them.

3. The Postmaster-General I

not to accept any Foreign Orders

-fc/VI

To PIANOFORTE - TORTIIRINI

YOCNO LADIES. If you thinl

your music be the food of love

play on ;
but don't be sxirprisei

if your lover pleads auothe
dinner engagement.

THOUGHT WHILE WAITING ro'

SHAVING-WATER. An upright a1

titude is favourable to trutl

Tbcre is a great temptation t

lie in bed.

WHY is gravel
- dleglng Si

j

THOMAS WILSON, of Hampst.a
I the rudest creature in the woi Id

|

Because he is always makin,

j

holes in his manors.

WE pity the over-worked bakei
He ought to be allowed to slec

till morning, if only because th

sun rises in the yeast.

N ATTIC AI. AND PHYSICAL,

May the hark of friencUlxip never
Hint in the quhiino of ingrati-
tude.
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THE COSTUME BALL.

LITTLE FirzrooTLra HAS SOMEHOW CONTRIVED TO BE INTRODUCED
BALKIOII (t), IIB CONSIDERS IT "

IAV, 5ST^ w.%*!x" uM," WD S

'

TO BUJCKE VATASOCR, AND IMPROVES Ttre OCCASION ARiurr.D ix THE PICTCBESQCI ATTIRE OF SIR WAITERTHE CORRECT Tumo, you KNOW," TO TALK TH LANGUAGE or TUB PERIOD.)
" IUW' DIV TED 8LAVE HATH K 1-* SKltI- A SARABAND, SHALL TREAD A JfM . ,- FAITHT

[ Blanche Pavatour u tpttckleu with amaumtnt.

SENTIMENT. May we never have to shed the
ear of regret that wo ever denied ourselves any-
hing that we liked.

TOAST. The dramatist who observes the unities

iy mercifully giving us only ouo act of his non-
ense.

"A CHECK in time saves nine," says a mean
.nsband, explaining that unless you give your
rife's extravagance a check, she will ask for one
very week.

REFLECTION When a friend's arms are indeed
relcome. When you see them on his carnage
snt to fetch you to his dinner.

SKXTIMENT. May we never have occasion to

serve a friend with a writ,

I!ECIPROCITY. You may safely mind other

people's business. They will be sure to mind

yours.

TOAST. To brothers who are not bothers, and
sisters who are not blisters.

ACHRISTMAS HOLIDAY THOUGHT. Our School-

boy says that the Better Half is the shorter one.

TUB only excuse for the fool who fears to

make his will, is that an execution is generally

A PAST POSSIBLE PIC-NIC. 1866.
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KING PUNCH'S NEW YEAR'S RECEPTION.

F accordance with his usual gracious custom, His Majesty Punch

held his Reception on New Year's Day. The salon was filled

with his royal sisters and brothers, and His Maiesty walked about

with the utmost affability, saying a few kindly words to each guest.

His Majesty then ascended the steps of the throne, and spoke as

follows :

" Here we all are again, and how do you do to-morrow ? What a

smell of anointing-oil !

" Louis NAPOLEON, my friend, I am pleased with you. Tour word,

fiven
to the Italians, has been honourably kept, and there are no

'rench soldiers in Rome. So you do not let my beautiful friend on

your arm go to see the Pope, as the old gentleman may possibly show
her a certain coldness, which it befits not the Wife of France to endure.

You are perfectly right. I presume that you are much occupied with

the Grand Exhibition. It will not be a success unless you and I

abolish the detestable Search of Personal Baggage. I hear that

M. FOULD and Ma. DISRAELI are anxious to do so, if possible, and
that it is only the Custom House fellows that are in the way. Kick

yours, and I charge myself with the duty of kicking mine. Madame,
you look lovelier every day, but if you would join my JUDY in her

crusade against extravagance in dress, you would be lovelier still, in

my eyes. I hope your delightful boy is well. He has an English
governess. That is good, but I advise you to send him to Cambridge
as soon as he is old enough. My love to him, and this box of etrenne,

among which he will find neither sword nor bayonet."
ALEXANDER, I am very glad to see you. I wish you joy of the

marriage of your son. He has made the very best choice that was
open to him. Remember me to him, and to nis charming DAGMAR,
whose name I wish had been conserved. Very much obliged by your
splendid kindness to ALBERT-EDWARD, though I fear the frozen pro-
visions did him no particular good. ] don't forget what you have
done for the serfs, or any of your other good deeds. But I say, ALEC,
no meddling in Turkish affairs, my brave."

FRANCIS-JOSEPH, accept my condolence, but what could you expect,
my dear fellow ? A bundle of provinces is not an empire, and bump-
tiousness is not strong government. You are out in the cold. But
you must pluck up heart. Don't think of lighting, but administer and
improve the noble dominions left to you. Venice was never yours by
right think no more about it. Finer fellows than Austrians I never
knew

; and, if you mind what you are about, there are good times in

store for you. Those shoe-buckles, which are de rigueur in Vienna, are

very handsome and becoming. Send me a few pairs, for in this respect

I will gladly tread in your shoes.
"
ISABELLA, I am glad that you have the grace to be here. 1 am,

however, exceedingly displeased with you. Priestly tyranny is the

worst form of all, and the worst form of priestly tyranny reigns in

Spain. Crozier and bayonet against pen will come to grief, and so

will you, unless you repent. I will not detain you.
"
WILLIAM, you are a Conqueror, and may think that the name of

WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR commands my respect. Not in the least.

I favour no cause but a just one. It may be that what BISMARCK has

done will be good for Europe and liberty in the end, but we shall owe

small thanks to him or you. Still, I cannot be altogether displeased

that a strong Protestant power should arise in the centre of Europe,

nor can I be otherwise than interested in a crown that will devolve on

the husband of one of the sweetest of English girls. Examine your

conscience, man vieux. and be kind to those whom you have, injured.

You may stay to lunch.
" WILLIAM OP HOLLAND, I never hear anything but good of you,

and I wish you many happy returns of the day.
" ABDUL Aziz, salaam aldikum ! I don't wish to be unpleasant, but

I fear that the clouds are gathering over the Bosphorus. I will

with you in private. Refreshments await you in my library ; ai

servants have neither ears, eyes, nor tongue, except at my orders, so

take what you like, orthodox or heterodox. I can recommend the

truffles in wine. T .

"
VICTOR-EMMANUEL, my jolly, how goes it r Congratulations on

Venice, and sorry you seemed bored with the demonstrations. Remem-

ber, you are paid to be a Ceremony, and you should behave as such.

I dare say you see a great deal of spooniness in some of your subjects,
'

but remember, they have not had the hardy, healthy Piedmontese edu-

! cation. And, I say, I don't preach, but some things are not in good

taste. We are neither of us boys, old man, eh ? Stop, of course, and

we '11 have a smoke.
"
LEOPOLD, most welcome, for your father s sake and for your own.

I thank you for your regal kindness to my Household Guard. We L

, try to repay it at Wimbledon, and elsewhere. My humblest homage

j

to your admirable Queen. May Belgium always prosper !

"
CHRISTIAN, whatever may happen to territories, no good father

can be unhappy whose dearest child has married as your ALEXANDRA
has done. In 'fact, she is my child. With that fact before us, I cannot

VOL. in.
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condole with you the less that some of your enemies have suffered

for doing injustice, and the game is not yet played out. Welcome, for

your darling; daughter's sake, and your own.
"
Louis, Portugal and England are friends of old, and you need not

be told how glad I am to see you. A bore, that recent visit, of a neigh-

hour, no doubt ; but we have sometimes to be civil to people whom we
hate. I quite understood the situation, my boy. Stay, and have a

smoke with your father-in-law, King Giillaut-nian.

GEORGE, my boy, we are happy to see you, but I think your father

here will agree with me that the sooner you are back in Athens the

better. I 'in afraid you are not exactly in a bed of roses, but it is

something to be called the KING or GREECE.

Pius, pray let me conduct your Holiness to a chair. I only wish

you were come to stay with me. You do not want to be tpld that ydu
should be made thoroughly comfortable. However, if it can't be,

receive the assurance that, deducting that little matter of the temporal
power, nobody would be so rejoiced as myself to see your Holiness

honoured as the Head of the Catholic religion. Pray never think of

the Catacombs while Malta is mine.

ANDREW JOHNSON, I hardly thought that you would come over,
old hoss. Did you come in the Henrietta!' A dashing thing, that

race, and England is proud of her descendants, the American Sea-

kings. Pooh, Fenianism I understand you, don't bother. I have
told STANLEY to settle the Alabama business, since it really rankles
what ii such bosh between JOHN and SAM ? Spex you'll have to cave
in touching "My Policy." I love the American people, and I hate
them who won't let 'em believe it. One of these days I'll come over
by the CUNARD line, and talk it out, with you all. Tell SEWARD I

say so.

'His Majesty Punch then went round the circle, and said something
pleasant to divers sovereigns who happened to be without any Thrones
to speak of, and then he gave the signal to proceed to lunch, which
was served in the most luxurious and tasteful manner. At an advanced
hour, he left his distinguished guests to enjoy themselves under the

presidency of VISCOUNT TOBY, and after dispatching a kind note
to Sandringham, went off to Osborne to offer to his own beloved

Sovereign his humble congratulations for the New Year, and to act
charades with the Princesses.

SHARP-RATHER!
First Boy.

"
I SAY, BILL, WHAT 'A YER GOT IN THAT WALLET ?

"

Second Boy. "How D' YER KNOW MY NAME WAS BILL?"
First Boy. "On, GUESSED IT."

Second Boy.
" THEN YEE M' GUESS WHAT'S IN THIS 'ERE WALLET !

'

MAN AND HIS MASTERS.
OLD philosophers have often said that man is a microcosm, or little world of order The

Isle of Man used to be a little world of disorder. Its House of Keys, as the Manx House
of Commons was called (a self-elected and irresponsible body) has been in the habit of
playing the strangest pranks, and frightening the isle out of its propriety by arbitrary
taxation of its lieges, and if anybody grumbled, by arbitrary imprisonment of its critics in
the local newspapers. But Reform has reached even Man. The members of the House of
Keys who used to strut about in their irresponsible and self-elected majesty, like so
many Pashas of three tails, must henceforth go, like the Manx cats, tail-less. GOVERNOR
LOCH, taking his stand, as a LOCH had every right to do, "on the human understanding"
which we take to be only another name for the understanding of Man has procured to be
passed a Bill, duly promulgated on the Tynwald Hill, in Manx legislative fashion a Bill
which allows the tight little island to elect its own members, and so leaves Man free to do
what he likes with the Keys, instead of allowing the Keys to lock up the liberties of
Man. . t is only the Papal Keys which can claim that privilege now-a-days, and even
they seem to be rapidly coming face to face with the alternative of renouncing their
pretension, or being flung into the dust-hole.

THE RIGHT MANNS IN THE RIGHT PLACE. At the Crystal Palace.

OUR GYMNASIUM.'
SOMETHING has lately been said on the subject

of athletic sports (Mr. Punch must protest against"
athletics :

"
once received in society, it will be

followed by dramatics and other objectionable
abbreviations) their danger, expense, and undue
predominance at our universities, public schools,
and generally amongst the youth of these Isles.

Impressed with the conviction that a programme
of manly exercises prepared by competent
authorities, at his request, might be acceptable
wherever the English language was spoken, Mr.
Punch commissioned the Nine Head Masters to

supplement their labours on the Latin Primer
with a Vocabulary of athletic sports. They
have obeyed his mandate, and he now dedicates
their compilation to all parents and guardians,
heads of colleges and other seminaries of sound
learning, gentlemen engaged in sedentary pur-
suits, and muscular and sinewy people in general,
confident that it will be found to contain

nothing detrimental to life, limb, and pocket-
money, or adverse to the due cultivation of
the Belles Lettret, Literte Humaniores, and higher
branches of Mathematics.

Balancing one 's cash account.

Boxing the compass.
Catching an heiress.

Climbing to the top of the tree.

Cudgelling one's brains.

Driving a Carriage and Four through an Act
of Parliament.

Fencing with a question.
Fighting with shadows.

Fishing for compliments.
Galloping through a novel.

Hitting the right nail on the head.

Hunting the slipper.

Jumping to conclusions.

Poaching eggs.
Racing up and down stairs.

Rt/fting at elections.

Riding the high horse.

Rowing when dinner's late.

Running up a house.

Sailing close to the wind.

Shooting folly as it flies.

Sporting "the oak."

Swimming with the stream.

Tfiiiningsi. vine.

Trolling a catch.

Trotting people out.

Tumbling head over ears into love.

H'fi'stliag with difficulties, and
ll'nlHgMr. Punch's own particular sport

into everybody !

CON Off THE CONFESSIONAL.

IN what part of St. Paul's would you expect
to find DR. PUSEY ?

In the Whispering Gallery.
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QUANTUM SUFF. IN THE WORKHOUSES.

papers this year.

physical. It is in this act that Miss TERRY shows herself most a

mistress of her art. She makes us feel that, terrible as was the penanee

of avowing a base act. to the man she loves, and meet ing death at the

UK. jcoi.
|
hands of Ihr rebels ill the- Indian bungalow it was less terribi

Mr. Punch, departed having to bear about the burden of unacknowledged sin in the presence

from their hitherto usual O f the sister whose misery that sin had engendered. The aclre-s who

of publishing an can make us/-'/ tins pre-eminence of moral over physical luflenng,

enumeration of the pit- prove.-, that she understands the right, balance of her art, according IN

tanees of beef and pud- which the strains and stirrings of the heart and conscience should incal-

cling distributed to the cnUbly outweigh those, i.f the nerves and muscles.

paupers in the London Thanks to Miss TERRY'S picture, in so brief a compass thai only the
1

"iirist- ;,., ,, -corn-lie i:

mas Day. The omission nature between love and basei. TV, the lirs;

pleased me, for hereto- ;le.t of ./

t'ore, on the day follow- gradually in the second act, through lin-

ing that, festival, being which the. station-belle trii -her aching

rather in a stal irt and accusing conscience, though the high-bred grace, and serene,

repletion myself, I have itempt of hei .ration,

felt considi i i-ugglc between a daughter's lo\e and a wo n

cd hy readin : night to 1i

the beggarly account of d,a i of her gnil' to the man she' loves, in the presence ot

which brings the act to a close.

few, "oz." of the above- Then'-.. the actress that the interest earned

luxuries dis-
( (l this height in the second act, should not Hag in the third. Miss

fensed
to the paupers. Ti rs this difficulty by the tout -c,y and

thought how disgusted mournful ' ing in a most, difficult situation. She

I should be if 1 had my .succeeds not only in winning back the sj n- ! >c has alienated in

dinner weighed out to the first act, but creates a climax of pathetic effect, even over the

me in "oz.
1 '

I wondered physical and sensational horror of the mutiny-scene.

how BUMIILE used to weigh the
"

o/." out, whether by so many The piece is well acted throughout, except by a very full-faced and

'oz" a time or so in.-, -,- wards subdivided into
"

oz." ; also obstinate moon, which will persist in gazing like a large moderator lamp

f having weighed out. the
"
o/." of beef, M it. HI-MUM: took the trouble fr0iu the same place in the heavens through the whole of the second

to wipe the scales before weighing the
"

oz." of pudding, or wo- eenu ac t. But if Moon be stupid, Marion, is played by Miss HUGHES

pudding, as was likdy, preceded the beef. whom Mr. Punch welcomes heartily t< Adelphi with exc

But now Sir I
MI at a change has come over the lent taste and a quiet pathos in the third act, ot the rare and right

inirit of Boards of Guardians in regard to the poor, and that this > ,. MR. HERMAN VEZIN acts mtmuaa like an artist and a

n. Jlis lines are all laid right. All they want is deepening

* u> there. Both his sadness in the second act, and his languor

convalescence concurring with sadness, in the third, were excel-

spirit of Boards ot Uuardians in regard to ttie poor, ana_tnat
tins 51 ity. j\

they have generally allowed the paupers consumption of the customary gentleman.
"
good old English fare

" ml tiliitiun, thus precluding that sordid speci-
j

here and tl

licatiou of
"

oz." which was wont to turn the stomach of, onvales

Yours truly, a

SYBARITE.

P.S. Perhaps who knows ? this time the raisins of the paupers'

plum-pudding were stoned.

A PENANCE MADE PLEASANT.

lently conceived, but wanted more emphasis to bring them up to the

most effective stage-pitch. MR. VEZIN must learn to make more

allowance than he makes now for stage-perspective, stage-concentration

of effect, and stage-light. Stage-emotions, like stage-scenes,
must be

painted broad and strong, and many of the half tones must be left, for

distance to supply. MB. BILLINGTON'S Ahiaedoolah is the best played

part we have seen the actor in, for some time, and he gives us the

grace of the tiger while his claws are sheathed, and his ferocity when

they are out of the velvet. MK. STEPHENSON'S Old Colonel and ME.
ASHLEY'S honest Indian Doctor areas good as possible.

We are proud to bear witness that the piece thus acted aye evenAMONG many other Christmas customs, more honoured in the breach f
than the observance, is the newspaper custom of

"
doing

"
the theatres MISS TERRY'S delicate and deeply-felt delineation of Mice was appre-

en masse on such popular festivals as Boxing-Night and Easter Monday, ciated as it deserved by a boxing night audience quite as ready to

Everybody on the staff of every morning paper must turn out on these
relish, afterwards, our dear MRS. MELLON'S graceful swagger, unfailing

occasions as dramatic critics ;
and mysterious as newspaper dramatic

point, and exquisite coxcombry in Filz-James. Miss FURTADO^S pretty
. mysteries on such nights are more inscrutable sauciness in The Lady of the Late, and the Celti
71 iii_'__i^r.ri_. TT_i_ 11 ii- i iii _i i i ! .

crit icism is always, its

than ever. Mr. Punch does not attempt this ubiquitous game.
content to squeak through his own "

swidgell," and is not ashamed to
He is may his shadow andlus salary at" the Adelphi never be less in Rode-

own that he has been too busy with Christmas trees and Christmas

turkeys, to say nothing of Christmas boxes and Christmas bills, out of

the theatre, to have much time for Christmas boxes and Christmas
bills of the play. One theatrical debt, however, which he ought to

have paid before this, he takes the opportunity of paying now.
Christmas time, and of all days in Christmas time, Boxing-Day, has its

penances. But some penances have a pleasant side to them. And
such a penance is A Sister's Penance at the Adelphi. To give us the

true pleasure of art even through pain, at once tasks and tests the

power of a true artist. And the neaviest weight of A Sister's Penance
is laid on the shoulders of one of the truest artistes now on the stage-
Miss KATE TEIIRY. The authors of the piece have imposed a hard
task on their heroine. In their first act they drive her out of the pale
of our sympathies by a base act of selfishness, not tlie less base because
it is prompted by passion ;

and then they leave her to win her painful

way back to our compassion through sorrow and suffering, from under
the tulwars of the Indian mutineers, out of the very shadow of death.

There is no actress now on the stage who could achieve this feat as

Miss TERRY does ; no one who could so keep alive our pity and

interest, even while sacrificing a sister and desperately attempting to

kindle an answering passion in a dead heart. But these cruel authors
have not been satisfied even with setting their heroine this hard
task. After a second act, culminating in a scene of such physical
strain and excitement, that the audience hold their breath, and men
who have known the real horrors of Cawnpore and Agra, of Arrah and
Jhansi, feel the terrible remembrances of that time revived, the authors
of A Sister's Penance have risked anti-climax by a third act, in which,
though they have thrown in such light sensational spice as a sup-
posed poisoning and a real suicide, the main interest is moral, and not

rick Dhu. It is a real Christmas treat to witness TOOLE, multitudinous

in martial array of weapons, gathering the Clans in the Pass of Ben-

ledi, to bet on him in the fight of Cou-nan-togle Ford, and to assist at

his resuscitation, by help of a pinch of Scotch snuff, from stuffed

dummyhood to re-animated mountain Dhu-dom in the Court at

Stirling. MR. TOOLE acts burlesque as burlesque should be acted,

earnestly, gravely, as if his life depended on it. He is the right man in

the right place at the Adelplii, and we welcome his Highland clay-more,

dirk, battle-axe and his whole battet ie de guerre, back to the old Toole-

house, in MB. HALLIDAY'S clever burlesque, which may be called, in

the broadest sense of the word, an excellent
"

halliday
"
entertainment.

Another Parcel of Proverbs.

IF the cap fits, wear it out.

Six of one, and half-a-dozen of the other make exactly twelve.

None so deaf as those who won't hear hear ! hear !

Faint heart never won fair lady nor dark one either.

Civility costs nothing nay, is something to your credit.

The best of friends must part their hair.

Any port in a storm but old port preferred.

One good turn deserves another in waltzing.

Youth at the prow and Pleasure at the helm very sea-sick.

WILL THIS SATISFY Mil. BRIGHT?

THE Suffrage is indeed becoming Universal. At the recent Cattle

Show one of the chief prizes was taken by a Polled Bullock.



ACCOMMODATING-VERY !

" BEG PARDON, SIR ! MUSTN'T SMOKE ON THE PLATFORM !"

"
OH, MUSTN'T I ? THEN I 'LL GET INTO THE CARRIAGE !

"

OUR PARTING KICK.

GET out, Old Year, get out, get out !

And don't keep lingering here about,
We don't care whether you've got the gout,
Or what 's the matter, but just get out !

You stupid, S9rrowful, sad ola year,
You maundering, mischievous, mad old year,

law, we 're heartily glad, old year,
To enjoy the kicking you out !

Your life 's a chapter of griefs and woes,
You were always treading on people's toes,

Till you set great nations at brutal blows,
And gave their braves to the kites and crows.

You savage, slaughterous, sad old year,
You mocking, murderous, mad old year,

law, we 're heartily glad, old year,
To enjoy the kicking you out.

You prolonged the plague that destroyed the ox,
You dashed our ships on the grinding rocks,
You aimed at credit such cruel knocks
That on came Panic with ruinous shocks.

You spiteful, slanderous, sad old year,
You mumping, miserly, mad old year,

law, we 're heartily glad, old year,
To enjoy the kicking you out.

You stirred a quarrel of class and class,
And when we thought we "d a chance to pass
A wise Reform, you abused the mass,
And slanged the few, and it went to grass.
You sulky, scandalous, sad old year,
You mouthing, muddling, mad old year,

law, we 're heartily glad, old year
To enjoy the kicking you out.

You flung fresh food in rebellion's jaws,
You established Yankee and Fenian raws,
You frightened Erin, and gave us cause

To suspend fair Freedom's noblest laws.

You base, bewildering, bad old year,
You mean, malingering, mad old year,

law, we 're heartily glad, old year,

To enjoy the kicking you out.

Come in, New Year, with your hopeful smile,

To end our ditty of blare and bile,

That mean old cuss was enough to rile

An angel's temper, but you '11 strike lie.

You nice, no naughtiness, neat new year,

You smiling, saucy face, sweet new year,

Your look increases the treat, my dear,

Of kicking that old Cad out.

The Clemency of the Weather.

IN proof of the extraordinary mildness of the season, it may be

stated that a hayrick in a field belonging to MB. SMITHEBS, of Barn-

staple became so heated on Christmas-day as to require the prompt
exertions of several men to prevent it from catching fire. A family

residing in the vicinity of Southampton had their Christmas plum-
pudding iced. .^__

A BONE TO PICK WITH ITALY.

His Holiness the POPE occasionally venerates the relics of Saints ;

for example, bones. It is said that the Holy Father has a particular

fancy for the
"
temporal bone."

GOOD RESOLUTION FOR THE NEW YEAR, Always to go to bed

early in the morning.
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PUNCH'S PANTOMIME;
Or, the Old Year out, and the New Year in.
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DECIDEDLY NOT.
Aunt. "I'M SURE, TIEAR THAT 'PtTNCH* CANNOT MAKE FRIGHTS OF US

NOW !

"

BALLADS FOR BACHELORS.

THE HRIF.FI.ESS TO HIS BOY !

KiFt-.s ! my chambers thou may'st close,

1 >raw in the outer oak ;

And front our labours let 's repose

Hang LYTTKLTON and CORK !

Jly slippers find, my candles light,

.My flute fetch from the press ;

But bring no books for this one night
We '11 give to idleness.

Oh, RUFUS, in those awful tomes,'
How oft have I dug 'deep ;

To hold dread converse with the gnomes
Who I here pale viirils keep.

Thy day-dreams in an easy groove
Glide, checked by sorrows brief ;

Thy brain burns not a court to move,
Or bow before a chief.

While Juniors with each others spar,
At clubs in sham debate,

You long to practise at the bar

Which tops some rustic gate.

Thy mind ambition never racks,
And more delight you'd feel,

In netting humble stickle-backs.

Than bagging the great Seal.

To get silk with its charming gloss,

Long legal yarns we spin ;

Your little games entail no loss

At mine, heads only win.

Thon hast no reverence, 1 fear,

For shrines where learned dust is ;

Nor would a fig give for the ear

(If even a Lord Justice.

Some ladies sav I 'm growing bald

With mental wear and tear ;

'Tis scarce three years since I was called

To shun my native hair.

Hark ! there 's a knock don't crush my wig
Good RUFUS haste, go see,

And mind ! if it 's a guinea pig
There 's half-a-crown for thee.

CHARITY AT .THE CHARTERHOUSE.

CHARITY, we are told, begins at home ; but we are not told that it

ought to end there. Yet there are many chanties where Number One
is looked on as the Golden Number. ,

We cite for instance from the

Standard a rather striking case :

" The Charterhouse was intended to Rather beneath its roof poor, aged, maimed,
or impotent people, who had broken down on the respectable paths of life, and give
them a dignified asylum. So wrote THOMAS SUTTON, when applying for his letters

patent. It was also planned to include a free school for the maintenance and edu-
cation of the poor children of reputable parents, and the founder expressly declared
his hope and will that the funds of the endowment should never be diverted from
the use of the needy. All increases of revenue he ordained should be devoted either
to augment the number of brethren or to improve their allowances."

How religiously this ordinance of the founder is obeyed 'may be

gathered from the fact that, while the pensions have been raised from
25 to 40 :

"The master's stipend was originally 50; it is now 800; the preacher's 40,
it is about 400 at present ; the manciple has about 200 a year, and every other
officer in proportion. Thus, while the master's salary was at first about eight fold
the amount of a brother's pension, it has risen to twenty-two fold ; add a house and
furniture, with allowances for bread, beer, light, fuel, and linen, and a free dinner
daily."

Where we further are informed that there is a staff of nearly four
dozen officials for merely fourscore pensioners and four-and-forty boys,
we think there is fair reason for saying that the Charterhouse

"
has

assumed somewhat too openly the appearance of an institution set

apart quite as much for patronage as for charity." As the Poor
Brothers are

"
passing rich on forty pounds a year," they are obliged

to buy themselves their groceries and clothing, and to pay for all such
luxuries as boot-cleaiiing and washing. Perhaps it may be said that
40 a year are sufficient for this purpose, and it may also be alleged

that the salary of the Master is somewhat more than sufficient for nis
labour or his needs. If so, let

"
the number of the brethren be aug-

mented
"

as the revenue increases, and as the founder has ordained.
No doubt it is a good thing to be Master of the Charterhouse

;
but it

would be a better thing if the governors of the charity would bear in

mind the purposes for which it was established, and remember that the

greatest happiness of the greatest number is not to be considered as

applied to Number One.

SAFETY FOR SOLDIERS.

As Christmas is a time of peace and general goodwill, it is pleasant
to observe that nearly every other column in our newspapers just now
is full of warlike topics. In one sentence we read how France is to be

asked we wiU not say. commanded to augment her numerous army ;

in another we are told how Austria is ordering new breechloaders by
the million ; while a third describes the trial of big guns and armour-

targets at Shoeburyness, or some other experiment in armour, such

as this :

" A trial has just been made inTaris of a cuirass in aluminium, which Is as ligh!

as an ordinary waistcoat, nearly as flexible, and capable of turning a musket-ball

fired at a distance of 38 paces, and resisting a bayonet thrust from the heaviest

hand. Each cuirass costs only 25 francs. Two regiments are to be Immediately
supplied with them as a trial"

A capital example, surely, and one forJwhich'aUJlovers of peace must
wish success. Why should not living men of war be safely cased with

armour as well as merely wooden ones P What a good thing it would
be if soldiers were made shot proof as well as floating turrets ! War
certainly would cease if no one could be killed in it. If aluminium be

ball-proof, let our army be encased in it forthwith from head to heel,

heeding specially the latter, having memory of Achilles. Let our
"
Invincibles

" henceforward bear the name of
"
Indestructibles," and

let the world be warned that it would be a sheer waste of shot to blaze

away at them. There would then be little trouble in finding new
recruits, for the fear of being killed would be no longer a deterrent.

Even Fahtaff would have fought as bravely as a lion, and would not

have needed the shelter of his shield, if he had been clad with a suit of

steel-proof armour.

SPECULATION
man's Buff ?

AT A CHRISTMAS PARTY. What colour" is Blind
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NOTHING LIKE A CLASSICAL EDUCATION.

Papa. "WHAT! YOUR GOLD-FISH COMB TO GKIEF, ARCHIE?"

Archie (stoically).
"
YES, PA. ALL RIGHT LAST NIGHT, BUT i FOUND THIS

MORNING TWO OF 'JEM HAD GONE TO THE EVERLASTING SLEEP OF HA.DES II"

MANY HAPPY NEW YEARS.

THE world is another year older,

So are you, my young fellows and dears,

Never mind, whilst the old fogies moulder,

May you see many happy new years.

There is hope that you will, for in store you
Health and wealth may be destined to find.

It mav be many years are before you,
And maturity isn't behind.

Thereafter but few years, if any,
Can be happy a truth to regret !

And whene'er an old friend you wish many,
'Tis what don't you just wish he may get ?

All in vain 's the good wish of the season,

Would, indeed, you were able to say,
As on juvenile birthdays, with reason,

"
Many happy returns of the day !

"

Many happy new years an old man
Or old woman might count, O my son,

If at three-score-ana-ten we began,

Going back till we reached twenty-one.
So on, over and over again,
As the planets revolve in their spheres ;

With some reason and sense you might then
Wish your dad many happy new years.

Great Christmas Effect.

Louis NAPOLEON, in dealing with his Army re-organi-

sation scheme seems disposed to borrow a hint from a

well-known bit of pantomime business dropping the hot

poker.

BACHELORS OF DIVINITY.

RITUALIST young Clergymen seldom get slippers worked
for them by girls. The fact is, that they show the cloven

foot ; and moreover they preach celibacy.

A STARTLING TRANSPOSITION OF KEYS.

Np wonder the Papal keys should be cross keys, at

the idea of being transferred from the ward of Louis
NAPOLEON to the ward of VICTOR-EMMANUEL.

HAPPY THOUGHTS.

(At He Feudal Castle : Warning.)

Happy Thought. No ghost after all : and they call this a haunted
room. I don't believe in the old woman who was burnt to death here,
unless (as a Happy Thought) they burnt her ghost into the bargain.
Note for Vol. XL of Typical Developments,

" On Popular Superstitions."

Always wake early in the country, and always expect a nice bright

morning in the country. Looking at the weather from my bed, I

should say it drizzles. I don't hear anybody getting up. My clothes

and boots have not been taken : it must be very early, or very late. My
watch is on the table can't see it from here. It must be very early
I '11 lie in bed and think.*

* Odd : I was quite awake a minute ago.
* * *

I '11 take my note-book and arrange some work for the day.
* * *

Put note-book on pillow.*
* * Write down heading Notes for Typical

Developments! Vol. IX.
* *

which is all I find on the page when I

wake up again with a galvanic start. Noise in courtyard below
; jump

out ; it must be late now.
Frost or damp on the glass -. window open : it looks on to the court-

vard. Here, in medieval times assembled pilgrims, retainers, falconers,

barons, knights, ladies, mitred abbots, pages, dogs in leashes, and
good-looking young men coming of age on the steps."

By my nalidome ! gadso !

"
quoth the shorter of the two knights,

over whose fair head some twenty-five summers had shed their some-

thing or other, I forget what now.

Ah, I wish I 'd lived then. On thinking over it, why ? Chiefly I think
because they said

"
By my halidome," and

"
zooks

"
and

"
the merry

maskins," and, generally, because it was
"
the olden time." Ours will be

the olden time one of these days. Perhaps this very room will be exhi-

bited as the place where the author of Typical Developments slept. I

wish this would happen while 1 'm alive, though : how it would surprise
my relations.

Happy Thought. Surprise my relations.

I will. Get on with Typical Dewlojimenis as quickly as possible. I feel

now that I can do it. I will dress at once : no more delay. I wish to

goodness I could get my clothes brushed ;
and boots. Hang it, where 's

the bath?
Look out of window : drizzle over. Dull : housemaid kneeling m a

crinoline cleaning steps of portcullis archway. A bumpkin of a boy
stands under the archway, cleaning boots. He leaves off, to draw up
the portcullis, being thereto summoned by the baker with the rolls,

and, I hear a voice say, Muffins, outside.

Happy Thought. Muffins. Buttered.
I say,

"
Haflo !

"
All three below puzzled : perhaps they can't see

me. Put my head out : boy laughs so does the baker. The maid still

kneeling, sits on her heels, and smiles too. I think (from this distance)
she sniffs : cold morning. I say,

"
I want my boots cleaned, please."

The baker who evidently doesn t wish to be mixed up with the matter

at all, looks at the boy. The boy replies,
"
Yes, Sir," takes the bear-

ings of my room, cleverly deducing the locality of my body from putting
this and that together. This being the head, and that the window.
He shuffles towards a side doorway in the quadrangle. The baker

says something of an amatory character to the housemaid, at least, so

I imagine, from her tossing her head in an "Ah,-yes,-I-dare-say"
sort of style, as she resumes her work, while the gay young baser
walks across the quadrangle, disappearing, after one look back at the

j

housemaid, at a small side door. Demoralising life a baker's or a

i
butcher's, if he has to call at many houses every day. Might call them
butterfly tradesmen, sipping the sweets from every come in. Boot

boy. He will also take my clothes. MARY, he explains, however brushes
them. Will he be good enough to ask MR. ENGLEFIELD if he '11 let me
have the bath ? He will be good enough, and goes.

Happy Thought.
"
Conferring on the boy the order of the bath."

I '11 say this at breakfast. Must manage to introduce it neatly.
i SUERIDAN used to arrange a lot of good things before he went out

I

to dinner (I don't know if he said any good things at breakfast) and
lead up to them. Note it down, or I shall forget it. If you don't note
it down, it 's a nuisance to bother yourself all day with trying to re-

collect what that good thing was you thought of in the morning.
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Knock : come in. Boy and bath, with MR. ENOLKFIEI.D'S compliments.

Dressing.
* * * Dress am how in the country. Can't : ladies.

Happy Thoughts tcliil? Dressing. One ought to have a secretary in

one's room to write things down while one is dressing. I hum tunes

when brushing my hair, which are really very good, if some one could

only catch them and fix them on paper at the moment. I wonder how
many composers are lost to the world through this. I'm certain I

could do an oratorio. Hum one, I mean : I can't write it, or play it.

Oratorios are not effective with one finger on the piano. I find, that,
on trying to pick out on the piano any original composition, I lose

the tune before, I can hit upon the notes. Also find that what I

thought was original, some one has heard before. I think I might
have been a composer if I 'd never heard anybody else's tunes. As to

arranging a piece for an orchestra, that would be easy enough, as I can
imitate most instruments with my mouth, which would show any
practical musician what effect I want, and then he 'd do it.

Boy comes for ENGLEFIELD'S bath. I ask,
"
Is anyone down ?

"
and

am told. "Oh, yes, Sir; Mns. GUILDERS is breakfastin'.

I wish they'd ring a bell, or send up to one's room. Now, for Mns.
GUILDERS.
Awkward stairs find my way came through this hall last night.

There's the screen here 's the door. No. Suddenly find myself in

courtyard. See warm-looking room in right corner of quadrangle:
see breakfast-table : a lady eating, and a man's back, seated, and by
the movement of his elbows, eating.

They see me : I must look unconcerned, as if I was iup and taking
the air, without any idea that breakfast is going on. The window is

opened by STENTON, the rising philosopher, who says,
" Good morning."

I ask him " How he is ?
"

and he replies,
" Come in at this door, here

breakfast is quite ready."
The philosopher is dressed in knickerbockers and a shooting coat,

and has his hair cut like a VANDYKE child. This strikes me as original.
I like the idea. Now, I shall see what MRS. CHILDERS is like. Wall
in briskly and smilingly. Be agreeable. Show her that though i do
write on deep and serious subjects, yet there is a lighter and brighter
side to my nature.

In the Breakfast Room. There are two ladies, one is making the tea,
the other the chocolate and coffee. It is a round table, so there is no
top or bottom. Which is MRS. CHILDERS ? CHILDERS is not down.
The philosopher, STENTON, has to introduce me to them, which he
does in a stupid fashion of his own, by merely mentioning my name to

them, and not theirs to me. Which is MRS. CHILDERS P They
are both blondes, and very nearly of an age. Will I have tea ? I will,
thanks. Muffin? with hesitation yes, thanks. Oh (chocolate-lady
hands them), pray don't : oh, thanks, thanks. Oh (to tea-lady who
hands tea), thanks. Will I have some fish or somebroiJed ham?
Mustn't be too long considering: I say in a hurry,

"
Ham, please"

meant fish. Oh, thanks, thanks. To the philosopher for the butter, to
the chocolate-lady for the mustard, and to the lady for the pepper,
Thanks, thanks, thanks. Then to the three collectively for everything,"
Oh, thanks." I should like to say something brilliant now at once,

but, here I am, flustered by a muffin.

Happy Thought while eating Mttffin.They 're twins : sisters. Still,
this doesn't tell me which is MRS. CHILDBRS, and I want to ask after
the children.

)

Am I looking for anything?" No: thanks. I am though, but
can't make out what it is

; that 's where my want of presence of mind
bothers me. Oh, it 's a small knife : on sideboard.

"
Oh, don't move,"

(to everyone)
"
thanks, thanks." Note. Must get out of this habit of

saying^' thanks" : it 's nervousness, not gratitude. Will I have any more"
you please. Finding that this wish of mine involves ringing

come in, encouragingly, as much as to say, "Don't be frightened it 'i

nil n.u'lit." I don't know why ; and I find myself nodding back in the
same style, as much as to assure them,

"
Yes, here I am, all right, not

a bit frightened ;" but II 'm sure 1 shouldn't be doing this if 1 only
knew which was Mns. GUILDERS. It's like being ignorant of a lan-

giiane. They are all Bon, MAT, ALLY, NELLY, Poss, JACK, and MAT
to one another. They can't be nil CIIII.DKHSES?
The philosopher solves the difficulty; IK; asks MAT " How MRS.

GUILDERS is this morning P
' To which CIIILDKKS replies,

"
Pretty

well," and that
"
she 's coming down."

IVrhaps, then, ALLY and NBI.I.Y arc two Miss CIIILDERSKS. 1 won't
ha/.ard this in conversation, though. They might be any of the oilier

fellows' sisters, as they are all Christian names to one another.
Breakfast finished, but all wailing for MRS. CHILDBRS. Children with
nurses in the courtyard.

CHILDERS, in character of papa, looks out of window. Pair-haired

child, very pretty, runs up."
\Vliat a tine boy," I remark, to please CHILDERS.

There is a smile. "Girl," CIIILIIERS explains. At that moment 1
dislike the child. [Analysing this feeling for Typical Development! sub-

sequently, I ascertain, it to be the result of hummed pride. I had said
the girl was a boy, and he w;is a girl. Chapter on Insight into Character.]

NIII-MJS call children off. "like a huntsman and dogs," I say to

GUILDERS, byway of a sharp simile, which will be appreciated by
clever men. I fancy I 'm saying rude things this morning. I wish
.\1 us. GUILDERS would appear, and I should be on safe ground again.
The door opens -. it is Mils. GUILDERS. Elderly lady old enough

to be MAT'S mother. I talk, to her at once about her children. She
smiles graciously: all smile. BOB EX<;LEJ-IELD bursts i out into a
guffaw, and says he can't help it. MAT GUILDERS explains

"
not his

wife, his mot her."

BOB EN-ICEFIELD shouts out, "Oh, haven't you got a chance for a
compliment." I laugh foolishly, I feel it 's foolishly, and say,

"
Yes, I

have." But the only thing I can think of is something about
" A man

not being able to marry his grandmother," which I don't say, thank
goodness. But where it my repartee ? That 's where I fail. What
ought I to have said ? A quarter of an hour after.'I shall think of it :

provoking. However, I now find that the tea-lady is the MRS. CHILDBRS.

" MY FAVOURITE."

King. A new sovereign.
Hero. The man who is one to his valet dt chambre.
Author. BRADSHAW.
Artist. Not the lady who paints.

Opera. The Opera of Lucia*.

Song." The Mistletoe Bough."
Play. Upon words.
Actor. Self in

"
Seven Parts."

Name. Her name.
Dish.Ql chat.

Study. A brown one.

Amusement. The Oame of Speculation.

County. Beds.

Jioot.'M.j banker's.
Motto. One good turn deserves another in waltzing.
Exercise. A run on a Bank.
Ambition. To be a Contributor to Punch.

DOMINO PUNCHIO ALUMNUS CA.NTABRIGLENSIS S.P.D.

LITERAM in periodicale vestra a puerculo qui ad Scholam mecum
fuit, scriptam nuper vidi. Meum juvenem amicum a lucida compo-
sitionis ejus styla serai-oculo virgavi, quouiam ea styla caput-magistrum
nostrum mult ii in sapuit. Jamque ad punctual. Insum ad Exameu a

doctis,
"
Parvo-pergo

"
vocatum, et recte quidem, quum multis

"
no-

go" est et nuDus error. Quod novum tormentum, puer antique,
'Varsitatem nobis miseris tandem invenisse existimas? Quod extra-

subjectum Grajco, Latino, Mathematicis (puris impurisque), Pallido

(qua veritate est nnllus jpcus), caterisque difficilimis rebus additum
esse putas ? Horresco referens -.papyram in Accidentid et Ortecd et

Latind'! In Senatus-domo jam sum, illaque papyra ab inexorabili

non

Tea-lady observes,
" MAT will want some tea directly he comes down.'

Happy Thought MAT is CHILDEHS this is MRS. GUILDERS. I say,
relying upon this,

"
This is a very quaint old place, MRS. CHILDERS."

Having said it, I think it was a little rude ; ought to have thought of
that before speaking : that's just like me me to the ground, in fact,

ui T
sn

.

u
' tlle P|lilosopher smiles, so do I, but am uncomfort-

able, i won t try names again, or remarks on where your host lives
it ts rude.

t),-

C
t

I

T
DERS ap?ears: .

ne caUs tea-lady NELLY, which makes me
! unquamsic multa alia.

" \ was
J,f

' un"l he addresses the chocolate-lady as ALLY meo libellum cram-grammaticnm. Id consulam, Samp 6p*a', ut aitw ittles me. I can't keep up conversation without names.
I poeta. Venditus sum tamen; duo namque .tauri-canes a tcrgo me

Besides, 1 want to ask after the children. ENGLEFIELD arrives, very stant, juvenesque quatuor miseri in fronte mei sedentes, edentesque
1 j* . i_ _;j\ _. i /^..:j ;_ i * r : Q *?_

Examinatore mihi modo data est. Quum tamen earn facere

possum frrcuum, hanc tibi literam, nobilissime Punchic, scribo.

Num pulchrum est rogare tales qustiones P sic : Parse,
*J

':OKKOJ, ToBavQuptxpos, Tro\\nrvr6ficfi

Claram ideam habeo.
t\or, et

Est mini in pocetto

ively, and nodding at me, and is called BOBBY by everyone. 'Poss
bELMYR (they all call him Poss, and he calls the'ladies ALLY and
JNELLY so there s no rule) comes down very shivering, and rubbingus hands ; he nods at me encouragingly ; they all nod at me, as they

fines pennarum me placide contemplant. Quid in terra faciam ? Nos
septem totam horam nihil fecimus. gemini ! nunc tempus est reddere

papyras nostras, ac nihil feci. Me miserum ! Cura teipsum, mi puer.
VALE.
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COMMON OBJECTS IN OUR HEDGEROWS.

Cousin Charlotte.
"
OH, WILLIAM, DO COME HERE ! SUCH A FUNNY PLANT

GROWING ON THIS TREE !

"

Cousin William (to himseJf).
"
MISTLETOE, BY JINGO ! Now, OR NEVEE !

"

A LITANY FOR THE SEASON.

(Dedicated, without the least respect, to MASTER A. C.

SWINEBOHN, by an Old Bachelor.)

MUST ANTIPHONE.

ALL the plagues of the season,
Thick and threefold are down on me :

Lord 9f Mis-rule and Un-reason,
Christmas doth frown on me.

Mv patience hath gone by the board,
Ptidden over rough-shod :

One growth Christmas trees should afford,

And don't that 's a rod !

SECOND ANTIPHONE.

Turkeys, plum-puddings, mince-pies !

Mis'rabie sinner,
Must the sins of my youth arise

To make penance of dinner ?

Why should I tip the breed
Of brats, all about me ?

Why find Christmas boxes to feed

Harpies that scout me ?

THIED ANTIPHONE.

From dishes that ruin digestion,
From juvenile hops,

From wares readers should like a pest shun,
In the booksellers' shops :

From the coarse Christmas beef butchers kill,

With fat triple-lined ;

From the twaddle of peace and good-will,
When I hate human-kind

FOURTH ANTIPHONE.

From the vile begging-letter impostors
Thou bring'st out in swarms :

From the flaunting of pantomime posters,
And music-hall charms :

From the bills, boxes, bores that bewray thee

Arch-nuisance to be,
I pray thee, King Christmas, I pray thee,
To set the town free !

RACING EVENT. The Black Horse wins the Sweepstakes.

POLYPHEMUS IN PARLIAMENT.

PUNCH. MY GOOD SIB,
I AM hurt. Though not accustomed to the melting mood I

Polyphetmis'weep. A glass-blower (may his bellows wheeze and his

ladle never get hot) flings sarcasms at my visual organ. I stagger.
I reel. Sparks fly from my eye. For a moment I see double. Con-
fusion seize thee, ruthless King of bubble-blowers !

I had resolved to stand for Utopia as soon as that thriving colony
was enfranchised ; but now comes a Blower of Bottles, and like rude

Boreas, blows fierce scorn at all monocular legislators. Again I say
I 'm hurt. It 's grossly personal.

This sesthetic Bubble-blower requires his representative to be a

model for PRAXITELES !

So ho, then ! We a
F
e * ^ave a House of Apollos ! Ho ! ho ! ho !

Pardon me for mingling laughter with my tears. If, Punch, it comes
to that, you had better look to your Ladies' Gallery. Already the

darlings complain of scant accommodation. Already there are honor-
able orators who perfume their eloquence with otto of roses to charm
those birds of Paradise who flutter as they listen in their gilded cage.
O ! what clouds of incense will go up when 600 and odd worshippers
of Belgravian beauty set about swinging their rhetorical censers f It

makes me merry the idea M. P., Model for PHIDIAS !

But let us be grave for a moment. Why are eyes singled out by our
fastidious Bottle-blower for invidious comment? What colour would
he insist upon as a proper eye qualification for Members of Parliament ?

Is a gentleman to be driven from the Commons by a pair of greys ? or
if his orbs are darker than a feminine committee of taste may desire, is

the candidate to be looked upon as black-balled ? Is preferment to be
the reward only of the far-sighted, and are Ministers to have a bright
expression in spite of all opposition. Is an eye in a fine frenzy rolling
to be pointed at as the unerring sign of a celestial Premier and the

pledge of an enlightened policy ? Is an eagle gaze always to command
a working majority, and is no confidence to be reposed in an Adminis-
tration who suffer from a slight a very slight obliquity of vision ?

Must a Foreign Secretary sparkle like Venus gem of the western sky
when he rises from his seat and every minor Member of the Cabinet

be required to twinkle like a little star ?

Are no optical glasses to be allowed on the Treasury Bench ? Is a

Cpnservative leader not to have the aid of
"

clearers
"

or an advanced
Liberal to be denied the use of "magnifiers ?

"
Is the watchword of

party henceforth to be
"
looks not lungs." Is Parliament to produce

every night during the season, as the Manager may direct, either a

serious or a comic pantomime ? And finally, are country gentlemen to

be won over by side-long glances, and is a Chancellor of the Exchequer
to be kept in office by a leer ?

Punch these questions every man who is not blinded by prejudice
will gravely con. The argumentum ad hominem is a light and pleasant
mode of carrying conviction to a stubborn mind. If you have nothing
solid to urge against an opponent, cast dust in his eyes. If he is a

politician well call him a Polyphemus.
Give my love to the girls, and believe me, Yours ever,

POLYPHEMUS,
Cyclops Hall, Arcadia. Chief Commissioner Woods and Forests.

rd Dec., 1866.

Stanza in. the Lucid Style.

THE sun sinks in emerald glory,
Like snakes in the sea. t

There are many not old who are hoary :

There are slaves that are free.

.Dost thou love me ? No. Else thou wouldn't bite me,
And sting like a bee !

BITTER RIVALRY IN BEER.

IT has been whispered in musical circles that one of our eminent

brewers is performing as a contra-basso. The gentleman referred to is

MR. ALLSOPP.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 24, Holtord Square, in the Pansn of St. James, Clerkenwell, in the County ot Middlesex, at the Printing Offices ol Messrs. Bradhury, Evans, ft Co., Tmbard
Street, in the Precinct of Whttofriarf

,
in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 86, Fleet street, in the Parish of bt. bride, City of London. SATUBDAT, January 5, 186'.
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PROBABLE.
"
HALLO, OLD BOY, YOU VE GOT A BAD COLD. How DID YOU GET IT ?

"

"
WELL, DO YOU KNOW, I THINK I MUST HAVE LEFT OFF MY HAT-BAND TOO

SOON !

"

THE MARTYR-BUNG.

OUR friends the Licensed Victuallers are always holding meetings for self-

glorification, and for the purpose of declaring that they are the victims of Legisla-
tive oppression. They are perpetually defending themselves against some
imaginary danger, and imputing dark designs to the CHANCELLOR OF THE EX-
CHEQUER for the time being. That right nonourable gentleman, be he who he

may, is supposed by them to lie awake whole nights considering what cruel blow
he can inflict upon the virtuous and noble Victualler, and upon the principle that

it is best to cry out before you are hurt, as it is of no use bellowing afterwards, our
friends may be wise. Sometimes they get a member of Parliament, usually one
who is not much regarded in the House, to preside over their Banquet of Howling-,
and it is funny to read how that unfortunate senator tries to reconcile the business
of adulating the Bungs with his own sense of truth and statesmanship.

Lately, however, Mr. Punch has noticed that a good manv hundreds of Victual
lers (who, however, by no means represent the whole class) have taken a method
of obtaining the approbation and admiration of the public, instead of confining
themselves to enthusiastic eulogies on themselves. In the long lists of persons
who have recently been fined for using False Measures, the Licensed Victuallers
have been distinguished. Indeed, they always head the array, and are convicted
in batches. This we deem a proof of the workings of conscience behind the bar.
To adulterate is human, to filch the adulterated liquid is divine. These Witlers,
who doubtless manipulate their liquors after the fashion of their fellow trades-

men, who are thought honest, do something towards mitigating the evil wrought
by their doctored fluids. They sell as little as they can for the money. In their

banquets let the fact be noted they rob their customer, but only rob him of the
trash which helps to make him sick indeed.

Yet, we fear, the Licensing Magistrates may not be sufficiently refined to

appreciate this delicacy of sentiment, and on the next application for licences may
examine the list of convictions, and refuse the documents to those who have shown
such tenderness of conscience. Well, the Martyr-Bungs must make the best of

it, and comfort themselves with past profits.

EUBOPE'S CHRISTMAS-TREE.

COME, cacli little King and Queen,
Let your reigning business be,

And gather round the green
Of Europe's Christmas-tree.

A'pretty tree it is,

With a pretty crop of toys,
To irradiate the phiz
Of royal girls and boys.

Here's a little Papal Bull
Of excommunication,

Which KING VICTOR'S free to pull,
And the whole Italian nation.

Here are warrants of arrest,
Gift of QUEEN ISABELLA,

To her Cortes, by request
Of her priestly Camarilla.

Here 's a conge for KING MAX,
From the hand of Uncle SAM,

Sealed with Imperial wax
By the ex-prisoner of Ham.

Here's a broad hint for the POPE
With Rome accounts to square :

And a Papal Zouave, with rope
To hang himself in air.

KING WILLIAM, here 's your passport
To power a needle-gun :

For the EMPEROR here s a Chassepot,
For the KAISER ne'er a 9ne.

Here 's a breech-loading, rifled

Ship cannon for JOHN BULL,
Who swears

"
My Lords " have trifled,

Or he 'd have a navy-full.

For my little CZAR so perky
Here ii a tempting prize

A nice old Christmas Turkey,
Devoured by greedy eyes :

Keep back, you little gluttons,
Or, at least, all start fair ;

Mind, if you burst your buttons.
You must pay for repair !

Here are rifles, bayonets, sabres,
For little Sovereigns prone

To taking from their neighbours
And adding to their own.

Here are pretty oaths for breaking,
Like tou-totu sugared fair,

Treaties made for un-making,
And warranted to tear.

Then gather, little Princes,
Round Europe's Christmas-tree

He '11 get most the least who minces,
And in grabbing most makes free.

Peace and goodwill may quake
And if they do 'tis well :

What 's peace ? A thing you break :

And goodwill P A thing you selL

Puseyism and Poetry.

AMONG the candidates for the vacant Professorship of

Poetry at Oxford, if its tenure were compatible with the

Professorship of Hebrew, a peculiarly proper person would
be DR. PUSEY. Who so fit to fill the Chair once occupied
by KEBLE as the genius who is credited with the amend-
ment of the Christian Year?

SEASONABLE.

MEDICAL. We know a young man who is suffering severely from having had
a girl

"
thrown at his head."

THE Floral Hall is open for skating. Anticipating
tumbles, Mr. Punch makes the witlings a present of a new
name for the building the Floor-all Hall. (N.B. One
charge for admission : no sliding scale.)

LEGAL NOTE, BY MRS. BRIEPLESS. Spring Circuits-

Crinolines.
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A CAPITAL PANTOMIME JOKE.

EE here is a good hearty bit

of Christmas fun. A cor-

respondent cites it for us

from the CAelr.iford Chro-

nicle :

" A DKSPHRATF. BUFFIAN !

CHARLES LEONARD, aged eight,
was charged with the unlawful

possession of a piece of wood
ten inches lung and nine inches
wide. The defendant, who ap-

peared to be almost starving, and
who said he picked the wood
up to make a bit of fire for his

mother, was sentenced to four-

teen days' hard labour and four

years in a reformatory."

What a joke to send a

boy of eight years old to

prison, with hard labour, for

the heinous crime of pick-

ing up a little piece of fire-

wood ! And what a famous
bit of fun to send the little

fellow for four years to a

reformatory, in further ex-

piation of his horrible

offence ! Of course, a boy
of eight years old has read

enough of BLACKSTONE'S
Commentaries, and other

English law-books, to know
that picking up a scrap of

firewood, even for one's

mother, is an indictable

offence,' and one for which the punishment above named may be given.

So we can have no pity for poor little CHARLES LEONARD, whose
desire to help his mother led him, knowingly, of course, to commit a

flagrant crime. We only hope our pantomimists will not hear of the

hard sentence passed on the poor lad, lest they be tempted to ridicule

the sage bench of Essex Magistrates, by exhibiting them nightly as a

lot of Essex calves. A reformatory for cpuntry Magistrates might be

suitably established in counties where a little boy is sentenced to hard

labour, and then sent to a reformatory, for so trivial an offence

as the one above described.

HAPPY THOUGHTS.
(A Day at the Feudal Castle)

GETTING STENTON, the philosopher, alone by the window, I find it

all out. MRS. GUILDERS is CHILDERS'S mother, yes, of course. I say"
Yes, of course," as if I 'd known it for years. NELLY is MRS. MAT-

THEW CHILDERS.
"
Yes," I say,

"
and the other is her sister." I am

wrong. ALLY is no relation : ALLY is MRS. FELMYR. Oh, now I see
it all : Poss FELMYR is MRS. FELMYR'S husband. STENTON further

explains : BOB ENGLEFIELD is Poss FELMYR'S brother-in-law, and
NELLY is his, STENTON'S, the philosopher's sister. She was a Miss
STENTON, and the other was a Miss ENGLEFIELD, and that MRS.
FELMYR is a very old friend of MRS. MAT, and MRS. CHILDERS has
known her from a child, and he and BOB were children together, and
so was MAT and Old Poss, who has been brought up abroad,

"
and so

t hev get on," he says, continuing what he calls his explanation,
"
very

well together, more like brothers and sisters." "And mothers," I

suggest, thinking of CHILDERS'S mother. GUILDERS coming up at
this moment seems grave; perhaps he thinks I was sneering at his

mother. I wouldn't sneer at a mother for anything.

Happy Thought. Not to say anything about it now : ask him quietly
afterwards if he thought I was insulting his mother, and then explain
that I wasn't. Good fellow, MAT.

" What would I like to do ?
"

they want to know. Anything, I
return. The ladies have gone to their household duties. BOB ENGLE-
HELD is busy this morning, hard at work at a five-act drama. He
won't tell me what it is about. STENTON informs me apart that it 's

about ANNE BOLEYN and HENRY THE EIGHTH : scene laid here, in

Boyor Castle. STENTON is also hard at work : an article for a weekly
review. CHILDERS whispers to me The Saturday. STENTON is evidently
a superior man. May I ask what he is writing for that periodical. He
smiles mysteriously : shakos his head, and says,

"
Oh, no, no, MAT'S

joking." I see by his manner that he does write for the S. R. Will
ask him all about it afterwards. MAT tells me apart that STENTON'S
doing an article on

"
Henry the Eighth and MediKvalism," in fact,

about Bovor.

Happy Thought. Write for the Saturday Review; :
they needn't put it

in, but I can smile and shake my head. I wonder if the contributors
to that paper know one another by sight ? or by any masonic signs ?

If they do, I should be found out. I wish I could find out STENTON.
Poss FELMYR says, looking at his watch, that he had no idea it was

so late, and must get to work. What work ? His novel. May I ask

j

what 's the story. He can't say : send me a copy when published.
ENGLEFIELD tells me, apart, that it 's to be called Savor, and is about
HENRY THE EIGHTH and CARIHNAL WISEMAN he means WOLSEY.
MAT CHILDERS must get to work too. What Tie at work ? I say with

[surprise.
All laugh except GUILDERS, who, I think, doesn't seem

pleased at my remark. Poss FELMYR takes me aside immediately
afterwards and asks me didn't I know that MAT was engaged on a

grand historical picture for next year's Academy. I didn't, I wish
I had : in fact. I didn't know he painted. What ? didn't I hear last

season about the row and the A.R.A.'s ? It won't do to go on being
ignorant of these sort of things, so I say,

"
Oh, that" as if he 'd

brought it all, vividly, to my recollection now.

Happy Thought. Get an almanack or something, and see who 's

President of the Academy. Ought to know these things.
It seems that MAT is an injured man, academically speaking. I will

condole with him, if he likes it. What is the subject of his picture, I
ask him? Historical, he says. They are none of them willing to

enter fully into their subjects. FELMYR takes me aside and informs me
that MAT is painting liovor Castle in, the Olden Time, and is portraying
ANNE BOLEYN playing on the dulcimer to HENRY THE EIGHTH.
Being asked what I'm 'going to do, I reply, as they're all so busy,

I 've got plenty of work to do, and commence giving a brief outline of

Typical Developments, its scope, subject, and object. This is to impress
them, and to show them that I am not a mere idle lounger, but an
artist, one of themselves. They are not much interested in my work.

Happy'Thought. The Future : I'll astonish them. One day they '11

be cringing to me for a copy of Typical Developments.
MAT wants to know, if, before I 'so to work, I 'd like to see the

Castle. I should, but don't let me take him away from his work. Not
in the least : they '11 all show me over. We take umbrellas (it is rain-

ing) and look at the moat. The moat is swollen and has risen. If it

goes on like this, says MAT, the baker will have to come in a punt.
The water will be over the drawbridge and into the Castle. They show
me the piggery ; there are no pigs. And the orchard ; no apples, to

speak of. They show me a fine old room with painted panneled ceiling
and side gallery. ENGLEFIED, who, MAT informs me is an authority
on these matters, says that this was the old Chapel. We (none of us)
think it could have been the chapel, because of the fire-place. Then says
ENGLEFIELD, positively, it was the Refectory. Refectories, says MAT
CHILDERS, were only in monasteries. I chime in, "Yes, only in
monasteries." ENGLEHELD is positive that it must have been the

chapel or the
refectory, or, after some consideration, the armoury."

But," objects Poss,
"
they wouldn't have had that sort of window."

ENGLEHELD says,
"
why not ?

"
which is treated as an absurd question ;

whereupon he suggests that it 's the Hall.
"
No," says STENTON,"

the other 's the Hall." They all agree with STENTON,
"
Oh, yes, the

other's the Hall." I say, "Yes, I think the other's the Hall,"
meaning the place I came through last night, where BOB ENGLEFIELD

:

looked through a window in the screen at me. ENGLEPIELD, after

looking at the chamber for a minute longer, says with certainty,"
This was two j-ooms once," and we leave him there regarding the

chamber sorrowfully.
MAT then takes us up winding stone stairs to top of tower. I

think, while going up, what 's the best way of coming down again
without feeling giddy; sideways, like a horse down hill. On the
roof. I always thought castle roofs were flat, and that warders
with Carbonels (am not sure of the word, so won't say it) walked
up and down. This castle roof is like any roof on an ordinary
second-rate London house

; very disappointing. In fact, but for the
name of the thing, it is simply being "on the leads." There is no
view, as Bovor lies in a valley, and is hemmed in by hills. If they
were snow mountains it would be grand, but they 're only spongy-

;
looking green hills. There are no gargoyles to discharge the rain. I
want to mow which is a bastion ? ENGLEPIELD, who is an authority
on all these subjects, as he is getting them up for his historical drama,
doesn't know what a bastion is, but shows me a gable. I want to know
where the Donjon Keep is ? It appears it hasn't got one. What a
castle ! ENGLEFIELD, however, says that it 's one of the few in England

i
that has a barbican.

"
Don't I know what a barbican is ?

" "
Well,

we can't see it from here, but it 's a sort of it 's difficult," he says,"
to describe exactly, but surely I must know what a barbican is."

I answer,
"
Of course I 've seen one often enough ;

but I don't
exactly know what it is." With this answer he seems satisfied, as he
merely returns,

"
Oh, of course you do," and volunteers no further

explanation about the barbican.

Happy Thought There 's a Barbican in London, somewhere. Where?
Wonder if I 've seen it.

" Some of the passages, here," says ENGLEFIELD, as we descend,
are beautifully corbelled." I am getting tired ; I hate sight-seeing,
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and having knowledge thrust on me, so I merely reply, Yes,

beautiful," and nearly fall down the winding stairs. BOB ENGLKHKLP,
on the drawbridge, shows me what he calls a first-rate idea for a scene.

Troops pouring out from under the Norman arch, enemy coming down
on them from the heights; the fair Thingummy, ALICE, anyone, he

savs, a prisoner, waving her hand from the turret, while the tyrant is

A MARVELLOUS WOMAN.
A LINCOLNSHIRE paper apprises us that :

A THOROUGHLY DOMESTICATED CHRISTIAN LADY is re-
1 quiring a re-eiiK.igemeut as HOUSEKEEPER where one or more Servants are

kept. She tcai 11 ytarx in one position, and has been accustomed to Children. Good
references. Address X.

Eleven years in one position ! But that she particularly describes
herself as a Christian lady (a remarkable article, as she supposes in
this land of heathens) we should imagine that X is a she-Fakeer. We
wonder what the position was. She must be awfully stiff. On the
whole we think that she had better slacken herself by a course of
Turkish Baths before undertaking a housekeeper's duties. It would
not look well to see her come in hopping, or unable to remove her
hands from her head, however thoroughly domesticated (how do they
domesticate a Christian lady ?) she may be.

TITLES AND HEADINGS OF CHAPTERS OF FORTII-

He says, "Oh, if you turn everything into ridicule why ." I

think he 'a annoyed. We meet MAT, JACK STENTON, and Poss. They've
none of them been to work yet ; they all say they must go, at once, as

it's getting so late. MAT asks ENGI.EFIELD it he's shown me the

machicolated battlements. Bon says no, rather sulkily. Odd, he

can't get over lllue Heard. I say I don't care aboul machicolated

battlements. Well, we'll leave them till to-morrow. By all n

till to-morrow. They say they are going to work in earnest now till

luncheon time. One hour.

Happy Thought. Write some letters. Ask when the post goes out ?

CHLLDEHS says,
"
Oh, not till night," that is, he explains, not the

regular post. From which I gather that there is an irregular post
which goes out in the day. I am right : the irregular post is the

butcher. He comes from Beckenhurst, and to oblige us will post any
letters before two V.M. at Beckenhurst. The only tiling 'against the

butcher is, that he 's rather uncertain on account of his pockets. If

my letter is not very important I'd better send it by the usual post.
It it was very important I certainly shouldn't intrust it to the butcher.

There 's no sort of necessity for my letter to go by an early post, but

the fact that there is only a late one seems to cause me a ErreHt deal of

inconvenience. Why ? Analyse this feeling for Vol. XII., Typical

Developments, Sec. 2, par. 3.

We meet at luncheon time : it is still raining. The ladies regret
that we're running into winter because there's no more croimet.

MKS. MAT CHII.DI.KS si.\s if the rain continues the feudal castle will

be swamped. ,\l KS. FF.LMYK says she '11 be glad to get back to town ;

it 's so damp. Poss FELMYR says,
" Pooh ! they came down to rough

it." GUILDERS sides with him. There 's a row threatening -. awkward
for a visitor. MRS. GUILDERS asks me if I think it. 's fair to keep her
down in this dismal place all the season, and only to return to town
when nobody's there? I feel that CUILDEUS'S happiness in private life

will materially depend upon my answer, but 1 can't help agreeing with
MRS. GUILDERS. If I knew her better I wouldn't, as I hold with
MAT'S view of the case picturesque feudal castle, rustic scenery,
versus town house and right-angled streets. I shall explain to

GUILDERS afterwards that 1 only said it to please his wife. [When I
do tell him afterwards, he says testily, that

"
he can't understand how

a man can be such a humbug," having evidently had a scene with.MRS.
GUILDERS in consequence ot my observation.]
Poss wants to know if I 'd take a walk in the rain. For exercise.

I will. STENTON stops at home to do something with some photo-
graphs he's been taking. When he's not writing for a review, he 's

always going in and out of the back-kitchen with wooden frames,
glasses, and slips of damp paper. When there's a sun he holds glasses

up to it. He sliows me views of Bovor, and portraits with a backing
of coat-sleeve. He says I can't see them now. He 's right. When in
the back-kitchen, which is a dark place, one may just catch a glimpse
of him stirring up wet photographs in a large red pie-dish. [His
pictures are always

"
getting on," or "coming out very well," but

they don't come out of the pie-dish, at least while I 'm here.] He
offers to take one of me.

Happy Thought, To be taken with MS. of Typical Developments in

my hand.

My difficulty is to get an expression on my face which shall be neither
a scowl nor a grin. To be taken to-morrow. Walk now in the rain.

Poles Asunder.

Chapter I.

III'.

Fast and Loose.

Chapter I.

H.
III.

Changed ut A'urse.

Chap. XXXIX.
XL.

XL1.
XLII

Daggers J)r,

Chapter XIII.
\l\.
XV.

Spots on tlic Snii.

Chapter VI.
VII.

VIII.

Brought to Bay.

Book the Third.

Chapter XI, VI
XI, VII

XLV11I
Book the Fourili.

Chapter XLIX,
L.

COMING NOVELS.

Lonely Lane.
Tin: .Vote in the pink Envelope.
The Splash in the

" Dutchman's Pit."

The Match for 1100,000 between The Casual
and As]iluillni,i.

The (;iiamp.T/ne Supper at I)E TAWN.VY'S.

Wliat tlii'.v found in the Coal Cellar.

. BORGOYNB lets down her back hair.

The Spot 011 the Floor.

A Telegram in Cipher.

Another Doctor called in.

Violet Eyes.
Inspector FEKKETT finds the Phial.

The I ling at the Front Door Bell.

In the Rain behind the Haystack AviCE
Mi. DON'S first Kiss.

Sleaping Churchyard at Midnight.

A Splendid Woman.
The Pool of Blood in the Osier Holt,

BLANCHE HAILEHTON at her Secret Drawer.

The Footstep on the Stairs.

and last. Newgate.

THE MISER'S PARADISE. The Guinea Coast.

THEATRICAL.

NUMEROUS applications were received by the Manager of Covent
Garden from

"
professionals

"
wishing to take part m The Fur/y

Thieves. It was not found possible to offer engagements to the follow-

ing (amongst others) :

The TAiefwho stole a march.
The Thief 'm the candle.

The Thief who was set to catch a thief.

The Thief who stole the "purse" and found it "trash."
The TAlef \r\io stole up-stairs.
The Thief of time, alias Procrastination, and
The TAiffvtho stole a kiss (overwhelming number of applicants).

Several correspondents are informed that DYKWYNKYN is not the

author of Masks and Faces.

"A Mother and a Protestant" may take her daughters to the-

Adelphi to see A Sister's Penance without the slightest hesitation.

There is nothing in this Play contrary to the tenets of the Reformation,
or that countenances the absurdities of the Ritualists.

It is clear that of all the Christmas pieces not one can have so

much spirit in it as Mountain Dhu.
Here is a startling novelty in Art ! At the Haymarket you may

see
" The Living Miniatures."

THE PEACOCKS OF THE CHURCH.
LADIES sometimes are accused of having gone to Church to exhibit

a new bonnet, or to examine the new bonnets which others tin re

exhibit. But now that certain parsons are so splendid in their rahurnt
,

we should think that shawls and bonnets must be less attractive than
tunicles and albs, and whatever other vestments may chance to h<;

displayed. Instead of talking of the Sermon, ladies, after Church, will

criticise the robes worn by the clergyman, and we shall hear such
j

observations as
" What a lovely tunicle the rector wore tliis morning !

"

or
" What a sweet thing in dalmatics the vicar had to-day !

"

Gorgeous vestments clearly are befitting to a Church, whose Founder

specially enjoined us to pay no regard to raiment. Clearly, too, the

robes of rainbow colours, the velvets, silks and satins now in fashion
with some parsons, are precisely the things proper to be worn by 1 1;

rectors
of^

a Church, whereof the curates are in some cases dependent
upon charity to provide them with clothes.

THE ANTIQUITY OP BEER. Tradition has omitted to preserve a

fact relative to the early historian, HKKOSUS. lie was fond of old ale.
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BOXING-DAY.

(Mrs. Bustlcton's favourite Cabman has called for his usual Chrislmas-Box in a state of never mind.)

Mrs. B. "
OH, SAWYER, I "M SUKMUSED I THOUGHT YOU SUCH A STEADY MAN ! I 'M SORRY TO SEE YOU GIVEN TO DKINK !

"

Sawyer.
" BEG Y' PAR'N MUM, NO S'H 'HING MUM (hie). DRINK 'ASH GI'M T' ME, MUM, 'SH MORN'N, MUM! !"

A QUEER CHRISTMAS DAY.

CAN the gentleman named in the following extract from the Times
be the MR. LAWSON who is one of the chiefs of the United Kingdom
Alliance, and was formerly Member for Carlisle ?

" A VEOET IRIAN FESTIVAL. A rather remarkable festival was held at Blenner-
basset, Cumberland, on Christmas-day, upon the farm of MR. WILLIAM LAWSON, son
of SIR WILFRED LAWSON, of Brayton. The farm is conducted upon the co-operative
principle a tithe of the profits being divided among the workers, and MR. WILLIAM
LAWSON and his servants are vegetarians."

For, if so, there can be no wonder in any sane mind that he has
ceased to represent that borough. Diet may be regarded as very much
a matter of taste

;
still there are

probably
few rational beings who

will not think they discern somewnat of eccentricity, at least, in the

foundership of the feast thus described :

" At noon a meal of grain, fruit, and vegetables was given, which rather sur-

prised some of the beef-eating peasantry who had assembled to take part in the
festival. There were.raw turnips, boiled cabbages, boiled wheat, boiled barley, shelled

peas (half-a ton of each of these three last named); oatmeal gruel, 'with chopped
carrots, turnips, and cabbage in it ; boiled horse beans, boiled potatoes ; salads,
made of chopped carrots, turnips, cabbages, parsley, Ac., over which was poured
Unseed boiled to a jelly."

This repast was preceded by the entertainments hereinunder

specified :

" All the people of the district who chose to write beforehand for free tickets or
to pay 4d. on Christmas-day were invited. Muaicians were requested to take their
instrument* with them, and It was added ' those who like may bring their own
spoons.' About 1,000 people attended. The fnrin buildings were decorated, and in
the large rooms singing and dancing and lecturing on phrenology, co-operation,
vegetarianism and physiology went forward at intervals during the day."

The mixture of mental provender supplied by MR. LAWSON to his

guests appears to have been about equally heterogeneous with the
material banquet which he placed before them. That the character of the
latter may be fully and duly appreciated, our readers must know that :

"As there were no condiments of any kind, either upon the extraordinary

messes or the table, and all being cold except the potatoes, it may be imagined that

the guests did not sit down with much relish to their vegetarian fare."

Hunger is said to be the best of sauces ; but even that condiment

appears to have been as absent from ME. LAWSON'S board as salt,

vinegar, mustard, and pepper. His guests had doubtless had enough
of his dinner; yet we are told that "each one" of 'the beef-eating

peasantry, as well as the herbivorous Lawsonites,
"
had an apple and

a biscuit presented to him on rising from the table." The conclusion

of this remarkable Christmas-day's festivities was answerable to the

previous jollification :

" In the course of the afternoon MR. LAWSON'S two steam engines, called by him
' Cain ' and '

Abel,' set off with steam up and whistles screaming to lead a proces-
sion over the farm, but they did not get very far, and the procession was rather a

straggling one. Good order was maintained all day, the farm servants of the
establishment acting as officers, and MR. W. LAWSON himself performing the duty
of special constable a fact which was announced by placards posted up on the farm

buildings, bearing the words,
' WILLIAM LAWSON, sworn constable.'"

The nature of the
"
establishment," at which such fantastic diver-

sions as those above related were practised, would hardly be imagined
to be simply agricultural. There are certain institutions at which the

inmates, by scientific management, are enabled to exercise such faculties

as they possess in various industries. It would naturally be taken, in

the absence of knowledge to the contrary, for one of those. Phrenology
is enumerated among the entertainments provided for the vegetarians
of Blennerhasset. What had it to say to their heads ? Perhaps that
the development of vegetarians coincided with that of teetotallers, and
that both were also equal in quality of brain.

Arrwng all the vegetables consumed by MR. LAWSON and his com-
pany, it may be remarked that no mention is made of thistles.

AFTER HEADING A NOTICE OF THE TWENTIETH.

HOMER is said sometimes to nod. Does he nod assent to all the
translations that are published of his works ?
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RIVAL SWEEPERS.
GENERAL CHORUS. " CLEAR YER DOOR-STEP DOWN, MUM ?

"
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ANNUS PLORABILIS.

IN vain, Old Year, with summer shows
Thou striy'st to prank thy dying face,

Mocking with green the month of snows
Till winter wears spring's breath and grace.

A sorry year thou earnest in,

A sorrier year thou diest out ;

Little 'twas thine for earth to win,
But death and dole, dismay and doubt.

At home, what have thy conquests been ?

What goodly sheaves thy garner fill ?

The many's cries, that little mean,
The few's retorts, ill-word for ill.

A battle, but no victory won
A problem set, but still to solve ;

Loose arguments, the grasp that shun,
In vicious circles to revolve.

In high finance, in shares and stocks,

Swindling, collapse of credit wide,
A murrain on our herds and flocks,
With watchful Cholera at its side.

High Church, with Mumbo-Jumbo rites,

Stopping the road 'twixt man and heaven ;

Low Church, content with Sabbath slights
Of Mammon, Lord six days in seven.

Death-dealing, e'en as it expired,
Thy breath spread ruin and dismay;

Kindled the spark the mine that fired,
Its hundreds at a stroke to slay.

Unto the palace of our pride,
And all its gathered treasures rare,

Thy dying hand the torch applied,
And left a ruin blank and bare !

Abroad, at one another's throats

Kings letting loose the dogs of war ;

By armed hosts, or doctored votes,
The nations' landmarks shifted far.

Soldiers in rivalry increased,
Till nations into armies turn,

And Peace goes armed when War has eeased,
That scarce their difference you discern.

Shakings of thrones, kings hunted out ;

Of race and blood strange throes in air ;

And throne of thrones, its props struck out,
All tottering, St. Peter's chair.

Go hence, Old Year, and hide thy head,
Leaving thy awful tasks undone

To the Young Year, with lightsome tread
And hopes of youth that fears outrun !

ANNUS MIRABILIS.

THE old year raised his dying head,
With pity in the glazing eye,

Though curses rang around his bed,
And not a loving look was nigh.

And all the angry tongues were hushed,
As with light like eve's after-glow

The sharpening features fired and flushed,

And he spake solemnly and slow.

" What metes have ye to mete my task ?

What scales to weigh my good and ill ?

Is yours the verdict 1 should ask
On what I leave or what fultil ''.

Fools ! that with the foot-rules of man
Think 19 gauge Him, who guides the spheres

Whose voice, e'en through your buzz and ban,
Sounds audible for reverent ears.

" '

Murrain and Plague 'Did not my hands

Bring blessing, even bringing these ?

Shake penny-wisdom, where she stands

Guarding the dirt that breeds disease.

Prove pestilence another name
For duty shirked, and work ill-done ;

Show where air, light, and water came,
How baffled Cholera must run.

" ' Wars that shift land-marks, shatter thrones :

Armings of nations, far and wide
'

Is'not seed fed on dead-men's bones,
Seed of large growths that shall abide ?

The year that made North-Germans one,

Swept Italy of aliens free,

Can show, besides these great things done,
Ground laid for greater things to be.

" '

Strange stirs of blood, new throes of race,

Seeking new order, spurning old
'

Is it so hard His hand to trace

In young loves lit, grey hates grown cold ?

The year that laid, 'neath ocean wild,
The wires of peace, good-will to man,

'Twixt mighty mother, mighty child,

Is not a year to blame and ban.

" '
Battles of church and creed and class,

Roguery unmasked, and fraud laid bare
'

Does the storm end with storm, nor pass
And leave behind a healthier air ?

The ills and miseries that men know
Are springs of good they cannot see :

Blest, and not curst, hence let me go ;

Dark ' HAS BEEN '
still shapes bright

' To BE.'

WHITE UPON BLACK.
MR. PUNCH has been abused for abusing the

" Bkck Country," its

ways and works or, rather, its foul ways and its neglects. Some of
the ladies of Wolverhampton, and of its gentlemen, too, in all proba-
bility, have emptied the phials of their wrath on Mr. Punch's head for

rudely calling spades
"
spades ;

"
an offence he never dreamed of being

hauled over the coals for by a spade-making community.
Since his answer to his Wolverhampton censors appeared, he has

received a letter, which shows that among the things which
"

they
manage better in France," are parts ;at least of their

"
Black Country/'

His correspondent, who writes from; Paris, and encloses his name,
after a compliment which Mr. Punch's modesty forbids his putting in

type, goes on
"

I read your reply to the Ladies of Wolverhampton on my return from visiting
one of the great iron foundries of France, which, though under one proprietorship,
is a small ' black couutry

' of itself. I will tell you what I saw in that great
French factory. I saw a town of 25,000 inhabitants, wholly built and owned by the
miners and ironworkers themselves, who buy then- land in fee simple from their
employers as they require it for building. I saw 10,000 ot these people, some few
of them women, who do light out-door work, go daily to their duties, and 4,000 of
their children go daily to their schools. I saw drawings and attended historical
and scientific examinations in the higher classes of these schools, which would have
done credit to Kugby and Eton, and heard, with a longing wish, that it were so in
England : how none were allowed to leave the school for the workshop till they
could read and write well, and do some arithmetic : and I heard with no surprise
that several of the higher boys have passed up into the school of Government
Engineers in France. I saw the chateau of the proprietors standing in the verymidst of this town of workmen, and, within it, assembled round the venerable
founder of this great industry, a little society principally composed of the officials
of the place, which in refinement and intellect would have done honour ti any
capital in Europe.

"
I saw all this, Sir, but I did not see a policeman, or a soldier. I believe there

were in the place (of course not near the areas) three of the former, but none of the
latter ; and finally, during a ten days' stay, I did not see a drunken man, though I
once heard one."

This is no community of hammer-men in Utopia no black country
of Cloud-landbut an actual translation of Bilston, Tipton, or

Dudley, out of the vernacular of our Black Country, into French.
This happy valley is called Le Creusot, situate in the department of
Saone-et-Loire. The proprietors are not angels, but plain men, trading
under the designation of

" SCHNEIDER et Compagnie," and the head
of the firm is M. A. SCHNEIDER, Vice-President of the National

Assembly.
Will some great firm, or cluster of firms, in" our Black Country go

and do likewise ?

FAT GIRLS.

A LADY of the teaching sort advertises thus :

OCHOLASTIC. MRS. PILGRIM, Cornwall House, Longlazyham,
kJ finding her Boarders so much increased, will REMOVE at Christmas to Nelson
House. Terms, 2i(. ; sisters, 4J(. Diet unlimited.

The unlimited diet has increased the young lady boarders to such an
extent that their governess's old house is too small for the pretty
giantesses and Miss DANIEL LAMBERTS. Well, but we say. If we
had a daughter (we haven't), and wanted to send her to a boarding-
school (we shouldn't), we are by no means sure that we should wish
Miss PUNCH to be fed up in this alarming manner. However, we
admire the lady's frankness, if not her grammar.



A SENSATION WATER-JUMP, OR SPORT (?) IN 1866.

SONG ON A STEEPLE-CHACE.

had a 'oss wot could and would go,
D've think I 'd ride him to death ? Oh, no !

I 'a gallop him easy and cry, Soho !

Gently !

If, &c.

When I was at Croydou t'other morn,
I witnessed cruel sport with scorn,
The ridin' of a steeple-chase,
With leaps 'cross every dangerous place.

If, &c.

I see a jockey come down smack,
Whereby he Broke the hanitnal's back,
The sight did so my feelins rack,
I cried, Swells !

If, &c.

As though for breakin' of the peace,
The Humane Society's police
Had up these Swells, for all their state,

Before the sitting Magistrate :

If, &c.

They told his Worship the disgrace
Of that barbarious steeple chace ;

But, lo, the Beak dismissed the c<ue !

And thought, I, your Worship
If, &c.

The parties was released from Court,
Unpunished for their Croydon sport.
This ain't wot I calls equal laws
Between the 'oss and donkey's cause.

If, &c.

Them Swells their 'osses kills and maims,
And, though the Press their conduct blames,

They never gets committed or fined,

For their Worships and them is both of one mind.

If,&c.

Now, I '11 maintain, 'tis werry 'ard,

Whilst punishment the Beaks award ;

Whenever by chance it comes to pass
That a costermonger wollops his hobstinate Ass.

But, however
If, &c.

KIDDLES.

BY TWO SIMPLETON'S.

SIMPLE SIMON wishes to know

Why a story handed down from generation to generation is like the

thing on which the butler carries up the luncheon, and at the same
time like everything on it ?

S. S. supplies the solution, Because it is tray-dish-an'-all. [The word
which S. S. means is, therefore, traditional: so we've guessed it.]

Simple SOLOMOS sends this :

My first is one of several exclamations,
'Tis also used for gardening operations :

Of it the slave is oft a holder,
A nigger will carry it on his shoulder.

My second is what I will not do
About my whole, my friend, to you.
My whole is where I think I '11 stop,
And so I will : so let it drop.

We have guessed it. The word of course is Ho-lel.

Last and Best. -Why is a (to be continued in our next).

Latest and estesl.Ityo\i saw the Great Khan of Tartary laughing;
fit to kill himself, why might you be sure that he wasn't a Tartar r

Because he would evidently be A Merry Khan.
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THE CLOWN'S BOOK OF COOKERY.

HIS is an extremely useful little work. Young
housekeepers especially will find it quite in-

valuable. It contains above a hundred stage

receipts for cookery, as practised by our

clowus. We regret that we can only now

spare room for two or three of them :

Jerked Beef In order to prepare this

fashionable delicacy, you must first of all

" bone
"

a bit of beef, which you may do by

simply stealing it from any butcher's shop-

front, or taking it from the tray of the first

butcher's boy who passes. When a policeman
comes in sight, which (in a pantomime, at

any rate) he is pretty sure to do, you must

jerk your beef behind you towards your
friend the pantaloon, saying, as you do so,
" Look at my jerked beef !

"

Collared Eels. The way to collar eels is to

go to a stage fish-shop where you see some
eels. Rap at the door smartly, and then lie

down flat in front of it. Of course the fish-

monger will fall over you, and pantaloon
will tumble on him and keep him on the

ground, while you
"

collar
"

all his eels, and
cram them in your pockets. When the eels

begin to bite you, which, if they know their business, they ought cer-

tainly to do, you must jump about and scream as if you were in agony ;

then flop down on your back, and pretend you have squashed your eels,

which will afford the greatest satisfaction to
"
the gods."

Raised Pie. First catch your pie. This you can oest do by standing
near a pie-man, and stealing from his pie-can when he is not looking.

Of course be will run after you, calling out
"
Stop thief !

"
and then

all you have to do is just to throw your pie up high above his head.

It is clear that by this process the pic will be a raised one.

ME. PUNCH TO MR. BRIGHT.

MY DEAR JOHN, Osborne, Jan. 3rd, 1867.

I AM spending some days here, and it is with regret that I

apply myself at this time (or any other) to business, but I feel .that

there is something to be said to you.

First, old fellow, I wish vou a happy new year. Our differences have

never hindered our good fellowship.
It is only half-educated coves,

and cads, that let political antagonism interfere with the courtesy and

jollity of private life. And talking of jollity, that was a capital evening
at my house. I could not help commemorating it in a Cartoon. Come,
didn't BOB LOWE tell good stories not that some of yours were not

first rate ? As for my own epigrams, you both declared with a frank-

ness that did you honour that you never heard anything like them. If

you meant anything disrespectful, I forgive you.

But after pleasure, business. MB. DICKENS makes RICHARD, Duke
of Gloucester, reverse this arrangement, and insist on killing the King
in the Tower before smothering the babbies, but I like my own way.
Doctors now recommend the sugar-plum before the physic, as that

arrangement destroys much of the nastiness.

Now, see here. We are on the eve of a jolly political row. The
meeting of Parliament is fixed. Now, I say, let us fight through this

coming campaign like gentlemen.

It is rather a good sign that you, my dear JOHN, are personally

getting uncommonly particular as to what is said about you. Divers
folks of late have retorted some of the freedoms which you have been

taking with all kinds of persons, and you have been abused. I see

that you set your clerk, MILLS, and your little brother JACOB, to

write letters complaining of these things, and you have yourself burst
out upon some parson who has called you names. You repay him by
calling him worse names, and pitying a congregation that sits under
such a muff

1

. 1 was glad to notice this. I won't say that it isn't cool.

You have been for months saturating the minds of the least instructed
classes with a conviction that rich people not only maintain bad

government, but are the personal enemies of the poor, and then you
cavil at a few coarse ^expressions in return. Somebody accused you
of saying that the poor only ought to make laws for the rich. I did
not read anything of the sort in your speeches, and I don't think you
would talk such nonsense. But if you countenance the idea of

Manhood Suffrage, what else is this than asserting the right of the
Poor to legislate. Who but the poor would have rule if Manhood
Suffrage were law? But I am not finding fault, I am applauding
your sensitiveness. Keep it up, my dear JOHN, cultivate it, and give
others credit for the same feeling.

I have said that we are going to have a iolly row, and you may as

well know my Platform. I expect that I shall have to hit hard, and

you know that I hit from the shoulder. But I have always hit fair,

and I mean to do the same thing again. I am in capital training, and

1 think that you will applaud my style of fighting, even if you should

have the misfortune to catch a staggerer, now and then, and have to

look nine ways for First Day.
I was a Reformer, my JOHN, when you were a very young man, and

I am a Reformer now that you are fifty-six or so. (By the way, Bon
LOWE and you were born in the same year. I wonder which first gave
his nurse a black eye). And I know what I mean by Reform. You
don't know what you mean, or you would not preach one thing in the

House, and another among ODGEHS, RODGEKS, BUBB, and GILL, and

that lot. You can't tell me what you mean, but I can tell you what 1

mean, in regard to the kind of Reform of which we are now thinking,

the extension of the Suffrage.
This Suffrage I want to give to the intelligent, moral, self-respecting

Artisan, who lives in a decent home, who if he has children, educates

them, and who is an honourable citizen of whose aid in supporting and

improving ovir Institutions all thoughtful men should be glad.

I mean to support a Reform Bill which shall give the suffrage to this

man, and to some others now excluded. I don't care who brings the

Bill in, but I tell you frankly that, I don't see that the traditions of the

Conservatives, and the absurd terrors of a good many of then), will

permit them to make a complete measure. But if they do, I will

support it, and if they don't, I will let ily at them, right and left.

And I will also let fly at you, my dear JOHN, and at anybody else

who proposes to do mischief. Above all, I will put down the agitators

for Manhood Suffrage, who would swamp both the educated and the

artisan classes in an ignorant and passionate Mob.
Do you believe that I will give votes to all who happen

"
not to be

paupers, and not to have been convicted of crime ?
"

according to the

precious definition of the Manhood Suffrage party.
"
Emancipate the

Unconvicted," seems to me to bs a pretty sort of cry for a great and

noble nation. No, my dear JOHN, I draw the line a good wav from the

edge of the dock. A man convicted of any offence should lose his

vote for seven years, and a man convicted of any serious offence

(Totness bribers and Lambeth cheats, for instance) should be dis-

franchised for life. But I want as my fellow-voter a man who is not

likely to be convicted. And you,
if sincere, would give the vote to

thousands who are extremely likely to be convicted, and I hope will

be. No, my dear JOHN BRIGHT.
The Constitution of England is too solemn and serious a thing to be

played with. I will not have it

" Butchered to make a BEALES'S holiday."

It contains its own machinery for its improvement, and that machinery
shall be worked, and it will work admirably, as of old. I will allow no
violence. I will have'no beams removed by explosions. I will have no
bulwarks torn down like Hyde Park railings. Do you mark me, JOHN ?

Let those who dare talk of physical force beware of such physic as I

will give them. This Reform shall be the result of conviction, not of

fear, and it shall be slowly and conscientiously worked out, according
to the ancient usage of England. Do you mark me, JOHN ?

Now, let us gird up our loins, whatever that operation means, or

rather let us put on our great coats and hats and gloves, and go down
to the House of Commons, attend the Great Debate, and if we are of

the talking sort, take part therein. Bat let us, in the name of all

that is decent and in good taste, address ourselves to the fray in the

spirit of gentlemen. Order your tail of Cacklers to hold their tongues
and go home. If you don't, and there is the slightest attempt at

I intimidation of Parliament, I shall assemble it at Windsor, or Oxford,
or in lona. For, please Providence, this great problem shall be

worked out with the calmness due to a great constitutional process.

There, my dear JOHN. Now you know my sentiments. I might
add more, but the DOWAGER DUCHESS OP ATHOLE has just sent a great

snow- ball at my window as a hint to me to brush my hair and come to

luncu - Ever yours affectionately,

Fifth Day.

What the Metropolitan Vestries Sang after the Great

Snow-fall, Jan. 2, 1867.

Am " Nix my Dolly."

SITTING at home so nice and warm,
We don't care nuffin for the storm,

Fake away !

Parishioners their rates do pay,
The snow must clear itself away.
Oh ! Nix (to oilier Vestrymen over their brandy-and-water),

my jolly palls, (derisively) clear away !

Nothing of Nix will we clear away.

[Dance of Vestrymen, and all go to bed.
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MR. PUNCH'S PRIZE RING.

THE HEIRDOM OF HAMPSTEAD HEATH.

THE brave are of the brave and good ;

In steers and steeds, of sires innate

Is mettle, nor the dove's meek brood
Fierce eagles do progenerate.

The bearer of a noble name
May mount the coach-box

; choose the lot

Of groom, or jockey, or, more shame,
Be knave, or profligate, or sot

;

But, how a name may be defiled,
A guess the shrewd old saw supplies ;

For truly still 'tis said, the child

That knoweth its own father 's wise.

A gentleman of lineage old
Of Hampstead's Manor was the Lord,

Its noble Heath, from being sold
To builders, he resolved to ward.

From bricks-and-mortar, by his Will,
Sacred he thought to keep the scene,

Preserve the beauty of the Hill,

The trees, the heather, and the green.

To all ancestral feelings dead,
His heir is of another mind,

With eye to mere pelf, like 9ne bred
And corn of an ignoble kind.

To pile with stucco Hampstead Heath
SIR THOMAS WILSON has begun.

Wise father he, who can bequeath
His land, securely, to liis son '.

ITALIAN MOTTO TOR THE FRONTISPIECE TO THE NEW ILLUSTRATED
EDITION OF DANTE. Do-re mi fa.

EVENINGS FROM HOME.

To see MR. T. ROBERTSON'S play of Ours, which did much content
me. As at the New Royalty, in Meg's Diversions and Black-Eyed Susan,
so here, the actors play thoroughly well together. The piece is of
course by this time an established success, and a genuine success too.
Ars celare artem, and, with one single stagey exception, this piece is so

thoroughly well acted as quite to remove from the spectator's mind the
notion that he is looking at acting. Of the exception I shall only say
that he is the tallest gentleman in the company, and the one who evi-

dently fancies himself most of all at his ease. The piece is well written,
but that alone wouldn't have insured its great success, which I, there-

fore, feel myself justified in attributing generally to good stage manage-
ment. The author knows how to write for the stage, but, beyond this, he
is evidently capable of directing the actors how to play his piece. The
actors are to be praised for thoroughly carrying out the author's inten-

tions. I '11 be bound that most actors, of any position at all, would
have thrown up the part of the Russian Prince in disgust.

I have also seen the Covent Garden Pantomime by GILBERT A.

BECKETT, whose first success will, for the sake of Auld lang syne, be
hailed by Mr. Punch with real pleasure. Great praise is due to

MESSRS. GRIEVE AND MATT MORGAN for the ingeniously designed
Transformation, which, however, is not so startlingly original as MR.
MORGAN'S Clock in Cinderella. MRS. WOOD is visible any Christmas

night at the Princess's, playing The Invisible Prince, and I can't but think,
that in a livelier part and a more bustling piece, she will prove herself a

very first-rate burlesque actress, in a special line of her own. The last

scene at this theatre is beautiful, and, with its cool groves and dripping
wells, is quite refreshing after the gorgeous fiery displays at the larger
houses.

Controversial ftuery.

THE Ritualists draw arguments in favour of the celibacy of the

clergy from the most ancient ecclesiastical writers. How can they
consistently appeal in such a case as this to those who, on all hands,
are admitted to have been Fathers.

THE GREAT AMERICAN "
RACE." Across the Atlantic.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 84, Hollord Square, In the Parish of St. James. Clerkenwell in the County ol Middlesex, at the Printing Office* of Messre. Bradbury, F.vans. & Co.. I ombari
btreet, In the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London, anil Published by him at No. W, Fleet Street, in the Palish of 8t. bride, City of London. SATUEDAI, J^Nt-ART.12, 1867.
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MEMS. MADE IN THE FROST. BY A. S. CATOR.

FTER me the deluge." Just what I said of you. ME. FROST, when
our water-pipes burst, and I had to go for the plumber at 6 A. M.

My youngest boy was sorely disappointed at the skating being over
so soon. To make amends, he had some slides for his magic lantern.

Vagueness and uncertainty to a degree almost incredible were dis-

played by well-dressed young men and women, expensively educated
at public schools, universities, and fashionable finishing boarding
establishments, on the subjects of zero, freezing-point, degrees of

frost, and the difference between Fahrenheit and Reaumur.
My young friend, BURTON JOYCE, broke the ice on the Serpentine,

and proposed to MAVIS ENDEHBY. He is over bead and ears now, but
she is humane, and will extricate him.

I had the courage to go to Miss WOBUHN'S dance. It was a regular
snowball. Several stiff people thawed after supper.

Four-wheel Cabs made a handsome thing of it.

People were getting meteorological (a knotty word for you to set
your victims to spell, Messieurs the Civil Service Examiners !) in their
talk. MR. VENHAM said of a rich but vulgar woman, that she was
several degrees below gentility point.

People were also becoming very cruel, for they had begun to go
about sleighing their friends.

JESTERBY, one of those detestable creatures who are always asking

riddles, compared me to a Welsh mountain, because I was Snow'don.
After much hard thinking, I saw the drift of his joke.
Old SINGLETON, devoted to his whist, declared that all through the

frost his best cards were ruffed.

As a proof of the severity of the season, several ecclesiastical digni-
taries were seen, in St. Paul's Churchyard, clearing away the snow in

their shovel-hats.

How grand we grow ! One broken-down old labourer asked

another, who was working at the snow in front of my town residence,
whether he was doing it "by contract !

"

The frost was bad for the laurels in the shrubberies : it was not

good for the green baize in the theatres.

A foolish practice not altogether disused suggested a proverb : Don't
make matters worse, don't sprinkle salt on snow.

Everybody put on extra clothing except ARTHUR and AMY, who
were wrapped up in each other before.

CALL A SPADE A SPADE.

THE writer of an article in the Daily Telegraph has demonstrated
that the people called Ritualists are, beyond all question. Dissenters.
Mr. Punch had, long ago, pointed out the same fact, when he suggested
that, for the sake of analogy, the Puseyites had better be called Puseyan
Methodists. If the followers of WESLEY were styled Wesleyans, the
adherents of DR. PUSEY ought, a fortiori, to be named Puseyans ; for
DR. WESLEY never taught doctrines contrary to any of the Thirty-nine
Articles, nor did any of his disciples ever call them forty stripes save
one. Whereas, whether the teaching of DR. PUSEY is right or wrong,
he distinctly asserts what one, at least, of those articles distinctly denies.

himse
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denominate the Puseyites or Ritualists heretics, and their leader an
heresiarch. But those who, equally with them, stand anathematised by
the POPE, would only, by applying those terms to tbem, stultify them-
selves. Give a dog a bad name, and hang him. But the appellation

Dissenter, is not a bad name. Those who bear it mostly rejoice in it.

And so should DR. PUSEY. So should his tail. They need not be

ashamed of a name that was borne by BUNYAN, and BAXTER, and DR.
WATTS. Call them Dissenters, simply as you call a spade a spade.

Puseyites and Ritualists are convertible terms, and the sect denoted

by them may finally get converted to Popery. But whilst they remain
out of the pale of the Pope's church they stand in relation to the

Church of England simply at the pole opposite to STIGGINS. Only the

bishops ought to let them know where they are. If that is more than

the
bishops can do, or more than they will do, what is there to hinder

parsons from turning Independents, Baptists, Quakers, or Mormons,
and yet retaining their position in the Church of England ? Nothing
but honesty.

Call, as aforesaid, a spade a spade. And call the Knave of Spades
the Knave of Spades.

POST JANUM MABS.

WHAT class in the social scale comes after nursery-maids P Soldiers.

VOL. LIT.
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THE VERY LATEST FASHION.

Wife.
" HAVE YOU LOST YOUR WATCH, LOVE ?

"

Husband. "
No, DEAR, 'TWAS A NEW BONNET I HAD FOR YOU SOMEWHERE."

A RECOMMENDATION TO RITUALISTS.

A DREADFULLY intolerant law prohibits Roman Catholic

priests from going about in their sacerdotal costume, on
the wretched pretence of preventing a no-Pojpery row and
breach of the peace. But no such law restrains the clergy
of the Established Church from perambulating the streets

and thoroughfares in their canonicals.

It is therefore extremely desirable, for the propagation
of Puseyism, that Anglo-Catholic divines should fully avail

themselves of their privilege to march in procession, attired

in their rubrical vestments in the very height of the fashion

which the law allows. They will do well to carry plenty of

ecclesiastical banners, emblems, and images, particularly a

Madonna and a bambino at their head.

By frequent recourse to this expedient for converting
the British Public, they will at least succeed in securing
numerous followers among the juvenile part of the popula-

tion, for the boys will follow them.

BRIGHT AND LOWE.

(A Remonstrance, after the Laureate.)

Am" Soft and Low."

BRIGHT and LOWE ! BRIGHT and LOWE !

Why with small fry make free ?

For worthier foe keep your blow,
Let GARTHS and GUEDALLAS be.

Each of you into the other go,
LOWE into BRIGHT and BRIGHT into LOWE,
Hammer and tongs for me,

But let the little ones, let the silly ones, sleep !

Sleep and rest, sleep and rest,

Session will come to ye soon ;

Rest, rest, at Punch's request,
Session will come to ye soon :

Session will come, to see each at his best,

Breaking a lance on a worthier crest

Than that of a snob or a spoon :

Sleep, my wordy one, sleep, my sturdy one, sleep !

THE WORST KIND OF CORKSCREW. The Man who is

sparing of his Wine.

POLITE CONVERSATION.

RESPECTFULLY MODERNISED FROM THE CELEBRATED SCENE BY
JONATHAN SWIFT, D.D.

A Dinner at the Home of SIR BILBERRY TUNKS, M.P., in Belgravia.

The Party hasjust sat down.

A Colonel (in great measure covered by tin dresses of hisfair neighbours).

Not at all. Thanks. Plenty of room aw. Pray, don't (Studies the

menu.) Ah ! (to himself.) Another of TUNKS'S long, heavy dinners.

Wish I hadn't come. (Privately inspects his neighbours) Don't know
the old woman. Couldn't catch the name of the girl I brought down.
Good complexion big ears. No (to menial), the clear. (Eats his soup.

Wipes his moustaches, and thinks he may as well say something.) Riding
this morning, I think ?

Mrs. Wambleby (the
"
old woman ") looks round at the sound of his

voice, but perceives that he could not have been addressing her.

Miss Glitterking. No, indeed! Papa would not hear of my going
out ; he said that the frost made it quite dangerous. Do you really
think that there would have been any danger ?

Colonel. Not a bit. That is, not to a good horsewoman, which

yon are.

Mils Glitterking. Well, I don't know that I am good, but I am not
in the least frightened.

Colonel. Yes, you ride very well. I have often noticed it. (He never
saw her before.)

Miss Glitterking. 0, have you ? (Toughing.)
Colonel. O yes. (Smiles, and thinks that lie has done enough in the

*vay of sparklefor the present.) Turbot. (Eats it)
Mrs. Wambleby (after a long pause, severely). You shouldn't encourage

|
young ladies to set up their judgments against those of their parents.

Colonel (frightened out of his senses at this sudden onslaught). I assure

you I O exactly, yes, yes. (Wonders what right the old woman had
to attack him, and also what right she has to stick her old self over with all

1

those diamonds.)

Sir Bilberry Tunks (in continuation). But in the present state of

parties, and the even balance which exists, it is difficult to say whether

a definite policy yes, a rissole -foiegras, isn't it ? yes a definite policy

would not disintegrate
Mr. Snigger (a wit, to his next neighbour). Disintegrate that 's a good

word sounds like the nigger minstrels, don't it ?

Miss Millikins. Hush don't make me laugh, please. He is looking

at us.

Mr. Snigger. I'm a looking at you, Miss MILLIKINS. Yes, take

some supreme. Have you heard this riddle ?

Mitt Millikins. no, tell me. I adore riddles.

Mr. Snigger. What is the difference between an accident and a mis-

fortune ?

Miss Millikins (eagerly). I don't know.
Mr. Snigger. I 11 give you an illustration. If MB,. BRIGIIT were to

fall into a river, that would be an accident.

Miss Millikins. Ah, I don't understand politics.

Mr. Snigger (aside). Stupid idiot! (To her.) But it isn't exactly

political. It may be anybody. (Sotto voce.) Let us say SIR BILBERRY.
If he were to fall into a river it would be an accident.

Miss Millikins. Yes.

Mr. Snigger (aside). O, she understands that. (To her) But if he

were to get put again, that would be a misfortune.

Miss Millikins. O, delightful !

Mr. Snigger (aside). More than you are. (Eats acoteletle, and, finding
it cold, privately anathematises the house of TUNKS, and hopes SIR BIL-

BERRY will lose his seat on petition.)
Mrs. Oranchling (to her neighbour). Well, she has been pointed out to

me at the Opera.
Mr. De Mumbles (laughing). Of course I mean that. Well, a fellow

told me this afternoon that (sinks his voice, and it would be as well if he

sunk his scandal).
Mrs. CranMing (delighted). 0, but that's very sad. Very sad

indeed. And his wife is so pretty I thought they were so attached.

Mr. De Mumbles. So did everybody. But everybody does not know
everything.
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Mrs. Crunching . Is it true, do you think ?

Mr. De Mumbles. Why, I suppose I ought not to tell you, but the

fellow who told me (voice links).

Mrs. Cranchling. Well, well, it 's very shocking ; but, as a mother, I

suppose I must say that young men will be young men. But there can

be no excuse for the Viscount.

Mr. De Mumbles. Awful ass, that 's the only excuse.

lady Tunks (to her neighbour). O, don't look at me as if I knew any-

thing about the dishes. When we lived in the country, it was my
business, but BIHBY won't let me interfere now. 1 lite to me my

Major Blaggon (an old sponge). So do I, my dear LADY TUNKS,
and a a admirable and elegant as this a a arrangement is, 1

own that to recognise the a genius of the lady of the house in a

a banquet, gives it, an irresistible charm for me. But then 1 'm an old

fellow one of an old school.

lady Tanks. Of a (food school, Major, I 'm sure. And if ever you
find your way into Norfolk, I hope that you will come and see us.

Major Blaggon (wko Mends tojind out thatway moyeunaut Sntdshav).

You are most kind, my dear lady. 1 think you arc near a station, by
the way P

Lady Tunics. Only four miles. And then, if we knew, the carriage

Professor Omnis. 'The coal raised in lbo'5 amounted to about a ton

per day for each of the 307,000 persons employed, iiud the number ol

collieries at work increased from 2,397 in 1858 to 3,180 in 1863, and

3.268 in 1805; but if you want an invaluable manual of statistics of

ail kinds, British ;ind foreign, you should get FREDERICK MARTIN'S
Year-Book.
Mr. Theodore Slopehead (who tad iitcantiouf/y uiade^a jolcc about coal*,

nnd drawn down a flood himself). Thanks, deeply

interesting, I 'in ^haw. Ko, MMJM braissj.

Professor Omnis. The name di>,ii<.,i, you are aware, indicates that the

turkey came from what were called the Indies.

Mr. Slope/iead (oppressed). Is lie going to improve my mind any
more? Just so, yes. I recollect. (Doesiit understand it, even now.)

Noble bud, turkey. Turkey's considered a noble country too, 1

bleeve.

Professor Omnis. Certainly, for though the area and population are

known only by estimate, and not as the result of scientific measurement
and a trustworthy census, we have information enough to enable us to

approximate to the truth. The population of Turkey in Europe is

about 15,000,000, and when we add Natplia, Syria, Mesopotamia,
Arabia, and the African provinces, we arrive at a total of .35,000,000.

The area is about 1,812,048 acres, so that the population to the square
mile is 20. Now, if you will classify

Mr. Slopehead is too -utterly crushed to do more than make faces at the

champagnefor not being dry enough.
Mrs. Sternhold (to her neighbour). What nonsense it is for men to talk

in that way. Merely because she has a pretty face, evidently painted
-

Mr. Eopkins (meekly). I think not.

Mrs. Sternhold. You can see it across the room. And because, as I

say, she has a pretty face, when it is made up, and writes flashy flippant

books, you all conspire to call her a Muse. If she were ugly, we should
soon see how her books would be demolished, and very rightly.
Mr. Hopkins. Are you not a little hard upon her ? Remember, she

has never learned anything, and has never been in society.
Mrs. Sternhold. Then, what does she write for ?

Mr. Hopkins. Money, I suppose.
Mrs. Sternhold. Then she'd better earn it honestly by going out as a

governess.
Mr. Hopkins. Would you let her teach your children ?

Mrs. Sternhold. I ? No ; but"among the lower orders. How can you
eat those truffles ? Don't you know that pigs find them P

Mr. Hopkins. Well, and I eat pigs. (Shuts her up, anyhow.)
Mr. Gush Carper (a critic, to his neighbour). But, (smiling with indul-

gent contempt^ you do not mean to say, seriously, that you have been
told to consider him a great painter ?

Ifits Merridew (young and pretty). L.have not been told, but I use my
own eyes.
Mr. Carper (who is between the ages at which we compliment.) Of course,

if you take that way of (Mumbles out the rest of his sen fence and takes
some Maraschino. Then has an idea that lie Might possibly be a little more

civil, and adds) I mean, you know, that a (supremely) he can't PAINT.
But if you mean that his things, though worthless, are pretty enough
in a sense, 1 don't know (relapses into his mumbles).
MissMerridew. They are very like nature, and they are very pleasant

to look at often, and they are worth acres of the dirty, old, ugly, dis-

torted things which are called high art, and which nobody but hypo-
crites pretend to admire.
Mr. Carper (liking the girl, while detesting her sentiments). I wish I

could talk to you in presence of a REMBRANDT.
Miss Merridew (thinks that she would prefer the distinguished marts

talking to her in presence of a, clergyman). Pray do not register mv
nonsense, as I dare say it is, as an opinion. 1 would not have said such
a thing to to well (crumbles bread) to a foolish person ;

but 1 feel

that to you one might venture to reveal one's ignorance, as you know
too much to make it worth your while to be hard on me.

I//. Carper (knotcs too much to lake this Jty). Nay, but if you care to

be informed
.l//.s\ MI fi-i/le-w (doesn't in the leant, Iml listens ax if to the Spli

This sort of thing goes on for two hours and a half, when LADY
TUNKS collects some Eyes and rises. At that momeut Polite Conver-
sation is at its height.

Mi.is Glitlerking. and I thought you were such a silent creature.

Cutunel am. But you have waked me up.
Sir liilln-rrii Tunks. --bctwcn Democracy and Oligarchy, however,
Mrs. H'cnililihj/. --(ttx'nl<-) tli|ipant f,

r irl -empty man,
Mi-. Nui/iger. like a peacock with top-boots ?

>, tell me up-stairs.
I//-.S'. ( :,i/r.'l,'i,ij. smashed decanters, flowers, everything on the

table.

Mr. df Mumbles. second-hand viciousness, imitated from the deiid-

nf I 'aria.

Mi/Jin- lilniiffoa. loses all charm when tho ladies desert us.

I'fiifi'xmr Ourtis. don't understand. Electricity travels faster than

light ;
and

Mr. Stopeiead (aside). DK. LANKESTKB '11 sit on me.

Mrs. Slemkvld. detest mock charity.
Mi-. Ili-fi/iiia (aside) dam venomous old woman.
Mi-, (lux/1 Cui-jifr your own forehead mid hair, for instance

Miss M ffiil'-H- -please, don't make me so proud.

The ladies then go up-stairs, and the host, having shut the door,
takes the seat lately occupied by his wile, calls on the gentlemen to

help themselves, and anecdotes set in, which are usually stopped while

the servants hand round coffee.

A SHAKSPEABIAN EXEBCISE.

tell the names of MR. SHAKSPEARE'S Plays
Is a feat, rather, in these prosy days,
So here 's a rhyme which (if you don't forget
A single link) may help you win a bet.

A Monster, and two Black Men, and a Jew,
Two Gents, Two Wines, Two Dromios, and a Shreic.

One John, two Richard, and seven Henry plays ;

And now get alphabetical. Three A's,

Angela, Antony, Aulolycus,
Bottom and Benedick, two B's, my muss :

Two C's. Coriolanus, Casar. String
The Dane, the Scot, the ancient British King.
Romeo, and Rosalind, and Rosaline,
And Timon and Tliersites ; and entwine
Three of the dearest darlings seen of men,
Viola, Mariana, Imogen,
Lastly, throw in the bumptious fool, Panlles,
And there 's the list completed, bless your souls.

" MAKE YOUR GAME !

"

A NEW newspaper from Brussels has been sent us, called The Rijk-

man, containing, among other novelties, the following report :

" His Royal Highness the COUNT OF FLANDERS, while hunting lately In the Forest
of Soignies, killed, reckoning the other guests of the company, 200 game."

This is inserted beneath the heading,
"
Sport ;

" and we long ago j

have learnt that what is sport to others may to some be death. Still,

we hope our new contemporary has been misinformed. We trust it

is not true that H.R.H. the COUNT OF FLANDERS reckons his guests

among the game which he goes out to hunt. In England such bar-

barity would render him most certainly amenable to law, although we
hear of guests in England complaining that their hosts are killing them
with kindness ; *and we have heard of hosts who sometimes, under

savage provocation, have made game of their guests.

Degenerate !

GENERAL SIR MARTINET BUCKRAM STOCK writes us a furious

letter on the subject ,of regimental dress. We extract the following :

"
What. Sir !

"
says he, Are we cowards ? Are we going to turn

our backs on the enemy ? Is it for this reason that our soldiers are to

be costumed more with a view to running than lofighting. Shame !

"

MUSICAL.

A CERTAIN admirable Tenor always refreshes himself with oysters
before he sings

" In Native Worth"
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HERE YOU SEE

THE MOST SUCCESSFUL AMATEUR MUSICAL PARTY OF THE SEASON. PIANOS, HARMONIUMS, &c., PROVIDED REGARDLESS OF EXPENSE.

EVERY AMATEUR PERFORMING AT ONCE. CHOICE OF Music OPTIONAL TO EACH. Ko ONE COMPELLF.D TO LISTEN TO ANY ONE. NEVER
ENJOYED THEMSELVES so MUCH IN THEIR LIVES. JUBILANT OLD MAN, IN THE MIDDLE, STONE DEAF : CAUSE OF HIS JUBILATION

UNKNOWN. HOSTESS LOOKING AFTER SUPPER. HOST SMOKING QUIET ClGAR IN THE KlTCHEN.

[Our artist apologises if any of the Instruments are incorrectly drawn. The only Instrument he can cither draw or play upon correctly

is the
"

bones." (He came late, and left early.)

THE GREAT MILL OP BLACKIE AND JONES.

I SING of a mill that the papers did fill

Eight columns of type closely piled
At the town of Auld Reekie, in style rather cheeky
And cool,

" Modern Athens," self-styled.
Where in wordy-duello encountering his fellow

A DEMOSTHENES each, with the stones

On Democracy's bane and Democracy's gain,

Ding-dong at it went BLACKIE and JONES.

First BLACKIE went in determined to win,

Or, O'CoNNOR-like, die on the floor :

And with ink from the bottle of old ARISTOTLE
Daubed the ancient Democracies o'er :

Proclaimed himself foeman of CICERO'S Roman,
Picked Italian republics' old bones :

Made France sorrow sup, and the Yankees chawed up,
In the first round of BLACKIE and JONES.

'Twas a caution to see with what truculent glee
To the dead men he gave his one, two :

How he proved what none questioned, and all of the rest shunned,
How wide of the question he flew.

Granting counsel were clients, and windmills were giants,
That present but echoes past's tones,

Ne'er were giants so floored, ne'er such innings was scored,
As the first in re BLACKIE and JONES.

Then BLACKIE to match ERNEST JONES toed the scratch,
For Democracy did his devoir,

And drew with his blows as much couleur de rose

As BLACKIE tapped cot/lear de noir:

With superfluous pluck ran a terrible muck
At aristocrats, tyrants, and thrones,

At his own windmills flew, and his own giants slew,

In round second of BLACKIE and JONES.

Jf our nobles were knaves, and oar working-men slaves

If steam had not yet been invented ;

If we kidnapped our labour, and hated our neighbour,
And with Heathenism's law sat contented :

If A. D. were B. C. ; England over the sea ;

If our calendar marked ides and nones !

But, without these large if's, mere spouting club tiffs

Are debates a la BLACKIE and JONES.

Where BLACKIB saw evil and deeds of the devil,

JONES saw good and the Gospel in action ;

But as each made a case, where the facts had no place,

Honest people may feel satisfaction.

Fights of BLACKiE-Democracy JoNES-Aristocracy
Are fights that can never break bones :

Though they may ease the mind, and get rid of the wrad
Of warriors like BLACKIE and JONES.

Variation on the Bones.

A LECTURE was advertised, the other day,
" On the Skeletons of the

Primates," by, we suppose, the kind permission of the Three Graces ;

that is, his Grace of Canterbury, his ol York, and his of Dublin.

PKOVEEB BY OUR SEEVANT-OF-ALL-WOEK. Wishes won't wash
Dishes.
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Mirror.

A CHIVALRIC BALLAD.

"A LAWOPORT ROHAKCR. On Sunday the congregation at Huish Church were
amused by the forbidding of banns of marriage between FKKD. BIDDLBOOHBB. "'

Huchelney, and a girl named ANNE HARRIS, of Hui*h Episcopi. A dispute had
arisen between the parties in consequence of a soldier having met tbe couple and
insisted on a prior claim to the girl. A fight ensued, and shortly afterwards HARRIS

decamped with the soldier, taking HIDDI.ECOMBK'S best clothes with her." Jiristai

ILT kneel before the holy piiest,

And be my blushing bride,

Thy life shall be one pleasant

feast,

Myself thy friend and guide."

So spoke young BIDDLECOKBE
the brave,

His hand in hand of AXSE'S,
Her whispered answer ANNIE

gave," My FRED, put up the

banns."

He published once, he published

twice,
That reverend priest and good,

This Sabbath day to publish
thrice

In holy church he stood.

"
If any know a righteous cause

Why these should not be wed,
Cite the divine or human laws

On which they seek to tread."

Young BIDDLECOMBE he smole a smile,
Fair ANNIE blushed a blush,

When up the consecrated aisle

A Soldier rushed a rush.

His face was bronzed by Eastern suns,
He seemed to come from far

;

As one who 'd charged on Indian guns,
And fought the Russian Czar.

To his broad brow his manly hand
He raised in grave salute.

The plighted pair that Soldier scanned
With gesture stern and mute.

Then
turning

to the priest he said,"
I do forbid those banns."

The bridegroom's cheeks are fiery red.
And pale are lovely ANNB'S.

"
Before I joined the Ranks of Death,
Our foemen to defy,

To me she pledged her troth and faith,
ANNE ! answer, if I lie."

No answer gave the trembling maid,
But glistening tears she shed.

Outspoke the bridegroom.
" Who 's afraid f

I'll punch that Soldier's head."

In vain the frighted Beadle cried
This here 's no place for jaw,"

The lovers and intending bride
From holy church withdraw.

And e'er the good and reverend man
On knees hath meekly kneeled.

They stand, those twain, and faithless ANNE,
In an adjacent field.

Brave BIDDLECOMBE flings down his coat
His

Sunday coat so gay.
The Soldier from his manly throat
Tears his cravat away.

From Huish there hurries many a clown,
They form the fatal ring :

The Soldier fires a furious noun,
Unmeet for bard to sing.

Then stern on guard, like Saxon men,
They both together fell,

If either spoke his rival then
"iVas scarce to wish him well :

Slap-bang with left the lover leads,
His right flies nobly out ;

He's home! he's home! I he Soldier bleeds
From his sarcastic snout.

Ha ! well returned, the stream of gore

^

From FHKDKRICK'S muzzle drips,
That kissing-trap shall mtvcr^nore

Entrap sweet ANNA'S lips.

Then with twin yell the champions close,
And hit the best they can,

And blackened eyes and flattened nose
Attest the English Man.

By Jove, 'twould stir a coward's heart
Would make a mourner gay,

To see them on each other dart,
And nobly pound away.

While ANNE sits weeping on the grass,
And knows not winch to choose,

Between that Soldier's arm of brass,
And FREDERICK'S iron thews.

'Tis done, 'tis done, that fatal blow,
Has stretched him, lax and loose,

He strives to rise
;
Brave FREDERICK, no,

Cooked, BIDDLECOMBE, thy goose.

One glance of hate, from darkened eyes,
The conquering Soldier sped,

Then whispers ANNA,
"
Love, arise,

And marry me instead."

She rose and followed him, to stray
Far from dull Huish's ditches ;

But called at FREDERICK'S on her way,
And stole his last new breeches.

SELF-GOVERNMENT v. SHELF-GOVERNMENT.

(By an Indignant Metropolitan Rate-payer, vtith stinking drain*, an ovcrtlaieinrj dust'

bin, an empty cittern, six inclui of snow in tte street, anii a. rate-collector on tlu
door-mat.)

OF Local <$#'-Government too much we 've heard,
And Local *S^'-Government should be the word,
By which, save the duty of taking our pelf,

Every duty of Government 's laid on the shelf:
On that shelf, where the loaves and the fishes are stored,
Which go to, when, except them, all goes by the Board.

Alison's Annual (1867).

NEXT to the Post Office Directory we place the Dramatic Almanack,
produced by J. W. ANSON. By the aid of our

" Anson" we can visit

the birthplaces of our favourite princes, chamber-maids, villains, lovers,
or singers, and learn all we want to know of their ap- and dis-appear-
ances. We can recommend this booklet to pass'away pleasantly an hour
either in an easy-chair before the fire , or when buried in a snow-drift
in a railway carnage.

THE WHOLE DOTY OP (VESTRY-)MAN. To do nnfim, and to abuse
the newspapers.

WHY is my best pair of blue woollen socks like snow-flakes ?

Because they both get into my best pair of shoes.
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SHIVERLISATION.
Mr. Oelidouche (to himself, shivering as he breaks the ice in his bath}.

" SH SH
SH ! WISH i WASH KNIGHT i' MIDDLE AGESH B'FORB ALL THIS TZT ! (sneezes)

SHANATOKT SHIVILISATION WAS THOUGHT OF (sniffs). P'POSTBROUS RUBBISH I

"

HOW TO PLEASE AMERICA.

YE Gentlemen of England who sail upon the seas, give
ear unto the paragraph that follows, if you please :

" A fund is being raised for the families of the six poor men who
were e unfortunately swept overboard Jrom the yacht >\tt(Cij/
during her recent match from New York to Cowes."

Of course all British yachtsmen will heartily contribute
to so laudable a fund, and there will be a race between

them, doubtless, to decide who can the most quickly draw
the largest cheque. So all that COMMODORE PUNCH need
add is, that subscriptions may be paid to the credit of

the "Fleetwing Fund" at the National Bank, Charing
Cross, and that the biggest contributions will be thankfully
received.

RETALIATION FOR LADIES.

THRICE welcome, Thaw, Deliverer, comes,
The greedy cabman scowls and swears,

And thinks upon the awful sums
Extorted from his bullied Fares.

How, in those days when snow was ice,

He waged his war on great and small,
At times exacted ten-fold price,
At times refused to go at all.

Now, blest be Thaw, the snow is mud
Which rains and carts will clear away,

It drips with tears, it falls with thud,
In turn the Public has its day.

When next the greedy Cabman begs
For extra sixpence, answer

" No "-

What joy to knock him off his legs
With

"
Please remember New Year's Snow"

A Terrible Temptation.

WE never see a lady with her hair frizzled out in front,

without fearing lest some wag should tell us that he thinks

she ought to call it cheveux defriz.

A WAKNING TO OXFORD.

IT may not be generally known that Logic is a most

intoxicating study, it being so easy to get drunk on the

premises.

HAPPY THOUGHTS.

(Evening at Sovor. A Game at WTiist.)

EVENING, after dinner. On the moat in a punt with ENGLEFIELD.
Dark night : cold : damp : romantic, but for this. ENGLEFIELD says

abruptly,
"
Capital point." I ask here, what ? He replies,

" Two
fellows, one the Villain, the other Injured Innocence, in punt : real

,

water easily done on the stage. Villain suddenly knocks Injured Inno-
cence into the water : he sinks : is caught in the weeds below : never
rises again. Or, on second thought, isn't drowned, but turns up,
somehow in the last Act." I own it a good idea, and propose going
in-doors, as I see MBS. GUILDERS making tea.

In-doors. STENTON, the philosopher, says, "Tea is an incentive.

So much tea is found in every man's brain." Poss says it ought to be
a caution to anybody not to use hot-water to his face, or he might
turn his head into a tea-pot. I 'm sorry Poss turns this interesting
theme into ridicule, as I like hearing STENTON'S conversation. He has
a deep bass voice which is very impressive. There is a pause. Con-
sidering that we are all more or less clever here, it is wonderful how
dull we are. I suppose that the truth is we avoid merely frivolous and
common-place topics. ENGLEFIELD, who is a nuisance sometimes,
suddenly looks at me, and asks me to

"
say something funny."

I smile on him pityingly. CHILDERS says,
"
Cpme, you're last from

town, haven't you got any good stories ?
"

This poses me : I know
fellows who could recollect a hundred. I know fellows, merely super-
ficial shallow men, who are never silent, who have a story or a joke for

everything. I consider, "Let me see" : I try to think of one. The
beginnings of twenty stories occur to me, mistily. Also the com-
mencements of riddles as far as

" Why is a ," or
" When is a ."

1 've got some noted down in my pocket-book, if I could only get out
of the room and refer to it quietly, in the passage. I can't take it out
before everybody ; that 's the worst of an artificial memory.
Happy Thought To read two pages of MACMILLAN'S Jest Book every

morning while dressing, committing at least one story to memory.

CHILDERS proposes
"
Whist." I never feel certain of myself at

whist -. I point to the fact that they are four without me. Poss FELMYR
says if I '11 sit down, he '11 cut in presently.

"
I play?

"
I reply,

"
Yes,

a little." I am STENTON'S pa.-tner : ENGLEFIELD and CHILDERS are

against us. Sixpenny points, shilling on the rub. STENTON says to

me,
" You '11 score." Scoring always puzzles me. I know it 's done

with half-a-crown, a shilling, a sixpence, and a silver candlestick.

Sometimes one bit of money s under the candlestick, sometimes two.

Happy Thought. To watch ENGLEFIELD scoring : soon pick it up
again.

First Rubber. STENTON deals : CmLDEHsis first hand, I'm second.

Hearts trumps : the Queen. It 's wonderful how quick they are in

arranging their cards. After I 've sorted all mine carefully, I find a

trump among the clubs. Having placed him in his position on till-

right of my hand, I find a stupid Three of Clubs among the spades -.

settled Mm. Lastly, a King of Diamonds upside down, which seems to

entirely disconcert me ; put him right. ENGLEFIELD says,
"
Come, be

quick
"

: STENTON tells me " Not to hurry myself." I say I 'm quite

ready, and wonder to myself what CHILDERS will lead.

CHILDERS leads the Queen of Clubs. I consider for a moment what,

is the duty of second-hand; the word "finessing" occurs to me here.

I can't recollect if putting on a three of the same suit is finessing :

put on the three, and look at my partner to see how he likes it. He
is watching the table. ENGLEFIELD lets it go, my partner lets it go
the trick is CHILDEHS'S. I feel that somehow it 's lost through my
fault. His lead again : spades. This takes me so by surprise that I

have to re-arrange my hand, as the spades have got into a lump.
I have two spades, an ace and a five. Let me see,

"
If I play the

five I
"

1 can't see the consequence.
"

If I play the ace it must

win, unless it's trumped." STENTON says in a deep voice, "Play
away." The three look from one to the other. Being flustered, I

play the Ace : the trick is mine. I wish it wasn't, as I have to lead :

I 'd give something if I might consult Poss, who is behind me, or my
partner. All the cards look ready for playing, yet I don't like to

disturb them. Let me think what's been played already. STENTOX
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asks me, "If I'd like 'to look at the last trick." As this will give

me time, and them the idea that I am following out my own peculiar

tactics, I embrace the offer. CIIILDERS displays the last trick : I look

at it. I sav,
" Thank vou," and he shuts it up again. Immediately

afterwards I can't recollect what the cards were in that trick : if I did,

it wouldn't help me. They are becoming impatient
About this time somebody's Queen of Diamonds is taken. I wasn't

watching how the trick went, but I am almost certain it was fatal to

the Queen of Diamonds : that 's to say, if it VMS the Queen of Diamonds ;

but I don't like to ask. The next trick, which is something in spades,

trumped by ENGLEFIELD. I pass as of not much importance. STENTON

prowls, "Didn't I see that he'd got no more spudes in his hand."

No, I own, I didn't. STBUTON, who is not an encouraging partner,

grunts to himself. In a subsequent round, I having lost a trick by
leading spades, STENTON cries out,

"
Why didn't you see they were

trumping spades ?
"

I defend myself ;
I say I did see him, ENGLEPIELD,

trump one. spade, but I thought that he hadn't any more trumps. I say
this as.if I 'd been reckoning the cards as they've been played.

Happy Thought Try to reckon them, and play by system next
rubber.

I keep my trumps back till the last
; they '11 come out and astonish

them. They do come out, and astonish me. Being taken by surprise,
I put on my king when I ought to have played the knave, and both
surrender to the ace and queen. I say, Dear me, how odd!" I

think I hear STENTON saying sarcastically in an undertone,
"
Oh, yes:

confoundedly odd." I try to explain, and he interrupts me at the end
of the last deal but two by Baying testily, "It's no use talking, if you
attend, we may just save the odd."

My friend, the Queen of Diamonds, who, I thought, had been played,
and taken by some one or other at a very early period of the game,
suddenly re-appears out of my partner's hand, as if she was part of a

conjuring trick. Second hand can't follow suit and can't trump. I
think I see what he intends me to do here. I've a trump and a
small club.

" When in doubt," I recollect the infallible rule, "play a

trump." I don't think anyone expected this trump. Good play.

Happy Thought. Trump. I look up diffidently ; my partner laughs,
so do the others. My partner's is not a pleasant laugh. I can't

help asking, "Why? isn't that right: it's ours?" "Oh, ves," says
ray partner, sarcastically,

"
it is ours."

"
Only," explains little BOB

ENGLEFIELD,
"
You've trumped your partner's best card."

I try again to explain that by my computation the Queen of Diamonds

cards, when my turn comes, STENTON says,
"
I)o play, never mind

your tea." Whist brutalises STENTOX : what a pity f.
:

Huppy T&ouffM.Send this game, as a problem, to a Sporting paper.
Ilniil>!/ Thought. Why not write generally for Sporting papers ?

STENTON says,
" Do play !

"
I do.

courage him, though, if it depends on me, I honestly (to myself) don't
think we shall. After all, we do get the odd trick. STENTON ought to
be in a better humour, but he isn't

;
he says

"
the odd, we ought to

have been three." ENGLEFIELD asks me how Honours are ? I don't
know. STENTON savs,

" Why you (meaning me) had two in your own
hand."

"
Oh, yes I had." I 'd forgotten it.

*
Honours easy," says

STENTON to me. I agree with him. Now I 've got to score with this
confounded shilling, sixpence, half-crown, and a candlestick.

Happy Thought. Ask Bon ENGLEFIELD how & scores, generally.
He replies,

"
Oh, the usual way," and as he doesn't illustrate his

meaning, his reply is of no use to me whatever. How can I find out
without showing them that I don't know.
Happy Thmiffht (while GUILDERS deals). Pretend to forget to score

till next time. ENGLEKIELD will have to do it, perhaps, next time, then
watch ENGLEFIELD. Just as I 'm arranging my cards from right to
left

Happy Thouffht.To alternate the colours black and red, beginning
this time with black (right) as spades are trumps. Also to arrange I

them in their rank and order of precedence. Ace on the right, if I 've I

got one yes king next, queen next and the hand begins to look
very pretty. I can quite imagine Whist being a fascinating game
STENTON reminds me that I've forgotten to mark one up.
Happy Thoufflit.fvA sixpence by itself on my left hand. STENTON

asks what's that for?

Happy TAoxffM.To say it 's the way I alt/rays mark.
STENTON says,

"
Oh, go on." I look round t9 see what we 're wait-

ing for, and ENGLEFTELD answers me,
" Go on, it 's you ; you 're first

hand." I beg their pardon. I must play some card or other and finish

arranging my hand during the round. Anything will do to begin
with. Here 's a Two of Spades, a little one.'on my left hand : throw
him out.

"
Hallo !

"
cries ENGLEFIBLD, second hand, "trumps are coming out

? ,
y "

, ?
u

?
te

'
orgt spades were trumps : that comes of that horrid

little card being on the left instead of the right.

Happy Thought. Not to show my mistake : nod at ENGLEFIELD,
and intimate that "He'll see what's coming." So, by the way, will
my partner. In a polite moment I accept another cup of tea. I don't
want it, and have to put it by the half-crown, shilling, and candlestick
on the whist-table, where I 'm afraid of knocking it over, fand am
obh?ed to let it get quite cold as I have to attend to the game.'
Happening to be taking a spoonful, with my eyes anxiously on the

PAROCHIAL COLLECTIVE WISDOM.
" NAMING PAUPER CHILDREN. Tho Gnar.Ii.-ma of one of our metropolitan ParUhen

the other dav, having to Mettle the transference of some pauper children from one
iixitiMtrial school to anuther, root with two j . named

;

' MARY UNKNOWN ' and ' POLLY PANCRAV n'l it wm prupjsud to i

narues if* the name as those burne by the Churchwardens or Home of th '

but as this wan opp ised on the ground that some people rui^'it lm>k upon tho matter
in an uncharitable light, it WAS therefore resolved, after a lon^ ditv umiuii, th.it.

tho names of the girls should be changed to
' MARY SMITH ' and * POLLY JosKij.'

"

I'M-MnU. Satatl.

SCENE The Board-Room ofa Metropolitan Union. Board of GUARDIANS
and CHAIRMAN.

Chairman. Well, gentlemen, now we've a'most got through our
bisniss. There's only them two gals.
\t Guardian. What two gals ?

Chairman. What 's to be removed from the hunder to the hupper
industrial school. Their names is let me see (puts on Aw spectacles)
MAUT UNKNOWN and POLLY PANCRAS.

%>t4 Guardian. liummish names.
'Ard Guardian. Why, yes, they do sound rayther queer. Who gave

'em their names?
2nd Guardian,. Their godfathers and godmothers in their baptism

which
Chairman. Was the Beadle and the Matron, I fancy. UNKNOWN

and PANCRAS ! Them was the Beadle's suggestions, I'll be bound.
Shows deficiency in the inventive faculty, great want of imagination on
the part of the Beadle.
4M Guardian. The poor gals will be chaffed about their names to

death as long as they five. (Laughter)
3rd Guardian. Mr. Chairman, I rise to order. It 's irregular for any

honourable member of this here board to talk Irish. (Order, order,
and cheers.)

4tth Guardian. You be blowed !

Chairman. Bisniss, gentlemen, bisniss. Fvgit tempus. Them names
had better be altered.

\.it Guardian. They can't.

Chairman. Not the Christian names ; no, but the sur. Wasn't the
feller as was named JAMES BOG allowed to call his self NORFOLK
HOWARD ?

2rf Guardian. Yes, to be sure
; and bugs have been called Howards

ever since.

3rd Guardian. Well then, what shall we name 'em ?

4M Guardian. Call 'ein PUGH and HASSOCK, arter the Church-
wardens.

Chairman. Humph ! PUGH and HASSOCK isn't here. P'raps they
mightn't like it.

rd Guardian. Suppose we names one on "em arter Mr. Chairman?
Chairman. Werry much obliged to the honourable member for his

proposal, but it 's a 'compliment I 'd rayther decline. Would he like
e'er a one of 'em to be named arter his self ?

1st Guardian. There 's no knowin what ill-natur'd persons might say.
Znd Guardian. Certainly, certainly; no doubt. If the gals was

named arter any of the Guardians, 'twould werry likely give rise to

invidjus remarks.
\st Guardian. Couldn'twe call 'em arter the day theywas born upon,

like what "s-his-name Robison Crucer did Man Friday ?
Chairman. We don't know the day of their births, and there 's no

time to inquire. Besides, Saturday, Sunday, or Monday, or Tuesday,
or Wednesday, would be as bad as either Unknown or Pancras. And
hang it, we might as well be original.

\st Guardian. What do you propose yourself, then ?

Chairman. Well, that 's a question as requires some thought. Yer
see, it wouldn't do to give 'em too pompous igh sonndin names, un-
sooted to their station in life. Then, if we gives 'em names of the

prnary kind, it might, as the honourable member justly said, cause

invidjus obserivations, unless we gave "em the werry commonest of all.

But if we does that, then we can't give no handle and no offence to

nobody. So upon the whole, and lookin at it altogether, my opinion
is, that the best thing as we can do is for to call 'em MARY SMITH and
POLLY JONES. There is too many SMITHS and JONESES in the world
for it to signify who may be named SMITH or JONES. Them that's for

MARY SMITH and POLLY JONES, old up yer ands. (All hands held up.)
Chairman. Carried unanimous. So much for that. And now, gen-

tlemen, our evenin's bisniss bein concluded, I will, with your kind

permission, wacate the chair. [Scene closes.

WHERE CARPENTERS OUGHT TO LIVE. 7 Chiselhurst.
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THE SNOW-STORM, JAN. 2, 1867.

Cabby (petulantly the Cabbits even lost their tempers).
" IT'S NO USE YOUR A-OALLINO o' ME, SIR !

Two AB'LL LAST ME A FORTNIGHT ! !

"
GOT SUCH A JOB WITH THESE 'KRB

A LITTLE WORD FOR LITTLE BIRDS.

GOOD MR. PUNCH,
Tfou are a sportsman, I believe, and not a battue butcher. So

I trust you have no sympathy with cruel brutes of gamekeepers, who
go about witli guns to murder pretty birds in this way :

" RARE BIRDS SHOT. MR. JOHN ROPDAM, gamekeeper to R. D. SHAFTO, Esq.,
Whitworth Hall, has shot seven specimens of tbe Bohemian wax-wing. Three were
shot on the 12tb, one on the 13th, and three on the 24th. Amongst them five were
males and two females. They are interesting and rare in thia country. They
were upon the hawthorn when shot,"

Now, can anyone call this a case of justifiable avicide ? What harm
in the world had these pretty little wax-wings done that they should be
thus butchered? Had they been hawks or kites, a gamekeeper
perhaps would have been right in killing them. But wax-wings are

(luite harmless, unoffending little birds, and ought to be petted rather

than be potted.
" Rare and interesting

"
as they are in our benighted

country, we ought to do our best to encourage them to live with us.

How pretty they would look among our tomtits and our finches, and
our common little hedge-warblers !

"
Welcome, little strangers !

"

should be our salutation to them, instead of bang, bang, bang, from
the guns of stupid gamekeepers. "Specimens" indeed! As if a

stuffed bird could be made to look as pretty as a living one. And
where can be the use of shooting

"
seven specimens ?

"
one male and

one female would surely have sufficed for the biggest of museums.

Well, I am very glad that I am neither rare nor interesting, and not
at all in any way worth stuffing as a specimen, being happily for me,

Yours simply,

A COCK SPARSOW.

Art News.
IT is announced that a well-known Danish sculptor, at present in

Rome, is
"
engaged in executing in marble three groups, all of which

are destined for England." Pleasant intelligence for English sculptors.
How they must all wish this lucky foreigner at Jericho !

A PREVENTIVE OF BRASS KNUCKLES.

DB. PUNCH has frequently had occasion of late to express his ap-

proval of the active treatment resorted to in some of our penal insti-

tutions for the purpose of checking the propensity to commit robbery
with violence. That treatment has consisted in the stimulating local

application of the preparation of hemp commonly known as whipcord,
administered in the form of a cat-o' -nine-tails to the patient's back.

i This acts as a counter-irritant, producing considerable excoriation,

attended by severe smarting, which, however, is essential to a suc-

cessful result.

At the Liverpool Police Court the other day, HENRY HANSOME,
Second Mate of the American ship, Resolute, was charged with having

C9mmitted a bfutal assault upon one of the crew of that vessel, in-

flicting injuries which, in the belief of the Magistrate, could only have

been caused By brass knuckles, otherwise called "knuckle dusters."

The use of this weapon arises from the same propensity as that which

actuates garotters, and would, doubtless, yield to the same practice as

that which has been effectually resorted to in their complaint. It is to

be hoped that, as soon as possible in the ensuing Session, a parlia-

mentary prescription will be drawn up and appointed for the proper

application of the remedy employed on the garotter to the other

ruffian's dorsal region.

What Baronet is Missing Just Now.

PEOPLE may say that they don't care. But they ought to care.

One member of the Baronetage is out of the way, and we fear is being
ill-treated. For we read in the Times that a respectable firm of auc-

tioneers announce the sale of a quantity of wine,
"
the property of a

Baronet, now lying in his Cellar."

GETTING IT AT BOTH ENDS.

TBEMENDOUS Rating what the Vestries raise from the rate-payers,

and bring down on themselves.

I by Joseph Smith, of No. 24. Hollord Square, in the PanRn of St. Jaimn, ClerXenwell, in the County ol Middlesex, at the Printing Offices ol MeMrs. Bradbuiy, Evans, A Co., Loi

Street, in the Precinct of Wnltcfriars, in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 86 Fleet Street, in tbe Parish of 8t Bride, City of London. 8/m:uul, January 19, 1867.



A QUIET SMOKE.
Charlotte (in gasps), "On, LAURA !. DO YOU THINK IT WAS TOBACCO WE TOOK OUT OF WILLY'S Box? I BELIEVE I'M DTiiroll",

ANTI-BRIGHT ANECDOTES.
THE principal business of the smaller Conservatives, while kept in

the dark by the large ones, is to invent stories against MR. JOHN
BRIGHT. But most of them bring the concoctors to grief, as was
notably the case with MR. GARTH, on whom Ma. BRIGHT laid the hands
of vengeance somewhat heavily. Moved with compassion for the
troubles of his fellow-creatures, Mr. Punch subjoins a series of anti-

BRIGHT anecdotes, which Conservative writers may use with perfect
safety, and which have quite as much to do with the question of Keform
as any other allegations against MR. BRIGHT'S personal character.

They are labelled in the pleasing American fashion.

His YOUTH.
When young, JOHN BRIGHT had many fastidious tastes. It was with

great difficulty that he could ever be brought to eat an Orange. This

un-boylike and un-English hostility to a beautiful fruit may be thought
to have betokened his hatred for the Orangemen of Ireland, and her
landlords.

His INDOLENCE.

JOHN BRIGHT was always an exceedingly idle young man, and his
friends could seldom persuade him to take the needful amount of exer-
cise. Pressed hard to take a walk by a Quaker relative, who said,

"
It

has come to me, JOHN, that thou art unwise not to pay more regard to
health. Dost not know that exercise is demanded by the constitu-
tion ?

"
BRIGHT replied, scornfully,

"
Bother the Constitution !" Fully,

deeply, wickedly has he acted up to the spirit of that deadly double-
entendrc.

His Low TASTES.

Although MR. BRIGHT'S family was most respectable, and he might,
had he pleased, have been a constant visitor at the best houses in the

vicinity, he was remarkable, when a young man, for eschewing such inter-
course. We have it on the best autlwrity that one evening when he had
been invited to a tea-party, after which there was to be an interesting
discussion on Pre-adamite fossils, he absented himself, and was detected
leaning over a wall and amusing himself by observing some dirty lads

playing at skittles. And this was
"
the father to the man " who pre-

sumes to talk of the shortcomings of the aristocracy.!

His BRUTALITY.

Small things show us a man's character better than large ones,
because the former accidentally reveal the truth, while the latter are

the result of premeditation. BRIGHT'S brutality was manifested at a

very early period of his evil life. A Friend of his was endeavouring to

induce him to play at leap-frog, a diversion which though not enjoined

by the Quaker doctrine is not inhibited to Friends of any age or

obesity. After several refusals to "give" his companion
"
a back,"

and the latter continuing to urge the claims 9f sport, JOHN BRIGHT
exclaimed, suiting the action to the word,

"
I '11 give thee a back-hander,"

and the unfortunate Friend went head-over-heels.

His FALSEHOOD.

We have so repeatedly exposed the unblushing falsehoods of MR.
JOHN BRIGHT that the task becomes wearisome. But we fear that the

line will go on to the crack of doom. The habit is ingrained in his

nature, and was in full efflorescence at an early period. We nave obtained

from an aged servant in the BRIGHT family the following story which

may be relied on, though we suppress her name, that we may not

expose her to the vengeance which the un-English agitator is fond of

taking on old women. His brother JACOB had a favourite knife, which
on one occasion he missed. The poor boy demanded of his brother

JOHN whether he saw the cherished article anywhere about.
"
No,"

was the answer. Yet at that moment it was in BRIGHT'S closed hand.

He did not see it such was his miserable subterfuge. Is it not like

him?
His TREACHERY.

At the age of sixteen, JOHN BRIGHT, though brought up amid a strict

sect, was not blind to the charms of the other sex. He was not an

unwilling companion of young Quaker ladies in their walks, and

perhaps was even then cultivating that feminine habit of re-iterated

impertinence which so signally distinguishes him. Be this as it may,
upon one occasion a young male Friend asked him if he knew whether
a certain young lady, whose name we would certainly introduce if we

VOL. I.I I.
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knew it, intended to be one of a walking party that evening. JOHN

B&IGHT seriously assured the other that she could not come, ior that

he had heard her arrange to attend an aged aunt, to whom she was

reading Barclay's Apology. Hearing this, the other young man

stayed away, but what were his feelings nest day when he learned that

the young lady had been of the party, and had been escorted

chiefly by one JOHN BRIGHT ? Yet we are asked to rely on the word

of such a man, when he promises not to subvert the Throne and the

Altar!
His IGNORANCE.

MR. BRIGHT is exceedingly fond of citing passages from the older

English writers, and sometimes they sound well by contrast with the

intolerable and nauseating trash of his own composition. But we do

not believe that he has really studied those authors. The selections

are either made for him by his secretary, whom we dare say he ill-

treats, or by some friend to whom he is probably ungrateful. We have

reason to know that being asked to name the place where to find the

line
" Men are but children of a larger growth,"

he said that it was in a play of DRYDEN'S. Every Eton schoolboy
knows that it is in no play at all, but in the prologue to a play of

DRYDEN'S. The character of the mind that assails our noble system
of classical education may be estimated, and we may truly say with

CICERO, Sic vos Non Nobis mellificatis oves.

THE ARISTOCRACY OF LABOUR.
V\ rjRE enough, union in

general is strength;
but Trades-Unions in

particular are weak-

ness, at least on the

part of skilled work-
men who belong to

them, and submit to

be dragged down by
them to the level of

the unskilled, or idle.

Natual equality for

ever ; artificial equa-

lity never ! The
former is the conse-

quence of liberty ;

the latter is the effect

of dictation. Didac-
tic as these maxims
must be confessed

to be, they appear
to express the senti-

ments of a large
number of working
men in the employ-
ment of the Staveley

Companywho joined,
on Tuesday evening
last week, in a great

Non-Unionist demonstration in the schools at Barrow Hill. The
following remark of their Chairman, MR. CHARLES MARKHAM, will

find an echo in the brain of every intelligent working man who is

determined to think and act for himself, and not endure coercion by
a majority of his inferiors in intelligence :

" The superior and industrious workmen would rebel against being ruled and
governed by idle and thoughtless men, who were unable to raise themselves to the
same level as the superior working man."

This is the sort of rebellion that any working man, inspired with a
hatred of arbitrary power, may be advised to engage in. It is a rebel-
lion that will bringTrim into no trouble of the nature of imprisonment
or penal servitude ; but on the contrary, will ensure the most respectful
attention to his demand for political power.

PICTURES TOR PRISON WALLS.
THE State is a small employer of Art. It has invoked painting and

sculpture to decorate the Houses of Parliament. That is nearly all

it has done for the encouragement of plastic or pictorial genius. A
short-sighted utilitarianism incapacitates it from seeing the use of

paintings and statues. It cannot understand the good of High Art,
to which branch of Art its views are limited. But there is also such a

thing as L9W Art whereunto the eyes of Statesmen may be directed.
Low Art might be employed with great and obvious advantages in the
decoration of certain public buildings.
The prisoners sentenced at Leeds, before Christmas, by MR. JUSTICE

LUSH, to be flogged, in addition to penal servitude, for robbery accom-

panied with violence, were punctually flogged on Wednesday last week
at Armley Gaol. The Leeds Mercury contains an account of their

punishment, which would be highly instructive if the Leeds Mercury
were a less respectable paper than it is, and circulated amongst the
criminal classes. Its description of the special cat, issued for the

express purpose of flogging garotters, from the Home Office, and its

detailed account of the strapping up, the scourging, the yelling and
howling of the convicts, and the appearances exhibited by their backs,
were extremely vivid, and calculated to make a wholesome impression
on any ruffian who could read them.
But mere description, however forcible, is soon forgotten by low

minds. Pictures have been called the books of idiots
; they are also

the best books for blackguards. Some four or five refractory prisoners
were compelled to witness the chastisement of their fellow-criminals.
Their

"
anxious looks betokened the effect the proceedings had upon

them." The actual spectacle of such "proceedings" is of course the
best tiling for the admonition of ruffians. A flogged garotter's howling
is inimitaole ; but the pencil of a truthful artist would suffice to convey
a very effective idea of his sensations. Let Government, therefore,

engage the cleverest Royal Academicians, and other artists whose
services they can command, to adorn the New Palace of Justice, and
the Assize Courts generally, with frescoes representing scenes of

punishment, and especially garotters undergoing the discipline of the
cat-o'-niue-tails. Let them also have the walls of prisons similarly

ornamented, and cause the cells of the prisoners to be embellished with
the like designs, the unpopular penalty thus depicted being that to
which their inmates shall be rendered liable for the offence of defacing
them.

THE PERILS OF THE PARKS.

WE read in that delightfully amusing old Qenilemcui's Magazine how
a hundred years ago, it was a common thing for persons to be stopped
and purses to be filched, a little after nightfall, upon Hounslow Heath.
How far we have advanced in safety since those good old times, may
be seen from this account of what took place the other morning in St.

James's Park :

"
Gangs of roughs and thieves assembled to the number of several hundreds at

each end of the bridge, and at a given signal, when the bridge was crowded with
respectably-dressed persons, they rushed on pell-mell, hustling and bonneting all

who came in their way, watches, purses, and pins changing owners with extra-

ordinary rapidity. This disgraceful scene was repeated about every half-hour until
it grew dark. The park-keepers did all they could to repress the disorderly scene,
but they were comparatively powerless. A dozen police-constables would have been
effective for the purpose, but they were not there, and so the roughs had possession
of the park until all respectable people had been chased away, there was noj[more
plunder to be obtained, or people to be hunted 3own."j

Bold Turpin and his crew but seldom showed their blackened faces
in the daylight, but our modern highway robbers are far bolder than
they. In Hyde Park last summer there were several such scenes as
this recorded in St. James's, and probably this winter there will be
several more. How many more acts of brutal violence must take place
before an Act of Parliament be passed to hand our parks to the care of

the police P It is too bad that one cannot take a walk in St. James's
without being maltreated by the roughdom of St. Giles's.

King Bladud's Sleepy Figs.
THE "genteel" people of Bath are what are called "goodies."

They love all sorts of meetings, and mild demonstrations, and some-
times they get almost up to excitementpoint over religious contro-
versies. But they seem a flabby lot. When we were all welcoming
the PRINCESS ALEXANDRA, Bath got up a testimonial to H.R.H. that
is, it ordered one. Where is the article ? We read that Bath raised
some subscriptions the other day, for an excellent purpose, by the
attraction of a big doll, dressed as a collier. Perhaps another doll,

elegantly attired as the PRINCESS OF WALES, would attract the Bath
flabbies and tabbies, and get the testimonial out of pawu. They are
welcome to the hint.

N. and Q.

DpN'i you think had COWLET lived in this age of
"
Limited liability

"

his bines
"

If then, Yotrun TEAR ! thou need'st must come,
Choose thy attendants well.
We fear NOT THKK but 'tis thy Company

"

would have had the last word in the plural ? A VICTIM.

TO A CORRESPONDENT.

PROFESSOR BLACKIE is favourably known in the literary world as
the author of most of the best Nigger melodies.

A PUSEY-LISTIC ENCOUNTER. Between the Dr. and S. G. 0.
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THE VIGILANCE COMMITTEE-
"

But, in truth, the nctivu diititsnf :L liircctor ,-\!- in) much beyond the r

we have iian:c<). 'lh''ic;uv other duties, va#uo rather t}i:m u^m-cd uii'l, .

ihoiiKh nut stipulated which he is boim<l to cxcrci>c. Hi- vi, U , xUmd
1'cjoud tbo board room, and should involve a survmll.jn,'.- moi.. or !c.->s niini;t

la- private conn rus of it,.,-,- whom be permits t,

trusted to his own ^ii,-irdiaii&bip. !n uue word, he ou^ht to L-\ < liful a
car* as he is accustomed to do in the case of his own servants and assistants."

Daily

A Meeting of the Directors of /lie Oliji'i-ti'-f and

and Consolidated Bunk and Lij'i- Assuramv Axxucialiuit (Liii/ilfil).

Refreshments.

Chairmun. Help yourselves, Gentlemen, and do so with a good con-

science, for you will perceive that instead of the magnificent Madeira
which used to be supplied to us, and which, in the interest, of the

Bank, I have purchased from it, at the cost price, you have simply a

cheap Marsala before you. (.//y/Aww.) 1 will now ask gentlemen who
may have reports to make, to read them, or state the contents. .Ions,

get out of the room, and shut ihc door.

Mr. liroirn. I believe that at our last meeting it was agreed that we,
the Birectors, should endeavour to act up to the suggest ion of one of

the daily papers, and initiate a surveillance over the pmate concerns
of those who act under us. We divided the duties, and it fell to my
share to inquire into the habits of Mu. BuKPMOUB, our General

Manager. (Apfiki/ixc.)
Chairmun. 1 need hardly say that everything that passes is strictly

confidential. At least,, 1 need not say this to unmarried members, but
those who are fortunate enough 1o be married will remember that, these

inquiries are business secrets, and not to be used for social purposes.
(Hear, hear, n "illy foots.)
Mr. Brown. I dined with MR. BUMPTIOUS at his. house in Belgravia.

His dinner was excellent, but the wine was bad. I expected thi

would be so, as he began to praise it so early as the Chablis, which"was
beastly. I think this badness a good sign. He does not spend much
with his wine-merchant. The dress of MBS. BUMPTIOUS looked
splendid velvet, but 1 am assured by a competent authority t

only velveteen. This also is a good sign. There were three men waiting,
but two were palpable green-grocers he did not, know their na
I incidentally learned that the brougham is jobbed. I see no reason for

distrusting MR. BUMPTIOUS, who evidently knows how to keep up
appearances, cheaply.
Mr. Smith. He has a boy at Eton, though.
Mr. Broieu. He was there for half a year, that he might say he had

been at Eton. He goes to a cheap school now. (Applause.)
Mr. Smith. I wish that I could give as good an account of our

Secretary, MR. FLAPPER. I went down and stayed a night at his place
in Surrey. He lives luxuriously, and I privately inspected the stables

early in the morning he has two horses, and two ponies for his
children. He has just bought a picture, for which he paid, he said.
three hundred guineas. I do not understand pictures, but there seemed
very little for the money.
Mr. Jones. Let us be charitable, and hope he lied.

Mr. Smith. I am very willing to believe it, for he is a good servant,
but MBS. FLAPPER wore real point-lace having been in the trade, I
cannot be deceived in that.

Mr. Robinson. Was not her father a pawnbroker ? She may have
had it through him. I am for vigilance, but consideration.
The Chairman. Most certainly. I submit that it be somebody's

business to ascertain how MRS. FLAPPER got that lace. We will await
the information before acting. (Hear, hear.)
Mr. Robinson. I had to ascertain particulars as to one of our head

clerks, MR. ELISHA BALDEAD. I hardly know what judgment to arrive
at. His establishment appears to be carried on with economy, indeed
MRS. B. called him, more than half in earnest, an old screw. They are
without children. He has a large salary ; yet he never seems to have
any ready money, and I have reason to know that he has been sum-
moned for water-rates.

'^The Chairman. This may mean one of several things. Old debts
gambling poor relations secret speculations enormous gifts to
.Religious and Charitable Societies-
Mr. Rolinson. He had to pay for kicking a collector sent by the

Society for Propagating Prayer-books among the Patagonians.
The Chairman. That suspicion, then, we eliminate. He does not

look a lady's man. (LmyUer.)
Mr. Smith. An old bear.
The Chairman. Nevertheless however, we must have him watched.
Mr. Sniggles. I had to look up three or four of the younger clerks,

and it was rather perilous work, and took me into odd places, but I
have nothing very bad to report. MR. JAMES JOBSON goes a good
deal to the Oxford, but he plays fiddles, and I believe goes only for the
music. MR. EGBERT TASSSB is very domesticated : he lives in a
street out of the Strand, and is generally in bed by ten when he gives
a supper to a few of his friends, I believe artists, chiefly, the fare is

tripe and trotters he is all right. MR. CHARLES CUMBLEPOTTLE I am

not so sure about, ;
he takes Turkish Baths, and rides a horse, and

wears splendid studs, which it is charitable, but may be unsafe, to
believe Mosaic.

Mr.Jotie*. I heiird, I forget, how, that he was going to marry the

daughter of a beefsteak house, and he may wish to impress her with an
idea that he is an .

-'/''
i

s'-

explains something else let CUMHU:-
nid over. I will report again. The other man on mj

'ist i> Mn. ' n. KS. He is nil right. II,- bat married ;i

little wife, and lives in a very little house at Camberwell, and
: keep little while mice, in dozens. 1 would raise his salary, to

ihe others.

an. Move it at the next meeting. Any more reports ?

to find out anything there might be against
'Tier. L think he i all right. They wa.ited him

,i for Manhood Su 11 rage, aiei he beat, the mini who
brought it. He also In >i ho wmlc .\<i Popery on our shu

him. lie breeds guinea-pigs.
Italian organs, at niirlit. lie all aya has a cold sausage, in b

ule 1 think he is a very good man, and he goes i

such short i i smires so awfully, that he must have a
conscience. (./,

The Chairman. Ucl, ,1, I think thai we have done our duty
thus far, and the n been very satisfactory. We, h;,\e good
reason to think \. , in our employ. Of course, we
shall not relax our \ -nd we will meet again soon, meantime
gentlemen will arrange to look up other servants. We will take
another glass of Marsala, and adjourn.

THE WEATHER.
THE slippery pavements were very trying to all classes. Acrobats

ied for nothing, bankers lost, their balance, farmers grazed their

shins, soldiers embraced thi ilors measured their length, and
travellers tripped in all dim
The mails were snowed up, but the females ventured out enveloped

in frieze wraps.

Young men found their wlu'skers turn white in the course of a single
night.
A Caution to the Benevolent. Four great hulking fellows in a well-

to-do street, sing
" We 've got no work to do." One of them adds (in

an undertone), "And we don't want any."
People grumbled who went to evening parties, for they found nothing

but a freezing Reception.
How indefatigable our Vestrymen were in clearing away the snow !

They were as industrious, as busy as bees may we not say, as
Bumble bees ?

The cold was so intense that for a time MBS. LOTJDLEY TALKINGTOS
was unable to speak, but she soon began to chatter with her teeth.
How human nature varies ! Some people looked sympathetic when

their fellow-creatures tumbled, others juHjwthetic.
A new branch of literature has lately been largely cultivated-

reading the thermometer.
It is a great mistake to suppose that the members of the Curling

Club are Hairdressers.
A nice place for a walk this Polar weather would be Cold Bath

Fields.

A CANDID GIRL.

THERE is nothing like frankness. We would rather send for the

young lady who mases this open announcement in a West of England
paper than for any pretentious person who should puff herself.

DRAWING AND PAINTING.
A YOUNG LADY teaches the above in Four Lessons, without any* previous knowledge of either. Apply, Ac.

A good girl. If she has no knowledge of what she is going to

teach, she is no worse off than many who pretend to a great deal, and
we like her candour and truthfulness. Is she disengaged f we n:eau,

matrimonially. If so, she may send up her photograph. We have
several young men on hand.

Musoe Canorse.

THE ancient rhymer wooed each Muse
To earth, in well remembered line :

The modern rascal gets his dues
From cat that Mews "

Descend, ye Nine !"

WELL PLAYED, CONYKGHAM !

THE MABQUIS OF CONYNGHAM, who is well known in the cricket

field, has just made a splendid
"

hit." He has struck oft' the rent of

his tenants one half their losses by the Cattle Plague.
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TANTALUS.
POOE EDWIN HAS TO STAND PASSIVELY BY, AND SEE HIS ANGELINA'S FOOT IN UNWASHED AND MERCENARY HANDS.

MRS. BRITANNIA. AND MADAME FRANCE LAY THEIR
HEADS TOGETHER.

QUOTH stout old BRITANNIA to brisk MADAME FRANCE,
Who wooed her o'er sea with her best bienseance,"
I 'd step over with pleasure your great Show to view,

Bat there's a vile barrier 'twixt me, Ma'am, and you ;

'Tis what /call the Custom-house, you, La Douane,
That to keep us from visiting does what it can.

"
Now, I 've no taste for smuggling ; in fact, I contend,

Smuggled goods always cost twice their worth in the end :

Then, what is there to smuggle, I 'd much like to know,
Now there 's free-trade between us, thank COBDEN & Co ?

E'en your Paris to show me a thing I defy,
But at shillings for francs I in London could buy.

"
But if I meant smuggling, my dear, entre nous,

'Taint portmanteau or bag I would choose for *t would you ?

If one does carry things one don't want to decltre,
As a sensible woman one don't put 'em there.

There are means, ain't there, dear, to stow goods on the sly,
Where e'en Custom-house searchers don't venture to pry ?

"
But, really, to have one 's trunks tumbled about,

One 's dresses all rumpled and turned inside out,
One 's bonnets passed under an officer's stares,
One 's things from the wash pawed and touzled by bears
It 's really more than a woman cau stand,
Above all, not at Reason's but Custom's command."

Quoth brisk MADAME FRANCE with a shrug and a sigh,"
C'esl vrai, cliere Madame, as you say, so say 1 ;

Cette sacree Douane ! mille excuses, if I swear,
It is so bad, almost, as I'uffreii.r mal-il?-mer.
If your nii/xtem de toilette to slipw you decline,

Figurez-vous, Madame, what I feel far mine !

"
Foyons doxcc'est I'affaire de ces deux beaux Seigneurs,

Votr
1

Cheincelier du Tresor, et man Empereur,
To les droils du beau . sexe, what are droits de Douane ?
So let each of us tackle her own gentleman.""
Agreed !

"
quoth BRITANNIA "

a Customs' Reform
From my DIZZY I '11 coax, or, if that won't do, storm .'

"

UNWAVERING, OR, 'TIS SIXTY YEARS SINCE.

THE above joke is SIR WALTER SCOTT'S, by the way, and serves Mr.
Punch, very well for a heading to half-a-dozen lines which, in departure
from his general custom, he proposes to insert in reference to a contem-

porary. The Examiner newspaper is completing its sixtieth year, and is

gracefully mindful of the fact. Mr. Punch, wishes the Examiner many
happy returns of its birthday. That journal has stood manfully by the
famous motto from DEFOE, which it has worn on its shield for so many
years. Fearless, witty, and gentlemanly, not given to gushing, but
not ashamed of honest sympathy, scholarly but not pedantic, and

always in tone with the minds of thoughtful and refined readers, the
Examiner is distinguished even among the high class journalism of

London. Mr. Punch, who is also remarkable for all the above good
qualities, and many others, takes oif his hat, and gives a cheer for the

birthday of the sparkling sexagenarian.

A FIRST-RATE GAME TO BE PLAYED BY ALL ENGLAND.

IN the first place you must take a new envelope, neither too large
nor too small. Then think of your greatest

"
favourite." Having, of

course, selected Mr. Punch, write his name and address in a legible
hand on tlie envelope. You must now take six postage stamps, and

having affixed one to the envelope, place the remaining five within the
directed cover. You must then write

"
Fur the Distressed" in one

corner of the envelope, and put it carefully in the Post-office letter-box.

Mr. Punch will receive the communication iu due course, and after-

wards forward it to the BISHOP or LONDON.
N.B. Everybody can play at this game, and the more the merrier.
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THE WRONG OF SEARCH, OR THE LUGGAGE QUESTION.

EMPBROK. " MADAME WILL COME, I TRUST ?
"

BRITANNIA. "WELL, I SHOULD BE DELIGHTED, I'M SURE; BUT I DON'T LIKE TO HAVE MY.LUGGAGE
I PULLED ABOUT."

EMPEROR. " AH ! I WILL DO MY BEST TO PREVENT IT, IF THAT GENTLEMAN IS AGREEABLE."
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CONJUGIUM VOCAT.

TJMBUG should have its limits.

Punch does not think that

the ceremony of marriage

is one whicli should be

parodied in the persons
of a couple of hideous and

semi-idiotic dwarfs. Two
objects, which it pleased
the exhibitors to call Az-

tecs, were shown in

London some time ago,

and when puffing had done

its worst they were taken

away. A Liverpool con-

temporary says that they
were shown as a brother

and sister. We forget how
this was. Recently the

creatures have been

brought back, and have

been put through whatjis

called a marriage a farce

suggested, we suppose, by
some previous dwarf

unions. The proceedings
were marked by a banquet,
and have been largely ad-

vertised. Of course this

means that the ugly little animals are to be exhibited as man and

wife. We wonder whether English women will countenance a dis-

gusting desecration of the idea of marriage.

HONOUR TO VICTOR HUGO !

HONOUR to VICTOR HUGO ! And success to his good works ! We
do not mean his Notre Dame, his Miserable*, or his Travailleurs de la

Mer. These all are works quite good enough for any author to be

proud of, but VICTOR HUGO may be proud of better works than these.

For instance, listen here :

" M. VICTOR HUGO having ascertained, satisfactorily to himself at least, that good
meat and wine, so far from being poison, arc necessary to the proper nurture of

young people, feeds about forty children once or twice a week, with a sufficient

meat dinner and a glass of sound burgundy for each. So satisfactory has been this

process that the children have vastly improved in strength, intelligence, industry,
and a wish to learn. "^

Hunger very often paralyses intellect. It is difficult to study on an
empty stomach. If you want a child to learn well you must take care
to nave him fed well. Proper food is needful to keep the brain in

health, and there is little use in schooling unless the brain be healthy.
VICTOR HUGO, who has used his brain, well knows the need there is

to nourish it. So he wisely leads poor children to the school-room
through the salle-a-manger, and before their minds are fed, he takes
care to feed their bodies. Honour to VICTOR HUGO! and may his
wise example be followed here in England ! Said he, the other day,
while giving out his yearly Christmas gifts of clothes to his poor
little ones :

"There are two ways of building churches ; theymay be built of stone, they may
be built of flesh and blood. The poor whom you have succoured are a church
which you have built, whence prayer and gratitude ascend to God.*

Hath not old JEREMY TAYLOR said something like to this ? If so,
honour to VICTOR HUGO for thus knowing English literature. Or
perhaps the thought sprang in his mind as he looked at his poor children,
and may be, he ail-unconsciously echoed the old writer. Any way, let
there be honour to the good, kind VICTOR HUGO. There is a rage just
now for church-building in rich and pious England. Let us hope that
flesh-and-blood churches will be built as well as stone and brick and
mortar ones.

When he distributed the clothing, VICTOR HUGO said this also :

" God intrusts us with the children of all w>o suffer. To relieve children
to train them to be good men, is our duty; this it is that justifies the publicity
given to this act."

The more good men there are, the better
; and the more that kind,

judicious charity is shown to the children of the poor, the greater
chance there is that something good will come of it. This it is that
justiSes our giving VICTOR HUGO the world-wide publicity of a para-
graph in Punch.

ECCLESIASTICAL INTELLIGENCE. In the newspapers appears the
Marriage of the Aztecs. It is to be presumed that these marvellous
specimens of humanity will henceforth be ecclesi-Aztecs.

PETER, MARTIN, AND JACK.

PETER, MARTIN, and JACK are at it a?ain. We would much rather

record the Loves of the Triangles than Triangular Duels, but we have I

no choice. Here is DR. M\SSISG delivering a
"
pleasant

"
address, :

in which he bears a graceful testimony to the increasing 'tolerance .

shown by Protestants to Catholics, and is reasonably thankfulfor the

willingness of the former to concede spiritual privdeges to Catholic

criminals, interesting creatures who appear to engross an extraordinary ,

share of I he attention, not to say affection, of the Romish clergy. It is
;

an age of compliment, and highly polite recognition has been made of

DR. MANNING'S all'ability, and very right too. But
" comes there no

,

sequel
at the heels of this 'MANNING'S' 'admiration?" We are i

indebted to our friend the Morning Star for a little reflected light. >

" Cathollo dootrlne tewhea us thit a civil ruler in no respect transgress** his
'

province by punishing offances against the C itholic religion as such. It is impossible ,

by direct argument tumil;; I'rotestanta 'mleratunl the reasonableness of this !

principle, bee- ; >f course, recognise tbe terrible evils which ensue
|

from .\ iMtiou's rejection of Catholicism."

This appears in the Westminster Gazette, the respectable and
j

recognised organ of Catholicism. DR. MANNING was said to have ,

written the above lines. He disclaims the authorship, but carefully
|

abstains from disavowing the sentiments. So they may be regarded as

DR. MANNING'S. Wherefore, brethren, you may note that all the

toleration is to be on one side. We are complimented by DR.
MANNING for not forcing our religion on him, but he does not

affect to deny that circumstances, only, prevent his forcing his

religion on us. If he could manage as they manage in; Spain, it

would not be exactly good times for Protestants. Suppose he could

convert the DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE and some other high officers to

Catholicism, and get hold of the Life Guards and other military

missionaries, sweep Parliament into prison or exile, and hang the Editor

of Punch and all his brothers in ink, .the above-mentioned "terrible

evils" would be met in a resolute fashion. And Protestants are courteously
invited to recognise the fitness of such a process ! Our friend

JACK is a little more considerate than our friend PETER. The said
!

JACK has learned from his idol, CALVIN, that nobody but JACK and his

allies have any chance of a happy Hereafter. But he does not persecute
here except in the matter of Sabbatarianism or so. PETER, on the

other hand, will not, if he can help it. permit us to be comfortable in

either world. However, as in England, at all events, we are intolerant

of one thing, namely intolerance, PETER sees it prudent to be polite,

and hope for better times. To this we can have no objection thought
is free, and so is hope and therefore we beg leave to acknowledge, in

the blandest manner, the compliments of DR. MANNING, and to assure

him that we will do our best to continue to deserve them, and to

prevent any state of things in which he will be able to address us in a

less agreeable way. -

THE HORSE AND THE CARTE.

AMONG a quantity of literary and scientific news, the Atheiueum

naively tells us that
" The Parisians have taken so kindly to horseflesh that, it is stated, no less than

43,000 Ib. of this substance is sold weekly by the Paris butchers."

Is
"

this substance," we wonder, sold as horseflesh by the butchers,
or do they dispose of it by the pseudonym of beef ? Under the latter

supposition, we can easily conceive that a great quantity is weekly
distributed in Paris. Ignorance is bliss, sometimes, and people with

good appetites may doubtless be made happy with a juicy slice of

horseflesh, if it be 9ttly served up with the name of a beefsteak. With
French cookery it is impossible to distinguish between meats of one
sort and another, and a man might very easily swallow horseflesh

without knowing it, and possibly, if hungry, he might like it very
much. Sam Weller mentions a veal-pieman who found cats were very
useful in the making of veal pies, and doubtless many'a horse in Pans
has been made into Beefsteaks.

THE JAMAICA COMMITTEE.
[ADVERTISEMENT.]

THE Jamaica Committee respectfully announces that 'in order to

carry out, if possible, the views of its members, and to divest Great
Britain of the incumbrances called Colonies, no better Tplan can be

suggested than the prosecution of such of her Majesty's officers as

may be selected for colonial Governments, and who may nave occasion

to save the colonies in their charge. When such treatment shall hare

rendered it impossible to obtain high-class officials for the Depen-
dencies, the latter will be disgusted into severing a tie which, for

patriotic reasons only, the Committee desires should be broken. As
such prosecutions are expensive, subscriptions are solicited.

VESTMENTS. Proposed Site for a new Ritualistic Church Petticoat

Lane.
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"MAY THE DIFFERENCE OF OPINION," &c.

Skater (excite^. "HERE'S JOLLY WEATHER! COME AND HAVE A TURN ON
THE ICE, OLD FELLOW !

"

Hunting Man (disgiated).
" MORE LIKELY TO TURN INTO BED TILL THIS

BEASTLY FKOST 's OVER !

"

THE MEDICAL WARBLER.
ILL is the wind good that no one doth blow,
Taking mankind altogether.

Hail to that wind which blows hard frost and snow,
Medico-surgical weather !

Prospects of many a bill and a fee,
Suscitate pleasing reflections ;

Ills blown to others are good blown to me,
Namely, thoracic affections

;

Air-tubes, disorders of, also; catarrh,
Cough, influenza, bronchitis.

Peripneumonia's gainful: so are

Phthisis, dyspnoea, pleuritis.
Numerous patients, moreover, accrue,

Just now, from those inflammations,
Which, a peculiar diathesis through,

Seize on the articulations,

Nerves, muscles, tendons; rheumatic attacks,
Cases, no end, of lumbago,

And of the hip that sciatica racks :

Down in my visit-book they go.
Oft with a good dislocation 1 meet,

Oft with good fractures.'from tumbles
Caused by the slides on the slippery street :

Thanks to the boys and the tumbles.

Thence too, do cuts and contusions occur.
'Gainst all those frequent disasters,

Soon as comes frost, with my splints I'm astir,

Bandages, pads, lint, and plasters.
Gay as a lark in the season of spring,
Soaring aloft in full feather ;

Whilst for a call on the look-out, I sing
Jolly professional weather !

Not so Easy to Give Up.

THE REV. MR. MACONXOCHIE. ruling Ritualist and High
Priest of St. Alban's, Holborn, has announced to his con-

gregation that in deference to legal opinions he means
'to give up incensing persons and things." Does he,
indeed ? We doubt it extremely. The Reverend Gen-
tleman may give up incensing

"
things," but we defy him

not to incense persons, i.e. sensible persons while he
maintains any portion of his ritualistic performances.

HAPPY THOUGHTS.
(Wefinish our Whist and our 'Evening at the Feudal Castle.)

WE finish a second game, and STENTON says,
" We win a single."

This I am to score : having some vague idea on the subject, I hide my
half-crown under the candlestick. When our adversaries subsequently
win a double, and there is some dispute about what we've done before,
I forget my half-crown under the candlestick, nntil asked rather angrily
by STENTON if I didn't mark the single, when I am remindea by
Poss FELMYR that I secreted the half-crown. This I produce trium-
phantly as a proof of a single.

Happy Thought. Buy Hoyle's Laws of Whist. Every one ought to
know now to mark up a single and a double.

I get very tired of whist after the second round of the third game.
Wish I could feel faint, so that Poss FELMYR might take my
place ; or have a violent fit of sneezing which would compel me to leave
the room.

Happy Thought. If you give your mind to it, you can sneeze some-
times. I talk about draughts and sneezing, while ENGLEFIELD deals.
ENGLEFIELD says, apropos of sneezing, that he knew a man who always
cauftht a severe cold whenever he ate a walnut. If a fact : curious.

Old MRS. CHILDERS has woke up (she
has been dozing by the fire

with her knitting on the ground) and begins
"
to take notice,'"' as they

say of babies. She will talk to me : I can t attend to her and trumps at
the same time. I think she says that she supposes I 've a great deal of
practice in whist-playing at the Clubs. I say,

"
Yes

;
I mean, beg her

pardon, no," and STENTON asks me, before taking up the trick, if I
haven't got a heart, that being the suit I had to follow. I reply, "No,"
and my answer appears to disturb the game. On hearts coming up
three hands afterwards, I find a two of that suit, which being sticky
had clung to a Knave of Diamonds.
Happy Thought." Heart clinging to Diamonds;" love yielding to

the influence of wealth
; or by the way, via versa, but good idea,

somehow. Won't say it out. or they'll discover my revoke.

Happy Thought. Keep the two until the end of the game, and throw
it down among the rubbish at the end. I suppose the last cards which
players always dash down don't count, and mine will go with them
unobserved.

Happy Thought. One act of duplicity necessitates another, just as one
card will not stand upright by itself without another to support it.

[Put this into Moral Inversions, forming heading of Chap. X., Book 6,
Vol. XII. of Typical Developments. Must note this down to-night.]
The game is finishing. Luckily, our opponents have it all their own

way, and suddenly, much to my surprise .and relief they show their

hands and win, we only having made one trick.

Happy TAouffht.Poss FELMYR takes my place.
On reckoning up I find that somehow or other I 've lost half-a-crown

more than I expected. You can lose a good deal at sixpenny points.
STENTON, who hears this remark, made to MRS. GUILDERS, observes,
'

Depends how you play." I do not retort, as I am fearful about the

subject of revoking coming up. Moral Query. Was what I did with

my Two of Hearts dishonesty or nervousness ? Wouldn't it lead to

cheating, to false dice, and ultimately to the Old Bailey ? I put these

questions to mvself while eating a delicate piece of bread-and-butter
handed to me by MRS. FELMYR. I smile and thank her, even while
these thoughts are in my bosom. Ah, BOB ENGLBHELD has no such

stage for his dramas as the human bosom, no curtain that hides half

|

as much from the spectators as a single-breasted waistcoat. More tea,
thank you, yes.

Happy Thought. Single-breasted waistcoat! Ah, who is single-
breasted ? Is that the fashion ! [Note all this down in cipher in my
book, Moral Inversion Chapter, Typical Developments^

I pick up old MRS. CHILDERS'S knitting. I take this opportunity of

saying, jocosely, that I suppose that's wnat ladies call, dropping a
stitch." No one hears it, except the old lady, who doesn't understand

j

it. I shall repeat this another day when they 're not playing cards,
or talking together, as the ladies are.

Happy Thought To tell it as one of SHERIDAN'S good things. Then
they 'II laugh.
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Old MRS. GUILDERS says she thinks the moat 's rising, and that the

from what I 've seen of it, that the punt is safe for the baker ? Yes, 1

do think so. She observes that I 'm too young to have rheumatism, or

suffer from cold in the ears. I don't know why I should feel offended

at the old lady's remark, but I do. I feel inclined to say (rudely, if she

wasn't so old) that I 'm not too young, and have had the rheumatics :

the latter proudly. She dares say I don't, remember the flood there

was in Leicestershire in 1812 ! No, I don't :

" Was it bad ?
"

I ask-
not that I care, but I like to be respectful to old ladies.

" Ah !

"
she

replies, shaking her head slowly at the fire, as if it was its fault.

I get nothing more out of her.

MRS. GUILDERS is working something for the children. MRS. Poss
asks about a peculiar sort of trimming for her dress. MRS. GUILDERS
stops to explain, and point her remarks with the scissors. They are

deep in congenial subjects, and don't mind me. No more does old

Mas. GUILDERS, who has dropped her knitting, and is asleep again,

quite upright, in her chair.

Happy Thought To ask the ladies to play on the piano.
It will disturb the game, MRS. GUILDERS thinks. Two of the

players seem of the same opinion, but they 're losing, I discover. The
two others arc smiling, and would like a tune to enliven them. GUIL-
DERS calls out "Mother!" loudly, which makes the old lady wake
with a start, and on finding that the moat has not risen and that the
baker hasn't come in the punt (" which she was dreaming of, curious

enough," she says), she begs MAT not to call like that again, and I pick
up her knitting for her. She thanks me, and asks if I.recollect the

great floods in Leicestershire in 1812? I reply, as I did before, That
I don't. It leads to no information. Wonder how old she is P

She rises, and thinks, my dears, that it is time for Bedfordshire,
which is her little joke ;

she gives it us every night at exactly the same
time, and in exactly the same manner. It always commands a laugh.
The ladies didn't know it was so late, and put up their work, hoping
I '11 excuse them not playing this evening. They're afraid I've found
it very dull.

Happy Thought To say
" More dull when you 're away." Just

stopped
in time, and turned it off with a laugh and a good-night. I must nave

laugn, ana IVIRS. UHILDERS laughs, ana says good-mght lauglimg,
and old MRS. GUILDERS smiles and repeats her joke about Bedford-
shire, which she evidently thinks we are all still laughing at, and this
makes us all laugh again, and STENTON and ENGLEFIELD, who, having
lost, are fondly clinging to the whist-table, laugh as well, and saying
good-night becomes quite a hysterically comic piece of work, so much
so that I wonder we don't all sit down in our chairs, or on the carpet
(old MRS. GUILDERS on the carpet !) and have convulsions : and all this
because I didn't say what I was going to say. They didn't laugh when
\_did make a really good joke this evening.
The ladies have gone. "Now," says GUILDERS, "how about pipes

and grogs." Carried nem. mn. ENGLEFIELD proposes we stop whist
and play Bolerum. What is Bolerum ? Doesn't anyone know ? GUILDERS
knows, it appears ; he and ENGLEFIELD will show it us : and to begin
with, he and ENGLEFiELD r

(this, they say, will simplify matters) will

keep the bank.

.
Ike ?ame, they explain, is very simple : so it appears. ** tact its

simplicity hardly seems to be its great charm to those who do not
happen to be the bank. The players back their sixpences against the
bank and the bank wins. CHILDERS calls it

"
a pretty game."

One, two, three, four bank wins," cries ENGLEFIELD
;

"
pay up !"

<<n
e glve sixpence a-piece.

One, two, three, four, five bank again," cries GUILDERS ; "tizzies
round, by which he means that we are again to subscribe sixpence
a-piece. Posssays,afterfivetimesofthis,thathedoesn'fseeit. STESTON,
the philosopher taking a mathematical view of it, attempts to show how
many chances there are in the players' favour, but ends in demonstrat-
ing clearly that it is at least a hundred to one on the bank each time.

is argument occupies a quarter of an hour, and three pieces of note
paper, which STENTON covers with algebraic signs. GUILDERS still

to it, that "It's a pretty game." We admit that it is very
pretty, but we get up from the table. What game shall we play ?

We decide (and sixpences are at the bottom of our decision),
"
None."

T>
yU"

jj \
observes STENTON. We gather in front of the fire.n suddenly wonders that I 've not yet seen the ghost in my room.

s says Ah," and then we all stare at the fire, wondering at
nothing: silence.

GUILDERS turns quietly to ENGLEFIELD and inquires "If he knows
JIMMY FLEWTER?" ENGLEFIELD does. GUILDERS asks him "If he
heard about his row with MENZIES ?

"
ENGLEFIELD, with his pipe in

his mouth, and embracing his knee, nods assent.
"
It 's settled," saysGUILDERS and

;

stares at the fire again.
"
Foolish of him," observes

C

?

ss '

i ^ ery> sa^'s STENT9N, in his deep bass. It would be rude to
ask who FLEWTER is, but this sort of conversation is very irritating.

GUILDERS anticipates me by saying, "You don't know JIMMY
FLEWTEU ?

"
I do not, but signify 1 am ready to hear anything to his

advantage or disadvantage for the sake of conversation."
Ah, then," returns CIHI.DEKS,

" You wouldn't enjoy the story."" Must know the man," puts in STKNTON,
"

to enjoy the story."
Poss assents, and smiles as if at a reminiscence. They all chuckle to
themselves. I wish I had a story to chuckle over to myself. Wish I
knew FLEVVTEK.

"
Seen my lord, to-day?" asks ENGLEFIELD of GUILDERS. Wonder

who "
My lord" is.

"
No, comes to-morrow," is the answer.

"Paint?" asks Poss.
"
Sketch," answers GUILDERS." Odd fish," observes BOB Es&LE?EeLD<, putting on his spectacles

to wind up his watch.
"
Very," says Poss. We knock out our ashes,

and finishing our grog, go to bed.

lli'/>py T/wiio/it. Shall find out who "
My lord" is to-morrow. Hang

FLEWTER! Kain, violent : no ghost. Room seems darker. Window
troublesome. Think of FIUIIOLINE. Wish it was Valentine's day I'd
send her a sonnet. Too sleepy to think of it now." * JIMMY
FLEWTER.* * * *

FROM V. W., IN PENTONVILLE, TO SIR M.P.,

IN ALGIERS.

SADLY sitting over my skilly,
In a grey and yellow slop,

With my hair cut, willy-nilly,
In what 's called

"
the Newgate crop."

Hands reduced to picking oakum,
That with cheques and cash made free,

By hard laws, which, till I broke 'em,
I ne'er dreamed were meant for me !

Hardly falls such sad reverse on
One who was what I have been

So respectable a person !

With hands I still call so clean !

But the thought that most has tried me,
In

"
the Tench "

since I 've been thrown,
Is that company 's denied me,

Is that I sit here alone !

Where are they whom I might pity,

Who, in turn, might pity me ;

As looked up to in the City,
In financing quite as free :

Who, while I with thousands peddled,
Bold, their kites for millions flew

;

Who, while with one till I meddled,
On all England's pocket drew ?

Where are ye, great ex-Directors
Of those

"
limited

"
concerns,

Which bring profit to projectors,
If the town its fingers burns ?

Where are OVERIND and GTJRNEY ?

Where, my own M.P., art thouP
You but suffer by attorney,

While, your scapegoat, I must bow !

"
Birds of feather flock together

"

All-awry the proverb runs :
'

Or I now should share my tether
With finance's greater guns."
Sauce for goose is sauce for gander"
Why thus penned then have / been,

While in Southern climes you wander,
Unconvicted and serene i

Things are wrong : that 's my assurance :

Where the wrong is though I doubt :

Whether that I'm nere in durance,
Or that you, my friends, are out ;

Either I 'm an ill-used martyr.
Or fate's even has come odd :

You 'ue caught flats ;
I've caught a Tartar :

You 're at large and I 'm in quod.

Britannia's Baggage Stops the Way.
IF the great

"
right of search," as applied to passengers' portman-

teaus and carpet-bags is to be allowed to block the passage over the

Channel, during the Great Exhibition of 1867, we had better Latinise
"
luggage

"
at once, by its old Roman name Impedimenta.
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MR. PUNCH'S DESIGNS FOR THE NEW NATIONAL GALLERY.

No. 1. SUGAR-TONGS PATTERN.

XOT BY OWEN JOKER.

No. 2. STEAKINE ORDER.

BORROWED BY BRODRIOK.

No. 3. GOTHIC HORSE-SHOE STYIE.

A SUGGESTION FOR STREET.

No. 4. CROQUET STYLE.

How DO von LIKE THIS FOR A DOME, MR. BARRY ?

No. 5.- THE TELESCOPIC STYLE,
OR HOW TO MET "TOP LlOHTS " FOR PICTURES, MR. DlOBY WYATT,

IF YOU PLEASE.

No. 6. THE BOTTLE AND GLASS,

[OR CONVIVIAL PERIOD WHICH MIGHT HAVE HAPPENED IF BANKS HAD'
DINED WITH BARRY.
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A FLOURISHING STATE OF AFFAIRS.

'R Dramatic Authors com-

plain that while Managers
continue to make fortunes

outof long runs and enormous
successes, the cold weather
continues so to numb their

fingers as to render them use-

less for writing.

By the way, the returns from
the provincial Managers show
what fortunes successful and
"
distinguished Authors" may

muko if they are only lucky.
1 11 i lie LACY v. TOOLS case a

M u. VINER states, in a letter

put in as evidence, the drama-
tists' fees in the provinces
ranged from two to three shil-

lings a-night. There *s a
:

gigantic sum ! Crresus will

soon be but a synonym for

Dramatic Author. The Actor,
starring about the coun-

try, does not manage (poor
wretch !) to pocket more than

forty or fifty pounds a-night,
while that exorbitant vam-

pire, the Dramatic Author,
to whom in many cases he owes more than half his success, is sacking no small advantage
out of these performances, drawing (the mesn scoundrel !) not less than two or three shillings

per night !

The
"
Star" returns home with two or threethousand pounds (poor unfortunate man !), and

the three or four Dramatic Authors, whose pieces (lucky dogs that they are !) he has been
kind enough to play, divide a five-pound note between them.

NO STANDING JOKE.

THE natives of Colchester were probably more
or less astonished the other day at a Conserva-

tive dinner, when thanks for a toast were re-

turned by COLONEL LEAHBCONTH, in a speech
the conclusion of which looks likely to be re-

garded as rather peculiarly post-prandial :

" One word more before he sat down : as a Church-

man, ho should Rupport the Church of Engluud tui long
an ho could stand."

The perfect coherency, and considerable sharp-
ness of the gallant Colonel's previous observa-

tions, oblige us to warn his political opponents
against attempting to make any joke at his

expense on the foregoing declaration.

CHANGE FOR DR. MANNING.
MR. PUNCH,

You doubtless rejoice to see that DR.
MANNING is willing to accept the silver age of

toleration as the next best thing to the golden

age of unity. His Church, then, no longer goes
in for either

"
mastery or martyrdom." I think

I remember a passage in a certain sermon, which

said that it did. Could that sermon have been
DR. MANNING'S? If so, DK. MANNING is to be

congratulated on a happy change of his Church's

mind, if not on a vast enlightenment of his own.

The silver which he is now content to take in

lieu of gold is no small change. I give him joy
of it, Sir, and am, yours truly, MEM.

A BAND-BOX. An Orchestra.

A PROPHET AT FAULT.

THEHE is an old song that tells us
" Tis a pity when charming women
Talk of things they do not understand,"

and the same with equal truth may be said of charming preachers.
Da. GUMMING, who is one of the most charming preachers going (at

least, so many persons think), has unfortunately talked about the end
of the world, which is a thing that nobody can expect to understand.

It is a pity that he did so, for, when a preacher becomes popular, some

people nave an awkward way of recollecting what he tells them. Then
unpleasant little paragraphs creep into the newspapers, as, for instance,
this :

" A ahort time ago, in a letter to the Times, DR. CUMMWO protested that he had
never fixed any specific period for the end of the world, but bad merely said that

prophecy did not extend beyond the year 1866. MR. JAMES GRANT, editor of the

Morning Advertiser, and author of the End of All Things, just published, declares, in
that work, in a most emphatic manner, that DR. CUMMINO did say that the world
would certainly come to an end long before this."

Mr. Punch, who has read everything, of course has read the End of
All Things, and can in a moment point to the passage here referred

to:
"
I myself heard him, as far back as twenty years ago, affirm, as a matter of

fact not advance as a matter of opinion that in four years, possibly in a shorter
time than that, the world would come to an end in the literal acceptation of the
words. This was stated on u Sunday morning, in Exeter Hall, not in my hearing
only, but in the presence of about five thousand people, among whom, as may
well be imagined, the absolute unconditional assertion produced no ordinary
excitement."

In future, DR. GUMMING doubtless will be careful how he prophe-
sies. Indeed, he had much better give that business upto Mr. Punch.
The latter has for years been famous as a prophet. His Derby pro-
phecy is annually looked for with intense anxiety and interest, and, by
his own showing, is annually fulfilled. DR. GUMMING, should he feel

again impelled to prophesy, would be wise, before he does so, to con-
sult with Mr. Punch. The great rule with the latter is never to predict
what he will not have the power to prove as having come to pass. It
is this which has sustained his high prophetic reputation, and gained
for his predictions such remarkable success. Had DR. GUMMING but
attended to this golden rule, he would stand a better chance of being
listened to with interest than he now can hope to do. Small prophets
should not prophesy upon great events. Such events as the Derby
are quite large enough for prophets now-a-days to speak about, and
even such events as these are best left to the prophetic soul of Mr.
Punch,

THE MOST MODEST THING IN CREATION. The Retiring Tide.

Sin,

THE EXHIBITION OF '67.

THEY have refused to allow me any space. When I say they,
I mean the Commissioners, not the EMPEROK NAPOLEON, between
whom and myself has passed some very pleasant correspondence which
it does not become me to make public. The EMPEROR has been all

politeness, but has been unable to offer me any other space than what
I may be able to find outside the Parisian Building, with whicli some

people say I ought to be contented. I am not contented. But the

world loses, not I. Permit me, Sir, to forward to you a list of what
the world will lose by not permitting me to exhibit. I have invented

and patented the following articles, being, I must tell you, chiefly an
inventor of things portable. First

A. A Pocket Poker, with tongs and shovel to match.

B. Bedstead adapted for waistcoat-pockets. I must add a note to

this. It is adapted wonderfully to the waistcoat pockets, but,

of course, it depends upon how many waistcoats you take

with you.
C. A small Cottage Piano, works complete, double action, adapted

to the breast-pocket of a surtout.

D. The Surtout, with breast-pocket adapted to the cottage piano
aforesaid.

E. A Diamond Tiara for the head, but adapted to the pocket of

any of the ROTHSCHILDS.
F. A*Portable Stove and General Kitchen Apparatus, with Butler's

Pantry adjoining.
G. Portrait of the Man by whom the above would be portable.

Every one of these ought to have obtained a first class prize. Perhaps

you will kindly see to rectify this before too late, ana oblige, yours

truly, SIMONIUS DOLOROCADO.

P.S. I forgot to add that in fifty-two portable volumes I am about

to publish The Lives of Celebrated Oysters. Give your orders while the

waiter is in the room.
PP.S. In time I shall ibe able to send you my plan for portable

Zoological Gardens. I should have finished it this week, but for some
friends calling for me. and insisting up9n my returning with them to

Colwell-Hatchney College, although, having calculated it in logarithms,

I am sure the vacation is not over.

A Suggestion.

Cpnversation is sometimes called post-prandial talk.

Considering the spirituous character of much of the wine we consume,
would it not be more correct to say post-brandial ?

VOL. LII.
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1

AUTHORITY."
Street Boy (sternly).

" P'LICE-SEKGE'NT SAYS AS YOU 'RE T' HAVE YOUR DOOR-WAY SWEP'
IMMKDIAT'; AN' (more meekly) ME AN' MY MATE'S WILLIN' TO DO IT, S' |"

HIT HIM HARD !

To Mr. Punch, at the Head of the fleet,

MAY It please your honor. To fight well no matter whether it Be with Privates or
with Pistes 2 things is requisite 1. you must hit hard. 2. you must be able to stand Punish-
ment.

"
Shot against Ship "that 's the Porm of action to speak In lawyer's Lingo. As

i 've often remarked To my mess-mate mat Merman no matter how thick-headed A enemy is

Only bring us near Enough, and give us a Ball hard enough, and we '11 make An impression on
his understanding. And now Lo ! and b'hold Palliser comes for'ard with his ChiPd shot and
engages that It shall go thro' Oak and Iron like a Plash of wirtuous Indignation. Ain't it

Wonderful what Science can Do when stimilated By pluck and patted on the Back by the
1st Lords of the admiralty ? If britannia is really the boney-fidey guardian of these Happy
isles (a fact which i and a good many more Superstitious people Do werily believe) how proud
she must feel when sitting on her Copper shield she sees her little Lads in Blue jackets (lads whoCan hold their own whether it Be b'hiad a Bat or a Battery) coming Presh from the

"
Oval"

to the Ocean and pitching a Ball with such Velocity, that no human Stumps can stand

against It. Yes your Honor britannia rules

the Waves now as heretofore, and b'lieve me,
it will be hard lines with them that come
athwart her. When she has got the Ruler in

her hand. Xcuse this Horrid scrawl as I
am your Honor's humble Sarvent

in Haste TOM TOUGH, H.M.S. Boxer.

p.s. Like a lady i 'd forgotten what I sat

down to write about, till i came to my p.s.

My granmother often wonder'd what B came
of all The pins she was Always buying them
and yet she declared she never had 1 to use.

Just so it is With old mrs. england, who is

always Buying Ships, and yet (If some m.p.'s

may be B'lieved) she's never got 1 fit for

Action. Do the Pins go after the Ships or

do the Ships go after the Pius ? Who can
tell ! Can sir j. packingtou ? T. T.

OZONE.

(An Ode to Meteorological Observers.)

THERE is a word,
Perhaps absurd

The thought may be, I '11 own ;

But it sounds oh
So full of woe !

That chemic term, Ozone.

'Tis in the air

An essence rare ;

Not much about it known :

Now less, now more.
The tempests roar

The sad winds sigh Ozone !

Each weather-sage,
That rain doth gauge,

And note each breeze that s blown,
Cloud, mist, and fog,
Down in his log

Takes care to put Ozone.

Of its excess,
Or scantiness,

Effects by health are shown.
The sudden change,
Oft felt so strange,

Can that be from Ozone ?

When east wind keen
Makes skin shagreen,

And pierces to the bone,
Perhaps its sting
Is that same thing

Of doleful name, Ozone.

When plague and pest
Mankind infest,

And folk with fever groan,
The atmosphere
Is in a queer

State, as regards Ozone.

When devils blue
Prevail on you

To mope, despond, and moan,
Is their control

Of heart and soul

Exerted through Ozone ?

O dismal sound !

What gloom profound
In that lugubrious tone !

To blast forlorn

Of mournful horn,

Pancy attunes Ozone.

Or bass, as low
As breath can blow

Upon the grim trombone ;

Sepulchral note

Deep down in throat :

Ozone, Ozone, Ozone !

THE BEST PLACE FOR AN OBSERVATORY.
-Air Street.
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A DECIDED OPINION.
Unpkatant Boy (whose Christmas Vacation has been unnecessarily prolonged}. "On, MY CRACKY! HERE'S A JotLY PIECE THEY'VE

GOT AT THE ADEI.PHI !

' THE SlSTER's PENANCE!' I WONDER WHAT THAT IS?"
Eider Sister.

" A BROTHER HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS, / SHOULD SAY !

"

PROROGATION OF PARLIAMENT,
OR, THE IDEAL AND REAL DRAMA.

Drama lit. The Ideal.

The scene represents the House of Lords. Courtiers in full dress.

Knights in armour with banners and bannerets, Barons carrying all

the ornaments they possess, with side-arms, pole-axes, and waving
plumes. Generals of Division, Captains, Commandants. Dismounted
Marines with their General-Admirals, Port Admirals, Admirals of the
Blue, White, and Red. Pages bearing cushions, on which lie insignia
of divers degrees. Dukes in their robes with drawn swords. Field
Marshals with batons. Ambassadors from India, Asia Minor, Greece,
Turkey, the Feejee Islands, France, Germany, Prussia, Spain. Legates
from Rome introduced by MR. ODO RUSSELL. In the galleries lovely
Duchesses, queenly Countesses, and Viscountesses, sparkling with
diamonds, and graceful with nodding plumes, attended by pages who
shall be the younger sons of the younger sons of the eldest daughters of
Earls. Cloth of Gold on the floor, damask velvets, with the costliest

embroidery covering the seats
; while the throne, itself raised on a dais

at one extremity of the House, is one blaze ofprecious stones, whereat
even the Indian Princes, who are present m golden fetters, shade
their eyes, dazzled.

Without the House the loyal mob are kept in order by the House-
hold Guard, and the Civil Service with truncheons. A grand proces-
sipn reaching from Buckingham Palace to the House of Lords is hailed
with cheers. The procession resolves itself into several parallel lines,
admitting between them THE QUEEN, in regal robes.

ALBERT PRINCE OP WALES, and all the Royal Family, in the Royal
Family Coach, and other vehicles of silver and gold.

Pursuivants mounted and on foot attend. Fanfares are blown.
Trumpets sound. Exons in waiting with gleaming swords.
MR. PLANCHE, as Rouge Drctffon (or Rouge something-or-other, out

of compliment to his dramatic talents) rides forward with a large head

on his shoulders made by DYKWYNKYN. Thus is the amusement of
the people consulted. Drums are beaten.

All the cannons, trophy-cannons in the parks, minor canons of St.

Paul's, the guns at Windsor, Woolwich. Deptford, Brighton on the

Parade, and, in fact, everywhere, led by those of the Tower of London,
keep up salvoes deafening to unaccustomed ears. HER MAJESTY, bow-
ing graciously and smiling royally, acknowledges her people's acclama-
tions by removing her jewelled crown from her head, and replacing it

with all the grace of Queenhood.
Then the Chancellor, the Archbishop, ignoring the Legates who

have left their hats behind them, and all the Law Lords and Prelates,
receive HER MAJESTY, and LORD DERBY, in his magnificent robes,
his train being supported by two beefeaters, in gorgeous liveries, con-

ducts her, himself walking backwards (which he has practised in his

own bedroom for weeks previously with the beefeaters aforesaid,) to

the Great Throne. Then, after fanfares of trumpets, beating of drums,
and salvoes of cannon, proclaiming silence, HER GRACIOUS MAJESTY
in a clear silvery voice prorogues Her Lords and Commons. Then
again the drums are beaten, again the cannons roar, once more the

flags, which have waited for the breath of Royalty, unfurl and waggle
in the wind : again the in fact everything as before, with the addition

of triumphal marches played all over the Metropolis by a hundred
different regimental bands, and bells from all the churches clanging
and pealing, amidst which VICTORIA THE FIRST returns to Buckingham
Palace.
The town is illuminated, fountains 9f rum-punch and whiskey-hot

spirt from the mouths of the metropolitan statues, and the free foun-

tains flow with brandy-and-water, all hot.

So much for the Ideal Ceremony. Let us look at the Real, for we
are in a material age.

SCENE. The Home of Lords.

Eater Old Woman who shivers, and lights a stove : it mokes. Old Woman
"
drats it," and exit. Enter Three Gentlemen well wrapped up and

shivering: they stand round the stove. The three are the LORD
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CHANCELLOR, the EARL OF DERBY, aarf^EAELOF MALMESBUSY.
Thexe are the Royal Commissioners : (hey robe.

The Royal Commissioners (to one another, seated on a form). Very
cold, eh? very. (Use pocket handkerchiefs violently.)

Lord Derby (after a pnuse). Oh, thank goodness, here's CLIFFORD.

Enter SIR AUGUSTUS CLIFFORD, Gentleman Usher of the Black Rod. lie

looks in to see if the Commissioners are there, and then goes to the

Commons to tell SIR EKSKINE MAY that
"
The Lords Commissioners

desire their (the Commons') immediate attendance to hear the

Commission read."

Sari of Malmesbury (impatiently). When is MAY coming?
Lord Derby (alluding to the weather). May ! you can't expect it in

January.
Lord Chancellor. Hum !

{Thinks he 'II say this as his own to the BISHOP or OXFORD next Session.

All (to one another) . I wish they 'd make haste.

F.url uf Mdlmexbitry (coughing). What a horrid stove this is !

Slingsby Belhett (Clerk to the Lords). I know a cure for smoky.

stoves, it's [Is cut short by the re-entry of SIR A. CLIFFORD with

SIR E. MAY, andfour Gentlemen Clerks of the Commons.

Lord Derby. Now then ! (To MR. SLINGSBY BETHELL, whoforthwith
reads the writ of Prorogation. The LORD CHANCELLOR declares Parlia-
ment prorogued. Tixeunt quickly, omnes, prorogued.

First Clerk of Commons (to brother Clerk). What a nuisance this is ;

it 's brought me all the way from Scotland in this weather.
Second Clerk of Commons. Yes, confound it

;
it cuts into one's leave.

I 've come from Paris, and missed one of the jolliest parties. Good
bye I 'm off. {Separate, and leave London.

Third Clerk to Fourth Clerk. What a farce this is ! absurd.
Fourth Clerk. ,Yes ; why can't it be done by proclamation and

advertisement.
Both. Ah, why not ? [Exeunt separately, saying

" Bosh !

"

Opinion of the Serjeant-at-Arms (who overhears these last remarks) . If

they come to advertising, why, hang it, in time they'll do away
with me.

[He agrees with the Yeoman-usher, "that it's much letter to observe

the old forms and ceremonies, with all f/i/'ir inconveniences,

among others, that of being paid about fifteen hundred a-year to

observe them, than to sweep them all away." Exeunt both to

dinner, where they drink to Unlimited Commons and a Short

Session.

THE time 's at hand ! The fateful nones

Of February near,
And the great city buzzes

In flush of hope or fear :

Nor the great city only,
But England far and nigh,

Wherever rumour reaches,
Or pen-winged ducks can fly ;

In the shop of the Plebeian,
Where BEALIAL faiths prevail ;

In Patrician triclinia

Where the BRIGHT star is pale ;

Where in pleasant country-houses
Time is killed and hearts are lost ;

Where at cover-sides the hunters
Wish good-speed to the frost ;

In adyta, whence noodles
Are with flap-doodle fed ;

In Oracles, that palter ;

In leaders that are led ;

On one chime and one only
The changes still are rung,

One theme sets each pen driving,
Sets wagging every tongue

That theme is the Arena,
Its matches, chances, names

England's Ludi Sessionales,
Our Gladiatorial Games !

If thus the crowd is eager,
That will but watch the scene,

Back its chances and its colours,
The blue, or red, or green ;

Deal hisses or rain plaudits,
Turn its thumbs either way,

Dooming to death, or sparing
To fight another day,

From the front-rows patrician
Where knights, and vestals sit,

To the top-bench, where flashes
The Proletarian's wit.

On wearers of the purple,
Too dignified to laugh,

Show'ring the Forum's offal,
And the Suburra's chaff

If these are hot to fever,
What must the fighters feel,

THE GLADIATORS' MUSTER.

The Gladiators, entered

To test each other's steel ?

DERBEIUS, fierce lanista

Of the new TORIAN school,
MERRIPEBBULUS the mighty ;

And HUMILIS the cool;
LTJCIDUS RADICALIS,
Born in the sect of peace,

Whose life of bull-dog warfare
Has never known surcease :

WALPOLIUS the weeping ;

PAKINGTONIUS the prim,
Hight Naso, from proboscis

O'er-reaching vizor's rim ;

CRANBORNIUS ACIDULTJS,
Bitter of word and blow ;

And STANLIUS DERBEIDES,
Sedate and strong and slow.

And mystery of the Arena
One shape of many names,

VrVIANUS, CONINGSB^EUS,
SIDONIUS, who claims,

But to ludi and lanistte,

As Dizzrus far-renowned,
With form not quite an angel's,
And falchion razor-ground :

Fighter 'gainst odds undaunted,
And at all weapons yare,

Secular's deadly dagger,
Or Laqtiearius' snare ;

As swift as MERRIPEBBULUS
The hampering net to throw,

Nor slower with the barbed point
To deal the after-blow

The peopled Circus knows him,
Will cheer as he comes in,

Yet though so great a fighter
None ever saw him win :

When they shout his final
"
habet .'"

And he waits the word to die,
Will the thousands in the Circus
Turn thumbs to sand or sky P

But why name when so many
Un-named must still remain.

Some who have gained their glory,
Some whose glory 's still to gain.?

Known and unknown, they 're must'ring,
And arming head and heel :

DIZZIUS grinds his weapon,
While DERBEIUS turns the wheel :

In vain to STANLIUS looks he
To lend a filial hand,

Hard son can nought for heady sire

But with crossed arms to stand :

CRANBORNIUS sourly weigheth
The odds 'twixt foes and friends,

When MERHIPEBBULUS attacks,
And DIZZIUS defends :

Stout LUCIDUS is plying
His thonged and loaded fists,

And, as he nits a dummy,
Pounding it where he lists ;

But he must be more cautions
When he the fight comes to ;

The difference none knows better

'Twixt dummy foes and true :

While MILLIUS, the philosopher,
How came he to such craft ?

Taking his heat for earnest,
Proffers a cooling draught :

Here, brisk and biting HUMILIS
With keen eye seeks the joint

Where in LUCIDUS'S armour
He best may plant his point :

There pigmiest of fighters
But of bigger heart than thews,

K.USSELLIUS strains to compass
Five feet seven in his shoes.

Plying unequal dumb-bells,
The big his youth essayed,

Against the bunch of little ones
That his old age betrayed.

But hark ! the trumpet soundeth,
And thousands straining stare ;

And PUNCHIUS the Praetor

Hath ta'en his curule chair.

Now, Gladiators, forward
To win or lose a name.

"
Morituri te salutant

Et victuri !
" Make your game !

Ihermometrical.
PROFESSOR TINDIAL presents his compliments, &c., and begs to say

hat he and his assistant have made the following, and that it toot
them only 3 hours 34 minutes, the Thermometer so Tow that it had to
stand upon another to give any reading at all.

Why must the amount of caloric possessed by two persons, one ofwhom is abusing the other, remain the same during the operation ?
Because one scolded to exactly the same extent as the other's heated.

ofit'

T' ^^ ^^ Le Ugllt t0 Say that his assistant

Friday, Jan. 25th, 1867.

THE First Lion intended for the Nelson Monument has broken from
its distinguished keeper, SLR EDWIN LANDSEER, and is now at large,
in fact at very large, in Trafalgar Square. The inhabitants are gradu-
ally regaining composure. A poet in the neighbourhood has already

begun a poem entitled
" A dawning ofa Roarer"

ON VIEW. A young Swell friend of ours who failed as an "
Exhi-

bitioner
"

at Oxford, has applied for space to
" aw aw show himself

in Paris next year, ya-as."
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HAPPY THOUGHTS.

(Another Rainy Day at liovor.
.
How I occupy myself. The Pedler.)

ANOTHER rainy day. They are all at work : GUILDERS at his pic-

ture, STENTON at his articles, and stirring up his dish of photographs ;

Poss FELMYR at his novel, BOB ENGLEFIELD at his drama.

Happy Thought. Work at my handbook of repartees : quite forgot-

ten it for a long time. GUILDERS tells me that the room in which

I am writing was ANNE BOLEYN'S boudoir. He leaves me to medi-

tate upon this. What reflections do not occur to one's mind ?
*

What reflections do?*** "This," I remind myself, "was AXXE
BOLEYN'S boudoir. Here," I

say
to myself, standing by the window,

"
she looked out of the window. I feel a gentle melancholy stealing

over me.
"
In this cupboard," here I stand by a small cupboard in the

oak panel,
"
she perhaps kept her her I open it and find a

piece of string, a screw, and a broken saucer these things suggest

nothing particular, so I alter my sentence to
"
Here she kept something

or other. How difficult to be enthusiastic : you can't force it. I

know men who, if they were shut up in this room, would overflow

with poetry. Why 'don't I ? I don't know. Why is it that the only

thought that forcibly presents itself to me is,
" Why didn't she have a

fire-place here ?
"

Happy Thought. Feel just in the humour to write repartees. Accord-

ing to my original notes, take them alphabetically. It will be a useful

volume, I am convinced, to a large number of people. To make a

beginning, I arrange my paper. Now
ABBOT. What to say to an Abbot.

By the way we must start with the hypothesis, in every case, of the

person having made some observation to you demanding a repartee.
The way to arrange this clearly would be thus :

Name of Person. Hyp. What he says to you. Rep. What yon 'II say
to him.

Very well then.

ABBOT. Hyp. Here 's the difficulty, what would an abbot say to

you'P
ENGLEFIELD looks in for a minute to ask me how I 'm getting on

generally, and I consult him. I ask him what I can put down an
Abbot as saying ? He replies that I 'm wrong in beginning with

Abbot, as Abbe, alphabetically, comes before Abbot.

Happy Thought. 09 French repartees. Make a separate book of it.

Great sale at the Exhibition of '67. Very useful to visitors. Or why
not translate them into all languages ? Easily done with a dictionary
and grammar ; and friends from a distance would assist.

Happy Thought. And why not illustrate it ? Capital. ENGLEFIELD
says this is a good idea. Abbe offers an opportunity for a French

repartee. See how it works. We must have a hypothesis. For instance,
ENGLEFIELD points out that the Abbe' must first be rude.

I explain, that according to my developed idea, it will be between
a French Abb6 and an Englishman, or a Frenchman, or a German,
or a Spaniard, or an Ojibeway, as the case might be.

Wonder what the Ojibeway would say? ENGLEFIELD suggests,
-.bbe."

essence of surprise
i an original idea of

The essence of wit is sur-

prise," however, it doesn't matter, as BOB ENGLEFLBLD says,
"
Yes."

Hypothetical Case: An English tourist comes to an abbey in France.
The Abb6 won't admit him. The Abb6 is rude, and says out of the

window,
'

Allez au diable, vous gros Anglais, vous !
' The repartee is

ready to hand,
'
Font etes vn autre.'

"
This would shut up the Abb6

completely.
In England there is, I think, only one Abbot, who lives in Leicester-

shire, and people would hardly go out of their way for the sake of

making repartees to him. Besides, I believe he is a Trappist, and
bound by vows not to speak to anybody. As it would lead to compli-
cations to draw up separate directions lor

"
Repartees to be repartee'd

to persons who won't speak to you," I shall not consider his and any
similar cases. Now what 's the next word, alphabetically ? There 's

nobody beginning with Abe. Take Academician.
"
Hypothesis : Acade-

mician says to you, 'What a conceited donkey you are.'" Then you'd
say as [a repartee,

"
This Academician does but estimate the character

of any other individual than himself, by the knowledge he already
appears to possess of his own." I read this with emphasis to ENGLE-
FIELD, who considers it, he says,

"
crushing, certainly, but too John-

sonian." I ask STENTON his opinion. He replies that If any fellow
said it to Aim, he 'd knock his head off." I attempt to turn the con-
versation by wondering how it would sound in Spanish. Poss FELMYR,
who has been in Spain, observes that if I said such a thing to a

Spaniard, he "d have a stiletto into me like one o'clock.

These criticisms are rather against the publication of my bpok of

repartees. When you come to proceed with it, it offers many difficul-

ties. For instance, what to say to an Accountant, to an Acrobat, to an
Aeronaut, to an Armourer, and so on through the letter A, because so
much depends upon what they 've said to you. But, in a general way,

'

he 'd tomahawk the Ab

I shall arrange it like a conversation book, and my readers must take
their chance.

Thought Send it to BRADBURY & EVANS to publish.
Notesfor the Book.

In K we have Repartee to a Baker, a Beadle, a Buccaneer.
C. 1<> a Corn-cutter.
D. What to say to a Dragoon, to a Dragoman, Ac. E is awkward.

J! includes Funny Fellow, and Fool, anil Footman. Also a
Jfakecr

; though I don't see what you 'd say to a Fakcer.
I shall leave it for to-day.

Hiijypy Thought. Vi\\\- not say the same thing to every one ? If it 's

a good one, 'twould tell equally well on an Abbot, ft Buccaneer, o a
Footman.

Going through the Hall I meet a common-looking dirty man, with a
sort of portfolio under his arm, and carrying a box. One of tlpe
travelling pedlers who go about the country, and into any houses
they find open, ou pretence of selling something. I ask him what he
wants here? He answers that he wants nothing. Then I tell him
he 'd better go. He observes that I am perhaps unaware to whom 1
am speaking.

1flippy Thought Under letter P, Repartee to a Pedler. Can't think
of one now. I show him the door.
The Butcher brings a letter for me. It is from old JOHNNY BTIJG,

who wants me to come to his bachelor establishment, and keep Christ-
mas with him before he goes to France : if I will, I am to come at once,
or he shall ask the SWILTONS. Don't like the SWILTONS : at least 1 mean
if we were at BYNG'S together, he always gives MR. ana MRS. SWILTON
the best room, and is always so confidential with SWILTON

; and then
MRS. SWILTON, becoming the lady in the bachelor's house, is so con-

foundedly patronising to me. So I shall go at once, and prevent the
SWILTONS.

I announce this at luncheon. They are all so sorry I am goiag.
MR. GUILDERS says,

" You haven't been out in the punt to catch jack
in. the moat ?

" " You haven't sat for your photograph," says
STENTON.

" We were to have had a good walk together," cries ENGLEFIELD.
" You mustn't go," says Poss. MRS. Poss sweetly hopes there 'a no
necessity for my leaving them. MRS. CHILDEHS observes,

"
it's awk-

ward too, as she 'd promised LORD STARLING to bring their guest with
them to-morrow to dinner."

"
Very kind of her," I say, though I

don't like being
"
brought

"
in this manner.

The "brought friend" is coldly welcome for the evening, and they
never speak to him afterwards. Still I shouldn't mind knowing LORD
STARLING. MBS. CHILDEHS tells me,

"
Oh, you'd be charmed with

them. LADY STABLING is such a good, kind person."
" Not at all

stuck up," puts in MRS. Poss.
"
Ah," says MRS. CHILDBRS,

"
you

haven't Known 'em so long as we have," by which she means to say to

MRS. Poss,
"
Don't you talk about the aristocracy : it was through u

you knew anything about them."

CHILDERS, foreseeing unpleasantness, interposes with,
"
My Lord

was here this morning. I thought he would be."
"
Oh, MAT," says

MRS. CHILDERS.
"
I hope you asked his Lordship in to lunch." ''I

did," returns MAT,
" but he wouldn't come." I feel glad of this ;

and so I 'm sure does MRS. Poss, .
who is only in her morning

dress. She says, however, taking a small radish,
"

I suppose the
Duchess expects him." A Duchess ! I should like to stay over this

party,
and then go to old JOHNNY BYNG'S. I 'd astonish BYNG.

"
I think," I say for the sake of conversation.

"
I know LORD

STABLING." [Analysing the feeling that prompts this observation, I
find it would come under the head of Natural Attraction to Magnates^
MBS. CHILDERS regards me with interest.

"
Funny little chap," says

CHILDBRS.
" He was here to sketch this morning. He 'd nis old

paint-box, which belonged to his great grandmother, and a remarkably
antique portfolio."

" A box and a portfolio?
"

I repeat, as it occurs to

me that I 've seen something of the kind within the last hour.
"
Yes,"

says STENTON, in his bass voice, the deeper for his having just lunched.
"
and such a slouch wideawake and old greasy coat." And ragged

gaiters," adds ENGLBFIELD.
"
Looks," says Poss,

"
like the Wan-

dering Jew : a wandering Jew pedler."
"
Yes," returns CHILDEHS,

who is at the window,
" He 's only just now going off in his dog-cart."

I am at the window.
"
Is that LORD STABLING ?

"
I ask.

"
Yes," answers CHILDBRS.

" You wouldn't think, to look at him,
that he is the owner of this Castle and all the property about here."

1 shouldn't, and what is more I hadn't ;
for the gentleman in the

dog-cart is the Pedler to whom I made my practical repartee of showing
the door. His own door !

I go to BYNG'S.

From Beds.

WE are the most loyal people on the face of the earth. We are even
solicitous about the sleep of those who reign over us. How often at

public dinners are the company called on to express their good wishes
lor

"
the rest of the Royal Family !

"
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RECREATION FOR THE ARMY.
EXCITING AMUSEMENT IN COUNTRY QUARTERS DURING A FROST.

RHYMES FOE EEFOEMEES.
IF you 'd make a demonstration
Of desire for Reformation,
Make it by the presentation
Of petitions ; and sensation
Rouse by their accumulation.

Don't resort to the formation
Of a monstrous aggregation,
Which will cause an obstipation
Of the streets, with depredation,
Harm, and loss by trade's cessation.

If you do, you ]11
breed vexation,

And engender indignation,
And encounter execration,
For endeavour at dictation,

Bullying, and intimidation.

Book you, friends, this observation :

At mob-leaders' instigation,

By a threatening conspiration,
Nought you'll get but reprobation,

Opposition, and frustration.

Better try conciliation,
And pacific operation,
Which will prove, with commendation
Quoted, your qualification
For a share in legislation.

A Sufficient Reason.

AN order from the Horse Guards directs that officers

are to substitute steel scabbards for leather ones. Cap-
tious newspaper critics object that steel scabbards blunt

the swords they are meant to preserve. What of that ?

The Horse Guards won't encourage sharp blades, or why
don't they give staff-appointments to the officers who pass
the Staff College ?

LAST, JANUARY 23RD, WEDNESDAY. Grand Dance of

Frozen out Foxhunters, in honour of the Great God
Thaw.

THE FROZEN-OUT GARDEN SONGSTERS.

(BY AN OLD GOURMAND.)

A COCK Blackbird I saw on a green holly tree,
On the hard frozen earth when the snow around lay,

At the bright scarlet berries, so hungry was he,
Which his yellow bill nipped, he kept tugging away.

On the holly from Christmas, when winters are mild,
Unto Christmas, and longer, the berries will keep.

Then the blackbirds and thrushes are dainty and wild,
And they hold the hard fare of the hollybush cheap.

It is when the cold weather has stopped the supplies,
They are fain a coarse meal from the holly to tug ;When the dense frost-bound soil the fat lobworm denies,And the savoury snail, and the succulent slug.

In the sunshine of life thus on turtle we feed,
And below leg of mutton all viands decline ;

But, when fortune's reverse brings a season of need,We are only too glad on cold shoulder to dine.

A morning from Home.
WITHOUT any puffing for Mr. Punch never puffs big people should

take their little people to see the Lilliputian troupe perform a couple of
pieces at the Haymarket. Mr., Mrs. Judy, and Master Punch were
lelighted. and, after the entertainment, congratulated MR. COE, the

trainer ot these little gentlemen and ladies, on his and their success
loung Master Punch was pleased to observe that

"
he didn't wonder

at the Company being so good, seeing the Coe was so clever." Master P
was immediately taken home.

THE DEPTH or DEGRADATION. The very lowest in the Social Scale
are the cheating shopkeepers with their false balances.

VESTRYMEN REFRESHED.

ONE would think that parish work must be tremendously exhausting,
at least if one may judge by the refreshments which are sometimes
taken after it. The following, for instance, are a couple of hotel bills,

for food supplied tp some exhausted Vestrymen of Camberwell, in

order to prevent their fainting ere they reached their homes :

SEWERS COMMITTEE. (To KNIOHT).

Oct. 11. 10 dinners 3 4

Dessert 16
Refreshments and wine 7 14 6
16 teas 16

Cigars 12
Attendance 8

13 10 6

Oct. 25. 15 dinners 3

Desserts 15
Refreshments and wines 6 5

Teas 15

Cigars 10
Attendance 7

11 13

Will it be believed that at the Vestry Meeting
"
the reading of these

statistics caused a great many expressions of disapproval ?
' '

Good
gracious ! Are poor Vestrymen to starve, when they go about their

parish business ? Is this a Christian country, and are they not men,
and brothers of the rate-payers who have to pay their tavern-bills ? To
be sure, we always thought that Vestrymen smoked pipes, and not

cigars : else how was it that long clay-pipes carne to be called
"
church-

wardens?" It might be urged, moreover, by some flinty-hearted

rate-payers that the meat bears much the same proportion to the drink
as Falstaff's halfpenn'orth of bread to his intolerable quantity of sack.

Certainly, we cannot wonder that poor-rates are so high, when such
bills as the above are run up for mere refreshments.

Medical.

You are under examination. You are questioned about the Spinal
Cord. You must be short sighted not to see the advantage it will be
to you to describe it as the chain attached to your eye-glass.

A COMMENT." Speech is silver, but silence golden." Hence the

expression, hush money.
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COLLOQUIAL EQUIVALENTS.

Papa.
"
Now, MY DEAR GIRLS, YOUR BROTHER is RECEIVING A MOST EXPENSIVE EDUCATION, AND I THINK THAT WHILE HE is

AT HOME FOR THE HOLIDAYS YOU SHOULD TRY TO LEARN SOMETHING FROM HIM."

Emily. "So WE DO, 'PA. WE'VE LEARNT THAT A BOY WHO CRIES is A 'BLUB,' THAT A BOY WHO WORKS HAIID is A
' SWOT ' "

Flora. "
YES, AND THAT ANYBODY YOU DON'T LIKE is A ' CAD ;

' AND WE KNOW THE MEANING OF '

GRUD,' TROG,' AND A ' WAX !

' "

EVENINGS FROM HOME.
(.It the Lyceum Theatre.)

ROUGE ET NOIR.
ACT I. An exciting Gambling Scene, where MAURICE D'ABHEL loses

the money with which he has been intrusted by his mother to get a
certain diamond necklace as a giftfor his bride.

ACT II. A Garden Scent. Old MADAME D'ABBEL seated. Music by
MR. MONTGOMERY'S orchestra, descriptive of ill health for some
time and general debility. MADAME D'ARBEL moans and turns i/p
her eyes, then turns up the garden : then sits down. Enter into the
Stalls two Gentlemen, after their dinner, one of them has evidently"

seen the thing before," and is now bringing his Friend.

Ind Person (who has not seen it before, to his Friend). I say, they've
begun the Second Act.

[IRRITABLE ELDERLY GENTLEMAN, with two Ladies, who has been

trying to follow the plot very closely, turns round and froicn} at
the speaker.

1st Person (who HAS seen it bffsre). Yes. First Act's nothing.
Ind Person (reproachfully). 1 particularly wanted to see the First

Act. We oughtn't to have had that other claret.

[IRBITABLE ELDERLY GENTLEMAN turns as if about to speak, but

doesn't, and only breathes hard as he looks towards the stage
again. He disconcerts the Ladies with him.

Mean but Affable Person (ne.rt to Irritable Gentleman). Would you
be so good as to lend me your bill for a minute ? (IRRITABLE GENTLE-
MAN gives it reluctantly?) Thank you. (Reads bill to his Friend.)

[Dialog'ite has been going on on, the stage. Trumpets sound. Enter
MB,. FECHTER down the house-steps. IRRITABLE GENTLEMAN
prepares to attend closely.

Enter, with much rustling and many recognitions, a Lady and her Husband-

Irritable Elderly Gentleman (grumbling to Young Lady). Really people
might come earlier, and not disturb a whole
Young Lady (placing her hand on his arm, and watching the piece in-

tently). Yes, Uncle. Sssh !

[IRRITABLE UNCLE prepares to attend foi thefourth time, and ma'I

lend his bill again when asked.

Mean but Affable Person to his Friend. You're nearest the door, ask
the stall-keeper for a bill.

Znd Mean but perfectly wide-awake Friend. All right. (Feels in hu
pockets.) Have you got sixpence ? (Mean but Affable Person has only a

shilling, which his Friend takes, and exit, over toes, to get to stall-keeper.)
General Opinion (expressed, solto voce on his going out). What a

nuisance he is ! (and on his return) Dear ! ! again !

Znd Person (who hasn't seen the play before to his Friend). Why's
FECHTER dressed like that P

His Friend. Oh, because he 's going to be married (uncertainly)
or because he 's been out all night. [IRRITABLE GENTLEMAN fidgets.

1st Person. But to what period does the dress belong ?

Vague Friend. Oh, to the First Empire, or (very vaguely) before the

revolution, (cleverly recovers his reputation for being well informed by

adding,) it 's not strictly correct.

Miss Leclercq (as Maurice d'Artel's destined bride, givts him her idea

of how a bridegroom should spend his last bachelor night). His friends

are round the festive board, the lights sparkle, the glasses are in their

hands, they
call aloud the name of their friend's future wife, they drink

to his, to their, happiness, he rises from his seat, and
2nd Person (during Mr. Fechter's picture of his being at a gambling

table tillfive in the morning). I suppose EMERY 's the villain ?

\it Person (who, having seen it
before,

is going to tleep). Eh villain

oh yes EMERY 's always the villain.

[MAURICE D'ARBEL makes his bride a wedding present of a rote
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with a sentiment. ladies in Stalls smile significantly, and pro-

bably think they do those things better in real life

Mean Person (who borrowed a, shilling, 'to his trie/id cunningly).

say, not a bad dodge for a wedding-present, eh ?

[IRRITABLE GENTLEMAN DOSS wish they d be quiet.

Enter Bridesmaids and Servants to music, and all go to Church ereept

M\D\ME D'ARBEL, who, being too weak to join them, stands />/>

'during their absence and soliloquises. Organ plays solemnly, eridcullij

in some part of the garden. The marriage ceremony is apparently bring

conducted, organ and all, in the adjoining summer-house.

Madame d'Arbel (amusing herself by pretending she sees through the

stone walls of the Church). There they are! They kneel before the

altar ! he, &c. &c., she. &c. &c. Now they, &c. So. The Priest lilts

his, &e. &c.. and then all, &c. &c. Ah! Happy! Happy pair !

[Sinks into her chair, and thinks of thejaim

Idi-nlii, <i Gentleman in very modern cut whiskers,

anil Hessian boots ; with a generally ray it? a/'ji'Vi-a/tce of belonging to

no pnrtii-t'liir time or country. Music in the orchestra, of iwi-xt;

perhaps descriptive nf Jlrxsiau bout*.

Madame d'Arbel (hyxtrri'-rilly). ERIC!
Eric. My letter not delivered ! ! ! !

> Out foolish Butler. 1 gave it to- (ft name that sounds like

SPERARSA).

Enter YOUNG WAITINI. WOMAN, "-ifft the name that sounds like

SPERARSA.

Young Waiting Woman. Oh yes, Madame, here it is.

[More Music. Enter Potcd/wl Foot/an -n-illi Bridesmaids. Then

MAURICE and his bride. MADAME D'ARBEL won't receive

MAURICE. More music. Sensation chords. Enter a Commii-

saire in a funny hat, and tico myi-inidniix in funnier hats. More
chords: M& tiro chords for the Commissary and one for each

i'lnn.

'

IRRITABLE GENTLEMAN prepares to attend closer

than ener.

ttary (sternly to Maurice). You were at the gaming-table last

night ?

Madame (who evidently did not know her son, was out}. Ah !

[Poicdfivd Footmen regard one another with silent horror.

Maurice (vaguely). How?
(',,1,/ii/ixsiirii (politely, like aforeigner of distinction not quite perfect in

his English). Am I wrong, ifyou please?

[Music, of course, as if it camefrom underground while they are talking.

Madame d'Arbel. What has he stolen ?

Maurice. Oh! Oh! (Behind his hand.') Oh! (Behind two handt.)

Oh! Oh!
Commissaire. The necklace ! [Miss LECLERCQ tears'it off.

2nd Person (in Stall who hasn't seen Act I.). Has he stolen it P

His Friend (who HAS seen it before). Well you see it's you ought
to have seen the First Act.

[IRRITABLE GENTLEMAN Jiears this, and loses the thread of the story.

Gaspard (makingfaces behind his cocked-hat). Don't mix my name up
in the matter (suddenly like the Clown) Oh ! look at your mother.

[ Makes more faces at the audience slily, while MAURICE looks at, his

mother.

Commissary (touching Mr. Fechter on the shoulder with a, small cane

likf a conjuror's wand). MAURICE D'ARBEL, I arrest you !

[Women faint all over the place. The six Powdered Footmen evince

varied emotions of horror, or surprise, or rage, or despair, or some-

thing among themselves. More music. End of Act II.

Provincial Person (in front row of the Pit, who has been much in-

terested up to this point.) I say, which is BUCKSTONE '<

[Thefacts are explained to him by a Town Friend.

In Act III. there is plenty of lime-light, music, and ERIC is shot, and
IRRITABLE GENTLEMAN thinks he can follow it pretty closely now.

ACT IV.

"Enter FECHTER, very old.

Funny Innkeeper (to his wife on the stage). Will you oblige me ?

[Meant to get a laugh, but doesn't.

This sentence is the light writing of the piece, the comic relief, and
occurs about sixty times in this Act.

Colonel Eric (who wasn't shot in, Act III.) to Innkeeper. There 's for

you (gives money). We expect a young Captain.
I-'aa a ii 1a ii keeper. A Captain. (To his wife.) Will you oblige me ?

Thank you, thank you.
[Some one in the audience laughs. FUNNY INNKEEPER detects him,

and plays at him gratefully during the remainder of the Scene.

Maurice (trying to rise from the bench). I cannot ! I cannot !

Friend (who 's not seen it before}. Doesn't he speak like WEBSTER in
the Dead Heart (gives an imitation) ?

"
My heart is dead ! my heart

is-"

Irritable old Gentleman (who has entirely lost the thread of the piece).
S-s-sh ! I really wish that It 's quite impossible <o

lifs Husband (with propriety). S-s-sh ! [Old Gentleman subsides.

[ YOUNG CAPTAIN chinks bag of untold gold carelessly and sits at
table: then treats MAURICE to wine and luncheon. While
MAURICE is eating, YOUNG CAPTAIN chinks untold gold again.
He sees MAURICE cutting off half the loaf and pocketing it.

Young Captain. By that act I recognise the true nobility of your nature.

[He alludes to pocketing half the loaf. Gives money, and chinks bag
of untold gold again. GASPARD offers to guide him through the

forest. Storm commences.

ACT V.

Young Captain arrives at Maurice's hut. Discovers his Mother and
Sister there. Is shown to a room, where he occupies himself by
jingling and chinkiug his untold gold as a mild evening amusement for

himself and little sister. Gaspard sets fire to the house. Music.

Crashing. Pistols. Flames. Hatchets. Smoke. Great applause.
Curtain descends before the Irritable Gentleman can regain the thread
of the story. Re-appqarance of all the chief characters in the smoke.

Person (who has seen it now, and is still rather hazy as to the necklace

in Act If.). I wish we 'd been in for the First Act. (To his Friend.)
If you hadn't stopped for that other claret, we might

Friend (with a view to supper at EVANS'S). Oh, it 's all right. Come
to PADDV GREEN'S.

[Kxeunt omnes in ectry direction. Red fire from fuzees: cigars.

Verdict, Not bad.

THE BEST SCHOOL FOR WIVES.

HE husband is commonly said to be the

bread-winner. So he is in general. But
sometimes he is a Mantalini, and some-
times his wife is an heiress

;
and in the

former case he eats the bread of idleness,

and in the latter that of otium cum digni-

tate, buttered on both sides.

But, as the husband, in the ordinary
course of things, is the bread-winner, so

is that is to say, so ought to be the wife

the bread-dresser, the toaster, and tem-

perer of the bread, and, taking bread in its

extended sense, the roaster and boiler of

the meat. In short, the wife is the cook,

or, if she is not, more shame for her. The
cook, ma'am not the cook-maid: the

chief not the drudge of her husband's
kitchen.

But what is the wife whose skill in

cookery is limited to roasting and boil-

ing? A plain cook to her husband, neither

useful, nor, if altogether plain, ornamental.
The foregoing remarks are suggested

by an announcement, in the Post, that
'

there is, in Argyll Street, Regent Street,
a School of Cookery, whereat, the other

evening, there was given a select entertainment. This institution,
founded by some genuine philanthropists for the education of cooks,

comprises two departments of study ;
a first class for artists who aspire

to be professed cooks, and a second for persons whose humbler aim is

proficiency "in plain cookery suitable for the servants of tradespeople."
First-class cookery, of course, alone is suitable to the servants of the

nobility and gentry.
Success to this most important of educational establishments. May

the School of Cookery in Argyll Street grow rapidly into a University,
in which the daughters of England may be enabled to acquire that

knowledge which will render them helps meet and suitable companions
for men of liberal education and refined taste. There is no reason why
women should not attain to that eminence in the higher branches of

cookery which has hitherto been supposed possible only for men. In
a College of Cookery there would be degrees, prizes, and offices,.for which

they might compete oftentimes successfully with the stronger sex. As
the latter become bachelors and masters, so could the former turn out

spinsters and mistresses of culinary arts. The degree of doctor might
be common to both. There might be a Regius or a Regia Professor
of Turtle, as the case might be ; and professorships named after dis-

tinguished gourmands, also open to both sexes : likewise professorships
of chops, and steaks, of hors d'eeuvres, of entremets, of curry, of haricot

mutton, of vol-au-vent, of rump-steak pudding, and of Irish stew ;
and

assuredly there ought to be a professorship of potatoes. Corresponding
lectureships and scholarships might also be established. The candi-

dates for degrees and honours might take up Ude, Soyer, Kitchener, or

Mrs. Rundell; and, in addition to undergoing an examination in these

culinary classics, be required to operate on the raw material.
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FASHIONS FOR 1867.
' HABITS ARE STILL WORN SHORT " WHICH IS JUST AS WELL THE DAT AFTER A THAW !

AN IMAGINARY QUEEN'S SPEECH.

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1867.

MY LORDS AND GENTLEMEN,
I CALL you together again, more curious, perhaps, than usual,

to know what 1 intend to say, particularly on one "well-considered
"

subject. T3f^'-
I am on friendly terms with all my foreign brothers and sisters, some

of whom have lost their crowns and thrones since last we met, an event
chiefly of importance to themselves, the Editor of the Almanack de
Gotha, and gentlemen in the diplomatic service apprehensive of an
insufficient supply of foreign embassies. Should this fatal disease
spread amongst Sovereigns, I have no fear that it will ever reach these
snores.

Certain claims that
" Our American Cousin

"
believes he has against

us I am confident will be promptly and satisfactorily settled by
one of the most distinguished members of my Government, to whom
it is only necessary to say,

"
On, STANLEY, on I"

You will, doubtlessly, desire a few days' extra vacation to enable you
to be present at the opening of the Paris Universal Exhibition. I will

speak to (lie EARL 9F DEBBY on the subject the next time he dines at
the Castle. Sanguine spirits are anticipating the happiest results from
this coming Congress of Art and Industry, and expect that it will ter-
minate m a Grand Transformation Scene, with Peace and Progress
triumphant in the centre, and all the woes of War vanishing away in
the background. The same splendid visions have been indulged in

i j
e> y a'^ cnc' ed i" cannon-smoke. I shall indeed rejoice, if

the decay of the manufacture of gunpowder and explosive weapons is
the result of the Exhibition.

I am confident that no Member of cither House would ever think of
smuggling anything, except perhaps, occasionally, a Bill through
1 arliament, but the great portmanteau grievance demands a searching
investigation. I have, therefore, arranged with his Imperial Majesty
the EMPEROH OF THE FHF.SCH th t a joint Commission shall sit on
the band-boxes cf two great nations.
The Confederation of the North American Provinces will, I trust, be

v< L. I.I I.

shortly accomplished. As United States I believe they will be strong
and powerful, and never forget the old mother.

I rejoiced to read of the disappearance of the Cattle Plague, and of

the liberality shown by you, MARQUIS OF CONYNOHAM, and others, in

making a handsome deduction from the rents of your bucolic tenantry.

GENTLEMEN OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS,
I have directed the Estimates for the ensuing year to be laid

before you, and I shall feel better satisfied if they are discussed by
rather more than forty Members.
They have been prepared, &c. (the usual prescription).

Although we are at peace with all the world, you will find a percep-
tible increase in the votes to be taken for the Naval and Military
Establishments. So long as Governments engage in competitive trials

of instruments of warfare, so long must Peoples pay the shot.

It may be your fate to experience
"
Short Commons."

If you could approach my presuce with rather less Disorder, it

would be more seemly.

MY LORDS AND GENTLEMEK,
Apprehensions were felt lest the Fenian plague should again

break out in Ireland, but I say this under the rose with LORD
STKATHNAIRN in Dublin 1 had no alarm for that portion of my domi-
nions. The deluded followers of an individual known as The Head
Centre must now feel that they were (STEPHENS') Green. Scotland

gives me no trouble, but then I am so often there, and we know
that frequent appearances of the Sovereign tend to raise the tempe-
rature of a nation's loyalty. I have, therefore, determined to reside

a part of every year in Ireland, or when unable to visit that country in

person, to request the PRINCE OF WALES to act as my Vicereine.

I have not peen much in my Capital of late years, but I understand
that the condition of its streets and Parks is not satisfactory, being ill

kept, ill lighted, and ill watched. You will, I am sure, devise some
measure by which the Metropolis may be placed on a level at least with

second-rate Provincial towns.
I congratulate you and SIR EDWIN LANDSEF.R on the addition to the

Lions of London in Trafalgar Square. It will not be necessary to put any
more cross questions about SIK EDWIN'S studies. The National
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Gallery and Royal Academy may also be struck off the list of Agenda,

but the British Museum is still a vexed and vexing question.

A number of measures will be introduced for your consideration, if

premature dissolution does not carry yon off to the hustings. Some

of these you will find portable and accordingly carry, but many 1 tore-

see will nave to be dropped. Bills are in preparation for the disfran-

chisement of certain Boroughs in which at the last General Election

the circulation of money was too rapid ;
but until you adopt the admi-

rable suggestion of a venerable law Lord, who I hope will again be

amongst you in the Spring, and punish with imprisonment both the

briber and the bribed, you will never overcome this vice of the Money
Orders of Electoral Society. Cropped hair, a regular but spare diet,

and stimulating exercise on the treadmill would do more to abolish

Bribery than years of Committees and Commissions.

You are aware that LORD DERBY is the author of a new Law List.

I am almost tired of introducing the question of Bankruptcy, but if

you can make commercial failures less disastrous to the Creditor, you
will not have wasted the Session. .

My Constitutional advisers my' State doctors are m difficulties

about lleform. If they bring in too bwad a Bill they will offend and

alienate the narrow party ;
if they bring in too narrow a Bill, hostilities

will be immediately declared by the broad party ;
and if they bring m

no Bui at all, their chance of drawing another quarter s salary appears

to be homocopathically small. After having been frozen out such a

length of time, and then getting employment rather unexpectedly they

are naturally unwilling to be turned into the streets again so soon;

after fielding so long, they would be glad to have something like an

innings Tune and Hansard will show how they escape from their

dilemma. I will only add, that until the line is cleared of this obstruc-

tion, the Parliamentary train cannot proceed.

I will now enumerate a few of the necessaries of legislation which

either in this or a future Session it will be your imperative duty to

provide for a hungry nation : Some system of general education,

which shall save me the pain of knowing that there are children and

adults in this rich and powerful country who are ignorant whether it

is a man or a woman that reigns over them ;
the re-organisation of the

Army by which the service may be made more fair, more popular,
and

a surer defence in days of darkness and danger ; the increased efficiency

of the Navy, and the substitution both at the Admiralty and the Horse
Guards of a control less cumbrous, less wasteful, and less disastrous
than that of Boards and Double-headed authority; the restoration of
the Mercantile Marine, and the prevention 9f lawless disregard of life

through the neglect of easy precautions against disease
;
the improve-

ment of the condition of my poorer subjects, especially the old and the
sick in parish and union workhouses, so that at least they may have
the same consideration shown them as imprisoned criminals ; the adop-
tion of stringent measures against delusive, extravagant, and fraudulent

public companies, lest the reputation of this country for commercial
integrity should become an imposture and a sham

; the summary
punishment of dishonest tradesmen who cheat the poor with false weights
and measures, and poison them with adulterated food ; the prevention
of fatal accidents, whether to individuals in the neglected streets of
the wealthiest city in the world, or to bodies of workmen massacred in
mines and other dangerous scenes of labour ; the more speedy admi-
nistration of the law both in London and the provinces ;

the settlement
of disputes between masters and workmen, and the avoidance of irri-

tating and exhausting strikes ; the better municipal government of the
Metropolis ;

the correction of the anomaly of rich benefices where the
flocks are numbered by hundreds, and pauper livings where the popu-
ation grows by thousands

; the further reform of sentimental Cathedral
establishments

; the diminution of drunkenness and destruction of
infant life : the arrest of anarchy, confusion, and treachery in the
Established Church ; the adjustment (in Irefand) of the differences
between Landlord and Tenant : and the abolition of other grievances
in the country such is a sample of the measures, which if you are wise,
you will speedily frame and carry, and so raise a secure embankment
against the dangers and difficulties of the future.
When these your tasks are completed, you may then again interfere

in the affairs of your foreign neighbours, advise the POPE, when he
loses his temporal tiara, and watch over the interests of the German
Bund.

I now dismiss you to much waste of time, to many useless speeches,
to a languid interest in an obscure country like India, to a keen relish
for exciting personalities, to a liberal employment of the munitions
of party warfare, but on the whole influenced by a sincere desire to do
the best for your country and yourselves.

POOR CHILDREN'S DINNER-PARTIES.
itn other day, while "saying a

good word for the good work
of M. VICTOR HUGO, in giv-

ing some podr Guernsey chil-

dren a good dinner once a

week, Mr. Punch, expressed a

hope that the example might
be followed here in England,

jg where there are many weakly
little ones to whom a weekly
dinner would certainly do

good. Mr. Punch has since

been very pleased to hear that

at two places, at least, some
of the little ones of London
dine once a week in comfort,
and can eat good bread and
meat. Both in Marylebone
and Brompton poor children's

dinner-parties are given every
week, and some seven or

eight hundred little hungry
mouths are filled with whole-

some, healthy, satisfying,

good, substantial food.

Many ladies, young ones

specially, conceive that, as a
rule, a dinner-party is a most

unmitigated bore ;
but they would find these children's parties an

exception to the rule. Any lady, if she pleases, may obtain an
invitation to them, simply by the means of becoming a subscriber of
two-and-forty pence. For this prodigious sum ten dinner-cards are
sent her, and ten children may dine in comfort as her guests. At
number one (take care of Number One), Little Barlow Street, in

Marylebone, each Wednesday and Saturday, and at No. 66, Walton
Street, in Brompton, each Tuesday and Friday, grace is said precisely
as the clock strikes twelve, and then some hundreds of small hungry
diners instantly fall-to. Any lady who is present is pressed into their
service, and may learn, as saith the poet, "to labour and to wait."
one may help to carve the beef, or ladle out the gravy, or serve out
the potatoes, or cut up for the little ones who chance to be not bio-

enough to wield a knife and fork.
There are many exhibitions worth seeing now in London, but there

are none more pleasant than these children's dinner-parties, and none

that are more worth the trouble of a visit. HANDEL'S Alexander's
Feast contains some charming music, but it has no more pleasant music
than the chatter of the little tongues and clatter of the dishes at these
little children's feasts. Then, how good it is to see the hundreds of
small eyes that stare in wonder and delight at the gigantic roasted

joints, and the hundreds of small noses that sniff the fragrant gravy,
and the hundreds of small lips that are licked in expectation of the

savoury repast !

So walk up, Gentlemen and Ladies, and see what you can see. Only
think, ten dinners for two-and-forty pence! Why, there are diners
now in London who freely give three guineas for one single feast ! If

they denied themselves but one good dinner in the year, they might
give nearly two hundred good dinners to poor children, to whom a

good meal once a week is a real gift of charity, and a help towards good
health.

A MODEST DEMAND.
GOOD servants are now-a-days becoming rather scarce, at least, if we

may judge by announcements Hke the following :

GROOM WANTED. A Gentleman, living in the country, is in want
of a (frootn M look after one or two horses, make himself generally useful, and

do what he is told. Any one wanting a situation where the work ia put out need
not apply.

Is it usual for grooms not to do what they are told, and to have their
work put out for them ? We should run the risk of being quite

"
put

out
"

ourselves, if our groom were to inform us that he required his
work to be so. Perhaps we soon may hear of servants who will kindly
condescend to accept a situation, provided that their masters engage to
do their work for them.

Ode (and "paid) to Miss Terry.

(BY AK ENTHUSIASTIC IRISHMAN.)

AIR " Kate Kearney."

OCH ! did ye niver hear of KATE TERRY ?

If not, sure you 're ignorant, very.
She has that in her eye
As '11 make a boy cry,

But her smile. Och can make us all merry !

SURGICAL.

WE English practise vivisection. We are very Tond of cutting up
our friends and acquaintances.
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FOE EXPLANATION or TUIS CUT, SEE CARTOON.

THE POPPER PAPERS.

(Imiructive.)
Ml DBAS NEPHEW, Albany, Wednesday.

IT is not very often, I am happy to say, that you and I meet
at a dinner-table. You know I do not say this from any waut of the
:itl'i ction which is supposed to exist between an uncle and a nephew.
1 piive you a very nandsome mug at your christening, smr.e twenty-
1 hree years ago, I always "tipped

"
you in your boj hood, 1 made it all

right between you and my brpther-m-law (best known to you as your"
Governor") when you got into a hole with certain creditors, and if

you marry a lady, I dare say that your Uncle PAUL'S present to her
will not be the least noticeable of the articles her bridesmaids will envy.
Nor, unless you make too dreadful an ass of yourself, shall I alter by
codicil a cerl ain document now in the iron safe at MESSES. GROWL,
SMILES, & SNIGGLE'S, in Lincoln's-Inn-Fields. But I don't think that

we are likely to seek amusement in the same circles.

However, my dear boy, I was both amused and surprised, and I

may add that I was a little gratified, at your outbreak at pur friend

SIR ROCKE TAPPER'S on Tuesday. How you became acquainted with
that eminent geologist and philosopher, I don't know. I do not

imagine that you know a saurian from a sand-piper. However, there

you were, and very elegantly attired (studs a thought too splendid),
and behaving yourself with much rationality. I was pleased to hear

you begin to talk on foreign affairs, and notably on international poli-
tics. The phenomenon was worth note. I did not expect to gain
much valuaole information from you, beyond official certainty as to
MRS. PRYME LEGGE'S next character in the private theatricals at

Brighton, the real reason why young BUMPTIOUS BLOATER had bolted,
and perhaps a few hints on the chances of the next Derby. To my
astonishment you struck into a conversation on American affairs. My
friend MR. HEPWORTH DIXON'S remarkable book, New America, was
the text, and his singular disclosures about the Mormons made the talk
of the table, as they will do for all the tables for a long time. You did
a gentleman's justice to his gallantry, and to his vivid and startling
revelations, but you evidently thought that you had the key to the

strangest enigma of our age. I am not sure that you made this fact

quite clear to your audience, but never mind. The way in which you
explained the American Constitution to the young lady next to you
was dashing, and though you clearly knew nothing about it, that was
of less consequence, as you bored her, and she wanted to listen to the

mewing of the poet on the other side of her. He does not write good
poetry, my poor ALGERNON, but he has three thousand a year, and has
signified that he is only looking out for the Tenth Muse, in order to
wedlock.

But, my dear ALGERNON, if you tire going in for political talk, what
do you think of devoting twenty minutes, or so, per day, to mastering
a few details ? I don't care about seeing men look up at you with that
serene and imperturbable attention which indicates that a well-bred
man is being, as you would say, awfully amused. That brilliant parallel
which you drew between the House of Lords and the Supreme Court of
the United States, would have been worthy of MACAU LAY, if it had been
accurate in any one particular. What do you know about the United
States, my dear ALGERNON ? Do you even know the outlines of their
Constitution ? And don't you think that as there are few houses in
London in which you will not meet the best sort of American ladies
and gentlemen, it would be a social advantage to you, not to say a
decent civility to them, to acquaint yourself with the character of their
institutions ? Do you know that I never met an American who had

'

not paid vs, by anticipation, a reciprocal compliment ? One of the

prettiest American girls I ever sat next, nearly put me to my trump ^

the other night about the Mutiny Act? Do you know what the

Mutiny Act means, Alamo! ''.

I believe that you have been confirmed, so, though your godfather,
I have nothing to do with your spiritual interests. I wonder what
good-natured parson passed you onto the Bishop. But I'suppose that,
with certain contingencies, to which I have adverted, in your miud,
you will allow me to tell you three or four things about America.

They may be useful to you, and the like of you, in the time that is

coming. We shall hear a good deal of America, presently, and

especially if American respectability carries its
point,

and sends the
fire and the sword to protest against Salt Lake polygamy.
The United States, my dear AI.GKUNO.V, have a Constitution, which

is dated 17th September, 17^7, and which has been "amended "
about

ten times since. Congress may amend it.

Do you know what Congress is ? It is (he American Parliament.
This has two branches, the Senate, and the, House, of Representatives.
The former is the Upper, the latter the Lower House. Try aud
remember that.

The Senate is composed thus. Each State in the Union elects two
members, by its legislatures (mind), and these Senators are chosen fur

six years, Remember Senate, States, Six three S's. That 's enough
for one day. Now lay down my letter.

Now we '11 resume, but be sure you recollect what I have said.

Next, a Senator must he 30, and must hare been a citizen for nine years.
The Senate, besides being a legislative body, has judicial functions, and
is a High Court of Impeachment. Remember this, because yon read

telegrams about the impeachment of the President, and you are not to

suppose that this solemn business is performed ia an oyster-cellar, or

at a liquor-bar, as I believe many eminent critics of American insti-

tutions fancy.
We now come to the House of Commons, or Representatives. A

member must be 25, so our
"
reckless

"
neighbours are more careful

than, we arp, and dou't choose lads just from school to vote on national
laws. A Representative must have been a citizen for seven years.
This House is elected by the people, every second year. The number
of votes given to each State is ascertained by a decennial census. Look
out decennial in WKBSTER. There are 233 members in all. How will

you remember 233? Think of your own age, 23, and add 3, for your
two brothers and pretty sister. Nothing Eke Mnemonics for a dull

boy. Look out Mnemonics in WEBSTER.
I won't overburden you with facts. The President must have every

bill submitted to him, before it can be law. If he like he can Veto it,

that is, forbid it. But after that, if two-thirds of both Houses still

insist on the bill, it becomes law in spite of him. MR. JOHNSON uses
his prerogative, and the Houses use theirs. Until his time, Presidents

'

did little in this way.
Only one

, word more. The President is chosen by an Electoral

College do not confuse yourself with ideas of Magdalen or Trinity
and this college is chosen

by
the vote of the people, each State having

as many Collegians as it Las of Senators and Representatives. He
i must be 35, a native-born American. He commands the Army and
Navy. And he is chosen for four years.

There, my dear ALGERNON, digest that, and take your time about it.

I don't believe that one Englishman in fifty knows all that 1 have told

|

you, and yet hear us over the Chateau Margaux, and how promptly we
settle all American questions. If you wish it, one of these days, I

|

will tell you a little more. To sweeten the letter, I enclose you a

|
cheque, as I heard you sayyou must have that horse. Don't ride over

my friend the PRINCE OP WALES. Ever JQUr .jfectionate Uncle,

PAUL POPPER.

A TRUTH IN TWO LANGUAGES.

THE Paris Correspondent of the Post quotes the following passage
from

"
one of the despotic decrees of the season," promulgated by a

i MADAME G :

"
Toilette do Bal. Les dents sont bordfea d'nnc <ito(Io trancbant par sa couleur

svec r^toffe de la robe. Lo corsage trfes baa. exceasivement baa, eat aurmonte
1

d'une
ornement en sole blanche, garni de tulle et de peiies. Dame, il taut bleu garuir
un pu."

We should think so.
"
Le corsage (ret has, exeessivement bos," would

never do without at least a little trimming. It is a peculiarity of dress
which is not only

"
ires bos, excessinement bos," as the French say, but

likewise, and moreover, very low, excessively low as we say in English.

Two OLD MEN'S TAILS. Old Fogeyism and Old Bogeyism. Let
us cut them off.

|

WHY are Porters in great houses like Poultry? Because they are

Do(o)rkings.
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NATURAL SURMISE.
Florinda (in audiUe whisper], "MAMMA! MAMMA! LOOK AT THE PITTY VALENTINE THAT LADY'S DOT UPON HBE HEAD!"

THE January sunlight
Was struggling faint and low

With the upward-creeping shadows
That quenched its fitful glow,

When the Lion from the portal
Of the PERCIES gazing down,

Was ware of something stirring
At that end of the town.

Long, long has he been pointing,
From off his airy stand,

His nose towards St. James's,
His tail along the Strand ;

Long foreigners and natives

Have questioned, but to fail,

The meaning of that muzzle,
And the moral of that tail.

Was that tail stiff with anger,
Was that muzzle curl'd iu scorn

Of the usage London's finest site

At JOHN BULL'S hands has borne ?

Of our HAVELOCK and our NAPIER
In soot and copper drest?

Ot our brace of mounted GEOKGES
One rampant, one at rest.?

Or, of WILKINS' range of punch-bowls'
With pepper pots en suite:'

Or, of our mast-headed NELSON,
Or the fountains at his feet ?

Or at the combination
Of these abortions, planned

TII stamp JOHN BULL the biyeest muff
That e'er took Art in hand?

BETWEEN THE LIONS.

Or is that tail averted
From the AST that is, to say

The road to Art that should be,
Lies just the other way?

Or points it towards Temple Bar,
As if JOHN BULL it prayed,

To give Art up altogether,
And go city-wards to trade ?

But of that Lion's action

Be the riddle what it may,
He ne'er looked more astonished
Than when, the other day,

He saw four mighty monsters,
Swathed all in canvass shrouds,

Round NELSON'S column planted,
And girt with gaping crowds.

Amazement grew to anger,
When, all four placed, at last,

MANNERS and MAROCHETTI
Bade shrouds aside be cast :

And through the London fog-damps,
A stone's-throw from his paw.

Round the base of NELSON'S column
FOUK LlONS COUCHED HE SAW !

'Tis said, and I believe it,

That at the startling sight, |

His tail, unwagged for ages,

Wagged, thrice, from left to right :

That from o'er the PERCY'S portal,
Out of those jaws of stone,

Came, audible to mortal,
A ,-ound 'twixt growl and groan !

And, gradual, o'er the rumble
Of traffic far below,

Was shaped to utterance leonine

That sound, sublime and slow,

Through roll of cab and omnibus,
Deep-chested as Big Ben,

Once roared the Percy Lion,
Roared once, and roared agaiu.

" Who are ye, huge impostors ?

You the British Lions fie !

If there 's a British Lion,
At Charing Cross, 'tis I ? !

Your very number 's fatal

To the claim which you would roar,
The British Lion 's singular :

He 's one, and you are four !

"
Are these the

'

little strangers
'

We 've waited for so long ?

Announced when first the man and boy
Were themes of jest and song ?

The man has grown a dotard,
The boy a man, and grey ;

But still empty staid those bases,
And so, I hoped, would stay.

" And better still left empty,
Than tenanted by you ;

Sm EDWIN had been wiser
To stick the canvass to.

You are big, and you are brazen,
That, much must granted be :

But if a British Lion
Is wanted, look at me .'
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THE LIONS AT LAST!
"THANK YOU, SIR EDWIN. ENGLAND AT LAST HAS 'DONE HER DUTY.'"
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"
I flourish my tail

'

proper ;

'

On my four lefts I stand :

I 'm in the British Lion's

True habitat, the Strand.

The head in air I carry,

The frame and flanka I show,

May not be realistic,

But High Art has made me so.

"But yew, what shall I call you?
Four in one, or one in four ?

Mere real Lions, cast in bronze

Like life, but nothing more !

You look over-fed and sleepy,

On your bellies prone you lie,

With your useless arms before you
Disposed for fighting shy.

"
Great works ! Yes, you are woppers :

Great, if size be grandeur's crown ;

Of worth, if into coppers
You could be melted down.

But you 're not the British Lion
For NELSON to look o'er,

E'en {/"the British Lion
Could be multiplied by four."

Unmoved those couchant Lions

Lay, while the roaring storm

From above the PZHCT^ portal

Swept o'er each giant form.

Never a muzzle lifted,

Stirred arm. or lightened eye,
As with note like a great organ's,

Their deep bass rolled reply.

"
Chafe not, mysterious quadruped,
That Lion claim'st to be,

But art not of such Lions

As 'tis given men's eyes to see.

Wag not the tail in anger
That was never meant to wag,

Shut up the jaws, that opened,
Can but make way for brag.

" We MAT look calm and quiet,

Beneath our folded brows,
From heavy-lidded orbits.

That seem to droop and drowse.

Our giant arms before us

Outstretched at level length
But know, if ours be slumber,

"Tis the slumber, friend, of strength.

" Ton may be the British Lion,
As he was in times of yore,

When his claws were all for rending,
His tongue for lapping gore :

When, where'er the jackals opened,
He took his eager way,

A fang for every carcass,
A part in every prey.

" Of that departed monster
Grant yours the image true :

The reality is vanished,
The type should vanish too.

We are the likeness, breathing
With the life that genius gives,

Of the genuine British Lion,
The Lion as he lives.

" Calm and sedate, and i

Nay slumb'rous, till u
Of danger or of duty
Bids the veil of slumber fall.

Let the foe come near my dwelling,
Or assail my brood no more

Then ask if I am sleeping,
And for answer take my roar.

"
If there be might in movement,
There 's might too in repose :

And strength is ten-fold terrible

That waits just cause for blows.

Emblem of such repose and strength
Here, four in one, I lie.

To cast and west, to north and south,

Fixing a watchful eye !

" Not roaring for slight reason,
Not stirred by false alarms :

Not blunt, if sheathed, the talons

That point these sinewy arms,
As the true Lion mighty,
But magnanimous in might,

The British Lion fights to live,

Lives to do more than fight.

" But if the occasion cometh,
As come, perchance, it may,

To quicken tuk and talon,
And crush the foe to clay,

Then learn if my old terrors

Are dead, that here you see
A smoothened crest, an armed rest,

A slumberous majesty !

"

MIRTH FOR MARINE STORE-DEALERS.

MR. PUNCH,
ALLOW me, Sir, to call youi attention to a capital joke con-

summated the other day in the Court of Queen's Bench. The following

extract from a law report epitomises this excellent bit of fun :

" THE QUEEN r. WHITELY. This was a case of some importance to marine tore-

dealers in purchasing stolen property, the decision of the Court upsetting the course

pursued by the Metropolitan Magistrates for the last eighteen or twenty years."

a
B

r

h

step in the way of people coming out, and upsetting them. But this trick,

surely, is nothing like so laughable as the decision by which three

grave and learned Judges the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE, and JUSTICES
MELLOR and LUSH concurred to upset the course pursued for the

last eighteen or twenty years by the Metropolitan Magistrates.

This, however, is not all the fun of the case reported under the fore-

going title. That case in itself was funny enough. It was an appeal
from Quarter Sessions on the part of a marine store-dealer against a
conviction by Ma. D'EtNcouET, whereby the defendant had been sen-

'

against the Magistrates who committed them. But neither would they
if the Magistrates had committed them undeservedly as well as un-

lawfully. Magistrates do not pay for making mistakes. What an
advantage they have in this respect over medical practitioners and
others who are liable to be sued and cast in heavydamages for blunders
committed through not knowing their business ! This reflection amuses

Your humble servant, ASMODEUS.

P.S.
"

It was a great pity'the law did not meet such cases as the

present, but it was to be hoped that the law in this respect would soon
be altered." Let us hope that parliamentary attention to this remark
by your friend COCKBUHN will not turn the joy of the marine store-

tenced to two months' imprisonment with hard labour for having been in

possession of a quantity of lead "reasonably suspected of having been
stolen." The defence before the Magistrate, forming the ground of the

|

?

ANTI-BRUIN LEGISLATION.

QUESTIONS of some interest are suggested by the following piece of

news from the United States :

" BEARS IN THE STATE or MAINE. Returns received at the office of the Secretary
of State show that during last year there were 265 boars killed in the State of
Maine."

By what means are bears slaughtered in the State of Maine P Is

.

successful appeal to the Queen's Bench, was "that as the lead had been

clearly stolen, the defendant was not liable on a charge of unlawful posses-
sion of property supposed to have been stolen, and that if the defendant
had committed any offence, it was receiving goods knowing them to

have been stolen, for which he should have been committed and tried

is it usual in the sport of hunting the bear to give the bear any law,
and in that case what law ? Do the bear-hunters of Maine give the
bear the Maine law ?

ORDERS OF THE SAME ORDER.
ON his legs, at the late Meeting of the West Herts Agricultural

by a jury." This plea was held good by the Judges, for the reason that

the defendant had been convicted under a section of a certain statute .
_- --, - - . _ -

relative to possessors of stolen goods, which "
did not apply to marine Society, the EARL or CLARENDON, in defence of the practice of awarding

store-dealers in actual possession, but to the possession of the persons prizes to labourers, said :

conveying the article." The joke resulting from this distinction was

fully appreciated by the LORD CHIEF JUSTICE, who remarked that
"
marine store-dealers would ienjoy complete immunity if that were the

case." Nevertheless his Lordship and his learned brethren found

themselves, on consideration, obliged to conclude that it was the case.

So the conviction was quashed ;
and there is every reason to suppose

that the defendant went home dancing and snapping his fingers.
All this is fine fun, Mr. Punch ; but you will see yet more in this

case when you come to think of it. Observe, Sir, that it now turns
out that, for some twenty years past at least, but I should think many
more, for the statute above referred to is the 2nd and 3rd Victoria, the

Metropolitan Magistrates have been pursuing, in regard to marine store-

dealers, a course of illegal convictions. You would perhaps deem that
a rather melancholy joke but for the safe presumption that the marine
store-dealers got much less severely punished than they deserved to be.

The best of this joke is, that those marine store-dealers have no remedy

" The Victoria Cross is given as the reward for dating acts of valour. Admirals,
generals, successful diplomatists, adventurers those noble men who have made
geographical discoveries, who have laid down the Atlantic cable, receive the deco-
ration of the Order of the Bath. It would be absurd to measure these distinctions

by their mere money value. The same remark applies to the labourer."

Such, in fact, says LORD CLARENDON, as the Order of the Bath is,

such is the Order of the Breeches.

An Arithmetical Demonstration.

THE length of the Reform Procession which is to start from Tra-

falgar Square on Monday next may be calculated beforehand to a

nicety, for is not a
"
League" exactly three miles P

"
UNEQUAL RATING." A Big Wife scolding a Little Husband.
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SLIPPERY!
Stableman (out of work).

"
HOLLO, SAM! "WHERE ARE you GOINO?"

Cabby (who can hardly keep his Horse on his legs).
" Wo o ! WHY RIGHT OVER THE CAB,

AND OUT o' MY MIND !

"

DISTURBANCE IN ST. JAMES'S HALL.

AT the close of Miss GLTN'S reading of Othello the other evening, and while the crowded
audience were testifying by unanimous plaudit their sense of the admirable and intellectual feat

which that lady had performed, in presenting, single-handed, the grand tragedy, with all its

marvellous lights and shades, an individual rushed forward to the platform, and exclaimed," Miss GLYN, M'm !

"

The lady received this brief address with a beaming and good-natured smile, which, however,
slightly hinted an idea that she beheld a mild form of lunacy." You mustn't, Sir," said a policeman." But I must, minion," returned the individual, so fiercely that the intelligent officer collapsed.

'

I say, Miss GLYN, M'm !

"
pursued the speaker."

Halloo !

"
cried a thousand voices.

" Who 's that ?
" And the Hall rose with a mighty

sensation.

He was not a tall man. He was bald at

the top of his head, and he bawled at the

top of his voice. He had a long nose. But,
exquisitely dressed, and exquisitely polite
amid his excitement, there was something in
that splendid eye, something in that superior
manner, which bespoke the true aristocrat.

He sprang up upon the crimson velvet.
" What right have you to stand there,

Sir?" said the faithful policeman, making
one more effort to do his duty.
The eye, an orb of lustre, turned full upon

: him, and a voice of thunder replied,

" 'Ask you by what right?
By that groat right the vast and towering Mind
Has o'er the grovelling instinct of the vulgar.'

"

"I'm sure I beg your pardon, Sir," said

the policeman. "From information I re-

ceived I didn't know that."
" You are pardoned. Miss GLYN, M'm ?

"
" What is it, Mr. Punch ?" said the lady,

gently. She had recognised the Great
Creature.

"
If you please, Miss GLYN, could you do

me a favour ?
"

"
Anything to oblige Mr. Punch" was the

gracious reply.
"Please to engage yourself at Drury

Lane, M'm, and come out in some of them

plays," gasped Mr. Punch, superior to

grammar as to etiquette.

"My dear Mr. Punch" said the great
actress, ,

" ' Thou marshallcst me the way that I was going-.'
"

And with another benignant smile, Miss
GLYN retired from the scene of her triumph."

Hooray all of you !

"
shouted Mr. Punch.

"Hooray!"
He was then removed, respectfully, amid

the frenzied cheers of the Hall, and placed
in his carriage.

"It's true, too," he shouted from his

window, as his foaming steeds dashed off.

And he apologises for his behaviour, while

congratulating the public on the good news
he extorted from their favourite.

GENTLE JOHN'S COMPLAINT.

DEAR, how calumny pursues me !

What can be the reason why
Thus mine enemies abuse me,
Who am no man's enemy ?

I to mild expostulation
Ever did my speech confine ;

Ne'er did fierce vituperation
Issue from these lips of mine.

Miserable, hateful faction !

Miserable Tory crew !

Me with virulent detraction,

Unrelenting, ye pursue.
No offence to you I 've given.

This alone your wrath excites ;

I have ever gently striven,

Pleading tor the people 's rights.

Ah, ye miserable speakers !

Ah, ye miserable scribes !

Wretched place and payment seekers,

Vilifying me for bribes ; .J___-_j

In your infamy to wallow, "f^
Hogs, I leave you, and, above

All such brutes, the rule shall follow,

Still to speak the truth in love.

To a NauticaFCorrespondent.

"TiiE Captain of the Poll" is not the

officer in command of a vessel of that name.

For further information apply at the Senate

House, Cambridge.
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HAPPY THOUGHTS.
(Quit Sovor. Night in Town. Sea-side Interval.)

StiLL raining.

Happy Thought -I 've stopped here, but the ram hasn t. I shall say

this as SHERIDAN'S, or DEAN SWIFT'S.

The butcher orders a fly from Beckenhurst, and the
fly

fetches me
from Bovor. Old MRS. GUILDERS regrets my departure, but says, to

cheer me, that she dares say they
'11 all be driven home by the moat rising.

Happy Thought,}, shall be driven home by the fly.

Happy Thought. Say this. They laughed.

Happy Thought. Send it to Punch. Say so. ENGLEFIELD suggests,
" " Yes

ty old English greeting MILBURD meets, I think, somewhat
by replying, Thanks, yes. All well round the fireside.

This heart;

irreverently .

Poker a little bent with age, tongs as active as ever, shovel rather

lazy." Whereat MR. GREEN smiles, pats him on the arm, and takes

snuff deprecating such levity. MILBURD says,
"
Oh, I must have

heard of GRKBN.
lluppy Thought. GREEN, of course, aeronaut.

llujrpy Thought. Ask him all about balloons.

I engage him in conversation. Has hebcni up in a balloon lately P

He smiles, takes snuff, and nods his head as if he knew all about it,

but couldn't answer just now. I ask him,
"

if h "g not afraid of going

up so high ?
"

His reply to this is,
"

that I will hare my joke." He
leaves us. MILBURD explains that he is the revered proprietor, and
tells me a long story concerning the ancient fame of this great supping

Cl 3rtUl*JlMO(; VJUgUli bVJ lA/UAU UU i-iA vj u u*uiis UUM f^w v

When CHILDERS and the others have carried my luggage to the gate,

I beg they won't trouble themselves. They say it doesn't matter, as it

doesn't now.

Wliy not write for Punch?" STENTON, the philosopher, says, "Yes,
write for Punch regularly, and they '11 send it you regularly." (Stupid place.

joke, after mine.) Poss FELMYR snakes hands warmly and apologises We sup most comfortably at the cafe
1

end; as MILBURD inartistically

for the rain. puts it,
"
quite undisturbed by the singing/' He, however, knows it

MRS. Poss says good-bye, and I feel that I almost sneak out of the all by heart; I do not. Ladies, he informs me. view the scene from

drawing-room. 1 wish I could say something by which they 'd reinem- the gallery, veiled and behind gratings, as in St. Peter's,

her me. The ladies (I see them from outside) have composed them-
1 Saturday. Don't feel well. MILBUKD proposes that we shan't go to

selves before the fire, and are intent on their books. I came into this BVNG'S till Monday.
place like a lion, I leave it like ra lamb. Artistically speaking, a con-

1 Happy Thought. Run down to Brighton : freshen us up for the week,

versationalist ought to come in like a lamb and go out like a lion.
J
MILBURD says,

"
Yes, by all means ; where shall we stay ?

"
Anywhere.

'e, Happy Thought.-Tte Grand Hotel,
it Very well : cold day in train. Draughts in carriages : shivering.

Colder as we approach Brighton. MILBTOD, who is a red-faced

In the Fly. I look out of window. They have all disappeared, as if hearty chap, says, rubbing his hands,
"
This will freshen you up, my

they were tired of me : no waving of hands, no cheers. In old feudal boy this will make your hair curl." If there is any one thing more

days there 'd have been some hearty stirrup-cup ceremonies. Dreary : ! than another that sets me against a place it is to be told that
"
It will

windows of fly up. See nothing: cold, raw, damp. Christmas time set me up," or "It'll make my hair curl." I point put that it's

coiritig on fast. I should like to send FRIDOLINE SYMPERSON a present, beginning to rain. MILBURD replies, "Oh, no sea mist," a* if sea

just to hint the state of my affections. What can 1 send ? Christmas m jst was healthy : why can't he own it i* rain ? I express myself to

time only suggests turkeys and sausages. Get out my MSS. and make
| the effect that it is raw. to which MILBURD returns, being in boisterous

notes.
* * *

By the time I have
scrunched up by the maid in among
Beckenhurst. Ticket to town: station-master . _ _ r _ ._, .

ever did anything about that telegram ? I recollect now I 'd threatened symptoms to him several times. I assure him that he is quite wrong in

to write to the'Times. I
reply, Ah, they '11 hear about it yet" as if saying that I eat too much, and am getting too fat.

my vengeance had only been dozing. Terminus : damp fly, rattling windows.
"

Brighton looks windy,
London. Ought at this season of the year to take some Christmas foggy, damp, drizzly, wretched. Grand Hotel : very grand. An official,

present down to old BTNG. Besides, it 's his birthday. He '11 be just I in a uniform something between the dress of a railway guard and a

as glad to see me without it. (/shouldn't, on my ^birthdaj.)^
There 's

|

musician in^a superior itinerant German band, receives us. He is the

Head Porter. We are shown into the lofty and spacious hall. We see

dinners going on hi the Coffee-room. Even MILBURD is awed. I have

a sort of notion that a gorgeous man in livery will presently request us

to walk np and His Grand Royal Highness will receive us.

Happy Thought. Hotel for giants. In corridors seren-leagned boots

not going to be any party of ladies or he wouldn't have asked me ;
but

we
past
streets

BYNG would like.

The Haymarket.L pony runs away, traces broken. Crossing-

sweeper knocked down.

Happy Thought. Step into a shop.

put out to be brushed.
In the vast galleried hall, MILBURD, luggage, and self, guarded bjr a

boy in buttons. Solitary individuals come down-stairs, look at us
Shopman says, "Spirited little animal that, Sir." I return

^carelessly suspjciOU3iy md go out. "Waiters pass and re-pass us, all' suspiciously.
Yes, nice little fellow ; might easily have been stopped, if they d had

[ Opposite sits an elegant lady in a box, or bar.
any sense. I am quitting the shop with a sense of having perfectly r _-. n i, i, t

^ffi^S^fSssaStS^^l^^S^S&asaAesa voice, which I do not at once recognise, says, ''Hallo, old boy !

tick
.?
ts. numbered as if we were going to a show. Seems to me sug-

practical joke, eh ?
"

It is MILBURD.
He is buying the hottest pickles he can find (it is an Italian ware-

house we are in) to take down to BYNG as a birthday present. We are

both going to the same place. Together P Together : he will call for me.

Happy Thought. This diminishes cab-fare. I won't have any change,
that shall be my practical joke on him.
i 'A Night in Town. MILBURD and I go to the theatre. MILBURD has

got a voice like a Centaur. (I think I mean STENTOR. N.B. Who was
STENTOR P look him out.) People are annoyed. He begins by taking
seats, which turn out not to belong to him, and then the people come
in and there 's a row in the dress circle.

Happy TAoughl.Step quickly into the lobby. MILBURD coming

gestive of waxworks.
MILBURD

says,
" We will go up by the lift." A gloomy porter with

an embarrassed manner shows us into the lift. It is a dismal place,

and alter MILBURD has tried a joke, which is as much a failure as a

squib on a wet pavement, not even making the lift-porter smile, we
subside into gloominess.

Happy Thought. Diving-bells : Polytechnic : also, old aioendiiig-

room, Colisseum.

(Note. During the three days I am at the Hotel, I have either seen

the lift-porter starting from the ground-floor when 1 have been going

out, or arriving at one of the upper stories, after I have walked np the

stairs ; I 've never caught him descending, nor got him when I wanted

him.)
We emerge from the lift, on to the third gallery helpless. MILBURD

it wouldn't as "far as I 'm !

knows all about it, and finds the chambermaid. Rooms comfortable

but with two mysterious draughts which make me sneeze.

room.

out angrily says,
"
he 'd have knocked that fellow's head off for two

pins." I try to pacify him. I say,
" What 's the use of getting into

a row? It never does any good." I feel

concerned. MILBURD insists that the pair of us would have licked the ! very, but with two mysterious drai

lot, and wants to catch them coming out. I say
" No !

"
decidedly, to

' MILBURD orders dinner m tne Coffee-

this. I 'd rather not catch them coming out. He goes on to observe
that

"
he should like to punch his head." I agree with him there :

I should like to.

Happy Thought (for the twentieth time). Learn boxing.
Happy Thought. Go to EVANS'S.
JUiuiiiRD takes me there. I've often heard of this place, yet

never been there till now. Much pleased. Excellent glee-singing.
MILBURD, who evidently does know London very well, introduces me
to an elderly kindly gentleman, whom he calls MR. GKEEN, and whis-
pers

_to
me, ''You know GREEN, don't you?" I don't. The kindly

seat where he has left his

Happy Thought (during the fish course). HARVEY discovered the cir-

culation of the sauce.

After dinner, into the smoking-room.
" Why inould a smoking-

room, now-a-days, be rendered purposely uncomfortable P Why should

it be the only apartment where easy chairs, divans, cheerful paper, are

unknown ? Why in a most luxurious hotel, should there be a smoking-
room which is cheerless by day, and dingy by night ?

" MILBURD asks

me these questions pettishly, and describes the sort of room he would

have. Warm and cheery, small tables, lamps, not gas, chess-boards,

bookcases well filled, newspapers; writing tables, with
supply

of

writing materials laid on : good fires in winter throughout the day, andgentleman, who is I fancy looking for some L,_ , ,,

hat, for he is walking about without it, shakes hands impressively with '

let the room have a good view from its windows.

MILFUBJD,
"
and hopes that all are well round his (MILBURD'S) fire-side."

j Pouring with rain and we came here for a change !
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THE PAST; MONTH.

PUNCH'S LAST DKSION FOR THE NKW
NATIONAL GALLERY WAS FOUND ix HIS

OWN BACK GARDEN.

M R. PUNCH BKGS TO ACQUAINT TH K
BRITISH PUBLIC THAT JANUARY, 1867,
CAMI; IN WITH ITS TEKTH CHATTERING,
AND OK THE 2ND COVERED ITSELF OP
IN THE THICKEST MANTLE or SNOW THAT
HAD BEEH BEEN, FELT, OR SNOWBALLED

FOR MANY A TEAR.

THIS CURIOUS OBJECT WAS DISCOVERED
VAINLY ENDEAVOURING TO MAKE ITS

WAY UP FLEET STREET, AND OH THE
FOLLOWING MORNING,

HATIKO LOST

THIB "BriciiiEN" WAS CAUGHT WITH

EASE, AHD PRESERVED UNTIL THE THAW
OF THE VTH.

MEANWHILE THE PARISH AUTHORITIES,
IN TROUBLE ABOUT THE SNOW, AND
AFRAID OF IMPEDING NAVIGATION IF

THEY CAST IT INTO THE THAMES,

SENT FOR ODR own BUMBLE, WHO AT
ONCK DETERMINED ON MAKING IT INTO
ONE IMMENSE SNOWBALL, AND THROWING

IT OVER "THE EDGE."
MR. GARTH'S ABUSE, ADDED TO THE
SEVERITY OF THE WEATHER, AFFECTED

JOHN BRIGHT'S TEMPER.

AND HB WAS BEEN, IN THE CHARACTER
A DEMOCRATIC LION, VICIOUSLY
SHAKING THE BARRISTER'S WIG.

THE STH BRINGS "ATLANTIC " TELEGRAMS.

PRESIDENT JOHNSON is TO BE EXTIK-
OUI8HED UNI.E?

AT EDINBURGH, ERNEST JONES AND
DR. BLACKIE BLEW BUBBLES FOR AND

AGAINST DEMOCRACY, AND

THE CHEAP BRANDY AND BAD CIGARS OK
FRANCE DANCED WITH JOY AT THE
PROHPHCT OF FREE SMUGGLING DURING

THE COMING EXHIBITION SEASON.

BUT THIS "PERSPECTIVE" or LUGGAGE,
BELONGING TO A GENTLEMAN WHO DID
NOT SIGN THE REQUISITION, MUST ALLAY

OUR PEARS.

"PARTNERSHIPS Of INDUSTRY " ARK AD-

VOCATED BT TOM H00HBS, AND ADUL-
TERATION DBCKIKD.

Cis

BUT WHAT ARK OUR FRAUDULENT
TRADESMEN TO DO, IF THEY ARE

LICENSED, LIKK CABMEN!

SIR ROGER TlCHBOURNE ARRITED FROM
AUSTRALIA, AFTER MANT YEARS AB-
SENCE, ANP WA8 AT ONOS RECOGNISED

AS "THE RIGHTFUL HEIR."

THE WEDDINO-HINO SUGGESTED AS THE
ONLY MEANS BT WHICH OUR RICTOR
CAN " RECOUP "

HIMSELF, SINCE IT WAS
DECIDED THAT THE CLEROT HAVE NO

RIGHT TO MARRIAGE FIBS.

SHALL MR. GLADSTONE LEAD? MR.
GOLDWIN SMITH SUGGESTED A MODERN
"BRUMMAGEM" REPRESENTATIVE OF

OLIVER CROMWELL.

MR. BRALRS NOT QUITE SATISFIED AT THE
ATTITUDE OF THE WORKING MAN.

THE EMPEROR " CEOWSED THE EDIFICE."

MUCH TALK ABOUT "FASHIONABLE UN-
DRESS," BUT THINK OF THE UNFASHION-
ABLE DRESS or OUR MERCHANT SERVICE.

BUT WHEN MR. PUNCH RETURNED FROM
UTAH WITH A GLOWING ACCOUNT OF
MOKMONISN, HOW DID MRS. F. LOOK AT

Hint

THE MONTH WENT our WITH THE LIONS.

SUGGESTION FOR A LANDREEK(MNKLSON)
COLUMN IN TRAFALGAR SQUARE.

Priste d by Joseph Smith, of No. 24, Holtord Square, tn the Parish of Bt. James, Clerkenwell, in the County ol Mid<l!i><ez , at the Fruiting Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, Brans. * Co.. Tx>mba>d
Street, In the Precinct of WhiteMars, in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London.-8Toai , February 9, 1867.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

BOMINABLE, truly, was the weather,
When in the House of Peers we met together,

Queen, Lords, and Commons ruled within, no doubt,
But Rain, and Mud, and Fog were kings without.

Punctual as pendulum, our gracious Quits
Entered at fitting moment on the scene,
Saluted The Estates, assumed the throne,
And sat as moveless as the sculptor's stone,
While CUELMSTORD'S pleasant voice bade all and each
Mark every sentence of the Royal Speech.

" At peace with every Foreign Power, we prayl
That a long peace may follow Europe's fray.
NAPOLEON nor myself was listened to
When gentling Spain, and Chili and Pern.
The Cretans have rebelled and gone to blows
But I, nor France, nor Russia, interpose.
Over the POME'S Danubian domains,
With its consent, CHAKLES HOHENZOLLERN reigns.
Our Scotia nova and our Brunswick new
Would join with Canada ; which they shall do.
With Indian famine we have striven our best,
And a fine harvest comes to dp the rest.

The Fenians vaunted, but their hopes are o'er,
To Erin habeas corpus we restore.

The cholera is all but gone. 'Tis wise

Upon the cattle still to keep your eyes.
Pure water is our need. Let those who know
Inform' us how we best may bid it flow.

The Estimates are framed with careful heed
To prudent thrift, but yet to what we need.
Moderate requirements will not shock your nerves):
We 'd mend the Army, and we 'd found Reserves.

Again the topic which the public names .

Par excellence, Reform, attention claims,
I trust deliberations, carried on
With Moderation (one for you, LORD JOHN)
And mutual Forbearance, soon may lead
To measures which shall find you all agreed,
The present balance not unduly shift,
But freely shall extend the franchise -gift.

Workmen and masters quarrel we behold

Suffering, and loss ; and outrage, I am told.

Let a Commission learn the truth for you
As to trades' unions, and employers', too.

Children engaged in sundry trades have lacked
The kind protection of the Factories Act,
Give it, and be its benefits enjoyed
In workshops, too, where women are employed.
For JACK, the Merchant-Sailor, please to do

Something like what you've done for JACK in blue,
And knock off certain shipping charges, pray,
The EMPEROR OF THE FRRNCH has led the way.

Insolvent Railways look to you for cure,
So do the London sick and other poor,

VOL. m.
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menacing a way, MR. GLADSTONE embodied these replies in his state-

ment of what he understood the Speech to mean, leaving, of course,
the warning inference to be drawn by the Ministers.
MR. DISRAELI was pleased at the affability of his antagonist, but had

no doubt that many occasions would arise when compensation would
be afforded for present self-restraint. He slightly touched the objec-
tions that had been made, and promised Reform explanations on the
next Monday. He also promised that Government should set the
Members au example of perfect devotion of time and labour to public
work.
The great Gladiators having thus saluted, the Address was voted.

18G7, February 5. Tuesday. To-day began the Session which, accord- Wedwsday Nothing, except the enrolment of MR. KAVANAGII M.P.,

ing to the opinion of most folk of the political sort, is to be one of County Wexford. Mr. Punch leaves it to the followers of ME. BEALES

storms and tempests. Mr. Punch, around whose head eternal sunshine
'

and MR. 1 OTTER to make coarse brutal references to the personal

settles watches the proceedings with the calmness of an Olympian, i

afflictions ot gentlemen but MR. KAVANAGII s case is so exceptional,

having beside him a wreath for any well-deserving champion, and a f
n

<J

it may be added,.so.fortunate, that no apology is due for adverting

thunder-bolt for him who shall fight unfairly, or skulk from the to the most singular mcident^of Parliamentary history MR. KAVANAGH

And Bankruptcy you'll find a pregnant theme.
And help the Courts of Law to put on steam.

The Irish Landlord, and his Tenant foe

We '11 reconcile by all the arts we know,

Framing a useful law which shall requite

Improvement, yet protect the owner's right.

Your toils to these and other measures given

"Will benefit my people under Heaven."

The QUEEN arose, and having kissed her sous,

Departed 'mid the thunder of the guns.

affray.
has neither arms nor legs. He appears to be a proof that though such

In the Lords, EARL BEAUCHAMP, in the Windsor uniform (and ugly things m^v
be conveniences or ornaments, they are by no means neces-

isV moved the Address. This Earl is new in his title : he was saries. He is understood to be not only a most able and accomplishedit is), moved the Address. This Earl is new in his title ; he was

FREDERICK LYGON last vear, and M. for West Worcestershire. He gentleman, he rides as dashingly as MR. NEWDEGATE, shoots as fatally

spoke verv well. So did" the seconder, LORD DELAMERE, formerly of as the above named MR DE GREY, aud fishes as luckily as MR BRIGHT.

the Life Guards. Both attacked the Trades' Unions, and honed that , To-day he came into the House m a wheeled chair of clever 0911-

prepondcrating power was not going to be placed in the hands of the struction, signed his name: with rapidity, and took his p ace with

poorest and most ignorant. Mr. Punch begs leave to give both noble perfect self-possession. Mr. Punch is heartily glad that MR.

Lords his guarantee that it shall not be. I

KAVANAGII has too much brains to withhold their services from

EARL RUSSELL then delivered himself of a long cavil. Ministers are

too sanguine about the peace of Europe. He should hear with painful

surprise that LORD DERBY had compromised the honour of England
in regard to America. Then he went into a history of Reform, and >

SPEAKER.

declared that the last Bill had not had fair play, whereon he murmured

the nation.

An Anti-Church-rate maunder, emitted by MR. HADFIELD at the

wrong time, simply drew on that amiable schismatic a snub from the

with much elaboration. He objected to LORD DERBY'S assumption of

the Pharisee in the Temple, and being thankful that he was not like

the publican, meaning that the other Earl took credit for behaving

Thursday. LORD ERNEST BRUCE and MR. CRAWFORD made bitter

complaint of the rudeness of the police to them on the day of the

opening of Parliament. Most policemen are awfully stupid, but if

Members have an idea that they have, in virtue of membership, a

better, on Reform, than the Whigs. As LORD DERBI had never natural Nimbus, or some other sign distinguishing them from other
opened his mouth at all, unless to yawn at LORD RUSSELL s numerous

mortals, it is time that superstition should "be corrected. How is a
little details, the rebuke was, to say the least, early. LOUD RUSSELL ! peeier to know a peelite, or any other M ? On such occasions Members
said that nobody m Parliament had any idea of granting Manhood should wear court dress, like gentlemen, or give their coachmen hat-

Suffrage, but he
courteously

warned LORD DERBY against Tricks and bands with M.P. on them.
Shuffling to cheat the people, and added a few other gracious taunts, gm STAFFORD NORTHCOTE introduced the first of the Government
the antmus whereof is so beautifully illustrated

>

m Mr. Punch, s Cartoon, measures one for helping Railway Companies in difficulty. It is a
this week, that no more need be said here. The aged nurse ot Reform

|

debilitated sort of Bill, and seems to offer little 'more than inspection
is simply furious at the idea of the taking away her Baby. and suggestion from the Board of Trade. It was rather compas-
The PREMIER said that on the following Monday, MR. DISRAELI s ionately treated by MR. WATKIN and MR. MILNER GIBSON, and

would expound the intentions of Government as to Reform, and added
] sternly condemned by SIR ROUNDELL PALIIEE. "There is not in

that there was little hope of settling the question, if it were to be dis-
(,)iee half-an-hour's life."

cussed in the temper and speech of EARL RUSSKLL, who had abused SIR COLMAN O'LOGHLEN proposes to do away with all Anti-
his antagonists for everything they hadflone for the last fifteen years. pop jsh restrictions in Irish office-holding. MR. NEWDEGATE opposed,He urged that the subject should be examined in a fair and deliberate alu[ denounced Catholic propagandism, and apropos of a proper gander,
manner, and that

party feelings should be cast aside a course much
! MR. WHALLEY charged Fenianism and ths New Zealand war on the

more proper than probable. Needless to say that LORD DEEBY set
j
Papists. Read the papers, if you doubt ; but Mr. Punch, never wil-

the example of forbearance by pitching into the Crude and Hasty propo- lingly misrepresents even a WHALLEY.
sitions of last year. He should certainly not compromise the honour
of England, but was willing to go to arbitration with America, for

nothing could be worse than a suicidal war between two powers who
could do so much to serve each other.

The Earls having spoken, the Address was voted.

In the Commons, MR. GLADSTONE was cheered, as was MR. BRIGHT,

Friday. Dcx SOMERSET expressed his perfect satisfaction with his

own conduct as First Lord of the Admiralty. EARL DERBY gave the
Duke rather a good character from his last place, and said that he had
been active and industrious, but did not say civil.

In answer to LORD DUDLEY, the PREMIER said that the Manhood

by their respective admirers. Heaps of notice's, mostly not worth
'

Suffrage Demonstration, menaced for the following Monday, was very

notice, were given. |

ill-advised but not illegal. It might produce illegal acts, in which case

MR. DE GREY, son of LORD WALSINGHAM, and M. for West i

its promoters would be responsible. Then, speaking as PRINCE

Norfolk, moved the Address, and MR. GRAVES (who, though M. for

Liverpool, cannot be properly or respectfully called a DICKEY SAM,
because his names are SAMUEL ROBERT) seconded it. ME. GRAVES
is an author.and wrote a Yachting Cruise in the Baltic, and Mr. Punch
always smiles on the writing sort. Moreover, he is an Irishman. Of
the four echo-speeches, his was the best.

MR. GLADSTONE was very courteous, but spoke as if both Net and
Trident were on the bench behind him, and ready for use at the
shortest notice. He begged that nobody would think of moving an
amendment. He complimented LORD STANLEY, and promised him
liberal treatment. He would have liked to know more about

Crete, and that the SULTAN was not in fault. He did not like the

RUPERT himself might have done, the Earl added that he could not

suppose that the Commons of England would be intimidated by such
a display ; he only hoped that it would not induce them to refuse to

consider Reform at all.

MR. HARDY introduced the Sick Poor Bill. London, generally, is

to support the pauper lunatics, very young children, and sick Local
Acts to be repealed the Poor Law Board to be supreme new hospitals
and asylums to be erected. It is an affair of 400,000 only, and the

proposal was favourably received.

MR. WALPOLE introduced his Bill for facilitating an inquiry into

Trades' Unions, and the Sheffield outrages. Objections were raised to

the bracketing the two subjects. Mr. Punch sees no harm in the

word Cheerfulness in reference to our Army expenditure, but engaged ! inquiry, but begs to wink his most elaborated wink, and to ask whether
to give the subject fair consideration. There was exaggeration as to we should have heard of the Commission, had not MR. BRIGHT and
trade differences exports and imports had hugely increased but others stimulated the Unions to political action. Echo answers in the

he had no objection to inquiry, only everybody had a right to negative,
make the best terms for himself, so long as lie did not prejudice the

rights of others. Why had nothing been said about Bribery? It
demanded stern and severe punishments real examples. The Speech
was Enigmatic about Reform, but Government had a right to reserve

explanations. There were, however, Three Questions as to reforming.
Wliof What? When? To which he would answer: The Govern-

|

ment, if they could. A measure that should satisfy just expectations.
I

At once. And in an eminently grave and civil, but as eminently

RIDDLE. (BY SIMPLE SYMON.)

WHY was an idiot Roman B.C. 100 like a renowned violinist ?

Because he was a Pagan- ninny.

FRIGHTFUL PROSPECT. It is dreadful to hear of a child, only one
month old, taking to the bottle !
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LEGAL EFFECTS.

THE TheafVical Hairdressers' art might, find

some work to do at the bar. The Advp-
- cate who is urging his client's claims in

a weak case could add considerable force

to his arguments by having the front part

of his wig worked by a string, which

could be attached to a waistcoat button,

and be easily moved. For instance, "Gen-

tlrmni, my client's mouth is sealed, or

you would hear from him hit version of the

case." ( Work the string, and wig-frontfulls
over theforehead. Ex. 1.)

Horror would be very simple. (Ex. 2.)

A two-stringed effect might be pro-

duced ina Judge's wig, when after passing

sentence, the reckless felon has thrown a

boot at his Lordship's head. (Ex. 3.)

But with this novelty a strict rule should be passed that no junior

should work his wig while his leader was speaking ;
but it might be

Ex. 1.

Ex.3. JUCGE.
Ex. 2. A QUEEN'S COUNSEL HOIIBIFIED.

considered fair, as legal tactics go, for" the Defendant's Counsel to
work his wig in any way he chose during the address of Plaintiff's

Counsel, and both sides should, moreover,
be at perfect liberty to work their wigs,
as much as ever they liked, during the

Judge's summing up.

Again, Counsel wishes to throw doubt
upon some witness's evidence.

"
Oh, you called him in. (Turns mere-

ilii/onsly to jury) He called him in!"
(Pulls string of surprise wig. Ex. 4.)

When a case is
"
laughed out of

Court" the same principle could be ap-
plied to Chief Baron's wig. (Ex. 5.)

Of course the first to introduce this
new Practice of the Courts, would have
the right of playing upon such phrases
as

"
Touching a Chord" "

Moving tails,""
Free-hold from the Crown," and so

forth
; but, after the first term of use, such legal quibbles should be

reckoned among the privileges of Q.C. only.

Ex. 5.

We have some other legal reforms in hand, which will be pub-
lished m due course.

DENTAL. If you submit to artificial teeth/you must make up yourmmd ever after to speak in a falsetto.

Till*; LOST CHILD.

{RUSSELL'S LAMENT. After HOOD.)

Din you see my child my last, that is my own dear little BILL
Not that he s the last by many as I 'opes to be parient to still

It was only last Feb'wary, bless his 'cart, he- ;is plaj in* about the '( )

Which 1 trusted him out with young GLADSTONE, as I thought wuu! i

have 'ad the noia
To keep him clear o' mischief, and his little, tilings neat and clean,
And send him up to our 'Ouse and his parient, tit to be seen :

Knt he let. the blessed babe git a playin" with lint Jons liiai.HT,
Which 1 don't think him tit company for a well-brought-up child,

quite.

But young GLADSTONE he says, BRIGHT ain't so black as he 's painted,
not by 'alf,

Though he 'are a tongue and a temper and a deal o" cheek and chaff,
And that lie, 's our own flesh and blood, wich let 's hope that he msy

be
it,

But I 've a respectable fam'ly to my back, and I don't see it.

Anyways he said as 'ow BKIGIIT would purled my BILL from the rude
little boys,

And keep him out o' mischief and larks and nonsense and noise,
And now all along o' that wery BKIGHT and young GLADSTONE he's

gone and got lost,

As clean as the poor Brussels sprouts that was nipped off clean by
last frost

;

And I 'm worrited to that degree as I 'm pretty near druv' wild,
Now 1 've lost my last out o' four, and only one growed up to a child !

That 's my fust, born in '32, as might make any parient proud,
A Uessin' to me, and a beauty, as used to be gin'rally allowed,

Though thev do say 'ard things on him, now, do some of your BEALBSZS
and POTTERS

Which "
proof o' the puddin'

"
and

"
ansom is," etceterer, ain't that

sort 's motters
Well I missed, and washed, and did for him, since he was a blessed

babiiy,

(And didn't, we keep his christenings and birthdays at Woburn Abbey !)

They say I 'm as proud as a hen with one chick, but a parient will be
a parient,

And I 've good call to be proud o' my BILL, my fust and my air-

apparient.

I 've 'ad three since him as never growed up, being born, as you may
say, still,

And the fourth he 's the one that's gone and got lost, my latest little

BILL.
I did 'ope 1 'd have reared him through rash and croup and teething,
For I never see a likelier child than he is leastways was breathing.
And now he 's gone and got lost, they say, but 1 know better nor that,
It's them nasty kidnappers has got him, which it's their old game

they 're at.

They 've stole no end of babies from our side of the court,
And dressed 'em up to go beggin', arter cut tin' their good clothes short.

There 's Catholic Mancipation and Corn-Laws, as they sarved so,
And my little BILL'S the last, and what parieuts, I 'd like to know,
Wouldn't make a row and a rumpus, and give 'em a piece of their mind \

Which it 's the only peace on it as I am likely to find,
Now they've stole my little BILLY, and it's on'y too well I knows,
They're a goin' a beegin' with him, arter changin" his dear little

clothes !

"ANOTHER PLACE."
I no think, my dear Mr. Punch, though being a Lady of course

ny opinion don't carry much weight, that the language used iu our

Imperial Parliament, more particularly among the Peers, is ambiguous
and unbecoming. 1 am frequently shocked when reading my lierald

to find well-bred people, who, when speaking in presence of the Epis-
copal Bench, mmlit crnainly to show a prudent reserve, continually

making allusions to
"
another place."

Of course I know that allowances must be made for young aristo-

cratic scions, flushed with zeal surpassing knowledge, but they should
be instructed to drop the veil as decorum demands; and under no

provocation make any reference to matters transpiring in
"
another

place." Even Ministers (and prime ones, too) utterly regardless of

what is expected from their high calling, have contracted this bad
habit. Ana I deeply regret to say, in this respect, if in no other, there

is nqt a pin to choose between Tories and Whigs. Whether they are

"Ins" or "Outs," all their thoughts seem to be running upon
"another place." No doubt, Mr. Punch, in another place Reform is

very much wanted, aud, applied to speaking, it would render my Lords
and Gentlemen if not a little more intelligible, at all events a little less

satirically severe. You may print this if you please.

Yours sincerely, PAMELA PARLEY.
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WANTED-A TORNADO.
ONCE upon a time (in 1739) a fierce war arose between England aad

Spain, apropos of illegal liberties taken with English shipping by the

Spaniards. But nothing so roused the belligerent rage of JOHN BULL I

on that occasion as

the liberties taken
with a certain Scotch

ship-captain's ear.

which a high-handed
guarda costa -Don had
torn off, and which
the ship-'captain his

name was JENKINS
exhibited in cotton

wool, at the bar of

the House of Com-
mons.

If the sufferings of

tlie fifty-seven En-
glishmen, officers and
crew of the Tornado,
who since the 27th
of August have been

subjected to insult,

imprisonment (in

irons some of them,
part of the time),

Spanish rations, Spa-
nish fleas, Spanish
flies, Spanish filth,

and Spanish priva-
tion of every kind,
could be packed and
paraded in as por-
table a form as that

honest ship-captain's

ear, the display ought
to rouse a storm

worthy of the ship's
name a tornado,

apropos of the Tor-

nado, which should

bring the insolent

and impotent Dons
not to their senses,

they have none, but
to their marrow-

bones, and compel
restitution of the

ship and swingeing
damages to the crew.

LORD STANLEY'S
steam takes a long
time to get up, but
if slow to heat let

us hope that he is

as slow to cool down
when once his fire

of righteous indig-
nation is lighted, and
that he will keep up
such a stoking and a

poking in this out-

rageous affair, as

will bring the Spanish
Government to their

bearings, and compel

ample apology, resti-

tution, ana repa-
ration.

Here has been an
English ship, sailing
on her lawful busi-

ness on the high
seas, illegally seized

illegally condemned in defiance even of Spanish law her crew

illegally made prisoners of war, and kept in cruel and close confine-

ment for more than five months, and all without a shadow of evidence
to justify such outrage, beyond the suspicion of a Spanish Consul or
Vice-Consul at Leith, that the ship had been sold into the Chilian

service this suspicion being rebutted by her papers, by the sworn
and certified facts of her ownership, by the evidence of her crew and
their articles, in short by every legal proof that could be brought to

'

bear in rebuttal of the suspicion ! And, JOHN BULL has been quiet
for all this time : the British Lion has not roared, in other words,
Mr. Punch has not uplifted his voice.

Perhaps he had other things to roar about : perhaps he has been
roaring into LORD STANLEY'S ear instead of the world's : perhaps he
didn't think it much use roaring till Parliament met. At any rate he

roars now, and calls

on JOHN BULL to

roar with him. He
has received an
appeal from ' the

imprisoned crew,
through their wives
and families at home,
for protection and
redress, and willingly
bends his benign ear
to their most just
demand.

Case of the Tor-
nado! Let it be a
case of Tornado in

real earnest, until

these ruffianly and
reckless Spaniards
make the amende
honorable by dis-

charging the men,
with proper damages
for their detention
and ill-treatment,
and restoring the

ship or at least

admitting legal evi-

dence of her true

nationality, destina-

tion, and business,
which will be tanta-

mount to her re-

storation.

If the Government
of QUEEN ISABELLA
can ride rough-shod
over the lives and
liberties of Spanish
subjects, it must be

taught that it cannot

trample at will on
those of Englishmen.
Let LORD STANLEY

let Parliament
let the new British
Lions in Trafalgar
Square, all look to

it and keep the
Tornado up about

Spanish ears till the
Tornado is out of

Spanish waters, and
till her crew are free

and indemnified for

their outrageous
wrong.

NEW AND BECOMING STYLE OF HEAD-DRESS,
INVENTED BY ATINT ISABEL, AND MUCH APPRECIATED IN THE NURSERY.

POSSIBILITIES OF
THE FUTURE.

EARL BRIGHT has
been , entertaining
the ARCHBISHOP OP
CANTERBURY and a

distinguished circle

at Rochdale Castle.

The noble Earl con-

tinues to enjoy ex-

cellent health.

MR. JOHN STUART MILL has been appointed Usher of the Black Rod.
MR. BEALES was yesterday sworn m as a special constable.

PROFESSOR GOLDWIN SMITH has been invested with the office of

Gold Stick.

Yesterday evening the Society for the Conversion of the Jews held

its annual meeting at Exeter Hall. The chair was occupied by MR.
THOMAS CARLYLB.
The POPE has renounced the errors of Popery.
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POLITICAL KIDNAPPING.
Mas. RUSSELL. " HI ! HELP ! P'LE EEE ECE ! SHE 'S

rA TAKIN' AWAY ME CHE-ILD !

"
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"IF IT'S MURDER, MENTION IT."

ABOVE was the exquisitely
penile appeal made by MK.
KEKLEY, in MK. OXE.V-

FORD'S capital piece, to

MRS. KEELEY, who, he

thought hud some trifle oil

her mind. Mr. Punch has

had the delicious speech
brought to his mind by
the proceedings in the case

of MK. EVKE and his sub-

ordinates. The prosecution
has commenced, and there-

fore the subscribers to the

Defence Fund had better

pay in their money, and
remind their friends to do
the same, for Exeter Hall,

disdainful of London Street

brats, plucks out its purse
briskly when QUASUIBUN-
GO'S name is the Open
Sesame". But Mr. Punch,
who had previously seen

nothing to praise in the

conduct of the prosecutors,
bears his tribute to the preternatural courtesy displayed by their counsel,
MR. FITZ-JAMES STEPHEN, who is a gentleman as well as an able

advocate. Nothing could be more chivalrous than his recognition
of the, position of the accused nothing more considerate than his

arrangements for sparing them personal annoyance. The crime of

having saved Jamaica is there in all its blackness or should we say
whiteness, as more suggestive of guilt to the Jamaica Committee ?

But, though that fatal wickedness cannot be denied, and is to be

punished if possible by the hanging of MR. EYRE, all is to be done
with refinement. He is to be carved (as C*SAR was to be murdered)
as a dish fit for the Gods, not hewn as a carcase for the hounds.
We can imagine that some of the Committee, whose names one sorrow-

fully sees in a list with those of BEALES (M. A.), P. A. TATLOB,
DR. SANDWITH, JACOB BRIGHT. JAMES WHITE, CHAMEROVZOW, and
other Forcible Peebles, would be prompt to instruct counsel (not
that MR. STEPHEN would need such, prompting) so to behave, but
how will this gentlemanly behaviour please the sort to whom low
and sensational appeals have been made, and who were so excited
at wild tales of eight miles of dead blacks that they burned MR.
ETRE in effigy ? We expect shortly to hear of protests against such
politeness. We, however, are glad to see it, as it shows that certain

really good men, who have made a mistake, intend to have nothing
worse than that mistake to look back upon, and feel that when the

prosecution ends in MR. EYRE'S receiving a testimonial, in compen-
sation for the un-English treatment he has undergone, it will be
pleasant not to have deserved harsher words from him than a gentle-
man bestows upon an antagonist who has blundered.

THROUGH THE DIRT TO THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.
THE other night, Ma. CRAWFORD made a very pathetic complaint of

: the depth of dirt Members had to wade through to get to the House
on the 5th. The police stopped their carriages, and Honourable

1 Members actually had to walk f They had their toes trodden on, and
reached their scats covered with mud !

As to having their toes trodden on, I lonourable Members should
make up their minds to that. It is the duty of a representative man
to submit to have his toes trodden on, and not to mind it, or at Least
to look as if he didn't mind it. What is party warfare but a perpetual
treading by one side of the House on the toes of the other ? What is

MR. BRIGHT'S favourite walk, if not bucolic and aristocratic toes,
MR. WIIALLEY'S but toes Itomanist and Jesuitic, with a special pre-
ference for SIR GEORGE BOWIBK'S, or MR. ROEBUCK'S, but the toes of

everybody in general, or MR. LOWE'S, but the toes of MR. BRIGHT,
MR. BEALES, and the Working-Man

'

J
.

As for the mud Honourable Members had to wade through, one
might feel more sympathy with Ma. CRAWFORD'S complaint, were it

I not that many Honourable Members have alreadv gone through so
much deeper and dirtier mud on their way to the House of Commons

|

than any Westminster or Lambeth can furnish. Only think of the
i depths of dirt waded through by the heroic representatives of such
1

boroughs as Totness, or Lancaster Reigate, or Yarmouth ! Alter the

dirty ways they have floundered through, it is surely like straining at

gnats and swallowing camels, to make a fuss about three inches of
honest mud in Bridge Street or Whitehall.

Besides, last Tuesday's dirt was confined io the feet, and could be
brushed off the garments. How much worse is the mud that sticks to
the hands, and leaves a stain on the inner man ! And yet how many
Honourable Members go through oceans of such mud, and never say
anything about it ! To discover what they have had to submit to, one
must wade through the reports of the Election Commissioners. Re-
membering their revelations, Mr. Punch can't feel very much for MR.
CRAWFORD, though he has been escorted by a policeman, hat had his

\

toes trodden upon, and, after all, reached the House in a state in which
! he thinks it would have been hardly decent to present himself.
Notions of decency differ. MR. CRAWFORD overrates the susceptibili-
ties of the House on the subject of the dirt gone through on the road
to it. On that score it is ready to make every allowance in fact, most

|
people think it is not by any means as particular as it might be ia

insisting that its Members shall take clean roads to their seats, and

j

hold up hands with no dirt on them within the walls of St. Stephen.

FASHIONS FOR FOXHUNTRESSES.
MR. PUNCH,

YOUR talented artist was perfectly right in the statement that
'

Habits are still worn short," which he so ably illustrated. Of course
habits must still be worn short, for look here, Sir. I invite your
attention to one among a lot of fashionable advertisements :

TANUS CORD. Ladies who at this Season of the year choose to wear
Black Dresses will find JANUS CORD, at about two guineas the drees, one of the

moat economical and beet fabrics manufactured for a lady's dress.

The shortness of riding habits is of course implied in the wearing of
janus cords. Are janus cords usually combined with tops ? Perhaps
Napoleons would match them better, as they are black and not white
cords. You will have observed that the janus cords are priced at two
guineas the dress. Obviously

"
dress

"
is an euphemism for "pair."

Ever yours, TALLY Ho.

GIVING THEM PEPPER.

WE have read in the organs of the Licensed Victuallers, we trust
with befitting indignation, the foliowing account of a hideous outrage :

" SCANDALOUS CONDUCT AT THB LICENSED VicTCALueas' BALL. During the time
that the last Licensed Victuallers' Ball was taking place at tit. James's II ill, some
miscreant threw on the floor of tho b<tll-room some stuff supposed to be a mixture
of pepper with some other ingredient which had the effect of setting the persons
assembled sneezing and coughing, so much so that some of them were unible to
remain in the room. It having been represented to the officials what had occurred,
a reward of 20 was offered to any ona who could discover the offender, but, un-
fortunately, without success,"

Now, as there must have been members of the Gentler Class present,
this act was simply blackguardly. But if the ball had been such a one
as Ma. SPUHGEON used to recommend, one at which men danced with
one another, we might perhaps have smiled at Somebody's Vengeance.
For, turning to DR. HASSALL'S book on adulterations, page 507, we
find that among the practices of the Licensed Victuallers is the

"improvement" of porter with "bitters and carminatives of various

kinds, as gentian, quassia, camomile, ginger, coriander, and carraway
seeds, capsicum, and grains of paradise, liquorice, alum, sulphuric acio,
salts of tartar, cocculus indicus, and tobacco. Perhaps the

"
mis-

creant" who gave the Licensed Victuallers pepper, had been suffering
from the effect of some of these pleasant infusions, and resolved on a
mild revenge. Still, as females were present, he was a cad not to

postpone his retaliation, and we wish that he had been detected.

Lucus a Non Lucendo.
IN framing our scheme, let 's enlist the whole House,
So Reform's Bill won't be Revolution's ;

And as WALPOLE has no resolution to move,
Let 's get WALPOLE to move resolutions.

MRS. PARTINGTON says, getting out of, and getting into bed during
the late cold weather was Paradise Lost and Paradise Regained.

EXTRANEOUS CONTENTS.

IN the speech made the other day by MR. BERNAT, OSBORXB to his
constituents at Nottingham, there occurs, as reported by the Pott, the

following sentence :

" It had been said that Ireland confined a starring population, a n absentee
aristocracy, and the worst executive iu the world.

"

The original author of this statement was not named by MR.
OSBORNE. He may be conjectured to have been either a MAC or an
O'Something or Somebody, according to the line :

" Per MAO et O voros possis dignoicere Hibernos."

At any rate, nobody but a true Irishman could have said that Ireland"
contained an absentee aristocracy."
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I INTELLIGENT PET.
1 IfA, DEAR, WHAT DO THEY PLAY THE ORGAN SO LOUD FOR, WHEN

IS OVER ? Is IT TO WAKE US UP ?
"

CHURCH '

IGNATIUS TO HIS OWL.
BUID of the cloister and the church,
Who, with my shoulder for thy perch.
My vigils lone art wont to share,
Men say we make a pretty pair.
Some smile at us and others scowl ;

My Owl !

Oft have 1 seen, at close of day,
A chant intoning on my way,
One of thy race, on silent wing
Float by and sometimes heard it sing,

My Bird, beloved beyond all fowl :

My Owl !

In darksome hole thou lov'st to dwell,
As would tliat I could in a cell.

All, there how happy 1 should be
To muse and meditate with thee,

Rejoicing in a frock and cowl,
My Owl

Against thee was the charge preferred
That thou wast an uncleanly oird ?

So they 'd abuse a Saint, whose shirt

Of hair they deemed the worse for dirt

No wonder that they called thee foul,

My Owl!

And cried they fie on thee, because
It was thy hap to break a vase,

Wherein, when day succeeded night,
Thou didst take refuge from the light ?

My Pet, no matter. Let them howl ;

My Owl!

O thou, of all the feathered quire,
Whose melody I most admire,

Come, in a miserere blend

Thy voice with mine, and we'll transcend
The cats that on the housetop prowl ;

My Owl!

ELECTORAL REFORM'S FOUR
Snob, Mob, and Nimble Bob.

ROCKS] A-HEAD. ^

HAPPY THOUGHTS.
(Seaside Interval.)

Happy Thought. Sunday afternoon : walk on the parade. Wonder
how the pleasure-boatmen get a living in the winter. Apparently by
talking together in groups, with their hands in their pockets, and

smoking pipes without any tobacco.

Everyone looks very bright and blooming, and everyone is making
the most of the dry weather, as if thev were trying to get the best of a

time-bargain with the fresh sea-air. What a nuisance wind is what a
nuisance a hat is.

Happy Tluntght. My wideawake.
MILBUKD won't walk with me "

while I 've got that thing on," he says.
I won't give in, so we pass one another, idiotically, on the parade.
Think I see the MACKENZIES coming pretty girls: wish I'd got on
my hat. They bow and look astonished : walk up the Parade. See
MR. and MRS. BREEMER ; they recognise me. Walk down, see the
MACKENZIES for the second time. Don't know whether to bow again,
or not : they smile. I smile : I wonder what we mean ? Hope they '11

go off the Parade this time. Walk up see the BREEMERS coming.
How very awkward this is : can't bow again will look another way.
I do, until I come quite up to them, and then, turning suddenly, am
flustered. MR. BREEMER nods, and I nod, but don't know whether
to take off my hat this time to MRS. BREEMER

;
I wish these things

were settled by law. We pass on. Walk down : the MACKENZIES again.

Happy Thought. Turn before they come up.
I do so, won't they think it rude ? Can't help it, it 's done ; and

here are the BREEMERS. I nodded last time, what shall I do this ?

Wink jocosely P no sense in that, they '11 set me down for a buffoon.

Happy Thought. Sit down with my face to the sea.

Wonder whether the BREEMERS have gone and the MACKENZIES
Look cautiously round. Enjoyment is out of the question with the
BREEMERS and MACKENZIES perpetually meeting one. I feel as il

they were saying every time they see me, "Here's Thingummy again,
don't take any notice of him," and if you once think yourself shunned

you can't enjoy anything. I feel that I'm spoiling the BHEEMERS"

and MACKENZIES' day at Brighton, and they must feel that they are

interfering with my enjoyment.
Happy Thought. The Pariah at Brighton.
Rain settles the question back to hotel. What shall I do ? What

can I do ?
* * Rain. * * *

Happy Thought Write letters. Think to whom I haven't written

for ages : great opportunity. Write to some relations whom I haven't

spoken to for years, and ask how they 've been this long time, and why
they never write. They '11 like the attention.

* * *

By the way, MILBDRD isn't much of a companion. He comes in and

says he's been chatting with the TETHERINGTONS, and couldn't get

away. When he 's been away for any time he always excuses himself

by saying he 'd been
"
chatting." He wishes I wouldn't wear that

old-fashioned wideawake. "The TETHERINGTONS noticed it," he

tells me; also, that "everyone was remarking it." I ask him

uietly, "Who's everyone?" and he answers, "Oh, lots of people."
'

tell him that I am above that sort of thing, and do not care for

the world. I ask him "
If he told them 1 was a friend of his ?

>:

He answers that he did, but added, "that I was slightly cracked."

I am annoyed. I shan't go anywhere with MILBURD again. After

dinner MILBURD goes away to "chat" with the TETHERINGTONS
again, and I read all the weekly papers through, including the

advertisements.
Bed-roam. In the next room on my left to me is a whistling gentle-

man. In the room above me is a stamping gentleman ; and somewhere

about, perhaps the next room on my right, is a declaiming gentleman.
At night the declaiming gentleman has a good turn of it, while the

stamping gentleman only walks about a quarter of a mile over my head.

The declaiming gentleman is very impressive for nearly an hour, when
he subsides all at once and utterly, as if in the middle of a speech he
had been suddenly knocked on the head, and put into bed speechless.
The whistling gentleman has the morning to himself. He wakes

himself with a whistle, he whistles himself (operatically) out of bed.

He whistles, spasmodically, amid splashings. He whistles a waltz

while brushing his hair violently : I hear the brushes. He whistles a

S'lka
in gasps, from which I conclude he is pulling on tight boots,

e whistles and jingles things together sounding like half-crowns and
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boot-hooks ; and faintly whistles himself out of his room (March from

Norma, with variations), and down the passage.

The stamping man has, during this, stamped himseli out of bed.

Judging from the sounds, he must perform all t lie operations ot las

toilet by forced marches. 1 should say 'he walks a mile before breakfast.

The declaiming gentleman is not oratorical in the morning. 1 think

he is packing : I hear paper rustling, and, after a time, sounds as of

dragging heavy weights about the room. His strogglM with one

obstinate portmanteau are awful. He has got it up against the wall

now, and is kicking it. Pause : he is nautili? and groaning. A bell :

the Boots comes : they are both struggling with the portmanteau. All

!

is quiet : the door opens. I look out and see the conqueror walking
'

down the passage in triumph followed by the Boots with the captive

portmanteau, bound and strapped, on his shoulder.

By the way, MILBURD returning at about two o'clock in the morn-

ing, wakes me up to ask me "
if I'm asleep ?

" and to inform me that
"
he 's sorry he's been away so long, but he 's been chatting with the

TETIIKRINGTONS ?
"

Humbug.
Breakfast. MILBURD not back from his bath. Being late, I am the

only person at bivakl'aM, in this enormous coffee-room. Waiters in a

corner laughing; fancy it is at me. Should like to order them to

instant execution. A Chief of the waiters enters, and reviews a line

regiment of cold beef, celd mutton, cold chickens, tongue, ham, and

cold pork on a side-board. Satisfied with his inspection, he retires. A
gentleman comes in to breakfast : looks at me as much as to say,

Confound it, Sir, what do you mean by being here?
"

I return his look of contempt and scorn. He sits in full view of the

sea, and eats his dry toast with a puzzled air as if he was tasting it as

a sample, occasionally turning quickly towards the window as if expect-

ing some one to come in by it suddenly.
MILBURD from his bath, with his hair very wet and neatly parted.

He complains of my breakfasting without him, and turns up his nose

at my chop and egg. He explains his absence by telling me that he

was liavmg a chat with the man at the baths." He 's always chatting.
I shall not come out with MILBURD again.

Off to London, and then down to old JOHNNY BTNG'S.

THE FRANCHISE FOR THE TAILORS!

SCENE. Breakfast. EDWAJID and ELLEN. EDWASD reading Paper.

Edward. Well, after this, nobody will ever mention goose to tailors

any more.
Ellen. Who ever did, dear ?

Edward. The lower orders. It is a term they are, or were, in the

habit of using to insult that class of artists. They must now drop it.

Listen.(reads)
" SENSIBLE MEN. The London Operative Tailors' Asso-

ciation (24,000 strong) have informed the executive of the Reform
League that they intend to take no part in the proposed Reform
Demonstration." They repudiate the geese.

Ellen. What geese, EDWARD ?

Edward. The Reform Demonstrationists.
Ellen. Oh, EDWARD ! Do you call them geese to want Reform ?

Edward. Certainly not ; but on the contrary for trying to get it by
the means most likely to get it withheld

; by their proposed demon-
stration.

Ellen. What is that?
Edirurd. Forming a monster procession, and parading the streets

to the stoppage of business and promotion of theft.

Elkn. Well, certainly that does seem goosish.
Edward. It is peculiarly so. In the first place, geese are eminently

gregarious.
Kllfti. What is that ?

Edward. Accustomed to flock together, and do each as the other

does, for no other reason but that the other does it, and all agreed in

following a leader who is only a greater goose than the rest. There
are others besides Trades' Unionists, my love, who answer to that

description.
Ellen. Verv likely.
Edward. Now you see, to act like geese is not the way to demon-

strate their fitness for the franchise. I mean, you know, the right to
vote for Members of Parliament. It demonstrates nothing but the

disposition to use coercion. That will provoke opposition.
Ellen. They must be geese to do that.

Edward. Yes, and the proposed way of doing it is particularly goose-
like. It is one of the special habits of geese to march in procession. You

1 often see them doing so on a common that is you would if you were
to walk, as I wish

; and when you pass them they cackle and hiss at
! you.

Ellen. How very rude of them !

Edward. Well ; the tailors decline to go with the geese. So, it is to
be hoped, will many other sensible workmen. They will make the real
Reform Demonstration, by showing their sense. That is an irresistible

demonstration. Nobody worth.naining wants to refuse votes to in-

structed and thinking men. Their votes are their own. Not so the

votes of men who go in flocks, and follow their leaders. Tlieir votes

arc at their leaders' oomnuno. It won t do for the country to be

governed by those great geese.
-. What great geese?

Edicard. Certain demagogues and mob-orators, my love. I con-

gratulate the tailors on having takc-u their measure.
Ellen. EDWARD, dear, what shall we have for dinner ?

Sdward. Say, roast goose.

(Scene dotes.)

WHAT I THOUGHT ON SEEING THE LIONS.

I THOUGHT of you. Mr. Punch, and of the jokers and jocastera who
have turned your Office into a den of lions with their voluntary contri-

butions in prose and (leonine) verse, since the great quartett was

complete. But I remembered your words of old about a capacious

waste-paper basket and a roaring coal fire, and felt comfort i-d.

I thought of all the animated, original, and profound criticisms that

had been made upon the bronze beasts by SIR ('<II,I.IM,HAM LANG-
FORD, looking through his club window, by LADY DK CHIGNON, from
her brougham, with inspecting eye-glass, by the exquisite HOI.MK
PIEHREPONT to the impassive ADKLAIUK HAUOHTIXO&E in the

quadrille's solemn pause, and by CAPTAIN LYSI'IMJTON to his com-

panion at the dinner-table, the beautiful MBS. CLUNY LACY.
I thought how nice it was of the British Public, grown-ups as well

as whelps, to lose no time in touching and tapping (with their sticks)

and poking and sounding (with their umbrellas) tin; costly, but

fortunately unchippable creatures ;
and I wondered how long it would

be before JOHN BROWN and JAMES JONES, and SAM ROBINSON
scratched their deathless names upon the bronze.

I thought of the feelings of the lion on the screen of Northumberland

House, and was surprised he had not turned tail and fled.

I thought of certain Members of the House of Commons deprived
of one of their favourite grievances.

I thought of the living lions in the Zoological Gardens how they
would miss their interviews with SIR EDWIN LASDSEER.

I thought what an appropriate decoration orange-peel was for the
lion's majestic port.

I thought of the satisfaction with which SIR EDWIN must have
sat down to dinner on the evening of Thursday the 31st of January.
I thought of the time when his handiwork would be like unto

HAVELOCK and NAPIER for nigritude.
I thought of the dreariness of the Square, and the next generation's

new National Gallery; and then alter thinking that these great
creations of painter and sculptor were the lions of London, I passed
on to the Strand, and thought who the people possibly could be
that buy the ten guinea Valentines.

THE PARLIAMENTARY PROGRAMME.
If Parliament should sing" We 've got no work to do,"
It would declare a thing
The opposite of true.

Of tasks it has a store.

So many never yet
Has Majesty before

The Lords and Commons set,

If Parliament get through
That work that should be done,

Reform will make a new
But not a better one.

If Parliament omit
To do its work, we then

Must have, instead of it,

A House of Working Men.

A VETERINARY CRISPIN.

Two men were committed for trial at Worship Street the other day,
on a charge of burglariously attempting to break into certain dwelling-
houses. One of the prisoners, acc9rding to a police report, was a

certain
" JOHN MAYNARD, 29, described as a shoemaker, but having

all the appearance of a blacksmith." Perhaps MR. MAYNARD com-

bined in himself the art of the blacksmith with that of the shoemaker.

It may be that the shoes which he has been accustomed to make were

horse-shoes. We deplore the unhappy circumstances which have led

to his present retention from the respectable employment of making
them.
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VENERATION.
Lodger.

"
I SHALL NOT DINE AT HOME TO-DAY, MA'AM, BUT I 'VE A FIUEND COMING THIS EVENING. IF YOU COULD GIYE us

SOMETHING KICE FOR SUPPER "

Landlady (Low Church).
" WOULD YOU LIKE THE REMAINDER OF THE COLD TURKEY AH ('feels a delicacy') HEM! BESLZS-

BUBBED, SlK?"

IMAGINARY CONVEKSATIOK
Trafalgar Square. TIME Midnight.

/our Jiajiitic Lima

DKAMATIS PERSONA

LEO, WALLACE, CHARLEMAGNE, and ALEXANDER.

Leo. We 've been a long time coming, WALLACE.
Wallace. And no wonder look at the roads.

Charlem. Want sweeping terribly. Scavengers gone out of town,
perhaps.

Alex. Funny people, these English always talking and legislating to

secure purity of election.

Leo. And so awfully particular too about going into Courts (of law)
with clean hands.

Wallace. But they never seem to look down to notice what is under
their shoes.

Charlem. They have strange ways certainly these bearded islanders.
Alex. And if this is a specimen of their highways, what must their

other ways be ?

Leo. Not to put too fine a point upon it, their thoroughfares are

thoroughly foul. (Hear, hear!)
Wallace. Well, thank fortune we've arrived safe. I trembled at

those tremendous vans with their terrific drivers, and made sure we
should have come to grief before we got here.

Charlem. How do you like the situation ?

Alex. It 's airy.
Leo. But the look-out is so queer.
Wallace. What gloomy building is that yonder, ornamented with

pepper-boxes ?

Charlem. The Monument.
Alex. You surprise me. I fancied the Monument was on 'Fish

Street Hill.

Leo (in a sepulchral tone). No, that is the Monument
Wallace. Who is buried there ?

Charlem. ! RUBENS, TiflENS, TURNER, and some other unfortu-
nate painters.

Alex. Dear me ! I had no idea we were so near a cemetery.
Leo. Who are all these chaps about.us on horseback ? Anything to

do with Don, Giovanni ?
Wallace. No. They are only Monarchs retired from business.

Charlem. They never put poets on horseback not even on Pegasus.
Leo. Do you see that effigy of a dear friend up yonder over the ducal

mansion ?

Wallace. He was a maternal cousin of mine.
Charlem. To what did he owe his elevation ?

Alex. Well, he obtained an appointment from his then excellent

Majesty at the Tower of London as a sort of supernumerary beef-eater.
Leo. He was a jolly good fellow, and used to Keep the table in a roar.

(Hear, hear !)

Alex. Right you are ! Well, one night he thought he should like to
see what was going on at the West-End, so he stole out and sauntered
down as far as Northumberland House. Arrived there, and being
desirous, I suppose, to get a bird's-eye view of the Metropolis, he
ascended by some means to that proud eminence. Then, as now,
Bumbledom was in a muddled state, and as our fat friend looked forth

upon chaos and old night, and surveyed the public Statues at large,
he raised his

Charlem. Eyes?
Alex. No. his tail, and became petrified with astonishment, he
Leo. Hush ! here 's a Bobby.

REFLECTION ON AN INSOLVENT RAILWAY. The rolling 'stock

gathers no moss.

A HUNTING SET. The'.Fox Club.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 2, Hollord Square, in the Parian of St. James, Clertenwell, in the Comity of Middlesex, at the Printing offices ol Messrs. Bradbury. ETans, 4 Co., Lombard
Street, in the Precinct of Wuitefriars , in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St Bride, City of London. Svru ILDIT, February IS, 1867. :|
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THE REJECTED DESIGN FOR THE NEW LAW COURTS.
" One anonymous architect lias sent in a frantic design, which the Commissioners have not chosen to exhibit." Times, Feb. 11, 1867.

HAPPY THOUGHTS.
Next Day at Station. My practical joke. No change. MILBURD

has to pay the cab ; after which he has no change, only a cheque, and
1 have to pay the railway fares for both. So ends my practical joke.
Very cold travelling.
Happy Thought. Sixpence to guard. Hot-water bottle.

Jolly place to go to is BYNG'S. One needn't (I say) take down dress-

clothes; no ladies or dinner parties. You can go down as you are. "As
/ am " means a light-coloured shooting coat, waistcoat to match, and
warm comfortable trousers, rather old, and a trifle shabby perhaps, but
as MILBURD says,

"
anything will do for the country in winter.

We reach the station. No flys. We stamp up and down for half
an hour wanning our feet. It is half-past five, ne dines at half-past
six. However no dressing ; hot water and dine as we are. MILBURD
tells me he always dresses for dinner for comfort's sake, and adds,"
that it 's always safer to bring your evening clothes with you when

you 're going on a visit." I reply,
"
Oh, I don't know." No fly. No

porter to send. If MILBURD will watch the luggage, I, who know the

country and where the Inn is, will walk on and get a fly sent down to him.
I do so. Fly is ready. I 'II walk on to the house. Another practical

joke of mine. MILBURD will have to pay the fly. If he has no change
the butler will have to do it, and MILBURD must settle with him. I
know the short cut, and can go in by the yard-door.

Brisk walk. Up a lane. See the lights.
Think I hear MILUURD'S fly quite in the distance. Great fun. I'll

be there
>
before him. and then what good trick can we play on him ?

Here 's the yard-door. Open ! No bell needed. It 's very dangerous
to keep a door like this so unguarded. There ought to be a dog or trap.
Happy TTumght. I '11 tell BYNG he ought to have a dog.
There is a dog. An inch more to his chain and he 'd have pinned me :

how dangerous! I must creep along, keeping close to the wall. He
is plunging and barking wildly in front of me : I can just see his form.
I hear the fly'driving up by the front way : I wish 1 'd come by that.
The dog is still plunging, dashing, and barking.
Happy Thought. To

say,
"
Poor old boy, then poor old man !

"

He is growling, which is more dangerous. I try a tone of the
deepest compassion,

"
Poor old fellow, then

; poor old chap !

"

He is trying to break his chain : if he breaks his chain I am done.
Shall I call for help ? it 's so absurd to call for help. I am in an angle

VOL. III.

of the wall, if I move to the door where I came in he can reach me ;
if

I move off along the wall he can reach me. I don't exactly see where
he can't reach me. "Poor fellow poor boy!" He is literally furious !

Happy Thought. Climb the wall.

1 try climbing the wall : if I fall back, he 's safe to catch me. Any
movement on my part sends him wild : how wonderful it is that they
have not been attracted in-doors by his noise.

"
Poor old boy !

"
I hear him shaking his kennel with rage. He

will have a convulsion, go mad, and break the chain. If I ever get out
of this, I swear I '11 never try a short cut to a house again. At last a

light. The cook at the door the kitchen door.
" What do I want ?"

j

she asks. I reply,
"
Oh, nothing, I was just walking in the short way,

and the old dog doesn't quite know me." The butler luckily appears,
: he addresses me by name, and orders, with authority, Growler to get
down, which Growler does, sulkily.
I say, as if he was leaving me pleasantly,

"
Poor old boy ! sharp dog

that." It 's a bad example to let people see yon 're at aJl afraid of an
animal. He growls from his kennel, and we enter the house.
Ma. MILBURD has arrived, and my luggage. Will I go into the

drawing-room ? there 's tea in the drawing-room, as we don't dine till

seven to-day. I take off my wraps with a feeling of being at home.

knew you wouldn't come if there were ladies." What does he mean ?

We walk to the drawing-room. I follow him : I am prepared to have a

good laugh at MILBURD about paying the fly, and then
Ladies ! six ladies ! ! all seated round the fire taking tea, MILBURD

standing on the rug, a young man on a small chair, an elderly gentle-
man deep in a book. Six ladies ! ! !

Unhappy Thought. No dress- clothes.

I am introduced, vaguely. 1 don't hear any one's name, and try to

give a different sort of bow to each, which fails. After the intro-

duction, silence. My host goes and talks to elderly lady with worsted.

Happy Thought. Look at photograph-book on table. Quite a refuge
for the conversationally destitute is a photograph-book. Think 1 11

speak to elderly gentleman ; what about ?

Happy Thought. Ask him how the weather's been here? As he

says, I beg pardon, what ?
"

the door opens, a seventh lady enters

Miss FBJDOLISE SIMI-ERSCS ! ! ! No evening dress-clothes !
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

O-JAMIN DISRAELI, Chancellor

of the Exchequer, did on the

evening of Monday, February
11, make a speech of two hours

and a quarter, and did not

explain the intentions of the

Conservative Government in

regard to Parliamentary Re-

for a fortnight, and as observing and judicious

persons will see, we are not favoured with much
information on the subject. Now, Mr. Punch
thinks that a great constitutional change ought
to be effected with elaborate slowness and

caution, and that too much consideration can

hardly be bestowed on every step. But when

nobody can consider, because nobody has the

scheme before him, Mr. Punch regards delay as

waste of valuable time.

awi'ully dull all the rest of the week. On

Tuesday, LORD RUSSELL saw fit to present a

play-bills say) of party spirit. I

Government hoped for the
,

sympathyoftheCoiiservatives.
.

LOBD DERBY and his col-

leagues had resolved that

Parliamentary Reform was

dccidethe

Noble Lords and Faithful Commons were

form. What he did say was
in tnis wise. l

i/iesaay. IJOUD IXUSSKLL saw in. to present a
should divest itself upon this

tifion

-

f

>

om a n called KIGB/ WASON
occasion only, and by the Par- *

hom eTerybody has forgolten for the last thirty
ticular Desire of several per-

, and who^^ everybody by forgetting
sons of Distinction (as country {.*, SQ far as to rak(J an old aad ex loded

I

scaudal & ingt gm Pmaov KELLY now Cm
-

el
-

B of Exchequer. It was about a statement

which gIR FmROY was said to have made and
di(J not mak before an electioll comm ittee. SIR
p kindlvr offered to shoofc this WASOJJ at

^ ; fc t WASQN wou,d not CQme Qut and
it is the more unworthy

of him to revive the

matter, now that we don t fight, and it we did,
All parties had tried to deal

with" it and had failed, and
therefore the House of Com-
mons itself must settle it. The
Reform Act of 1832 had ex-

eluded large masses of the

labouring classes from the

a Chief Justice could scarcely renew his chal-

lenge. The charge is completely negatived,
RIGBY WASON is not admired for the spite

that breaks out afresh after thirty years, or for

a most vulgar and splenetic letter which he has

published since, and we have not heard many
compliments to the Whig politician for his con-

franchise, and now, as prognosticated by SIR ROBERT PEEL, those classes were re-claiming ,

d
'

.

presenting the petition against the Tory
their rights. Moreover the increased application of science to social life had greatly elevated Tud<,e
the people. We, the Swells, have not wilfully opposed them but have perhaps been too L RD BELMORB brougnt in a Government Bill

Epicurean. [Yet, dear Sir what nobler creature can there be than an torus, it.
he be also

&bout g |reet Tfaffi ^ we must haye & look at
totiu (era atqe Roiundu* f\ He thought that before introducing a Bill he had a nght to ask ,

; details before jud ; it There seem to bg
the House whether it would not sanction the course recommended by Government This

gome wnolesome
J

pro
D
visiolls agaiast snow> bad

question he should ask by moving Resolutions, a course he defended at great length He
cab and timber caft bat we doubfc whether it

intended to reconstruct the House on the principles of the British. Constitution. .Every goes
'

aalf far enouo.a The railway and trading
class and interest had been represented under the Constitution, and hence our prosperity i ^fcerests iu the Commons, however, are too
Neither France, America, nor Germany had such representation. He was for no artificial

; f[ t n f , measllre ^^
symmetry. He should know how to deal with bribers. The county population was eleven ft

. , ,

-j
,

bl k T,ondon

millions and a half, and they had only 162 Members The borough population was nine . 'Xian sm ha 'broken' u 'SinT In Chester
millions and a half, and they had 334 Members. Therefore, the county folk ought at least to

be allowed to return their men without the interference of the boroughs. The Boundaries

question would consequently have to be dealt with. There was a scattered population of

nine millions who were the Backbone of the country. The backbone was industrious and

had sincere and deep religion, and ought to
,
be confided in and represented. [He intro-

duced a parenthetical whop at MR. GOLDWIN SMITH, who has been lecturing on politics, and

whom MR. DISRAELI described as
"
a rampant lecturer, and a Wild Man from the Cloisters."]

Government were not angling for a policy. They had one. But they would gratefully accept

the will of the House. The course was not flattering to themselves. [MR. BRIGHT. Ha, ha !

Hear, hear ! MR. DISKAELI. Yes, Sir, but it is better to work for the public good than to

bring forward mock measures.] He hoped the House would rise to this occasion. And he

ended thus :

the ruffians were frightened away by the bold

measures of the citizens and Volunteers, and the

arrival of the Fusileers. But in

they have cut the telegraphs, and

orderly. The CHIEJ- SEC-

off to Ireland, and so has

',
better known as SIR HUGH

to deal with rebels.

; Exeter Hall would naturally think of
1

cuting him, in case he should hang any

" Those who take the' larger and nobler view of human affairs will, I think, recognise that alone In the

Countries of Europe. England, now for almost countless generations, has, by her Parliament, exhibited a fair

exemplar of free Government. In the mitist of the awful vicissitudes of her heroic history, she has m uutained

and cherished that public spirit which is the soul of commonwealths, and without which empire has no glory,

and the wealth of nations is a means of corruption."

MR. DISRAELI proposed to go into a Committee of the whole House on Monday the

25th February. He did not then produce his Resolutions, but they appeared the following

morning. They may as well be expounded here.

1. Increase of Voters, town and county.
2. Lower the standard of value, and create "fancy franchises."

3. No class interest should predominate.
4. Occupation franchise to be based on rating.
5. Let us have Plurality of Votes in boroughs.
6. Revise the existing distribution of Seats.

7. Wholly disfranchise no borough.
8. Consider the claims of unrepresented places.
9. Provide against bribery.

10. Liken the county to the borough system of registration.
11. Votes may be given in writing.
12. More polling places, and all travelling payments illegal.

13. A Commission on borough boundaries.

But as this baker's dozen of Resolutions was not before the leader of the Opposition,
MR. GLADSTONE could only reply with a compliment to Ma. DISRAELI'S ability, a remark
that his proposed mode of proceeding was novel, that Mn. GLADSTONE'S own impression was

against it, and a statement that the Opposition would decide upon their course when the

whole case should be before them.

Nobody said anything more. Later in the week an attempt was made to draw MR. DIS-

RAELI out a little, but it failed He said, however, that Government did not pledge itself to

go further in obedience to the House than might seem proper. And so Reform was left sticking

diaries, but, on the other hand, as they would
be white, they would probably be considered

unworthy of attention from philanthropists. But

they will not be without apologists andjjadvo-
cates among political fanatics.

Wednesday. A dull debate on an unsuccessful

attempt, by MR. AYRTON, to get the income ol

the Finsbury Prebend (18,000 a-year) assizned

for the spiritual good of London. MR. HAD-
FIELD was as unlucky as usual when eager
to be spiteful against the Church of England
He boasted of the religious character of the

Welsh, adding, that seven-eighths of them are

Dissenters, but not adding, as the truth is, thai

there is no better recruiting ground for the

Mormons than the religious Principality.

Thursday. Amid loud cheers, MR. DISRAEL:
stated that Government had undertaken the

defence of COLONEL NELSON and MR. BRAND
who are prosecuted by the Jamaica Committee
It was the duty of a Government to do so, he

said, when officers were attacked for obeying
the orders of their superiors.

Ministers propose to do away with the VICE
PRESIDENT OF THE BOARD OP TRADE, and to

have, instead, a Secretary, who shall be a M
Tliis plan is approved by MR. MILNER GIBSON.

Moreover, Capital Punishments Bills were

introduced. Wisely, we think, the offences art

defined which constitute the crime, and make i
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of the first or second degree. The law of the land, and not twelve
men accidentally collected, and possibly excited, should supply the chroiiKme s'arrctt
defiml ,

;

ts ,re the business of the jury. Public execution is de ret, odieux ,i

to be abolished. This Bill ought to pass, let wlio will be M misters. publier les noms
i he I'Ynian madness was spoken about in both Hou

ID Volunteers behaved manfully, as has been said and
a arose m the Lords whether the Household Guard could be

properly called up.m to light rebels. As \ olnnteers, no, but as citi-
/ciis, yes ; and as tliev air drilled and armed eit i/.ens, lant mieux. col7ine"avois

ommous, Mil. BA > M'rvative County Member, gave doute un

"i?")'
' l

'.'

v

['

rs(

j.

t 'bo Conservative leader's resolution, No. 5. poiu

A SeVvia-cum.Crete debute. ,M K . GKKGOKY pounded the Turks, and
IE. LAVAUB defended them. Mu. GLADSTONE was impartial, and

there was unanimous plaudit for LOUD STANLEI 's calm despatches and
marled tatention from interference. Christians an 'mans

alike a bad lot. One side pitches its prisoners, and sets them on
fire,

and the other cuts oil' the ears of its captives, and presents the
articles to their tnemls in the light of cheques. We shall be in the

uarrel one of these days, but we won't go in upon a quarrel of
savages.

sa femmc. vcnait de imtvrr la

UN SOU LA LIGNE.

E give a few extracts from the
article of

"
Notre Correspondent

A "" loi "
in a late number of a

leading French daily paper. La
Ulapve Internationale (The mu-\

nal Tobacco-pouch). The
information they impart is not,
without some foundation of truth
but the English reader will per-
serve that facts are published
^1 as of recent occurrence,

which the British public has al-

ready been familiar with for some
little time. ~

1rnnt
" C Himiill

Correspondent," is more guarded
as to the details he sends us from
the other side of the water.

Leicester Square, Fevrier, 1867.
C'est avec une douleur presque

voisine de 1'indignation que nous
nous r6signons a constater 1'ex-

tr * -, istence, a Londres, de la nlus
affreuse misere a cot6 de 1'opulence la plus spleudide du fast

plus somptueux . une ven
Arable personne, la dame H"*D

importunfc mise hors d'elle-meme par les hurlements plaintifsde son boule-dogue a la chercher dans son armoire quelque os pourcalmer la faun du fldele animal, muet gardien de ses penates Aprfeses perquisihons les
plus, mmutieuses, quel fut son ddcouragemenlorsquelle dut s'avouer a elle-mcme qu^elle se trouvait deva

armmrcyide!
force fut done au paurr^uadrupede d

T
en rester Sur

6 Angleterre ! . . . quousque tandem . . . . !

Un des faubourgs de Londres a 6(6 recemment le theatre d'un inrident qui nous 1'es^rons, touchera de bien pres ceuxdenos lectors
qui.n'ontpomt.etoulK en eux le germe du respect pou,^"fcs sfmnlesmais mtimes j OIes du foyer domestique. II parait nue fc sir! r iTt
bourgeois fort connu et meme respecte da^s son quartier mais dont

=5 >
enfant en bas Age, smsissantsapart du "

puding" traditionnel

sa?,fe*sSisMs
""* " -

1 tt accident u aura

*

On nous e"crit de Sandringham mFutur laisait lescoraptesdu tresordans son cabinet

frone! savourait aveTd"elic
pnncess( '' <|ui ''"''

','" J"" r partner ",,i

rrssante'

a

v"e-i

Q
?eut b

,

'mas'ner
jjj

s.vmpatbic dont la jcune et inte-

di
V' Tpart^e LL

Ul

.rA

e

RK'
ilholOBiqUC dcviBtM '

A HAPPY CONCLUSION.

A PLEASING MUDDLE.

attorncv "

the standard of examination by the Law- persons think that a man may be able to do
.

^ possessing the usual accomplishments of a genlie tins as it
may, it is clear that grammar is not necessary to I

Here is an advertisement from the Telegraph .

give the

takin
A
f
ECD

97--BAiTMAN, Secretary to a Limited Liability undertaking not considered too safe, having a handsomely furnisS officeit was remarked of him that his Room was better tbj!n AS^Company
'

Government's
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CAUTION.

DON'T KEEP YOUR BEER-BARREL IN THE SAME CELLAR A3 YOUR DUST-BlN !

RESOLUTION OP REFORM.

(AN APPEAL TO PATRIOTISM.)

O COME, good Lords and Gentlemen, ye Commons and ye Peers,

We do entreat a loan of you-the favour of your ears.

O turn your minds unto Reform for good and all this day,

'Tis one more opportunity, and be our last it may I

Too often have ye trifled with the task that's to be done,

And broken oft" repeatedly the work you had begun.

Whereat the people winked long, and patiently torbore,

But know ye now they will abide the like delay no more.

Remember how, in fifty-four one Bill you did resign,

And how ye did another Bill reject in fifty-nine,

And how a third in sixty-one your PALMERSTON withdrew

Refuse another, and oh, then, what will become of you P

Come let us now take counsel, and consider wherewithal]

To frame a measure that shall stand not through discussion [all.

Let 's put on resolution, and by means thereof proceed ;

For in that we resolve on we shall be thereon agreed.

Fat bulls of Basan round about do vehemently roar,

And that fat Bull of Birmingham is specially a bore.

To bellow till they weary were, though them we might allow,

We must regard that Bull of Bulls whose voice is rising now.

JOHN BULL himself doth call aloud and utter his behest.

This long-vext question of Reform 'tis time to set at rest.

So go to work in earnest now the needful thing to do,

Or you '11 provoke the wrath of JOHN then woe be unto you !

A MINISTERIAL QUERY. Is it true that GENERAL PEEL is

Secretary at War with some of his colleagues on the question

Reform t

THE WELL-SPOKEN YOUNG MAN.

(With all apology to MB. CHARLES DICKENS).

HE is moving forward in the direction in which you are going. You

discover him to be a remarkably well-behaved young man and a re-

markably well-spoken young man. You know him to be welt-behaved,

by his respectful manner of touching his hat, you know him to be well

poken by his smooth manner of expressing himself. . z says, in

lowing, confidential voice,
"

Sir MR. JOHN BULL will you allow me to speak to you Sir it is not

merely retaining office that is my intention for I was brought UD by

the best of politicians and merely retaining office is not my trade L

should not know Sir how to follow it as a trade such being quite

foreign to my nature if such were my shameful intention lor

best of politicians long taught otherwise and though now reduced t

take the present liberty I am favourably known to the PREMIER tt

LORD CHANCELLOR the majority of the Tory party and the ole ot t

Conservative profession but through ill blood in my party and the

obstinacy of friends of whom I became leader and they no othf

than Members of the Cabinet of my own PREMIER am sent forth

not to beg indulgence for I will sooner deprive the country of my
services but to help my party to the final end of the sesswn Sir HI

appier times and before the calamity of office fell upon us I devised tor

iny constitutional amusement when I little thought that I should ever

need them excepting for Curiosities of Literature these (here the

well-spoken young man puts his hand on a paper)
'
these Resolutions

Sir I implore you in the name of the Constitution to accept these

Resolutions which are a genuine article resembling those which came

from India the East Indies and alter them in any way your wisdom

may see fit and may the blessings of a party without a policy awaiting

with beating arts the return of MR. GLADSTONE to office ever attend

you Sir may I take the liberty of speaking to you I implore you to

accept these Resolutions."

By this time, being a reasonable judge of what one should answer

with
"
WALKER," you will have been too much for the well-spoken

young man.
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HEADS I WIN, TAILS YOU LOSE."
"
SIR, THE MEANING THAT WE ATTRIBUTE TO THE WORDS I HAVE JUST READ IS, THAT UNDER

THE CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH THE HOUSE FINDS ITSELF, IT IS IN OUR OPINION EXPEDIENT THAT
PARLIAMENTARY REFORM SHOULD NO LONGER BE A QUESTION THAT SHOULD DECIDE THE FATE
OF MINISTRIES." (Loud laughter at this capitaljoke.) Fide Speech of CHANCELLOR or EXCHEQUER, Fed. 11, 1867.
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ROUND about the Fire of Council,
Ou the bench of Tre-sor-oc-\vnli,

In the secret Lodge of Dow-nin,
Siii. the chiefs of the Tor-i-has,

Sat the advisers of LOR-DER-HKK.
The Kau-ka-syun DEE-V.EB, foremost

Of the medicine-men, the Medas,
The Magicians, the Wa-be-nos,
And the Jossa-keeds, the prophets :

Chief of war and braves, JON-A-THAN,
Wrinkled, like an o'er-kept apple,
Juiceless, but the PKEL remaining.
PAH-KIN-TO-NOU, guide of war-ships.
Who ne'er sailed the Big Sea-Water

;

STAN-LEE, with eyes looking two ways,
One behind him, one bef9re him,
Calm of counsel, cool of judgment,
Still a wonder to his father,

Standing puzzle to LOR-DER-HEE :

And CRAN-]!OR-NOH,'thesharp-tongued one;

WAL-I-POL, the weeping willow,
Quick to bend, and ever tearful,
With HAH-DBE, surnamed the Gay Thora,
For hia sharpness and good-humour.
Dark and doubtful was their aspect,
Glum and grumpy were their glances,
As they laid their heads together,
Drew around the Fire of Council,
On the bench of Tre-sor-ee-wah,
In the secret Lodge of Dow-nin.
For the braves of the Re-for-mahs,
In their war-paint and their feathers,
With their clubs, from all their lodges,
League on league, were thickly gathered
With the strength ofBRIoUT, the Big Tongue,
Bounce of BEALES and push of POTT-AH,
Storming round the Lodge of Dow-nin
At the doors of Tre-sor-ee-wab.,

Crying
" Down with the Tor-i-aks !

" Can they shape the mighty measure,
Weave the charm of the Re-for-mahs,
Fix the wonder-working Fran-chees,
That shall cure the people's ailments,
Give to all what they're in want of,

Wit and wisdom, work and wages,
Short-cut to the Happy Valley,
To the Islands of the Blessed,
To the kingdom of Come-eat-me,
Where the geese fall ready-roasted,
And all good things come for asking '(

JON-A-WO-BDN, he could shape it,

And WILL-YOO-IT, called the Glad Stone ;

They had cured the people's ailments,
Fixed the wonder-working Fran-chees,
In the Wig-warn of West-min-stah,
In the Big Talk of the nation,
For the land of the Yen-gee-zees.
But the braves of the Tor-i-has
From the Cave the serpents summoned
The Ken-a-beek, the great BOB-LO,
And the little snake GRO-VE-NAH,
Marsh-snake from Australian diggins,
EL-CO, painted snake that rattles,
And the Orcadian serpent LA-ING,
Called to aid the Headless HORSMAN,
From their ambush in Adullam,
In the back stung JON-A-WO-BUN',
Stung WILL-YOO-IT, called the Glad Stone,
Braving wrath of BRIGHT the Big Tongue.
Bounce of BEALES and push of POT-TAH.
Till they stormed the Lodge of Dow-nin,Won the Bench of Tre-sor-ee-wah,
Scalped the braves of the Re-for-mahs,

THE GREAT MEDICINE-MAN.

(A New Canto of Hia-icalha.)

Took their scalps, their paint and feathers,
And the moccasins they walked in.

Shall we let them longer wear these ?

Shall we trust their medicine-maker,
The Kau-ka-syun BEN-OEE-/.KK r

Never ! Let us spoil them, strip them
Of the loaves and of the fishes,

Drive them from the pleasant places,

From the hunting-grounds of i)l-!is,

From the Bench of Tre-sor-ee-wah,
From the secret Lodge qf Dow-nin."
Then the blowers blew their conch-shells,

DA-LBE-NOO-SAH, the long-winded,
TE-LB-GRA-PAH, the tremendous,
And the Sun, whose beams are bottled,
From the brains of BRIGHT, the Big Tongue,
Blew their conch-shells for the battle.

The Tor-i-ha chiefs, in council,
Heard the cries of the Ke-for-mahs,
And the blowing of their conch-shells,
And their brows grew dark as thunder,
For their council was divided,
Black on this side, white on that side,

Like the leaves of the red willow
When 'tis tossed by Mud-jee-kee-wis,
By the breathing of the west wind.

Then arose the medicine-maker,
The Kau-ka-syuu BEN-DEB-ZEH :

"
Wherefore are our hearts divided ?

Wherefore are we twain in council ?

Wherefore clutch we spear and war-club
'Gainst ourselves, and not our foemen ?

Shall we, in the Lodge of Dow-nin,
Cut the throats of one another,
Nor unite to save our bacon,
Save our loaves and save our fishes,

Save our seats in pleasaat places,
Save the hunting-grounds of Of-fis ?

Let me go forth on the peace-path,
Let me deal with the Re-for-mahs.
I will make a mighty med'cine,
I Will OUtwit JON-A-WO-BUN
And WILL-TOO-IT, called the Glad Stone ;

From the med'cine-bag of Mo-shun
I will draw the yarn of glamour,
Wampum string of Re-so-lu-shun,
So that we shall have the glory,
And that they shall have the labour,
Of the shaping of the measure,
Of the fixing of the Fran-chees,
In the Wig-warn of West-min-stah,
In the Big Talk of the nation
For the land of the Yen -gee-zees,
And yet we shall save our places,

Keep the Bench of Tre-sor-ee-wah,
Keep the secret Lodge of Dow-nin !

"

So went forth the med'cine-maker,
The Kau-ka-syun BEN-DEE-ZEE,
To the Wig-warn of West-min-stah,
To the Big Talk of the nation,
With the braves of the Tor-i-ahs,

Ranged in ordered ranks behind him,
One in name, but twain in council.

Fronting them, sat the Re-for-mahs,
In their war-paint and their feathers,

Many tribes and many colours ;

Red-men painted with vermilion,
Followers of BRIGHT, the Big Tongue,
Some in neutral colour Sha-kees
Some in blue-and-buff, Whig-a-mores,
Of the tribe of JON-A-WO-BUN

;

Some who all these colours blended
Red and blue and buff and neutral,
As their hopes or humours prompted,
Or the hunt of loaves and fishes :

Many (rusting in WILL-YOO-IT,
More who only said they trusted.

And WILL-YOO-IT, called the Glad Stone,
The Keiieu, the Great-war-eagle,
Lean and lowering, in the van-ward,
O'er his hooked beak scowled scornful,
Knit his iron brows so ruthless,
Lit his keen eyes for the onset,
Set his thin lips hard for battle.

Then out-stepped the racd'cine maker,
The Kau-ka-syiui, BBN-DKK-/.KE,
lu the space betwixt the armies,
Of Tor-'i-ahs and Ue-t'or-mahs.

Very still and solemn looked he ;

Black and
bright,

and sparsely scattered,
Curled his scalp-locks, cork-screw twisted :

Keen and cold, and like a
serpent's.

The great serpent's, the Ken-a-beek's,
red his black eye, sole life spark

Of the dreamy, death-like features.

la his belt he bore no weapon,
Scalping knife, nor axe, nor war-club,

Spear nor arrow, nor yet long-bow,
Nought but medicine bajr of Mo-shuns ;

With his right-hand putting forward
The Peace-pipe, and m his left-hand,
Half displayed, hid half behind him,
Wampum-strings of Re-so-lu-shuus

Large and loose, thirteen in number.
Then his med'cine dance he measured,
And his med'cine music chaunted,
Slow, sonorous, high and hollow,
Till you would have said that butter
Would not in his mouth have melted :

While he blew his cloud of vaponr,
The Puk-wa-na of the Peace-pipe ;

Singing, how the war was ended,
'Twixt Tor-i-ahs and Re-for-mahs ;

How the time was come to bury
The war-hatchet, Par-tee-quest-shun,
To shake hands and blow together
The Puk-wa-na of the Peace-pipe,
In the Wig-warn of West-min-stah
In the Big Talk of the nation.

Calling both sides' braves together
To prepare the magic measure,
Fix the wonder-working Fran-chees,
The Tor-i-ahs lending ballast,
The Re-for-mahs lending movement.
And that both might scheme and shape it,

Both Tor-i-ahs and Re-for-mahs,

Proffering medicine of his Mo-shuns,
Wampum string of Re-so-lu-shuus.

Eagerly, with rapt attention,
For awhile the warriors heard him,
Chaunting, heavily and hollow,

Spouting, slowly and sonorous,
Till attention grew to wonder,
Expectation to amazement," What the mischief is he up to ?

What the dickens is he after P
'

Then came weariness of wonder,
Of bewilderment came boredom.
And they said,

"
There is no magic

In his med'cine bag of Mo-shuns ;

All is bosh and all is bunkum ;

He is but a medicine-maker,
And his medicine is moonshine."

CAUSE AND EFFECT.

A DELIGHTED hearer observed of a very brilliant talker, that the
flash'of his wit was followed close by the peal of applause.

THE SCHOOLMASTER'S PARADISE. Whippingham.

SCIENTIFIC INTELLIGENCE.

AT the next Meeting of The Medical Society of London a Paper will

be read
" On the Backbone of the Nation."

LOGICAL EXERCISE FOR LADIES. Jumping to conclusions.
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THE WRONGS OF IRELAND.

SANGER v. BEALES.

HAVING visited the Agricultural Hall

during both the entertainments given there

last week, we can confidently back MR.
SANGER and his Hippodromatic company
against MESSRS. BEALES and POTTER, and

their stud of Demonstrationists. MR. SAN-

GER'S artistes, male and female, know their

business, and his clowns and ring-master
understand what they

are talking about.

M. AVICE balances himself gracefully in

mid-air more wonderfully than MR. POTTER
in the periods of an extempore speech ;

and

though Mn. BEALES may be great in jumping
over facts and through figures, we prefer
the jumping of MR. SANGER'S Voltigeurs
and MADEMOISELLE GAERTNER'S daring

bounding act through balloons and over gar-

ters ;
and then, what is the cloudy vagueness

of platform oratory to the graceful sweep of

MADEMOISELLE ETHAIR'S veil, as she floats

along, the bewitching sylph of the arena?

Lastly, MR. SANGER welcomes us to a con-

gress of all the European monarchs (from
KING JOHN CHINAMAN, on his dragon, to

QUEEN VICTORIA, on her magnificent car of

triumph), including not only France and

Prussia and Russia and Spain and Italy,

but the POPE, drawn by donkeys, and the

last unannexed Maharajah on his elephant.

Now, against all these kings, what have

MESSES. BEALES and POTTER to set, but

King People, who may be the source of all

power, but, like most sources, gives one very
little impression, as he is now, of what he is

destined ultimately to swell into, and who
is certainly seen to better advantage in most

Bloated Saxon.
" Bur SURELY, is IT NOT THE FACT THAT OF LATE YEARS THE NUMBER OF

of nig more usual characters and associations

ABSENTEES AMONG THE IRISH LANDHOLDERS is NOT so LARGE AS tijm jn stopping the thoroughfares, in a

Irish Guest.
" Oi BIO Y'R PAR-R-D'N, SOR ! 'GIVE YE ME WOR-RD 'F HONOUR-R ME UN- Demonstration, or listeningJo _

inflated bal

HAPPEE COUNTEEE SWA-AK-RitS WITH 'M 'l TH' PRIS'NT T-HIME ! !

"
!
derdash in the Agricultural Hall, afterwards.

EVENINGS EROM HOME.

To MR. VINING'S, the Princess's Theatre, which, in a measure, did

much content me. The bills say that the author of the piece is MR.

ROBERTSON, who wrote Ours; there is little in the dialogue to connect

him with this piece. It is all about coal-mining and coal-miners.

Punningly, the play should have been announced as Mines, by the

author of Ours. It is such a melodrama as would have admirably

suited a Minor, or rather, a miner theatre. The dialogue in the front

of the house was as lively and clever as usual. I will now proceed to

show you (as the Polytechnic lecturer says before the lights are turned

down, and he does something sparkling in a jar with two gases) a

view, before and behind the curtain, of Shadow Tree Shaft, which I

may call Shadow Tree Chaff 'd; or Mining and Vining.

ACT I.

SCENE 1. Thorniwork's Cottage. MICHAEL WOODYART makes Jove to

KATIE through the window. You see as much of him as you do of a

Punch-doll in the show. DARKYN, the villain, appears at window.

Makes love to KATIE. Punch-doll again with kis arms over the

window-sill. His idea of a villain is to appear as if he only shaved

twice a-week, and then carefully left a little lit of whisker on cither

side.

Darkyn (making love). I'll tell you a ghost story about Shadow-Tree

Shaft. Once upon a time, &c., &c. The two men struggled, &c., &c.,

and the woman, &c., &c., and now every night at twelve o'clock, &c.,c.
[KATIE screams.

Enter LADY KENYON. They place a light in the window as a signal.

Enter SIR WALTER, KENYON, changes his coat. MR. VINING

as Sampson, appears at the window.

Mr. Vining (as Sampson). I want a pipe-light, Propria qua maribus.

[Quotes from the Latin Grammar, and they immediately let him into

the house.

Mr. Vining (as Sampson, to Sir Walter). You are SIR WALTER
KENYON.
Mr Waller (presenting pistols'). You know me.

Sir. Vining (also wii/t pistols). I do. But verbum personale concordat

cum nominative.

Sir Walter (not quite satisfied). Can I trust you ?

Mr. Vining. Look at me. (Sits on table knowingly) As in prajsenti

perfectum format in avi ! ! !

[They shake hands, and SIR WALTER introduces him as an old friend.

Mr. Vining. Yes, I "m a gentleman, disguised as a pugilist. Nothing
eft but my Latin and Greek. Amp, amas, amavi, amare.

Clever Person in Stalls (later on in the evening). But he doesn't give
us any Greek.

Lady Kenyan (who doesn't care about the Latin Grammar). The
soldiers !

Mr. Vining (readily). Come and disguise yourself as Slogger.

(Encouragingly?) Rara avis in terris (all wait anxiously, and he re-

sumes with decision) nigroque simillima cygno.

[On hearing this SIR WALTER at once decides to disguise himself as

Slogger. Exeunt omnes.

SCENE 2. The Fair by Night.

Katie (to Michael, her lover). Take this snow. (Gives him a snow-

ball, us affection's offering.) And as this snow (she speaks solemnly, and

MICHAEL takes his hat off) stays in your hand .... (horror-struck.)

Ha ! see ! it melts ! !

[ Which, being an uncommon, phenomenon with snow wJien. held

warm hand, is evidently an omen offil.
Mr. Vining (knocking Darkyn down for trying to stab Michael). Romse

Tibur amem : ventosus, Tibure Romam.
Darkyn (who has been unconscious for half a minute). Who was thai

went into tne booth f [He alludes to SIR WALTER in, disguise.

"Enter Villagers quietly, and all suddenly dance.

Lady Kenyan (stopping them with a procession). Don't let me interrupl

your festivities.

[They resume their dancing mechanically. It being late at night, it ^s

probable that they all ought to be in bed, and, ate therefore rather

sleepy over their steps.

Enter CAPTAIN MILDMAY (MR. J. G SHORE) and Soldiers.

Military Swell (in Stalls'). Aw Irregular troops, eh ? (to his
friend^

I say they weren't very particular in those days : aw aw one fellow's

got whiskers, another hasn't ; another 's got a beard, and another has

a moustache.

Lady. W hat date is it in ? Isn't it the Young Pretender ?
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Military Swell (who has passed a first-class examination). Yes, I think

so (Hazily.) In Tim Tree, you know; and Jacobites.

[Thinks to himself ir/mt a Jacobite was, and if there was any king of

the namt ofJacob: determines to "look it up" when he gv-

[Proclamation read, /r/ii/f MR. J. G. SHORE exhibits a pretty mew

of his pie/'
:
t-i to the audience: ladies titter.

DARKYN d ' n WALTER disguised as Slogger, and is

about tu tell CAPTAIN J. G. SHORE when the curtain sudilai Iy
descends.

Entr'acte.

Sprightly lady (with eye-glasses). There 's a panorama, moving pre-

sently. (To Gentleman of n,i I n certain Memory?) There was something
of the sort in dear me. [Tries to recollect.

Uncertain Gentleman. In um um oh (hiti off) Bantalty Pogve.

Sprightly Lady. No, no : Streets of Huguenots Ara (thinks) Araby
Jiudge? Wasn't it?

Uncertain Gentleman. Dear me, it's on the tip of my tongue
not Dickens no ah, of course (triumphantly) Arrah-na-Pogue.

[They are satisfied.

One of the Family Party. Does BOUCICATJLT play in this ?

[PM it neiii'i-itl idea that MB. BODCICACLT plays in everything.
Herfriend corrects her.

ACT II.

Chamber in the Priory.

Mr. Fining (to Sir Walter, who is still in difficulties). MICHAEL is

exactly like you, disguise as MICHAEL. For, Tityre tu patulse (con.

vincingly) recubans sub tegmine (Sm WALTER hesitates, MB. VINING

finishes decisively) fagi.

Hearing this, Sir Walter disguises himself as Michael, and then
follows a panorama of the descent to the coal-mine, which commences
like the penultimate scene of a pantomime, all in darkness, when the

Clown says,
"
I 've found you

"
(Band, Tiddly iddly-umti, g-c.) Then

in the coal-mine itself Captain Shore and two soldiers descend in the

bucket, after the manner of three good fairies visiting demons, without

large pantomime heads. Then Sir Waller escapes, and Darkyn stabs

Michael in the bucket. When they are irritated, all the miners move
simultaneously and growl.

SCENE 3. The Black Country (which is all red on account of so many
ires.)

Fining (to Lady Kenyan). 'Tisn't SIB WALTEB who is killed cry on.

Nemo mortalium omnibus horis sapit.

[Audience amused.lady Kenyan. Boohon ! boo ! hoo !

Katie (recognising Michael). Ah !

Captain Shore What "s that ?

Old Man (readily and intensely appreciating the joke). It's the sight
of death.

[Audience amused again. Ilit for the old man, who 's only had to tell

a vague story and show a secret door before this.

ACT III.

SCENE 1. The Chamber.

Mr. Fining (as Sampson, to Captaiu J. 0. Shore). Maxima debetur

pueris. 1 am KOGER FEJJWICK. MLLDMAY !

Captain Shore. My Uncle !

[Fide Hamlet, with the addition of "Oh, my prophetic soul."

Nothing comes of this discovery, but MK. VISING, as an Uncle

tcould, exits through the secret door.

SCENE 2. The Fir Coppice. A beautiful Snow Scene.

Katie (taunting Darkyn). There's not a boy who knew you aa a

man, there 's not a man who knew you as a boy, there 's not a woman
who knew you as a child, there's not a child (DARKYN thinks it '3 a

riddle, and sniggers) who knew you as a baby (DARKYN becomes

bewildered, and grinds his teeth) there 's not a baby who knew you as

a youth, there 's not a youth
[DARK.YN unable to stand it any longer, gives it up and rushes at her.

She dodges him arid disappears. Enter, confronting him, MICHAEL,
who literally "kicked the bucket" in Act II.

ACT IV.

Next day after Winter. Summer. Strange climate.

SIB MICHAEL mistaken for WALTER, and SIR WALTER for MICHAEL.
The Two Dromios. SIR WALTER going to be led off and shot. Enter

Mr. Fining. Monstrum horrendum informe ingens cui lumen.
Here he is.

[Produces COMIC MAN in muddy dress, who ha brought the pardon.
Comic Man (for whom, as he only comes on just at the end, the author

has evidently been obliged to write a speech). And so, Sm WALTER, and
so, MICHAEL

[Audience begin to leave, not caringfor the Funny Man's speech.
Mr. Fining (cutting him short). And if our kind friends are only satis-

fled, then I can but lepeat
" Verbum personale concordat cum nomi-

native (looking at stalls and pit), innumero (boxes and dress circle),

et persona (gallery). [Applause. Curtain.

BOTANY FOR FENIAN BOYS.

E heard an interesting

lecture, having a re-

lation to the subject
of botany, delivered

yesterday, by PRO-
FESSOR VINEGAB, at

Chester, to an au-
dience chiefly con-

sisting of Fenians,

specially invited to

attend in order to
receive information
which it concerned
them to be acquain-
ted with. The Pro-
fessor said,

"
The

subject to which I
would this evening
direct your attention

is that of a plant,

which, though culti-

vated in this country,
is a native of Persia,
and is also indige-
nous in the East
Indies ; in making

j

which observation I

hope you will un-
derstand that I do

not mean to make a pun. For, indeed the theme of these remarks, the
|

plant in question, is no joking matter
; as some of you, if you don't

take good care, will find.

_
Here are some specimens of this plant. I send them round for your

inspection, that you may know it when you see it again. These
specimens are dried, and that is the state in which you are most likely
to make its acquaintance ; but behind me on the wall you see plates of
it as well. (The Professor pointed out the plates with his wand.) It is one

of the natural order Cannabinaceae ; which includes two genera, Cannabis

and Eumulus, of which last I shall only say that its principal species is

that well-known flowering plant the hop, with the properties of which

you are sufficiently familiar, and some of you, perhaps, considerably
more familiar than that. The other is the Catmabis taliva, the particular
one that I want to talk to you about. In a word, my friends, this

plant, the Cannabis saliva, is commonly called Hemp.
Now this plant, Hemp, has a rank smell of a narcotic kind. The

effluvia from the fresh herb affect the eyes and head
;
and the narcotic

principle is, in the Indian variety of it, so powerfully developed as to

produce intoxicating properties ;
it is employed for that purpose in

the form of bhang or hashuch by the natives, who madden and stupefy
themselves with it till they become as frantic and senseless as some
other people whom it is unnecessary to mention.

It is not, however, by Hemp, taken as a narcotic internally, that you
are in any danger of being influenced, or affected. Its external appli-

cation in a peculiar form is that which you appear, some of you, to be

in a way to experience. The fibres of Hemp twisted into rope were in

times past a remedy invariably resorted to for the suppression of those

disorders in the body politic that come under the name of insurrection.

A ligature was placed round the neck, and by a certain arrangement
the patient was suspended for a time of some duration ; at the end of

which he was perfectly cured for his part : and his treatment was found

to exercise a beneficial influence on others. The use of Hemp for this

purpose has been for some time discontinued ; but there is a state of

things which, when past endurance, will assuredly necessitate its

revival. Now, my worthy good friends, if you will allow me to call you
so. you are going on in such a way as though you had made up your

minds, and were determined to bring this state of things about. Permit
. j_i. _ ---JlJ~o f nn ^ *" ^~****** w*wwn +rt nrinf /vnt trt w<-ti

1, by-and-

that, one of these fine mornings, we shall see a considerable party of

you each depending by the neck from a cross-beam at the end of a line

formed of fibres of the Cannabis saliva or Hemp, and vulgarly

termed a halter. (Whoops, shrieks, yells, hisses, and a shower of orange-

peel, amidst which the learned Lecturer retreated.)

VOTING PAPEBS Bank Notes.
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"WHAT'S THE ODDS?"
Purchaser. "HE'S RATHER HEAVY ABOUT THE HEAD, ISN'T HE?"
Dealer (can't deny it). "WELL, SIR! (Happy thought.) BUT Y'SEE, SIR, HE'LL HEV TO CARRY rr IIISSELF !

"

A LIBERAL BOROUGH.
HERE is a fine opening for a nice young man of business :

THE Mayor, Aldermen, and Burgesses of the Borough of Glossop will,
at the next meeting of the Council, consider the appointment of a TOWN

CLERK : salary 30 per annum for all business except parliamentary business and
suits at law or in equity.

"
Little to do, and plenty to

get,
as the soldier said when they ordered

him fifteen hundred lashes." Such would seem to be the notion of the
office of town-clerk among the magnates of Glossop. What their

politics may be, we do not care to ask ; but in one sense, at any rate,
a borough must be liberal which offers its town-clerk such a splendidly
fine salary. Thirty pounds per annum ! Only fancy that ! And there
are merely twenty thousand people in the borough ! Their town-clerk
must of course be a practising solicitor, and for his thirty pounds
a-year will merely have to write some scores of letters every week, and
to advise the Mayor and Aldermen on countless points of law, and to

peruse and prepare no end of contracts and conveyances, and, indeed,
to do at least nine-tenths of the law work of the borough. Who is

there that bids for such a lucrative appointment ? Don't be backward,
gentlemen of the law, in stepping forward. Only think how perfectly
the business of the borough will be done, if the doing be but equal to
the price which is paid for it !

Polygamy and Persecution.

IN MR. HEPWORTH DIXON'S interesting book on America we are
informed that the Yankees contemplate making war upon the Saints,
and breaking up the Mormon settlement of Utah. Had they not better
abide by the principle of toleration, and let the Mormons remain
unmolested on a basis of Utah possidetis ?

To MEDICAL STUDENTS. Be well up in all that is required of you,
but above all, never be deficient in the sinews of war.

CHEAP, AND NOT OVER NICE.

A CORRESPONDENT cuts the following from the Manchester Exa-
miner :

ON SALE, very Cheap, a PULPIT, suitable for a small Chapel ;
also

a quantity of Hooka and Rails for a butcher's shop.

This seems rather an odd lot, as an auctioneer would say. But as

misery acquaints a person with strange bed-fellows, so a Pulpit may
occasionally be thrown into queer company. Still, a second-hand

Pulpit is somewhat of a novelty; and we should think, to make it

saleable, its pedigree should be described. We should fancv that high
churchmen would hardly like to preach from the Pulpits of Dissenters.

Actors have a saying that
"
the words are in the wig ;

"
and doctrines

may be found to have impregnated a pulpit. Were a Wesleyan to

preach from the pulpit of a Puseyite, what a curious discourse might
possibly be delivered !

Tory Slanders.

THE base, slanderous, and insolent assertion that on the day of the
Manhood Suffrage Demonstration MR. BEALES (M.A.) intended to

wear a coloured scarf, though he had informed an anxious universe
that he proposed to wear a white one, was completely contradicted.

We are, however, requested to state that there was no authority for

the other malignant rumour that, a cold in the head threatening to

disable MR. BEALES (M.A.) from making his triumphal march on the

llth, the Manager of Covent Garden Theatre offered as substitute for

MR. BEALES (M.A.) the celebrated Donkey in Ali Baba and the Forty
Thieves.

QUESTION FOR MR. DISRAELI.

WILL a Clergyman, holding more than one living, be entitled to a

plurality of votes ?

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 24, Hollord Square. In the Parish of 8t. James, Clerkenweli, in the County ot Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messi*. Bradbury, Brans, & Co.. Lombard
Street, in the Precinct of Whltefriars, In the City of London, and Published by him at No. 8i, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. SAT uiniT, February 23, 1867.
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COMING TO AN UNDERSTANDING."
Young Squire Dashborde (to his Jiancte). "I SAY, Loo, WHEN WE START OUR

MATRIMONIAL TANDEM, YOU KNOW YOU 'LL LET ME THAT is I SHOULD LIKE

TO EH ? WHAT I MEAN YOU WON'T MIND TAKING THE SHAFTS, WILL YOU ?
"

FOOL BRITANNIA !

AIR "
liuie Britannia."

WHKN Britain first amazed did stand,
And strove full hard with might and main,

Her naval grants to understand,
Her conscience smote her in this strain :

"
Fool BRITANNIA ! BRITANNIA fooled by knaves !

Britons ever will be Routine's slaves !.

"
Nations not half so blest as thec

Are guarded well, whatc'er bcfal
"

"Whilst thou art now, though great and free,

The scoff and byword of them all.

Fool BRITANNIA ! BRITANNIA fooled by knaves !

Britoas ever will be Routine's slaves !

"
The land of NKLSON and of BLAKE,
Exposed to every foreign stroke ;

The foe whom erst we made to quake,
Derides our rotting ships of oak.

Fool BRITANNIA ! BRITANNIA fooled by knaves !

Britons ever will be Routine's slaves !

"
Lincoln's M.P. they ne'er can tame ;

All their attempts to put him down
"Will but arouse his righteous blame,
And show which way the money's flown.

Fool BRITANNIA ! BRITANNIA fooled by knaves !

Britons ever will be Routine's slaves !

".Mismanagement and jobbery reign.
Old ships are tinkered up for new,

And then sent forth upon the main,
Unfit for work they 've got to do.

Fool BRITANNIA ! BRITANNIA fooled by knaves'!

Britons ever will be Routine's slaves !

".When shall an honest Board be found,
These crying evils to repair ?

When shall our ships be good and sound ?

And cost a price that 's right and fair P

Fool BRITANNIA ! BRITANNIA fooled by knaves !

Britons ever will be Routine's slaves."

SHORTLY to be Published, Flirlaiiont for the Season, or

the new Belle's Life in London.

DOMESTIC COOKERY.

BARON BRISSE, in La Liberte, publishes daily a fresh bill of fare,

as a guide 19 Parisian Housekeepers, which that well-informed light
of the evening, the Glowworm, reproduces diurnally for the benefit

of Londoners enfranchised and unenfranchised. Mr. Punch, never
above taking a hint, hastens to supply a want

; namely, that of a weekly
menu of breakfasts, luncheons, teas, and suppers. In return for this

C9ndescensipn, he pledges himself to give all offers to supply him with
dinners his immediate consideration. He has, as the theatrical adver-

tisers say, several dates still open. He wishes to call it

THE POOR MAN'S FRIEND.

Menu for Week ending February 23r?.

Breakfastfor One Person. Champagne, in pints ; a round of beef, as

an appetiser ;
one dozen fresh eggs ; two dozen oysters ;

the tongues
of five young buffaloes under two years of age, stewed in milk, nutmeg,
onions and rice.

This is the overture or preparation to the more serious work of the

morning. Of course you have had your cup of chocolate early with

dry toast. We now come to the breakfast proper.

Breakfastfor One. Old English style. Two capons stuffed with turkey-
cocks, peaches, lemons, spices, and a baked ptarmigant, (to be eaten

quickly, first). Beverage, metheglin, (one pint).
On reference to a mediteval work on gastronomy, we find metheglin

described as
"
a generous liquor, one part honey to three of water.

Five reindeers stewed whole, with pomegranates stuffed with sugar-
canes. Iced cream.
Luncheon should be a more solid meal than the former. Ox roasted ;

lambs a la Polypheme;; boiled pig and chestnuts stuffed with truffles,

the truffles stuffed with oysters, the oysters stuffed with citron and
brown sugar. Rabbits a la H.lt.H. the Prince of Wales. One course
of Butter Scotch. Cheese.

VOL. LIT. i

Beverages. Cup a la Heine de Navarre ; composed of Champagne,
brandy, curacqa, apples, bass, flavoured with tomato, rum, pine apple
and best Jamaica ginger, and about a quart of old Madeira.

In the afternoon (about five o'clock) tea, with Devonshire cream :

muffins, with greengage jam and cotnpot d'abricots; chocolate, iced

coffee, crumpets stewed in Malmsey.

Dinner. Vide BARON BRISSE'S recipes.

Supper. 1st Course. Hare and tortoise soup. Iced Punch.
2nd Course. Green fat, alone. Burgundy.
3rd Course. Larded veal, braised with mutton cutlets, venison,

spring chickens.

4th Course. Ducklings' tongues in sparkling Moselle.

5th Course. Patties of marrow. Hock.
6th Course. Two bottles of old Port, grilled bones, kidneys stuffed

with olives, fried soles, and Severn trout.

7th Course. Brawn, boiled in oil of Provence.
8th Course. Plum pudding, with light cutlets of wedding cake.

Madeira.
The whole to be washed down with a bottle of Audit ale warm and

spiced. Then to bed.

Say that the above serves for the Sunday meals. It might be

repeated every day in the week.

On Monday, however, it may be followed by this recipe :

2 Pil. node diegue. ffau.it. nigntm. mane sumend. et repetendum quo-

tidie, dum iterum bene. tune ite ad talus marii.

For.further particulars vide aliquem Doctorem.

Persevere.

MR. SEELY is right. His views of Naval matters may justly be
termed orthodocks. He is master of bis subject, and not at sea. The
Admiralty must be thrown overboard.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

OMPLAINIXGS against
France were made in

both Houses onMon-

day, February 18M.
In the Lords a man
so named was in-

vited to the bar for

printing something
offensive to LORD
REDESDALE about a

Mold Railway (we
suppose this is an

embankment) and in

the Commons a

country so named

MAJESTY would now be Queen of America, had the advisers of GEORGE
THE THIRD, and the British Nation of that day (no skulking, Mas.

NATION, you were just as bigoted and arrogant as your leaders)

showed the same wisdom as has been manifested by
the late and

present Ministers. LORD CARNAUVOS finished neatly by hoping that

it might long be said of Canada
' '

Magoaa sub ingenti matrls so subjicit umbra ':

"

She is quite welcome, we are sure, to stand under her great Mamma's
big umbrella, which is quite another thing from the cold shade of

the aristocracy.
MR. MILL gave a Reform notice worth notice. He means to pro-

pose that electors (in number to be iixed) shall be able to combine
with one another, to elect their own representative, by which means
he considers that real representation, of every elector will be obtained.

His argument on this proposal will be interesting.

Punch, of course, abstained from reference to the terrible disaster

on the Regent's Park ice, inasmuch as he never touches a painful
i _ L ._..i ii ._ - ._ _u: L A U -._; i i i,;_ j_i r\/f

say but even flea-bites are unpleasant to most people.

Habeas Corpus is again suspended in, Ireland. LORD ESSEX recom-

waTabuse'd'for uiak- subject unless there is an object to be gained by his doing so. [Many
ing England pay of his well-meaning correspondents do not quite understand this, but

fl6,OUO towards his Millions do, and appreciate his occasional reticence.! He merely

the expenses of the records, as a Parliamentary incident that LOKD JOHN MANNERS pro-

Paris Exhibition, poses to fill up the Ornamental Lake, so as to leave it a depth of four

Nobody could say i

'ee t only. It is to be hoped that he will do it at once, and not wait to

who was responsible poison the Park by disturbing the foul mud when the summer sun is

for letting us into
'

upon, it

this hole but we Ma. SBELY did good service by along and elaborate exposure of the

made faces, and
j

"
System

"
at the Admiralty. It put Mr. Punch into such a rage that

voted oO,OOOof the
!

he was just going off to that establishment to whack everybody whom
sum. It "is a flea- he might find on the premises, when, he recollected that it was late, and

bite,' of course, as
!

'hat he should not fiad anybody. In the morning he had forgotten all

MR.'DISRAELIwould about it. Jons BULL will behave in exactly the same manner. The
usual Government excuses and promises were offered, and a few

damaging admissions were made. But what does JOHN care about

mended that severe examples should be made of Fenian leaders. LOBD the squandering and the bad ships ? Some day, when he wants a fleet

DERBY said properly, that every case must be judged on its own merits, m good condition, he will not hnd one, and then he will want to

and, humanely, that nobody could wish to be very severe with minor hang the Department. He had much better overhaul its accounts,

offenders. In the Commons, on the debate on the subject, MAJOB """

KNOX was rather explosive about the
"
ruffians," and he wished the

Act suspended for a year. MR. BRIGHT said that such sentiments were

atrocious. MR. LYSTER O'BEIRNE wished that Government would

show their sense of the loyalty of the Catholic Clergy by repealing the

Ecclesiastical Titles Act. Practically it is repealed, the Romish titles

are used as matter of course, CARDINAL CULLEN dines with the LORD
LIEUTENANT, ARCHBISHOP MANNING visits LORD SHAFTESBURY, and

if Ma. WHALLEY does not call himself General of the Jesuits, we pre-

sume that he has his own reasons we should not prosecute him.

Desperate efforts were made to extract some more information out

of MR. DISRAELI, on Reform, but he blandly refused to spoil the

exquisite pleasure which the House was to receive on the following

Monday in hearing his revelations en. bloc. MR. GLADSTONE felt

MR. THOMAS HUGHES brought in. a Bill for restricting certain

Sunday traffic. Much of it, uo doubt, is needless, and, as he said,

nobody wants to buy bull-dog puppies and iron bedsteads on Sunday.
The Bill is not to affect the sale of liquors. Now, this is a police BUI,
and therefore Ma. HUGHES might properly introduce a clause pro-

viding that people in Lambeth and elsewhere, who use false weights
and measures on Sunday, or any other day, shall be set in the stock?,
but not be pelted except for a second offence. This is tempering

justice with mercy.

Wednesday. A Scottish mystery. The Edinburgh people will not pay
a tax called Ministers' money. But then they do pay it. But the

receipts are given as for something else. This device was considered
1 , *_ T\ \ 1 . I . _ "11 __ A. \- -

*
i. _ J J

masterly and quieting.
obliged to record a sort of renewed protest, but he added something w isnes to disturb the arrangement,
not calculated to please sundry. It may be remembered that he ret used. jjouse was w[th him, 107 to 74.

Ma. D. M'LAaEN will not be quieted, and
Ma. MONCKIEFF defended it. The

to join the Liberals in throwing out the Conservative Reform Bill of

1859, and to-night he made it clear that he thought those who rejected
The Ladies' Gallery iu the Commons was badly ventilated, it seems,

but has been improved, and all attention is to be given to it. MR.
that measure, and showed no earnestness about carrying another m BEBNAL OSBOBNB askea whether the brass lattice-work could not be

1860, were humbugs. Such conduct, he said, must not be remove<l. LORD JOHN MANNERS said that Ma. OSBORNE had raised a

repeated." The BBIGHT and BEALES lot, who are incessantly roaring !

very delicate question, and an off-hand reply could not be given. Mr.
for the expulsion of the present Ministry, will not exactly enjoy this ! pmck cannot understand why the bigoted Commons cannot imitate
backhander. I the example of the liberal Lords, who not only admit ladies, but do it

The Dog Duty is to be reduced and made uniform. All dogs are to
| handsomely, and as becomes gentlemen. Why not assign the front

pay five shillings. And the police should have power to capture and
j

roW3 o f tae two galleries, right and left, to the ladies ? The sight
slay all dogs whose owners cannot produce their receipts. We can- woai(j De ^eh prettier than that of recumbent senators, snoring away
not see why a stamped collar should not be ordained. It misht be 1

made an article of luxe for Moppet, and Tatters, and Grimm, and Foxey,
and Snubbs, and Bogey, and Dot, and the rest of the canine aristo-

cracy, and a simple badge for the watch-dog, and the cart-dog, and
their plebeian friends.

MR. DISRAELI gave an interesting account of the Blacas Collection,
'

tolerable* {Winks 1

their hats over their facss and their trousers wriggled up, to the

disclosure of their usly socks. If Ma. BsasAL OSBORNE will make a

motion to this end, Mr. Punch will back him up ; and though neither

gentleman can be higher in the estimation of the ladies than now, it

will be pleasant to earn new smiles from those who alone make life

which Government, with spirit and wisdom, secured for the Museum
for 45,700, making other Governments savage at England's having
carried off the prize. MR. GLADSTONE congratulated him on the act,

and incidentally introduced a graceful compliment to Ma. MILL, for

his splendid address, at St. Andrew's, on Education. Ma. MILL is an

Elephant. Yes, the remark is perfectly polite, and is intended as a

compliment. An elephant can root up an oak, or pick up a pin. Ma.
MILL can command plaudit from Mit. GLADSTONE, yet can actually
condescend to be understood by MR. BEALES.
LORD NAAS, having returned from his Anti-Fenian campaign, intro-

duced a Tenant Right Bill for Ireland. It is in the right direction,
but was pronounced to be too mild, and also too complicated.

Tuesday. LORD CARNARVON, in a very good speech, moved the
Second Reading of the Bill for uniting Canada, Nova Seotia,
and New Brunswick. They will form a very noble Confedera-

tion, and we are glad to know that the scheme is their own. HER

Thursday. LORD ST. LEONARDS moved the Second Reading of the

Lis PE.VDENS Bill. This Lis is not a young lady, as many may sup-

pose, but is the title of a Bill intended to cure a defect in the Com-

panies' Winding-up Act. Lis is the Latin for an action at law, and
aide in PLAUTUS, Nostra omnis Us est We have won the day. Pendens

is the Latin for hanging, or depending, and vide in CICERO, Causes

ex atermlatependexlesClimcery suits.
" With several other classical

remarks which I don't remember at present," as MR. ROBERT KKELHY
used to observe in that remarkable composition, Our New Governess.

My Lards had a little Reform Debate, initiated by Loao CAMPBELL,
who moved a resolution that it was not necessary that all boroughs
should return Members by the same qualification. But the House did

not regard this Nibble with favour, and it came to nothing. Note,

however, that LORD GaEY rather approved of Reform Resolutions,
that EAUL DERBY stated that there was no intention of transferring

political power to the Numerical Majority, and that EARL RUSSELL
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saw objections and advantages in Resolutions, but professed utter

mobility to understand those of MR. DISKAELI.

MIL HAHDY'S meritorious Bill about the Sick Poor was discussed

! a Second Time. The (iuardians have put the screw on some

cif the ili irii|(iliinn Members, who made certain conventional pleas in

I' those Highly Respectable Men, but the House understood all

about it. liiimhledom is fretting an instalment of the kicks due to it,

and shall not, if J'um-lt can help it, be cheated of the balance.

Friday. Both Unices congratulated the QUEEN on the birth of a

Princess to the House of the Heir-Apparent.
Mr. I'l/nr/i joins nobody.

hut sends his own dignified gratulations to Marlborough House and

or Castle.

The Commons made a very long night of it. They growled over the

splendid (and costly) proposals by the Architects who arc. competing
for the New Law Courts. Mr. Punch is not extravagant, but he

must suggest that when a grand edifice, to adorn London lor a thousand

years or more, is in question, we owe it to the Ages to think les

than of the result. \Ve are Mattering our con broadcast,

wasting it in absurdities, and being robbed of it by jobbery, and our

effort at, savin;,' should be in an cflicial direction, not iu stunting a

temple which ought to be, a Splendour.
A debate on Mysore- satisfactory a capita] speech bySmKoi

R on reform in administration of justice, law we mean another
\ain attempt on DISH M.I.m: taciturnity- and the passing the suspen-
sion of the II. C. in Ireland, occupied the Commons until Marly two
in the morning. Whatever may he said of Parliament, it oan sit up
late like a gentleman, as MR. DISHAELI says iu Coningsby.

LOVE v. LITTLE-GO.

Cambridge, February, 1807.

WEETEST AND I)EAH-
EST ONE, As that

great and anxious
event is now so

rapidly approach-
ing again for those

of us who failed

last time from cir-

cumstances be-

yond our control,
I mean our Little-

go, that bane of

our existence and
the one cloud that

damps the elastic

spirits of Junior
\

Sophs, (which I
,

must tellyoumeans
undergraduates in

the second year as

myself ), I must
seize this present
opportunity of wri-

ting to tell you
that you must not '

be too sanguine of

my success. 1 know
too well that your fond heart imagines all perfection to be centred in me
in the same way that I regard youas an angel ; but unfortunately, though
a very pleasant subject for thought, you are a sad hindrance to my studies
for this dreadful examination. If I open my Cicero pro Milone, you are
MILO, my love, and I tell the State if they banish you, they drive away
myself, for you are incorporated in my existence. If I open my Xenophon
1 am making expeditions with my troops for delicacies to delight your
appetite. You are my Divinity, dearest, this time you are my MARK,
and if I fail this year. I shall come to you next for a LDKE. I thought,
in my dream last night-, that the Examiner, wandering from his subject
as usual, asked me who was CALEB'S son, to which I answered HEIR.
I tried my Paley, but could get no further than the first consideration,
lor that was you. If I ever look at my Grammar, you are the only
proper construction, you arc my personal pronoun and my best relative,
you are my much-wished-for conjunction. I can never parse you by,
as I do my Verbs, for your voice is always Active, and your mood is
Potential. In my thoughts you are present, though perfect, you are
the first person and yet the second, but always singular in your beauty
and love. In my Euclid your happiness is my

"
problem, your love

is my
"
Theorem," and that you should ever prove faithless to me my"

reductio ad almrdum?' In my Arithmetic I fare still worse : my In-
terest all flies away to you, you are the Addition to my happiness, the
Subtraction from my loneliness, the Multiplication of my income, and
the Division of my care. You are all Profit to me and no Loss, and
the safest Investment I ever made : you are no Vulgar Fraction, but

the gum total of my existence. In my study of Ratio I puzzle myself
with tins question,

"
If I am to you as you are to me, what is the rest

of the world to both of us?" These an: my troubles, dearest, these
my painlul anxieties thai keep me from progress in my studies. Yet
perish Little-go, perisli Degree Examinations, Voluntary. Bishops and
all, if only you whose very name thrills through me with passionate
emotion, will admit, that you are satisfied, and confer upon me the
Honour Degree, not of a foolish Baehelor of Arts, but of a husband of
one heart, and that >our i,\vn. And now, dearest, though I could
write to infinity on that dear subject of yourself, with very fondest love
believe me, v ,

Yours, for ever,

CAFTUS AMORE.

SUPPLIANTS IN SOUTHWARK.
IN a lately published list of

"
Public Petitions," there occurs an in-

teresting entreaty presented to the House of Commons :

"
By MR. Ixiriu:. from :ilS trndeMn' n < f tin- 1 or. i.<.'!> if s.ntliwark, rnmpUining

of tin: present arbitrary and m :

pi.iyii;' i. ! a tanking investigation into t) < n.l
tile law tbttt tho itai.dat'l in;t\ I my be gtvtm

ismicj. tiivia! i <.ni|.l ,ii.t

luitt. .1 OT iM< Mli 't
; th:it Hi. 1

)

U Irtyiiitf iitf.irniation ;nM Mhtrv
inspectors may be accurately <U t. ;

Part of this prayer will perhaps he granted by the House, while the
remainder of it the winds will most likely disperse in air. Parliament, may
be expected very willingly to order a tearcning ii .11 into the

present mode of inspecting weights and measures, which possibly is

rather uncertain and inadt quate than arbitrary and unjust. Toe Legis-
lature will probably be quite willing to appoint that investigation with
a view of so amending the law that the standard may hereafter be kept
correct, and likewise that small shopkeepers may he kept correctly
thereto. Nor is it. likely to refuse the concession InlfqgittMtMOf power
to dismiss trivial complaints where, no fraud or injustice k committed
or intended, at the same, time conceding to them the power to inflict

severer punishments than they now can on rogues unmistakeably
guilty of cheating or intending to cheat. An accurate ' of the
duties of inspectors, unhappily necessitated by the great eommoimess
of false weights and short measures in the possession of tMlfoneoplc in

a small way of business, is a boon which the collective wisdom will

doubtless be disposed to confer if it can.
But as to the request that the penalties and costs incurred by the

use of fraudulent scales, weights, and measures may not in future be
given to informers, and persons otherwise enforcing the law, this both
Lords and Commons will surely agree in leaving to be dealt with by
KING J5oLU8 and his ministers. Indeed it, is a point on which the

petitioners must hope for no more favourable answer than
" You be

Slowed !

"

Perhaps, indeed, the Legislature, in its wisdom, will see fit to double
the fines of which a share is to be obtained by bringing falsifiers of

weights and measures to justice, and will, moreover, subject those
rascals to a long term of imprisonment and hard labour.

A SUGGESTION FOR MR. SPURGEON.
AT the Newington Sessions, a few weeks ago, sixty-two tradesmen

of the neighbourhood were convicted of having in their possession false

scales, weights, and measures. Their united fines amounted to more
than 150. Beneath one of the scales its ingenious proprietor had
affixed

"
a piece of putty ;

"
to the bottom of another his compeer in

cleverness had fastened
"
a religious tract and some dripping. The

putty was pretty well for a make-weight; but perhaps the religious
tract with some dripping did better. The religious tract might have
been heavy enough to serve the purpose which it was applied to, with-
out the dripping; but then it would not have stuck. To give the

religious tract the requisite adhesiveness, the rogue, whom no doubt it

had previously edified, was obliged to combine it with grease. In its

own way, perhaps, it was greasy enough before it received that addition.

Religious tracts, popular in the neighbourhood of Newington, have

mostly an unctuosity of their own. ME. SPURGEON will perhaps
instruct his local hearers that this should suffice them. Peradventure
he will admonish them that a tract which is unctuous in itself is fat

enough, and that loading it besides with dripping, to stick it under
scales with, is cutting it too fat.

Pretty Compliment.

LET rival Church and Chapel claim

Yon, MELLOR, as a son ;

Like every English Judge, you are

An Independent one.

TOPOGRAPHICAL DEFINITION. Cavendish Place. A Tobacco pipe.
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PHYSICAL STRENGTH v. INTELLECT.
Tom (who hat been, "shut up" by the Crichton-liJce accomplishments of his cousin Atiguslus).

FRENSS BUT i TAN PFNSS YOUR 'ED !

"

'

I TAN'T SING, AND i TAN'T 'PEAK

A BLOCK ON THE LINE.

OOR five-million-horse-power Engine
Called

"
Reform "

is off the rails ;

On the sleepers hard impinging,
Hindering passengers and mails !

Stopping trains it ought to quicken,
Staying work it ought to do,

Every hour it lingers, thicken

Block, bad language, strain and stew.
Can't we heave the Engine back
From the sleepers to the track ?

Hustling, bustling, bawling, brawling,
Calling one another names,

'Gainst each other pully-hawting.
Spoiling one another's games !

This is not the way to do it,

Yet 'tis work that must be done :

The steam 's up, and we shall rue it,

If she bursts ere she can run.

Come, a long pull and a strong,
All together, can't be wrong !

How she frets, and fumes and whizzes !

Well her safety valve is free :

Let her blow off while she fizzes

No blow-up we 're like to see :

All the same it is a pity
So much steam should go to waste,

Only deafening the
city,

Hindering, not helping, haste.
Still if we must choose, once more,
Roar or ruin, let 's have roar.

How now, mates ? Not yet done talking ?

Jawing yet 'bout schemes and skills !

Work, or else your chalks be walking,
And leave room for better wills.

Long pull, strong pull, pull together
'

Never was more need, I trow
;

Clap on to the tackle tether,
With a will, heave, high and low !

Wherefore waste in squabble sore

Strength, that 's wanted all, and more ?

Little JOHNNY, lend your best,
Learnt from eighteen thirty-two :

BRIGHT expand your ample chest,
Not to cuff, but help things through.

LOWE, your centre-bit of brain
And your lamp of logic bring ;

GLADSTONE, with your sinewy strain

Strengthen DIZZY'S looser string-
Union's strength, and strength prevails,
Hoist the Engine on the rails !

Jerusalem the Stuffy.

IN the Lower House of Convocation, the other day, SIB HENRY
THOMPSON presented a gravamen from himself. It represented that
the Jerusalem Chamber, which the Lower House sits in, is too small
for its occupants, and badly ventilated

; and therefore prayed the
ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY to convene that Reverend House in
some other chamber, or suitable building. If the Jerusalem Chamber
does not suit the Lower House of Convocation, they might find one
which, for any purpose that they answer, would be suitable enough,
at Jericho.

UNEXPECTED DEPARTURE.

AT the Zoological Gardens, Regent's Park, on the morning of the
14th instant, the SEA BEAR. His end was a hook, which he had swal-
lowed. Naturalists will not be pleased to receive this intimation.
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A BLOCK ON THE LINE.
SUPERINTENDENT BULL. "COME, LOOK ALIVE! I MUST HAVE' THE RAIL CLEARED. THERE ARE NO

END OF TRAINS DUE."

JOHNNY RUSSELL.
" IT 'S MY JOB, SIR, IF YOU PLEASE."

JOHN BRIGHT.
" HIS JOB ! BEST LEAVE IT TO ME AND MY MATES."

BEN DIZZY. "OUR GANG 'LL MANAGE IT, IF YOU'LL LEND A HAND, BILL GLADSTONE."
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A SWEET THING IN CHIGNONS.
UNULE TEAZLE. FANNY.

Uncle. Now, my dear FANST, it is your birthday. Let me see, how

old are you ? Not yet arrived at years of discretion, eh ? Well, my
dear here is a littfe present for you-a little scientific instrument.

Science is fashionable now, you know. Here is a microscope, to study

minute botany with and entomology.

Fanny. Oh, thank you, Uncle !

Uncle. Entomology ;
science of insects you know Minute ento-

mology ;
of insects not visible to the naked eye._Mites in cheese, lor

imtanee.

Fanny. Nasty, horrid things !

Uncle. Well, if you like better, diminutive water-insects ;
the water-

flea and the cyclops and such. But I suppose you would wish to

eschew mites. I mean not eat them ?

Fanny. Oh, yes, Uncle! .

Uncle Then you should examine your cheese. With this you can.

Other things also, besides cheese. There is cheese and there are

chignons.

Fanny.
"
Chignons" and

"
cheese" sounds funny.

Uncle Yes my dear. Alliteration. But cheese and chignons have

more in common than Ch. However, you think chignons are the

cheese," eh ?

Fanny. They are the fashion, Uncle, dear.

Uncle Yes they are the fashion. So were fronts in my young

days Both false hair. Wise ladies then wore it before ; now they

wear it behind. The dandies of the day used, as they said, to quiz it.

l'\inny. Quiz ? . , , . . .

Uncle. Yes. It was one of their slang words derived from looking

through an eye-glass, called a quizzing-glass. Meant to inspect, as it

were, and ridicule. Now, their successors, .the swells, quiz chignons.

But you can quiz your chignon yourself with your microscope.

Fanny. Why should I, Uncle ?

Uncle. To see if it contains any gregarines.

Fanny. Gregarines ! Law, I should think they were pretty.

Uncle. No, my dear, they are parasites. Parasites of parasites.

Fanny. Now, nonsense, Uncle. I know what a
parasite

is : One

who frequents rich tables, and earns his welcome by flattery. UB..

JOHNSON.
,

...

Uncle.
"
The little fleas have other fleas, and smaller fleas to bite

'em. Those smaller fleas have lesser fleas ; and so ad tnfiniium." Fleas

are parasites. But gregarines are not fleas.

Fanny. I should hope not. But what are they, then ?

Uncle.
"
Little dark brown knots." my love, which are seen at the

free end of the hair, and may even be distinguished by the naked eye.

These are gregarines." They are the discovery of a M LINDEMANN,
a Russian professor, whose country has doubtless attorded him a nne

field for observation in this branch of zoology.

Fanny. Zoology, Uncle ?

Unele. Yes, my dear. These little dark-brown knots are not inani-

mate objects.

Fanny. Ugh !

Uncled They
"
have a most ignoble ancestry and habitation, being

found in the interior of"-

Fanny. What?
Uncle, Never mind. They are, as I said, parasites of 'parasites.

"
They are not easily destroyed. They resist the effects of drying and

even of boiling." Nothing, in short, but corrosive things that injure
the hair will kill them.

Fanny. Oh, the horrid things ! Oh, the abominable, dreadful, dis-

gusting, nasty creatures !

Uncle. According to M. LINDEMANN, seventy-six per cent, of the

false hair used for chignons in Russia is infested with them.

Funny. That 's enough, Uncle !

Uncle. In the conditions of a ball-room he says, they grow and mul-

tiply ; fly about in millions, get inhaled, drop on the refreshments in

fact

Fanny. Oh, Uncle, don't say any more, please. Stand out of the way
from the grate, do. I won't wear the thing another moment. (Tears
off her Chignon.)

Uncle. Stay ; wouldn't you like to examine it ?

Fanny. No ! There ! (Flings it into thefire.) There 's an end of it !

Uncle. And its inhabitants. Well done, FANNY ! Let it blaze with
them. And now, by way ofsubstitute for a chignon at your poll, to wear
a chaplet, circlet, or whatever you call it, on your crown, here, take
this bank-note. Now you will show that you have a taste of your own,
and leave gregarious young ladies to wear chignons with gregarines.

(Scene closes.)

THE FIRST WEED.

THE practice of smoking is of older date than is generally supposed.
Every schoolboy has heard of the Bacchee of EURIPIDES.

AN ADDITION TO THE ADMIRALTY.

Mr DEAR MR. PUNCH.
THE other day, for fun, I took up a'newspaper and read one

of the debates in Parliament. It was about the Admiralty. Well, I

was astonished to see the extravagance and mismanagement that have

been exposed in ship-building. Mil. SBKLT says the Frederick William
cost 281,091. SIR JOHN I

'

A KINGTON- declares he cannot make out that

she cost more than 197,000. Only fkncy ! I wish I had the difference

between those sums. It would make one's husband and children happy
if living in moderate style, and it would be enough to make many poor
families comfortable for life. What bail accounts the Admiralty must

keep when their expenses are calculated so unequally ! All this would
be avoided if they would only always pay their bills and file them
regularly every week.
Then in one dockyard an article which costs only 14*. :W. amounts to

1 11. in another. So there must be cheating either in quality or

price, and perhaps there is in both. And then all manner of stores

and things go nobody knows how. All this Sin Jons PAKIWOTO*
admits is owing to

"
a certain laxity with which the whole system is

carried on." The laxity is certain enough. And he says he is
"
con-

templating measures
"

which he hopes will check that laxity. I am
afraid, Mr. Punch, that he is not contemplating the only measure
which can possibly check it. What they want at the Admiralty is

somebody to go shopping, that knows how to deal with the contractors

and other tradesmen, and take care they do not cheat. They want one,

who would see that everything was locked up, and then .they would
have none of that waste going on, which is perfectly dreadful. 1 n

short, besides those Lords of the Admiralty, that know nothing about

management, if you waut things properly seen, to, you must Tiare a

Lady of the Admiralty.
And yet here is Government bringing' forward a string of Resolu-

tions to hang a Reform Bill on, not one of which proposes to give us

so much as a vote for Members of the House of Commons, where by
right we ought to have seats: because who can possibly be so well

acquainted as we are with the business of the House ? There was a

time, too, when they thought no lady could know Latin ;
but now, my

dear Mr. Punch, I know you will not stare at the signature, in a female

nand. of AUDI ALTEBMI PABTTCM.

P.8. If I were Lady of the Admiralty, of course I should give ball*

every week in the season.

PP.S. But not out of the public money.

PIETY AND PROPBRTT.

AN eye to real piety is often found accompanying an eye to real

property ;
and * regard for Christian character is not seldom united

with a sharp look out for cash. Else we should not see so frequently
advertisements like this :

A CHRISTIAN gentleman wishes to meet with a LADT of decided

piety, to keep his house. Preference will be given to one luring a little pro -

party of her own, a* no salary can be given, but a comfortable home may be depended
on. Address, Including carte, M. P., Ac.

Doubtless, preference will be given to a pretty face as well as to a

pretty property; or the applicant would not be asked to send her

carte. Indeed, we fancy the advertisement should have been headed
"
MATRIMONIAL," and we believe the

"
Christian Gentleman" would

not be found particular in the matter of the piety, if the property of

the lady were placed beyond all doubt.

A CAREFUL CHIMNEY SWEEPER.

Is it not by law
"
defended," as the French say, to send children np

chimneys ? If so, should not Master Chimney Sweeps be hauled over

the coals for sweeping chimneys thus : g
" WILLIAM Bonoras, Chimney Sweeper, No. 38, Bolton Street, Chorley fUtteri

himself with baring boys of the best size for such branch of business suitable fer a

Tunnel or Chimney, and that it is now in bin pnwer to render nil assistance la a

more extensive manner than he usually has done. He also carries nil boys from
room to ro >m occasionally, to prevent them staining or marking any room floor

with their feet."

WILLIAM BURGESS is extremely careful of the carpets, but does his

carefulness extend to the boys he carries over them ? Of course it may
be urged that lads get used to soot, as well as eels

t,9 skinning. But is

it not a cruelty to make boys climb a chimney ? and is it not rather cheeky
in a Chimney Sweep to snap his sooty fingers at the law, and send

about a
"
card" like that which we have quoted? For fear that the

Humane Society should hear of it, we recommend this WILLIAM
BUBGESS, in proclaiming what his practice is, to do so soito voce.

.

POETICAL LICENCE. A Music Hall's.
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LITTLE HEATHEN!
Arthur (coming out of church).

" MAMMA, HOW PRETTY THAT LAMP AND ALL THE
OTHER LIGHTS AND FLOWERS WERE ! WAS IT A PANTOMIME ?

"

THE RIGHTS OF REFORM.
BOB LOWE, thou dearest friend of BRIGHT'S,
In politics nave no men rights ?

Then A has no more right than B,
"Which latter hath as much as he.
How much ? The right of doing nought ?

Nay, but of doing what he ought.
So rights and duties are the same,
And every man the right can claim
Of doing that for which he 's fit,
If he do right in doing it

;

The right in making laws to bear,
In due proportion, such a share
That neither Capital, nor Labour,
Nor Land shall overrule its neighbour.
Read the Reform Bill now that places
Reform exactly on this basis :

But, on a broader or a straiter,
Read that which puts it six months later.

OLD QUESTIONS ANSWERED.
WHY does a miller wear a white hat ? Not always to

keep his head warm. In hot weather he wears it to keep
his head cool. A miller wears a white hat because he can-
not help it ; or because it pleases him.
A herring and a half for three-halfpence, how many

herrings for threepence? Not necessarily three. The
values of the halves of a herring may be unequal. One
selling at a halfpenny, the other may sell at a penny or a

farthing. Besides, one whole herring would probably fetch
more than the sum of the prices of its two halves sold
separately.
Who was the father of ZEBEDEE'S children ? For aught

we know, MRS. ZEBEDEE'S first husband.
Where was MOSES when he put the candle out? In

the daylight very likely. Perhaps he had lighted the candle
to seal a letter.

The Age of Steam.

A FINE old English gentleman, seeing the numerous
large advertisements which adorn the Metropolis, re-
marked with joy that the days of.posting had returned.

PERSECUTION AT WOLVERHAMPTON.
THE subjoined telegram, which has appeared in a daily paper, is

evidently the communication of a bigot :

" DISTURBANCE AT WOLVERHAMPTON. (By Telegraph), A man named WILLIAM
MURPHY, secretary to the Protestant Electoral Union, while lecturing at Wolver-
hampton last evening against Popery, was opposed by a number of Irishmen, who
shouted for half an hour, and then commenced an attack on the lecturer and his

supporters with broken-up chairs."

In saying that the faithful Irish attacked the lecturer and his sup-

porters with broken-up chairs, the author of the foregoing statement,

fanatic as he must be, can never have meant to accuse them of employ-
ing material weapons in religious discussion. By broken-up chairs this

perverse Protestant merely intends, in a clumsy figure of speech, to

signify the usual arguments which Roman Catholics are wont to rest

upon, refuted long ago, as he thinks in his prejudiced stupidity. Instead
of using violence to convert their adversaries, the devout Irishmen, of

course, betook themselves to intercession ; and his assertion that they
shouted for half-an-hour is founded on a mere misapprehension of the

fact, that, during all that space of time, they were reciting prayers. In
the conclusion of his story, however, there is no doubt too much that
is literally true :

" The police rushed in, and six rioters were arrested. The lecturer was sent off
with a police escort Some Magistrates were present."

Yes. We kaow what justice zealous Roman Catholics, particularly
Irish, might expect to meet with at the hands of English Justices of the
Peace. It is more than credible enough that the Magistrates who were
present at the controversy between the heretics and the true believers
at Wolverhampton countenanced the police in apprehending the
champions of the faith on the merely specious pretence that they were
actually fighting for it.

DANGER TO COMMISSIONNAIRES, OR "
KILLING NO MURDER." The

Law provides no punishment for despatching a messenger.

JOKES AND JUSTICE.

WHAT fun it is to hear the jokes made in our Law Courts ! To sit

upon a jury must be well nigh as amusing as to go and see a panto-
mime. The other day, for instance, before LORD CHIEF JUSTICE
BOVILL, an action was brought against a printer of house-paper, who
had infringed the copyright of ROSA BONHEUR'S Horse Fair; and this
is how the jury were jocosely entertained :

" SIR R. COLLIER. The copy was of course imperfectly done, but still it was a
copy, and not the less so that there was a great deal of colour about it." The LORD CHIEF JUSTICE. Not the less a copy, because it was a colourable
copy. (Laughter.)"

Ha ! ha ! ha ! capital, your Lordship. How the jury must have
roared ! And what fun for them to listen to such pleasantries as this :

" SIR R. COLLIER asked the jury to imagine if they could MADLLE. ROSA Box-
HEUR'S feelings when she became aware that copies of her picture were pasted in a
public-house." The LORD CHIEF JUSTICE. It would increase her popularity." SIR R. COLLIER. But she did not want that kind of popularity : she was not a
candidate for a borough. (Lavgltter.)"

Here the laughter is misplaced. We think his Lordship's little joke
about increase of popularity the funnier of the two. And then how
facetiously he began his summing up :

" The LORD CHIEF JUSTICE doubted whether what the defendant had done would
injure the sale of the plaintiffs engraving."

Merely copying, or cribbing, an original design is an offence not
much worth mentioning at least in English Law Courts. If a paper-
monger copied the cartoons in Punch, and printed them in colours to
decorate a tap-room, it might be argued, as a colourable pretext for his

piracy, that he intended to
"

increase the popularity
"

ot Punch.

IRONICAL. It is well understood at Whitehall that it would be
dangerous in SIR JOHN PAKINGTON'S hearing to make use of the
common expression, "Please the pigs."
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HAPPY THOUGHTS.

(Birthday Party at BYNG'S. Feitiaitics.)

rr~ BELL sounds for dressing.
There are, I subsequently
discover, bells to prepare us

for every meal, and a gong
when the meal is ready.
The first bell sounding one
hour before dinner merely
indicates that another bell

is coming in lialf-an-hour's

time, which, when it sounds,
means that there's one
more bell to inform the

household that time's up,
and theu the boom of the

gong puts all further

chances out of the question,

finishing the preparatory
process with tfie decision

of an auctioneer's hammer
knocking down

"
gone !

"

In JOHN NY. BYNG'S house

everything is done with

military precision. The
Ladies say to one another,"

Well, I suppose we must go up now," for everyone makes a iroint

of either not knowing which bell it is uncertainty on this subject

being an invariable excuse for lateness at dinner or luncheon and I

take JOHNHY BYNG aside, and explain to him that as I thought there

were no ladies there, I had brought no dress-clothes. He says,
"

it

doesn't matter, p'raps I can rig you out for to-night, and to-morrow

you can send up to town."
The rigging out results in a black velveteen shooting-coat and waist-

coat to match. With a black-tie I feel almost in full dress. I always
find somebody else's clothes suit me better than my own. BTNG has

a pair of patent leather boots by him that no one else can wear. The

very things for me : more comfortable than any I 've ever had made
for myself.

Happy Thought. Say jokingly to BYNG,
"
I shall keep these boots/

He laughs and doesn't say no. Shall let the servant pack 'em up when
I go.

Bell. Gong.

Happy Thought on hearing Gong.
" Walk up, walk up, iust a-going

to begin." Say it : not a success as a joke. MILBURD tells me after-

wards that the ladies thought it rather vulgar. Shan't say it again.

Drawing-room. Ladies all in full grand toilet. I feel inclined to

apologise, but getting near FRIDOLINE SYMPERSON (who is superior
to mere outward show, and looks lovely with her silky golden hair
it used to be darker and thin dark eyebrows) I tell her how I
abominate evening dress, and what a comfort it is to be in aa easy
velveteen coat.

"
I wonder," I add,

"
why everyone doesn't adopt the

fashion." MILBITRD, who overhears my observation, asks me loudly,"
if I ever heard of the monkey who had lost his tail ? You know," he

continues, seeing he has got an audience, (Note, a man who talks

loudly and authoritatively before women can always get an audience

specially in the few minutes before dinner. Typical Developments.
Chapter on Superficiality, BookX. Vol. XIV.) "The monkey who lost
his own tail told everyone that it was the more comfortable fashion to

go without one !

"

Miss FRIDOLINE laughs. Everyone is amused. Is there impiety in

wishing that the power of brilliant repartee could be obtained by
fasting, humiliation, and a short stay in a desert.

Happy Thought. Desert : Leicester Square. I think this : how well
it would have come out in conversation. I hesitate, as they might think
it vulgar.

BYNG, who is the courtly host, introduces me to a Miss PELLINQLB.
[I don't catch her name until the following morning.]

Happy Thought. Why should not introductions be managed with
visiting cards ?

Being introduced to her, I am on the point of asking her if she is

engaged for the next dance (my fun) when the gong sounds again,
and she says that she supposes it must be for dinner. Butler announces
dinner to us, having just announced it to himself on the gong in the

hall. BTNG leads with elderly lady, iwho crackles, as she moves, with
bugles and spangles on a black dress. The middle-aged gentleman I
tad belongs to her, and both together are some sort of relations of
JOHNNY BYNG'S. All here are, I discover, more or less related to
BYNG, onlj as he has no brothers or sisters, you have to get at their
relationship by tracing marriages and intermarriages in connection with
BYNG s whole-uncle WILLIAM and his half-aunt SARAII, which he
tries to explain to me late at night. ;.

Happy Thought. Exert myself as a conversationalist, and try to

raw her out about Nova Scotia. Begin with
"
So you 've been to Nova

cotia ?" She
replies,

"
Yes, she has." 1 feel inclined to ask,

"
Well,

id how are they (" which I know would be stupid. (Query vulgar ''.)

Happy Thought \ say to him jestingly,
"
If DICK'S uncle was TOM'S

son, what relation was," and so forth, lie is annoyed. (Query vulgar?)
Dinner. As I pass BYNG, he whispers hurriedly, alluding to my

partner,
"
She 's ueen to Nova Scotia. Draw her out." After twice

placing
a leg of my chair on my partner's dress, and once on that of the

lady on my left, we wedge ourselves in. I begin to laugh about these
little difficulties, and seeing Miss PKLLINGLI look serious, 1 find 1

have been jocose while By NO (behind a lot of (lowers where 1 couldn't
see him) was saying grace.

Happy Thought. Exert myself_as a conversationalist, and try to

draw
Sc
and
I should like to commence instructing htr^

about Nova Scotia. 1

wish BYNG had told me before dressing for dinner: he's got a. good
library here.

Happy Thought. Draw her out in a general way by asking,
"
and

what sort of a place t Nova Scotia it" This I put rather frowniugly,
as if I 'd received contradictory accounts about it which, had deterred
me from going there.

She answers,
"
Which part ?"

Happy Thought. To shrug my shoulders and reply,
"
Oh, anvpart,"

leaving it to her. She begins something about Halifax, (Halifax 1

remember of course, and a sons commencing, "A Captain bold in

Halifax ;" don't mention it, might be vulgar) when we hear a noise as

of a band tuning outside the window. BYNG explains that, being his

birthday, the band from Dishling (BYNG'S village)" And "
puts in the But ler, with the air of a man who knows what

good music is,
"

the band from Bogley
"

BYNG adopts the Butler's amendment,
"
the band* from Dishling

and Bogley come to play during dinner."
MILBUKD makes a wry face. The united musicians commence (in

the dark outside) an overture. We listen. BYNO'S half-aunt pretends
to be interested, and asks, ul'ter a few bars,

"
Dear me, what 's that

out of?"
I think. We all think.

Except, MILBTJRD, who exclaims, "Out of? Why out of tune, I

should say." All laugh. MILBURD, I suppose, is one of those wags
who "

set the table in a roar/' Pooh ! Vulgar.
Miss PBLLINGLE turns to me and observes,

"
that was very funny,

wasn't it?"

Happy Thought To reply deprecatingly,
"
yes : funny, but old."

The bands from Bogley and Dishling get through the overture to
William Tell.

Happy Thought (which has probably occurred to tht leader of the united

DMlixg and Bogley Bands). When there 's a difficulty beat the drum.
Another Happy Thought (which, probably, has also ocemted to the

leader). Ophicleide covers a multitude of sins.

BYNG goes out to address them. He likes playing, as it were, the
" Ould Squire among his Happy Tenantry," or

" The Rightful Lord
of the Manor welcomed Home." The manor consists of a lawn in

front, a garden at the back, and a yard with the dog in it. The united
bands being treated to two bottles of wine, offer to play for the rest of

the night. Offer declined. MILBURD says,
"
there wouldn't be much

rest of the nigfht,
if they did." Table in a roar again. I smile : or they 'd

think me envious.

Happy Thought. Funny, but not new.
Ladies retire. FRIDOLINE passing me observes,

" You seemed very
much interested in Nova Scotia."

She has gone before I can reply. Is it possible that
* *

Is she
*

I wonder * *
because

* *
if I only thought that she

*

I should like to know if she meant * * *
or was it merely

* * * *

and yet
* * *

Happy Thought. -I will.

REMISSNESS REPRIMANDED.
IT is right that naval officers should know that it is their duty to

keep a sharp look-out. This they will understand from study of the

following paragraph of news :

" COURT-MARTIAI, ON MR. B. Swim. Plymouth, Wednesday. A Court-Martial
was held to-day at Devonport on MB. EOUCHD Swum, the Master in charge of her
Majesty's ship, Dryad, when she was stranded iu Whitesand BIT om the 13th inst.
The evidence proved that at the time of the accident the weather was very fogifv,
and the Dryad.'i compass was 15} points wrong through local attraction, caused by
the vessel's iron beams. The prisoner was severely reprimanded, and adm*aishcd
to be more careful for the future."

No doubt he will. Lest a worse thing than a reprimand befall him,
he will take all the care he can, whenever he is at sea, to prevent the
weather from being foggy, and to hinder the iron beams of the vessel
that he is in charge of from attracting the compass.

BAD NEWS FOE PITPMES. Dog-Tax reduced no exemptions.
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A FAMILY MAN.

Cabby.
"
VT, I "it A FATHER or A FAM'LY MYSELF, MUM, NOT so 'ANDSOME AS YOUR LITTLE DEARS, MUM, I DON'T SAY, AN'

THINK I *D GO FOR TO OVERCHARGE FOR "EM ? NOT I, MtfM ! NOT A SIXPENCE, BLESS THEIR LITTLE 'EAHTS !

"
&.O., &C.

[Claim allowed.

THE SWEET LITTLE CHERUBS WHO SIT UP
ALOFT.

Setpectfully Dedicated to LORD JOHN MANSERS.

(BY A MARRYING MEMBER.)

Go, talk to misogynist muffs and M.P.'s
'Bout sheep's-eyes, want of room, and the like !

Put the ladies where they can be seen, we can see,
And neither for squeezing would strike.

Though Tory and Liberal dames sat as tight
As herrings, the press they 'd abide ;

We'd settle our boundary questions all right,
And they 'neath reefed crinolines ride.

With a row of sweet faces, and bright eyes, or soft,
Our gallery why mayn't we pack,

While the sweet little chenibs may sit up aloft,
To keep watch o'er the life of poor JACK?

Who 's
"
poor JACK," to have cherubs thrown in with his payj

And his chances prize-money to touch,
While our cherubs still are poked out of the way,
Like odalisques housed in a hutch ?

Can it be, as 'tis whispered, your married M.P.,
Who don't like the ladies to show,

Lest too close the watch of wives' lorgnettes might be
Of Hub's post on the benches below ?

For like other Clubs, the House serves, but too oft,

As excuse for liege Lords, who 've grown slack,
To leave wives, not like cherubs, to sit up aloft,

And sulk till stray sposos come back.

To MANNERS I said, when I saw he fought shy
Of BERNAL'S warm petticoat plea

" The state of a House that's not under the eye
Of a woman a bad state must be.

For ever since EVE upon ADAM began,
'Tis the influence of woman that rules,

For woman makes manners, and manners make man,
And her smiles are the plrasantest schools.

Then why her sweet sway should our House only lack

To make the rude tame, the hard soft ?

We 've as much right to our ducks, to perch up aloft,

As to hii little cherubs poor JACK."

I admit your M.P. should be flint at a pinch,
That he always should answer the whip ;

Nor from all the bright eyes in Belgravia should flinch,
If they wooed him in voting to trip.

But witch'ry 's most witching from under a veil,

Half-hid beauty 's more fatal than bare,
And perhaps, while the ladies are parted per pale,
One may fancy more charms than are there ;

Then M.P.'s, let's be men, masks and muzzles have dolTd,
Bid all grilles and gratings go pack.

And let 's seat the sweet clicrubs in sight up aloft,

To rain smiles from the SPEAKER'S chair-back !

Giants of Art.

FOREIGNERS in general are possessed with a persuasion that English-
men cannot make a statue. They ought to be disabused of this error.

It would be easy to show them that we have made two statues. Let
the Corporation of London send G.>g and Magog to speak for the

sculpture of their country in the approaching Great French Exhibition.

TOPOGRAPHICAL. "
Perambulator

"
is right in his supposition.

LORD BROUGHAM'S London residence for many years was Vauxhall.

Vrintd by Joseph Snuth, of Mo. 24,Holtord Square, in the Pariah of St. James, Clertenwell, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Office* of Messrs. Bradbury. Evans, ft Co.. Lombard
Street,m the Prccintt of Whltefriar, la the City of London , and Published by him at No. 86, Fleet Street, In the Parish of St . Mride, City of London. Siicao*! , March S, 18T.
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RATIOCINATION.
'Spectalle Mechanic ("at usual

"
on Saturday afternoon).

" PEN'TH
'

NAILSII !

"

Chemist and Druggist (indignantly).
"
NAILS, SIR ! GET ALONG WITH YOU our o' MY SHOP ! I HAVEN'T GOT ANY NAILS."

Mechanic. " AIN'T GOT 'NY NAILS! (Ponders.) WHA" D' YBR SCBASH Y'K 'BAD wi' THEN, GOV'N'E !"

THE ECLIPSE OF THE SUN,
On Wednesday, March 6, 1867.

LATE as Members went to bed from debate on Tuesday night,
Some get up on Wednesday morning soon after it is light.
What has roused them from their pillows ? Not business ; they have

none.

They arise betimes to see the Eclipse of the Sun."!

There is Derby's noble EARL, who has left his couch, no doubt,
If he 'a not (and may he not be) kept to it by the gout.
There is also JOHN, EARL RUSSELL, as probably, for one
Up early to observe the Eclipse of the Sun.

For there 's scrubbing, and there 'a tubbing, and dressing to get
through ;

Our ablutions matutinal demand some time to do.
And the man who, Peer or Peasant, would go with them undone,
Is a Pig not fit to see an Eclipse of the Sun.

With the lark see GLADSTONE stirring, and DISRAELI quite as soon,To survey the sun's disk screened by the intervening moon.
The political horizon with dense clouds may be dun
They but care lest clouds should hide the Eclipse of the Sun.

In the times of old, no science when party leaders knew,
Iney d have looked on the Eclipse with the crisis in one view
And regarded as an omen of office lost and won,
In the battle of Reform, this Eclipse of the Sun.

But that wonder in the heavens now your statesman only reads
J.O discover the corona, rose-flames, and "

BAILY'S beads,"
Looking through a darkened spy-slass, for science, or for fun,
With uninjured eyes to view the Eclipse of the Sun.

VOL. LIT.

SINGULAR CHURCH SERVICES.

SOHE people have queer notions of the fitness of things.' For
example, see this programme :

" CABT8BURN CHURCH. CELEBRATION SOIREE.
PRAISE . . . (hit Hundredth Pialm.
CHAIRMAN'S ADDRESS.
CHORUS . .

"
Olorioutii Thy navu."

ADDRESS. REV. DR. M'CULLOCH.
SERVICE or PASTRY.

ANTHEM. * ADDRESS. ANTHEM.
SERVICE or CONFECTIONS.
OBOAN PERFORMANCE. Scotch Air*.

ADDRESS. Scotch Song. ADDRESS.
SERVICE or FRUIT.

DOXOLOOV ..." you to Him who can uphold u."

The irreverent might say that the choice of this doxology was by no
weans inappropriate, for after having stuffed themselves with pastry,
fruit and sugar-plums, the company might find it not so easy to stand

upright We wonder, was the
"
Scotch song,"

"
Millie Brewed a Peck

o' Maut," or one even more convivial ? Surely, something in the way
of drink must have been needful t.o wash down the apples, tarts, and
lollipops. It has been said that Englishmen do nothing in the world
without making it the plea for having a good dinner ; and Scotchmen,
it would seem, when they celebrate the opening, or restoring, of a
Church, make the ceremony an excuse for a quantity of eating. Be-
tween the psalms and anthems in this

"
celebration soiree," we cannot

help conceiving that a service of prayer would have been more seemly
than a service of pastry.

PROVERBIAL PHILOSOPHY.

IT is no use placing a roast leg of mutton before a man
help it.

rho'can't
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

IFFICULT, disagreeable,
and discouraging was

the duty that devolved

ou MB. DISRAELI
during the dreary de-

velopment of the Der-

byite devices on the

day devoted to that

demonstration of debi-

lity. This was Monday,

Whereat the Liberals cheered loudly and significantly. He
hoped they should not be asked to proceed on the Resolu-

tions of last week. They had better be withdrawn, that a

Bill might be brought in.

MR. DISRAELI, not in a way that indicated great delight

at the course of things, said he was willing to meet MR.
GLADSTONE'S views, and abandon some of the Resolutions.

MR. ROEBUCK sweetly suggested that the House was

being trifled with.

that this one will not do, though it has some good things in it.

The important items be these :

Matters were to stand over until the Thursday. But
on Tuesday there was a great Liberal muster at MR.
GLADSTONE'S house, his hall was crammed, and LORD

- RUSSELL, the host, MR. BRIGHT, MR. CLAY, and LORD
February -25. But he GHOSVENOR addressed gentlemen from the landing, and
had promised that on divers things were said to the effect that the Government
that day he would give should have fair play, but had better deserve it. MK.
the House of Commons GLADSTONE wrote out a notice which would have bothered

the Administration. But

MR. DISRAELI, at the earliest moment, apprised the

House that in deference to the general feeling he threw up
the Resolutions, and would endeavour to introduce a

Reform Bill on Thursday week.

MR. GLADSTONE wished he had said so before. The

tabulate Opposition, however, reserving its right to decide whether
it would be possible to permit the Second Reading of that

Bill, would, if at all possible, endeavour to consider the

Bill in Committee.
MR. BRIGHT obligingly tendered to LORD DERBY'S

nsel he hi

the ideas of the Con-
servative Cabinet on
the subject of Reform,
and he kept his word.

Mr. Punch would be

glad to know how many
more Constitutions he

will

1. Four New Franchises (1) Educational. (2) 30 deposit in a Savings' Bank.

(3) 50 in the Funds. (4) One pound a year direct taxation.

2. A 6 Hating Franchise in boroughs.
3. A 20 Rating Franchise in counties.

Whereby MR. DISRAELI guesses (" Well, as you guess ? "i'as King Richard says)

he shall add 400,000 voters to the present number, but luYantagonists allege that

he will do nothing of the kind.

4. Great Yarmouth, Lancaster, Totnes, and Reigate to be disfranchised, pro
criminibtts, and their forfeited seats to be given to new places.

5. Members to be given to twelve new places.
6. Tower Hamlets to be cut in two (many Hamlets that we have seen and

heard deserve this) and two new Members given.
7. Eight counties or divisions to be split again, whereby fifteen new county

Members.
8. A Member to the London University.
9. A Member to be taken away from each of twenty-three boroughs.

10. Plan for detecting and punishing Bribery, and for cheapening elections.

11. A Royal Commission on Boundaries.

Thus thirty new seats are to be given in all.
"

MR. DISRAELI praised the Reform Act of 1832, but said that its blemish was the

ignoring the rights of the working classes, a fault which he thus proposed to remedy.
That is the Derby Reform scheme of 1867. Or it may be. Why Mr. Punch

Cabinet the counsel he had given last year to LORD
RUSSELL'S, namely to bring in separate Bills for the

franchise and for the redistribution.

LORD JOHN MANNERS made rather a good hit, saying
that he should like to ask LORD RUSSELL what he thought
of last year's advice from MR. BRIGHT, and its result.

But the ultra-radicals never will take a joke in good part
like gentlemen, and LORD JOHN MANNERS is abused for

patrician flippancy and bad taste.

Once more, Reform blocks the way. That MR. GLAD-
STONE and MR. DISRAELI, who conferred in a retiring

room, could arrange the question, and let us get on with

business. Mr. Punch has set forth his belief in one of the

immortal Cartoons. But with CRANBORNE, WALPOLE,
PEEL, and LORD JOHN MANNERS tugging at MR.
DISRAELI'S coat-tails, and with MR. BRIGHT and sundry
others shoving MR. GLADSTONE, the situation is made
difficult. The recalcitrant party in the Cabinet, however,
have taken their stand on the scheme above described, and

unless they yield, and MR. DISRAELI has le^ave
to modify

it, of course everybody sees what must happen.
Proceed we now to the smaller matters which have

occupied the Lords and Commons.
"
Dates of no conse-

quence," as the Irish gentleman said when he had nobly

accepted a lot of bills.

writes hypothetical!/ shall be seen. At last something occurs to put LORD RUSSELL in a

The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER was very coldly received, even by his own good temper. He gives his
"

cordial assent to the

party, and he had the further discomfort of knowing that at least four of his renewed suspension of the Habeas Corpus Act m Ireland,

colleagues were almost as much his antagonists as the men whom he confronted. MR. NEWDEGATE'S distress at DR. CULLEN'S being called

MR. ROBERT LOWE was the first to attack. He called himself an
"
outcast," a Cardinal MR. DISRAELI kindly endeavoured to assuage

who was therefore in a situation to speak his mind. He spoke it smartly and by assuring MR. NEWDEGATE that SIR ROBERT HARRY

sharply, and ridiculed the Resolutions, which he said were intended only to keep the
j

INGLIS was most polite to DR. WISEMAN, though he came

Government in place. Why was the mark of CAIN to be put upon the Ministers ,
before a Committee in full Cardinal's fig. COLONEL

that nobody might kill them ? A way would be found to kill them, if necessary, in ANSON advocated the use of native Indian soldiers for

spite of any resolutions that could be devised. He was not satisfied with a colonial service, and got a committee. MR. BUXTON
6 rating it would not settle the question. But he was not going to leave the

'

informed us that LIEUTENANT BRAND had sent him an

recent
"
Demonstrations

"
alone. Those in the country had failed to take hold of i ample and excellent letter of apology for the unbecoming

the public mind, and those in London demonstrated nothing but the impptence letter which removed the Lieutenant from the Service,

and vanity of their authors. It is not by men decked in ribbons and bedizened
|

The Commons passed by 195 to 93 a Bill for allowing a

with scarves that the foundations of imperial policy are laid. (MR. POTTER and Roman Catholic to be Lord^Lieutenant or Lord
^

Chan-

I

MR. BEALES (M.A.) have since been perfectly frantic against
"
that man LOWE.")

Nevertheless, MR. BRIGHT complimented MR. LOWE (a ceremony foreshadowed

by Mr. Punch, at Christmas), and complained that attempt was made to Ameri-
canise our institutions. He generally condemned the plan, and made fun of a

possible Ratcatcher, who, paying five shillings a tail for four dogs, under the new
Dog Bill, would have a vote.

MR. WALPOLE said that this was a large, complete, and comprehensive measure.
When the subject should be fairly discussed, there would be little difference of

opinion between parties. He said, and be good enough to observe this, that the

Cabinet would stand or fall by any of its propositions which it deemed Vital.

MR. LAING complained that Scotland got no new Members.
MR. GLADSTONE duly noted and was glad of the Vital statement, complimented

MR. DISRAELI on his clearness, disbelieved in his calculations, and said that the

scheme did not propose to introduce the real Working Class. The Bill of last

year did. After some minor objections, MR. GLADSTONE said that he had no

objection to proceed on Resolution, but it must be a resolution embodying the

plan the present Government had announced. To this they must be pinned.

cellor of Ireland, and MR. WHALLEY has been called to

order by the SPEAKER for saying that the Catholics encou-

rage Fenianism. We do not like to trouble DR. GUMMING
this week, because the papers say (and we know not what

they have to do with it) that he has been awfully pilled at

the Athenaeum Club, or else we should ask him whether

the world is not already at an end. By the way, did his

proposer, half a dozen years back, believe the Doctor's

promise that the world should be at an end before the

election ?

Finally, on the Friday night, MR. DISRAELI promised
that on the following Monda;
would introduce a Reform Bil

he would say when he
Does the public know

how much these Constitutions cost ? The bill for preparing
the Reform Bill of 1S59 was 3,608 17. 2rf. ;

the twopence
we believe having been the amount presented to the

crossing-sweeper at Westminster Bridge by MB. DISRAELI.
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OBU.T 27 FEBRUARY, 1867.

A word of mournful record. A glorious painter, a

brave and good man, has passed away, in the fulness of

power, from amid the honour of his nation and the love of

his friends. It were unjust to his fame, did we now praise

his matcliless works, it were untrue to his friendship did

we here extol his modest virtues. Where artistic genius

is revered, there is sorrow that such & hand should

be thus early stayed from its triumphs a deeper and

more abiding sadness is with those who knew the noble

heart of JOHN PHILLIP.

CONTROVERSIAL SHILLELAGHS.
MR. PUNCH,

SUPPOSE I were to tell PROFESSOR TYNDALL that chemistry
was all humbug, or to say to SIR JOHN HEUSCHEL that astronomy was
mere moonshine, or declare to PROFESSOR DE MORGAN my conviction

THE SAVAGE ART OF HAIRDRESSING.
THE saying that there is "nothing new under the sun" may be cer-

tainly admitted to be true to a hair, if we read what has been written

by SIR SAMUEL BAKER :

" The women of Latooka wear f.iLie hair like horses' tails, made of fine twine'
smeared with grease and red ochre to give it the fashiouablo colour."

So, then, the latest novelties of fashion are not novel; and Miss
SMITH, who buys a chignon, or dyes her hair light red, is merely taking
a leaf out of the fashion-books of the ladies in Latooka. How con-

soling
must this fact be, to the mind of Mrs. Cnmtlg ! llcliirlitful, is it

not, Ma'am, to think that our dear girls, with their now fashionable

head-gear, are merely copying the coiffure of the she-savages of
Africa !

Hear, too, what SIR SAMUEL says about the Swells of Latooka, who
are every whit as particular to a hair as any of the Swellesses :

" The Latookas wear most exquisite helmets, all of which are formed of their
own hair, and are of course fixtures. . . . European ladies would be startled at the
fact that to perfect the co'ffurt of a roan requires a period of from eight to ten years.
. . . Thu thick crisp wool in woven with nue twine, formed from tbe bark of a tree,
until it presents a thick network of felt. . . . A strong rim is formed by sewing it

together with thread
;
and tbe front part of tho helmet is protected by a piece of

polished copper; while a piece of the same met .il, *h.,]>. .1 like the half of a bUhop's
mitre, and about a foot in length forms tbe crest. . . . No helmet is supposed to DC

bout a row of cowrie shells Mitched around the rim, so as to form a

get into a rage wit h me ? Would they regard me with any other
j

feelings than a mixture of wonder, pity, and contempt, and look
j

.
We repeat, there is no novelty beneath the Solar System. Here in

upon me as anything better or worse than an amazing and unhappy .

civilised England, Swells frequently bestow more care upon the outside

foolP
[

of their heads than they devote to the inside, and precisely the game
Who are the sort of people that flare up when you abuse, or ridicule, thing, we find, is done in savage Africa. Our dandies very often spend

or deny the truth of the opinions which they a^sert to be science ? a
i
great part of their lives in parting their back hair, and cultivating

MK. BUMPASS, the phrenologist, MR. COLNEY, the mesmerist, MK. their moustaches; but they are not more attentive to their hirsute
II.,-... *l... :_:...,!: ! ,..,! \t '/..,. ti.-r tl. n Dt*vln i.. TktuA n... 1 1 t' I < t T ;< t H 11 1 tldll tllP rltttwlioa r,t' I ! t / u i L- -I Til*. "

t 1 1 i /> L- >li.* lir.irl^ /if f>lt "
HATCH, the spiritualist, and Ma. ZADKIEL, the astrologer. These are

the gentlemen who get into a rage with assailants of their hobbies

vituperating and scoffing at them, and calling them FAKADAYS and" the high-crowned hard black hats with which we gentlemen of England,

HHEWSTERS, and other names. w "o seldom walk at ease, are needlessly tormented. Mais Ufaui souffrir

Now, Sir, the next time you smoke a cigar with DR. MANNING, I P"r ^re Sieell: and comfort and convenience must give way to fashion

wish you would ask him to say to which of the two kinds of persons and
appearance,

both with the Swell of London and the savage of

above indicated, the Irish at Wolverhampton, who have been try- Latooka.

ing to refute a Protestant lecturer with bludgeons, in his judgment
belong.

Perhaps you will also invite DR. MANNING, and likewise DR. NEWMAN
if he should drop in, to consider over their grog why it is that whilst

the cultivators of such sciences as astronomy and chemistry treat gain-

sayers with indifference, the votaries of phrenology, mesmerism, spiri-

tualism, and the like, are generally exasperated by opposition. Should

they try to evade your question by objecting that nobody does, in fact,

abuse astronomy and chemistry, don't pin the case to those two parti-
cular sciences. There 's geology ; that has, within man's memory,
been abused and ridiculed enough. Yet what geologist ever returned

railing for railing ? There is also the medical profession, accustomed
to have its scientific truths disputed and derided. What do medical
men care about that? although an attack on their science is an
attempt at invading their bread and cheese. Insulted Physic never
throws bottles.

The reason why men of regular science are unmoved, and the others

exasperated by contradiction, I suspect to be simply this difference
between them, that the former feel quite sure that they are in the right
and the latter do not. I wonder whether even MR. WILLIAM HOWITT,
if he were obliged to bet a thousand pounds for or against the truth of

any spiritual phenomenon, of which the truth or falsehood could be

ascertained, would bet for it.

People who entertain what is called a belief in the marvellous, do
not, in fact, generally altogether believe it. They love it, they like to. ,

imagine it true, and they passionately wish to be confirmed in the idea
that it is true. But they are not entirely satisfied of its truth. They
are only very much inclined to believe it. The denial or the ridicule of
it opposes their inclination. This enrages them.
What harm can you do anybody by abusing his religion ? If he is

confident that it is true, he must feel assured that you can harm no one
but yourself. When people are angry because their faith is attacked

THE MODERN MEDEA.
THAT a lady should stew down her father-in-law,
At first blush may seem petty treason,

But no crime in the process antiquity saw
In the case of Medea and Jison.

For she cut the old man up, then boiled him to rags,

Entirely by way of revival,
And a young face he 'd got, when he stepped from the pot,
With a figure Adonis to rival.

Exactly as she did has DIZZY proceeded,
The old Reform Bill to renew,

Cutting up its provisions in small propositions
Laid out for the House's review.

And now the whole lot we have seen go to pot,
Not the ven'rable question to kill,

But that out of the mess there may spring up no less

Than a young, big, and beautiful Bill !

A SAMPLE OF STAGE-SLANG.

WHAT queer language is used in theatrical advertisements ! For
instance, only look at this :

WANTED,
to Open Immediately, a Few Useful UTILITY LADIES

and GENTLEMEN ; also, a Good Juvenile to combine Walking Gentlemen. A
Good Private Appearance Indispensable. Money sure. To save time, state Lowest
Terms. No stamp. Three days' silence a negative. Stars may write at once. MB.
II. L. will oblige by sending Scrips at once for Easter week's Bus.

. Useful utility seems rather a redundancy of speech, as much
can that be for any other reason than because their faith is shaken, indeed as talking of black negroes, or white snow. And how is

"
a

and shaken because it is shaky ? Let me commend this question to
'

good juvenile to combine walking gentlemen ?
"

Is he to come behind

the faithful Irish at Wolverhanwton and elsewhere and also to their
!

them slily, and pin their coat-tails together ? If so, we should be apt
superiors

they like.

They may answer my argument by calling me GALLIC if

I am no such person. I am, yours truly,

ABRAHAM BKOWN.

The Practice of Vivisection.

MR. JOHN BRIGHT objects to the cruelty of Vivisection. And there-
fore he insists upon it that the Conservative Reform Bill should be
killed, before dissection, and not cut up alive, as MK. GLADSTONE and
his followers seem disposed to treat it.

to call him a bad boy, rather than a good juvenile. Then, how odd it

seems to stipulate for a
"
good private appearance

"
in an actor, and

say nothing whatever about his public appearance, which certainly
must be the more important of the two. As to what on earth is meant

by
"
sending scrips for Easter week's bus," our wits have been so much

congealed by the cold winter, that we own we are completely at a loss

to give a guess.

AWFUL SIGN. The Standard, (March 2nd,)
"
entreats Ministers to

re-consider their cpurse on R*form." It is
"
convinced that they have

made a Serious Mistake." After that .

decoration than the dandies of Latooka. The "
thick network of felt

'

these latter wear upon their heads, must be well-nigh as distressing as
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ANSWERS FOR OUR ARTIST.
" BIDDY MALONEY, JUST YOU LOOK AT THAT CLOCK ! DIDN'T I TELL YOU LAST NIGHT TO KNOCK AT MY Boon AT EIGHT THIS

MORNING ;

"

"AN' SO YE DID, SlR, AND 1 CAME TO THE DOOE AT ElGHT SURE ENOUGH, BUT I HEARD YE WAS MAKING NO NOISE AT ALL !

"
v

"WELL, WHY THE DICKENS DIDN'T YOU KNOCK, AND WAKE ME?"
"
SUKE, AND BECAUSE I PEAKED YEZ MIGHT BE FAST ASLEEP !

"

" OLD KING COLE."

OLD King Cole was a stirring soul,
And a stirring soul was he :

He told the public to put in their pipe
And smoke what he willed to be

He pooh-poohed the Privy Council,
Laughed Royal Commissions to scorn,

AnH the more they tried to put him down,
The higher waxed his horn !

Old King Cole took tax and toll

Of the grants for Science and Art :

Bring schools on their knees, for alms or fees,
But give him the lion's part.

Whate'er lacked oil, the Boilers must boil,
South Kensington wax fat

On purchase and loan, though a bare-picked bone
Be flung to all but that.

Old King Cole never scratched his poll,
'

But out of it flew a scheme
Now a Central Hall, with a heavy call,
And an estimate like a dream :

Now a picture-show to draw high and low.
Now a horticultural fete,

With the Princes to walk, and the Nobs to talk,
And the QUEEN to inaugurate.

Old King Cole could bore like the mole,
Or like the eagle fly :

There was nothing too heavy and nothing too hot,
For old King Cole to try

From coaxing the ROTHSCHILDS their treasures to lend,
Without a penny of pay,

To getting her Gracious Majesty
To his Mumbo-Jumbo play !

But at last King Cole with wrath the Roll]
Of the Commons has dared to fill.

When for the great First of April show
He sent in his little Bill.

A hundred and sixteen thousand pounds,
And as much more falling due !

No wonder the House of Commons looked black,
And the Treasury looked blue.

But old King Cole, with Stoic soul,

Explanation vouchsafed none.
Of where the money had come from,
Or whither it had gone.

And to reason from things that we have seen
To things that we shall see,

His purse JOHN BULL will have out to pull,
And King Cole still King will be !

A Returnable Compliment.

WHAT, is the Admiralty going to show its museum of Naval Archi"
tecture, and the War Office its Gun-shed, Pattern Hospital, and Com-
missariat Establishment, at the Great French Exhibition? Should an
international exhibition ever be held at Newcastle, our lively neighbours
will perhaps think fit to honour it with a contribution of coals,

NEW' Disn POB^A WEDDING BREAKFAST. Curried Favour.
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BEFORE THE TRIAL.

MH. GL-DST-NE. " WE COULD SETTLE IT IN FIVE MINUTES, YOU KNOW, IF
"

MR. D-SH-LI. "YBS, IF THE 'PARTIES' WOULD ONLY LISTEN TO REASON."
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HAPPY THOUGHTS.

(At BYNG'S. The Drawing Boom. Variations.)

GOING to the Drawing-room.
Old MR. SYMPERSON, FRIDOLINE'S father, has been telling very

ancient stories. So has BANG'S Whole Uncle.

Happy Thought. Laugh at all Old SYMPBRSON'S stories and jokes.

It is difficult to show him that not a word of his is lost upon me, as

there are five between us. BYNG'S Whole Uncle, encouraged by this,

tells a long story, and looks to me for a laugh. No.

Happy Thought. Smile as if it wasn't bad, but not to be mentioned

in the same breath with anything of Old SYMPERSON'S.

MILBURD (hang him !) interrupts these elderly gentlemen, (he has
;

no reverence, not a bit,) and tells a funny story. Old SYMPBRSON is

convulsed, and asks BYNG, audibly, who MILBURD is ?

I wish 1 could make him ask so'mething about me.

Happy TAouff/il. Picture him to myself, in his study with his slippers

on, giving his consent.

I get close to him in leaving the room. He whispers something to

me jocosely as BYNG opens the drawing-room door. I don't hear it.

Happy Thought. \J&MZ\\. Note. Yon. can enter a drawing-room
easier it you laugh as you walk in.

The Whole Uncle enters the room sideways, being engaged in ex-

plaining details of the cocoa-nut trade (I think) to a resigned

middle-aged person with a wandering eye. BTNG is receiving
"
many

happy returns's
"

from guests who have come in for the evening. Old
MR. SYMPERSON is being spoken to sharply, I imagine from MRS.
SYMPERSON'S rigid smile, on the subject of something which

"
he knows

never agrees with him." MILBURD is, in a second, with FRIDOLINE.

Miss PELLINGLE is expecting, no doubt, that I am going to ask her

for some more trifles from Nova Scotia. I avoid her.

Happy Thought "Look at BYNG'S birthday presents arranged on the

table. Think FRIDOLINE looks at me. Am I wasting my time? ]

think I must be, as BYNG comes up and asks me if I am fond of pictures ?

I should like to say,
" No : hate "em." What I do say is,

"
Yes :

very." I knew the result. Photograph book. Seen it before dinner.

Watch MILBURD and FRIDOLINE. Try to catch her eye and express
a great deal. Catch his : and he winks. He is what he calls

"
having

a chat
"

with Miss FRIDOLINE.
All are conversationally engaged except myself. I hate all the people

in the Photograph book. Shut it. BTNG is ready at once for me. Am
1 fond of ferns f

Happy Thought. To say
" No !

"
boldly." You 'd like these though, I think," he returns.

" Miss FRIDOLINE

arranged a book of "em for me for my birthday." 1 say
" Oh !

"
This

would have led to conversation, but I will be consistent in saying
"
I

don't like ferns." [Notefor Typical Developments, Chap. 11. Book XIII.

p. 6.
"
Monosyllabic Pride : false."]

1 take a seat near the ottoman where she and MILBURD are sitting.

Difficult to join suddenly in a conversation. Hunting subject. She

expects me to say something, I am sure. Feel hot. Feel that my hair

and tie want adjustment. Cough as if I was going to sing. MILBURD
(idiot) says,

" He hopes I feel better after that." I smile to show that

I consider him a privileged fool. Wonder if my smile does convey this

idea. Try it in the glass at bed-time.

Will toueh.him sharply.

Happy Thought. Say pointedly,
" How often it happens that a person

who is always making 'jokes, can't take one himself.

He is ready (I admit his readiness) with a repartee.
" You ought,"

he says to me, to take jokes from any one very well." I know I do.

Miss FRIDOLINE asks why P I think he's going to pay a tribute to

my good-nature. Not a bit of it. He says,
" He finds it

very easy to

take jokes from other people : it saves making them for himself."

[Happy Thought. Note for Repartee. What I ought to have said.
"
Then, Sir," (Johnsonian style) I will make a jest at your expense."
Odd

;
it is past midnight as I put this down. It strikes me after

the candle 's out, and just as I am turning on my sleeping side. By
the light of the fire I record it. If this conversation ever recurs, I
shall be prepared.

Another Happy Thought. Wake MILBURD, and say it to him now.
Would if 1 knew his room. Bed again. Think I've thought of

something else. Out of bed again. Light. Odd: striking the lucifer

has put it (whatever it was) out of my head. Bed again. Strange.]
Miss PELLINGLE is kind enough to play the piano. While she is

performing, I can talk to FRIDOLINE.
Miss PELLINGLE having to pass me on her road to the instrument, I

am obliged to rise.

Happy Thought $93,
" You 're going to play something ? That 's

charming."
She drops her fan, and I pick it up. She is already preparing for

action at tne instrument, when I return the fan. BTNG whispers to

me,
"
Thanks, old fellow ! You know all about music : turn over for

her, will you P Clever girl ! Think I told you she 'd been to Nova
Scotia, eh ?

" And he leaves me at the piano's side.

Happy Thought. To look
helplessly

towards FRIDOLINE, as much as

to say,
"
See, how I am placed ! I don't want to be here : I wish to be

by you."
She doesn't seem in the least interested.

Miss PELLINGLE commences
"
Rousseau's Dream," with variations.

Beautiful melody, by itself
first,

clear and distinct. Only the slightest

possible intimation of the coming variations given by one little note

which is not in the original air.

Happy Thought. Turn over.
"
No, not

yet,
thank you." Too early.

A peculiarly harmonised version of the air announces the approach
of variations. Two notes at a time instead of one. The

'" Itream"

still to be distinguished. Miss PKLLINGLK jerks her eye at me.

Happy Thought. Turn over.

Beg pardon : two pages. Miss PlLLDrouTl right hand now swoops
down on the country occupied by the left, finds part of the tune there,

and plays it. Left hand makes a revengeful raid into right hand

country, bringing its part of the tune up there, and trying to divert the

enemy s attention from the bass.

They meet in the middle. Scrimmage. Tune utterly lost.

Happy Thought. Tuni over.

Too late. Steam on : hurried nod of thanks. Now again. The
right hand, it seems, hus left some of the tune in the left hand's country,
which the latter finds, and tries to produce. Right hand comes out

with bass accompaniment in the treble, and left hand gives in. Both
meet for the second time. Scrimmage.
Happy Thought Between two hands "Rousseau's Dream" falls to

the ground.
Now the air triei to break out between alternate notes, like a pri-

soner behind bars. Then we have a variation entirely bass.

Happy Thought. ROUSSEAU snoring.
Then a scampering up, a meeting with the right hand, a scampering

down, and a leap oft one note into space. Then both in the middle,

wobbling ; then down into the bass again.

Happy Thought. ROUSSEAU after a heavy supper.
A plaintive variation. ROUSSEAU in pain.
General idea of ROUSSEAU vainly trying to catch the air in his own

dream.

Light strain : Mazourka time. ROUSSEAU kicking in his sleep.
Grand finishing up : festival

style,
as if ROUSSEAU had got out of

bed, asked all his friends suddenly to a party, and was dancing in his

dressing-gown. I call it, impulsively, by a

Happy Thought.
"
Rousseau's Nightmare."

All over. Miss PELLINGLE is sorry to have troubled me : I am
sorry she did. I leave her abruptly, seeing MILBUBD has quitted his

place and Miss FRIDOLINE is alone. I sit down by her. (Note. I

ought to have spoken first and sat afterwards.)

Happy TAouoAt.Say
"

I 've been trying to speak to you all the

evening." (Very hot and choky.)
She replies, "Indeed?" I say, "Yes." Think I'll say that I

wanted to explain my conduct to her think I won't.

Happy Thought.
"
Hope you 're going to stop here some time ?

"

I explain that I don't mean on the ottoman, out in the house.
"
Oh,

then," she says, "not on the ottoman." That was rude of me
accordingly, I explain again. My explanations resemble Miss PL-
LINGLE'S variations, and, 1 feel, mystify the subject considerably. I tell

her I am so delighted to meet her again. I am going to say that I

hope she is delighted at seeing me.

Happy Thought. Better not say it : think it.

Want a general subject for conversation.

Happy Thought (after a pause). Her mother.

Say what a nice old lady her mother is. I wish I hadn't, it's so

absurd to compliment a person on having a mother. Say I didn't

know her father before to-night : stupid this. No, it isn't, she says,"
I hope we shall have the pleasure of seeing you when you visit our

part of the world again," meaning PLYTE FRASER'S part of the world.

Happy Thought. Express rapturous hope. Hint that there may be
1

obstacles.
" What obstacles ?

" Now to begin : allude first to inter-
I change of sympathies, then to friendships, then to

BTNG begs pardon, he wants to speak to me. He and MILBTTRD
have got some fun, he says. The evening "s dull, and we must do

something cheerful at Christmas time. They take me out of the room.
BYNG mentions charades, and dressing up.

Abyssinian Reflection.

WHY is it improbable that KING THEODORE, of Abyssinia, will ever

reverence the majesty of English Law ?

Because an English. Beke was brought before him, instead of the case

being vice versa. -

A TRAVELLER'S OBSERVATION.

THE Mormons appear to have turned their territory to good account,
in one word, to have J/teAlised it.
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OH, WHALLEY, WHALLEY!
AIR" Oh, woJjr, valy, vp the bank.

OK, Kaiy, waff, down thtbriu."

OH,,WHALLEY, WHALLET, quit the ranks,
Oh, WHALLBY, WHALLEY, cease thy bray !

As Frotest antism's fool, thy pranks
Too long we 've seen thee play.

In vmn on Papacy's red rag
Thou calls't JOHN BULL to sally :

He pins no faith on NEWDEGATE,No mouthpiece owns in WHALLEY.

CAN'T BE TOO CAREFUL.
Cousin Lizzie.

"
Now, CHARLES, WHEN YOU ARE NEAR ME, YOU REALLY MUST

KOT 00 ON YOUR KNEES .'PEOPLE ARE SURE TO MAKE REMARKS."

is the change of times to you ?
What common sense or reason ?

The POPE is still the Man of Sin
Justice to Papists treason.

Around the Irish Orange flag
You'd still have England rally,

Under the blatant leadership
Of NEWDEGATE and WHALLEY.

Five million Irish Papists to
A Protestant half million !

Looming a-head, see, vision dread,
Vespers like the Sicilian !

See CULLEN cutting TRENCH'S throat,
And, set up as Aunt Sally

For Papist mobs, the severed nobs
Of NEWDEGATE and WHALLEY !

A Romanist Lord Chancellor,A Papist Lord Lieutenant !

False doctrine robed upon the Bench
And in the Castle present !

COLMAN O'LoGHLEN's bill made law !

With fact such things may tally,
But Papist facts aren't facts at all,
For NEWDEGATE and WHALLEY.

Is tolerance the text of texts
For Protestantism's preaching ?

Is private judgment corner-stone
Of Protestantism's teaching ?

Then Protestantism's boat can't be
The "No Surrender" galley,

Where, blind to fact, and deaf to sense,Row NEWDEGATE and WHALLEY !

A MODEL HERO OF MODERN ROMANCE.
(Carefully compiled by Mr. Punchfrom various authentic sources.}

IADEK, how shall I limn this man
for yon, when the very sun has
failed to do him justice when
the first photographers of the
day have been driven' baffled into
their cameras obscuri! How ac-
count for the fearful impression
that VAVASOUR BRABAZON DE
VERB made on all women who
crossed his path, ending but too
often in the madhouse and the
grave ! And yet he stands before
me now as he stood then, in that
crowded assembly where he first
met the HONOURABLE LADY
VELVETINA TRESILIAN loung-
ing nonchallantly, as was ever
his wont, against the faded wall-
flowers of that exquisitely
decorated sale de bal, breathing
proud insolent defiance on one
and all !

Few men could tell his age,
nor his height, nor whither ne
came from, nor whence he went
when he went away. . . Wo, alas !

to those who could ! Few women
knew the colour of his tawny
eyes for the thick settled gloom

? H ^K ? f
th

f

em
i

hke
f Pall; and those wh did ^d long since

xpiated that fatal knowledge under slabs of moss-grown graniteand pillars of broken marble, inscribed with a name, a date, and

HTON!

nothing more! . . . Eyes full and heavily under-hung bloodshot
with imperial Norman blood ! who could forget them who had once
shrivelled and laid bare their souls under the scapulary of their cold
indifferent gaze ? They had that strange quality peculiar to PAUL
POTTER s portraits of the Flemish aristocracy, that seem to follow you
whithersoever you move ; all who had met VAVASOUR had felt the spell

t this ubiquitous glance, which gave him a terrible vantage over the
dwarted herops of modern fiction, whose gaze is limited to one objectat a tune. Well has it been said of him

" The moon looks
On many brooks ;

The brook sees but one moon !
"

Cold haughty, sarcastic, unbending to a fault, he never stoopedno not even when he picked up a lady's fan, or laced his own faultless
.Balmoral boot.
His small

taper
white hand was the envy of every duchess who had

been privileged to behold it ungloved, and had lived to rue the priv^-e yet was it hard as thrice-tempered crystal adamant-yet could it
have bent and twisted the chiselled features of the Theseus so thatMICHAEL ANGELO BUONAROTTI could scarce have recognised his own
handiwork-crushed the full bronze torso of the Florentine Venus
out ot all semblance to a human face !

But oh, reader! his voice ! ! full, dry, mellow, rich in musical im-
ossibilities, it intoxicated one like wine, and left one staggering and

powerless to resist; he, who hated music, was well aware of the
potency of this spellrfor yes, reader, he hated music, little as he waswont to boast of this aversion; his towering intellect and haughtyNorman ancestry left such innocuous pastimes to meaner men
for him the passionate strains of VERDZ had no charm-yet was his
very silence full of melody ! Rich, scornful, cruel, imperial, vindictive,
unrelenting melody whose cadences had been the sarcophagusot many ! It is told of him that once, at a royal matinee musical,a Princess secure m the "divinity that beats upon a throne" had
dare ; to banter him on his indifference to the art of BALFE and

IOVEN
; curling his lip till the sangreazur flowed freely, he rose
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to his full height, stalked to the platform where the petted Tenor of

the day held his audience in thrall, tore the music from his hands, and

taking up the area where the astonished Italian had left it off, he

finished it in tones so suave and enervating, with so passionate a pathos
that all there who heard, hung on his lips for ever and a day, and the

rest became epileptic for the remainder of their lives. The luckless

vertuoso, SIONOH GUSBERITARTLNI, went home, and sickened, and died

of that sons !

Poetry
he despised. Yet full oft had he, blindfolded, with his gloved

left hand written impromptu epics that would have smitten a TENNYSON
with the palsy of incompetency ! Art he loathed, with a guards-
man's loathing ; yet, who does not recollect that exquisite picture of

RIMINI and FRANCESCO m PAOLA, which all London flocked to see

painted by him for a wager on the hire hack of a buck-jumping blood-

mare that RAREV had given up as intractable?

He who knew every living idiom down to its
very finger-nailshe

for whom every dead and decayed tongue had yielded up its fragrance
had long found out the vanity of all things. Every science had he

mastered, but only to sound the emptiness thereof. What wonder that

this man believed in nothing under tue sun P Nay, denied even that two
and two made four. 'Tis but, justice to state that he denied they made
anything else worth living for. In his utter negation of all things,
he did not even believe in the well authenticated tales that had reached

England of his own marvellous adventures in untrodden zones, familiar

to him as the smoking-room of the most exclusive London clubs. For
had he not pressed with the slender arab-areh of his foot, nay micro-

scopically scrutinised with his cold passionless glance, every cubic

inch of our mother can h from zenith to zodiac, from equinox to

ecliptic ? Now unarmed and alone, battling with the wild bull-elephant
in Siberian forests, whose fossil tusks would crumble into dust benealh
his iron grasp anon, ere the sun had risen and set again o'er his

triumph, tracking the white bear to its den in the fastnesses of the primae-
val Mexican steppe now drifting over vast unknown inland seas of
the Himalaya in a hollowed out bamboo craft of his own construction

anon, vainly wooed in the low sweet guttural diphthongs of the Zend
Avesta dialect by golden- haired Nautsch girls, whose dowry was a

prince's ransom, or discoursing sweet nothings in fluent Semitic to

solemn-eyed Ckgszwchian signoritas with great sad ears, and the thick-

skinned patience of the Sphinx ! Seven times had the Sepoy's scalping
knife performed on him its revolting office, as he lay steeped in some
wild hascliis/i dream, in lone wildernesses and remote "waste places of

the fern ;" seven times had he risen, Phrenix-like, from his own sack-
cloth and ashes, and blown the slumbering spark of vitality into a lurid

flame, wreaking a fearful holocaust on the red-skinned bravos who had,
in the short-lived triumph of their bloody vendetta, dared to trifle

with the tawny crest that fair hands, braceletted with the ducal

strawberry-leaf, had been proud to toy with ! And yet he never
alluded to these "hairbreadth 'scrapes," as he lounged on the
ottoman at

"
WHITES'," clad in snow-coloured seal-skin dressing-gown,

'broidered with intertwisted monograms of golden fleur-de-luce (one of

many such, yet not the best
by far) now withering the aristocratic

habitues with sarcasms that fell from his lips thick and cold as the
snows of an Arcadian winter now scathing the menials of the estab-
lishment with scornful look and word : for in his high-born contempt
of the

"
oipopuloi," he was ever mindful of the difference between the

proud blue blood that ran riot in his own Norman veins, and
" The poached filth that floods the middle class."

Is it strange that such a man should set all laws at defiance, jaws of

honour, courtesy, social intercourse, perspective, religion, scientific

inquiry ? nay, the very laws of digestion itself? For to his world-sated

palate the oyster and the oyster-shell were as one and the same the

one yielded no joy, the other presented no difficulty.

His hate was ruinous to men, his love fatal to women, his indifference,

deadly alike to all, whether they knew him or not !

Again and again, wo, wo to the women who crossed his path, be

they widows or wives, matrons or maidens ! Down they went on their

knees before him, like threshed corn beneath the shears ui the mower,
to worship for awhile at the shrine of his cruel glance, and then
withered neath his insolent scorn, flung away into the dim irrevocable

future, like a worn-out glove, a soiled scarf, a sjipper down at heel

far beyond all appeal or hope of redress from Aim .' for it is of such
men that TASSO has written

;

Ye who outre it htm, leave all hope behind. .

Every husband, every father, every brother, feared and loathed him
as the incarnation of the Evil one in their mean, narrow, tedious

nauseating philosophy they held him as a perjured villain of the

deepest dye, steeped in utterest infamy !

Perhaps his greatest charm in women's eyes was that he was never
heard to boast of this . . .

Oh, reader, is it a marvel tint the Tresilian,
" The fl'iwir of the'west-end nd all the world,"

could not restrain a wild yell of agonised rapture when he, who never
bent, yet bent hia gaze on her, and stooping for once in his life, stamped a

sei-thing red-hot kiss on her hand which, soldering her bracelet to her

wrist, seared her white flesh through the scented gauntlet to her very
palm, and claimed her as his partner in the

"
Mabel Waltz !"....

"MASKS AND FACES."

IP we wanted a portrait of the British Working-Man, we don't know
to whom we should sooner go than to HEK.R SCHULTZ, at the Egyptian
Hall. In his very amusing and ingenious entertainment called

"
Masks

and Faces," this gentleman shows us how many utterly various and
apparently irreconcileable expressions and effects can be produced by
the same set of features, dexterously managed. Now, this is just what
we want to give us a true representation of the British Working-Man.
He is one, yet how different, as reflected in the mirror held up by
BEALES and POTTER, LOWE and MILL, BUSFIELD FERRAND and
JOHN BRIGHT. HRKR ScHULTz'sfaceis the only one which we conceive
could ever be moulded into so many opposite types.
What a fortune such a malleable mug would be to a Queen's Counsel

on circuit, a Member of Parliament on canvas, a fashionable under-
taker in the exercise of his calling, or the shop-walker at a maisoit de

dfuil, who has to deal with all gradations of grief, from the deepest
crape stage of bereavement to the mitigated mourning of French gray !

II ERR SCHULTZ is really a phenomenon for his power of face-making.
He might stand as model to the whole forty ll.A.'s for the entire range
of their pictures, from the back-door domesticities to the mediaeval
Morte d'Arthur business, and the Lightonian High Classical. Tlien,
besides his extraordinary power of face-making, HERR SCHULTZ'S

instantaneous creation and extinction of beard, and other hairy face-

covering eye-brows, whiskers, 01 moustache is one of the most inge-
nious and surprising contrivances we remember. HERR SCHULTZ'S
beard-movement is the quickest imaginable : and he has some means of

investing his face with the red of the North American Indian, or the

Bosjeman's black, as instantaneously as he puts on and off his hirsute

decorations.

Altogether, HERR SCHULTZ is eminently worth seeing, and his enter-

tainment, besides its ingenuity, is in good taste. There is no vulgarity,
or forced fun about it, and it is as unpretending as it is curious.

Effect of Sea Air.

A VISITOR to Brighton, whose health has been much benefited by
rides on the Downs and walks up and down both Piers, now describes

the great London- super-Mare as Paradise and the Pieri.^He regrets
his inability to write anything MOORE on the subject.

ANTI-FENIAN SUSPENSION.

So the Habeas Corpus has to be suspended again in Ireland. Let us

hope that it will not be necessary to suspend the Corpus there as well

as the Habeas Corpus.
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As BOON A JOHN STUART MILL, AT ST. ANDREWS, BAD
FOUGHT A GOOD FIGHT ABOUT EDUCATION

ON THE 9TH SOME ODD AND UNMUSICAL JAPANESE
JUOGLKRS BROAN SPINNING THEMSELVES ON ENORMOUS
TOPS; IN THEIR INTERVAL* OF LEISURE MAKING MAO1O
BUTTERFLIES OUT OF SCRAPS OF PAPER.

THE EXHIBITION OF DESIGNS FOR THE NBW LAW
COURTS WAS OPENED AT LINCOLN'S INN

WITH THE COLLEGE DONS, HER M/JESTY MADE DUE
PREPARATION FOR OPENING THE On EAT CONSKRVATIVE
PARLIAMENT. AND ALTHOUGH THE JAMAICA PROSECU-
TIONS WERE COMING ON, AND THE FRESCOES ON THE
WALLS OF THE HOUSE WERE DROPPING OFF, THE ROYAL
SPIECH OF THE 5TH WAS 6O FULL OF GOOD PROMISE
THAT EVEN THE THEATRES " MADE IT UP" WITH THE
Music HALLS, AND A DISTINGUISHED COMEDIAN WAS

BEEN ARM-IN-ARM WITH CH MP E CH RL Y.

ON THE STH GATHORN* HARDY BROUGHT IN nis POOR
LAW BILL, THINKING WISELY, THAT IT WAS A GOOD
OPPORTUNITY FOR INTRODUCING THE PA! PER TO THE
NOTICE OF THE GUARDIAN ; AND WALPOLE, WITH HIS
ACCUSTOMED GOOD NATURE PLACED TOM HUGHES AND

HARBISON ON THE TRADIS'-UKION COMMISSION.

AND A SENSATION WAH CREATED BY A DRAWING REPRE-
SENTING AN IMMSNSE ToWER, SUPPOSED TO BE INTBNDED
AS A REFUGE FOR THE LORD CHANCELLOR WHEN THE

FENIANS COME OVER FROM KERRY.

ON THE HTH MR. DISRAELI " WAS" TO HAVE LET THE
REFORM CAT OUT OF THE MINISTERIAL BAG, BUT NOT-
WITHSTANDING THAT THE FENIANS TRIED TO TAKE
CHESTER WHILE HE WAS SPEAKING, AND MR, BEALEI
MADE ANOTHER ATTEMPT UPON TRAFALGAR SQUARE, HE
DID NOT SUCCEED IN RELEASING THE POOR ANIMAL.
THE BLACAS COLLECTION, BOUGHT FOR THE NATION

(ON HIS OWN RESPONSIBILITY) BY THE CHANCKLLOH OF
THE EXCHEQUER, WAS APPLAUDED AS A GOOD INVEST-
MSNT, BUT MR, HENRY COLB'S ESTIMATH OF 116,000
ON ACCOUNT OF THB COMING PARIS EXHIBITION WAS

NOT so FAVOURABLY RECEIVED.
BUT ALTHOUGH EARL RUSSELL PRESENTED MR.

RIOBY WASON s ILL-TEMPERED PETITION AGAINST BARON
KELLY, AND MR. Lows PUBLISHED HIS DEFENCE AGAINST
JOHN BRIGHT, AND THE BISHOPS IN CONVOCATION,
LEGISLATED AGAINST RITUALISM, NOT EVEN THE DELI-
VERY OF THE EMPEROR'S SPEECH HINDERED THE TRAN-
SIT THROUGH THE PjST OFFICE OF HALF-A-MlLLION OF
VALENTINES ON THE 14m

NOT COUNTING THOSE EXPENSIVE " TOKENS" IN Ol-
OANTIO DEAL PACKING CASES, WHICH HAD TO BR
DELIVERED " PER PICKFORD'S VAK."

ON THE SOTH, ALEXANDRA GAVE TO A GRATEFOI*
COUNTRY A PRINCEIS.

ON THE 25TH MR. DlPRAELI, WITH GREAT FIfOW Ofl

COURAGE, LBT TUB CAT OUT OF THE BAG, BUT

ON THE 26TH MADE IT EVIDENT THAT EVEN HE DID NO?
THINK MUCH OF THE POOR CREATURE, AFTER ALL.

Priceless Loyalty.
MB. BRIGHT, in the House of Commons the other evening, is re-

ported to have said :

"
There are persons in this country, and there

are also some from the North American Provinces, who are ill-natured

enough to say that not a little of the loyalty which is said to prevail in
Canada has its price." The Canadians will hardly be disposed to
retort this insinuation by suggesting that any price could be put upon
the loyalty of the Member for Birmingham. On the contrary, they
may rather be inclined to question if the loyalty of a popular orator,
who hints physical force to the multitude, has any value at all.

A Blow for the Bears.

AMID the measures of Reform which run the risk of being lost is a

i
Bill to amend the law respecting the dealing in Bank Shares, with a
view to the prevention of such jobberies and robberies as those which

! caused such ruin in the panic of last spring. This Reform Bill might
i be called

" An Act to Cut the Claws of the Bears in Capel Court, and

j

to prevent their clutching hold of other People's Property." The
Bill clearly ought to pass ; and, if the Government will help it in its

progress through the House, they may look upon themselves, in one
j

measure at all events, as being good Reformers.
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GRATIFYING.
Radical Newsrciidor (recognising Public Character, who has stepped in to buy a

penny paper).
" 'Ow DO YOU FIND YOURSELF THIS MORKIN', SIR? (Refusing the

coin.) On, DON'T MENTION IT, SIR! WE SELL SUCH A QUANTITY OF YOUR
CART DE WIZEETS, SIR, I COULDN'T THINK OF CHARGING YOU ANYTHINK, SIR !

"

EVEN-HANDED JUSTICE IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.

IF the intentions of Government are carried out. Great Yarmouth, Totnes,

Reigate. and Lancaster are to be cut off from the Borough-body, as members
so utterly rotten, that, being past cure, they admit of no treatment but amputation.
Mr. Punch has no objection, though perhaps, if the diagnosis that has been applied
to these gangrened limbs could be directed to a good many more, the disease

might be found to have spread so far that, supposing amputation resorted to in all

the cases past cure, the Borough-body would be left with very few limbs at all.

But admitting that the sharp remedy of the knife may beneficially be employed
on this peccant quartette of constituencies, what should be done with those who
have inoculated them with the plague ? What treatment is to be dealt out to the

bribers to FENWICK, SCHNEIDER, LACON, GOWER, PENDER & Co. P

If the House of Commons strip these Boroughs of their right to a Member, in

prrpetmim, for being corrupt, ought it not to deprive these gentlemen of their

right of ever again sitting as Memoers, for corrupting ?

If sauce for the thief should be sauce for the receiver, then the penalties of

bribery should surely fall alike on those who offer, and those who take the bribe.

It will hardly do to punish for rottenness without punishing those who make
and feed the rot.

It is true, there is one difficulty. If Boroughs and Borough Members are to be
executed for having been caught dirty-handed, the hands of judge, jury and execu-
tioners should at least be clean.

Where is the House of Commons to find clean hands to do its work of purifica-

tory sacrifice ?

The only thins: we can see for it would be a very general application of the

Japanese happy-dispatch. Suppose every Member who feels himself as guilty as
those who have been found out, when they retire from public life with ignominy,
were to go and do likewise, what a very extensive vacating of seats would be the

consequence ! Perhaps, there might be enough left to do penal justice on future
offenders.

INFORMATION. IT may not be generally known that it is the peculiar and
lucrative function of the Board of Green Cloth to grant licences for Billiards.

THE WAIL OF THE OLD WHIP.

(Apropos of recent difficulties in the DERBY DIZZY Subtcrip-

tioK llunl.)

OSE may well swear like a Tartar
Such a field and such a pack !

Blest if I know what 1 'm artcr,
Who to rate, and who head back.

Who the master of the hounds is,

In the meet-lists what's our name,
What our country and our bounds is,

Where's our covers, what's our game !

Once the old Hunt went on stunning,
Our subscription-book was filled :

Once our bounds run straight, not cunning,
Earths was stopp'd, and foxes killed.

Once a whip need but be steady,

Keep himself and osses neat,
Have his hounds in kennel ready,
Bring 'em all right to the meet-

Touch hat to the master's orders,
For the cover he should draw ;

Then to skirt the gorse's borders,
_

Old uns* cheer, and young uns' jaw.
Head back rioter and rover,
Make the whimperers hold their prate,

Get his fox well out of cover,

Lay his hounds on and ride straight.

Runs was runs then, foxes foxes ;

Whips and pack each other knew ;

Nags, not men, lived in loose boxes,
And a screw was called a screw.

We 'd our own subscript ion country,
Our hunt-livery we wore,

And we thought it an effront'ry,
If them togs a stranger bore.

Now you may change coat or button,
Let the hounds work anyhow ;

If they run deer, hare or mutton,
Whips is not to make a row !

Earths is stopped, or left neglected,

Fox-preservin" let go slack,
Yet a whip 's to whip expected,
And they calls this moo, a pack !

Hounds as I 'd rate I 'm told not to

Staunch hounds bid thong black and blue ;

And the country as we 've got to,
Ain't the country once I drew.

The direction-posts is altered,
Gates and gaps ain't where they were,

Muster DARBY s nag 's string-haltered,
Muster DIZZY won't ride fair !

There 's the General has hooked it,

CRANBORNE and CARNARVON too :

They 're disgusted and they looked it,

And there 's more than them looks blue.

Blest if I 've not a good mind to

Send my whip and liverv back
Changing place I ain't inclined to,
But it 's all up with our pack !

AN INDUBITABLE DON.

IN a late report of proceedings in the Court of Bank-

ruptcy, there appeared a case headed as follows :

" Is RE E. F. J. R. F. 8. W. G. DE MARTAHO."

The name to which the foregoing initials are prefixed
is that of a Spanish gentleman ;

"
but," observed a fool,"

although he is a foreigner, the Bankruptcy Court is a

place in which the literary world must be sorry to see a

man of letters."
"
Eight letters," said another fool,"

standing for so many Christian names ! The bearer of

them must have had liberal godfathers and godmothers."

A LABORIOUS POST. The new First Lord will find

plenty i to do at the Admiralty. There is a long list of

Agenda and Corrigenda.

VOL. m.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
VBNTFUL have been the

hours since Mr. Punch
last wrote. Firstly,

three who were then

Conservative Minis-

ters are Conservative

Ministers no longer.
PKEL of the Army,
CRANBORNE of India,

CARNARVON of the

Colonies, have de-

prived LORD DERBY
of their services. The
dauntless Three have

fallen, the earliest vic-

tims to Reform. They
would have

"
kept the

Bridge," butDERBius
the Consul did not

want it kept, so they
have only gone home.

Secondly,
a strange

story belongeth to

their fate, and this

the Consul told to the

Senate on

Monday, Mh March.
The EARL <yi DERBY

gave an interesting and edifying account of the Reform policy of his Cabinet. The
next night MR. DISRAELI, who, on the Monday, had been sternly silent, to the

wrath of sundry in the Commons, became lavishly explanatory. It will be con-

venient to fuse the two statements which irradiate each other, into one, and this it is.

In the autumn, LORD DERBY saw that a Reform Bill, and not a
"
niggard

"
one,

ought to be presented to Parliament. He therefore requested MB,. DISRAELI to

give his best attention to the subject.
At some date it

" came to
"
those statesmen that some of their colleagues would

not stand a liberal Reform Bill.

Two measures were therefore prepared, or at least sketched, one a "Worthy, the

other an Unworthy one.

D. and D. hoped to be able to pass the former, but if their ultra-Conservative

friends should resist, meant to fall Dack on the latter.

The Resolutions are admitted to have been vague, but the Cabinet wanted to get
"concurrence" from the Commons. As they could not get it, they emitted an

"expression of policy" on the 25th, which Mr. Punch expounded last week, with

the fatal comment that
"

it would not do."

This was the Unworthy scheme, but, small as it was, it was too large for PEEL,
CRANBORNE, and CARNARVON. LORD CRANBORNE sat up all one Sunday night,

studying the figures, and frightened himself so dreadfully at the results he came to

that he was obliged to resign. The other two did not waste wax. candles and get

headaches, but they resigned also.

Now the Administration is free to do its duty as understood by LORD DERBY in

the autumn, and his Lordship's first opinion, said MR. DISRAELI, is his last opinion.

So, for the third time this session, MR. DISRAELI is going to introduce a Reform

Bill, and he has fixed the 18th of March for that ceremony. By this measure the

Government declares that it will stand or fall.

Mr. Punch has only one question to ask. When LORD DERBY and MR. DISRAELI,

having arrived at a sense ot their duty to the nation, found that certain colleagues
would endeavour to prevent their discharge of that duty, why did they not, as

Patriot Statesmen, at once remit CRANBORNE to Coventry, CARNARVON to Castle

High Clere, and JONATHAN to Jericho, and prepare the measure dictated by con-

science? Of course it would, as LORD DERBY says, have been very
"
painful ;"

of course it would, as MR. DISRAELI says, have been
"
one of the saddest incidents of

public life." But we should like to know what PITT, WELLINGTON, or PALMERSTON
would have done. He would have wept or not wept, according to his hydraulic

proclivities, but he would have walked out the recalcitrants, and done his duty.

Leaving which considerations to the consideration of All whom they concern,
Mr. Punch briefly notes that on the Monday LORD CARNARVON told the Lords that

he thought Reform was needed, but arithmetic showed him that the proposed scheme
would alter the character of five-sixths of our boroughs, and this he regarded as

dangerous that LORD GRANVILLE said it was clear that the Cabinet had never
come to a decision as to the meaning of the Resolutions, and he hoped that there

would be no more desire to mystify Parliament that LORD GREY thought that the

House of Commons ought to be full of wisdom and ability, that the highest intelli-

gence of the nation should be
represented,

and that a mistake in altering the Con-
stitution would be fatal and that LORD DERBY declared a Reform Bill to be a
matter not of principle but of detail.

MR. DISRAELI, to-night, as has been said, was elaborately silent, and LORD
CRANBORNE was tongue-tied by etiquette. But MR. GLADSTONE made some severe
criticisms on the conduct of Ministers, which reminded him of a Greek dance he
had seen, in which the ladies advanced three steps and retreated two. He demanded >

for the credit of Parliament, that the question of Reform should be treated with
force and decision, that the Bill should contain nothing new-fangled, and that there
should be no giving with one hand and taking away with the other. If the plan

should be Simple, Good, Manful, Constitutional, and

Straightforward, it would be ungrudgingly supported by
the Opposition. His speech was sterner than heretofore,
and sounded warningly.

Tuesday. MR. DISRAELI made the speech that hath been

noted, ending with a scoff at Ma. GLADSTONE'S "singular
plainness of mind

"
and hatred of

"
intricacy." It was

epaid, with interest. GENERAL PEEL made a manly
speech, much applauded. He had been told that the

Reform Bill was a Conservative measure, and when he

bund that it was not, he refused! to have anything to do
with it. LORD CRANBORNE made a somewhat similar

statement, and he, too, spoke in an earnest and manly
'ashion, as English gentlemen always do when they are

talking only of personal matters.

At the instance of MR. DARBY GRIFFITH, "who was
eceived with great laughter," MR. GLADSTONE explained
,hat though he had held the briefest conversation wilh

MR. DISRAELI, it was not about Reform, but something
Ise, and he had used the words "Quite Proper," which
lad been overheard. He confuted some allegations of

K. DISRAELI'S as to the conduct of Opposition ;
but all

this fencing, good as it was, between the two accomplished
swordsmen, was chiefly for the amusement of the House.
It was still more amused by a smart speech, very anti-

Ministerial, by MR. LOWE, who assailed the Conservatives
ind the Radicals for their joint approach to democracy,
likened MR. DISRAELI and MR. BRIGHT to the great Twin
Brothers to whom the Dorians pray (see MACAULAY'S Lay),
and said that the "ship they ride on "is Cold Hypocrisy,
and the chief they serve under is Anarchy. MR. HOBSMAN
accused Ministers of political immorality. LORD STANLEY
denied the charge of democracy, and said that the Bill, by
which the Cabinet would stand or fall, would in no sense

be in accordance with the policy consistently supported by
MR. BRIGHT. The latter gentleman made an amusing
speech, with some good "chaff" in it, and welcomed the

now favoured idea of Household Suffrage, but was willing
to support a measure short of that. Why were we to be

afraid of a second million of our countrymeu? Some
smaller men finished a debate of an unusually brilliant

character. And here endeth another chapter in the

history of Reform.
MR. WATKIN got a Committee on Limited Liability;

MR. LEEMAN carried, by 86 to 41, a Bill intended to check

stockjobbing rascalities, by preventing fictitious trans-

actions. The jobbers howl about
"
restraining business,"

but the Bill is approved by the best sort of business men.

Wednesday. The Fenian Rebellion broke out in Ireland,
and the CHIEF SECRETARY had to tell the House of cut

telegraphs, torn-up railways, Greek fire, encounters be-

tween rebels and police, bloodshed, and, the only good
news, of LORD STRATHNAIRN (SiR HUGH ROSE) being in

the saddle and riding against the revolt. Since then, we
have heard of still more serious affrays, of concerted move-
ments of Fenians, and of wide-spread disaffection. But
with traitors in their own ranks, and vigour and skill in

ours, the rebels may expect suppression, and the ring-

leaders may look for the doom of felons. It is time to

show that Law means Order at any price.

MR. COLERIDGE carried his Bill for the Abolition of

Tests at Oxford through Second Reading, bat it will not

become law in its present form.

Thursday. The EMPEROR, who is always polite, has

offered the QUEEN the statues of HENRY THE SECOND,
C(EDB DE LION, ELEANOR OF GHIENNB, and ISABEL OF

ANGOTJLEME, from the Chapel of Fontevrault, Anjpu, and
HER MAJESTY has accepted them. French antiquaries

rage, and if these statues were in a fitting place, Mr. Punch
would consider their removal a barbarism

;
but as they

are lying in the back scullery of a convict prison, we may
as well have them. We object, however, to their going to

South Kensington let DEAN STANLEY take charge of

them, and put them where he sees proper.
GENERAL PEEL, though ministerially dead, moved the

Army Estimates, which are a good deal higher than the

last, but not so much higher, he says, as they seem. The
Converted Sniders work admirably, we are told.

Friday. THE DUKB OF ARGYLL delivered what LORD
DERBY called a dangerous and irritating address on Crete

and the Eastern question. The latter is coming up, and

Russia,
"
though yet her cicatrix looks raw and red," is

getting Bumptious again. The ^Eoni somnia must be

pleasant, just now.
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The Commons were dull. No light was thrown by a long debate

on Volunteer law. The Travellers' Baggage question came up, and

it is clear that no change is to be made. '1 he only Member who used

an argument against it was SIR PATRICK O'BRIEN, who urged that

the valuable works of English authors would be pirated, and the frau-

dulent editions brought over by travellers. SIR PATRICK is a gentle

man, and in the name of author-craft we thank him for his kindly

thouzhtfulness. But we hope there is enough public spirit m authors

(especially
those who have sold their copyrights) to endure this peril

for a few months. .

London may like to know that the Regent's Park Lake is not to be

touched until autumn, when, of course, everybody whose nose is worth

respect will be out of town.

PEEPS AT PARIS.

(From yours very truly, Peeper the Great.)

PEEP FIRST.

N April the first

the French Exhi-
bition will open,
and thousands
hitherto unable

to gain admis-

sion will flock to

Paris. Number-
less Englishmen
and English-
women who have
not been there

before will not
be behind now.
A Guide and a
familiar friend is,

like dough, much
kneaded : where-
at some readers

may say, "Oh,
doughn't!" Let
'em. I have said

it. I am aBroken
Englishman, and
after a length-
ened sojourn
abroad am pre-

pared to direct the steps of my compatriots, to talk with the natives, to

speak for the stranger, and to give him his French as it is spoken and

pronounced in the best or worst society.
There is not a spot in Paris with which I am unacquainted. I can

tell you all about it and more : I am therefore your man.
"
Je suis,"

as MARCHAL NET used to observe, "votre homme-" but for the
benefit of your ssaders, I must add, that these words are not pro-
nounced as spelt.

Let me introduce Paris to you, historically. Paris is called by many
ignorant foreigners Parry, but they might as well call it GERMAN REED
at once, as no one, out of their own set, understands them.
In ancient times, A.V.P.C. [Anno Ferbum Personale Concordat, i.e., a

Concordat entered into by one of the first Popes] the country of

France was generally an open country, which accounts for the people
being Frank. It is supposed that ADAM and EYE visited it

early
in

life, but no records of the fact exist, except the word Madam, which
includes both. M. ADOLPHE ADAM, the composer, is a descendant of

that illustrious gentleman, who is admitted, on all hands, to have been
the First Man of his time. However this may be, let it be as it will.

Dates not so much an object as reading in comfort.
The Franks were not cannibals : they ate no one, and no one ate

them. An amicable state of things, which, perhaps, accounts for the

proverbial politeness of their Parisian posterity. In those days there
were no guide-books to Paris and its environs. They were scarcely
missed, as there were no environs, and I may add, to speak strictly,
no Paris. Paris rhymes to HARRIS

; an opportunity which entirely

escaped the attention of OVID and V IRGIL : odd. The Judgment of
Paris was the event which suggested the name for the place. This

judgment has been handed down to us. If SERGEANT PARRY should
become a Judge, perhaps a great decision of his will be handed down
as the Judgment of PARRY'S. . Perhaps so : when this you see, re-

member me.
About this time an incursion of Merovingians but this will not

interest you. Suffice it to say that the first Frenchman of any fame at
all was KING PIPPIN, who, as you may recollect, was mixed up with
WILLIAM TELL, and was shot on and off his son's head simply because he
wouldn't put on his hat. Hence llipstone Pippins : but another

family tree, this. The next was Robert the Devil, who lived in Nor-

mandy, which, by poetic licence, he used to call his mother country (in
French Ma Normandie). He was removed by Bertrand and taken to
a warmer climate Italy, I think, from his subsequently re-appearing
as Roberto il Diavolo.

Then came, an ancestor of SIR RICHARD MAYNE, called CHARLE-
MAGNE': he wore an iron crown, and composed the well-known air for
the flageolet,

"
Dulce domum." (At least, if he didn't, he had some-

thing to do with a Region Donum, but Historia estfcggta, i. e., History
is foggy in details.)

Alter this we hear (that is, I've heard) very little of France until
the Emperor NAPOLEON THE THIRD ascended the throne. There
was a NAPOLEON TILE FIHST

; but then there was a DUKE or WEL-
LINGTON.
This Emperor," NAPOLEON THE THIRD, gives an Exhibition this

year. You will want a Guide to it. There is a regiment of Guides
m France. But don't ask them questions. Get Paris for the English
1867, published by BRADBDRY, EVANS, & Co., 11, Bouverie Street,
Fleet Street, B.C. (Adoertisement.)

Life in Paris is all out of doors. Of course you couldn't expect life

in doors, in France, any more than in any other country ; the doors
here are as dead as door-nails elsewhere.

Though the Parisian life is out of doors, you will not see any Houses
out of windows. They are all windows and shutters, and neat little

ornamental bunds. The only time when you'll see a house out of
windows is when you look out of your own windows and see a house.
No novelty here.

You get to Paris by land and water. These are merely preliminary
directions.

You mustn't be surprised at the roughness of an angry sea. No
wonder it is angry, seeing it is so often crossed.
On landing you will at once proceed to Paris : and then wait for

me in nay next.

SUBSTITUTES FOR PROFANE SWEARING.

Adapted to various Sorts and Conditions of Men.

Lawyer. Tax my bill.

Doctor. Dash my draughts.
Soldier. Snap my stock.
Parson. Starch my surplice.
Bricklayer. I '11 be plastered.

Bricklayer's Labourer. Chop my hod.

Carpenter. Saw me.
Plumber and Glazier. Solder my pipes. Smash my panes.
Painter. I 'm daubed.
Brevier. I 'm mashed.
Engineer. Burst my boiler.

Stoker. Souse my coke.

Costernonger. Rot my taturs.
Dramatic Author. Steal my French Dictionary.
Actor. I '11 be hissed.
Tailor. Cut me put. Cook my goose.
Linendraper. Soil my silks. Sell me off.

Grocer. Squash my figs. Sand my sugar. Seize my scales.

Baker. Knead my dough. Scorch my muffins.

Auctioneer. Knock me down.

THE ELECTRIC MEDAL.

THE American Parliament has passed a resolution of thanks to MR.
CYRUS FIELD, for having made the Electric Telegraph between England
and the States, and has ordered a Gold Medal to be struck, in honour
of MR. FIELD'S single-handed feat. This is quite right. Punch would
be the last man to deny that

"
alone FIELD did it." We are not quite

sure whether he let the water into the space called the Atlantic Ocean,
but we know that he invented electricity, and telegraphy, and after

S:ars

of solitary experiments, perfected the Cable which is now laid,

e carried it in his own one-horse gig from Greenwich to Ireland, and

having previously constructed the machinery for paying it out, launched
the Great Eastern by his unaided efforts, lifted the rope on board, and

consigned it to the deep with his own hands. MB, FIELD tied on the New-
foundland end with great neatness, and then ran on with the continua-

tion, and never sat down, nor even blew his nose, until he had dispatched
the first message. Therefore, the Medal is his, and the reverse also.

But in concession to the ignorant prejudices of the world, might not

just the most modest space, saylthe nm, bear in faint letters the names of

GISBOKNE, GLASS, ELLIOT, ANDERSON, CANNING, and one or two more,
who stood by, with their hands in their pockets, and saw the smart
CYRTO perform the Herculean task. Anyhow, we do give the ground
on which this end of the Cable rests. But we would not press the

request, if it would hurt American feelings.

THZ BEGGAR'S PAKADISE. TattersaU's.
'
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AT THE SUNDAY SCHOOL
Teacher. "Now, MART BROWN, von UNDERSTAND WHAT is MEANT BY BAPTISM?"

Mary Sroim. "
OH, / KNOW, TEACHER ! IT'S WHAT DR. FRANKLIN DID ON BABY'S ARM LAST TOOSDAY !

"

SINGULAE CONDUCT IN A PUBLIC-HOUSE.

(By our own Peitny-a-liner.)

EVERY lover of justice will be glad to learn that the vigilance of the

police in regard to the use of False Weights and Measures is not con-
fined to the miserable petty tradesmen of Lambeth and other low
neighbourhoods, who cheat the poor out of so much of their hard
earnings, but that the authorities have an eye upon offenders of a

higher class. In the case to which these remarks refer, we are not
enabled to state that any penalty has as yet been inflicted, but it will
be seen that there is every intention to enforce the law. Our reporter
states that the attention of the Westminster police has for some weeks
been attracted to a house in Parliament Street known as the "Rupert's
Head," and kept by a respectable landlord named DERBY, in whose
service is also a sharp and intelligent bar-man, whose real name is of
Hebrew origin, but wno is known in the neighbourhood as

"
DIZZY."

MR. DERBY came into possession of the premises after an action of

ejectment, said to have been somewhat irregularly conducted, and he
changed the sign, which had previously been that of

"
Jack Straw's

Castle," to the above. The neighbours made no particular complaint of
the management of the house, for the landlord's connection was chiefly
country persons, who, though apt to be a little vociferous, were
respectable, and not addicted to late hours. There were occasional
quarrels between them and some of the customers of the previous
landlord, an aged person named RUSSELL, who had been respected in
his time, but had of late years become cantankerous, especially since
his ejectment from the house, but nothing serious occurred. We
mention these details to show how, in these strange times, worthy
men will run the risk of losing a fair character, for the sake of very
small gains and certain exposure. It is our duty to add that, in some
respects, the landlord at the Rupert's Head was popular with his

neighbours, for he had carefully abstained from interference with other
people's affairs, had endeavoured to arrange some difficulties between
certain workmen and their masters, had administered a severe rebuke
to a Beadle who neglected his duties, and had shown a kind feeling

towards the Poor. But it came to the knowledge of the police that
on the evening of Monday, the 12th of February, the bar-man,"
DIZZY," under the eye of his employer, was called on to serve a

customer, a MR. BULL, and that in lieu of the good measure which
should have been given,

"
DIZZY," talking with much volubility to

distract the attention of MR. BULL and the other* persons present,
offered him nearly all froth, and pertinaciously refused to deal in a
more honest fashion, alleging that he had drawn a perfectly right
measure. MR. BULL, who is a very forbearing and kind-hearted

person, contented himself with a gentle grumbling, and with declaring
that this sort of thing would not do, and it seems that

" DIZZY"
facetiously remarked to him,

" Come again this day fortnight, gov'nor,
and we '11 make it all right for you, old man," and on this bit of chaff
MR. BULL went away. But he used the house again, as it happened,
on the very day named by the bar-man, and police-constable, G 1,

took the precaution of watching the movements of the latter.

Upon this oc9asion we learn that
" DIZZY" displayed none of his

usual pleasantries, but was obviously out of temper, as if acting
under orders that were disagreeable to him

; and it was also noticed
that three persons, supposed to be friends of MR. DERBY, were also

watching what occurred. We have heard that one of them was an
old

soldier, well known to Turfites ; another was a person who, in the

euphemistic phrase of a class, has
"

left the Colonies ;

"
and the third

does not live a hundred miles from Cranborne Place. MR. BULL,
upon asking for what he wanted, received what was, if possible, worse
measure than on the preceding occasion, and upon remonstrance being
made by some who were indignant at this treatment of the old gentle-
man,

" DIZZY "
said that he supposed he knew his own business, and

suddenly charged the speakers with having robbed some poor men so
far back as 1832. A serious disturbance would have taken place, but
for the admirable temper and tact of the constable, G 1, who advised
all persons to go away quietly, undertaking that proper attention

should be given to the proceedings which had justly exasperated every
one.

"
DIZZY "

hereupon called the officer sundry names, intended to

annoy him, but added in a somewhat mysterious manner, that
"
there

was wheels within wheels, and he wasn't going to grease 'em all."
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THE HONEST POTBOY.
DERBY (&). "DON'T FROTH IT UP THIS TIME. BEX. GOOD MEASURE-THE INSPECTORS HAVE THEIR

EYE ON US."
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This was not understood by those present, but a few days afterwards

there was a great disturbance, and the neighbours saw the three

persons above designated suddenly rushing out of the house, and heard

them loudly declaring that both the landlord and his servant were

humbugs, and had tried to get their names to something that would

have brought them all to rum. This, however, MR. DERBY as loudl)

contradicted from an up-staira window, and he expressed unlimited

satisfaction at seeing the backs of them. What this quarrel meant

may not concern our readers, but it is due to MR. DBRBT to state that

on Constable G 1 again taking an opportunity of severely cautioning

him, lie professed regret for what had occurred, and distinctly declared

that it should not be repeated, and that the best possible measure
should be given. If that would not do, he added, somewhat energeti-

cally, he would put up the shutters, and take down the sign. Con-
stable G 1 advised him to do nothing rash, nor to try any dodge for the

future, and added, that if the promise were kept, the police would do
no more than keep an eye on the house. The oldest inhabitants are

unable to account for the cause that could induce a highly respectable
landlord and an ordinarily well-spoken young man to indulge in these

eccentricities, and risk their character ; but the neighbourhood waits

to see how far MR. DERBY and his subordinate will act up to the spirit

of their undertaking. If they fail in doing so, it is rumoured that

their treatment of MR. BULL will ba punished by an early memorial to

the Westminster Magistrates, who are usually merciful, but who are

very severe where deception is attempted.

A VERY LEGITIMATE INDIGNATION MEETING.
A MEETING of representative horses employed in and about the

Metropolis, has lately been held at the Agricultural Hall, Islington,
Reporters would have been welcome, but as the proceedings were
carried on in the language of the Houynhms, and DK.VN SWIFT, the

only human master of that language, is dead, their services were
unavailing. Luckily, a learned horse (one of MR. SANGER'S stud),
who has mastered aU the European languages, in the course of a varied!

round of engagements at home and abroad, has obligingly favoured us
with a condensed report of the proceedings.
The oldest Cab-horse in the Metropolis was called to the chair ; the

sense of the meeting to that effect being taken by yeas and neighs.
The Chairman explained the object of the meeting. As horses they

had more grievances than he wished, or was able, to enumerate.
" He

had passed through a wide experience, having come of high family,
tracing up to the Godolphin Arabian, and having begun life in a racing-
stable. How he had come down to his present line of life, was no
business of the meeting ; but he didn't mind saying that it was through
no fault of his. He had once been first favourite for the Derby, and
after that the meeting would understand him, when he said that he had
been

'

nobbled.' That was his first move to the bad, and since then he
had gone on from bad to worse from steeple-chasing to Oxford
hacking, and thence downwards to a night-cab, in which he supposed
he should end his days. He expected to die in harness. But his
varied experience had made him practically acquainted with most of
'
the woes that (horse) flesh is heir to," and therefore he felt he was,

in some sense, a representative animal. The particular grievance they
were met to protest against was the cruel, abominable, unjustifiable,
nd unnecessary practice of spreading rough granite on the roads, for
horses to tread into solid Macadam. It was a leg, back, and heart^
breaking business for horses of all kinds, values, and employments.
From the three-hundred guinea pair of steppers in the lordly equipage,
to the worn-out drudges of the night-cab, many of whom, like himself,
aad known better days from the pampered hundred-pound brewer's
dray-horse, to the skin-and-bone anatomy that tugs the coster's 'flat,'
all the horses of London had here a common right of protest. He
would call on the speakers to move the Resolutions."
The first Resolution,

"
That the practice of allowing the granite used

in road-repair to be crushed and levelled for traffic by the horses and
carriages passing over it, is dangerous, cruel, and unnecessary," was
moved by a magnificent bay (from the stables of the Countess of Haut-
pas).

' He did not think much wind need be used in moving the reso-
lution. He had all but broken his own fetlock-joint that morning, in
carrying his mistress to the Drawing-Room. and was still suffering
acutely from th effect of the accident. He had had two esteemed stable
;ompanions (one of them, he was ashamed to say, a delicate mare)
amed by this abominable practice last season, and one (here the speaker
became much affected) so seriously that he was obliged to be shot.
Excitement.) He knew from the remarks he heard while waiting to
,ake up at West End parties for he owned that his experience, unlike
,hat ot the venerable animal in the chair, was confined to aristocratic
circles that the accidents from this cause were innumerable, and the
suffering general. He hoped the meeting would not think that horses
in his rank of life had an easy time of it. Aristocratic animals worked
very hard, he could assure them, and almost entirely over the stones
Knowing their own value, they naturally felt sore at harmg their
labour doubled, and the danger to life and limb far more thaa doubled

by the nse made of them for work which properly belonged to the
steam-roller."

The Resolution was seconded by a sturdy Clydesdale Grer (the pro-
perty

(pf
an eminent market gardener).

" He could not boast," he
said,

"
like the honourable proposer, of any aristocratic experience. He

belonged to what was called the lower orders, and was proud of it, but
he was glad to meet the aristocracy of his race on a common platform.
He could bear out, from his experience in his own class, all the aristo-
cratic mover of the Resolution had stated. If this practice was hard
for horses of the mover's high-priced, high-stepping, easy-worked order,
what must it be for horses like himself P They had heavier weights to

draw, and broader wheels to move, and their pounding work on the
rough granite was increased in proportion. He often felt his heart
ready to break over it, and only wished he could have the Chairman of

Metropolitan Roads, or a couple of District Board or Vestry-men in the
shafts for a week or two. They would know what rough granite was
then : that it was worse even for the horses that worked over it, than
the paupers that cracked it in the stone-yards. They managed these
things better in France. There they called in the aid of the steam-
roller to crush their Macadam. But even these steam-rollers felt the
work so much that, only the other day, one of them had committed
suicide by bursting up, and had done a deal of damage. He didn't
know why English horses should put up with worse than French horses
got. He recommended a strike, with both feet, if this abominable
practice was iwt put a stop to.

The Resolution was carried unanimously.
The second Resolution,

"
That a deputation from the horses of

the Metropolis wait on LORD JOHN MANNERS, and inquire why
he has done nothing to carry oat his promise of compelling the in-

troduction of the steam-roller to crush the rough granite, on the
French system," was moved by a neat park-hack (belonging to an
officer 9f the Household Brigade) and seconded by a valuable brougham-
horse in the employment of an eminent M.D., and carried with
enthusiasm.
A motion for an indignation meeting every week during the season,

till this grievance was put a stop to, was also adopted, and the meet-
ing separated with a determination not to relax in their efforts for the
removal of what is admitted by men as well as horses to be a disgrace
to the road administration of the Metropolis, till the steam-roller is

introduced for crushing the rough road-granite as in Paris.

SONG OF A HEAD CENTRE.
Now is your time for freedom, plate and jewels, gold an' notes, .

To strike for liberty, me boys, and cut your betters' throats ;

To saize upon the arsenals, and fire the magazines,
And blow the base aristocrats up into smithereens.

Arise, me fellow-countrymen, let 's murder all the praists,
The parsons and the ministers, and all thim kind of baists.
The nobles and the gentry we will hang on their own trees,
All of 'em we can catch, and above all the absentees.

The troops that march against us will immadiately retire

Upon them when you open with a volley of Greek fire.

The corpses of their comrades will be left upon the plain :

It's then we will in glory pick the pockets of the slain.

But should we be defated by Misfortune's cruel fate,
With mighty little punishment 'tis likely we shall mate ;

They dare not hang for thrason now, nor head off shoulders dock,
The gallows is a bugaboo : a praty for the block !

But there is COL9NELNBLS9N, boys, and there 's LIEUTENANT BRAND :

A trial for their life, bedad, is what they 've got to stand.
How they stamp out rebellion, sure, their likes will take good care,
Seeing what throable that has brought on them and Ma. EIRE.

JACK STUART MILL for ever, and hurroo for friend JACK BRIGHT !

Success to the Committee philo-black and anti-white !

Hang them that crushes reoels in the service of the Crown,
And then who '11 be the boys to put the Fenian Brothers down ?

Very Natural.

THE authorities at Cambridge have issued an edict pronouncing
lentence of rustication or expulsion against any person hi slain pupil-
'ari, riding in. or otherwise promoting a steeple -chace. This is only
That might be expected. Steeple-chasing is a pursuit reserved
or gownsmen not in ttatu pupiUari gownsmen who have taken
orders.

MOTTO (lately adopted by MR. PADDI GBEBH). EVANS'S helps them
as helps themselves.
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" SHALL WE JOIN THE LADIES ?
"

Mat. 15. "Bother the ladies ! Let'sh have a weed !"

jEtat.W. "O yes, let's join the ladies. (Aside.) Cousin
CLARA'S in the drawing-room."

JEtat. 25.
" Aw may as well, I s'pose. But just give

us a glass of CHARLEY'S old Madeira first."

JEtat. 30.
"
I vote we move, you fellows. (Aside.") Awfully

jolly girl that was, sat next me. Wonder if she's got some
tin."

JEtat. 35. "I should like just one whiff first. But then
the smoke gets in one's beard so."

JEtat. 40.
"
Cosy enough here. Don't care to move at

present."
JEtat. 45.

"
Quite agree with you, old boy. Pass the

clar't, will you ?
"

JEtat. 50.
"
I should vote for having just one more,

! half-a-glassorso, of that cap'tal dry sherry."
JElat. 55. "Better go at once, /say. (Aside.) My wife's

confounded tetchy when I sit long at the table."

Mat. 60.
"
Ladies ! I should think not ! They can joiu

I

us if they want us."

sStai,.&5. "I'll join 'em with great pleasure, but let's
'

hear that funny story first."

Mat. 70. Join the ladies ! Bless 'em ! Yes ! with all

!

the pleasure in life ugh ! Confound that toe of mine ! I

always feel it after dinner.

The Anti-drink-on-Eunday Movement.
(Addretifd to an Alderman and an eminent Roman Catholic Pi-date,

byalicemid WilteUer.)

THE Alderman is DOCTOR MANNING'S prop :

One's name, and t" other's title, bids them stop
Their fierce crusade against the Sunday drop,
For One's Old Hale : t' other 's the Arch-beershop.

COCKNEY HOBSERVATION.

That Charming Gal with the Hue feather (to Prize Canary).
"
SWEETY, DEAR !

"

Comic Man {" Dolcissimo con Brio," from the other side of pedestal). "YES, DUGKY !"

[Utterly ruining the hopes, and taking the mind out o' the sails of his tallfriend
(serious man), who had been spoonying about her all the afternoon, and
thought he had made an impression t

COCKNEYS are not the only people who drop or exasperate
the

"
H's." It is done by common people in the provinces,

and you may laugh at them for it. The deduction there-

fore is, that a peasant, with an
"
h," is fair game.

CONUNDRUM. (BY SIMPLE SYMON.)

WHY would the normal state of a coloured gentleman in

India be one of want ? Because he would be an Indi-gent.

HAPPY THOUGHTS.

(Eoening Amusements at BYNO'S. The Course of True Love. Prospects.)

BYNG takes MILBURD and myself aside.
" What Christmassy sort

of thing," asks BYNG,
"
can we do to amuse them ?

" MILBURD
suggests charades. I think we can't get them up. MILBTJRD says,"
Get 'em

up
in a second. Cork a pair of moustachios and flour your

face." I .admit this is all very well, but we want scenery. BYNG
doubtful. MILBURD pooh-poohs scenery and says,

"
there are folding

doors in the drawing-room ; and chairs and table cloths. Only want a
word." We can't think of a word.
Happy Thought. Get a dictionary.
We try A. Abaft. MILBURD says that 's it.

Happy Thought. I say, on board ship in the back drawing-room.
MILBURD catches the idea. First syllable : A. BYNG asks

" how ?
"

So do I. MILBURD explains ;

" A : cockneyism for Hay : some one
makes A when the sun shines. BYNG interrupts with a question as to
how the sun is to be done. MILBURD says,

"
Oh, imagine the sun."

Soft. Let 's see how 's Soft to be done. Silence. Puzzler.

Happy Thought. Try something else.

BYNG says that once when he was in a country-house he dressed up
as a Monk, and frightened a lot of people. We laugh. BYNG suggests
that that wouldn't be bad fun. His half-aunt is easily taken in.

Happy^ TAouffM Dress up and frighten his half-aunt.
BYNG'S got it. He'll get the dress. I enter into the proposition.

Prefer talking to FRIDOLISE. MILBURD shall disarm suspicion by
going back to the drawing-room and saying, that a great friend of
BYNG'S has just arrived from Germany, and that BYNG is receiving
him. MILBURD undertakes this part of the business. BYNG says (to
me)

" Come along : I '11 dress you up." I object. BYNG says,
"
It's

like Mummers in the olden time." 1 never could see the fun of mum-
mers in the olden time. I suggest that MILBUBD is better at this sort
of thing, and I'll go back to the drawing-room and disarm suspicion.
BYNG is obstinate : he says,

"
It will spoil everything if I don't dress

up." MILBURD points out what capital fun it will be.
" No one," he

says,
"

will know you." Perhaps not : but where 's the fun ?

Happy Thought. Do it another night.
They won't. Do it now. BYNG appears annoyed : he thought 1

should enjoy this sort of thing. I say so I do : no one nwre," only
I can't help imagining that FRIDOLINE will think me an idiot. It is

settled. MILBURD goes down-stairs. BYNG takes me to a lumber-
room. I am to represent his friend just arrived from Germany. After

rummaging in some boxes and closets, he produces a large cocked-hat
with feathers, a Hussar's jacket, a pair of cavalier breeches, pink
stockings, russet boots and a monk's cloak with a cowl. He is de-

lighted. Whom am I to represent ?

Happy Thought (which strikes BYNG). Represent eccentric friend

from Germany. He must be a very eccentric friend to come in such a

dress. I point out that it can't take any one in : not even his half-

aunt. He says it will. His half-aunt must be remarkably weak.
When I 've got on the stockings and boots, I protest against the

breeches.
"

Spoil the whole thing if you don't put on the breeches,"

says BYNG. I am'dressed. I say,
"
I can't go down like this." BYNG 's

got it again. What ?

Happy Thought (second which strikes BYNG). False nose. Red paint.

Stop ! He hasn't got any red paint.

Happy Thought. What a blessing ! A new idea strikes him. Pink

tooth-powder will do just as well : and lip salve.

He won't let me look in the glass until he has finished with me.
When he 's done I see myself, and protest again. He says

"
nonsense,

it's capital: he will just see if the road's clear, and then we '11 go
down-stairs." He leaves me.

Happy Thought (while alone). Undress before he comes back.

First Reflection in glass : What an ass I do look. Second reflection,

What an idiot I was to let them dress me up. Resolution, Never do it

again. If I had got to act a regular part, with words written, I

shouldn't mind ; or even in a charade ;
or if everyone was dressed up

as well ; or if MILBURD or some one else was dressed up ;
but this is

so stupid. If I don't go on with it, Old BYNG will be annoyed, and
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won't ask me again, and BYNG'S a very iqlly place to stay at. If I 'd

known that there were people here, and this sort of thing was going
to happen, I shouldn't have come. I shouldn't mind it so much if

FRIDOLINE wasn't here. I can't go and sit by her, and talk to her

seriously, with a false nose, burnt cork, piuk tooth-powder and red

lip salve on my face. 1 won't go. [Analysing this feeling afterwards

with a view to Chan. VIII., Book X., Typical Developments, I conclude

it to be a phase of Fake Pride.]

BYNG returns : radiant. I follow him, dismally, down the back-stairs-

We are not, it appears, going into the drawing-room. BYNG opens a

door. The kitchen. The cook, two housemaids, and a footman en-

gaged on some meal. They rise
; uncomfortably. BYNG says,

" MRS.
WALLETT," (addressing the cook)

"
here 's a gentleman from Ger-

many." Whereat the cook and the two housemaids giggle awkwardly.
They 're not taken in : not a bit. They pretend to be amused to please
BYNG. Doesn't BYNG see through such toadyism? The footman
smiles superciliously, and I feel that none of them will ever respect
me again. The butler enters: he is sufficiently condescending to

pronounce it very good. Cook, evidently feeling it necessary to make
some sort of observation, says,

"
Well, she shouldn't ha" known me ;

she shouldn't," which the housemaids echo. They are all bored.

Footman patronisingly, as if he could have acted the part better

himself [Happy Thought (winch occurs to me in the kitchen). Wish
we had dressed up the footman.] observes to his master, "The
gentleman doesn't talk, Sir." Impudent fellow: I know he'll be
insolent to me after this, as long as I "m here. Great mistake of

BYNG'S. BYNG explains that I (in my character of eccentric friend

from Germany) only speak German; and asks me, Sprarkenzee Dutch?
which he considers to oe the language.

Happy Thought. Yah. Also Mynheer.
I do wish (behind my false nose and tooth-powder) that I could be

funny. I feel that if in this dress I could do something clever, I should
have the best of it. As it is I 'm a sort of tame monkey led about by
BYNG. I ought to go out of the kitchen funnily : I don't. Rather
sneak out, after BYNG. I 'm sure the servants hate me : I wish BYNG
hadn't disturbed them ;it their meal.

Happy Thought. Say to BYNG, in the passage,
"
I don't think there 's

much fun to be got out of this." He replies, "Nonsense ; must frighten
my aunt."

I would give ten pounds if FRIDOLINB were, at this moment, in the
next county. Suppose she should think I 'd been drinking !

We are in the drawing-room. FRIDOLINE is singing and playing.
MILBURD is waiting on her. The elderly people are engaged in con-

versation, or dozing. The younger are playing the race game with
counters and dice, and some are looking over pictures. Four elders,
MR. and MBS. SYMPERSON, the half-aunt and whole-uncle are at whist.

They are enjoying themselves why disturb them,?

Happy Thought. Go back and undress before they see me.
BYNQ introduces me loudly,

" HERB VON DOWNYVASSEL from Ger-

many." Everyone is interrupted : everyone is, more or less, obliged to

laugh. I see it at once : I am a bore. BYNG takes me up to his half-

aunt at whist ; she is not frightened, but only says,
" What a dreadful

creature !

"
and the four players laugh once out of compliment to BTNG,

and go on with their game again. MILBURD ought to help me : he
won't. He doesn't even take any notice of me. Miss FRIDOLTNE
merely turns her head and continues her Italian song. BYNG having
failed in

frightening
his half-aunt, leaves me, to find some book of

pictures for Miss PELLINGLE. What am I do? Dance? Sing? I
think I hear one of the party engaged at the Race-game say,

" What
stupid nonsense !

"
I should like to dress him up. I'd rub the red

powder into him.

Gong sounds. For what ?

The butler enters and whispers the Elders, who rise sedately. The
guests begin leaving the room gravely: I am following. MILBURD
asks me if I 'm coming as I am. Coming where P Don't I know ?

Family Prayers. BYNG is very strict, and whenever there 's a clergy-
man in the house, he has Family Prayers. The whole-uncle, I discover,
is a Reverend. In my false nose, dragoon jacket, tooth-powder, and
lip salve, I am a heathen. They want a missionary for me. Thinking
deeply, what can mere outward adornment matter? The dress is

nothing and yet

Happy Thought Go to bed.

I resume my dress. It would be cowardice to go to bed. I wait
for them to come to the smoking-room. They come in, ladies and all,
after prayers, remarkably fresh and cheerful. Conversation general :

no allusion to my dressing-up.

Getting near FRIDOLINE I refer to it. She owns she thought it

stupid : I tell her, so did I. She hopes it will be a fine day to-morrow.
Sodol. "Can't we," I suggest, "take a walk?" I want to say"
together," thereby intimating that I want no other companions. She

replies,
" Or a ride," adding enthusiastically,

" Do ride
; you do, of

course."
"
I do," I tell her,

"
but regret that I can't get a horse."

This presents no difficulty to her. Ma. BTNO lends her one of his.
BYNG says,

"
Yes, MILBURD has the chestnut, I ride the bay, and I

can get a very good one for you," to me,
"
from BRETT'S stables in the

village."
"
That," cries FRIDOLINE,

"
will be delightful !

"

I say to her rapturously, that I look forward to it with pleasure. So
I dp as far as going with her is concerned. But I feel omiged to ex-

plain to her that I haven't ridden for some time. She tells me that

I

she hasn't ridden for some time either. This consoles me to a certain

degree, but I mean years she only means months. She tells me, so/to

voce, that BYNG is not a fast goer, so he and MILBURD may ride

together, and that we '11 (she and I) have a good gallop.

Happy Thought. Alone with her ! Galloping through the woods !

Happy Thought. Talk abiut hunting stiff countries fences

brooks. [Thank goodness, no hunting here.]
She is all life and animation, and anxious for to-morrow's ride with

me. I'd rather it was a drive than a ride. "She likes," she says,"
riding 'cross country." She is sorry that we shall only have roads

here.

Happy Thought. Roads ! hooray ! Twenty to one against falling off

on a road.

Happy TAoiiffAt.Saj,
"
All, pity there 's no 'cross country." I mean

for her.

Ladies now retire. MILBURD wants to be officious, but she takes her

candlestick from me. She looks to me for a light from the gas. I look
at her, and find (when she draws my attention to it) that I am holding
the flame about an inch away from the wick. I detain her hand for

one second. 1 just

Happy Thought. Sympathetic electricity. Write a chapter this

evening in Typical Developments.
Her last words,

" Mind you see about your horse the first thing to-

morrow : I should be so disappointed if you didn't get it."

I will get it. Ride anywhere-^-everywhere ! For her and with
her ! StUl I do wish it was riding in a carriage.

A DRY DAY IN SEVEN.
Tn~E Sabbatarians are at it again, Mr. Punch. The scene of their

little game on Monday last was Guildhall, where, at a meeting held

under the presidency of the LORD MAYOR, DR. MANNING fraternised

with the Saints of another hall. The object of the Exeter Hall Saints,
in combination with the Roman Catholic Archbishop, was to take
counsel for the purpose of stopping the sale of intoxicating liquors on
Sunday. So that, if they could have their way, and you were to walk

up to Hampsteaa Heath on a hot Sunday, you would be unable to

procure a glass of ale at "Jack Straw's Castle."

Sabbatarianism, hand-iu-hand with Popery, voted a resolution :

'

" That this meeting believes the sale of intoxicating liquors on Sundays it pre-
judicial to the welfare of the people, and ought to be discontinued."

Why prejudicial to the people any more than to the heads of the

people ? For, observe, these would-be regulators of other person's
appetites only propose to shut up the public- houses. They do not

propose to close the Clubs also, or to prevent intoxicating liquors from

being supplied at those establishments. Neither do they propose to

prevent the stayers in hotels from being supplied with any liquor they
may choose to call for, from bitter ale to Chateau d'Yquem. It is

only the people, as distinct from the higher classes, that they want to
exclude from access to the means of drunkenness. By the people"
they mean the working-classes, whom they invite to own themselves
to be in general such drunkards and such idiots as to be unable with
leisure at command, wages in their pockets, and public-houses open,
to refrain from getting tipsy. If, on the contrary, the great majority
of the working-classes are sober and intelligent, then they are asked to

put themselves, and the public at large, to inconvenience, for the sole

sake of trying to impede the inclinations of an imbecile and miserable

minority.
In seconding the motion resolved as above, MR. ALDERMAN HALE

is reported to have stated that
"
he occasionally took a glass of wiae,

but he never drank wine on a Sunday." This announcement was
received with the laughter that, even in the most silly and serious

assembly, a speaker excites by the utterance of declarations that are

mutually irrelative, particularly when they include the avowal of an

absurdity besides. What, if ALDERMAN HALE is accustomed occa-

sionally to take a glass of wine, is the reason for which he never drinks
wine on a Sunday ? Perhaps a reporter has been unjust to ALDERMAN
HAT.B. What he really did say mav have been the logical statement
that though he did occasionally take a glass of wine too much, he
never committed such an excess on Sunday.
Ah, Mr. Punch, how pious it is of us to endeavour to mortify the

desires of other people, by imposing upon them restrictions which do
not affect ourselves, or which we do not mind bearing ! Isn't it ? You
may call rue herb o' grace on Sundays. Must I call myself

HABITAHS IN Sicco?

THE RISIXG GEN^RATIOIT. The Fenians.
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MISTAKEN KINDNESS.
Enthusiastic Nimrod (who has mounted a friend). "SHOULDN'T LIKE TO GO HOME WITHOUT SHOWING YOU ANT SPOUT, OLD FELLOW!

PERHAPS WE MAY FIND A Fox, YET !

"
[Friend (from the manufacturing districts) devoutly hopes not.

CABMEN IN COUNCIL.

THE Cab-drivers of London met together the other evening at a

public-house contiguous to the South-Western Railway Station, to

declare their grievances, and protest against the aspersions which have
been cast upon them. Their meeting was announced by a placard con-

taining an address" To Masters and Men Now is your time, or

never \ Let us make use of the words of the great Iron Duke :

'

Up,
boys, and at them !

' "
'Appropriately to this legend, the cabmen's con-

ference was held at the Waterloo Tap.
What the DUKE OP WELLINGTON is reported to have said at

Waterloo was,
"
Up, Guards, and at them !

" He used to deny that he
had ever said any such thing. So in quoting the speech attributed to
him it was as right to use the word "

Doys, as it would have been to

put
"
Guards ; and it was wise. Por the calumniators of cabmen

would have suggested as a prefix to
"
Guards

"
an epithet expressing

a slander.

Some remarkable things were said at this meeting. The Chairman,
Ms. H. WEIGHT, a coach-builder, stated that.

"
There was no class of

men who received fewer halfpence and more kicks than the poor cab-
men." This is very true. Por the definition of

"
kick," in the cab-

man's "ordinary sense of the word, signifies
"
sixpence." A cabman

does receive many more "kicks" than halfpence. But this is not
monkey's allowance by any means. It is cabby's allowance. No man
ever gives a cabman halfpence. Some ladies may. There are those

among the fair sex who deem it not unfair to stint him to his legal fare
of sixpence a mile. If they have not a sixpence about them, but only
change for one, they will, rather than give him a shilling, give him
sixpenn'orth of halfpence. That is the equivalent of a kick.
MB. BARNES, a cab-driver, in the course of moving a resolution,

said.
" He had been driving a cab for ten or twelve years, and he could

safely say he had never seen a cab with two cushions of different
colours as described by MR. COLE at the meeting of the Society of

principal objection to cabs is that their cushions are too commonly of

different colours, his experience of those conveyances is fortunate. No
matter if the colours of a cab's two cushions are different so long as

both of them are clean.

MR. BARNES concluded his speech with a statement that looks like

some attempt at a joke. He asserted, "that country cousins often-

cheated the cabmen." By "cousins
"

perhaps he meant "cozeners."

But how is it that cabmen are subject to be imposed upon by country-

people rather than townsfolk ? Is the generic "young man from the

country
"

a rogue so crafty that not only can you not get over Lim,
but also that he is even capable of cheating a cabman ?

Arts, or open to the various objections raised by that gentleman."
Well, MR. BARNES during all the time that he specified ma-_.= he specified may have driven weeic unjusi. nc romimun- mav u^iiuiuaixix o usn^ <> - *><- .

his own cab, and never looked inside of any other. If MR. COLE'S I

"
sickly." Nobody Sticks in Folkstone except those who leel sick-ish.

ADVICE GRATIS.

Chimney on Fire. Remedy and conduct. If your chimney should ever

be on fire, wrap yourself up in a damp blanket and swallow a quarter

of a pound of hot water.

Hysterics. It any one goes off into hysterics, knock him down and

pump on him : take off his shoes and hit him with them several times

behind the ears.

In the case of a lady, prepare to throw a mixture of sweet oil and soot

over her dress. This will have the desired effect.

Butter Scotch. Receipt. Take an ugly Highlander. This will serve

for the
"
Scotch." Tell him he 's the handsomest man you ever saw.

This will butter him. And the thing is done.

Curefor a Cold. Take two quarts of anything you like, rub in with

soap and water, stir briskly and let some one stand for five minutes

while you're doing it. Then to bed, if it 's time.

How to tame a Savage Masti/ who bites every one and eats children.

Take out his teeth.

Sic Omnes.

THE Athentfum musical critic, usually most conscientious, is this

week unjust. He complaiiis_tliat SCHUMANN'S Siiicke im FoUrito* are

Printed by Jowpll Smith, of No. 34. Hollord Square, in the Parish of St. James, Clertenwen, in the Countj of Middlesex, at the PrintinR Offices ot Messrs. Bradburj, Evans, 4 Co.. LomDKM
Street, m the Precinct of Whttefriare, In the City of London, and Fublbtxd by him at No. 86, Fleet Street, In the Parish of 8t. Bride, City of London. Sin-noil , March 16, 1887.
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HAPPY THOUGHTS.
(The Horsefrom Sporting the Harriers.)

[Diary and Notts for
"
Typical T)enelopmfnts." BTKG'S place is cu-

riously situated. Some people say it 's iu one country, some in another.
BYNT, himself is uncertain, but Las a leaning towards Hampshire, as

savouring of the Forest (which is within a hundred miles or so), and of

old families. The Telegraphic Guide and the Postal Guide differ as to

the locality. Among its disadvantages may hi; reckoned the fact that

you can get to BUNG'S by five diH'rrnil. lines of rail from Lpndon,
each one presenting some few lesser, some few greater, inconveniences.
On one line you go through as far as Stanford, theu wait for the

half-put
ten from Thistleborough, which, being an opposition, makes

itself as disagreeable as possible, arriving late, snobbishly, to show its

consequence, going beyond its mark, shunting backwards, grunting
forwards, coquetting with the platform, frightening the passengers

who
are taking refreshment, and, iu short, behaving generally in a verv ill-

conditioned manner. Ou another line to Hvxn's, you change three

times; but you get there, on the whole, quicker than by the Stopford
Junction one. By this train you may calculate upon some difficulty
with your luggage. Oil a third you only change once, and then you
are taken out in an, apparently, totally contrary direction to that in

which you want to go. This causes anxiety, references to guide-books,
searching questions of guards and porters as to what the name of the
next station is (checking them by Brudshaw), and as to the time of
arrival at one's deal iuation. The fourth only has two trains iu the day
which stop at BYMO'S station. If you want to go down to BYNG'S
cither very early in the morning or very late at night, you can't do
bi Her than go by line No. -1. The fifth is uncertain, slow, safe, and
only stops if you give notice previously to the guard which regula-
tion you discover after you \r passed BANG'S station. I note all these

things, because in Typical Drrelopmenh, Vol. XL, Book 16, when I
come to touch upon Geography and Geology, I shall be then able to
offer to the world some theories on the probabilities of iron veins, coal

strata, and chalk rock in this part of England. For this part unites in

itself the peculiarities of the low marsh of Essex, the gravelly soil of

Surrey, the woods of
Hampshire, the rich meadows of Kent, the plains

of Leicestershire, and the downs of Sussex. And all this I note down,
having much leisure, and being very tired, but dreadfully wakeful at

night, after a day with the Dishling Harriers. And I note it down
for reasons as above stated, and also to account to myself for the varied

country through which I have passed. Diary.]
Morniaff.Down to breakfast. Earlier than usual. Half-aunt making

tea. MILBURD, as I enter, is asking
" How far it is ?

"

BYNG replies,
" A mere trot over."

Happy Thought. FRIDOLINE looking as bright as Aurora.

Happy Thought. Don't say it : keep it to myself. Aurora sounds
like a roarer, and the ladies mightn't like it."

So soon ?
"

I ask. Don't I know P
"
No, I don't."

"
Oh," says

BYNG, "we've found out the Dishling pack meets nc;ir here this

morning, and so we 're going to have a run with them."

Hypy T/iouffM.Kwe a run without #."
I suppose he hasuH been able to get a horse for me P

"
I ask this

with a tinge of regret in my voice. If he says he hasn't been able, I
shall be sorry ; if he says lie has why, I feel I must take my chance.

uafpy TAottffAt.Lois of people ride, and never have an accident."
Hasn't he P

"
he returns, heartily. His groom (confound him !) has

been up and down the village since five o'clock, and has hit upon a

very good one about sixteen one well up to my weight.
"
Carry

you, iu fact," says MILBUHD,
"
like a child."

"
1 suppose he 's not a

hunter, is he ?
"

Happy TAuuffA(.ll he 's not a .hunter, of course I shan't risk him
ovvr fences and ditches.

My doubts are set at rest by the groom, who enters at that moment.
He informs me that "The old mare was reg'lar -hunted by MR. PAR-

, ;md with you (MS) ou his back, Sir, she'llgo over anything a'most."
FRIDOLINK exclaims,

"
Oh, how delicious ! Shall we have much

jumping ? It is such fun !

"

Mum; IID appears to know the country.
"
It 's all very easy," he

says. "Into one field, pop out again" (this is hit description), "into
another, over a hedge, little ditch, gallop across the open, little brook
(nothing to speak of), sheep-hurdle, and then perhaps we may get a
clear burst nway on the downs."
"I don't care about downs: there's no jumping there!" says

IRIDOLIXK.

Unppy Thought Keep on the downs.
I notice, on their rising from the table, that MILHUBU is in tops and

breeches, and that Brno is in breeches and black boots. Both wear
spurs.

Happy Thought. -I can't hunt as I am.
The half-uncle (who is not going the coward

!) says it won't matter
there s little or no riding required with harriers. He pretends to

wish he could jpin us old humbug ! I wish he could. I should like
to see Aim popping out of one field, into another, over a hedge.

VOL. LII. i

BTNG has been considering. He hat got by him an old pair of cords,
but no boots.

Happy Thouffht.Cun'i, hunt without boots. Great nuisance. Better

give it up. Don't stop for me.
A Happy Thought occurs to MlLBURB. Patent leggings, fasten with

springs. Antigropdos.
I try them OH. They do fit me ; at least, I imagine so (meaning the

hunting breeche8)
;
though, never having worn hunting breeches before,

I've got a sort of idea that they're not, quite the thing. So very tight
in the knee. His leggings are patent antigropelos, which go over my
stockings and boots. When I am dressed, I walk down-stairs, or
rather, waddle down-stairs, and can't help remarking that

"
This is just

the sort of dress for riding in," or, by the way, for sitting in; but
walking is out of the question. [I wonder if they <!<> fit ]

FRIDOLIXK, who looks so bewitching in her luinit. that I could fall

down on my knees and offer her my hand at once (My knees ! I don't
think they do fit; and I question whether this costume exhibits the

symmetry of form so well as the modern style) FKIDOLINB says that
I look quite military. (She means it as a compliment, but it isn't ; be-
cause I want to look sportsmanlike). In antigropelos. if like anything.
I resemble the Great Napoleon from the knees. MILBURD says I

ought to have spurs. I object to spurs. I feel that without spurs I'm
tolerably safe

;
but if there's a question of a spill, spurs willsettle it.

That 's my feeling about spurs. I only say, "Oh, don't trouble your-
self." BYNG is going to fetch them :

"
I can get on just as well without

spurs." The groom says,
"
She won't want spurs," which awakens me

to the fact of the beast being now at the hall-door. A bright chestnut,
very tall, broad, and swishing its tail; with a habit of looking back
without turning its head (which movement is unnatural), as if to see if

anyone is getting up. I ask is this mine P I feel it is. It is. I can't

help saying jocosely, as a reminder to others to excuse any short-

comings in horsemanship on my part.
"

I haven't ridden for ever so

long ; I 'm afraid I shall be rather stiff." If stiffness is all I 've to fear.
I don't care. I wish we were coming home instead of starting.

"
Will

I help FRIDOLINE up ?
"

I will : if only to cut put MILBURD, and not
lose an opportunity. What a difficult thing it is to help a lady on to
her horse. After several attempts, I am obliged to give in.

Happy Thought. \ must practise this somewhere. Private lesson
in a riding school. I feel I've fallen in her estimation. I feel I 'm no
longer the bold dragoon to her. I apologise for my feebleness. She
says it doesn't matter. Misery ! to fail and be feeble" before the woman
you adore.

"DOD."
Dod's Parliamentary'.Companion, 1867. WHITTAKER & Co.

Purr it ! We should rather think that we would puff it, not that it

needs puffing, for it is simply a necessary of life to any person who
goes out to dinner. Many sensible people carry it in their porkets,
and as soon as they have taken stock of the party, before going down,
manage a quiet peep at the biography of the Members of Parliament
who may be in the room. We know a case in which a young gentle-
man secured a capital marriage by means of Dod, from having
contrived to read up the political history of the father of a young
lady whom he led to the table and has since led to the altar. We
know of another case in which similar knowledge, so obtained, was so

ably used in talk with an M.P.'s wife that a gentleman obtained an
invitation to unlimited shooting in one of the best counties. He who
is not up in his Dod, in these days, is unfit for any society whatever.
We have carefully perused the volume, and have discovered only one
mistake the Garrick Club is said to be in New King Street, but that
street now takes its name from the'distinguished club itself. We find

everything that one can want'to know about the Legislative Wisdom.
It just occurs to us, however, that in the next edition it might be well
to add a word as to the kind of dinners given by each Member thus,
"Dinners at home. Rather stuck up, but capital wine." "Gives
dinners at his club

; good ones."
"
Seldom gives dinners, but his wife's

dances are things to pet to."
"
Awfully stingy, but very ready to diue

out." "Excellent, dinners, but too many parsons." "Tolerable
dinners ; advertised wine." With this addition to our political know-
ledge, Dod'i Parliamentary Companion would be perfect.

Scotch and Irish.

AT a meeting of the Cnpar Volunteers, held the other evening, the
members of that gallant corps, with CAPTAIN HOGARTH at their nead,
declared themselves willing to be sent to Ireland, and aid in suppressing
the Fenian rebellion. Scotland's liegemen might be trusted to give a

good account of Ireland's traitors. As yet, the snake of Irish treason
is

"
scotched, not killed ;

"
but a corps of Scottish Volunteers would

scotch it effectually.

THE BURGLAR'S COMPANION. How to bone anything locked up.
Use a skeleton key.
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RATHER TOO LITERAL.

Country Gentleman (in a rage). "WHY, WHAT HAVE YOU BEEN UP TO, YOU IDIOT? YOU'VE LET HIM DOWN, AND "

New Groom. "
YES, YER HONNER, YE TOULD ME TO BREAK HIM ; AN' BRUK HE is, KNEES AN' ALL, WORSE LUCK !

"

A LITTLE WORD FROM A LITTLE BIRD.

KIND MB. PUNCH, A day or two ago, as I was hopping along a

gutter, my attention was attracted to a little bit of newspaper, on
which I read this cruel and unmanly notice :

A GENTLEMAN and thorough Sportsman is FORMING a SHOOT-
** ING CLUB (at sterlings and sparrows only) at the West End of London.
Should this advertisement meet the eye of any person of known respectability who
may wish to become a member, he can have further particulars by writing to
"A. B. C.," stating name and address, which is indispensable. At present the club
consists of six members.

As I reside at the West End, I can't help feeling nervous at the
sight of this advertisement, especially as I happen to oe contemplating
matrimony. The weather has been so cold that I have not paired as

yet,
but I have chirruped my addresses to one whom I may hope ere

long to cherish as my wife, and from whose beak I have heard a few
sweet twitters of affection. But am I justified in marrying when such
dangers as above are threatened stare me in the face ? If shooting clubs
are formed for killing London sparrows, my wife and I can hardly hope
to live in safety, and we may any day be murdered and our children
left to starve. I had always fancied London was, comparatively
speaking, a safe place for a sparrow, because nobodv went shooting in
it, and the only real causes of anxiety were cats. But it seems I am
mistaken, and I fear that I must either break off my engagement and
live as an old bachelor, or else persuade my wife to fly with me for

safety to some street at the East End, where, although her genteel
feelings will be hurt by the migration, she will not be potted by these
sportsmen of the West.
Begging you to say a bad word for their club, allow me, Sir, to

chirp myself yours humbly, A CocR

ANOTHER PIECE OF SECRET HISTORY.

SIR JOHN PAKINGTON'S Droitwich revelations of the Reform diffi-

culties of the Cabinet are so very edifying, it is a pity they should
be left incomplete. Mr. Punch is glad to supplement them with a

,

remarkable historical anecdote for which he can vouch the very highest
authority.
When LORD D. waited on a certain Exalted Personage to lay before

her the conclusions of the Cabinet with respect to their Reform
Bill,
"
I think, my Lord." remarked the Exalted Personage,

"
that your

Lordship's Cabinet is likely to make about as great a mess of Reform
as the last Cabinet did."

"
Your M j ty," was his Lordship's reply,

"
will be graciously

pleased to remember that BENJAMIN'S mess was five times as great as
that of any of his brethren."

If SIR JOHN PAKINGTON had only written to us, we should have
been delighted to put this interesting incident of contemporary history
at his service, for the further entertainment of the enlightened consti-

tuency of Droitwich.

P.S. I should have thought a "thorough sportsman
"
would have

scorned to bag cock-sparrows ! And what can make him so particular
about the known respectability" of men who join his club. Is
shooting a cock-sparrow such an exclusive kind of sport that no one
but a gentleman" can properly delight in it P

Pigs of Great Price.

THE pigs of iron which the dockyards were discovered by MR.
SEELY to have been paved with, were appraised by the Woolwich
officials at only 1 per ton. A much higher estimate of their value,

]

reported by MESSRS. GEORGE RYLAND & Co., is confirmed by a scien-
tific analysis from DR. PERCY. They turn out to be worth from 3 to

\

4 per ton, and upwards. These pigs of iron may therefore be re-

garded as a sort of prize pigs. After the name of their discoverer, they
have been denominated MR. SEELY'S Pigs." They belong, however,
to Government ; and, seeing the prices at which they are valued, we
are justified in saying that the Admiralty have had their pigs driven to
a pretty market. For this the nation should be grateful to MB. SEELY,

I wno has saved so much of its bacon.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
LARING up suddenly on

Monday, March 11, the

LORD RUSSELL, late Pre-

mier, created a sort of

sensation, which was not
confined to the Ministerial

ranks. It
'

is the special

gift of EARL RUSSELL to

make his friends feel that

they are never quite safe

with him. His bolt out
of a Ministry reminds
them of a thunderbolt out
of a cloudless sky. But
to-night it pleased him
to scare an unoffending
Opposition. Everybody
knew, at that period of the

Reform campaign, that

the awful syllables House-
hold Suffrage, were some-
how to be made into

Household Words, and
that Ministers (who intro-

duce a new Reform Bill

Once a Week) 'meant to

enfranchise men'who hold
houses All the Year
Round. The Earl, taking
for his textMR.DISRAELI'S
ingenious allegation
which might as well be

called alligator, by reason of the crocodilean character of the lament-
that the Reform Bill had robbed the working classes of votes, pro-
ceeded to set forth his own views. He said that such a plan as he
understood was in preparation would simply accord what was demanded
in Trafalgar Square, namely. Residential Manhood Suffrage, and
he objected to adopting in the Nineteenth Century the principles
of the Sixteenth. He was for admitting the best class of artisan to
the suffrage, but he would not swamp the middle classes, who ought
to compose the substantial part of the electoral body.
The PREMIER, after complimenting his predecessor on his "interest-

ing ante-biograpliical reminiscences," intimated that he ought not to

discuss a Bill of which he knew nothing. This, of course, was the
obvious official reply. But Mr. Punch takes the liberty of suspecting
that LORD RUSSELL'S speech was not displeasing to LORD DERBY.
Further, while Mr. Punch is taking liberties, he will go on to suspect
that the speech was not calculated to afford the highest conceivable
amount of pleasure to certain Liberals in another place. In fact,

Mr. Punch heard,
"
below the gangway," the most unkind things said

of the Earl. Some persons pleaded, feebly, that he wanted to frighten
the Government out of Reform and office together, but this Happy
Thought was laughed at by some others, who said that LORD RUSSELL
was at his old games, and was trying to make dis-union in the Liberal

army. MR. GLADSTONE did not say anything, but we happen to know
that he thought the more. The speech was certainly not in the Flesh-
and-Blood style, of which by the way we shall probably hear less for
the future, inasmuch as ALDERMAN LUSK, apologising for the Guard-
ians of the Poor, declared that those persons also were our own flesh
and blood. POTTER, ODGERS, ROGERS, BUBB and that lot have already
denounced LORD RUSSELL as a traitor, who has committed what they
call political suicide, but we are happy to learn, on inquiring at
Chesham Place, that the Earl is as well as can be expected.

This was the political event of the week preceding the Third Grand
Reform Bill. The absconding of the three discontented Ministers caused
the pretty yet athletic parlour game, the Postman, to be played by the
others: PAKDJGTON ran from the Admiralty to the War Office,
NOHTHCOTE from the Board of Trade to India, and Dux BUCKING-
HAM from the President's Chair to the Colonies. MR. CORRY is the
new Irish Lord, NORTHCOTE'S place is taken by Dux RICHMOND,
and Dux BUCKINGHAM'S by Dux MARLBOROUGH. There has been
quite a run upon strawberry leaves, and the Ministry is really a
Dukery.
None of the plans for the new National Gallery will do, and LORD

JOHN MANNERS is unable to say what course Government will take.

Surely, after the splendid series of designs recently furnished by Mr.
Punch, there ought to be no difficulty. Why is not Our MR. BENNETT
sent for, or rather, waited upon by LORD JOHN ?

We do not proclaim martial law in Ireland, but the Fenians are to
be tried by four special commissions, instanter. What KINO HENRY
THE FOURTH said at Ivry would seem to apply in Ireland :

" No native Pat ' our foe,
Up, up trith every Yanke Pat, but let home-donkeys go."

MR. HARDY'S excellent Bill for the benefit of the Sick Poor went

through Committee, and later in the week passed, amid cheers. MR.
HARDY has slwwn himself an able and useful Minister

;
but it was

not for his abilities that the non-intellectual part of the University of

Oxford substituted him for MR. GLADSTONE, so our compliments are

addressed to himself and not to his constituents.

The Duty on Dogs Bill passed the Commons, and it is to be hoped
that the Tax Officials will go to work in earnest, and exterminate the

mongrels who, without contributing to the support of their country's
institutions, bite children's legs.

Tuesday. Our American Colonies Confederation Bill has passed both
Houses. The consolidation is therefore accomplished. We observe
that the United States Congress has appointed a Committee to consider
the subject. This is awfully polite.

M. EWART brought in a Bill for enabling persons to study in the

Universities without being members of any college or hall. SIR
WILLIAM HEATHCOTE, Member for Oxford, said that some such
measure was now under the gaze of that Eye of England. The only
objection, to Mr. Pimr.Ks mind, is that non-members will have no

college names to be bellowed at them in the boat-races. However," Go it, Outsides !

" "
Pull, Dayboys !

"
might serve to convey the

required admonitions.
MR. M'LAGAN, (Who is he, DOD? 0, PETER'M'LAGAN, Linlith-

gowshire, Liberal Conservative, first elected 1865
; thanks.) got a

Committee to sit on fires. Also to consider the best way of preventing
them. Perhaps the title of his seat, Pumpherston, suggested fire-

engines to the Honourable Member. Anyhow, he has done a very
sensible and useful thing. Would anybody like statistics. Out of

9346 fires, 2500 were caused by curtains, 932 by gas, and 100 by
carelessness. This seems an idiotic classification. Do curtains take
fire spontaneously P Reading in bed was savagely denounced in the

House. We always practise it there is no opiate like the report of a
debate.

Wednesday. Suppose that a public meeting is held. Some malicious

ass, whom we will call TITIUS (after the manner of the legalists, though
we could easily find an English name for him) gets up and utters a
libel against somebody else, whom we will call JUNIUS. The reporters
are present, and next day the public reads the libel in the pages of the

let us say The Day, as that is the last new thing in newspapers, and
we delight to welcome a fresh brother. JUNIUS is in a rage, and goes
to his attorney, desiring him t9 punish TITIUS.

"
I can't," says MR.

LEX. "
But I can bring an action against The Day for reporting him."

"Well, punish somebody or something," says the raging, JUNIUS.
So the attorney goes to work, and the newspaper, which has merely
reported the proceedings at a public meeting, as it is bound to do, is

mulcted because it did not give a garbled report.
SIR COLMAN O'LoGHLENlhas introduced a Bill for putting the saddle

on the right horse. Yet even this, though it was approved by SIR
JOHN KAKSLAKE, for Government, was cavilled at. We have not

always the happiness to agree with our friend and neighbour the

Morning Star, but its observation on this debate is singularly fortunate.

"Member after Member spoke in a tone that could have been justified

only if the Press had been a Necessary Evil which the libel law alone

could hold in check." It was actually urged that a
" man of straw"

would be set up to utter slanders at a sham meeting. What trash !

What respectable newspaper reports such meetings ? How much space
does a first-class newspaper bestow on even real meetings where the
men are nobodies and the objects are absurd ? What paper reports the

nonsense of the Beales and Potter gathering P But the Three Estates
have not yet learned to love the Fourth. [N.B. The Three Estates are

the Lords Spiritual, the Lords Temporal, and the^Commons, you Ass.]
Mr. Punch who, though menaced oft, has never had a libel case proved
against Mm except once, when a country jury gave a Jew something
in compensation for an apology which the jury were too stupid to

understand nevertheless has deep sympathy with his brethren, and

hopes that this Bill will pass.

Thursday. A long night was given up to War, the Lords being on

Recruiting, the Commons on the Navy Estimates. MR. GLADSTONE,
for some mystic reason, objected to hear LORD HENRY LENNOX, the

Admiralty Secretary, on the latter, because his chief was away, getting
re-elected, and there was some rather smart sparring. LORD HENRY
showed a gentleman's spirit, and refused to speak on sufferance. But
being assured that no discourtesy was meant, he moved the Estimates
in a very good speech, and asked for Eleven Millions of Golden

Sovereigns. No vote was taken, however.

MR. JAMES WHITE, the loud Member for Bright9n, caught it. He
tried to be smart on MR. DISRAELI, with

,
a bit borrowed from

SHERIDAN. MR. DISRAELI quietly said that he supposed he need not
detain the House with remark on what had fallen from

"
the Successor

to SHERIDAN." The Commons roared, and the name will.stick.

Friday.
"
Over thy battlements, Belgrade," the crescent has been set

since 1813, when the noble CZERNI GEOKGE was compelled to abandon
it to the Turks. Nobody ought to forget DH. CROLY'S fine poem, or
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how when the Servian patriot was brought out to be beheaded, he saw
the Moslem flag waving where he had set the Cross,

"Nor saw
The hurried glare of the Pasha,
Nor saw the headsman's backward leap
To give his blade iho wider sweep.
Down cumc the blow. The self-same sxnilo

Was lingering on the dead Up still,

When 'mid the throng the pikoman bore
Tho bloody head of tho Pandour."

He is avenged. The PMME MINISTER of England announced to-night
in the House of Peers that the SULTAN resigns Belgrade to the Servians.

It is stipulated that the crescent is still to wave; but that sign will

soon disappear, for Belgrade is
"
the key of the position," and Servia's

independence JS but an affair of time probably a short time. Here
beginneth a new chapter of the Eastern Question.
To-day the Conservatives met at LORD DERBY'S for a rehearsal of

one of the two screaming farces of the day, which are
" The Tory

Reform Bill," and "The Eyre Prosecution." The Bill was read.

But Mr. Punch will not forestal the splendid Essence of next week.
Divers tilings were done in both Houses. The Sandwich men the

advertising board carriers were put down. Flogging in the Army
was condemned by a majority of 1 in the Commons, 108 to 107, whereat
Mr. Punch expresses his extreme satisfaction. Keep the Cat and
use it freely, too for the punishment of ruffianism.

.THE ONE-HORSE-SHAY."

(I'fl/irait f'cminii).

WHILE the POPE continues Lord
He can certainly afford

To claim all tgards that Miiiisters to Monarchs use to pay,
And Diplomatists who drive

To his leveds should contrive

vehicle more stylish than a oue-horse-sliay.

BARON HLBXEII, it is true,
As Austria's cordon bleu,

Has a papal dispensation his visits thus to pay :

But no less true son of Church,
Can be allowed to perch,

In anything so vulgar as a one-horse-shay.

BARON ARNIM who the place
Of Pruss Minister doth grace,

Where o'er the Seven Hills ANTONELLI holds his sway,
From his palace, on the sly,
BARON HUBNEK did espy

To the Vatican-door driving in his one-horse-shay.

HUBNER'S cheap turn-out to view
ARNIM looked quite Prussian blue,

And to himself indignantly in highest Dutch did say," What Austria can do
Is permitted Prussia too

;

So I'll call on Pio NONO in a one-horse-shay."

Then his heyduk he bade fly
To the livery stables nigh,

And engage a single brougham upon the levee day,
And with moustache new blacked,
And tight-buttoned coat, he packed

Prussia's diplomatic fortunes in that one-horse-snay.

On the Swiss guard down he bore
At the Vatican front door.

Who stood stiffly at attention, nor for the Brougham made way,
But, as on the one steed went
Brought his piece to the "present,"

Aud sternly barred the passage of the one-norse-shay !

From his seal the coachman stormed
Inside the baron warmed

VV ith such heat as a baron diplomatic can display ;

But in spite of coachman's row,
And diplomatist's black brow,

There was nothing for't but turning tail and one-

With a frown like JOVE in ire,
ARNIM gave the word "

Retire,"
Vowing dearly for that stoppage to make ANTOSELII pay

And as he drove out, Oh, sin !

BAKON HUBNER he drove in,
And bowed, calm and complacent, from his one-horse-shay !

Outraged ARNIM thundered straight
To ANTONELLI'S gate,

'Twas no rule that to his presence only pairs should make their way,
And indignant begged to know,
What the Swiss should undergo

Who had dared to bar the passage of his one-horse-shay P

Quoth the Cardinal so bland,"
I cannot understand

Why a man who 's done his duty any penalty should pay.We ought rather to reward
Helvetia's faithful guard,

Who has braved e'en Prussia's envoy in a one-horse-shay.

His Holiness the POPE
May not be armed to cope

With his enemies may even be hard up in many ways ;

But he 's so much sovereign still

That upon his private hill

He won't receive ambassadors in one-horse-shays."

So the Cardinal's short-cut

ARNIM.found that he must put
In his Prussian pipe, and smoke it as best he may.

And since then his awful ire,
He has nursed, but none tho nigher

Finds entry to the Vatican per one-horse-shay.

While the majesty of Rome,
That from its seven-hilled home,

Excommunicated monarchs, and made continents obey,
Is so much out of joint,
That at the bayonet's point

It is proud to win its triumph o'er a one-horse-shay
'

OFFICIAL CHANGES.
THE President of the College of Surgeons will try his hand at finan-

cial operations, and open the next Budget.
SIR RICHARD MAYNK will, after Easter, wield the bfton as Conductor

of the Royal Italian Opera. Rumour points to a distinguished Cook
as likely to undertake the care of the Police. Another Candidate for
the office is the Constable of the Tower.
The post of Hydrographer has been offered to C. STANFIELD, R.A.
Usher of the Black Rod is to be Head Master of Eton.
It is not improbable that ME. TENNYSON will in future devote him-

self to the Management of the London and North-Western Railway.
MK. WHALLEY has engaged to edit a new Catholic paper. MR. NEW-

DEOATE will supply the Ecclesiastical Intelligence.
The Astronomer Royal is mentioned as willing to become Registrar

of the Order of the Garter, and look after the Stars.
The Master of the Mint, is about to commence practice as an Election

Agent.
The control of the operations of the Mendicity Society has passed

into the hands of the Captain of the Band of Gentlemen Pensioners.
The Master of the Horse is negotiating for the use of the Agricul-

tural Hall as a Circus.
MR. BEALES will shortly be gazetted as Ranger of Hyde Park.
MR. GEORGE POTTER becomes a Field-Marshal in the British Army.
MR. BERESPOKD HOPE is to be Dean of the Arches.
Something has been said with reference to a substitute for MR.

DISRAELI. One of the Jugglers who have lately astonished the town
with their tricks was named as a worthy successor. He would make
a tip-top Minister.

Prescription for the Sick Kan.

Tinct. diplom. 3j-
Mendac. Hellenic. 3ij.
Insid. Tartaric 3v.
Am. Prop. Gallic. Jx.
Neutral. Britan. Qij.

Fiat mistura, de die in diem sumenda, quanto sapius tanto raelius.

In aqua calida teneatur seger, et ssepius per ambass. quatietur.

THE WORKING-MEN'S ADVISER.

ON the stump at a meeting convened last Saturday week in Trafalgar
Square, MR. GEORGE POTTER delivered an oration which, according to

a report of it,
"
he C9ncluded by calling on the working-classes to be

up and doing." It is gratifying to find MR. GEORGE POTTER giving
such good advice to the working-classes. They cannot do betterthan
jractise early rising and industry. Let them listen to MR. POTTER
yhen he recommends them to be up and doing, but turn a deaf ear to
lirn when he tells them to be up ana idling.
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PUNCH'S PHYSIOLOGY OF COURTSHIP.-No. 1.

Mr, John Joseph Jackson, Stockbroker Widower and Cliildless Hoiise in Bayswattr Brougham in perspective. Ills first Marriage was
not a hap2>y one.

Miss Margaret Browne, daughter of a Professional Man in Oower Street, eldest of ten. Has Jiad the Hooping-cough and Measles, and got
orer a mild attack of first love. Is a moderate linguist, and plays and sings also in moderation.

[Mr. J. J. J. looks rather ridiculous just at present, but he is wider the influence of strong emotion, Mr. Punch advises Miss M. B.

to turn round and say
"

Yes," as he thinks on the whole this will prove a not undesirable match.

ALL RIGHT FOR THE ROUGHS.
Now is the time for us, my pals ; the place Trafalgar Square ;

Another Demonstration for Reform's to come off there.
And then whilst BEALES is holding forth, and BBADLAUGH speechifies,
Oh, won't we frisk the tickers, and, oh, won't we fake the clies !

'Tis Saturday when working-men has leisure time to spend,
With wages in their pockets if they only would attend ;

'Ow we'd improve the shinin 'our, as doth the busy bee,
So as for to enjoy the gains of honest industry !

BEALES, he is called the People's Friend ; GEORGE POTTER 's called
the same ;

No doubt but one 's as worthy as the other hof the name :

But, when they drors the people for to foller at their 'eels,
Us coves' perticlar friends is then GEORGE POTTER and old BEALES.

'Cause why. there 's no occasion for to do a little job,
Safe as the hopportunity created by a mob

;

Wherein, catch e'er a cove as looks respectable astray,
'Ow heasy for to bonnet him, hand bear the swag away !

Two hundred thousand men or more is promised for to walk

What 's a few Bobbies ere and there to deal with sich a lot ?

We shall be free the passengers to hustle and garotte,
For vitch the demonstrationists may bear the wictim's blame,
Their monster demonstrations is wot suits our little game.

Most 'ighly I approves the course they 're suffered to pursue,
To terrify the Government and Legislature too ;

From which we may look forward to an 'appy coming time,
No Punishment for ever, and the Liberty of Crime.

'Tis fun to hear by shopkeepers what sad complaints is made,
That demonstrations in the streets does injury to trade.

We finds 'em good for bisnis, if they inders lawful gain,
And let us 'ope the next one won't be scattered by the rain.

There isn't any favour that we sooner would entreat,
Than an obstruction for to be created in the street ;

And we, my pals, must own what hobligations we all feels,

Towards our patron POTTER hand our benefactor BEALES.

SEMPER PARATUS.
WHO 's afraid ? The Engine-drivers are going to strike. Let 'em.

Stop all railways and letters. What do we eare ? We don't want to

go out of town, and we certainly don't want to see anybody from the

country, and we only hate one thing more than writing letters, and that

is receiving them. We shall telegraph the contents of Punch to the

clergy ana other ministers of the provinces, who will impart onr
wisdom and wit to their flocks at special services, and remit us the

results of the collections. Does anybody think that Punch is afraid of

a crisis. Let the crisis try, that's all. But, on the whole, he thinks

that the Engine-men have a good deal to say for themselves, and

though he does not care which way the thing goes, he rather advises

the Directors to come to terms. Roo-ey-too-ey-too.

A POLITICAL MEM. Some people are of opinion that Cumulative

Voting is a heap of nonsense.
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AN INVISIBLE ECLIPSE.
DEAR PONCII,

I WISH you 'd say a word to the fellows who write Almanacks.

Whenever an eclipse of the sun is on the cards, they tell us, nine

times 9ut of ten, it will be
"
visible at Greenwich." So they said of

the eclipse which came off the other day. and, as I am rather a scientific

party. I went to Greenwich solely, or, if you like it, solarly to see what
1 could see of it. Of course you can't expect a man in these east-

windy times to tumble out of bed at the unearthly hour of eight, and,
as the "greatest obscuration

"
was to be soon after nine, I went down

over-night that I might be upon the spot. This arrangement naturally
involved a Greenwich dinner, and a pretty bill to pay for it : and dining
there in solitude, when whitebait is out -of season, is not an enter-

tainment likely to excite the envy of your friends. But what I most

complain of is that the eclipse was not visible at Greenwich," though
the Almanacks had promised it. 1 got up at six o'clock, in order to

be ready, and I cut myself in shaving, as I almost always do after

dining down at Greenwich, and I choked myself by swallowing a cup
of scalding coffee, as I invariably do when 1 am starting on a journey,
which in ttiis instance I wasn't, except just into the park. Then, after

making the terrific ascent of One Tree Hill, in order to be somewhat
nearer to the sky, I stood for two whole hours, as Dr. Johnson said,
"like patients on the monument," to make a scientific observation of

the sun. But as the sun did not shine, the eclipse was not
"

visible

at Greenwich," as predicted, and the only observation it enabled me
to make was to the effect that I had better have been in bed.

I think that when the Almanacks promise that eclipses will be
"visible at Greenwich," they should add, in a parenthesis, the words
'weather permitting," as a caution to such amateur astronomers as

SIMPLE SIMON.

P.S. A scientific friend of mine, who happens to be a Frenchman,
writes to say that he is busily engaged upon a paper he is going to read
before a learned Societe des Savants, to prove that solar eclipses never
can by any chance be

"
visible at Greenwich ;" it being, firstly, granted

that Greenwich is in England, and secondly, that, as every Frenchman
knows, the sun never shines there.

ASTOUNDING SELF-DENIAL.

SIR, So many wonderful things have happened of late years, that I
had begun to think I should never wonder at anything again. But
I do wonder at the following statement in that capital paper the Sunday
Gazette:-
"GENERAL PKKL. Although It will not have the effect of Increasing the public

appreciation of the high honour of GENERAL PEEL, it may be well to draw attention
to the fact that had the General remained in office for another eight days, he would
have completed the two years' aggregate service which renders retired Secretaries
of State eligible for a pension of 2000 a year. There certainly is no vacancy now
on the list, which is limited to four ; but GEMIRAL PEIL, had ho been less high-
minded, might, by holding on for a few days, place himself in a position to receive
such a pension at a future time."

I wonder, in the first place, whether the foregoing statement is true.
If it is true, I wonder if GENERAL FEEL has more money than he
knows what to do with. I wonder if anybody can have so much money
as that. I wonder what else could induce anyone to waive his lawful
right to 2000 a-year at the expense of nobody but the public at large.
I wonder if public spirit could. If so, I wonder how much the spirit
was above proof. I wonder if public spirit, when very strong, can get
into people's heads. I W9nder if it got into GENERAL PEEL'S. I
wonder a any amount of it would make me decline to accept any
amount of money that the public would pay me. 1 wonder if I speak
for others besides myself in professing to be, Yours truly,_ EPISCOPUS.

GIVING THEMSELVES HAIRS.
DEAB PUNCH,

LADIES (married ones, of course) often hint to me their wonder
at my remaining single j and this they usually contrive to do with such
impertinence of words, or with such a facial expression of pity or con-
tempt, as shows they think a bachelor well-nigh beneath their notice.
Now, of course, I never am so brutal as to argue with a woman, or I
flatter myself, I easily could give sufficient reasons for my preferring a
cigar to a crinoline and chignon. Yet, since ladies usually read Punch,
I teel very strongly tempted to adduce one single instance of the waysm which young women now deter young men from marriage. Here, if

you will let me, I will cite it from the Times.

n
o
1 S

f ch'8non exported from France to England during the past year
',

' addition to "Mesh there was exported a sufficient quantity of hair for
100 chignons to be made up In England. The total value of the exports of hair and

chignons from France during 1866 amounted to 1,206,606 f, or upwards of jB45,000

the lisf
'-

g the lar est quantity, and the United States figure next on

Somebody or 9ther once said something or other about Beauty having
awn him "with a single hair." But I may confidently say thatdrawn

Beauty"will never draw me into wedlock by buying foreign hair where-
with to make a chignon. A girl who 'catches a husband by such a
snare tas this is guilty of obtaining matrimony under false pretences." A bat let chignon* .'" say I. Give Nature fair play, and put an end to
the purchase of capillary attractions and their parasites. Conceive the
horror of a husband at finding that his wife took her hair off every
night, together with her ear-rings ! With all my love for ANGELINA, I
should not like to find that she wore, usually, a wig ;

and this is really
what is meant by the wearing of a chignon. The Venus Calva was
worshipped in Old Rome, I am aware ; but I am not prepared to pay
my homage to bald beauty. So at present I prefer to sign myself,

Yours truly. CALEBS SMITH.

REFORM FOR ROGUES.
SOME people, when highly delighted with themselves, have a way of

chuckling, grinning, and rubbing their hands together, as though in the
act of washing them. Many such people, resident in Southwark and
elsewhere, were probably excited to nrnke those demonstrations by the

perusal, in their newspapers, of the following statement :

"WATERIXO THE MILK. The police tribunal of Zug In Switzerland, has just con-
demned a landowner, who had been convicted of putting water in bin milk, and
had thus caused a loss to the purchaser, a dealer in that commodity, to eighteen
months' imprisonment, the loss of civic rights, and costs.

"

The small tradesmen in the Borough who were slightly fined the
other day for cheating their customers by means of Ifalse weights and
measures must use that gesture of washing the hands rigorously, and
makejoyous grimaces, whenever they consider how lightly they were
let off in comparison with the Swiss landowner, who got eighteen
months for watering his milk, with costs to pay in addition, and for-

feiture of his rights as a citizen.

Now that a Reform Bill is on the stocks, including disfranchisement,
a clause might be introduced into it, disfranchising not only all corrupt
electors, but likewise all convicted rogues, and punishing falsification

of weights and measures, and adulteration of commodities, with that
same loss of civic rights, as well as that term of imprisonment which
the enlightened legislation of Zug awarded to the gentleman who eked
out his supply of milk for the market with liquid derived from the cow
with the iron tail.

A TRAP TO CATCH A SOLDIER.

"THE broad feature" says the United Service Qazette, "of the
scheme proposed by the Government for the amelioration of the
condition of the soldier, is the grant of an extra 2il. per day, or 3d. to
those who are in their second period 'of service." The Government
expects that recruits enough to supply the deficiency of the British

army will be tempted to enter it and remain in it by these additional
browns.

"
It is not proposed, however," says our military and naval

contemporary,
"
to make any addition to the present rate of pension,

to increase the ration of meat, or to make any considerable reduction
in the stoppage for necessaries." These arrangements appear to have
been made in the belief that the population includes a very large num-
ber of men, capable of bearing arms, who are very incapable of earning
a decent living, or providing for their old age. They are not calculated
to attract the class of recruits who now refuse to enlist for soldiers

because they are too wise. Rational beings will insist on rational

treatment, which the soldier cannot get without an increase of his

ration of meat ; and unless the stoppage for necessaries is put a stop
to, there is likely to be a continued stoppage of enlistment on the part
of all men much above the mark of fools ana paupers.

RITUALISM IN THE KITCHEN.
THIS very odd advertisement appeared on the 9th instant in the

Somerset Gazette :

WANTED,
in a Ritualistic Family, a SITUATION as COOK. Ten

months' character. No Protestant need apply.

Do the Ritualists fast often, and generally go without their dinners

on a Friday P If so, there is some reason in a cook, if she be lazy,

desiring to enter the service of a Ritualist, where she will once a week
be spared the labour of preparing a family repast. Otherwise, we
cannot see what connection there can be between high-churchism and

cookery, or why the maker of a pudding should expressly take the

trouble to stipulate beforehand that the family who eat of it must be

of those who use a special form of public prayer.

app

Very Natural.
" THE POPE," said Paterfamilias, reading his newspaper aloud,

"
dis-

proves of the proposed liquidation of the Church property in Italy."
To be sure he does. Papa," observed his daughter CAROLINE ;"
because of course the liquidation would make it all run away.''
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SCEPTICAL.
first Unbeliever. "WELL, I DON'T KNOW HIS REGIMENT, BUT TOM INTRODUCED

HIM AS CAPTAIN COCKSHOT."

Second ditto.
"
OH, EVEKY ONE is A CAPTAIN NOW, ESPECIALLY AT BALLS. I

NEVER BELIEVE IN ANYTHING UNDER A MAJOR !

"

AN OUTRAGE ON AN ISM.

WE are 'never tired of hearing it repeated that the
French mind is pre-eminently logical. JOHN BULL caimot
be too often admonished of its vast superiority in point of

logic to his own. Every opportunity ought to be taken
of beating that truth into his head. Let him, then, know
that, at Paris, according to a contemporary's own corre-

spondent :

" The manager, editor, and printer of the journal the Libre Penite,
have been subjected to a criminal prosecution for a series of articles
which appeared in that Papor on the 20th and 25th of January and
the 6th of February, on subjects of controversial theology. In
one of these the author attacks Catholicism, which he declares to
bo 'a rotteu trunk, a receptacle of death whose fatal emanations
spread all around desolation and solitude.' The manaijer of the paper
has been sentenced to three months' imprisonment, and the editor
to four months, and to pay each a fine of 300 fr., together with the
expenses of the proceedings."

Is it not obvious that Catholicism is not a rotten

trunk, and a receptacle of death whose fatal emanations
spread all around desolation and solitude? Is it not
manifest that the faith of three hundred millions of man-
kind, mostly civilised, cannot be either the decayed body
of a tree, or an overcrowded cemetery ;

or that, even if it

can be one or the other of these things, it cannot be both
of them ?

"
No," answer a French Government, a French

judge, and a French jury. "It is not obvious. It is not
manifest, There is too much verisimilitude in that de-

scription of Catholicism. There are too many people who
are likely to believe a good deal of it, if not all. The
truth, moreover, is that, if any argument about it were
permitted, too much of it could be apparently proved. Let
us not, therefore, contemptuously leave it to meet with a
refutation which it will not receive. Our wisest plan is to
silence its promulgates. Accordingly we will sentence
the manager and editor of the Libre Pensee to fine and
imprisonment." This is logic.

Here, in England, Papists and Protestants are free to
abuse each other's respective isms as much as they please,
so long as they refrain from libelling one another or any
one else. JOHN BULL cannot see who is wronged by the
abuse of an ism. Of course that blindness is owing to
his want of logic.

NEW MUSIC.

SHOHTLT will be published, a companion song to Riding
through the Broom, to be entitled Driving in, the Brougham.

AN EVENTFUL TEN MINUTES.
11 LORD DKRBY had to address the Conservative party at two o'clock. He did not

think they had more than ten minutes in which to make up their minds. They
knew the result. It was determined by a majority of the Cabinet to propose
not the Bill which had been agreed to on the Saturday, but an alternative measure
in the place of the larger and bolder scheme." SIR J. PAKINOTON'S Speech at

Droitwich, Wednesday, Mfu-ch 13.

TEN minutes one sixth of an hour
To settle the

"
Yes

"
or the

"
No,"

Whereon hangs the balance of power
Of classes high, middle, and low.

The time could uot well have been shorter.
Though the old one. not RUPERT, had driven

But e'en RUPERT'S self, sure, a quarter,
Or, perhaps, half an hour might have given !

Ten minutes to say what the bid
At St. Stephen's Dutch auction should be :

Whether BENJAMIN'S mess should be hid,
And a way found therefrom to get free ;

To decide between braving the rough rage
Of POTTER, BEALES, BRADLAUGH, & Co.,

And risking whole-hog household suffrage
Though as JONAH our JONATHAN go.

Ten minutes to fix on the fiat

That may mould generations unborn :

Whether new men and measures to shy at,
Or stick to old ruts, safely worn :

Ten minutes to make up the mind,
Yes or no to a leap in the dark,

With the pluck of blind leaders of blind,
And the lightness of lads on a lark !

Ten minutes to forfeit our pledges,
Our principles overboard pitch,

Count odds, balance books, settle hedges,
And put a good face on the hitch.

Ten minutes to eat our own words,
And bid up to BEALES, over BRIGHT ;

To harden our hearts for LOWE'S girds,
The General's scorn, CRANBORNE'S spite !

Ten minutes to choose 'twixt all this,
And quietly backing the coach,

And, though BSIGHT'S alliance we miss,

Escaping the Carlton's reproach,
Tearing DIZZY'S wild projects to bits,

Last year's bills taking down from their shelves ;

Spreading stucco o'er Cabinet splits,
And keeping our rows to ourselves !

Ten minutes ! No wonder the plunge
Seemed too much like a jump in mid-air,

That e'en RUPERT threw up the sponge,
And his JONAHS determined to spare.

Ten minutes ! With RUPERT for guide,
And on either side motives so strong

No wonder, howe'er you decide,
Your decision should prove to be wrong !

A Carriage of the Queen's.

IT is a gross insult to the community at large to call a prison-van
the

"
QUEEN'S omnibus." That conveyance, happily, is not one suit-

able for all of HER MAJESTY'S subjects, but only for some. Therefore,
let it henceforth be named the "QUEEN'S quibusdam."
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ORTHODOX.
Hunting Friend. " BUT I THOUGHT YOU MADE A DIFFERENCE IK LENT ?

"

Conscientious, but Sporting Parson. "So I DO ALWAYS HUNT m BLACK!'

PEEPS AT PARIS.
PEEP THE SECOND.

HERE I am again. Most of the hints which I shall give you will be
"rom personal experience extracts, in fact, from Peept's Diary. Gene-
rally speaking, you must prepare yourself for disappointment. I mean
;he EMPEROB cannot ask every visitor this year to the Tweellyrees.

ind in any ordinary history. If you could, what 's the good'of this ?

Logic.
Your "effays" and "Baggarge," by which words the ignorant

breigners mean trunks, portmanteaus, and so forth, will be examined
)y the Doo-any-of-yer, or a name not unlike this. It would be, this
year at all events, a custom more honoured in the breach than the
observance. Hamlet says this, though he never was inconvenienced
n this manner.
A slight smattering of French will carry you anywhere. Mind, you

iave;ust as much right to complain of a Frenchman's ignorance of

Instruction. He will summon everyone whom you will point out as
uiiuble to

speak English, and after a severe reprimand, will give them
an hour a-day, reading, writing, and arithmetic, at the complainant's
-xpeiise.

This is how they manage these things in France. Take my advice,
and practise talking French for at least three weeks before quitting
your native country. By

"
native country

"
need I explain that I

allude to England i Renounce all English words for butter bread
knives, and forks. Dine at French Restoterongs in London ; learn the
names of dishes, and refuse to understand or speak one single word of
English. Let your formula be, "Never say yes," but like the little

pig, which has for centuries amuied the infantile mind in the nursery
nnrnlive, stop t, home and say wee, wee, wee."

As to Dress. Never, when in a Kaffy, ridicule or caricature a French-
man's hat, but always take offyour own. Kaffy is the name for a shop,
a maggyzang, where they sell kaffy, known in England as coffee.
Lekeirs (liquors, such as Odyvee, Marryskeno, and so forth) day Glart,
i.e., ices, and other delicacies.

N.B. Among other delicious things ask for Granny dorarngsh ; in
English some relation to oranges : translate it with a spoon.
To continue the subject of Dress. Observe this as a rule, treat

dressing, in all cases,* as a scientific game of whist.
Thus lead the fashion, and the others, if they can, must follow suit.
But more important than anything this year is to settle at once

where you'll live. Whether you'll settle in a Ru, a Bullvard, a Plarce,
a Hotel, the Ongverong dep Parry (as Malmazoug), or Osegond in the
Sharmseleesay. segond means on the second floor, for evermore,
like Nancy a

place
in France, by the way, with a bishop to it.

Think over this, as far as it goes, and we '11 go further next time.

Flag opportuuitlea throughout these Peep* for adror-
* " Small tlmiinij cases."

Users : chance lust here.

CHRISTMAS COME AGAIN.

CHEISTMAS comes but once a-year, thoughtless people say.

Something very like it came again the other day.
Therefore I, to brighten returning winter's gloom,
Stuck the usual evergreens up about the room ;

Tried beneath the mistletoe to kiss the little dears
;

Christmas-boxes got of them they did box my ear*.

Dined on turkey, roast-beef, plum -pudding, and mince-pie :

Piled huge logs upon the fire ; sat and drank thereby,

Bishop stuff 'gainst frost and snow to fortify the frame-
Till my nose, they tell me, got ruddy as the flame

;

Sang old songs, told stories, and, having had enough,
Played snap-dragon, afterwards tried at blindman's-buff.
Fell on sleep, awoke up-stairs may be I was led :

Don't remember having been carried off to bed.
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A FRATERNAL OFFER.
Fraternity of Genealogists.

IK, I beg to in-

form you that the

Auoient Pedigree
of your family has

been recently dis-

covered in our re-

searches (sic), and
should you desire

copy, and will please
remit the Fee, it

(sic) will be for-

warded within a

month of receipt.

I have to request
an early reply.

I have the honour
to be, &c.,

(Signature),

Secretary.

Mr. Punch, who
always felt that he
must be descended
from somebody, but
was never quite sure

about kis ancestors,
received the other

morning, with emo-
tions which'he will not attempt to describe, the above letter.

Hooray ! was of course Mr. Punch's first remark. His second was
more practical. How much is the fee P So he turned the page, and
found three sides of information, with some highly fascinating old

English print, in red ink, inserted amid the ordinary typography.
From this he learned that a Society of Practical Genealogists, resident

in most of the principal towns of England, Scotland, and Wales, has

been formed for the p.urpose of tracing the pedigrees of families of

ancient date.

Various reasons are given why people may reasonably indulge hope
of discovering the names of their ancestors, but the most tempting bait

of all is this :

"
Estates, Money in Chancery, Unclaimed dividends, &c., have been

and are frequently recovered by the proof of kinship shown in a

pedigree."" Ha !

"
said Mr. Punch.

"
I have reason to think that Chatsworth,

and Woburn Abbey, and indeed Eaton Hall, if right were done but

no matter, no matter, let us read on."

"Most people, from memoranda, letters, registers, &c., can trace

back to the 17th century, and so join the modem and ancient pedigree."" Can they, though ?
"

said Mr. Punch.

"If, however, in any instance, this cannot be done, they [most

people] can be assisted by the Fraternity."" Hm !" said Mr. Punch.
'

Pedigrees, when completed, can be illuminated
"

"
I am slightly illuminated," murmured Mr. Punch.

"After the chaste and classic style of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth

centuries, by one of the first illuminators in the kingdom. Presses and
dies by one of the first engravers at usual prices."

"Isn't that rather a a detail, after the invitation to listen to

Lordly Heraldry ?
"

said Mr. Punch
;

"
but again, no matter."

" No attendance on Saturdays ?
"

" Eh ! Do the Fraternity go to Synagogue ?
"

said Mr. Punch.
Then comes a little button-holding sort of talk, in more familiar

style, and slightly recalling the tone of certain medical practitioners of

the less admired sort.
" With many people a veil appears to be placed between them and

the termination of the ancient pedigree. But such ideas would soon
be displaced by an acquaintance with any works known to the Genealo-

gist, such as Abbey Rolls also copies of Ancient Rolls Ancient

Registers enrolled. The Liber Niger, Testa de Nevil, Scutage Rolls,
Cartes Antique, the Tower Rolls, and many similar works, to the

Genealogist all this is simple, and of which (sic) he has the complete
mastery. He would rather have to search for a date of marriage,
birth or death 500 years since than one of 50 years."

It is possible," said Mr. Punch.
"
Surely the pleasure of seeing our ancestors before us"

"
Quite right," said Mr. Punch.

"
Ancestors always come

before us."
"
Their quaint names,"

:

Pretty conceit," said Mr. Punch." The families they married into their then residences, and various
other facts connected with them,"

" Which were always noted in wills and registers, and especially in

Cartef Antique and similar works, I know," said Mr. Punch.
" The continuous sight of such would afford more pleasure than any

painting, however costly,""
Certainly," said Mr. Punch.

" What is a Poussm, or a Potter, or

a Phillip, to a Pedigree, especially one which you know to be accurate,

because it is certified by the Fraternity P
"

" And would delight the rising Generation of not only the present

day but also of those for Ages to come."
"

Little dears," said Mr. Punch
"
but what does he charge P

"

" For the ancient pedisrree the fee is Two Guineas, pre-paid, either

by crossed cheque or P. 0. 0. in favour of"
"
I see," said Mr. Punch, "the Secretary aforesaid. Eh, what docs

he add P
"

"
Agent to the Assurance (Limited)."

" Ha !

"
said Mr. Punch.

" His Assurance does not seem to mo so

limited as to induce me to send the money. I can make a pedigree
for myself."
So Mr. Punch did not patronise the Fraternity. You can, if you

are wise,

THE HORRORS OE TRAVEL.

DEAR MR. PUNCII,
WHAT horrible things you men contrive to write about us

women! One can hardly take a book up without finding something

dreadful. Talk of our sensation novelists, indeed ! Why, the wickedest

of stories is nothing to the tales which are narrated by your travellers.

I have not had the courage yet to see what MR. HEPWORTH DIXON
says about the Mormons, for, though the subject is most interest'itiff,

my nerves are far too weak for it. But the horrors he reveals can

hardly be more horrible than what SIB SAMUEL BAKER tells us of

Latooka. This, you know, is a wild country which he and LADY
BAKER journeyed through in Africa ; and this is a mild specimen of

how he makes one's flesh creep :

" Women in Latooka aro so far appreciated as that they are valuable animals. . . .

The price of ft good-looking, strong young wife, who could carry a heavy jar of water,
would be ten cows. . . . However delightful may be a family of daughters in

England, they nevertheless are costly treasures ; but in Latooka, and throughout
savage lands, they are exceedingly profitable."

"
Animals," indeed ! I have no patience with the man. And yet, I

hear, his book has been most favourably reviewed. It deserves to be sup-

pressed for introducing such bad language. What can a man be made

of, who can bring himself to speak about a woman as an animal.' And
that is not the worst of the bad names that he calls us. Only look at

this :

" A savage holds to his cows and to his women : but especially to bis cows."

How dreadful, to be sure ! And what can be the good of telling one

such things P You may say that, they are true, but to my mind really

that makes it all the worse. We can bear a spice of horror when we
find it in a novel indeed, we rather like it. But then we know, of

course, that it is mere invention, and so we are not shocked. There is

a painful kind of pleasure in reading how a husband leaves his wife

and seven children destitute in London, in order that he may visit the

death-bed of his first love, in a bungalow near Delhi, who of course

revives directly she sees her CHARLES approach. Nor can I deny that,

weak as my nerves are, I have not lost my relish for the horrors of a

novel, which details how five fond husbands are poisoned in succession

by their beautiful young wife. Still, the things one reads in travels

are to me far more appalling, for one knows them to be true. And

surely the slow poisoning of half-a-dozen husbands, when described

with every hideous detail in a novel, is by no means so distressing to

the female mind, at any rate as the speaking of a woman as a

"valuable animal," or the statement that a savage in the wilds of

Central Africa attaches less importance to his women than his cows.

Trusting, Sir, that as a gentleman you will use your wholesome influ-

ence upon persons like SIR SAMUEL, and prevent their harrowing our

minds by the horrors of their travelling, I remain, Sir,

Yours respectfully,

Oral/tree Cottage, Tuesday. SELINA SINGLETON.

Errors in Prosody.

THE small tradesmen of Southwark, and many other places, have

some excuse to offer for using short weights and measures. They have

not received a classical education, and therefore they can't help making
false quantities.

TO CORRESPONDENTS.
"
Ever yours, Tottenham Court Road." Please send the number of

your address.
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BAD EXCUSE BETTER THAN NONE.
Vncle.

" HAVE YOU READ THAT ARTICLE iy THE LANCET ABOUT CHIGNONS,
JOE ?

"

Nephew (Invalid Captain from. Incliii).
" HAW ! EXTWACTS YES, GWEGOWINES !

FWIGHTFUL IDEA I (Happy Thmight.) WHY, IT AIN'T SAFE TO GO TO CHURCH
POSITIVELY WITH LiADIEB !

"

MIDWINTER IN MARCH.

WHAT bitter, wintry weather !

Confound it altogether !

The tiles are dight
With snow more white

Than any goose's feather.

About the streets 'tis lying,
And round your ears are flying

Conglomerate cakes
Of kneaded flakes ;

TLe boys are snowballs shying :

Protect your panes witli shutters !

Youth slides along the gutters.
Cock-Robin comes
To seek for crumbs,

And ou your threshold flutters.

The birds have all stopped singing,
The crops have left off springing,
There ne'er was seen
A March so keen

_

So biting, piercing, stinging.

The primroses awaken
To perish, sun-forsaken ;

The violets blue,

Though that 's their hue,
For snow-drops may be taken.

Put on the kettle, Polly.

Away with melancholy !

We '11 burn the log,
And brew the grog,

Determined to be jolly.

Claimants for a Fancy Franchise.

THE Bakers, introduced by the author of Yeast, have
been in a batch to the CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER :

they contend that as making so much fancy bread, they
ought to be on the Electoral Roll. The Poets have urged
their claims in a memorial (in verse). The P. K. met and
framed a resolution, carried amidst rounds of applause,
which made the room ring again, requesting the great
MILL to be the Champion of

" The Fancy." Several old

women, who have sovereigns in Savings' Stockings, hope
MR. DISRAELI will not forget them.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
GREAT Cry in the Commons on the night of Monday, March 18, but

less Wool than could have been desired. Once more the House was
crammed, the Heir Apparent was present, and a concourse of Nobles
assembled to listen to the grand debate. But almost everything was
flat. The good old rule that you should never show an

incomplete
piece of work to Women or to Fools might be extended, with advan-

tage. Never show it to anybody. Between announcements of

Recurrence to original policy, SIR JOHN PAKINGTON'S confidences at

Droitwich, and LORD DERBY'S in St. James's Square, the Opposition,
as MR. GLADSTONE said, had learned so much about the Reform Bill

that they had nearly made up their minds upon it, and the various final

touches of the artistic DISRAELI were either ineffective or unwelcome
He had better have imitated the Veiled Prophet, and let his Reform
Moon suddenly bounce up out of the well, symmetrical and brilliant.

But we got his moon in cantles, and the firework did not appal.
These were MR. DISRAELI'S points, and to save bother, we inter-

pose MR. GLADSTONE'S retorts, or their import.

1. The Commons decided, last year, to make payment of Rates the
basis of the Borough Franchise.

[They did Mtbing of the sort. The division on Rating v. Rental,
which ejected the Government, was carried by those who
wanted to restrict the franchise.]

2. Any male occupant of a House in a borough, who personally
pays his Rates, shall vote.

[The idea of Rate-paying being the basis of the British Constitu-
tion n

3. We shall therefore enfranchise 237,000 persons.
[Not you. Nothing like it. Three-fourths of your men are men

in buckram.

VOL LIL,

4. We shall not give votes to Compound householders, nor to those
whose rates are paid for them.

[Then you ought. Why, don't they Pay Rates through their

landlords P Where "s your boasted Basis ?]

5. Two years' residence necessary to obtain a vote.

[But where is the clause enfranchising Lodgers ? This you refuse,
and this we must and will have.]

6. Every facility to be given to Compound householders to enable
them to register.

[Very humane ! and as for the Small Tenement people, their votes
are to be in the gift of Bumbledom.

7. A vote to every person who pays 1 a-year assessed taxation.
Not in the way oi Licence, so your Ratcatcher is nowhere, MB.
BRIGHT.

[Every man with a purse will make as many votes as he likes. A
little hair-powder, dabbed on anybody's head, taxes him *&.,
and a man with a three-legged jade of a horse, value 3, may
qualify three hundred and sixty-five people by Lauding it

about.]

8. If a householder also, he shall have Two Votes.

[The Dual Vote ! This is the Proclamation of a war between
classes. The author of this is the man who strikes at the
British Constitution. Our Constitution rests on our sense oi

equality in the eye of the law. Place arms like these in the
hand of the Rich Man, to fortify his position against the Poor
Man, and that day you seal the doom of the Constitution.

You shall have my Implacable Hostility.]

9. A householder shall have a second vote who has 50 in the funds,
or the savings' bank.

[This has grown up from 30 to 50 since we last heard of it.

But it^is all stuff, very few artisans have either.]
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10. Then there should be an educational franchise, especially for

Ministers of Religion.

[Not worth notice.]

11. No two votes in counties, and the county occupation franchise to

be 15 Rating, and the other new franchises to apply.

[Then, where is your precious Principle ? Why, you will give
almost universal suffrage to Unskilled Labour.]

12. We desire to give to all who are worthy of the privilege a fair

share in the Government of the country, but we maintain the prin-

ciples on which the Constitution is based, and we give Represen-
tation to the Nation.

[Your Bill ignores all selection of the working class, it excludes a

vast number of the most instructed and skilled of that class, \

and when it admits any of them, it admits with them the
j

poorest, the least instructed, the least skilled, and the most
'

dependent members of the community.]

There ! After that feu d'enfer from the GLADSTONE Battery, we

suppose nobody will have much doubt as to the ultimate fate of the

Ministerial Sebastopol. MB. GLADSTONE discarded his reticenee, with

a vengeance, and poured in thunder on the foe. There is no mistake,

now, as to the attitude of parties. The Leader of the Opposition
reserved his right to say what course his party would adopt, but its

intentions were made clear enough.
In fhe debate, SIR WILLIAM HEATIICOTE (Conservative Member for

Oxford) was the first to express dislike of the Bill.

SIR GEORGE BOWYER (Catholic and Liberal) attacked MR. GLAD-
STONE for his censures, declared the out-of-door demonstrations to be

hollow, and mentioned that he himself had heard POTTKB haranguing
a scanty group from between the Lions, and that the repeated
remark of his audience was

" What a dam fool he is."

MR. THOMAS BARING (Conservative) also rebuked MR. GLADSTONE,
but with the practical instinct of a commercial man demanded to

know what reductions Ma. DISRAELI would make for the sake of

doing business ?

MR. LOWE was stern against the dual vote, which was either a mere
tnb to the Conservative whale, or an attempt to set up a bastard

plebeian oligarchy. He condemned the Bill as unsafe, and had no
wish to see the country in the hands of an unbridled Democracy.
MR. HENLEY (Conservative) was for giving the Bill patient justice,

but he denounced, the dual vote.

MR. ROEBUCK castigated MR. GLADSTONE for an onslaught the

object of which was to hurt All and Sundry. Let us take the Bill into I

Committee and do our best with it. As for final resting-places, there I

were no such things in human affairs, and sufficient for the day was the
evil thereof.

MR. BERESFORD HOPE (Conservative) abused the Bill, hoped for

MR. GLADSTONE'S return to office, and advised MR. DISRAELI to add
another fancy franchise, and give a vote to the ticket-of-leave man.
MR. BUTLER-JOHNSTONS (Conservative) wished Ma. ROEBUCK to

prepare a Reform Bill.

MR. CHARLES BUXTON wished to consider Cumulative voting.
MR. SANDFORD (Conservative) described the Bill of his friend and

leader as illusory and insulting.
MR. BERNAL OSBORNE w'as grave, and suggested that the discussion

should rise above party spirit.
LORD CRANBORNE (Conservative) would prefer a Reform Bill from

MR. BRIGHT to such a Bill as this from men who were committing
political suicide.

Ma. DISRAELI replied with great spirit, as usnal when he can be
antagonize. He hit out straight. He denied that he had imposed
checks they were constitutional conditions. He stood up for the
character of Englishmen, who were proud of paying rates He would
never introduce Household Suffrage, pure and simple. The Govern-
ment had never been inconsistent. The House ought not to be excited

by rhetoric into giving judgment without complete consideration of
the measure.
The Reform Bill was read, and was appointed for Second Reading

on the following Monday.
The Distribution Scheme, which Ma. DISRAELI announced on the

25th of February, is to be adhered to. He revealed the name of the

place in the Black Country to which representation is to be given. It
is Wednesbury (pronounced Wedgbury,) and, olim, celebrated for a
very remarkable cock-fight, in the course of which much excitement
among the sportsmen prevailed, unfriendly comments on gentlemen's
costume were hazarded, conjugal tenderness was dominated by the
interest of the moment, and lilial affection was subordinated to the
duty of impartial combat.

Tuesday. The Lords took pity on the Sandwich-Men, and instead of

abolishing them utterly, consigned them to police discretion. LOUD
CA i HNS demolished a Bill of LOUD UKDKSIMLK'S, for preventing the
creditors of railways from exercising their legal rights to the detriment,
of the public. We sincerely hope that every Lord who opposed the
Bill will some day find himself shunted into a siding by the sheriff's

officers, and prevented from coming up to some new opera or desirable

dinner-party.
MR. CHURCHWARD, of Dover, hai been made a Magistrate by the

Conservative CHANCELLOR CHELMSFORD. The only objection to this
creation is the small fact that MR. CHURCHWARD has been twice re-

ported by House of Commons Committees as guilty of bribery. LORD
CHELMSFORD says that he knew nothing about that, which is odd.
MR. PETER TAYLOR made a solemn speech on the subject, and Ma.
DISBAELI made a very comic one, recommending a general inquiry into
such cases. MR. CAVENDISH BENTINCK moved an address in accordance
with MR. DISRAELI'S facetious suggestion, and defeated the solemn
and awful PETER of Leicester, and then MR. GLADSTONE, rebuking
MR. DISRAELI'S levity, insisted on the amendment being adhered to.

So each party claimed the victory, and we shall hare some pleasing
scandals.

Wednesday. Church-rates. Their abolition was decreed by 203 to 187,
but MR. GLADSTONE promises modifications of this decree. MR.
LEATUAM (Wakefield), who was expelled the House and fined for

bribery, explained that he was "
convicted at York

"
because a private

letter on a delicate subject had been torn in half by his brother-in-law,
and the conclusion had been lost. The letter asked his relative to send
him money secretly for "legitimate purposes," as well as "for pay-
ments to watchers and runners of a somewhat doubtful character," and
the cautious recipient tore off these last words. Altogether, really,

-*-

but what does it matter? Ma. LKATHAM is in again, and is an"
advanced Whig," who will in future be more careful about advances.

Thursday. The Commons sat late, but nothing very sensational

occurred, except that SIR JOHN PAKINGTON, attacked for promoting a

young sea-officer over the heads of a whole fleet of other officers,
because he was the son of Lonn HAKDWICKE, defended himself on the

ground that other First Lords had done similar things.
But the political incident of the day was a great meeting of the

Opposition
at MR. GLADSTONE'S. It, was decided to let the Reform

Bill be read a Second Time, and then to oppose its going into Committee
unless Government would transmogrify it entirely.

Friday. The Scotch, who usually manage their Parliament business
for themselves, are actually in a sort of revolt, and demand a whole
Under-Secretary for Scotland. Moreover, the demand seems
reasonable.

Mr. Punch learns with pleasure that such of the Irish police, as

distinguished themselves against the Fenians are to be decorated and
rewarded.
We had some fun, by way of ending an important week. PALMER-

STON had his CLOSE, and DERBY has his YOUNO, only the doggerel of
the latter is not merely vulgar and foolish, but offensive. However,
he is pensioned. MR. WHALLEY (probably thinking that YOUNG was
author of the Night Thoughts] defended the grunt, and said that
YOUNG'S sentiments were truly Protestant. MR. DISKAKLI said what
he could, which was that LORD DKRBY had been hoaxed, and that it

would be a warning to himself never to sign or believe in a Memorial.

LENTEN DISPENSATIONS FOR THE RITUALISTS.

VERY ARCH-BISHOP PCNCH has received several complaints from
the Ritualists. They want to fast and abstain. But while the Romanists
are enjoying their Lent, and are told precisely what to eat, drink, and

avoid, they, the Ritualists, are left in a state of doubt, and no ecclesias-

tical authority will speak. There His VERY Ancii-Bisnopsiiip Da.
PUNCH takes it into his own hands, and info) rns the Ritualists that

He dispenses them from the necessity of eating any flesh meat on
any day in the week.

He dispenses them from the necessity of drinking anything at all.

He permits the use of one shrimp on Wednesday at one o'clock, to

be picked sparingly, and halt' a winkle <>u Friday ; but the pin
must not be swallowed.

Finally, by their adopting this regimen during the present season he
trusts that at the end of Lent he will be able to dispense with them
altogether. j^ n0peg Of nerer hearing of them again,

He signs himself,

V. A. B. Puiraaim.

A Misprint that might have Been.
"
Yesterday, belnif Ht. Patrick's Day, Da. BUTCHER, Bishop of Mc;ith, preached

at tho C'hiiirel Uojal."

WHAT a splendid opportunity for a mischievous compositor ! We
might have hud the pain of reading,

"
Dit. BUTCHEK, Bishop of Meat."

FRUITS OF ELECTIONS. These fruits are generally preceded by the

appearance of some early Bri-beries.
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VOTES FOR LODGERS.
L LODGERS vote that the private

rights to tea, sugar. and groceries in

general be respected by the land-

lady.
Ground Floor votes that he asks

Second Floor not to come in so late

at night, and avoid difficulties with

the door-chain, the scuttle, and

Ground Floor's boot*.

titrond Floor votes that he and
f

the neighbouring Ground and

Second Floors request his own
Ground Floor not to persist in at-

tempting "In My Cottage" with

one fineer on the piano.
Third Floor votes that his land-

lady's servant brush clothes a little

better, and be instructed in the art

of removing mud from trousers.

Bachelor Lodgen vote that their
"
thin ss

"
be sewn and attended to

ou going to and being returned

from the wash.
Harried Lodgers vote that no

appeals be made by the landlady

from the female to the male govern-
ment.

The Ground Floor (in b*rint*

during Ike day) votes that the land-

lady's children be not permitted to

play in his room.M Floort vote for the banishment
of organ- grinders, juvenile German bauds, one-legged mariners, and
howlers.
Ground Floor and Sffond Floor (united) vote that the maid-of-all-work

will not nse their combs and brushes.

Everyone votes that some one gives him ten thousand a-year, on no
conditions whatever.

Krrryone Else votes that anyone will treat him to Paris for one month
in the present year before August, paying all expenses.

Several Husbands vote they go to Paris, as lodgers, this year wt^aryon.
Wive* (belonging to above-mentioned clots of Fotert) rote they do

nothing of the sort.

PEDIGREE PROMOTION.
SHIVER my timbers, Mr. Punch, and I *m blessed if a rope's end

isn't wanted at the Admiralty ! Only see here how the Swabs play
Old Harry with the service :

" A lieutenant whore onmroiseion dates from May 27, 1SS1. has been promoted
over the hwls of three hundnM and seventy of his seniors. . . . This promotion is

solely due to the fact tint be is the SOD of a great Conservative nobleman, and a
former colleague of the present ministers."

And see how SIR J. HAY palavers to the House about another ugly
case of pedigree promotion -.

" He had not served his time as flag-lieutenant, and therefore he wan promoted
contrary to regulation*, but he was promoted on account of the merits of the distin-

guished nobleman whose bon he was."

A pretty reason that ! So regulations go for nothing when a nob is

in the Navy? If the merits of the father are to promote the son, a

pretty
set of officers there '11 soon be in the service ! Why don't

'

My Lords
"

throw overboard all rules and regulations, and give a
middy of good birth the full rank of an admiral ? And why send a boy
to sea, if he be born of noble family f A lad who has a pedigree might
as well be privileged to draw his pay ashore, without seeing any service
for it. Blest if 1 don't tliink they'd save a deal of heart-burning, if
"
My Lords

"
were to launch a fleet of toy ships on the Serpentine,

and put them in commission for the sons of noble swells to go and
play at being admirals and captains, and so relieve the service of their

oi'pressive presence. Lieutenants who can't hope to get promoted by
their pedigree feel naturally hurt at seeing youngsters shoved above
them, and doubtless would rejoice if all the young nobs in the Navy
were drawn away to ge ou active service in the Serpentine.

I remain, Ifr. Punch, yours, grumbling,

As OLD SALT.

Loyal and Gratifying.
Oj Hearing that several flying columns were ordered for service in

Ireland, the Nelson'* statue and the Duke of York's instantly sent in
to know if their eolumns could be of any use. Both requested an
answer through the medium of Jtfr. Pwuk'i flying columns.

THE CHEAPEST THING IN THE ARMY.
SERGEAST KITE presents his compliments to ifr. Punch, and heirs i

to say that the cheapest thing in the Army is the British Soldier. He
has (lie honour to remind Mr. Punch of the circumstance, that GENERAL
PKEL, in moving the Army Estimates the other day, said they were
"
framed with a view to efficiency and economy." SEKGKANT KITE is

aware that they always nave been. Has no doubt that efficiency and
economy have never ceased to be held in view by framers of Army
Estimates at a great distance. Does not think that distance has lent

any enchantment to the view. Thinks, on the contrary, it has rendered
the view dreary. And, in fact, that inefficiency has been combined with

profusion.
SEHGKAUT KITS observes that the total estimate for the present year,

as stated hv the General, WHS 14,752,900: exceeding that of last year
.'< '2,200. Can, however, understand that it may possibly have

been framed with a view to both economy and efficiency. Believes
that if the latter object be now at last achieved, the former will also
have been effected for the first time from time immemorial. Knows
well enough that necessary expense is not extravagance, if you get
your money's worth for your money. Takes the liberty of pointing
out, particularly, that in framing the estimates with a view to allowing
the soldier twopence more a day, GESKIIAL PEEL may, nevertheless,
have really framed them with a view to economy. Saw the following
statement respecting the present pay of the British soldier, in the
Pott:

' The evMwe given before the Recruiting Commission KQOWS that the soldier,
whose gross pay aroouuta to on* stitllin K

' and i penny per dy (rii, one shilling par
and MHO penny beer money), nfter deducting the stoppages for bis rations, waahiiMr,
ami '

necessaries,'
' on the average through the year, duos not clear three halfpence

a-day.'
"

SKBGRAXT KITS understands economy to he not mere saving, hot
due allotment of expenditure. May be allowed to express the idea
that when the Army costs altogether upwards of fourteen millions,
whilst the soldier ge!s only three-halfpence a day, the share of the

military expenditure allotted to the soldier is comparatively small.

Considers it to be as the fiznre of trie bread is to that of the sack in the
tavern score pulled out at Sir John Falitaff'i pocket in a play which he
had the pleasure of seeing at Drury L'uie. Will acknowledge thai the

proposal now made to allow the soldier threepence-halfpenny a day
clear, looks a little more like true economy. At the same time, makes
bold to ask, how many of the enjoyments of life can be had out of even
the magnificent sum of threepence-halfpenny ?

With a view to obtaining recruits for the Army, SERGEANT KITE
invites the War Office to consider whether, if the soldier is allowed

threepence halfpenny a day, it will not be as well honestly to announce
that his pay is in reality limited to that amount of coppers f Takes
leave to say that at present what is called the gross pay of the soldier

is gross only in the sense wherein that word is applied to a deception.
Will grant that might not perhaps be thought to signify much if the
worst of it ended wi'h the disgust of the bamboozled recruit. But
requests attention to the fact that it prevents re-enlistment. Suggests
that disappointment at least would be prevented if recruiting sergeants
were instructed to explain to fine-spirited young men desirous of

entering the service of the QUEEX, and fighting their country's battles,
that their daily remuneration for that work, in hard money, will not I

exceed the sum of threepence-halfpenny. If the offer of that reward
should not suffice, would recommend it to be raised, as by auction, to

the amount needful for tempting them to engage in a business that
consists in adventuring to be kuled or maimed whilst leading a life

which, except in dignity, is little better than penal servitude.
SERGEANT KITE also suggests the expediency of increasing the

-

soldier's ration of meat. Is convinced that many a good soldier aban-
dons the Army as soon as he can, because he entered it expecting? to

become a full private, but found that he was never anything more than
an empty one.

A Happy Name.
" The Qnmk Ifan announces that the Very Rev. Arcbprlest Pnrorr has gone to

Russia with a view to bring about the founding of a L'uiitc Church in Hogland,"
fail Malt 6<utltt.

AXD if POPOF? does not pop back again, no great harm will be done.

" EVERTTULNG BT TUBS."

SIR JOHJJ PAKINGTON may be called the Amphibious Minister, for

he is (or is supposed to be) equally in his element on land and water.

He should assume as his motto terra manque.

A CADTIOX TO TOUX6 MX.
To a lady embonpoint in figure, and not good looking in face, you

should he careful of saying anything which she might consider
"
plump

and plain."
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LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP.

Middle-Aged Uncle,
" HOT PROPOSED TO HER YET ! WHY, WHAT A SHILLY-SHALLYING FJSLLOW YOU ARE, GEORGE ! You 'LL

HAVE THAT LITTLE "WlDOW SNAPPED CP PROM UNDER YOUR N()SE, AS SURE AS YOU *RE BORN ! PRETTY GAL LIKE THAT NICE LITTLE

PROPERTY EVIDENTLY LIKES YOU WITH AN ESTATE IN THK HIBHLANDS, TOO, AND YOU A SPORTING MAN "

Nephew. "An! THAT'S WHERE IT is, UNCLE! HKP. FISHING 's GOOD, I KNOW; BUT I'M NOT so SURE ABOUT HER GROUSE.'"

WOMANHOOD SUFFRAGE.

SCENE The Progressive Institute. A Conversazione.

PROFESSOR PODGERS. DR. HARRIET BROWN.

Professor Podgers. Let me offer you a cigar.

Dr. Harriet Brown. Thank you, no ;
I prefer a short pipe. (Produces

one, and lights it. They smoke.)

Prof. What weather we have had !

Dr. H. And what debates !

Prof. When shall we have an atmospheric reform ?

Dr. H. Before we get Reform in Parliament.

Prof. When will that be ?

Dr. H. Not yet awhile. We shall get no Reform worthy of the

name this Session.

Prof. Why?
Dr. H. The House will reject MR. MILL'S Amendment.

Prof. And you will remain unenfranchised.

Dr. H. As long as we do there will be no real representation of the

people, and to call the Reform Bill the Representation of the People
Hill will be absurd. The people consists of women as well as men.
Women are half of the people. If they are unrepresented, the people'

can be but half represented.

Prof. Well, that, no doubt, is a bit of MILL'S logic. But say that

| women are the better half of the people. They are already represented

i by their husbands' votes.

Dr. H. Are they ? Do you think, if they were, that property in-

herited by wives would belong to their husbands ?

Prof. But are the majority of women fit to possess the suffrage ?

Dr. H. As fit as the majority of men. Reformers say that the Con-
stitution wants repairing, and must be repaired by working-men. A
zood needlewoman is as able to mend the British Constitution as a

journeyman carpenter.

Prof. Do you claim Womanhood Suffrage ?

Dr. H. Yes, if men are to have Manhood Suffrage. Isn't taxation

without representation tyranny ? We are taxed as well as men. We
are subject to laws made without our consent. Show me any real

reason why we should not vote.

Prof. I think I can mention one.

Dr. H. What is it?

Prof. You ought npt to exercise political rights because you are

exempt from civic duties.

Dr. H. How so ?

Prof. You are not eligible to serve on juries.
Dr. H. I am willing to be.

Prof. Nor are you Liable to be drawn, for the Militia.

Dr. H. I am ready.

Prof. You cannot be Churchwardens, Overseers or Magistrates.
Dr. H. I don't see why.
Prof. You cannot be Aldermen.
Dr. H. But we might be Alderwomen.

Prof. Some of you; and Mayoresses too. But not all. Not the

generality. There are perhaps women fit to be Prime Ministers or

Chancellors of the Exchequer. But are they not a small minority ?

Dr. H. There is certainly something in your objection to female

suffrage.

Prof. Besides, if women are to vote, why should they be excluded

from Parliament ? Who but women could represent women ?

Dr. H. Well, I '11 tell you what, then. Let there he a female Par-

liament. Constitute a Third House, and call it a House of Ladies.

Make its assent necessary to all statutes affecting the interests of

women.
Prof. That, to be sure, would be a way out of the difficulty. Per-

haps it will suggest itself to the Member for Westminster. Why is

Ma. MILL like a Tongue ?

Dr. H. Give it up.

Prof. Because he is the Ladies' Member.

(Scene closes)
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HAPPY THOUGHTS.
O, this w the horse from

BRETT'S stables in the vil-

lage, which they talked about

last night. I shouldn't have

got it, but MR. PARSONS,
who always rides it with the

Ilappy TAouffM.See myself in the window. Not bad ; but hardly
"
showy." Antigropelos effective.

Happy Thought \[ I stay long here, buy a saddle, and stirrups my
own length. My weight, when he jogs, is too much on one stirrup.

i,
Isn't this delightful

>" I say, "Charming"FRIDOLINB asks, ____ __ ...

MILBURO talks of riding as a science. He says,
" The great thing in

leaping is to keep your equilibrium."

Jhif/py TAougAt.the pummel.
--------. ------- "

Shall we trot on ?
"

If wo don't push along, BTNO says we shall

harriers, got a nasty fall at never reach Pounder's Barrow, where the Harriers meet. As it is,

Deepford Mill, and won't be we saa|i probably be too late.

able to go out again f9r a
j Happy 2'AouffAiYlcuty of time. Needn't go too fast. Tire the

fortnight. The groom thinks
, horsi x

I 'm in luck. Hope so. Miss
j

^ \eft antigropelo has come undone. The spring is weak. I

PELLINGLE, on the door- 1 can
'

t get aj ^ j|y norse never will go the same pace as the others.

step, says "What a pretty
; rj^g groom said his great pace was trotting. He is trotting, and it w

creature !

"
and observes that

j a great pace
. not so much for speed, as for height. He trots as if all

she 's
always

heard chestnuts j^ jo^s were loose. I go up and down, and from side to side.

ar? ,
so

, , ,f
ry-

i i

return
>,

"Indeed!
'

carelessly, as if

1 possessed MR. KAREY s

secret.

have "a roast chestnut.

People laugh. Groom laughs.
At me.

Happy Thought.
" How

Jl grey hairs become a fool and jester." SHAKSPEARE, I think.

What happy thoughts SHAKSPEABE had. So applicable to a stupid

old idiot. Keep this to myself.

Mounting. I don't know any work on equestrianism which ade-

Happy Thought Are people ever sea-sick from riding ?

NQ acientlfic ri(jing here! Can't get my equilibrium. Ought to
d MR. KAREY s

have Lftd ft g)ring for hat Cram it on j think ( from the norse
>

s

Ihe whole-uncle
,ial)it of iook jng back sideways, that he's seen the loose antigropelo,

(from a window) suggests and it bas frig |ltene(i him. He breaks into a gallop. It feels as if he
that perhaps you d rather

w&8 a, wavjj stumping on one ieg . He changes his leg, which unsettles
t uesi lut.

ffle He
-

CQanges |,j s iegs every minute. Thank Heaven, I didn't have

spurs ! Hope I shan't drop my whip. This antigropelo will bring

me off, sooner or later, I know it will.

End of the lane. The three in front. I wish they 'd stop. Mine

would stop then. We trot again suddenly. Painful.

Happy Thought." Let 's look at the view."

BVNG cries,
"
Hang the view '.here 's a beautiful bit of turf for a

canter." We break (my horse and 1) into a canter. He breaks into

quately deals with the difficulty of equalising the length of stirrups. I

the can(er sooner than I do, as I've not quite finished my trot. I wish
You don't find out that one leg is longer than the other, until you get

it was a mi|j tary saddle, with bags before and behind. A soldier can|t
on horseback for the first time after several years. The right is longer come off

, . uu uullll% , 11 , , . ,,

y own judgment, I ask him, if it s all right , y unkind of them They might
s," decidedly. From subsequent experience, I What a beast this is for pulling ! 1

XSYNO, on

,han the left. Having removed that inconvenience, the left is longer
;han the right. One hole up will do it. "One down?" asks the groom.
[ mean one down.

Happy Thought (just in lime). No ; I mean np.
Groom stands in front of me, as if I was a picture. Placing no

further reliance on my
now." He says "Yes,
believe he makes the answer merely to save himself trouble,

horseback, curvetting, cries
" Come along!"

Happy TAcmffAt. Sport in the olden time. Hawking. People geiie-

rally sat still, in one place, watching a hawk. Not much exercise,

perhaps, but safe. Why don't they revive hawking?
MILBURD wants to know if I'm going to be all day. FRIDOLINE'S

horse is restive ; the other two are restive. I wish they weren't. Mine
wants to be restive : if he goes on suddenly, I go off.

Happy TAouffAt. 1\\e mane.
1 like being comfortable before I start. Stop one minute. One hole

higher up on the right. The whole-uncle, who is watching the start

[old coward ! he daren't even come off the door-step^, and has asked
me once if 1 won't

"
take some jumping powder."

his fun if I was borne home on a stretcher. I almost
to give him a lesson. I mean if I wasn't hurt]

altogether.

the antigropelo goes at the other spring, I shall lose it

Horse pufls ; wants to pass them all. Hat getting loose ;

antigropelo flapping.

Happy Thought Squash my hat down anyhow, tight.

The cold air catches my nose. I feel as if I 'd a violent cold. There 's

no comfort in riding at other people's pace. I wish they 'd stop. It 's

t as well. I should stop for them.
I can't make him feel.

Happy Thought. If I

tails.

ride again, have a short coat made, without

Everything about me seems to be
flapping

in the wind ;
like a scare-

crow. FRIDOLINE doesn't see me. What an uncomfortable thing a

hard note-book is in a tail-coat pocket, when cantering and bumping.

Happy Thought. t^ad. of canter. Thank Heavens ! he (or she) stops

when the others stop.
FRIDOLINE looks round, and laughs. She is in high spirits.

Happy Thought. The hard road. Walk. Fasten my antigropelo.

Tear it at the top by trying the spring excitedly.

Before talking to her, I settle my hat and tie ; also manage my
Feel that I've got a red nose, and don't look as

common we fall in with the Harriers,

coats,

and introduces them to Miss FRIDO

Happy Thought.-b.sk. MILBUHD. about, and hunting.
He answers

"
Kicks." Ah ! I know what happens if he kicks. Happy Thought. '."

All right now ?
"

Quite. Still wrong about the stirrups : one business.

dangling, the other lifting my knee up ; but won't say anything more,
or FIUDOLINE may think me a nuisance.
Tworeins. Groom says" She goes easy on the snaffle. Pulls a little

at first
;
but you needn't hold her." I shall, though. Trotting, I am

long'field, and I see we are all getting towards a hedge.
told, is her

"
great pace." The reins are confused. One ought to be disappear. Green coat men disappear over the hedge,

white, the other black, to distinguish them. Forget which fingers you
put them in. Mustn't let the groom see this.

Happy TAoyffAl.fake 'em up carelessjy, anyhow. Watch BTOG.
We are walking. My horse very quiet. Footman runs after me.

Idiot, to come up abruptly ; enough to frighten any horse. If you 're

not on your guard, you come off so easily.
"
Here's a whip."

"
Oh,

thank you." Right hand for whip, and left for reins, like Brns. Or,
left hand for whip and right for reins, like MILBURD. Or, both in one
hand, like FRIDOLINE. Walking gently. As we go along MILBDRD
points out nice little fences, which

"
Your beast would hop over." Yes,

by herself.

Happy Thought. Like riding. Fresh air exhilarating. Shall buy a
horse. N.B. Shall buy a horse which will walk as fast as other

not say anything about it. It 's the dogs
1

unuitoa.

The dogs find something. Everyone begins cantering. Just as 1

am settling my hat, and putting my handkerchief into my pocket, my
horse breaks into a canter. Spring of antigropelo out again. It is a

rds a hedge. The dogs

Happy Thought. Stop my horse : violently.

Our heads meet. Hat nearly off. Everybody jumps the hedge
Perhaps my horse won't do it. If 1 only had spurs, 1 might take bin

at it. Some one gets a fall. He 's on his own horse. If he falls, I

shall.

Happy TAouffAt.Anj gap ?

None. Old gentleman, on a heavy grey, says, "No good going after

them. I know the country." Take his advice. I lose the sport

blame him.

Happy TAovfAl.'ELtiiea double : therefore the hare will come back.

Happy Thought Stop in the field.

Try to fasten antigropelo : tear it more. Trot round quietly. I 'm

getting well into my seat now. Shouldn't mind taking him at th
1. .. .J ... T. . ,. )..,. r,c. 4 l.rtir '] 1 Wa VianV A t i-o/t 1 tr T nvrtla in 1 11 f\\A cr*nhorses

; not jog. Irritating to jog. If I check him, he jerks his head, hedge. Too late, as they '11 be back directly. I explain to old gen
and hops. FRIDOLINE calls him "showy." Wonder if, to a spectator,

j

tleman who knows the country, that
"
I don't like leaping hired horses

I 'm showy ! Passing by a village grocer's. I
or I should have taken him at that hedge." Old gentleman thinks 1 'n
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quite right. So do I. They come back : the hare first. I see him

and cut at him with my whip. Old gentleman very angry. I try to

laugh it off. With the dogs I ride through the gate. Capital fun.

The hare is caught in a dtoh by the roadside. Old gentleman still angry.

Happy Thought.], am in at the death. Say
"
Tally ho !

"
to myself.

Happy Tko*fU,Ak for the brush. If I get it, present it to

FRIDOLINE.
MILBUKD laughs, and says he supposes I want a hare-brush.

It is a great thing to possess quick perceptive faculties. I see at

once that a hare has no brush, and treat the matter as my own .joke.

[Note for Typical Developments, Book xvi.,
"
Perception of the Ridicu-

lous."] .

After looking about for another hare for half an hour, my blood is

not so much up as it was. We are
"
Away

"
again. The hare makes

for the hill. We are galloping. I wish I 'd had my stirrups put right

before I started. A shirt button has broken, and I feel my collar

rucking up ; my tie working round. I cram my hat on again. There s

something hard projecting out of the saddle, that hurts my knees.

Woa ! He does pull. I think we 've leapt something ; a ditch. If so,

I can ride better than I thought. What pleasure can a horse have

in following the hounds at this pace ! Woa, woa ! My stirrup-straps

are flying; my antigropelos on both sides have come undone; my
breeches pinch my knees

; my hat wants cramming on again. In

doing this I drop a rein. I clutch at it. I feel I am pulling the mar-

tingale. Stop for a minute ;
I am so tired. No one will stop.

Happy Thought (at full gallop}.
" You Gentleman of England who

live at home at ease, how little do you think upon
"

the dangers of this
infernal hunting.
BYNG'S whole-uncle is at home reading his Times. Up a hill at a

rush. Down a hill. Wind rushing at me. It makes me gasp like going
into a cold bath. Think my snirt-collar has come undone on oue
side.

Happy Thov.ghl (which flashes across me).Mazeppa.
"
Again he urges

on his wild career !

"
Nazeppa was tied on, though : I 'm not.

I shall lose the antigropelos. Down a hill. Up a hill slowly. The
horse is walking, apparently, right out of his saddle. Will he miss me?
Happy Thought \ '11 come off over his tail.

I have an indistinct idea of horsemen careering all about me. I
wish some one would stop my horse. Suddenly we all stop. I can-
non against the old gentleman on the grey. Apology. He is very
angry; says, "I might have killed him." Pooh !

Happy Thought If this is hunting, it isn't so difficult, after all.

But, what 's the pleasure ?

The hounds are scenting again. Countryman says he 's seen a hare
about here. Delight of everybody. All these big men, horses, and
dogs after a timid hare! Why doesn't the Society for Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals interfere? I thought they always shot hares.
The dogs have got their tails up, and are whining. They are unhappy.
Happy Thought. Shall write to old BOODELS, and tell him I 'm going

out with the hounds every day. Wish I was at home in an arm-chair.

A WEIGHTY QUESTION.
Stout Lady (who has been let down, eo^y).

"
Now, MR. FEATHBESTOKE, IF I CAN'T GET ON FROM HERE, CAN YOU LIFT ME ON ?"

A PROSPECT OF POSSUMUS.

"OBSON is endowed with reason!" We hope we are enabled to

say.
"
So is the POPE." Behold a telegram from Florence, which

appears to indicate the Holy Father's incipient rationality :

" The POPE allows the Italian troops to enter his States to help the Pontifical

troops to suppress brigandage."

The wire transmitting this intelligence also conveyed the information
that CARDINAL ANTOSELLI was "adverse," and that the "Blacks"
were

"
furious." They are, no doubt, very wroth with the P9?E for

acting on the dictate of his newly awakened reasoning faculty, instead
of continuing to follow their advice. To the eyes of the Blacks and
ANTONELLI the admission of Italian troops into the Papal territory is an
opening offered to the tliin end of the wedge ; a commencement of

coming to terms with the KING OP ITALY, who is at the thick end of it

They consider it to signify that his Holiness is about to regale himself
on humble-pie, and to oblige them, his ultramontane advisers, also to

partake of that truly Lenten repast, which they have a particular
objection to. In answer to every reasonable proposition, the POPE,
they fear, means no longer to keep on crying non possitmus. They
apprehend that, on the contrary, being now compos, he will presently
speak as such, and suit his action to the word. The Sovereign Pontiff,

they are afraid, will no longer reject an invitation like that which the

wooer in the Irish melody addresses to the
"
Charming Jndy Cattayhan"

It appears too probable to them that he won't say nay any longer.
With alarm and rage they perceive the probability that the next time
he is asked whether he cannot make the little concession required
for the completion of Italian Unity, he will sink the non, and com-
pliantly answer possumus.

AN ERBOK or THE PRESS. Picking a pocket in a crowd. ' '
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WHAT THE LIONS THOUGHT OF IT.

'Tis a wild night : in flaws the east winds blow :

Slant drives the sleet, that neither melts to rain,

Is'or keeps up its pretension to be snow
Mad March has brought mid-winter back again.

How comes a crowd gathered on such a night.
About the Lions couched at NELSON'S feet ?

On what do lliose red naptha-lamps throw light?
Wherefore those loiterers, cumbering the street?

This little man, that perks himself to roar

Between the Lions, strong and dark and dumb,
These listeners, many curious, careless more,
And it were hard to doubt it earnest some ?

These roughs who through the crowd their calling ply,

Bound, pick pockets, or "put on the hug,"
And, blessing BKAI KS and BRADLAUGIT, qualify
For the Houghs' University Tun JUG ?

At length a stray policeman I impawn,
From roughs afar, on the mob's outmost bound,

And learn that 'tis Keform the crowd has drawn.
The League, that lamps and orators has found.

So having in my pockets nought to pick,

My watch at home, my hat too old to bone,
1 force a passage where the crowd is thick,
To hear the blast by BEALES his trumpet blown.

Bat empty breath to empty air is given ;

Vox et pratte-rea nihil ! All I hear
Is sound and fury without meaning driven

By the east wind, down their kind throats that cheer.

So. as from BRASS'S blast I gather nought,
I work myself free of the crowd again,

And, musing, try to shape the Lions thought,
About the crowd, the occasion, and the men.

They think, I think, that neither here nor there,
About their feet, or round the SPEAKER'S state,

Is met the Parliament, that mirrors fair

The strength that makes the British Lion great.

Here, in the BEALES and BRADLATJGH Parliament
Is too much bark for the wish or power to bite :

Mountains to heave, in desperate intent,

And, for the heaving, here and there a mite.

Wind-swollen puffiness for solid strength,
The braggadocio of chiefs, whose brass

Wire-drawn nr beaten out to utmost length,

Only with idiots for gold will pass.

There, Potterers, as there are Potters here

Both impotent to shape the nation's clay
Cowards, who make great questions small, for fear :

Jugglers, who for their tops with pledges play.

Spinners of cobwebs, when we cables need :

Half-adepts, who a spirit can invoke,
In hopes to lame or lay him, at their need,
But impotent his summoned strength to yoke.

And baser tricksters, hiding on their hands
The soil of dirty bribe, or dirtier gain ;

And many-acred, small-brained lords of lands,
And hungry dogs, of office-offal fain.

In neither Parliament the strength resides
That of our England makes us emblems fit :

The strength that sways the trident of the tides,
So wide, the sun sees not the bound of it.

That strength lies in the calm and common sense
That, drawn from deep reserves, can turn to scorn

St. Stephen s pride and peddling impotence,
And bring low BEALES

?
and BKADLATJGH'S brazen horn.

Strength which can smite offence, occasion shapeAs hons make Earth's weaker herds theifrown :

Clear off the sophist films white truth that drape,
As lions' tongues the membrane rasp from bone.

Strength, nursed on long avoidance of extremes,
Knit by the ties that run 'twixt class and class ;

That no more shares in democratic dreams
Than oligarchic horror of the mass.

Strength, that has root in reverence for right,

That, by law shaped, has gone on shaping law,

Strength, that will never perish while our light
From principle and precedent we draw !

WANTED A LITTLE MORE OF THE TORNADO.
TUB House of Commons can find time for two or three hour dis-

cussions of Mil. CHURCHWARD'S scandal, or MR. LEAT HAM'S "
dpo/apia

pro eotruplione auii" or SIR JOHN PAKINGTON'S defence of his promo-
tion of LOKD HARDWICJIE'S son over three-fourths of the lieutenants
of higher standing in the Service in short, for any pretty little (juain-l

that involves spicy personalities, and leaves a stain on ton:

fame or fingers. Can't it spare a night for a case which involves the

rights of half-a-hundred Englishmen '( Can't it muster up Tirtuons

indignation enough enough of the spirit that blazed into name over
CAPTAIN JENKINS'S ear, some hundred and thirty years ago to brim'

home to the insolent and overbearing "Jack Spaniard" that England .

though in no way disposed to pick quarrels with foreigners, or U> bully
on slight provocation, is not content to put up, quite as quietly as

LORD STANLEY seems disposed to do, with the seven months' illegal

imprisonment, plunder, and ill-treatment of the officers and crew of tie-

Tornado f
It is true that forty-fire of the fifty-three sufferers from this out-

rageous violation of international law and natural justice have been

liberated, but eight still remain in captivity, and even the forty-five
so tardily set free have been ordered by the Foreign Office to be sent
home "

as distressed British^ seamen," and with express directions

given to our Minuter at Madrid not to insist at present on any indem-
nification for their long suffering, not even for restoration of the money
some 1093 of which they were robbed at the time of their illegal

capture on the high seas! And this, after LORD STAHLBT has ex-

pressly stated (in his despatch of March 12) that the intervention of

our Government has been exclusively founded on the injustice an<l

illegality of the
proceedings adopted by the Spanish authorities in the

prosecution of their claim against
"
the vessel"

Unless indeed, LORD STANLEY have merely deferred the claims of

these ill-used men for indemnification note that he may exact it, with
interest, hereafter.

If that be so, it is Englarid's duty to strengthen
bis hands. If it be not so, and LORD STANLEY be inclined to let the
men whistle for the compensation most righteously their due, it is

doubly England's duty to speak out. through her Press and her

Parliament, and let both STANLEY and Spaniard know that snch crying
and scandalous injustice must not, and snail not, be.

" CHAMPAGNE CHARLEY."

IT is with a gentleman's reluctance that Mr. Punsh has brought him-
self to print the above vulgarity. But he heeds no sacrifice of feeling
when he can instruct. He has just lighted upon an amusing passage
n that most entertaining book, MR. JESSE'S Memoir* of (Jeorye Ike

Third, and it is a triumph of art to be able to append a morsel of read-
able stuff on such a peg or such a name for a time :

"
Exactly a hundred years ago CIIAHLBI TUWXHHKND delivered one of the most

trll'iuit. upeechea ever heard in the Commons. He bad previously spoken with
calmness and judgment, then went to dinner with two friends, and n appeared in
he Houe about eight, half drunk with champagne, and more intoxicated with
pints. But whwtevtr may have been the source of his inspiration, there flowed
rom bis Hpi such bursts of impassioned eloquence, such flashes of wit, such bitter-
ness of iiiTeetiro, so varied a torient of mingled ribaldry and learning, of happiness
of alliiHlon, imagery, and quotation, that everybody wa enchanted. Porxome days,
says WALPOLK, the universal question was,

' Did you hear CuAULct>g champagne
speech?'

"

Now, if TOWNSHEND had been called Champagne CHARLBT, the

vords, instead of being intolerable (luckily the cleverest of the hur-

esque writers, and a respected contributor to Mr. Punch, has wittjhVd
he tune) would have been worth remembering. As it is, they inspire
\fr. Punch with a desire to kick the person who uses them. When
hall we escape the Cad-lyrics of the music-halls P

A Centenarian in a Cage.

THE Dispatch states that the sister of BERANGEB is still Irring, at

'aris, in good health, 101 years of age, in the Courent des Oiseaux.
he must be a fine old bird.

IRISH INTELLIGENCE. The number of asses in Ireland has been as-
ertained to be about 140,000. This figure is exclusive of the Fenians.
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PUNCH'S PHYSIOLOGY OF COURTSHIP.-No. 2.

MB. LASCELLES COURTENAY DE TRACY BELASSIS CONYNGHAME, II. P., YOUNGER SON OF AN ANCIENT FAMILY.

Miss BARBARA BLUNT, OF LIVERPOOL, EIGHT-AND-TWENTY, WITH 100,000.

Jilt L. ei cetera C. is STATING, WITH WHAT HE CONSIDERS MUCH PASSIONATE WARMTH, THAT, THEIR POLITICAL OPINIONS BEING.

THE SAME, A MATRIMONIAL ENGAGEMENT BETWEEN THE TWO WOULD MOST PROBABLY PROVE CONDUCIVE TO THEIR MUTUAL WELFARE.

NOW, THERE IS NO MISTAKE ABOUT THE 100,000.
NOR CAN ANY REASONABLE DOUBT BE ENTERTAINED ABOUT MR. C.'s ANCIENT BlRTH AND ARISTOCRATIC CONNECTIONS.

MOREOVER, JUDGING FROM THE PHYSIOGNOMY OF EACH, WE DO NOT THINK EITHER. WILL BE OVER-EXACTING OK THE SCORE OF

CONJUGAL TENDERNESS. AND, SPEAKING I'IIRENOLOGICALLY, WE ARE OF OPINION THAT IN THIS PARTICULAR INSTANCE, Mu. L. 0.

WILL FIND Two HEADS CONSIDERABLY MORE THAN TWICE AS GOOD AS ONE.
WE THEREFORE RECOMMEND MlSS B. B. TO REPLY, THAT " IF THE HONOURABLE MEMBER WILL GIVE NOTIOK Of HIS QUESTION,

IT SHALL BE DULY ANSWERED."

A STKIKE OF SMOCK FROCKS.

(MB. HAWCOCK siitfft.)

'Tis striknn for wages as now 's all the rage
In this here progressive enlightenment age ;

All labour
'

a risun, and prices is too :

And 1 doan't know what we be goun to do.

The weavers was always a strikun, and then
The miners, they struck, and the ironworks men.
The builders is often on strike for a rise ;

And even the tailors strikes sometimes, likewise.

Of strikes on the railways intended you hears,
The cry is Strike Stokers, and Strike Engineers !

Which must, sitch small profits the Companies shares,
Make them strike as well by an increase of fares.

The shipwrights have struck for additional pay,
Can't live on six shilluns and sixpunee a day ;

Whilst here there is fellers, that bain't fur to seek,
Contrives for to do 't on nine sliilluns a week.

When I, as a youth, did a clodhiippun roam,
I oft heer'd the bumpkins zing

"
Britons Strike Home"

But there was no strikun in them days as now :

They only struck, hosses that foller'd the plough.

I

Now they *ve took at last too to strikun, I hear ;

The lab'rers at Gawcott in Buckinghamshire.
Ten shilluns a-week 's all they arned heretofore,

But now they have struck to get two shilhui more.

Trades Unions for workmen arranges a strike.

Farm lab'rers have now begun doun the like.

They 'ye got their Committee and Treasurer too,

Likewise Secretairy to carry 'em droo.

That systum of striknn, by all I can find,

Will soon be tried here if we farmers doau't mind -

f

And if the men strikes that 's employed on tae land,

1 s'pose their employers must graut their demand.

Consider'n to how much provisions do come,
Ten shilluns a week, I must own, 's a small sum.

And if there 's a strike as is anyways fair,

'Tis sitch as the strike up nigh Buckingham there.

But if we complies, for to sie 'um content,
We also med strike for reduction of rent,

But can't strike and pay at the same time, wuss luck. !

While others can strike, we can only be struck'.

Of all this here striknn the end I doan't zee,

Nor who, arter all, is the suff'rers to be.

But this I '11 acknowledge, there 's nobody can

Have moor cause to strike nor a farm lab'run man.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 24, Hultord Square, in the Parish of 8t. James, Clerkenwell in th County ot Middles**, at the Printing C)mce< of Messtl. Bradbury, Kvann. O.,L
Htreet. in the Precin<-t flf Whitpfrlar*, in the City of Ixjndon.and PuMinhfd by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Palish of St. Bride. City of London. BiTuaDAi, March , low.
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,/-^,y-w**
A COLLOQUY ON THE CAT.

\I. JOIIBKKNOWI.. MK. JONES.

NATURE AND ART.
Pedestrian. "THAT'S AX EXTRAORDINARY LOOKING DOG, MY BOY. WHAT

DO YOU CALL HIM I"

Boy. "FUST OK ALL HE w:i:' A ORF.Y'OUXD, Sin, AX' 'is NAME WAS 'FLY,'
AN' [HEX nir.v OUT 'M KM:-; AN' TAIL OFF, AN' MADE A MASTI' DOG ox 'IM,
AX' NOW 'is NAME 's

' Liox !

' "

Janet. If MR. OTWAY'S Amendment in Committee on
the Mutiny Bill had been carried, it would have

put
an end

to corporal punishment in the Army during the time of

peace. What then?
Jobbernuid. Sir, if flogging in the Army were abolished,

the Army would be demoralised, and go to the deuce.

Can't do without it, Sir. Civilians may talk ; but we can't

do without it, Sir-^-can't do without it.

Jontt. As a civilian, of course, I speak with due difli-

deuce. But is the British Soldier, generally, a fellow that

can be restrained only by fear of the lash ?

It'll. Can't do without it, Sir can't do without it.

. But, my dear General, fear the fear of bodily

jiain
is that, the sort of feeling to restrain a man whose

business consists in exposing his ilcsh to be lacerated and
his bones to be shattered r

1

Job. All 's one for that ; can't do without it can't do
wkhout it.

Jones. Well, I don't know, but I should have thought
that, a man who could only be got to behave himself by
tin- terror of ihe cat., must, be a good-for-nothing fellow.

Job. Can't do without it.

i. Can't you do without such fellows ? Hadn't you
better get rid of them ? Are there so many scoundrels in

the rank and file of the British Army, that the cat is neces-

sary to keep the Army together ?

Mi. Can t do without it, Sir.

Jones. Well, but then, if that is so, the British Army is

worse than the British Rascalry, the British Felonry, the

British Rogues &nd Thieves. Among convicts the cat-

o'-niuc-tails is reserved for the exceptional punishment of
cruel and cowardly garotti rs.

Jolt. Can't do without it, Sir, for all that. Discipline,
Sir. discipline must be maintained. Can't do without it.

Jones. Well, it certainly does seem odd to me. Flogging
is held to be too bad for any but the worst of criminals,
and yet you can't do without it in the honourable pro-
fession of arms.

Job. No, Sir ; no. Can't can't do without it.

Jones. When MX. OTWAY lost his Amendment, he made
not a bad joke. He "congratulated the Government on
the success of their whip."

Job. All I can say, Sir, is can't do without it.

IL Y A CLOSE ET CLOTHES. After all, LORD DEBBY,
when he makes the mistake of giving 40 a-year to MR.
YOUNG is only doing with his Pensions what he has been
doing with his Bills stealing the other side's Clothes.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
HOWEVER slowly the Reform Question may be advancing, it seems

to be making safe progress. And in the meantime we get good
speeches. Three capital ones, by the three best orators in the House,
have adorned the debate on the Second Reading. This was moved on
Monday, 25M March. MB. GLADSTONE led off, with an elaborate attack
upon the measure. It may suit Members of Parliament to tell their
tales halt'-a-dozen times, but it does not suit Mr. Punch, and as he has
already stated, in far terser language than that of the speaker, all the
Gladstonian objections to the Bill, he will not recapitulate them.

" We
must make," MR. G. said,

"
the best of the measure before us, but the

prospect is very discouraging." He argued, at great length, and with
much earnestness, to show how much the House ought to be dis-

couraged. Finally, he demanded a Lodger Franchise, something to
prevent very poor householders from being used corruptly, and sur-
render of the Dual Vote. If these were conceded, he thought that
though a Heavy Task was before them, the Bill might be allowed to go
into Committee.
MR. HARDY, Member for the less intellectual part of Oxford Uni-

versity, defended the Bill, and declined to recognise MR. GLADSTONE'S
right to speak for all the Opposition. This bold course was not so
bold as it appeared, for at the great Liberal meeting at MR. GLAD-
STONE s, when that gentleman advocated a smash at the Bill, there was
a very marked dissent. A great many Liberals want the question
settled, and do not care who settles it. It is natural that LORD
RUSSELL and MR. GLADSTONE should care very much.
Among various speakers was the young LORD AMBERLEY, who

made his maiden speech, and has yet his mark to make. He must not
put his hands under his coat-tails, and talk without action or passion

VOL. LTI. i

in his present stage of Parliamentary development. The House was
kind to the young nobleman, but was not impressed.
MB, ROEBUCK supported the Second Reading, but disclaimed any

idea of improving the character of the House, which he believed to be
a very wise assembly. He denied that there were any

"
natural rights

"

to vote right was the creation of law. But a large number of re-

spectable persons wished for votes, and ought to have them. But not
the uneducated, not the vicious. He reproved MR. GLADSTONE'S
intense hostility, and politely recommended the Government not to be
frightened by Pettifogging Cant.
SIR JOHN KARSLAKE assured him that the Government would not

be frightened at anything.
ARTHUB WBLLESLEY PEEL, youngest son of the great SIB ROBERT,

will please accept Mr. Punch's congratulations on his personal appear-
ance and on his style of speech. This gentleman will do. He talked

good sense, and was for settling the question this year.

Tuesday. SIB ROONDELL PALMER dissected the Bill, ably, and was
replied to, if not answered, by Sra JOHN ROLT. MR. HARVEY LEWIS
made the good point that London was practically left out of the Bill.

The Metropolis now possessed twice the wealth and population it had
in 1832, yet nothing in the way of increased representation was offered,
and the Lodgers were excluded.
Ma. BRIGHT then assailed the Bill, and his speech, thoroughly

good-humoured, was a capital thing to hear. He introduced excellent

fun, and the way in which he compared the Government to the
Bechuanas (a tribe discovered by the great and good man as to whose
fate we are still in painful suspense), who are stingy to the last degree,
but ostentatious to a remarkable extent whose chief, when asked for

food, said,
"
Behold an Ox !

"
and it was only a miserable goat was

true comedy, and drew roars from all sides. He would not be intolerant
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of any reasonable proposition, and stated that he hated the ways and

scorned the purposes of faction. MB. BRIGHT never spoke better, and

perhaps it will not be considered disrespectful to him to ask him

whether, haying seen that the Commons are proof against defiance, and

are not sentimental, but will go with a speaker who talks to them like

a gentleman, he does not find a victory over such an audience better

worth having than the applause of those who couple him with MR.
BEALES and Jin. ODGERS?
MK. DISRAELI then girded up his loins for fight, and went at his

work like a man. He was in good form, and did all he knew. Even
the Star, which does not habitually smile on him, owns that his speech
was probably as good as the famous champagne oration of CHARLES
TOWNSHEND, mentioned last week by Mr. Punch. He stood up bravely

for the goodness of his Bill, especially exulting over the Gladstonians

on the grouud that the Bill was based on a principle.
He made fun of

MR. GLADSTONE'S menacing manner, and rejoiced that a large piece of

furniture was between them, for Ma. GLADSTONE had come down on

him iu the tone of a Familiar of the Inquisition. (By the way, ME.
G.'s hatters will make their fortune if he dashes many hats down as he

has lately served his present unoffending tile.) He retorted, as to the

special franchises, that they were not his own inventions, but that of

LORD RUSSELL and the Coalition CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER.
He not recognise the Lodger ? why, he was the Father of the

Lodger Franchise ! But he had turned out his Ishmael into the

wilderness this time because of the principle of Hating, but was ready
to consider whether he could 'not be called in again. He at once sur-

rendered the Dual Vote. And he would consider anything else, in

reason. But the Government refused to treat Reform as a party

question ; they had assumed the responsibility of settling the question,

and until it should be settled they would not desert their post. Act with

us candidly and cordially, and you will find on our side a complete reci-

procity of feeling. "Pass this Bill, and then you may change the

Ministry to-morrow." So ended MR. DISRAELI a speech which he

will find it hard to surpass.
Then was the Reform Bill'read a Second Time.
Vu the Budget (and the Deficiency," MRS. JOHN BULL, M'm,) the

Committee is deferred until Monday next, the 8th.

Reform has of late sat upon everything else, but we have now
a little time to look up odds and ends.

LORD DERBY, touching the pension to POET YOUNG, of course said

that he had never read a word of that bard's works, and he did not
believe that any Prime Minister couldfread the books of the people he
was asked to pension. Now, you know, all that is very superb and

official, but what does a man of many engagements do in private
life when he receives a letter begging him to ask some literary friend

for a puff for the author. Surely he has something in the shape of a

sister, or a wife, or a cousin, or a lady-friend, to whom he can say, as

he is putting on his gloves, "0, MAKGARETTA, or ANASTASIA, or

EPAPHEODITA, or SAL" (as the case may be) "there's a book in a

parcel on my table. Would you just glance through it for me, and see

whether I can decently do what the pestering idiot wants." We are

unwilling to believe that an eminently respectable and genial nobleman
has no assistance of this kind within reach, and it is sad that England
should be laughed at for pensioning a writer whose lyrics are not

nearly as good as a tailor's advertisement verses.

LORD STANLEY states that he has had no unfriendly communica-
tions from the United States about the Alabama, claims. We are

happy to hear it. Mr. Punch is ready at any moment to run over and
see MR. SEWAKD (at the expense of HER MAJESTY'S Government), as

Mr. P. wants to talk seriously to some leading Americans about Copy-
right. Besides he wants to tell them something that will make them
roar. He opened the other day an interesting account of the inaugu-
ration of the splendid Boston Library, a few years ago. Nothing
could be more imposing. But the music of the hymn that was sung as

a sort of consecration of the collection of Books, was selected from the
Pirata. Friends at a distance have only to refer to page 84 of the
account. Let us liquor.
ARCHBISHOP LONGLEY abandons a Bill he had intended to intro-

duce, on Ritualism, because a Royal Commission is talked of ; but
ARCHBISHOP SHAFTESBURY declines to imitate his colleague in charge
of the Church.
MR. WALPOLE is like the actress who plays Tllburitut, and cries in

the wrong place. If ever a ruffian deserved strangulation, it is a miner
called WAGER, who murdered his wife in a most cruel manner. Mil.
WALPOLE weeps, and reprieves. The inefficiency of all human law is

also shown in regard to a couple of dastards, miners also, who stood

by and saw the brutal murder, out never interfered to help the implor-
ing woman. Unless the miners of that district are all scoundrels,

they will make it too hot for the disgusting cowards. We read of
black flags being hung out by some women in reproach of some engine-
drivers who did not strike ; and the women of WAGER'S district will

not deserve the name if they do not make a similar demonstration.

Wednesday, a very excellent Bill, for Improving the Dwellings of the
Humbler Class, was read a Second Time on the motion of MR. TORRENS,
whose speech was worthy of the object.

Thursday. A movement in the Lords, originated by LORD LYVEDEN,
and supported by various peers, including the BISHOP OF DOWN for

abolishing the Catholic Ecclesiastical Titles Act. LORD DERBY said,
of course, exactly what Mr. Punch said a little while ago to MR.
O'BEIRNE on the subject. A little fun came up in a suggestion that it

was hardly the thing to discuss the subject in the absence of the Boy
who chalked up "No Popery," and then ran away.
The DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE, of whom SIR JOHN PAKINGTON speaks

as veneratinglv as if H.R.H. were the late DUKE OF WELLINGTON,
does not see his way to the entire abolition of the Army Cat, but
will restrict it to certain cases. The Royal ducal will having been
signified, the House of Commons has merely had to undo the vote of

j

the 15th March, and vote by 225 to 1:31 that flogging shall not be
; abolished. Which it has done.

Friday. Conversazione as usual. The French make a row about the

proposed gift of the Plantagenet Statues to England, so the QUEEN,
like a lady, absolves the EMPEROR from his promise. But our dog-in-
the-manger neighbours have been informed that they really ought to take

j

the statues out of the back kitchen of the gaol, 'if France affects to

value the articles, she should treat them decently. National Gallery
talk, and statement by LORD JOHN MANNERS that there was no hurry,
the land had not been acquired, and no decision had been arrived at.

'

Complaint that the 'Servians ill-treat their Jews, for whom LORD
STANLEY promised to say a word. And then a tremendously long
Irish row, originating in a citation by SIR JOHN GRAY ol some
language by MR. JUSTICE KEOGH, touching Orangemen and Catholics
language which appears to Mr. Punch to have been perfectly justifiable.
When Irish fire spreads, Greek fire is a fool to it, and in the course of

the wrangle of several hours SIR H. EDWARDS alluded to Fenian

sympathisers in Parliament the awful ceremony of taking down
his words was moved, the SPEAKER interfered, and MB. DISRAELI
begged the House not to revert to the quarrelling system in vogue a

quarter of a century! ago. It made him feel like Rip Van Winkle..

i Ultimately the words were withdrawn, and all was peace. Punch
'

supposes that such safety valves are necessary at times.

THE STOKERS' STRIKE.
TIME : Day of the Strike.

DRAMATIS PERSONA.

XEEVOUS GENTLEMAN. IMPETUOUS PASSENGER.

SCENE Interior of First Class Compartment, London and Brighton Line.

Impetuous Passenger (in a conversational mood). Queer thing this

strike.

Nervous Passenger (who thinks "queer" is scarcely the epithet). Yes.

But I am glad to see that the men have returned to their work.

Impetuous Pass, (delighted to find some one who is unacquainted with

the news). Returned ! Oh dear no : not one.

Nervous Pass, (to clinch any argument by an appeal to fact). But the

trains are running again, Sir. Here we are in one. There must be a
Stoker of course. (Is satisfied with Ins ownproof, and would like to go to

sleep)

Impetuous Pass. A Stoker! Not a bit of it : nor a Driver either.

Nervous Pass, (beginning tofeel alarmed) . No Driver!

Impetuous Pass. Well. L mean no regular Driver. The fellow

we 've got volunteered his services to drive the engine to Brighton,
Public-spirited, wasn't it? He said he thoroughly understood the

1

principles on which an engine was worked, and thought he could drive

one, if he tried.

Nervous Pass, (wishing he could stop the train and get out). But Good
Heavens, Sir ! Good Hea .... hasn't he ever driven one before ?

Impetuous Pass, (on his oivti authority). Never. (IFilh a laugh)
Rather a dangerous thing, isn't it ?

Nervous Pass, (who has no words to express his horror at the situation).

Dangerous ! Sir ! ! ! it 's (A bang in heard. Nervous Gentleman lets

down the window). Good Gracious ! What 's that ? (Another bang.)

Impetuous Pass. That 's a fog-signal. It means "Danger." They use

them to-day because the fellow doesn't understand the regular code ;

and it is as well to be cautious. (Another bany, and train slackens speed.)
Nervous Pass. Cautious !

[Thinks that if he ever gets to Brighton, he'll write to the
"

Times.''

Remembers that he wrote once before about organs, and they
didn't put it in. Thinks he won't write to the "Times." Fog-

xiffital. lie is startled; wishes, to himself, that they wouldn't

let off those things. Corrects Ai,,i.if/f by recollecting that if thry

didn't, something might happen. Finds, by liis
"
Guide," thai in

twenty minutes more the train is due at Brighton, and resigns

himself helplessly to his fate. Impetuous Person resumes con-

versation about accidents, mismanagement, signal codes, and

Carriage-light down. Tunnel.

End of Scene.
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THINGS NOT YET EXHIBITED AT THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

K. I'l M ii was far too
to be made an April fool of,
and so he civilly but firmly
declined an invitation to see
the Paris Exhibition opened
on the first of April. Every-
body knows that the EMPKKOR
is a man of his word, and is

most honourably exact in the

keeping of his promises. 1( i

everybody doubted if i

Show would be opened ]ire
.

fisely on the day wliieh hud
imperially 1. The
French notoriously arc punc-
Mtal in keeping their a;

anil in all'iirs of busi-
never are behindhand.

But somehow people re.col-
i iiat in famous Til and
famous 'Crl the I

Court was half shut up when
ion opened. This

year of course the weather
was pleaded in excuse for
them. Like the cat in the

lodging-house, the wea;
the cause of many breakage* I

can quite command the weather. But though 3fr. AM/} abstained fro"''

thJ
1S W

'M
Pres

,

eu(>e a the First, he saw in his mind's-eye whatever was worth
Moreover, he saw many things which were not to be seen, excepting by hisvision. lor instance, m the 1-rench half of the (i: l( ,neter, these are certain

things wineh Mr. Punch observed to be conspicuous for their absence :

g

seeing

rftff

R
a
??

Py P
?f

S
f
nt>

,

dcli^d at the Prospect of an increased conscription.
Railway llefreshment-Room in France, where, as in

"
merry England,"

MR. PUNCH TO THE EMPEROR OF THE
FBENCH.

MY DEAR EMPEROR, WTutefriars.
You must be a good deal occupied just now with your Exhi-

bition, and I hesitate to bother you, but it happens that I want to say" word on an Exhibition topic.
Do you know MB. HENRY COLE, C.B. ? I suspect he cannot have

been in Paris all this time without having honoured you with his
acquaintance. At least, it is not his way to hide his candle under a
bushel, especially when he can make that brilliant light shine before
-he eyes of notables.

Well, my dear EMPEROH, excuse the request I am going to make
but grant it, though it may be disagreeable. I will do anything for
ou in return.

The first time you see COLE, please to order him to Mow you into
be British Department, and to point out to you a contribution from my
mhhshers, MESSRS. BRADBURY, EVANS, & Co. That there may be no
iambus, I will tell you that it consists of a tall stand, in black wood
>u which are displayed specimens of the coloured pictures by JOHN
LEECH, various works printed by the firm I have mentioned two
jlumns, on which are inscribed, in gold, the names of distinguished
hors whose books have been published by that house, and in the

cntre, is a curiously arranged pillar, formed of my own immortal
lumes, and on the top of this is a beautifully painted statue of myself,

alutmg yourself, and Prance generally.
Make COLE show you this. I daresay he will not volunteer to do

o. I do not think that he will resist
; but if so, your late uncle had a

ay of taking persons by the ear-I say no more to his nephewVhen you have looked at my Shrine with befitting interest, turn
ound on COLE, and, fixing upon him the Napoleonic eye, demand of
im why, m violation of original arrangement, he caused this displayo be placed the wrong way, so as to injure the effect, and prevent
many persons from seeing it. Make him speak, he likes to hear hiswn voice.

Then send me word what he says. If he does not give you the real
cason, IwMgwe it you in another

letter, but I should like to hear
-hat he assigns.

M:rved by merry jesters with such refreshing
dimenta as sawdust sandwiches, stale pastry

scalding soup, and shilling sherry.
Petition ot ten thousand Tax-payers of Paris

praying for the threatened augmentation of the
Army.

Presentation Service of Plate to an Hotel-
Kceper, for not having raised his charges for
the Exhibition Season.
Fancy Portrait of the Frenchman who has

ever crossed the Channel without feeling the
least sea-sick.

Ditto of the Chasseur who would ever let a
it past him without shooting at it.

f ^ file" which is proper
to be read, or even looked at, by a iady.A Modern Play which has achieved a great
success on the French stage, and is fit to be
with Iiteralness ;,[,.
A French Knife that will carve a bit of

French beef wii.hout bending. (Try MAITIX in
the Champs

;iait of a French Gentleman who knows
how to dress himself.
The ,.ieu of a Cheap Restaurant in any part

of Pans, where for one-half of the money you
cannot dine doubly as well as at any of the
cheap and nasty dining-rooms in London
The Dress of a French Ballet-Girl which to

Ensrlish eyes is decent.
The Address of any Mauon Meubtte to be

hired this spring in Paris for less than twenty-
told the rent which has been hitherto de-
manded.

In conclusion, the most curious of the unex-
mbited curiosities

A French Window that will shut; a French
Uasp-Kmte that will open ;

and a French Fire
which m winter you can sit over in comfort.

Congratulations and best regard to Her Imperial Majesty. I rejoice
to learn that my young friend, her son, is so much better.

Believe me, yours very truly,

you

A STRONG HINT.

IT "A
3

?
b

.
se
J7ed,

with displeasure, a theatrical advertise-
ment, headed Awful Cruelty to Schoolboys." He wonders what
sort of persons such an amusement is thought likely to please. At
first, he hoped that it referred only to something in a pantomime, but it
describes a representation of the terrible scene in Nicholas Nickeltn, inwhich such well-deserved and fatal vengeance was inflicted uponcertain scoundrel schoolmasters in the North. This, in itself is not a

P^/^ stage, and such an advertisement of it is simply revolting.Punch does not indicate the theatre, but it is one in the hands of a
ntleman who seems to derive exquisite and undying fun from bad

puns on his own name. That is harmless vulgarity, but the above

?n V,l
e
*

me
+i

ls
v""1"

ib^ vulgarity we hope not to have occasion
to recur to the subject, and say how much worse.

RITUALISM AND BUSINESS.
UNDER the head of

"
Minor Occurrences

"
the Dispatch says that :

v 'oVi-tain
1^1SHJ *he

,
reny)J"tnce lately presented to the BISHOP or OXFORDU.n 1 ,,y communicants of Ruading, a counter declaration is now in course ot

signature among some of toe loading Churchmen of that town."

Probably that counter declaration is the manifesto of eminent up-
holsterers who are interested in supplying Ritualist churches with
luruiture, and of large Imendrapers who drive a good trade with

ilist parsons m the ribbons, lace, silks, satins and muslins which
are needful to make gowns, petticoats, shawls, tippets, and trimmingslor those reverend gentlemen.

Ladies of the Creation v. Lords.
To VOTES for the ladies when we've once been schooled
SEATS for the ladies MILL must point his pen at :

And speed the time when England shall be ruled
As Cambridge is, by

"
Graces of the Senate !

"

THE MOST CRIMINAL BET.
"
WALPOLE'S WAGER."
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PUNCH'S PHYSIOLOGY OF COURTSHIP.-No. 3.

HOW VERY MUCH BETTER THEY MANAGE THESE THINGS IN FRANCE ! HERE IS A YOUNG MAN, PERFECTLY GENTEEL, OF IRRE-

PROACHABLE CONDUCT, AND OCCUPYING A GOOD SITUATION' IN A PROVINCIAL POST-OFFICE AND A YOUNG LADY ADMIRABLY BROUGHT
IIP, WITH A WELL AUTHENTICATED DOWER 01' 2000 (IN l-'KANCS IT SEEMS MUCH MORE).

Free Traiislation :

"GOOD DAY, MADEMOISELLE. HAVE I NOT THE PLEASURE OF ADDRESSING MADEMOISELLE ANASTASIE TROUSSENEZ-LECAMUS ?
"

" SUCH IS INDEED MY NAME, MONSIEUR."
"
MADEMOISELLE, I AM VICTOR ACHILLE HYACINTHE DESIRK PAPELARD ! MY VENERABLE PARENTS HAVE OBTAINED FOR ME THE

PERMISSION OF MONSIEUR, YOUR FATHER, AND MADAME, YOUR MOTHER, TO LAY AT YOUR FEET MY HEAKT, MY HAND, MY FUTURE !

MAY I DARE TO HOPE THAT YOU WILL DEIGN TO CAST A FAVOURABLE GLANCE ON MY ASPIRATIONS ?
"

"
MONSIEUR, I AM ENCHANTED TO MAKE YOUR ACQUAINTANCE ! MY DEAR PARENTS HAVING RECOMMENDED ME TO ACCEDE TO

YOUR WISHES IN THIS RESPECT, IT is WITH MUCH PLEASURE THAT I HAVE THE HONOUR OF ACCEPTING THE FLATTERING OFFER YOU
MAKE ME. GIVE YOURSELF, I PRAY YOU, THE TROUBLE TO SIT DOWN, THAT I MAY IMMEDIATELY IMPART TO MY MOTHER THE NEWS
OF YOUK VISIT."

A PERSONAL RATING.

(From the Westminster Ladies to the Westminster Ladies' man.)
"
PERSONS," indeed, MR. MILL ! And you call yourself a philosopher,

And own that when ADAM legislates without EVE, he feels the loss of
I

her!
And you talk about woman's rights, and the duties of man to the, sex,
And yet you must tread on our toes, like the clumsiest wretch of your

Ae-sex,

That in crush-room or on stair-case plants his stupid feet on one's

train,

And for all the looks one gives him hasn't wit t9 get off again,
But wriggles and grins and gossips, with his odious boots entangled
In one's Cluny, guipure, or moiree, till one's queue is cruelly mangled,
And flatters himself all the time lie 's perfectly irresistible,

Though one hears one's gathers giving, and feels like the witch in

Christabel.

As if BRITANNIA wasn't a lady, and Britons her sons,
When you claim our rights you 've the impudence to allude to us as

I"
persons

"
!

"
Persons

"
indeed ! as if women hadn't minds as well as bodies ;

As if brain didn't work 'neath the chignon, and a heart beat under the
bodice.

True, we 've persons to be proud of, as you men know to your cost,

And milliners' bills to be paid, and cheques and husbands to be cross'd :

We 've persons that turn your heads, and fill the men's wards in Bedlam,
Change the roaring bachelor lion into the bleating wed lamb

;

Persons that have set armies in march, bade conquerors linger ;

And twisted SAMSON'S strength round DALILAH'S little finger.

Persons that have made poets and painters and sculptors immortal,
Have built the temple of Venus, and bowed all men at its portal !

And you would give woman her right, as if she hadn't taken it

Wheu ADAM ate the apple, after EVE from the tree had shaken it.

But know if we are the PERSONS, 'tis
" men "

that are the things :

The plausible, pompous puppets, of which women pull the strings.
Talk of giving a vote to her, who can give you a curtain lecture

;

And about
" what will she do with it

"
complacently conjecture !

I '11 tell you "what she'll do with it" she'll fling it back in your
faces,

And bid the Lords of Creation kotow to its Ladies' graces.
While voteless we both govern and reign, the vote we would eschew all,

Which if man and wife were twain would be
"
duel," if one,

"
dual."

In your house why should we serve, who reign in our own houses ?

Why take the trouble of pairing off, who 've already paired off with

spouses ?

Why
"
DIVIDE ET IMPEKA" take as the motto of woman's mission,

Who make laws without debating, and win without division ?
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NEW RE FORM HOUSE

CLOSED FOR REPAIR^
TILL APRIL

THE "IRREPRESSIBLE LODGER,"
MRS. DIZZY (THE CHAKTVOMAN).

"
WELL, ALL I CAN SAY IS-AFTER, THE EIGHTH OF APRIL I DESSAY WE

MAY BE ABLE TO ACCOMMODATE .THE LOT OF YER."
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EFFECTS OF THE EAST WIND.

ERY terrible were the effects

of the east wind last month.

For scientific purposes we
record a few of them.
MR. FAWNER was so an-

gered by walking for an
hour with the east wind in

his face, that on calling on
his aunt, from whom he had

great expectations, he ac-

tually forgot himself so far

as to kick her favourite lap-

dog a kick as fatal to his

hopes as that of the poor
merchant who kicked down
liis basket of glass.

MK. SMILEK was enraged

by the east wind to so alar-

ming an extent that he

showed his loss of temper
by passing a whole week
without paying a compli-
ment.
MR. HONEYMOON was so

put out bv the east wind that he sat down to dinner without having
iirst, kissed liis bride.

MR. MEALYMOUTH was so affected by a walk in the east wind that

he forgot himself so far as, in the presence of a lady, to speak of it as
"

beastly."
MR. SLEEK was paying court to the wealthy Miss CRCESUS, but his

warm affection was so cooled by the east wind that she is always"
not at home" now when he pays a visit.

MR. CLiPi'ERTON was so cut up by the east wind that in a moment
of ill-temper he actually hissed at seeing some bad acting, a thing

hardly in the recollection of the very oldest playgoer.

open arms. The unexpected visitor will be astonished at the warmth
of his reception.

Carry your umbrella with you, always.
[Any reader sending me privately a postage-stamp, shall receive the

adaress of the hotel I last patronised. This recommendation will he,

invaluable to the stranger, only on no account mention your informant's
name.}

liel'ore proceeding any further, let me ask one question. Is there

j
anyone wishing to show himself in the Exposissiong who has not yet
applied for spar
Remember, the first of April has passed. Allowing for differences

: between clocks and watches of all nations, it will perhaps not come
back again.

1 trust that this hint will be taken in good part.
Having to go down to the Tweellyres on business, I must defer any

directions about visiting the Exhibition until my next.

PEEPS AT PAEIS.
PEEP THE THIRD.

YOUBS truly PEEPER THE GREAT was prevented from giving you a

peeper I mean a paper on the all-absorbing topic last week, in

consequence of a private communication from LOUEY, who had his

doubts as to the practicability of opening the Palley on the advertised

day.
"
Ki honor" he said to me, speaking as excellent Latin as I

ever learnt at the seminary in Hammersmith which superintended my
education when in

slatupoopittari.
The truth is, the Exhibition is in the deuce 'of a mess, and so my

task of guidance, undertaken as a labour of love, will be a work of
some difficulty. As it is, I have done my shins severe injury, and have
sustained several severe shocks by falls and concussions in my attempts
to climb over the packages, cases, and boxes, and give you from
personal inspection, the situation, number, and all possible 'particulars

concerning every article sent for exposition."
Jer swee," said I to LODEY "

Jer swee sewer kil serar urn grong
sooksay." It would be mere snobbishness on my part to repeat our
conversation.

My best plan will be to give your readers a clear idea of how to

spend a happy day in Parry. I suppose that you have obtained a bed
at some hotel. On awaking you will sonnay, that is ring the bell, and
be prepared on the entrance of the chambermaid (who is a man) to

give your orders while he is in the room. Keep your dictionary under
your pillow and a grammar ; I need not tell you the French words you
will require, as these books will repay your careful researches.

Send for a las of shokolar (chocolate) and piece of dry toast (urn
morso der pang freet sek). Refresh yourself with this, and sleep till

eleven, when you will dress and go to a Kaffy to take your dayjernay
altarfurshelt. If the pecuniary means at your command won't allow
of this extravagance, be satisfied with dew shokolar, as above, and lie

in bed until such time as may seem to you best adapted for combining
lunch, dinner, and dayjernay cllarfurshett in one meal. Of course this
method will considerably curtail your time at the Exhibition, but as
the old proverb says,

" You can't burn your pudding at both ends at
once.
The prices for dining vary all over Parry. You may get a thoroughly ,

satisfying dinner for half a franc (5<). This depends upon what yon I

take, and the nature of your appetite. If you can make a dinner off
[

large lumps of sugar, you may dine for nothing, anywhere. The
1 arisians as a body are decidedly hospitable, but they will not ask you
to dinner unless they know you; a considerable latitude will be
allowed to visitors this year, and an Englishman walking at haphazard
into any French gentleman's house will be received with more than

TIIEATItlCAL IMPERTINENCES.

\Vu don't complain of the normal impertinences of the stage the
leering horse-play of the average low comedian, the airs and graces of
the light ditto, the saucy familiarity of the soubrette, or the heavy-man's
demand for a round of applause, emphasised by an attitude and insisted

upon in a rant. All this the much-enduring British Public has been
used to so long, that it submits to it, as to the measles, or the plumbers,
or the tax-gatherers, or the east wind, or any other ill that comes so

regularly that we learn to grin and bear it. But there are some
theatrical impertinences creeping in which have not yet taken saca root
as to be entitled to submission without protest, some which may yet,

perhaps, be nipped in the bud by a firm application of the public finger
and thumb, or rooted out by a vigorous use of the critic's spud.
Among these, is the impertinence of mustachios. If a stage hero

wants these
appendages, and won't be content with burnt cork, but

must go in for the realistic in hair, he should buy them of Mr. WILSON
or MB. CLARKSON. An actor has no more business to grma mustachios
than he has to grow wrinkles or rouge or scratch wigs, or a red nose.
The one should be as much matter of "make-up" with him as the
others. This holds, even supposing mustachios to be in keeping
with the part. Natural hair, in fact, has no business on an actor's
mouth and chin. His face is a canvas to be painted on, and
should be kept as bare as possible. But natural hair on an actor's

upper lip,
as one sees it so often now-a-days, in parts where the

mustachio is an anachronism and a disfigurement, is a gross imperti-
nence a piece of inartistic self-conceit, which Managers ought not to

tolerate, and critics ought to denounce. One night last week Mr. Punch
saw, at the Lyceum, mustachios worn by a tavern-waiter ! It is true
that M. FECHTER did not perform in the piece, and it was only to be
expected therefore, that scenery, dresses, appointments and acting
should be as bad and careless as they could be. But going on to the

Olympic, where pieces are as a rule well-dressed and well-mounted,
whether the Manager plays in them or not, and where CIIAKLES
MATHEWS is now engaged, to give his brother actors as perfect an
example of dress as of deportment, Mr. Punch was disgusted to see
the actor who played a Maccaroni in a play of FOOTE'S very carefully
put on the stage, and admirably acted (with a few exceptions) wearing
black mustachios with a powdered wig! We do not know whether
such an anomaly was a piece of ignorance or conceit on the part of the
actor ; it should be enough to point out to him that mustachios are as
much out of keeping with the costume and period of The Liar as a

chimney-pot hat or a spade-beard would be : that they destroy the
effect of the wearer's appearance which we presume he chiefly
cherishes and mar every picture in which he takes part. If the actor
has not the good taste to keep these appendages for the parts they
belong to, the Manager ought no more to permit him to wear them in
characters that they do not properly fit in with than he would allow
Othello to appear without colour, or Hamlet to come on in the black
coat and continuations of Belgravia. As this impertinence is a grow-
ing one, it ought to be noted and nipped.
Another impertinence is, as yet, confined to the bills that of

young ladies figuring in posters and programmes under petits noms, as

Millies, Nellies, Katies, and Madges. We presume these ladies were
christened in the usual styles us Emily, Ellen, Kate, and Margaret ?

To use a pet name is the privilege of a lover, a husband, an intimate
friend or a relation

;
to take one for yourself, in dealing with the public,

is to assume a footing at once of favour and familiarity which is botn

vulgar and impertinent, however ponular, pretty, or pijuante the

particular Milly, Nelly, Katie, or Madge may be. Even men are

beginning to fall into the same impertinence; but as yet the male
petit nom has hardly got beyond the comic singers of the music-halls.
In them it is only one impertinence more.

ONE OP THE THINGS THEY DOS'T "MANAGE BETTER IN FRANCE."
A Great Exhibition.
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NONE

SOCIETY.

IS^Tr?v\FT *'

'I*
Y U "^ WANT A PARTT IS Y

. AS "*t-Y,,

;
.M, . SHOULD LIKE ONE, JF YOU PLEASE. IT'S AWKWARD ACCEPTS OF Ixv,TAT,ONS

,
IP WK DON'T .SEND OUT

HAPPY THOUGHTS.
C?YwA c/

1

the Run^StaggersHome.')

Lew panting. I feel excited. I should like to be on aahead in full cry, taking brooks, fences, and ditches.

His eyes are glaring at me : whatgot hold of his bridle at the bit.
the deuce is the matter with him ?

Happy Thought Is he going mad ! ! !

He pulls his head away from me he jerks back: he pulls me aftermm 1 try to draw him towards me : he jerks back more and moreHis bit s coming out of his mouth. Is he going to rear ? or kick ? or
plunge ? or bite me ? What is the matter with him ?

llappy JAouff/it.As'k. some one to hold him
I wo pedestrians come towards me cautiously, an elderly man in

yellow gaiters, and a respectable person in black. Horse snorts wildlv

BfftSS 1
8l

l!

VWrk8 himself back : 1 can't hold on much longer!

, as 1 m his guest, might have stopped for me. Very selfish.

Happy ThoupU-Gti off and pick it up.

still fam !ll I

[ have to ge nP,?n. Perhaps he won't standstill. I am all alone; everyone has disappeared, except a few cedes

nothing the matter. He shakes hfs head? a
Ins opinion the horse has got the staggers

ef at a distance In

'IsJgS^MSSffisSSS
rent

know much about
" .~ u\, a going to lie down

Happy Thought Get off at once.
Un. Just in time. He nearly falls. He is sliiverine d
over. Poor fellow ! Woa, my man, woa, then, poo' fellow ^"Thave

-

t
,

h l K f
n

-
hlng ?

r,]
Vlly doesn l he Set a d ctor ? If he '11

hold the beast for a minute, I'll run to the village for a doctor
"

e
^ TT t n vill

^e nearer than Radsfort, six miles
11 7n S1X

,

miles
' rf ile >U only hold my torse. He

: tLT That 8 lle standing looking at me for, and
says he 's as much right to be on the downs as I

e 13 geti wrse : he near) y falls- Ho ! hold up.M n his^
Thmght (which strikes the Person in Hack). Loosen his girths.- Ihought (which strikes me). Do it yourself

't r v 'T"
1'16 co.ward. He says he 's afraid he '11 kick. Kick ! he

^o^o T
' l

i

"im. I think I should feel the same if I was in his

c T
1

,

ur
f
e

,

lj i'r> to the work, explaining that I would do it rnvself
if I wasn't noldmg his head. He 'makes short nerZs darts Tthe
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horse's girths, keeping his eve on his nearer hind leg. I encourage
him, ami say,

"
Bravo, capital !" as if he was a bull-fighter. He loosens

one girth. Do the other : he won't.
ll.jrsi! still shivering. Now he is dragging away from me, and trying

vii hill harder than ever. "Staggers" are like hysterics.
What do you do to people in hysterics ? Cold water, vinegar hit

i on the palms of their hands. .Man behind a hedge, about a
hundred yards distant, who lias been looking on in safety, halloes
out som.- iitnlligibly. Why doesn't he come close up? I

. "What?" lie repeals, evidently advice, but
unintelligible. It sounds like,

"
If you arshy-booshy-marnsy-goggo

you'll soon make him balshybalshy (um
'.y causheycoosheycaushey." Why on earth can't

he speak plainly?
I can'only rel urn irrilnbly aud excitedly shouting to him,

"
Wha-a-at ?

Ue walks off in the oppoMte direction. 1 ask
who is that nmn ? Nobody knows. I should like to have him taken

i change, in the horse's symptoms. Where are
>, and the rest ? They must have missed me. I think

theyJUghl back. I say, bitterly, "Friendship!" Confound
; In- horse, and the harriers, and everybody.

Another man comes up. Tall and thin, he stands with the other
two, and stares as if it was an exhibition. If there is one thing that

angry, it is idiots staring, helplessly. The last idiot who
lias come up has something to say on the subject. The horse is shaking,
gasping; 1 know he'll tall. If he falls I've heard cabmen say in

in, "sit on his head."

/.Sitting on his head, in the middle of the bleak downs,
until somebody comes who knows all about the staggers. If no one
comes sit on his head fdl night ! ! !

Happy Thouyht (vhich sullenly occurs to the last ;czw). Cut his

tongue.
What, good '11 that do? "

Relieve him," he replies. Then do it.

lie says he won't undertake the responsibility. Ho has got a pen-
y cut. the tongue, if I like. Cut his tongue! doesn't

aan see I in holding his head I can't do everything. He replies
by mentioning some vein in the horse's tongue, which it cut instantly
cures the staggers. It appears on inquiry that he doesn't know where
the vein is. What

helpless fools these country people are ! I thought
country people knew all about horses ! What are they doing on the
downs f .Nothing. Fools: I hate people who merely lounge about
Will any one of them get a doctor f As I ask this the horse nearly
falls. A ploughboy arrives.

IHippy Thought He shall hold the horse.
I ask him : he grins : what an ass ! I command him imperiously to

hold the horse. He'says, in his dialect, that he can't.
" Why not ?

"

\
a

,

s
r,' , oYhralon,

earth can he be d
.

oinS p
" He replies,

"
Moind'nruks."

What ? I bellow at him.
"
Moin'nruks." His reply is interpreted to

me by the yellow gaiters the boy is
"
minding rooks." The boy grinsand shows me an enormous horse-pistol with cap on, pointed, under

his arm, at me. The.idea of trusting such an imbecile with a pistol !

1 urn it the other way": he grins.
"
'Tain't loaded." He explains

that they only give him a cap-no powder. "Never mind, turn it the
other way.

Happy Thought. It the long thin man will hold my horse while I go
to Radsfort, I wdl give him half-a-sovereign. I offer this diffidently
because he is such a respectable-looking person.

Respectable-looking person closes with the offer immediately.' Yellow
gaiters and man in black

propose to show me where the village is for
money. Is this the noble English character that we read of in' the
villages of our happy land ! ! Mercenary, dastardly, griping, gaping
fools and cowards, who 've been delighting themselves with my miseries'
(or the last hour.

Long man holds the horse. The beast just as bad as ever. Don't
care now : got rid of him. Wonder what the long man will do if he
falls on his side. It 's worth ten shillings to be free
M iserable work walking. Beginning to rain.
Man on horseback coming towards me.
]l,ippy Thought. BYXG'S groom. I can imagine the delight of a

shipwrecked man on a desert island on seeing somebody he knows
; towards him. He has come back to look for me. He is on

t \
*

fK
e
i' &e a

j'
es and his master are k the

in the road just below. The ladies !

Happy Thought. Be driven home. Soft cushions : rugs.

THE POETS: AN ECLOGUE ABRIDGED.
( 'LOSE.

Poet Close. YOUNG, in arm-chair, behind your yard of clay,
You muse and meditate on grog and pay.
I missed my tip, and mourn the cancelled boon ;

I pine unpensioned. Luckier buffoon,
You, all serene, YOUNG, teach the woods around

'," responsive, to resound.
I 'oxiifl. ( > CI.OSK, a Trump this rest on me bestowed,

For Trump I 'II eu-r call him or be blowed.
Oft to his health 1 '11 drain the steaming glass.

Life, as you see, he gave me leave to pass
Tims jollity, and, what I chose, to sing
On Agriculture, or on anything.

Close. I envy not, more wonder at your lock,
So many foes might cup from lip have struck.
Lo here, myself, I blighted hopes bcweep,
Those kids, YOUNG, 1 can ill afford to keep.

. my rent fell due the other day !

And now I have my taxes yet to pay.
1 might have, if I hadn't been an ass,
Foreseen the, grief foredoomed to come to pass.
1 spilt the salt, and from a blasted oak
One day I heard a boding raven croak.
But who the Trump is that has eased your woes,
O Poet YOUNG, relate to Poet Ci.

Young. 'Twas DURIJY'S KAKL, 'twas Knowsley's noble Lord,
CLOSE, who my genius gladdened with reward.
He to in-, als lent an ear,
And 'said,

"
Allow YOC.VG forty pounds a year."

Close. fortunate old YOUNG ! so you '11 remain
A pensioned bard, how rude soe'er your strain.

fortunate old YOUNG ! exempt from need,
You '11 quaff potheen and smoke the fragrant weed.
Now, J'uet CI.OSB, your panegyrics \v

Now your lampoons with caustic ink indite !

Go dreams, once happy, go delusions wild,
By hope of pension now no more beguiled,
Hereafter shall I trace, wit h ready pen,
Verses in praise of influential men.
1 '11 cease to sing, nor poetry nor prose
The public shall receive from Poet CLOSE.

Young. Yet here awhile you can repose with me
On yonder stool. Here are potatoes, see.
Here is tobacco ; there is genuine Cork :

Here is a pipe, and there 's a knife and fork.
And now the cabin roofs are smoking too ;

Come, mingle water with the mountain dew.

FREE AS EYRE.

The Good Lady Puzzled.

nv a
TK

0t
^rstand all this fuss about Household

and Vote by the
Ballet.. Having just parted with another

servant-of-au.work-the fourth since Martinmas-she has her own
ideas on the subject of Household Suffering ; but, why anybody shouldwish to give votes for Members of Parliament to those young persons

andtfSJj r

C
t ?*'

sl

JP1?
m

{

lot ?OS3ib|y imaSine ' She S slockedana horrified at the notion of Duel voting.

.
WELL done, old Shropshire ! Well done, Market Drayton ! Quite

right to ring the bells when the sensible Salopian Magistrates apprisedMR. PETER TAYLOR that he might go back to Town and inform MR
BEALES (M.A.), MB. SHAMMYRUJLSTUFP, and their tail, that there was
no evidence on which GOVERNOR EYBE could properly be committed.
That individual "as the Star intending to be awfully severe calls
mm, has floored the Jamaica Committee as completely as he floored the
Jamaica Rebellion. English good sense is, seldom appealed to in
vain. We really cannot murder a man for saving a colony. It may
be. theoretically, proper to kill him, but the fact .that Jamaica now
belongs to the QUEEN OF ENGLAND, and not to the

"
brown-skinned

canting, disreputable agitator," GORDON, is a fact which somewhat
overrides theories. It is to be lamented that excessive punishment
was awarded to some of GORDON'S dupes; but, on the other hand,
Lnglish ladies. and children were saved from worse than Cawnpore
atrocities. So that, on the whole, Englishmen are very well satisfied
that PETER TAYLOR. BEALES (M.A.), and SHAMMYRUMSTrm- are out
in the cold. A word of recognition of MR. GIFFARD'S masterly demo-
lition of the case for the prosecution, and as warm a word of recogni-
tion of

(

MR. STEPHEN'S most gentlemanly discharge of his professional
duty.

" The matter cannot rest where it does," remarks the Star; and
we agree. Some manifestation of English sympathy with a persecuted
officer mnst be made. Meantime, why not return MR. EYRE for
Middlesex ?

A CURIOSITY OP LITERATURE.
" AN Inquiring Tyro

"
is informed that the judicious MALTUUS was

he Author of Calebs in Search ofa Wife.

Tire MILKMAN'S PARADISE. Chalk Farm.
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STATUESQUE.
BARBARA MAKING A CALL ON MRS. GRIFFIN (HER OLD SCHOOLMISTRESS), IMPRUDENTLY TAKES HER COUSIN TOM (Conic HAN) WITH

HER, AND LEAVES HIM IS THE HALL. DURING THE INTERVIEW, A GREAT SCUFFLING AND GIGGLING IS HEAIII) OUTSIDK

POOR. MRS. G. ANGRILY RUSHES TO SEE THE CAUSE TABLEAU//
As TOM EXCUSED HIMSELF TO BARBARA,

" TlIE VACANT PEDESTAL WAS IRRESISTIBLE.

STRIKE OF GOVEENESSES.

ONE of the reasons, ME. MILL, why the working classes ought to

hare the elective franchise, is said to be the capacity which they evince

for organisation. If capacity for organisation is a reason why they
should vote, incapacity for organisation would he a reason why they
should not vote. Now that argument knocks female suffrage on the

head, if women are incapable of organisation. It is to be feared that

they are. Read this advertisement, Sir,

RESIDENT GOVERNESS (Church of England). About the middle
At of May. A lady wishes to meet with a GOVERN ESS, of sound Christian views,
to co-operate with her in training and educating her dauhters. She should be fond
of children, and able to impart a thorough English education, making use of the
best modem educational works Morell's Analysis, the higher rules of arithmetic,
and Latin are essential. The lady should be qualified to prepare her pupils for the

Cambridge Local Examinations. She must sing and play well, and teach the theory
as well as the practice of music : drawing from the flat and from models desirable.

Address, Ac. Ac.

The advertiser, you see, says nothing about the remuneration which
she proposes to give the walking Encyclopaedia whom she wishes to

hire. But one would not at all wonder if, on inquiry, the sum she

thinks of naming should turn out not to exceed that which, owing to

excessive competition in the governess market, is stated in the heading
of this other advertisement :

TTIVE SHILLINGS A WEEK. Superior FINISHING MORNING
A GOVERNESS. A young lady, from Paris, REQUIRES an ENGAGEMENT.
Subjects German, Italian, and French (which she speaks fluently), drawing,
English, music, and singing. Highest references. Address H. H., Post-office, &c.

Now, if women have any, the least capacity for organisation, there

ought, assuredly, in these striking times, to be an immediate Strike of

Governesses. Are they altogether and utterly devoid of that capacity ?

Unless they are, they will strike directly, and their strike will be one
which you, and every other Liberal who deserves that name, will

surely support. It will be a strike objected to only by the Stingy and

the Shabby, and the Mean, who for the most part are also the Hypo-
critically Pious, and, in their advertisements for Governesses dirt-

cheap, usually combine parsimony with sanctimony, and beggarly offers

j

with cant.
'" Wanted "

is a word commonly prefixed by these hum-

l bugs to their advertisements. It is one which Governesses might
I prefix to an advertisment of their own. Wanted a POTTER. They
1 do want a POTTER, say a GEOEGINA POTTER. Could you help them to

! one in any way ? If you could, you would do women more service

than you will if you succeed in getting the franchise which you demand

for them, but which they are, as aforesaid, unfit to have unless the

Governesses strike.

COMPETITION AT OXFORD.

THE Morning Post says that a Roman Catholic College and Chapel

are about to be built at Oxford, on a site in St. Aldate's Street. The

Post adds :

" It is however a singular circumstance that the Roman Catholic College and

Chapel will be almost immediately opposite the lodgings occupied by the celebrated

DR. Possy."

The Regius Professor of Hebrew will perhaps hang his Eirenikon

out of window. If he does, 9f course his opposite neighbours will

exhibit a poster in front of their establishment declaring,
" No Con-

nection with the Heretic over the Way."

Word Splitting.

HAD Ministers adhered to dual voting,

We fancy it is every one's belief,

Tbat dual had been changed to denil quoting
A fast expression as they 'd

"
come to grief."

TlIE ONE THING SOT WANTED IN IRELAND. New blood.

Plinttd by Jowpn Smith, of !*. 24. Hollord Square, in the Fansn of St. Jame., ClerHenweil, in the County of Middlf. at the Printing Offlce. of Mr,. Bradlmry. Er.n.. *:Oo.,HmrtarJ

Street, in the Precinct of whitrfrian, in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 84, Fleet Street, in the Parish of bt. Bride, City of London.-SiTi- BUM, April 6, 186,.
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TAKING A HINT.
Aunt Flora (concluding the story of the naughty little girl).

" AND SOAKED
ALL HER NICE NEW SUNDAY CLOTHES FROM HEAD TO FOOT." (Moral.)

" BUT
SYLVIE 's A OOOD LITTLE GIRL Sax NEVER GOT INTO HER BATH WITH ALL
HER SUNDAY CLOTHES ON."

Sylvie (thoughtfully). "No o, I NEVER DID BUT I WILL NOW !

"

A VISIT TO VENICE.

HAVE you been to Venice vet ? No ? Then hi ! here,
Hansom ! Drive to Venice, quick now, eight o'clock 's just
striking. Not know the way, you blockhead ? Why, I
fancied every cabman knew the Gallery of Illustration.
That 's where Venice is this season. Thanks to MESSIEURS
GERMAN REED and TELIHX, one can get there in a cab any
evening after dinner, and be cosily at home again in time
to smoke a couple of cigars ere it be midnight.
What a charming scene ! What capital costumes, too !

Were the Entertainment done on horseback, it could not
be better mounted. Dialogue dull, eh ? Well. I have
heard jokes more sparkling. Gems of wit in Venice ought
to be of the first water. Pruning-knife, my dear boy!"
Better take a hatchet, and lop off the introduction. Keep
Faiffue, he's rather funny. And don't meddle with the
Hashesh mixture : music-hall and opera. I got eleven dis-

tinct laughs from it, and I rarely now get one even by
going to a theatre, except from The Liar. MRS. REED,
Ma'am, how do you do ? Glad to see you well again.
You come on in a gondola, why not sing us that old song,"
Gondolier\ row, row" to remind us of the time when there

was something in burlesques, beside bare legs and merger
break-downs. Good evening, Mrs. Roseleaf. What a lively
Wedding Breakfast ! Where are there ten other finger-
tips in England, that can ring so good a peal of bells on
the piano ?

SETTING BONNETS AT BACHELORS.
OUR elegant contemporary, Le Folkt, enumerates,

amongst the trimmings for bonnets now in vogue,"
bachelors' buttons." Are these ornaments to be con-

sidered emblems of conquest achieved, or symbols of

expected victory? Bachelors' buttons, decorating the
bonnets of spinsters, may be thought, perhaps, to express,
in the language of flowers, a desire to get married.
When the wearers of bachelors' buttons in their bonnets
shall have obtained the bachelors for whom they advertise

by the exhibition of those tokens, may those whose buttons
will have ceased to be bachelors' buttons ever find their
buttons all right !

Town and Country.
THE EMPEROH having been obliged to drop Luxem-

burg, will have to content himself, as at present, with
"
Luxe-en-nille."

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
IN the opinion of Colchester, signified through LORD HARDWICKE,

Monday, April 1, our soldiers ought to have some honest employment
found for them, to keep them out of mischief. The COMMANDER-IN-
CHIEF talked of

"
insuperable" difficulties which our officers are

trying to conquer. We are aware that British officers are wonderful
fellows, but either they mean to work miracles, or the Duke does not
know grammar.
The Lawyers cannot agree as to the period of Divine service when

banns should be published. The ATTORNEY-GENERAL has thoughts
of bringing in a Bill to settle it. As this is Lent, when it is not
considered the thing to marry, be born, or die, there is no hurry ; or
if there is, Doctors' Commons will serve couples with licences, on
reasonable terms.

MR. WALPOLE made a most unsatisfactory defence of his conduct
m reference to the sentence on a person called TOOMEH, who is con-
demned to fifteen years' penal servitude for an offence which nobody
believes that he (though a vicious man) committed. Our HOME
SECRETARY is a very gentlemanly HOME SECRETARY, but

"
talent is

not his forte."

Touching Reform, MR. DISRAELI, in reply to MR. GLADSTONE,
stated that in Committee the Dual Vote should be struck out, but

TJ r j
say no more> excePt tllat in Committee, also, the House

would find the best solution of other controversies. LORD CRANBORNE,
with great good-nature, then demanded of his late colleague, LORD
bTANLEY, what were the Features by which Government intended
to stand or fall ? LORD STANLEY quietly responded that the matter
was one for argument and discussion rather than for question. Which
may be called an answer, because you may call anything by any name
you please.

Luxemburg is a duchy, and it belongs to the KING OF HOLLAND.

VOL. m.

The EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH wanted to buy it. The KING OP
HOLLAND wanted to sell it. The Luxemburghers did not want to be
sold. The Prussians did not wish German territory handed to France.
The EMPEROR has had to give up his Napoleonic Idea. Another of
Our Failures, eh ?

MR. O'BEIRNE wished to know why the War Office Clerks cannot
have their salaries monthly instead of quarterly, as they wish. The
answer was of course a red tape one if we do it for one office we must
do it for all offices. And why not ? Because that would increase the
duties at the Pay Office. Now is not this bosh enough to make men
turn radicals, and take down pikes, and skewer their betters generally ?

It is a most desirable thing to pay monthly, as the wife of every clerk
would tell the Government. How much difficulty would there be in

signing twelve cheques instead of four P Officialism sometimes makes
reasonable men incline to kick somebody.
UNCLE SAM is buying Russian America. That is. the Government

of the States has bought it. but the Legislature has to ratify the

treaty. Having looked at the map, to see where the country is, we
have no hesitation in saying that Uncle is quite welcome to it, and
if he would export thither every Irish citizen of the States, he would
confer a service on mankind, indeed we believe that is the secret object
of the purchase, though MR. SEWARD cannot, well say so just yet, as

the Irishry are politically useful.

MR. DISRAELI said that the question whether the Easter holiday
would begin at the usual time, was a question

"
in the hands of Fate.

To which Mr. Punch adds,
" Lanificas nulli tree exorare pucllas contigit,"

not, of course, that it is necessary to say so, but the quotation shows
the gentleman, and one who has remembered his MARTIAL, and this

brings us to another Martial subject, namely, Flogging in the Army.
There was a long and animated debate on SIR JOHN PAKINGTON'S

clause for continuing the practice, though the House had condemned
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it. But the Horse Guards stuck by the Cat, and another kind of whip
had been used, so flogging was re-enacted by 175 to 162. Not only

this, but SIR GEORGE GREY managed to interject the suggestion that

for so bad a crime as mutiny no soldier ought to escape the Cat, and
the end was that whereas SIR JOHN PAKINGTON had intended to

exempt nine-tenths of the service from the chance of being flogged,
that cliance is now re-distributed over the whole Army ! There was
much heat, and much hope that the country would take note of the

proceeding. Mr. Punch, who never indulges in either heat or hope,

simply notes that though there is apparent retrogression, the cause of

sense and humanity has gained, and lie
applauds

MR. OTWAY, who has

managed the Cat-hunt admirably, and who declares that next year he

will again loose the dogs upon the sanguinary beast.

A debate on Navy Estimates produced some shameful disclosures,

but Government got all the boys, men, and money asked for, and
Mr. Punch went home singing

"
Fool Britannia."

Tuesday. LORD SHAFTESBURY made some exceedingly sensible

remarks on the dangerous practice of releasing criminal lunatics. He
told this little anecdote :

" The last time he went over Bethlem he spoke on the subject to the emi-
nent medical man who presided over that grout establishment ; and the answer ho
rtctiv--'i was,

'

I suppose there are twenty men in this room who have said to me
at dilf- rt-nt times If ever we get out we will take your life, and no harm will be
don to us, because having been declared to be lunatics, the utmost penalty we
could possibly incur would be to be brought back here.'

"

LORD AMBERLEY begins his legislative career by introducing a
little Bill permitting certain performances called "services" at St.

Martin's Hall, on Sundays. There are lectures, which are enlivened

by music, and money is taken at the doors. Singers are paid, and are

dressed "as they would be at a theatre," says MR. KINNAIRD, who
does not seem to know much about theatres. As this species of

Service is at present illegal, LORD AMBERLEY proposes to legalise it.

What will DR. GUMMING say to him ?

MR. DEBT (Scarborough) brought under the notice of the House a

system so abominable that nothing but the intensest hypocrisy can
call this a Christian nation, while such a thing exists. It is known as

the Gang System, and is applied to agricultural labour. A slave-

driver hires a gang, chiefly of children of both sexes, some as young
as five, but mostly boys and girls approaching the age of puberty, and
makes as much as he can by taking these creatures about the country,
and letting out their labour to farmers. The cruelty to the children is

the least frightful part of the system, the demoralisation is too hideous
to be more than hinted at here. But look to it, gentlemen philanthro-
pists, if you have sympathies for anybody but niggers. A debate

followed, in which several speakers at least used earnest words.
MR. WALPOLE wished for more information, which is to be obtained.
In other language, the disagreeable subject is got rid of for some time.
Two hours' debate on the question whether the State ought not to

take upon itself the debts of a bankrupt railway, and also acquire the

railway itself. MR. GLADSTONE thought the question
"
vast," and that

the House was not in a condition to decide it, and the House agreed
with him.

Another effort by the Attorneys to get rid of their Certificate Duty.
But it brings 90,000 a-year, and is reallv a fair tax. Punch would
advise its being doubled, if that would tend to keep needy cads out of
an honourable profession.

Wednesday. Actually, our persistent friend, MR. DARBY GRIFFITH,
tried his hand at a bit of legislation about Voting Papers for Joint
Stock Companies. Blandly smiling on MR. GRIFFITH, the House went
into Committee, and placidly cut out the first clause, which was the

only one of importance, and the Bill collapsed. But MR. AYRTON
fared no better with a Bill about Spiritual Destitution. A Bill for

improving Irish Sea-fisheries, however, was read a Second Time. Let
the Irish fishermen get never such hauls, they will not bring up such
odd fish as the gentlemen who to-day decided that the Waterford
Election was valid, because there was rioting everywhere, but no
general riot.

Thursday. Some time back, Mr. Punch offered the profound advice
that Spain should be cut in four, and divided among civilised nations.
It is not impossible that the operation may be performed. There is

our Tornado quarrel with her, and she has still to account for her
conduct in that respect. But, last year, she seized another vessel,
belonging to Gibraltar, and called the Queen Victoria, and this was
without any sort of justification the ship was not even in Spanish
waters. Ever since, the Spanish Government have been simply

"
hum-

bugging," and have finished by a proposal which is itself an insult.
The British Lion is roused. LOUD STANLEY has sent a peremptory
demand for restitution, compensation, and apology. If these be
denied, the Escurial is immediately to be seized, and brought to England
in several ships.
We had the Budget. MR. DISRAELI made the shortest speech ever

heard on such a subject. But he really had only to say that having a
surplus of 1,206,000, he wished to follow MR. GLADSTONE'S lead, and
reduce the National Debt, by means of Life-Annuities. He also
reduced Marine Assurances to threepence per cent., and kept a trifle

(a quarter of a million) in hand. The Budget, and the lucidity of the

CHANCELLOR, were alike approved. (It was only our fun, Mrs. Grundy,
when we mentioned a Deficiency, we wanted to frighten you out of

talking about Women having Votes, you dear old goose.)

Friday. Out of about a dozen topics, only two or three demand the
attention of Mr. Punch. BARON BitAMWELLwas vindicated for having
increased the sentence on two rufluns who, in the dock, made a
murderous attack on the officers

; Ma. LOWE was defeated in an
attempt to prevent the outlay of more money on primary schools,
MR. CORKY saying that he did not mind violating political economy ;

and MR. ARMSTRONG was greeted with roars of laughter for proposing
an anti-bribery oath. Mr. Punch does not see the fun.
But the great event of the night was a Notice, given on behalf of the

Liberal party, who had met, in the afternoon, at MR. GLADSTONE'S.
To the eloquent and delicate handling of MR. COLERIDGE was con-
signed an Instruction to the Committee on the Reform Bill, to the
I'flVct that the System of Rating is to be altered, no one to vote who
pays less than a certain amount, and all who pay more to have an
equal vote. This was called a Gentle but Firm pressure on the Govern-
ment. Before these lines are an Instruction to the Universe, some
shall see.

" What shall some see?" "Nay, nothing, Master Moth,
but what they look upon."

PEEPS AT PARIS.

PEEP THE FOURTH.

Mr first direction for visiting the Esrsposissiong will be to visit the
Prussian Court. In order to do this hire a man with a broom, sweep
away the accumulated dust of months, and then let him give you his

hand over the first set of packing-cases marked "
Glass with care."

Arrived on the top of this first Glassier, you will look about you. If

evening comes on you suddenly, wrap yourself up and lie down to
j

slumber, like a warrior taking your rest, with your martial cloak
around you. But to avoid this make the ascent of Mount Packing- j

caseus early in the morning. Do this, and you will be enchanted wii.h

the view which presents itself to your eye when the lirst rays of the
sun fall upon the pale picturesque bales, the brown sawdust which has
fallen heavily during the night, and perhaps a large trunk or two lying

helplessly, crushed by its own weight, which has also fallen heavily
during the night. When you have reached the summit, of the Titanic

Apollo, which, being about thirty feet from toe to top, is a fine speci-
men of genuine high art, pause and take some refreshment.
As at this height there are no refreshments, the best substitute is to

take breath. You came up here for a blow : it will do you good.
Talking of blows, take care that the next case above your head loosely

placed, and containing metal devices and small works in bronze doesn't
\

fall upon you. Safely over the next box what a view you obtain of
the Exposissiong ! Here I sat for I cannot say how long, lost in

reverie, and utterly unheeding the admonitions of a Surgeon der Veal
below.

A Surgeon der Veal is a policeman. Did he think I wanted to steal

the Titanic Apollo thirty feet high ?

My dear visitor, if inclined to be dishonest, do not attempt such a

thing : the French spies are everywhere : they would be sure to see you. i

The Surgeon der Veal waited for me for some time, but I waved my
hand to him, and gallantly jumped on to the next box.

This must be your line of country at present.
Sursum corda ! 1 mean lift yourself up by the ropes which you will

find still fastening the bales together.
Excelsior! Excelsior! This is Latin, and is conversationally trans-

lated by "twopence more and up goes the donkey." On your part,

however, never mind the twopence, but go up.
The next packing-case, containing a Titanic Apollo, which, with the

assistance ol another block, containing crockery, completely shuts out
the Austrian Court, must be carefully ascended.

V'lar! Voller! This is French, and spelt voila. Always say it

sharply and quickly when you want to attract any one's attention. It
means everything : so does cum sar. So does May wee. Say 'em one
after the other, and see what '11 happen.

I can't send any more to-day, as in consequence of making a false

step I performed a rapid act of descent on to the Austrian territory,
and fell quite unexpectedly into the very midst of the Royal party and
the Japanese ambassadors.
The Royal party, consisting of LTJMPYRAW and LARMPERRYTREECE,

started back, exclaiming, "Mong Doo.'" which means nothing more
than

" Good gracious!" though literally it is impermissible in English
society.

I understood it, however. What the embassy from Japan observed,
I did not understand. I fell on my knees. I do not mean when I
came off the packing-case ; but afterwards, before LUMPYRAW.
As His Majesty wished to see the Egsposissiong, I wouldn't detain

him, and he wouldn't detain me.
In,my next I shall take my visitors for a turn round Parry, and then

we '11 go into the Egsposissiong again.
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FEMININE INTELLIGENCE.
N one of its intensely interesting

articles upon the Fashions, Le

Follet naively tells us that

"
It is ju*t now rather ;iinuiiig to

ia*pect the novelties of tho season."

Amusing P we should think so :

for among the present novelties, we
are told, is a new necklace called

a
' ColKer de cAtm. made just to fit

close round the throat, and with lOBf
ends behind."

A dog-collar germ? rather an odd
ornament for a lady. A man must
be a puppy to evince his admira-

tion for it. If worn at all, we think

it should be only sported
in the

dog-days.
"
Sported," by the way,

is precisely the phrase proper for

it. Ladies who wear dog-collars
are doubtless fond of slang, and
would incline to masculine expres-
sions when talk ing of their toilette.

In the same delightful article the

writer also naively says that
" The Spring bonnets som to require

very littlo material, HH they are mualk-r
than those of last year."

One will soon require a microscope to see a lady's bonnet,
"

fine by degrees and beautifully

less," as it is every day becoming. Now that ladies wear their chignons rather larger than

iheir heads, one Las really to look twice before their bonnets become visible. We often

wonder that it has not been the fashion for a lady to wear two bonnets at once, the one upon
her head and the other on her chignon.
This at least would be a novelty, and would double the expense, which to many a fine

lady would be a great attraction.

SCIENTIFIC WIFE-KILLING.

THE question is sometimes asked,
" Can a man murder his wife ?

"
Though at first blush

we might be inclined to doubt it, if we founded our C9nclusion on recent trials, sentences,

and revisions of sentences, still we believe the feat is not absolutely impossible. As a

general rule, it may be laid down, that though wife-killing is easy, wife-murder is one of the

most difficult things a man can set himself to accomplish. Of course, if you are rash and

hasty, and, in a fit of passion, whip up a knife and cut your wife's throat, you may be hung f9r

it, though we need hardly say, that every effort will be used by Jury and Judge to obtain

remission of the punishment, on the general understanding that the presumption of law in

all cases of uxoricide is
"
Saryed her right." But still, a man who kills his wife in this rude

and unrefined way, may slip
his head into a halter.

This method, however, is uncertain, even if it were not dangerous. You may only wound,
instead of killing, and if you do kill, there is little or no pleasure in it. This act is too

soon over, and the suffering too insignificant, to extract any enjoyment out of. How
much better, if you are bent on effectually severing the nuptial tie, and can make no opening
for BARON WILDE'S intervention, to secure at once your own safety, and get the utmost

pleasure out of the act, by killing your wife by inches.
"
Every little makes a mickle ;

"

and you may gently urge her on to her death by a series of skilfully applied kicks, or blows,
or starvings, or shocks of terror, or by an artistic combination of these, none of them in

themselves leading immediately to death, yet all conducing to it, and leaving you, when the

consummation is accomplished, safe to get off with a few months', or, at worst, years'

imprisonment, and, perhaps (if the Judge be a Quixotic person), a reprimand.
But you must be a bungler if you have to pay even this price for your riddance from a

domestic nuisance. With a properly regulated mind, and the coolness that is proper to

conduct the operation, you ought to be able so to measure your acts of brutality and cruelty,
as to escape with no penalty at all ; probably without even the formality of a trial. It is only

bunglers who precipitate matters, as by taking jumping exercise over their wives' bodies with
iron -plated boots on, or throwing them out of three-pair-of-stair windows, or other rude and

summary processes of destruction. You may go considerable lengths even in this direction

without much risk, but sometimes an eccentric Judge or Jury may be found to take an
uncharitable view of your conduct. But the safe rule is to administer quiet cruelty in small

doses, and to keep it up, varying the treatment, if you like, by more energetic exhibitions of

fist or stick, starvation or exposure, from time to time'; and the great point is to go deliberately

enough about your work, and to be cool in regulating your treatment. Ne quid nimis should
be the motto of the uxoricide as of the physician. Besides the safety from consequences
thus insured, there is the pleasure of watching the progress of the case, and the manly satis-

faction engendered by the consciousness of your own power, and the hopelessness of your
victim's resistance. If by any accident, any rashness of your own, or any extravagance of

the Jury, you should be sentenced on the capital charge, you need not be under any alarm,
so long as there is a WALPOLE to counteract their sentimentality, and to give you the benefit

of those doubts to which every man who kills his wife is entitled ; first, the doubt whether
he meant to

; and, secondly, the doubt whether, if he did mean to, he hadn't very sufficient

provocation.

OUR MUSICAL SAINT. SAINT-ON DOLBY.

ODE TO MRS. GRUNDY.
MRS. GRUNDY,
On a Sunday

Joyful music I will hear,
Gaze on painting
Soul unUuntin^,

Nor the sight of sculpture fear ;

For diversion,
An excursion

Make by steamboat or by rail,

Or, preferring
Active stirring,

Take my walk, and glass of tie.

Mostly clad am
I, so, Madam

Your decorum as may shock ;

In a shooting
Jacket, suiting

With the hat named billycock.

As my raiment
Little payi

Costs my dwelling, nowise fine,

Simply furnished :

Roof-tree burnished
Glitters not in house of mine.

( Jutward show, Ma'am,
I forego, Ma'am,

When it interferes with case :

Often eat, Ma'am,
In the street, Ma'am,

As I walk, my bread and cheese.

Grandeur sinking,
Never thinking

How your censure I provoke ;

Oft a cutty

Pipe, with smutty
Bowl, along the road I smoke.

My life's measure
Is my pleasure,

Only saving others' due :

That respecting,
But directing

Madam, no regard to you.

MRS. GRTODY,
Gloria mundi

Passes like a dream away.
You may chatter,
That 'a no matter

Ma'am, I care not what you say.

BEAUTY WITHOUT PAINT.

MADAME JEZEBEL offers silly women, who arc

not contented with their natural features,
"

re-

cipes for Youth. Beauty, Grace, and Elegance,
which give golden tresses, sparkling eyes, ruby

lips, and soft peachlike complexion to ladies

wrinkled, freckled, scarred, or aged, which have

gained for her the patronage of the crowned
heads of Europe and her world-renowned name."

These prescriptions for facial paint and plaster,

MADAME JEZEBEL adds,
"
can be forwarded on

the receipt of 1 1*." Her advertisement con-

cludes with :

"
Caution : Beware of spurious

imitations." Certainly ; but rather beware of

noxious originals.

The Next Thing from New York.

(A RECTER'S Telegram.)

THE House of Representatives has adopted
resolutions calling on ME. SEWAKD to demand
redress of the British Government for the

American citizens shot by the Irish constabulary
in putting down the Fenian insurrection.
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PUNCH'S PHYSIOLOGY OF COURTSHIP.-No. 4.

THIS is A CASE IN WHICH MR. PUNCH REFRAINS FROM OFFERING HIS ADVICE.
ANGELINA is THE DAUGHTER OF A COUNTRY CURATE, AND HAS FOURTEEN BROTHERS AND SISTERS. EDWIN is A LANDSCAPE

PAINTER A MOST CHARMING PROFESSION.

HE, IT IS TRUE, IS AN ONLY SON, BUT THIS IS OF SMALL ADVANTAGE TO HIM, FOR HE IS ALSO AN ORPHAN, HIS PARENTS
HAVING DIED INSOLVENT A LONG TIME AGO. HB HAS JUST TAKEN UP ART AS A PROFESSION, AND1 BY DOING SO HAS QUARRELLED
WITH THE ONLY SOLVENT RELATIVE HE POSSESSES.

HE IS NOW PERSUADING ANGELINA TO SHARE WITH HIM THE HoNOTOS AND PROFITS OF HIS GLORIOUS CAREER, PROPOSING
THEY SHOULD MARRY ON THE PROCEEDS OF HIS FlRST PICTURE, NOW IN PROGRESS, (AND WHICH WE HAVE FAITHFULLY REPRE-
SENTED ABOVE).

THE REASON WHY MR. PUNCH WITHHOLDS HIS ADVICE, is, THAT HE DOES NOT BELIEVE IT WOULD BE FOLLOWED.

PAL^ONTOLOGICAL PIPES.

As a young man desirous of improving my mind, Mr. Punch, I have
studied Geology. The teachings of that interesting science have ele-

vated me above the popukr belief as to the time during which this

planet has existed. A lady's age is a delicate subject to question,
especially in the case of Mother Earth. That good kdy, my early
preceptors assured me, is little more than five thousand years old,
but geologists declare her to have existed for myriads of ages before
the commencement of that term. They assert also that man was living
upon his mother's face at a time long previous to the commonly
received date of his first appearance. I thought myself safely anchored
in these conclusions. But look here, Sir :

" PROFESSOR HALL, of the New York Geological Museum, and EDWARD MAODIRE,
of Saratoga Sprinss, are having a controversy touching the bones lately exhumed
at Cohoes, N. Y. PKOFESSOR HALL thinks they are the remains of a mastodon, which
had lain iu the earth 25,604 years ; while MR. MAOCIRE asserts that they are the
bones of a menagerie elephant which died and was buried in Cohoes forty years
ago."

The foregoing extract from a newspaper would, if I thought it true,
seriously shake my faith in the evidence which has been considered to
establish the high antiquity of the globe and the human race. And
what am I to think when I see, by the Manchester Guardian, that on
the North American continent, amongst the remains of extinct organi-
sations, a gentleman has actually discovered smoking-pipes ; and when
I read in the Times a letter from MR. T. ENGLAND, F.R.S., testifying
to the fact that, amid similar surroundings,

"
an unmistakeable smoking-

pipe
"
was found some years ago in a cavern at Torquay ? The discovery

of a pre-historic smoking-pipe along with the remains of the mastodon,
would, if established, suggest the possibility of finding a pre-historic

cigar-tube in the same situation, or of finding pre-historic
"
fusees,

"
or

"
lucifers," and all manner of other pre-historic objects indistinguishable

from contemporary. From this idea the reflecting intellect would pass,

by a natural transition, to the theory that some of the flints in the
drift were pre-historic gun-flints, and might even be gun-flints that
were merely pre-percussion cap.
Do you not think, Sir, that journalists should be careful how they

publish statements respecting science that are calculated to unsettle

young men's minds ?

Wishing I knew whether our leading geologists smoke those pre-
historic smoking-pipes, or not, I am, Mr. Punch,

Your ever attentive Student,

TELEMACHUS.
P.S. You are my Mentor, you know, Sir.

Prussian Treatment of Danes.

COUNT BISMARCK, in the North German Parliament the other day,
stated that until 1870 any Schleswiger could become a Dane by emi-

grating to Denmark, but in such case he would have to remain a Dane,
and should he return, would be treated as such. What did BISMARCK
mean ? That the Dane would be plundered and have his throat cut ?

WALPOLE'S WAGEE.-
WALPOLE.

-Won by a neck, with a million to one against
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EXTEEMES MUST MEET; OK, A BIT OF PRACTICAL SCIENCE.

PKOF. D-K-I. "BUT YOU SEE. TO COMPLETE THE CIRCLE. POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE MUST JOIN HANDS."
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Cjntrlcs p. Bennett.
APRIL 2, 1867.

A VERY able colleague, a very dear friend, has been

removed, at an early age, from among us. To his genius

it is not here that tribute should be paid, but it may be

said that none of our fellow-workers ever entered more

heartily into his work, or laboured with more earnestness

to promote our general purpose. His facile execution, and

singular subtlety of fancy were, we hoped, destined to

enrich these pages for many a year. It has been willed

otherwise, and we lament the loss of a comrade of invalu-

able skill, and the death of one of the kindliest and gentlest

of our associates, the power of whose hand was equalled

by the goodness of his heart.

SIDDONS TO THE RESCUE.
A GREAT name is a perilous possession ; and the name of SIDDONS

is the most burdensome that a lady-aspirant to stage-honours can have
to stand up under.
The young Lady who bears this mighty name in the third genera-

tion, and who has been acting for a year past in the provinces, has now
challenged the verdict of London. It is to be regretted that she should
have done so, from the reading desk in the first instance, instead of
from the boards. The more genuine her vocation as an actress the
worse, in all probability, her chances of succeeding as a reader at
this point of her experience.
An old actress may have so tamed her histrionic fire, and have so

learnt the limits which divide elocution from impersonation, that she
may be able to turn stage experience to account in reading. MRS
BlDDOMS did so in her old age. Her distinguished niece, MRS. FANNY
KEMBLE, has done so in middle life. We have seen a similar power
more recently manifested by Miss HELEN FABCIT and Miss GLYNN
But MRS. ScoTT-SiDDONs is still on the threshold of her womanhood

and her Art Her instincts and impulses as an actress can, at present
only serve to hamper instead of helping her as a reader.
We are glad to see that she is at once to have the opportunity of

showing how she can bear the burden of her name, as an actress and
we shall watch the event with interest.
Some good points about her eye and ear give warrant that she

carries the credentials of her illustrious descent m her face. Take ten
years from the lineaments of SIR JOSHUA'S Tragic Muse and
MRS. SCOTT-SIMONS might, almost, have sat for those lambent eyesand grandly-chiselled features.

True, the great grand-daughter is small of stature and slight of

proportions,
while her great ancestress was stately of height and

largely moulded a muse in figure as in face. In the descendant for
the present at least, we see no possibility of a Cotutance, or a Lady
MuHieth, ; but by way of compensation, she has all that is needed in
voice and person, for a Juliet, Rosalind, or Imogen. The voice is at
once sweet and sonorous. It has the unmistakable ring of education
and good-breeding. What powers of humour, pathos, or traeic
intensity, may lie behind those beautiful features, or find breath through
this musical organ, London has yet to learn. On these points we

let not trust any opinion formed on her reading only, for reasons
already indicated. Ifthere were errors of emphasis enough to indicate
that the inexperience of twenty had not been corrected by deeper or
maturer counsel, these would be quite immaterial, if the test of the
stage reveal the power to conceive and sustain a character as a whole
and to interpret it with grace, refinement, and right apprehension of
its humour or its passion. At present, we have one young actress
and one only, who has shown this power in a consummate degree!and who only waits the opportunity of a fitting stage to show that the
loveliest womanly creations of the ideal drama have still among us an
admirable impersonator who is fitted for the task, at once by grace of

rson, and refinement of mind and manners, by natural intelligence and
laboriously acquired mastery of her art. That actress is Miss KATE
IERRY, who is egregiously misjudged as an artist, if tested only bysven her best performances in realistic drama, and who, in heiQuUband Viola has, as yet, had but infrequent and unfavourable oppor-
tunities for revealing her noblest and purest metal. If Mas SCOTT-
&IDDONS should develope qualities at all approaching those of Miss

KATE TERRY, though she cannot, short as her experience of the stage
has been, reasonably be expected to equal her, she will have achieved
something 9ver which all the lovers of the higher dramatic art may
and will, rejoice. There is room in this field for her and many more.

That the promise of this interesting young lady's face, voice, and
name, may be fulfilled to the uttermost, is Mr. Punch's hope and
prayer. Buffoon as the superficial public may think him, he loves
and feels high art, and he is not the first low comedian who like BEN
JONSON'S Master Hattheic, has kept in his closet

"
a stool to be melan- '

choly upon."

SHALL WE RUB "NO POPERY!" OFF THE
DOOR?

(See the debates on the Bill to repeal the Ecclesiastical Titles Ad.)

WHO fears to speak of fifty-one,
And anti-Papal panic,

When JOHN BULL swore no Bull should roar
Loose here, save Bulls Britannic :

When Papist mitres he cried down
As Papist levers' handles ;

Swearing their wearers to discrown,
And quench their Roman Candles ?

When LITTLE JOHN a-tiptoe sprung.
And penned

"
the Durham letter,"

Defiance at Rome's lightning flung,
Her faggot and her fetter,

Some said that faggot was burnt out,
That fetter long rust-rotten :

But there was meaning in that shout,
Of instincts true begotten.

When on the letter came the Bill,
Of penalties and pains,

For all that Romish titles still

Dared sport in JOHN'S domains :

When giving rope to Priest and POPB,
Those who the Bill dared bring out,

With threats content, to clamour bent
And coolly took its sting out.

When Punch showed Act and Actor up
And little JOHNNY chiselled,

As boy who chalked
" No Popery

"

On WISEMAN'S door, and mizzled !

Since then, up-hung, the Act has swung
The deadest of dead letters :

But footpads may a warning read
E'en from a corpse in fetters.

And, by his hunch, now will not Punch,
Though the law's dogs be dumb 'uns,

Eat humble pie, peceavi cry,
At POPE'S or Prelate's summons.

The Act was good, for all no blood
Its bite has ever followed.

It spoke a truth, that still is sooth,
And must by Popes be swallowed.

That England's Church owns England's law,
Knows no head but the QUEEN,

But from the State draws power and weight,
And on the State must lean.

That here Rome's mitres are fools' caps,
Rome's hierarchy naught :

And Romish Sees but the mirage
By thirst of priestcraft wrought.

As boys they press, who 've made a mess,
Into the humbling office

Of wiping clean what fouled has been,
While loud their comrades' scoff is

Some wish LORD JOHN were called upon
The vain words to out-score,

And write
"
By Licence of the Law "

On the Archbishop's door !

But Punch says
" No ! "Be this not so :

Still let those words remain :

Rather, that all may read who go,
Write them up o'er again.

Dogs, in their sleep, their grinders keep,
1 hough the lips are closed o'er 'em :

And a rod is not less a rod,
That 's hung up in terrorem.
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THE FORCE OF HABIT.

Whipper-in.
" MASTER TOM HURT 2 BLESS YOIT, NO, MUM ! THE OLD MARE AND HIM NEVER MISSES THAT BROOK !

"

HAPPY THOUGHTS.

(Driving home after the Run Dressing DinnerProspects)

THE ladies in the trap are the half-aunt and old MRS. SYMPBRSON.

Happy Thought. Be very attentive to old MRS. SYMPERSON. Give
her my hand when she gets out. Make her feel she can't do without
me as a son-in-law. Perhaps, afterwards, I might have to make her

feel that I can do without her as a mother-in-law. I don't think so,

though : nice old lady, and a little deaf.

Driving home I am very bitter against BRETT, who could send out
a horse with the staggers.

Hapjpy Thought. The staggers might take something off the expense
of hiring.
In the carriage the ladies say he oughtn't to charge me anything :

I agree with them, but feel that BRETT'S opinion will be different.

Not sure, if I was BRETT, it' I shouldn't charge more. I shall, I say,
call and blow BRETT up, severely.

[When I do call, two days afterwards, BRETT asks me how I liked

the mare ? I say,
"
Well enough, if she hadn't got the staggers." He

is not surprised, and makes no apology. While receipting my bill, he

pauses to observe that
"
If I 'd ha' lost that chestnut it would ha" been

a matter of a hundred pounds out of my pocket," as if it would have
been a matter of a hundred pounds out of my pocket.
Happy Thought. Say,

" Would it, indeed," and look at my watch
gives a notion of being pressed for time. Won't discuss this question
of a hundred pounds any further. Go.

"
Will I hunt with the Croxley to-morrow ?

"
he wants to know.

" He 's got just the thing to suit me ; I can throw my leg over her and
try her now." I haven't time : I should like to hunt with the Croxley
immensely.

"
Nice fencing country, and a brook or two." Very sorry

can't let him know when I'll hunt again. Good morning, MR.
BRETT. I'm sure he regrets not having charged me extra for the

staggers.]
In the Pony Trap, driving home. The half-aunt expresses her wonder

- . D first hedge.
that married men oughtn't to risk their lives. I agree.

Happy Thought. Always agree with MRS. SYMPERSON.
Say pointedly,

" When I am married I shall never hunt again, but
settle down comfortably somewhere." At the present moment I fancy
that if I ever do hunt again I shall never settle down comfortably any-
where. Don't say this : feel it.

Happy TAouffAt.To say to her mother, that Miss FRIDOLINE seems
to enjoy being on horseback. Praise her appearance.

Say she is very like her Mamma. [BYNG tells me afterwards that

this sounded fulsome. Must take care not to be fulsome.] MRS.
SYMPERSON says,

"
she was very fond of riding when she was young."

I reply,
"
that I should think so." By the way, I shouldn't think so

if she wasn't FRIDOLINE'S Mamma. She is pleased.

BYNG, flicking the pony, asks me if I feel pretty fresh. Before the

sively.
"
Loins P

"
continues BYNG. I am astonished at BYNG :

before MRS. SYMPERSON too ! I reply
"
No," as if I hadn't any loins.

[Note for Reticence of Politeness. Typical Developments, Vol. XX.
Book 51, Par. m.] C-

Driving up to the house. Butler, servants, whole-uncle and MR.
SYMPERSON out to meet us.

Happy Thought. Subject for picture, Return from the Chace. Wave
my hand to them, as if 1 'd just come up triumphantly, after flying over
five-barred gates and stiff fences. Wish I knew if BYNG had or had
not seen me in the first field. Painful, getting out of the trap. Quite
forgot to give my arm to MRS. SYMPEHSON. The whole-uncle asks if

we 've had good sport ? I answer, deprecatingly,
"
pretty well," to

give the old coward who's been in his arm-chair all day an idea that

it 's not the sort of sport I've been accustomed to ; as, indeed, it is

not.

MRS. SYMPERSON notices that I walk lame. From a fall ? She is

anxious. I say,
"
No, not from a fall." FHIDOLINE, who has entered

the hall, expresses her anxiety too. I almost wish it had been a fall.

If I say
"

stiffness
"

it will flatten the excitement.

Happy Thought. To say
" Oh no, nothing at all," and smile. They'll

think 1 've been over a precipice, and am bearing it heroically.
In my room. Warm bath, at BYNG'S suggestion, before dinner.

Looking in the glass ; I am an object.^ Collar nowhere. Tie anywhere
and anyhow.
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Happy TAouffAt. Scarf, next time I ride with a pin in it.

My face is such a curious colour, a muddy yellow. Wish I 'd come
up to my room at onre, instead of stopping in the hall. How different

to when I started. Meditate on this, before the glass ;

"
So in life, we

set out gaily and briskly (as I did on the chestnut), we go on we go
on odd : lost the simile." The footman comes in with hot water.

He is familiar in consequence of that dressing up as a German friend

the other day. He says,
"

I suppose you ain't much accustomed to

riding a-horscback, Sir." I should like to put Aim on a wild Arab in

a desert : hate familiarity. Tell him to call me in time for dressing.
He is now going to sound the fint prong. That 's an hour before dinner.

Happy Thought. Cup of tea. Toast? suggested by footman. Amend-
ment adopted.
How delicious (in bath) is this dreaminess. All dangers of the day

past and gone. I feel, triumphantly, that I have seen a hare killed.

I should like to hunt every day. At least, I should like to enjoy a

bath, tea and toast like this every day.
Happy Thought. When I go up to town"again practise leaping in

hunting grounds, so much a lesson. Don't believe Dick Turpin, on
Black Bess, ever cleared a turnpike gate.

Happy Thought. I could clear a turnpike gate with a ticket. Wish
I 'd said this in conversation : brilliant : needn't have said anyt hiiii?

else for a whole evening. Note it down when I'm out of mv bath.
Read a book recommended by FRIDOLIXE, with herntcmv iu it. ftovel:
Saint Alice. Good. Read FRIDOLINB'S name again. Drowsy. If I
don't take care I shall be asleep.

'

Happy Thought. Dressing gown : arm-chair. Plenty of time before
dinner delicious drowsiness.

* * * Footman enters : I have been
asleep. Referring to my watch, same time as when I was in my bath :

stopped. They've begun dinner.

Happy TAouffAt.Say,
"
I '11 be down directly."

EXCURSIONISTS IN DANGER.
HE comfort of the community
on Sunday is threatened by
two Liquor Bills, about to be

smuggled, if possible, through
Parliament. One of them is

in the charge of MB. GRAVES,
and the other in that of MR.
J. A. SMITH, MR. BAZLEY, and
MR. BAINES. Into the pro-
visions of these measures, re-

spectively, it is unnecessary to

go, further than to say that
both the one and the other
are designed to deprive excur-
sionists on Sunday of all pro-
vision, food as well as drink.
MR. ROEBUCK, doubtless, is

aware of the attempts on the

liberty of the subject and the

enjoyments of the people,
which the Sabbatarians and
teetotallers are making in the
House of Commons, and will
take care not to be out of his

Elace
at the proper time for

ustrating their insidious

machinations.

DIAMONDS OF DEBATE.
studying, with microscopic eye, the debates in Parliament, Mr
4 occasionally lights upon gems, or rather sparks, which, though

hey are not of sufficiently pure water to be set in his magnificent
.ssence, may be just worth picking out. Therefore, he arranges a

Tn Tf11
; Discovery, "id renders them priceless by the addition of

a little gold of his own :

WHO WAS THE BOOBY?
Said MR. DISRAELI, in his Budget Speech,

,
rhXnS

i
We f r

(

a
.
VC17 famiIUr expression with regard to the public debt,shall not repent to this committee. I did say to a sreat boobv on th

hiohwhich

t the
" dutie itsclf and defond its indepcndence-

i ind8iun of a most tr uble90m<'

the Great Booby ? The

VERT PROPER FEELING.
Said SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE, on a Gas Bill,
He should be inclined to withdraw the present Bill if satisfactory to the gas

companies, and to introduce another, leaving In blank all the Bgures as to price, the
rate of dividend, and the standard of gas."

He was quite right in saying that he would withdraw any Bill that was
satisfactory to the Gas Companies, because any such Bill must be emi-
nently unsatisfactory to a victimised public. As for the blanks, Mr.
Punch proposes to fill them up in a way which will put down a good
deal of dishonesty.

CHILDREN, PLEASE ATTEND.

Said MR. GLADSTONE, on the Budget,
" Duties are not to be considered its what they are In themselves, but as regards

what they are as outworks and defences of the great branches of the revJBsx
(Hear, hear.) Now, what would bo the effect of abolishing the duty on Com ft t* ?

Why. tlu-ro w,.uld bo an enormous incrciise in the importation, and we shuM
doubtless be ultimately able t" put tlium in our tea, and uc thoin with as much

is wo now da that article called sugar. (Hear, hear, and laughter.) In
f<u-'t, Comhts would become little less th.m sugar under another name."

There, dears, and Mr. Punch's darlings. Get your beloved parents
to explain this to you, and tell you that in buying goody-goodies you
keep the Crown on your kind QUEEN'S head, help to pay for all the

prelty soldiers, and for the beautiful ships which you see in Portsmouth
harbour, when you are taken to the Isle of Wight. And then, Punch
thinks, you may ask to have your pocket-money increased from three-

pence to fourpence a week, and your parents do not love their country
i if they refuse you this.

VERY UNFAIR.

Said MR. POLLARD-UHQWART, on Taxation,
" When he remembered the sentiments which tho right hon arable gentleman.

i theC'UANi KI.I.OK OFTIIIC ExcHxcjUKR, had in younger days expressed in Sybil he
j

was inm-h surj.riw d that he had not done more to relieve the poorer clashes from.
certain taxes under which they especially suffered."

"Must one swear to the truth of a song?" asked the late MR. M.
PRIOR. Is a novelist, when he becomes a Minister (and any good
novelist ought to be offered office), to be bound by all the pretty theories
he may have woven around his groups of lovers ? Is LORD LYTTO.V
to stand by Eugene Aram's views touching the taking of property from
tlie unwortby, and killing them if they do not like that redistribution ?

Is LORD BROUGHAM, as a Statesman, accountable for the sentiments
in a remarkable fiction which was suppressed? Is -but the inter-

rogatories would stretch out to the crack of doom. Echo gives a

comprehensive answer in the negative, and adds that MR. URQUHART
had oetter shut up.

MISERU1MUS.

Said MR. H. B. SHERIDAN, on the Marine Insurance,
" That if there was any one in that House deserving of commiseration it was

himself. (A laugh.) His expectations had been excited, perhaps unwarrantably,
with respect to the reduction of the duty on fire insurance. (Hear, hear.)"

MR. SHERIDAN deserves something better than commiseration. He
deserves praise and honour, and he shall have them, too. He perse-
veres, very creditably, in his attempts to demolish a noxious tax, and
one of these days he will succeed. Meantime, let him rejoice, for the
EYE is upon him, and winks affably.

IGNORANCE NOT BLISS.

Said COLONEL FRENCH, on Burlington House,
" May I ask the noble Lord what he means by Italian Gothic* (Lavphitr.)" Lou> J. MANNERS. The honourable and gallant gentleman had better consult

the honourable gentleman (Ma. LAYARD) who sits next to him. (Laughter.)"

Though a Colonel of Militia, MR. FRENCH has known things. He
obtained

"
several science premiums in college." Either Architecture

was not one of his pursuits, or he has forgotten what he learned. We
hope MR. LAYARD (no one could do it better) explained to the future
LORD DE FREYNE that Italian Gothic means the Gothic th*t was
erected in Italy. Italy is in the South of Europe.

A MEMBER FOR CORRUPTION.

Said MR. SCOURFIELD, on Bribery,
"

It would be better to group all the corrupt boroughs ((an0Vr> nd let them
return one member between them (laughter) ifthey could find a man bold enough
to accept their representation. (Laughter. )"

Tbese
"
laughs," on a subject which some folks think a grave one,

indicate that certain Members of Parliament have no more learned to
consider brifcrv a crime than a jockey considers it one to run as"
ordered," or than a cabman thinks it one to overcharge a lady. And

as to
"
bold enough," let the grouping be made, and Mr. Pmck will

pay all the bribes, if it be proved that there is any difficulty in getting
a candidate who moves in the best society.

British. Jurors for the Paris Exhibition.

THE jurymen who recommended MR. WAGER and MR. LONGHUBST
to mercy should be sent to figure in the British department of the
Great Exhibition at Paris. Then they might be compared, by students
of character, with the French jurors who find murders such as those
which were committed by the abovenamed criminals to have been
accompanied by extenuating circumstances.
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THE SAUSAGE MACHINE.
Cook (in a fluster). "0 'F Y' PLEASE, 'M, NO WONDER THE FLAVIOUR o' THEM SASSENGERS WASN'T TO-RIOHTS,

NOW KETCHED MlSTEK ALFRED A CUTTIN' HIS ' CAVENDISH' IN THE MACHINE !

"
'M. WHICH I 'VE JEST

THE PARKS AND THE POLICE.

ONE good, at least, has come of the Reform Demonstrations. The
parks have been delivered to the charge of the police, and this,

perhaps, would not have happened for a century or so, if it had not
been for the Hyde Park Demonstration. In future, let us hope, it

will be possible to cross that Park, even after nightfall, without having
one's pocket picked, or being otherwise maltreated. And, ere long,
we may arrive at such a height of civilisation as to be able to take

exercise, even on a Sunday, in St. James's Park, without being
hustled by the roughs from St. Giles's.

We presume that the number of police has been increased, now that
the Parks have been put under their protection. Now that highway
robberies are done by broadest daylight in the most frequented streets,
we have certainly no wish to see policemen added to our parks but
subtracted from our pavements. Brigandage near Rome is becoming
bad enough, but really it is hardly worse than the brigandage in

London. Here the plan is for a gang of highway robbers to surround
you on a sudden ana empty all your pockets, and then stamp upon your
toes to prevent your running after them. Two friends of Mr. Punch
have been thus robbed in the last month, within a mile of Charing
Cross, and in broad open daylight. As a pedestrian himself, Mr. Punch
desires to find the pavements well protected, not less than the Parks ;

and, if the Force requires an increase, Mr. Punch cannot see Y an
X or other letter of the alphabet should not forthwith be added
toil.

Beales the Buster.

POOR MR. BEALES (M.A.) is in a fearful passion because he and the
rest of the Jamaica Committee have been laid on their backs. He
has proclaimed that MR. EYRE should be punished, if the whole Reform
League had to become the prosecutors. The connection between MB.
EYRE and Reform may be as difficult to discover as the connection
between MR. BEALES and good sense. We think, even more highly
than we ever thought, of LORD CHIEF JUSTICE COCKBURN.

LA CLEMENZA DI PIO.

IN a letter of recent news from Rome, it is stated that
" CARDINAL ASTONELLI haa received the thanks of the British Government for

having allowed the Scotch Presbyterian congregations to continue in the enjoyment
of their own forms of worship outside, though not inside, the walls of Rome."

The dull British Public, of course, will be of opinion that the

British Government went very far out of its way to thank CARDINAL
ANTONELLI for the smallest of mercies. It will wonder how much the

POPE would thank the British Government, if the British Government
were absolute, for permitting DR. MANNING to officiate without the

bounds of London and Westminster, but not allowing him to celebrate

Mass at St. Mary's, Moorfields, or anywhere else within them.

Dull, stupid, ignorant British Public, it doesn't understand, and
cannot see, that the British Government well knows that Popery is, in

fact, the truth, that Protestantism is humbug, and that Protestants, all

of them who are not mere impostors, are fanatical blockheads, whose

worship is a farce, who have really no business, and no right to be

suffered to preach or perform divine service at all, and, in pretending
to exercise their sham religion at Rome, commit a gross impertinence.
It is fun to think how amazed and enraged the purblind British Pro-
testant Public would be if they knew the blessed change which
Ritualism is working amongst the superior classes !

Wager, Walpole and Toomer.

WANTED- Some other HOME SECRETARY than MR. WALPOLE.
Is the man whose intelligence and ideas of justice are on a par with those of

the Judge and Jury who recommended WAOKR to mercy, of the jury by whom
TOOMER was convicted of a crime which he didn't commit, and of the Judjre who
sentenced him to fifteen years' penal servitude, fit to remain one of her Majesty's
advisers ?

ALL PLAT AND NO WORK.

WHAT wonder the French
"
Exposition de I'Industrie

"
is so behind-

hand, when its Conductor is MONSIEUR LE PLAY ?

FrtQted by JoKph Smith, of No. 34, Hollord Square, IB the Parish of St. James, ClerkenweU, in the County ol Middlesex, at the Prmtine offlcej of Meisra. Bradbury ,
Evans * Co.

Street, In the Precinct of Whltefriara, in the City of London
, and Published by him at No. 8i, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. SIT vmn , April 11, 1867.

Lombard
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
JUDICIOUS sjiecclies by Peers, on Monday, April 8, touching the

Spanish lines' ions. No reason to believe Spain really hostile to

England, dubious circumstances in the Tornado case, very proper
ics by LOUD STANLEY, hope that thugs would look

jess
after Easter all highly proper and diplomatic, meantime ships go from

Malta to Gibraltar. The Spaniards had better keep to the savage

sports of their arena, they are safer than John Bullfignting.

Very premature question by MH. GOI.DSMID. Wanted to know
when the St. Paul's Monument to the DUKE or WELLINGTON, for

which we voted in 1858 20,000, would be ready. Why, it is not quite
.seventeen years since the DUKE died. LORD JOHN MANKBBS said that

in about two years we should see it. We shan't.

LOUD STANLEY very neat. Asked by MK. DARBY GRIFFITH
whether the ships had left for the Spanish coast, answered that

Gibraltar was within the ordinary cruising ground of the fleet, and
that there was nothing unusual in a ship or two leaving Malta for an
excursion. High comedy, exiled from the theatres, tikes refuge at

Westminster.
But we have had still higher comedy, with a fine intrigue, and some

striking situations, leading up to a climax. Mr. Punch duly recorded

that a Notice on the Reform question had been given by the Lilierals.

This was for an Instruction to the Committee, and was designed

materially to alter the Bill. MR. COLERIDGE was to move it, in his

most elegant manner, on the Monday in last week. But, before

evening, about- half a hundred Liberals met in the Tea Room, and
decided that they should be Spoons if they stirred in tint matter. The

proposal of MK. GLADSTONE would appear to the country as reatri<

of the Suffrage which the Government Bill offered. The aimou
ment of their discontent was made to ME. GLADSTONE, and at the last

moment it was decided that all definiteness should be struck out of

the Instruction. So there was a pleasing little scene in the House,
MK. LOCKE asking MR. DISRAELI whether he would assent to the
motion if cut down to its first line, and MK. DISRAELI gravely asking
whether MR. LOCKE had any authority to make the suggestion. On
MR. LOCKE'S saying that he had authority, MK. DISRAELI, with

lengthened sweetness long drawn out at least not exactly sweetness,
but suavity, and after reading out, 'deliberately, every word of the

doomed notice, so that, as he said, no mistake might be made,
graciously assented to the proposal, which simply affirmed what the

Government, and also LORD GROSVENOR took to be undeniable,

namely, that the Committee had power to alter the law of Rating.
To-night the Liberal party came to grief, and some smart speaking by

MR. OSBORNK and MR. LOWE (who pitched heavily into SIR STAFFORD
NORTIICOTB for changing his views and simultaneously rising in office),

was scarcely a consolation.

But MR. GLADSTONE rose, aeeret iracundus, and gave another notice,

which, of course, was divided into three parts. It will be understood
from what Ma. DISRAELI said of it in a circular to his supporters. It

was MR. COLEIUDGE'S Instruction in a new form, and if any of the

points were carried, the Government would throw up the Bill.

These points were

(1) To reduce the term of occupancy from two years to one year.

(2) To let occupiers under 10 have votes in respect of any tene-

ments, and not limit the franchise to dwelling-houses.
(3) To give a 5 franchise, instead of one based on personal pay-

ment of rates.

Then did the Reform Bill go into Committee a fact to be noted in

the history of progress.
Then we at once shut up Reform until the Thursday.

Tuesday. The venerable and virtuous LORD WESTMEATH got upon
Ritualism, and maundered into a scold at the BISHOP OF OXFORD for

having consecrated a church bell. The DUKE OF MARLBOBOUGH ex-

plained that the BISHOP OF OXFORD had done nothing of the kind, but
on the contrary, had on the occasion in question censured the Church
of Rome for baptising bells. This drew a letter from the ever-ready
SIR GEORGE BOWYER, stating that Rome does not baptise bells, but

only expresses a hope that they may ring the faithful to advantageous
devotions. He added, that many bells had names, but this fact had
nothing to do with religion. He might have mentioned Tom of Oxford,
Ben of Westminster, and Punch of St. Bride's.

STK MORTON PETO desired a Select Committee for the purpose of

examining into the entire history of the London, Chatham, and Dover
Railway, and the conduct of its managers. Both MR. DISRAELI and
MR. GLADSTONE informed him that the House had other business
beside the whitewashing railway people. Then, nervous Ma. WHAT-
MAN, who had given a notice implying charges against two other
Members, was vehemently assailed Toy them, and showed, rather pain-
fully, that he had either no case, or (as MR. ESMONDS classically
remarked about, the Waterford business) "funked the fight." SER-
JEANT GASELEE thought that MR. WHATMAN should withdraw his

charges
"
almost on his knees," but we presume that anatomical obsta-

cles prevented this feat.

Next, the DUKE op BpKUin had to be cleared of imputations
touching the Tot nes eleet ion. hni IU>t NHKI.I. PxUOK did the work
skilfully, but Mr. /VW/'.y view of the Duke's ideas is that they
referable some whieh M su nit, as a lady's maid, attributed
to her mistress, in one of :.. iit.ful Olympic farces.

" To have
her own way in everything is one of the few things about which
Madame is eery particular."

Abolition of anti-Cat liolic oaths by office-holders, very good speaking
by the two leaders, and a J'rot Sued by 3 in a Com-
mittee of 283), by which it is still for Lord-Lieutenant
of Ireland to be a Catholic, thoi Home Secretary,
may be One. MR. WHALLEY was uc rebel oaths which
pledged the Catholic takers tot I iy disHirreeable process of

wadiag to the knee in the red gore of S ii s," but if the
Committee heard him at all events no notice was taken of his antics.

ll'edetday. The Oxford and Cambridge Test Knee, was rowed, and
was a dead heat. But umpire* is dissatisfied, and it will

have to be rowed over again, lu other words, the Test abolition which
was to be confined to Oxford, was on tin- motion ( ,f PROFESSOR
FAWCETT, extended to Cambridge also, by ^>:i to 10<i, but MR GLAD-
STONE means to modify matters in Committee.

fni/. We lend Canada money for railway purpose!, and LORD
RUSMCI.I. managed to liiteh in a licllirosr wi id. \Ve ought certainly
to defend Canada against the I m'rd >: ,| the
State* ought to feel that r ihey attacked the whole
power of Kngland. Mr. I'mich had not heard from America anything
which called for this fire.

A speech from LOKD SH \n K.si'.rKY, giving such insight into the
accursed sjstem of Agricultural Gangs as ought to make Pharisees
blush with shame, and Christians with indignation.
Then was resumed the Reform Battle, and the Choosers of the Slain

waved their dusky wings, and shrieked with cruel joy.
It was an awfully stupid night, though. There was an attempt to

postpone the business till after Easter, in the hope of a compromise,
but MR. BRIGHT asked who was going to stop in town and cook such a

tiling ? It was decided to go on. MR. DARBY GRIFFITH once more
thrust himself in the way, but was promptly shoved out of it, and

Clauses 1 and 2 were agreed to.

On clause 3, MR. GLADSTONE, in a long speech, moved his first

amendment, and was answered by the SOLICITOR-GENERAL. SIR
WILLIAM HEATHCOTB, Conservative, went dead against Govern-
ment, and so did LORD CRANBOKNE, late Conservative Minister. MR.
HENLEY spoke well, against the amendment, denounced the Small
Tenements Act as a Device of Old Nick to make poor people pay who
couldn't, and predicted gloomy things. The debate was adjourned,
whereas to-night the House should have risen for Easter.

Friday, 'tools, it was not stupid to-night, for we had all sprts of

personalities, a smart debate, a tremendous whip, and a great division.

Firstly, to calm the mind of the legislators, and to put them into a

fitting state to consider and decide upon a great constitutional question,
we had a row, originated by MH. OSBORNE, over a document supposed
to have been shown for the purpose of getting some votes for Govern-
ment. It purported to intimate that the PREMIER and MR. DISRAELI
approved a device of MR. HIBBERI'S, about Compound Householders.
When the Committee had been thoroughly excited, LORD STANLEY, in a

manly fashion, repudiated the alleged pledge, and said the Government
desired to be judged only on the merits of the question.
Then we got on Reform.
MR. ROEBUCK fought for the Bill, and hit some Opposition men

very hard.

MR. BEKESFORD HOPE opposed it, and gave MR. DISRAELI much
sauce. MR. HOPE talked ofthe Asian Mystery. But MR. DISRAELI
is a dangerous person to gird at, and in return he complimented MR.
HOPE on his Exhibitions, adding sweetly that their Bataviau grace
took away their sting. The HOPES are of Dutch descent.
Nine men followed.

"
Lethe is a brave river."

MR. lioRSMAN said that but for party, five-sixths of the House,
including the Ministry, would support MR. GLADSTONE.
MR. HARDY defended the Bill, boldly and ably.
MR. BRIGHT attacked it, and said that three-fourths of the Liberals

were opposed to household suffrage. He complimented LORD CKAN-
BORNE in a most elegant manner.
THE CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER took all their weapons in

his target, and made a good fight, occasionally cutting down a deserter,
to encourage the others.

MR. GLADSTONE gracefully alleged that there was no animosity
between himself and his able rival, though they had fought sharply,
and would probably do so again. lie then defended his amendment.
At half-past one the Division came, and Government was victorious.

MR. GLADSTONE was defeated by 310 to 288 majority 22, and the

shouting of the Ministerialists woke the swans that were sleeping upon
the river to be ready to see Oxford beat Cambridge six hours later by
a quarter of a length.
Both Houses rose for the holidays, the Commons until the 29th of

April, the Lords till the 2nd of May.
" For this relief, much thauks."

VOL. Lll.
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Juvenis. " JOLLY DAY WE HAD LAST WEEK AT MCFOGGARTY'S WEDDING ! CAPITAL
CHAMPAGNE HE GAVE us, AND WE DID IT JUSTICE, I CAN TELL YOU "

Senex (who prefers whiskey). "En H, MUN, IT'S A' VERA WEEL WEDDINS AT YE-ER TIME
O' LIFE. GlE ME A GUDE SOLID FUNERAL !

"

A LITTLE FRIENDLY ADVICE TO MR. QUARTERMAINE.
DEAR MB. QCABTERMAINE,

As the Whitebait season is commencing, and I have already dined once at the
"
Ship,"

and may have to dine there many times between this aiid August, 1 think I may be

consulting our mutual comfort and advantage in giving you the advice contained in this

letter.

I don't mean to say that you want it more than other Greenwich purveyors, but as it is

suggested by Ship experience, I address it to the master of the Ship.
I suppose it is useless to urge upon you the reform of your wine-carte ? 1 am not master

enough of the mysteries of Greenwich hotel-keeping, to say how far it may be absolutejy neces-

sary to your paying your way to exclude from your wine-list anything under six shillings a
bottle. Nor do I mean to throw any doubt on the exactness of your cellar-nomenclature

; though
I must own, as a man of moderate means, that I should be quite willing to put up with less hign-
sounding names for your Clarets, Burgundies, and Rhine wines, if you could give me an article at

a price somewhat nearer that at which I can supply my own friends with sound, light dinner-
wines. I can't afford, myself, to wash down my meals with La-Fitte, or Chateau-Margaux,
Nuits, or Chambertin premier cru, Liebfraumilch of the vintage of '57, or Steinberger Cabinet
(blue seal), at fifty-two shillings a bottle. 1 don't know many people who can. But when you
do force me into such extravagance, I experience considerable surprise and some comfort at

finding how very little difference there is between these high-named and high-priced beverages
and the honest ordinary Bordeaux, Burgundy, and .Rhenish, which I am content to drink
myself, and not ashamed to give my guests. As I can lay in these wines at from twenty-four
to thirty-six shillings a dozen, I

hardly think the names worth the difference between that price
and what I am called upon to pay at the

"
Ship."

Leaving out the sound, wholesome, and agreeable Hungarian, Greek, and Italian wines, which
have at last found their way to our market, and to our private cellars though not to yours, may
I ask if it is absolutely impossible to supply a wholesome mn-ordinaire of the received growths
of France, Spain, and Germany, say at three or four shillings a bottle, and yet leave yourself a
living profit r

I can't help thinking you might manage it, if you tried ; or, at least, that you might come
nearer it than you do.

And do you really think ten shillings a fair price for a claret-cup, containing a bottle of
ordinary Bordeaux, and the requisite condiments for a jug of

"
Badminton "

?

I must say that your wine-list requires reforming grievously. I will not insinuate that, as it

stands, it is a mockery, a delusion, and a snare. But I say that it fails, by a grave over-
sight, to provide for quenching the thirst of men with fortunes under 4,000 a year. I have
calculated, and I conclude that your wine cannot be drunk, with an easy conscience, at a
less figure.
But let me pass over the wine-list, and allow you the benefit of the excuses which I can

imagine for such titles and such prices as for instance the general tendency of the unen-
lightened JOHN BULL to believe in things with big names and long figures ; the shortness of
the season

; the necessity of getting your cent, per cent, somewhere ; the impossibility of

charging as monstrously for eating, as long

impunity and the sheep-like submissiveness

of the British public, enable you to charge

for drinking. I will even give you the

benefit of the plea, that if men will go
dining at Greenwich and leaving their wives

and families, they ought to be made to pay
for it; and that you are thus a humble
instrument for mulcting extravagance and

making 'selfish indulgence penal.

But, waiving all objection for the moment
to either the prices or qualities of the eatables

and drinkables you set before me, I would ask

you if it is not possible to serve up your din-

ners, such as they are, a little more rationally ?

Are you quite above borrowing a lesson from
France f

Why are your waiters allowed, or instructed

rather, to put all the dishes of each course of

fish on the table at once, there to cool them-

selves, crowd the table, and nauseate the

diners, instead of handing round a number
proportioned to the party of each plat in

succession ? This is done at every French
table d'hote, and the practice is as simple as it

is natural. In this way every guest has his

option of tasting, or passing by, everything.

Everything is handed round hot. No igno-
ramus is allowed to violate the proper order
of succession, which should be as absolute in

fishes, as in wines, or any other element of a

dinner.

I protest that the last time I dined at the
"
Ship

"
the comfort of the dinner was utterly

ruined by the want of organisation in the

ordering, and handing round of the dishes.

The table was covered with a dozen dishes at

once
;

no one knew which to take first ;

and everybody was at last reduced, in despera-

tion, to help himself to what he could get,
not what he liked or wanted.

I say nothing of your cuisine itself. But

taking your dinners exactly as they are, I

want to know why you don't give them the

benefit of a rational well-organised, and

orderly serving up ?

Please weigh these hints, which are as

well meant as the need of them is sorely
felt.

You may tell me that the arrangements of

the
"
Ship

"
are as good as those of any of

its neigubours. We have said as much.
That is my very reason for believing that

you would find your account in making them
better

; in encouraging visitors of a more
rational, moderate, and ivijular order than the

young swells, who pay a bill with a bill and
never question an item or grumble at a

stupidity, so the champagne is cool, the

pink bonnets pretty, and the laugh and

joke loud and free enough.
If you will believe Mr. Punch, this class

does not exhaust the possible patrons of

Greenwich dinners. Rational men would be

glad to dine there under rational conditions,
some suggestions towards which are supplied
in this letter from

Yours very truly,

MR. PUNCH.

By Order.

IN Paris they have a phrase for things
which are not necessaries things which
people need not have, and sometimes would
be better without : they call them articles de

luxe. Henceforth the expression is to be

changed to articles de Luxemburg.

NOT A 6EEAT DISAPPOINTMENT.

IT is now doubtful whether the French
EMPEROR will make the contribution to the
Paris Exhibition that was expected from
him a piece of Holland.
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PUNCH'S PHYSIOLOGY OF COURTSHIP.-No. 5.

CARL AUGUST SCHLUMMERKOPF AND GRETSCHEN JOSEPHINE HERZLIEB HAVE PLIGHTED TROTH, AND ANNOUNCED THIS FACT, BY MEANS
OF PRINTED CARDS, TO ALL THEIR FRIENDS. BEHOLD A SCENE OF NEVER-BY-SORDID-WORLDLY-INTERBSTS-TO-BE-DISTURBED-OR-EVEK-IN
,\! II K-LlFE-TO-BE-FoRGOTTEN BLISS ! THE RHINE 18 FLOWING CALMLY BY TO THE GERMAN OCEAN. JoHANN-ATOLF (GRETSCHBN's
BROTHER, AND CARL'S BOSOM FRIEND) is SINOINO A VOLKS-LIED TO A SWEET ACCOMPANIMENT. CARL'S MOTHER is LIFTING UP HER
VOICE IN HARMONY, AS SHE SITS AND KNITS PEACEFULLY. ALL AROUND ARE FRIENDS HAPPY FRIENDS !

THEY WILL COME AND SIT LIKE THIS EVERY FINE EVENING FOR THE NEXT TEN YEARS IN FACT, TILL CARL is IN A POSITION TO
MARRY

;
AND THEN HE WILL MARRY SOMEBODY ELSE.

(THE FAITHFUL JoiIANN-ATOLF HAS NOT YET TKOTH-PLIGHTED : MUSIC, POETRY, PHILOSOPHY, AND FRIENDSHIP HAVE HITHERTO
SUFI ICED TO FILL HIS HEART

; BUT SHOULD ANY FAIR ENGLISH MAIDEN, TEMPTED BY THE HAPPINESS WE HAVE ESSAYED TO DEPICT,
WISH TO MAKE HIS ACQUAINTANCE, WITH A VlEW TO MUTUAL INTERCHANGE OF VOWS, MR. PUNCH WILL BE MOST HAPPY TO MANAGE
AN INTRODUCTION.)

A DIRT-PIE IN PREPARATION.
MR. PCNCH,

You know there is a talk about repealing the Ecclesiastical
Titles Act. The subiect is under the consideration of Parliament. No
doubt the idea has been suggested by humble gratitude to the POPE
for the immense liberality which his Holiness exhibits at Rome, in

permitting the extramural celebration of Protestant worship.
True, the Ecclesiastical Titles Act is a mere protest, backed by a

nominal penalty. StiU, it is a protest against the papal supremacy in
Her Majesty's dominions, and therefore a gross and fanatical imper-
tinence.

The Roman Catholic Bishops don't seem to care much about that
Act.

"
It pleases them," they think,

"
and doesn't hurt us." They

say this is not yet quite the time for its repeal. Here they are wrong,
Mr. Punch,. British Protestantism is just now taking a nap. There
is no knowing how long this slumber may last. No time like the present.
The British Public at this moment imagines the POPE to be what

the frequenters of the British Public-house and Skittle-alley call a
"down pin." They suppose that his temporal power is at an end.
But of course, if Italy were to quarrel with France, his Holiness would
probably be reinstated in all his possessions, and perhaps become, as
a political factor, stronger than ever he was before. Then British Pro-
testantism would awake again, and any proposal to repeal the Eccle-
siastical Titles Act would only create another awful row.

Protestantism, by-and-by, may be white hot again. Strike while
the iron is cold.

But why, if the Ecclesiastical Titles Act is a dead letter, should the
Roman Catholic Bishops wish it repealed ? Because its repeal would
be a legislative disavowal of the. Church of England's nationality.
Because the Royal assent necessary thereto would be a formal acknow-

ledgment, on the part of the QUEEN, that the Bishop of Rome not

only hath, but likewise ought to have, authority and jurisdiction in Her

Majesty's dominions.
But if, nevertheless, the Roman Catholic Bishops do not particularly

desire the Ecclesiastical Titles Act's repeal, there are others who do.

The Ritualist Anglican Clergy and their partisans, Mr. Punch, would

five

their ears, the whole length of them, great as that is, to effect it.

or then they would be enabled to excommunicate the rest of the

parsons, and. with a bishop of their own at their head, set up as a

Church for themselves, with a legalised right to pretend to constitute

the true Church of England. For the world at large the English
Church, thus split up, would have no existence. This would be fine

fun. Do not spoil sport, Mr. Punch, let the Ritualists triumph, and

oblige your ancient, MEPHISTO.
Nethermost Place.

MINISTERIAL BULLETIN.

THB answer to the latest inquiry at the Home Office is, that MR.
WALPOLE is doing as well as he can be expected to do, but is still

suffering from a TOOMER.

THE SOUND SLEEPER'S PARADISE. Snoring.
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THEY 'RE SAVED ! THEY 'BE SAVED !

THE road was rough, our team untried,

And hard to be controlled,

They dashed the sledge from side to side,

'Twas hard our seats to hold.

All day the wolves were on our track,
And as the night fell dark,

We heard their bay, about our sleigh,
And their red eyes could mark.

In front, behind, to left and right,
Those red eyes glared and glowed,

The frequent feet Broke on the night,
Still following, as we rode.

And now their hot breath round us hangs,
Till we seem its flame to breathe,

And we hear the gnashing of the fangs,
That soon in us they '11 sheathe.

I held four babies in my arms,
Pour babes that I loved true :

There was RESOLUTIONS he was one,
And DUAL VOTE was two.

And the Third was PERSONAL RATING,
And RESIDENCE made four :

No father e'er gat bonnier babes,
Nor lustier mother bore.

The wolves they howled, the wolves they growled,
And nearer gnashed their jaws ;

I could note the licking of their lips,

The pattering of their paws !

'Tis hard to lose one little one,
But harder to lose four ;

And hardest of all to lose oneself,
So I flung one baby o'er !

I flung first RESOLUTIONS,
And I thought the wolves 'twould stay :

But they t9re him small, and they eat him all,

And again pursued their prey.

Then over DUAL VOTE I tossed,
In hopes 'twould stop the pack :

Soon limb from limb they severed him,
And again were at our back !

But PEKSONAL RATING and RESIDENCE
As yet are safe 1 trow :

And the wolves have ta'en to quarrelling,
And merrily on we go !

PEEPS AT PARIS.
PEEP THE FIFTH.

I WILL not offer a word of advice as to the dress of an Englishman
when among our lively neighbours. lam not a fashionable myself;
in fact, I am not Little Beau Peep. Let me merely hint that a white
hat, chimney-pot fashion, turned np with green is, perhaps,' a trifle

ootray, which is French for>xtravagant. A hat in French is Shappoh ;

a white hat being Shappoh Blon^ Blong, though you wouldn't think
it, means white. While I think ot it let me give an excellent piece of
advice presented gratis to me by a gentleman from Ireland :

Always, in a hotel, on going to bed, take great care to lock your
door on the outside.
As to money, never change it.

Let us take a drive before visiting the Egsposissiong. Call a cab.
Ihis is done by saying to your Congseairgsh, Fate sarvarnsay mn
voytoor A

voytpor
is a cab. When he arrives, ask him for his Silly

(or ticket), which he is bound to give you. Jump in, and tell him
where you want to go to, premising that you are taking him parl
coourse, ie., by the course, i.e. by the drive, i.e. not by the hour. Urn
frame a d mee (1J franc) is his price parl coourse, and you must givehim money poor boor into the bargain. Poor boor is drink-money sav
der soo, i.e. two sous, about 2<

Of course, if you have any relations in Paris your first duty is to goand seetfiem, but in any case you should commence with a visit to the
Mont der pealay, written Mont de Pi6t6, the house of your Uncle.
Pledge him your honour that you are glad to see him, and ask if any-
thing can be done on the voytooriay's Billy

Drive to the Maddy Lane, winch is nothing like Drury Lane, but is

a church.
Over the altar is a fine devotional picture representing NAPOLEON

THE FIRST being; received into Paradise by all the Saints of the Roman
Calendar, including the POPB whom he imprisoned. On reflection, it

is wonderful that the artist should have stopped even at this point. In
May, close by the Maddy Lane, is the Marshy day Fler, the Flower
Market, where, if you alight at one end, you may walk through, and
out at the other, forgetful of the voytoqriay. It is the voytooriay's
duty to look after his own business. This idea has no claim to origi-

nality; the Burlington Arcade, and the Albany, in London, offer

similar opportunities to the adventurous.
After this, drive to the Loovrrr.
The History of the Loovrrr (Compiled by Our Special Vague Corre-

spondent).Most interesting. It was built by Whatshisname, you
know, as a place to fire cannons off from, when people storm it, and
so forth. HUNGRY CART did something to'it, and so did one of the

LOUEYS, and the result is beautiful. The architecture is all Grseco-

something or other, unless that's the Maddy Lane, and the other
fellow went to do that. (N.B. He means me by

"
the other fellow :"

I have looked over his copy for corrections in spelling. Peeper ike

Great.) Somewhere out of one of these windows CHARLES THE (I

forget which) fired upon the Hugynose as they ran about wild in the
streets. His mother and CARDINAL REESHLOO were there and loaded
his gun. Either REESHLOO or BELLARMINE or BRILLAT SAVAKIN was
the Clergyman, I mean Cardinal : if not, try MAZARINE. However,
there was a picture in the Royal Academy of it a year or two ago, and
if any one's got it go and call on him, and he '11 tell you all about it.

There was a Cardinal, I know. Admiral CRICHTON was, somewhere
about at the time. The ceilings are all painted. How the artists'

backs must have ached. There is a Napoleon Room ; no extra charge
as at MADAME TUSSAUD'S.

This is, as I have said, the history of the Loovrrr.
Now drive to the Sant Shappell in Old Paris. Eel dla Setay [is the

name of Old Paris. They are generally repairing the Sant Shappell,
and you can't get in without an order. 1 don't know from whom or
where the 9rder is to be got. A frank will do as well, and better, as

they sometimes refuse you with an order, but never with a frank.
See Notrrer Darm. It is the Old Church of Paris, and was built

by , but you 'd better ask one of the Sacristans, who will tell you
all about it, as he told our party. You '11 be much interested in his

account, especially if you cannot follow French spoken quickly. When-
ever lie stops say wee," i. e., yes ; or

"
beang," i. e., good ; or

Trays arntairessong. This, which one of our party took to mean "
that

what the Sacristan was saying was very interesting," came in very
well, and appeared to thoroughly satisfy all the necessities of the case.

My own idea (privately) is that the Sacristan was abusing us all the
time. But what did it matter ? We gave him a frank each.

Drive back, again to* wherever you came from, or to the Passarge
Juffroy, where look out for the Denay deparry, for you '11 be hungry
and must dine. [For dinners generally, see MR. BLANCHABD JER-
ROLD'S Parisfor the English. How he must have dined !]

Ill fo kurn marngsliay : French as spoken, mind ; so come out with
this, gaily and boldly, as yon ascend the wooden stairs, and pay Madarm
at the counter your four [franks, which includes about eight courses,
dessert with ice and fruit, and a bottle of wine.

Garsong is waiter. I append a few words, which all will find most
useful in everyday life among Parisians.

Night cap, Sonny Dernoee.

This will go well to the air of
"
Bonny Dundee." Sing to the Gar-

song or Fam deshambrr before you retire for the night :

Call till you 're hoarse is the rule I make when
You call me o mattang : pray call me at ten.

I 'm only a boarder, may, sirtainmong, wee,
Jer mer coosh

*
in my bonny, my bonny denwee.

This is the way to recollect a language. Directly you can compose
poetry in any language, you 've mastered it. What did Thingummy
say ?

"
Let who would write the something or other, he (whoever he

was) would compose their songs." Go in for this noble sentiment :

songs sell well now-a-days. I hear that a young lady named CLARIBEL,
who writes such lovely things as, "How my heart soft meanings whis-

pers, in the glade, the lonesome glade," &c., realises something con-
siderable from the music-publishers.
More useful words :

An Usher, Peong. "(When you want to go to school.)
A Client, Ckong. (If you 're a Solicitor.)
A Pedicure, Paydecoor. (That is, if you want a Pedicure.)
A Mountaineer, Montarnar. (If you require one.)
A Female Ape, Quaynong. (Might be useful.)
The Sun Sollayle. (Absolutely necessary.)
A Whirlpool, Raymole. (No harm in knowing this : it may come

in useful when you see a whirlpool.)
Ardier arpraysong, rayvwor. P. THE G.

* " 1 goto led."
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HAPPY THOUGHTS.
TTT.V have sent tny evening clothes.

Show how different I look to when
FIIIDOLINE last saw me, in mud
and those abominable anti-gro-

pelos. Ought to be able to dress

in ten minutes. Heroes in novels

WALTER SCOTT'S or JAM ESS

always do it, with armour too.

Tuba unknown to men in armour,

unless they took it in breastplates

and sponged over a cuirass. Then

spoils
the whole effect. She will think I am not in earnest : she '11

think I 'm a mere flirtcr.

Happy TkongU.lo impress this upon her. Ask her,
" You think

I am not in earnest ?
"

She asks, "In earnest about what?" This disconcerts me.

don't like to say,
"
about loving you," because there 's a pause in the

general conversation, and we two are the only ones talking. The

pause began when she asked "About what? as if everyone was

anxious to hear my reply. 1 laugh again, arrange niy fork and knife,

and cast a glance round to see if anyone's listening. I catch MRS.
SYMPKRSON'S eye for one minute : she looks away instantly.

Happy nottffM.-A.sk FKIDOUNE if her mother won't be angry with

her about our talking together so much. (This is nearer the mark,

though 1 put it diffidently.)

Oh, no, her mother is never angry with her.

Happy Thought. To say,
" Who could be ?

" She replies that her

papa can. Here the subject is at an end, as 1 can't abuse her father,

silence between us. MILBURD telling some story, making old SYMI-ER-

chaee armour towels.
* * * Wonder if I shall recol-

lect what tins means.
Just ready. Bother no dress

boots. Of course, when in a

hurry I can only see those infernal

antigropelqs lying about. My
jell is not attended to and, hang it, no white ties.

Happy Thought. BYNG'S white ties.

Bell again : wish some one would answer it, I should have been

down by now. Just like those servants don't like to ring again-
Hard : it is a rope-bell. Old-fashioned thing breaks. What

shall I do now if they don't come ? They don't come : I do nothing.

Happy T/mitfili/. - Sl;uul on the drawers and pull at the wire. After

a hard day's riding it isn't easy to climb about. When I am on the

drawers the footman comes in. I feel as if I ought to apologise for

being so impetuous. Without any explanation I say, "Dress boots:

and will he get me one of his master's ties." This last request sounds

unprincipled. He returns with my boots. Master hasn't got any :

he 's wearing his last.

Happy Thought (which ttrikes the footman). He will lend me one of

his, it it will do.

Don't like to refuse. Thanks, yes. He gets it. As folded it is

about double the thickness of my waistcoat. Very long. Difficulties.

After first attempt the ends stick out straight three inches on each

side. Methodist preacher. Try it double : result on appearance ;

gentleman with mumps. Third attempt, tie it in very broad bow, so

as to absorb the length. Result : comic nigger who does the bones.

Tie becoming creased and limp.

Happy Thought. Not in a now at all. Once round, and hide the

ends.
At the last moment it strikes me I want shaving.

Happy Thought. No one will notice it.]

General feeling of untidiness somehow ; but a strong sense of com-
fort in no longer wearing breeches and antigropelos.

Entrance into Dining-room. Awkward. Apologise. BYNG cuts it

short. As I am going to my seat I find I 've left my pocket-handker-
chief up-stairs, Uncomfortable.

Dinner. Place left for me next to FHIDOLINB.

Happy Thought. Explain why I was late to FBIDOLINII. Opens a

conversation.

They are at the Third Course ;
but have kept soup and fish for me

Wish they hadn't. Can't refuse it.

Happy Thought (say it i my sporting character). Hard work catching
np people over a soup and fish course, after giving them np to beet.
"
There," says FRIDOLINE,

"
you mustn't try to talk." I look round

at her. (Soup on my shirt front.) Not talk P Not to her ? Then
doesn't she, I ask, wish me to (wipe it off quickly)

" Now then,
don't be shy," cries MILBURD to me. I nod and smile at him. Where
are my repartees ? I should like to be a Pasha for just one minnte. I'd
wave my hand, and the butler and footman should throw a sack over
MILBURD'S head, and then drop him into the Bosphorua. He is to

rude and thoughtless.

Happy Thought (when I am going to bed). I know what I ought to
have said to MLLBURD when he said,

"
Don't be shy." I ought to have

said something about his setting the pattern, or that he shouldn't have
all the modesty to himself. This isn't the sharp form in which the

repartee should come, but it 's the crude idea. [Note it in my book,
and work it up. SHERIDAN did it, and was brilliant at repartees.]

After the beef I do talk to FRIDOLINE. I don't know exactly whal
I say. I think once I say I hope her father likes me : I praise her
mother. She advises me to make great friends with her mother I will,

I hope that I shall see her after she leaves here she hopes so too
I hope so again, because, really, I shall be quite lonely I don't mean
lonely I mean melancholy, without her I mean, after she's gone.
Feeling, perhaps, that I have gone a little too far, I laugh. The laugh

how atrout towels afterwards ?

interesting subject opened up.

Wish I hadn't opened it up now
as footman comes in to say,

^

,, m , nwu. . !., .,

"
Fish just on, Sir." Note down sox laugh everyone laughing. Feel awkward, l>ein;< out of it.

the above for Typical Develop- yRn)oLIKE will think I'm dull and stupid. Must go on talking : can't

start a
subject.

Tell her that I am in earnest, once more. Expatiate
on sympathies. I hope, in a very undertone, to which she inclines to

listen, that she will let me talk to her this evening. I know what I

mean, and am uncomfortably and hotly aware that I don't put it so

intelligibly as I could wish. She replies,
" Of course you may.

' "
Ah,

but I mean I wish yon 'd let me see more of you, be more with

you
"

she wishes I would not be so foolish, there 's MB. MILBURD
and Papa looking this way. The half-aunt is putting on her gloves,

and going to nod to the ladies.

I am going to lose her. As she is preparing to rise she wants to

know if I 've seen MR. BYNG'S conservatory lighted up. I've not

can I see it now ? Yes, she '11 show it me, but 1 mustn't stop long over

the wine. One look. BYNG says something to her as she goes out.

I hope he hasn't put me out of her head.

Happy Thought No. She half-turns at the door. Half catches my eye.

Happy Thought. The Conservatory.
Conversation turns on Free-masonry. MILBTTRD relates stories of

masons knowing one another anywhere. BYNG tells how a French
mason met a Chinese mason in battle, and didn't kill him. The whole-

incle says, he recollects a curious case, but on trying to recall details,

'ails ;
but anyhow it is admitted on all hands that to be a mason is a

;reat tiling when abroad or in difficulties anywhere.
Happy Thought. In difficulties anywhere : then be a mason before I

*o out hunting again. Wonder if any of those men, who were looking

Perhaps they were allon at my horse in his staggers, were masons. Perhaps they were all

making the signs, and I didn't know it. Wish I 'd been one. Ask all

about it.

FRIDOLUTE will expect me. Awkward to leave the table. Getting

fidgety. Laugh at Old SYMPBRSON'S stories. He's telling me one

now which detains me.

Happy Thought. Left my pocket-handkerchief up-stairs.

Promise to return : only my handkerchief.

Happy Thought. Conservatory.

Go for it.

CANZONET ON COSMETICS.

(DEDICATED TO ERASMUS WILSON.)

AIR" My Mother Kdi TM Bind my Hair."

MY'fancy bade me stain my hair

With dye of golden hue,
And tint my face with pigment rare,

To captivate the view.

But now the tresses I beweep,
With which I dared to play,

The charms I had not sense to keep,
The health I threw away.

'Tis sad to think those locks are gone,
The wash had turned them sere,

My head was shaved ; a wig I 've on,

These pimpled cheeks are queer.
That poison I 've absorbed I dread ;

A doctor 1 've to pay :

The beauty I had once is fled,

I 've thrown my health away.

A Con. for Creditors.

WHT should a householder who means to bolt without paying his

tradespeople, buy his sheets at the famous bedding warehouse in

Tottenham Court Bx>ad ? In order that he may be able to show his

creditors
"
a clean pair of HEAD'S."

MOTTO FOR THE NEW DAILY PAPER. He die
'

diem.
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ARCADIAN AMENITIES.
Little Rustic (after a "

game
"
struggle, evidently overweighted). "On, PLEASE,

HELP US ALONG 'iTH THIS LlNEN UP TO MOTHER'S "

Amiable Swell (aghast). "En! OH, RIDICULOUS HOW CAN I? LOOK HERE,
I VE GOT A BAG HEAVY BAG TO CARRY MYSELF "

Little Rustic. "!'LL CARRY YOUR BAG, SIR."
Swell.

" EH BUT (to gain time) WH WHAT 's YOUR MOTHER'S ABSURD NAME ?
"

[This did not help him much. There was no escape ; and ultimately
but we draw a veil over the humiliating sequel.

JACK SPANIARD AT THE TRIANGLES.

LORD STANLEY has spoken out at last not before it

was wanted, and redress for the outrages on the crew of
the Tornado, and on the owners as well as crew of the

Victoria, has been demanded, in terms which leave nothing
behind them but an ultimatum and reprisals.
When the Don has done us this satisfaction and he will

have to do it, in spite of his bluster and braggadocio, for
there is nothing under the sun like Spanish brag we shall
have to face the further question of the wrong done to the
owners of the Tornado. LORD STANLEY has given them
the cold shoulder from the first, having apparently been
prejudiced against their claim by the daring allegations of
the Spanish Government allegations, we are bound to

say, contradicted by the ships papers, and by every
particle of trustworthy evidence extant in the published
correspondence.

This point has yet to be cleared up, and LOKD STANLEY
is bound to satisfy himself and the country about it. But
whatever conclusion may be borne out in this particular,
is to which we must confess our own impression to be
that the owners of the Tornado have been as cruelly
wronged as the crew, JOHN BULL must not allow his

Tornado to be put down, now that it has once been raised.
We cannot measure Spain's liability to compensate our
injured sailors and shipowners, by her poverty, her weak-
icss, or her dishonesty, any more than Dy her conceit and
ier blustering.
She has shown herself in this case, what she has always

Deen in all her international relations, a brazen braggart,
and a measureless liar. This is hard truth, but Punch is

not a 'diplomatist, and need not mince matters. We have
now to teach her that the liberties and property of English-
men cannot be invaded and confiscated without a penalty,
and that England has made up her mind to insist on that

penalty being exacted to the uttermost farthing.

Waste of the Public Money.
THE Clerical Vestments Bill is now before Parliament.

[t cannot surely be intended that the nation should pay
rhe heavy accountlthe gentlemen at St. Albans, &c., must
lave incurred for dresses, out of the surplus ?

ALL THE DIFFERENCE.

FOREIGNERS visiting Prance this year would ' be glad
never to hear the term passport, but they have no such

ibjection to the continuance of the words pass claret.

AWFUL WARNING. We know a man who took so much
efreshment on Saturday last (aquatic sports) that even
lis boots were

"
screwed," and

"
tight

"
too.

THE JOURNEYMEN TAILORS' ULTIMATUM.
SCENE A Club Room. MR. GAFFER, with hit back to the fire, and

newspaper in hand, log.

FINE times these. Sir, that we are living in. (Lowers newspaper, and
raises his spectacles.) I sa.y, expressly, fine. How fine our houses are,
low fine our style of living is, how fine our women are ! What fine
ilothes they wear, and what fine prices you have to pay for them !

?ine ladies, fine gentlemen ; fine fellows altogether. Fine from top to
>ottom the bottom of society ; why even our journeymen are fine.
)ur very journeymen tailors are, to use a vulgar expression, coming it

me. Here, Sir (replaces his spectacles), is a paragraph headed " The
jondon Tailors' Movement." London Tailors' Movement ! In my
'oung days the only tailors' movement the only movement peculiar
o tailors ever heard of was that of leaping on a shop-board, and
quattmg cross-legged. But now the movement of the London Tailors
s a movement threatening a strike. They have a what P an Amal-
ramated Society with a ^President, Vice-President, Committee, and
Jelegates ; and last evening a general and committee meeting of the
Condon Tailors Association was held at the Green Dragon. King
street, Soho. The delegates reported that it had been resolved at
Manchester that the masters' terms should be rejected, and the London
and Manchester men act as a united body. And now, Sir, listen to
this (read*):

" In Pn*e<lu,nc ef thl" ttin a telegram had been rant up to the committee
jf the Masters Association, requesting thetr ultimatum by Monday next. Should
this ultimatum be unfavourable to the claims of the men, a proposition is then tomade for a second strike.

"

Ultimatum ! Their ultimatum ! Journeymen tailors' ultimatum !

To think I should have lived to read of journeymen tailors talking
about their ultimatum ! How we should have laughed in my time at

hearing anyone mention a journeymen tailors' ultimatum ! I wonder
what BRUMMELL would have said if anybody had told him of an ulti-

matum of journeymen tailors ! Ultimatum eh, what ? and I suppose
they will next have plenipotentiaries. Now, all this all this is the
result of education ; and in my opinion journeymen tailors, as well as
other journeymen, are getting too clever by half

;
and the consequence

is you see now they are all to have votes and political power ; but of

course education is necessary for them to exercise that for good, and
not for evil, and mend the representation and institutions and govern-
ment of the country, instead of confining their ingenuity in repairs to

mending breeches, and coats out at elbows, and other operations of
that nature which journeymen tailors are reduced to perform when
they have no better employment, and are what I should have under-

stood, if I hadn't known better was meant, by a journeymen tailors'

ultimatum.

An Apology for the Yarmouth Bloater.

I DON'T care which man's colours I wear upon my coat,

Might as well have to choose 'tween a weasel and a stoat.

So, because I've not got any other reason for my vote,
I cannot have a better than a ten-pound note.

"
EVENINGS AT (THE SPEAKER'S) HOME."

" EYES and No Eyes." MR. D's. dinners to Ministry and Opposition.
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THE PLEASURES OF YACHTING.
JONES TAKES HIS FAIR COUSINS OUT FOR A CRUISE ; EOT THE WEATHKB TURNING OUT SQUALLY, HIS HANDS ARE MORE THAN FULL.

[Note. The Gloves are Jones's.}

HIGGLEDY-PIGGLEDY.
HEY for the reign of Great Higgledy-Piggledy,
Lord of Confusion and Prince of Misrule !

Parties all surging, waggledy-wiggledy :

Old Father Precedent thrust from his stool :

Liberals trying to clap on the stopper,
And keep a Conservative leader in bounds ;

Tories prepared to give DIZZY a cropper,
Holding with hare, while they hunt with the hounds.

GLADSTONE deserting his
" own flesh and blood

"
line ;

At five-pound rate bidding the House bar the door ;

DERBY content to leap over the mud-line
That dirty Democracy leaves on the floor ;

DIZZY to tribute of ROEBUCK aspiring ;

CRANBORNE and GLADSTONE in gay <M de deux ;
OSBOHNE a-blush to hear HENLEY inquiring
What harm, after all, household suffrage will do f

Squires bucolic in helplessness hurried
Far from old pathways and swept into new :

Hustings-Reformers, exceedingly flurried,Now Reform 's grown a thing not to talk of, but do.
General shifting of old party land-marks,

Sore doubts what to say, whom to cheer, how divide :

Washing of old party-hues out, like sand-marks
Erased by the rise of Democracy's tide.

White turned black, black grown white, with chameleon changes,As the light streams from this side or over the way
Proofs how far public men's elasticity ranges,And how true a prophet was Vivian Grey.
Parliamentary chaos, and swift resolution
Of parties to atoms, again to combine,When the hand of Reform, having stayed Revolution
JJor new men new measures proceeds to define

Till which achievement, vine Higgledy-Piggledy,'
Lord of the Crisis and King of the Hour

;

Be Premiers and Parliaments never so wriggledy,
To right crooked things, still there worketh a power :

That over-rides partisan organisation.
The juggling of Commons, the jostling of Peers,

That Power is the sound Common Sense of the Nation,
Still calm, though its M.P.'s are all by the ears.

FRENCH BEEFEATERS AND ENGLISH BEEF.
ENGLISHMEN in days gone by were wont to sneer at their French

neighbours because they drank sour wine and ate fricassees of frogs.
But French dishes and French drinks are common now in England,
and there seems reason to believe that English beef and beer will soon
be popular in France. See for instance what a writer in the Morning
Post says about the way in which our two refreshment places at the
Paris Exhibition are winning converts to our tastes :

" Pale ale is in great demand at theae two establishment*, and is highly appre-
ciated, not only by Englishmen but by crowds of foreigners, who loudly praise it
.... Here also are to bo seen splendid rounds and ribs of beef, which are cooked
in England, and sent over by the night maiJ, so that they arrive perfectly fresh in
the morning ready for luncheon."

Oh, the roast beef of Old England ! Five le rosbif anglais ! Ourrak
pour la bierepdle ! Ah, que c'est ban ce Burton ! Garfon, donnez-moi
encore une outre tranche de ce fameux rosbif! C'est du rib, n'ett-cepai ?
Ah, que c'est delicieux ! Une veritable bonne bouche, 'ei(-Te pat, mon
ami? Eh bien, buvons done a F Union d'Angleterre et de la France!
Heep, heep, ourrah !

There is little doubt that diet makes the man. What makes a
Frenchman volatile and frivolous ? Why, surely the light soujjlees and
vol-au-vents he swallows. Let him live on English solids and his nature
will be changed. His revolutions will subside into reform demonstra-
tions, and his soldiers be as peaceful as our peace-keeping police.

AN UNCONSTITUTIONAL PROCEEDING. Pork and Walnuts for Supper
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OBTAINING HUSBANDS UNDER FALSE PRETENCES.

HE Pall Mall Gazelle

animadverts on a state-

ment made by a con-

temporary, tbat
"
small

neat gutta-percha ears

are now generally worn
by ladies whose own
ears are coarse and

excessive, the natural

ears being easily con-

cealed under tbe heavy
masses of false hair

now so fashionable."

The masses of false

hair which conceal the
natural ears of ladies

who wear sham ones
would have to be very
much heavier than

they are, if those

ladies' natural ears

were as long as they
should be to indicate

moral and intellectual

qualities.

""Really.'inrcontracting'matrimony/now-a-days, a man must take care

that he 'does'not buy a pig in a poke. The aptitude of this phrase will

commend its homeliness. Wives are not to be had without money,
and not to he maintained without :wealth. The use of cosmetics is

uncleanly. VSo
!
is the practice of wearing false hair. Where do the

chignons come from, but from the gaol, the lunatic asylum, the work-

house, and the dead-house ?

When a man marries he should "narrowly inspect the features pf his

intended bride to see that the most prominent of them are not artificial.

But an ear, or a nose a gutta-percha Grecian, which may have been

superinduced on a natural snub may be so cleverly constructed with

relation to mere eyesight, as to equal the wigs that, as though designed
to disguise rogues, are said, m snobbish phraseology, to "defy
detection." Therefore it would be. necessary to catch the lady napping,
and see whether or no her slumbers were disturbed by thrusting a pin
or needle into the suspected lineament, or dubious region. It is

becoming expedient to apply the test for wives that used to be applied
to witches.

Surely the law of divorce ought to be amended with a clause per-

mitting dissolution of marriage in cases wherein the wife has obtained

a husband by false pretences, such as false ears, or any other coun-

terfeits of at least any vascular portion of the bodily frame, to the

possibility of which there may be no end. For otherwise there will

be no knowing, till it is too late, how much of a wife is really flesh,

and how much mere plastic material. At the very altar it may now
be a question whether the finger on which a bridegroom is placing a

ring may not be made of gutta-percha.

ANOTHER STRIKE ! !

4 P.M. The Clock of St. Paul's has struck. There will be a meeting
of the Dean and Chapter to consider the next step.

6'30. The Clock Hands have met. Great excitement in the City.
Further information impossible, as we have not received any minutes
of the proceedings.

6 59. Threatening attitude : preparations being made for another
Strike.

7'10. Dissensions in the works. Differences among the Clocks
themselves.

By later Telegram.

6. Big Ben struck. Little Ben been sent for from the Exchequer.
It is feared that the Horse Guards will join the movement. Serious

anticipations : no quarter will be given. Watch-guards called out.

6 30. The LORD MAYOR has been summoned from dinner to read
The Winding Up Act. He will be attended by his repeater. All loyal
citizens will be called upon to surrender their Time-pieces. Greenwich
all right.

Latest Particulars.

7'10. Panic in the City : stoppage of several watches.
8. Key of the position at St. Paul's obtained by a well-known City

watchmaker. Time flies.

8 30. A journeyman watchmaker caught in the act of making a face.
9. Bells of St. Clement's volunteered to come out as Pealers.

10. Several changes. Watch-keys mostly tipsy.
11. Alarums set ; but all quiet.
1 A.M. Everything going on like one o'clock.

.A BRIDGE Ol1 GOLD.

THE Jamaica Committee being totally routed, and MR. EYRE and
those who obeyed him being delivered from persecution danger there
never was any Mr. Punch, who won the victory (with the slight aid

of the contingent called English Common Sense) has no intention of

riding down and slaughtering the vanquished. He affably smiles

while
" Wisdom throws

The golden bridge she builds for flying foes."

Indeed, master of the field of battle, he has no objection to invite the
defeated to stay their flight, and come to his pavilion, where they shall

be courteously entreated. For there are men among them whom he

honours, and even for BBALES and PETER TAYLOR he has now a good-
natured smile on his beaming but intellectual face.

LOUD CHIEF JUSTICE ,COCKBURN delivered a luminous and volu-

minous essay on Martial Law, by way of charge to the Grand Jury, in

the case of COLONEL NELSON and LIEUTENANT BRAND. Mr. Punch
remarked, last week, in reference to the CHIEF JUSTICE'S having kindly
afforded MR. BEALES leisure from professional duties, that the first

thought more highly than eyer of the second. Mr, Punch's friend and

neighbour the Star, was a little in a hurry to divert the compliment.
SIR ALEXANDER COCKBURN'S masterly address, and the admiration it

justly caused, was a very good excuse for this small bit of exultation

by the Star, and Mr. Punch shakes hands with the latter in the most
affable manner, blandly answering to the demand,

" What of the Shrop-
shire Magistrates now, Mr. Punch?" "What of the Grand Jury of

Middlesex, Mr. Star?" Let us bury the hatchet, and forget who
threw it the astounding distance of eight miles of blacks.

There should be an end of the matter. If the Jamaica Committee
thought so much for the blacks that it could not think of the whites,
the blunder has resulted in defeat. English instincts are seldom at

fault. The LORD CHIEF JUSTICE summed up the story of the rebellion

admirably. The Jamaica insurgents, he said

"
Appeared In arms. Thfiy stormed the Court-house in Morant Bay, in which the

magistrates were assembled. The volunteers came to the assistance of the magis-
trates, but they were all overwhelmed ; the Court-house was stormed, no less than
eighteen people were killed, and upwards of fifty were wounded. From that
moment the whole of the ne^ro population in that neighbourhood was in a state of

rebellious insurrection. This state of things spread itself very rapidly, and lives

were takeu Kud property destroyed by the negroes, who made no secret of their

intentions, and threatened to destroy the white population at least, the main por-
tion of it, and expressed their determination to seize and take possession of the
whole of the property of the island. Now, it seems this state of things caused in
the minds of the white population the greatest possible consternation and alarm.
The military force of the island was but small, and the number of the white popu-
lation small very small indeed in proportion to the number of the blacks. The
result was, as might be expected, that the greatest terror and alarm prevailed under
these circumstances."

And "
under these circumstances," the whites put forth all their

energies in defence of life and property. They crushed the rebellion,
and in stamping it out did several things which can be defended only
on the ground of the

"
terror and alarm

"
mentioned by LOKD CHIEF

JUSTICE COCKBURN. Severity which appears excessive was used, and
GORDON, a pestilent and dangerous agitator, was most irregularly

hanged .upon "moonshine" evidence, instead of being regularly
hanged 'upon evidence that would have satisfied an ordinary jury.
The defence for all that is alleged against the whites is in the above

language of SIR ALEXANDER COCKBURN, and the Grand Jury threw
out the bills, confirming the view of the Shropshire Magistrates that
there was no evidence to send to jurors.

Mr. Punch hopes to have little more to say on the subject. He
rejoices that English gentlemen have been delivered from an unjust
persecution ; he rejoices that an English Judge has had an opportunity
of once more vindicating his 'splendid talents; he rejoices that the

question of Martial Law is to be examined, though its true principle is

rooted in the instinct of all brave men ; he rejoices that a disagreeable
subject is passing out of his jurisdiction ; and in fact he is perfectly
radiant. Or, if one light cloud passes over his glowing face, it is

because LORD CHIEF JUSTICE COCKBUHN unkindly used these words :

"
It may have been that MR. GORDON entered on this system of agitation, as

many agitators and demagogues have done before, for the sake of the temporary
power and influence it would give him, bnt without any ulterior designs."

If it be true that as these cruel words were spoken, certain members
of the Jamaica Committee fainted and had to be supported out of

Court, and comforted with brandy-and-water, Mr. Punch hopes that

the L. C. Justice will be able to forgive himself as
heartily

as

Mr. Punch forgives him. It will be the fault of other people if

Mr. Punch lias to take up the subject again as he will, at the shortest

notice, if necessary.

What ? No ! Ha ! Since writing the above M/-. Punch hears that

a new persecution of MR. EYRE is to begin. The Colonial Governors'
Act is to be made a machine for the purpose. MR. BEALES is to be
retained as leading counsel, and instead of Jamaica Committee the

association will, in future, be called the GORDON GUSHERS.
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TOO LATE.

Departing Guest. " BUT MY HAT WAS A BRAN-NEW ONE !

"

THE PURPLE AND THE FUSTIAN.

(To a Trades' Unionist.)

IP an Autocrat imbruted,
Russian Czar, or despot Turk,

Cut you down, because it suited

Him, not you, to so mucli work,
Labour, which you get your bread off,

Saying you shall not pursue ;

llight to knock Ms blessed head off

You would think itwouldn't you ?

Who would e'er ask, "Who's your Hatter:"
Of a tyrant:

1

If the chap
Has a crown on, does it matter,
Or a square brown paper cap ?

He 's a tyrant, whether hewing
Wood, or seated on a throne,

Who dares hinder me from doing
As I please with what 's my own.

He 's a thief, 'tis clear as crystal,

Who, to throat applying knife,
Or at head presenting pistol,

Says,
" Your money or your life !

"

Brain or muscle of employing
Who debars a man through fear,

Threatening him, or annoying,
Is a thief, too ; 'tis as clear.

Blow all tyrants whomsoever,
Be they great or be they small,

High or low, if they endeavour
Any freeman to inthrall.

Blow all thieves they 're thieves, who bridle
Skill and Labour all they can

Who, to gratify the idle

Rascal, rob the working man.

The Jockey Club Superseded.

ON Tuesday, the 16ih instant, a Paper was read before I

the Anthropological Society on the
"
Arrangement of

Greengrocer (Footman for the nonce). "On, SIR! THE SECOND-BEST 'ATS A' , Races." The Epsom, Ascot, and Doncaster Meetings
BEEN GONE 'ALF-AN-HODR A(3O, SlR !

" ,

were afterwards fixed.

SOME MORE THINGS NOT EXHIBITED AT THE PARIS

EXHIBITION.

PEOPLE say the Paris show is hardly yet worth going to, so much
space is still left empty by the nations who have so furiously been

raging at the railways, and the rivers, and the rain, and other causes
which have hindered them in sending in their goods. But honourable
mention must be made of some exceptions, such as Russia, Sweden,
France, and England, all of which have now completed the arrange-
ment of their goods.and, we may be excused for adding, their indif-

ferents and bads. England on the whole looks very well in the

gasometer, if anything looks well in so hideous a structure. The
PUNCH TROPHY atones for a multitude of faults, and is alone worth a

journey from Jerusalem, or Java, or Kamschatka, or King's Cross.
There is always a vast crowd of admirers near this Trophy, for a free

newspaper, like Punch, is not seen every day in France, nor is a journal
which, though comic, never is unclean.

There are, however, still some omissions in the catalogue, which we
should like to see supplied. We wish, for instance, that to make the

English show more perfect, some kind fairy could exhibit such rare
articles as these :

A cup of coffee half as good as the worst you get in France.
A bottle of pure' air from the work-room of a West-end fashionable

dressmaker.
A specimen of roadway, macadamised upon the English plan of using

costly carriage-wheels in lieu of cheap steam-rollers, that will bear the
least comparison with any Paris trottoir.

Half a dozen patent sunbeams, extracted, by a novel process, out of
hothouse cucumbers, to supply the want of sunshine felt so commonly
in England by foreigners who visit it.

A bill of fare of a cheap dining-room anywhere in England, in which
at more than twice the money the cookery is comparable to that which
you may meet with almost anywhere in France.
The British cat-o'-nine tails, discarded from the Army through

national disgust, and henceforward to be only used on brutes who beat
their wives, or on ruffianly garotters.
A vestryman who does nis public work as well as an Imperial

inspector.

And, finally, the menu of a whitebait dinner where each dainty, as in

France, is separately served, and you can get cheap sparkling wine at

less than eighteen pence a glass.

THE COMPOUND HOUSEHOLDER.

(Sonnet dy a Seeker after Truth through the Debates on the Reform Sill.)

WHAT is the Compound Householder P Invite

Reply from DIZZY, CRANBOURNE, HEATHCOTE, LOWE,
HARDY and HEATHCOTE, GLADSTONE, BRIGHT & Co.,

And you receive a different answer quite.
These swear that he is all that 's wise, polite,

Well-read, industrious
; the others cry

Out on him, venal, ignorant, still dry,
In pot and pipe still seeking his delight !

Each feature of him hath its opposite ;

Each vice its virtue, virtue hath its vice,

Streaky with good and bad laid slice on slice,
One half of him with the other armed to fight !

As "
Compound" Householder we well may greet

The wight in whom such warring compounds meet !

Advice to Lonely Travellers.

IF you are ever walking along a dangerous road, and a footpad stops
you with

"
Stand and deliver," say pleasantly,

"
You're the man for my

money." This will raise a smile on his saturnine countenance. Take
advantage of this to show you will stand none of his nonsense, and
deliver yourself.

VOL. LII.
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TARABAN THE TEETOTALLER.
RIEND ARGUS, the

judicious Hooker
of the Turf, in his

notice of a horse

named Taraban,
describes that ani-

mal as having re-

cently made an

exhibition of very
remarkable beha-

viour :

" Like 08 in The

Criterion, s su"H e

he had pone a short

<list:im-e he stu.'.k bis

curs back slid liia Im-s

in tbe ground, ;ux!

refused to try a yard."

This horse is an-

nounced to stand

for the Derby, and
stand it seems most,

likely that he will

instead of run-

ning. Otherwise
the United King-
dom Alliancemifjlii

be disposed to back

this quadruped, for its constituents will rejoice to learn that :

" The next time of asking they endeavoured to put some heart into him Try giving him

some of BARTHOLOMEW'S best whisky, but it was of no use, he refused it as obstinately as FATHISK

MATUEW would have done."

Will neither MR. LAWSON, nor ME. MORLEY, nor MR. POPE will no reverend

member of the Alliance for the enforcement of teetotalism back this temperance

horse ? Perhaps who knows ? he would run if they

gave him tea.

If I had a racer what wouldn't go.

D'ye tbink I 'd fuddle him, oh dear no !

I 'd give him Souchong, or try Pekoe,
Jockey 1

Is there among all the members of the Alliance not one
enthusiast who is also horseman enough to adventure to

ride Taraban at Epsom? If so, perhaps, by way of an
amusing novelty, he might endeavour to make him run by
the expedient of letting a bunch of greens, suspended on
the end of a broomstick, dangle before his nose. Thus, to

be sure, Taraban would be rather heavily handicapped ;

but if, in a society of gentlemen most of whom are sup-

posed to be oily, one could be found light enough to occupy
the saddle as an amateur with the above-mentioned substi-

tute for whip and spur, he would illustrate a maxim which

greatly needs to be inculcated on his associates in the
endeavour to make temperance compulsory that persua-
sion is better than force.

THE BIRD AND THE BELLE.

THE fair PAULINE went forth one day,
One balmy day in Spring,

When trees with early bloom were gay,
And birds conspired to sing.

A fleecy flock did pasture find

Within a neighbouring field,

And, to a flock of feathered kind.
Themselves a pasture yield.

A starling rose from off an ewe,
Perched on the fair PAULINE,

And from her chignon, nice and new,
Picked out a gregarine.

PEEPS AT PAKIS.

PEEP THE SIXTH.

Hotels. If you want to do the grand this year, of course you will go
to the best Hotel. If you really wish to do the Grand go to the Grand
and leave without paying. I can imagine no more effective way of
"
Doing the Grand." Why I say this is because they are charging

suck prices.

Contrary to all precedent, the higher the room the higher the price.

I mean by comparison. Filth story, Sir, and this is no story, eighteen
francs per diem. Per diem means by the day, and is not French, as I

thought it was before I came here. [I just mention this to show

you privately why I wanted that circular note sent on at once. This is

not necessarily for publication, as the Times says, but as a guarantee of

your good faith.]
In one of my pleasant letters to you I mentioned that any English-

man might now find an opportunity to come over here and make an
exhibition of himself. I have done more

;
I have executed a marvel-

lous feat of legerdemain : the other day / turned into the Exhibition !

Shall I add, that I was very neatly turned out ? I will. But let me
explain that my turn out was unexceptionable : brown coat, blue trou-

sers, polished boots, low hat (not French style), and etceterar, etceterar.

Your Peeper will give you an insight iuto the produce herein

gathered. I will give you a list, which I drew up before visiting the

Exhibition, embodying my ideas of what I expected to see.

Shall I say I was disappointed ? I will not. I like the Egsposis-

sionff. Jay ettay lar,
"
I have been there," and still would go.

Crowds this week in Parry; but ravenong ar no mooting, let us
return to our mutton, or it will be cold. My list.

"
List, oh list

"
:

SPAIN . .

PORTUGAL
EGYPT . .

BAVABIA
WCRTEMBERG
ITALY . .

CHILI . .

CHINA ..

MOROCCO
Rossi*. ..

Liquorice.

Onions.

The Sphinx.
Beer.

Nothing Particular.

Oil.

Pickles.

Cochins.

Slippers.

Bear's Grease.

SWEDEN .. Swedeuborgians.
TURKEY . . Sausages.
BRAZIL . . Nuts.

PRPSSIA . . Needles & Prussian Boots.

POLAND . . Bed Boots with Bras Heels.

BOHEMIA. . Bohemian Girls.

JAPAN .. Candlesticks.

SIAM .. Twins.

FRANCE . . French Polish.

ENGLAND MYSELF.

There is a whisper going the round of the most fashionable circles

that I am to be appointed on the Jury-commission of the Egsposis-
siong. As there may be some truth in this, I shall defer my notice of

the several departments until the question is settled, as, no doubt, a

few of the Exhibitors would like to say a word or two to me about
their goods. Ardiur arpraysong. P. THE G.

PULPIT READINGS.

UNDER the name of RURI DECANUS a Clergyman, in a letter to the

Times, says :

" This morninflf, in one of the principal West-end Churches, I heard tbe incum
bent delivt-r a very beautiful sermon which I recognised immediately as one o
DR. ARNOLD'S early School Sermons."

Unquestionably the incumbent, in preaching DR. ARNOLD'S Sermon
instead of his own, set an example which the great majority of clergymen
had better imitate. lluui DJSCANUS indeed suggests that :

" If these recitations of rainy of the best passages in which our theological
literature is so rich were more frequent, there would be less of the nuw increasing
outcry against sermons, people would then sit to listen as they sit to lia

readings or recitations from MILTON or SHAKSPEARE."

But, as he points out, for the reproof of pulpit plagiaries :

* ( We should remember, however, that whenever MACREADY, or KEAN, or any
celebrated master of eloquence, makes us sigh or weep by tbe mighty force of the
words whicli he utters, bo does not give us to understand at the s.im<; time, or even
allow it to be implied, that these ' words of power' are the result of the speaker's
own labour or thought or imagination."

Just so; and therefore it would behove every reverend gentleman,
taking what would generally be the commendable course of substi-

tuting a
"
recitation" from the works of a persuasive, reasoning, and

learned divine for a discourse of his own, when he has given out his

text also to give out his sermon. As :

" The discourse which I am
about to deliver is taken from such and such a work of RICHARD
HOOKER," or

"
is one of JEREMY TAYLOR'S," or

"
is the original

composition of DR. TILLOTSON." And if any captious hearer should,
with a slight variation of Macbeth's inquiry, demand :

" Why do you preach me
A borrowed sermon ?

"

the candid answer might be
"
Because it is the best I can." Honestly

E
reaching an avowedly borrowed sermon is at any rate better than

:audulently preaching a clandestinely bought one.

The letter above quoted was dated April 14th. A remark whicli

will therefore naturally occur to some minds is, that a borrowed sermon
was seasonable for a Lent Sunday. If judiciously borrowed, a borrowed
sermon would in most cases be found equally seasonable on any other

For the Home Sweet Home Secretary.

WHEN MR. WALPOLE visits the Theatre he always goes to the Dress
Circle or Upper Boxes, because that part of the house is divided into

tiers.
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A DULL dead sky distilling rain,

A sun reserved and prudish,
And vicious gusts whose hints were plain

That, Boreas was rudish;
llain wed to mud in every place

(A dirty kind of leaven) ;

Such hopeful case showed in the race

Of eighteen sixty-seven.

The English public thronged the paths
Iu endless helpless muddle :

The English public took foot-baths
In many an obvious puddle.

(Benighted aliens might refuse
To recognise the good in't ;

And rather choose lo keep dry shoes
The English public wouldn't.)

Maidens were present, high-born dames,
In phaeton, coach, and brougham,

And other vehicles whose names
I'll mention when I know 'em.

And fair-haired girls on horseback there,
So soaked, and oil, so pretty !

With nought to wear except the bare
Blank macintosh of pity.

THE BOAT RACE.

Blue, dark or light, on each man's tie,

Blue on each lady's bonnet ;

Blue everywhere, except the sky
With leaden grey upon it.

Blue on the harness horses shook,
The oars of every sculler

Blue in his look, who 'd made a book,
And backed the Cambridge colour.

For vainly GRIFFITHS spurttd strong,
And showed his pluck and muscle,

As side by side they raced along
In that unequalled tussle.

The grand slow stroke they never hifi,
The hniJoOH df the Isis

;

The boat's long
"

lift," that fatal gift,

Sared Oxford at the crisis.

And BOWMAN struggled all he knew,
And didn't sharne his nomen ;

But showed himself superior to

The usual run of bow-men.
And CAOWDKK crowded might and mass,
And CAHTEK proved no ninny;

And TISKB'S brass but let that pass,
We won't make puns on Ti N M..

And MARSDEN managed well the crew
That put their trust his skill in

;

And WILLAS proved a good and true
As well as

"
heavy willa(i)n."

They owe him much, but all the same
As great to WOOD their debt is,

Since WOOD by name, must be a flame
Of qi/ra.footcd Thetis.

And FISH of course propelled the bark
As swimmingly as could be;

And TOTTKNIIAJI' s steering (vain remark !)

Was all that steering should be.

And choice of place, .seven tunes the case,
And luck, and

"
lift," and leaven,

And pluck, and pace, pulled off the race,
Of eighteen sixty-seven.

Yet finht brave Canlabs one and all,
Nor let the light blue ribbons

Distinguish a "decline and fall"

Perhaps as great as GIBBON'S.

Hope, work, and wait, 'twon't be too late,
When once again you've striven,

It' ^\' y .eight reverse the fate

Oi eighteen sixty-seven.

PROS AND CONS.
HI Government Iteform

Bill will put a stop to

agitation, and settle

the question perma-
nently.
The Government Re-

form Bill will distract

the country, open the
door to renewed agi-

tation, and do nothing
to settle the question.
The Government He-

form Bill will add no
number worth speak-
ing of to the existing
constituencies.

The Government Re-
form Bill will swamp
the middle class voters,
with the ignorant, the

venal, and the vicious.

The Government Re-
form Bill will open the
franchise to all who
are

really anxious to

possess it, while it

excludes the vagrant and thoughtless residuum, who are unworthy of
the suffrage, or careless about its acquisition.
The Government Reform Bill will interpose invidious barriers

between the franchise and the best of the working men.
The Government Reform Bill will purify elections, and effectually

prevent the corruption of the constituencies by electioneering
agents.
The Government Reform Bill will open the way to the most exten-

sive manipulation of the constituencies by electioneering agents, and
give an increased stimulus, a wider field, and greater facilities to bribery
and corruption.
The Government Reform Bill will gradually elevate the character of

the constituencies, by an opera! ion akin to natural selection.
The Government Reform Bill will create a reserve of passion, igno-

rance, and venality, to be resorted to whenever the public mind is

excited on a great question.
The Government Reform Bill is based on the great principle that

two and two make four
;
and is calculated to conduce to the greatest

happiness of the greatest number, and will tend, on the whole, to
make this best of all possible worlds considerably better.
The Government Reform Bill proceeds 9n the assumption that two

and two make Cve
;

is calculated to sow dissension among classes, to

perpetuate mischievous prejudices, and foster rankling animosities,
and, if carried, by its operation will permanently lower the place of
England among the nations of the world.

Having extracted these conclusions from the debates on the Reform
Bill, and having weighed the evidence in support of them, Mr. Punch

finds it about eqnal, due regard being paid to the authority of the
speakers and the force of their argument*.
He concludes that neither they, nor he, nor anybody knows anything

about, the matter, or can form any opinion that deserves a moment's
consideration how this or any other Reform Bill will work.

BRITISH AND AUSTRALIAN BEEF.

To Mr. Punch.

You always was a Consistent frend of the Pore, and I've often
Read with much Pleasure your frequent exposures of the unfort-
nate Paupers' shameful small Allowance of Meat in Union Work-
houses.
Allow me to call your Notice to an Tnnivation as appears Calcilated

to Redooce allso the Quakty of that Article as suppfy'd to these pore
creeters.

There 's a certain secsion of the Society of Arts as calls itself the
Comittee of Food for the People, and a Member of which has wrote a
Letter to the Times statin that Fresh Beef from Australia is now to be
ad at the contemptably ridiclus low price of Id. per Ib. ! ! !

This stuff, which he purtends to be Prime, is packed in Tinns reddy
cooked, thus savin the expense of Fewel, and without Bone, which
makes it still more Dirt cheap than olesome good old English beef at a
Shillin.

I do ope, Mr. Punch, that you will ixert your Powerfull Pen to
pretect the apless Paupers from avin their poor Pityance of Beef,
all they ever gets, sitch as it is, substituted for Australian Meat. I
assure you, Sir, 'tis this only Feelin for them, and Hanxiety on their

Account, what indooces me to Trubel you with this Comunicatioa.
Don't for a moment Imagine I'm at all afeared that'the Australian
Carron at Id. a Ib. will Hever cum into competicion with the Beef as a
respectable Butcher suplies the British Public with at prizes summit
like sootable to Food for Human consumpteon. With which I remaue,

Yours truly, BLUB SuEPLICE .

Reassuring Intelligence.

THERE is now no doubt that the KINO OP PRUSSIA will go to Paris
to see the Great Exhibition. We believe we may state that arrange-
ments have been concluded for a pacific demonstration to be conjointly
made in public by KING WILLIAM and NAPOLEON TUB THIRD. At a
fete which is to be given in the Place de la Concorde, their Majesties
will amuse themselves and entertain the spectators with a game of
see-saw the King seated at one end of a plank, and the Emperor at
the other, in exact equilibrium, to symbolise the balance of power in

Europe.

" THE RIGHT MAN," ETC.

THE application of this ancient saying, positively for the last time,
was irresistible on reading that in the Oxford boat the Bow was
MR. BOWMAN.
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PUNCH'S PHYSIOLOGY OF COURTSHIP.-No. 6.

THE ABOVE SKETCH is DEDICATED TO OUR FAITHFUL ALLIES, THE GERMANS AND THE FRENCH, AND is INTENDED TO PACIFY strcn

OF THEM AS MAY HAVE FELT AGGRIEVED BY CUTS III. AND V. OF THIS PHYSIOLOGICAL SERIES.

WE HAVE HERE ENDEAVOURED TO TYPIFY OUR OWN NATIONAL MODE OF COURTSHIP IN A MANNER TRUE TO MODERN ENGLISH
LIFE AND MANNERS, AND AT THE SAMF, TIME PLEASING TO THE FOREIGNER, WHOM WE WOULD FAIN CONCILIATE.

LORD THE HONOURABLE SIR BROWN (ELDEST SON OF THE LORD MAYOR) is MAKING, IN THE COLD AND FORMAL FASHION OF HIS

COMPATRIOTS, A DECLARATION OF HIS SENTIMENTS TO A YOUNG Miss, DAUGHTER OF A DUKE RESIDING IN THE IMMEDIATE VICINITY.

THE SCENE is SMITHFIKLD (OR SMITFIELD, OR SCHMITTFELD, AS YOU LIKE), THAT HABITUAL RESORT OF THE WEALTHY, THF,

FRIVOLOUS, AND THE PROUD. A LITTLE TO THE LEFT MAY BE PERCEIVED A CHURCH DIGNITARY IN A FIT OF THE SPLEEN DISPOSING

OF HIS WIFE, FOR READY CASH, TO A FIELD-MARSHAL SAD, BUT ONLY TOO FREQUENT RESULT OF OUR INSULAR INCOMPATIBILITY

OF TEMPER. ~,\<**.r/x

IN THE BACKGROUND ARE REPRESENTED SOME OF OUR BRUTAL AMUSEMENTS, SUCH AS A PRIZE-FIGHT, AND THE COOKING OF THE
LORD MAYOR'S DINNER. FURTHER BACK, ST. PAUL'S AND THE TOWER OF LONDON ARE TO BE SEEN. WE REGRET WE HAVE NOT
SPACE FOR THE "THAMES TUNEL" AND THE "PALAIS DE VHITEHALL." SOME OTHER TIME, PERHAPS.

THE BULL THEY WOULDN'T FIGHT.

A New Spanish Ballad.

THESE was royal sport and gent.le as in Spain was ever seen,
And bull and horse they ran their course and died before the Queen.
All red with blood of man and beast was that arena sand,
A goodly sight to set before a Queen of Christian land.

The Last of all the Bourbons the rest have ceased to reign-
Sat gazing, and around her sat the chivalry of Spain,
The titular FRANCISCO smiled weakly near her chair,
And Asturia's PRINCE ALFONSO, and all the Court were there.

Full many a savage soldier, full many a bigot priest
Looked on with glee, well pleased to see that strife of man and beast,
And yet some cruel Coup d'Etat the soldier held more sweet,
Some Act of Faith, (0, if we dared !) the priest had deemed more meet.

He falls he falls ! "Well rushed, thou bull ! Well held, thou steady
blade.

What joy, for twice three mangled steeds around the corse are laid !

Now, drag the gallant brute away, the dying horses drag,
Fresh sand, fresh steeds another bull, before our transports flag.

" Whence comes the next, my Minister?
"
QUEEN ISABELLA said.

NAHVAEZ bent his scowling brow, and hardly turned his head :

" An Island Bull, I fancy, but he only comes to bleed :

For years I 've seen small fighting pluck in bull of English breed."

A laugh went round to every lip, a scoff to every eye." We '11 see," said DON DIEGO,
" how a Protestant can die."

Answered the sneer DON CARLOS, "'Twould lend his pluck a lift,

If one dared to wave before him Patrocinio's holy shift."

Lo ! parts the door, a thunder roar, a Form of terror springs
And every dame of honour to a husband (some one's) clings :

The blinded horses shudder, and at bridles wildly pull
And in the thronged arena stands in wrath the English Bull.

Full quick, I ween, from crowd and Queen has passed each thought of

scorn ;

Who thinks to tame that glance of flame who dares that iron horn ?
"
By Santiago," hissed the King,

"
there 's danger in that eye,

Methinks the Escurial safer." DON FRANCISCO went to try.

But see, in darkness some have dared to wound the island hide

Two barbed darts, with legends, they have stuck in either side.

One bears the name of her who holds Gibraltar's rock in gage,
And one inscribed

" Tornado" fitting emblem of his rage.

They have roused him to an anger that speaks in thunder-tones
The champion who shall front him now will make no aged bones.

But who will dare to front him the arena's in a stew
And picador and matador have scrambled out of view ?
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The Bourbon blood has rushed in flame to that proud lady's face,
"

la there no Man about me who will save us this disgrace ?

la yon the beast, the Protestant, at whom ye hurled disdain ?

NARVAEZ, take a lanco and horse, and charge for me and Spain."

NARVAEZ bent his scowling brow, and hardly turned his head
" And if I do may I be saved," the angry soldier said
"

I 'in awfully determined when I 've twenty men to one,

Or when 1 've got to decimate a troop without a gun.

" But if I 'm asked to grapple, Queen, with that tremendous beast,

My only answer is that I don't see it in the least.

ll.v .love, he stoops, he means to charge fence, rail, and gallery through,
1 just remember I 've some work at home that I must do."

Again that haughty English Bull he raised his dreadful roar

1 t, sounded just a trifle more revengeful than before

It might haw been a trifle less irate than it appeared,
But ere its echoes died away the theatre was cleared.

And in the unlared undergarb of her fanatic nun,
The Queen hath sworn to interdict, in future, dangerous fun :

NARVAEZ more profanely swears his folly's cup was full,

The day he dared on Spaniards scared to bring the English Ball.

NEARLY IN A HOLE.
HERE is news from Havti to

the effect that the rebels, un-
like the Fenians, have shown
pluck, and have attacked the

President. But they came to

grief. The gallant GEOFFRARD
put himself at the head of some
soldiers, and dashed out upon
the insurgents ;

their leaders tell,

and between the charge of the

President, and the fire of his

artillery, the revolters were very
considerably cut up. We under-
stand that as soon as this became
known to certain members of

the Jamaica Committee, they
held an indignation meeting,
and were about to insist that
one of their number should

interrogate the Government, and
demand whether England could
not interfere to prevent such
chastisement being inflicted on
men with black skins. Luckily,

just as the notice of the question had been drawn up, a little boy from
school, who had accompanied his father to the meeting, exclaimed,"
But the President of Hayti is

r
as black as your hat papa, ana

blacker, and so are all his soldiers." On reference to MR. CHARLES
KNIGHT'S Cyclopedia, the child's statement was confirmed, and the

meeting separated in some haste, but still abusing the Shropshire
Magistrates and Ma. STEPHEN.

" MASKS AND FACES " IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.
WE understand that MK. DISRAELI is at present taking lessons of

the clever German artist in faces, HERR ERNST SCHULTZ, with a view
to the more effective simultaneous presentation in Parliament of the
two sides of his face as the Advanced Radical and the Old Tory.
HERR SCHULTZ'S own exhibition of his face under the divided

empire of joy and sorrow has hitherto been considered the chef d'ceuvre
of physiognomical versatility, but he declares that MB. DISRAELI'S
power of looking the Democrat with the left side 9f the face, and the
Aristocrat with the right, quite surpasses anything he can himself
achieve.
HERB SCHULTZ reports most favourably of the pliability of his dis-

tinguished pupil's muscles, and of his extraordinary range and readiness
in the assumption of character.

To Bad Boys.
SEE what your end may be. A Paper in a Scientific Magazine has

this awful heading, Skeleton of the Purple Urchin." Take warning
and be good, and avoid the jam cupboard.

JUST LIKE HIM. Old SINGLETON says that he only knows of one
thing better than a Wedding Present a Wedding Absent.

A LITTLE LIGHT UPON THE GAS REFORM BILL.

THB brilliancy of Mr. Punch's wit is of quite sufficient radiance to

illuminate his office, and Mr. Punch is therefore forced to burn but
little gas. Still, in the interest of his readers, that is, the nation gene-

rally, he desires to see the best gas supplied at the least price that can

possibly be charged for it. As gas does not grow wild, some people
have to make it, and these persons have an inclination to be paid for it.

If a scheme could be devised for growing sunbeams out of cucumbers,
gas might be dispensed wii.h, and bottled sunshine take its place. But
unluckily at present bottled sunshine is all moonshine, and of all

invented substitutes the cheapest light is gas.

Being therefore \vell-uigli a necessity of life, it is not very wonderful
that gas should now and then be talked about by people who say they
cannot get it at least of a good quality, and at a fnir price. Their
talk having at length come both to the cars and the hear ! hearl't of

the House, the present Government, although Conservative, has intro-

duced what, in one sense, may be called a liberal measure, to reduce
the price and regulate the quality of gas. One may call the measure

liberal, for it would liberally distribute all the gain in making gas
among those who consume it, an arrangement which the latter would
doubtless lind convenient. Unhappily the Bill has little chance of

being passed, because in England there are still old-fangled notions

about honesty, and Parliament is not yet ouite prepared to legalise
sheer theft. This may sound an ugly word, but it may be made use of

on the faith of the Times newspaper, a journal which is not accustomed
to mis-state matters, and which regards the Gas Bill as being without

precedent, in this country at all event*, as
"
an act of confiscation."

The Bill proposes to upset two previous Acts of Parliament, on the

faith of which large sums have been invested in gas companies, which
will virtually be ruined if the measure becomes law. Listen, SIB
STAFFORD NORTHCOTE, to what the Times says of your child :

" No doubt, it in Tory desirable that London should have good gaa, and that it

should have it aa choap as it can profitably bo made ; but It is not desirable, because
It is grossly unjust, that these ends should be obtained at the sacrifice of pledged
faith and the rights of individuals. There is no way to obtain a commodity so

cheaply aa to steal it, and this la what tho BUI of the Metropolitan Board proposes to
do with the gas."

JOHN BULL wishes for cheap gas, but hardly, one would think, at

such a dirty price as this. Of course, if Parliament breaks faith with

gas-makers, it may with railway shareholders, or investors in the
funds.

Without alleging that the Companies have failed in fulfilling their
contract with the public, the Gas Bill coolly cuts down the dividends
allowed them, and thus virtually repudiates the contract with the

Companies which Parliament has made. People who petition in favour
of the measure might with equal justice petition for an Act to reduce
the Three per Cents, or to confiscate the Times, or Punch, or any other

private property, with the simple view of pocketing the money thereby
gained. Anybody who has sixpence, or any larger sum, invested in

the funds, or in any English railway or other trading company, will

find his property depreciated if Parliament once pass an Act of confis-

cation, such as that which now the Board of Works is smuggling
through the House. Mr. Punch, then, as perhaps the richest commoner
in England, with all his heart

"
says ditto to this protest of the

Times:

" We must protest against the first instance in our legislation of a deliberate

proposal to confiscate private property without compensation for the supposed
benefit of the public. It must bo remembered that property is none the less private
because it is absorbed in a vast Company, and that public faith is none the less
sacred because it is pledged to an impersonul corporation. The former consideration
does, indeed, suggest a peculiar point of cruelty which would be inflicted by any
such measure as the present. A Company may seem a scarcely sentient body, but
it is composed of individuals who have often staked their fortunes and the happiness
of themselves and their families on the security of their investments. Where they
have done this on an open risk, they must be prepared to take all consequences ;

but where they have only made a prudent investment on what seemed almost a
Parliamentary title, it would bo a cruel and unpardonable injustice if Parliament
were itself to confiscate their property. Moreover, nothing will be gamed in the
end by violating any such public pledge. No Metropolitan Board will ever super-
sede tbo necessity of joint-stock enterprise, and joint-stock enterprise will receive a
fatal blowin the day when the public, for selfish interests, violate legislative engage-
ments into which they have deliberately entered."

Hearing this, SIR STAFFORD, you surelv will be wise if you reform

your Gas Reform Bill, before you ask the House to pass it. All the

railway-men and fundholders of course will vote against it, for, if the
measure passes, their turn may come next. English capital will fly

abroad for safe investments, if faith in English Acts of Parliament be
lost. Depend on it, SIR STAFFORD, the subject of your Gas Bill requires
further light on it, before you ask your colleagues to flare up in its

defence. If gas reform be needed, prepare an honest measure, and
Mr. flinch will pass it for you with abundant pleasure ; but he will not
lend his aid to any

"
act of confiscation," though all the vestrymen of

Bumbleland were to bray and bellow at Mm for refusing them his help.

HOUSEHOLDERS WHO " COMPOUND." Druggists.
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PARIS COMMISSIONERS READING THE OFFICIAL CATALOGUE.

HAPPY THOUGHTS.
(Married and Settled.)

Poetical and Happy Thought."We met, 'twas in a crowd, and I

thought she would shun me ;

"
but she didn't.

We are alone : in the Conservatory. I don't know what I am
talking about. My slightest sentences are intended by me to be preg-
nant with tender meaning. She doesn't see it. I say I could stop
here (in the Conservatory) for ever. Of course

"
with you

"
is to be

understood. She answers laughingly that she couldn't.
" With you."

I say it. (Nuisance, when I want a soft tone I only get a gruff
whisper.)

" Had we not better return to the drawing-room ?
"

she

suggests. A few minutes more.

. pause.

"
Will yon

give me that flower ?
"

1 don't know its name. She gives it to me.
Happy Thought. Detain her hand.

Happier Thought. She doesn't withdraw it.

Happy Thought.
"
FRIDOLINE !

"
I have her permission to call her

FRIDOLINE. *

Happy Thoughts ! Happy Thoughts ! ! Happy Thoughts ! ! !

I think I am speaking : she speaks : we speak together. A p
Oh, for one Happy Thought, now.*

'

"
May I ?

"
Her head is turned away from me : slightly. She does

not move.
"
I may ?

'

Happy Thought. I do.

We really must go back to the drawing-room. She will return first.

I will follow presently.
"
Once more, before we separate ?

"

Happy Thought. Once more !

She is gone. I am alone, among the geraniums, in the Conservatory.
I can only say,

"
Dear girl," in confidence to the geraniums. It

seems I have nothing else to say. I am stupified. I will go out into
the garden. Cold night : refreshing. Smile at the stars. Is it all

over at last ? Odd : stars beautiful. Everything is lovely.
Happy Thought. Go in and brush my hair.

Enter the drawing-room. Peel as if I was coming in with a sepret.
FRIDOLINE at the piano. MILBURD wants to know rudely enough
where the dickens I 've been to. I despise him, now. He is harmless.
Happy Thought Talk to old MRS. SYMPERSON.
FRIDOLINE having finished playing, comes to sit down by her Mamma.

Old ME. SYMPERSON is dozing over a book. I should like to kneel

down with FRIDOLINE before them at once, pull his book away, to

wake him up, and say she is mine. I am so full of indistinct Happy
Thoughts that I find it very difficult to keep up a conversation. She
asks me to look over that dear old photograph book again, with her.

MILBURD wants to join us : she sends him away.
At night in my room. Try to write Typical Developments. Can't.

Everything 's FRIDOLINE. Try to make notes : all FRIDOLINE. Can't

get to sleep. Relight my candle. Wonder how asking the parents'
consent is done. Must do it. Put out my candle. FHIDOLINE. * * *

Morning. We are down before anybody else, and out in the garden.
How easy it is to talk now. We have got one common object in view.
2 propos, here comes MILBURD. FRIDOLINE sends him in-doors for her

garden-hat. Poor MILBURD ! As to -parents' consent, FRIDOLINE
must tell Mamma at once. No difficulties : they 're so fond of her.

I am independent of every one : even my mother. Should like to in-

troduce FBIDOLINE to my mother.
'

1st Day.Oldi SYMPERSON procrastinates : MRS. SYMPERSON our
friend and ally.

2nd Day. Old. SYMPEBSON bothered. Why can't he say
"
Yes," and

have done with it.

3rd Day. MRS. SYMPERSON says that her husband is going to cut

short their stay at BYSG'S. What does this mean '(

41& Z%. BYNG tells me that old SYMPERSON has been talking to

him about me. I confide in BYNG. BYNG agrees with me,
" Why

doesn't the old boy
"

(meaning old MR. SYMPERSON)
"
say yes, and

have done with it ?
"

BYNG has great weight with old MR. SYMPERSON.
End of the JFeek.Old MR. SYMPERSON says

"
Yes," and has done

with it.

MRS. SYMPERSON begins to deprecate any haste. MR. and MRS.
SYMPERSON having both said

"
yes," do not seem to have done with

it at all. Isn't it sudden ? Do we know our own minds ?

This is infectious. 1 find FRIDOLINE asking me,
"
Are you certain

you know y9ur own mind ?
" "

Certain !

"
I exclaim. I can only

j

exclaim, having no words equal to the occasion.
"
Will you always love me ? Never be sorry for

"

Happy Thought. Prevent.her saying any more for the present.

Being released, she says,
" But seriously

"

Happy Thought. Another penalty.
No more doubts.

Happy Thought. Go and buy presents for different people. Write
to my mother. FRIDOLINE says I must go and see her. The
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SYMPERSONS, when I leave, will go home. Then I am to come with my
mother, and spend a week or so with them.

Iliippy Thought. Romeo and Juliet.
" To part is such sweet sorrow

that
"

forget the rest but think it 's something about not going
Lome till morning? Don't care what it is now. Hang Typical De-

velopments. Bother note-books.

My mother is a dear old lady. She is much given to tears. She

always cries when she sees me : she always has done so, ever since I

can recollect, and she invariably cries when I go away. If I talk to

her on any subject for more than a quarter of an hour, she is sure to

cry. I find her at home, and well. She is delighted to see me, and of

course, cries. Where have I been P What have I been doins
'

I tell

her that I have been enjoying myself very much lately, and as to health,
have never been better. Tbis^intellif'ence sends her off again, and she

\vrcps copiously. \Vhru she is calm again. I open the important
subject, gradually, so as not to startle her. Had I told her that I had
been ordered off to instant execution, she couldn't have been more
overcome. It brings back her

happiest days ; old memories ; loving

young faces; kindly words; trustful looks; passed away, gone. Wo
are silent : gazing on the fire. 1 follow her in her retrospect. I am
the last of all to her. A portrait hangs upon the wall : 1 have often as

a boy heard her say how strong the likeness is between us. From it

she turns to me and takes my hand in hers.
"
My dearest Mother !

"

She has done with retrospect, and is looking, trustfully, into the
future.

" God bless you, my dear. I am sure you have chosen well : I hope
you will be very happy."********
Happy Thought. Solicitor done with altogether. Everything settled.

My mother has taken to I'uiDOLrNE immensely, and FRIHOUNF, to her.

Old BOODKLS writes to say, he '11 be delighted to be best man on the

occasion, and has actually postponed the dragging of his pond, which
was to have been done on the very day of my wedding.
MR. and MBS. PLYTE FRASIK are coming.
MILBURD, it is arranged, is to be very funny at the breakfast. This

intelligence makes him very stupid for the next few days.
Happy Thought My things have come home from the tailors in time.

Happy Thought. Look oyer the Marriage Service. Get it up so as
to know when to say

"
I will

"
and

"
I do," or whatever it is.

Happy Thought. The ring.
It is arranged that we take a tour on the Continent for six weeks.

At the end of that time the old folks will join us. 'Where ?

Happy Thought. Paris. Exhibition.
BYNG will join us there, too : so will MILBUBD. BOODELS would,

only about that time he 's asked a few friends down to drag the pond,
and

" He can't," he says,
"
very well"put them off again ? Can he ?

"

In the Summer we shall come back to England. Little place on the

Thames, where I tell FRIDOLINE I'll teach her to sniggle for eels,
and when she 's tired of that, she shall dibble.

Happy Thought. Summer night : under the placid moon : together :

in a punt : dibbling.

Happy TAouffM.T&ke the cottage before I leave England. We go
down, a party of us, and visit the little cottage, next door to the astro-

nomer's, who used to tell me all about Jupiter.
FRIDOLINE and I walk in the garden while the old folks manage' the

business for us.

At the end of the garden runs the river higher than usual, it being
winter time. There are two strong poles stemming the tide and fixed

by a chain to the bank.
Between them is fastened a punt. In it sits a man wrapped up : he

is fishing. He turns his left eye t9wards us
;
we recognise each other

at a glance. I have but one question for him :"
Caught anything ?

"

Back comes his answer as of old,"
Nothing."

It is half a year since I last saw him in the same place, in the same
punt, with the same rod, and the same answer. I wonder if A? is
married P Or going to be ?

FRIDOLINE is charmed with the place. So am I. So are we all.
The Day after to-morrow is coming.
The Day. Wake up. Something's going to happen. What? I

know: I'm going tqj>e married. Hope I haven't overslept myself.

'

that we are in a Church, or rather in the vestry. The Clergyman,
youngish-looking man, but middle-aged, dashes himself suddenly into
a long surplice, and looks round defiantly, as much as to say,

" Come
on, I'm ready for any number of you." The Clerk says something to
him in a whisper, and he replies also in a whisper. An idea

my mind that the Clerk is starting some objection to the ceremony al

the last moment. It is all right, however. The Clerk takes charge of me ,

I surrender myself to him, as also, very mildly, do BYNG and AllLBUiuj
This is the last thing I notice.

The Clergyman is saying something to me at the rails. I don''
know what I am saying to the Clergyman. I brought a book, bu

|

somebody's taken it, or it's in my hat. I am helpless : the Clergyniai
does with me just what he likes : tells me what to say, and I say it

tells me what to do and I do it, and go on doing it, with a vague sense
of annoyance at seeing \',\ M.'S hat on the cushion, and at !

i, is no sort of help to me in an emergency of this sort. The cere

mony is disturbed by suppressed sobs. It is my mother, in a pew
Old MR. SYKPBMON doesn't refuse (as 1 had some idea he would a

the last moment) to give KIIIDOLINE away to me, and so I take IM
"
better for worse, for richer for poorer, I ill death us do part," and as

nobody steps out (I had also expected (hut MM would happen a
.
the last moment) to stop the proceedings, I and FRIDOLINR are mai
and wife.

Happy Thought. Married. No more Happy Thoughts. (I don'
mean that.) Yes, one.

Irfwrt Happy Thought. 8nd "Happy Thoughts" to Punch

BYNG and MILBURD come in with stupid old
WfP.tnhpH man TMl>frn^V nf a IIOO.*,T moot } > <* fU

body supernaturally cool for half-an-hour. Everybody suddenly in a
hurry and becoming doubtful as to the time

"
by their watches."

At last.

T,
T1

je
Church I can hardly see anyone, at least to distinguish them.

Lf left to myself I should find myself leading a Bridesmaid to the altar
Everyone appears to be dressed like everyone else. All gloves and
flowers. Gentlemen in difficulties with their hats. I laugh at some-
thing somebody says : I oughtn't to laugh. Nobody seems to recollect

TO LYDIA.

Impromptu Complimentary on seeing her new India-Rubber Ear.

LYTIIA hath a mimic oar.

Truth to tell, 'tig very liny :

Cat in caoutr er,

But pink as shell of Ocean briny.

Envy pale may frownin? chide,

LYDIA, whom th' elastic pleases,
In comfort takes her morning ride,
With lobes that feel no nipping bree/es.

LYDIA hath a mimic ear, &c.

LYDIA'S lisping lover burns
To kiss her crimson cheek so sweet he

Marvels deeply when she turns
A cold deaf ear to his entreaty.

But let none scorn LYDIA'S taste
Who whisper nonsense ev'ry minute,

An auricle composed of paste
Is worth a thousand vows breathed in it.

LYDIA hath a mimic ear, &c.

POLITICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE CHIGNON.
MB. PUNCH, Sm,

I All no alarmist, nor do I exercise "prophetic powers, yet
were I not to raise a warning voice at this momentous crisis, I should
deem myself criminally negligent in discharging my duty to my fellow-
men. Sir, a straw_ will show in which direction the wind sets : so will
a single hair. It is a remarkable fact that the desire for female en-

franchisement, which is now so widely prevalent, dates from the intro-

duction of the chignon. Ver. sap. Beauty and fashion are reciprocally
bound by capillary ties. They have formed a League, whose motto is"
United we conquer."
Sir, I cannot help feeling call it, if yon please, a pardonable weak-

ness overshadowed by the mystic symbol above alluded to. It seems
by its appalling magnitude, deliberately designed to make those who
are shut out from its lofty privileges, painfuUv conscious of their

manly insignificance. In plain language, it tells us miserable male
creatures to hide our diminished heads. Here then is a ctuus belli,
md on behalf of the weaker sex I claim belligerent rights. It is

;errible to think of reverting to the perukes of our ancestors, but, Sir,
;his is a matter affecting the supremacy of the crown. If one section
of society will persist in throwing out bastions and horn-works, anotherT? -ui MUM. A-- i K 11 i ' 11 i. VV/1UIS *. ITllJll O I 1.

(j..^,. v.u. I
- -- t o w

jokes about the wretched man partook of a hearty meal," "the section (forming the complement of the fashionable circle) is justified
wretched^an thanked MR. JONAS, the governor of the gaol, for all his ia restoring the round towers to which our great grandsires so tena-
kindness,

'

and pretend to treat me as a condemned criminal. Every- ciously clung. Sooner or later, Sir, up to the citadel of Thought we
shall be compelled

in self-defence to drag that monster artillery which
the historical Wigs of Louis QUATORZE are so well

adapted to supply.
I am not a peace man at any price, and therefore should not hesitate,
if put on my mettle, to employ even powder to render our common
dignity unapproachable and secure.

Sir, these are my sentiments, and in taking up this hostile position,
I look with confidence to your powerful columns for support.

Nobstcorth. Gur FMZZLB.
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A PLUTOCRAT.
Swell.

" "D YOU OBLIGE ME AH BY SHUTTING YOUR WINDOW ? AH -"

Second Passenger (politely^.
"
REALLY, SIR, IK YOU WILL NOT PRESS IT, AS YOURS w SHUT, THE AIR is so WARM I WOULD

RATHER KEEP THIS OPEN. YOU SEEM TO TAKE GREAT CARE OF YOURSELF, SlR
"

Swell. "CARE OF MYSELF ! SHOULD WATHER THINK so. So WOULD YOU, MY DEAR FEL-LAH, IF YOU'D Six THOUSAND A YE-AR ! !

"

THE PITH OF A PETITION.
"
It was mentioned some weeks hack that a memorial from MR. WILKINSON, the

late manager of the Joint-Stock Discount Company, for a free pardon, on the ground
of wrongful conviction, had been sent to the Home Office. This having been unsuc-
cessful, a memorial on his behalf has now been prepared, which has received the
signatures of a large body of the leading merchants of London. The list included
several of the principal bankers and the representatives of the most solid city firms

wholly unconnected with speculative operations, and who would be the last persons
n the world to feel any sympathy with persons rightly convicted of crime. . . .

Prom the first every one conversant with city business has felt that the character of
;he prisoner during bis whole previous life, in which he had always been accustomed
a large dealings In money, coupled with the fact that in the Joint-Stock Discount
Jompany he might have appropriated a hundred thousand pounds or more, had he
seen so minded, and this in a way to render punishment impossible, throws com-
plete improbability on the idea that in a matter of S60 he would have run the risk
>f penal servitude, as well as of leaving his large family in utter destitution . . .

Jertain it is, that such is the belief in his personal honesty, that if he were free
.0 morrow he would find a large number of the best people in the city ready to
trust him as heretofore, so far as the absence of any fear of intentional misappro-
priation might be concerned." Timtt City Article, Tuesday.

PLZASE, Secretary WALPOLE, let FREBLIKG WILKINSON out,
3f his respectability we can't entertain a doubt.
The faith that his Directors placed in him knew no bounds.
And he might easily have taken a hundred thousand pounds.
Then how can we believe he took a paltry four thousand eight hundred ?

We submit it stands to reason he didn't bone, only blundered.
ind as blunders mil happen, &c., (the proverb holds all the world o'er,)
Pronounce him not guilty, and we 've no doubt he won't do it any more.

A Wedding Gift.

ABE vou'about to have the marriage knot tied ? Are you on the eve
of forming new ties by marriage ? Are you going to be spliced ? You
will find all the information you can possibly require in

"
The Book of

Knots, illustrated by 172 Examples, showing the manner of making
^.very knot, tie and splice." Read it, and make an example of yourself.

STRIKE AWAY, TAILORS!

STRIKE away, tailors, you won't hurt me,
Nothing care I how dear clothes may be ;

Being provided with store of slops,
Purchased in detail at divers shops.

Coat, fitting well enough, here I chose

There got a waistcoat compile my clothes :

Look to economy more than show
Trousers obtained at a third depot.

Strike away/tailors ;
I know not when

I shall have on a new suit again ;

Never, I think, till in one arrayed
Not by the hand of a tailor made.

Eagerly longing I here remain,
Longing for many good things in vain,
Good things for money that come at call,

Longing for proper dress least of all.

Therefore these garments will long endure -

Long as my life in this world, I 'm sure,

Though ten years older I live to be.

Strike away, tailors, you won't hurt me !

Legal Observance of Lent.

THE Ritualists will be shocked to hear that on Monday last week
the LORD HIGH CHANCELLOR OF ENGLAND had the LORD CHIE^
JUSTICE, the Judges, and the other legal officers, including the Queeu's

Counsel, to breakfast with him. Of course the LORD CHANCELLOR'S

breakfast-party included the MASTER OF THE ROLLS.

Printed by Joieph Bmith.of ]o. M, Holford Square, in the Parish of St. Jamej, Clerkeowell, in the County ot Middletei, at the Printing omens of MeMn. Bradbury, Eran * Co. Lomtwrf
Street, in the Precinct ot Whitefriars, in the CitJ of London

, and Published by him at No. 81, Fleet Street, In the 1'aiish of St. Bride, City of London. SIT u anal , April 27, 1867.
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NOVELTY FOR THE NAVY.

letter ./'/<

UNCII, OLD Boy, This
i.s the day of the

Volunteer Review at

Dover. At least yes-

terday was the day :

forgive the inaccu-

racy, |jut somehow
from circumstances,
over which 1 hail no
control, 1 have got a

little muddled as to

dates. As the pi

MKS.YVll, I, I \MllATl.Y

(nee Miss BLACK-
EYED SUSAN) used to

say to me,
"

Captain,
you 've had some-
thing stronger than

Welch-rarebit," and
last ni'-flit, sue.li, my
dear Sir, w as, I

to say, the case. A
case, in fact, of

wine.
This statement,

honourable as it may
appear to be to all

concerned, is not, in

point of fact, in any
way connected with
the subject of my

'i you.
Dover has super-

seded Brighton.
The Volunteers

were intrusted with
the duty of defend-

ing the Castle from the attack by land and sea. This duty they discharged, as they did their

cannon, admirably.
Now, Sir. I have"nothing to do with the land. The Military Volunteers are excellent in

their way, but, permit me to observe, their way is not mine. I am R.N., and when I
was no higher than a small powder-monkey, I was
shipped on board the Leviathan. My proclivities are
towards the sea; "the blue, the fresh, the ever free,"
as the song says.

Here is my idea then. Why do vie not at once start a
Volunteer Navy ? Mind, that is what we shall want
one of these days ; and let people, instead of giving
testimonials to one another, on the tickle-me-ana-I '11-

tickle-you principle, spend their money in rigging out
some thorough sea-going vessels, beginning with
Training Shipsfor amateurSailors ? Why not, Sir,Voran
teer Marines 'f Tell that to that branch of the service.

Ships there are in plenty lying idle in dock, and
costing us heaps of money to keep out of repair. Just
sail about Portsmouth, as I've lately done, and see
how many vessels there are in dock that might serve

my present idea, and be 'of some use to Government.
beyond the money they'll ultimately fetch as firewood
and old iron.

Glad to see you any evening you like to drop in and
talk the matter over in the Admiral Benbow Tavern,
(of which you only see the exterior in Scene 3), and
so, Sir, farewell. ^ ^^ ^

I enclose my card. ^vT^ ?* - .fc

"
CAPTAIN CHOSSTBEE is my name.'

PROPOSED DEMONSTRATION OF THE FAIR UNREPRESENTED.
THE Executive Council of the National and Fashionable Association for the vindication of

feminine rights to the enlightened but enslaved Enchantresses of England.
Greeting.

Ladies, Non-Electors !

It lias been asserted by timid men, both in place and out of place, that you are not
to be trusted with that sweet thing in politics the Siill'rage !

Mark those words
"
not to be trusted," and inscribe them on your work-box cushions in

pins with a peculiar point.
The aspirations of beauty for electoral privileges are natural and noble. Breathe soft

ye winds, anil waft a JiJfB from LYDIA to the Poll !

VOL. LII. T

Calumny whispers that you are too accessible
to flattery that a handsome candidate would
certainly he carried by a show of hands in

primrose Hoves (ta.es)-. that a knowledge of

arithmetical) and a willin.i.'!.

admire and praise them, would supersede all

illS.

Let such discreditable views be at once
1, and let i'all Mall have ocular demon-

stration of your Spartan seventy and scorn.
i would a younger son.

as, but let your demeanour
ied by a lofty, dignified and in-

dependent air.

Listen not to sophist!,, who tell you that
was Inrn to be honoured and adored, nor

it to secure a vol. a votary.

Jiy Order i,f the. Council,

POSTIA PORTICO, President.

A PJIKSCJJUPTIOX.

(Suggested by the, ,
- lew at Dover.)

IHVENTIONS we i : Brought out

As tight 1 1; about
A leathern girdle twisting ;

Or, better si
ill, along his spine

pltlD*
'Tis Du. ( plan, not mine,
And must be rather trjing.

When towards Albion peaceful France
Across La Manche is stretci

These methods may atl'ord a chance
To o'er-reach over-retching.

But if, when
"
L'Empire c'est la Pair,"

And a fast boat the carrier,
To keep out your sore-tossed Frattfais
Hal de mer proves no barrier,

What were it, should the day e'er come
When, urged by force centrific,

France should look in on us at home
In fashion less pacific P

Should red-legged hosts pour o'er in shoals,
We might require, to whack 'em,

Something besides Old Neptune's rolls,
With iron-clads to back cm.

Sick they would come, as sick come now
French tourist and French trader

;

But not as we treat them, 1 trow,
We 'd physic the invader.

What are the pangs of mal de mer
Though sore in French opinion

To those bred of that mal de terre

The itch for more dominion F

What cure for that, whose cancer grows,
Whose proud-flesh still gets prouder,

But, thrown in briskly, dose on dose,
Quant, stiff, of Dover's powder.

And if to powder add we pills,

If these the invader swallow
Treatment that either cures or kills

A course of steel should follow.

Convertible Consonants.

Tiiii celebrated toast of
" The Three Il.'s

"
has

beeu hitherto understood to mean merely
Reading, 'Riling, and 'Rithmetic. It may now
be proposed with reference to three Reformers.
The three R.'s might be said to be BRIGHT,
BEALES, and BKADLAVGU. You might also, of

call BRIGHT, BEALES, and BRADLAUGH
Birds of a Feather.
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A Serious Undertaking.
" WE are informed," says the Pall Mall Gazette,

"
that

the
'

Evangelization Society* wishes 'to co-operate with
Christian friends' who can assist it 'in opening fresh

ground without interfering with existing efforts.'
"

If that

Porter. "
Now, THEN, IP YOU DON'T GIVE OVER SAYING I HANG PICTURES JUBT is what they want, they had better apply to one of the

LIKE A R.A., I'LL COME DOWN, AND PUNCH YOUR HEAD!" Cemetery Companies.

THE COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON (ART).

THE DEMAGOGUE'S DITTY.

IF you want to get your rights,
There is no way like JACK BRIGHT'S.

0, a monster demonstration never fails !

In your thousands inarch the streets.

All the barriers your will meets
Will go down before you just like Hyde Park rails.

Tell the Government, for you
Their Reform Bill will not do ;

It is clogged with some conditions that are shabby.
Let the House know what you mean.
Go and fill the space between

Charing-cross, boys, and the venerable Abbey.

But you won't suppose, of course,
I advise the use of force.

Oh dear no ! but just a physical display,
So imposing, and so grand,
(I dare say you understand,)

As to show them you intend to have your way.

So good care be sure you take,

Any windows not to break,
I particularly hope you won't throw stones.

Pray don't fling dead dogs and cats

At the proud aristocrats.

I should weep if you broke anybody's bones.

The Bright and Beales Junction.

A POLITICAL line, supposed to have been abandoned by
its promoters last summer has been suggested as eligible

for affording the shortest cut to Reform, by Ms. BRIGHT,
at Birmingham. This line, of which the honourable gen-
tleman appears to be one of the principal Directors, is the

Hyde Park Railway.

PEACE AGAINST PRESTIGE.

To MONSIEUR JACQUES BONHOMME.
MONSIEUR,

CERTAIN scribes and spouters want you to go to war with
Prussia about Luxemburg. They tell you that if you don't you will

lose your prestige. Well ; suppose you do P I shall say, Brother in

calamity, come to my arms !

They are continually telling me that I have lost mine. Very possibly
I have. I lost it, they say, because I wouldn't fight Prussia to prevent
her from robbing Denmark of Schleswig-Holstein. What should I
have got by an attempt at fighting Prussia with unconverted Enfields P

I don't know. Very likely a deuced good licking ; small addition, at

any rate, to my prestige. But I know what I should have lost. I

certainly should have lost many millions of money, and many thousands
of men ; and might have had less prestige than none to show for

them.

Monsieur, the truth is, I can't aiford to keep a prestige. Trying to

do so has cost me above eight hundred millions sterling. I don't feel

the loss of my prestige at all. If I have lost it, indeed, I should say
that I feel better without it. What is prestige, after all P The word is

a piece of diplomatic and political slang. It is yours, and of course I
need not tell you originally meant illusion caused by sorcery, or the
effect of imagination. Prtzstigia means simply a trick. Prestige, even
in its slang sense, is a word whose significance includes something
illusory, deceptive ; somewhat, in fact, of humbug ;

the humbug of the
charlatan. It expresses a halo of renown, so to speak, which is more
or less of the nature of moonshine. Who are they whom prestige
chiefly influences P The unreasoning and the impressible.
What is the use of prestige, Monsieur ? It may make people who, if

you had it not, would not regard y9u, mind what you say for a time.
But at last some people don't mind what 'you say, for all your pres-
tige, and then you must either lose it or fight them as the scribes and
spouters are now instigating you to do, and tried to make me ; but
they couldn't. Consequently, no doubt, people sometimes don't mind

what I say to them which they may live to repent. Their contempt
does not hurt me ; they may despise me as much as they please so long
as they leave me alone. At last, too probably, some of them will do

something that I can't stand. Then, and not till then, I shall fight,

and I shall fight with a will. By that means I shall get back my pres-

tige fast enough ;
in as far as 1 am able to win prestige by fighting.

Monsieur, is prestige worth smashed skulls, shattered limbs, exen-

terated bodies ? Is it worth driving thousands and thousands of men
to death, to torture, to mutilation, and wretchedness for life ? And oh,

Monsieur, is it worth the millions and millions of francs which, if you
fight for it. you will have to pay for it ?

Wait, like me, Monsieur, till you are menaced. You will have to

wait a long time. Anybody would think twice, and more, before

resolving to quarrel with such a great fellow as you.
The scribes and the spouters will represent me to you as talking

about prestige like the fox in the fable who had lost his tail. But in

the first place, I don't know that I really have lost my prestige. Per-

haps I am told so only to vex me. Besides, a fox's tail is a substantial

thing, and prestige is another thing. It is not like any tail, except the
tail of a comet, which is lighter than vapour and astonishes weak
minds. Even if I were convinced that I actually had lost it, I would
not afford my ill-wishers, who taunt me with its loss, the satisfaction

of seeing me go about whining and blubbering Boo-hoo-oo-ooo, I 've

lost my prestige !

I intend, Monsieur, to limit my care about my prestige to the

requisite provisions for making any who, on the presumption that I

have lost it, may think they can bully me, find out their mistake.

Permit me to advise you to content yourself with practising the same
moderation.
In the hope of seeing and hearing less and less in future of that

humbugging word, prestige, which I dislike as much as I do that other

humbugging word, glory, I entreat you, Monsieur, to accept the
assurance of my distinguished consideration. Tmrm "RUTT

AN OLD JOE AND A NEW ONE. The Shoemaker's Last.
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naturalpredilection for masculine good looks I think the ufflies and the

dowdies would find it small use to canvass for a seat and as none but the

Narcissuses would ever be elected the House of Commons would become

the House of the Unctmrtions !

Craving your assistance to dear darling MR. MILL in getting us our

votes I beg to sign myself

Your constant reader and well-wisher

SOPHONISBA
'

SMITH.

PS CHARLEY says that MR. MILL wants to call the ladies

"persons" in LORD DERBY'S Reform Bill! But I don't one bit

believe him for no gentleman would dream of using such coarse language
when speaking of a woman ! It is probably a misprint in some stupid

penny paper Perhaps he meant to urge that parsons should have votes

and I confess I think they should

PPS You are musical I know ugly people always are and I dare

say you remember the old ballad called the "The Maid of the Mill"
and I think it would do nicely as a parody for one of your young poets

THE HALBERTON FARMERS FRANTIC.

'-.

E are afraid that the
REV. CANON GIRDLE-
STONE, by his efforts to

improve the condition
of the agricultural la-

bourers of his parish,
has exasperated the
farmers of Halberton.
On Monday last week,
at the Annual Vestry
Meeting, over which
the Canon presided,
there was a large gath-
ering of those gentle-
men who came there
determined to try and
prevent him from elect-

ing, as usual, one
of the two church-
wardens. The Times

says that :

" In the course of the proceedings, which were of a very noisy character the
Canon was fiercely attacked by several of the farmers, who complained that he had
been the means of removing labourers from the parish, and that he had not fairly
represented the wages question. One gentleman, MB. PEABCE, who came from a
neighbouring parish to have a '

go
'

at the Kev. Gentleman, said he was not the
good shepherd

' who gathered the lambs to his bosom,' but ' one of those hirelings
who scattered the flock.

1 "

Interference between the lambs and their shearers appears to have
constituted the offence really given to MR. PEARCE and his compeers
by CANON GIRDLESTONE. A good shepherd, in their estimation, is
one who brings his lambs up to be shorn. Such a person as CANON
GrRDLESTONK is not fit for the office of shepherd, but for a service in
relation to a different animal, thus described with euphemistic delicacy :

" Another farmer, MR. G. WARE (who was subsequently elected by the parishioners
as churchwarden), told the Canon that ho was more fit to '

go and feed a bear ' than
to be a clergyman.'

"

MR. GIRDLESTONE should immediately have asked this gentleman to
dinner.

LADY LEXICOGRAPHERS MRS. DR. JOHNSON.
(INTERCEPTED CORRESPONDENCE.)

From Miss FANNY FOXALL to Miss LAUEA LIGHTSTEP.

YES, my dear LAURA, you are quite right in saying that language
was invented by Man to conceal his thoughts. Certainly, Woman is
not responsible for its inconsistencies

; but dictionaries are of purely
masculine origin, you can see at a glance. I am convinced that MRS.
DOCTOR JOHNSON (Doctor or Dpctress ?) had she written those two
fearful folios, which Papa has hidden in his library, would not have
given a dozen meanings to one word. Take "

curiosity," how would
you or I define it ? very briefly, as

"
an earnest and laudable desire to

obtain an insight into things which concern our own happiness or the
well-being of others." But does man use it in that sense ? Oh, dear
no. Curiosity is purely a feminine foible, an impertinent prying into
blue chambers and skeleton cupboards. Call it Curiosity if you please
but so long as gentlemen will shroud their proceedings in mystery so
long shall we endeavour to find them out. For instance, look at the
Stock ^xchange. Look at it don't look in it. unless you wish to
be annihilated by five hundred money-making Bluebeards.

Little PAUL PEACH, who is articled to a broker~(not an upholsterer),

has told me dreadful tales about the secrets of the prison-house : how,
on certain occasions called settling-days, bulls and bears run about
wild, and lame ducks are tortured unmercifully, and though little PAUL
is fond of romances, 1 don't think he exaggerates. It is very natural
where prices are constantly quoted and poetry never is, that men in

spite of themselves should become bears, and only one flower flourishes
in their garden, and that is Stocks.

From Miss LAURA LIGIITSTEP to Miss FANNY FOXALL.
I quite agree with you, my dear FANNY, that we must have a

Dictionary of our own, with new and sensible meanings, for it can no
longer be borne, that man should define words iust as they think

proper, to gratify their boundless vanity.* Take
"
monopoly,"

this is a perversion of flwwopoly, and is confined chiefly to cotton and
corn f But why F Is not a club a maaopoly P Is not Parliament a

wawopoly ? Are not an Exchange and a Board of Green Cloth all

;<7opolies ? for over every one of them is written in an Italian hand," Abandon Wives all ye who enter here."
And now, I would ask (as some liberal writers have already sug-

fested),
why should not ladies have a little Capel Court of their own ?

s not our interest in a sentimental exchange equal to 3 per cent.,
and then consider for a moment the value which many parties attach
to preference share* in our affections. Why should we not have time-

bargains and
settling-days,

when if ALGERNON does not propose, then
lie shall be surrendered by ISABELLA, and if ALICE accepts, then all

flirting shall cease with the Cornet, or ALICE shall be called to account.
*

I think you made some remark on Ducks. Of course, we can't
do without them, and all who promptly pay their addresses will be
very dear ducks, indeed.

MR. DROVER'S REFLECTIONS ON THE MIRROR
OF PARLIAMENT.

MR. PUNCH,
WHEN I reflect as I often Do as I 'm driving My sheep to

and from Copenhagen Fields how badly Driving in parliament is con-

ducted, I'm nonplush'd. Neither DIZRARLI nor GLADSTONE Seem
able to get All,their Weathers into the Right pens, and when a Bolter
dashes past one or tother, he stands Agast as if he Was politically
Paralized. Something Is Wanting That's evident. It may Be
science, it may be alacrity Possibly Both. W7hat a pity it Is that

lofty statesmen won't Bend a little. If they would only condescend to
take a leaf out of pur Book, they needn't stand with their Slates in
their hands, trembling like schoolboys who can't Do a simple sum in

Long division.

Why, Sir, such a Calamity as a South-Down getting into the

Wrong shop is never heard of among Us reg'lar certificated practi-
tioners, and you know, Mr. Punch, none Can practise without A
diploma in Our market, if they Can elsewhere. Often when I 've been
Debating over a pipe at the Markis o' Granby, my friends have said to

me,
"
George, they want you at Westminster, to drive them dullamites

you'd go. afore 'em, and turn 'em down constitution hill."

Pause here.

Pig-driving, Sir, is A art of itself. Like poetry, it may Be cultivated,
but you must have its primeval! Germs born in you. I don't Follow
it as a matter of business, but I am acquainted with its finer pints as
A amateur. Now, Sir, it may be taken as a axiom, that a party as Can
drive a I. P. (trade-mark for Illiterate Pig) can Drive any number of
M.P.'s. But then what A almost contradictory Conjunction of quali-
ties is called for ! Coolness, Ardour, Hope, Humility, and Resources
infinitum. A Eye for every alley a temper Under every Provocation
Sweet as molasses, and A courage like Hannibals what Scorns to
Stick in the Ruts.
Pause again.
1 '11 be bound, Sir, that No minister, X. or XX., would Volunteer to

Drive a I. P. through The narrow passages of either house Of parlia-
ment. Then why Reproach himself with Bitterness because A Obsti-
nate M.P. doubles and darts into A lobby, where None is admitted
except On business P

Sum up.
I sometimes/ Sir, feel afeard that Our leading X minister in driving

his I. P.'s to market Fails from want of tenderness in Touch and Tone.
A little coaxing Now and Then helps a I. P. wonderfully over a style.

Flip him with a Whip, and he becomes a awful Squealer, and possibly
A abandoned character ever afterwards. Q -Q

Shepherds Lush.

P.S. Returning to our Muttons assuming that Our most illustrious

to deal with, send A dog before 'ern to catch 'em by The ear artfully,
and so as not to wound their 'ceptibilities, which very often is Singu-
larly 'cute. But Above All Things (And Here Lies The Grand Secret)
Don't Terrify 'Em By Too Much bark.
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A RECOLLECTION OF THE ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.

GIVING BY PROXY.

MB. T. P. COOKE was, no doubt, the original British Sailor.

He was also the original Monster in Frankenstein and a very original

monster, too, who made a furore in .Paris, and gave a colour to gloves,
Vert de monstre. He was as original in his will as in his^parts ; and

amongst some bequests eminently showing benevolence and kindness
to Ins professional brethren, he inserted others of a more eccentric

kind.

We have nothing to say to the combination of his own memory with
SHAKSPEARE'S at a memorial dinner, on St. George's Day, in the Hall
of the Dramatic College, for providing which he left the interest of a

handsome sum.
No apology is needed for any actor's desire to claim fellowship with

the greatest of. all players.
But a more questionable bequest in MR. T. P. COOKE'S will was
100 to be paid for a Prize Drama on a national subject, the profits

arising from its sale to go to the Dramatic College.
Under this bequest, Mu. J. SLOUS was the first successful com-

petitor ; and the sale of his drama, True to the Core, has brought, we
are glad to hear, the sum of 600 to the treasury 01 the Dramatic
College.
We wish the College joy of the money, but we can't help feeling,

somehow, that it is rather the contribution of the author of '1'rue to the

Core, than of the benevolent testator, who left the 100, which is all

that the author of True to the Core has received. We shall be told, no
doubt, that MR. T. P. COOKE meant to benefit actors and not dramatic

authors, and that MR. SLOUS, having sent in his drama, and having
been paid 100 for it, under the conditions of the wiil,;has no right to

complain. We do not say he has; nor need we be surprised to find

that MR. T. P. COOKE considered 11)0 rather a high price than other-

wise, even for a drama "
upon a national subject." How shouldn't he

think so, considering the experience lie was bred to '< Was not 60
the whole payment to DOUGLAS JEKHOLD for Black-Eyed Susan, which
brought in more thousands than we care to count to the Managers,
and was the main foundation of T. P. COOKE'S fame and fortune Y

Why should we expect T. P. COOKE to prove an exception to the usual

rule, by which Manager and Actor look on every shilling paid to

the Author as so much feloniously abstracted, or unfairly diverted from

their own pockets P Happily, they have now to deal, in some con-

spicuous cases, with Authors who are or have been Actors, who can
tiius look at the question of an Author's due from both sides, and use

the Manager's experience to bring the Manager to.terms.
We do not regret that the Committee of the Dramatic College should

have made 600 out of the play for whichjM-R.. SLOUS has received

one-sixth of that amount, though we feel it would have been fairer if

the proportions had been reversed if MR. SLOUS had received the

600, and the College the 100. But believing that 100 is not a price

likely to tempt established Authors into the field, or adequately to

reward even the untried author of a meritorious play, we cannot but

have an uneasy feeling that MK. COOKE'S bequest is a device either for

encouraging the production of bad dramas which needs no encourage-
ment or for getting a good one at an unfairly low figure. ;

At all events, let the saddle be put on the right iiorse, and let; the

Pensioners and Committee of the Dramatic College, in the tablets of

their gratitude, debit MR. T. P. COOKE with 100, and Ma. SLOUS
with six times that amount.

"ALARUMS, EXCURSIONS."

THE Sabbatarians had a meeting the other day at Exeter Hall." The
Secretary to their Society stated that during the past year sixty-eight
sermons had been preached, and ten thousand tracts issued against

Sunday excursions. This is the way to put a stop to Sunday excursions,
if Sunday excursions are, though healthful, irreligious. He also

announced that "the Public-house Bill, introduce*! by MR. ABEL
SMITH, would be supported by the Committee." Every publicity is

due to this announcement, in order that prompt resistance may be

offered to an attempt to enforce the religious practice of a sect by Act
of Parliament. The Sabbatarian Secretary further mentioned that the

Committee would give a general support to MR. THOMAS HDGHES'S

Sunday Trading Bill. Therefore, MR. THOMAS HUGHES had better

abandon his Bill, seeing that he may be sure it would curtail personal

liberty. Besides these Sunday Bills there is a Sabbatarian Liquor Bill

before the House, in charge ot MR. GRAVES, the Member for Liverpool,
who should be taught to mind his own business instead of interfering
with other people's pleasure. Excursion* are threatened sound we
therefore alarums.
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FINE UNSOPHISTICATED OLD BOY FROM THE COUNTRY:
"WELL, MY DEAR, HE SEEMS A CAPITAL YOUNG FBLLOW, AND I AM SURE HE WILL MAKE YOU A GOOD HUSBAND. BUT I SAY,

JESSIE, WHAT DID YOU MEAN BY ' No CARDS' ? StTRELY, YOUR FATHER-IN-LAW, THE PARSON, DOESN'T OBJECT TO A MILD RUBBER
AT WHIST ?

"

QUOS DEUS VULT PERDERE.
WHOM God to ruin dooms for sin,

Their wits he first withdraws !

Lo, France and Prussia brought within
That awfullest of laws !

The powers that boasted, late, how each
For an idea warred,

Draw off their velvet gloves, to reach
Their swords, and spring on guard.

'Tis an idea, too, that now
Bids troops take place of talk

That either should to the other bow,
As cock of Europe's walk.

It is an ideefixe of France,
Or his who is her fate.

That France grows less by each advance
That Prussia leaves more great.

Whereas 'tis Prussia's Grund-idee,
That strong enough she 's grown

To slap France on the face to-day,
Yet hold more than her own.

What wonder if, set side by side,
These two ideas clash,

And Janus' gates, which war sets wide,
Fly open with a crash !

So Time's wheel brings round destined ends ;

So to the poisoner's lip
The poisoned chalice Heaven commends,
His own drugged draught to sip.

Strong hand against strong hand arrayed
Must weaklings' wrongs repay ;

The mights that owned no rignt are made
To waste themselves in fray :

The iron vessels, strong to grind
Poor earthen flagons small,

Dashed on each other, kind to kind,
Iron by iron fall !

Lo, Emperor and Minister,
Crowned craft, and craft sans crown,

Gamesters as desperate as e'er

On the green cloth staked down.
He who "gainst Rouge for Noir went in,

An
Empire's throne to gain :

He who thrones for his Lord could win,
Content to rule, not reign.

A well-matched pair, calm, crafty, cool,
Stern wills and smooth regards ;

The fate of Europe in the pool,

Dynasties on the cards !

A'match in which who wins shall stand,
Or seem to stand, supreme :

"

In which who loses, from his hand
Sees power fade like a dream.

And they who all laws have defied,

Except the law of might,
Mights, long unholily allied,

Are met to test in fight.
While at their side unseen doth pass,
Nemesis with her glaive,

To give the loser's coup de grace,
And dig the winner's grave.

As these arm each for th' other's end,
So him that gains the day

Sure Retribution will attend,
To claim him for her prey.
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LUXEMBURG
FOR SALE BY

PRIVATE CONTRACT
HIGHLY ELIGIBLE

PROPERTY
TEN MINUTES WALK

FROM THE

GERMAN FRONTIER

RIGHT OF SHOOTING
&c

. .

TO BE SOLD."
EMPEROR NAPOLEON. " I-A HAVE MADE AN OFFER TO 'MY FRIEND HERE, AND "

THE MAN IN POSSESSION. "NO, HAVE YOU, THOUGHP-I RATHER THINK I WAS THE PARTY TO APPLY TO."
EMPEBOR NAPOLEON. "

OH, INDEED ! AH ! THEN IN THAT CASE I 'LL BUT IT 'S OF NO CONSEQUENCE."
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Let BISMARCK or NAPOLEON win,
Victor must vanquished be,

Till from the tangled ways of sin

God's guiding clue we see ;

Till lawless might to might of law
Subdued iiud prostrate fall,

And lie that braving Heaven we saw
Proclaim himself Heaven's thrall.

BIRD'S-EYE VIEW OF 'THE GREAT CITY."

FROM DRURY LANE.

SCENE l.Krferior of Charing Cross Railway Station about 8.30 P.M.

Music descriptive of luggage. Life-like picture ; no one about, except

at internals sudden rushes of people from left to right, or for variety

from right to left, then everything in the Great City perfectly quiet,

while the principal character talks.

Enter ARTHUR, a reformed drunkard, in trousers ofan antiquatedfashion:
music ceases.

Arthur. I've been drinking all my life. There's one bright spot in

my heart my love for EDITH. I've given up drink. There s ten

minutes before the train starts ; what shall I do r (Considers : the phrase"
ten minutes i/Hoiced for refreshment

"
probably occurs to him. He says

iri/h
1/i'i'i.iiii/i,) I 'II go and drink.

/ to drink. Music, descriptire of more luggage. People rush in

'//, r/a by no train, and disappear into some other part of the

Great City.

Enter MOGG, the Convict, who has escaped from prison, braved starva-

tion, daredfearful dangers, and Hoed through the perils of the Bush,
in order to return to the (jreat City and see the improvements at
< 'In/ring Cross.

Moaff (looks about, then, remarks astutely). How changed is
every-

thing. (Pauses.) Tliis H-HH llungerford Market. (Is much affected.)
Now ( Pauses, and gets to the extreme right-hand of stage, so as to be

ready to make a good exit when he 's delivered his effective line.) Now
(Delivers his effective line.) Now it is a hotel.

[Exit, much overcome. Music more descriptive of luggage than ever.

Rush of the same people as have appeared before. Probably
they 've all missed (heir trains, or are spending a, happy day in

the Great City, rushing about from one terminus to another,
until they come to FRITH'S picture at the finish. Exeunt all

these people for no apparent reason, except that three of the

principal characters are now coming on to talk.

Enter Three of the Principal Characters, represented by three persons so

got up as to be quite unable to appear in any quarter of the Metropolis
without attracting a considerable crowd. One is a Jew, with an
evident false nose, much worn, of course, in the Great City, a paper
limber in the button-hole of a very open black coat, set off by a red
irnixtcoat cut very low, perhaps his idea of decolle ; plenty of false
ji'iri'/lcry. Tin' si'i-ini'l if a MK. BLOUNT, A.f.,for what constituency
it is impossible to imagine. The third an Irishman, described as an
American, or an American described as an Irishman, it doesn't matter

vhich, as no sort of interest 'is in any way attached to the character.

They explain to one another that they are libertines.

Blount, M.P. I am a libertine. (To MENDEZ, the Jew.) You must
introduce me to your daughter. '(Nudges MBNDEZ.
7mA American. Introduce me to her, too.

[Nudges MENDEZ : M.Enr>t,znudffestaem: they both nudge MENDEZ.
Music, during which, while they are still nudging MENDEZ, the
same people who have missed every train since the commencement
of the play rush on and off. The threefinish nudging.

Enter Miss EDITH. Deposits her box on the ground and sits on it. The
three libertines regard her : more nudging.

Libertine (with thefalse nose, to Edith). May I give you some refresh-
ment ?

Edith (indignantly). No ! ! ! (Scorns his proffered offer.) And if our
kind friends in front i mean if an English female la to be insulted,
&c., &c., then she will know how to, &c., &c.

[Applause, and three cheers for MR. MILL. While she is speaking
comic beggars run away with her boxes. Meal picture of life in
the Great City. BLOUNT, M.P., immediatelyfinds a Policeman,
which also shows the author's remarkable powers of observation

during his residence in the Great City, and sends him after the
boxes.

Edith (suddenly communicative, tells BLOUNT, M.P., all her family
history. N.B. The following is our general idea of what she said; it
doesn't signify, however, as the plot is immaterial, the acting of no conse-

quence, scenery and grouping everything). 1 was brought up at school
some years ago. I was paid for : regularly. But lately they haven't.

(BLOUNT, M.P., is interested. The other two libertine* are still nudging
one another in a corner.) 1 once met a little romance, called ARTHUR:
and as they wanted to turn me away, I 've come to meet him. But he
is false like all the rest.

[The libertine with the false nose takes this am personal allusion:
more nudging in the corner.

Blount, M.P. (in his character of a libertine). Do you know anyone
in London f

Edith. Only MR. WILSON (vaguely), of the City.
Blount, M.P. (sharply). I know MR. WILSON, of the City.

[Exeunt BLOUNT, M.P. and EDITH, to go to MR. WILSON, of the

City. At he goes off, BLOUNT, M.P., makes faces at the two
libertines in the corner, who are still nudging each other.

Libertine (withfalse nose, d,'liivring himself of some sparkling dialogue) .

Did you ever see anything like this man ! I quite grudge him to the
Christians. [Exeunt, both nudging.

End of Scene 1.

Theatrical Person (giving his opinion). Those three fellows are not
unlike the Irishman, the Jew, and the Swell Libertine, in The Flying
Scud.

Ifix Friend (in dress circle). Dear me so they are ! (Is struck by the

coincidence.)

SCENE 2. Street near St. Paul's. Apparently a back view of an adver-

tising hoarding by night. Music descriptive of ME. TuLLT in the

orchestra.

Enter MOGG, the Convict.

Mogg. I Ve come home from Australia. While undergoing my sen-
tence I 've amassed a colossal fortune. For further particulars see
Great Expectations. 1 can't drag myself from my old haunts.

[Meaning the back of the advertising hoarding by moonlight.

Enter BLOUNT, M.P., from somewhere.

Blount, M.P. EDITH is now supping with me on chickens and

champagne. (Perhaps in St. Paul's, by express permission of the Dean and
Chapter.) 1 know tliat face (seeing MOGG). That's MOGG.
Mogg. What ! BLOUNT ! (Neither move.) Leave me alone.
Blount (vaguely.) Why not. ?

Hogg. Because (as an answer to a riddle) Because when you were
chief clerk at Messrs. Somebody's (name we didn't catch), 1 was a porter.

[Exit MOGG side-ways, threatening.
Blount (to himself). Can he ever have seen the play of Still Waters

Run Deep ? But no matter, I 'm a Member of Parliament.
\Exit gaily to join EDITH at chickens and champagne in St. fauVs.

SCENE 3. Waterloo Bridge, Surrey Side. Real everything.

Enter ARTHUR.
Arthur (in brilliant dialogue). I've looked everywhere, and found

her nowhere.

Blount, M.P. (with EDITH, after chickens and champagne). Let 's go
and see MR. WILSON, of the City. [EDITH hesitates.

Blount M.P. (as a Happy Thought). Let 's take a Hansom.
Edith (overcome, consents). Yes ! Let 's !

\_Eacitement of Audience expecting the Hansom. It comet: real

horse, real cab, real man, real badge, all new and clean. They
jump in.

Arthur (seeing her, while getting a realfivepence-halfpenny out of six-

pence at the turnstile]. Ha ! "i'is EDITH and in a HANSOM ! ! ! !

Curtain.

This was too much for us all at once ; another night we will endeavour
to see the remaining acts. For the present we are perfectly satisfied
with what we 've seeii.

A Property of Caoutchouc.

OCTR notice has been attracted by the prospectus, just issued, of the

English India Rubber Company, according to which the object of that
association is to purchase and extend the business of the South wark
India Rubber Company, Grange Road, Berinondsey. It may be hoped
that the proposed extension will be effected without difficulty by a
concern whose resources may be presumed to be sufficiently elastic.

Dropped, but not Disposed of.

DEAR SIR MORTON,
ou tell me the House of Commons has whitewashed you.

Pardon me. It has declined to take up your case. 1 can't say that
1 blame the House, and I remain, Your obedient Servant, PUNCH.

METAPH9R MADB EAST." A Telegwam from Bombay," said a
Swell, reading a newspaper,

"
says,

'

Mouey is tight.' Haw ! 'Suppose
they 've no loose cash there."
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HUNTING, AND NO END !-(A FACT.)

Cheerful Party (to depressed Nimrod, returning by train). "LAST DAY OF THE SEASON? NONSENSE! WHY, IN MY COUNTRY WE HUNT
ALL APRIL ! HUNT CUBS I

"

OUE VIRTUOUS VESTRIES.

AN indignation meeting of the vestrymen of London was held the

other evening at the Pig and Whistle public-house, to protest against
the protests of the public and the press, that the vestrymen of London
are utterly incompetent to discharge their public duties.

MR. BUTCHER having, as the first comer been unanimously called

on (by himself) to occupy the chair, the business of the evening was
opened by his ordering a glass of gin-and-water, and a clay pipe
and tobacco, with which he entertained himself until another gentle-
man arrived. This being ME. SHORTWEIGHT, the celebrated baker

(see Police Reports, last year), an intellectual conversation upon things
in general, and parish matters in particular, naturally ensued. Other

vestrymen soon followed, and pipes and grogs having been sufficiently

supplied

The CHAIRMAN begged to say that business was business, and being
punctooal bisself he had been woted to the chair, which he was quite
ready to wacate, should any just impediment be found about his sitting
theer. (No, no.) Well, then, he wouldn't beat about the bush but come
straight to the pint. (A Voice, "Can't you make it a quart;"' and
laughter.) What they wished to say was simply that the public was a
Hass ; ('ear ! 'ear !) and no reporters being present he 'd take the

liberty to add, the press was a Hass also. (" Brayvo, old Cock ! go it !")
He wouldn't say no more hisself as his woice was rather 'usky, but
would call upon some honourable gent to fire away.
MB. SHOETWEIGHT said he thought there was the soundest common

sense in what their noble friend, the Chairman, had remarked. For
himself, he thought the press was the wust Hass of the two (cheers),

seeing as how it frekently interfered with the liberty of the subjick, in
a manner to his mind entirely unconstitooshnal. (Ear !) For instance,
last year he

'appened, by one of them there accidents which occur in
the best reggerlated family establishments, to have a few 'arfquarterns
a trifle under weight, and what did them there blessed noospapers but
parade his name in print as a robber of the poor, (shame !) and recom-
mend, besides his paying of a 'eavy fine, that he be kept on bread and

water, and short weight of the former, with, to give him a good
appetite, a turn upon the treadmill. (Groans.)
MB. SANDSUGAR observed that he had also been a wictim to them

howdacious
"
horgans," as they was pleased to call theirselves, he

meant the public noosepapers. He would gladly give a trifle, say a

pound of his best lump, to any public benefactor who would put down
the press, ('ear ! 'ear !) which was a hinsult and a hinjury to every
freeborn British westry. (Loud cheers)
MR. GUZZLER said that it was the duty of the westries to look sharp

after the cash. But there was no call to be stingy, and to starve
theirselves when working 'ard on parish business. (No, no !) Gents
nat'rally got good appetites arter their 'ard work, and it was only
right and proper that the public should stand SAM for 'em. (Cheers.)
Ma. SWILLEH said some friends of his in Camberwell was lately

'auled over the coals for simply running up a tavern-bill or two at the

ratepayers' expense. (Shame !) What with wines and weeds, and
warious other liquors, the westry dinners there might be reckoned on
a average at about a sov. per man, and this here nessary refreshment
was actiily complained of as illegal and extravagant. (Groans.)

MR,. BLOBLEY observed that in his parish the custom was to tip the
wink on dinner days to one or two choice spirits as was kuowed to be

good company, and give 'em dinners gratis for their 'elp to make a

night of it. (Hear, and Bravo Blobley !)

Ma. GOBBLES thought that westrymen must live as well as 9ther
people, and, while they were about it, they might as well be jolly.

(A laugh, and " Oo it, Gobbles!") The ratepayers, 'owever, might
grumble at cigars, so he proposed that, with a view to parochial
economy, all westrymen in future should be limited to clays.

A warm debate ensued upon this interesting question, and fresh

supplies of stimulants being ordered in, the meeting did not separate
until an early hour.

THE SIMPLE REASONS.

THE Theatrical Feed was a failure, becos
Miss POOLE was not present, and B cic T was.
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TOO BAD!
Country Railway Porter (to Swell, who is watting for the Express). "Now, THEN, LOOK ALOIVE FOR THE 'SCURSION ! SECOND OR

THIRD, MY MAN ?
"

BETTERING THE INSTRUCTION.

(A Truthfrom the Trades-Unionists.)

FROM us our foreign brethren,
Have learnt bow to behave :

Here are Brussels shops en chantage,
Parisian shops en greve ;

Their tailors quit the shopboard,
Comb and tongs their coiffeurs shy ;

Their very undertakers
No coffins will supply !

And we're all striking, strike, strike, striking,
We 're all striking in our shops at home.

Political Economy,
You tell us, we 've defied :

That SMITH and MILL and MALTHUS
Are all on t' other side.

But example more than precept
In church or shop can teach :

While we know what masters practise,
We don't care what they preach-

So we're all striking, strike, strike, striking,
So we 're all striking in our shops at home.

Whatever they may tell us,
The rules that guide 'em all,

Are "
devil take the hindmost,"

And "
the weakest to the wall."

Let the light of MILL and MALTHUS
Be clear as light of sun,

The law that guides our masters
Is the law of NUMBER ONE,

So we 're all striking, strike, strike, striking,We 're all striking in our shops at home.

What wonder while rich Capital
To number one is true,

Poor Labour should the interest

Of number one pursue ?

But while, in clash of capitals,
No master master spares,

Our number one I take it

Is a bigger one than theirs.

Though we 're all striking, strike, strike, striking
Though we "re all striking in our shops at home.

They fight, in competition,
Each man for his own hand :

We fight, in our trades-unions,
Each man for the whole band.

If we stint hours, we tell you,
'Tis the more mouths to feed,

If we say
"
no

"
to piece-work,

'Tis the weakling's case we heed,
While we're all striking, strike, strike, striking,
We 're all striking in our shops at home.

We don't deny that
Capital

Might yet be Labour s friend :

And when the two are friendly,

Why then their feud will end.
But wnile master thinks for master,
And never thinks for man,

Man to man will hold the faster,
And wring out all he can.

So we're all striking, strike, strike, striking,
We 're all striking in our shops at home.

MR. BABBAGB'S PARADISE. Stillorgan.
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POETRY IN THE PANTRY.

SOME people say that poetry, like chivalry, is dead. In these prosaic

times, they tell you, a lover never pens a sonnet to his mistress's eye
brow : such a thing, he would most likely say, is

"
all my eye," and il

he sent her any lines they would probably be fishing ones. Railways
it is said, have annihilated poetry, as well as time and space. In these

high-pressure days, making verses is by far too slow an occupation

Except perhaps the poet laureate, and Punch, no one now-a-days writes

anything that people can call poetry.

For the credit of mankind, Punch is glad to think these statements

are not founded upon fact. Poetical himself, Punch is proud to be the

cause of poetry in others ; and that he is so his waste-paper baskel

dai|y gives full proof. Some lines, however, reach him now and then
which he finds worth preservation in the amber of his t ype. Such for

instance are the following, which appeared upon the lOih of April in

the Irish Times :

A PLACE is AVanted by a Girl,
Ere this short week doth end,

To wait upon an invalM,
And all her wants attend :

She has the power which few possess,
To soothe and comfort ill distress 1

Or wait upon two ladies fair,

For she excels in dressing hair.

Address, &c.

If this be not true poetry, Punch would like to know what is. And
how much prettier is such a notice than the curt, blunt, prosy state-

ments of people who
" Want Places

"
in the columns of the Times !

Nobody now ever dreams of reading those advertisements, but by the

help of poetry they might, we think, be made delightfully attractive.

We really advise servants not to be too proud to act upon the precedent
this Irish girl has given them. A footman, we should fancy, would
soon find himself engaged, if he announced his talents in some such

style as this :

A Footman now doth want a place ;

His height is five feet eight :

He can both ope the door with grace,
And at the table wait.

His calves are fine, his figure good,
His H's ne'er he drops :

He deigns to eat the simplest food

Yes, even mutton chops !

If exiled from his pantry by some unlucky chance, JEAMES might
find his muse of service in procuring him a place. And who could fail

to be impressed by this poetical appeal by a paragon of a Cook ?

You want a Cook ? Well, here is one
Who ne'er sent pork up underdone :

Who drinks no beer, who cribs no grease,
Nor gives cold meat to the police.
No kitchenmaid doth she require,
Nor ever burns too big a fire.

Her wages twenty pounds a year ; .
For such a Jewel 'tis not dear !

Surely such a jewel deserves a finer setting than the plain, unpolished
prose of a common-place advertisement. And why should not a
Coachman put his Pegasus in harness, and thus modestly announce his

abilities in verse ?

As coachman, for a gent or swell :

Can drive one, or a pair :

Is single : steady : knows town well :

Can sleep in country air.

N.B. Would also like to state,

Finds his own gloves when he doth wait.

From the butler to the
"
Buttons," from the valet to the scullery-

maid, all servants, high or low, might find the art of poetry a valuable

agent in procuring them a place. We should be glad if our remarks
at all assist towards this result, but we candidly confess we do not
think they will. However, while the rhyming fit is on us , we must
supply one more poetical advertisement, just to show that poets soon
might be as common as potatoes, if our servants took to writing in the
manner of the advertiser in the Irish Times :

Pray, which of you ladies now wants a nice page ?

He is not quite thirteen yet, and tall for his age.
Yet, though fast he is growing, his appetite 's small.

And he ne'er bursts his buttons by larks in the hall.

In lollipops never his wages are spent,
Nor plays he at leap-frog, on errands when sent.
To give him a trial you 'd never refuse,
Could you see how he "11 polish your knives and your shoes !

THE EMPRESS OF LAQUES.
WE do not know the age of the lady named by the Post in the sub-

joined paragraph. We do not inquire. Far be it from Punch to moot
so delicate a question. But there was a time when the idea of a most
sensible woman and a large landowner, combined in one person, would
have invested that person with peculiar interest in the eyes of Mr.
Punch. For reasons which may be imagined, he would then have been
anxious to know whether a lady, evidently endowed as well with much
property as with great taste and intelligence, had also the advantage
of parity of years with himself. This would have sufficed him. He
is satisfied with intellectual beauty the beauty of expression :

"
the

mind, the music beaming from the face." That he would have taken
for granted. Here is the brief but suggestive statement, which has
occasioned him to gush at the unusual rate foregoing :

" CRINOLIHB. The Oswestry Advertiser says that Miss LLOYD, of Laques, has
given wholesale notice to quit to her tenants in Carmarthenshire and Pembroke-
shire, in consequence of their wives and daughters wearing crinoline, a practice to
which Miss LLOVU objects."

The mandate above described as issued by the Lady of Laques must
be owned apparently to partake of the nature of an Ukase, or a Bull.

Arbitrary, however, as that decree may seem, Crinoline, in excess, is

such a bore, such an ugly, such a troublesome, such a vicious, such a

dangerous, and now, happily, such a vulgar thing, and gives rise to
such unpleasantnesses, that if 1867 were an earlier date, and Mr. Punch
were not blest as he is, he would certainly inquire immediately about
Miss LLOYD of Laques.

A JOKE OF THE FIRST WATER.
THE REV. SYDNEY SMITH calumniated* a facetious nation when he

declared that a surgical operation was necessary to get a joke into a

Scotchman's head. The following extract from the British Medical
Journal will show that, so far from being impermeable to a joke from

without, a Scotchman's head is capable of giving- issue to a joke con-

ceived in its interior :

Does anybody doubt about the
jocosity

of Baillie MILLAR'S joke ?

Let him try it. Let him see if it will not set any intellectual table in a
roar. Besides the Baillie's joke is suggestive. It is not only witty
in itself, but calculated to be the cause of other wit. The public wells

of Musselburgh are perhaps replete with the results of intramural inter-

ment. The reason why the worst water in the town makes the best

toddy may be surmised to be that it forms with whiskey a union of

body and spirit. As a combination of animal matter with spirit, the

toddy made with the Musselburgh wells water may be represented as

an elixir of animal spirits. And so on. No wonder Baillie PETER
MILLAR was jealous of his fame for the joke which he had made, and
did not like to have the good thing that had been said by himself

attributed to DR. SANDERSON.

THE MYSTERY OF BONNETS.
Mr. Punch is unfortunately unable to speak as often as he could

wish in commendatory terms of fashionable articles of ladies' dress.

His nature prompts him to praise with the utmost enthusiasm any and

everything that tends to enhance the charms of beauty. Any effectual

contrivance for setting off a bust, an arm, or an ancle, would set him

raving with eulogy at least as frantically as the loveliest new thing in

sauce. But he seldom has the pleasure of thus expressing himself.

The demon of perversity has for a long time presided over the fashions.

What could Punch say, for instance, of chignons ? Simply that they
are more ridiculous than pigtails, and less cleanly.

But now there has at last arisen a fashion that Mr. Punch has the

unspeakable happiness of being able to extol in the highest terms. It

s that of those charming little bonnets that ladies now wear.

Mr. Punch has a most particular reason for magnifying these little

>onnets, while wishing they may never get bigger. His reason is that

hose same bonnets No !

Never give reasons is a maxim which must now be followed. The
ittle bonnets are popular. Mr. Punch is glad of it. If he were to

state his reason why, he has no doubt that they would be instantly
discarded. He must, therefore, withhold his reason for admiring
,hem until he is implored to assign it by their wearers, whose entrea-

ies are never addressed to him in vain.

A DISTINCTION WITH A DIFFERENCE.

LIBERTY, Fraternity and Equality ? Yes, good people. Liberty for

;ver, Fraternity also, and likewise Equality but not Equalisation.
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WHAT H. M. CIVIL SERVANTS HAVE TO ENDURE,
BESIDES THE RIDICULOUSLY LOW SALARIES.

Mr. Registrar.
" WHAT 's THE NUMBER OF YOUR DEED, SIR ?

"

Attorney's Clerk.
"
H-EIOHT, H-OCGHT H-EIOHT, H-OUGHT, SEVIN, SIR!"

Mr. Registrar (faintly).
" OH DEAR ! OH DEAR ! (NOTES DOWN THE NUMBER)

THAT WILL DO." [And is so upset that he takes a month's holiday on the spot.

YE WORKING-MEN OP ENGLAND.
YE Working-men of England,
Who know how humbug deals,

Whose sense detects its little game
In BKAULAUGII and in BEALES-

To those who 'd mould you bone and brain
As Potter's clay, say no,

Nor keep, like the sheep,
The way your leaders go

Where the spouter spouteth loud and long,
And the penny trumpets blow !

If wiser than your fathers,

Why worse than they behave?

Why be the prey of every fool,
The dupes of every knave ?

Where BHIGUT and gallant GLADSTONE fell,

Can BEALES and BBADLAI'GII go?
You must creep e'er you leap,
Let fools prate ever so :

Let the spouters spout both loud and long,
And the penny trumpets blow !

BRITANNIA loves not humbug,
And big-talk holdeth cheap ;

The chartered rights of Englishmen
Law gave and Law will keep.

By roots deep as our native oak's

Secured those rights we know,
King nor nob, still less mob
Those rights can overthrow,

Nor the spouters, spouting loud and long,
Nor the penny prints that crow !

Then hoist the flag of England,
Red caps and banners burn,

Till the spouters' spouting wins no heed,
And common-sense return.

Then, Working-men of England,
Will Punch his trumpet blow,

To the fame of your name
When the BEALES has ceased to blow

When the fiery BRADLAUGU 's heard no more,
And the BEALES has ceased to blow !

SOMETHING WITTY FROM THE CUT.

WHY is Smithfield like Rome in the days of CICBRO ?

Because it is threatened by a Cattle-line !

PEEPS AT PARIS.

PEEP THE SEVENTH.

I COULDN'T write last week, in consequence of the tailors' strike.

My new things had not come home, and my old ones, which were

sufficiently done up to require fresh doing up by the tailor, had not

been returned. I couldn't walk about the Egspqsissiong in my sack

dinnwee (that 's what our lively neighbours call a night-gown) so I was

obliged to lie in bed.

A friend who looked in to see how I was, casually observed that I

might have written in that situation,
"
because," he said pleasantly,"

My dear PEEPER, you can lie in bed as well as out of it." If this

hadn't been his/aw, there would have been bloodshed.
1 have been appointed one of the Jury. From information I 've re-

ceived (since my clothes came home) I understand that my department
will be m the Potteries. I 'm not quite clear what

"
Potteries means.

However, I've ordered several works on Potteries, and the volume of the

Encyclopadia Britannica in which Potter occurs. I am quite a French-
man now, in my new costume. I have also purchased a large collar, a

neglijay tie, and a tall hat. The tall hat I look upon as my first step
towards the study of chimney-potteries. Instead of a first step it

ought to be a crowning effort. These hats are specimens of real

High Art ; they were introduced by the Freemasons of Paris. I don't
mind telling, you this, as we 're all

"
tiled

"
here, there 's no doubt

about that.

LUMPYRAW (I allude to LOUEY) said to a friend of mine the other day
(a friend of mine, observe, of course not myself delicacy that, eh ?)

well, LUMPYBAW said, and I must remark that his lightest word con-

siderably illumines the present Luxemburg difficulty, he said quietly
But an Aidykong has come round to tell me that what was said

the other morning was quite ongter noo,

While giving you the gossip of the day in Parry, I have quite

forgotten the object I had in view, namely, of assisting the numerous
English visitors. (A note has been sent to me from the authorities,

saying that I'm on the Jury for Surgical Instruments. I must get up
the subject and counterorder my Pottery works.)

In the afternoon the visitor, decorating himself with a bit of red
ribbon in the second button-hole of his best frock-coat, will saunter up
the Bicaw dibtnilloin (spelt Bois de Boulogne) and see the pretty equi-

pages and the swells riding and driving in this merry month of May.
Boulogne, as many people know, is on the sea. and is a favourite

residence for the English. I was going to give a long account of this

place, but I find that this isn't the same Boulogne at all, consequently
I shall defer all my information on this subject until I can speak posi-

tively. PEEPER THE GREAT won't deceive you, so don't be afraid.

While perambulating Parry look in at the pallay dallarndooslree,

spelt, in spite of this pronunciation, Palais d'Industrie. Also saunter

through the Arcades and Parsages.
Palais de I'Indmtrie. The Great Hospital for retired Chevaliers

d'Industrie : a most meritorious charity. Visit it by all means.
Arcades. There are so many Arcades in Paris that the classic visitor

might be tempted to call it the Arcadia of Europe, if he was not re-

strained by his better nature. These Arcades are thoroughfares leading
to several somewheres, and not merely in at one end and out at the

other, as in the Lowther Arcade, or the Burlington, though of course

you can simplify your proceedings considerably by going nowhere.
But then why begin by going to Paris ?

I must leave off. A note has just come from the Commissioners

saying that I'm appointed on the jury for deciding upon the qualifi-

cations for admission of Fungi from the Hautes-Pyr6n6es. Must order

works on the subject, and counterorder the others.

DICTATE OP THE DEMONSTRATIONISTS. You must take the Rough
with the Smooth.

VOL. LII.
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SENTIMENT.
"DiD I STRIKE? No, SIR! You SEE A ENGINE'S A HANIMAL AS A CHAP

GETS FOND ON, AND I COULDN'T LEAVE MINE TO THTM AS DIDN'T KNOW HER
WAYS !

"

A NIGHT'S ENTERTAINMENT.
AIR " When in Death I shall calm recline."

WHEN we 're buried in slumber deep,
Fancy often is

apt
t,o teem.

I was once in the land of sleep,
When about me came an amazing dream !

All sorts of Swells were masquerading,
And playing the fool in such a degree

As I, but fact that there 's no evading,
Might say I never dreamt I should see.

Pipes and beer at a festal scene,
Free and easy, dispelled dull care ;

Missing the face was of PADDY GREEN :

But the EARL or DERBY was in the chair.
Ministers all, a band of brothers,
As Minstrels of Christy sat in a row

;

DISRAELI'S voice rose above the others :

And likewise BENJAMIN jumped Jim Grow.

All sides politics there forgot ;

BOWYER handed to WHALLEY a light.

Pledging each other in pewter-pot,
ROBERT LOWE drank cooper with friend JOHN BRIGHT,

Roaring, in Rule Britannia's chorus
With GLADSTONE they joined, at PAKINGTOK'S call.

LORD RUSSELL then having danced before us,
The EARL or SHAFTESBURY sang Sam Ualf.

DISPLAY OF PHYSICAL FORCE.
THE attendance at the political meetings which take

place on Saturdays at Trafalgar Square has fallen off lately.
This is very much to be lamented in the interests of safe
and rational reform. With a view of giving these assem-
blies the required attraction, it is suggested that a pro-
minent part in them should be taken by the honourable
Member for Birmingham. That constitutional orator is

accustomed to exhort multitudes to the harmless exhibition
of physical force. In illustration 9f what he means by that,
perhaps, at the next gathering in Trafalgar Square, ME.
BRIGHT will get on a platform, and balance MR. BEALES
on his chin at the top of a ladder. It would be fun to
hear the great Tribune of the People crying,

"
Twopence

more, and up goes MR. BEALES !

"

THE TEMPERATE TEMPEBANCE LEAGUE.
EXCURSIONISTS who like to dine on a Sunday, and to drink beer at

dinner, will be glad to hear that MR. GRAVES has abandoned the Bill

which, if he had been asinine enough to press, and the Legislature had'
been sufficiently stupid and Sabbatarian to enact it, would have for-

bidden them to satiate their hunger and slake their thirst on the first

day of the week.
There is a Society, of which MR. GRAVES would do well forthwith to

become a member. It is not a community such as that enclosed within
walls at Colney Hatch, or as that other similarly circumstanced at
Hanwell : no, nor is it cared for in any Asylum for Idiots. It meets at
Exeter Hall : it met there the other day. It would, if it could effect
its object, keep everybody out of the public-house on all days of the
week. It is, MR. GRAVES, the National Temperance League. Its
annual public meeting was held the other day, under the presidency
of MR. B. SCOTT, F.R.A.S. A report of its operations was read by
MR. R RAE, its Secretary.
By this statement the members of the League, and the public at

large, were apprised of the nature of its endeavours to inculcate its
'

principles. Those proceedings are very different from your Bill. They
are reasonable and just. For instance, the Very Reverend the Dean
of Chichester, DR. HOOK, delivered an effective speech in favour of
total abstinence last autumn, before the Church Congress at York. A
very reverend, and very rational, and very respectable way of going to
work. Then another Very Reverend Dean, the Dean of Westminster,

'

DEAN STANLEY, has agreed, at the request of the Temperance League
Committee, to permit the delivery of a temperance sermon by a total

abstaining clergyman at one of the approaching special services in
Westminster Abbey. Good again. He will have no difficulty in

finding a text for a temperance sermon, if he will limit his discourse to
that. Should the total abstaining clergyman preach total abstinence,
he will have texts to get over

;
but that is his affair. Well ; then MB.

RAE enunciated the principle whereon the National Temperance
League acts :

" The Society fought to carry out its objects by moral suasion, and by Christian
example. The Society differed from the kindred society, the Alliance, which

endeavoured to carry out its views by political and parliamentary ac.tion
;
but the

League only employed the aid of moral suasion and religious instruction (Cheers).... By reason and the force of argument, the platform, and by the press, theywould be able to break down the fallacies and the prejudices which existed in oppo-
sition to the principles of the League."

Follow their example, MR. GRAVES. Enlist under their banner;
and desert the Alliance, if you have been fighting under the flag of the
latter. Be content to enforce total abstinence and Sabbatarianism by
reason and the force of argument as well as you can

; by moral suasion
and religious instruction. There may be some difficulty about religious
instruction, if you go so far as to preach total abstinence. In that
case you will have to resort to the Koran

;
but you had better do that

than seek to close places of refreshment on Sunday by a decree which,
though Parliamentary, would be just as tyrannical as any edict ever
promulgated by the Grand Turk.

A COOL IDEA.
DEAK PUNCH,

THE Luxemburg question appears difficult to solve. But it

is easy in comparison with the question as to what can be the meaning
of this passage, which I stumbled on this morning in the ConMll
Magazine :

" Like icy letters, graven on a wall,
That grow the stronger as we pore on them,
Till at the last, they are not seen at all."

"
Icy letters," Mr. Punch ! That 's a cool idea. But is it not a

cooler one to fancy that a reader of average intelligence can fathom
what is meant by such a simile as this ? Yours in amazement,

JONATHAN JONES.

A Prolonged Fencing Bout.

JOHN PARRY has just sung "Mrs. Rose/eaf's Evening Party" for the
thousandth time. This is the longest interchange of point and PARRY
on record.

By this time PABHY ought surely to have mastered every passage,
includiug the North-West.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

KNIGHTS of the Shire and their humbler associates in the Repre-

sentation met again, after the Easter Holidays, oil Monday, the 2'.
1

But before recording their work, it is fitting that Mr. Punch should

mention that no less a workman th;m WILLIAM EWART (I,,

followed the example of the engine-drivers, tailors, masons, coll :

boys, and others now on Strike, mid Si ruck. The defeat he sustained

on the night before the holidays made him think that he could no

longer It-ad, with advantage, an Opposition that thought for itself in

Tea Rooms. So, before going over to Paris to give his verdicts on

pottery and the like (on which he is a great authority), Ma. GLAD-

STONE wrote a letter to MR. CRAWFORD, of the Cily, renouncing his

Amendments, but adding that he was ready to do anythin* in the way
of concerted action, to prevent any further limitation of w

the Scanty Modicum ol extension of franchise (,ll\ red li.

ment. Remarking that Mr. Punch hopes Mil. GLADSTONE enjoyed his

visit to 1'aris, and that he appeared in his usual place on the Thursday

about to be immortalised by the Diamond Pen, we now proceed to the

proceedings of

Monday. It appears that France and Prussia are not going to fight

about Luxemburg, jet. LOUD STANI.RV had the pleasure of announcing
that all the Neutral Powers were to hold a Conference, and that the

quarrellers would accept its decision. An> thing that impedes the

march of the war-fiend must be welcome to all who are not of his own
devilish nature. May the Conference be successful. Nobody was

astonished, everybody was delighted, that the good Qi KKX OK |-;M;I,\\ D

had written an admirable autograph letter to the KING OF I'

praying him to keep the. p aee, and warning him that it he did not, he

must hope for no moral support from England. We are fully .-.

the value of a great, stn 'ant power in the heart of Europe,
but one of the features of Protestantism is its protest against doing
evil that good may cnie, and those eminent religionists, the King and

BISMARCK, are thought to be a little less sound on this doctrine than

they might be.

We resumed the debate on the Irish Bill about tenants' improve-
ments, but Mr. Punch declines to trouble the world with a reproduc-
tion of the arguments. Suffice it to say, that an Amendment, very

ably supported by MR. GREGORY, and intended to commit the House
to the Encouragement of Leases, was rejected by a small majority, and

another, suggested by MR. SANDFORD, for inhibiting loans for improve-

ments, except with the consent of the landlord, was rejected by a

larger majority, and the debate was again adjourned. And as every
Irish result has to be explained afterwards, it is fair to say that these

decisions must be understood with the aid of explanations which mean
that the divisions did not exactly mean what they seemed to mean
for further particulars apply to LORD NAAS, whose business it is to

seem to understand the matter.

Tuesday. "We had a debate, originated by MR. TREVELYAN (the

Competition Wallah), on the Purchase of Army Commissions. That

gentleman stated the case against the system very fairly, and moved
a resolution condemnatory of it. SIR JOHN PAKINGTON, War Minister,
in opposing the motion, admitted that the mover had a strong case,

and LORD HARTIXGTON said that the system was full of anomalies and
evils, but its abolition was surrounded with difficulties. It occurs to

Mr. Punch that he has or does his fine memory deceive him heard
this kind of answer once or twice before when reforms have been sug-

gested. MR. TREVELYAN was complimented by the official and ex-

official swells, and asked to withdraw his motion, but he acknowledged
the compliment, and pressed the motion, and was defeated by 11G to

75. The numbers in the House (191 out of 657) either showed the

profound interest the Members take in one of the most important
questions of the day, or their certainty that officialism would effectually

prevent any present action.

Listen to this. We voted 402,000, as a trifle on account of the

expenses of the new Palace of Law. You may Uke to know, also, that
lever and pickaxe are hard at work amid the dirty old houses behind
the left of the Strand, and that among others a den once consecrated

by a visit paid by our most religious and gracious King, Old Rowley,
(we may guess his Majesty's errand) has gone down before the in-

vading navvies.

Vednaday. \\\ the absence of a theme for the usual theological set-to
of Wednesday, we had a couple of speeches on Communication between
Railway Passengers and Guards. MR. H. B. SHERIDAN will accept
our best thanks for forcing the subject on Parliamentary notice. He
had a Bill for compelling the companies to make the necessary arrange-
ments. It, was, of course, opp9sed by Government, with the usual
pleas the best being that we might as well see what the Royal Com-
mission would report on the subject. MR. CAVE seemed to think that
a personal insult was cast at the directors by the attempt to make them
take cue of the lives of their customers. Well, so there was, and they

deserve it, and Mr. Punch means to insult them a little more, until

they shall all have adopted some contrivance for the security of man-
kind. They are ready enough to rush at any device for preventing
tickets from being tampered with, or second classers getting into lir.M-

ckss carriages, but they, mostly, evince a strange want of interest iu

something we care a great deal more about.

MK. GKAVKS presented a petition in favour of his Bill for regulating
public bouses. It was signed, he said, by 82,182 persons, but Mr.

v, who immediately went to the, table to count, could only, afier

going through the sum five times, make it more it he
:iot think it necessary to accuse MK. GKAVKS of wilful mis-state-

After this, he withdrew his Bill, hi-can iment had
threatened to oppose it, and had also promised to look n stion
next year perhaps rather a safe promise, certain circumstances
considered.

While on the subject of public houses, Mr. Punch desires, in the
kindliest spirit h is sure, to ask a question. There was to have been
a great prize-fight the other day. It did not come off, an Irish giant
who was to have, been one of the combatants, wa-, out of the way.
Never mind that, MR. lloneRts, laiidljrd of a well-known public
house, boldly writes to the papers, defending Gigas and saying
he himself was the elm r of that party. II,- dates from
inn, m which we hope he will not take less ease when Mr. Punch bhall
have asked, firstly, whether it is a lawful thing to promote a fight, and
secondly whether licensing magistrates have anything to say to
victuallers who encourage such things ? Because it appears to Mr.
Punch thut to refuse the liernee of some little publican who has
allowed a game of whist, and to concede it to a big publican who
avows that he has been specially active in getting up a scene of
brutal blackguardism is thoroughly English in its absurd incon-
sistency.

Thursday. The Lords met. Mr. Punch is happy to say that LORD
DERBY'S gout has retired, and has left him so well that he was able not
only to attend in his place and make Luxemburg explanations, but to
endure deputations from Working-Men's Conservative Associations.
We Bear that, these Conservative artisans were singularly well dressed,
for provincials, and that the perfumes on their cambric were of a very
good class. Ha! ha! ha! ha! ha! LORD DERUY and M. DISRAELI
did not laugh, however, until they heard the street-door shut behind
the Conservative Working-Men.

Then. Ladies (persons, we mean,) and Gentlemen, the Committee on
the Reform Bill sat again.

Last time we chronicled a Government victory. That is not exactly
the story we have now to tell.

LORD GROSVENOR withdrew his amendment in favour of a 5 Rating
1 ranchise, but declared his anxiety to make the Bill a good one.
MR. AYRTOS moved the second of MR. GLADSTONE'S abandoned (we

mean forsaken) amendments that for doing away with the two years'
residence, and for making it one year.

Government, through PAKINGTON and KARSLAKE opposed the
amendment. MR. BASS supported it, and spoke up with effervescence
in favour of the Tea Ruom. MR. BRIGHT supported MR. AYRTON.
On division, Government was beaten by 278 to 19781.
MR. DISRAELI demanded time to consult his colleagues. It was

conceded.

Friday. The night was much wasted in debate about the meeting
which BEALES and his accomplices insisted on holdin? in Hyde Park.
The Queen's Government protested against it, MR. GLADSTONE most
earnestly entreated the League not to holdit, MR. THOMAS HUGHES, a
Leaguer, did all in his power to prevent it. MR. BRIGHT and MK.
PETER TAYLOR encouraged it. These proceedings "make people
think of several things," as MR. CARLYLE says.
MR. DISRAELI, having consulted his colleagues, regretted the de-

cision of the Committee on the previous night, and did not think it

inconsistent with his duty to defer to that decision. In one of MR.
PLANCiit's burlesques, written in days when play-goers understood
wit, a King mentions an opinion which he had stated :

" Prime MMittr You did, my lief?fl, and I agreed with you."
King. Uncompromising uiau, you always do."

MR. WALPOLE brought in a Bill for punishing any persons who
should hold any sort of meeting in the Parks without the permission
of the QCEEN.

Robin Hood's Riflemen.

ON Monday evening last week there was held at the Drill-room,

Nottingham Castle, the Annual Meeting of the Robin Hood Rifles.

The name of this corps is remarkable. The weapons of ROBIN HOOD
and his merry men were, to be sure, bows and arrows, but travellers

with purses to lose, who fell in their way, used generally to find that

their expertness in archery was even surpassed by their dexterity in

, rifling.
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BRUSHING PA'S NEW HAT.
Edilh. " Now, TOMMY, YOU KEEP TURNING SLOWLY, TILL WE'VE DONE IT ALL ROUND.''

SOLTITUR ABERRANDO;
OU, WALPOLE'S WANDERINGS.

OH, weep for the hour
When Home Secretary's power

To the man of tears and terrors, SPENCER WALPOLE, came,
The clerks were puzzled quite,
And WADDLNGTON waxed white,

At first for consternation, then red for shame.

A Sec we may have soon,
Who to quite another tune

Would handle blatant BEALES if to conference he came ;

But none will see the day
When the stain will pass away

Which the tears for Hyde Park railings left on WALPOLE'S name.

When WAGER took the life

Of his miserable wife,
And deserved-if ever murderer deserved, to swing,

WALPOLE clapped his veto's check
'Twixt the gallows and his neck,

And mercy's self to disrepute contrived to bring.

Then the TOOMER business lay,
Like a rat-trap in the way,

For WALPOLE to get caught in, till WADDINGTON quite swore :

His chief so blundered in't,

Both in and out of print.
You 'd hare thought it quite impossible to blunder more.

First, the verdict he 'd respect ;

Then, the proofs he would dissect ;

lill, at last 'twixt would and wouldn't, he wandered to the light :

But his reasons when we get
Why the verdict he upset,

We find he had wrong reasons for doing what was right !

To be now right, now wrong,
To mortals doth belong ;

If Humanum est errare, then WALPOLE 's twice a man ;

With the best intent, we know,
Wrong he still contrives to go,

The most persistent bungler since bungling first began.

EXTRAORDINARY ATTRACTION.
MR. PUNCH,

A PLAY-HOUSE Advertisement takes me mightily. It gives
out that :

THE SATYR is the title of a New Ballet Divertissement at the
L Lyceum Theatre, in which the extraordinary dancer, M. ESPINOSA, will make

his filth appearance in London these five year.s ; MDLLE. SOPHIB and a numerous
Corps de Billet.

I suppose M. ESPINOSA, the extraordinary dancer, is to play the
character the Ballet is named after. It is no doubt very proper that
he who plays a dancing Satyr should be an extraordinary dancer ; and
truly, methinks to do it well he ought to be a very extraordinary dancer
indeed. I do mean to go, if 1 can get away, and see M. ESPINOSA
dance. If, as I suppose, he act the Satyr, his dancing cannot but be

extraordinary if he do it right ; and the rather because while other
dancers trip it, as the saying is, on the light fantastique toe, a Satyr must
needs trip it on his hoofs ; which is more fantastique. I long to see
M. ESPINOSA with MDLLE. S9PHIE dance as a Satyr among the corps
de ballet, and expect the dancing to be mighty pretty, and most extra-

ordinary, and myself to be pleased and delighted with it nwre than I
ever was with anything in my life almost ; for nothing ever did or doth,
I think, please me so much as extraordinary dancing such as I do
imagine a Satyr's would be. It is very strange that I should continue
to like such things just as much as I ever did in the flesh, and perhaps
more

; and I very much admire your new Table, and the fair Medium
you get this communication by from g paPTS
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THE POLITICAL TAILORS.
DIZZY. "NOW, THEN, GLADSTONE, JUMP UP! YOU PROMISED TO LEND A HELPING HAND, YOU KNOW."
GLADSTONE. "NO, I'M 'ON STRIKE;' AND YOU MAY FINISH THE JOB AS YOU BEST CAN."
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THE LANGUAGE OF LEGISLATION.

HILOM, in the good old middle

ages, the King of England
used to keep a fooL The
Parliament appears to have

been unprovided with any
such officer. That, however,
is what can by no means be

said of the contemporary
Legislature. Read the fol-

lowing extract from a statute

passed in the present reign,

enacting :

"That where a justice shall

adjudge the defendant to be im-

prisoned, and he shall then he in

prison undergoing imprisonment
for some other offence, it sh ill bo

lawful for the justices to order

that the imprisonment fur the

subsequent offence shall com-
mence alter the former term luis

expired."

Now, who but a fool, and
a very great fool, could pos-

sibly nave composed such be-

wildering nonsense as that ?

No wonder that a prisoner,
sentenced under the Act

which it is quotrd from, appealed to the Queen's Bench, and that

the construction of the foregoing jumble puzzled the learned Judges,
with LORD CHIEF JUSTICE COCKBURS at their head. The Act in

question is called
"
Jervis's Act," and when it passed one would think

that JERVIS must have held the situation above suggested as existing
in connection with modern Parliaments. But the composition of un-

meaning statutes is no fun, and the Collective Wisdom, to word its

decrees, ought to employ somebody who is not a fool.

THE BOTANY OP THE CHIGNOX.

(Exclusive of the Daucut earola.)

THE form of the female pigtail, or chignon, is more remarkable than

elegant. Unlike that of its masculine original, it approaches the

globular. The remark which it accordingly suggests is, that the

chignon in shape somewhat resembles the globe. The internal resem-
blance of the chignon to the earth is even greater than that presented
by its exterior. In a list of publications, just put, occurs the subjoined
advertisement, as interesting in a scientific as in a fashionable point of
view :

' Tuc CmriNos FITNOUS. Its L'fo. History, and Development, with fifteen illm-
triti'>na. drawn from living spec me, showing the various
atagos of iti growth. By DK. TM.BURV Fox. Sou Scitnct Oouip tar SrUy."

Science Goisip is published by MR. TI\RDWiCKEof Piccidilly ; so the

gossip may be safely taken as truly scientific on trust. Not only, t.h'-ii,

is the cliignon like this planet as regards figure, but it is a little world
in itself; a world that teems with life. A. philosophic foreign naturalist

had already discovered in the cliignon minute organisations belonging
to the animal kingdom. DR. TILBURY Fox h:is now augmented British

Zoology, by demonstrating the existence of vegetable structures also

in that fashionable ornament of the feminine occiput. The chignon is

proved not only to be the habitation of animalciilar forms of being, but

also to abound with fungous growths. In addition to the
"
gregarine

"

there is the
"
chignon fungus." We naturally associate the idea of

these tiny productions with that of the dainty folk

and of them that

" Whose sprtrt
Is to make midnight tmu'irooms ;"

THE STRIKE OF ARMY-SURGEONS.
Concession of the Employers.

THEBE is now some prospect of the relief of that surgical destitu-

tion which the British Army has been so long groaning under, in con-

sequence of the gross deception, in the matter of a certain Royal
Warrant, practised on its medical officers by authority at Head-

Quarters. The attention of medical gentlemen will have been capti-
vated by the following statement in the British Medical Journal:

" CONCESSIONS TO THE ARMY MEDICAL SKBVICE. We are able to announce on
excellent authority that the recommendations for improving the relative rank, and
otherwise ameliorating the social position of the medic tl officers of the Army, which
were made by the committee, have been accepted by the War-Office, and will be
embodied in the consolidated and revised book of warrants which will shortly be
issued. The warrant just issued, referring to the pay of medical officers, and
granting the scale advised, together with a further improvement of pay in the in-

spectorial ranks, was published separately, in order that the change might begin
with the financi.il year at the commencement of April."

When the next first of April comes, let us hope that any Surgeons
who shall have entered the Army on the faith of the warrant just issued,
will not find themselves in the position into which ingenuous simplicity
is apt on that day to betray confiding minds. But a profession capable
of being twice taken in, would be foolish in a degree tar below the folly
of mere April fools. Never again, your ROYAL HIGHNESS, never again !

The British Medical Journal expresses hope that the moment of popu-
larity for the medical service of the Army is not far distant. Mistrust,

top well grounded, may, however, postpone it indefinitely. Its arrival

migjht possibly be accelerated if the authority responsible for the revo-
cation of the deceptive Warrant would come forward with a solemn
and duly attested affidavit declaring that the promises held out in the
one just issued, and in the warrants that remain to be issued, shall be
religiously kept. The concessions at last plighted by the Horse Guards
to the medical profession are all very fine ; but when they have answered
their purpose, it is io be feared that they will be repudiated like "vows
made in pain, as violent and void." The determined stand of the
medical profession on its rights and its dignity has had the effect of

making Head-Quarters give way ; but necessity alone has driven them
to this.

"
By moonshine do tho preen sour ringlets make,
Whereof the awe not bites."

who, however, in fact are identical with the others ;
for the

"
green

sour ringlets,
'
as everybody now knowg, are circles, in which grow

crops of funguses. It is perhaps allowable to say

In green sour ringlets grow champignons,
But other funguses in chignons.

The knowledge of this fact cannot but increase the popularity of
those graceful embellishments, replete, as they may be imagined to be,
with the creations of hairy sprites, funguses wrought by.fairy fingers.

THE CHARMING CLUB.
MR. PUNCH, DBAB SIB,

PERMIT me, on behalf of a numerous and highly-gifted body of

your fairest admirers, to solicit a great favour at your hands. Will you
do us the unspeakable honour of laying the foundation-stone of the"
Charming Club," a Club, as you are aware, purely political, and com-

posed of ladies only.

Any day will suit us for the ceremony, and we only wait your
gracious assent to give MESSRS. HUNT AND ROSKELL instructions
for a golden troweL If you would prefer a conference, a brilliant depu-
tation will wait upon you at the Treasury, in Bride's Passage say
between two and four any morning, Wednesdays (of course) excepted,
as on that day, I believe, you give audience only to tue corps diplomatique.

I have the honour to be, Dear Sir,
Your obedient, humble, and obliged Servant,

HARRY WILD ROSE,
Loveffrove'i. (Hon. Sec. to the Committee.)

Little Rhymes for Little Rioters,

Ii in faith of the fist

BEALES and BRADLATJGH persist
To claim rights, yet the test shun
Of rights legal question ;

Then BRABLAUGH and BEALBS
Must be laid by the heels,
Until BEALES and BRADLAUOH
Learn Mob-law is bad law.

Striking Suggestions.

IN consequence of the strike among the journeymen tailors, the

The Masters' Latin Primer.
WE denounce it. Mr. Punch had not looked at it until yesterday,

when, condescending to open it, he found on the third page a direction usual regulations as to evening dress will be everywhere dispensed
to

'

drop rum in the first declension." It may be right to sweeten
'

wil.h.

learning, but to habituate boys of tender years to the use of ardent
j

The attention of the Nobility and Gentry is respectfully directed to

spirits, is a crime. Cannot a declension be swallowed without having the restorative qualities of the Black and Blue Reviver,
rum dropped into it ? We denounce the book. The Masters ought to i In view of ultimately possible eventualities, the Society of Ancient
be ashamed of themselves. Britons is contemplating the extended cultivation of woaa.
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BEWARE!

A PARODY UPON A PARASITE.

AIB " Tht Ivy Green."

On, a dainty nest hath the Gregarine,

la many a chignon fair ;

There snugly he hideth. for combs never clean

The! purchased and alien hair.

He plays unmolested the frisettes amid,

Scarce, save by a microscope, seen :

There he gambols at will, being easily hid,

Like the fays on the moonlit green !

Chorui.

Creeping where 'tis not quite clean,

A parasite gay is the Gregarine.

He crosseth the ocean, this roamer gay,

Of a dainty dwelling in quest ;

And on many a head will he couch on his way,

Ere he findeth a quiet nest.

On the skull of a serf he was cradled, may be,

In a foul-smelling Russian back-slum :

Whence, brought to bedeck English beauty, did lie

With hosts of his relatives come !

Chorus.

Creeping where 'tis rarely clean,

A parasite sleek is the Gregarine !

But, tho' lowly his birth, a free entrance he gains

To the highest society here ; .

On the Queen of the Fashion, m Mayfair who reigns,

He dwells, where no fpe need he fear.

Snug he sleeps in the chignon which, tho it be talse,

Brainless Beauty thinks proper to wear :

Till he 's waked by the whirl of a galop, or valse,

When he dances himself in mid-hair.

Chorus.

Creeping where 'tis seldom clean,

A parasite rare is the Gregarine !

The Muscovites on the Motherbank.

THE other day the Imperial Russian squadron, under

the command of REAR-ADMIRAL KERN, .having recently

returned to Europe from the North Pacific, anchored at

the Motherbank, off Ryde. Fancy the Russians in the

Solent ! It is like their insolence.

PUNCH TO PRESIDENT.

, that by your rules as lately amended it is

open to the Academy to extend indefini

eager anxiety of the Academy to do honour to research, thought and

fhfhighest technical acquirements wherever it can find them I am

delishted to think that you have such an excellent opportunity for

how you esteem these qualities, by at once electing MB.

an Associate, for his most scholar-like, well-composed, well-

3aateS***^SPfi2
your body, who can't paint, and have not the good sense to give up

;II?S?CEd=rj,^V'Sr^
SSQBSEa^bft&aas
LEE is painted out, and>Ai<FiELD,

full of years and honour, is on the

at the Exhibition just opened that the

s,
drawn, and well-painted picture of The hphynx

If you don't, I shall know it is because you like your little joke, and

see an opening for one apropos of MR. POYNTER s subject.

The public will naturally ask,
"
Why don't you make him an Asso-

ciate ?
"

and you will say,
" Ask the Sphynx.

You see the allusion If you don't, ask LEIGHTON, and he will

explain it to you. He is up in Lempnere and the Classics.

Congratulating you on an excellent Exhibition, which would be stil

etterfffit couUbe weeded of the works of a few of our friends whom

need not mention more particularly,

I remain, dear SIR FHAKCIS,

Yours ever most truly,

Sir F. Grant, P.R.A., fe., fc., ft.

I know too, what pleasure it gives the forty to recognise,-

,nn of an old member, a revival of some of the purest and sweetest

auaUties of HsfaTher's genius. This will, no doubt, make you eager

to open your doors tot. D. LESLIE, whose
pictures

this year are

hardly if at all, less delightful than his ast year's Gfaruw.

St John's Wood is already so strongly represented among you, that

a high-toned anxiety to resist all appearance of par r
-J>

sonal influence can alone explain your non-admission of MR. WYN

HELD the painter of CromwMs Deathbed, while the proverbia reluct

ance ofScotch to stand by each other, probably accounts for your

not yet having held out the hand of associateship to MB. J. ABC

&n
BuU

?
n ?n

B
e

C

con
R

spicu

N
ous case of merit this year, the^ of yielding

whether to personal or national partisanship, cannot come into
jlay

I refer to the case of MR. E. J. POYHTEK. Aware, as I am, ot th

ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

n/1 ,sic Cuss -No The Musical statue was at Thebes, but the

Greeks did not erect a monument to Harmon urn and Anstogeiton,
r
!
e
-.l

a
J.,P?;LiJ tLt it. was ARISTOGEITON with his Harmonium.

is a rule live in Hampshire. The

Correspondent, as Huncles are tend

.OH May day was

of Ladies over a certain age. It was

custom has been abolished in most English villages.

Scotch Numbers.-'?-, what's one thing m one
P\

somewhere else What a tourist is told in England that
'

going North, is the Forth whentereachesScotland.
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ART-CRITICISM IN GLOBULES.
(For Visitors to the National Portrait Exhibition.)

ET us go to South Ken-

sington. Not COLE'S

branch, but SKETCHLEY'S.
See the portraits, I mean
second batch, from 1688
to 1SOO.

Worst time of English

Politics, and best time of

English Art and Liter-

ature.

More knaves and fools

in stars and garters, more
English' poets, 'essayists,

historians, dramatists,
worth reading, more

English painters worth
st inlying, than in the

same 'number of years in

any century, bar none.

Look at Montrose,"
Bonny Dundee." This

is the true portrait.

fierce, scornful, beautiful.

"No others are genuine."
Look at WILLIAM'S Dutchmen big-headed, broad-jawed, keen, c'oso

men. Even KNELLER couldn't take the bone and grit out of them.
KKELLBH wasn't such a muff, after all. He was the best painter of

a bad school. His Governor Pitt is a good picture : one understands

how CUATHAHS and WILLIAM PITTS came of those strong loins.

KNELLER'S Kit cats are worth looking at. But the snobs among
them are better than the nobs. None is so good as Jacob Tonson.

KIT CATT is an ideal of mine host, but it isn't KIT CATT at all, nor

KNELLER'S, but another tavern-keeper by another painter. The picture

is engraved with the real man's name. I "11 tell it you, when MR. W.
SMITH tells me, as he has promised to do.

Look at the Old Pretender, and you "11 understand why the STUARTS
were kicked out, and couldn't get back again. It is the face of a

peevish, fussy, deplorable old woman. Not a possibility of revolution

in that long-drawn, lugubrious mug.
Charlie is a shade better, but only a shade.

Don't look at Flora Macdonald, if you don't want a disillusion.

High cheek-bones, complexion that calls up ideas of east wind and
sour milk, and a suggestiveness of raw bones and broad Scotch about
the ensemble.

If you want to know what asses were the Art-Critics of a century
ago (till Punch came), read what they say about HOGAKTII, and then
look at his pictures.

I have been on my knees to his little Miss Rich an hour a-day since

the Gallery opened. Yes, sir,

"
I have been there, and still would go,
Ti.s like a little heaven below 1

"

She is simply a blue-eyed angel in a mob-cap, and she is as much
alive for me now, as she was for HOGARTH a hundred years ago ;

and
in all those hundred years she has not grown an hour older. Bless her

prettv turn-up nose, and her clear blue eyes, and her fresh little

montli, breathing roses and violets and the innocence of sweet sixteen.

N.B. I am aware tlu's is woman-worship, and not art-criticism.

Reoenons a nos moutons.

Said muttons are the idiots who have gone on'repeating, one after

another, that HOGARTH had no sense of beauty, and that HOGARTH
couldn't paint.
Look at, his Mm Rich, for an answer to the one imbecility, and at

his Sarah Mitlrolm (opposite), and his Bishop Hooper (a few bays before),
for the lie direct to the other.

lln<;\RTii was immeasurably the best portrait-painter between VAN-
DYKE and REYNOLDS, and nobody ever painted a pretty woman with a
finer relish.

How about SIR JOSHUA and GAINSHOROUSHP
I hardly know.
SIR JOSHUA never pnintrd anything so wonderful for air and space

and gradation, as this Lotd .Hrndip of GAINSBOROUGH, or this head of
MRS. G. in the lace pinners and black mantilla.
But I am inclined to think SIR JOSHUA has revealed more characters

of men, more lovelinesses of children, more graces of women, than any
painter who ever painted.

Still GAINS HOBOUGII has done some wonders in his art which
were beyond SIR Jos HI' A.

His Lord Mcndifi looks like flesh and blood standing in air; SIR
JOSHUA'S Lord Mumfield, beside it, like paint on canvas.

*
Qutry, by a devil of Elixibethan proclivities.

And yet LORD MANSFIELD'S is a noble portrait.
But who, now-a-days, will embody for me on canvas a vision of fair

women like Sin JOSHUA'S Lady Lincoln at the harp, or his fady Povit

walking in her park, in white-sprigged mant.ua, and broad blue bewr,
or his Counleu Spencer in bridal white muslin, and simple straw hat,

or his earnest and gracious Lady Beaumont in black mantilla, or the

sweet smiling girlishness of the Jessamy Bride, endeared to us by the

memory of GOLDSMITH, as well as her own loveliness and loveableness,
or the arch smile and laughing eyes of Little Comedy ?

By this time 1 feel transported out of the regions of art-criticism

altogether. Similia simililnis ! For a cure, I must fling away my art

globules, and treat myself with homceopathic doses of female love-

liness. 1 have only to look at the ladies instead of the pictures.

Reader, go thou and don't do likewise !

A NEW CHURCH-ORGAN WANTED.
REVERED PUNCH,

Apropos des bottei, and of sandals, albs and tunicles, it strikes

me that our Church is in want of a new Organ. You don't quite
seem to see it P Well, then permit me to remind you that

"
orgnn

"

is in these days a synonym for
"
newspaper," and now I think

will see clearly what this nonum organum should be. Besides the

amiable Record, there are several journals extant for reflecting and

discussing the doctrines of the Church, but there is not one devoted to

description of its dresses. Surely, now that millinery is thought of so

much m the church militant I am tempted to say, millinerytant, and
I yield to the temptation, surely now there is a sore need of a journal
like Le Follet, to describe the latest fashions in vogue with reverend

swells. If, like some weak-minded women, Mother Church has set

her heart upon seeing her sons gorgeously and splendidly arrayed,
there should clearly be a journal to inform her what the fashions are,

and to describe the newest novelties {invented by church milliners, for

adornment of the parsons, priests and pillars of the Church.

Financially, the Church Follet must prove a great success. Among
the ladies it would certainly command a ready sale, and old women (of

both sexes) would read it with delight. They would be charmed to

hear the details, let us say, of Convocation, described as the Church
Follet picturesquely would report them, stating how one prelate wore a
sweet thing in dalmatics, while another came out grandly in a bran new
blue silk tunicle, and sported a green velvet cassock of quite a novel

cut. Imagine, too, the rapture
ot young ladies at finding a delightful

account in the Church Follet of the vestments which were worn by the

REVBREND ALB CHASUBLE, on the memorable occasion when he was

privately presented with a 'pair of satin sandals, embroidered by the

lingers of the fairest of his flock.

Merely throwing out the notion as one worthy to receive your serious

attention (although I fear it is provocative of somewhat comic treat-

ment) believe me yours in all humility, where the Bishops are concerned,

EBE.VEZER BROADGRIN.

VOLUNTEER CORPS OF INVINCIBLES.

DEAR MR, PUNCH,
'

MILITARY men are at this moment sitting down to a careful

study of the multiplication table. (I am not now at Miss TINKLEKKY'S
Establishment for young Ladies, so don't be surprised at my knowing
something about public affairs.) To put our Army on a firm footing

many sensible schemes have been devised by parties
conversant with

that particular business, from the simple fact ot their being in the line.

A reserve force has been sugsested.
Our dear country has sufficient Brothers but why should she not

also have Sisters in arms ? I know many very pretty girls who can-

not sing without real emotion that little heart-stirring ballad ending
" If an army nf Anvixons e'er came in my war.
Like a dashing white sergeant I 'd march away."

I feel sure that their patriotic aspirations would meet with approving
smiles from our illustrious commander-in-chief. A gallant Irish Major
once told'me that nothing looks so killing as a lady in laurels. We
ought to remember that the eyes of Europe are upon us now we are

agitating for electoral rights, and if England expects every man to do
his duty, we ought to be prepared to do ours.

Is a recruiting officer not as handsome as a returning officer ? (I

never saw a returning officer. Does he wear a pink sash, and when he

is returning, does he ride or walk ?) On a show of hands would not

our candidate be greatly encouraged if his charming supporters showed
that with respect to needle-guns as well as needles, they were capable
of holding their own ? Veteran heroes, I believe, look upon a battle

as a mere bagatelle, and you won't be startled when I assure you that

I am perfectly familiar with the sound of a cannon-ball. Indeed, entre

nous, I have often made a cannon when Papa couldn't. ! how dearly
I should like to fire one. gver ever yours,

Popplelon. JENNY RATAPLAN.
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HUNTING THE WILD BOAR.
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A RRPECTABLI GESTLEMAN, DESIRING A LITTLE HE FINDS IT ALREADY RATHER EXCITING AS,

EMOTION, DECIDES TO HUNT THE WILD BoR. INSTEAD OF HUNTING, HE is HUNTED.
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BIT THE COAT-TAILJB NOT BPINO KQtTAL TO THE
EXCITEMENT. GITS WAT.STILL MORI; EXCITING ! ! ! tATREMELY ExCITING FOR HIS COAT-TAILS,

THE EXCITING FOUR SOLNI-EK-*, N<T UEINP, t>ATrf-FiED WITH A COCPI E
OF COAT-TAILS, BECOME IN A FURIOUS KAQE. RESULT, AND RETURN OF THE GREAT NIMROD.
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TRUTH AT THE ACADEMY DINNER.

UDE people attack the Academy Dinner declare it is a wrong
expenditure 9f the Academy funds, a tribute to flunkeyism,
and an occasion for snobbishness, an example of the worst
features of public dinnerism, in a case where those features
should find no countenance, with the Arts for hosts, and the
Eminences and Celebrities for guests.
But the fact is, the thing is misunderstood, owing to a

shameful mystification preached by the press. Jifporiers are not
now admitted. In order to conceal their humiliation at the

exclusion, the morning papers have connived at the publication
of a mock report of the speeches at the dinner, founded on
the sort of thing that used to be said there

;
but is now, happily,

and thanks to the influences which have brought about both

Parliamentary and Academic Reform, out of date.
The fact is, that dry fact and candid experience are now the

standing dishes of the Academic dessert ; that the toasts of the

day are drunk, not in more or less questionable vintages, but in

the tonic waters from the well of truth, decanters of which, with"
bitter cups

"
for quaffing it from, are placed on the tables as

soon as the cloth is removed, and the Academicians and their

guests are left to their own reflections in the Academic
mahogany, which is polished, for these occasions, as bright as
a mirror, expressly that hosts and visitors may see themselves
as they are.

We have been requested by the Council naturally indignant
at the fictitious report in the morning journals, which puts into
the mouths of those who proposed and those who responded to
the toasts of the day, exactly the same fulsome and unmeaning
rigmarole of compliments and congratulations which used to

go down in times of less sincerity and straightforwardness to

publish a sample, at
least,

of what was actually said by some of
the speakers at the last dinner.
The PRESIDENT, in proposing the Guests of the Day, remarked,

that a good deal used once to be said on these occasions of all

that the Art owed to the patronage of the nobility, and the

enlightened protection and interest of the Legislature. This
was all rot, of course, and ithey all knew it to be rot. The
nobility, if they had ever been the artists' best customers, had
long forfeited that character. Indeed, he doubted if they had
ever done much in the way of patronising native Art con-

temporary Art, at all events. But. so long as the painters had
trusted to the Swells he was a bit of a Swell himself, so he

hoped his language would not be considered
offensive or unbecoming they had had a deuced
bad time of it had, in fact, hardly been able to

keep body and soul together. He excepted the

portrait-painters ; they had no doubt owed a

great deal to the nobility or rather the nobility
had owed a great deal to them. They had
painted their family pictures, and had not always
got paid for them as punctually as might be. He
understood REYNOLDS had a heavy balance due
to him when he died ; and he hoped this would
be a warning to SIB JOSHUA'S successors in the
President's chair he assumed they would, as

a rule, be portrait-painters always to insist on
the rule of naif payment before the first sitting.

But, except in the way of having their por-
traits painted, it was certain that, now-a-days,
at all events, it was not the Nobs who were the

painters' best patrons. They had to look to the
dealers first, and there were no patrons like

them, and he was sorry not to see some of them
at that table ; and then to the rich manufacturers

and merchants the men who made money and spent it, and who considered pictures the correct thing. Whether they knew or cared about
em much was another question. So that their Lordships and the other Swells invited to this dinner must not suppose they were asked in the
character of patrons. And if they didn't do much in the way of buying pictures, he was afraid they did about as little in the way of

knowing or caring about 'em. He lived with the class he was describing, and knew all about it. There was hardly one of them could

If
himself * an P'n'on about a picture ; and if he did take a shot at that kind of game, ten to one it was a miss. No. The Swells were

there because it was creditable to the Academy to have them there : it put the R.A's. on a sort of level, for the moment, with the big-wigs
they were allowed to ask, and that was a great thing for a good many of the members who, unlike himself, were not born into that

ss oi society. Besides it kept up the prestige of the Academy out-of-doors, and that had a direct effect on their market. The Snobs bought
because they fancied the Nobs understood and admired : so that.it was a very short-sighted view to take and he had known such a view
taken within as well as outside the Academy, he was sorry to say, that the money spent on the dinner was improperly withdrawn from the
cause M *h

(

e Arts.
It^helped

to keep up the credit of the Academy, to give them a tone in society ; it afforded them a point of contact

f u v
U
^?

er kn,"
_
which in this country always pays in the long run. In point of fact he'd be bound i to say there wasn't any 300

spent by the Academy in its schools, or its prizes, or any common-place expenditure of that kind, which brought them in as much money
as the 300 spent on that dinner.
LORD DERBY, in returning thanks for Her Majesty's Ministers, observed that he believed it was quite true, as the PRESIDES! had

said, that public men in this country didn't know much about Art ; but one thing at least he knew about it it was a confounded nuisance
whenever it turned up in Parliament. There were a few fellows ELCIIO and HOPE, and BENTISCK and LAYARD, and GREGORY and
UASBY SEYMOUR who thought they knew something about it, and who always made a row when there was any question about spending

VOL. m. \-
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money for frescoes, or new buildings, or the British Museum, or the

National Gallery, or anything of that kind. It was impossible to please
them ; and a First Commissioner of Works was no better than a toad

under a harrow, they led him such a life. He should be glad to see the

day when Art was tabooed in Parliament altogether, and left to the

Cottonocracy, who really seemed to like it, and, who having no

ancestors, and no picture galleries collected by their forefathers,

were of course obliged to buy pictures for themselves. He knew a

good many of them down in Lancashire, and liked them. They were

honest, hearty, hard-working fellows, and not at all a bad sort on the

whole. He wished them joy of their pictures, and hoped the Academy
would always find a good market among them.
The CHANCELLOR or THE EXCHEQUER, whose health was drunk

with a reminder that the lloyal Academy had never come a-begging
to the Exchequer, said that was all very true, but he didn't see

what right the Royal Academy had to take credit to themselves for

that. It was true they had not bled JOHN BULL in that particular
j

pocket which he kept guard over, but they had bled him in another
;

the pocket in which he kept his shillings for his own amusement.

They had drawn his money from that pocket to a pretty tune, and had

kept up their schools very badly, and their own pension list very
fairly, had given their prizes very uselessly, and paid their travelling
students very meagrely, and discharged their annual dinner-bill very

liberally out of the money which they raised by exhibiting the works of

all the painters in England. If they nattered themselves that it was the

pictures of Academicians that drew the money, he begged to say that

he had seen a good many pictures by Academicians that day, which he
felt sure must keep money out of the rooms ;

and he would advise

them, if they wished to be able to boast honestly that the Academicians
made the chief attraction of the Exhibition, to include in their ranks
all the men who could paint better pictures than a respectable minority
of the present Academicians, both in figures and landscape. In his

official position it was his duty to work out arithmetical questions
connected with matters of business, and when he was told that the
annual produce of the Exhibition was something over 10,000, and
when he looked at that receipt, and how it was spent, all he could say
was, that the Academicians might be thankful they were not liable to
have their accounts overhauled by either the Audit Office or by the
House of Commons.

WHITEBAIT AND WICKEDNESS.
THERE exists a Society organised for the purpose of promoting the

observance of Sunday after the manner in which Saturday is observed
by the Jews.

_
ihese saintly sages, some time ago, succeeded in gettin"

their pious wisdom in regard to Sunday partially embodied in an Act
of Parliament, and under this statute, at Greenwich the other day

able sinner
* pohce'report Pushed in the newspapers, that unspeat

"MR. THOMAS QcARTEHMAixE, proprietor of the Ship Tavern Greenwich wiwsummoned by the police for having his premises openW Sunday for the sab ol
spirituous hquors. The evidence showed that there were several Arsons dtong onSunday in a portion of the defendant's premises called The Ship Stores.".

rv I
6
'
imp

?,
ssib'e sufficiently to commend the vigilance of the

police in looking after MR. QUARTERMAINE, catching him out in break-

,t is KK ,Kf
h-a!> we venture to say in order to distinguish theScotch Sabbath from the Jewish-and informing against him for that

disobedience to British if not Mosaic legislation. That is toay?if wewere quite sure that the policemen wholaid the information were disin-
terestedly actuated by conscientious piety. But, in order to be enabled
to praise them without measure and without reserve, we require to be
satisfied that they were not paid, or did not expect to be paid, for the
service which, in acting as spies and informers, they rendered the
feamts who are banded together for the enforcement of Judaic Christ-
ianity bytemporal punishment. Let us hope they have not been paid,

COMPOUND LODGERS.
DEAR PUNCH,

THERE has been a lot of talk about the Compound House-
holder, but what is to be done, pray, with the Compound Lodger ?

CHARLEY BROWN and I are chums, and live in the same rooms, and
are constantly debating upon this important question. If Lodgers get
the franchise, pray which of us will vote ? or shall we both of us enjoy
that invaluable privilege ? We are Compound Lodgers in more senses
than one. Ours is a compound occupation of our rooms, and we very
often have to compound with our landlord in the matter of our rent.

Besides, the question, you must own, is really an important one. There
are thousands of lodgers who are compound like ourselves, not to

speak of those who
" Compound for sins they feel inclined to,
By damning those they have no mind to."

Then, supposing that they get the franchise (and now the Tories are
in office, there is no knowing what a Radical Reform Bill may be
squeezed from them), do you think that Compound Lodgers will be
forced, before they vote, to prove that they have paid their rent ? That
wouldn't suit my cash-book, nor CHARLEY'S either, just at present,
and you may tell DISRAELI that we shall not support him, if our liberty
to vote be thus pecuniarily restricted. We agree to pay rent monthly,
but we usually don't ; and much as we should like to exercise the
franchise (that 's the proper slang, I fancy), I doubt if we could alter
our financial operations so as always to be able to march to the poll
with our receipt for last month's rent all ready for inspection.
Begging you to say a word for us, believe me,

Yours expectantly,

JUNTOS JONES.

In and Out at trie Home Office.

(A Pomt

FOR WALPOLE tears
;

For HARDY cheers !

Thought for Trades' "Onions.

THE movement now visible in the various Strikes that are goin"
1 on

amongst the working classes may be said to be unhealthy but "this
statement must be taken with a qualification. The strikes of the pro-
ducers have the effect of cod's liver oil. How so ? Because they are
calculated to check consumption.

mo
and

their"*

S ' 'f ^ Sabbatarians haye feed the policemen, they have lost

It is grievously to be feared that the decision of the Magistrate at
Greenwich will be taken by other Magistrates as a precedent; and thus
that travellers, whose hunger and thirst are regardless of the clock, will
be enabled to add the enormity of taking refreshment on Sunday and
tuat at any hour, to the tlagitiousness of an excursion on the Sawbbath

THE LAY OF THE LITTLE WIFE.
"
TREAT her no better than a dog ?

"

Ay, so he may, and never yet
Her wish deny, her pleasure clog :

Because a dog may be a pet.

On all things good for him to eat
A favourite dog is always fed.

His master never tries to beat

Unpleasant things into his head.

No better than a dog? Called good
Praised, indulged, fondled ! Truth to tell,

Oh, how I wish that HENRY would
Just only treat poor me as well !

Cause and Effect.

THE Clergy who acknowledge DR. CULLEN for their superior should
present a testimonial to the country parsons whose votes expelled
MR. GLADSTONE from Oxford. The Right Honourable EX-CHANCELLOR
or THE EXCHEQUER now talks about rectifying, at an early oppor-
tunity, the anomaly of the Irish Church Establishment.

Striking Intelligence.
THERE is a Society called the Church Union. This association is

not one of the same kind as the Trades' Unions
; nor is it true that

the Curates have actually struck as yet, but there will be no wonder if

they do strike, unless a very considerable advance in the wages which
they are now receiving is made by their employers, the Master Parsons.

TOO COMMON A THING.

A MEMBER of a Limited Liability Company in a bad way, said he
should turn itinerant preacher. He was asked why ? He said he had
had a call.

THE COMPOUND HOUSEHOLDER.

QUERY. Can he have survived his late picking to pieces in the
House ol Commons ? If so, what a well compounded compound he
must be !

THE RIGHT MAN AT THE ITALIAN /"osr-OrFicE. RAT-TAT-ZI.
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A SKETCH TAKEN IS PARK LABTE, MAY 6, 1867.

THE POPE'S WAY WITH THE
i BRIGANDS.

THE Government of his Holiness the POPE is

commonly accused of being addicted to tlic

pursuit of tortuous courses. The subjoined
extract from ;i letter, quoted by the Corre-

spondent of tlie Times at Florence, however,
shows that the Pontifical Government is quite

capable of goin<; very directly to work. A Papal
edict has at. last been issued against brigandage.
It is evidently a straightforward measure; and
its effect has been excellent :

" One brigand has cut off the head of anuther brigand,
and l.vkt'n it to the authorities, anil oUiuird the reward of

2,M francs, prouiixc'l by Qovernmeut. It U the bead of

a brigand of Sonnino."

This is one way of dealing with brigands-
short and simple. It enabl< to dis-

pense with judge, jury, and . H, and

may be considered a saving plan: economical,

though cnMiug.tlOO odd a-he: s some-

thing ingenious in nuln igands to cut

uothcr's heads. This process of mutual

decapitation is perhaps expected to go on till

there is only one brigand left alive the "Last
Man "

of the robbers and assassins. The POPE
will only have to catch him, and take his head

regularly by the official chopper, to be rid of the

whole lot. But perhaps the cheapness and
cleverness of making the brigands murder each

other are more obvious than the morality.

A SPILL-BOX. A Cab that upsets.

NO PUNISHMENT FOR PATRIOTS !

Ma. PUNCH,
OF course the Government does not dream of carrying out

the nominal sentence which has been passed on MK. BURKE and MR.
DORAN. convicted of the slight misdemeanour by the letter of the law

absurdly called high treason. The beautiful speech which MK. BURKE
made when he was asked if he had anything to say why the Court
should not give him judgment of death, is quite enough to render it

impossible to hang a hero capable of the following burst of elo-

quence :

11
Fully convinced and satisfied of the righteousness of my every act in connec-

tion with this the late revolutionary movement in Ireland, 1 have nothing to recall

nothing that I feel that a blush of shame should
.

mantle my brow, or my conduct
or career here as a private, aa a citizen ; and in America, if yuu like, as a soldier."

What a mistake, Sir, as well as what a shame and a pity it would be,
to cut short a career so brilliant as that which MR. BURKE is naturally
designed for ! He will live, I trust, to rebel again only on the boards
of one of the minor theatres, where he will talk about

"
mantling his

brow "
in a character expressly written for him in an Irish sensation

piece by a popular dramatist. MR. DORAN will perhaps perform the

part of a ruffiiin along with his
"
countryman and fellow patriot." And

we will go and applaud them.
But though the execution of MESSRS. BURKE and DORAN is ridicu-

lously out of the question, Mr. Punch, it is within the bounds of possi-
bility that a tyrannical Government may be disposed to inflict upon
t hem a brief term of detention, just for the sake of asserting the obso-
lete doctrine that insurrection is somewhat of a crime. If any so
preposterous an idea has been entertained by our rulers, they will have
doubtless been compelled to abandon it, and drop it like a hot potato,
by the subjoined resolution passed by the Council of the Reform
League at their meeting last Wednesday evening, MR. BEALES (M.A.)
in the chair :

" Thut the Council of the Deform League earnestly calls upon all Englishmen
MB to uphold the honour and preserve the fair fame of their country to aid in

savinK the lives of the patriotic, if misguided and mistaken, men who are now lying
iu Dublin uudur sentence of death."

This resolution, of course, Sir, was passed under a serious impression
that the bloodt hirst iness, vindictiveness, and ferocity of the Ministers
of the Crown might actually impel them, in defiance of public ridicule
as well as of popular indignation, to order the execution of the patriots
DORAN and BUKKE. It will not have the effect of saving those patriots'
lives ; which the Government had no intention of taking. But it will,
no doubt, oblige the Queen's advisers to dismiss an intention that
they may perhaps have had, with a view of marking the illegality of
MESSIEURS BURKE and DORAN'S proceedings, to subject those gentle-

men to some show of punishment. Now they will not dare to do any-
thing of the kind. They will surely not presume to treat, in the merest
semblance even, as offenders, not to say convicted traitors, the two
Fenians, whom, with a sympathy which all true Englishmen will appre-

ciate, the Council of the Beform League calls patriotic. No
;
for the

EARL or DERBY and his colleagues will be justly afraid that, if they
venture to attempt to vindicate the law against rebellion by any such
defiance of the people represented by MR. BEALES and MR. BRAD-
LAUGH, the Reform League will immediately proceed to create alarm
and annoyance by a series of monster demonstrations in Hyde Park ;

which, indeed, after the precedent of Monday last week must be

expected to be the course they will always pursue whenever they wish
to impose their sovereign will on the Government and the Legislature.
Not doubting [that the intercession of the Hyde Park Demonstra-

tionists will materially avail their patriotic brethen the Fenians in

trouble, believe me to be, Sir, one who hopes to have the honour one
of these days of figuring in your large cut, as he intends to go into the

business of a TRIBUSUS PLEBIS.

P.S. The worst of it is, I lisp and stutter. So I am going down to

Brighton, where I mean to practise public speaking with pebbles in my
mouth early on the beach every morning.

Those Loves of Bonnets !

WHY is Mr. Punch such an enthusiastic admirer of those charming
little bonnets which are now in vogue ? Must he really tell ? Well, it

his fair readers insist upon it, his reason is, that those elegant, excellent,
reasonable bonnets are so small, that they can be packed up in com-

paratively moderate space, and thus lessen the difficulty of transporting
ladies by land or water, occasioned by the impediment of bandboxes.

An Epitaph for Walpole.

THE best and worst Home Minister

That ever did surprise one :

He never said an unkind thing,
And never did a wise one.

AGRICULTURAL.

A SOUTH of England Farmer writes to us to say, that he has an early
harvest in view, as he has already got three ricks in his neck, and is

doing very well.

A PAT SAYING. Set a Fenian to catch a Fenian.



PRESENCE OF MIND,

italics (in chorus).
" HOY ! HOLLO ! STOP ! TORN BACK THERE ! CAN'T COME THROUGH THE PARK !

'

Elderly Female (in a hurry to catch a train,).
" P'UCEMAN, I 'M THE MS SSCRSTARr!ft

Sergeant of Police (taken aback). "On, I BEG YOUR PARDON, I'M SURE, MUM! ALL RIGHT-DRUE

CHANT OF SMALL CRITICS.

AIR" The Chough and Crow."

THE Private Day and Feast are gone,

The public comes to see,

The poor Rejected grunt and groan,

Nor speak with charity.

The shillings flood the porter's den,

The Red Star sheds its ray,*

Uprouse ye then, my men of merry pen,

it is the Opening Day.

Now for the witticisms cheap
That sting with gnat-bite power :

The sentence based on hasty peep,

And visit of an hour :

Bewildered boobies (nine in ten)

Admire our sportive way :

Uprouse ye then, my men of merry pen,

It is the Opening Day.

Who heeds the painter's saddened brow,

The wolf he keeps from door,

The pale wife's timid trust that, now,
His work shall swell their store ?

Let 's scare his hope and chance again,

As boys pelt boys in play :

Uprouse ye then, my men of merry pen,

And slang him as ye may.

A Rm STAR affixed to the frame or picture denotes that tlie picture

sold." Academy Catalogue, p. 5.

THE LOUDEST THING GOING. Bugle Trimming.

PEDIGREE ADVERTISEMENTS.

IT is curious how particular some people are about their pedigree :

and if, being commoners themselves, they chance to have a lord, or i

bishop, in their family, how carefully, when marrying, they advertise

,he fact. See, here is an example from the Times of the 6th ult. :

" On the 30th April, at St. George's Church, Dublin, by the Very Rev. the DEAR

JF ARDAOH, cousin to the bridegroom. CAPTAIN R MCNRO DICKINSON 10th Regt
* +1 i**a n/MtvDT riipirrwiw Kso of K-iQcrstowii. county >VICK.IUW, LU .uniL.i

son ot llie 1MB IHJBMT *w*a*"j "^t 3T-, 7 v*n n T. nt Ammdala.

Now pray "what imports the nomination" of these eight latter

people ? When Miss SNOBLEY has the fortune to marry MR. Si

;t surely is sufficient to announce who is her father, without dragging

in her grandfathers, great-grandfathers, and great-uncles, to tswe

out the advertisement, and make many people laugh. .
Miss SNOB-

LEY'S friends and relatives know quite we11 who she is, and people

who don't know her, she may be sure, don't greatly care. If suet

paragraph as the above be taken as a precedent, Miss BUGGINS, when

she mames, will think it needful to announce her descen from the

DE BOGYNS, who came over with the Conqueror; or Miss BROWN

will not be happy, unless it be expressly stated in the Tarn that her

brother-in-law's great-uncle was travelling chiropodist to the Xing ol

the Cannibal Islands, and once upon a time extracted at a sitting no

fewer than five corns from His Majesty's big toe.

From the Marble Arch..

WAS the Reform Meeting on Monday, the 6th, within the pale of the

law? Contradictory opinions maybe expected about this time from

lawyers but all will agree that it was within the palings of the J
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

LORDS were petitioned on Church Millinery and British White

Herrings on Monday, May CM, and then went away. Commons much

amused by MB. DARBY GRIFFITH, who wanted to call MR. BRIGHT to

account for having said that in Irish belief in Irish wrong there might

be some palliation for Fenianism. When Honourable Members had

aughed as much as was good for them, the SPEAKER told MR. U
FITH that the House was the Temple of free thought and free speech.

Very well said, MB. SPEAKER.
Reform Debate resumed. Results shall be told in little m very

ittle, but there were results.

MR. TORRENS moved to admit The Lodger.
MR. DISRAELI consented to be reconciled to his child.

But the amount the Lodger is to pay was left unfixed.

The Bribery Bill was sent to a Select Committee. MR. BKRNAL

OSBORNE believed that there were not thirty Members m the House

who had obtained their seats by fair means. Ma. WUALLEY shouted

out at this, and was informed by the same authority that he might not

have got in by bribery, but by appeal to religious passion.

This was the evening of the Hyde Park meeting. It passed off \

perfect quietness, no opposition being offered to it. For a conspectus

Further, that England had not committed herself to other engagements
than those of the Treaty of 1839. Mr. Punch has much pleasure in

complimenting the Foreign (Mice, a pleasure the greater for its rarity.
Mr. Punch has the further gratification of recording that LORD

DERBY to-night announced that MR. WALI-OLE had ceased to be Home
Secretary. It does not appear to Mr. Punch necessary to dismiss that

gentleman with any less kind words than those of Dogberry about

Verget,
" A good man, but a little o'er parted." Their Lordships had

a rather smart wrangle over the non-proceedings in the Park, and
MR. WALPOLE himself informed the Commons that he had caused
notices of trespass to be served on MB. BEALBS and fifteen of his chief

accomplices, to whose names Mr. Punch has no intention of giving even
the immortality of flies in amber.
Mn. ROEBDCK asked the SPEAKER to command the opening of the

windows.
The SPEAKER replied that I liey were all open.
The House of Commons laughed.
Mr. Punch at present fails to apprehend the joke ; but should lie

discover it before going to press, the result shall be communicated in

a supplement.
We resumed the Reform Bill.

Ma. HiiiBEiiT moved an amendment affecting the Compound House-
holder. There are about half a million of these newly detected,

.
_ s

of the subsequent proceedings of the principal actors in toe larce, CT e
creatures Of t ije [aw- ^e pojnt at ^^ js (^ pers0nal Payment of

Mr. Punch's Cartoon. your Hates. Government consider this a guarantee of your being

Tuesday. At the demand of His Grace the PRIMATE his Lordship the reasonably respectable. But MR. DISRAELI proposes that a Compound
PREMIER assented to the issue of a Royal Commission to inquire into Householder (Confound it, M'm, do listen it we take the pains to

the whole Ritualistic question. Not merely a haul over of the milli- explain such a thing with the glass at 80), that a Compound House-

nery and playthings of the extreme idiots, but an examination of holder, which means (You don't even know what it means ? well, an

Rubrics. But no trenching on the words of the Prayer Bo9k, or the occupier whose rates are paid by his landlord), that a Compound
doctrines of the Church. In short, all matters connected with public Householder, once more, shall, if he likes, claim to be enfranchised,

worship are to be looked into. The PRIMATE was gratified, as were
,
and to deduct his rates from the rent. (Will not explain this any

my Lords of London, Ripon, and Oxford ; my Lord of Carlisle was not, more.)

and thought that the Bishops could do the work, and the ARCHBISHOP
or YORK was for immediate legislation. The BISHOP or SHAFTESBTJRY

agreed with his brother of "York, and was severe upon ritualistic

Abominations. This investigation promises a remarkable theological

harvest.

Also we read a Second Time a Bill for making more Bishops, to be

privately endowed. Mr. Punch thinks of endowing a Bishop of St.

Bride's, on the understanding that he never preaches a sermon except

out of the works of the old divines.

In the Nether House, LORD NAAS said that though the two Fenian

traitors, BURKE and DOBAN. had been sentenced to be drawn and

quartered, there was no probability of the doom being carried out

except in the ordinary way. He did not say whether the condemned
men would be hanged. Movements are on foot for getting the sentence

commuted, but on the other hand a writer in the leading journal
reminds us that the Fenians have murdered a doctor, a banker, and

several policemen.
SIR JOHN GRAY initiated a debate pn the Church of Ireland, and

proposed that the House shonld commit itself to a declaration that the

Establishment in question should be abandoned by the State. There

was nothing new in the arguments on either side one spoke of the

religion of the majority, the other of vested rights and the Act of

Union but the usual see-saw was varied by an outspoken statement

by MR. GLADSTONE. The time he said had not come for a practical

plan, but he agreed to a great extent with SIR JOHN GRAY. This indi-

cation of a measure which will one day be submitted to the Commons
by MR. GLADSTONE, grievously excited the Irish ATTORNEY-GENERAL,
who stormed at him as a communist, in whose hands no man's property
would be safe. After much angry talk the Previous Question was
carried by 195 to 183, so the Irish Church survives, as yet. But, Mr.

Punch, as the family doctor, ventures to hint to the eccentric old lady
that she may as well begin to think about making her will.

Wednesday. Scotland had an innings. Now for a nut to" crack.

Hypothec what "s hypothec ? That is what the House debated.

Now it won't do to be flippant, and parody the late BISHOP or LONDON'S
definition of a Rural Dean. You need not tell Punch that hypothecates
perform the act of hypothecation. You know nothing about it. Well,
the law of hypothec enables a Scottish landlord to get at his rent by
virtue of his right over the produce of the ground, and he may even
take this away from purchasers ;

in fact, there seems no limit to his

right over any particular crop. We are not clear that a Scotch landlord
cannot cross the Border and arrest an Englishman for eating a Bap
made of flour that came of wheat that had grown in Scotch land the
rent of which was unpaid. However, whether the law be reasonable or

not, those who are interested in retaining it were strong enough to

reject by a very large majority, 225 to 96, MB. CARNEGIE'S attempt at

reform. But a Bill for amending the same law has been passed by the

Lords, and was read a Second Time.

Thursday. Rarely have a Father and Son to perform, simultaneously,
so pleasant a duty as that which devolved to night on LORD DERBY
and LORD STANLEY. They apprised the Houses which they respectively
adorn, that England had preserved peace between France and Prussia.

Now, notice. MR. MILL condemned the Government plan, and so
did Ma. GLADSTONE, the former with cold logic, the latter with warm.
We fought the battle all the night, and in the morning the Government
triumphed by 322 to 250, majority G6.

Friday. Nothing worth the slightest notice.

UNDIPLOMATIC VERY.

The reflections of an ex-Diplomate of very old standing and very ship-

going. Apropos of LORD STANLEY and the Luxemburg Conference.

OH, dear, what can the matter be,

Oh, dear, what shall we do !

Here's diplomacy blurting
Straightforward out what is true.

Here 's a Conference meeting,
Doing what has to be done,

Getting the business over,
Ere we the work had begun.

Where 's all the humming and ha-ing,

Settling of bases and powers,
All the pooh-pooh, and paw-pawing,
We used to dwell on for hours ?

Plenipos meet in a jiffey
!

Settle their case in a crack !

Draw up their protocol, sign it ?

Hurry their messengers back.

Up in the House jumps young STANLEY,
Blurts out things, just as they fall

Some people may think it manly,
'Taint diplomatic at all !

A Lame Expression.
"
Tnis comes hopping" from the Paris Correspondent "of the Daily

Telegraph :

"The Knto OF ORKKCB is here, as I told you. He went out rldlnj on Stnr3ay,
the EMPEROR mounting him."
"
Mounting him ?

"
Indeed ! Did the King, then, witch the world

with a daring act of horsemanship, and go trotting through the city
with the EMPEROR a-pick-a-back ?

WHAT TO SEE.

FATHERS of families, who have unruly sons, must look with ex-

traordinary interest at Portrait, No. 805, in the National Portrait

Exhibition, for it represents a great benefactor to Paterfamilias the

discoverer of
"
the regulating action of the governor."
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CANDOUR.
Crusty Old Bachelor. "WELL, ELLY, HOW DO YOU DO, MY DEAR?"
Elly (faintly).

"
QUITE WELL, THANK YOU, Sin."

Old Bachelor. "
I 'M VERY GLAD TO HEAR THAT

;
BUT WHY DON'T YOU ASK MB

HOW I AM, ELLY?"

Elly. "'CAUSE I DON'T WANT TO KNOW!"

A WORSE STRIKE THAN THE TAILORS',

THB tailors' strike I do not heed.

Let dress grow costly as it will ;

For if my clothes have run to seed,
Full many a day they '11 last me still.

But though it takes me years and years
To wear out long enduring suits,

I find that very short careers,
Alas ! are run by strongest boots.

Patched garments will exclude the cold,
And hang together winters yet ;

Boots can be but a few times soled,
And then they will admit the wet.

For when the soles replacement lack,
The uppers soon want mending too ;

Ere long each seam, and cobbled crack,
*

Will let the dust and water through.

But what if madness should invade m^^
The cordwainer's contented mind SOB

And there should be, in Ciusi'ix's trade,
A strike of journeymen combined?

'

Come, let me hasten, and invest

In stock of boots my little store ;

Though I have two pairs, and the best

Of those may last me some months more.

FINANCIAL CHORUS AT FLORENCE.

IN the Chamber of Deputies at Florence the other day,
SIGNOE RATAZZI read a letter from the KING or ITALY-

declaring that his Majesty considers it his duty t9 give the

first example of economy at a time of financial distress by
resigning annually, out of his civil list, the sum of four

million lire. We imagine that the SIGNOB delivered this

welcome announcement in recitative, and that, on its con-

clusion, the Deputies in a spirit of harmony, acknowledged
VICTOR-EMMANUEL'S concession 9f the four million of lire

by singing in unanimous chorus lira, lira, la !

Curiosities of the Portrait Exhibition.

IN the last Room there are two very remarkable thinjf
which the visitor may not expect to find in the Collection

a greyhound in distemper (No. 844), and a Stroehling

Player (No. 866) !

PEEPS AT PARIS.
PEEP THE EIGHTH.

LET me direct the visitor's attention to pleasant modes of passing
the time in Parry in French, poor passay lert Tom ar Parry. The He-
visitor, or She-visitor can amuse themselves for hours in Parisian

Riding-schools. Of course, this is merely a proposition, to be worked
out by riders. The art of equitation on the bare-backed steed may
often prove useful in after-life. A friend who has just dropped in says
that equitation

" means "
swimming." Well, if it does, 1 mean riding.

I have authorities for the word. What says the Poet ? I don't know
what he says myself, but if you look up a few poets, you'll soon
ascertain. It simplifies matters by calling on ME. TENNYSON. Call
on ME. TENNYSON for a song MB. TENNYSON will oblige again. But
this is trifling.

It is the part of genius to invent words : let ordinary mortals solve
the Sphinx's conundrums. The Tailors have finished striking, and the
bill for my last suit has just come in. Send me darjong : that is French
for

"
some money." I translate so that there may be no excuse for

yon on account of fyour not understanding the language. It is settled

that I am to be a Juror on the
" Food Group. My duties are, I

believe, to eat something of everything, and say what I like. Since
exhibitors heard of my appointment to my department as a Juror I
have been feted every day. I hold out no hopes to any one of them,
but I breakfast, lunch, and dine with all.

(P.S. to the above. I find that I am appointed as the Juror to decide

upon the advantages of horse-food over beef and mutton, of cats over
hares ; and this morning, at breakfast-time, an exhibitor called to insist

upon my trying an attractive dish which he had brought with him, hot,
under a cover and over a spirit-lamp. I tried it : I doubted. I tried
it again : I hesitated. Mossoo said two more mouthfuls would decide
me. Could I guess what it was ? I could not. Truffles ? I asked.
No ; not exactly truffles. Mushrooms disguised ? No ; not precisely

mushrooms. Fungi, perhaps? He didn't know what I meant

by fungi, but in French the name of his new dish was Fricassee

d'Herisson farci de Scarabee. This sounded like an Egyptian dish.

Scarabee was evidently Scarabseus. He explained that the creature

was un Scarabee noir. Shall I proceed? No; let me draw a curtain

over the scene. I have eaten flies for currants, unwittingly, in buns,
and fed my little nephews with them. Regardless of their bloom, the

little victims ate, and their bloom went. But never, never, never, did

1 consume before half a dishful of fricassed coleopterous insects ! Did
you know it was a coleopterous insect ? A friend has just told me so.

Oh, dear ! Coleopterous ! ! The Clown at Astley"s used to say that he
knew a man who was afflicted with

"
Collywobbles in his paudynoodles."

There was a stratum of truth in his jest. Yes, I have partaken of

Coleopterous food, and collywobbles in my pandynoodles will for some
time be the portion of this distinguished individual. Macbeth can sleep
no more : Macbeth, fo'r this occasion only, by yours truly, PEEPEE THE
GEEAT.

I have written to resign my post. The Commissioners will not

accept my resignation, but the Exhibition will not be closed in conse-

quence. I appeal to CJESAB, I mean LUMPYBAW LOUEY. I have

appealed. LUMPYBAW was not at home.
The Commissioners say that if I stick to the Food Group I shall

receive the ribbon of the Legion of Honour, and that my name shall

immortalise all the dishes to which I award prizes. This they consider
an adrfw/iional inducement.

I am again unable to leave my room, but there is much to be seen in

Parrv . P. THE G.

LITEEAEY INFOEMATION.
" AN admirer of COWPEK "

is informed that The Six Cushions is a

sequel to The Sofa.

THE RULEE or THE TAILOKS. King Log.
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A PRACTICAL "GOAK.'

MY DEAR PUNCH,
I say. You are always ready to denounce anybody who

docsn t behave decently. What do you say to this ? I wag stopping in
the house of a fellow, who had also been a Fellow I mean of Trinity,
or something, and what sort of a trick do you think he played one day
when lie gave a swell dinner. Be hanged if he didn't put THIS beside
cverv plate, instead of a decent French menu, A Latin carte, by Jove !

Well, I know more about long odds than Latin, and I don't mind
owning it. But I am on the look-out, and I took down a girl, highly
nice and with great expectations (I do the Fellow the justice to say
that he, or his Fellowess behaved like a brick in that), and the first

tiling she did, of course, after looking prettily amusea at the Latin,
was to ask me to translate it, and tell her what to take. What do you
say to that P But stop. Here 's the thing :

MENSyE PRI1LE.

SORBITIONES.

Sorbillum Ostreorum.
Jusculum Vernum.

PISCE8.

Scgmonta Solearum more Veuctiano.
Eperlani Fricti.

Salmo Salar Simplex Munditiis.

INTHOITUS CIBORUM.

Tliyrai agnorum cum Spinacia.
(Jallinuk" sicut npud Marengo.

MtJTATIO ClBOBUM.
Galli spadones secnndum Godardum.

i'rtaso salsus et fnmatus ex vino Maderensi.

Ephippdnm ovinum assum.

MENS.-E ALTERS.
ASSA.

Anatictils. Columbuli.
Charadrii.

OLERA.
Pisa viridia. Tubera Solani horna.

Anguilla? in gelatino saporato.
Pagunis secundum Taberna; Curatorem.

SACCHARATA.
Magma panis citratum.
Poma cum Oryza pista.

i Bavariensis Spiritu Nucleorum conditus.
relatinnm vino Frontignanensi conditum.

M Parmensis. Cnseus Helveticus.

Fructus, &c. &,c. &o.
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I was not better educated than
t to be. At last she asked me point blank to translate Pagurus

and though I 'd had crab for supper the night before, in town, and am
awfully fond of it, it never occurred to me how should it ? that here
was my favourite dish. So 1 was in a hole, and I showed it, and the

girl never spoke to me any more, but all the rest of the dinner to a

perfect fool on the other side of her, and I 've come up to town again.
I detest practical jokes, except when 1 play them myself, and I repay
this one oy sending the paint ul narrative to you, and I hope you will

be down upon such uncalled-for jocularity.

Yours, very truly,

The Raleigh, 1'50 AJC. LIONEL R.ATTLECASH.

[We don't sympathise with our Correspondent. Every gentleman
ou-rlit to understand Latin. But we do sympathise with the gentleman
who translated Mattre d'hoiel into Taberiue Curatorem, as his education
must have bfrn neglected, or he would not have supposed that a
household otlicial meant a

. tavern-keeper. This may comfort our
Correspondent. PUNCH.]

DO YOU WANT A XEW DKESS ?

To the eye of a philosopher there are few sights more distressing th;ui

a lady dressed in what is called the height of the fashion. She is

pretty sure to wear what does not suit her in the least, and to make
herself more hideous than Nature had intended. Ladies who aspire to

be fashionably dressed, but seldom have the sense to wear what is

becoming. They buy what they are told by their milliners is proper,
and rarely take the trouble to consider if it suits them. Short or tall,

young or old, pale or rosy, plain or pretty, slim or stout , ladies in the
fashion nearly always dress alike, and wear whatever clothes and
colours their modistes may select for them.

Thus, to the philosophic eye it is a truly painful sight to see a

fashionable dress, for it shows how lovely womanf may be abjectly
enslaved, and will obey whatever mandates the milliners may issue.

Moreover, it suggests t he thought that probably the stitches were set

by a poor needlewoman sorely overworked, and sitting up all night in

a hot unhealthy room, too crowded by her fellows to alfow her lungs
fair play. To prevent sad thoughts like these, a Company was set on
foot a couple of years since for the purpose of providing better work-
rooms for poor dressmakers than are commonly supplied to them. It

is a pleasant thing to know, by a report but lately issued, that this

Company has prospered in its charitable work, and that its excellent

S-ovisions
are adopted now by some of the chief houses in the trade,

right, clean, airy workrooms, and comfortable bedchambers, are fur-

nished to the girls who are employed at 18, Clifford Street, and thither
ladies who may find themselves in want of a new dress (surely, not a
rare discovery) will do well to apply. As a writer in the Times very
sensibly observes

u When ladies order their dresses at an ordinary milliner's establishment they do
so knowing it is at least possible that the task of mating up their pretty silks and
gauzes will cost some poor girl several hours of natural rest several grains of sand
of the few which are allotted to mortality. In employing the Clifford Street Com-
pany they will at least have the assurance that this sorrow will never lie at their

door, and that they are aiding in a measure to make the lives of all young women
similarly employed more healthy, and necessarily more happy."

Whenever, then, a husband has to give his wife a dress (and the neces-

sity is not uncommon after, say, the Derby Day, or a dinner down at

Greenwich, to which she, somehow, did not BO) let him take care to
insist that she must get it made in Clifford Street unless the lady is

certain that her own milliner has been equally careful of the health and
comfort of her workpeople. To a philosophic eye a dress can never
seem a pretty one, if made by a tirea sempstress in a pestilential room .

All Play and no Work, Ac.

ATHLETIC Sports are good, but they should not be'allowed to inter-
fere too much with work. The Undergraduate or the Cadet may
reasonably feel proud of being a great pedestrian ; but his friends, to
whom his education is a serious expense, would perhaps, in the long
run, prefer that he shoujd be a walking Dictionary, or at least keep
pace with his more studious companions.

ACCIDENT FKOM CARELESSNESS.

YOUNG BLOBBS, the timber merchant, has come to grief. His rich

aunt, from Trinidad, whose complexion is certainly rather ochreous,
was at whist the other night, when BLOBBS, reading the Star, came on
an advertisement to his own trade. He instinctively read out

" YELLOW
DEALS." She made a misdeal, and has made a codicil.

PHOTOGRAPHIC NEWS. The Wothlytype Portraits appear to be
satisfactory. If the worthless type ones were rather less numerous,
we should not complain.
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IN CONSEQUENCE OF THE TAILORS' STRIKE,
GEORGE AND THE GOVERNOR HAVE THEIR CLOTHES MADE AT HOME.

George. "ARE you SURE YOU TOOK MY EIGHT MEASURE, CHARLOTTE?" Charlotte. "On, GEORGE, I'M SURE IT FITS BEAUTIFULLY!!"

LETTER TO THE P.R.A.

DEAR SIB FRANCIS,
IT is a pleasant thing to write to] a gentleman of your

intelligence and courtesy.
I could not attend the Academy dinner, having to entertain friends

of my own at Greenwich.
But I read the report in the Sunday Gazette ; a paper, by the way,

which writes well on art and theatricals I don't understand politics.
I perceive that the toasts were
The QOEEN. [Most proper.]
The PRINCE and PBINCESS of WALES, and the rest of the Eoyal

Family. [Most proper also. The PRINCE was your guest, and spoke
well we all love his wife, and long to see her in the Park again. And
the entire family is well-liked, and deserves to be.]
The Army, Navy, and Volunteers. [What for ? What the juice has

an association of artists to do with public recognition of the services of
these gallant men ?]
The Ministers. [This is right ; and moreover you get, occasionally,

good speeches, and this year you had two.]
The Guests. [Quite right. DR. LONGLEY made LORD CHELMSFORD

reply, and he broke down a very unaccustomed thing with that grace-
ful orator.]
Your own health, SIB FRANCIS. [I should gladly have joined in

this, and I compliment you on your graceful reply.]
The House of Commons. [I see no force in your reasons. Some of

them vote against any grants of any kind to you.]
The City of London. [What for ? What m the world does the City

do for the painters ?]
The Royal and other learned Societies. [I have no objection, but

one, to this toast.]
This is the last toast the reply to which is reported. But there is

another. Down at the end of the list, far below the soldiers, and the
sailors, and the members, and the cits, comes

"Literature."

And I read that MR. ANTHONY TROLLOPE returned thanks in a felici-

tous manner. I am sure he did. But I should like to know what he
said. And I should like the toast to have been put in a place of

honour. Shall I tell you why, SIR FRANCIS ?

You very properly toast those to whom the painters are thought to

owe something.
Do you owe nothing to Literature, that you bring it in at the tail in

this way ?

I have looked through your Catalogue for 1867. How many subjects
do you think I have noted as directly suggested by the writings of

literary men ?

The cpincidence is curious. This is your NINETY-NINTH Catalogue.
The subjects from books are NiNETY-NiNE.
In arranging the toasts for next year I venture to believe that you

will consider this view of the case, and in that confidence I subscribe
myself Yours, ever gratefully,

85, Fleet Street. tfffijtfCE.

A Truly Shocking Speech.

IT is not often that any language, however awful, affects the sensi-

bilities of the Stable Mind. A lot of horsey men, however, the other

day, were occasioned almost to faint by a remark which was made by
an irreverent philosopher. He was talking about his wife's indifference

to metaphysics, and he said,
"
She no more cares whether MILL is

right or wrong than I do which horse will win the Derby."

A PROFESSIONAL VIEW OF THINGS.

AN eminent publican, speaking of a married couple, both of whom
were fat, and one subject to some little acerbities of temper, described

them as
"
two stouts, and a stout and bitter."

COMFORT FOR THE BLANCH-HAIRED LADIES. Whom the gods love

dye young.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. M. Holiord Square, in the Fansn of St. James, Clerkenwell, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices ot Messrs. Bradbury. BTans, ft Oc., Lombard
Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriara, lii the City of London, and Published by Mm at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. BITUXDAI, May 18, 1987.
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PUNCH'S DERBY PROPHECY.

the Nine Hundred and Seventh Chapter of the Koran.

(Favoured by MOHAMMED THK PROI-HIT.)

ENTITLED AL DUFPEIi. KEVEALED IN FLEET STREET.

VIST one among ye, O Faithful,

who would win gold and silver

by those who come riding swiftly

upon the glittering honwa, and

using the most objectionable lan-

guage at the Corner, ye will do

well to alundon such hopes, and to

say unto yourselves, I/>, we have

indifferently honest callings, and

let us make gold and silver

thereby, whareof wo shall not be

ashamed when wo coma to in-

scribe the harvest of tho year in

the scrolls of BESJAIIIK, the son

of ISRAILI, yea the scrolls of in-

come. For the gain that is gained

over the vcrtcbne of the evil one

is dissipated beneath his abdo-

men. Howbelt if it must be so,

nri'l tho Prophet must as hereto-

fore bo invoked, listen, and the

darker the words of wisdom the

brighter the light which Is con-

cealed within them, as in a lan-

tern. Plaee not your flag upon any

Mountain, nor in any Dale, for

such regions are not propitious

unto horsemanship, nor shall the

Mohican chieftain be your leader,

nor the squalid dweller in the

cell, nor the pilgrim with the

scallop sheU, for they shall all

deceive you in the day when the

heart shall beat fast and the cry

shall be loud. Neither shall ye

put youi faith In princes, bo they of the race of the vagabond, or of the Imperial

purple of tho seven hills, howbeit that same purple is a colour that will run.

Beware, O ye Faithful, of the voice of popular applause, yet scorn it not, for the many

are not always wrong. Shall Mohammed the Prophet speak well of the ensign that

came against him in tho day of the Melee Ric, or of the fabled monster whoso death

made tho lying legend of the English saint and Cappadocian baker t I trow not, ye'

say not in tho trial hour that they are nought, for the victories whereof they are

types went against the Crescent, and fortune hath a smile for the evIL Nevertheless

he who tameth tho lion need not fear the face of man, and strength and speed may
come to tho rescue. Strong may be the rock, yet build not thereon, bright may be

the bird, yet sail not upon his wings, gay may bo the moth, yet the candle may be

lighted for the singeing. There is a wine that msketh glad, and there Is a wine

that makoth sorry, and beware of what ye swallow, yet the Martin Bieth fast

Who regurdeth John of Russia, much less hia unlawful child, who regardeth

the black and gold that cometti with a onrol, though thta is not the season fo

the same? O Faithful, there was in tho world a little corporal from the land

of the Frank, and he professed the faith of MOHAMMBD that he might cozen th

dwellers in the East, but he was reckoned up and came to grief, and so shal

those who roly on hts name. Vain, brethren, is earthly learning, and It were wel

that few held the pen which many hold to the confusion of then- fellows, and in th

day when all men scrawl their folly be reverence to him who knoweth not how t

write, and affixeth a sign which may bo tho sign of victory. But if ye will be told

and ifye will bo wise, put your trust in htm who destroyed that ho might defend

for he shall defend you against tho destroyer, and destroy the defences of you

adversaries. And for a further graco unto you, I, MOHAMMED, do for that day only

and by tho particular desire of several.persons of distinction, abrogate all rule of th

ruddy meat and of the laughing wine, and ye shall eat tho flesh of the pig. an

drink tho sparkling cup, and the smoke of the brown weed of the West and of the

spotty cabbage of tho Etst shall ascend into the firmament, and no worse thlni

shall come unto you than comoth unto tho fool, yea, the idiot, who eateth an

drinketh more than is good for him. This I have given.

MOHAMMED.
(Conntertiyned)

(With raervatiow.)

INTERESTING TO THE FACULTIES.

(From our Own Colwell-Hatchney Correspondent.)

You haven't heard from me for a long time ; the reason of m
silence will be obvious to all who are blessed with fllucnce an
Chocolat ilem'er, in packets, price sixpence, not to mention HORNIMAN"
pure tea, who went up in a balloon the other day in company wit
an agreeable policeman's rattle of my acquaintance when the storm
winds did blow. But as these matters will form a ose for the La'

lourts, I will not give my opinion on them now ; suffice it to say
mt there is no substitute for breakfast except marmalade, ana
IAIIOMKT is his prophet. From which information you will see at

nee that we are goius to have an annual Theatrical, which will take

lace every month, in order to tell when the months come round
nd the moon changes, I have invented a beautiful little machine,
ormed out of aerated bread and paper knives ;

this marvellous iiistru-

lent which is cleaned every morning by an intelligent and gentle
mtler (a distant relative of the Siamese Twins, whose acquaintance
e cut many years ago) I must just re-read this to see when; 1 was
.... An, yes . . Well, the instrument is fitted up with lunar

austic and essence of mangoes for exportation to the colonies, as dry
snoods, and will keep in any climate ; all you 've got to do is to tap it

11 the morning, and go lip-stairs to see what sort of weather it is. It

blamed the first prize in the Colwell-Hatchney Exhibition. In fact

, was the only thing exhibited.

We are building a theatre : it is to be on a grand scale, say one by
ix ; and at least 3000 feet above the level of the upper C m alt for

peratic purposes, including the elevation of the Drama.
We are only to have Amateur Performances, and none but Pro-

essionals will be allowed to take part in them.

Stars, such as Jupiter, Batum. and the Tycoon will come on sliaring
,erms. Share after eighteen thunderstorms, and a little one in for

uck. The front row of the stalls will be devoted exclusively to

,hildren under one vear of apre. Babies interfering in any way with
he performance will be immediately put into the ophecleide by the

<?lass-blower in attendance. The orchestra will be under the
super-

atendoBM of a Committee of noblemen and gentry, who will conduct
tie sonatas in their own persons.
A supper of grilled trombones will be Driven afterwards "to the

students of Colwrll-llatrlmey, when we shall bewailed upon by iron-

tads only, who will bring their own armour-plates. The College of

Surgeons will be under the table ready for an emergency.
The first piece is SHAKKSI-KAKK. The chief performers will be the

Tower Hamlets. After which JTPAS MAMIETH. a farce-oratorio in

rhree-quarters of an act and half a tableau. The winner of next

year's Derby will then be shown, aud the usual collection made in aid

of the Diocesan Home-fed Retributive Society's Funds.
The next toast will be battered and handed round on a toasting-

'ork. The glee-singers will then fight each other with stick*, rakes,

andgarden- engines. The winner will be bought for 150 guineas.
We want a heavy man. The heaviest we 've got is eighteen stun.

Also a Light Comedian to attend to the gas.
I will write to you again as soon as we have finished. Our stage

is to be filled with traps. 1 am to cut them. Isn't that fun ? In
every trap I shall have four horses. Adew !

YOTJR OWN ADOUOSS.

THE RIFLEMEN'S RETURN.
THE Belgians are coming,

Oh, dear ! oh, dear !

The Belgians are coming.
Oh, dear ! oh, dear !

Says COLONEL LLOYD LINDSAY, M.P., M.P.
We '11 take 'em our Sydenham Palace to sec,

To Richmond and Windsor, and give 'em soi

In return for their great hospitalifee.

So let 'em be coming, oh, dear, &c.

{Mr. Punch's Verses.)

The Belgians are coining,

My dears, my dears !

They 're comiug, receive 'em
With cheers, with cheers!!

"Tis very odd, as it seems to me,
That after such great hospitalito,
And after inviting the kind foreigner,
You should be so astonished when they appear.

The Belgians are coming, my dears, my dears (bis)

They 're comiug, receive 'em with cheers, with cheers.

The Belgians are coming,
My dears, my dears !

They 're coming, receive 'em
With cheers, with cheers

But COLONEL LLOYD LINDSAY, I 'm sure will be,

Delighted his Belgian friends to see.

And treat them at all events more handsome^*,
Than our Royalty treats foreign Royaltee.

The Belgians are coming, &c.

[Tempo di Marfia. GoMIAJiDER-lN-CHlB* POBCH tfeiev} afie of

Hit Ow* Periodical, and expreiaes hiaatlf mufA pleased. Sab
of cannon*. Vital Region .'

VOL. LII.
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PLAYING AT POLICEMEN.
GEORGE AND FRED WERE SWORN IN AS SPECIALS THE OTHER DAY, AND THEIR BEAT WAS IN BOLTON STREET, MAY FAIR, WHERE

THEIR AUNT LIVED. UNDER THESE CIRCUMSTANCES, WAS THERE ANYTHING INCONSISTENT IN THEIR TAKING TEA AND COLD MEAT
WITH HER TWO RATHER PRETTY SERVANTS IN THE KlTCHEN ? BUT THE OLD LADY, HEARING AN UNUSUAL "RlOTINO," AND COMING,
DOWN AND CATCHING THEM OUT, IF THERE WASN'T A JOLLY KOW ABOUT IT IT'S A PlTY.

MB. PUNCH AT THE EXHIBITION;

1 WENT to see the pictures, but no pictures could I see,
For the cosaques and the chignons, and the trains that swept so free :

And the wonderfullest works of art weren't those upon the walls

But those tiniest of bonnets, and those gorgeousest of shawls.
Miss MTJTHIE'S flowers seemed pale beside the milliner's gay blooms,
That, a-top of golden tresses, to parterres turned all the rooms.
And what was MILLAIS'S colouring or LEIGHTON'S to the Art
That their hues to all those tresses had managed to impart ?

Where has the black hair vanished to, the chesnut, and the brown P

Why has the blonde gone up so that nought else will go down F

Blonde rousse, Blonde pale, Blond cendree still Monde of every tone !

Yromfadf tow to fierce carrots, 'twas blonde, and blonde alone !

And 1 wondered as- 1 gazed on those blonde heads, young and old,
Where could be the bank of elegance that stood this run for gold !

And when the gold was found per head, whence was more gold
supplied

To furnish forth these chignons that wanton far and wide ?

What are artists upon canvas to the artists who had reared
The varieties of chignon that to those blonde heads adhered ?

The chignon, a la quartern loaf, the chignon a la Orecgue,
The chignon a la bushel, and the chignon a la peck ;

The chignon a la Stilton cheese, the chignon a la screw ;

Chignons that match, chignons that, D9ld, assert their native hue,
And ask

" What has the chignon with its wearer's hair to do ?
"

Then, at tresses and at chignons when the wonderment was gone,
My gaze turned to the structures perched airily thereon :

Such dainty little roundels of tulle and flowers and lace,
So void of cover for the head or shadow for the face,
So gallantly and gaily with our climate waging war,
So saucily defiant of sore-throat and catarrh :

Perched like nests for little Cupidons upon those tresses fair,
With brides of tulle, like vaporous clouds round cheeks and crepe hair :

And crystal-beaded, pearl-bedropped lace gorgets cobweb-thin,

Sweeping from rosy ear to ear beneath the rounded chin
;

Benoitpn chains, and flower agrafes, and beads and bugles bright,
Wherein till now the Caffre belles were wont to take delight !

Till what with hair and chignons, bonnets, brides, and beads and flowers,
My dazzled eye felt drunken, and my mind renounced its powers ;

And I said, With all these pictures for my pleasure on the floor,
The pictures hung upon the walls are nothing but a bore !

"

ARBITRATION PUDDING.
"
COMB, I say, I think I '11 try a little of that again." Such is the

speech often heard to proceed from the mouth which has just given
entrance to a quantity of some good thing, particularly a novelty to
the palate say a Nesselrode pudding. Now diplomacy has just
done something better than NESSELRODE is known ever to have
accomplished ; something of which the analogous pudding would sur-

pass even that which bears his name. Its work has cooled the rage of
rival nations and neighbours. The plenipotentiaries of the Great
Powers at the London Conference have happily settled the Luxemburg
Question and under Heaven averted a European war. Thus much,
then, of success, after all. through Arbitration ; wherein, likewise, all

partakers may have said, with satisfaction, that they thought, on
occasion, they would try some of that same again.

Curious Fact in Ornithology.
AN abnormal condition of the poultry in the neighbourhood of Epsom

has been observed during the last week. The very hens have been
laying bets.

EPSOM "
SALTS." Sailors at the Derby.
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THE DERBY DAY, 1867.

" TAKE CARE OF THE VEIL, DEAR,
AND DON'T BE HOME LATE I

"

'

Now, MOTHER, PACK HIM is SOMEWHERE " GOSN :RBUY, or THE WAR Ornci,
ABSENT OH SlCK LEAVE !

'1

I" .

DELIGHTFUL rnn THE GIRLS' BI'HOD

Turtle (hard hit).
' WHERE'S HAFRICA, 'ARRV?

COS, I 'M HOFF THERE !

"
STRASBOURG FATI AND HUUBLE PIE. LONDON v THE DERBT DAT.
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CONDOLENCE.
Friend. " To BE MARRIED IN A MONTH ? WELL, OLD FELLOW, YOU MUSTN'T

ALLOW YOURSELF TO GET LOW ABOUT IT, THOUGH I KNOW WHAT IT IS DOOSED
DEPRESSING IDEA!"

WHY, AT LAST, I BELIEVE IN REFORM.

(BY A SCEPTIC.)

TILL now I believed that Reform
Was a humbug by mere humbugs Taunted,

But now 1 begin to believe

That Reform must be really wanted.

'Tis not because BRADLAUGH and BEALES,
Like the three famous Tooley Street tailors,

For
"
the people of England

" came forth

In Hyde Park, as un-railers or railers :

'Tis not because GLADSTONE maintains

The rights of our own flesh and blood ;

Or the Star in its leaders proclaims
That whatever BIIIOHT says must be good :

'Tis not that my faith I have pinned
To Jupiter Junior's thunder ;

On BOB LOWE see the mark of the beast,

Or think JOHN MILL can ne'er make a blunder :

But it is because here is Reform,
After travelling just the same road

All great questions have travelled before,

Disposed of in just the same mode.

Who was it loosed Catholics' bonds ?

Who was it swept Corn Laws away ?

Those who for free Church or free trade

Bore the burden and heat of the day ?

No ;
their hands that had still locked the door,

Were destined the key to apply :

Their voices that still had cried
"
No,"

Were fated to register
"
Aye."

So now that Reform is their pet
Whose bugbear it used to De known,

That what Radical treason was called,

Conservative wisdom has grown,

To me 'tis the proof of all proofs
That Reform 's grown a tact for JOHN BULL,!

That it ranks with the things he wants done

By the long, strong, and all-party pull ! -

LONGITUDINARIANISM AND LATITUDINARIANISM.

(From the Revue des Beaux Mondes.)

THE most superficial observer must have been struck by the enormous

lengths to which Longitudinarianism is now being carried throughout
Europe, and the terrestrial clouds of evil import which generally follow

in its train. It had long been seen by men of penetrating vision like

JONES and ROBINSON, that Latitudinarianism, like a monster bubble,
must sooner or later collapse.

The Latitudinarians affect to belong to the party of progress, but

anyone who is conversant with the history of parties (evening parties in

particular) must be aware with what difficulty the Latitudinarians
make any progress at all, when encumbered, as they are wont to be,
with hoops averaging three yards in circumference.

Longitudinarianism, we think it must be conceded, is identified with

retrogression. The Trench Revolution of 1793 was undoubtedly a

turning point in many respects, and the figures produced by the Revo-
lution, as we find on reference to Le Toilet of the period, were as per-

fectly cylindrical as any figure to be found in a Noah's Ark ancient or
modern (vide the Arcade of Lpwther, passim). The treaties of 1815,
while

they
rectified the frontiers of France and other Continental

States, did not materially enlarge the boundaries to which crinoline

subsequently carried away its extravagant admirers.
* * * In the

Wars of the Roses and the feuds of the Guelphs and Ghibellines, we
see an imperfect foreshadowing of the struggle for.supremacy between
the Latitudinarians and the Longitudinarians the characteristic fea-

tures of the two factions being respectively represented by a hoop and
a stick.

'

If MAEIA THBBESA tolerated the heresies of Lati-

tudinarianism, we feel persuaded that they were never countenanced
by her cousin LEOPOLD, nor did they receive the pragmatic sanction of
the

"
Governor," if we may be allowed to employ a common and to

MAMA THERESA'S brother, very intelligible colloquialism.
With those who are favourable to measures of retrenchment, Longi-

tudinarianism.'maugre its sweeping clauses, is likely to become popular.
The destructive tendency of Latitudinarianism is, unhappily, too well

known, i For evidence of it, we need only refer to a man of letters

holding a responsible post under the British Government, and who
was recently arrested, close to his pillar-box, by the hoops of a Lati-

tudinarian cinder-wench, and sustained a simple fracture of the fibula.

On this subject it is absurd to contend, as some illogical writers do,

that the official uniform (Prussian blue, relieved by scarlet) communi-

cates to every surging menial with whom it comes in contact, the livery

of seisin. -=====
PIGEON SHOOTING.

MB. PUNCH sees that the pigeons are getting it hot and strong from

those shooting-stars, the Gun Club. Surely, it must be a dangerous

sport, judging, as one of the non-shooters, from the published reports

of these great guns. Mr. Punch reads :

' Sixteen gentlemen contended, when MESSRS. SO-AND-SO killed three each, and
shot off Ike ties."

The italics are Mr. Punch's. Whose ties ? What a deadly contest

among the sixteen gentlemen, when nothing was left of them but their

ties, and these were ultimately shot off ! Good news for the haber-

dashers. Again, after another shooting contest among twenty-one

gentlemen, Mr. Punch finds the result thus recorded :

" Four killed. Two missing."

This looks dangerous. The names of the missing gentlemen are

given in the sporting papers, and therefore, with this additional pub-

licity, Mr. P. smcerely hopes that they will soon be found.

Mr. P. reads that one gentleman brought down one pigeon.

Where did he bring it down from f From Town ? By cab or rail r

Mr. Punch, brings down his game in much the same way when he visits

his country friends in the season. Mr. P. further reads that several

gentlemen
"
did not score." Let them at once study thorough-bass,

and they '11 soon learn the art of scoring.

Finally, Mr. Punch will back himself against any noble sportsman at

a pigeon match ; provided always the pigeons be in a pie : cold, for

breakfast.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

LORD DERBY announced.on Monday, May 13M, tbat the Luxemburg
treaty had been signed." That locality isjto be separated from the

German Confederation, the fortress to be as much unfortressed as the

KiMi OK HOLLAND who had wished to sell his subjects may desire,

and the Duchy IN In he under the collective guarantee of all the Powers.

Prussia is to walk out with her troops. Limburg it to be entirely
under the KING OF HOLLAND. England's guarantee is not more ex-

tensive than it previously was. And she has the credit and renown of

having prevented a savage and useless war. Well doue, old Mother
BRITANNIA ! You have something to say for yourself yet, old girl, and

you can make "em listen, too, when you are in earnest.

South Kensington proposed to publish in the Times a catalogue of

all the Art Books in the world, ancf that journal liberally assented to

issue this for 11 a column, instead of 20 which it would get for a

similar concession of space to extracts from Sooner or Later. But
a row hag been raised on the subject. To-night its most amusing
feature was Mil. GLADSTONE'S sliiy eliciting from LORD ROBERT MON-
TAC;UE a proof that the noble Lord did not know that the Stamp
Duly had been removed from advertisements. OXENSTIEKN, you "re

wanted !

MR. .DISRAELI announced that MR. WALPOLE'S sensitiveness and

amiability had compelled him to leave off being Home Secretary, but
that ho, will still advise the QUEEN. So does Mr. Punch, and he par-

ticularly advises HER MAJKSTY not to listen to any advice from ,\!R.

WALPOLE.
The Leader of the House then brought in the Scotch Reform Bill.

(1) Scotland is to have Seven new Members. We observe that
one is to be given to Glasgow, which is to be cut in two.
Should Mr. Punch elect to be elected for either, he means to
stand for the half which contains the best lunch-house in the
whole world.

(i) Borough suffrage, a 4 rental.

(3) County ditto, a 15 occupation.

(4) Property franchise (10) not to be changed.

This Bill is another proof of MR. DISHAELI'S cleverness. It is a

very Liberal Bill, and so the Scotch Members declared.

In the course of his speech MR. DISRAELI let out at certain dema-
gogues, whom he called obsolete incendiaries and spouters of stale

sedition. He regretted that MR. GLADSTONE, an ornament to the

House, wherever he might sit, should receive the homage of such

persons, and he cited the famous ATTICUS couplet. MB. GLADSTONE
could only remonstrate against vague charges.
We then went on the English Reform Bill, and MR. TORRENS had

the pleasure of leading MR. DISRAELI'S long lost child, the Lodger, to
its parent's arms, and of beholding the affectionate, yet somewhat
stately welcome it received. It is to pay 10 a year, however, or
cannot be recognised.
SIR RODNDELL PALMER, who does not go in for jocularity, was at

least as much surprised as pleased at getting a roar for his remark, that
the Reform Bill did not provide for Flats. The State does, though, in
too many instances, to the inconvenience of J. BULL, ESQ.

^uesday. LORD SHAFTESBURT moved the Second Reading of the
Ritualistic Millinery Bill. In two thousand English churches he said

Eucharist, and it occurs to us that they laughed at a wrong time. His
Lordship said that he had no respect for Convocation, because it

represented the Clergy only. The PRIMATE did not think legislation
necessary at present. His Grace was for waiting the report of the
Commission. The BISHOP or LONDON was for the Bill, but for the
Commission also. The BISUOP OF OXFORD thought that the move-
ment towards novel services of a Roman character was one of great

Cvily,
and that the question lay deeper than one of mere vestments.

RD DERBY was for postponing the further progress of the Bill, and
by 61 to 40 this course was adopted. It stands over for two months.
After so serious a subject, a little fun, was wanted, and it was of course
supplied by LOUD WESTMEATH, who was called to order for alluding
to the BISHOP OF OXFORD by name.
COLONEL BARTELLOT got a Select Committee on the Malt Tax. This

seems as good a way of shutting the mouth of that eternal Grumble,
the farmer, as any other.

Mr. Punch thanks MR. FAWCETT for introducing a Bill for extending
to the little children who serve Old Grumble aforesaid, the same
protection as is given by the Factory Act. To explain fully why Mr.
Punch is grateful, would be to introduce into his columns details which
would (for the first time in his life) make one of his paragraphs unfit
to be read virginibus puerisque. The immoralities of the present system
of children s agricultural labour take the subject out of Mr Punch's

domain. He can only signify his satisfaction that the evil is seen and
grappled with.

The Commons passed the Bill for doing away with the declarations
about transubstantiation, and otherwise, at which the Catholics are

annoyed. Needless to say that MK. NEW DEGAT* and bis Man Friday,
of Peterborough, protested like Protestants.

Wednesday. MR. THOMAS HUGHES moved the Second Heading of
his Bill on Sunday Trading. The case is simply this. Large numbers
nl' tradesmen wish to shut up, but they will not do so unless their

neighbours and rivals arc forced to shut up also. The Bill would not
interfere with public-houses, and tlie publicans therefore cordially
approve a measure calculated to send them new customers. MK.

IIES is so able, and so earnest for good, that we regret to see his

energies devoted to a kind of legislation which appears to us to be
needless, and therefore savouring of tyranny. After a debate, in which
MR. HKNLEY expressed a hope that the measure will be supported on
religious grounds, and made much stronger, the BUI was read a
Second Time, MR. WALI-OLE remarking, with wisdom, that he had
little confidence in legislation on this subject.

Thursday. We had a financial debate, and MR. DISRAELI and Mu-
GLADSTONE complimenting one another, joining in resistance to the
abolition of tlie lire Insurance duty, and carrying the Second Reading
ot'thr lidl for the Abolition of the National Debt by a process which,
in l^vj. will, if pursued, have reduced eight hundred millions by
twenty-live. \\Y then voted 115,000 for soldiers, and reasonable

complaint was made that the rules of the Service were not explained
by SERGEANT KITE to his recruits, who were not made aware of the

stoppages out of pay. A resolution was carried, ordering the Sergeant
to be explicit.
The evening 'ended with a scene to which Mr. Punch, having a

respect for both gentlemen who acted in it. would have made no refer-
ence, but as the Americans will infallibly be down upon the English,
in return for occasional British remarks upon sayings and doings in

Congress, we may just note that two Metropolitan Members contrived

to inisunaerstana one another in the lobby, and to use words which
were handsomely apologised for, MR. DISRAELI remarking that there

had been hallucination, and the SPEAKER hoping that nothing of the

sort would occur again.

Friday. The Lords were prayed to ask the QUEEN not to let Irish

traitors be made into Irish martyrs, via the gallows.
In the Commons we were informed that tne Cattle Plague is on the

increase again, especially in the Metropolis.
The rest of the evening was given to the Reform Bill, and a very

important step was taken.
We abolished the Compound Householder. Thus :

MR. HODGKINSON moved that no person, other than an occupier,
should be rated in any borough. MB. GLADSTONE enforced this

proposal in the most earnest manner, declaring he accepted it for the
sake of peace. MR. DISRAELI not only accepted it, but did so to the
extent of saying that such a course was what he had originally
designed, and that it was entirely in conformity with the principle of
the Bill. Further, he boldly asserted that Government were not in

the least influenced by terrors of agitation, or by arts resorted to by
blunderers, who were sullen because rivals could deal with Reform.
After these amiabilities, the Committee waxed merry, and MR,
OSBORNE saw his chance, and made a capital after-dinner speech, in

which he called the Crown lawyers the Two Black Graces, and Ma.
DISRAELI the greatest Radical in the House. Business ana pleasure
having been thus combined, the debate was adjourned.

Irremediable Irish Complaint.
WHY not disestablish and disendow the Protestant Church of Ireland,

and put the Roman Catholic in possession of its room and its revenues r

Because the priests don't ask for an establishment by which they would
be much less well off than they are now ; and besides, if the Roman
Catholic Church were constituted the Irish State Church, the great
bulk of the Irish people would immediately turn Protestants. They
would then begin again to complain of being obliged to support the

Church of a minority, and the religious difficulty in Ireland, shifted

about, would be worse tlian ever.

A PROFESSIONAL VIEW OF THINGS.

OBR Station Master's Wife now and then wins a pair or two of

gloves on the Derby. When asked her size, she does not say, like

ordinary people, six and a half, but exactly 6.30.

SPARE HIS FEELINGS.
* THE KINO OP PRUSSIA has made one stipulation, in the event of

his visiting Paris to see the Exhibition. He is not to be lodged in the

Luxembourg.
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PRIVATE THEATRICALS AT THE TITWILLOWS'.
JlR. TlTWII.LOW, HAVING UNDERTAKEN A COMIC PART, IS ABOUT TO RENDER HIS APPEARANCE MORE EFFECTIVE BY REDDENING

THE TIP OF HIS DEAR LITTLB NOSE. His WlFE, MOTHER, AND SlSTER, IN A PASSIONATE APPEAL TO HIS NOBLER FEELINGS, IMI'LORK
HIM NOT TO DESECRATE HIS DIGNITY BY SUCH AN ACT. [His bosom friend cynically contemplates the touching family scene.

WAIT TILL THEY 'YE WEIGHED."

(A Derby Ditty.)

WHIP and spur and jockeysbip,
Wind and blood and bone,

Do your best. Upon the course

To-day your work is shown \

DIZZY winner by a length
Lands the Derby crack,

Spite of GLADSTONE, BRIGHT, and MILL
Thundering at his back \"
DIZZY wins !

"
is loud huzzaed

Punch says,
"
Wait, till they have weighed!"

True he 'a ridden a gallant race,
Showed us all he knew,

Waited now. now forced the pace,
Till The Field he blew.

He has laid by for the turn,
Watched the nick to wheel,

Lost no inch that could be won,
By whip-cord, hand, and heel,

Yet, though
"
Diz wins !

"
be huzzaed,

Punch says,
" Wait till they have weighed !

"

For all the toughness of the horse
The 'cuteness of the jock,

Though he 've rode artful as a fox,
And steady as a rock,

Races we 've known, as neatly won,
Lost, when jocks came to scale,

The winner's number sudden changed,
His backers' "head" turned "tail."

Then though "Diz wins" be huzzaed,
Punch says,

"
Wait till they have weighed !

"

There 's such a thing as riding light
And "

foxing scales," they say ;

As getting rid of weight, to ride,

Dodging it on, to weigh.
If Diz meant winning, where 's the weight,
But over he would throw ?

So look out when the race is done,
And jocks to scale must go !

So though
" Diz wins !

"
be huzzaed,

Punch says,
"
Wait till they have weighed !

"

ROME MAKING WAY.
A QUESTION which came the other day before a meeting of the

Middlesex Magistrates was whether the celebration of Mass should be
permitted in the House of Correction at Coldbath Fields. It was
negatived by the narrowest possible majority, 32 to 31. On the affirm-

ative side was urged the argument that Mass is now allowed to be
celebrated in the Government and other prisons. As the Protestant

party on the Middlesex Bench is in a majority of only one, no doubt the
celebration of Mass will very soon be permitted in all the prisons
which they preside over. Da. MANNING may be congratulated on the

progress which Popery appears to be making among the criminal

population.

Note in the Academy.
ME. CALDERON'S study of Sever Castle, No. 648 in the books, is

styled
"
Evening." A delicious picture, misnamed ; it should have

been Hevermng. So happy were the days spent in the Halls where
first the EIGHTH HENB.Y met his ANNE BOLEYN, that MR. CALDERON
could not but transfer his reminiscences to canvas as he murmured,"
Heter of thee I'm fondly dreaming." Gentlemen, No. 648 in the

books ! MR. CALDERON will oblige again !
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THE DERBY, 1867. DIZZY WINS WITH "REFORM BILL."
MB. PUNCH. " DON'T BE TOO SURE

; WAIT TILL HE 'S WEIGHED."
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HINTS FOR DERBY TALKERS.

OK Saturday last a numerous
and well-dressed deputa-
tion from all parts of the

kingdom, including Der-

byshire, waited on .I//-.

Punch, at his 1

official resi-

dence in Fleet S; rret, to

assure him of the value

his "Hints for Derby
Talkers" had been last

year to multitudes of per-

sons of all sexes and both

ages, and to solicit him
to publish a similar series,

on the recurrence of the

great annual horse-race,

.May -i-l, \

Having: listened, with-

out yawning, to the argu-
ments and entreaties ad-

vanced by the various and

varying speakers, Mr.
Punch replied to the effect

that on the whole, and

without prejudice, he was not altogether indisposed to debate in his own mind,
and back ollice, the propriety of taking into consideration the advisability of

determining, at a period not very distant, whether it would be politic and expe-
dient and consistent with the first principles of political economy, and the law of

hypothec to comply with their request, or refer it to a llqyal Commission. The

deputation expressed themselves perfectly satisfied with thi- candid and explicit

statement, made without any unnecessary verbiage,* and having thanked Mr.
Punch for the courteous reception he had given them, withdrew to neighbouring
taverns to lunch, at the expense of the different Friendly Societies to which they

belonged.
Mr. Punch instantly put on all his horse-power, and threw off the following

Hints for the use of All on the Downs on Wednesday, the 22nd.

Vauban. Winner of the Two Thousand Guineas. Young men should be prepared
to give precise aud accurate information as to the meaning of this distinction to

EFFIE and ELEANOR. If they like to Maunder on, they may say that this horse

is named after a celebrated Sapper and Miner of antiquity, who built the Great

Pyramid that erst filled Lincoln's Inn Fields, and enabled HANNIBAL to tunnel

the Alps by a judicious use of acid-drops and the best malt vinegar. Vauban

(now corrupted into Woburn) Place, Russell Square, is named after him. Died
there of a surfeit of pickled walnuts and Devonshire cream.'.towards the close of the

century but one before the beginning of the present epoch.
Does FBLICIA ask who is the owner of the favourite? Easily 'answered. May

she think the reply Feliciatous ! The DUKE OP BEAUFORT is Master of the

Horse, and good luck to him.
The Hermit. Information about this horse may be obtained on the morning

of the race, in an envelope Hermitically sealed, by applying to any member of the

various monastic orders in London and the environs. If The Hermit passes the

Judge's chair first, drink his health, and that of his CIIAPL(A)IN in wine of which

every well-regulated barouche will have an abundant supply Hermitage.
Marksman. Have you drawn him in the Grand International Sweep ? Then,

should he prove the winner, you will be like his owner MERKY.
The Palmer. It would be worth while to make even a longer pilgrimage than

from Waterloo to Epsom to see The Palmer and The Hermit neck and neck.

But such serious and ascetic creatures should not be exposed to the coutami
nations of the Turf.

Julius. Will the Derby of 1867 be known in racing annals as the Julian Era ?

May the DUKE OF NEWCASTLE underline the 2ind of May in his Diary as an

anniversary to be kept for ever with great rejoicing in the halls of Clumber !

JfE*tornel. Does not sound like a winner. Give a horse a bad name, and
scratch him. Mr. Punch has long held decided opinions about the nomenclature
(Ei FIE and ELEANOR, explain this word to CYRIL and Frrz) of racehorses, and
is

ready to supply any number of apt and suitable names for yearlings and two-

year-olds. Terms, 10 per cent, on all winnings.
(hand Cross. In the event of the MARQUIS of EXETER'S success, MR. TENNY-

SOK has promised to add a new verse to The Lord of Bwrtetgh, which you may
be sure will not halt.

Van. Amburgh.Wi\\ he be the King of the Beasts on Wednesday ?

Plaudit. Look to the telegraph. Is MAJOR ELWON'S number up ?

Then Plaudite omnes, and when you return to London go and see old TATTER-
SALL in the National Portrait Exhibition.

<Juy "
Derbig." P. D.

A Welcome Gift.

LOOKING into a well-known shop-window in Oxford Street, just after the last

changes in the Government, the thought occurred that the most acceptable present
LORD DERBY could have, would be a Stationary Cabinet.

A VISION OP THE FUTURE.
Is my soft Club arm-chair as I dozed

I had fallen asleep o'er the Star
To my mind's eye a vision unclosed
The ages and teons afar.

Like the roar of a past express-train
H;ul (lied out the din of the day :

Forgotten were RKADLAUGH nnd BEALES,
lleform Leagues had dwindled away :

The Lion of Birmingham long
By the Bucks lanib had peaceful been laid :

Long, on the Calnc Ooekatrirr-clen

GUILDS GLADSTONE uninjured had played.

! m- gathered and garnered the fruits

Of ripe wisdom from JOHN STUAUT MILL
;

BRIGIIT'S trumpet hung mute on the wall,
And the Telegraph thunders were still.

Reform's best and worst had been wrought ;

Democracy's tide had flowed full :

Agitation itself had caved in,

Having done all it could for JOHN BULL.

On the back of the chair I was set,

Whence the SPEAKER his Commons surveys,
And with

bird's-eye
view thence overlooked

The Reformed House, its workings and ways.

By my peep of the Future forewarned,
I hold it my duty to be,

What I saw there to tell or more strange
To tell what I there did not see.

1 did not see ladies installed,
Save behind the gilt lattice's screen ;

All the persona there, spite of JOHN MILL,
Wore trousers and not crinoline.

No working-men Members were there :

Save the spouters' no fustian I saw :

No Shop-Soloiis, hand-labour to crown,
And bring capital under its law.

No more palpable wisdom I found
In Reform's new-quintessence sublimed :

Not cleaner or harder their hands,
Who Democracy's ladder had climbed.

No more mighty thinkers : no more
Wondrous orators : as many bores :

Muddlers, Meddlers, and Millionnaires:

Directors, place-hunters by scores.

In short, 'twas amazing to find,

One feels loath the result to avow
How uncommonly like at most points,
Was the new House to that we have now.

POPINJAY ON WAR AND PEACE.
PUNCH,

I VERY much like that notion of letting 'off great

guns without powder (which I read about while travelling

here) you know what I mean revolving disc, I believe

they call it, which hurls a ball as if it were thrown from &

sling : no disgusting smoke, no stunning noise a pretty
Arcadian idea War and Peace united prodigious slaugh-
ter with perfect stillness killing no bother the British

Lion having been taught to coo.

But 1 wish they could also do away with the groans of

the wounded. Now it strikes me it might be done in this

way. You have got a gun which emits neither sound nor
smoke. Very nice. Would not a puff-ball, scented with yiolet

powder, answer every necessary purpose f The enemy when
struck on nose, chin, or cheek, should be considered hors

de combat, and should retire on parol, covered with confusion

and flour, warranted free from all deleterious substances.

Ptttis.
_

P.

POLITICAL ECONOMY. MR. GLADSTONB has been able

to effect a great saving in his household. He is so con-

stantly
"
waited on

"
by Reformers, that he has discharged

all ilia footmen as superfluous luxuries.
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THE RULING PASSION.
Little Girl. " WULL YE GIE 's HA'PENNIES FOR THIS THRIPENNY, FOR MA

GRANNY'S FEARED IT'S NO A GITDE ANE?"

HOW ARE YOU OFF FOE SOAP ?

MR. PUNCH,
T' OTHER day I see in a noosepaper an ad vertisemen'

as tickled my fancy uncommon. 'Twas this here :

A MANDINE. A beautiful hand is indispensable to all
** it is the distinguishing mark between refinement and vulgarity
With the aid of Amandine . . . every hand may bo rendered soft
beautiful, and white, every rude impression of hard usage or rougl
weather removed, and the seal of elegance impressed upon it, let its

present condition be ever so unpromising."

Sur, I be a blacksmith. At laste I wus
; bred up to'l

from a boy and hammerun away at the forge and the anvu
this twenty year till at last I cum in for prawpurty. Anc
so I 've zet up fur a gentulman. Now there 's my old ga
she've a bin used to washun and scrubbun and havur
her hands subjick to hard usage and rough weather a!

her life. I wonders if so be as how that there Amandine
ood remove the

"
rude impression

"
of all sitch work and

wear and tear off they, and they'd get "the seal ol

elegance impressed upon" 'um by that means. Their
"
present condition

"
I '11 own is terrable

"
unpromising,"

unlike the 'bove advertersment. But will that Amandine
stuff perform what it promises ? Cause if

"
a beautiful

hand is the distinguishing mark between refinement and

vulgarity," we be dredful vulgar both on us; and that
wun't do if we be to mix in the saziety of gentlefolks.

My hands is wuss than my wife's as you med spose.
han't never yet tried nothin wi um moor pureefyun than
yaller sope. coorse there 's no expectation of Amandine
impressun the sale of elegance on a vist like a shoulder o'

mutton, but praps the use on't med git out zum o' the
durt that 's grammer'd into 'n a preshus dale moor I 'm
afeard than rightun is, and so conclude,

Your obeegent survunt,

DUNSTAN GHRIMES.

P.S. Patternised by Tinkers. Coalheavers, and Dustmen
one ood think. Wonderful effex of Amandine pruved by
beeun tried on sevral pares of hands arter 6 months oakum
pickun in Bridewell.

THE LAST ADDITION TO
on Strike.

'OUR GOOSE CLUB." Tailors

THE BLUE RIBAND OF THE TURF.

(A Romance of Horseflesh)

HIGH on a drag perched, HIPPOLYTE looked out o'er Epsom Down,
And swept, with levelled telescope, all London out of Town,
At Derby's famed high festival ; and what a feast was there
For HIPPO the hippophagist, the COUNT OP SAINT HILAIRE !

With gushing mouth and glowing eyes, that spoke an eager man,
He saw the steeds walked to and fro before the race began :

1

Brave horseflesh, by my troth !

"
he cried,

"
with not an ounce of fat.

'Tis well at present time enow anon to care for that."

He stood with elevated chin, and lifting up his nose
As one that in his bosom wears an overwhelming rose,
His proud lip curled as rose and fell the British Public's roar,
They love that noble animal, the horse ! I love him more !

*

They're off! they're off! COUNT HIPPOLYTE'S new hat is waved on
high,"

Consomme," shouted he,
" aux Hoofs !"a pun to make and die.

Vive le cheval!" he screamed above the shouts that rent the air :

(Steal santf aux truffes ! Cheval a la Financiere !

"Ho, filet de cheval ! Salmis ! Rissoles a la Francaise !

Ha,fricassee ! Ho, vol-au-vent ! Saucisses ! Mayonnaise!
Horse roast, boiled, fried, with sauce piquante, or with tomato sauce,
Horse liver, kidney, sirloin, brisket, aitchbone, round of 'Oss !

"

The race is run. the stakes are won, the Winner 's posted high,How much ?
'

shrieked out COUNT HIPPOLYTE. " How much P
man am I.

The Winner ! Ho, the Winner ! Is the Winner to be sold ?
11 buy him

; yes, I '11 buy him, if I give his weight in gold !

"

My eye, what luck ! The bargain 's struck. Ah, what can words avail P
COUNT HIPPOLYTE ten thousand pounds paid down upon the nail,
The Derby's winner bore away, and fattened in a stall,
Then he and others ate him up, hide, mane, and tail, and all !

your

A SUNDAY REFORM BILL WANTED.
SOME heads are so hard that they require to be hammered at for

years before much sense can be knocked into them. For instance,
only look at this :

" The Committee (House of Commons on Public-Houses, 1854) recommended
and it is strange to think how little has been done to carry out the recommendation
in thirteen years -that museums and similar places of rational amusement should
be open after two on Sundays, as rival attractions to the public-house on the work-
man's day of rest."

This is quoted from the Times, in a report but lately issued by the
National Sunday League, a society which is striving, with greater
zeal than means, to make Sunday a day of pleasant leisure for the

poor : a holiday, or holy day, partly to be spent in healthful recreation,
rather than in sitting in a hot unwholesome pot-house, and swilling
bad, drugged beer. To this end the Sunday League is sensibly
endeavouring to throw 9pen other doors than those of public-houses,
which are now well nigh the only places open to the public after

Sunday morning church. Either you can go to the parson or the

pothouse, such is the alternative allowed by English law. So the

Sunday League is trying to obtain an
"
Open Sesame," for the British

Museum and the National Gallery, which is closed to the nation when
the nation needs it most. Were the Crystal Palace open as a rival to
the gin-palace, there would be less of Sunday drunkenness than is

witnessed in our streets. So the League is striving hard to get the

Crystal Palace opened on a Sunday, and the shade of poor dear SIR
JOSEPH PAXIOM smiles on their attempt.
Assuredly our Sunday laws are strangely inconsistent. Hampton

Court Palace is open to the people on a Sunday ; whereas the infinitely
more improving Crystal Palace is close shut. You may go and stare

pour fill at CHARLES the SECOND'S Beauties, but you are not permitted
x> see the Holy Family, or any other of the noble pictures in Trafalgar
Square. A Sunday Reform Bill is sadly needed by the nation, to

reform the stupid customs by which Sunday now is spoilt. Mean-
while, let every one who wishes to see Sunday rightly used, as a day
of healthful leisure and not sickening debauch, subscribe what he can

spare to the National Sunday League, which at the close of its last

year had only six-and-twenty pounds in hand to continue its good work.
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DISSECTING ROOM, ZOOLOGICAL GARDENS.
SCIENTIFIC CBLEBRITIE3 TAKING THE CAST OF A WHALE.

A MODEL AMATEUR PERFORMANCE.
DK AK MR. PUNCH," ON their own merits modest men are dumb." and, as modesty

is eminent among your many virtues, you can hardly be expected to
mention the performance in which, with much success, your young
men recently took part. Yet I think that it deserves some record in

your pages, as being an exception to the very general rule that an
amateur performance for the aid of any charity demands a vast amount
of charity in those who are its critics. I believe that very few of those
who kindly paid their guinea for a stall at the Adelphi, on Saturday,
the lltb, felt they did not get their guinea's-worth of pleasant enter-

tainment, in addition to the consciousness of pleasant satisfaction that

they were aiding by their presence a charitable work. It is a Sister's

Penance, often, to see her brothers act, but I own I think that
MADEMOISELLE GIRAJFIER felt far more pride than penance to see how
well her clever brother STANISLAS could play the beggar ! how I envy
him his charmingly sweet voice ! and other sisters, also,whowere sitting
with the audience, were not bored in the least to see their brothers on
the stage. The truth is, Mr. Punch, that, unlike most amateurs, vour

young men took the trouble to be perfect in their parts. Generally it

happens in an amateur performance, that

To the words, ill-remembered, the gestures ne'er suit,
And the voice of the prompter there never is mute.

In this respect a lesson might with profit have been learnt from the
play at the Adelphi, and I believe there are still extant even actors by
profession who, with profit, might have studied it.

Another point wherein the acting differed, with advantage, from
most that now is visible, was its being wholly free from staginess and
claptrap. Ihe actors used their natural voices when they spoke, and
simply with their words used action that was natural. There was no
such thing as thinking solely of oneself, no forcing of a small part into
undue prominence Even the "Lambs," poor dumb animals, who
merely had to stand at a doorway and be stared at. did their best to do
his well, and showed no sign of the ambition, doubtless burning in

their bosoms, to stalk up to the footlights, and burst forth in a set
speech.

I am no critic, Mr. Punch, but simply one who paid my guinea, and
felt tempted to proclaim, as I walked out of the theatre, that I 'd had

as good a guinea's-worth as ever had been given. Only one regret
then lingered in my mind, and that arose from these eight lines which
I heard m the "Address ":

"
Last, but not least in your dear love, and ours,
There is a head we 'd crown with all our flowers.
Our kindest thanks to her whose smallest grace
Is the bewitchment of her fair vounir face.

Our own KATB TERRY comes, to show how much
The truest art does with the lightest touch.
Make much of her while still before your eyes
A star may glide away to other skies."

Graceful actresses are not so common on our Stage that we can
spare, without regretting deeply, one so delicate, so ladylike, so intelli-

gent, and so refined. In these days of gas and glitter, noisy rant, and
nigger breakdowns, a young actress like KATE TERRY, who can act a
graceful character with naturalness and ease, and can express emotion
strongly, without staginess or rant, is invaluable iu serving the best
interests of her art. As a contrast to the coarseness which burlesques
are prone to generate, she charms the better taste and feelings of the

public, and arrests the downward course of degradation of the Stage.
But the

"
gods

"
must humbly bow to the little god of love ; and

boxes, pit, and stalls will soon be forced to yield their favourite at

call-boy Cupid's call. Happy he to whom "
no cards

"
then may be

posted from the
"
other skies," but who will be invited to welcome the

fair star, so soon about to glide thither.

Wishing you still more success in your good work of charity, I beg
leave to subscribe myself (besides the enclosed five guineas),

ODE WHO PLATS.
** Mr. Punch is not more modest tha^ most other great men ; and

he willingly inserts this letter, because he thinks that it expresses very
general opinions ; and also because it serves to provide him with a
peg, whereon to hang conspicuously a public vote of thanks, from the
Committee of the

"
Bennett Fund, for the frank and ready kindness

with which MB. BENJAMIN WEBSTER, who is ever ready with his aid
in a good work, lent his theatre to those who helped to fill it with Six
Hundred Guineas for the Fund.

LEGAL QUESTION.

MUST the punishment for Arson be necessarily a Light sentence ?
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T'.HEl ENFRANCHISEMENT OF PERSONS.

(A Lecture delivered at an, Institute, by PROFESSoa BAUNOWL.)

IT seems strange, my friends, that the right of women to vote(for

i Parliament is asserted and advocated, principally by MR.

germs of reason in the mind of woman, derives thence a confirmation

of the hope, cherished in spite of MAHOMET, that under future and

happier circumstances :

" His faithful wife shall bear him company."

TT seems strane my menus, mab me nsun ,.wi..~" .- .-
However, in the meantime, my friends, whilst, in by far the greater

Members of Parliament is asserted and advocated, principally by MR.
numDer Of maids, wives, and widpws,.the rational faculty, if existing,

Mil MR MILL'S speciality is logic : he therefore, of all men, mig 1
1 remains undeveloped, I am afraid I must invite you to express the

np ejected to discern the reason which unfits the female sex to
] Q ion that women at l;ir ore areas yet naturally unfitted to exercise

exercise the elective franchise. And what is that? My friends, in
pSliticaifUnotions. But if that is your opinion perhaps you likewise

many things women are cleverer than men.. They haveintuitions
,

<

fhat^, waat of rCMon ought to disqualify men also for electoral

wh ch transcend reason. But that same reason is the one thmgnecdful
ivil It may be feared that if a practical Reform Bill could be

for the free and independent voter. No reason, no vote. Now tl e Med Qn t ,lls principie ;t wou]d effect a large and hberal contraction of

fact is that women, wonderful as many of their endowments are, women ^ franchise,

n general are not endowed with reason. Oh to be sure, there are

exceptions!. MR. MILL'S experience has doubtless been confined to

th

Ye's in^MendsTundZbtedly there are a few women possessed of

reSgpowers-a very few. They correspond to men o .special

genius. Tile ordinary woman is actuated by mstinct-sentimental

fnstinct ;
but still instinct. It is usual to say of .such an one hat she

has a will of her own. This is true, my friends, in one sense, and fi

n another. Will means inclination, in this sense women have a very

sUng will indeed. Will also means volition. Of this the major,Ay

them have almost none at all. Try them ;
make the experiment

any one even who is a rather uncommonly sensible woman. Complain

to her of any objectionable fashion. She may assent to all that you

say7 but Bhi will follow the fashion. She will follow lt as long as it

lasts Look at crinoline. Women of the lower orders cling to it still

uTt because they don't know that ladies have left it off
.

If you exhort
J

a

U
woman toffintinue anything whatever which fashion prescribe,,

vou will generally find you might as well talk to a cat. You will get

attendedfo as much as you wSuld be if you endeavoured to persuade a

tortoise-shell to be a tabby. My Mends, there is something m the

constitution of the female mind which renders a woman as unable o

her own accord, against the fashion, to alter her dress as an animal

is to change its skin or its spots.
See how chignons adhere to the female

occiput, in spite of everything! By-and-by they will suddenly and

unaccountably drop off. In the mean time, to expostulate about a

chi-non with its wearer would be as effectual as remonstrating with a

^ often declared to be all heart. That is very true.

The'heart is a muscle of involuntary motion. It pulsates under tl

influence of a part of the nervous system distinct from that through

which the other muscles are moved and controlled. Women, lor tin

most part, appear to be governed by the same influence all over. Ihus

they are rendered charming creatures inexpressibly charming, ador-

able, delightful-most admirably adapted to perform peculiar func-

tions, useful and ornamental, but, oh, my friends, not fit and proper

persons to return Members to Parliament !

t. * . f> i j
1 will not ask how many original authors, artists, thinkers ai

creators of anv kind are. or have been women, nor why it is

generally taught music as ladies are, there is not a female MOZART, nor

even so much as a fair DONIZETTI. Let us take cookery my friends

It is one of the common employments of women. Essentially, cooKerj

is a rational art. There is reason, you know, in roasting an egg. JNow

many women are good executive cooks. But if you want a head-cook

you must resort to the stronger sex. There are female mathematicians-

they are very few
; but, perhaps a female mathematician is less rare

than a female chef. Who are the cooks that invent thegreat dishes I

Not women, I think. Where is your female UDE ? Where is youi

female SOYER? A lady once stated that she had made some mock

turtle out of her own head. She not only made a dish, but a joke,

was one of the exceptions.

Request one of the gentler sex, my friends, to boil you a round o

beef, lor instance, after the manner prescribed by LIEBIG. With an

amiable docility, which cannot be extolled too highly, she will perhap

obey you, but try to make her apprehend the principle of the process

No don't-if you persist in the endeavour she will probably cry, an

the man who would draw a tear down the cheek of Loveliness by use

less explanation or argument is no better than a Bluebeard.

I said, my friends, that there are exceptions to the generality of women

I took care to say so. There are some women undeniably endowe

with reason. You may never have met with such : I have. iTna.T&

enumerate or name them : how few they may be no matter. Ihe lac

of their existence is consolatory. It enables ns to believe that th

germs, at least, of reason exist in the mind of everv woman, and tha

in the great mass of women that divine faculty is only dormant. Now
there are many girls who are entirely unreasonable, but very fascinatin

for all that, at least so long as they are young and beautiful, whateve

they may become when they turn into matrons.

"
Lo, the poor Indian, whose untutored mind."

You know the rest, my friends. Well; doubtless lie expects to mee

his squaw in the happy hunting-grounds. So also we, Europeans, ma
> i^ i i _i.__. 11 i i -i -:_ J j: _ *V.,

PEEPS AT PARIS.

PEEP THE NINTH.

LATEST news from the Egsposissiong.

They have appointed me as the Juror par rexsellongse on the Pickle

)epartment, and Assistant Juror to the Piano Commissioners.

Pickles and Pianos ! Need I say I am in my element < I have

ready commenced an essay on little pickles, regular pickles, and,

>uching pianos, Piceol-omini ; if the work increases, I shall soon be in

pretty pickle.

I divide my day thus : first a pickle, then a piano ;
then taste a pickle

hile trying a piano. So much for the morning. Ihe afternoon is

mch the same.
The Prince has arrived Mong Prangse! to use the French tongue

nd appears highly delighted with all he sees. 1 did not read my
ddress to him, as it has been privately intimated to me that he does

ot wish to be recognised by me in public. I understand MONG
'KANGSE'S motive for this. So will' you.
I hear it whispered that, in consequence of my services to the fcgspo-

issiong, I am to be ribboned and titled. This comes of Pickles and

^ianos. What title should I like ? I have considered 'the subject,

nd thus conclude. According to your wish, I always pay my distin-

guished visits to the Egsposissiong in the afternoon. Well, air, at

hat time Paris expects me to do my duty : Paris looks for me, and 1

,ome. Now, Sir, there is such an honoured title as Count de Moray,

nezpar? (which is French for "is there not?") Then why should J

tot be styled, Count de Afternoony ?

LUMPYRAW LOUEY himself will not object.

MONG PRANGSE will not object.

You, I am sure, will place no obstacle in the way.
But do send me larjoug (that is, money), merely for largesse to be

hrown to the populace on that occasion.

This is what I sang to LUMPYRAW the other night, after dinner, by

way of a gentle hint :

"
Oh, dear, what can the matter bo
LOUEY is not playing fair."

A start from LAKMPERKARTREECE (the Empress), who was accom-

panying me as usual on the gay guitar of her native country (would

t be too much to say I allude to Spain ?), nearly threw me off

my balance (by the way, do send me a cheque ;
I 've got one joke

that 's worth all the money, but never shall it pass these lips until

s. d. ), but I continued my flowing numbers
" He promised to buy me a hunch of red ribbon,

Tu put in my button hole, there.

Oh, dc;u-! /Iflas! Curfaire! c."

LUMPYRAW rang the bell.

I had touched hi

mainder of the scene.

kicked out of the presence before you .>, >,~ --
You have complained, I hear, that I do not tell you so much

the Egsposissiong as you had expected. What did you expect ?

Wait for my next, and then But this is to anticipate, P. THE G
I'll give any of my countrymen a day's amusement in larry. lie

and see the Ark of Triumph. Ask the guide to explain all about JNoah

Cross the Pong Nurf, walk straight on until you are quite tired, then

see if you can get a cab (a voytoor). This search will occupy you fo

another hour agreeably. If you forget the name of your hotel, or the

the bell.

him. I draw a pocket-handkerchief over the re

le. For such divinity doth hedge a king, that you 'n

resence before you 're well in it. No more of this.

,infid_ T hear, that I do not tell you so much abou

TT UCIC (II II A. ilGJJ. J. <V111 l> L liiwj" jwi* wqm w
m

get such au experience of Paris as no instruction of mine can give

his squaw in the happy hunting-grounds. 00 also we, x-uropeaus, may BUIOTOOI i iw
say, Lo, the poor husband, whose well-tutored mind, discerning the

| winning smile.

Come Early.

THE only Racing Prophet whom the ladies should consult is Mr

Punch. He asks for no commission ; and when his dear clients ar

successful (there is no
"

if
"

in the case) he is amply rewarded by
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Swell
(who^won't

be done). "H'TARS MY KYARD IF YOU 'D AH LIKE TOoUMMON ME.

P
'

Ud Up heard Ae dispute)-
" DON'T YOU TAKE IT, BILL.

PUZZLED.
I '^'ick, O'Compound Householder,
Of thee and of thy claims,

Thou Proteus of the Commonwealth,
One shape of many names !

Whether thou art old England's pride,
Or doomed to work her fall,

The running sore of city life,
Or the best class of all,

Whether thy rates thou pay'st in rent,
Or part, or all, or none,

Whether, if not compounded for,
Tenant, or landlord 's done,

Whether, when thou hast registered,
The franchise thou wilt prize,M licther in social scale or price
The man or vote will rise,

Whether thou 'It tend to pipe and pot,
Or quite the other way,

Whether thou 'It rush to swamp the poll,
Or stay supine away,

Whether corruption's upas-growth
Checked by thy means will be,

Or bribes and bribers, nothing loath,
Find a new field in thee,

Whether the Tenements Rating Act
Perforce should be the law,

Whether 'tis true SIR WILLIAM CLAY
Has made or cured a flaw,

Whether in GLADSTONE'S reasoning,
Or DIZZY'S to confide,

To whom pin faith, whose view accept,
And for whose view divide,

Who '11 tell a helpless true-blue SquireM ho fain would do what 's right,
But gets confused 'twixt Ayes and Noes,
And hears his black called white :

Who sees things topsy-turry turned,
Finds heads where tails should be,

And feels he 's aiding, Deuce knows how,
To arm Democracy !

OUR THEATRICAL SPECTATOR.
"
Spectatum admissl PACEM teneatis, amici."

Hnra<x (a trifle altered).
When lit the play, my BROWN or Jouis,
Please only talk in under-toces.

HAVING the good fortune, as my friends jocosely term it, of lately
tarrying a Wife somewhat younger than myself, I have frequently the

happiness of being dragged out after dinner to a play-house or an opera.As compensation for the trouble which these gaddings out entail on
me, i nave the benefit of hearing her remarks on the performances and
these amuse me more than what I either see or hear upon the stage
for unluckily I am no novice at a theatre. The other night she whis-
pered that Poltto, she thought, would look more like a Roman if he
wore a Roman nose, and she added, "But if I were Norma, and knew

aose was false, I should revenge my wrongs by pulling it
"

Again,
a minute or two afterwards, she wondered if the Druids really were

igly as they look upon the stage, and whether, when they sung
y used such uncouth gestures, and made faces so grotesque, as are
n by those who now are hired to represent them.

Artless prattle such as this it is no uncommon thing to hear at a per-rmance and doubtless there are ears which are not displeased by
r it. borne play-goers, however, have ears which are not longies and prefer them to be filled with the sense that may perchance be

I upon the stage rather than the nonsense overheard among the
:e. It is not pleasant in the middle of a noble scene by SHAKS-ARE to hear the twitter of JOCASTA, or the twaddle of BELINDA, andwhen a gentleman has paid a guinea for a stall, the chance is he would

-r near the melodies of MEYERBEER than the gabble he could
gratis listen to at home.

It is difficult for a woman, I well know, to hold her tongue, and as
nen form a large proportion of our

play-goers, one of course cannot
expect that conversation at a theatre wifl altogether cease when the cur-

i u V' ""W*,* be discountenanced as a really selfish
husbands would do well to preach a little sermon on the
ice except between the acts, whenever they escort their

wives and daughters to a theatre.

Some plays there are, however, that an audience might prattle
through, from the first scene to the last, without causing any loss to
any would-be listener. Such a one may now be seen at a theatre
whereof the name will readily occur to those who ktely have attended
it. Mere the plot is as improbable as the dialogue is dull

; and the
goodness of the scenery only serves to call attention to the badness of
the piece. An advertisement proclaims that it pleases people mightily
but I doubt if an advertisement can make it a success. The applausewhen I was present came chiefly from the gallery, which is not the
best paying portion of the house. It is a pity that a company well
fatted to act comedy should have to waste their powers on a dreary
comic drama, wherein the only comic incident is a face besmeared

with jam. ^
To me few contrasts are more grateful than to enjoy the entertain-

ment of an evening spent with SHAKSPEARE, after suffering the penance
of sitting through a stupid piece. What ample scope he gives for
scenery and decoration, yet how little he requires them to make a play
attractive ! Who feels the need of scenery, that hears the glowing
poetry wherein Enobarbus paints the voyage of Cleopatra

? What
artist could so vividly depict her pomp and grandeur ? The play, as
acted now-o -nights, has great scenic attractions, but they only show
that SSHAKSPEARE was the greater scene-painter.

fcrood actresses are scarce now, and should be seen when visible.
llie ladv who performs the part of Cleopatra seems fittingly impressed
with a due reverence for the poet, and delivers all her speeches with
propriety and care. Having aforetime shown great skill in her con-
ception of the character, she now brings her maturity of judgment to
mprove it, and represents the queen most worthily in all her vanityand petulance, her passion, anguish, and despair. "WiLi WADDLE

From the Shades.

THE Ladies in Paris are wearing a new colour
"
BISMARCK en

olere. What is he angry about? Luxemburg? Then instead of
his novelty being denominated, as it is, a light brown, ought it not to
>e called a done brown ?

VOL. LII
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THE COMPOUND PUBLICAN'S CHEMISTRY.
N interesting ibut

illegal branch of in-

dustry was eluci-

dated at Bow Street

on Saturday' last

week. A gentleman
named : JOUSIFFE

pleaded guilty to a

summons on the

part of the Excise,

charging him with

having sold to a

publican a quantity
of treacle or sac-

charine matter to

be used in the adul-

teration of beer.

According to a

police report, MK.
DWELLY, who at-

tended for the Ex-

cise authorities,

produced a remark-

able circular, issued

by the defendant

and his brother,

who described

themselves as :
.

" CHARLES and GEORGE JOHSIFFE, importers of Dantzic spruce, cordial corn-

pounders, and makers of liquid refined sugar and spirit-colouring."

This instructive annoucement C9ntained a specification of articles

sold by the BROTHERS JOUSIFFE, with explanatory notes for the infor-

mation of their respectable customers. The reporter shrewdly remarks

that
" Several of the articles mentioned in the circular seemed to be designed for the

adulteration of spirite."

The suspicion thus expressed will not perhaps appear quite ground-

less, from the statement, that
" One of the items was ' London Cream,' which was stated to be '

highly appre-
ciated by all who nave tried it, being flavoured with the finest juniper berries and
other ingredients used by distillers. To 100 gallons of gin, 17 or 22 U.P., add four

gallons of London cream. Use 110 sugar. It will allow of six or seven additional

gallons of liquor, and be superior to any gin made in the ordinary way.'
"

The word liquor, in the foregoing connection, does by no means

signify any intoxicatin
'

"
allaying Thames/"

well, alike suitable -. . ,._.,. , -

.
,--

gin being seventeen or twenty-two U.P., the admixture of a stated

quantity of London cream will enable them to be augmented in quantity
six or seven per cent, while reduced in quality, by the addition of
"
liquor," to figures very considerably more "

U.P." than seventeen or

twenty-two, without tasting any the weaker for their dilution.

It may concern rogues to know that

" In making up gin or cordials the liquor should be boiled and used cold."

Here is a recipe which, unexplained, might seem designed for appli-
cation to an honest purpose :

" Concentrated essence of pine. To fifty gallons of rum add two gallons of

essence, or according to the quantity of liquur used."

But interpret it by the annotation on
" Concentrated essence of pine, No. 2. This is the same as No. 1, but contains an

artificial heat, which allows an extra quantity of liquor."

That is to say, a quantity of
"
liquor," exceeding the measure with

which a knave is enabled to elude detection in watering his rum by
No. 1. Consumers of cheap spirits would do well to note the two
prescriptions ensuing :

"
Cheap Rum. To five gallons of proof rum add one gallon of liquor and one

quart of concentrated essence of pine, No. 2.
"
Cheap Gin. To ten gallons of twenty-two U.P. gin, instead of sugar use two

quarts of the cream and three gallons of liquor."

From the preceding disclosures it will appear that MYNHEER VAN
DUNK would have been very much out in his reckoning as to the

aqueous and spirituous ingredients of his grog if he had been accus-
tomed to deal with the customers of MK. JOUSIFFE. This gentleman,
indeed, in apology for his peculiar line of business, made an assertion

which, if true, would show that at no British public-house could VAN
DUNK now possibly drink spirits and water in the proportion of the
former to the latter which he bargained for :

" The defendant said all publicans used similar ingredients, and always would
do so ; and if persons in hia trade did not take it round to them, they would buy it

at the grocers."

Ah, well, let us hope that there is a considerable fallacy in the
"
sad,

very sad, fact," stated by PROFESSOR LEONE LEVL, that "in the
United Kingdom as much as 89,000,000 a-year is expended in ardent

spirits, 58,000,000 of which is consumed by the working-classes." The
working- classes, at least, do not consume nearly so much ardent spirits
as the Professor thinks. Only, to be sure, weak gin and rum are no
doubt rendered intoxicating to the degree of madness by

"
artificial

heat" and "London Cream. Thanks to the assistance afforded to the
British publican in diluting his spirits, by gentlemen in the line of
MR. JOUSIFFE. As this was MR. JOUSIFFE'S first conviction for doing
business therein, he was let off with the mitigated fine of 125. Any
gentleman engaged in the same reputable avocation may be induced to

relinquish it for a less hazardous one by the information that the full

penalty of its exercise is 500.

NATIONAL PORTRAIT EXHIBITION.
MR. PUNCH,

I WISH to draw the attention of the Managers to one or two
serious deficiencies in the Second Collection they are now showing.
They have two portraits of ADDISON, but not one of Sis ROGER DE
COVERLEY ! GOLDSMITH, and Jessamy Bride, and Little Comedy, are
all to be seen, but not a single member of the Primrose family can I
find either in the Catalogue or on the walls. There is a fine portrait of
Mr. Yoricke, STERNE reality ; but, after the most careful examination,
I have failed to discover any representation of Mrs. Wadman. If
DEFOE could not be got, surely Mr. Crusoe ought to have had a con-

spicuous place in this assemblage of British Worthies. I could name
other remarkable omissions the celebrated traveller, Mr. Gulliver, Mr.
Gray (not THOMAS, who is there, but Robin}, Adams, the Divine, Mrs.

Malaprop, &c. but I will not trespass further on your valuable space,

having, as 1 think, quoted instances enough to prove that, great as the
Collection is one of its distinctions being two hundred and more
portraits by HOGAHTH, REYNOLDS, and GAINSBOROUGH it is not a

complete representation of the long and fertile period which has DUTCH
WILLIAM at one end, and FARMER GEORGE at the other.

Yours faithfully,

JOSHUA GAINSBOROUGH REYNOLDS.

Rather hard lines to hang poor DR. DODD (No. 821) over again !

RITUALIST.AGGRESSION.
THE announcement that MR. WALPOLE has been placed, as respon-

sible Minister, on the Select Committee nominated to report on the

question of repealing the Ecclesiastical Titles Act, has given lively
satisfaction in Ritualist and Roman Catholic circles. No doubt is

entertained that the right honourable gentleman will prove as com-

petent to maintain the Royal supremacy, as he was to defend the

Royal Parks. There is every reason to believe that as so9n as the

Ecclesiastical Titles Act is repealed, and the Pope's jurisdiction in the

Queen's dominions is affirmed by Act of Parliament, the Ritualist

party will excommunicate the rest of the parsons, declare themselves
the true Church of England, and map out the country into a number
of new dioceses of their own, under the primacy of the BISHOP OF
SALISBURY.

Lines on the Lodger Franchise.

ENFRANCHISED are Lodgers.
Be quiet, then, ODGERS,
And you noisy codgers,

BEALES, BRADLAUGH, and BRIGHT.
Give up agitation ;

Cease intimidation ;

To make demonstration,
Roughs no more incite.

Academy Note.

SIR EDWIN LANDSEER'S picture, of The Queen receiving Despatches
attended by her Gillie, the Saturday Review complains is of too black

and mournful a hue. The mention of the Gillie should have reminded
the Reviewer that the picture cannot be all black, as part of it is

entirely given up to BROWN.

MOTTO FOR MR. CHAPLIN'S DARK HORSE.
"
Tuns, Gentle Hermit of the veil."

THE USE OF SARUM. The BISHOP OF SALISBURY is of opinion, that

the unity of Christendom can be brought about by the use of Roman
cement.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Miry 20. LORD LYVEDEN complained that the statue of

GEORGE CANMSC; was shoved away from its original site into a court
in the rear of George Street. LORD DERBY said it could not be helped,
and that the statue would be seen very well iu the uew place. Statue
is derived from the Latin status, statura, from statuere, and that from
station, past participle of start, to stand. But if, as would appear from
sundry recent cases, a statue is to mean a thing that does not stand,
but walks about, we had better Dnd another noun for the article.

MR. HARDY, the new Home Secretary, vice the hydraulic MR.
WALPOLE, stated that as he wished people's minds to cool on the Park
question, he should not until after Whitsuntide press the Bill against
meetings. If he surpasses CANUTE, and repels the popular surge, we
shall re-christen him as HARDYCANUTE.
LORD NAAS thought that the Irish Reform Bill should be postponed

until after the Whitsun holidays. N.B. The Commons are always
reckoning by their holidays. We wonder whether they carry notched
sticks in their pockets, aiid cut away a notch for every day they have
to sit.

MR.' DISRAELI, amid cheers, formally assented to MR. HODGKINSON'S
proposal for killing the Compound Householder, and promised that if

technicalities did not prevent, the enactment should be inserted into
the Reform Bill itself.

Two very remarkable speeches were delivered to-night.
One was by MR. LOWE. He made an elaborated protest against the

present course of legislation, charged the Commons with blindly passing
enactments the action of which no one had tried to explain, anil likened
the Reform Bill to the car of Juggernaut, crushing everybody. Igno-
rance and poverty were to be admitted to power, and though the Mass
had no politics yet, it would learn a policy, which would be that of
Socialism. It would demand the abolition of the taxes affecting itself,
and the throwing taxation on the rich. It would assuredly abolish all

but direct taxation. It would revolt against the National Debt, would
have laws for increasing wages and limiting work-hours, and would
thus compel recurrence to Protection. Those who hoped to bribe the
lower class into voting rightly would get into a sea of corruption, and yet
would not accomplish their object. The standard of Parliament would be

jowered, when Members came as delegates of the poorest and most
ignorant, and had also paid for their seats. He depicted other disasters,
and ended with a fervid appeal to the Gentlemen of England not to

fling away all their advantages and honours, without the shadow of an
equivalent. The Liberals were going to ruin both their party and
their country.
MR. Hsu LEY said that the situation had been brought on by succes-

sive declarations from the Throne that there ought, to be extension of

franchise, and that it was more conservative to settle the question than
to let the Pot Boil Over.

After some speaking, of no particular mark
Clause 3 of the Reform Bill was carried, .with cheers.

Ladies, your attention to your Champion.
The second; remarkable speech of the evening was made by MR.

MILL, who moved that instead of Man the word Person be introduced
into clause 4.

And now.Ladies, Mr. Punch does you the justice of 'believing that
you would like to know what arguments your Friend advanced. You
may be sure that all that could be said was said in the best manner by
MB. MILL, and that such of you as wish to fight the battle may have
all the weapons, elegantly polished, at hand, Mr. Paxckyom devoted
slave kys them before you in the most convenient form. MR. Msu,
urged that at present

Neither birth, merit, exertion, intellect, fortune, nor even accident
can enable any woman to have her voice counted in matters which
concern her and hers as nearly as any person in the kingdom.

It is not just to make distinctions between the QUEEN'S subjects
except for a positive reason.
Are women who manage property, or business, or teach more than

most male electors know, unfit for the function of voting ?
Would they be revolutionary ?

Taxation and Representation should go together. Women pay taxes ?
I he real difficulty felt is not a practical one, it is only a feeling of

Strangeness.
That is a thing which wears off. What are the objections ?

1. Politics are not women's business.
2. You don't desire the suffrage.
3. You are sufficiently represented by your influence over male

relatives.

4. Yon have power enough already.
The answers are

! N r a
[
e they man's, unless he is a professional politician. He

has business of his own, which he does not neglect, for the
sake ot voting, more than a woman would.

i. But many do, and others would but for fear of being ill thought
ot. We are not to suppose that leading questions put to

ladies elicit their real sentiments. None are so well schooled
as women in making a virtue of necessity.

3. Does man apply this argument to rich men and others with
influence.

I. You have great power, but it is under the worst conditions, for

it is indirect, and therefore irresponsible. And he would have

you work by a manly exchange of opinions, and not by cajolery.

There is a feeling which men have, but are ashamed to express this :

A woman has no right to care about anything but how she may be Ike

most useful and denoted servant ofsmm' num.
MR. MILL professed such indignation at this idea that he would not

argue about it.

In the old days woman and man lived apart that is, the wife was a

plaything
or an upper servant. His friends were men. This is changed.

The two sexes pass their lives together. The women of the family are
the mail's habitual society. The wife is his chief associate, most con-
fidential friend, most trusted counsellor.

Then, should a man wish that such a companion should be studiously

kept
inferior to himself, and taught ignorance or indifference about the

subjects among which his highest duties are cast '1

The time has come when, if women are not raised to the level of

men, men will be pulled down to theirs.

As to women being sufficiently protected, he would like a return of

the number of women annually beaten or kicked, or trodden to death

by their male protectors of the cases when the dastardly criminal did
not get off altogether of the cases in which such brutes received

lighter sentences than are awarded for trifling thefts.

Old educational endowments were for boys and girls alike. The
girls have been shut out, as at Christ's Hospital, where there are 1100

boys and 2G girls.

The Doctors shut out the ladies.

The Painters do the same, excluding them from the associateship of
the Academy, because they were distinguishing themselves too much.
A husband can tear away every shilling of his wife's and spend it

in debauchery, and even then, if she struggles and saves, he can pounce
on her earnings, unless she is judicially separated.
Your Champion, Ladies, wound up with an earnest assurance that

when the time should come, as come it would, for acceding to his

motion, we should never repent of the concession.
And Punch is sure that whether you want votes or not, you will say

that the cheers MR. MILL gained were well earned.
MR. E. K. KAHSLAKE thought Mu. MILL confounded the distinction

between man and woman.
MR. DENMAJJ supported him, but thought the Bill already conferred

the suffrage.
MR. FAWCETT (a newly married man too) earnestly supported the

motion, and said that the time for clintl' on the subject had gone by.
MR. LAIX<; talked nonsense about the ideal of woman, said that Juliet,

Ophelia and Dasdemona had nothing to do with votes the poets under-
stood woman better than MR. M IM..

SIR GEORGE BOWTER, like a gallant Knight, supported your cause.
LOUD GALWAY said the motion placed admirers of the fair sex in an

awkward position.
M R. ONSLOW said that two young ladies had told him they would

vote for the man who gave them the best pair of diamond ear-rings.
MR. MILL was pleased, as well he might be, at the fearful debility of

his opponents, and took the division, which was,

For the Ladies . . 73

Against. . . . I'.'U

Majority I-':! for keeping yon out, dears.

This speech of Ma. MILL'S was the event of the week, and the rest
shall be tied up very tight indeed.

. The Alabama quarrel is to be arbitrated. MB. MILL
means to give London Municipal Reform.

Wednesday. The Derby was won by MR. CHAPLIN'S Hermit. The
day was a detestable one.

Thursday. Habeas Corpus in Ireland to be again suspended. We
had a jolly row between MR. MAGUIRE, MR. ROEBUCK, and MR.
BRIGHT. Again we got on Reform, and into a singular muddle about
the County Franchise.

Friday. Compound Householder not
quite dead, and MR. DISRAELI

accused of attempting to retract another storm in the offing. An
Indian Debate about Mysore, which is an eyesore to the old Anglo-
Indians.

Saturday. The Lords sat to pass the Irish Suspension [Bill, as

such things are always left to the very last moment.

NEW AMERICA.

WHAT MB. HEPWOKTH DIXON has made of his book about the
Mormons is a More-money Book.
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A CERTAIN
DEAR MR.

PERSON" TO MR. MILL.
terms. I prefer exercising my political rights of sovereignty by proxy.
Like'the QUEEN, whose sceptre is a symbol of the supremacy of our
sex, I would rather rule through my Ministers I mean, through the

J>IR. JU.ILL, i

men. As it is. I use them to register my edicts, and to carry out my
IH the name of my sex. I feel bound to thank you for your i will, as far as I choose to honour them with the duty. I should like

armiment in support of your motion for the admission of women to the to ask you, where is the man who dares set up a will of his own,

franchise though the proposal itself was not quite to my taste, either
, against some one woman ? Dare you, Sir P Have you no lady, before

in the manner or the

matter of it. If we
are to be let within

the pale of the con-

stituencies, I would
rather we came in

under our own style

and title as "women,"
than be hustled thro'

your wicket under the

epiccene disguise of

"persons." Youmust
boldly and unequivo-

cally hoist the crino-

line as your banner,
or we refuse to enlist

with you. There's

good precedent for

it. MAHOMET, you
know, marched to his

first conquests under
his wife KADIJA'S

petticoat. How can

we be expected to

acknowledge a flag,

which, like Miss
MARY WALKER'S
costume, is a cross

between the mascu-

line and feminine

garb ;
an anomalous

and unbecomingcom-
bination of farthin-

gale and unmention-
ables ? Such a gar-
ment might fit the

Compound House-

holder, if he were

compounded of male

and female ; but no
woman who respects
herself would ever

put it on. It's all

very well for Miss
MARY WALKER, and
other weak - minded
women, whose lives

are spent in poaching
on the poor and petty
male manor, to the

neglect of their own
far richer and wider

domain. I repeat"
weak-minded." No,

Sir, it is not a mis-

print for
"
strong-

minded." The really
"

strong
- minded "

woman is the woman
who is woman all

over; who knows and
trusts the irresistible

strength of her wo-

manhood, and shows
it by tyrannising over
her born-slave and

palpable inferior,man.

Let Miss MART
WALKER, and those

who think as she does, and can make up their minds to dress as she

does, clamour for the franchise, and be content to be smuggled within
its pale as "persons," or as parcels as men's equals, or even as men's
inferiors. I certainly will not accept for my sex any franchise that

does not recognise my inborn superiority. I may stoop to take a vote,
when the men offer it me on their knees

;
but when it is tossed to me

under an equivocal alias, and I am expected to stoop for it, I drop you
a respectful curtsey and say,

" No thank you, MR. MILL."
But I am not at all sure that I would accept the franchise on any

A REMARKABLE STUDY FROM NATURE.

whom you tremble,
under whose foot

you are happy to

ky your neck, at

whose bidding you
are ready to say black

is white, by whose will

you are content to

play the chameleon ;

and turn
"
blue

"
or

"
yellow

"
as she

bids you? If you
can lay your hand
on your heart, and
say

"
None," Isnould

pity you, did I be-

lieve you. But I
shouldn't believeyou.

No, Sir. Why should
we wish to exercise

power through the

franchise, when we
are already omnipo-
tent over those who
have the franchise ?

We don't see that

men are much the

happier, or the better,
or the wiser, for their

politics. I look upon
men's politics very
much as men look on
women's needle- or

fancy-work. It keeps
idle hands out of mis-

chief, and, very often,

beguiles the time,

when one is too tired

to walk and too lazy
to read or think.

Both work and poli-
tics may sometimes
be useful. But it is

not the useful part of

politics that men like

best, any more than
it is the shirt-making,
or button -sewing that

women are most in-

clined to employ their

needle upon.

In the case of the
married women, you
admit that female in-

fluence is paramount
as it is, and do not
even propose stupid
as men can be to

give us the franchise,
which we already ex-

ercise through our
husbands. But the

single women have,
in tact, just as little

need of the franchise

as the married ones.

Their position is

merely transitional.

They are on their

way to be married; in other words, on the road to the market, to

buy a slave of their own. Till they acquire their private human chattel,

they have better occupation than politics. They are qualifying for the

government of husbands; practising those arts and training those

powers on bachelors, which will have to be put in serious operation on
the men they marry just as the Spanish bull-fighters practise bande-

rillo-throwing, and picadoring on the novios, or yearling bulls, before

they adventure on the full-grown brutes of the arena, or as the little

boys in South America learn to lasso the wild horses, and grown
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THE LADIES' ADVOCATE.
MBS. BULL. "

LOR, MR. MILL ! WHAT A LOVELY SPEECH YOU DID MAKE. I DO DECLARE I HADN'T
THE SLIGHTEST NOTION WE WERE SUCH MISERABLE CREATURES. NO ONE CAN SAY IT WAS YOUR
FAULT THAT THE CASE BROKE DOWN."
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cattle, by first lassoing all the stray puppies and calves about the

rancho.

In one word, Sir, till we are married, we are learning to rule our

husbands. After we are married, we have our husbands to rule. We
have as little time as inclination or taste for what you call

"
politics,"

and regard them as the natural occupation of the inferior or slavish sex,

whom we have admitted to the suffrage, as I see it is now proposed to

admit the Negroes in the Southern States.

I believe you mean kindly to our sex, and think that you are paying
'

us a compliment when you propose to give us votes. You are a poor i

creature, for all your logic. Why should we stoop to any labour which
we can employ men to do for us ? When will your logic open your \

eyes to the fact that, like the Constitutional Sovereign,
" La fenime

regne et ne gouverne pas."
Yours kindly, though contemptuously,

JUDI.

THE MYSTERY OF THE DERBY DOG.

HE Dog that always, just pre- 1

vious to the Derby, runs
down the course like mad,
amid the whoops of the

British public what is he P

The superficial thinker may
reply, a common mongrel ;

but that will not be the con-

clusion so lightly adopted
by the reflective spiritualist.
When was this periodical

phenomenon of a dog ever

caught, ever owned? Is

there not something sug-

gestively mysterious in the

constancy and regularity of

the animal's appearance and
career? The mind which.

free from the trammels of scepticism, considers the well-authenticated

legend of him, " That spoke the spectre-hound in Man,"

will know what to think of the never-failing apparition of the Derby
Dog at Epsom. Perhaps the Spiritual Magazine will notice this dog.
Has anybody ever endeavoured to ascertain if he answers to the name
of Bogy ?

St. Stephen's and the Dragon.
WE see by DEBRETT that MR. BRIGHT'S crest is

"
a dragon's head,

gules, vomiting flames of fire." This crest seems quite appropriate to
so fiery a speaker. Having our LEMPRIERE at our elbow, the dragon's
head reminds us

that, like Cadmus, Ms. BRIGHT must have sowed some
dragon's teeth, for military men are always rising to oppose him.

TO ALL PERSONS
" WHOM IT MAY CONCERN.

SEVERAL enthusiastic Mammas, in commemoration of MR. MILL'S
recent speech on Female Suffrage, have christened their infant daugh-
ters AMELIA, EMILY, or MILICENT

; because any one of these can be

familiarly abbreviated into
"
MILLY."

" Pious Uses " on the Turf.

WHO, after this year's Derby, will dare say that racing is a sinful
amusement P Think of 160,000 carried off from a Rake by a Hermit
for the benefit of a CHAPLIN !

on BIT.

A NEW Paper will shortly make its appearance, and most likely its

disappearance. It is to be the organ of the Hotels and Chop-houses,
and will be called The Fresh Eggs-ham-iner

'

Snakes v. Babbits.

Simple answer to Humane Objixlors. (By the Lauglting Hyccna.)

THE Snake eats the Rabbit,
'Cos it 's his habit.

A PROFESSIONAL VIEW OP THINGS.

BINNS, our wine merchant, left home for the Derby in high spirits ;

put losing, became like the .lay. gloomy. His friends said of him that
he went off sparkling, and came back itilL

CLARKSON STAM'IELD.
BOBN: 171B. DIED: MAT lUru, 1367.

THOUGH Art with us know not such honour's meed
As from tlie Senate and the Sovereign flows

Freely for statesman's work, or soldier's deed,
To cheer a great life's evening of repose ;

Although untitlcd name and uiistarrea breast
Be

his, whose sceptre is the muse's palm,Who twines the olive and the laurel <<

About his forehead, consecrate and calm ;

He ranks as noble in Fame's Book of Gold ;

On brow, not breast, Renown's great star he wears ;

The
ro|ls that his undying titles hold,

Outlive the rolls of Paladins and Peers.
Fair-blazoned on that golden page is writ
His name, whose loss makes many sad to-day :

O'er that cold brow the deathless star is lit

Which burns above great artists passed away.

England, the Sea-Queen, with a heavy hand
Lays a green wreath on her sea-painter's bier,

Where CLAKKSON STAXFIELD'S plain name shows more grand,
For absence of all titles written near.

What title could make that great name more great P

What honour, e'en from honour's fount, could flow
To him, who with the immortals holds his state,
Whose laurels, as he sleeps, will grow and grow ?

He lived a Life of happy honoured toil,
Toil in the art he loved, and lived for still :

Not his, like some, a life his labour's foil,
His work and conduct owned the self-same will ;

Pure, simple, faithful, spent in service true
Of God, and of the talent God had given ;

And never earthly life seemed, through and through,
More ripened, here, to bear its fruit in Heaven.

Say not, the pictures that he gave the stage-
Pictures, born in a day to live a night

Ephemera of Art, that knew not age,
But died almost ere we could say,

" how bright !

"

Say not such pictures were a waste of power,
Their value lost, their beauty flung away :

Who knows what seeds they sowed in their brief hour
Of love and knowledge for an after day.

How many eyes in art's deep lore unlearn'd,
Through the great theatre, first learnt to see

In his fair scenes, the beauty they had spurned,
The grace of God's world and man's masonry.

How much refinement his refinement spread,
How much invention quickened at ku fire ;

How much new sense from his fine sense was bred,
What spirits used hu wings first to aspire ?

Till when he left the theatre, behold,
That was an art which he had found a trade :

For rough-daubed blots great pictures were unrolled,
Untutored taste was taught, and tutored fed.

And then to more enduring work he turned :

Painted the strength of storm, the hush of calm,
Italian suns upon his canvas burned,
Cool Northern skies shed their grey peace like balm,

White-winged feluccas, on Calabrian seas,

Dipped to the blue, like sea-birds at their play,
Or a dismasted hull, before the breeze,
Surged the Abandoned, on her helmless way :

Or to our charm'd eyes Venice raised her face
Of smiles and sunshine from the still lagune,

Or Alpine needles reared their snow-clad grace,
In the thin air, under the crescent moon :

Or some great battle's glory at his hand
Took form and life : Trafalgar saw again

Upon the bloody deck our NELSON stand,
Or heard the mourning for him drown the rmin.

So lived he, to record the grace of earth,
The awe of sea, our ships, our fights, our fame ;

Simple, serene, high life, from lowly birth,
He lived for Art, and leaves a deathless name !

WHAT THE BLUE RIBAND OF THE TDEF WAS THIS YEAR. Watered.
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A VICTIM.
VERT WELL IN THE COUNTRY TO HIDE WITH AN ELDER SISTER ; BUT NOT so LIVELY IN TOWN, IF SHE HAS A LARGE ACQUAINTANCE !

PUNCH'S DERBY PBOPHECY.
MY DEAR PUBLIC,

NEVER again, my dear Public, never again. What saith the proverb ! If

my friend deceives me once, it is his fault If he does it twice, it is mine. Never

again, my pensive Public. The fact was this. I got a little cosmopolitan and
sentimental. I had been reflecting that our QUEEN is the greatest Mahommedan
Sovereign in the world. I heard that the SULTAN was coming here. I had bought
some very good Turkish Towels. One way and another, I was moved to offer the

post of honour this year, to my friend HAHOMMED, and let him do the prophecy, as

he had always boasted that such things were in his line. I knew he was an

Impostor, but yet I thought he might behave decently for once. Of course, he pro-

phesied a lie. He predicted that Paitban would win. He remembered a clever

saying in my friend LORD LYTTON'S delightful Devereux. VABBAN, you know,
the great engineer, knocked down tall fortifications of the old style, and substituted

low ones. His motto was,
"

I destroy, but I defend." This my)'old humbugging
friend gave me as a guide, rauban was beaten. AH I can say is, this sort of thing
shall never occur again. I have predicted for years, and have never erred how can
I err ? Henceforth I will be my own Prophet. I wish I had been so this year, for

your sakes. I added " with reservations
"
to what Mahommed said, and you will

be glad to hear that I myself put all my money on Hermit, who won. If any of you
who lost by following the advice of my false prophet will come to Westminster

Abbey on Sunday morning next, at eleven o'clock, and remain till one, you shall

hear something to your advantage. In the meantime believe me, yours, pityingly,

Notes on Reform Phrases.

I SUPPOSE it is only a question of the menu ordered, whether or no
a diner at Richmond's Star and Garter" entitles the diner to be
considered as one

"
having a state in the country."

"
Women," observed MR. MILL,

"
do not get up monster meetings."

To hint at the possibility of the fair ones doing such a thing is ungatlant
to the Honourable Member. The only instance on record of a lovely
woman having anything to do with a monster meeting is to be found
in the tale of Beauty and the Beast." MR. WHALLEY would suggest
that this is an allegory, the explanation of which is, a Lady going over
to Rome.

A PIG IN A POKE.

WHEN up in London, t'other day,
BILL PURKIS says to me ;

Says,
"
Loramassy, here *s a play

As I should like to zee."
" What is it all about ?

"
says I.

"
Looks like some sart o" fun

About, a Pig," was his reply :

"
'Tis named Pyg-ma-li-on."

Thereat we busted, me and BILL,
Out laughun in a roar,

And couldn't stop ourselves, until

The sides on us was sore.

Says I,
"
In pigs I takes delight."

Says BILL,
"
So I do too."

"
Let's goo and zee that Pig to-night.""

Well, come, then, s'pose we do."

We went, and zee'd 'urn dance and jig,

And heard 'urn zing and squale,
But not a word about the Pig,
Nor yet about his tail.

"
Pygmalion ! Yah !

"
cries BILL.

" A fine

Pig that un sims to be
;

He '11 make much pork, will that are swine,"
Says I,

"
Fat bacon, he."

Tall Talk by a Bishop.

THE BISHOP or SALISBURY, in his late Charge, has asserted high pre-

tensions. It does not appear to have ever occurred to his Lordship that

the great majority of the whole number of Bishops in Christendom
consider him a heretic. Had lie not better square his accounts with

them before talking quite so much as he does about ecclesiastical

authority ?
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PEEPS AT PARIS.

N proceeding to fur-

ther details, allow
me to correct a

wrong impression
which has got
abroad, chiefly at

home, about these

papers of mine. I

do not, as I did not,
intend to give my co-

nationalists long
looks at this great
city of Parry, but

merely Peeps : peeps
at the Egsposissiong,

peeps
at the Hews

Ilew delar Pay,
Hew der Kivuley,
and all the other
Rews "

Lays otre

Sews," as our lively

neighbours say. Not
to be personal (or
shall I write it purse-
onal ?), you, my very
dear (or shall I say
cheap?) Sir, have
not agreed to remu-
nerate me for more. .

lt
_

'an ^eePs - But this is yewn arffair ongteairmong ongter noo a lar
post: the post is, by the way, a long time bringing that little matter,
darjong (that is, money), concerning which I hinted pleasantly in my last.

Having explained myself openly, raymong ar no mootong.We have had a grand Lai here, I'went. A general, or an ay dew
kong der LUMPYRAW, made some difficulty about my entering ler grong
sarlong I addressed him thus :

"
Mong Jirarve daycorray

"
(he was... Huuiu^Mwi ULUL vuua - iiujfty jjfutt'G uaffcurrnif \uc was

-- with orders : arpropo, do send me that P.O. order of yours)
Mong Brarve, jay lonnurraylrr arnveetaypar LUMFYRAW sieaie mayme,

pairmettay
mwaw der voopassay."

"Npnff,
Mossoo!" says he, in execrable French.

WOM! I exclaimed, pointing to the piece of red ribbon in my
button-hole, to which, as a Juror in the Pickle Department, I consider
mvselt arnMtulay (that is, entitled),

"
Cur dearbel

"
' C2me,.y,

ou
J,

u
.

st
,

hook 't. will yer ?
"

he interrupted, in remarkably
plain .English, which there was no mistaking. I saw there wasian error
somewhere on somebody's part, and to avoid any disturbance which
might have had some political signification, I quietly, and under pro-
test, retired.

_
A Correspondent of a contemporary informed me that there were

sixty detectives present, chiefly English, and this accounts for hii not
having given any but a most correct account of the Ball. I have
stopped at home expecting an apology. None has come, and so, as I
said before, there must be an error somewhere
Mong PRANGSE BE WALES ar parley. He enjoyed himself very

much, kong il ettay raystono ar Parry, and of course PEEPER'S hints
were 9f great assistance to his R.H. The "

Peeps
"

are to be trans-
lated into Russian for the CZAR : at present they are merely caviare to
le untravelled

; perhaps that 's why the CZAR is so anxious to devour
tiiem. 1 am meditating the composition of a musical address to him
with a jovial hip-hip-hooray chorus, thus

"
HOO-CZAR ! Hoo-CzAR ! Hoo-CzAR ! ! !

"

--, ^x.i/i ffuiuu you, if you were he ? Sav so if
you would and I'll do it. I believe he pays handsomely for anythingol the sort. (Ahem ! But no matter.) Do not believe any report as
to mv being engaged to a princess, or one of MESSRS. SPLBRS ANDdemwanwl.whn m ;n ,.f., to ourwants at tne refreshment

ikerjer vayder mer rarnjay? Nong, nong, emphatically nong, if Iknows it
; seejerle say, mong ongfong,pars ongkor

e report may have arisen from a little difficulty about a sandwich

b ttl d
1 Cer aSSUred JANB' n V Ur behalf) shldl

,
'

Se
t,
j?n feel lar

- a ****** *>V<*f toot sweet. IM dom
-

rr
,'
anec monff Mun9 *r ff kur; thatword fholl<>'"-> with my hand on my heart,

Sandwiches

but

in the Egsposissiong. I am there every day from two
to play the chichenny (not a musical instrument,Italian word derived from CICERO, who was always showing

some one up) to any of my countrymen. Do not let them pass me by
with,

"
My countryman, and yet I know him not ! "Shakespeare.

(Comes in well, doesn't it ? I'll throw in no end of quotations spice
the article well if you'll only send me darjong. N.B. Don't print
this in the article.)

There are some beautiful pianos in the Egsposissiong. Being a Juror,
I am a judge of this sort of thing. There 's one exhibited here with a
handle, like an organ music made easy for anyone without any
knowledge of music has only to turn the handle and the piano plays
itself. [Wouldn't the proverb "Fingers were made before forks,"
meaning tuning-forks, come in well here ? I can spice my article with
lots of

appropriate proverbs, if you '11 make it worth my while. Darjong.]
There 's a place where they give biscuits away every day at one. I 'in

there to see that no one abuses such kindness. The Gardens are in

nothing like order yet : they say that the grass hasn't been properly
laid down and put into form, because LUMITKAW (meaning always
LOUEY) is afraid of plots.
At twelve o'clock everyday I walk round to the '.Tweellyrees and

cheer LARMPERRAUTREKCE, giving one little one in for Sir petty gar-
song, ler PRANGSE ARMPERHYARL. They like it. This is the thing der
reegur for every loyal Aytrarnjay (foreigner) to do.
Of course, you know, you are a loreigner here. Odd, but true.

Droll, may say vray.
Pickles and Pianos having engaged my attention!(of course you 've

heard my bong mo about piano* being my forte kumprenny too?), I am
now appointed sub-assistant Juror to the Pictures.

I was told to go and
inspect particularly Friday before the Judges,

by a French artist. I couldn't find it ; but, as in duty bound, I criti-
cised what it ought to have been from a Robinson Crusoe point of view
(Crusoe and Friday, you know), and, after all my trouble, it turned
aut that the subject was Phrytte before her Judges. Such a picture,
Sir! If MR. ALGERNON SWINBURNE would just step over to Paris,
and write a little poem on the subject. I 've no doubt that MADEMOISELLE
TAYKAYSAR would sing it at the Alcazar Hall, and LUMPYRAW and a
few friends make her a handsome present of twenty thousand francs
for singing it to them arpray deenay.
Talking of deenay, let all our compatriots dine at the deeuay der

1 arry, Passarge Geotfroy. Only four franks, including urn bootail der
vang ordtnnair, or a demmy bootail d soopenyur (meaning a superior
sort of ordinnair, less quantity, better quality), and about five courses,
ending with day glass, when hot.
The only nuisance is you mast pay, il foe cur voo payay as you go in.

So do send me darjong (literally silver), or to-day will be the last for
some time that will witness my joyous face in the Passage of Geoffrey,
at the door of the Deenay der Parry. Yours

PEEPER THE GREAT.
P.S. A lot about Parry and degsposissiong in my next. If Remember !

PP.S. Oblige me by correcting an absurd rumour that has got about
to the effect that at LORD COWLEY'S Ball I ate a cold fowl and a half,
an entire lobster-salad, and drank a bottle of Champagne. It was the
DOKE or ED-NB-RGH who did it. But I am free to own that I asked
the waiter for the above refreshment under the ingenious pretence
that it was "for a lady." The following extract translated from the
Cologne Gazette is therefore incorrect, except as to the cotillon,
vwoylar

"Ho did not dance in the cotillon. Apparently he did not eat enoagh st sopper,
for directly the dance began he went to the supper-room and made a hearty meal of
half a roast fowl and some sherry."

This Correspondent (who. I imagine, must have been one of those
Decorated Detectives) adds, "that a certain distinguished young
personage always blushes when any Parisian Beauty of the Court
regards him with undisguised admiration." I know I am peculiarly
modest (all truly great men are), and do attract considerable attention,
but I deprecate such a notice as this. p THE Q

"
May Good Digestion Wait."

A COMMISSION has been lately issuing a report on the advantage to
arise from the obtaining of a Digest of the English Law. Of the ad-
vantage to the nation there can be but little doubt

; but, seeing what
hard nuts to crack the English law contains, only ostriches, we fancy,
would be able to digest it.

Ritualism Rampant.
HARUM scarum, BISHOP SARUM,
Horum corum, divo.

Cope, stole, chasuble, alb, dahnatic and hatband,
High cockalorum genitivo.

Colney Hatch.

THE PROPER GODFATHER FOR THE HALL OF ARTS ASD SCIENCES.
-MR. COLES CHILD.
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IRISH ARCHITECTURE.

Angler (in Ireland).
" HULLO, PAT, WHAT ARE YOU ABOUT sow f

Pat. "SHTJRE, I'M RAISIN' ME ROOF A BIT, YER HONOUK-R

HINTS TO HISTRIONICS.

IF our actresses take leaves out of the Music Hall books in the

matter of familiar Christian names (to which fashion Mr Punch obiected

in a recent number) why should not our Managers adopt the elegant

Music Hall nomenclature in their ordinary bills ? The comic
singers

style themselves thus, "The Jolly NASH,"
" The Eccentric

Sp-and-So,
and after this manner might the theatrical programmes be drawn out.

This evening, for instance, will be presented the laughable tarce,

written by the mirth-moving MAB.TLK TUFPEK, entitled,

CATCHING A WINKLE.

By the Side-splitting PHILFS.

By the Fantastic CHIPPENDALE.

By the Htar-comique STUART.

(By kind permiuion of managerial BEN
WEBSTER).

By the Champion Comic ARTHUR STIRT.ISO.

. By Le Petit PAOL BEDFORD.

. By"TheFunniestWomanOut,"Mns POYNTIR.
f By the distinguished Shakspearian Soloist and

. ( Swaness of Avon, Miss " AVON"-IA JONES.

After which a Petit Comedy-drame-burl-farce-panto-lragedy by the daihing

MERRY-ANDBEW HALLIDAY, entitled.

Benjamin Boodle

Nicholas Noodle

Charlet Fenham .

Captain Mtnmtjoy
Julius Dolnger .

Mrs. Momtjoy

Emma '

.

And when the thing is thoroughly over -done then will come the re-

aSaud it will not be the loudest trumpet that obtauis the largest

audiences. =====
FLORAL AND CHORAL.

THE other morning Mr. Punch, as he chipped his second egg, saw

his youngest daughter smiling at this notice in the Ova

/"ANTED, a Situation as HEAD GARDENER. Has great interest

' in flowers. Lately taken bass part in surpliced choir. Single.

reference. Address, &c.

Well, what is there to laugh at, Miss? was &"# tem

remark There is nothing very ludicrous in the fact that a gardener is

able to sing bass. 0, you are tickled by the surphce, are you? A

gardener in a surplice ! Well, pray, and why n?t, Miss t A saint n

ferge is twice a saint in lawn ;

"
and a bass voice in a surphce may t

some ears sound far finer than if its possessor merely wore a fushau

jacket. Besides, the surplice shows the gardener is a man of High

Church views, and not a dangerous dissenter ;
and this may serve t

recommend him very strongly to some people There are Persons in

the world who would hardly eat asparagus, if they knew that it was

cut by a go-to-meeting gardener.

THE GREAT PITY.

Private Sox . .

Corporal Cox

Paddy O'Rafferty .

The Ortat Pitt

The Duehett of Mountserrat

By the Irresistible HORACE WIGAN.

By the "
Talking Arm," WALTER LACY.

By the Funny KEAN.

By the Juvenile ADDISOK.

By the Tear-compelling MARIE WILTOX.

Of course every professional should be at full liberty t9 adopt a

descriptive prsenomen for himself, and stick to it. Dramatic authors

should do the same, and in a very short time the novelists, whose

name is legion, will have to coin titles for themselves, which will be

placarded in glaring colours on the posting boards of the Metropolis.

Ritualistic Duologue.

SATS Sarum to Oxon,
1 shall put these togs on.

Says Oxon to Sarum,
I should like to wear 'em.

CHANGE OF NAME.

AT St. George's 'Church (in what Parish we will not 1te")
Conse-

quence of the Sermons being so long and tedious, the pans!

propose getting the name changed to St. Jaxge s Church.

Printed l*MMWBaMISl^^
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THE WET DERBY.
BOB BRABAZON DOES NOT THINK IT SUCH A VXRY BAD DAT !

CHARITABLE WASTE-PAPER.

A HINT has been thrown out in the Pall Mall Gazelle that people, who are

plethorised with magazines and newspapers, would do a kind act if they saved them
for our hospitals and workhouses. This is a good idea, and Mr. Punch is pleased
to echo it. Tons of what is called light literature might be rescued from the fire-

grate, or the lumber-room, or butterman, to lighten many a heavy hour spent on
the sick bed of a hospital, or in the prison termed a poor-house.
Many people would be charitable, if it cost no pains or money : and charity like

the above would at once be cheap and
easy.

Five minutes would suffice to make
a parcel once a month, and sixpence would suffice to pay its carriage to a hospital.
Your penny newspapers will serve your cook to light her fires with, and the rest of

your light literature should be kept out of her clutches. Of course, no one
dreams of ever burning Punch ; but many keep it, like their other

jetrelSj safely
under lock and key ; and, excepting in shop-windows, poor folk rarely can inspect

What a treasure would Punch be in a hospital, or workhouse, or the sick-room
of a cottage ! What dull and dreary hours would it serve to entertain there, and
with what trifling cost or trouble might it be distributed ! Let people who buy
Punch think of this when they have read it, and bestow it on the poor. Then,
regardless of the threepence, they can go and buy another copy for themselves, if

they wish, sensibly, to file it.

An Imaginary Offence.

ON the question about hanging the condemned Fenian traitors, the Times very

justly says :

" Thera is no disguising the fact, that a great change has come over the moral conviction* of
mankind since disloyalty was denounced by diviues and jurists as the worst type of human
wickedness."

Yes. People used to hold with the declaration that rebellion is as the sin of
witchcraft. So they do still ; only their belief as to witchcraft is, that there is no
such sin.

GROSS NEGLECT.

THE education of the children of Teetotal parents must necessarily be imperfect,
far at the very outset, in teaming the alphabet, they are not allowed to use the
liquids.

THE COMPOIWD HOUSEHOLDER.
A Song ofSi. Slephen's, l/y a Scald, after BUBNS.

IT was I)i7./Y and HKNLF.Y andiHoDGKlNSON,
The high, low, and high-dry,

And the? have sworn an oatti the Corn-
Pound Householder should die.

HODGKIKSON his amendment moved,"
Agreed, nem. con." was said

;

And the House has sworn an oath the Com
Pound Householder was dead.

But when the clauses were brought in,
That should have wrought his fall,

The C. H. he got up again,
And sore surprised them all.

For GUILDERS to his rescue came
\\iih an amendment strong

And DI/ZY deemed what GUILDERS willed

GLADSTONE would not think wrong.

Clause one was HODGKI.NSON'S own child :

By it C. H. was slain.

But, three and four's provisoes brought
C. H. to life again.

The House that this persistent bore
Had hoped was oil' the stage,

Seeing him thus resuscitate,
Flew at him in a rage.

Old HENLEY vowed that he the last

Of C. H. meant to see :

BASS swore C. H.'s bier, to him,
No bitter bier would be.

And AYRTON from behind his back
Belaboured him full sore :

And HIBBERT turned him inside out,
And bowled him o'er and o'er.

BRIGHT filled with language bad and black

A lon$ speech to the brim
Heaved m the Compound Householder-
There let him sink or swim !

NEATE set him up to knock him down ;

Each quondam friend turned foe ;

From Opposition to Treasury Bench
They tossed him to and fro.

They voted him the biggest bore
That ever yet was known :

But HENLEY used him worst than all,

He called him
"
Old Nick's Own."

They ripped off what poor rags of good
Had on his back been found :

And the more that they pitched into him,
Their joy did more abound.

Time was this poor C. H. was deemed
A blessing not a bane :

Was HARDY'S barrier, DIZZY'S sieve

The Borough scum to strain :

But now he is a child of woe,
An outcast waif and stray :

When HODGKINSON said to him "
Go,"

Not one voice bade him stay.

Dundreary spoke his doom "
a thing

No fellow can understand."
So exit Compound Householder,
With cuffs from either hand.

Supper for a Snake.

THE Managers of the Zoological Gardens are accused of

exhibiting a spectacle of cruelty in letting the Python
swallow rabbits alive. They might feed the reptile in public
without offence if they were to give it a Welsh rabbit.

THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE. Prussia.

VOL. LII. A A
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AT PARIS.

HAVE
i] adjudicated upon
the pianos, and

havedecidedupon
MESSRS. BROAD-
WOOD & SONS as

the Prizemen.
You should have
heard me trying

my celebrated

tune on one fin-

ger, by which I

Q. Then you do not boil Platinum in a Platinum Boiler ?

A. I don't you may, if you like.

Q. You do not appear to me to know much about Platinum Boilers ?
A. As much as you do.

Q. I admit that I know nothing about them.
A. No more do I.

Q. But I heard you were brought up in Manchester ?

A. So I was.

Q. Where ?

A. Police Court, and fined five shillings.

Moral. Never lean on a broken reed when you want to know any.
thing about Platinum Boilers.

I have, however, furnished the Commissioners of that department
with m^ decision on the subject. I find that to award prizes a thorough-;< '5 UJ 111^11 I ,.- ." , . j 1 rf

~ ... j. .*. ,TC*IU. LTl lATC/0 fit -MUULlFUgU
tested the merits I?

anv^ knowledge of your subject is not required. Silence, a frown, a
of the different in.

shruf?, compression of lips, a short "urn," "ah," "oh," with per-
struments. LUM- petually jotting down lueroglyphical memoranda in a pocket-book (to
PYRAW LOUEY,

which you can always safely refer anybody) will accomplish all that 's

who was present, necessary. But, above everything, silence and a pocket-book. (Do
for a very short not put the above secret before the public, and oblige PEEPER THE
time, said "III ay

QBE AT.)

flew cur jerpwee ,
LER PRANGSE ARMFERRYARL has been unwell. I am glad to say

supportay;
"

in ne w &
? "ght again. On his arrival from San Klu I called, of course,

English, "It is upon the dear little chap.

more than I can Mon? PRAHGSE .ARMPERRYARL," says I, on one knee, and the toe
bear." I observed * my rl ht leK pointing gracefully outwards

;

"
Kommong voo portay

tears in the eyes
vo

;
P r slr tom

,('-
e-

" How are you by this time ? ")
of several Commissioners, not to mention the Crowned Heads who had

j

T V> *fW> he replied.
"
Ay, voo ? "

been attracted to the spot by the sweet sounds, which could be heard &><*><> <
n

1 responded, "kusee, kusee," which ought to mean,
in almost any part of Legsposissiong. fj

u
ji'

s -so. Somehow I don't think it does.

I am sorry for COLLARD, but if BROADWOOD receives the garter and '

'fT *>eesongsharxtay denoo vwaw," he returned, and so ended the

collar, then he '11 be garter'd and collated. This is my latest mo. Say reception as lar as the public is concerned. But to my promenade,
it at dinner anywhere, and see how it goes. Talking of that (ong wbsairvartwaw, or the Observatory of Paris, is well worth a visit at

framsay, arppropo) I am thinking of letting out jokes for the season.
m day ' inslst uPon eir showing you the moon and principal stars.

Bong mows of thepremmyair clas, ten shillings each per night; jerdesprees, yoduee your order; and if you meet with any further opposition,
nine shillings for one turn at a dinner-tabte

; jerdymows, or puns, six threaten that you will tell LUMPYRAW.
and eightpence an evening, from ten till twelve, a reduction made on j e__ ?*.?* days^Arnvarleed, that is, Hotel des finalities.

taking a quantity. A legal question arises here' in my judicial mind.
'

,
1 forgot, in recounting the best hotels in Parry, to mention Lotel

- "
day, Amvarleed ; that is, V Hotel des Invalids*; much patronised

-..^g , u=^s !. y valetudinarians and convalescents. I get my
Receive the assurance of my highest consideration for larjong. which nanct 'rom a mend who knows Parry well, as I

_ i__ i _ _. \r . A *i . ..
* i..i . _ nor ftta vpn rnetro m Treat? 'TMin !> 1, ,.

Could I prosecute a person for
"
taking

"
a joke ?

only for keeping it and using it.

you sent me by circular note. My tailor is also pleased, so is my nor stayed there myself. The charges here

haberdasher (such & Dasher as he is too ! this is a jerdymo) whose tb
^
re is but one objection ; namely, that

grey shirtings might otherwise have been brought down with sorrow subject to a sort of quarantine. I mean tha

by valetudinarians and convalescents. I get my informatio'n second-
i from a friend who knows Parry well, as I have neither dined,
staved there myself. The charges here are very moderate, and

"iat as an invalid you are

_ e
'

\. \ -n'~r ~" ~ *nat all recognised invalids
to the grave. (no shams) in Parry are obliged to dress in cocked-hats and a kind of

My last new tie is the admiration of all Parry. Whenever I write "aval uniform with a sword attached. It is a remnant of an old custom,

specially about Parry you may put it in a separate Parry-graph. (This
lhe okl custom was, m ancient Parry, to kill an invalid whenever you

is a sort otjerdyspree-aveck-jerdymo.)
niet one. But m order that he shouldn't be allowed to go'out of the

In
consequence of my admirable reports on Pickles, which have been world without some fun for his money, every invalid was provided with

preserved (bong mo) in the archives of this great Beehive (jerdymo, this)
a sword, which, however, in many cases he was not strong enough to

of an
Egsppsissiong, the Commissioners appointed me Special Grand draw> they still keep to costume, like our blue-coat boys do. It

Juror on Platinum Boilers. I accepted the office because I had re-
,

ls
, f!

le nly hotel in Europe, or anywhere else, where the visitors are

cently formed an acquaintance with a very nice young gentleman from ODMed to wear a peculiar dress.

Manchester, who, 1 had reason to believe, was the very man to be ,
do not know what the rule is as regards ladies. I will ascertain,

thoroughly up in the question of Platinum Boilers. So I asked him to D
An English visitor will dp well to attend the Law Courts in the

dinner, and he came, as he said, with pleasure. At what point in the f",^*
Jm teece. A complicated ease well argued by leading counsel

banquet the Platinum subject came up I don't know, but I fancy from Defore an able Jooge (that is, Judge), is an admirable method of passing
my headache, and generally nervous state this morning, that our con- ? couple ot hours, of acquiring a knowledge of the niceties of French
versation must have been carried on with great energy. Several Jurisprudence, and the idioms of the French language. All the

glasses, I find, have been broken, and the kongseairgsh who lives in the
Amokars (Barristers) wear caps, gowns, bands, and no wigs, and have

kongseairgshatee down-stairs, received several complaints about the
m SeHeral the appearance of very busy men who are going to wash

noise o catryaim, my rooms, from the lodgers o dersyaim, troyseaim, a ,

when they get home.
o lankyaim. (Sankyaim is spelt in French cinquieme, and means fifth

'

c
* am 8 m& to lve a - f" Marskay in my room. Don't reprehend me

floor.) tor extravagance. I have only issued invitations to three or four
I do not recollect what he said about Platinum Boilers. I leave off Pe Ple who won't know one another in masks. I shall hire an organ.

for to-day. To the Egsposissiong. Among my guests I shall probably observe L-D COW-EY, LUMPYR-W,
Next day. My Manchester friend is a humbug. He did say he IJARMPEHRARTHE-CE, and ABDUL AZZIZN'T, the SULT-N. I am to be

knew all about Platinum Boilers, and so I prepared my note book and Photographed in the dress of LOUEY CARTHORSE, ler Grong Mon-nark.
catechised him thus. (I append the examination in full, and give his i

.
There is a guide to Paris coming out at the end of this month by

name privately to you, so that you may be warned against applying to
s

.

y writers, prefaced by VICTOR HUGO. They have gone to press
him for information.)

'

without any contribution from me, although of course they waited until
the last moment. I couldn't consent, as I have my own little work
(in addition to our own Paris for the English), arnlitulay Parry Poorl
Poshe, or Pocket Paris, in a hundred-and-twenty diamond volumes.
Spectacles (ten-horse power) and case sold with each volume. Orders
will be received immediately here by me only. No money returned.
The Canoe Club, led by Rob Roy Macgregor oh ! meet on the Sane in

F ,-'f <-. > -'hich will in June. I called at the Tweellyrees to offer a few lessons to LUMPYRAW
the higher class of medals (query metals), and to

I
in paddling his own canoe (he has got one), but Illnettaypar shnyllwee ;

[Here Ae described it scientifically, i that is, "He wasn't at home." An English actor is coming here to

A VVn^d
'\
hank/ou

' m" ch oW'ged- Now, what is a Boiler? I play in English the eccentric Dundreary. The English here won't
lerP oh, a fire is a boiler: a kettle is a machine for boiling, ! patronise it because it is English, and they prefer to do in Parry as

nH W\t
' R ?

f
y9U knOW ' Parry doos

;
the Americans won't for the same reason

;
the Parishioners

won't because they depreciate all English acting, and wouldn't under-
stand Lord Dundreary's amusing inanities. CHARLES MATHEWS'S

Q. What is a Platinum Boiler ?

A. A machine for boiling Platinum.
Q. What is Platinum?
A. Platinum is but you won't understand if I do tell you.
Q. Yes, I will; what is Platinum ?

A. Well, it 's a sort 9f a new thingummy, you know, whicl

A. A boiler made ol Platinum.
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was in French, tettay urn otter skates; that is, that was

hin>t her matter altogether.

I am now Roinir to dim: at the Kaffy Onglay, and then to see Lar brong

.layruMme at wliich Moso PRANGSK DKB WALS, when

lii-re, laughed consumedly, while the D-KK OK ED-NB-RGH looked out

\\wdwhd ony/onyx for him in a pocket dictionary at the back of the

box. 1 told 'em 1 'd tell, and so I have.

lours,

PEEPER THE GREAT.

A PEABODY ON THE TURF.

^y?a
HE man who is endowed with

a big bump of benevolence
is often apt, to keep his hat

on, and not let it be visible.

Benevolence and modesty

go often hand in hand, and

publicity is shunned by per-
sons of true charity. In

some cases, however, I In-

generous are apt to adver-

tise their generosity, and i

delight to give publicity to

their gifts to fellow-men.

Such an instance has been

lately brought before onr i

notice by a Circular rei

from a "Turf Commission

Agency," beaded with a

t to show its great

respectability, and com-

mencing with engaging
freedom of address

" DBAR SIB, I beg to Inform

you that in the year 18eS 1 di*

covered a principle of Backing
Horses by which winning to

any amount is reduretl to a cer-
j

tainty, and during the years '64, I

'65. and '86, have practically i

carried it out with the most
incredible success. Statistics

clearly prove that there are every
week (and have been ever since the establishment of Racing) several Ilonts on which

you may stake 1000 with the positive certainty of landing every bet.

" Amounts won by the System, starting with 100 capital :

In 1864 30,00
In 1865 88,400
Inl8o 29,000"

Such a system must be precious as the stone of the philosopher,

turning everything it touches by magic into gold. One might fear

that its discoverer would keep it to himself, seeing how selfish in its

avarice is the common heart of man. But see what nobly generous
creatures get their living by the turf ! The best of men among us

can hardly ever guess by what pure motives of benevolence our
betters are inspired :

"I shall be happy to arrange a personalmterview, and fully prove to yeu the

System ; my terms being 100 on imparting it, and a written agreement for 000
oat of the Brut !>i:00 you clear. For less I cannot divulge it entirely, but give the
benefit of it to a selectfew patrons, with the following result, viz. :

For every 10 Invested 60 per week will be returned.
SO 10
30 380
60 700

And so on, deducting 10 per cent, as commission. Thae amounts are guaranteed
viekly."

Ten per cent, is but a flea-bite in the matter of deduction, when
fortunes so colossal may so rapidly be won. Ninety-nine men in a
hundred would have kept their system dark, and have pocketed their

winnings, and have become as rich as Crcesus in half-a-dozen years.
Instead of which, this noble benefactor of his species kindly gives him-
self the trouble to send circulars about, in order that mere strangers
may enjoy the lion's share of the millions he must win.

Millions, do we say ? Nay, rather billions, or quatrillions. Like a
share in a brewery, the system yields to its inventor the

"
potentiality

of growing rich beyond the dreams of avarice." For, see what says
the circular

"
All calculation is baffled when an attempt is made to arrive at the point where

the profits of this infallible System really terminate."

A point, we read in Euclid, is that which hath no magnitude, and,
without much calculation we may come to the conclusion that this

js

just the size of the
"
profits of the system

"
to fools who put their

faith in the
"
guarantee

"
of rogues.

THE LADIES' FAVOURITE SCENT. MiLL-fleurs.

LIQUEFACTION WITHOUT CALORIC?

THERE exists no record of any supernatural occurrence which,
lav ing been investigated, was publicly attested by competent observers.

Such attestation, however, is possible, if .the following statement is

true :

" The miracle of 8t jHnuariun took place on the 4th of May. The Bquefar!
the blood was witnessed by thousands of the faithful

;
but a large black globe wax

een in the centre of th vase a sign, it ha* always been observed, of great cala-

mities, and the people were much depressed in consequence."

This is no contribution to the Marvellous Magazine, nor is it any
hoax that has appeared in the liecord ; it is an extract from a letter hi

tin- Tablet written by our friend the correspondent of that journal at

Rome. Now, then, here we have a phenomenon, periodically occurring,
called a miracle. Nothing would be more easy than to demonstrate it

to be miraculous, if it is, by a decisive experiment. When next the

4th of May, or whichever is the nearest the melting day of St. Jann-

arius, comes round, let the vessel which contains what is said to be

his blood be surrounded with ice, or otherwise kept all day at a

temperature of 32. Let it be watched, for any length of time that

may be agreed on by a committee of chemists. Jf, under those circum-

stances, its contents melt, the supernatural liquefaction of the blood of

St. Januarius will be established to the satisfaction of the world.

But twelve months nearly is a long time to wait
;
and in the mean-

while another experiment might be performed, which would be hardly

less conclusive. Put the reeoptacle, enclosing the substance called the

blood of St. JaTmarius, into a warm bath, and raise the temperature
thereof to 212. If that substance, having ever melted under ordinary

circumstances, does not melt under these, there will be reason to infer

that its former liquefaction was a miracle. But this inference will

require confirmation. See whether that same substance will melt

again. Put the vase which it is preserved in, carefully marked, into

a strong safe, to be kept, by a custodian appointed by the committee

of investigation, under lock and key, until any day that, the priests who
assert its liquefaction may name. Thereon, if it can be got to melt-

by any other means than a heat higher than that of boiling water

then also will be demonstrated that ijund eral dtmonstra/t

The appearance of the large black globe which was seen by the faith-

ful in the centre of the vase has not as yet been followed by any
particularly great calamities. Perhaps it won't be.

" SCOTS WHA HAE"

FROM the Times' Court Circular :

" BALMORAL, MAY 26 Yesterday, being the anniversary of her Royal Highness
PRINCESS CHHIBTIAN'B birth, when her Royal Highness completed her 21st year, the

Crathie choir sung some pieces of music under the Princess's window at seven

o'clock in the morning."

Delicate attention ! Seven o'clock in the morning, and the poor
Princess perhaps just enjoying her second snooze, or, it may be, not

out of her first refreshing slumber. We have received from our own
M'JENKINS, our Northern Court Newsman, a copy of the Special

Programme which waked her Royal Highness from her slumbers.

THE CRATHIE CHORISTERS AND SCOTTISH SEREXADERS.
PART I.

Overture to MR. M'DonoAL's unpublished Opera, "Coct-1

aleetit," arrangedfor sixteen bagpipes, and shoutii\f . j
"
Serp, Lady, Sleep." (Solo on one bagpipe). . . . M'PHERSOS.

The Warriors' Tell of Victury. (Septttte for Soprani un-
\ Sung by SANDII M'CRA-

accomixmied) ) CHAN and afatfnends.
The Drones." A .Symphony in B for first and second )

bagpipe . i

A Medley, composed of the bass and ucond parts to various )

Scotch ain, for pipes, fiddle and voica . . . . I

PART 11.

Farewell." A nocturne an a tingle pipe .... H'Ottoo.

A Lullaby, tor sixteen bagpipes M'TAvisH.
" The Contest of Sounds." By eleven of the Crathie Chair, (with oneflddU) v. Timty-

tuo of the Scottish Sertnaters (wilA tint Balmoral piper).

We are glad to hear that the Princess was not expected to rise and

return thanks. The Crathie Choir are of opinion that they have now
earned the title of the Celebrated Christyou. Minstrels.

Whichever you Please.

A coKREsroHDENT, who signs herself
"
TILLY SLOWBOY," writes to

ask whether the pictures she sees in the National Portrait Exhibition

labelled as painted by TILLY KETTLE, are the works of a male or female

artist.

TUB HORSE SHOW. The Park.
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UNCLE TOM THE BACHELOR.
F<md Papa. "Do LOOK, EMILY! How THOROUGHLY DEAR TOM is ENJOTINO HIMSELF WITH THOSE KIDS!"

Doting Mamma. "YES, ISN'T HE! DEAR UTTLK THINGS ! You SEE HE HAS ALL THE PLEASURE OF THEM, AND NONE OF THE

TROUBLE AND BOTHER !

"

TWO DIFFEEENT STORIES.

THE Tablet, formerly frantic, now sober though ultramontane, Roman
Catholic Journal, is happy in the services of a capital correspondent at

Rome. This gentleman has the pen of a ready writer, and he expresses
himself with a peculiar volubility of diction, such that, as one reads his

flourishing paragraphs, one can fancy that one hears them rattled

off in a Drogue. He parades a reverence for the POPE so enthu-

siastic and boundless as to suggest the suspicion that he is, in fact, a

Protestant, who, having accepted a post on a Romanist paper, in

endeavouring to discharge the office he has undertaken with all his

energy, overdoes it. In a letter, dated the 15th ult., he informs us that :

" A magnificent present of 50,000 f. for breech-loaders has Just been made to the
Pontifical Government by a French nobleman, and the subscription for that object
is going on most favourably in Belgium, where the authorised agent for the Ponti-

fical Government, MB. MULLINS, is actively employed in the trials of the different

breech-loading systems, and being recognised as one of the first and most experienced
judges of arms of precision on either Continent, the selection can scarcely be in

better hands. The movement will shortly be inaugurated in England, and it is to

be hoped that the English Catholic body will not be slack in coming forward in a
cause which will double the effective of the present force."

There are, as you know, divers breech-loading rifles, besides the

Prussian needle-gun ; for example there is the Chassepot, and then
there is another rifle, the name of which, on due consideration of the

foregoing statement, "must give us pause." There is the Converted
Eafield. Is that the rifle which will be adopted by the Papal Govern-
ment ? Will the Protestant Eafield rifle become a convert to Popery,
and be termed the Perverted Enfield ? Surely not. The POPE will have a

weapon of his own, an arm of infallible precision, of course. What will

his Holiness call his breech-loader? As it will have been made out of

Peter's pence, perhaps he will be pleased to give it the name of the
Fisherman.
A little farther down in his letter, the rollicking Papist (if not Pro-

testant) who penned the intelligence above quoted, thus remarks :

" One Zouave is worth a hundred addresses or ppeecb.es in praise of the POPE
one Catholic gentleman's sword dedicated to his defence outweighs a dozen protes-

tations which end in talk, and it lies with, the Catholic youth of England to vindi-

cate our body from the reproach of indifference underwhich it so justly rests."

All this seems rather to betray an opinion that one Zouave is of

more use to the POPE than any number of prayers, and that anybody's
sword dedicated to the defence of his Holiness outweighs all the pro-

testations of a Catholic gentleman. But now for a quotation from a letter

just issued to authorise a collection in aid of the
"
Confraternity of

Peter's Pence," by CARDINAL CULLEN. Thus writes his Eminence :

"See what holy thoughts now occupy the mind of his Holiness, whllsttne

powers of the earth are devoting all their thoughts to the invention of needle-guns,
rifled cannon, and the most powerful means of destroying human life, he in prepar-

ing to commemorate in the most solemn manner the martyrdom of Saints Peter and

Paul, and proposing to his children the virtues of holyjmen and women for an

example."

Is he ? Which of the two are we to believe in the edifying picture

pointed to as a pattern by CARDINAL CULLEN, or the matter of fact

asserted by the Tablet's Roman correspondent? Or can we reconcile

the one with the other by the supposition that the POPE, his mind being

occupied with the lofty thoughts which CARDINAL CULLEN ascribes to

him, really does not know what MR. MULLINS, like an agent of one of

the powers of the earth, is about in his name ? If this is so, surely the

sooner the Holy Father resigns his temporal business to somebody
who will mind it, the better.

"Why did you DieP"

THERE was a paper Dies fait called The Day, and a very well

written paper it was. It was the organ of Adullam. Mr. Punch is

sorry to hear that the next time writers are asked to write for the CAVE,

they will probably remember the meaning of those four letters when

they make a Latin word.

REMARKABLE GOOSEBERRY. In several parts of the country it is

said that the late cold weather has played old gooseberry with the

plums.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Now we are reforming, like fun, except that the likeness will perhaps

escape recognition by sundry persons in certain boroughs hereinafter

mentioned. Monday, May 27. We settled the County Franchise. In

the Bill, as it, originally stood, (of course every gentleman and Person

Soes
through it line by line every morning, with the report of the

ebate, and marks the alterations in red ink, and the suggestions m
blue) this was 90. It is reduced to 12.

The Compound Householder is dead. All the nonsense that was

talked about Ma. DISRAELI'S alleged breach of compact was knocked

to bits by his own speech to-night, and MR. MILL, in the handsomest

manner, declared that he had never brought such a charge, and that

anybody who had was refuted by what MR. DISRAELI said. He had

simply recommended a plan which had been proposed by MR. CHIL-

DBRS (Liberal) when in office, and which MR. GLADSTONE had approved.

The CHANCELLOR OF THE EXCHEQUER made some good sport over

this, before giving it up, and is unkindly accused of trying to
"
govern

by comedy. This is churlish. Mr. Punch affirms that some of the

best business in the world has been done, and will be done, in a jovial

But the real fun was the continuation of the struggle on the Govern-

ment proposal that the occupation of land without a house should give

a vote. This is held to afford facilities for making faggot voters ; and

though a bundle of well-tied faggots is an emblem of strength (nd
J5sop) it is a sort of strength which Reformers do not wish to see in

the hands of landlords at elections. On the first fight, at the end'of

last week (Mr. Punch had so much to say about MR. MILL and his

Persons that he omitted to detail the battles of the kites and crows)

MR. DISRAELI was beaten by 3. Then we divided on SIR EDWARD
COLEBROOKE'S Amendment, and the whip had been freely used, the

House got confused between the questions, the Members were noisy

and would not sit down, the very Chairman lost his head and never told

strangers to withdraw, and finally there was another majority of 3 against

the Amendment. Sucli a row occurred that it was impossible to go on.

But 9n this Monday we went at it again, and first the Government got
a majority of 1. This gave the Liberals hope, and they made another

struggle ; but again the instrument with which the Nemean games were

sometimes won came into play, and MR. DISRAELI conquered by 10. This

battle, or rather these four battles, will not be forgotten. Some of the

new Members did not know how to follow their leaders, and came to

grief, and poor MR. SERJEANT GASELEE (Liberal) will recollect with

gratitude how he, intending to vote against the Liberals, got among
them, and would have been dragged to their lobby.but for a terrific

charge, executed by that vast Conservative, MR. WARD HUNT, the

giant of the House, and by COLONEL TAYLOR, who is no chicken ; and
how these men of valour clove their way through the Liberal ranks,
and set the raging Serjeant free to scamper, as he did. Who says that

politics are not good fun P

For the sake of lucidity, Mr. Punch pursues the Reform narrative,

postponing underplots. Next day we met under the new Dis-

raelian arrangement which compels Parliament to recognise the

dinner-hour of civilisation we sit at 2, rise at 7, and meet again at 9,"
invigorated," as MR. DISRAELI puts it the word may be socially

useful, and being elastic will indicate any amount of effort for pre-

venting the destruction of tissue. To-day we finished off all the

Enfranclu'sing clauses. A smart interchange of epithets between MR.
BRIGHT, MR. DISRAELI, and Ma. GLADSTONE took place, the offensive

Anglo- Roman word "consistency" being shockingly bandied about

(" bandied," from the French bander, to oend hence a club bent at

the end for hitting a ball hence transitive
"
bandy," to beat to and fro,

also see
"
bandy-legs," only they are not pretty to see) and then what

do you think P With MR. DISRAELI'S free assent, we
_; Wiped out all the Fancy Franchises, Educational; Money in Savings'
Bank

; Money in Funds ; 1 taxation exit MR. BRIGHT'S Ratcatcher.
MK. DISRAELI said that having let in the Lodger, we had provided

for most of these people.
Then we proceeded, on Thursday, to Clause 8.

Tliis is the beginning of Re-Distribution, but it rather took the
form of Re-tribution, for, at a blow, we

Slew Great Yarmouth, Lancaster, Totness. and Reigate.
Blotted them out for their crimes, for their shameless bribery and

corruption. The House of Commons will know them no more.
There was some struggle to obtain a reprieve for these electoral

Fenians who rebel against honesty and decency. MR. BRIGHT, having
first proposed to send up the Franchise part of the Bill to the Lords,
that they might be going on with it. while we fight out the rest (this
was very unfavourably received), pleaded against the capital punish-
ment, as became a Friend. He was for disfranchising only those who
had been proved guilty, and he mildly termed the proposed annihila-
tion Atrocious. But MR. GLADSTONE (whose detestation of the impure
is one of his noblest characteristics) was for stern justice. He quoted
figures, and showed that the guilty in Totness were 38 per cent., the
same in Reigate (whereof MR. CUBITT gave a horrible character, and
Punch is sorry the place is so wicked, it looks so pleasant), in Yarmouth

32
per cent., and in Lancaster 61 per cent. There was also proposal

to disfranchise for a period only, until the present evil generation should
be past taking bribes, but the House of Commons had an accession of

virtue, and moreover remembered MR. BRIGHT'S charges of universal

corruption. MR. DISRAELI added bitterness to the Bribed's cup of

sorrow by actually introducing a Recital into the
Bill, stating expressly

that it was for proved crimes that the boroughs died, and this was
carried by 325 to 49. COLONEL WILSON PATTEN, Memberjfor North
Lancashire, made a gallant effort to save its capital, and aa a beaver
does not, bit off half his tail to keep the rest ; that is, offered to sacri-

fice one Member, but was beaten by 159 to 87, and, amid tremendous
cheers, the Parliamentary axe fell.

"
So perish all QUEBN VICTORIA'S

enemies !

"
said the stern voice of ^fr. Punch, and the EARLfor KENT

would have answered "Amen," only he is on his way to Australia.
At the last morning sitting, which was on Friday, the Government

were beaten, if they consider it a beating to be compelled to alter their

Bill. It proposed to take away one Member from any borough which
has two Members, and a population under 7000. MR. LAIXO moved,
and by a large majority carried an amendment, that this deprivation
should extend to all boroughs with fewer than 10,000 persons. He
also put forth a scheme for re-distribution, whereof it will be less pro-
fitable to speak now than when somebody understands it. j MR.
SERJEANT GASELEE (we fear we have been rather blind to t.ui<

gentleman's eminent qualities, but hope to repair our omissions) made
more sport for the Committee by an extraordinary wail to the
effect that MR. LAINB had stolen some plan of his. MR. GLAOSTONB
advised Government to be bold. Mil. LAING was victor by 306 to 179.

So much for Reform. Now let us fry our other fish. (Apropos
of

fish, what capital weather for Greenwich dinners, Persons poke up
your Protectors.)

Monday. Ministers signified that they had thought BURKE, the
Fenian traitor, ought to be hanged, in order to deter others ;

but as

public opinion was opposed to the execution, he was reprieved. So
the mischievous rascal has been shaved, cropped, and sent to penal
servitude for life, or something like it, and it is to be hoped that the
hint may be taken by his accomplices. The unutterable horrors of

a rebellion have been spared us, no thanks to blunderers and cowards,
but the guilt of the traitors is the same, unless we regard them, as Xr.
Punch is disposed to do, as less fit subjects for the hangman than the
Mad Doctor.

Wednesday. After a
pleasing row between two Irish Colonels about

a Count Out the night before, and after MR. NEWDEGATE'S awful
announcement that the House had been cleared ia order to leave the

appointment of the Committee on the Ecclesiastical Titles Bill in the
hands of the Papists, (the row was renewed, more fiercely, next night,
and we had to adjourn,) we read, by 200 to 156, MR. FAWCETT'S

i
Bill for the benefit of

people with a large share of intellect and very
little honesty. That description is MR. HENLEY'S. The Bill is to
relieve Fellows of the University from the necessity of declaring their

1

belief in any particular religious principle. MR. GLADSTONE made a

powerful speech against the Bill, insisting that parents who entrust
their children to the Almse Matres have a right to know the exact

religion of those revered ladies. Of course the Bill, if it gets through
the Commons, will not pass the House where]sit the,Lords. Spiritual.

Thursday. MR. MILL what ho there ! TOyster-shells ! !We~must
ostracise ARISTIDES if we are perpetually obliged to speak of his broad
bold thought and lucid logic delivered an admirable speech advocating
a plan for the Representation of Minorities. This will bear fruit

in due season. At present it commands the admiration of the thought-
ful only. Some of the Conservatives behaved most coarsely during
the speech, and were sternly and properly chidden by the Conservative
LORD CRANBOBJJE, who rebuked them for not listening to anything
that might come from MR. MILL. Nor was the impertinence all Con-
servative. The ludicrous GASELEE actually sneered at MR. MILL for

introducing the talk of a debating society. Portsmouth should try to

improve her representation by looking out for a Gorilla.

Friday. After Reform, a well-spoken debate on the Irish Colleges,
and a capital fight between MESSRS. Lowe and GLADSTONB, foemen
eminently worthy of each other's steel. But it was really too hot
for attack and defence of Roman Catholics and their priests.

Good and Bad Spirits.

A NEW Brandy is advertised at
railway

stations in white letters on a
dark ground in the form of a vine-leaf. Let us hope this is an improve-
ment on existing brandies. Very many of them would be too truly
indicated by a title inscribed on the picture of a potato.

CHECK-MATE FOR THEIR VALIANCIES.!

Tire Military Snips have struck. We are happy to sty that Field
Marshal the D. of C. is equal to the occasion. He is going to turn the
whole Army into Highland Regiments.
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SPORT. (?)

Upper Class.
" WINGED HIM, MY LORD !

"
Lower Class. "THE'S ANOTHER, 'ARRY!"

POOE PIGEONS AND GULLS !

self with

newspaper .

members of the Society above-named met on certain days last week at

Shepherd's Bush, to contend in shooting pigeons. You will have the

pleasure of learning how they shot off various matches ;
ex uno disce

opines. That one, Sir, was
"
a sweepstakes for Peers, Members of Par-

liament, officers in the Army and Navy on full pay," and other gentlemen,
members of the principal London Clubs, which were all named. You
will see how Lord This "riddled" one bird, that Sir Whatshisname That"
feathered

"
another, and Captain So-and-So, and Mr. Somebody, and

Mr. Somebody Else, winged or crippled their respective birds, which,
severally fluttered, or

"
twisted

"
out of bounds, or flew away with a

broken leg. All this, Mr. Punch, is pure sport. There is no ignoble
use in it. The pigeons, as you know, are caught in order to be shot,
and of course, if wanted to be eaten, might be killed at once. But then
the noble and gentle sportsmen of the Gun Club would not have the
fun of knocking them over, and

"
riddling," and

"
feathering

"
them,

and breaking their legs and wings. Tame pigeon- shooting, you must
see, is a purer sport than even battue-shooting of the two, for the semi-
domesticated hares, partridges, and pheasants are killed not merely for
the pleasure of killing them, but are also slaughtered on purpose for
the table, by the nobility and gentry, and princes of the blood who
shoot them.
The noble sport of pigeon-shooting, Sir, is, however, excelled in point

of purity by the sport of gull-shooting, equally noble, except that
instead of being specially patronised by Peers, Members of Parliament,
officers in the Army and Navy on full pay, and other gentlemen of high
social position, it is chiefly cultivated by a class of sportsmen called, in
a figure of speech, gents, as though for the reason that they do not
belong to the gentry.

Gull-shooting, Mr. Punch, is practised with immense success at
various places all along the coast, chiefly by gents brought down by
excursion trains. At JFlamborough, for example, and at the back of
the Isle of Wight, prodigious numbers of gulls and other sea-birds are

destroyed by these sporting gents at all seasons of the year, when the
weather allows them to massacre the birds in comfort. Seated in boats,
smoking cigars, the luxurious gents shoot the gulls at their ease, just
as the.v fish, when they sit angling for roach and gudgeon at Tedding-
ton Lock.

" Me and 'AuRY "
allow we to quote a characteristic account of the

sport of gull-shooting from the mouth of one of its votaries
" Me and

'AKKY and a lot more come down by the early train, and took a boat,
and went a gull-s.hootin' out on the

'

briny.' Oh, my eye, such fun !

'ARRY, 'e 's a crack shot, and didn't we knock 'em over ! What was
they ? Gulls, sea-gulls, all that sort of birds, I don't know one sort
from another, but I know we brought 'em down no end. 'Ow many
did we bag ? Oh, we didn't bag any, they ain't no good, 'tis only the
lark of shooting of 'em. Sometimes we don't even stop the boat to

pick 'em up leaves 'em to float out to sea. Alive, will their wings
and legs broke, and their torn bodies, to be nibbled to death by fishes ?

Oh ! they soon gets drownded, to put 'em out of their pain. That
ain't worth powder and shot. Don't we never do nothin' with them at
all ? Oh, yes ! When we 've got time, we piles 'em up in 'eaps
makes what the boatmen calls "aycoeks on the water' with 'em

'eaps as 'igh as 'aycocks. Me and "ARKY made a jolly big 'aycock that

day. No: we didn't think about its being breedin' time. We didn't

know, and didu't care. 'Ow about tbeir orfspring up in the cliffs ?

Died, I suppose, in their 'oles. Of cold and hunger? In course;
should think that very probable. Ain't the sea-birds pretty natural

objects ? I dare say. Don't shootin' 'em destroy the beauty of the
coast ? Well, yer see 1 got no hi for the picturesqueeze I ain't a

poetical sort of cove. Cruelty to hanimals ? you 're another. Do yer
mean to tell me killin' gulls is agin the lawr ? Sea-gull shootin 's jolly

good fun
; you can sit still and enjoy your weed all the while ; we two

smoked our short pipes me and 'ARRY."

The peculiarity, you see, Sir, of gull-shooting is, that it kills more
than two birds, as it were, with one stone the parent birds and also
their young. Herein it differs from all other shooting ; especially rook-

shooting, in which the young birds only are shot ; and then they make
good pies : whereas the gulls that are killed by 'ARRY and his companions
become food only for fishes. It has been suggested that the massacre
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of the innocent gulls is owing to the demand for their feathers to deco-

rate girls' pork-pie
hats. The fact that such a demand exists, consti

tut.es rather an objection to their excessive slaughter, which the gallanl

'AaiiY perhaps would recognise, if you put it to him in his own way,

saying,
"
'AiiKY, if you and your pals

shoot all the gulls, there will be

no plumes for the 'ats of the gals.
'

Community in sport, you know, Sir, levels social distinctions. The
Gun Club should throw itself open to tin; trull shooters, 'AiiRY and all.

Hut it shouldn't stop there. The Peers and Members of Parliament

who belong to it will do well to
place themselves, in time, on a leve

with the "'cads," as they are called, who rejoice in cock-fighting anc

dog-fighting. They should instantly legalise those sports. Otherwise
the lower orders, as soon as they arc, represented in Parliament, wil

put the higher on an equality with themselves by constituting pigeon-
shooting unlawful on the score of cruelty. In the meanwhile the

pigeon-shooters might unite with the
311!!

shooters in a new and com-
ive club, established to practise the shooting of redbreasts.

under the title of the Cock Robin Club. Yours ever, Paw or.

MR. MTVOY'S LITTLE GAME.
MR. PUNCH,

You will have been disgusted to see the attempt that certain

parties have been making in the House of Commons to interfere with
the quiet nomination 01 siastical

Titles Act. You were doubtless in hopes that : .ttee would be

appointed in huggermagger, and that we should hear nothing more
about the matter, until the British public woke up one morning and
found the \uriimsHOpof WBSTMIJISIT.II as lawful a prelate as the
ARCHBISHOP of CANTERBURY.
At present the Britisli public sleeps. May it sleep on till the POPE

enjoys his own again; anil may the Ecclesiastical Titles Act be repealed
in the meanwhile ! JOHN BULL dreams that, the temporal power of his
Holiness is all but extinct; doesn't think of the historical ups and
downs of the Papacy. The reinstatement of the Sovereign Pontiff
would make him open his eyes. If we could only get that confounded
Act abolished now, he would open them too late to be able to recover
the gone goose of his

"
Protestant Constitution."

When we have got rid of the Ecclesiastical Titles Act, Mr. Punch,
which do you think will be the better thing to do; to turn the Pro-
testant Bishops out of the House of Lords, or let in the Roman
Catholic ? We must do either the one thing or the other, or else we shall
offer a gross insult to the religion of our Roman Catholic fellow-country-
men. For the same reason we must repeal the Act of Settlement

;

which cannot but grievously hurt their feelings by being calculated to
deter the Heir Apparent from going over to Rome.
A leading memoer of the opposition to the noiseless appointment of

ARCHBISHOP MANNING'S Committee is COLONEL KNOX. What better
could be expected from a man with such a name ?

.
I will call myself,

P.S.
"
Hope told a flattering tale."

BROAD AND HIGH.

(A* Epitcopal Duet.)

NATAL. SARUK.
"
LET us, Right Reverend Brother,
Our differences smother ;

And, both decried on every side,

Embrace, and hug each othsr."

" Oh yes ! though our opinions
As apples are to

'

inions.'

The distance whole of Pole from 1'ole

Divides as near dominions."

"
As Pole from Pole asunder ?

Nay, Brother, there you blunder.
Both Poles you kuow alike are low
The point of freezing under."

" We differ then, say, Frater,
AB Pole doth i mr.

Of hot aud col.i ,ve hold
;

What contradiction's grea'

" To differ we '11 agree then ;

Contrasted we shall be, then.
Folks will in you a Papist view,
And say that I 'm a heathen."

" O scope for speculation !

O room for disputation !

How happy we to differ free :

Hooray for toleration !

"

A NICE LOOK OUT FOR FOX-HUNTERS.
READERS who are fond of fox-hunting will doubtless find some

interest in the following advertisement :

TO FARMERS. The Advertiser has an invention by means of whichI he cwi fruarantee any land from being hunted over. The inrention can be uwd.

* J *
Either with or without danger to life of sportsmen ! How ex-
emelvnice and kind ! The buyers pay their money, and may take

their choice But are they quite sure it is legal to make use of an

inir.fH l
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Who
,% Old Gentian is, who in tie proverbs Mid to look over Lincoln/' this is a highly appropriate gift. He

1 henceforth ook over the Cathedral with more satisfaction thanWe would suggest that another 12,000 of MR. C.'s Derby
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THI BltL r THB SESSION.-WILLIAM GLADSTOITE.

FEMALE* SUFFRAGE.
MR. PUKCH,

WOMEN are not to have votes at Parliamentary Elections,
or the present they are only to place at the top of the poll their own
onnets and chignons. The unmarried are not to be allowed to giveven a single vote, and handsome candidates must cease to think of
uxom widows as certain

plumpers. Perhaps we should have been
more gallant, but for the dreadful thought that once allow women to
vote, and they would soon claim to have a voice in the House, and
become MT. s, and then there would be an end even to the little
business that we now transact. But it will come to this: someday
you will be shocked by reading that

"
the honourable and beautiful

Member for Maryborough then got on her legs to move that better
accommodation should be provided in the Gentlemen's gallery

"
One

consideration may possibly prevent the admission of the Ladies to the
House as Members their utter uselessness in divisions, for, naturally
they would always be pairing. On the other hand, they might prove an
acceptable addition to the number of Members eligible to serve on
(Committees, tor no woman would ever think of claiming to be excused
on account of her age.
One can hardly fancy a Woman in Opposition !

As OLD AHD UOLT M.P.

TEMPERANCE"AND SOBRIETY.

D T
111 National Temperance League, which may also be called the

Rational Temperance League, because, unlike the United Kingdom
Alliance, it seeks to make people restrict their beverages to water and
slops by moral suasion, and not by interference withliberty, the other
evening held its annual conversazione in Willis's Rooms. The Cold-
stream Band was in attendance on this occasion, to which its name
seems appropriate. It is said to have performed an admirable selection
ot music. This

perhaps included the Watfr-Masic of HANDEL. When
e performers had done playing, they possibly did not go away and

have any beer. The Chair, at this Temperance meeting, was occupied
t>y MR. SAMUEL BOWLBT, who enlarged upon the advantages of
not pushing about the bowl.

From the Lord Chamberlain's Office.

WHT is a Lord in Waiting at Court unsuited, by his professional
duty, for joining in a quadrille set of eight ?

Because he 's always dancing a-ten-dance.

SOPHISTRY ! If 'punishment is Capital, why should you change it f
Let well alone.
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A RECOLLECTION OF THE DERBY DAY, 1867.

Coalhcaver.
" ANY o' THESE 'ERE NICE OENIMINTS FOB YER FIRE-STOVES, MUM ?

"

ECCLESIASTICAL TITLES BILL.

IN order to satisfy the country as to the qualifications
of the Mem-

bers C9mposing the Committee, we publish the following simple

Catechism of Ecclesiastical Titles :

What is a Cardinal Deacon ?

One of the Cardinal Virtues.

What is a Bishop in,partibus ?

It means in evening dress.

What is a Legate a latere ?

A clergyman in gaiters.

What is the difference between a Protonotary Apostolic and Pre-

conised Ceremonies P

Depends upon the subject of the quarrel.
How do you "collate" a clergyman?
Put him in a wine-cooler, and keep him under the sideboard till

wanted. Then stir and eat slowly with salad. Anthropophagian
Islanders' receipt.
Give the nature of a Perpetual Curate ?

One who is always giving sermons an hour and a half long.

What is an Acolyte ?

One of the Lights allowed by law in church.

What is a Reredos ?

The man who walks before the Bishop in a procession, and is gene-

rally chosen on account of his being first cousin to the Verger.
Who is an Antependium ?

A minor order in the Church of Rome.
What are his duties P

To look after the Pendium.
What is an Ostii ring P

it is an old ecclesiastical title derived from the" Greek word for a

bjne," and signifies one who plays the bones in Church.

That '11 do for them to go on with. Apply for any further informa-

tion at our office.

A TICKET OP LEAVE A P.P.C. Card.

SIR,

THE CRUELTY OP COCK ROBIN.

To the Editor of Punch.

A PROVERB, unfortunately too true, informs us that the early

bird picks up the worm. Bearing this in mind, let me invoke the aid

of your powerful pen to denounce the conduct of parents who allow

nursemaids to take their children out for a walk in the morning before

)reakfast at an hour when they are accustomed continually to behold

he spectacle of cruelty exhibited by the robin redbreast in swallowing

he earthworm alive. I appeal to you, Sir, in the name of

SENSIBILITY.

A HANDSOME OFFER.

MR CHARLES BOSTON'S contemplated entertainment to the Belgian

Volunteers having been unavoidably given up, owing to that gallant

and much-respected gentleman's illness, MK. JOHN BALDWIN Be CK-

STONE has kindly offered to entertain as many of our gallant Belgian

visitors as will come to the Haymarket during their visit; and, with

this view is open to an offer from the Entertainment Committee LIU

piece de resistance will be A Wild Goose, sent over from the United

States, as the canvas-back and other wild fowl often are, packed in ice,

by the Cunard boats. ___^^^^^^=_____

Addendum.

THE Court Newsman requests us to insert the following line,

omitted by mistake in his gratifying mention that MK. EDWARD JOHN

EYRE, late Governor of Jamaica, was at the PRINCE or WALES s levee

last week.
MB. EYRE. Oa his return from saving the Island of Jamaica to the Heir

Apparent.

FROM HORSEMONGER LANE.

" THE MESSRS. TATTERSALL have begun their great yearling Sales

for the season." The obvious remark, on seeing a horse enter tne

auction yard, would be
"
Tit for Tat."

UMSSawSEBTtfl^ttB^
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FREE EXHIBITIONS.

ESIRISG to render
this vast Metro-

polis more attrac-

tive to visitors

from distant parts,
and divert atten-

tion from its

Statues, Foun-
t -ii n s, and National

Galleries, some
public-spirited per-
sons have f .nniil

themselves into a

Company (limited
at present, but
with power to add

,

to their number).
A few days since,
the Directors, ac-

j

compauied by a
]

band of music and
a corps of Militia,

'

proceeded to carry
j

out their plans by
hustling and rob-

'

bing every dcfemr-

woman and man that came in" their way. Several foreigners who witnessed the
operations of the Company were much struck by the freedom of the Exhibition
and many were severely injured.
During these proceedings, one or two pensive policemen might have been

rved m some sequestered district, calmly solving that interesting mathematical
problem How many Areas are there in a given Square, and what are their
solid

contents^
edible and otherwise?" The Force, we believe, are instructed'

move on all petty conjurors and jugglers, but, on no account to interfere

A PAKADISK IN HYDE PARK.
ARISE, my walking-stick, and let us go.

This Saturday's bright morn, to Hull en Row,
i lie sumptuous throng their clothes parade.

Viewing each other and the cavalcade.

^
What art of Milliner or Tailor decks

Each personable form of either sex !

What various draperies t lie sight amuse
With fresh and gay diversity of hues !

With what a quiet interchange of talk
Those graceful persons sit, or stand, or walk !

And. all engrossed with tlie surrounding scene,
Exhibit countenances how ser< i

What humbug 'tis to say, as some pretend,
That happiness does not on wealth depend !

Look on their faces, placid with p
And then compare these lineaments with those,
So rueful, which the

struggling clas.-ea wear,
Blurred, seamed, distorted, dulled with auxious care.
Money, as handsome as yon Swell you see,
Has all the difference made 'tween him and me.
They who 011 outward thing* are so intent

Must feel secure of dividends or rent
,

With ample independence must be blest,
To show such evidence of minds at rest.

A sphere of bliss those happy one* exhale,
As roses shed their fragrance on the frale ;

And, while with them 1 breathe a common air,
iense of their beatitude 1 share.

Sweet, to rejoice in others' joy alone,
When that is all that we can make our own !

to
,

, o oun o nerere
with the Company (limited) who practise that bolder system of legerdemain
by which watches are made to fly from their owners' pockets, while hats are
manipulated in a fashion not anticipated by the authorities at head-quarters

VtTW, (COBTRIBUTM) Br ATT1COS.)
THE Upper Ten Thousand in the Metropolis. Attic

Lodgers.

CHANGE FOR A SOVEREIGN ix 18C7. Going to Paris
to see the Exhibition.

AN ORACLE ADVERTISED.
HERE, extracted from a column of advertisements in the Times, is a

list ot some writings, of which the announcement cannot but excite
great curiosity :

ARTIN F. TUPPER'S TI1I1II) SKK1KS OF PROVERBIAL
PHILOSOPHY.M

JJIS
OPINIONS Al;nl T CKKKDS AND STARS AND GHOSTS.

JJIS
ARGUMENTS FOR THE FUTURE OF ANIMALS.

JJIS
STRICTURES~ON SOME MODERN CRITICS.

JJIS
NATIONAL PSALMS AND HYMNS, Ac.

What are the opinions of MR. Tim>EK,the theologian, on the subject
of creeds ? What does MR. TUPPER, the astronomer, think of the
stars? What has the psychologist MR. TUPMR to tell us concerning
disembodied spirits t

By what arguments does MARTIN F.TUPPJSR, the metaphysician main-
tain the Future of Animals ? Does he hold the theory of metempsy-
chosis r And if so, has he any notion that his own mind once actuated
the brain of any animal, and then of what animal ?

Is it possible that the modern critics who have incurred the stric-
tures of TUPPER, the tremendous satirist, survive them ?

_H here will DK. WATTS be, where will be the author of the Christian
rear now thai; the aocomphsed MARTIN F. TUPPER has come forth as
a Psalmist P Is TUPFKR a DAVUJ as well as a SOLOMON ?

" Hie stupor eat mundi qul scibile discutit omne."

Mind how you translate ttupor.

THE LIGHT FANTASTIC TOE,
If Convocation gives a grand Fancy Dress Ball this year, the onlydance in which the Bishops may legally take part is In Ptutwalt.

VERY BUDE.

FIREWORKS AND FEASTING.
THE other evening Mr. Punch gave a banquet to himself, that he

might see the fireworks at the Crystal Palace. The evening being wet
the fireworks were postponed, and the only explosions heard were
those of Mr. Punch't laughter at the jokes which he was pleasrd to
make for his own

private entertainment. A chief cause of his hilaritywas the pleasant thought, that, as the fireworks were put off, he would
have to go and dine again, in order to inspect them. His joy in this
reflection increased with each of the eleven plait preceding the
blanchaMe which, though served with a French name, was about the
best whitebait that Mr. Punch has ever tasted. Probably the Palace
fountains are supplied straight from the Thames, and thus whitebait is

pumped up daily to the big tanks on the towers. This mar account
also, for the freshness of the salmon, which kindly let itself be caught
that Mr. Punch might have the happiness of eating it.

As the Laureate might have sung, if he had only thought of it

Many an evening hath Punch dined at the Trafalgar
'

im.l the 'shipAnd with cool champagne and claret hath refreshed hl thirkty lip ;

"

but while the flavour of his Crystal Dinner sweetly lingers in his
memory, Mr. Punch is pleased to testify that one gets whitebait as
good at Sydenham as at Greenwich, and that the claret and champagne,
if anything, are better. Moreover, at the former place the landscape i*
a lovely one for placid contemplation between the many coun.es ; aud
any one who dines there when the fireworks are let oil, and the garden*
are illuminated, will find no reason to complain of not having a light
dinner.

Herepath the Haughty.
DR HERIPATH (of Bristol) gives a certificate touching certniu wine.

As befits his eminence, he assumes the Royal. "The QIKKN has been
pleased to

grant," &c., says the Court Circular.
"
I am ), leaded to say

that all your wines are," &c., says DR. HKREPATH. We rather like
tins. When Anybody is Somebody, he should comport himself as
Such.

A PROFESSIONAL VIEW OF THINGS.

TRECALTE, our Bookseller, who has recently got married, says of his
wife, that he feels that her life is bound up in his.

VOL. LIT.
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ALMA MATER."
YOUNG PUNCHEONBY 'CUTS" THE ARMY, AND GOES TO OXFORD TO READ

rou "THE CHURCH."

Tutor.
" You ARE PREPARED TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE THIRTY-NINE ARTICLES-

Puncheonby (with alacrity). "AH 'TH PLBASH 'AH, AH HOW Mu-CH ."

COMING EVENTS.
DEAE PUNCH,

I AM very sorry for you. From my heart I pity you. Since MB. MILL
proposed

" The Ladies !

"
you must have had a sad time of it, and gone through

many jokes and much suffering. But of the mildest type compared with the

attack that now threatens you. The SULTAN is coming to London, perhaps
to

Buckingham Palace. Your only chance of escape is at once to issue a proclama-
tion WALPOLE has nothing to do now, he will draw it up for you warning
various classes of persons off from certain familiar and insulting pleasantries. I

will make some rough notes for the document : WALPOLE in his leisure hours

can work them into shape, and add the proper quantity of Whereases.
Correct people are not to write to you and say, that they hope there will be

no harum-scarum doings in Buckingham Palace. Lovers of a good glass of wine
are not to write to you and

say,
that they are delighted at the prospect of having

the Sublime Port(e) here. Upholsterers are not to write to you and say, that they
feel an undying interest in the upholding of the Ottoman Empire, and rejoice to

hear of several magnificent entertainments beiug^ on the tapis (Turkey). Grocers
are not to make up small parcels of jokes filled with Sultanas, and headed

"
In the

name of the prophet figs !

" London tradesmen generally are not to write to you
and say, that great disappointment will be felt if the Mussulmen do not come well

provided with the sinews of war. Young men, otherwise harmless, are not to

venture the insane remark, that the SULTAN'S officers were remarkable for their

scymitary ; and MR. BEALES is solemnly warned against writing to offer any
Honorary Presidency to ABDUL Aziz, on pain of a punishment peculiarly Turkish

getting the sack.

All jocular allusions to the sick man, bowstrings, divans, houris, Pachas, Padi-

shaws, the Valley of Sweet Waters, Turkey at Midsummer instead of Christmas,
a regular Turk, Turkish baths, Turkish towels, Lalla Rookh, and a Hatti-Huma-

youm to be peremptorily forbidden the penalty for disobedience to orders, perusal,
without missing a word, of M. F. T.'s P. P. (Third Series).

THE VEILED PROPHET.

Should the SHAH come also but I dare not dwell on this additional calamity.
I will draw a veil over it.

A DRINKING SONG FOR SUMMER.
Am" Parlantpour la Syrie."

Now midsummer is drawing nigh,
And time it is to think

What, when a man is hot aud dry,
Is best for him to drink.

All minds on one point must agree,

That, whatso'er the bowl,
A cool potation it should be,
To slake a thirsty soul.

Some people to a sober glass,
Would have us all adhere ;

I will not say that he 's an ass,

Who sticks to ginger-beer.
Nor do I hold that any man
His manhood doth degrade,

Who, when he might quaff cooper, can,

Instead, sip lemonade.

Some not unwisely recommend
A kind of half-and-half;

Their ale with ginger-beer they bleml,
And call it Shandy-gaff.

This compound hath, for many men,
A merit of its own

;

That they can drink as much again
Thereof, as ale aloue.

In bitter beer 'tis not a few
That now-o'-days rejoice ;

No better since most brewers brew,
And so you have no choice.

The British Public now admires
Malt liquor tliin and pale ;

Not cleaving, like their thirsty sires,

To good old English ale.

Beer others reckon fit alone

For cad, or rustic swain,
And do a predilection own,

Themselves, for iced champagne :

Which lie who drinketh, if he drink

The right thing, doel h well ;

Though judges may slill better think

The savour of Moselle.

Champagne, Moselle, or Claret-cup
The critic will applaud,

Or, having none of those to sup,
The Cup of Cider laud.

Let Borage, aromatic plant,

Impart its cordial juice,

If you can get it
;

if you can't

Of cucumber make use.

But if you would your draught enjoy,
You will, if you are wise,

Sufficient of your time employ
In work, or exercise.

Then you will drink when you are dry,

According to the rule,

Which he that made, if you will try,
You'll find was not a fool.

TIN! TIN! TIN!

FOR the honour of England, Gentlemen, for the honour
of England ! The Belgians behaved Awfully well to our
Volunteers. Shall we repay them with less worthy hospi-

tality ? Echo answers that she will see us Slowed first,

and then she won't. Come, send in your subscriptions
to No. 8, St. Martin's Place, Trafalgar Square, where
" The Belgian Reception Committee

"
sit in the chairs of

the English Langue of the order of S. John of Jerusalem.

S. Martin reminds us of the good things the Belgians
made us Swallow, Trafalgar reminds us that

"
England

expects every man to do his duty," and Jerusalem reminds
us that folks who can subscribe and don't, may go to

Jericho.

THE KITS or SALISBURY. Judging by the Bishop's

Bridport charge, WRONQ.
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A DOUBTFUL COMPLIMENT.
Miss Angela Lovell (with (he, best intentions in Oie world). "I CANNOT BEAR YOUR HANDSOME MEN, MR. PEPPERCORNS^

THEY SEEM

TO THINK IT IS NEVER WORTH THEIR WHILE TO MAKE THEMSELVES AGREEABLE. NOW, PLAIN PEOPLE GENERALLY

Mr. Riley Peppercome.
"
O, HAita rr ! THERE, I BEG YOUB PARDON BUT THIS is THB THIRD TIME A LADY HAS MADE THAT

VERY REMARK TO ME THIS VERY EVENING ! WHY NOT LRT A FELLOW THINK THAT YOU THINK HE'S GOOD-LOOKING AND AGREE-

ABLE, TOO ';

"

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

ONLY because the Peers have neither said nor done anything
demanding Mr. Punch's attention, lias that gentleman made scant

references to his Lords during the present Session. When the Reform
Bill reaches them, no doubt they will succeed in attracting his notice.

He may state that on Monday, June 3, there was talk in the Senate

about the Knightsbridge barracks, which, by common consent and to

common discontent, are the greatest nuisances to all Londoners with

eyes, and all Knightsbridgers with housemaids. Of course the Army
Lords declared the hideous place to be perfection, and the soldiers to

be more like missionaries than military. But a police case, the other

day, in which the gallant fellows were shown to be the meanest sponges
upon foolish servant-girls, may balance the latter part of their Lord-

ships' testimony.
The Bill for making New Private Bishops went through Committee.

There is a clause enacting that their incomes shall equal those of the

public bishops. LORD LYTTLETON saw no reason for this, but a

majority saw one, we suppose. The BISHOP OP OXFORD said that the

laity were not convinced that money subscribed for endowing new sees

would be well spent. Mr. Punch is certainly in the state of non-con-
viction indicated by the excellent prelate, who followed his remarks by
carrying a clause enabling the Ecclesiastical Commissioners to help
the endowments. Yes, my Lord, but please to stipulate that these

Commissioners shall exercise a supervision of the expenditure. LORD
ELLENBOROUGH was then very severe upon a scheme for creating
assistant bishops, whom he most rudely described as mere moveable

Dummies, and they were obliterated.

In the Commons, in answer to a question whether Naval Cadets on
board the Britannia training-ship were flogged, MR. CORH.Y explained
that the young gentlemen, being regarded as at school, were birched,
in the presence of

ajl
the other cadets and of two officers, and a solemn

report of the operation (including, we presume, a statement of how the

birchee liked it), is forwarded to the Lords of the Admiralty. Parents

troubled with lads who have a taste for the sea may like to know al!

this. Mr. Punch does not like.

LORD STANLEY was without information as to whether the gallant

MAXIMILIAN had been murdered by JUAREZ.
More quarrel about the Committee on the Ecclesiastical Titles Act

MR. DISRAELI was sure that the combatants were too much men o:

the world to desire an unnecessary wrangle, and he advised them to

have a little friendly conversation in the looby.
LORD STANLEY has telegraphed to our Consul at Bucharest to

remonstrate with the authorities against their ill-treatment of the Jews

The French EMPEROR has sent a similar message, and has added thai

he is ashamed to have to send it. We are told that the persecution is

to cease.

We then went at Reform, for the last time before the holidays.

SERJEANT GASELEK moved that any borough with fewer than 5,0(X

inhabitants should cease to return a Member. He went through a M'

of cases, stated that Tewkesbury was in Dorsetshire, said that as

Thetford was near Bury he had an excuse for burying it, and after

variety of similar remarks, which'were received with incessant laughter

was happy to say he had finished his disgraceful task (loud laughter)

disagreeable task he meant (more laughter). A sneer at MR. MILL, as

a philosopher amused with toys, such as cumulative voting, and ai

assurance to MR. DISRAELI that he was the Apostle of Liberty, an<

one sensible observation, namely, that professional agitation, however

advantageous to those who lived by it, was a curse and bane to the

country, were the other ornaments of the Serjeant's exhibition.

His motion was supported by cleverer men, including Mn. CARD
WELL and Ma. GLADSTONE.
MR. SMOLLSTT pleaded for enfranchisement of the

upper
and middl

classes, who were not directly represented at all. He also wished thi

Members of the House to be reduced, and that we could get rid of the

Talking Potatoes. There were 150 Members who thought they MU
instruct the Government on every subject in the world.
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MR. SERJEANT GASELEE tried to make another speech, but was

repressed by loud advice to shut up, so he did.

MR. DISRAELI congratulated the Committee on having no party

feeling. In consequence of the vote of the previous Friday (when MR.
LAINO'S Amendment, taking away a Member from boroughs with fewer

than 10,000, was carried) he had now 45 seats to give away. The wishes
of the House were in accordance with the policy first enunciated by
Ministers.

The Committee rejected the Gasejeian Amendment by 269 to 217.

Nearly everybody then went out of the place, making such a noise

that it must have been difficult for the Gallery to hear what MR.
HAYTER was saying. He was however moving for enlarging boroughs
by taking in the agricultural districts around, that a fusion of Shop
and Spade might occur, and the

equipoise
of parties be preserved. This

came to nothing, clause 9 was passed, and
MR. DISRAELI arranged that a new scheme of Distribution should

be prepared.
So we laid aside Reform until after Whitsuntide.

Tuesday. Question touching another portion of the frame of a naval
cadet. Two of his comrades had scored on his nose the Queen's"
broad arrow," cut in with a knife. For this brutality they were dis-

missed the Service. But as it appeared that they did not rub gunpowder
into the slits, their humanity was recognised, and they were reinstated,
with an awful wigging. Mr. Punch is not habitually hard upon boyish

escapades, but the line must be drawn somewhere, and it is not being
too fastidious to draw it at disfigurement for life.

Debate on the Government Bankruptcy Bill. The lawyers, of

course, fought on each side, but let us hear the Philosopher. MR.
MILL thinks that we have passed from the old savage system of treating
debtors barbarously to one which lets them escape with too much
impunity. He intends to move clauses for punishing debtors who
have shown "culpable temerity"

in dealing with their creditors' pro-
perty. This information may be interesting to sundry.

Thanks, LORD ENFIELD. A select Committee on the practice of

summoning juries, not forgetting the gross bribery and favouritism of
the summonmg-ofncers. This is grappling with a real grievance. We
hope the Judges will behave properly in this matter, but they have a
habit of showing small sympathy with gentlemen who suffer by a vicious

system, of which the bench is just as well aware as the fellows who
practise it.

LORD ELCHO'S Bill for softening the law of Master and Servant was
read a Second Time. MR. FAWCETT thought that it very fairly repre-
sented the evidence taken before the Committee.

Wednesday. MR. EWAKI moved the Second Reading of a Bill which
will have interest for most people. He wishes to restore the old state
of things at the Universities. He proposes to enable anybody to
affiliate uimself to any college or hall (with the consent of the Head),
without being obliged to reside therein. The object is, avowedly, to

give college education to poorer men than can at present obtain it.

MR. HOPE opposed the Bill, and wished that the House would abstain
from

"
teasing

"
the Gentle Mothers. MR. GLADSTONE supported it in

a powerful speech, affirming that those ladies were by no means doing
their work, and educating the professions. It was carried by 164 to
150. and sent to a Select Committee. People who love

"
the falsehood

of Extremes" will be prompt to foresee the bestowal of college
honours on farmers and shopkeepers, and will say that they shall

expect to receive a tailor's bill made out by TIMOTHY SNITCH, B.A.,
and that all the rest of the Manhood Suffragians will be M.A., besides
MB. BEALES. But this will be bosh, like a good many things that
will be said on the other side. We think MR. GLADSTONE'S lead may
be safely followed in such a matter.
Mr. Punch relers to a debate on a Bill enabling the Public Works

authorities to lend money towards the erection of Priests' Houses in

Ireland, because our friend MR. WHALLEY was enabled to state his
views on the Catholic religion, and they are so very clear. Though
tolerated here, the Roman Catholic religion, said MR. WHALLEY, is

the greatest curse which can be inflicted on a country. Now our
Catholic friends know all about it.

Thursday. No Fenian is to be hanged. We have not yet heard this
construed into an Irish grievance, but fully expect to be told that it is
an insult, as implying that a mere Irish traitor is not worth hanging.A real Irish grievance, however, was raised to-day. It is a rule in
the Guards not to enlist Irishmen and Catholics. The rule is subject
to a great deal of infraction, but it ought not to exist.

Friday. We had, on the Army Estimates, the case of the old
Merchant Seamen wlw had to pay sixpence a month to Greenwich
Hospital, and who consider that they get no returns for the

"
Greenwich

Sixpence." The Admiralty would not admit that the merchantmen
had any case. We voted away a load of money, and then took a spell
at the Bankruptcy Bill. On the preceding day the CZAR, a visitor to
the EMPEROR NAPOLEON, was shot at by a Pole, and missed. Three
Counts-Out were tried to-night, and MR. DISRAELI alluded to them as
unsuccessful attempts at assassination of the House."

VICTORIA PARK IN PERIL.
MR. PUNCH,

You know what your friend the author of Paradise Lost says
about the architect of Pandemonium, that "men called him Mulciber,"
and

"
fabled

"
how, having fallen from the celestial regions, he

"
dropt

from the zenith like a falling star ;" but
" Thus they relate,

Erring ; for he with his rebellious rout
Fell long before; nor aught availed him now
To have built in heaven high towers ; nor did he 'scape
By all his engines, but was headlong sent
With his industrious crew to build in

''

the
opposite place, to be named only by clergymen. Now, Sir, I

should like to have the foregoing quotation (complete) posted up on

every surface of green field in England, bearing flowers, but disfigured
with a notice-board offering it "to be let or sold" as "eligible building

ground." Perhaps it would suggest a hint, which might possibly
awaken the conscience of the speculating builders and their industrious

crews, who are fast improving all the beauty of this earth off its face.

We might as well improve all the pictures off the walls of the National

Gallery.
Just now. Sir, it is especially desirable that the lines above quoted,

or some other caution or warning to the same purpose, should be

planted at convenient intervals around Victoria Park. That only open
space which the East Londoners can enjoy is in course of being
surrounded by a thick belt of cottages and villas, which will, when
finished, completely shut out the Park from public view.

"
Fancy,"

says a circular of the Victoria Park Preservation Society,
"
that

portion of St. James's Park, abutting on Piccadilly, being covered

with houses. This is what is being done at Victoria Park." A dead

set seems to have been made against this place by the building and

money-grubbing demon. Last year the fiend attempted to smother it

with enormous gasworks ; but was happily foiled. Now he is trying
to hem it in with bricks and mortar and stucco, so as to exclude the

fresh air, and to offend the eye. He is perpetrating the same abomina-

tions there as those with which he is defacing Hampstead Heath,

Epping Forest, and every other beautiful and healthy spot about

London.
Mr. Punch, all this is very sad to think of. Years ago, COBBETT

used to call this capital the
" Wen" What would he call it now ? A

"
Fungus htematodes," one would think, or some other form of, not

simple, but, malignant tumour. Where will the Londoner be able

hereafter to go for a really constitutional walk ? I mean by that a

walk which will refresh his soul as well as his body ; the latter with

pure air, the former with verdure, and foliage, and sweet flowers.

Every such walk will cost him about half-a-crown to get to it by rail-

way ;
if he is able : for railways induce bricks and mortar along their

whole course, wheresoever there is any paradise to be spoiled. London,
Sir, will become a city of the Philistines, into whose hands its environs,

with all their scenery, are falling. I repeat, London will become a

city of the Philistines, and the proper name for it will be Gath.

I am quite aware that it is very sentimental to care for the preser-

vation of landscapes. So it is to care about money. Sentiment is

feeling, and low feeling is as sentimental as high feeling in a low way.
When a Philistine caffs you sentimental for preferring spiritual and
moral good to material utility, he gives you an epithet which you
might retort. He sneers like a fool, and he also sneers like a pig. A
pig, preferring barley-meal to every other consideration, would utter

exactly the same sneer, if he could. No doubt he would call any
objection to his rooting in a bed of tulips

"
sentimental."

Material utility is something, Mr. Punch, but immaterial utility is

something too. What has made the English character but, for one

thing, English scenery ? What sort of creatures will Englishmen be

when they are born only fit to consume the fruits of the earth, and

incapable of enjoying its flowers P Even in a material and physical

way, you might show the Philistine, if you would go into a calculation

with him, that he was considerably indebted to the sentimentalists and

poets, MESSRS. SHAKSPEARE, MILTON & Co.
_

Does increase of numbers necessitate the incrustation of this island

with buildings ? If so I should envy France her stationary population.
But there is a point at which the excess of our swarm must needs

emigrate. Determine it by limiting the enclosure of open spaces. Or
else posterity will all be turned to apes, with foreheads villanous low,

or else to a sort of human pigs, having oblique eyes like Chinamen.

You will live to see the day of that degeneration, along with the Wan-

dering Jew. For me, I hope that, before it comes, I may be gathered
to my fathers in the happy hunting-grounds, and out of the eligible

building-grounds.
In the meantime Victoria Park to the rescue ! The brutes who are

building round it can only be bought off. Could a part of the PEABODY
Donation be applied to its redemption P Could a grant from the Con-

solidated Fund ? Cannot a Conservative Government even manage to

conserve Victoria Park P Excuse the prolixity and passion of

Yours truly, SILENUS.
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PEEPS AT PARIS.

PEEP THE TWKLPTH.

ECENTLY the Sane, follow-

ing the example of the

Hotel prices, has been

very high. I have perpe-
trated an admiTMejerdymo
about the river Sane and

the forthcoming English
Canoe gathering.

1 said, quite off-hand and

without the slightest pre-

paration, "Mem Sana in

eorpore tana.

Not bad : but of course

this sort of thing comes

st just see the wine m ice ; a very

Living w expensive in Parry. I am
it of my day with the ZAB, the SULTAN,
d some of Ihose other fellows, who I

On entering a kaffy always salute the lady at the bar, or tilting

behind a sort of tea-urn full of dinner tickets. The salute need not be

loud, so choose your opportunity. Remember a kiss in time saves

nine.

That reminds me that I must just see the wine in ice ; a very

charming little parrty Icarray. L'

reserving myself for a full account

the GRAND SLAMM, the Shar. and DUIUG ui uuuac ubm,i n>.*u..o, ....- ~

know, as well as you do, will feel it their duty to call upon your repre-

sentative here.

Ardear ! aypraytong!
Receive the assurances of my consideration, the most distinguished,

Yours, PETER THE G.

P.S. I hare just been summoned away from my desk to meet

WILLIAM OF PRUSSIA. I need hardly contradict the reports about my
having scribbled opprobrious epithets on his statue in Legsposissiong,
and then run away. 1 did nothing of the kind. 1 was standing by the

statue and did not run away : 1 wish 1 had. However, the affair ws

8-6-

veenes (French for fellows dining with me) roared with laughter.

The Commissioners, who are never tired of employing me, have

askci) me to make an Appendix on Turret Ships. 1 refused politely,

but lirmly ;
but to show that 1 was perfectly willing to oblige, I ve

kmi to award the prizes on the Marine and Pneumatic Models

>llisions at Sea.

I 've always had a fancy for pontoons. I recollect a man who used

a work a pontoon with his legs up and down the Highgate road.

Capital exercise. A friend who has just dropped in suggests that
"
Hant.oou

"
is what I mean. I immediately was down on him with

a jerdymo. 1 said
"

I knew it was some toon or other, as I always

had an ear for music." He roared.

I publish it because I have heard some people give these things out

as their own.
I'KANGSE NARPOLAYONG'S yacht is on the Sane. The PRANGSE

said to well, call him a friend of mine, of course not to myself, though
some correspondents would not be so modest well, he said to a friend

of mine,
"
Mong sharer mee," says he,

"
Compionff aymay voo sir vayiso

lur"
"
Tray iollee," I replied.

"
Foot ayt urn marrang tootar coo" I

bowed low at the same time, and ill ettay ongiharntay aveck nong

espree."
Mossoo, pairmayttay

voo kernoonoo promnong o boo der Sulvar, as

DOCTOR JOHNSON would have said if he d been a lively neighbour.

Observe, raggarrday dong, that card in that window :

"
Appartmong

mrrlilay," that is,
"
Furnished Lodgings."

If you are stopping any time in Paris take one. (We will go to the

Egsposissiong presently, but I've one or two things to say most impor-
tant to the visitors to Parry). In a French House there are a lot of

Plats. You can make one of the party if you pay more than you
ought to.

On entering the House where you are going to take Arpartmong
say to the Kongseairsh,

" Oo ay Lotaytse?" that is, where 's the Land-

lady ? If you can't understand his answer, and however well you may
speak French yourself, yet it is sometimes impossible to catch what a

native is talking about, smile and reply,
"
Wee, sairtaynmong wee" when

he will perhaps repeat his observations, and you may have an opportu-
nity of catching a familiar word here and there, and be able to grasp
the general sense of his answer. The Landlady or Lote (Landlord)
conies to you. You will bow politely, and commence, as is always the

rule in Parry;

"
Mardarm, jer sweesongsharntay der voo vtfaic."

To which, if she have any manners, she will return,
"
Mioato o tee."

"
Ptveej logayreecee?"

" Can I have a lodging here ?
"

She will probably answer,
"

Wee,"

They do answer
" Wee" when they mean yes, for which you will be

prepared.
Say you,

"
Mongtray mwate eu charmbor" and she will comply with

your request.
You see your room, and inquire

"
Cvmbeang ?

" Now comes the

difficulty ;
if you are not a first-rate arithmetician well up in decimal

coinage and French songteemt, that is, centimes. Don't be frightened

by the sound ; have it put down on paper."
Voolly voo aykreer et som toor oonpeeayse derpappyay ?

"

Then you'll see how the price stands.

quite easily to me, and is soon set,tled with some timely arjong. WILLIAM or PRUSSIA has taken
the natural result of the a Rreat (mcy ^o mv gtyje of bowing : I am going to give him lessons,

action of a classical educa- LUMPYRAW wishes that the CZAR hadn't been so good-natured as

lion upon a subtle appre- to v ;8it parry- The Parishioners have behaved very badly. LUMPYRAW,
elation of the humorous. howe ver, with great delicacy, avoided even the slightest allusion to the

They ve cut through the gore ointj an(j w ilen they were driving out in their barouche and pair,

key (gnat),
and thrown a ordered the carriage Pole to be removed before the CZAR got in. Very

steel bridge over it. llns j^nd : nezpar?
I defined as

"
steeling a \Vhen they went to the Opera their Majesties were alien

march." How my kong- \

(appropriately) by the Song guards. (Ong Frangiay, Cent gardei.)

altended

PP.S. Ardettr.

So much, for lodgings will suffice
;

it is all that is necessary : after
10 ir/Mi *WO rtlw tr cau *' A//VM/I " if ir/\ii *ri * at Imi- *\rvf * nnrl ** H/~4* " if

THE TRIUMPH OF THE SPHYNX.

DRAG him into his place, with sound of brass

Blent with reluctant captives' groans and howls,
Where birds, beasts, creeping things for God-heads pass

Apes, crocodiles, cats, monkeys, hawks and owls.

Drag him, ye victims of Caucasian craft,

Prize of the brain that is his bow and spear :

Proud, in hit honour, to be beasts of draught,

Obey the whip, in wonder, awe and fear.

Let those who will not draw, nor fear the lash,

Drop out of place, and fall, or faint or fail :

Not many the defiant and the rash

To stand against that iron scourge's hail.

Drag him, all colours, races, ranks of men
True blue, and blue and buff, and drab and red

The Mystery defying mortal ken,

Propounder of a riddle never read

The riddle of his own faiths, meanings, ends :

Dark riddle always, ne'er so dark as now :

Enigma baffling foes, and baulking friends,
With deep dark eyes, locked lips, and stony brow,

Portentous Sphynx, that silting calm and still

Watchest with snaky, unimpassioned gaze,
Slir of more reslless mind, more eager will,

By launls unfretted, and unflushed by praise !

He wailed for his lime, his lime is come :

He knew his place kepi for him in Ihe shrine,

Nor recked what hideous shapes, foul things, and dumb,
Shared it, so crawling crowds nailed all divine.

Drag him into his seat, with loud acclaim

Of sounding brass, keen whips, and shouting herds,
O'er broken pledges, reasons brought to shame,

Ruins of parties, spume of eaten words.

But though he move towards his place of power,
Where many knees are benl ; and heads are bowed,

'Tis thanks to backs before Ihe lash that cower,
Blind priests that shout and scourge a blinder crowd.

this you 've only to say
you 'd rather.

Nong" if you'd rather not; and
" Wee

Exposure at Borne.

BY accounts from Rome we learn that drought, lately prevalent, has

been felt so much in the towns and environs of the papal city that

prayers have been put up for rain, and miraculous images exposed in
1

if their shrines. It would be satisfactory to know that the miraculous

I images had been thoroughly exposed.
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WHIT-MONDAY-AS IT OUGHT NOT TO BE.

INVISIBLE MUSICIANS.

WHAT will the FARADAYS and BREWSTERS say, and what do you say,

Mr. Punch, to the mysterious notes and fragments of airs thus described

by an ear-witness as occurring in the Musical Instruments Department
of the Paris Universal Exhibition ?

" Some of the most eccentric acoustic incidents occur in that section of the
Exhibition where pianofortes, brass and wood instruments, and tambourines are
collected together in solemn bilence. Now and then you are startled by tbe sound 1

of a horn ; you look round in Tain to ascertain where the windy notes come from.
Sometimes the jingle of a tambourine salutes your ear, and more frequently a

pianoforte wakes into life, and you get a snatch of some of VERDI'S melodies. If it

were not an age of science and matter-of-fact, we might come to the conclusion that
these various instruments, weary of neglect and ailence, began to play themselves

spasmodically.
"

Of course we shall be told by the FAKADAYS and BREWSTERS that
the apparently spontaneous performance of the instruments is suffi-

ciently accounted for by being referred to the touch or the breath of
some unseen attendant or passer-by. But mark the declaration which
immediately follows the foregoing statement :

"
I visited an organ which was going through an elaborate sonata, and I can

positively assert that after the moat diligent searching I could not find the player."

If the Special Correspondent of the Post, whose is the testimony above
quoted, had resorted to the alphabet, and asked if the spirit that was
playing the sonata would be kind enough to give its name, the answer
returned by the usual method of communication would as likely as not
have been, "BEETHOVEN." Mutatis mutandis, are not these musical"
manifestations

"
exactly the same as those which attended the DAVEN-

PORTS? The difference is merely that, whereas the spirit performing on
the organ at Paris was evidently that of some great composer, the

guitar and tambourine at the seances of the BROTHERS DAVENPORT
were as clearly played by the spirits of minstrels who have gone where
all good niggers go.

The only difficulty that anybody but a deplorable sceptic can have in

ascribing these musical phenomena to spiritual agency is the absence of

any medium who could get anything by them. The DAVBNPOKTS,
according to the Spiritital Magazine, are now in Russia, making no end
of roubles, about the ring of which, at any rate, there is no mistake.

"
They have been threatened with a loss of their permit,* on the

ground that they are
'

turning people's heads with the idea of super-
naturalism.'

"
If they go on in this way, though thev have not as yet,

1 believe, exhibited the prodigy of
"
levitation," I should not wonder

if they are soon taken up.
I hope your appetite for the marvellous is as good as that of

Yours truly,

VORAX.
* If they lose that, I suppose their spirits will be regarded as contraband.

DIGNUS VINDICE NODUS.
THE Pall Mall Gazette, inviting HER MAJESTY to resume her per-

sonal sway over society, says,
"
During the first twenty years of QUEEN VICTORIA'S reign, the salons of London

did not reek with tobacco smoke, neither did the noble, the pure, and the young
stagger under red wigs, glare with rouge and pearl-powder, or leer with painted
eyes."

No. Neither do the noble and the pure stagger, glare, or leer, now.
But if the ignoble, the impure, and some of the young do these things,
and can be deterred from them by royal displeasure, manifested in the

dignified way in which the First Lady would mark it, we should rejoice

to know that the QQEEN intended to come forward and do an unwel-

come duty. No worthier homage can be offered to the dead than a

painful sacrifice for the sake of the living. The Crown has direct

power over the court-class, and as for the idiots who parody their

patrons, the parody, as we firmly believe, would be pursued, even if

great folks took to virtue and going to church. Which considerations,
with the deepest respect, Mr. Punch submits to the notice of his Royal
Mistress.

Creating a Horselaugh.
" MR. CHAPLIN ain't a goin to dewote twelve thousand pound of

'ErmiPs winnins to restorin" Lincoln Cathedral," said a stable boy to a

groom.
"

If he bestowed it anyhow, in course what he won by a 'oss

he 'd give to a 'ospital."
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BAROMETRICAL.
Draper.

" LIGHT SUMMER DRESS ? YES, M'M. SOLD A GREAT MANY THE LAST FEW DAYS, M'M, THE WEATHER HAVIN" RISEN
FROM A FRENCH MERINO TO A GRENADINE !

"

OUR THEATRICAL SPECTATOR.
" Xocte pluit tot&, redcunt spectacula many." /wwnoZ.
" "Pis wisdom, when the evening 's wet,
Amusement at the piny to get." A Midtummcr Sighl'i Thought.

In lieu of any lucubration of my own this week, I shall let my
readers see some letters that have reached me :

^B
DEAR SPEC, You are quite right to complain of talkers at the

theatre, and your censure may with justice be extended to the opera.
Some folks think it fine to be heard chattering away, without waiting
for the entr'actes, when talking is permissible. They seem to fancy it

is fashionable to be a nuisance to their neighbours, or e|se they aim to
have it thought they know the music so by heart that it is not worth
while to listen to it. MRS. SNOBLEY, for example, whose husband
only giyes_

her a stall once in a season, assumes the blase air of a regu-
lar habitue, and prates as though the opera were being played in' the
next parish. In the middle of

"
La ci darem" you hear her tell her

confidente how much she paid for her new bonnet, and she will even
sound the praise of her new treasure of a cook while MARIO is sweetly
warbling

"
II mio tesoro."

Now, I deny that MRS. SNOBLEY, because she happens to have paid
a guinea for her seat, has a right to worry others who have also paid
their guineas. MRS. SNOBLEY talks most pleasantly at least so her
friends think but I don't want to hear her voice when 1 am listening
to PATTI'S. People who like small talk may hear it any evening with-
out paying a guinea for it. When I go to listen to the warbling of a
nightingale, I don't want to be disturbed by the gabble of a jackdaw.

So I remain yours to command, SAMUEL SAVAGE.

P.S. I have noticed that the jackdaws have long trailing peacocks'
tails, which I shall stamp on without mercy, as I walk out of the
opera.

PP.S. Tbe jackdaws, at any rate, should not disturb the stalls.

Special boxes should be kept for them, and called the chatter-
boxes.

DEAR SPEC, Have you heard Don Carlot yet P If not, buy gome
seats, and give me one to go with you. I went on the first night, but
it will bear a second hearing, and a sixth, I rather fancy. There are

some nice airs for the barrel-organs, and in the cliorusses especially,
the music 's really stunning ; but with cotton in one's ears, one can

always relish VERDI. LUCCA is delicious, in looks, and voice, and
acting ;

and for stage effect the Second Act beats anything and every-

thing produced here since Le Prophele. The auto da ft is quite a new
thing on the stage, and the scene is very life-like, even to the frizzling

I mean to say, the fiddling. So get some stalls, and let me come
and go with you, and I'll tell you when to clap, for you know nothing
about music. Yours, serenely, CHARLEY COOL.

THE NEW NOVELS.
" FAR above Rubies

"

Is far above boobies.

"Sowing the Wind"
Is a book you should bind.

"Called to Account"
Shows a brain that will mount.
" The Tallants of Barton"
Is writ by a smart 'un.

The tale called
"
Black Sheep

"

Will deprive you of sleep."
Seventy Five, Brook Street"

Were good if he 'd look straight.
CHARLES KNIGHT'S

"
Begg'd at Court

"

Has one fault it 's too short.

MRS. CRAIK'S book,
" Two Marriages,"

No critic disparages,
And as for the Hon. MRS. NORTON'S "

Old Sir Douglas
"

there may be a slight superfluousness of syllable in this line

but we don't care about that for out of our resolve to say that
the tale is masterly no arbitrary rule of metre shall juggle us.
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"THEY MANAGE THESE THINGS BETTER IN

FRANCE."

HEY do. do they?
What things? The
rewards of Art, of

course. Witness the

award of Medals of

Honour at the Paris

Exhibition : ofwhich
four fell to French-

men, two to Ger-

mans, one to a Bel-

gian, one to an

Italian, and not

one to an English-
man ! But in what
sense do they man-

age these things
better in France f

It depends upon
what one under-
stands by

"
better."

Our readers shall

decide whether they
consider French

management better

or worse than En-

glish,
what

after hearing
the French

management was in

this case.

now exultingly, in the delight of happy hopeful love, now heavily, with

mournful look and steps weighed down by the sad sense of affection

not returned. And when her womanly tenderness conquers her

womanly fear, and she adjures the hard Farmer to forgive his son, Miss
TERRY rises so naturally to the height of the adjuration, that we feel it

to be possible even for that fearful, shrinking Dora to speak so solemnly
and so bravely. We cannot recall on the stage a more quietly pathetic

scene than that of the Second Act, where Dora sings the song of
"

The

Brook," set to music worthy of the words, in the dying ears of William

Allan, as he suns himself at his cottage-door.

The struggle of a heroic purpose and a fearful spirit was never more

touchingly or tenderly portrayed than when, in the last Act, Dora tells

the Farmer it is William's child she has set within his arms ;
and then

turns, humbly, to ask Mary for a home.

It is rare to see a play in which one can conscientiously praise all

the actors. They all deserve praise in Dora. Ma. NEVILLE had so

well comprehended the character of Farmer Allan, that one is able to

understand the love of Dora for the tremendous old man, hard as the

nether millstone, and hot as fire. Among the many parts MK. NHVILLE
has played well, he has never played a more difficult one better or

more artistically than this of the fierce old Farmer.

If MR. BILLINGTON had been as good in the last Act, when he

(Luke Bloomfield) bursts angrily away from Dora, as he was when

pressing his hopeless suit on her in the first, we should have had

nothing but praise for him. But he marred a performance otherwise

excellent by a mis-timed melodramatic exit, which it is to be hoped he

has corrected before this.

Mu. ASHLEY, always an intelligent actor, in the very difficult and un-

thankful part of William Allan, showed himself a real artist. It was no

easy matter to make that death-scene impressive to an Adelplii audience.

But MR. ASHLEY did it, and was pathetic, where the slightest drop into

whine.ortbe. least transgression into rant,,wouldhave made him ridiculous.

Credit for the touching and solemn effect of that dying scene may be

The awarding jury consisted of twelve Frenchmen and fourteen divided between the acting of MK. ASHLEY and iliss HUGHES, and

foreigners. The four French painters who obtained Medals of Honour
were all members of the jury who awarded them. The twelve French

jurors voted, always, as one man. The fourteen foreign jurors had no

effective power to combine, being isolated, strangers to each other,

hopeless individually, and in a minority collectively, as soon as the

phalanx of the twelve Frenchmen had secured two votes out of their

fourteen. This was not difficult. When the Frenchmen whispered to

the despairing and solitary foreigner,
"
Your man has no chance except

by our help. Vote for our man this time, we will vote for yours at

the critical moment."
It is not to be wondered at if two out of the fourteen succumbed,

and threw in their votes with France. Still the result remains. The
award is before'the world. According to it THEODORE ROUSSEAU is the

first of living landscape-painters. Every great school of Europe re-

ceives the recognition of a Medal of Honour, France's recognition

being four times as ample as that of any of the others, and the English
school is left out in the cold, undecorated.

The best consolation, under the circumstances, and considering all

that went on round the jurors' table, is to remember LORD CASTLEREAGH
at the Congress of Vienna. While all the foreign plenipotentiaries

blazed with stars, ribands, and orders, his coat alone showed no deco-

ration. When TALLEYRAND'S attention was drawn to the contrast.
"
Mafoi !

"
he said,

"
c'est bien distingue" Considering that the award

of the Paris medals was regulated by intrigue, dexterous combination,
and diplomatic management, and that the English juror, whatever else

he might have showed himself, showed himself above this sort of dirty

work, we say that the English school at Paris, standing undecorated

amidst the medalled schools of France, Germany, Belgium and Italy,

is like LORD CASTLEREAGH at Vienna "
bien distingue." Only we

question the propriety of the name of
"
Medaiiles d'Hotmeur," as applied

to decorations so awarded.

"DORA" AT THE ADELPHI.

To transfer a sweet and simple poem from the printer's boards to

the manager's, from the study to the stage, without vulgarising it, is

no small feat. Such a feat MR. READE has performed in his play of

Dora at the Adelphi. And for actors to embody a poet's creations,
while filling up a playwright's outlines, is an achievement for them
only second, if second, to the dramatist's. That feat the actors in Dora
have, on the whole, accomplished. The Poet Laureate himself might
sit in judgment on Miss KATE TERRY'S embodiment of his heroine

face, figure, dress, voice, action, and expression and bring in a verdict

of "justifiable impersonation." The actress assumes for this part a
rustic bearing and manner quite unlike her usual stage self, and never
loses the pretty feminine timidity of a soft nature, hardly able to

uphold, yet upholding, the weight of a noble purpose, till it lifts itseli

at last, in. the strength of that purpose, to heroic self-sacrifice. No
prettier picture of country maidenhood can be conceived than Dora, in

Miss TERRY'S singing of that exquisite Brook-song, in which she

showed how a mere thread of singing voice, by the aid of clear enun-

ciation and right expression, could move a whole audience to tears.

And Miss HUGHES made of Mary Morrison, a picture worthy to hang

by the side of Miss TERRY'S Dora, and, above all, spoke the lines

introduced in the Third Act from TENNYSON'S poem, to the music of

the Brook-song, with a calm musical sweetness that kept play
)

and

poem in harmony to the last. Miss HDGHES'S
"
Hurees(-Sonff"ui

the music of which the joy of harvest-tide blends with the memory of

the loved and lost, till the mingled currents of emotion are swallowed

up in the full tide of a mother's love and hope, over her child should

be noted as a right use of excellent music in an appropriate situation,

of which our dramatists cannot often, but might ofteuer, avail them-

selves.

But we notice Dora less for the sake of giving deserved praise to the

actors, or the composer of the music, or the author, than that we may
express our thankfulness to MR. READE for writing, and to MR.
WEBSTER for producing, a real English Idyll, sweet, simple, natural,

and breathing of the country. The dialogue throughout is a model of

stage-English, close, vigorous, and rhythmical, without a wasted word,

or a blemish of rant or slip-slop. There are a few passages of sacred

allusion, which may offend some rigid tastes. But they are intro.lucud

so earnestly, and in such good faith, that they can hardly, we should

suppose, sound irreverent to any, and certainly sounded reverential ana

impressive to us.

It is the best 'proof how the rare and peculiar qualities of the play
took hold of the audience, that on the first night it triumphed over

scenic hitches and a refractory setting sun, which, had the impression
of the piece on the house been weak or doubtful, would have been fatal

to it, for they occurred at the very climax of the action. They caused

a laugh, but they never endangered the piece. Believing that the in-

fluence of such plays as Dora, so interpreted, is about the whole-

somest that the theatre can exercise, we earnestly recommend the

performance to our readers, and say to our dramatists, managers, and

actors, en masse,
" Grow great by this example

"
(bating, of course, the

hitches).

the First Act, sticking the Christmas holly about the farm-house kitchen, will dye."

A Day in a Cave.

Mr. Punch never touches on private affairs. But when a political

Party, strong enough to stop a Reform Bill, sets up a newspaper t<

support its own principles, and then lets the newspaper collapse, anc

does not pay the workers, the "situation" becomes one for public
comment. The only good plea that we have yet heard is that the

original Cave of Adullam was composed of
"
every one that was in

debt," and that it would therefore be out of keeping to pay. But a

rule of taste should not dominate the golden rule.

SHAKSPEARIAN THOUGHT." When the brains are out, the Woman
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RETRIBUTIVE JUSTICE.

Farmer (giving the Culprit a Sox o' the Ear).
" How DARE YOU BEAT THOSE

Gosl.ix's, YOU YOUNG RASCAL? I SAW YOU !

"

Soy.
"
Boo, oo, oo, WHAT FURR'D THEY GORS-CHICKS FEYTHER BOITE 01 THEN

FURR? !

"

IMPROVEMENTS ON SMITH'S SUNDAY LIQUOR BILL.

MR. PUNCH,
PRAY, Sir, use your irresistible influence to make Honourable Gentlemen

attend in the House of Commons on Wednesday, the 26th instant, for the purpose
of moving an Amendment to MB. J. A. SMITH'S Sunday Liquor Bill.

This much-called-for measure, which will constitute so precious a boon to

thirsty travellers, is framed so as "to prohibit drinking on the premises of the
licensed victualler during the whole of Sunday, excepting where meat, confec-

tionery, or other victuals are sold." Thus, you see, Sir, this Bill recognises as

legal the sale of confectionery !

Beer, Sir, we know, is a very bad thing for everybody,
even in moderation,

especially on Sundays. But confectionery is equally bad. Pastry and sweet-
meats are extremely unwholesome, and judicious parents never allow their children
to eat any. The principle of a Bill designed to prevent naughty people from buying
beer on Sundays, is one which, consistently applied, would also prevent tnem
from buying tarts and buns, and goodygoodies.

So, therefore, Mr. Punch, please to instruct your representatives to move the
omission of the word "confectionery" in the clause above quoted; for confec-

tionery is very pernicious on any day, but, as aforesaid, especially on Sundays,
like beer.

Allow me to suggest another hint for the improvement of the endeavour at

paternal legislation proposed by MR. J. A. SMITH. The Sunday Liquor Bill of the
sapient and Sabbatarian Member for Chichester, I think, imposes penalties only
on the wicked licensed victuallers who shall be guilty of selling liquor on Sundays.
It provides no punishment for their naughty customers. Cause your parliamentary
party, Sir, to supply that omission by an additional clause, providing for the
due chastisement of those last-named offenders. The chastisement proper for the
correction of those transgressors is obvious. To perfect a Bill designed to treat

grown-up persons like children, make your delegates insist on the insertion, in
the one which MR. J. A. SMITH has devised in the spirit of a pedagogue for that
purpose, of a clause subjecting every man convicted of having bought liquor on .

agunday to the discipline of the rod as administered to youth. To wean adult
from indulgence in exhilarating beverages, and teach them to

I

observe Sunday like pupils at a Sunday-school, there is

nothing like the application of TICKLETOBY

P. S. As MR. SMITH'S Sunday Liquor Bill stands,
apparently, it will allow any publican to sell beer on
Sundays if he also sells lollipops.

A P^AN FOR DIZ/V.
AIB '

Sow, IFow, Wow."

On, DIZZY is a clever chap.
There ne'er was known a cleverer ;

Of Gordian knots and party-ties
The dashingest disseverer.

All HEIGHT'S best cards and GLADSTONE'S
He's baulked by over-trumping,

Ta'en the wind out of BKALES s sails,

And shut up BRADLAUGH'S stumping.
Bow, wow, wow,
Fol de riddy, iddy, iddy,

Bow, wow, wow !

For True Blue Tories he 's made fact

Of CASTLEREAGU'S famed figure-
In turning their own backs upon
Themselves employed their vigour.

Has hoisted the
"
residuum

"

A-top of England's Dukery ;

Has made his party eat their words,
And swear tney like his cookery.

Bow, wow, wow, &c.

Has turned poor Toryism's head
Where its hiud-quarters used to be :

And desperate young Destructives
Old Obstructives has induced to be :

At the pikes on St. Stephen's road
Has doubled M.P. 's borough-fares,

A ml treated England's ancient ways
As THWAITES treats London thoroughfares,
Bow, wow, wow, &c.

He once accused Sm ROBERT PEEL
("Twas thought a good and gay thing)

Of stealing the Whigs' clothes away,
The while their Lords were bathing :

But bettering the example, he
Now turns worse theft to glory

The Radicals' old clothes he steals,

And swears that they are Tory !

Bow, wow, wow, &c.

There 's many a man has turned his coat,
And then made bold to wear it,

Not as if callous against scorn
But as if paid to bear it :

But he 's the first who, with the blush
Of fellow turncoats burning,

Takes credit for himself and them
Their coats for never turning !

Bow, wow, wow, &c.

DANGEROUS DRESSES.

THE poet says that, whereas the other animals behold

the earth looking downwards, man had given to him a sub-

lime aspect, and was ordered to view heaven, and lift, an

erect countenance towards the stars. He should mind
how he obeys this command at an evening party. Other-
wise he will cause every lady that he goes near to tear

her train. In descending out of a theatre, he had better

not raise his eyes heavenwards ; but, on the contrary,
direct them carefully below. If he does not, he will most

likely be tripped up, and tumble down the steps. It will

be dangerous, as long as the present fashion of long
dresses lasts, to venture on going to the play or the opera
to hear BEETHOVEN, or MOZAKT. or SHAKSPEARE. A
performance which induces an elevated state of mind,

apt to be accompanied, unconsciously, by a gaze in a cor-

responding direction, subjects any respectable man who
may go and hear it to the risk of breaking his neck.

Perhaps, as women have taken to dresses of the nature of

tails, men, for their part, might as well take to going on
all-fours.

VOL. LII. C r
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THE GREAT NEW ORGAN-GUN.

EXCELLENT MB. PUNCH, As yours is the most scientific journal of

the age, I send you a rough sketch of a big gun I have invented, showing
it as it wilj, doubtless, some fine day be seen in action. I should probably
have exposed it at the Paris Exposition, among the other articles of war
with which that temple of peace is appropriately crowded, but un-

luckily the thought of the invention did not jump into my head until

Monday morning last
; and it sprang there, oddly enough, just after I

had read the account of a new cannon, which was shown to the French
EMPEROR a day or two ago, constructed on a principle identical with
that which I had cleverly invented. Like the weapon which the
EMPEROR inspected, and commended, my gun projects its shot by
centrifugal force merely vice gunpowder exploded. By extremely
simple mechanism, consisting of about five hundred springs and wires
and cogwheels, the impulse first created by the turning of a crank is

multiplied ten-millionfold, and becomes a motive power equal to the

bursting of half-a-ton of gunpowder. This suffices, amply, to project a
dozen musket-balls, or a pound or so of grapeshot, with such velocity
that their impingement upon the human frame will certainly prove
fatal, not to say injurious. As the gun, with all its mechanism, will

only weigh twelve tons, it will be admirably fitted for the use of light

artillery ; and, being placed on a small donkey-engine, it may be moved
about too rapidly for cavalry, or horse-marines, to take, or overtake, it.

One great advantage of my cannon is, that it will go off without

making any smoke, and so the soldiers in command of it can see what

they are shooting at. Moreover, it will not be like those mortal

engines whose rude throats do counterfeit Jove's thingummy. (I write
too much in a hurry to remember a quotation.) Excepting a slight

whirring sound, not much louder than the rash of an express train

through a tunnel, my gun may be discharged without making any noise ;

and so the man who lets it off need not put cotton in his ears, which
will cause a wondrous saving in the cost of our artillery.

The chief benefit, however, which my cannon will confer upon the

civilised community is that it will afford employment for the organ-
grinders. As they are thoroughly well practised in the turning of a

handle, they will be just the very men to work the crank of my new
cannon. This notion must secure the success of my invention, for

certainly the nation will approve of any plan to free it from the organ-
fiends, and Parliament will cheerfully vote enough supplies to enlist

them for the service. It would be easy to attach a barrel-organ to each

gun, making it in point of fact a gun-barrel-organ. The same handle

might be made to work the organ and the gun, so that tunes and shot

together might be played upon the enemy.
" Down Among the Dead

Men " would be a fitting air to go with a discharge : or, when the gun
poured forth a volley of balls as thick as hail, the organ might appro-

priately pour forth the
"
Hailstone Chorus." Besides, the music of the

organs would produce a highly terrifying effect upon an enemy.
Imagine fifty organ-guns all playing different tunes ! What foe would
dare to face them, or to venture within earshot ?

Firmly trusting in your influence to get my organ-gun adopted, I

beg leave to subscribe myself. Yours truly,

COLLET CHIBBER.

P.S. If anybody says that I have borrowed the idea, and am not the

original inventor of my gun, I hereby challenge him to play me, for a

thousand puns a side, on any organ he may name, not excluding
even the organ of credulity.

ECCLESIASTICAL INTELLIGENCE.

ME. J. B. BucKSTONE has declined to serve upon the Commission
to inquire into Ritualistic Practices.

MR. PAUL BEDFORD has also addressed the following remonstrance
on the same subject to MR. DISRAELI :

My dear and eloquent boy, how are you, my bricksywickwicksy ?

Sorry this child is under the painful necessity of putting the kybosh
upon the appearance of his elegant corporation at your festive board.
Can't be done, dear boy. Business is business, dear boy, as the old

woman observed, and when this interesting individual is not occupied
in the conscientious discharge of his professional duties, then he prefers

doing the salubrious in the marine breezes. Farewell, my inflated

juvenile, remember me to the dear boys on the Commission.

Witness this dear child's hand and seal, PAUL B.

P.S. Would the dear and eloquent boy give us his assistance in the

hanky-panky business at the Itoyal Dramatic College Fete this year ?

THE PROPER PLACE FOR THREE-CORNERED CONSTITUENCIES.
East Anglia.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

PARLIAMENT, or rather the Commons, resumed work on Thursday,

June 13th, when MR, DISRAELI again addressed himself to the work ol

Previous votes had given him Forty-Vive English seats to allot. So

we came to hear how he proposed to distribute them, and whether it

would be necessary to get up a Forty-Five Rebellion against the

Government of the House of Brunswick.

He had thought it best to reconsider the whole of his earlier propo-

sitions on this subject, and he requested the Committee to forget them.

It, has been necessary to forget agood many thingsduring these Reform

ili-butes, so that no difficult feat of anti-mnemonics was demanded. In

fact, so non-egotistical are the faithful Commons that they so!

forget themselves. The former plan being duly forgotten, MR. DISRAELI

proposed this new one

1. London is to have four additional Members. The Tower

1 Ifiinlcts are to be split, and the new Members are to sit for

a region to be called Hackney.

Members laughed, and MR. DISRAELI said that the name was not,

unclassical, which he proved by a quotation. He had better have told

the Committee where Hackney is. It is between Islington, BbBK-

ditch, Bcthnal Green, or some of those barbarous regions, and was

once a fashionable quarter. Hackney School for young ladies is re-

DISKAELI, something like Four Millions of people, exclusive of borough
voters, and represent all the great industries, Agriculiural, Manufac-

turing, Mineral. He declared that the selection had been made on

higher grounds than any considerations of party, and he should be

sorry if lime were wasted in refuting charges of a minute character.

The Boundary Commissioners must now, he added, be empowered
to go to work, and he promised clauses for that purpose. The CHAN-
CELLOR OF THK EXCHEQUER sat down amid cheers.

MK. LAING approved of most of the scheme, but contended that

there should be a grant of additional representation to six of our

largest cities. But what about the seven new Members for Scotland?

MK. AYHTON preferred Mil. DISHAKLI'S plan I o MR. LAING'S.

A SIR M. W. RIDLEY, Member for North Northumberland, was

pleased with what had been said about- Durham I'mversity. Punch
is not. The project is an absurd one. We think the University should

have Members, and we really do not see that tea-and-shrimps want

representation. Transfer the seats from snobbish Graveseud to scholastic

Durham.
COLONEL SYKES warned MR. DISRAELI that Scotland was going to

cry. Mourn, hapless Caledonia, mourn ! but first be sure that you
have anything to apprehend.
MR. CARUWELL reserved debate, but was sorry there were to be only

forty-live new Members.
MR. NEWDEGATK very sensibly demanded the reprinting of the

whole. Bill as amended. There is some absurd hitch about this

printing, though the printer's bill is enormous. In America we should

have a new edition every twenty minutes.

SIR F. GOLDSMID made a cynical remark touching the alleged merits
peatedly alluded to by the comic playwrights

of the old days

WYCHERLEY, and SHADWI.LL, among others it was the thing for rich ------ --------------- _ ----

citizen girls to have been educated at Hackney. On second thoughts, of Durham, and seemed to imply that its union with London would be

Mr. Punch does not see what these facts have to do with the Reform ; somewhat the reverse of an honour to the latter a sort of unequal

Bill, but he will let his reading appear, for all that.

2. A new borough called Chelsea to return two Members.

This is right enough, and we hope that if he will accept the representa-

tion MR. THOMAS CARLYLE will be the first Member chosen, not.,hat he
ovewepesen

can desire o come among the bhams and "Wind-bags a -

, f England ^hough this was done in ISSi. Ireland was
Chelsea may enjoy the historic honour of having $ t

*
red [ ma| e any sacri(ice .

marriage.
MR. CAXDLISH suddenly interpolated a demand that MR. DISRAELI

would tell him what a Dwelling-House meant.
MR. DISKAELI could not. It was a question for Common Law.

over-represented. He should not help Scotland at

CARLYLE for CUEIAIA. Let

and MR. MILL lead him to the, SPEAKER to be sworn.

3. He will give a Member to each of these constituencies, whom we
will enumerate in Rabelaisian fashion :

. lf tlie 1Iouge thought
Caedonia ght to have more Members, the representation ought

.

sirable Talk, but that . . .

sent the great Philosopher to the House.
that be instantly placarded on every wall, inscribed 9n every hoarding,

|

'

",'

and let him otherwise know nothing about it until Mu. GLADS
COLONEL~SYKES said that before the Union Scotland had 67 Mem-

>ers, now she had but 53. This, Mr. Punch observes, is a capital

llustration of the saying that there is nothing so deceptive as figures

except facts. When we wedded Scotland, we took her to our heart in

The darlings of Darlington.
The fishers in Hartlepool.
The meddling beggars of Middlesborongh.
The sons of burnt fathers of Burnley.
The Trojans of S. Helen's.

The barnfowls of Barnsley.
The Doos of Dewsbury.
The stale wits of Staleybridge.
T he cock fighters of Wedgbury.
The shrimpers of Gravesend.
The stockfish of Stockton.

The looters of Luton.

4. An additional Member unto

The small fry of Salford.

The meticulous of Merthyr Tydvil.

5. Two Members for the University of London, and this he thinks

might be united with the University of Durham.

We see no reason, except one akin to Fluellen's. London is on
the Thames and Durham is on the Wear, and there is dead cats in

both.

6. Having disposed of 20 seats there are 25 more to be given away,
and these are to be devoted to THE COUNTIES. In this fashion. Let
us split

West Kent and give two new Members.
North Lancashire, the same.
South Lancashire, one only.
East Surrey, two.

Then let us take
,

Moist Lincolnshire,
Sparry Derbyshire,

Creamy Devonshire,
Clownish Somersetshire,
Hard-riding West Riding,
Grinning Cheshire,
Pancake Norfolk,
Pottering Staffordshire,
Calfish Essex,

split each in three, and give each part two Members. Thus are the
45 seats given away. The counties to be dealt with contain, said MR

lamest, and every English Member is a Member for Scotland. In

he old time she was a distant and barbarous region about which
we knew nothing, except that when the Scots were not murdering one

another they were coming over the border to murder us. Now the

nvasion is the other way, and we are all Scots. It would be a delicate

compliment if the Scotch Members would say that they had perfect
confidence in English good feeling, and begged that the House might
lot be crowded on their account. A bride-cake to a bawbee cookie

;hey just do nothing of the kind. Reform was postponed until Monday.
Then came a thundering debate on Great Ordnance. MR. H. BAILLIE

declared that the Armstrong gun was chosen for jobbing reasons, and
that it is a failure. He denounced field-guns, ship-guns, and the Snider.

Of course he was answered, but who can tell where the truth lies?

There is a grand naval review coming off. Man a couple of ships with

jarotiers, and make them fire ball, with a promise of free passage to

Siberia to the crew that sinks their enemy.
We voted a couple of millions or so for Naval Estimates.

Friday. A Compulsory Vaccination Bill made progress in Committee.
It may startle sundry to be told, as the House was told by LORD
ROBERT MONTAGU (a Lord, Mrs. Gruady, mind, and no mere hireling
of a newspaper scribbler!) that the deaths by small-pox, in England,
have increased from 4,000 to between 6 and 7.0UO a year. Therefore
it is fit that we be peremptory with fools who neglect the semi-miracu-
lous preventive. By the way, some Quacks rail against it, and offer

their trash as a substitute. Could not a clause oe introduced for

whipping them ?

Debate whether the House should allow to remain on its records a pe-
tition presented some weeks ago by MR, BRIGHT in favour of mercy to

the Fenians. It was a foolishly-written affair, and its reference to the

severities practised by the British forces in India and Jamaica excited

the wrath of MAJOR ANSON, who moved its being expunged. MJL
MILL approved the sentiments 9f the petition, though not all its

expressions, and MR. DISRAELI said that no aspersions could injure 9ur
gallant Army, and that he held by the rule that liberty of petition

should be indulged even to licence. Herein Mr. Punch cordially

concurs let no Englishman, let his nonsense be as flagrant as it may,

say that he is gagged. The House went away, leaving a handful 54,

who, by 43 to 11, decided that the petition might remain.

We finished by hearing LORD STANLEY expound and defend what he

had done in re Luxemburg. On the whole, it is clear that his conduct

was highly expedient, for it averted immediate war, at no very

great risk.
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UNWELCOME ATTENTIONS.
[One of the historical pictures rejected by the Royal Academy, and purchased by Mr. P.

CHANGE FOE SOVEREIGNS AT PARIS.

IT must be a change to be frowned at instead of fawned on ; to hear

cries of
"

Vive fa Pologne !
"

instead of
"

Vive I'Empereur !
"

; to feel

that you move among: cold-drawn dislikes, voices of condemnation,
or silence more significant even than hisses, instead of venal vivas,

hired
"
huzzahs," and kotowing crowds of courtiers.

We may thank the populace of Paris for treating some of its crowned
visitors to this sort of

"
Change for a Sovereign. An English crowd,

whatever its class, is too apt to behave as though it thought it even more
a duty of loyalty to cheer the QUEEN'S royal visitors than to cheer the

QUEEN herself. It would seem that on the occasion of such visits

JOHN BOLL suffered under a determination either of loyalty or

snobbishness to the head and hands, manifesting itself in alternate cold

fits of patient gaping expectation till the strange Sovereigns show, and
hot fits of frantic applause the moment they appear.
We prefer to JOHN BULL'S flunkeyish mobbing, lick-spittling,

Jenkinsm?, and beshouting of exotic Royalties, even JOHNNY
CBAPAUD'S cold silence, or open disapproval of monarchs to whom he

bears a grudge. The Parisians, evidently, do not consider that the

guests of their Emperor must necessarily be the guests 'of their

nation. In this country, we are so apt, happily, to identify Queen
and people, that we consider all VICTORIA'S royal guests there have

not, by the way, been many of them lately as the guests of JOHN
BULL in propridpersona ; and it is on the strength of this hospitable

feeling, let us hope, that we so run after them, so bombard them with

civic freedoms, and banquets, and reviews, and street ovations, in the

shape of a constant crowd by no means of tag-rag and bobtail either

at their heels, a constant detective force of reporters waylaying their

movements, and a constant fire of huzzahs deafening their ears, that we
forfeit all opportunity of dropping them any hint of what we may
think as a people about such little games as the dismemberment 9f

Denmark, or the persecutions of Poland, or any other episode of their

reigns which English Liberalism is not disposed to view through
Prussian or Russian spectacles.

Couldn't we take a leaf out of the Trench book, so far at least, as to

introduce a little discrimination into ourtreatment of foreign Sovereigns ?

We need not treacherously shoot at them, but neither need we shout

after them so pertinaciously. If we refrain from flinging stones at

any of them there can be no occasion to pelt them all with such whole-

hog adulation. Suppose we considered such visitors as appealing
to a British jury, or

"
putting themselves upon the country," and

our demeanour to them as the verdict of the grand inquest of the

nation ?

A little intermezzo of solemn silence might be quite as wholesome
sometimes and quite as impressive as whole reams of F. 0. despatches,
or whole tons of newspaper leaders.

BEALES AT BLACKHEATH.

Bfcilativo.

MAN of the People, Preacher to the Nations,
BEALES at Blackheath the multitude addressed,

And, raving at the Anti Demonstrations
In Parks Bill, which the Roughs and he detest,

His rabblement in pompous vein bespoke,
As though he did all England's might invoke.

Aria.
"

I call upon you," thus he brayed,
For BEALES, M.A., was not at all afraid

Of being written down an Ass,"
Not to allow this Bill to pass !

"

The Bight Man in the Bight Place.

THE Hall of Merchant Taylors' was well chosen as the scene of MR.
DISRAELI'S latest proof that the Tories are your only true Radicals,
after all. Turning coats is tailor's work, and turning coats for the

profits of office ought to be just the work that Merchant Taylors can

appreciate.
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THE BENEFIT OF THE CRYSTAL PALACE.

replume the wing that it

has lost, the Crystal Palace,
in stage phrase, is going to
"

take a benefit :

"
and this

has set us thinking of the

benefit of the Crystal Palace.

In teaching people to im-

prove their taste for the fine

arts, by letting them see

statues and specimens of

architecture, which other-

wise they never would see ;

in teaching people how to

like good music, by letl ins;

them for a shilling hear

symphonies which elsewhere

would cost them a guinea ;

in teaching people to prefer
a Crystal palace to a gin

palace, and to take their

pleasures pleasantly, and to

enjoy a holiday soberly, yet not sadly ;
in all this the Crystal Palace has

conferred a great benefit upon society, and society should show that

it is mindful of the fact, by flocking to the Benefit of the Crystal Palace.

Besides the satisfaction of doing a good deed, society will get a good
Concert for its money. TITIENS, PATH, and SIMS REEVES, and many
other charming singers, are all going to sing gratis for the benefit of

the Palace ; and the fact that they are doing so will perhaps make
them sing better than when their voices have been paid for. Then
there will be heard a chorus such as is not elsewhere audible, for no
other orchestra in Europe can hold so many voices.

" From grave to

gay," from &c. to &c. (you know the old quotation) the music is

selected to please every kid of taste, and only a rhinoceros could fail

to be delighted by it.
" A thing of beauty is

"
another old quotation ; and hereabouts in

ugly London there are so few things of oeauty, that we cannot well
afford to lose the lasting joy of one of them. But our lasting joy in

looking at the beauties of the Crystal Palace will become a lasting
sorrow if the prettiest part be not rebuilt.

" As you were
" must be

the word to the lions with mild faces and neatly curled-up tails, which
used to stand as sentinels before the big red giants. The rainbow hues
of the All Iam bra again must dazzle and delight us

;
the oiled and curled

Assyrian bulls must be restored to their old places, and the beauties of
the Byzantine Court must all be reproduced. Of course people who
have palms and ferns will send them to surround the fountains as of

yore, and somebody perhaps will go to California, and bring over the
bark of another monster tree, for our nursery-maids and nursery gar-
deners with all their eyes to stare at. That people like the Palace, is

proved by the plain fact that above two million visitors went there in
the last year, and they were more than all our national shows attracted
to their doors. For the credit of the nation, the Palace ought to be
restored. It is about the best sight we can show our foreign friends,
and perhaps the only one of all our public buildings of which we need
not feel ashamed.
So walk up, Ladies and Gentlemen, and take your guinea tickets for

next Wednesday afternoon. Who would not give a guinea to see the
Crystal wing restored P But if you cannot spare a guinea, there are
tickets for a crown if you apply beforehand ; and, while longer purses
realise the hopes of golden fruit expected from .the Concert, you may
help to crown the benefit with silvery success.

BILL
FOR THE BETTER REOULATION OF THE PARKS IN THE METROPOLIS.

MR. PUNCH has been favoured with an early copy of this Bill, to be
introduced into the House of Commons, after the young gentlemen
have returned from their Whitsuntide holidays.

OLD SKY AND NEW SKY.

IN a letter from Paris we are informed that the EMPEROR OF RUSSIA
has conferred the Grand Cordon of St. Alexander Newsky on
JEKERALS FLEURY and LEBCEC]?, BARON HAUSSMANN, and BABON
DE BOUHOOINO. This intelligence suggests a question which may be
thus expressed in a couplet :

What is the difference from the old sky, which we all know is the
blue sky,

In the colour of the Cordon of St. Alexander Newsky ?

If there is none, then we must conclude that St. Alexander
JSewsky s Cordon would be an appropriate decoration for the winner
of the Derby the Blue Riband of the Turf.

Busy Bs.

OF all nations the Belgians may fairly claim to be the most hard-
working, for even m the midst of their pleasures their industry is un-
remitting, judging by the amount of Brussels

"
application

"
that there

was at the Ball at the Hotel de Ville

doubts have arisen as to the right of the People to
assemble in the Parks,

"
in their thousands," or other numerical com-

bination, for the purpose of holding Political Meetings, and supplying
the Daily Papers with many columns of Speeches in small type ;

and
EClfyrrrarf it is expedient to remove such doubts, and to make the way
of present and future Home Secretaries plain and easy, to the preven-
tion of empty and irritating proclamations, and the avoidance of

indecision, irresolution, vacillation, and ultimate resignation of official

emoluments and dignities,

JSe it therefore rnartrt, that from and after the pasiingof this Act,
it shall be lawful and desirable for any League, Union, or other Body
or Society of Men or

"
Persons," to meet or to incite others to meet,

with or without the presence and assistance of that class of London
Society commonly called Roughs, in the Parks, to discuss, support, or

amend, any Measures that may be laid before the Parliament to be
holden at Westminster or St. James's Hall,' any Act, Statute, Home
Secretary, Chief Commissioner of Police, or Park Palings, to the con-
trary notwithstanding.

2. The Park Gates shall be open day and night for ever.

3. No carriages, horsemen, pedestrians, or perambulators, with or
without nursemaids, and privates or non-commissioned officers in the
Household Brigade, shall be allowed to enter the Park Gates, on any
pretext whatever, while any such meeting as aforesaid is being held,
except on the presentation of a pass (coloured visible green) sisned by
the Chairman, certifying that the holder is about to attend as Speaker,
Hearer, or Penny-a-liner. An exception to be made in favour of
HER MAJESTY on her way six times in the 'course of the year to and
from the Great Western Railway Station, situated at Paddiugton ; and
also of the Rangers of the Parks, on their making a written application t o
EDMOND BEALES, ESQ. (prepaid, with stamped envelope enclosed)
within twenty-four hours after the passing of this Act.

4. The ordinary traffic of the Metropolis shall be entirely suspended,
to enable processions with flags, banners, Marshals/jnounted Farriers,
caps of liberty, and Marseillaise Hymns to pass through the principal
streets and thoroughfares in perfect ease and comfort.

5. Under the provisions of this Act refreshment tickets may be
supplied to all who produce a Voucher (coloured red, white, and blue)
signed by the President of any permanent or provisional Council or
Committee.

6. The Police to have strict orders to allow everybody to climb
trees, break off branches, trample on beds, pull up shrubs, and pluck
and destroy as many flowers as they please.

7. Any person benighted in the Park to be supplied, on application
at the Police Barracks, with a feather or flower-bed at bis option, and
nightcap ; and parties of four or more, on leaving a nominal deposit,
will be furnished with wax candles and a pack of club cards.

The words, "The Park," or "The Parks," in this Act to be con-
strued as comprising all out-door places of recreation and enjoyment,
maintained out of the Public Revenues, lying within the Post-office

Radius, or accessible from London by a short Railway Journey, in-

cluding Kew Gardens, Hampton Court, and Whetstone Park, but not
parks of artillery. In the case of the Conservatories at Kew Gardens,
tickets, entitling the holder to as many exotics as he can conveniently
carry, may be obtained from MR. FLOWERS, the Bow Street Magistrate.
The LORD CHAMBERLAIN to have power to issue orders for bunches of
grapes from the Great Vine at Hampton Court. No fees to Gardeners,
or other over-paid and under-worked officials.

This Act to take effect immediately after it has received BEALES'S
assent, and not to be repealed without his permission.

This Act not to extend to or protect LORD JOHN MANNEBS'S Hyde
Park Railings, should they prove particularly ugly.

A Professional View of Things.
KEHRMYKE the painter's

"
incumbrance

"
recently presented him

with two daughters exactly alike. The young people are not called,
as in ordinary cases, Twins, but Replicas.

THE TWO MEN OF THE 1MB.
DEEPER which is he,
BIZZY or DIZZY ?

ANOTHER CHANCE FOR EPISCOPACY. When the Franchise Bill comes
before the House of Lords, it is understood that LOKD LYTTELTON will

propose a clause providing for Suffragan Bishops.
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RURAL STUDIES.-YEOMANRY GOING TO DRILL.

Nurserymaid.
"
Lou', MARIA ! DON'T THEY LOOK NOBLE ?

"

THE REMEDY FOR ROUGHS.

LET us not yield too readily to the promptings of indignation. We
should beware how we indulge the feelings, for instance, with which
some of us may have been inspired by the street-robberies lately

perpetrated by gangs of Roughs in London. This caution is espe-
cially incumbent on us if we ourselves, personally, happen to have
been hustled, and bonneted, and deprived of our watches and
purses.

In various police reports it was stated, one day last week, that a

poor fellow, named RICHABD STEWART was brought up for final

examination at Bow Street, charged with stealing a watch from the

person of MR. COLERIDGE, barrister, in the Strand, during the tem-
porary crowding of that thoroughfare, in consequence of the passage of
the City Militia on their march to Hyde Park on the occasion of the
late review. The case was not decided summarily. Fifteen previous
convictions were proved against poor STEWART, and he was committed
for trial.

Oh say not that the delinquent fellow-creature who has experienced
fifteen previous convictions, and probably as many terms of residence
in the House of Correction, must be an incorrigible thief ! Adopt the
more amiable supposition that he is an unfortunate kleptomaniac.
MR. STEWART, doubtless, belongs to the too generally execrated class
of human beings above named. He may be safely conjectured to be
what is invidiously called a Rough. The proper treatment for him,
let us be persuaded, is that which would have the effect of making him
gentle; the discipline of kindness: bread-and-jam, spoon-meat, and
milk-and-water.

The suggestion against which we ought to strive, as one arising from
too strong a mixture of anger and disgust at the idea of being liable to
be mobbed and robbed in the streets of London and the open day, is,

that a fellow who, having been fifteen times convicted, and undergone
fifteen sentences of imprisonment and hard labour, commits a sixteenth

robbery, is only to be restrained from robbing again, and continuing to

rob, as soon as he gets out of gaol, by having the inexpediency of so

doinj* impressed upon him by an adequate number of sufficiently
slashing stripes of the cat-o'-nine-tails.

THE BOROUGH OF THE PLAGUE.

(A Historical Fragment.)

FKOM time immemorial this doomed Borough at the mouth of the

Yare (corrupted into Yah ! common ejaculation of audacious and con-

temptuous Youth) had enjoyed, so to speak, a reputation for very bad
health. An ancient and fish-like odour pervaded its innumerable

alleys, where nets perpetually hung as if to invite those golden fish

whereof at frequent intervals, they made such a profitable haul. States-

men, with speculation in their eyes, and the sinews of war in their

plethoric purses, scented it afar off as vulture scenteth carrion.

Sitting Members sat, as it were, in a dead-vote market, with corrup-
tion around them in every human shape and form, and inhaling an

atmosphere pregnant with the seeds of moral and parliamentary disso-

lution. At length the morbid emanations from Scot and Lot oecame
so obnoxious to the olfactory senses of the country around, that

Ministers of all denominations began to denounce the corpus vile, and
to urge that something might be done to abate this dreadful pest.
Late at night a Bill came forth to which were attached several Riders.

Like the car of Juggernaut it proceeded slowly, crushing all obstacles

in its way ;
then by a sudden extension of its most terrible clause, the

Franchise, which had (so long poisoned the circumambient air, and
threatened to undermine the Constitution, was safely gripped and con-

veyed, without any funereal ceremony to that Mausoleum of departed
virtue, the Tomb of Schedule A.

A Hint to the Committee.

BY the new Re-distribution Bill, Luton is to have a Member. The
value of this proposed addition to the House is very doubtful ; for to

represent Luton properly, its M.P. must be a Man of Straw !

HACKNEY V. HOBBY.

THE House sniggered when it heard of the Government intention to

give two Members to Hackney. Why should there not be represen-
tatives for Hackney, when Hobbies are so fully represented ?
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PEEPS AT PARIS.
PEEl' T1IK THIUTEENTII.

It is nowI HAVE made my greatest ie/dymo up to the present time

ready for use. It. i-. this. ''Why
"

I rrgret that 1 must begin with "Why," as, at first sight, such a
nr.eincnt detracts from the originality of the raj/Loose, as a

conundrum is called by our lively neighbours.
"
Why is the KJIPKHOR OF RUSSIA like the Fine Arts collectively ?

"
"
Because

"

The answer cannot avoid beginning with this hackneyed form. I

apologise, and proceed.
"

Because, he is the lieau Czar." [" Beaux Arts" proMmgtay ong
f'rarniay,

" Bo /.ar." Vwoyay-voo ?}

Termiforth? above:

For fink ufeteraoco at a private party ....
i .

For in! !i<hu ; u ii iut speeches
For general use in conversation for Uio next six mnntJm

til

100
300

SO

Several Rood things going to bi^ said next week. Send early : only
applications < .lamps will be attended to. The most, stamps
most attention. Subscribers will receive my Joke List for every
month regularly.

Terms of Subscription per Month .

.1 English Jokea (for ono person) x J _'

6 do. do.

(Oil Cmundnuiu half price.)

'_> Jokea in French 10 10

Jokes in French or English made .far o, combination of two or
more p< run,*, and reqv.\ring some tiiUc arrangement . . . 15 lr>

1 Gorman Juko (scarce) 20
' h Joko (fne old muted) 11 11

10 Irish do. (reu/iU in the mouth) 700
Also by the year, witticisms commencing

" As the poet says," &o. ;

" As the fellow in the play says," &c. ;" As old Wnat'shisname has it," &c. ; "Like the old story," which of

course, you know "
(Here follows the old story)

"
That reminds one

of SHERIDAN'S reply to DICK FANSIIAWE," &c. (At dutner.partiet and
places where they tell stories, herefolloweth the anecdote .)

Cum multis aliis which reminds me that I can throw in a Latin or
Greek one occasionally, by way of a bonus to subscribers

; as I 've

already observed, and it cannot be too often impressed upon all my
readers, A reduction made on taking a quantity.
To which I add, Schools treated with, half-price. A Special Class

for upper nursemaids. Also,

N.B. Parties attended.

When I say Parties attended, mind, I come as an honoured guest
(and only where there "s dinner and a substantial supper) with a whole
bag-full ofjokes. I am of very moderate habits as regards eating and
drinking. No one will lose by me. Ten pounds a-night isn't much.
The French appreciate me; my foreign jerdymows ana jerdysprees are
now attracting the attention of all the Crowned Heads of Europe.

The SULTAN and the SHAH,
The EMPEROK and CZAR,
Who have come from afar,

They all are here, ha ! ha !

Ha ! ha ! for here they are !

To join in a cigar
Will come II Ray Papa,
Which means the POPE, hoorah !

Perhaps MONO PRANOSE'S Ma,
Great QUEEN VICTOKIAB

;

So on, etceterar.

, That 's pretty, isn't it ? You should hear my music to it. You now
want some news about Legsppsissiong, you say. Thanks for kind
inquiries.Legsposissiong is getting on as well as can be expected. All
well at home, meaning LUMPYRAW, LARMPERRYTREECE, ay Ler
PKANGSE AHMPERRYARL. Hope you're the same.
Legsposissiong (as you say you "must and mil have some informa-

tion about it, or refuse any more arjong") is situated in theMarma Mar, with -the Sane close at hand. It measures 1G40 yards
beginning from which end you like. If you doubt me, try it : tape will

dp
the business. There is always something going on there, because

tue faliayis traversed by a number of passages, and there are other
passages all runnms round the building. Now what do you want to
know i There are lots of things to be seen in Legsposissiong :

1. Shaydenrrei of Art
; 2, Foods ; 3, Instruments for Bettering the

Morals 9f the People Live Stock; 4, Patent Gases; 5, Designs for
International Copyrights on Painted Windows; 6, Water Cures-

7. Casts of Dramatic Pieces ; P, Apples ; 9, Machines for Impairing
the Usefulness of Mankind; 10, Bee-tamers; 11. tilings for Noses:

12, Specimens of Fresh Air for use in Diving Bells; 13, Chemical

Department, comprising
(a) Magnesia, extracted from the magnesium wire ; (/>) Turkey

Rhubarb for Poultry ; M Sea-air Lozenges ; (d) Aerated Ginger on
Anti-combustion Principles ; (e) Volatile Essence of ludiarubber.

But I need not continue. Produce any correspondent who "11 tell

you half as much as 1 do at the same price. There is a capital cook
now at the Ttoeellyrees. His kotlaytles o Iticaw der Proote are delicious !

At dinner we sit thus : LtTXPTKAW, head of the table. Deenay ar lar

Koose, out of compliment to the C/.AK. LARMPERRYTREECB, vizor vet

to LUMTYKAW. Ler petty PKANGSK comes in at dessert. I peel him a

grape.
On LUMPYBAW'S right sits the EMIT.ROR OF ROOSUHH,
On LunmiAu i'.iLi.Y, KINO o' I'KOOSUKR;
And next the KING o' I'HDOMIKR, and opposite a pie,

Like Ariel, where the bee sucks there lurk I.

LUMPTRAW exclaimed, on hearing the above
"
armarompteu!'

''

(an Anglicism he has caught from me. Met yexx .'}

"
Kit ay cUiyvtin-i," n .'" (Another Anglicism, for which, perhaps, yours

truly is responsible.
I translate literally,

"
llow he is clever man.")

I blushed, and retired ; I shall not dine there again.

Yours, monger met,

P. THE G.

P.S. 1 deferred my lal marskay in consequence of BARON HAUS
MANN'S little party on the same nijht.

"
t'oolly-voo damsay shay mtcar Sir Sooner?

"
said the BARON to me

"
May vtongont/fong" I began."
11 fa her voo veunay," was his peremptory interruption.

" LUM-
PYRAW and that lot are coming," he added.

"
Jer sioee vo trome

"
(1 "m your man), I replied, heartily, which

settled the difficulty.
The numerous parties that BARON HAUSMANN has been giving lately

has given rise to the following jrrdymow on my part." He ought to be re-christened," 1 observed to ALECK and WILLIAM,
while disporting ourselves at Fongtannblow." What should he be re-christened?" inquired WILLIAM, who is

rather dull after lunch.
"
Why," I returned, with a playful smile twitching the corners of

my mouth,
" He should be called BARON OPEH-HOUSHUM*."

ALECK roared. LCMPYRAW
'split, and mong petty PRANOSE ARM-

PERRYARL turned head over heels with delight. In two minutes more
WILLIAM saw it. We all shrieked.

"
Taysay-voo," said LCMPYRAW ; and we rose to remark that it was

a very fine day (as it was) to LARMPERRARTREECE.
Talking of WILLIAM, he likes me. A small attention did it. Every-

body was shouting "Veev Lumpyraw! Veen Ler Tsar!" and so
forth. I stepped to the front of the crowd, and as the Sovereigns
passed whispered in WILLIAM'S right ear,

"
Veev Ler Rtcavi ! Veev

Lar Proos !
" He turned and bowed to me distinctly.

The twoyllelts of the demwawssells was tharmnong, loopairrt ! All
the ttcoyllettswere brilliant. Mine (in spite of the recent strike, which
was Ler vray Deearttul onglrer lay tayevr), was very striking. Hair
ar lar off the forehead, arvec der little curls, one on each side. Collar

oxff ho. Cravat nwawr, with large ends nayglejay style. Waistcoat a
trifle daycollay. Imagine the rest coodayeei splendid !

Ardeur, mong BaydarUur, Ardevr !

SCIENTIFIC COURTSHIP.

(PBOFESSOB

COME, dear girl, and roam with me
The garden of Zoology.
Those teeth of thine, and these of mine,
Include four sometimes named canine.
These fangs of ours us creatures prove
Allied to the carnivora, Love.
But, while we leg-of-mutton eat,
So likewise do we trimmings, Street.

And all varieties of food
In short, eat everything that 's good.
Thus I 'm omnivorous, so are you
So are the piggywiggies too.

Great Flight of Locusts.

WE read of a great number of locusts seen about Rome. They are
)f the variety known to naturalists as L. clericalu, and may be known
>y their long black, grey, or brown envelopes, and the little bare patch
on the tops of their heads. They are awfully greedy, and generally
"eed on the fat of the land where they settle.
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A DILEMMA.
Cabby.

" ERE 's A GO, P'LICEMAN ! WHAT AM I TO DO ? I vu.s ORDERED TO TAKE THESE 'ERE GENTS AS 'A BEEN A DININ' YOU
SEE, TO THEIR "SPECTABLE "OMES, VUN VOS FOR 'ANOVEH SQUARE, ANOTHER Foil THE HALBANY, AND THE TOTHEKS ELSEVERES

VELL, THEY VOS ALL CAREFULLY SORTED YEN I STARTED, AN' NOW THEY 'VE BEEN AN* GONE AX MIXED THE'RSELVES UP, AN' I DON'T
KNOW VICH IS VICH ! !

"

VICTOR HUGO ON ENGLAND.
MR. PUNCH has never yielded to any one in admiration of M.

VICTOR, HUGO, though the former has deemed it right to protest
against certain intolerance, certain extreme views of the latter. But
upon the present occasion Mr. Punch has only to offer M. HUGO
unqualified thanks for the generous largeness of thought, the noble
flow of eloquence, with which, undisturbed by passing events, he has

paid homage to England, honoured in being his host. Mr. Punch is

not in the habit of making long quotations, but in this exceptional case
he must permit himself the gratification of transferring to his pages
a beautiful passage from M. HUGO'S Remarks on the Exposition of
Paris :

" But let the kings stalk, the courtiers crawl, and the mob stare,
while the nephew of NAPOLEON cajoles to Paris those whom the uncle
commanded thither. The first NAPOLEON haughtily waved them to his

capital with a glittering sword, the third NAPOLEON lures them to his

metropolis with a glittering glass-house. The end is worthy of the
means. The victor smiles from on high upon the bird-catcher. Let it

pass (faites circuler). The glass of the gasometer is not more fragile
than the name inscribed on it. The field of Mars will ere long cease
to be desecrated by the toy-shop of Mercury. Let me look away
from the scene of shams, servility, and silver lace, and let me cast my
eyes on the sea. Over that sea in calm majesty lies the proud island
whose existence consoles me for a thousand continental crimes, and
vindicates for me the goodness of Providence. Yes, proud England,
thou art justly proud of thy colossal strength, more justly of thy god-
like repose. Stretched on the rock, but not like Prometheus, and
with no evil bird to rend his side, rests the Genius of England. He
waits his 'hour, but he counts not the hours between. He knows
it is rolling up through the mystic gloom of the ages, and that its

chariot is guided by the iron hand of Destiny. Dare I murmur that
the mists (brouillards) will not clear for me, that I shall not hear the
wheels of the chariot of the Hour of England. It will come it is

coming it is come (fay est). The whole world, aroused as by some
mighty galvanism, suddenly raises a wild cry (an, cri rauqut) of love

and adoration, and throws itself upon the bounteous bosom of

England. Thenceforth there are no nations, no peoples ; but one and
indivisible will be the world, and the world will be one England. Her
virtue and her patience have triumphed ; the lamp of her faith, kindled
at the Apostolic altars, burns for a beacon to mankind ; her example
has regenerated the erring (renouvele le hareng), her mildness has re-

buked the rebellious, and her gentleness has enchanted the good. She
is henceforth Humanity, and London, her type and her temple, shall

be the Mecca and the Jerusalem of a renewed universe. Hail, noble

London, volcano of the ever-living fire of truth, abyss of the light of

civilisation, Niagara of the waters of healing ! I crown thee with the

flowers of a happier Elysium ; 1 strew before thee the asphodel and
the amaranth of a celestial Flora. It shall be thine to undo the work
of Babel (faire deffringoler), and with a pardoned sigh the son of

France recognises in thy tongue and SHAKSPEAUE'S the one language
of the Ages. England, London, lovely mother and lovelier daughter,
I prostrate myself (je m'apla(is) by the sea that kisses your feet, and
with lips dewed with the holy spray (sacree ecume de mer), I murmur,
ESTOIE PEHPETU.*!"

Query.
ONE question I would fain propound,

While REDESDAUS'S bill advances slowly ;

What need to consecrate the ground ?

The Sexton always makes it holey.

TO A CORBESl'ONDENT.
" A VETERAN Playgoer" has been misled by the similarity of sound.

Keighley, the town, not KEELEY, his old favourite, is to have a voice

in the House of Commons.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. W.Hollord Square, ID the Parish ofSt. James, Clerhenwell, in th* County of Middlesex, ai; the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, Erans. A Co.,' Lombard
Street, In the Precinct of While'riars, in the City or London, and Published by him at No. si, Fleet Street, in the Palish of St. Bride, tity of London. BATUDU, June 22, 1867.
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GARDENING FOR JUNE.
CROQUET BE01NS TO CROP UP CURATES REQUIRE TRAINING.

ROMAN CATHOLIC DEMONSTRATION AT BIRMINGHAM.
A ME. MURPHY, described as the

"
agent of the London Protestant

Electoral Union," has been for some time going about lecturing against
I'opery. He is accustomed to abuse the POPE and the popish priests
n language so ridiculously violent, that, if the Roman Catholics took
no notice of him, Protestants would laugh at him. But, wherever he
joes, his appearance as a lecturer seems to be the signal for a riot on
he part of his theological adversaries. They mobbed him at Wolver-
lampton, at Wednesbury, and other towns thereabout

; and now, lastly,
>y way of confuting him, they have been mobbing him at Birmingham,
and creating a riot. The following is an extract from a report of one
of MK. MURPHY'S discourses, delivered at the place last named:

"
Popery was the same to-day as it was In days gone by . (Bear, heart) If she

iad the power (said MR. MURPHY) what wouldn't she do to you ? What would she
o to me ? Why, she would roast me, as she did RIDLEY, CRAKMER, aud LATIMER."

To refute these assertions the Roman Catholic multitude assembled
hemselves around the

"
Tabernacle

"
in which MUHPHY was holding

orth. and threw stones. Then they attacked the adjacent house occu-
iied by the father of the secretary to the local Protestant Association,
lamaged some of the furniture, and broke all the windows. This was
heir way of demonstrating that Popery would not roast Protestants if

Popery could. Conclusive wasn't it F They might as well have con-
ented themselves with returning railing for railing, and, when they
were reviled, have simply reviled again, without throwing stones as
well as casting reproaches. Their faith would have been sufficiently
indicated if they had given the object of their resentment names for

James. They might very justly have called MURPHY a talking potato.
3y making fun of him, and roasting him in that manner, they would
ave shown that he was mistaken in saying that Popery would, if she
quid, roast him as she did RIDLEI, CRANMER, and LATIMER. Thus
night they have held MURPHY up to derision, in the comical figure, as
f
were, of a roasted MURPHY, or 'later all hot.

WHO WOULD BE A KINGP
SPEAKING of a state dinner given by the EMPEROR OP AUSTRIA to

the Ambassadors, &c., at the Palace of Buda, the Timet says.
"

It was
9. jour muigre, and besides his Majesty the King was bound by custom
to fast the day before his being anointed and crowned." Pardon the

antiquity of tbe joke, and permit the remark, that his Majesty must
have thoroughly realised what the Diet of Hung'ry is. If the day
before the Coronation was a jour maigre, the day of the Coronation
appears to have been a jour Magyar.

Labouring Lords.

SIX-AND-A-HALF columns of Peers' Debates in Friday's Times!
Wonders will never cease. Their Lordships are evidently "putting
on a spurt," thanks to the poking up they have had lately. But mere
talk is not the thing wanted from you, my Lords. It is more work.
No doubt that will come. The Working-man is so decidedly in the
ascendant just now, that we need not be surprised one of these days
to encounter him in force, even in the House of Lords !

OVEB THE SEA.
" THE introduction of Salmon ova to the rivers of Australia has

proved successful." Following the usual style, the newspaper should
nave added, that they received a perfect ovation.

COMPOUND RATING. Being blown up by one's Wife, and her Sister
imin.0. in fbiming in !

VOL. LII.

LITERARY ANNOUNCEMENT.

A COMPANION volume to A Winter with the Swallows in Algeria will ba
published this season, under the title of A Summer with the Sparrowi
in Belgravia.

VIRTUE is ITS OWN REWAED. ERNEST HAKT'S best testimonial
The Metropolitan Sick-Poor Act.

THE MAN TOR HACKNEY. HOBSMAN.

D D
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PEEPS AT PARI'S.

PEEP THE FOURTEENTH.

Ler Sooltarn aytarrevay ! Feev ler Sooltarn! The SULTAN has

arrived. 1 didn't see him myself, but gather from my informant that

his ostentation (or rather, by way of a jerdymo, his oss-tent,at,ion, be-

cause this joke is about, o**ei, as you 'II hear, wtoyay-voo ?) is beyond
imagination. Four Princes of his own Eastern blood dragged him in a

gorgeous vehicle from the Station. Yes, Sir, in this nineteenth cen-

tury, this Profound Potentate rode, I hear, in a carriage drawn by four

splendid Keys ! Such is Oriental magnificence, while / have to be con-

tented with urn Fwoytoor arnek -urn sKval.

Oh, money, money ! ! Thou corrupting agent, thou destroyer, thou

edificator, thou, &c. (but this style is not included in larjong you
send me. Two hundred francs more, and up goes the style. Excelsior !)
The Working-Men from England are all here. What does England do
without 'em ?

Arpropo of that, I gave our old friend BULL not JOHN, but NINEVEH
BULL, who superintends the Working-Meu here a jerdymo, which, in

order that he may not be tempted to use it as his own, 1 give to the

world. This was it: I denned the English bricklayer here for his

holiday as
"
The hod-man out." We (LUMPYRAW, &c., after dinner)

screamed at this.

I have passed a pleasant afternoon in adjudicating on Musical In-

struments. My decision as to Pianos and Pickles was so correct, that

all the Commissioners implored me to decide the rival claims of the

Instrument-Makers. Jay larkseptay arveb plnyseer.
In the room where I was to sit as Prime Juror, there was a perfect

fool of instruments. Fool is what our lively neighbours call a crowd.

Not very far out, from what I hear of your crowds just now in town,
mong ongfong. I gave the contending Instrument-Makers such an
afternoon of it ! hoisted them with their own ophecleides. I '11 give

you a specimen.
"
Vwoylar" says I, pointing to a fat brazen instru-

ment about twenty feet high, with safety-valves all over it,
"
Juay sir

keskersay lar."

The maker told me its name. I could not catch it.
"
Narmport," I returned,

"
Jvay, juay ! oo see voo ner vullypar juay

jer donnyray ler pree oz otrr."

Frightened at the threat, and struck by my'cqmplete mastery over
his native tongue, he jumped on a stool, and blowing into the top with
his mouth, watched me nervously with his left eye, the other being on
the music-paper."

Juay setflatchyolay !
"
I suddenly cried, pointing to another instru-

ment, when its owner least expected the command.
In a second the Exhibitor was on his knees before me, playing."
Taysay voo !

"
I exclaimed to Number One, who was still blowing

away over
"
Partong poor lar Sirree-er."

Poor creature ! he nearly fainted. He thought he had lost the prize,
and had hardly any wind left to support the blow.

"
Assay !

"
I said to the flatchyolay player, and turning sharply on

a stout man daycoray as to his button-hole, I bade him discourse on a
sort of a tom-tom with strings, over which he was, fondly bending.
He was apologetic :

"
Afossoojer lay formay," he said,

"
mayjer ner pweepar Usjuay""

Crrrrrr," I scrunched between my teeth, angrily.
"
Vartong .'"

And on he went as well as he could. He calls it le dulcimer double.
He couldn't play it a bit.

"
Sonnay sir trombone lar" said I, to a tall exhibitor. He understood

English.
" Not a tune : give me a few good notes." He was impu-

dent about it. I kept him blowing there for half-an-hour straight off

with a sairjong der veal, with a drawn sword at his elbow.
I only let him go when he begged my pardon, and explained that

he 'd got a wife and family waiting for him to come home to tea.

However, there they were for the afternoon, all a-blowing, all a-

growing as hot, as possible, while I called first on this man, then on
that, then on the other, requiring a note here, a beat there, a chord
somewhere else, hitting one on the head, stopping another with my
foot, and so forth, as an Imperial Commissioner should do, until the
medical man, who was obliged to be called in, said that unless I gave
some one the prize at once, they'd all have to be conveyed to a
Mazong der Santay.

Then, Sir, these exhibitors dared to offer me paltry bribes. From
two francs downwards, I mean. I told them I would take thirty, to
show I was above their petty offers. I need only say that the meeting
terminated amicably, and that there was a prize given.

Voolly voomongnoyay der larjong tootd'sweet: voo navvaysongvoyay
kekshows say der s'mang. [I shall translate this into very plain English
in another journal, if you don't comply. But you will, mong ongfong,
won't you nezpar?~\

Prices of provisions are exorbitant. Even the lawyers are charging
extra for provisions in a will. (This is a specimen jerdyspree. Dee
frarnksurn er, that is, ten francs an hour, see my former list.

"
Ray-

garday do0," as the uneducated Englishmen said when he looked at a
church belt That 's another jerdyspree : second quality. Weetfrarnk.
turn er.)

Chickens are all very high.
All the pies are raised.
I have good French jokes der sankar weetframk,
International joke : rough specimen as follows : What is the place

in Paris for ready money ?

Tour der Nail. If worked up, this jerdymo would go immensely. It
has the makings of a first-class witticism about it. Ardeurar praysong.

P. THE G.

P.S. An Exhibitor of Instruments to whom I did not award a prize,
turns out to be a Rnydarklur of a petty Jewernarl in some daypartmong
of the Sane or the Lwawr. He considers that in an article published
by me some time ago, I insulted him. He has called me out. He has
waived his right to choose weapons. The choice is with me. I 'm
hanged if I know what to do. I must fight, for the honour of Old
England ; and 1 will, too, but at this moment I regret to say I am con-
fined to my room with a severe bronchitis. His friend has called on
me. He says he will wait till I am well. He shall.

PP.S. I re-open this two days afterwards to say that I have decided.
We are to fight on horseback on two horses' backs, of course. The
Raydarktur, I hear, can't ride, so the duel is put off, to give him time
to take a lesson. This is noble on my part. I insist upon encountering
him the morning after his riding-lesson. Full particulars soon.

VIVIAN GREY. (YOUNG AND OLD.)

(BY AN ANCIENT TRUE BLUE.)

AIR "
AuI'J Robin Gray."

OLD JOHN BULL loved me well : and when " Church and State !

'

1 cried,
And "

King and Constitution !

"
he shouted at my side :

Till on Test and Corporation Acts I found myself at sea,
And then with other things than Trade there came a making free.

Emancipation passed : Reform : Corn-Laws were swept away ;

The angrier I felt the less my wrath 1 could display :

I wanted PEEL pitched into, but no one for that could see,
When young VIVIAN GREY came a-courting of me.

LORD GEORGE was great at figures, but a yarn he couldn't spin :

While VIVIAN GREY had wealth of words and power of pitching in :

He made PEEL'S life a burden, DERBY'S right hand grew to b,
Then said, "Don't you think, old True Blue, you'd best take

wj+n tma ? "with me ? '
up

My heart it said
"
Nay :

" I hoped the clock-hands would go back :

But they didn't
; things grew worse and worse ; the old ways began to

crack :

The old True Blue coach ceased running : I was left to cry
" woe 's

me," To have seen the things that I have seen to see the things I see !

"

With a man who 's done one's dirty work one feels ashamed to break ;

I knew what dirt young VIVIAN GREY had eaten for my sake.
So I gave him my hand, though hit my heart could never be,
And Old VIVIAN GKEY was a leader for me !

His lead I had followed some ten years, less or more,
When I found, one line morning, a Relorm Bill at my door !

I said,
" You 've come to the wrong shop : BEALES and BRIGHT 's

the firm, not me
;

"

But it said,
"
I 'm sent by VIVIAN GREY made law by you to be."

Oh, long and low I swore, though little I did say :

For better and for worse I am tied to VIVIAN GREY :

I wish I was out, but out he doesn't want to be ;

And 1 must do hit dirty work, as he did mine for me.

King Mob to Britain's throne-room I have invited in ;

1 've to eat my words and pledges, and don't know where to begin :

But I must do my best a Household Suffrager to be,
For old VIVIAN GREY has so settled it for me !

From the Lobby.
IT is not surprising that the proposal to give the Universities of

London and Durham a joint Member, should have found numerous
supporters indeed, the strange thing would have been if the Durham
party had not mustered strong.

ows DEAR!

IF the old system of imprisonment for debt were restored, we'd
better have the Fleet back again, and anchor it off Del/l-ford.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

QUESTION in the Lords, on Monday, June 17th, whether the

ts should retain the power of imprisonment for debt.

Contended that while this is being abolished in the case of the

r classes, it should not be continued in regard to the poor.

A nsw ( red, first, that the poor are not imprisoned for debt, but for con-

tumacy iu not paying up instalments; secondly, that it is better to

lock a num up t h.ni to take away his wife's furniture ; and, thirdly, that

without, such power, there would be no real remedy, and therefore

lint no credit would be given to the poor. LORD CAIRNS thought it

would be a very good thing if there were no credit. The power is to be

continued.
There is to be no Irish Reform Bill this Session. The circumstances

of the times, said MR. DISRAELI, are extremely unpropitious. Foreign
i -a Irish morbid sentiment, ami it is not a season to

deal with the distribution of electoral rights.

There is to be no Theatrical Reform Bill this Session. Perhaps Mil.

HAIUIV will parody MR. DISRAELI, and say that
the^

theatrical circum-

of the times are extremely unpropitious. Foreign dramas are

acting, and illustrating morbid sentiment, and the vulgarities of the

Music Halls extinguish the taste for intellectual Representation.

To-day there was menace, met by menace. MR. LAING had a motion,

and M u! DISRAELI iiiiiin.-ited that if it were carried Government would

reconsider their position in regard to Reform. You shall learn the

result.

MR. LAING moved, as an Amendment to the Government scheme of

Redistribution, that an additional Member should be given to each of

Six large towns, videlicet:

Grimy Bristol.

Riotous Birmingham.
Stuck-up Liverpool.
Smoky Leeds.

Muddy Manchester.

Savage, Sheffield.

A good debate ensued. MR. BRIGHT and MR. GLADSTONE warmly
supported the Amendment. LORD CRANBORNB said that a man was

proscribed if he dared to say that any portion of the Working Class was
tainted with the vices of the middle and upper classes, but still he
must urge that we were enfranchising many who would be corrupt.

On division, the menace was found to have told. MR. LAING was
defeated by 247 to 239 Government majority, 8.

We then threw Chelsea, Kensington, Hammersmith, and Fulhatn
into one, christened the new borough Chelsea, and gave it two Members.
Mr. Punch proposes two resident gentlemen as the first representatives,
Mu. THOMAS CARLYLE, of Chelsea, and MR. PBRCIVAL LEIGH, ol

Hammersmith.
Quarrel between MR. H. BAILLIE and MR. CRAWFORD. The latter

denied the existence of corrupt long-shore men, and exposed himself to

the jolly mercilessness of a sketch, in MR. LOCKE'S best manner, of the

real character of those nuisances.
MR. DISRAELI gave Merthyr-Tydvil its new Member, and MR.

CHEETHAM, Liberal, the present Member, made a very polite speech of

thanks, aud Hackney was created.

After a long struggle for the report of progress, MR. HOPE declaring
that the House was demoralised, we got to Clause 15, which, as it ori-

ginally stood, simply gave a Member to the University of London.
For some reasou, MR. DISRAJSLI proposed to link London with

Durham, and give two Members.
This proposition Mr. Punch had condemned, and therefore it is

needless for him to say that, after a great deal of wrangling (which he

pardons) the House recognised its duty, and rejected the plan. The
match between the dashing and accomplished London gentleman and
the north country parson's little maid-servant, DOLLY DURHAM, with
her prayer-book wrapped up in her folded pocket-handkerchief, would
have been too ridiculous. MR. DISRAELI made no real fight, and on

Tuesday, after a strong speech from MR. LOWE against Durham, a

becoming compliment to the DEAN OP DURHAM by MR. BRIGHT, and
an apt Latin quotation by MR. OSBORNE, the Committee gave Govern-
ment a majority of 1 tor the word "

universities." and then defeated it

on t he words
"
and Durham "

by a majority of 8, so in dealing with
educational establishments we have enacted bad grammar.
Abandoning the Reform Bill lor the time, we applied ourselves to

MR. FAWCETT'S motion for throwing open the government of Trinity
College, Dublin, to the Catholics. This college, he said, was the
richest in the world it had 92,000 a year, and estates in seventeen
Irish counties but its benefits were appropriated to a religious

minority. Debate adjourned.

Wednesday. LORD AMBERLET moved the Second Reading of^'a Bill

permitting the delivery of Sunday Lectures to hear which money
might be paid at the doors. He went boldly into the question, and
declared that there was no Sabbath. There never had been any but
the Seventh Day, though there was a theory that, at lome time and in

some manner, both unknown, the obligations of the Jewish Sabbath
had been transferred to the first day of the week. LORD AMBERLET
does not yet understand the House of Commons, or the nation. Ail in

good time.

MR. KIXNAIRD opposed, and said that if such lectures as LORD
AMBF.RLF.T meant, which were either theatrical performances or musical

entertainments by singers in evening dress (evening dress is very

dreadful) were to be allowed, regular theatrical performances could

not be justly prohibited. MR. MILL thought that such lectures would

keep people from the public-house, and asked which was nearest to

religion, science or sensuality. MR. HENLEY was for keeping Sunday
strictly as a day of rest. One concession to money-making would lead

to another.

MR. BRIGHT spoke like a religious man and a gentleman. He
unhesitatingly avowed his conviction of the inestimable value of the

Day of Rest, quoted GEORGE HERBERT'S exquisite poem on Sunday
(the poet and the poem appear to have been unknown to sundry and

divers), but urged that the class that has but one day for recreation

and instruction ought to have its condition closely examined, when the

question was stirred. He did not approve of the Bill as it stood, but

wished it sent to a Committee. The subject was a very difficult one.

lie believed that the
stability

and character of the country as well as

t he advancement of our race depended very much on the mode in which

>;iy of Rest appointed for mankind might be observed and used

among men. He concluded amid unanimous and well-deserved cheers.

The Bill was rejected without a division. Mr. Punch is not often

fortunate enough entirely to coincide with MR. BRIGHT, and has

therefore the more pleasure in saying that MR. BRIGHT'S was the only

speed), in this interesting debate, which Mr. Punch would have been

content to deliver, verbatim et literatim, had he wished to express his

sentiments.

Thursday. A very good spar in the Lords, on the Ritual Commission.

LORD SIIAFTESBURY thought that the BISHOP OF OXFORD ought not

to have been on it, any more than himself, the Bishop, he said, being a

decided favourer of the extreme Ritualists. LOUD DKRBY charged
LORD SHAFTESBURY with wishing for a one-sided report, condemnatory
of Ritualism. LORD SHAFTESBURY was indignant at being charged
with such baseness, which he disavowed. The BISHOP OF OXFORD
denied that he was a man of extreme opinions, and said that he was in

the middle of the Church, and stood by RICHARD HOOKER, and more-

over had repressed Ritualism in his diocese. The PRIMATE thought
the Commission a fair one. He is Chairman.
LORD RUSSELL discussed Luxemburg, and handsomely applauded

LORD STANLEY. The paternal Earl was naturally gratified, and said

so. The conversation passing to Crete, LORD DERBY said that the

Cretans were as great liars now as two thousand years ago. and he did

not believe the accounts of Turkish atrocities. England had refused

tojoin in the
"
identic'" note to the SULTAN.

In the Commons, after MR. BRIGHT'S unqualified denunciation of

the uncomfortable place itself (MR. D. GRIFFITH and SIR H. EDWARDS
had a row about seat-keeping), we addressed ourselves to Reform, and
beat the Government by 272 to 234, majority 38, on the proposal to let

Votes be taken by Voting-Papers. The debate was long, but really

Mr. Punch cannot analyse what was said for and against such a scheme.

It might have been described as an Act authorising Election Agents to

issue Bribery Scrip.
MR. WHALLEY backs a foul-mouthed Irish hireling called MURPHY,

whose gross insults to Catholicism aroused the lower Papists of Bir-

mingham to riot, in which roughs and thieves joined, the town was
thrown into terror, families have been ruined, and brutal violence has

been perpetrated. MURPHY ought to be whipped at the cart's-tail, and

WHALLEY expelled the House of Commons.

Friday. On the Episcopate Bill, the BISHOP or OXFORD, successfully

opposing a clause of LOHD GREY'S for denying territorial titles to the

new prelates, said that from the beginning of Christianity a Bishop had

always had a territorial title, and that you might as well attempt to

make a husband without giving him a wife, as create a Bishop without

such a title, which was
"
the gem of his mitre." Some juvenile Lords,

fresh from JUVENAL, probably thought, if they did not say, that a

Suffragan non Sufferre queat majoris pondera femmte.
Considerable strife in the Commons touching the Boundaries Com-

missioners. MR. BRIGHT objects that none are Radicals, but all Terri-

torials. Those proposed are LORD EVERSLEY (late Speaker), LORD
PENRHYN, SIR JOHN DUCKWORTH, MR. WALTER (Times), MR. BRAM-
STON, MR. RUSSELL GURNEY (Recorder), and MR. BOUVERIE. MR.
BRIGHT was asked whether he wanted to insert Reform League-men,
or Fenian petitioners, or BEALES F Some further progress was made
with the Clauses, but as MR. MILI says, we are a precious good way
off the end.

BIT FROM BIRMINGHAM. Worse than the Potato Disease: the
" MURPHY "

pest.

" COOK'S" EXCURSIONIST. Her policeman on a trip.



A DOOSID AWKWARD QUESTION.
Proud Father (with the eye-glass). "Now, FRANK, TOUR HONEST OPINION, PLEASE.

AFTER HER MOTHER, OR ME?"
WHICH DO YOU CONSIDER DEAR BABY TAKES

THE MODERN MEZENTIUS.
" The Committee then divided on the motion that after the word ' London ' the

words 'and Durham' be inserted. Ayes, 226
; Noes, 234 Majority, 8."

MEZENTIUS, we read, was a tyrant of Thrace,
A classical Czar, of Caucasian race,
"Who in awkward default of Siberia and knout,
To find fitting tortures was much put about,
lor correction of pestilent Thracian offenders

Who dared plot and practise as Government-menders.
In the way of tormenting he tried every tack,
His invention and pris'ners put, both, to the rack,
Exhausted all methods of broiling and roasting,
Of flaying alive, mincing small, and slow toasting,
But his subjects still plotted and kept him in stew,

Despite his elaborate torture-;ea ;

Till at last the idea came into his head
Of tying together the living and dead.
"
Like to like," quoth the tyrant,

"
what Lib'ral has not

By nature the closest attachment to EOT ?

So they can't think it hard, I should say, side by side,
To rot e'en more foul than their own to be tied.

Decay is cpntagious : death soon will quench life,

And my Lib'rals will cease to breed scandal and strife."

Thus the leaders 9f Thrace's advanced Opposition
Were soon in a high state of decomposition,
While MEZENTIUS at critics his challenge would fling,

To prove him an ^constitutional king ;" Here Freedom's palladium no criminals lack,
Since on Habeas Corpus they, each, can fall back."
No rival since then mild MEZENTIUS has found,
Till DIZZY, a graft from the neighbouring ground,*
Revived his invention, and tied in the tether
Of a clause with live London dead Durham together !

* The Caucasus is not far from Thrace.

Was 't in hopes that the life-blood which glows in the one

To quicken the other's dead channels might run,
Or in trust that the Liberal life of young London
By the death-frost of Durham would slowly be undone ?

Who can tell the designs of that dark talking head?

Enough that he coupled the living and dead,
And that England regarded the union with wonder,
Till the House the unnatural tie cut asunder,
And left while the corpse from the live body rolled

The modern MEZENTIUS muttering,
"
Sold !

"

BEASTS AT THE ZOO.

Now that everybody who is anybody goes on Sundays to the Zoo,
we think that somebody should do something to keep away the

nobodies. The nobodies wait at the gates until a Fellow lets them in,

weakly crediting their story that they have lost their ticket, or have a

friend inside. In this way scamps and pickpockets get entrance to the

gardens, and other beasts are seen there than those which are caged

up. With a view to their exclusion, there is a notice at the gates,

begging Fellows not to take in persons whom they do not know. So

any Fellow who does this is clearly a bad fellow, and his name should be

forthwith reported by the gate-keeper, and the Council of the Society

should say what shall be his fate.

A Suggestion for the Stock Exchange.
CONSIDERING how unsafe are almost all investments, when every day

is bringing a new revelation of the w&y in which directors waste the

money of their shareholders, we think our public securities would be

far more rightly called our public insecurities.

A THOUGHT AT GREENWICH. " The Finnish Diet was formally

closed on the 31st May
"

and the Whitebait Season commenced,
anything but formally, about the same time.
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AcAtlEMV Note, 222

Addendum, -4u

Addition to the Admiralty (An) 89
Advice Gratia, 112
" Alarums, Excursions," 181
All Right from the Houghs. 118
Annus Plorabilis, 17
Aniiu* Mirabilis, 17
Another Parcel of Proverbs, 8
Another Piece of Secret HUtui-y, 1 II
" Another Place/' 05
Another Strike ! ! 166
Ansou's Annual, 27
Answers to Correspondents, 190
Anti-Bright Anecdotes, 81
Anll-Urtun Legislation, 6.9

Arbitration Pudding, 210
Aristocracy of Labour (The), 82
Art-Oriticiam in Globules, 197

Astounding tfelf- Denial, 121
BALLADS for Bachelor.**, 7
Beales at Blnckheath, 256
tieales the Buster, 164
Beasts at the Zoo, 266
Huauty without Paint, 147
Benefit of the Crystal Palace (The), 259
Hi-st S.-ho'il for Wives (The). 52
Bettering the Instruction, 187
Between the Lions, 66
Bill for the Better Regulation of the
Parks in the Metropolis, 259

Bird and the Belle (The). 163
Bird's-eye View of " The Great City," 185
Block on the Line (A), 86
Blow for the Boars (A), 102
Blue Riband of the Turf (The) 218
Boat Hace (The). 169

Borough of the Plague (The), 260
Botany fur Fenian Boys, 81
Botany of the Chignon (The) 195
BridKO of Gold (A), 166
Bright and Betiles Junction (The) 178
Bright and Lowe, 22
Britannia's Baggage Stops the Way, 39
British and Australian Beef, 169
BritishJurorsfortheParisExhibition 153
Broad and High, 239
Bull they Wouldn't Fight (The) 170
Busy Bs 259
CABMEN in Council, 112
Call a Spade a Spado, 21
Candid Girl (A), 33
Canz.inot on Cosmetics, 163
Capital Pantomime Joke (A), 12
Careful Chimney Sweeper (A), 89
Centenarian in a Cage (A), 133
Certain " Person "

to Mr. Mill (AX S24"
Champagne Charley," 133

Chang* for Dr Manning, 41

Change for Sovereigns at Paris, 258
Chant of Small Critics, 202
Charitable W;nte Paper, 231

Charity at the Charterhouse, 7
Charles H. Bennett, 161

Charming Club (The). 195

Cheap, and not Over Nice, 82

Cheapest Thing in the Army (The), 127
Cnristnus Come Again, 123
Chivalrie Ballad (A), 27
Claimants for a Fancy Franchise, 125
Clarlcson Stanfleld, 227
Clown's Book of Cookery (The), 19

Colloquy on the Cat (AX 135

Coming Events, 242

Competition at Oxford, 144

Compound Householder (The), 231

Compound Lodgers, 200

Compound Publican'sCheml>try(The),222
Conjugium Vocat, 87
Controversial Shillelaghs, 95
Convertible Consonants, 177
Cool Idea (A), 19"

Creating a Horselaugh, 250

Cruelty of Cock Robin (The), 240
DANGEROUS Dresses, 253

Day in a Cave (A), 252

Demagogue's Ditty (The), ITS
Diamonds of Debate, 153

Dignus Vindice Nodus, 250
Dirt Pie in Preparation (A), 157

Display of Physical Force, 190
Disturbance iu St. James's Hall, 60
"
Dod,

'

113

Doing the Old 'Un, 239
Domestic Cookery, 83
Domino Punchio Alumnus Cftntabrigien-

sis, 8.P.D.," Dora "
at the Adelphi, 252

Do you Want a New Dress, 207

Drinking Song for Bummer (A), 242

Dry Day in Seven (A), 111
ECCLESIASTICAL Intelligence, 254
Ecclesiastical Titles Bill, -Jl'i

Eclipse of the Sun (The). 83
Effects of the East Wind, 141
Electric Medal (The), 105

Empress of Laques (The), 1S8
Enfranchisement of Persons (The) 20
Kpitapu for Walpole (an). 201

Europe's Christmas-Tree, 11

Even-handed Justice in the House of

Commons, 103

Evenings from Home, 20, 51, SO, Ac
Eventful Ten Minutes (An), 122
Excursionists in Danger, 153
Exhibition of '67 (The), 41

Exposure at Rome, 249

Extraordinary Attraction, 192
Extraneous Contents, 69
FASHIONS for Foxbuiitresses, 69
Fat Girls, 17
Female Suffrage, 239
Feminine Intelligence, 147
Financial Chorus at Florence, 206
Fireworks and Kear-ting, 241
Floral and Choral, 230

Flourishing State of Affairs (A), 41
Fool Britannia ! 83

Franchise for the Tailors (The), 71
Fraternal Offer (A), 124
Free as Eyre, 148
Free Exhibitions, 241

i Beefeaters and English Beef, 165
From F. W., in Pentonville, to Sir M. P.,
in Algiers, 89

From tue Lobby, 264
Frozen-out Garden Songsters (The), 60
GENTLE John's Complaint, 60
Givin,' by Proxy, 181

Giving them Pepper, 69
Giving Themselves Hairs, 121
Gladiators' Muster (The), 44
Great Flight of Locust*. 261
Great .Mi:diclne-Man(The), 79
Great Mill of Blackle and Jones (The), 24
Great New Organ-Gun (The), 254
HALBEHTON Farmers Frantic (The), 180
Handsome Offer (A), 240

Happy Conclusion (A), 75

Happy Thoughts, 8, 12, i8, 38, &c.
Heirdom of Hampstaad Heath, (The), 20

Herepath the Haughty, 241

Higgledy-piggledy, 165
Hlutt for Derby Talkers, 217
Hints to Histrionics, 230
Hit him Hard I 42
Honour to Victor Hugo ! 37
Horrors of TraTel (The), 124
Horse and the Carte (Toe), 87
How are you Off for Soap? 218
How to Please America, 28"

I it 's Murder, Mention it," 69
Ignatius to his Owl, 70

Imaginary Conversation, 72
Imaginary Offence (An), 211

Imaginary Queen's Speech (An), 53
Improvements on Smith's Sunday Liquor

Bill, 263
Indubitable Don (An), 103

Interesting to the Faculties, 209
Invisible Uclipse (An), 121
Invisible Musicians, 250
Irremediable Irish Complaint, 313
JACK Spaniard at the 1 1 {angles, 164
.lam, ura Committee (The), 37
Jerusalem the Stuffy, 86
Jockey Club Superseded (The), 167
Joke of the First Water (A), 188
Jokes and Justice, 90

Journeyman Tailors' Ultimatum (TheX164
KINO BUurttd's Sleepy Pigs, 32

King Punch's New Year's Kec<
LABOURING Lords, 263
La Clemenza di Pio, 154

Lady Lexicogiaphers Mrs. Dr. Johnson,
180

Lame Expression (A), 205
Language of Legislation (The), 195
Lay of the Little Wife (The), 200
Legal Effects, 66
Lenten Dispensations for the Ritualists,

126

> Reception, 1

Letter to the P. R. A., 208
Liberal Borough (A), ?2
Linus on the Lodger Franchise, 22'J

Liquefaction without Caloric? 233

Litany for the Season (A), 16
Little Friendly Advice to Mr. Quarter-
maine (A), 156

Little Light upon the Gas Reform Bill

(A), 173
,ittl,5

' -

Little Rhymes for Little Rioters. 196
Little Word tor Little Birds (A), 30
Little Word from a Little Bird (A), 114

Longitudinarianism and Latitudiuarian-

ism, 212
Lost Child (The), 65
Love . Littlego, 85
Lucus a non Luceudo, 69
"MAKE your Game," 23
Man au<l tiis Masters, 2

Many Happy New Years, 8

Martyr- Bung (The), 11
Marvellous Woman (A), 13
" Masks and Faces," 101
" Masks and Faces "

iu the House of

Commons, 173
Hasten*' Latin Primer (The), 195
" May Good Digestion Wait," 229
Medical Warbler (The), 38
Mems. made in the Frost, 21
Midwinter in March, 125
Ministerial Bulletin, 157
Mirth for Marine Store-Dealers, 9

Misprint that Might have Been (A), 126
Model Amateur Performance (A), 219
Model Hero of Modern Romance (A), 100
Modern Medea (The), 95
Modern Mezentius (The), 266
Modest Demand (A), 54

Morning from Hume (A), 50
Mr. Drover's Reflections on the Mirror ef

Parliament, 180
Mr. M'Evoy's Little Game, 239
Mr. Punch at the Exhibition, 210
Mr. Punch to Mr. Bright, 19
Mr. Punch to the Emperor of the French,
137

Mrs. Britannia and Madame France lay
their Heads together, 34

"My Favourite,' 9

Mystery of Bonnets (The), 188

Mystery of the Derby Dog (The). 227
NATIONAL Portrait Exhibition, 222

Nearly in a Hole, 173
New Church-Organ WanUd (A), 197
New Novels (The), 251
Next Thing from New York (The), 147
Nice Look-Out for Fox-Hunters (A). 239

Night's Entertainment (A), 190
No Punishment for Patriots, 1:0!

No Standing Joke, 41
Note in the Academy, 214
Notes on Reform Phrases, 223
Not so Easy to Give up, 88

Novelty for the Nary, 177
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OBTAINING Husbands under False Pre-

tences, 166

Obiit 27 February, U67, 95
Ode (and paid) to Miss Terry, 54

Ode to Mrs. Grundy, 147
Official Changes. 117

"Oh, Whalley, Whalley!" 100
" Old King Cole," 96

Old Questions Answered, 90
Old Sky and New Sky, 259
One-Horse Shay (The), 117
Oracle Advertised (An), 241

Orders of the same Order, 59
Our Gymnasium, 2

Our Parting Kick, 4
Our Theatrical Spectator, 221, 251

Outrage on an Ism (An). 122
Our Virtuous Vestries, 186

Ozone, 42
P^JAN for Dizzy (A), ?53

Palajontological Pipes, 148'
Paradise in Hyde Park (A), 241
Parks and the Police (The), 154

Parliamentary Programme (The), 71
Parochial Collective Wisdom, 29

Parody upon a Parasite (A), 196

Peabody on the Turf (A), 233
Peace against Prestige, 178
Peacocks of the Church (The), 13

Pedigree Advertisements, 202

Pedigree Promotion, 127

Peeps at Paris, 105. 123, 141, c.

Penance made Pleasant (A), 3
Perils of the Parks (The), 32
Persecution at Wolverhampton, 90
Personal Rating (A), 138

Peter, Martin, and Jack, 37
Pictures for Prison Walls, 32

Piety and Property, 89

Pigeon Shooting, 212

Pig in a Poke (A), 228
P gs of Great Price, 114
Pith of a Petition (The). 176
1 'leasing Muddle (A), 75

Poetry iu the Pantry, 188
Poets : an Eclogue Abridged (The), 143
Polite Conversation, 22
Political Significance of the Chignon, 175

Polyphemus in Parliament, 10
Poor Children's Dinner-Parties, 64
Poor Pigeons and Gulls ! 238

Pope's Way with the Brigands (The), 201

Popinjay on War and Peace, 217
Popper Papers (The), 55
Portrait at Fault (A), 41
Possibilities of the Future, 66
Practical " Goak "

(A), 207
Prescription (A), 177
Preventive of Brass Knuckles (A), 30
Priceless Loyalty, 102

Proposed Demonstration of the Fair Un-
represented, 177

Prorogation of Parliament, 43
Pros and Cons, 169

Prospect of Possumus (A), 132
Prussian Treatment of Danes, 148
Pulpit Readings, 168
Punch's Derby Prophecy, 209, 228
Punch's Essence of Parliament, 63, 74, 84,

94, Ac.
Punch to President, 196

Purple and the Fustian (The). 167
Puzzled, 221

QUANTUM Suff. in the Workhouses, 3

Queer Christmas Day (A), 14
Quos Deus Vult Perdere, 182
REASSURING Intelligence, 169
Recommendation to Ritualists (A), 22
Reform for Rogues, 121

Remedy for Roughs (The). 260
Remissuess Reprimanded, 91
Resolution of Reform, 76
Retaliation for Ladies, 28
Rhymes for Reformers, 50

Riddles, 18
Rifleman's Return (The), 209
Right Man in the Right Place (The), 256
Rights of Reform (The), 90
Ritualism and Business, 137
Ritualism in the Kitchen, 121
Ritualism Rampant, 229
Ritualist Aggression, 222
Robin Hood's Riflemen, 191
Roman Catholic Demonstration at 'Bir-

mingham, 263
Rome making Way, 214
SAFETY for Soldiers, 7

Sample of Stage-Slang (A), 95
danger v. Beales, 80
8.1V!

Scientific Wu*e-Kill7ng"'l47
"Scots Wha' Hae 1

"
233

Self-GovernmeMt . Shelf-Government, 27
Semper Paratus, 118
Setting Bonnets at Bachelors, 145
Shakapearian Exercise (A), 23

.
,

Savage Art of Hairdressing (The), 95
ientific Courtship, 261

Shall Lovely Woman Vote t 179
" Shall we Join the Lalies ?

"
110

Shall we Rub " No Popery I

" off the

Door, 151
Siddons to the Rescue, 151

Singular Church Services, 93

Singular Conduct in a Public-House, 106

Solvitur Aberrando, or Walpole's Wan-
derings, 192

Some more Things not Exhibited at the
Paris Exhibition, 167

Song of a Head-Centre, 109

Song on a Stceple-Chace, IS
Stiuizi iu the Lucid Style, 10

Stoker's Strike (The), 136

Strike Away, Tailors I 176
Strike of Army-Surgeons (The), 195

Strike of Governesses. 144

Strike of Smock Frocks (A), 134

Striking Suggestions, 195

Strong Hint (A), 137
Substitutes for Profane Swearing, 105

Suggestion for Mr. Spurgeon (A), 85

Sunday Heform Bill Wanted (A), 218

Suppliants in Southwark, 85

Sweet Little Cherubs who Sit up Aloft, 92
Sweet Thing in Chignona (A), 89

TALL Talk by a Bishop, 228
T.iraban the Teetotaller, 168

Temperance and Sobriety, 239

Temperate Temperance League (The), 100 :

Theatrical Impertinences, 141

Thermometrical, 44
"
They Manage these Things Better in

France," 252

They 're Saved I They 're Saved ! 158

Things not yet Exhibited at the Paris

Exhibition, 137
Those Loves of Bonnets, 201

Thought for Trades' Unions, 200

Through the Dirt to the House of Com-
mons, 69

Tin I Tin ! Tin I 242
Titles and Headings of Chapters of Forth-

coming Novels, 13

To Lytlia, 175

Tory Slanders, 82
Town and Country, 145

I'rap to Catch a Soldier (A), 121

Triumph of the Sphynx (The), 2491
Truth at the Academy Dinner, 199
Truth in Two Languages (A), 55
Two Different Stories, 234
UNDIPLOMATIC Very, 205
Un Sou la Ligne, 75
VERY Legitimate Indignation Meeting

(a), 109

Very Natural. 109

Vestryman Refreshed (A), 50

Veterinary Crispin (A), 71
Victor Hugo on England, 262
Victoria Park in Peril, 244

Vigilance Committee (The), S3
Vision of the Future (A), 217
Visit to Venice (A), 145
Vivian Grey (Young and Old), 264
Volunteer Corps of lavinclbles, 197
Votes for Lodgers, 127

WAOER, Walpole, and Toomer, 154

Wall of the Old Whip (The), 103
" Wait till They've Weighed," 214
Wanted a Little Moreof the Tornado, 133
Wanted a Tornado, 66
Waste of the Public Money, 164
Weather (TheX 33

Well-Spoken Young Man (The), 76
What 1 Thought on Seeing the Lions, 71
What the Lions Thought of it, 133
What the Metropolitan Vestries Sang, 19
Whitebait and Wickedness, 200
White upon Black, 17
Who would be a King? 263

Why, at Last, I Believe iu Reform, 212
' Why did you Die?" 234
Womanhood Suffrage, 128
Word Splitting, 144

Working Men's Adviser (The), 117
Worse Strike than the Tailors (A), 206
YE Working-Men of England, 169

LARGE ENGRAVINGS :-

BEFORE the Trial, 97
Blind Man's Buff. 117
Block on the Line (A), 87
Bull they Wouldn't Fight (The), 171

Carried, Nem. Con., 203
Cat out of the Ba? (The), 257

Derby, 1867. Dizzy wins with " Re-
form Bill," 215

D'Israel-i in Triumph ; or. The Modern
Sphynx, 246, 247

Extremes must Meet ; or, a Bit of Prac-
tical Science, 149

Gladiators Preparing for the Arena, 4(3

Heads I win, Tails you Lose, 77
Honest Potboy (The), 107
"

Irrepressible Lodger" (The), 139
Lidies' Advocate (The), 225
Lions at Last (The). 67
Mad-Doctor (The), 235
Mill's Logic; or, Franchise for Females

129
Move on. Bumble ! 25
Political Bug- Dance (The), 267
Political Kidnapping, 67
Political Tailors (The), 193
Punch's Pantomime, 5
Rival Sweepers, 15

They 're Saved ! They 're Saved I 160,101
"To be Sold," 183

Wrong of Search, or the Luggage Ques-
tion (The), 35

SMALL ENGRAVINGS:

ACCOMMODATING Very ! 4
" Alma Mater," 242
Answers for our Artist, 96
Arcadian Amenities, 164
At the Sunday School, 106
Bad Excuse Better than None, l'2.i>

Barometrical, 251
Beware I 196

Boxing-Day, 14

Brushing Pa's new Hat, 192

" By Authority," 42

Candour, 206
Can't be too Careful, 100

Caution, 76

Colloquial Equivalents, 51
*'
Coming to an Understanding," 83

Common Objects in our Hedgerows, 10

Compliments of the Season (The), 178

Condolence, '212

Decided Opinion (A), 43

Derby Day. 1867 (The), 211
Dilemma (A), 262

DissoetingHoom, Zoological Gardens,219
Doo&id Awkward Question (A), 2C6
Doubtful Compliment (A), 243
Events of the Months, 02, 102

Family Man (A), 92
Fashions for 1867, 63
Fine Unsophisticated Old Boy from the

Country, 182
Force of Habit. 152

Gardening for June, 263

Hunting, and no End ! 186

Hunting the Wild Boar, 198
Illustrated Dramatic Advertisements,

115
In Consequence of theTailors* Strike, 208

Intelligent Pet, 70
Irish Architecture, 230
"
Jolly Day we had Last Week," 156

Little Heathen, 90
LionatNorthumberland House (The), 55

Look before you Leap, 128
"
May the Difference of Opinion," Ac.,
38

Mistaken Kindness, 112
Most Successful Amateur Party of the
Season (The), 24

Mr. Punch's Designs for the New
National Gallery, 40

Mr. Punch's Prize Ring, 20
National Surmise, 56
Nature and Art, 135

New and Becoming Style of Head Dress,
66

Nothing like a Classical Education, 8

Orthodox, 123
Paris Commissioners Reading the Offi-

cial Catalogue, 174

Physical Strength D. Intellect, 86

Playing at Policemen, 210
Pleasures of Yachting (The), 165
Plutocrat (A), 176
Presence of Mind, 202
Private Theatricals at the Titwillows'

214

Probable, 11
Punch's Physiology of Courtship, 113,

134, 138, &c.

Quiet Smoke (A), 31

Rather too Literal,>114
Ratiocination, 93
Recollection of the Derby Day, 1867

(A), 240
Recollection of the Zoological Gardens

(A), 181
Recreation for the Army, 50

Rejected Design for the New Law
Courts (The), 173

Remarkable Study from Nature (A), 224
Retributive Justice, 253

Ruling Passion (The), 218
Rural Studies Yeomanry Going to

Drill, 260

Sausage Machine (The), 154

Sceptical, 122
Sensation Water-Jump or Sport in 1866

(A), 18

Sentiment, 190

Sharp Rather ! 2

Shiveilisation, 28
Sketch taken in Park Lane, May 6, 1867

(A), 201

Slippery ! 60
Snow Storm, January 2, 1867 (The), 30

Society, 142

Sport (?), 238

Statuesque, 144
Stroke of Business (A), 179

"Sweety, Dear 1" 110
Swell and Cabby, 221

Taking a Hint, 145

Tantalus, 34
Too Bad ! 187
Too Late, 167
Uncle Tom the Bachelor, 234
Unwelcome Attentions, 25t>

Veneration, 72

Very Latest Fashion (The), 22
Victim (A), 228

Weighty Question (A), 132
Wet Derby (The), 231
What H. M. Civil Servants have to

Endure, 189
" What 's the Odds ?" 82
Whit Monday as it Ought not to be, 250

Wrongs of Ireland (The), 80
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IT;

" T AM not a temperance man myself, and I do not approve of enforcing ubitii-ence on others," said MB. GLADSTONE,

last week.

"
Very right too," said MB. PUNCH.

There is no douht that he was sincere. In fact, he must have been keeping Christmas with some energy, for

out of the Stable in which his Night Mares are stalled, there was led forth to him, odorously caparisoned, a racer

which the wild night-rider rode in fiery fashion.

Vesuvius, said MB. PUNCH, peeping over the edge of the crater, shut up. What are you erupting for'

Tell ENCELADUS to lie still. ENCELADUS be hanged, roared up EMPEDOcr,Es, he 's under Etna, you ill-educated BOB

LOWE, and I '11 throw my brazen slippers at you. He 's a humbug, mused MB. PUNCH, he 's under Etna, too, and the

mountain threw out his slippers that 's how he was found out I '11 pitch something down on him, thy gold chest,

TONY, 'tis a heavy one, TONY, TONY, ANTONY, ANTONY'S fire, ANTONY is preaching to the fishes out of Hooker. ANTHONY

TBOLLOPE is gone up to the top of St. Paul's. This noble youth will not get his death by a fall From the top of an

exceeding high cathedrawl, drawl, drawl, DUNDBEABY, galloping dreary dun, dun's the mouse, but the thing I stand on

is the credit of the House, and the new Reform Bill 's a Leap in the Dark, worst Bill ever drawn, says MB. GLADSTONE.

How are you, WILLIAM THE SPEAKEB, not WILLIAM THE SILENT, eh ? Together let us range the fields, and so you
don't know whether a University has a Nose, here we are in Cambridge, let 's pull Brazen-nose, only that 's

in Oxford, let 's go to the Fitzwilliam Museum and ask LORD MILTON for a copy of his delightful travels, and

then call on JOHN MILTON, and tell him to come to WILLIS AND SOTHEBON and see SHAKSPEABE in a passion

with a pilgrim. No rest but the grave for the pilgrim of Love, MR. GLADSTONE, but it is not MB. GLADSTONE,
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it 's MR. BUCKSTONB, but the moral "s the same, and are you going to rebuild the Opera House, ME. BUCKSTONE ?

I remember SIB LUMLEY SKEFFINOTON well, he painted his face, but he was not MB. LUMLBY, nor a quarter such a

good fellow, his health, and don't shake the bottle like that, you '11 spill the rum oTor my Highland legs,

and nty heart '9 in the Highlands, ERNEST HAKX, how are you ? I thought it wM Bvd&rfoHE, lot us go and

have skilly in a workhouse, flare up and join tho Union, you're a good man, fir.xRsr, and reform for the poor was

a good Whim to come in your Pollj my Wimpole Street friend, let us have drink, GLADSTONE says we may

drink till we 're DIZZY, and hoW do you do, MB. D ? Let 's go and sit for ottr phOtofffth, and" be taken

together, you and me, as the SeVen Cardinal Points, and live in the Temple of the Winds aftd be Mppy tax the

photogfaphs, my BEN, arid the Inoome-Tft< may come off, BBS, d& you see that, Mn. WEBST^*, gife a box to see

young HABBY with his beaver Vp at the Cattle Show, fat man in stalls looks like a Stalled WE, bat all 's fait at

Christmas when ths floods are black at Yule, as the lato AYTOUN says, and very glad ymt ftfe td be knighted, MB.

THEODOEE MAttttN, and how do you do, and how's M.VHfW L<JTHER, let us go to the Crystal Palace and hear

MENDfcLssortN's Refo^fflfttion Symphony, also to hear the gifted MisS GODDARD whoffl With admiration all the

critical squftd heard, DAfiS6x f I Will have another cigar, and I will sit up till five in the morning and talk about

HAYDI* and his Dictionary of Dates, and his Creation, and I Will sing On Mighty Fefts, fflifie 's the mightiest of all

the pens, DAt'lsoK, WILLIAM J*E#N/ get out< and thank HEPWOHifd DIXON for rehabilitating you, my quftShed Quaker,

Merrily danced tho Quaker's wife, and merrily daneed -

"
Nearly out of bed, that time," said MB. PuSon. " It's not easy to dance* in your sleep. I must havt Ntcn

taking a little too much to the health of my

ftfto-CMrft
^o Q
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OUR OPENING ARTICLE.
A GAIN we are called upon, by a voice inaudible to others, to cast

our eyes around the world.

With the aid of a Penny Almanack, containing the list of reigning
sovereigns, we will endeavour to perform this ocular feat.

First upon that list is Great Britain, ruled by QUEEN VICTORIA.
with POUCH for her Viceroy. We need say no more. Nought shall

make us rue while England to her Punch doth prove but true.

Russia is to be congratulated because her Emperor, who has endea-
voured to balance his wrongs to the Poles by his boons to the Serfs,
has escaped a madman's bullet. The Emperor did not choose to come
and see us. The loss is his. We hope that he is making a tremendous
pet of PRINCESS DAGMAH.

Austria has not been fortunate. But if FRANCIS-JOSEPH has the
sense to make Hungary his strength, he may be happy yet. He was
fortunate in having our WILLIAM RUSSELL to describe the Coronation
splendours, and if Kings have gratitude, will send the said W. R. a
golden pen stuck with diamonds, which article would be of no use, but
might be turned into a breast-pin.
France has her Exposition, and it is worth seeing, especially as it is

graced by the famous figure of Mr. Punch, which so enchanted the
PBIBCBM OF WALES on her day of entry into London. The EMPEROR
NAPOLEON has done well in getting up this great show, but the
Parisians cheat awfully. We hear that all MESSRS. SPIERS AND POND'S
pretty waitresses have married French Marshals, and that a new supply
is wanted. The EMPEROR has done well in permitting VICTOR HUGO'S
plays to be again performed.

Spain, under ISABELLA THE SECOND, is the home of tyranny and
bigotry. Also, there is no soap to be got in the hotels.

Prussia, and her WIELIAM THE FIRST who may therefore be called
WILLIAM THE CONQUEROR have had tremendous strokes of luck.
It is now for them to show that the luck has been deserved. We saved
Prussia from war with NAPOLEON, whom she would have found another
kind of enemy than Austria. Let Prussia be grateful, or at least civil
to Englishmen.

Turkey we are about to compliment in the person of the SULTAN, to
whom the India Board is to give a fete. HER MAJESTY is also to take

the Padishah to see a naval fight. Let us hope that he will not be
sick we think he will.

Italy must really learn self-command and Parliamentary government,
or she will go to the bad. KINO VICTOR is a bold dragoon with hi

long sword saddle bridle whack, but Italy wants statesmen rather than
soldiers. While speaking of this peninsula, we may mention Rome,
for the sake of hoping that Pius THE NLNTH is quite well, and pitying
him in the state of awful boredom in which .he must be iust now,
with his palace swarming with bishops, clean add dirty.

Denmark, and KINO CHRISTIAN THE NINTH, are onr good friend!",

for their own sakes, and for the sake of the Princess who, we trust,
is really cured of her long affliction, in which we have all sympathised
with her. Mr. Punch intends to give a tremendous shout, the first,

time he meets H.R.H. in the Park, and then to rush home and pour as

tremendous a libation in her honour. *

We perceive in the Penny Almanack on which we base onr leading
article, (and it would be well if all our contemporaries were as well

informed,) that there are a lot of other places, such as Sweden, Portugal,
Greece, Switzerland, and the Netherlands. We have no hostility Jo

any of them, in fact we wish them all well, but as nobody ever hears <<l

them, it is difficult to frame compliments which shall meet each indi-

vidual case. If they would get up wars or revolutions, we should
have something to say, and there is some thoughtlessness in the selfish

tranquillity that leaves us without material for remark.

Lastly, because we are not sure that we don't like him best of (ho
whole lot, there is our friend and cousin JONATHAN of the States. He
is reconstructing, and we wish all success to his experiments. PRESI
DENT JOHNSON is gone on a Masonic tour, and we drink the health of

the Worshipful Master. HORACE GREELY has shown pluck in bailing
JEFFERSON PAVIS it is a sign that the veteran of the North sees thm
all bother is over, whereat we rejoice. TLat Atlantic Telegraph,
which brings New York news every day as fresh as eggs, is i.

necessary of life. How did we; get on before it was laid ?

The World may now proceed in its accustomed way, anbject to the
laws of gravitation and the dominion of

VOL. JJI1.
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DR. MANNING'S WHOLE HOG.

LAINLT our friends the Roman
Catholics are not much
better off for unanimity than
ourselves. There is now
pending a controversy

amongst their theologians
about no less a matter than
the infallibility of the POPE ;

which is a cardinal point,

though one whereon the

Cardinals themselves are

not all agreed.
The disputants on one

side of this question main-
tain that the POPE is in-

fallible whensoever he lays
down the law. Those on
the other argue that, he is

infallible only when he lays
down the law under certain

conditions, which they do
not exactly explain. Both
parties unite only in holding
that the POPE has whatever

infallibility he claims. He
is infallible when he says he
is. There was a certain very
great teller of stories not

to say story-teller accustomed especially to relate marvellous
anecdotes. He would sometimes preface a narrative by saying,"
Now, mind, what I am now going to tell you is really true."

Whenever he made that declaration, he expected to be believed ; and
what he stated was generally the fact. So, when the POPE premises
any edict with the notice,

"
Now, mind you, i am speaking infallibly

this time," then, at any rate, it seems, we are to understand that his

Holiness is to be believed. But this is not satisfactory. It is not

every Papal Bull that is preceded by an attestation equivalent to the
assurance :

"
Upon my word 'tis true !

And what '11 you lay it '8 a lie ?
"

So that, if such a warrant be needful to vouch a Bull infallible, the
Bull of many a Roman Pontiff may have been no better than an Irish

Bull.

This doubt about infallibility is awkward. It is
"
nuts

"
to the Pro-

testant, and tends to keep Ritualists where they are playing at Popery
without the POPE. No wonder, then, at the rumour embodied by a

contemporary in the following announcement :'

The present assemblage of bishops in Rome will afford a convenient

opportunity for the declaration of this new dogma. It is, however,
needless if the POPE has already whatever infallibility he claims. He
has simply to say,

"
I claim infallibility for what I am about to state,

and hereby declare myself and my successors personally infallible."

All that the bishops can do is to ratify the declaration of his Holiness

by a formal assent, which might be expressed in two words, Ita est, or,
at greater length, in the form of a chorus, such as :

" For he 'a an infallible Doctor,
For he's au intVillible Doctor,
For he 's uu infallible Doctor,

And so say all of us I

"

"Sic dicimus omnes nos" would, of course, be the actual phrase.
Well, then, however, there will be at last an end to the question which
has always puzzled mankind at larze

"
What, as a distinctly existent

object, is your Infallible Church ?
" The edifice will at last have been

j
crowned, and the POPE will be in a position to say

"
L'Eglise c'est moi .'

"

j

He will have gone the Entire Animal. DK. GUMMING would use
another word.

In the meantime there is a doubt, even among the Papal clergy,
whether or no the POPE'S "

obiter dicta
"

are infallible. Protestants
will universally admit that they are quite as infallible as anything that
he ever sajs. Suppose the POPE were to observe, "This is -a good
glass of wine." They would be at all events ready to believe that he
made no mistake in that remark, particularly if they knew he had
delivered it, ex cathedra, at table.

FASHIONABLE CHANGE OF HAIR.

ALL you, above whose heads have rolled

Some years of observation,
In female fashions must behold
A wondrous alteration.

Red hair, in scorn, our bygone age
Called

"
carrots," and did sneeze on ;

But now it has become the rage,
And carrots are in season.

To brew a diabolic drench
When hags of old thought proper,
Three ounces of a red-haired wench "

They threw into their copper.
For then, indeed, red hair was thoughtA fault as rank as treason

;

But now it is adored and sought ;

For carrots are in season.

A dark pemke then graced the head
Of ruibus damsel, shaven,

Or else she turned her tresses red,
By dyeing them, to raven.

But raven now has had its day,
And womankind agrees on

Transmuting hair the other way ;

Since carrots are in season.

To Nature is a maiden fair

For sable locks beholden ?

She bleaches first, then stains, her hair,
And makes the black all golden.

And can that artificial hue
Be put, mankind to please,'on?

Apparently with no such view :

But carrots are in season.

Of native gold beneath a thatch
Dwell many charming creatures

But counterfeit no art can match
With heterogeneous features.

The way of Woman is a way
Inscrutable by reason :

And therefore all that we can say
Is,

"
Carrots are in season."

Ye girls who pretty carrots boast,
(Well may you who possess them !)

Of your fine carrots make the most,
And mind you nicely dress them,

Regardless of the wretched pun
Which geese may make, with ease, on

Hair soup and Crecy both in one,
Now carrots are in season.

THE RIGHT SHRUBS IN THE RIGHT PLACE. The Rotten Rowdo-
dendrons.

HATS v. HEADS.
" MR. D. GRIFFITH called attention to the present system by which Members

secured seats for the evening in the House. By Standing Order 85 any Member
present in the House at prayers was entitled to secure a place hy affixing bis name
to a seat, aud by Standing Order 86, which w:is made on the 6th of April, 1835, no
Member s name might be affixed to any seat in the House before the hour of jir.iyer.
Notwithstanding the latter order a practice had sprung up by which Meiubuis
attempted to secure places by leaving their ords upon the seats, trusting that thr-

courtesy of other Members would prevent their reing occupied. That arrangement
having been declared irregular, by tbe highest authority in that HOUPC, it was sug-
gested thitt a plice might be secured by the hat of a Member being lelt on the seat
before the hour of prayer, and that modification of the previous arrarjg. ment was
approved by the House, as it was presumed that when a Member left his h-it on a
seat he was engwged in the performance of duties wMiin the prei-mcts of the House.
To this arrangement the large majority of Honourable Members conformed them-
pelves, but one Honourable Gentleman who sat near him had been in the habit of

directly contravening tbe decision of the Kight Honourable Gentleman in the chair
by leaving his card in place of his hat upon the seat to which he claimed to have au
almost prescriptive right."

QUITE right, DARBY-GRIFFITH ! Hats are evidently the proper re-

presentatives of representatives, for they suggest heads. As far as
the majority of Members are concerned, it might even be contended
that the hats are just as good as the heads ; nay, if anything, better.

Hatsjiave aright to be empty, whereas heads are prescript ively and
primafacie considered to have something in them, which often lea'ds to

disappointment. Besides, Hats can't talk, never want a nap, and take

up less room than their wearers. The more Honourable Members
represented by their hats the better.

WHAT MR. WHALLEY HAD BEST DO WITH HIS HOT MURPHY. Drop
him, or burn his fingers.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

RUSSELL, EARL, came to the front on Monday, June 2t, to obtain

an inquiry into the property and revenues of the Irish Church, with a

view to their being more productively and equitably applied. lie

reminded us of Ton MOORE'S story about the painter, who was

limning LORD JOHN a good many years ago, being recommended to

throw into the face more hostility to the Irish Church establishment.

After exposing the weakness of that Church, and dwelling on it as a

grievance which, if
"
sentimental," was all the more to be taken into

account, he suggested a variety of modes in which to treat it, the one

he recommended being the division of the revenues between the three

principal sects. ..

LORD CAIRNS did his best for the Church, as if she were a client,

and LORD KIMHEKLEY described the great lawyer's speech as one of a

No-Surrender stamp. The BISHOP or Down got up and proposed

to take all the revenues and re-distribute them over the Irish Church

in an equitable manner, also reducing the staff. The DUKE OP ARGYLL
declared that the State had a right to do what it liked with the

tithes.

LORD DKRHY met the motion by saying that it was not largi

enough, and he assented to the BISHOP OF OSSORY s amendment,
which got rid of the hostile part of LORD RUSSELL'S proposal, and by

90 to 33 an address for a Commission of Inquiry, only, was carried.

That is one step towards Reform, and Mr. I'lim-.h congratulates i

Peers in having done a goodish evening's work.

Mother O'Church to look out.

He recommends

Duchy of Lancaster.

Government.
After the two daily

COLONEL WILSUN PATTEN joins the Ministry as Chancellor of the

CHANCELLOR PATTEN will be no clog on the

and invariable formalities in the Commons,

prayers, and a shout of ironical laughter at MR. DARBY GRIFFITH, we
resumed Reform.
There are to be five Boundary Commissioners instead of seven, and

;hese are to be LORD EVERSLEY, SIR FRANCIS CROSSLEY, SIK JOHN

DUCKWORTH, MR. WALTER, and MR. RUSSELL GUIINEY. SIR

FRANCIS is put on in compliance with MR. BKIGHT'S wish for a

Radical Member. MR. BRIGHT expressed his satisfaction.

The Committee refused to abolish the Freeman, rejected an amend-

ment intended to prevent Colourable qualifications, declined to

enfranchise Copyholders (contributors who hold back
"
copy

"
to the

inconvenience of editors), dismissed the claim of Leaseholders, and

assented to the exclusion of University men from the elections for

Oxford or Cambridge boroughs. This last proposition was opposed

by PROFESSOR FAWCETT, SIR R. PALMER, and MR. SELWYN, and there

is to be another fight over it. Why so many educated persons holding

residences should be shut out, it is difficult to say.

Tuesday. We got to the 43rd and last clause in the Bill, but then

several clauses stand over, and there are the Schedules to dissect. The
united wisdom of the Committee was applied to invent a meaning for

the word Dwelling-house. MR. DISRAELI said that for two mouths

people had been raining definitions upon him. For the present we

agreed that it should mean "
any part of a house occupied as a separate

dwelling, and separately rated. Even that is not clear. Is the

"part, or the "house" to be occupied?
On the discussion of the Boundary names, MR. DABBY GRIFFITH

enunciated his remarkable discovery,
"
that few men would venture to

say in the House what they said in the Clubs." We think with him,
and that many of the anecdotes told at club windows would not adorn
a debate on Religious or Educational Establishments.

LORD HOTHAM, adverting to the discomfort of the House, com-

plained that Members spoke in a conversational manner, and therefore

could not be heard. The late SIR ROBERT PEEL could always, he said,

be heard, because he spoke up, and to the House itself, and not to one

person. There is to be a Committee on the arrangements of the

place, and Mr. Punch suggests that an Elocution Committee should sit,

with power to ask any Member why he does not open his mouth and
sound his vowels.
The Libel Bill for saving newspapers harmless for publishing

reports went through Committee. MR. SANDFORD talked unwisely
about Press tyranny. MR. LYSTER O'BEIKNE truthfully denied that

such a thing existed. Somebody called out that MR. O'BciRKI was
connected with the Press. That gentleman denied it, adding that he
wished he had that honour. He looks at things from, a right point of

view.

The railway folks obstinately opposed the Bill for making them
provide communication between passengers and guards, but it was
forced through Committee, MR. CAVE warning them of their folly,

which might lead to much more stringent legislation hereafter. How
Punch would like to read that some railway director had had his head

moderately well punched by a couple of oardslmrpers, who should also

take away his watch. There would be communication on that line in

a month. We have almost a mind to send a couple of our most
athletic young men to do the job in the interest of the public.

Wediuiday. SIR COLMAN O'LooiiLKN described his Irish Land

Bill, the main object of which was to discourage tenancies from year

to year, and substitute leasehold tenancies. If there is no written

contract, a twenty-one years' lease is to be presumed. We imagine a

House of landowners will think twice before they assent to so stringent

a measure. Debate adjourned.

Thursday. Discussion by the Lords on the present elutnsy system of

transporting and supplying troops. A Committee has proposed large

changes, and the
"
authorities" evidently do not like them. But, when

LORD STRATHNAIRN (SiR HUGH HOSE) gets up, and declares that In-

has been personally harassed in the field by the bungling system, and

that in war time it, puts the Army in great danger, it, in time that public

opinion should back up the reformers against the Horse Guards. We
cannot aii'ord to have another edition of the Crimean disasters.

Another anury wrangle over the Committee on the Roman Catholic

Titles. MR. NEWDEGATE showed displeasure with MR. DISRAELI, ami

Mil. BOUVERIE actually lectured the SPEAKER. Late at night, after

two more fights, the Committee was appointed.
CAPTAIN JERVIS, who had the difficulty with Sin WILLIAM MANS-

FIELD iu India, was sentenced to be dismissed the Service, but was also

recommended to mercy. So we are to pay him the money value of hi>

commission. 1 [is relatives consider him hardly treated. So are those

who have to pay.
We got over some Reform details about bribery, polling-places, and

the like, and an effort was made by PROFESSOR FAWCETT to throw the

legitimate expense of elections upon tint county rate. A series of weak

objections were made to this reasonable proposal. Why should a mm
b lined for trying to serve his country F Why should the country la-

deprived of the services of all men who have not much money ? But
the plan, supported by MILL and GLADSTONE, was rejected by a great

majority of 248 to 142.

\V<: then went at the Swearing Clauses, and agreed to some oaths,

refusing by 178 to 173 to have declarations instead.

Quacks, we passed the Vaccination Bill, but did not introduce a

clause for whipping you. It will come in a Reformed Parliament,

though, unless } ou hold your tongues very distinctly.

Friday. The VICEROY OP EGYPT is coming here. His friendship is

most valuable to England, E*>pi, being the highway to India. He has

always shown all courtesy and hospitality to Englishmen. We gave
him no invitation, though he was in Paris, and he had arranged to be

the guest of a gentleman at Blackheath. To-night the Government

announced, as if they had worked themselves up to miraculous

generosity, that they had decided on lodging this Prince in a public-

muse, and would pay his bill !

The MARQUIS OP TOWNSBEND we interpolate a compliment to this

nobleman, who gives daily proof that he feels a sense of the duty the

rich owe to the wretched did not succeed in getting a Committee to

inquire into a case of alleged piracy of an engineer's designs. The
DUK.E OF MABLBOROUGH said that 137 other persons might prefer
similar complaints, which was, of course, a reason for nut listening to

one grievance.
On Reform, the Parliamentary Lion was once more roused, and

roared tremendously.
We have given the Borough Suffrage to all who are rated, and pay

the rates. But as some people don't pay rates, unless asked (and not

always then), it was thought, in the earlier debates, that payment
should be demanded, and the Government undertook to bring in a

clause making such demand compulsory. It was introduced to-day by
the ATTORNEY-GENERAL. But the House has changed agopd many of

its ideas, and though the clause was brought in, as agreed, it was soon

felt that the Government meant to take no pains to have it carried.

MR. HARDY disapproved it, and would have voted against it, but that

it had been prepared by his learned friend. Ministers voted for it, hut

it was rejected by a majority of 2 in a House of 412. Then did the

Opposition, especially MB. GLADSTONE, blaze out like fire, and declare

that Government had not kept faith, and that it was open to the Com-
mittee to re-consider the whole Bill. The answer was, that the original

idea had not been the Government's, and now it was not the idea of

the House. In the course of the debate MR. ROEBUCK observed that

he did not wish to see the country handed over to ignorance and vice,

which would rule if the Rabble .came in, and we were going to let in

the Rabble. This does not seem the point. Mr. Punch permits him-

self to be somewhat indifferent to the political opinions of anybody
who will not take the trouble to know when rates are due, and to pay
them. A debate on the postponement of the Irish Reform Bill closed

the week. MR. DISRAELI made things pleasant, and was jocular about
Irish deputations, which he said he liked to receive.

NARROW ACCOMMODATION.

Is it hospitable when you ask a stout friend to come aud see you, to

tell him that you will give him a spare bed ?

A LAWN " PARTY." A Bishop.



FEARFUL ORDEAL FOR JONES.
STUDY OP AN ITALIAN SIGNORA, SINGINO "ROBERTO, TU ens ADORO." SHE is RAPT IN DRAMATIC INSPIRATION, AND AS SHK

SlNGS SHE UNCONSCIOUSLY FIXES HER AKDENT GA/.E OX THE BASUFCJL JoNES, WHO HAPPENS 10 BE STANDING NEAR. JONES'S AGONY
IS SIMPLY INCONCEIVABLE.

BRITANNIA'S BABY-HOUSE.
AIR "

TJiere was an Old Woman."

THERE was an old woman who lived in a stew,
She had so many Members she didn't know what to do :

So her House she pulled down, built a new one instead,
At a cost that made BULL'S hair rise up on his head.

"Twas the floridest, flashiest plan she could get,
All gurgoyle and crocket, and finial and fret :

With stone Kings and Queens stuck about it in swarms,
Stone angels, stone dragons, and stone coats-of-arms :

Stone lions in crowns, sitting up on one end ;

Stone unicorns rampant, in stone panels peim'd :

And windows, for fear too much light should get through,
Dark with monsters heraldic, in green red and blue.

Tn short, decoration was piled to a pitch,

That, like Melton pork-pies, many tastes found too rich.

But lest its profusion should turn JOHN BULL'S brain,
'Twas the same thing repeated again and again.

There were forests of pinnacles, piercing the air ;

And mazes of lobbies, to goodness knows where :

And by way of direction to wand'rers at need,
Labels writ in black-letter that no one could read.

And a house for the SPEAKER, where room there was not
For swinging his cat, if a cat he had got :

And a tea-room and diuing-room gorgeous to see,
But most inconvenient for dinner or tea.

Committee-rooms, stifling when windows were shut,
And by Father Thames poisoned, when wide they were put :

And a new ventilation for bringing in pure
The air that had travelled for miles through a sewer.

With pride DAME BRITANNIA her new House surveyed
(Though she raised some ado ere the bills were all paid) ;

But she found, when her Members she came to instal,

That their new Gothic quarters would not hold them all.

Their tale was six hundred and fifty and eight,
And four hundred at most could find sitting-room strait :

And when the four hundred were packed, 'twas averred
That the louder the speeches, the less they were heard.

She did all that she could in her Members' behoof,
She coved in the cornice and lowered the roof,
But acoustic improvement no change would afford :

Sounding bores there were plenty, out no sounding-board !

Then this ill-used Old Woman, she tore her back hair,
And exclaimed,

"
I 'm a practical female, I swear !

But a House I 've had built, planned for seats and for ear,
Where the sitters can't sit, and the listn'ers can't hear.

"
Something close on three millions I've spent first and last :

On Thames waters, my bread, yea my ginger-bread, cast :

I Ve got as fine pie-crust as money could bring,
But when the pie 's opened my black-birds can't sing !

" Was ever old woman in such a sad stew !

All these Members to do for, and no room to do !

I 've paid BARRY'S bills, but I wish that, instead,
I 'd cut off his per-centage, and punched his thick head !

"

What are trie Jamaica Committee About ?

THE following horrifying notice may be seen in a respectable shop
window hardly more than a stone's throw from one of our largest

Metropolitan Churches
"
Blacks dyed twice a week." ! ! !

" THE NEW CABINET PORTRAIT." DISBAELJ the Reformer.
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THE ROAD TO SHEFFIELD. -

PUNCH A 1.
"
NOW, THEN, STOP THAT, I SAY ! WE 'LL HAVE NO INTIMIDATION HERE.'
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ENCOURAGEMENT OF CAUTION.
N a speech delivered at a

meeting of the Court of

Aldermen.CoLONELALDER-
MAN WILSON vindicated his

abstention from interference

with the Roughs who were

committing the outrages
attendant on the late march-
out of the City Militia. His

apology lay
in the argument,"

that if m the course of

the proceedings any life

were lost, he (ALDERMAN
WILSON) would be he|d re-

sponsible ;

"
and he said :

" Thin If
, availing himself of

the body he beM in bin com-
mand, he bad detached men as

suggested, and a mischance had
en&ued. he (ALDKHMAN WIMUN)
might h;iv been put on bin tri J
at tbe Old Bailey on a charge
of manslaughter, if not uf
murder."

To be sure. Now we are

beginning to see what we
owe to the Jamaica Com-
mittee. They failed, to be

sure, in their attempt to get
GOVERNOR BYRE hanged ;

but, by 'their prosecution of that gentleman, they have succeeded in

inculcating a Jess9n on COLONEL ALDERMAN WILSON. Other persons
in authority, besides the gallant Colonel and worthy Alderman, will
now think twice before they venture to arrest outrageous Roughs,
or to endeavour to save society by any interference involving the
risk of killing robbers or rioters. See the happy result of enforcing
responsibility. Authorities decline it. For so doing, the people who
suffer by their prudence may hiss them, but they themselves applaud
themselves at home as often as they think how wise they were not to
have incurred at least the expense and anxiety of having to defend
themselves against an indictment, and, possibly, even a conviction
and penal consequences. We cannot expect to enjoy both the

advantage of promptitude in the suppression of outrage, and the

gratification of punishing, in cold blood, excesses of duty performed
under excitement by our preservers. No, not we ; any more than we
can have our cake and eat it too. We ought to be very much obliged
to the Jamaica Committee.

THE MICE IN THE CABINET.
NOT long since, so the story goes,
A pleasant argument arose,
Between a young and aged mouse
Who boarded at a country-house,
Relating to a Cabinet
In which those Wranglers often met.
"
My son," 'twas thus the Senior spoke," Be sure, 'tis good old English oak.

How firm it stands ! What force could break it ?

An earthquake scarce could move or shake it."

" You 're wrong, dear Dad, 'tis modern deal,
A fact which varnish can't conceal.
"Tis highly polished, I admit,"
(The young Mouse said with gestures fit.)
' But touch it lightly, or you may
Depend there '11 be a split some day.
" A mouse convinced against his will,"

Muxpere replied, "Look at the Bill,

And that will show, tan* other aid,
Of what materials 'tis made !

"

With earnest eyes the Bill they scan

(A Bill due to a Working-man).
And then Mouse fits, who loves his joke,
Cries,

"
Dad, this firm don't deal in oak.

And if you look at it again
The Cabinet has got a grain
As rough as any common trap,
Which holds of toasted cheese a scrap.
But traps are not set there for nausht,
Let "s watch and see who '11 first be caught.

MORAL.

Trust not alone external show,
But cautious learn what lies below.
For Cabinets, those polished things,
Contain sometimes peculiar springs,
Which, though obscure to vulgar sight,
Mice can discern, both brown and white.

COURT DRESS REFORM.
Ma. PUNCH,

THERE is in the Morning Post a suggestion for the reformation
of Court Dress, which is excellent as far as it goes. The Post recom-
mends the discontinuance of that grotesque garb in which men not
otherwise officially bedizened are obliged to figure at Royal levees and
balls. So far so good. But instead of this trim, which makes a man
look like an embroidered Quaker, your fashionable contemporary re-
commends "

that gentlemen should be permitted to attend Her
Majesty s levees in the same dress as they would a royal dinner
when they are not entitled to uniform

; that is to say in shorts and
silks, or tights." Sir, I object to this proposal. Why shorts or tights ?
1 am bandy-legged and pot-bellied, and both tights and shorts are
calculated to render those personal peculiarities of mine as conspicuous
as possible, and expose them to derision, which in looser clothing they
would escape, passing comparatively unnoticed. Although I do not
care a straw how much people laugh at me behind my back, I some-
times feel my habitual serenity disturbed by the consciousness of beingan object of present ridicule. Let me be allowed to go to Court, then,
it ever I am obliged by accepting an appointment to some lucrative
oihce under the Crown, in a decent evening-dress, including trousers
sumeienlly capacious to shroud, with a suitable amplitude of drapery,
tue abdominal and crural curves of yours truly, INFORMIS

P.S. I am content with my carcase. Your Adonis has a figure to
lose : I have not.

Dr. Peabody.
AT the Oxford Commemoration of Founders and Benefactors with

an appropriateness perhaps unique, MR. PEABODY received an honorary
esree. In his special case the distinguishing initials, D.C.L., are

always to be interpreted as signifying Donor, City of London.

"
CASH ADVANCBS." Courting a Rich Widow.

REGULATION WHISKERS WANTED.
IF we were writing a burlesque, which happily we are not, we should

find occasion somehow to introduce these couplets, having reference to
a circular just issued to the Fleet :

Our Admiralty Lords, the truth to state,
Are little in great things, and in little great.
They let the dockyards run most wasteful rigs,
And go the whole hog with their

"
SEELY'S pigs."

Then to mere whiskers they devote much care,
And seem indeed particular to a hair.

The circular we refer to complains of a
"
custom "

" Which appears to be somewhat proralent in the fleet of officers wearingwhiskers of such inordinate size and length an to resemble beards, which latter are
forbidden by the Printed Instructions. The regulations of the Naval Service require
that any such irregular habit should be prevented, and that officers should be per-

We wish "My Lords" were as particular in examining the cost of
cutting down a three-decker as they are in their instructions about
cutting down a whisker.
tions are complied with ?

Bat how are they to know that their direc-
Is the captain every morning to go round-

m fi~l .. f *" *
*'*rf *wiu*ft u\j gv IVtUAU

the cabins of his officers, armed with a foot-rule, and to measure all
;ir whiskers as so9n as they have shaved ? Then, is he to report if
:re be any

"
inordinate

"
in size ? And, if so, how is he to know the

exact length which this adjective is intended to define? An officer
wrw has a fancy for giving himself hairs may permit his crew to wear
their whiskers nearly a foot long, if he be allowed to

"
wear the same

length
"

as his men. In matters of such moment as the trimming of a
whisker,

"
My Lords

"
will doubtless recognise the full necessity of the

carefullest inspection ; although they may not see the need of it in
paltry matters of account, where some few millions may be yearly
wasted by the want of it.

As hair is valuable just now for manufacture into chignons, the
loppings of the naval whiskers might be profitably sold, and

"
My

Lords
"
thus get the credit of a practice of economy far more than is

their wont. Perhaps in order that the officers may know to a hair
:iow much hirsuteness is permitted them, pattern whiskers should be
sept with the pattern naval uniforms displayed by certain of our
Admirals. So that officers may shave themselves according to the
pattern, and precisely trim their whiskers to the regulation length.
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CROQUE'D.
Mamma (severely). "WHY ARE YOU NOT PLAYING WITH THE OTHERS, BLANCHE ?"

ElancJw (iniwccntly).
" DON'T KNOW HOW, MAMMA. MAJOR MALLET is TEACHING ME."

THE COLLEGE OF DISEASE.

HAVE you too large & family of children ? Would you like to be
relieved of some of them ? Should you care nothing how that was
done, so long as you got rid of them ? Would it satisfy you to hare
them provided for witli a shovel ? In that case would you particularly
at all object to their dying of small-pox P No ? Then take the advice
which is tendered you gratis by certain persons who, at the foot of a

circular headed,
" The Compulsory Vaccination Bill," describe them-

selves as
" THE MEMBERS OP THE BRITISH COLLEGE OP HEALTH POR

THE SOCIETY OP HYGEISTS." Take their advice as to Vaccination,
but disbelieve their statements. Do not, for a moment, imagine the

slightest truth to be contained in their assertions that there is any
doubt, among those competent to form an opinion, about the efficacy
of Vaccination ; that

"
since Vaccination became compulsory in 1853,

there has been more Small-pox than ever;" that Vaccination is

similar in principle to the bite of a snake or a mad dog ;" that
vaccine lymph is

"
all poisonous matter ;" that

"
in France upwards

of seventy children had been infected and died of" a horrible
disease "from Vaccination." Because, if you thought these declara-
tions true, of course you would go instantly and have your children

vaccinated, in the hope that vaccination would kill them. Thus
you would expect to get eased of them by simply obeying the law
and you would be disappointed.

No, don't obey the law which requires yon to have your children
vaccinated. Let not any of them be subjected to vaccination. Then,
most probably, all of them will catch the small-pox, and very likely
some of them will die ; but suppose they don't, that will be no fault of

yours, especially if, by way of pretending to doctor them, you give
them the medicines recommended by the British College of Health.
And this you had better do all the rather, for fear they should escape
with the loss of their eyes, or with faces pitted all over with holes like

a cribbage-board, in which case you would perhaps never be able to

get your daughters taken off your hands. But you may reasonably
hope that the small-pox will do that, if, instead of having had them
vaccinated, you have let them take their chance, and if you duly physic

them into the bargain with the pills which are advertised as an universal
medicine by the anonymous quacks whose signatures are appended to the

above-quoted lies.

DANCE THE GAROTTCHA !

STEALING a watch, a

Purse and a ring,
Dance the garottcha
Dance while I sing.

Dance to the triangles, dance naughty man
Dance the garottcha as well as you can.

Ninefold and knotted

Stings the sharp thong ?

Robbed and garotted,
Victims had wrong.

Think what they felt as you wriggle and roar,
Dance the garottcha be naughty no more.

SHARP PRACTICE AT STOCKBRIDGE.

THAT the contiguity of the Hampshire Downs has rendered the

Stockbridge people very downy is what appears to be indicated by the

following note from the pen of
" ARGUS :

"

" Before I quit the Stockbridge Meeting, I must protest against the iniquity of

the high charges that are made for the accommodation of visitors in the neighbour-
hood Even clergymen of the Established Clmrch, who inveigh againbt the Turf
and its concomitant evils from their pulpits, are nothing loth to participate in the

profits to be derived from the races ;
so that we may expect little mercy from the

laymen of the district."

Does "AKGUS" mean to say that there are parsons about Stock-

bridge who not only take people in as innkeepers do, but also take

them in as much as they are generally taken in at hotels ? Is it pos-
sible that there are any reverend gentlemen who can be such publicans
and sinners ? If so, their conduct is very irregular, although they may
be described as regular clergy of the Order of St. Boniface.
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PEEPS AT PARIS.

PKEP THE FIFTEENTH.

I HAVE written to my friend Mtmpsos TOMMY Muscrsox, young
TOMMY, not old TOMMY, you know to come over and be my second.

Until TOMMY turns up, the Fatal Affray is postponed sine die. How-
ever, I shall set my house in order. 1 haven't got a house, and my
landlord has just given me notice to quit, as he has, he says, an

Knslish family coming who will pay him during Lcgsposissiong time
three times as much at I do. You see what inconvenience arises from
an insufficiency of larjong. Direct to me Post Restaurant, I mean
Post Restong, Parry. I'm here to-day and there to-morrow, but
where "there" is I haven't the smallest idea. I shall try and sleep
under one of SPIERS AND POND'S refreshment counters. They won't

charge for a refreshing sleep.

Legsposissiong is now really crowded, and the Bteatederbuttoine is

filled every afternoon with et/fparget, brilliant and dashing. The lounge
about Lay Kankurdt is deliciously cool and refreshing, but the griity

gravel makes the promenade back to Parry very tiring. My next I

shall devote entirely to Legsposissiong, as should the prospective Geld
of carnage eventuate in my disappearance from this (ray and festive

scene, I
shalj,

at all events, as I press my hankerchief to the wound
and fall back in the arms of my Second and the Medical Man, be able to

say,
"
Mong Rayrltrktur, bless him

;
tell him I (gasp) die (gasp

gasp) happy. (Eyes of the Medical Man suffused with tears. Then

turning towards my Second, I murmur) Second drawer (breathing
with difficulty) blue coat (gotpi) hole in the pocket copy for

next two weeks in the lining. (They implore me not to trouble

myself "bout such matters: my antagonist stands gloomily regarding
his work. I raise myself on my left arm and point with my right
to myself). See!" I say to him. "Behold your sanguinary work !"

(Polite to the last, you'll observe). "May the curse"- "Oh.no!
no ! no ! no !

"
cry iny Second, his Second, and the Medical Man, all

kneeling. The organ of Notrer I)arm is heard in the distance. "Ah!"
I exclaim, as a sweet, faint, light illumines my pale visage,

" Ah !

. (gasp again) for (#<w;>) give ! Kiss me, TOMMY ! (to my Second)
I have done my duty. Veen LUMPYRAW !

"
and, with a faint cheer, I

expire. [If this comes off, you '11 have the earliest intelligence, in fact,

you 'd better print this on the chance. Head it
"
Fatal Termination of

Our Oivn Special Correspondent's Duel : Reported by Himself."]
You will then take a return ticket to Parry and wreath garlands

about my simple tomb in the Pair lar Shayi. Do you know how to
weave garlands ? Get it up. How well you would look, tnong
Raydarktur, weaving garlands. [I shouldn't think it was a paying
occupation : you might speculate in it can't lose much.]
However, it 's not all U.P. with me yet awhile. I tell you what you

might do, and do nobly, anticipate my probable funeral expenses, and
send considerable larjong. That would be like your generous, open
nature.

The International Theatre, the Commissioners inform me will come
to unmitigated grief unless I arrange a programme.

"
Will you do

it ?
"

they asked.
I replied, with proverbial philosophy, "Hitter fay reang poor reang ;

"

which simply means, either ong Arnglay oo ong Frarngsay, that I don't
work without pay.

All work and no pay makes JACK go without a shimmee.
When they didn t come down handsomely after my hard work as

juror among the instruments, I said, curtly, "III nay par deubwaw
do/iff ong fay layflewt," which is French proverbial philosophy for

" He
isn't the sort of chap to dance to any one's piping. Ker ler dearbel
how the doose these French words ever came to mean that, I don't
know. But such is the fact ; and oh my, ain't I just getting idiomatic !

Beautiful ! Idiomatic has no connection with Rheumatics, you under-
stand, nor with idiots ; though there is a soupsong of both words in it.

I have consented to draw up a programme for Ler Tayartrr Arnter.
naneonarl. Othello in four languages, and the orchestra filled with
interpreters. Oovrerset (female boxkeepers) with dictionaries and
books of the play. Each oovrers will be a French mistress I mean,
will be a Jrench master capable of giving lessons between the Acts.

ireneli before Act 2,"
"
French before Act 4," and so forth.

II MR. SOTHERN, who it coming to Parry, will undertake Othello,
and poor dear old LEMAITRE would do Merottio, with MONS. RAVEL
tor Lfonato, and MDLLE. SCHNEIDER for Desdemona, I think, with the
aid of an Italian or two, and throw in a German with a Swedenborgian,we should have a bill of fare not to be surpassed. Send this advertise-
ment to the Era for me :

INTERNATIONAL THEATEE, PARIS.

WANTED, a few good ITALIANS for General Utility. Also, a First-

t-nlHAX?
DO

"BI;
E DUTCHMAN to ring between the pieces. Three HEAVYGkKMA^NS wanted to open imme^htU'ly

Also, a BOMBAROON PHYER, who can read, write, and.nnden.tand French,
,',1 "FIRST BrwmJS? ^f,U ar'y "^ F w<' ' "

Also, a LADY DANCER.find FIRST SINMNO CARPENTER (both Kussians, or a nearly as possible)Hmny Couple, treated w th lib, rally In all lang,Kes. No Redskius need applj-lurks at a distance will please accept this intimaliou.

They say something about MR. TOOIK coming here to play Esee ong

parl frarngiay. If I was MH. TOOLB, I 'd like to have a holiday iu

Parry, and just do nothing at all. Let him come to me. I'll dine

with him every day, and show him all over Parry. It '11 cost him less

than going with another fellow, and pay better than melting himself to

a jelly in July. When the servant-of-all-work had a holiday, didn't she

enjoy herself by going and helping a fellow-servant ? I think that, 's

the story. But whether it is or not, send me larjong, and I shall be

able to defy my landlord.

Arpropo of landlords, my fellow-countrymen should be furnished with
a better dialogue-book than the one I 've just come across. My fellow-

countryman is supposed to ask,
"
Kumbeang daymarndaynoo poor setappart'motig?" ("How much

do you demand for this here apartment, eh P")

WeJI, Sir, there is no answer. The Landlord is dumfoundered.
The visitor, my fellow-countryman, takes advantage of his being stag-

gered, to put down his bag, seat himself (I suppose) and quietly

observe,
'

Jee raystaray o mwnyng pondong trruiaw mtcate." (" 1 shall

stop here just three months.")
Then, exclaims the Landlord, in a burst of gratitude,

"
Voo laysorray

ar songfrarnk par mwav)" ("You shall have them for one hundred
francs a mouth.")
Mv fellow-countryman, coolly undoing his dressing-case, shrugs his

shoulders, and returns,
"
Say tro share" (" too dear ")."

Ay beeang !
"

cries the Landlord, mtterly staggered,
"
noosorray lay

sharntber poor karrantfrarnk see raystay plew longtom."
There 's a drop from a hundred to forty francs, on condition of his

stopping plew longtom !

My fellow-countryman is supposed in the dialogue to be a bit of a

roysterer come to see Lar Fee Parreesyrn, for he says, first,
"
Jer moo-

dray dormeerefsee set nwee" (" I 'd like to sleep here to-night.")
You 'd imagine the Landlord replying,

"
Dear me ! you don't say so."

But not a bit of it. The Landlord, in this romantic dialogue, has no
answer ready. He is silent. (What a Landlord ! How angry 1 should
be with him !) My countryman immediately inquires,

"
Poovay-voo

mer donnay eun clay?"
" Can you give me a latch-key P ")

Tliere's a sly dog for you! And the hut words of the despairing
Landlord are,

" Voo poovayzongtray kong voo voodray." ("You can
come in when you like.")
Can anything be more grovelling, more spiritless, than this final

speech of the unhappy Landlord ? What a lodger he 's got for trwaw
mwaw ay perlaytrr plew longlom !

MR. BLANCHARD JERROLD should add to his Third Edition of Paris

for the English a set of first-rate sensible dialogues. And CTeryone
should be obliged by law to learn them thoroughly, so iHnt when one
puts a question out of the conversation-book the correct answer may be
at once given. Or what is the use of a guide ?

I am now going to run out to cheer LUMPYRAW as he drives down
the Bwaw ; and then I am hard at work at the Catalogue of Legspo-
sissiong. Perhaps next letter may be my last. Treasure, as the words
of a doomed man, the oracular utterances of jounArdeeuar !

P. THE G.

P.S. In my last I said, on the information of a friend, that the
SULTAN had arrived. He hadn't ; but has. Everybody is asking when
will the LORD MAYOR come ? and will he visit Parry in state, or in

cog.? It was for NARPOLYONG THE THIRD to bring together two
Eastern Potentates like the SULTAN and the LORD MAYOR in this gay
Metropolis.

PP.S. Paulopostscript. I told you that my Landlord is going to turn
me out, and that, as to lodeings, like Little Bo-peep's sheep, I didn't
know where to find 'em. Well, I 've hit upon the idea. The Commis-
sioners want me to become a Juror on the Furniture Department,
where are beds, chairs, sofas, washing-stands, "etceterar. etceterar,
etceterAR," as the now popular Parisian song has it, and all the appli-
ances and means of a comfortable establishment to boot.

Vwoyay voo Alongemee? I have stipulated to try one bed a night,

sleeping in it from any time I like until a similar limit in the morning.
They are to give me a latch-key to Legsposissiong, so .that I can go
to rest at my own hour

; and visitors will not be admitted to this

portion of the building until I am up, and have completed my tieoylay,
There will be an extra charge to pass through while I am reading the

papers in my morning wrapper, which I shall do when trying the chairs
and sofas. 1 can easily lodge in Legsposissiong at this rate for a
month. My name 's EASY. Difficulties merely arise in order that I

may o'erleap them. Vwoylar too !

The Medals are distributed to-day (Monday). MR. PHILIP CAL-
DEHON, R.A., is in Parry, about to be daycoray. Evervone to appear
in uniform. Mine is that of the Manchester Marine (Militia), recently
organised. Our dress is real Manchester velvet, grey shirtings, and
cocked-hats. Those who can afford them have horses; and those who
have horses are our gallant horseyfers. With which jerdymo (at the
service of my country) I conclude.

" THE MODEL READY RECKONER." The man with his last Shilling.
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Excursionist (to himself).
" ULLO ! 'ERE'S ONE o'

OBLIGING.
THRU ARTISTS. 'DESSAY 'K'LL WANT A GENTBBL FIGGEE FOE 'is FOREGROUND.

I'LL STAXD FOR 'jar/ ft"

THE MODEL TRADES' UNIONIST.

OF all the good things ever said, I specially admire
The saying that the labourer is worthy of his hire.

The just reward of labour 1 'm determined to make mine ;

And if I can't do that alone, with others I '11 combine.

The tyranny of capital is more than I will stand,
And with my fellow-labourers together 1 shall band,
In case employers screw us down below what "s just and right ;

We '11 strike, if we can do no more, till they our toil requite.

We '11 strike, and to make others strike we '11 do our best, of course.

Our best, but not our worst, my mates refrain from brutal force.

No blowing up with gunpowder ! No knocking on the head !

No shooting ! Do no murder let man's blood be never shed.

No rattening of persons that offend against our rules !

Because it is a crime and sin to steal your neighbour's tools.

No persecuting them that choose to work for what, they can !

Take no man's liberty away, or else you rob the man.

Your neighbour's house, his ox, his ass ; your neighbour's goods and

gains,
Belong to him less closely than his hands do, and his brains.

His use of them is most his own of all tilings that are his ,

And he who robs a man thereof 's the biggest thief that is.

Intimidation 's not the way fair dealing to compel.
It is the way to Sheffield if that 's where you'd like to dwell.

Co-operation that, 's our plan all difference to avoid ;

Let every man employer be, and every man employed.

Then shall we know what wages we Ve the means ourselves to pay,
Not causing those high prices that consumers drive away,
To buy in foreign markets cheaper things and better made ;

And we, with our Trades' Unions, shall not ruin British Trade.

CAUTION TO CORRESPONDENTS.

CERTAINLY Mr. Punch may call himself a man of letters, for by almost

every post he receives about a peck of them. Greatness has its penal-

ties, besides its pride and pleasures ; and the penalty of Mr. Punch's

greatness is an avalanche of correspondence that overwhelms him every

day. He had need be a Briareus, born with fifty pairs of hands, to

open all the envelopes which are hourly laid before him
; and, were lie

hundred-eyed like Argus, he could barely read, ere bed-time, a tithe of

their contents.

Yet, despite his many warnings that his waste-basket stands ever

yawning at his side, and that he never will return the nonsense he re-

ceives, Mr. Punch is often plagued by irritable persons, who seem to

think he is responsible for the safety of whatever may be sent him by
the post. Mr. Punch repeats his caution, that the less his

"
constant

readers" write to him the wiser he will think them
; and, as to any

hints or suggestions they may proffer, he has neither time to look at

them, nor disposition so to dp. How much his butterman is bettered

by the idiotic twaddle which is sold him by the pound from Mr. Punch's

waste-basket is more than need be guessed. ALL THAT Mr. Punch
WILL ADD IS, THAT O ARTICLE OR DRAWING SENT TO HIM, UNSO-

LICITED, WILL BB RETURNED ;
THAT HE CANNOT GIVE THEM HOUSE-

ROOM UNTIL THEY ARE CALLED FOR; AND THAT NO LAW EXISTS IN

ENGLAND WHICH RENDERS HIM ACCOUNTABLE POK WHAT MAY UK
THEIR FATE. If Mn. Punch were to receive by post a handsome set

of diamonds (friends at a distance, if they like, may accept this inti-

mation), she would not be compellable by law to give them house-

room, although it is not unlikely that she might submit to do so. Nor
is Mr. Punch obliged to retain in his safe keeping whatever gems of

wit may be dropped into his letter-box, with a view that they may
sparkle in the setting of his type.

THE SHORTEST THEATRICAL CRITICISM ON RECORD. In MR.
READE'S new play now performing at the Adelphi everybody acts well,

and Miss TERRY is a.-Dora-b\e.

Fil'ltlt) Jweph Smith, of N. 'H. Holfurd l-quirr, i he 1 nh < I 8:. Jame, (1Tk..n. 1 . in the C :untj of Middles?*,
' II e Priming Offices of Milan, nredburr, TT- ,

* Co., Lom'ard
_ ftifrt, intheFrtc>iictof\\hiulriB,linl.i Cltj nf UmcUn, an] Publithe I by hin. >t No. , Fief Sired, in tlu ran Ji of St. bride, City o London -S.ITI HDIT, July , li*7.
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OUR ARTIST IN PARIS.-PART I.
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7 O'CLOCK, A.M. Goix; to TAKI IHK BOAT.

En ROUTE
AT Boi'LOONE, Jl'NE 10TH, 1807.

AUHIFZ-VOUII LA BOOKTY o COIRE eta Pm
FotttHONO POCK MOV ?

*

EM HODTE TOR PARIS. AMIENS. TWISTY MIKDTM TO Dai (GREAT RUSH I) ARRIVAL AT PAWS 00 r M.)

Whittles v. Wittols.

CHAUCER records the fame of
"

Sheffield Whittles,"
And the town then was known for its sharp blades

;

But now its hands are the true
"

Sheffield Wittols,"
Who trust to rattening's and murder's aids.

Creed and Colour.

THERE is Ultramarine, and there 's Ultramontane,
What "s the difference between them you bid me explain.

Well, a kind of deep blue is your L'llramarine,
And four Ultramontane is most vividly green.

VOL. mi.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
DMEBODY who can write

English should be requested
to afford the Volunteers in-

formation as to their duty
in case of riots. The autho-

rities have succeeded in

preparing a circular which

nobody can understand,
and which everybody in-

terprets differently. The
matter was discussed in the

Lords on Monday, July 1.

It is clear that the Volun-

teers, as such, have nothing
to do with riots, and that

every subject of the QUEEN
is bound to aid the civil

power in suppressing them ;

and an able-bodied fellow

is neither more nor less

liable to do his duty to

society because he wears a
uniform.

Touching the cruelties perpetrated by calf-butchers, MR. HABDY,
questioned, replied that he was unable to do anything ; but he stated
the law, which is that any person torturing an animal may be punished,
if every Materfamilias would prohibit white veal, an atrocious system
would be stopped, and when Punch assures those whom he never
deceives (except in the way of professions of devotion) that the system
is too horrid for him to describe it, he is sure that they will give the

necessary orders. N.B. Do not believe the butcher's denial, you
know how he lies and cheats in the matter of prices.
We resumed Reform, and here is the abstract and brief chronicle of

the week.

Proposal by COLONEL DYOTT to disfranchise freeholders in a borough,
that is, to take away their county votes, and make them vote for the

borough. Rejected.
Proposal by MB. CANDLISH to deprive all hired canvassers, and

other hired agents, of votes. Accepted.
Proposal by MR. HOBSFALL (whose name reminds us that the poor

horses fall very much this hot weather, and that there ought to be
humaner means for getting them up than are employed by cruel cab-
men) that an additional Member should be given to Manchester,
to Birmingham, and to Liverpool. Accepted by MR. DISRAELI, who
also threw in Leeds, but proposed to take away the new Member that
had been promised to Salford. Note. MR. ADDERLE^, Minister,
opposed MR. HORSPALL'S plan, and later, MR. DISRAELI, Minister,
agreed to it, giving more than was asked. The word Minister, saith

HOBBES, in his Leviathan, signifieth one who voluntarily dpeth the
business of another man. Question is it MR. ADDERLEY, or is it MR.
DISRAKLI, who voluntarily doeth the business of the other man, even
JOHN BULL P

Complaint by MR. ROEBUCK, that though he had done so much in
the way of helping the Government, Sheffield was not to have a new
Member.' He moved for one. MR. LAISG adverted to the Sheffield
Union atrocities as reasons why no favour should at present be shown
to that disgraced place. But MR. GLADSTONE thought that the more
the artisans are brought into direct contact with, representation, the
less likely they are to form illegal associations. Sheffield's claim
rejected by 258 to 122.

Proposal by MR. BERKELEY to give Bristol a new Member. (By
the way it will have one, for that Bristol diamond, SLR MORTON PETO
is gazetted a bankrupt.) Rejected by 235 to 136.
Demand by MR. BRIGHT where the four new Members are to come

from F He said that MB. DISRAELI was only shuilling the cards. The
CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER gently remonstrated against this
expression, but declined to say more then. MR. GLADSTONE promised
to fight for Salford. Whereat MR. AYRTON protested against Lancashire
and its exorbitancy.

Proposal by MR. NEATE that members of corporations should vote
in respect of corporation property. MB. DISRAELI objected. Cor-
porations could do no personal act. He alluded to a celebrated saying
about a corporation, which had neither a body to be kicked, nor a soul
to be damnified. Rejected.
Proposal by MR. DISRAELI that when the Committee should have

received his statement that the four seats were to be got by not en-
franchising St. Helen's, Keighley, Luton, and Barnsley, the amend-
ments of Members should be passed over, and we should go to the
schedules. Rather approved.
Proposal by MR. HIBBERT to make it illegal for a candidate to pay

a voter's travelling expenses in Boroughs. Carried.
'

Proposal to forbid election committees from sitting in Public Houses.
After a long fight, the Tories opposing the prohibition, Rejected.

Thus much for Reform, which may be rather said to meander (word
from Maeander, a river which, saith FULLER in his Worthies, is so tor-
tuous and winding that it runneth eighty miles in eighteen by land
also see Pliny, if you like anyhow we are not going to transcribe the
passage) than to progress. (What do you mean about the word being
so used ? Look into King John ;

;

" Let me wipe off thia honourable dewe
That siluerly doth Progressa on thy cheek,"

You must have cheek to object to Punch's English.) Moreover, the
House is growing languid, though sometimes petulant, and does its

work in a perfunctory (from perj'ungi, to do anything that it may be
done and finished, and that we may rid ourselves of it,

" Let not our
mourning be perfunctory and fashionable," says good BISHOP HALL,
whose friends began to wear it for him Sept. 1656) manner.
The Bill for making the Railway people furnish Means of Communi-

cation with Guards, was read a Third Time, and when we say that the

ungeographical GASELEE opposed it, we need hardly say that the
majority was about 8 to 1.

Tuesday. Much indignation about the way Government proposed to
receive the VICEROY OP EGYPT. LORD STANLEY dilated upon the
vessel, and the special train, and the guard of honour, and the sentries,
and the equerry, but he could not get rid of the Public House. Later
in the week, LORD DUDLEY obligingly offered his own mansion, which
was accepted, Government thereby showing how utterly wrong they
had been before. Now the Press has roused public opinion on this

subject, and has
very likely saved to England a good friend, who was

going to be affronted. Yet no journalist will be complimented by the

Ministry. On the C9ntrary, they are, very likely, using the worst
language about meddling scribblers.

A debate on Martial Law, originated by MR. O'REILLY, who, having

I

been an LL.D. at Rome, and a Major in the POPE'S service, may be
considered a martial lawyer. He cited L. C. J. COCKBDRN'S late

charge on the subject, and moved a resolution to the effect that no
such thing as martial law was lawful. Some good sense was talked,
especially, of course, by MB. MILL

; but MR. HEADLAM talked better

sense, and showed that what bore the obnoxious name was simply

j

something for which every sensible citizen must see the necessity, on
!

emergency. He was not for making people afraid to do their duty.
The House took this view, and the motion was withdrawn.
Another attempt to relieve the attorneys from the payment of certifi-

cate duty failed on division. Mr. Punch has repeatedly said that

among the attorneys are hundreds of the best fellows in the world, but
there are also many of the lowest dogs unkicked, whose numbers
would be increased if the cost of being admitted and of practising were
made lighter.

Wednesday. Ladies about to marry, by banns (the Ritualists are
j

making this genteel), may like to know that a Bill is in progress for

doing away with the doubt when the bachelor and spinster proclama-
tion is to interrupt religious service.

"
After the second lesson

"
is to

be declared the lawful, as it is the usual, time. There were High
Church protests against meddling with the Rubric, but MR. HENLEY,
a shrewd old Tory, said that if doubts were not cleared up, people
would be driven to the Registrar's office. Just so, and driven there in
smart carriages, too.

Then Protestantism, represented by MB. NEWDEGATE (and MURPHY'S
friend WHALLEY), had a little victory, and by 119 to 75 defeated a Bill
for enabling limited landowners to grant sites for churches, and
schools, and glebes for priests, to Roman Catholics. Mr. Punch is a
stauncher Protestant than any other Englishman, but the refusing his
fellow-citizens facilities for teaching and worship is not his way of

asserting the principle of religious freedom.

Thursday. Official news was received that the unfortunate ARCH-
DUKE MAXIMILIAN had been murdered by JUABEZ. Great indignation
is felt. The Sovereigns of England and France postponed splendid re-

views which had been in contemplation, and the Americans in Paris
would not hold the Independence testival. The crime is regarded as a

savage and cowardly one, and it has been committed in defiance of
the appeals of civilised Governments. We call it a crime, because
the act was needless and inhuman. That the bandit JUABEZ and the
rest of the scoundrels around him may extirpate one another, and that
Mexico may be seized by the United States, are the twin wishes of the
rest of the world.

Hint for Husbands.
" WHY do you look so glum and cross, WILLIAM, \whenever I have

got you to go out with me to any party, or theatre '(

"
asked ISABELLA."

My love," said WILLIAM,
"
there would be no merit in my going,

were 1 not making an awful sacrifice of my own feelings. Permit me
the pleasure of showing that I go only to please you, dearest."

i
ISABELLA was silenced, but not convinced.
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WHITE-HEADED BOB.

THERE once was a fistic performer
Of fame in the early P. R.,

Than whom none e'er won plaudits warmer
In gladiatorial war.

He was specially valued for bottom,
And holding his own against odds,

And his foes, once in Chanc'ry he got 'em,
Soon measured their length on the sods.

From the
"
ROBERT," his full-length cognomen,

And the lily-white thatch on his nob,
His friends of the fancy, and foemen,

Entitled him "White-headed BOB."
If of mauleys you wanted the strongest,
The best sparring skill to be had,

Pluck, and wind alike safe to last longest,
Then. White-headed BOB was the lad.

Though that brilliant boxer have vanished
As all that is brilliant will :

Though from BULL'S sports and pastimes we've banished
The muscular joys ot the Mill.

We >e our fights still, at odds or at evens,
And revived our old Champion we know,

In the White-headed BOB of St. Stephens,
That out-and-out fighter Boa LOWE !

They may talk of Westminster's old glories,
\\hcn all Kurope round made a ring,

Of PITT, Fox, and BUHKE tell their stories,
CUATHAM'S reach, BAKHK'S stop, WISDHAM'S swing.

But. for neat sparring, straight shoulder-hitting,

Quick counter, sharp rally, clean throw,
Against all of old standing or sittins;,

At long odds I '11 stand ou BOB LOWE.

Who 's forgotten his mills with BILL GLADSTONE.
The heaviest weight in the field ?

When BOB cheeked him, BILL chaffed the lad's tone,
And no backers he had when he peeled.

But he found his own stakes, his own second,
In his own colours came to the scratch,

And in more rounds than BILL would like reckoned
Showed himself, at the least, BILLY'S match.

And when BILL was walloped by BENJY,
The artful Caucasian chicken,

And BILL couldn't get his revenge (he,
We know, never could take a lickin'),

Up came BOB smiling, game as a pebble,
And knocked BENJY all round the ring,

Till his seconds looked black as
"
de debbil,"

And the sponge up were ready to fling.

In these days of crossings and dodgings,
When you never know who 's on the square.

When coves change their sides, like their lodgings,
And there 's all styles of fighting but fair.

'Tis a comfort to see honest gripping,
Hits straight from the shoulder that go,

No squaring the fight, or down-slipping" Win or lose, let 's fight fair," says BOB LOWB.

Cads and costers may bully and bluster,
And call him bad names round the ring,

A fig for the dirty, faced cluster !

His rule 's to let snobs have their swing.
But JOHN BULL, prefers things on the square,

Pluck and bottom he never will ban,
And when all 's done, he '11 reckon BOB fair,
As an out-and-out, game fighting-man.

And if 'Varsity graduates of London,
Are looking about them to find,

How to get both their brain-work and fun done,
By a tongue that can utter their mind.

They may look a long time e'er they '11 hit
On one who such muscle can show,

One for truth's sturdy champion so fit,

As much-abused, honest BOB LOWE !

OUR THEATRICAL SPECTATOR.
" Cortatlm ingcuti wslobntnt nova gaudta plavwu."

G'rotfuj ml Pttrneutum.
" Time wai, mon loudly did applaud new plajs :

'Tla not genteel to do no nowadays."

THE remark that English people take their pleasure sadly, may with
great truth be applied to their demeanour at a theatre. Perhaps it is

thought vulgar to appear to be amused, and etiquette requires them to

preserve a solemn aspect. Many a man now looks a* though he dared
not laugh in public, lest he might derange his shirt-front, ; and a girl
of proper breeding is considered to lose caste if she so much as ventures
to give vent to a giggle. Propriety demands a uair of white kid gloves
and: a look of solemn suffering while sitting through play, and any
thought of being pleased by it seems utterly prohibited.' In fact,

except at Christmas time, when it is deenu-d the proper thing to take
the children to a pantomime, the stalls and boxes rarely show a sign of

satisfaction, and all the laughter and applause proceeds from either pit
or gallery.

Now this is a great pity, and in some degree accounts for the absence
of refinement for which our stage is IK.- The stimulus of clap-

ping encourages an actor, and he often (inds it difiicult to act his best
without it. So, if the stall-goers sit like statues, and the box-folk are

unmoved, he is tempted to act coarsely in order to obtain the approba-
tion of the

"
gods," which he knows will put new life in him. He thus

becomes deorum cultor, non parcvs nee infreguexs, and chiefly cultivates
the talents which are pleasing to the deities.

For myself, not being, luckijy, a fashionable man, I take pleasure at

a theatre in not doing what is fashionable. I laugh as loudly as 1

choose, when I see anything that tickles m* 1

, and applaud with all my
might whatever merits my approval. Sometimes I even make a point
of putting on my thickest boots when I go io see a play which I think

likely to amuse me
;
and I make a most, prodigious stamping it' it does

so. An actor need not fear that his good points will not be lecognised
if I am in the theatre, and, unlike the Paris claque, I make "

no charge
for stamping."
They who have the sense and courage to follow my example, should

be warned to wear stout shoes when they go to see The Liar. The
play is neat, and smart, and telling, and is capitally played, and deserves
to be applauded. The humour is perhaps too playful for the pit, and
too gentle for the gallery : there are no sensation scenes with murder
to slow music, and no comic ones with ghosts or breakages of crockery.
So the deities amd pittites are sparing of applause, and the clapping is

heard chiefly, and should be heard more audibly, among the better
seated portion of the audience. Old playgoers will doubtless flock to
an old play, and need no spur to urge them thither ; but the younger
should be counselled not to miss this chance of seeing a piece whicu
needs no scenery to render it attractive. It will teach them to have
taste for something better than burlesque, and will show them how
good acting, when employed on a good play, is far better worth seeing
than when wasted on a bad one.

It is not usual, I know, to wear thick boots at the opera ; but I

regretted very much that, obeying my young wife, I had put on a thin

pair, when I went the other night to hear the new young Swedish
singer. I have seldom been more charmed than I was by her fresh

voice, fair face, and her agreeable demeanour. She sings in a pure
style, with intelligence and taste, and she can bold a long soft note
with none of the affected trembling of the voice which of late has been
so fashionable. Her tones are clear and full, high but never shrill:

and she has no need of French polish to conceal those cracks and
blemishes which VERDI makes in thin weak voices. Moreover, what
is better, she sines like a girl with brains (and with plenty of them,
too, as her broad brow amply testifies) ; and not like a mere song-
machine, (made to make sweet noises, but with no notion what they
signify. Her acting may be somewhat tame, but it is natural and not

stagy. Her demeanour, like her voice, is delicate and ladylike. She
is very young at present, and must not be crudely criticised; but she
seems by nature gifted for the operatic stage, and having ardour and
ambition to shine lastingly upon it. Because she happens to be

Swedish, 'people think of their old favourite, and make absurd compa-
risons between a finished artist in the climax of her fame and a clever
debutante who is wishful to be famous. The parallel, though prema-
ture, may in one point he permitted, for these Swedes have both the

gift of singing not to the ears only, but simply to the heart ; and
though CHRISTINE NLLLSON may not be a second JENNY LIXD, she is

even now among the very first ofprime donne.

The Right Man in the Bight Place.

ONE of CLAHIDGE'S old customers, who had often bled freely for the

u. i
NC F011 A ^HO

f
OGBAPH - Our friend "ARGUS" informs us good of the establishment, on paying his last bill, remarked, "Well,

that Mn. TATTKKSALL has had a new pulpit designed for him by I they may complain of our quartering the PASHA OF EGYPT here
; but I

OWEN JONES. Fancy MB. SPURGEON in MR. TATTERSALL'S pulpit. ; say it was always
'

a House of Call for Sovereigns.'
"
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GENTEEL POVERTY DINING IN STATE.

A PROFESSOK BRANDED IN THE TONGUE.
" He was glad to see that great meeting pledge itself to such excellent senti-

ments
;
hut he might he allowed to say that, when that meeting was over, he thought

nearly enough would have heen said about this matter. There was no good to he
ttained by using exaggerated language, even about the Sheffield outrages. He did
not siy any exaggerated language had been used at the meeting. Murder was a

zreat crime, but they must not forxet that the murder by trade unionists was no
better and no worse than any other murder. (Loud chens.) ... A man could
not go on protesting his innocence of a crime, or excusing himself from blame or

complicity in a matter, without destroying bis own self-respect ; and now that the
tmions had once for all protested against these outrages enough had been done. He
was no apologist for murder. Duriug the last twelve month* he had subscribed his

j

money, and supported efforts which had been made to bring a great murderer to

justice. (Cheers.) This was a murderer whose hands were red with the blood of
j

more than four hundred men, and this man committed kit crimes in the interests of
\

employers, at BROADHEAD committed flit in the interest of the workmen nf Sheffield. The
{

wealthy classes of this country were called upon to express their opinion of the
|

crimes committed by the rich few in Jamaica, just as these poor men in London
had been called upon to express their opinion of the crimes committed by poor men
in Sheffield; and what opinion did these rich men express? Did they meet as this

meeting had met in Exeter Hall to say they abhorred these crimes? (Loud cries of
'

Question.') No. They offered him banquets ;
and that murderer was at large in

England because magistrates of his own class refused to send his crimes to be tried

by a jury. (Question.) As matters stood, the law set on thieves to steal tradeunion
property, just as BROADHEAD set on men to ratten, and there was this difference

only between the two crimes, that the law encouraged the one and punished the
other. (Chfers) Then look at the law respecting so-called ' intimidation.' No one
disputed that when a man struck another or caused a breach of the peace punish-
ment should follow ; but the law vat such that the magistrate at Marlborough Street

had legally committed more outraffet than ever BROACHEAD committed. (Hear.) . . .

The middle classes, by raising a '

great duat ' about the Sheffield outrages, were
turning the workmen's attention from obtaining justice. He advised them to send

j

to Parliament men to represent them, and urged them to draw up the laws they
'

desired to see passed, in order that every candidate for their suffrages should be
tested and pledged. If these laws for the unionists were passed, he said no more
would be heard of these wrong-doings, for it was only a sente of wrong the unionists

f.ctur(d which made them outstep the limits of legality. (Cheers )" From PROFESSOR
BEESLKV'S Speech at the Bxtter Hall Trades' Unions Meeting, Tuesday, July 2.

PROFESSOR BEESLEY should apply to HEK MAJESTY for leave to

insert a
" i" between the

"
s
"
and the

" L" of his name. The name
of the man will then describe the character of his speech at Exeter

Hall, on Tuesday sennight, from which we extract the passages in our

heading. One might have excused such language in an ignorant or

excited working-man. But this solitary apologist for murder and vio-

lence, for however he disclaimed this title, he has fairly earned it by

such a speech, writes after his name Professor of Ancient and Modern
History, University College, London, and is a teacher of the lessons

of those histories to the ingenuous youth who attend his classes in

Gower Street.

We congratulate the Council of University College on the possession
of such an instructor, and leave to them practical comment on his

speech. There is not an honest working-man in London, we believe,

weak enough to be taken in by such shallow sophistry, or callous

enough not to be shocked by sucli cold-blooded comment on the

atrocities which have disgraced Sheffield in the eyes of England. But
if the speech be harmless by reason of its cynicism, its bad logic, and
its extravagance, it is not, for that reason, less disgraceful to the man
who spoke it. The historian who can pronounce the acts of GOVERNOR
EYRE in Jamaica more criminal than those of BROADHEAD in Sheffield ;

the moralist who asserts that the sympathy of those who uphold
GOVERNOR EYRE arises from their setting a class feeling for one of

their own order above their horror of murder ; the legist who perverts
the fact that the law does not give compulsory power of enforcing
trades' union regulations into the statement that the law sets

thieves to steal trade union property just as BROADHEAD set on men
to

"
ratten," and gravely asserts that the Marlborough Street police-

magistrate, administering the law as it stands, has legally committed
more outrages than ever BHOADHEAD committed, is certainly eminently

qualified to teach young ideas how to
"
shoot," to say nothing of the

probable upshot of his instructions in promoting intimidation, ratten-

ing, and blowing up.
We only know one thing in connection with this revolting subject

calculated to inspire as much disgust as the Sheffield revelations, and
that is PROFESSOR BEESLEY'S way of talking about them.

The Council of Guido.

A LETTER from Home, with reference to the POPE'S kte Allocution,

says :

" The convocation of a council is alluded to, but without specifying when. It is

generally understood that the period will bo fixed for November of next year."

Perhaps the Fifth.
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GOVERNMENT HOSPITALITY.
Jons THOMAS (L-n D-R-Y).

" EGYPT ! O-AR-YES ! SORRY WE COULDN'T ACCOMMODATE YOU IN THE

PALACE, BUT-AR-WE 'D ORDERED A BED FOR YOU AT A DELIGHTFUL PUBLIC-HOUSE-AR-CLAHIDGE'S,

IN FACT; BUT THEY'LL TAKE YOU IN AT DUDLEY HOUSE."
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A DRAMATIC MEDLEY FOE THE DEAMATIC FETE.

VEBYBODT'S going. The Great

City will be a desert. Any-
body mad enough to remain
in town will feel like a Fish

out of Water. True to the

Corps dramatique, we shall

go on Saturday with all

ANODYNES IN THE WORKHOUSE.
OWING to a fortunate omission in MR. GATHOKNE HARDY'S Poor

Law Amendment Act, the interests of Metropolitan Bumbledom
will, it is hoped, remain, for the present, unaffected. The St. Paneras
Guardians will thus be enabled still to preside over and regulate for

some time the medical arrangements of their workhouse, instead of

being obliged to resign their control to unreasonable and uuparochial
medical officers.

According to several newspapers, the dispenser at the St. Pancras

and on Monday Sarah's

Young Man has promised
to escort Our Domestics.

Not to be there would be

to lose Caste, to be outlawed

by Society. Oar American

Cousin, who has just arrived

from The Antipodes, en route

to The French Exhibition,
finds that The Best Way to

Dover is via Sydenham, and
La Famille Betioiton have
come over in the very nick
of time. Jack Wilding is

sure to be in the crowd, and
John Jones, and those inseparables Box and Cox, and Mrs. Roseleaf
with her party, and That Rascal Jack, who will come up to us and say,
Lend Me Five Shillinffs JACK has been A Wild Goose ever since he
was old enough to taste His First Champagne. And WOODCOCK you
know WOODCOCK ? Woodcock's Little Game on

Saturday
next will be

to have a pressing business engagement in the neighbourhood of

Anerley. obliging him to leave the office early in the day. And then
the darlings, dressed in diaphanous robes and bonnets

"
beautifully

less
"

Dora and Maria (nnrnans PHTTI ton) and

f . j i \T . i, iiu^uiuiug ku ouvtiai Iicw3uauci3, tlic ULBUCIiaer ill 111C DIN ittuui.l^
our friendsi and ffetyMaurs .

Workhouse having included in his weekly requirements three poundsnnd on JVIondav ciaran s 1.1. _r j_ __: . -r.i.- /- j- 11

!.with farfa
,

in close at

weight of crude opium, one of the Guardians, at one of their meetings,
inquired for what purpose so much opium was wanted, and was told,
in reply, to make tincture of opium and mix with various medjciues.
It was further stated that there were 1,000 poor old people in the
Workhouse taking medicine, many of whom suffered from pains, and
could not sleep at night, and opium pills were therefore kept for them
in the several wards

; opium also entered largely into various medicines

given to them. The idea of supplying paupers with unlimited anodynes
was of course monstrous in the sight of the St. Pancras Guardians. A
DR. COLLINS observed that he considered the practice of giving opium
pills to confirmed paupers a bad one, for they must go on increasing
the quantity. To be sure ; and augmenting the expense of thii ort

of indefinite medical relief in the same ratio. Another Guardian
remarked, with profound sagacity and sarcasm, "Pray, don't let tin;

Chinese know that we use so much opium in our workhouses, or the

price will go up." Finally, on the motion of MR. BOWER, the quantity
of opium ordered was reduced to one pound. The dispenser had asked
for three times as much, but the Guardians showed him that they knew
more about dispensing than he, and accordingly they dispensed with
two-thirds of the quantit

Quite right. If wretc

pains, their rheumatisms, their lumbagos, their neuralgias, their raging
teeth, nay, their very colics and dolores nentricvli, assuaged with no end

y of opium which he required.
hed paupers were to have all their aches and

Z/
-

\ j AI i i>7 7 jo Lcctii, iiav, tucu very uuuua turn uvtt/rej vcnirivutt. a^uagcu wuu ill) euu
(perhaps PATTI too) and that Black-eyed SUM* f ium

"
, t t

'

f th t ^df^, unbridled

WEiSVSS i3 ' ,?*Ts&* *.' P^'ty would entail onV ratepayers, would be the use of the Work-
Diversion will be taken at the Crystal Palace as well as in Soho on the
13th inst.

J'invile le Colonel (says MR. WEBSTER), and all officers of the Army,
Navy, Marines, Submarines, Volunteers, Militia, Yeomanry, and any
other arm, or branch, or whatever it is of the Public Service that gets
toasted and TOOLED at public dinners, including, of course, the entire

strength of Ours; and let this be The Duke's Motto, and the Marquis's
motto, and the Earl's motto, and everybody's motto, not forgetting
Sultans and Viceroys, Turks, Belgians and Egyptians-

Come early or come late,

But come to the Dramatic Fete.

A word or two of advice to male visitors. Bring plenty of money :

the ladies in the Stalls like auriferous people, noteworthy persons ; if

necessary, sell out stock for the occasion. Spend it all before you
leave : there may be pickpockets in the crowd at the Station. You
wish to be thought respectable in your walk in life, and to pay your
way P then don't object to small disbursements every step you take in
the Palace. When the pocket is empty and the purse vacant, then begin
paying compliments, but not before. Do not let the announcement of
a Drama-tick Fete mislead you into thinking that credit is given : you
will get credit for nothing, except for generosity, if, as you will be,
you are a modest imitator of the liberality of a .Sultan or a Czar.
Remember that the motto of the Managers of this great annual
"Function" is Sans Changer, and that it bears two interpretations-
no alteration in us except that we are perhaps better than ever, and
No Change. And lastly, but not leastly, it by The Force of Destiny
you should fall in love (a very probable result) with some one in that

Visi9n "of Fair Women" who beatifies your button-hole with a rose,
and is, if possible, more charming off the stage than on, and she should
fall in love (a very improbable result) with you, be prepared to encounter
tne undying envy of all who have not met with the same hapov
Dramatic Fate.

do live,

"
IF THE CAP FITS, WEAR IT."

AN old madrigal informs us that "more geese than swans d.

more tools than wise
;

"
and we presume it must be on the faith of this

opinion that such advertisements are issued as this which was inserted
in the Ipswich Journal of the 22nd ult. :

AN ELDERLY BACHELOR OF FORTUNE wishing to amuse him-
"rirf

S
=t S?S the

,

cr
?
dlditT of tbe Publi

. "nd to benefit and assist others, willsend a suitable Present of genuine worth, according to the circumstances of appli-
cant, on receipt of nineteen stamps, demanded mlrely as a token of confidence
stamps will be returned with the presents carriage paid.-Address, 4c.

The
"
credulity of the public

"
has frequently been tested by adver-

tisements requesting a remittance of stamps. Traps like these are all
so old that we reaUy have no pity for the geese who may be caught bythem A suitable present

"
for the persons who put faith in such

advertisements would, we fancy, be a fool's-cap.

ratepayer , .

house considered as a penal institution designed to teach the labouring
classes to understand in a practical sense the recommendation to take
no thought for the morrow P

SENSATION SERMONS.

HAVING triumphed in the playhouse, Sensation is beginning to infect
the pulpit. Not merely in the West End, but in the North and South
and East, sensation sermons now are delivered every Sunday, being ad-
vertised beforehand, amid other entertainments,

:in the columns of the
Press. As a specimen of the attractions now offered to the church-or-

chapel-going public, we abridge a late announcement in the Islington
Gazette:

(CALEDONIAN ROAD CHAPEL. Next Sunday Sermons will bev preached, afternoon by Ma. GKO. B. CLARKE, a Black Brother, from Jamaica,
Son-in-law of the late excellent PAUL BOOLE. Evening by MR. HIXRY TABLET, tho
Butcher, from Netting Bill, whose

" words sink, like name-tipped darts, into the
souls of his hearers/'

Advertising a
"
black brother

"
for a performance in the pulpit is

somewhat on a level with announcing nigger minstrels for a solo on
the banjo, or a prelude with the bones. It is similar bad taste to lug
in the black preacher's connection with PAUL BOGLE, as if this fact
could make his sermons more worth hearing than their own intrinsic
merit can deserve. Moreover, when a tradesman takes to preaching,
it surely is not needful, when announcing bis discourses, to advertise
his shop. Perhaps we next may see it stated that a soul-stirring
sermon will be preached by MR. BELLOWS, the Whitechapel Coster-

monger, whose discourses dip like blazes into his hearers' pockets, and
whose voice may be heard daily uplifted in the calling of a vendor of

cheap taturs, sparrergrass and greens.

A Precious Professor.

THE eloquent speech addressed to the late meeting of artisans at
Exeter Hall by PROFESSOR BEESLEY. in extenuation of the Sheffield
Trades' Union outrages, will naturally have suggested, to persons
innocent of the knowledge of BEESLEY and his concerns, the question,
what is he Professor of? If any doubt existed about his claim to a
professorship, it ought to have been removed by that discourse.

Nobody can have read his expressions of sympathy with BROADHEAD,
CROOKES and HALLAM without acknowledging that PBOFESSOR BEES-
LEY has earned an undeniable claim to be styled Professor of Rattening,
and other things which may be called &c.

CRUELTY TO CAXTES. Our Footmen's legs.

BT DEGREES." Oxford D.C.L.'s in their robes.
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SQUARING THE CIRCLE.
Swell.

" CAN YOU GIVE MB THE NEXT ROUND ?
"

Lady.
" IT 's GONE, BUT YOU CAN HAVE THE SECOND SQUARE, IF YOU LIKE."

SACRIFICE FOR SABBATARIANS.
MR. PTTNCH,

I WISH I were as great a man as yon, and had a dog like

yours, that would fly at people and bite them by the leg if they dared
to interrupt my discourse. Then I should like a deputation of small

shopkeepers to wait on me and beseech me to support a Sunday
Trading Bill. I would speak my mind to them as follows :

Fellows, You want an Act to prevent Sunday trading, do you?
You wish for a law which will oblige your neighbours as well as your-
selves to shut up shop on Sundays. Why ? Because, you say, you
desire to be enabled to observe the Sabbath and enjoy your Sunday's rest.

Enjoy your Sunday's rest, then, and observe the Sabbath. Shut up
your own shops and let your neighbours do as they please, and take
the consequences."

Oh, but then," you object, "if they keep their shops open, so must
we ours." You are under no necessity for doing any such thing. You
are not, by any means, forced to compete with your neighbours for
custom on Sundays ; you can, if you choose, leave it all to them. You
can sacrifice it.

You say you believe that the observance of Sunday as a sabbath is

a religious duty, and that the need of rest on one day in seven is a law
of health. Your Sunday's custom is worth three or four shillings. You
won't sacrifice that sum either to your religion or for the sake of your
health. You really and truly believe as little in the natural laws as

you do in the laws of MOSES. You hypocrites, jou humbugs, you
blockheads, get out of the sight of DOWNRIGHT.

Crusts by Old Crusty.
WHY do men drink and smoke, Ma'am ? To render their company

and conversation endurable to each other. How it is that women ever

manage to stand each other's society, 1 cannot imagine.

AN UNCOMMON THING FOR JOHN BULL. Receiving a sovereign
as if he didn't like it.

ADVICE TO YOUNG BACHELORS.

BY A. GROWLER.

Now all you fine young fellows who are meditating marriage,
Don't you presume to take a wife till you can keep a carriage.
A life of affluence and ease is needful for a woman,
To constitute a happy wife unless she 's more than common.

To make her happy you must wish, or if you only take her
To please yourself, at any rate agreeable to make her,
You won't do that, young friend, without the means to make her jolly :

And if you wed without them, you'll commit an act of folly.

Much dress doth now the female form so grievously encumber,
That women who can walk a mile are very few in number

;

Fresh air to health is needful, health to comfort and serenity,
Good looks, good temper, cheerfulness, and conjugal amenity.

Put money, therefore, in your purse, if you must needs go courting,
You can't delight a lady whom you've no means of transporting
To shows, and shops, and theatres ; so never dream of marriage,
My boy, until you 're able to afford to keep a carriage.

Wearing the Brochees.

IN Le FolM, amongst the details of
"
Fashions for July," ladies if

not gentlemen are informed that :

" Brochees silks are \rom.M

Are they, at last? The prescient have long foreseen what female

attire was tending to. From the drawing-room to the hunting-field
from silks ladies will naturally get to cords. Of course

"
brochees

"
is

a misprint.

WHAT THE PASHA OF EGIPT is LIKELY TO SAY TO HIS RECF.P-
TION. "Pah! Pshaw!!"
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PEEPS AT PARIS.
PEEP TUB SIXTEENTH.

" LER SOOLTARN aytarrevay ! Veeve ler SOOLTARN !

" As I said, last

week,
"
Maysil ner pars arrnay dong," that is, lie hadn't come when I

thought be had.
"
Veeoe ler SOOLTAUN, ay veere LUMPYRAW, ay neeee

lar Grony Rayveie meletayre!" That is, the Grand Review at which the

SOOLTARN will be present. [N.B. Since writing the above, I regret
to say, that in consequence of their having ftuileer'd the unfortunate

MAXIMILIAN, no Review has taken place.]

I mentioned in my last that my Landlord had given me notice to

quit, and that I had been turned put upon the wide world of Paris.

[1 am writing this in the open air, in the court-yard of the Hotel du
I Idder. Thry say there are no blacks in Faris, the atmosphere is so

clear and different to London. Aren't there ? My paper is being
covered with them, and I have to blow them off after every other word.
How I got to be here. I will tell you. The larjonp you sent me would
never have been sufficient for a sharmltrr here. Ongtresole dee frarnk
parjeicer.]

\Vrll, Sir, I thought to myself, what can I do with my luggage, ?

A brilliant thought occurred to me. 1 took a vwoyteuer part bourse
uafrarnk mnkarnt, and placing may barggargih in it, drove to LersK-

mangd'faird'unor (that is, the Great Northern Railway Station], in-

tending to deposit it iu the sal dartongt, by which our lively neighbours
mean "

waiting-room." While there, two friends came in by the train

two who knew nothing of Parry, and nobody in it rither, and, having a

generally vague idea of the language, were ongxhamtay der mer noaio.
1 f I would show thorn about, and play the ckicheronay for them, they
would put me up at their hotel while they were daymurrong any Parry.
I closed with the offer, and took them to the Hotel du Helder. I had
to teach them everything, even in matters of dress. One 9f them
looked upon being in Piirry as a matter of staying at the sea-side, and
was coming out in a

"
billicock

"
hat and a purple velvet smoking coat.

The other was going to drive in the Butaw der Bouloiite in a light
tourist's coat and a slouch

"
wideawake." I made them bny shappose

ar lar Parreesiang of the tall chimney-pot style, and as they had no
black coats with them, I took them' to a cheap tailor's (a sort of
MOSES & SON who advertises, in large letters,

" O bong Deeurbl .'" all

over Parry), and made them purchase a couple of respectable raydang-
ffoat (that is, riding-coats as they call 'em here), and then they com-

manday a pair-horse carriage, and we drove in the Bwaui up to the
Karskard. Lucky that I insisted upon their dressing properly, as LUMPY-
RAW was out, with several Kings and Princes, besides some of our
English nobility in the sweet of ler PRANGSE DAY GARL (Le Prince
des dalles, not the Prince of the Gals, as I said by way of an inter-
national jerdymo, but the PRINCE OF WALES), and as I was perpetually
nodding and bowing, it would never have done for me to be seen in

badly-dressed company. In the evening I took them to the Varree-

aytay, for Lar Grarng Dooshayes, mewseek par M. OFFENBACH, which, as
1 have already said, is one of the best things I *ve ever seen. Better
than Lar bel Haylayne or Barrb Bleu, MDLLE. SCHNEIDER being in it

incomparable. Le Directeur du Theatre des Varietes has been most
obliging. Knowing, on my own representation, that I was un des
Messieurs lea Collaboraleurs attached to Monsieur Punch, et aussi vn
auteur dramatique, Anglais, he immediately placed boxes and stalls at
my disposal, and I told him, through his representative in Catmints,
(ration, how happy we should be to render him any service on his
visiting London. Thus, Sir, may I'enlente cordials be ever preserved.
Next day I took my friends to Legsposissiong, of which I am heartily

sick. |The noise, the bustle, the fool (1 mean the crowd), the machinery,
the music, is too much for me. I let them walk about wherever they
liked, and sat in a ten songteem chair in the centre of the garden, observ-
ing the various nationalities as they passed in twos and threes, and
fours and fives, before me.
The gardens raysayrvay and the caffays in lekstayreur are to me the

pleasantest places. I took them to the Caffy Sharntorng, where they
were immensely pleased (poor simple fellows !) at being waited upon
by female garsongs in Swiss costume. From the moment they entered
Parry, my friends assumed the gay Lothario and Don Juan style. They
were perpetually observing,

" What pretty girls !

"
and had it not been

that they were quite unable to express their admiration in the language
of the country, I should have had some trouble with them.
The SPIERS AND POND girls justly riveted their attention, and very

properly-behayed young women they are. My friends, however, had
come to see the French and foreigners, not the English, and so theysoon shook off the shackles of our compatriot Venuses, and betook
themselves to the Co/ay Bwsse, in order to try a Russian breakfast.
It will be of some use to my readers if I give them a cart of what to
order at this C/affay, and a few sentences with which flirtation with a
Russian barmaid is made easy.
Dayjernay ar lar Boo,. Pjrnmn (1st Course). Jkpqr. Vtnojmn.

(very nice, if quite hot.) Xrnopqrxj (to be drank off at a draught) and
finish up with a glass of tea with a slice of lemon in it, which you '11
order in French. ( Urn. vayr deu Toy ar lar seetrong)

Then lighting your cigarette lean against the bar, and smiling in as

fascinating a manner as you can command, say to the barmaid softly,

"Pinnjornt enmrs Yjurnnv Fnjkmr?" She will probably reply, a
becoming blush mantling upon her face,

"
Glxzpqr Bjfrrj." This is not

meant rudely, but is really an encouragement to you to proceed with
vour discourse, which you had better do thus :

"
Krinjpu Matojpar

Xjzyp Dfbkmj," or words to that effect. If she then replies,
"
Xjqr

Kvinp," you had better drop the subject; but if not, you will by this

time have picked up enough Russian tongue to enable you to get on
very fairly with her for twenty minutes or so.

My friends noticed MR. SOTHEKN'S advertisements, pictures of
Lord Dundreary, which are all over Parry. He will have commenced
by the time you get this. I 'm afraid that a people who rave about
Lar Grarng Doochayse (popular on account, of SCIINUDKR, Duruis,
and the music) and Lar Vee Parreeseang o Pallay Rroyarl (a very mild

piece, well acted by MM.BRASSEUR and HYACINTH*, spun out into five

acts) will not care for Milord Dundreary.

May 1100 vayrrong,
I hope I 'm wrong.

What my friends liked was ttie arbangdong of Parisian life. The
lounge at the Kall'ay at night, the sodars, the tefphongt, the granny
dorramge (which I Lave, 1 think, once before explained, is not the
"
grandmother of an orange," but a sort of iced orangeade, most re-

freshing), the perpetual motion in the streets, the bright toilets, and
. apparently, of all business whatever.

TOMMY ML arson, who is to be my second, has arrived here. I

quite forgot that. 1 had asked TOMMY to come. The duel is to come off

(bother it !), as it is the fashion for literary people to fight in Prance
now-a-days. TOMMY was in a great rage on the first day. There is

only one bath in the Hotel du Helder, and as 1 had it first, then passed
it on to my friends, TOMMY was waiting an hour for ler bairng, and
ringing angrily every other live minutes. I think TOMMY will go back

if he 's not treated better. But what a state of civilisation docs
this absence of baths represent !

A week more, and you will know my fate. We are not to fight on
horseback, but with rapiers. I have had a lesson. My master com-
menced with a great, salute, waving his sword to the left and the right,
like ihe KING OF HUNGAS.Y at his coronation. If my adversary does
this, I think I can run in and settle the matter off-hand. I can say
afterwards that I didn't know anything about the saluting. All 's fair

in love and war.
Ardeeur ar praysong. Raystay may kongseedayrarsiong plevt deeslarn-

gay, ftc. ftc.

s= ========== P- G -

THE HOLT SEE AND SCIENCE.

THE POPE in this age of astounding inventions
Must needs something do to sustain his pretensions.
His shrill Allocutions beat railways in scream,
Encyclicals top all the triumphs of steam.
New arms of precision produce let the nations,
The POPE makes new saints by new canonisations.
To outdo electrical telegraphs wonders
In Bulls he, without electricity, thunders,
Does, bent on surpassing our new facts, promulgate
New dogmas, that stand on no ground in the Yulgate.
The greatest 's behind. With the proper facility,
He 's next to define his own infallibility ;

And thus will St. Peter's omission repair :

Since Peter, if Peter first filled the POPE'S chair,
That point didn't settle, but left it in doubt,
To be, eighteen hundred years after, found out.
But Peter of Peter's own business knew lesser
It seems, than doth Pius, his present successor.

A THOUGHT FOR THE THOUGHTLESS.
DON'T call a man a Tpry because he protests against the supremacy

of numbers. The Toryism of to-day is Democracy. A real Tory, if a
Democrat called him a Tory, might justly reply, "You're another."
Your genuine old Tory held the divine right of kings. Your out-and-
out modern Democrat holds the divine right of the people. His maxim
is, Voxpopuli vox Dei. One acknowledges an absolute monarch

; the
other, an absolute multitude. The Democrat bows down to a sovereign
people as basely as the Tory did to a sovereign lord. A Tory and a
Democrat are as wide as the poles asunder ; yes, and as much alike as
the North Pole and the South

; and each is equally remote from the
Temperate Zone.

THEATRICAL. MR. GEORGE VININO is thinking of restoring SHAK-
SPEARB at the Princess's. Terms are already being arranged with the
Tower Hamlets.
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A BROAD HINT.

Upstairs Lodger (bursting into the First Floor; time 1.30 A.M).
" NOBODY HURT, I HOPE? On, I IJKG PARDON, BUT I HEARD sucu A.

SHRILL SCREAM JUST NOW, I DID NOT FUEL JUSTIFIED IN REMAINING IN BED !

"

THE SWEATING OF SOVEREIGN?.

FREEDOM from tormenting cares !

It would be such a blessed thing,

That, safe to make my own affairs,

Almost I fain would be a king.
But what a life must sovereigns lead !

Of income though they rest secure,

Perhaps the lifelong fear of need
Not equals all that they endure.

They 're sure of their three meals a-da.v,

Of house-room and apparel true.

But, well indeed, they earn their pay,
If any slaving mortals do.

From early morn till late at night,
Hard fagging monarchs cannot cease.

In
quiet thought denied delight,

They never know a moment's peace.

'Tis not the dull routine of State,
The documents to sign and seal,

That I should so intensely hate,
If I reigned o'er the commonweal.

Nor is it any mental task.
That active kingship might demand,

Or Government's direction ask

Such simple labour I could stand.

'Tis all that pomp, parade, and show,
Day after day, for evermore ;

Which weary sovereigns undergo,
That I should vote so great a bore.

Those levees, drawing-rooms, and balls,

Which oft, in guise grotesque arrayed,
They needs must hold in gilded halts,

(Or ought to) for the good of trade.

'Tis laying those foundation stones,

"Inaugurating," as they say,
Those statues, that would make a throne's

Work, to my mind, beyond all pay.
'Tis that kings ever must allow

Addresses to fatigue their ears
;

Where "er they go, compelled to bow
Acknowledgment of idle cheers.

'Tsvould irk me being, any night,

Required to dance just when one feels

Disposed a bland cigar to light,

Or smoke a pipe, and rest one's heels.

Engaged in a perpetual round
Of solemn, tedious, trifling things,

I hardly think I would be crowned
To lead the life that 's led by kings.

No, scarce to gain a mind at ease,

Nor live in dread of fall delayed,
Beneath the sword of DAMOCLES,
With " workhouse

"
written on the blade.

But if I did accept the part
Of Royal pageantry and show ;

I 'd act it out with all mine art,

And pay the debt which sovereigns owe.

For the TJse of the Belgians.

THE Camp at Wimbledon will this year offer a fresh attraction in the

shape of a Journal, to be called The Daily Bulletin, and to be filled

with the latest reports from every quarter of the Common.

POISON IN THE BOWL. Hoi Weather. Advice by our own Cockney.
Don't put Ice in your Champagne. It's Pison. How do 1 know
this ? Because it comes from Venom Lake.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 2l,H"lforcl Square, in the PwMl ft St. Jamrs, Clrrk<-nwi>ll, In the County of MUl.'le^x. at the Printins Office! of MeMrn. Bra-ibury, Evani>,& Co.. Toaftardl

Street, in the rrcclnct uf Wliitefriare, in the City of JjoMlon, and FublMi1 by Mm at No. 85, Fleet Street, in tUe Parish of St. Bride, City of London. B \TVWIT, July 13, 18K.
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QUEEN'S HOTEL, AMBLESIDE, 3 O'CLOCK, A.M.
'Ton!" (No response.}
'I SAT, TOM!" (No answer.)
'ToM!" (A muffled grunt.)
' TOM FIRK !

"

|

EH ? WHAT ? WHAT DO YOU SAY ?''

I SAY TOM, DO YOU THINK YOUR KEY WILL FIT MY BAG ?"
T WON'T CHUBB !

"
[Objurgations and Midnight Disturter retires

A
his

SIX MONTHS OF LIFE-SAVING.
the

f
NatiT!

^boat Institution affirms that in the first half of

A
Wer

-\
f
"V,

^dred and forty-three lives have been saved

PASHA AND PADISHAH;
OR, PUTTING A FACE ON II.

EAST and West a hob-a nobbing,
(iiaour and Moslem band-in-uand,

Fez and Chimney-pot a-bobbing.
Side by side, along the Strand !

Who says 'tis an age prosaic,

^Common-place, in duluos drowned,
A\ lien, dovetailed in strange mosaic,

Contrasts such as these are found !

In the days of great AL.RASCHID,
Whatwould Moslem Sheikshave thought,

Had the CALIPH thus his rash head
To the British Lions brought !

Think of crews of red-cross Galleys,
Rhodian warriors, or Maltese,

Changing their crusading sallies

For civilities like these !

Lo, the stagnant East upheaving,
Stirs with feverish unrest,

Impulse 'gainst its will receiving
From the forces of the West.

Pasha, Padishah, saluting,

Through the Railway's rush and scream,
See Kent's pleasant fields go shooting
Past them, like a hachich-dream :

See a country all of gardens,
See a realm of steam and spade ;

Labour, Law, and Peace its wardens,
None to make its sons afraid :

See its fair face at the fairest,
Not the nakedness below :

Who art thou thy sores that barest ?

Pauper ? Hence, nor spoil the show !

We 've a Padishah [to dazzle,We 've a Pasha to amaze ;We 've to teach them England has all

__

That makes prosper, all that pays.
Keep the paupers in the Uuion,

^
Lock the vagrants in the ward

;

From such frowsy, foul, communion
Needs our Eastern Guests we guard.

Show our millions of toilers,
Mete their work and count their pay :

How the engines burst their boilers,
Here and there, no need to say.

If Trades-Unions threaten, picket,
Ratten, murder, now and then

On such dark facts close the wicket
Blue Beard's closet o'er again.

Don't present our guests to Bumble ;"

Keep him from our village schools :

There are things at which we fumble,
Or come down between two stools.

Union sick-wards smell unpleasant ;

Workhouse nura'ries breed foul air :

Don't show how we house the peasant,
Or the Padishah might stare.

If yonr House he deigns to visit,

M.P.'s, let your hands be clean :

Though that 's scarce the feature (is it ?),
By observers soonest seen.

Would he learn how you can cobble ?
The Reform Bill let him see :

Would he watch a party-hobble ?

Of the Carlton make him free.

Generally, keep the platter'
On the outside very clean ....

Let sensation-writers" chatter

Things are judged by what is seen.
Eastern princes, stolid, stunted.
Must be taught to know the West

So let ugly truths be shunted
Those that can't, make look their best.

VOL. LIU.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

ELL me, dear Mr. Punch,"
writes a young and lovely

correspondent, enclosing
her photograph, hencf fort h

enshrined among Our Pets,
"

tell me why you ended

your last delightful Essence

(the only politics I ever

read) withaTlmrsday. You
always give Friday also,

and I hate to be cheated."

"Dear young and lovely

Correspondent," replies Mr.

Punch, "the reason was
Beans. Once a year it hath

ever been so, 1 hope ever

will be so. Conceive a

Feast of Beans, and its ar-

rangements demanding
earlier closing of the Golden
Inkstand. Are you an-

swered, dear? But you
shall not be cheated." On

Friday, July 5, we got
again upon Reform. We
discussed the Cumulative

Vote, and had a very good
debate, in which the best

men joined. LORD CRAN-
BORNE said that the Monarchial principle was dead, that the Aris-

tocratic principle was now being sentenced to death, and the

Democratic principle was to be left unchecked. MR. DISRAELI
denied that the Monarchy was dead, and asserted that LORD GRAN-
BORNE, as one who had been an able Minister, must have felt that the

Sovereign exercised a salutary criticism in all departments. The
Aristocracy would never die while it produced men like LORD CRAN-
BORNE. He was not afraid of the terrible word Democracy, or of a

measure which would confer, at the utmost, 350,000 votes, upon men
"

born, bred, and brought up under the laws, manners, and traditions

of the country considerations that went far beyond Flesh and Blood."
MR. LOWE finished with a defence of the Cumulative Vote, and various
awful warnings. The Vote was then rejected by 311 to 173.

We beguiled the later hours with an ill-natured wrangle over the

conduct of some Country Magistrates who had served out a couple of

alleged poachers after the fashion of Country Magistrates when dealing
with such persons. MR. PETER TAYLOR brought the matter up, as

was natural, he being Member for Leicester, and the circumstances

having occurred at Salisbury, and MR. HARDY was so angry with him
that other Members interfered, and the battle became somewhat
general. The word Game
By Demogorgon, a light flashes on us. There is a passage in

Skakspeare which has baffled all the Commentators. It is where the

Windsor Landlord asks,
"
Cry'd I game ?

"
Nobody expounds it

satisfactorily. SIIAKSPEARE (a reputed poacher) must have heard the

word
"
game

"
pronounced among a lot of preserving Magistrates,

like SIR THOMAS LUCY, and seen now it stirred up the most stupid
into life and anger.

"
Cry'd I game F

"
means

" Have I waked you
UD ?" To this day, in the House of Commons, do but name a par-

tridge ,,and a poacher, and the Country Gentlemen are awake and

roaring.

Monday. LORD PORTMAW made the oddest proposal in the Lords.
It was that a Bishop should be enabled to consecrate a churchyard
without going to the place. Being a spiritual peer it was enough for

him to attend in spirit. The refinement was too much for the Peers.
LORD SHAFTESBURY still broils over the slow fire of the Ritualistic

Commission. He attacked the PRIMATE for having written something
about the inexpediency of Parliament's meddling with the Prayer Book,
without the concurrence of Convocation. The Archbishop defended
himself satisfactorily ; but Convocation is a sham. We should not
desire to see the Hebrew, Unitarian, or other Dissenting Members
editing the Church Prayer Book ; but if the Bishops cannot do it, we
must have some other and more popular machinery than Convocation,
and its gravamenivorous orators.

MR. DISRAELI announced what all with American friends will like

to hear. By a new Convention, the postage between JOHN and JONA-
THAN is to be reduced from a shilling to sixpence, or as fast young
ladies would say, from a bob to a bender.
Who brought the cavalry from Aldershot to Hounslow, for the in-

tended review, and kept them from 8 or 9 in the morning till 4 in the
afternoon without rations ? SIR JOHN PAKINGTON determined to find

out, and did. It was our Deputy Commissary General. He has ac-

tually been removed from his district. Nay, wonderful to relate, no

Military Member scoffed or stormed at a civilian for asking the

question.
Reform again. As all City men live out of town, we enlarged the

area of their residences (for voting purposes) to twenty-five miles.

; We decreed that the police should not have votes, but that thieves and
other bad characters, if they had houses, (as hundreds have,) should
have votes ! LOKD EUSTACE CECIL was for disqualifying any one who
had been convicted, but MR. GLADSTONE was not for punishing twice,
but for restoring offenders to liberty and hope. We own that if we
were in prison it would be a great and blessed thought to us. and one
which would make us earnestly labour to become good, to reflect that

on emerging and getting a house, we might vote for SERJEANT GASELEE,
MR. WHALLEY, or MR. TOM CHAMBERS. MR. HENLEY thought, and

rightly, that in early life men may be convicted of small offences, of

which they become ashamed, and for which they ought not to suffer all
'

their days. But there are offences which ougtit to exclude a man for

I

ever. A conviction, for cruelty of any kind to woman, child, or beast,

is one. Omitting to read Pmiek is another, unless the plea of idiotcy
be set up, as it might successfully be.

MR. BEAUMONT tried to get a Second Member for Huddersfield, and
failed.

Ma. J. B. SMITH wished to shut all public-houses on election-days,
but withdrew his motion.
M R. DILWYN tried to get a Second Member for Swansea, and failed.

MR. GLADSTONE wished to get more Members for South Lancashire.

If we could get some more like himself, it would be the thing to do,
but as this could not be secured, the proposal was rejected.

COLONEL GILPIN (Conservative) tried to take away four Members
from as many small boroughs, and give the seats to Luton, Keighley,

Barnsley, and St. Helen's. Rather an amusing debate. MR. DENMAN
fought for Tiyerton (which would have gone down), MR. WALROND
protested against more sacrifices to the political Moloch, SERJEANT
GASELEE again proclaimed his geographical ignorance, of which he

seems proud, and SIR ROBERT PEEL made some fun about Luton, and
its straw-workers, and its lax umorals. At length we dismounted
GILPIN by 224 to 195.

Tuesday. Resuming Reform, MR. DISRAELI, in his pleasantest

manner, informed MR. WHALLEY, who intruded a proposal about de-

ferring part of the Bill, that he, the CHANCELLOR, was so perfectly
satisfied with things as they were, that he could not disturb so agree-
able a prospect.
One more decision of importance. We returned to the question

about giving notice to the rate-payer to fork out. We agreed to MR.
LOCKE'S clause (amended by MR, HARDY), for securing such a notice,

and the Star considers this important, and exultingly adds, that Abso-
lute Household Suffrage has virtually become the law of the land.

And so the Reform Bill passed through Committee. The schedules

(pronounced
"
sheddles

"
by some Members), were settled, aud the

preamble was agreed to. There was some shouting.
In the Lords, to-day, EARL DERBY said that, he shared in the feeling ,

of horror which had been excited in every civilised country by the >

barbarous and useless murder of the EMPEROR MAXIMILIAN. The i

House of Lords applauded. As Punch goes everywhere, he records

this demonstration.
MR. WHALLEY, intruding himself fortbe second time, in reference to

a foul book, purporting to be a translation from Roman Catholic works,
received a contemptuous snub from MR. HARDY, who spoke as a

gentleman speaks when a person invites his attention to something
loathsome. But we doubt whether MDRPHY'S friend felt the meaning
of t.he answer.
Some Irishmen have a notion that Ireland is over-taxed. She is not,

and MR. DISRAELI left MR. HUNT to explain this, as he did cleverly.
" Take a tenth of our income, Sir. Ay, that they do, and they 'd take

a twentieth, if they dared," said an Irishman once, on tithes. The

complaint to-night was not much more to the purpose.

Wednesday. A good man, and a most useful Member, who has repre-
sented Birmingham, in the Liberal interest, for twenty years, MR.
WILLIAM SCHOLEFIELD, had died, somewhat suddenly. MR. NEWDE-
GATE bore a tribute to the merits of this gentleman, and it was warmly
applauded on all sides.

MR. BRUCE moved the Second Reading of a Bill for the education of

the poor. It is a step towards compulsory secular teaching. The
usual arguments against disturbing existing systems, and tlie necessity
of religious instruction were paraded, until time to adjourn. But a

sentence from MR. FORSTER, ultra-liberal, may be worth heeding :

" The Dangerous Class is greatly increasing." But we woa't dimiaish
it by the School Class we are too "conscientious" for that.

Thursday. LORD STANLEY gave admirable reasons why England
should take no action in reference to the murder of the EMPEROR MAXI-
MILIAN. We must not withdraw our representative, for his business

is to assert the claims of British subjects against the Mexican Govern-
ments. Doubtless the latter would be very glad to see their creditors'

attorney withdraw.
The Trades' Union Outrages Commissioners believe that there are
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other places besides Sheffield where bad work has been going on, and

Parliament is to give them powers to make new inquiries. MB. FOBSTER

severely condemned Sheffield, and said that were there a proper public

feeling there, it would be impossible for the miscreants KKOADIIEAD

and CHOOKES to be carrying on. iheir business as usual, whereas one

was doing a thriving tr;i'l<: as a publican, and the other was the lion of

a tap-room. MR. (ii.AD.vroM: Imped that indemnities would be granted
with it caution. MK. HADFIELD said that the people of

Mn field had professed the utmost indignation at the outrages. "So,"
said Mn. Hoi VKKIE,

"
had BHOADIIKAD himself, and he had offered

rewards for conviction." SIR G. GREY hoped that that scoundrel's

public-house would be shut up at the earliest moment allowed by law.

Alu. T. HUGIIF.S believed that the truth could have been got at with-

out indemnities. MB. HAHDY thought not, as such outrages had been

going on for years. SIK K. PALM mi, admitting that for the sake of

im lil ic advantage exceptional measures might be taken, protested

against any unnecessary extension of indemnities. The House gene-

rally seemed to think that the authorities and police of Sheffield had

proved strangely ineffective.

The Bankruptcy Bill was thrown over for this Session.

Friday. The first Sultan who has ever visited England, made his

entry into London, rid the Charing Cross Station. The selection of

tin 1

, day shows that the Shadow of Providence is not a Sabbatarian.

Having duly cheered the Padishah, in the Park, as he went to Buck-
ingham Palace, Mr. Punch proceeded to Ihc House of Commons to

finish off the report on the Reform Bill. Several small fights occurred,

again was the right of the pensive convict to a vote successfully de-

fended, the ballot was again rejected, and, in compliance with Mr.
Punch's hint, the Committee decided to allow Oxford and Cambridge
University lodgers to vote for those boroughs. Finally, the Hill was
ordered for Third Heading on the following Monday.
Mr. Punch seldom despairs of anything, but, is quite unequal to

describe the crowning foolery of the week. When lie mentions that

MR. WIIALLBY made a speech against lighting up the fine cript
beneath the House, as tending to encourage Popery, Mr. Punch hardly
expects to be believed, but it. is true. Has this unfortunate WHALLEY
no friend except MURPHY, the firebrand lecturer ?

THE LATE PANIC.

ERTAiNLYthepoIitical
world, and we may
add the entire com-

munity, have lately
been thrown into an

unexampled state of

excitement, amount-

ing almost to agita-
tion. The cause is

too well known to

make it necessary
for us to dwell upon
it. Anxiety has been

painfully branded
on every brow, and
the more timid

amongus have feared
that an unsettle-

inent, not to say
an overthrow, of our
institutions was at

hand. We have not
shared that fear, al-

though we admit
that the serious
character of the

crisis could scarcely
be exaggerated.
Writing at the mo-
ment of relief, and

with a thankful sense of the safety of the nation, we do not yet
feel equal to giving adequate utterance to our emotions. We can
but congratulate our country and mankind. It may be a question
whether some national rite or celebration should not indicate the
national feeling of gratitude.

In a word, almost needless, MR. LUCBAFT, or THE REFORM LEAGUE,
was stated TO HAVE IMPUTED TBICKERY AND POLITICAL DISHONESTY
TO MR. GLADSTONE AND TO MR. BRIGHT."
No sooner was the rumour in circulation, than MR. GLADSTONE, with

that keen sense of delicate honour which is his characteristic, withdrew
himself from the House of Commons. He refused to attend to any
Parliamentary business, and even ordered a messenger, who had
brought him a 131ue Book, to be sent away. It was feared that the

Right Hon. Gentleman would suffer physically as well as mentally from
so tremendous a visitation, and a footman was ordered to ascertain
whether DR. JENNBR were in town, in case his services might be
needed. Happily, the precaution was unnecessary, Ma. GLADSTONE
bearing up with manly fortitude. But MR. BRIGIIT'S habitually reso-
lute nature recoiled from the blow, and he hastily went home, and
retired to bed, stating that perhaps he might never rise from it again
but that certainly he would never do so until the heavv affliction should
be removed. Straw was, by medical advice, laid before his door. A
contemporary says tan, but we have reason to know that our report is

accurate.

It was felt, however, that let the errors of two such men as MR.
GLADSTONE and Mil. BRIGHT be what, they might, their punishment
onglit not to be such as must deprive the nation of their services. MK.
DISRAELI, forgetting antagonisms, at once ordered his brougham, and
drove to the office of the League, where MK. RKALES was, providen-
tially, in attendance. After wailing some time, the CUAMCKLLOR OF
THE EXCHEQUER was admitted to the presence of the great Leaguer,

;

to whom he respectfully stated the case. Mn. BKALES heard him with
i
much kindness and condescension, and allowed that his own feelings
would have prompted him to seek indulgence for the offenders,

"
but,"

he said, confidentially,
" LUCKAFT is a rum 'un."

Urged, however, by MR. DISHAELI (who not unfairly pleaded his
own Reform services), MR. BEALES assented to consult MR. ODOER.
MR. DISBAELI returned to convey this information to MR. (JLAII-'

and MR. BRIGHT. It was not thought prudent, by ives of

either, to disturb his mind with hopes which might be illusory, and it

i

was decided to wait. MR. BEALES kept his word, and spoke to MR.
|
ODGER, who talked to MR. ROGERS, who in turn communicated with
MR. BUBH, and that gentleman saw MR. GILL, who, with MR. BAXTER

i LANGLBY, Ms. COOPER, MR. CUPFEY, PROFESSOR BBBSLBY, and others

j

waited on MR. LTJCRAFT, and besought him to reconsider what he bad
i said. MR. LUCRAFT at once tic/mil that he had used the words in the

in:;/ supposed. Telegrams were instantly dispatched to the residences
of MR. GLADSTONE and MR. BRIGHT, and no time was lost in assuring
t hose gentlemen that they were not under the ban of Ma. LCCRAFT.
MR. GLADSTONE received the news with gentlemanly calmness, MR.
BRIGHT with more demonstrative joy. but it is a pleasing thing to note
that Mil. DISRAELI, when apprised of the truth, was so delighted that
he instantly penned autograph letters of congratulation to his two
political adversaries. But this was not all. A meeting of the League
was summoned, and it took place, as the newspapers show, on Wed-
nesday evening. After long addresses from MR. BEALES and the other
leaders, which were adapted to the solemnity of the occasion, MR.
LCCRAFT publicly and deliberately declared that be did not mean to

charge MR. GLADSTONE and MR. BRIGHT in the way alleged. The
loudest cheering followed, MR. BEALES in a noble fervour exclaimed,"

I congratulate the Council," and reports of the proceedings were
ordered to be sent to MESSRS. GLADSTONE, BRIGHT, and DISRAELI.
Circumstances prevented a general illumination, but when the news
spread, the public mind was so largely relieved that the streets were
filled as usual, and many persons continued walking about until a late
hour.
MR. GLADSTONE is"as well as could be expected, but MR. BRIGHT

still suffers, and will probably leave town from Saturday till Monday.We in our turn congratulate both gentlemen, Parliament, the Nation,
and humanity, upon this happy deliverance from the most severe blow
which has ever menaced two great English statesmen. We shudder
to think.of the frightful result, had the original story been true.

Worthies in Wax-work.

OP course, MESSRS. BROADHEAD, CROOKES, and HAI.LAM will very
soon be added to MADAME TUSSAUD'S Exhibition. It is to be hoped
that the group in which their figures will be arranged will be completed
with the effigies of PROFESSOR BEESLEY.

' CASTE."

PUSH ALONG, SULTAN !

THE Padishah complains that whereas his great pleasure is to be
ABDUL Assis, ever since he has visited the restless West he has been
ABDUL, not as.iu, but ABDUL on the move !

A New Commandment.
A NEW Commandment BARING'S zeal
Has added to the roll ;

MOSES commands,
" Thou shalt not steal ;

"

BARING,
"
Tliou shalt not stole.'

"

NEAT AN1) APPROPRIATE.

WHERE should Mr. Punch's Sphinx (the Right Hon. B-N D-L-I)
and the VICEROY OF EGYPT meet, but in the Egyptian liall ?
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WAIT TILL YOU'RE ASKED!

SOEXE A delightful Musical Party at a Private House.

.imafeitr Sm^r, Wo. 1.
" WELL-A-NO ! I 'VE A- MOST ATROCIOUS COLO !

"

CRIMINALS BEFORE CONSTABLES.

LET us praise the House of Commons, that policemen voteless leaves,

And refuses to disfranchise the convicted rogues and thieves.

Fears that Government dictation honest constables will sway ;

Credits criminals for voting in a conscientious way.

When the sentence of a pickpocket or burglar has expired,

We presume that his correction has achieved the end desired.

When you let him out of prison then you set a convict free ;

And a freeman's rights to exercise a proper fellow 's he.

Why oh why, should we deprive the punished footpad of his vote ?

What if once his thumb and fingers did compress a human throat f

All garotters with the suffrage to society restore,
, , . ,

Whipped and chastened, when their term of penal servitude is o er.

Or if whipped though still unchastened, give the robber still a voice

In the State ;
let every thief elect the Member of his choice.

In the Council of the Nation let all classes, great and small,

Name them what you like, be represented ; rogues and thieves and all

Right and wrong, say modern sages, are no more than right and left,

Merely matter of opinion ;
men may take two views ot tbett.

In the New Collective Wisdom vent let all opinions find :

Let the pickpocket and felon through their Members speak their mind

Only from the House of Commons Law and Order's minions bar ;

From the Hall of Legislation far be ye, profane, oh far !

In the Parliament of Britain no police-staff part shall bear :

But we "11 put the burglar's jemmy in its due position there.

RITUALISM AT HEAD-QUARTERS.

THE POPE'S Ecclesiastical Exhibition appears to have astonished

the Roman correspondent of the Times, who remarks thereon :-

" The spectacle was Brand, the moral impression which it created frrander, and

I pity the man whatever his creed, who could contemplate without deep feeling the

sfceere devotion, the undoubting faith, the pious exultation of so many thousands

of his fellow creatures."

Why yes Of course one would pity the man who, holding the

Roman Catholic creed, could fail to contemplate, without deep feeling,

the devotion which he knew to be sincere, the faith which he con-

sidered to be not only undoubting but true, and the exultation which

he regarded as not more pious thaa reasonable. Equally deserving

of pity is the Protestant or the Jew, or any other non-Roman-Catholic

capable of contemplating, without very deep feeling indeed, a spectacle

of sincere devotion which he judges to be misdirected, of undoubting

faith which he thinks erroneous, and of pious exultation which he

deems groundless, exhibited by many thousands of his fellow-

creatures. The contemplation of such a spectacle must excite in the

minds of thinking men a feeling which is a great deal too deep to be

advantageously dwelt upon.

Addicti Jurare.

IT is stated that the SULTAN will not be able to eat meat while here,

because the iufidel butchers, unlike those of Turkey, do not appeal to

the Superior Powers, when slaughtering. We imagine that the

SULTAN'S advisers have not been much acquainted with the Jinglish

butcher, and we assure the Padishah that he need not fast on the

ground specified.
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THE ILLUSTRIOUS CONVALESCENT.
MR. BCLL. "YOU A SICK MAN! HA! HA1-I KNEW MY CRIMEAN DOCTORS WOULD SET YOU UP, AND

THIS VISIT WILL DO YOU ALL THE GOOD IN THE WORLD."
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Then there are the French flower-girls going about in their elegant

GOOD MEAT ILL-DRESSED. lace caps, and skirts looped up with bunches of violets, and their fresh

bouquets, and neat scissors hanging by silver chains from their bells

Grand Hotel du Uvre, July 1,5. ,

to cut rosebuds for the gentlemen, rather bold you know, but so clever,

>:AR MR. Pencil, Papa has
|

and pleasant, and pretty in their ways. And even the fat, indolent

brought us over here for
\
dame de comptoir at the Tunisian cafe, with her long sleepy almond

three weeks. It is most ; eyes, fringed with kohl FRED says that 's the right way to spell

delightful and really not at it
;

1 spelt it
"
coal :

"
it 's some black stuff 1 hey use to tinge the lower

all expensive, all things \ eyelid, who looks almost too lazy to give change to her customers, or

considered particularly as to pile the lumps of sugar in the little trays, seems to have quite a

Papa franks us all and we levee of admirers about her, and is bewitchingly got up a I'oiientale.

are enjoying ourselves very I Of course, as a woman, one likes to see women admired, and as an

much. The Exposition is Englishwoman one would like to be properly represented in this part,

immense fun, when you get
!

of the Exposition. Now, the effect of a woman depends not on fac and

accustomed to it, and know figure only, but on face, figure, and dress. As far as face and figure

your way about ;
and luckily go, 1 am bound to admit that the young ladies in the English refresh-

AGNES and I have been nient department can quite hold their oiyn against the foreigners, bvit

used to long walks, and get as for costume ! It may be very provoking to think we haven't such

on very well, without Bath- a thing as a national dress left in England. All the more. reason, I

chairs.., FRED HARDY, who ;

say, somebody should invent one for the Exposition. Why shouldn't

is our neighbour at home, ! we have English, Scotch, and Irish lasses prettily and picturesquely
and who goes out this year
in the poll at Cambridge,

and is a member of the Alpine Club, is here now, and so kind to
,

us. He says he has calculated that
" we do our twenty miles do it beautifully. And by all I hear, I suspect it would be quite as

i ! i j !, L TT _ _ r . _ Tf Ufi ,\ i,i' ,i o .

* 1. T ; C? 3 !_!_ .!_,

got up for the occasion ? I've no doubt that MADAME ELISE, or better

still, MR. MAY, of Bow Street, who got up the costume of our private

theatricals, and dressed LADY STUNNER'S tableaux last season, would
l i \_ i'f II _ i _ J 1 _ II Tl. T .A li. . . 1 .1 l* n ... !t A *.

FRED. Of course. Mamma has a Bath-chair, and as she and Papa can't
J

it 's too provoking, in the midst of all this pretty foreign masquerading,

go ovr pace, we don't see much of them in the Exposition. And as to find England unable to rise above the Mugby Junction style of

FKED is a neighbour, Papa says he doesn't mind trusting 'us to his toilette. FRED says it is the case of the English cuisine over again
escort. Now, please, don't think I 'm going to bother you with my excellent meat, but inartistically cooked, and badly served up.
remarks on the Exposition. But there is one thing which wants putting I suppose MESSRS. SPIERS AND POND think that as good wine needs

to-rights sadly. And FRED says that if I write to you, and say what no bush, so the pretty faces of old England require no recommenda-
I have to say very prettily, he has no doubt you will make a repre-

j

tion from attractive costume. Even as a lady I don't agree with them,

sentation in the proper quarter, he isn't quite sure whether that means
j

And FRED says, that as a gentleman, he doesn't.

MK.HBNRY COLE, C.B., or the EMPEROR, but he isquite sure that through
one or the other, or both together, the thing will be done at once.

You must know, then, that the national restaurants and buffets are

an immense feature in the great Paris show. We 've been round the

whole of them, on what FRED calls the culinary grand tour. He has

actually persuaded Mamma and Papa to take us all to dinner in the

Austrian Beslaieration ; and it was the funniest dinner. We had never

seen one of the dishes before; and FRED says he doesn't care if

he never sees any of them again ;
and I really think we all agree

with him. AGNKS and I didn't feel well for a week, and Mamma
was quite ill, and even Papa was what he calls

"
off his feed

"
all

the next day. He thinks it was the carraway seeds in the bread,
but Mamma says it was the beer, which we all thought so nice

and so refreshing that we drank I 'don't know how many, of those

big glass jugs schoppen, I think they call them. But the great attrac-

tion of these places is not what you get to eat and drink, but the girls

So please, Mr. Punch, make the proper representation in the proper

quarter,
and either get MESSRS. SPIERS AND POND to reform the

dress of their waiting-women, or, if they won't, tell MR. HENRY COLE,
and he'll send over a body of properly qualified costumiers by the

first van he may be dispatching from South Kensington.

I remain, dear Mr. Punch,
Your constant, though much mortified reader,

LEILA.

THUGGISM NATIVE AND FOREIGN.

THUGGISK with its tender blood-red blossoms, has been transplanted
from India's soft enervating air to one of our keenest northern towns.

On its native soil we believe it was languishing, for this rare exotic has

a strong inclination for the shade, and will perish in our cold climate if

They are dressed in their national costumes, and so I only a little ligtit is thrown on it. KALEE, "its first cultivator, trained
of them ! Outside the Spanish cafe, where there is it with his own hands, inspired by feelings of superstitious devotion.

who wait on you.

generally an immense crowd, the guests are served by Spanish girls, [ Here agents as assiduous, but entirely free from fanaticism, are em-
with rich olive complexions, delicate little retroussee noses, low straight ployed at fair wages to watch its creeping tendrils day aud night,
eyebrows, and round chins. You never saw anything more becoming

;
Not labour alone, but capital, has contributed to promote its growth.

than their costume, full purple satin skirts, white lace shawls and i The precious metal in fine dust has been sprinkled over its roots, and a

aprons, with high combs and damask roses in their raven black hair, system of forcing adopted with startling results. So successful indeed
. -i i ,/li . _ I _ _1.._'J__P1__^___ T il -I .

*
I

*
i

ajjiv.m;>, *vitii 111(1,11 t-vniiua auu. utiiuaon. iwoto 111. tin^ii laiVAi uiav.iv nnn,
twisteo: in a great flat curl on each side of the face. In these charming
dresses they trip about with coffee and ices, chocolate, and orgeat, on
the daintiest little shoes with enormously high heels. FRED declares

they talk beautiful Spanish, and says that till we came he spent a great
deal of time at the Spanish cafe for the sake of the language, as he is

thinking of a trip to the Sierra Nevada next long.
Then in the Russian cafe there is such a tall stately girl with blue

eyes and fair hair, and a clear colour, with a sort of a diadem on her

head, and no end of ribbons floating behind her, who I suppose

has been the improved mode of culture, that the Thuggism of com-
merce now produces a gold leaf as brilliant as any by which the choicest

instruments of assassination those emblazoned with the indelible

stamp of infamy are gilt.

Trades' Unions Law Superseded.

,
THERE can be no doubt that Trades' Unions would never resort to

speaks Russian very prettily, for she has a great many young men assassination as a punishment for disobedience to their edicts, if that

always studying the language about her. And she has a masculine
j

offence were severely punishable by law, as no doubt it will be when
waiter to help her in alight crimson tunic and white trousers who

i

the members of those societies enjoy that preponderance in the

seems a great favourite. Then in Holland you are waited upon by plump.
pleasant-looking Dutch girls, in round

caps,
with lace lappets, and

great gold plates on their temples. And the Swedish restaurant has
its Swedish maiden, with her scarlet jacket, and silver tags, and
buttons, and laces, all setting off a very pretty modest face and the
most dazzlingly fair complexion. FRED declares she 's enamelled, but
we know better. And in the Austrian restaurant the other day the
ices and even the beer were served by the prettiest young waitresses,
one in particular, whom FRED declared was perfectly fascinating, with
her dark hair in a club, and over it a little crimson hattbe, which FRED
tells me is the correct German word for a cap worn over the back hair,
much prettier, he says, than a chignon and a scarlet and gold bodice,
with thin white muslin sleeves, and a blue silk petticoat. It seems
rather gaudy to read, doesn't it ? But as she wore the dress, I can
assure you we all thought it most becoming. ,

Legislature which
their numbers.

will result from .the perfect representation of

THEY KSOW BETTER.

ONE of the Newspapers having spoken of the rush that there was
to see the VICEROT in the Zoological Gardens on Sunday week as an
"

eraeute," the senior Emeu in that establishment, on behalf of himself

and his colleagues, wishes thus publicly to announce that they took no

part in it.

GASTRONOMICAJL DISCOVERY.

THE hippophagists of France are said to have invented a new dish

of horse soup, namely, a Comommi avx ant/t, in which the eggs have
been obtained from a mare's-nest.
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A IIOWL FROM HACKNEY.

MR. PUNCH is ever attentive to humble appeals from those -whom

in the discharge of his tremendous functions, he may seem to have

wronged. It will usually be found, however, that any complaint

against his justice is utterly ill-founded.

" C.wi.Mi doth never wrong, but with just cause."

A complaint has been lodged in Mr. Punch's court, by the Hackney
Gazette. That organ alleges that Mr. Punch, in his

"
Essence of Parlia-

ment," has inaccurately described the position of the new borough, which

is of course proud of being called into notice by Parliament, and natu-

rally wishes people to know all about itself. Mr. Punch stated that

Hackney was "
between Islington, Shoreditch, Bethnal Green, or some

of those barbarous regions." The H. G. says that it is
"
as far from

being between those regions as Mr. Punch is wrong."
Now this is rather too cool. The idea of a Hackney person pretend-

ing to know where he lives better than Mr. Punch ! That gentleman

respectfully assures the Hackney editor that he knows nothing at all

about it, and had better shut up. Punch dixil.

But, as even the Dogmas of Infallibility are challenged in these days,
Mr. Punch will refer his friend to the Handbook of London, written by
MR. PETER CUNNINGHAM, and published by MR. JOHN MURRAY.
Page 219 :

" HACKNEY A suburban manor and parish (etymology unknown) bounded byLow Layton and Walthamstow on the N., by St. Leonard's, Sliondiich, on the 8.. bv
Bethnal tiretn, on the E., and Tottenham, btoke Nuwington, and Islington, oil the W."

There! Tf a place "bounded hy" other places, is not "between"
them, Mr. Punch is an ignoramus, and SEBJEAST GASELEE understands
Geography.
Mr. Punch is happy to hear from the H. G. that Hackney

"
supplies

more readers, and appreciative readers, too, for his generally most
excellent periodical than any one district around London."

' Than any one of the districts
" would be better English ; but when

affection guides the pen, a brute alone would quarrel with the style.We have given the Hackney Gazette an answer and an advertisement.

HINT FOR LUNCH IN A TENT.-DON'T PUT "SPOONS" AT THE END OF A TABLE!

INDIGNATION MEETING OF ROUGHS.
A NUMEROUSLY attended meeting of London Roughs took place

yesterday in Trafalgar Square, to denounce the presentment lately
made by the Grand Jury at the Central Criminal Court Sessions with

regard to the violent assaults and robberies which have recently been
committed in the streets. The stump was occupied by MR. CHOKER,
who said he objected to the use of such words as assaults and robberies,
which were disrespectful to the order to which he belonged. The acts
so called had better be named exertions of physical force, and annexa-
tions. The whole presentment was a disgrace to them as made it, par-
ticularly the passage which he would now read, as follows :

" These violent assaults appear to be on the Increase, and indicate a growing
disposition on the part of the criminal portion of the population to become year by
year more savage and outrageous in their actions. The grand jury would respect-
fully suggest that a liberal application of the lash in all surh cages is the fittest

punishment for these atrocious offences, and the most probable means that could be
adopted for deterring others from committing them If the law dots not already
provide for the application of this punisbmeut, the grand jury would ask that thtir

suggestion be forwarded to the proper quarter, or at any rate be placed on record as
the expression of their opinion based on the evidence before them."

(Hisses and groans.) The law did, he was sorry to say, already provide
the degrading punishment that the Grand Jury wanted to inflict on
them as they insultingly called the criminal classes. You couldn't

fetch a bloke a crack over the nob and fake a cly without being let in

for a dozen and a half lashes with the cussed cat, and peuial servitude

besides. That is if you got lagged : but he could congratulate his

beloved hearers on the blessed insufficiency of the police. (Hear, hear!)
You got flogged if you used force. That was bad enough, but what the

jury
wanted was, no doubt, coves to be whipped for mere prigging.

Only for snatchin a ticker in the street they 'd like to subject their

fellow-countrymen to the lash. (Hisses, and cries of
" Yah ! ") And

this was the language they dared to use in speaking of what members
of the sovereign people thought fit to do in the assertion of their rights
as Englishmen :

" The offences are of the most cowardly character, and there is nothing from
which tbe ruffian and coward shriuk8 so much as from physical suffering, of which,
though wholly insensible to it when inflicted upon others, he is keenly sensitive in
his own person. On behalf of the grand jury. WILLIAM SMALLEY, Foreman."

Three groans for WILLIAM SMALLEY ! (Groans accordingly.) Three
more for the Grand Jury ! (Kedoubled groaning.) He hurled back
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such terms as ruffian and coward in their teeth. He was deeply paine
at the tone some of the papers took in advocating the application of th

lash to (tarotters, and other defendants that they described as Roughs
(Ironical cheen.) Every now and then there was a paragraph givin
mi art-rendin account of the sufferings of a garotter under the lash

on which leadin articles was written in scorn and ridicule. A part o

the Press seemed to gloat over the
pangs

of the victims that they gav
the abusive name of ruffians. (Yells.) Them that heard him must be

up and doing, or the barbarous suggestion of the sanguinary Gran
Jury would be carried out. He observed with pleasure that the HOUM
of Commons had rejected a motion to disfranchise convicts. In
reformed representation they would have a good lot of votes, and the.
niust do their best to get a Member returned to represent their peculia
interest. There couldn't be a doubt about the proper party. Wli
was it that befriended BROADHEAD, and excused CROOKES? (Cheers
and cries of

" BEHSLEY ! ") Yes, BEESLEY was 'their man. Ther

ought to be a Member for Ratcliffe Highway, and that Member shouli

be PROFESSOR BEESLBY. But whatever seat he was returned for, h
would be the right man in the right place. (Hear, hear!) He woulc
accordingly ask them to vote a resolution to the effect following:
"That this meeting do hereby pledge itself to use every effort to secur
the return, on the first opportunity, of the Rattener's friend, PROFESSOR
BEZSLBY, to the House of Commons."
The resolution was seconded, in strong language, by MR. THROTTLES

after which three cheers were given successively, for BEESLKY, BROAD
HEAD, CKOOKES, and HALLAM, and the assembly separated, cursing
and swearing.

PEEPS AT PARIS.
PEEP THE SEVENTEENTH.

MY days are numbered
; as, by the way, are everybody else's, begin

ning with the 1st of January, and so on. But I mean that mar nee

Parreeteta* a finny. Not with a duel, at least, part ongkor. When
am well enough, I have arranged, sewer mar parrot, to return and fig.,
in the Su>au> der Bulloine, the survivor to breakfast, at his own expense
ut the cuffay by the karskard.

Taking my friends (maysamee) about sight-seeing all day, driving
walking, theatre-seeing part of the night, petty soupays at Ler Coffin
Reesh or Lay Trwaw Frayrs, not to mention the kongkong at Marl/eel (}

have had several lessons in this national dance, and intend to introduce
it in Lar Ho Vee of the Bo Mongd on my return, commencing at Isling
ton with the Belgian Ball) the Chinese Spayktarkl and all the etceteras
which go to make up "seing life" in this gay Capital doing all this,
I say, quite knocked me up, and I found myself one morning (the very
morning, curiously enough, on which I was to have met my vicious
adversary) unable to rise from my couch, with a pain all up there and
all down there, and through here and over there, up the middle and
down again like a country dance, so that I was obliged to call for ler

garsoito, and exclaim,"
Dee dong, ALPHONSE "

(his name is ALPHONSE),
"
savyayvoo oo a

urn bong MayJaysang ?" (Muydayiang means physician.)
He directed me to urn Dokterr, M. THIERRY MIEG, in Le Rue

Boissy d'Anglas, to whom I at once applied.
Mofscw (This is how I nov pronounce this difficult word)" Mottetc

ler Ifaydaysaiig." 1 commenced,
"
Jay Venn ar voo yicate, poor voo deer,

ker jer sieeesarfflfjay arvek la marl tool par esee, toot par lar, ong ser
kottay see, ong ser kottay lar, dong mar tayte, ar malfnng, ay"He interrupted the account of my symptoms by remarking that he
would understand me better if I spoke in English. I yielded to his
weakness, and recommenced, but not with as much fluency as in French,
which has now become quite a stepmother tongue to me, so to speak.

'

He at once prescribed for me
;
and I was enabled before onyze err

aydmee (half-past eleven I mean, A.M.) to send my adversary a medical
certificate. Duel therefore postponed tine die.
The Maydaysang said that I had Lar marlardee Hystaireek (the

hysterics, in fact) and must get, immediately, change of air, perfect
quiet, and sea-bathing, with pills ar dfeskraysiong. So I packed up my
traps, and having obtained from my friends \\\e larjong necessary (mind
tins makes ten pounds you owe them by this time), 1 went to the
Iweelyrees to make my ardeurs to the Imperial family.

Shall I draw a veil ?

No : it was most affecting, nay, harrowing. LUMPYRAW, you know
has not been Well lately, and was obliged to receive me in his bedroom
lie being still couched, and the imperial bonnay der swar still encircling
that majestic brow. He was lying there with deu ihokolar and
urn petty pang by his side, reading from last Number.
He stretched out his hand to me.
Jay tomboy sewer

layjaynoa, plerong bokoo."
Ailotigdayzurnnomongajer sayray tootarfaypray der voo ratsmcaia

"
1 withdrew, sobbing I heard him too choking with tears while

dressing. A valet was dismissed that morning for cutting his Imperialmaster with a razor. Hoi trarhesong.
In an antechamber seated with L'ARMPERRARTREECE a lerp'llee

was LBMPTBAW waiting to receive me. "
Allayvopzono," he said

sharply to such members of the nobility as were hanging about in the

hopes of catching a few words of our conversation.
One alone remained, and he approached the group jauntily.
A reed puckered itself upon the/roa? of LUMPYRAW. He frowned."
II fo ker Muiaev, vert artlongd daykor juicekarsker M. /xrra'/arj-

larder der song Arllayue der Fleetitreet ar fay tayi ardew. Bong jeioer

arpraysong."
The jauuty gentleman withdrew, making a note in his pocket-book

for the benefit of that daily journal which so often records the social

triumphs of its
popular

Parisian contributor.
Alone with the distinguished family jay loatbay, oon zegond fwaic,

Miner tay jaynoo.
LUMPYHAW fumbled in his pocket for a second, then drawing forth a

piece of red ribbon with a pretty little glittering ornament at the end
of it, he said,

"
yoollay voo ker jer voo daykor f"

"Seer," I exclaimed, 'urvek ayffewteong, "jer ner ptcee par Farkiayptay
maym arvo mang, parsker mon Rvydurkter, urn urn arn/le.kseebl ay sayvayre,
ner mer pairmaytterar par okeicn urn day say jern 6m larksayptay urn
daykorarseong, tony alar eel dayveang ar m-woymurn tiuc der kek ikoici."
Then Dong sewn vwaia ayfO'J/lay s'uykrear LUM PYRAW :"
Nong. Suytarmpoueebl ar fair slur. Jayfay tro bokoo dtr noblayss

dayzar''
He was very much cast down. The EMPRESS applied her p'teet

mooshwaw ar saysyer. and t hen o nay deu PRANGSE ARMPERRYEARL, who
was snivelling. So I exclaimed, gaily,

"
Narmport. Jerprongd'ray ler

volonplay o leer der larkf."
"
Ombransay miear," cried LUMPYRAW, totnant too lay larme.

I obeyed both cheeks.
"
Ay mwar o see," taykrear L'ARMPERHARTHEICE nuhteiamg. I

obeyed. Ktl botmerr !
"
Ay mtcar o .tee .' "saykrear LERT'TEE PRANOSE. Then we all wept :

loo lay kart otigiomhl.
"
Farewell !

"
I exclaimed, and covering my

eyes, rushed from the room. I wish I hadn't covered my eyes, as I
missed the door and came sharply against the wall.
The Imperial family fainted : I left them insensible, and was myself

carried out.

Ardeevr Parry! Ardeevr brilliant Capital, Ardemr Leffsposissiong,
marvellous ! Ardeevr MADEMOISELLE SCHNEIDER, votre Altesse
La Grande Duckesse de Oerolstein ! Ardeeur Mamsellfs. et Messieurt Ut
Americain-Parisiens, everything and everybody Ardeevr ! rayvwaw
pertaytrr, may pars ar praysovg !

By the Aleenieee deese train I left for Dieppe, a wreck of my former
self, shattered and battered in your behalf, and longing for fresh air,

sea-bathing, and more larjong.
'

I will send you a line from
Dieppe ong roof.

HOPE RESTING OX AN ANCHOR.
ADMIRAL PUNCH presents his homage to the Lords of the Admiralty,

md begs that they will do him the favour to explain how it i that
Trotman's anchors are not yet used by the Navy, although they were
affirmed by a Committee appointed by their Lordships to be the best,
as well as lightest and consequently cheapest, of all anchors now in
ise. A Trotman's anchor weighing only 50 cwt., and costing 90
las by test been proved superior to the Admiralty anchors, which
weigh fully twice as much, and cost four times as much. Not merely
naval officers, but our largest merchant shipowners, have given evi-
dence in favour of the anchors of JOHS THOTMAN ; yet the only ships
supplied with them by order of the Admiralty are the yacht wherein
IER MAJESTY, and the yacht wherein their Lordships trust themselves
"float. These anchors would be scarcely used on board such precious
essels unless they were esteemed the best that could be got. and
ADMIRAL PDNCH repeats his wish to know why worse and dearer
.nchors are supplied throughout, the Navy, when the cheapest, namely
1'roi man's, have been proved to be the best.
In old allegories Hope is seen leaning on an anchor, and as truth

prevails in time, even with the Admiralty, ADMIRAL PUNCH trusts that
OHK TROTKAS still leans upon his anchor in company with Hope.

The Bigoted Middlesex Beaks.

THEIR Worships declined PAYNE'S amendment to pass,
Which forbade priests in prisons to celebrate mass.

bigoted Protestant Bench I It believes

That there really are some Roman-Catholic thieves.

PRASGSE AJUTPERRYEARL, like a wax-work at MADAME TUSSAUD'S,

PROM SP1THEAD.

IT was anticipated that the Naval Review on the 17th would prove
sreat success, as all hands endeavoured to make it the tie pita

ultra marine of such spectacles.

WHY is the VICEROY OP EGYP\ like twenty shillings ? Because he
is as good as a Sovereign.
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PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT.
BROWN HAS HEAPD " ON GOOD AUTHORITY

"
THAT THE BRITISH YEOMANBY CAVALRY WILL BE REVIEWED BY THE SOLTAN AND

ILVES IT 8HAN T BE HIS FADLT IF THEY DON'T MAKE A SENSATION : 8O HE " TlPS
" AN INSTRUCTOR TO PRTVATUI.V PITT HIMKESOLVES

THROUGH THE MOUNTED ExEECISE !

VERY NECESSARY CHANGES IN THE HOUSE OF
COMMONS.

" The Select Committee on the arrangement of the House of Commons met on
Tuesday, and examined MR. BARRY, architect of the New Palace of Westminster.
The Owl says that suggestions for enlarging the interior of the chamber were offered
by LORD ELOHO and MR. LANYON, and MH. BARRY was instructed to consider how
far they could be made practicable, and to report to the Committee at its next
meeting, which will be in about ten days. It is proposed to male the House oval
instead of square ; to place the Treasury bench and the front Opposition bench in
the middle of the chamber ; to set back the SPEAKIRS chair ; and to throw into the
dy of the chamber the seats now reserved for peers and distinguished 'strangers.

' "

IT is evident that these changes are intended to meet the altered
state of parties, quite as much as to suit the mere convenience of
Honourable Members.
A square House was all very well while there were such things as

sides
;
but now that

"
Whig

"
and

"
Tory

"
have lost all meaning, when I

we find PROCESSOR FAWCETT and MR. MILL cheek by jowl with MR. I

NEWDEGATE and LORD CRANBORNE in one lobby, and MR. BRIGHT
'

rubbing shoulders with MR. DISRAELI in the other, it is time to get j

rid tf everything in the arrangement of the House that suggests
7'

a
ngnt and a left," or anything in the nature of opposite sides at all.

'

An oval House is. evidently the proper thing to symbolise the present
derangement of parties, as everybody will then be able to slide into'
any place and vote in any lobby, without attracting observation, or
provoking invidious remark.

Again, it is quite right, f9r the same reason, to place the Treasury

A NOVEL IDEA.
" A SWEEPSTAKES FOR A VERDICT. A jury empanelled at the Bucks Quarter

Sessions, held at Aylesbury this week, signalised themselves by the novel but very
equivocal mode (after being locked up for four hours and a half), of arriving at a
verdict by lottery. Twelve slips of paper were placed in a hat, on one of which was
written the word *

Guilty,' and another ' Not Guilty,
1 the remainder being blanks.

The '

Guilty
'

being first drawn, the jury went into court and gave their verdict to
that effect. The case was that of a man charged with stealing two surgical trusses."
Buekt Herald.

least possible trouble, while the central position will mark the juste

WHO so bold as to tell us that Justice can die ?

Let the Bucks Quarter Sessions, last week, give the lie !

When a jury, a verdict unable to hatch,
Tried to slide the goddess, by way of despatch :

And with hearts in which pity no motions could wake
Committed her, body and soul, to the stake.

When, lo ! Phoenix-like, as the matter was hot,
She bursts forth, strangely new, in the guise of a lot !

Better pleased with the help from kind Fortune she gains,
Than with all the soft beatings of Aylesbury brains.

Thrice happy, thus able, oath, duty, to shelve,
Ye consciences pliant of Aylesbury twelve !

Oh, may it be mine, ever light-fingered, Luck's
Truest son, to

"
do business

"
in Fortune-ruled Bucks !

Content if my chances may rest (I assure ye)
When caught, on the

"
sorte" they miscall their "jure."

A Question for the Corporation.

,, 11101B. luc , . . SULTAN, like all its other distinguished visitors, is to have the
MI/UN between unofficial parties which henceforth (thanks to MR. freedom of the City given to him, inclosed in a magnificent gold box.
DISRAELI'S recent example) will, it is to be hoped, be the normal " uei

l
wiU its undistinguished visitors, inclpsed in anything but a

position of officer-holders. Again, the setting back of the SPEAKER'S '
ma cen '' ^ox ( n ^our wheels), say on Ludgate Hill, have the

chair is only an anticipation of that setting down of the SPEAKER. I

freedom of the City given to them ?

which may be anticipated from a House of Commons largely returned
by the Residuum. Arcades ^OT*O.-BROADHEAD and BEESLEY.

Printed by Joieph Smith, of No 14 Hertford Square, i <he Parish of St. Jme, Clerkcnwell. in the County of Middlesex, at the Prlntinir Offices of Mm. Bradbury, F,vn.,* C<e, in the Precinct of W htUMUl, m llii C ty of Louden, and rue.lisl.etl by him at No. Hi, Flee; Street, in U> Parib of Bt. Bride, City of London -STiiv, July 20,

A Co.. Lombard
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THE SERVICE GOING TO, &c. !
"

ENSI8N BROWN SHARES A TENT AT WIMBLEDON WITH HIS FRIEND JONES,
PRIVATE IN THE SAME COMPANY.

Ensign Brown. "On, I SAY, Jo MR. JONES, THERE'S ONE OF THOSE PEGS
LOOSE. HEM WILL YOU i WISH JUST JUMP OUT, AND MAKE IT FAST !

"

Private Jones. "
OH, HAND IT, BR MR. BROWN ! COME, I DON'T MIND

TOSSING YOU ! !

"

ZAPPHICS ON ST. ZWITHUN.
ARTER zum weeks of charmun zummer weather
Winchester's famous Bishop, fturt St. Zwithun,
Christened the apples, and, if I mcd zay so,

Christened the SULTAN.

Christened the VICEROY, cause 'a shouldn't goo back
To his dominions in the land of K-rypt,
Haveun, in England ihof ':i M hM week, not

Had ne'er a duckun.

Down it poured, cats and doss, upon the PRINCE OF
WALES, and the people as the pavements crowded,
Sousun the Bekjie Volunteers, ami all, on

Wimbledon Common.

Spiled the Review as was to be at Spithead,
Flingun cold water on the fleet's mai,<i-uvrcs,
Drenchun like drowned rats Parliament ailoat, the

Lords and the Commons.

You 've know'd brown Thames, 'fore now, wi' length o'

rainfall

Swoln, and at full moon risun in a spring-tide,
Break o'er his southern bank, and goo to Hood the

Cellars of Lambeth.

Them '11 be soon heerd, if this here wet continues,
Prophecies bodun damidge to the harvust,
Grunts and groans, wailuns, lamentable cries, com-

plaints from the farmers ;

Talk about corn, lodged, ruin of the seed crops,
Terrible bad for wuts, and whate, and barley.
That 's what wet sazons always is, and dry be

Bad for the swedes and

Turnouts. Here, howsomedever, pass the jug, mates.
Here 's your good health, prosperity, and long life

Next we'll drink Parliamentary Reform, wi'

Punch for our Member.

Organic News.
THERE is to be a new paper started in Rome. It is to be

the Organ of the Italian party. The Roman Editor would
have done us a signal service by taking back to their own
native country several Italian parties with their organs, now
in England, instead of starting a new one. Of course the
new paper, which might be called the street-organ, is

denounced by the Cimlta Cattolica, the Church Organ.

ARRANGEMENTS FOR RECEIVING THE BELGIANS
NEXT YEAR.

EIGHT THOUSAND gallant Volunteers will embark from Antwerp, on
their own vessels.

At St. {Catherine's Dock there will be two excellent penny steam-
boats, duly manned and boy'd, to meet the troops, and convey them
safely ashore.
On arriving they will be immediately regaled with demi-bouteilles du

Gmeer-biere and oranges in slices. This cold collation at the expense
of the nation. Subscribers' names will be taken one year in advance.
On the second day the Belgians will walk from Netting Hill to the

Mansion House, where they will partake of a gorgeous repast, as
follows :

One cold chicken to be handed round to each squad.
Parsley in small plates.
Rolls powdered to bread crumbs.
Salt alone.
A grape.
Some orange-peel in water a la Marchioness.

The LORD MAYOR and Civic authorities will dine together privately
in honour of the occasion. The Band of the Belgians will perform
outside while their brave companions are at dinner.
I urther particulars will be issued shortly.
Donkeys instead of the usual cavalry chargers will be supplied for
s loreign officers visiting the Camp, as horses would be too expen-

sive. Early tenders]
from

proprietors at Hampstead Heath, Brighton,
llamsgate, &c., will be received at the War Office

THE BEST SATURDAY Rsvisw FOR YEARS. Wimbledon on the 20th.

A NEGLECTED INVENTION.
THEY took ABDUL Aziz to Woolwich, and showed him the Snider

Rifle, the new cartridge, and its mode of manufacture, sundry stores of
shot and shell, the manoeuvring of certain artillery, the process of con-

structing the Woolwich guns, and the casting of MAJOR PALI.ISEK'S
chilled shot. They exhibited to him our implements of destruction,
intended to kill our foreign foes. They did not take him to see the
arrangement with which we put our native enemies to death. Accord-
ing to the Times the

"
Royal and distinguished visitors

"
to Woolwich

Arsenal, including the SULTAN,
"
viewed with admiration the vast

stores of shot and shell ready for use." Would not any sensible man
view with equal admiration the apparatus for executing criminals
reserved in readiness at Newgate ? Would he consider a shell, with
respect to its use, any more admirable than a halter ? Now the SULTAN,
by all accounts, is a very sensible man. Yet there they go taking him
to see rifles, and cartridges, and guns, and shot and shell, and all

manner of projectiles, but nobody thinks of conducting him to have a
look at the poor old gallows.

BRITISH PEACE INSURANCE.
WITH reference to the late Naval Review at Spithead, a contem-

porary quotes from one of LORD PALMERSTON'S speeches the saying
that

"
There is no better or more necessary security which this country

can have for the continuance of peace, than to put its Navy on a footing
with that of any other country." Perhaps these words of our late, if

not our last, statesman were inaccurately reported. He might have
said more. It is not too much to say that, to insure the continuance
of peace, the British Navy ought to be put on a footing superior to
that of the Navies of all other countries put together.

VOL. LI] I.
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X
THE WANT OF THE WISE.

I could eat and drink at table
As much as ever I was able ;

Including the last bit and drop
That would be Rood for me

; tben stop,
Informed, by some immediate warning,
That more would make me ill next morning.
A twinge, for inslance, in the wrist,
Then 1 directly should desist,
And never more wake late in bed
Afflicted with an aching head

;

Nausea, and loss of appetite,
From overmuch, had overnight.
Attacks of bile, too, I should 'scape,
And all those ills, of every shape,
Which do derive, beyond all question,
Their origin from indigestion.

A FACT.

(Strand Afternoon of July 12.)

A FEW OF OUR BELGIAN GUESTS RETURNING FROM THE GUILDHALL

Abdul As-is in England.
ACCORDING to Turkish belief any soil on which the

Padishah sets his foot becomes Turkish territory, just
as, in Highland notions, wherever the laird sat became
the head of the table. This Ottoman view has evidently
been endorsed by the Clerk of the Weather. He has
given evidence that he considers ABDUL Aziz the rain-

ing Sultan, ever since the Commander of the Faithful
has been in England.

A NARROW ESCAPE.

WE are told that at the close of DISRAELI'S speech
on the third reading of the Reform Bill,

" Some of the

strangers present, carried away by the ^enthusiasm of

the moment, shared in the applause by clapping their

hands." They may consider t hemselves lucky that they
were not carried away by the Sergeant-at-Arms.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PAELIAMENT.

UNQUESTIONABLY, Monday, July 15, 1867, will be a Date in Anglo-
Parliamentary history. For to-day the House of Commons passed the
Reform Bill.

The concluding debate, if so it may be called, was certainly unworthy
of the occasion. Its main element was Incrimination.
LORD CEANBORNE said that all the precautions, guarantees, and

securities with which the Bill had originally bristled, had been swept
away at the imperious bidding of MR. GLADSTONE. This was in no
sense a Conservative Bill. No Government before had ever permitted
one of its measures to be so mutilated. We were taking a leap in the
dark. We knew nothing about the class we were placing on the
throne of these realms, except that we knew something of the Trades'

Unions, and their ways. When the assault shall be made against wealth
and property, it will be no protection to have men in the House who
possess wealth and property. There will be a million of working-men
against half-a-million of another class. The Conservative party had been
deceived, and MR. DISRAELI had covered his scheme with an impene-
trable veil, or he would never- have been allowed to accomplish his

object. If we borrowed our political ethics from an adventurer, our
representative institutions would crumble. He regretted that the
House applauded a policy of Legerdemain.
MR. LOWE thought that there was nothing to applaud. We were

closing an era of permanence, stability, and mutual confidence, and
were going into a whirl of innovation and revolution. There could be
no further resistance to Democracy. All good principles would now
have to be abandoned. But we should have to alter the constitution
of the House of Lords, and make it elective, for we could not trust
the country to a single chamber chosen by those who were just above
the status of paupers. He had not been for compulsory education, but
now he was. We must teach the Constituency. We must get our
new lords to condescend to learn their letters. He finished with an
impassioned declaration that every cultivated Englishman viewed this
measure with shame, scorn, indignation, despair.
MR. BRIGHT did little more than explain that he had never been

averse from Household Suffrage. He believed that the people, who
had been trusted with power at a time when it, perhaps, might have
been withheld, would return as good a House as the present.
LORD ELCHO accepted the measure as, on the whole, the best settle-

ment of a question which could not be avoided.
MR. BERNAL OSBORNE said that the voice was LORD DERBY'S, but

the hands were those of JOHN BRIGHT. He comolimented MR.
DISRAELI on the way he had managed the Conservatives. He felt no
gratitude, and he expected no violent changes.

MR. NEWDEGATE had confidence in his countrymen, and hoped the
Bill would work well.

MR. LAING saw safety in the rating principle.
MR. DISRAELI was more anxious to vindicate the measure than to

defend the Government, but he addressed himself to both objects.

Everybody hitherto had failed in carrying a Reform Bill. He disap-

proved of enfranchising a small and favoured section of the artisans, to

act as a kind of Praetorian Guard. The Bill was in harmony with the

general principles which the Conservatives had always professed. He
ridiculed MK. LOWE'S predictions, and advised him to be the school-

master abroad, as he was highly competent to instruct constituencies.

He finished with the following blaze of glory :

"
I do not think myself that the country is in danger ; I think England is safe

in the race of men who inhabit her that she is safe in something much more pre-
cious than her accumulated capital her accumulated experience. She is safe in
her national character, and her fame, in tho traditions of a thousand years, and in
that glorious future which I believe awaits her."

Then the Reform Bill passed, amid cheers which proceeded chiefly
from the Opposition side. On the 25th March, when the Second Head-

ing was moved, MR. GLADSTONE said,
" We must make the best of the

measure before us, but the prospect is very disc9uraging." It may be

assumed that he is tolerably satisfied, but he did not take part in the

concluding debate.

The new Dog Tax seems to be working well, for an addition of

300,000 licences have been taken out. Street Dogs are to be
"
regu-

lated" but at present Government has no time to legislate against
these nuisances. How much time is wanted to frame an Act, providing
that every dog found in the street, who has no collar with au owner's

address, shall be sent as mercifully as possible to the happy hunting
grounds, Mr. Punch does not know.

Tuesday, EARL GREY gave notice to the Lords of his intention to

reform the Reform Bill.

The MARQUIS OF WESTMEATH, the Whalley of the Lords, amused
them by a denunciation of

"
the detestable and infernal system by which

he and other noble Lords were mis-reported, at the bidding of those

ultra-montane persons under whose direction Jesuitical action was
carried on in the Reporters' Gallery." He demanded that official re-

porters should be engaged. One would not be cruel to an old man,
even when he is such a donkey as LORD WESTMEATH, and if the short-

hand writers would, just for once, take down one of his orations

verbatim, he might be induced to imitate AHITHOPHEL, for which we
should be excessively sorry.
SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE (Lord of India) explained that the

splendid ball to be given at the India Office to the Sultan was entirely

separate from the Royal entertainments, and was a tribute from the
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Indian Government to the head of the Mahqmmedan power. He
believed that in the interests of our Eastern empire such a homage was

most desirable.

MR. O'UEIRNE, in a lucid and moderate speech, proposed a resolu-

tion for a loan of a million, to buy estates in Ireland, which should be

divided into small farms, and offered for sale to tlie occupying tenants.

His object was to encourage an independent proprietory of small free-

hold estates. Louu NAAS had to sec various official objections, and

duly saw them.

SIR lloi'.x HULL PALMER moved the Second Reading of the Bill for the

construction of Private Prelates. There are to be three, one in Corn-

wall, one at Southwell, Notts, and one at St. Alban's, whicli latter

place, ought, in right of its noble abbey, to have a real bishop, \\hilo

he was speaking (if the sees,

The SPEAKER interrupted him to say that he had a telegram from
Portsmouth, it was blowing great guns at Spithead, and at 1 1 1

Review, next day, tlie ships would not be able to move.
Ma. GILPIN opposed the Bill. We had bishops enough. Better

help poor curates. MR. HADKIELD, of course, talked in the same way.
and hoped that the reformed Parliament would put an end to the

(anomalies connected with tlie) Church.
MR. (i. UAKDY supported the Hill, and made an amusing answer to

the plea tor the curates. Many Dissenting preachers were in as di-
tressed a condition. This was no reason why people should not give
their money in any way they thought Qt. Besides, generosity begat
generosity.
MR. AYBTON regretted that there were more bishops in the Lords

than could be necessary for the instruction of that body in religion
ami morality. The. Second Heading was carried In

The Oxford and Cambridge Tests Abolition I'.i'.l was passed that

is, sent up to the Lords. On the Libel Bill, t !

Mas. CUDI.IP would say,
"
Called to A Count "anil -

Wednesday. In honour of the SULTAN, and of Mr. Punch's birthday,
the 17th of July (1SU), the QUEEN held a great Naval K>-view at 6

head. It was a splendid sight. Mr. Punch, who was, of course, in

the thick of it., raged like fire with noble zeal, and bawled so frightfully
that England expected everybody to do his duty, that he is at present

;

somewhat prostrate. The wind blew, and wretched Cockneys,
" Whose souls would sicken at the yawning wave,"

said that the affair was not a success. They lie.

" With all the banners bravely spread,
And all the cannons flashing high,

NELSON might waken from the dead.
To see tho Qrar.s and Turk g by."

At the close of the day HER MAJESTY, with her usual kindness, ordered

signals to be made to her sailors that "the QUEEN was satisfied and
the SULTAN gratified." Mr. Punch was both, and drank happy returns

to himself a good many more timos than was strictly necessary, but it

is a poor heart that never rejoices.

Thursday. LORD SIIAITKSIH -RY carried the Second Reading of the

bill in favour of agricultural children. No child under eight is to go
into a Gang, and no girl under thirteen is to be employed in agricul-
tural work at all. LORD KIMUKHLEY remarked t.li at as the franchise
was to be extended, we ought to do all we could for education.
MIL II. B. SHERIDAN wished for a list of the persons asked to the

Indian Ball. Evidently there are widely-spread beart-bnrniiifi about
tickets. The complaints, of course, are stirred up by Persons ; rational

men exult when ticke's for an} thing are withheld o'r mi-carry.
On estimates, Mil. DISH \ ', that if the country thought the

.s did not do enough in the way of hospitalr u 1'oten-

! louse should give her a Palace for the purpose, whereat
Mu. GLADSTONE made a grave protest.

lay. LORD STRATFORD UK KKDCLUTE yielded to the represen-
.s of LORDS DERBY and RUSSELL that it. was inexpedient to ask

tin- I'ec.-s for a formal expression of their detestation of the murderers
i MAXIMII.I \N.

< avourcd to carry a Bill for send -

nl the children nf habiurt! i)tg'_
r
ars, but he was met by what

,1 was lost.

One \lu. i'uRCKi.l,, a si!;
, has come,

to grief for making impertinent remark i D CMIKI' .1 1

URN'S charge on Martial Law, and < ;inent personage
himself, who, MR. PURCELL dec d from his own bench, was
no lawyer, but had been promoted for political services. LOKD MEL-

I (Conservative) b I the almao of tlie charge, and
WQBved a sarcastic reproof from Lou:. ;vativc).
We talked, in the Commons, nbou . v, and Ma.

CiiiiiiY, First Lord (b .
.

,-y well, the
sea-officers say) explained that, it would not, have done to move the

ships in such a wind, as it would have taken four hours to get them
under weigh. SIR GEORGE GREY was greatly pleased with the whole

"ss, and said that he had seen a i! aele. He might,
however, have taken olFhis hat to .!/<-. Punch, men thai gentleman
drank to him and cheered him, as soon as t ugsidc
Mr. Punch's ship. Politeness costs nothing, and is remembered long.
More growling about the Indian Ball invitations. Really, such

things are beneath the dignity of the House. The elephant's trunk, to
which it has been compared, can root up an oak, or pick up a pin, but
elephants very seldom pick up pins, especially minnikins like ball

tickets. Better feel with SIR CORNEWALL LEWIS, a great man, who
said life would be very pleasant but for its pleasures.

COUTTS AND PEABODY.
HAT angel with purses in

both pockets, and a heart
with no more bottom to it,

apparently, than her purse,
Miss ANGELA BCRDETT
COUTTS, has opened at her
own cost a spacious and
well-ordered market for the

poor in and about Bethnal
Green. The blind beggar
of that historical locality

may at last be a chooser,
between the frowsy, filthy,
dark and noisome coster-

monger's dens, sheds, and
flats, at which he and the
thousands of very poor in

Bethnal Green, who are
neither beggars nor blind,

have hitherto been forced
to purvey, and the airy,

clean, well-lighted wholesome market, now opened for them by tlie

benevolent hands of sweet ST. ANGELA. She may literally be said
to do good, "Coiite qui Goads" or in Mr. Punch's own English," Whatever it may cost COUTTS to do it."

" God bless her," say we,
"
and more power to her elbow," which

seems never to be lifted but to dip into her pocket for some purpose at
once charitable, wise, and well-considered.

"
Faeit indignatto versum

"

and why shouldn't
"
iidm initio" try its hand at verse-making too?

Here goes !

Let us pray to Heaven to send us more' ANGELA COUTTSES and PEA-
BODIES

To increase the pair to a hundred, to unfetter souls, and to free bodies,

Now wallowing jn the Inferno of London sink and slum-
Where the Pharisee stops his ears, and blatant BUMBLE is dumb
From pauperism, and its plagues of ignorance, squalor, and sin :

From the death of dirt, the guard of the gallows, the joy of gin.
Belgravia lies afar off, and VICTORIA shuts her doors,
And DIVES dispatches his dogs to lick LAZAKUS'S sores ;

Why should he take his hand from the drinking cup and the disli ?

Has not LAZARUS the poor-rates ? and what more can LAZARUS wish ?

Has not DIVES'S Church enough to do with Convocation squabbles,
And discussions with Dissenters and Ritualistic brabbles
To say nothing of Borrio-boo-loo-gah, and Polynesian missions,
And defending Southern Africa from COLENSO'S heretical scissions P

While there 's Mozambique Arabs to save, it must leave City Arabs to

roam,
For the COUTTS and PEABODY

charity, that tamely begins at home.
Has not BUMBLE got his hands full, in battling for vested rights,
And in fighting Centralisation's and Local Self-Government's fights ;

And in keeping down the paupers and economising the rates,
And in pooh-poohing ERNEST HART and the papers' sensational prates ?

So there 's room enough, and to spare, for PEABODY, COUTTS, & Co.,
Their baths, free churches, and markets, and lodging-houses alto.
Then long may hearts like theirs be backed by as heavy purses ;

And long may Punch, their Laureate, have such subjects for his verses.

Long may PEABODY, by such discount, clear his gains of Mammon's
leaven,

And long may such drafts on COUTTS'S be honoured up in Heaven !

The Sultan's Cellar.

THE Pall Mall Gazette has asked some slightly invidious questions
about the sources of the wine for the Belgian Ball. If the same rather

prying curiosity has not been expressed about the liquor laid in for

the SULTAN, it is no doubt owing to the general impression that he
doesn't drink the juice of the grape. This a mistake. He is extremely
partial to the Ottoman Porte.
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ENCOURAGEMENT OF ART.

First curled and powdered Darling (to Photographer).
" You 'D BETTER TAKE PAINS WITH THESE 'ERE CARTS DE VISITES, AS THEY 'LL

BE A GOOD DEAL SHOWN ABOUT."

Second curled and powdered Darling (on tJtc Sefa).
" YES PERTIKLEELY IN THE HUPPER SUCKLES. GET YOU CUSTOMERS, YOU KNOW."

THE BRITISH LION TO THE BELGIAN.

HERE 's a God-speed to the Lion that, in troublous times of yore,
In Brabant and old Flanders stood to guard his native shore :

Springing, at ring of ROLAND,* to watch-tower and to wall,
'Gainst Spaniard and Hollander, 'gainst Austrian and Gaul.

"
For defence and not defiance" the Flemish tocsin rung;"
For defence and not defiance

"
were Flemish crossbows strung :

"
For defence and not defiance

"
her strength now Belgium bands ;"

For defence and not defiance," Britain's sons with hers clasp hands.

Her cause of old was ours, the cause of free speech and free thought ;

The triumph of her cause, like ours, with civic blood was bought.
Both guardians of homes and hearths, of liberties and law,
Behoved the British Lion grasp the Belgian Lion's paw.

The welcome that you gave us we have given back to you,
In spite of all red-tape, routine, or blundering might do :

Though aboard of the Serapis beds and breakfasts might be spare,

Though Guildhall tables, for the nonce, groaned under meagre fare-

Though his mains St. Swithin opened, and emptied all his hose,
And flung his wettest blanket on all our sports and shows :

Though no QUEEN bade you welcome when you feasted in her Court
;

Though medallions and luncheons at Wimbledon fell short

Though the wind put out the fireworks and the fountains blew awry,
And forbade your rifle-bullets to get home on the bull's-eye,

Still, there was warmth of welcome, that kindled warmth again,
And laughed to scorn shortcomings, short commons, wind, and rain.

Yes, 'twas warm, if clumsy, welcome that England proffered you,
Stout-hearted civic soldiers, Flemish brethren, trained and true :

A kindred blood, a common cause, and kindness to requite,
It was for these we gave, and you accepted the invite !

* The old tocsin-bell at Bruges.

GOOSE AND GANDER.

STRIKES are generally stupid, and always dull. The London Tailors'

Strike, however, has been enlivened by an uncommonly striking inci-

dent. On Saturday, last week, a charge of conspiracy was brought
before MR. TYRWHITT, at Marlborough Street, on behalf of the

journeymen tailors, members of the Trade Union, against the President,

Secretary, and several members of the Master Tailors' Association. It

was based upon the simple fact that the masters had formed a society

among themselves, engaged not to employ men belonging to the Trade
Union. To be sure, there was no complaint that any violence or in-

timidation any such thing, for example, as picketing had been con-

certed by the masters to coerce the workmen. But they were accused

of agreeing to keep a register of Non-Unionists, and not to employ any
man whose name was not entered thereon. Yet MB. TYKWHITT
dismissed the case, very much, probably, to the astonishment of the

journeymen tailors. They, of course, imagined that there was one law

for the employers, and another law for themselves a law which per-
mitted them to combine against the employers, and another law which
forbade the employers to unite against themselves. Considerably, no

doubt, did they wonder to find that, in common with the master tailors,

they were subject to the condition of tit for tat, and that what is

sauce for the tailors' goose is also sauce for, so to speak, the tailors'

gander.

Wallah-Billali ! Wonderful !

THE SULTAN has been described as slow of speech. This is a mis-

take, at least t9 judge by his utterances while on this visit to the

West. Since his arrival, the Padishah has been in a perpetual state

of amazement
;
and has expressed the feeling with the utmost

"
wallah-

billah-ty!"

WHAT MR. COCKCRAFT, THE SECRETARY OF THE BELGIAN ENTER-
TAINMENT COMMITTEE HAS SHOWN HIMSELF. More cocky than crafty.
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PEEPS AT PARIS.
PEEP THE EIGHTEENTH. AND LAST.

HAVE peeped at Paris. This

from Dieppe : a Dieppeep.
*

My old enemy, the sea, now
calm and tranquil, undisturbed

by my proximity.
I am at the Hotel Royal.

No one would know this fact

from a distance, even with a

telescope. There is a Grand
Duchess staying here (the real

thing, but not anything like

so good as SCHNEIDER with

:--^ OFFENBACH'S music), whom
-.--' ?- let Snol/s, of all countries,

specially English, though, rush

to their windows to see, fol-

lowing the ducal steps with

opera-glasses, and dying for

some lucky chance which might
throw their Snobships in Her
Altesse's way. Sometimes, you
know, at these watering-places

grandees are approachable : not your English swell, unless he, or she,

be a member of the Back Drawing-Room Aristocracy, brilliant in

the talons de Little Brompton. Delightful place, this. One doesn't

read much, or write much, or do anything, even lounge much. Homoeo-

pathic doses of everything. I hum, generally, Parisian tunes.

1* Second Dayat Dieppe. Recovering from hysterics. A happy, simple
life this at Dieppe. Still humming : my only resemblance to a bee.

here. I walk down in naygleejay costume o bairng. I adopt a still

more naygleejay costume, kalsong only, and walk down to the sea.

Return, and breakfast. Meet an Italian friend, complaining. He is

dyspeptic. We compare notes, and 1 am pleased to find that I am
more dyspeptic than he is. He C9mplains of being dyspeptic in his

nose. I do not sympathise with him.

During the morning, read the papers from Paris, and hum " Void le

Sabre," from La Grande Duchesse. An elderly Englishman, who has

been here some time, and knows the ways of the place, invariably lies

in wait for the Times, and keeps it for two hours. He cares for nobody,
no, not he, and everyone cares for him. He passes it on, by previous

arrangement, to a friend, he to another of the same set, and I get it,

perhaps, at eleven o'clock at night, or not at all, as next morning it has

disappeared entirely. Hum same tune as before, trying to catch the

second part. Failure. Midi some biscuits and soda-water. Sit, and
debate with oneself : always humming. Shall I walk down to the sea,

and read there, or sit and read here P Looks hot there : is cool here.

Ought to get the benefit of sea-breeze. Will go there, presently.
This debate occupies nearly an hour. Caught the second part of the

tune. Hum it. Then comes a debate as to whether I 'm hungry, or
not. How long before dinner? This occupies another half-hour.

Lost the second part of the tune. Odd. Try to find the starting note

up and down the scale. There doesn't appear to be such a note in

music. English visitors sprawling about, doing nothing. Delightful
life ! I am told it becomes monotonous after the sixth week, but I
can't believe it. I say to a friend there, that I ought to write letters. He
says he ought to, too. We both ought, but we don't. We sit. 1 ask him
if he knows the second part of

" Void le Sal/re." Let him see : he does.

He tries it. 'Tisn't it at all. We don't talk after this, but look

straight before us at the flowers, the grass, and the sea. Another hour
goes. He (my friend) rises slowly, and says,

"
Well, he really must go

to
"

The rest of his sentence is lost. I don't think he has any-
where to go to, as in a few minutes I see him lounging, like a dis-

traught goose, over the grass towards the sea. There I lose him. I
wonder where he 's going, when he 's gone. I wonder if there 's time
to write a letter before dinner. I debate with myself whether it

wouldn't be better to walk, slowly, before dinner; then come in,

dress, and write a letter. Somehow or another I don't seem to have
any time^for writing letters. So busy. Busy humming, perhaps.
Table d'hote at six. My Italian friend complains of having no appetite.He says he forces himself to eat. He must have a strong will, as he
partakes largely of all the ten courses, and dessert. He is also always
ready for melons and radishes. After dinner he complains that "his
head is stuf-fe'd up." I ask several English people what they 've been
doing to-day. All answer,

"
Nothing." They 've been nowhere.

What have I been doing P Nothing. Been nowhere P Nowhere. So,
having nothing to

say
to one another, we sit and smoke, under

the verandah, always shady, looking out upon the flowers, the grass,
and the sea. 1 hum my

" Void le Sabre
"

until some one rudely com-
mences humming quite another air, when I stop. Commencing again
when he has done, I am informed by a friend that

"
They '11 have the

rest of that to-morrow." Odd ! I thought the tune was so popular.

one,

as an impertinence, we pick up
saw that in La Presse, or the Debals, or t lie 1<mtt*r\ or Figaro," but
it won't do. We are overcome by superior

"
Later Intelligence." It

is his to talk, ours to hear.

When he is exhausted, we touch on sporting matters. I find, during
this, that we are all well acquainted with the Enalish nobility, and
I also discover that I am hand-and-glove with Dukes. Duchesses,
Viscounts, and Lords in my own native land. If they walked into this

verandah now, where should 1 be ? where would all these sporting
;
English be, for the matter of that P Harmless conversation poor passay

', ier torn. I hum one bar, and stop.
We touch upon the Army. Do I know CRAWTORTH of the 8th ? I

i think. "No, but I've heard of him." Does he (my interrogator)

|

know LORD STILTON, in the Guards P
"
No," (after some hesitation)"

he doesn't." Ah, I have him there: /do. Good fellow, STILTON.
[It doesn't occur to my friend to ask me if STILTON knows me. Now, I
do know STILTOS by sight. I once used to know him to speak to,

twenty years ago, when he fagged me for an hour and a half in a blazing
sun at a fives' wall by Eton Chapel.]
But this is Dieppe, and one mml talk about something. In the

evening, some musical ladies, and a 'musical gentleman, occupy the

public saloon. There is a piano here. Charming, as far as the musical
ladies go ;

but the musical gentleman, a fresh young tenor of about

sixty-two, is a nuisance. He keeps on trying songs ; and very trying
songs they are. I 've a great mind to ask them if they 'd like to hear
" Void le Sabre" as much as 1 know of it. It is a family party, appa-
rently. Their jokes are all among themselves, and quiet guests are
scared away from the public saloon. I dare say there are other people

i in the place who can sing quite as well as they can. Why don't they
be sociable, and suggest it P I read a book grumpily, and sneer when
the tenor attempts

"
Ah, cite la Morle," wincing audibly and purposely

on his coming out with some note sharp for some note natural, or vice

vend, not being a great musician myself. Are these girls looking for

husbands, and airing their accomplishments in continental hotels?

Perhaps so. (" Airing their accomplishments
"
would be an English

jerdymo, 10*. &d. per hour.) My Italian friend disconcerts them once
by looking in at the open door, and telling me from that distance (I
am at the other end of the room) that

"
he is not any better." I pre-

tended not to see or hear him, and he went away, to bed. Caught the
second

part
of

" Void le Sal/re."

Third Day Same as two others. No time to write a letter.
Fourth Day. As before, including no time to write a letter.

Fifth Day. The fete of a Life Boat. Great rejoicings, and the per-
formance of a melodrama at the theatre, in eleven acts, and a Prompter.
I saw it all through. It was better, perhaps, than doing nothing ; but
I am not sure pf this. The Mayor of Dieppe gave the maritime popu-

j

lation the munificent gift of a hundred francs wherewith to enjoy them-

|

selves. The consequence was. the maritime population kept it up till

five in the morning. They kept me
up I mean awake till three.

There was shouting, singing, and sounds of Bacchic orgies. Either
the maritime population is very small here, or gets exhilarated on very
little one of the two, as one hundred francs is, I reckon, just upon
four pounds; not a vast sum to expend, for instance, upon the entire
maritime population of Brighton or Dover. However, shouting costs

nothing, and I know there was plenty of that.
Last Day. Farewell, La Belle France ! Away to perfidious Albion.

*
Concerning the voyage, let us be silent. Englishmen are

born sailors. These steamers, some one said, are very comfortable.
Yes, perhaps so. But they were always having dinner below.

* * * *

Tea. *
Up to Victoria by train."

Now," I cried,
"
to 'rush into mong raydarkler's arms ; then to

I

settle with him my few outstanding accounts in larjong ready, Cab I"
I said adieu to my Italian friend.*

* *
Veep Ier Soollarn ! Veen lay

]

Volunteers.' Veev Ltmglaytair ! And so conclude the Peeps at Paris
taken on your behalf (mind that) by your devoted and loving corre-

spondent' PEEPER THE GREAT.
P.S. Your boy said you weren't in when I arrived. I saw you lifting

|

up the corner of the window-blind. I have put this matter in the
hands of my solicitor. Damages no end of larjong.

Taking a Shot at It.

"WHAT are all those white things for?" inquired the LADT
ARABELLA, on the day of the Review, pointing to the hammocks triced

along the bulwarks of the ships.
"
Aw," responded LORD FITZNOODLE,"

ships, you know, want ballast, and those white things aw are sand-

bags, and they aw put 'em at the side to keep the vessel straight."
How do ships weigh their anchors P

"
inquired the lady, presently.

Replied the gentleman,
" Aw s'pose they aw put "em in the scales."

MUST NOT BE REPEATED. The neglect to supply the Cavalry with

provisions at Hounslow was anything but a ration-al proceeding.
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SO IT SEEMS.
Policeman. "

STOP, SIK ! STOP ! You MUSTN'T GALLOP HERE !

"

Irish Gent. "ME DEAE BOY, THE ANIMAL 's NOT AMAYNABLE TO THE BIT !

"

ATALANTA IN CAMDEN TOWN.
AT ! 'twas here, on this spot,

In that summer of yore,
ATALANTA did not
Vote my presence a bore,

Nor reply to my tenderest talk
"
She had heard

all that nonsense before."

She 'd the brooch I had bought,
And the necklace and sash on ;

And her heart, as I thought,
Was alive to my passion ;

And she 'd done up her hair in the style that
the EMPRESS had brought into fashion.

I had been to the play
With my beautiful Peri,

But for all I could say,
She declared she was weary,

That the place was so crowded and hot, and she
"
couldn't

abide that Dundreary."

Then I thought,
"

'Tis for me
That she whines and she whimpers ;

"

And it thrilled me to see

Those sensational simpers ;

And I said,
"
This is scrumptious !

"
a phrase I had

learned from the Devonshire shrimpers.

And I vowed,
"

'Twill be said

I 'm a fortunate fellow,
When the breakfast is spread
When the topers are mellow

When the foam of the bride-cake is white, and the fierce

orange-blossoms are mellow."

Oh, that languishing yawn !

Those emotional eyes !

I was drunk with the dawn
Of a splendid surmise

I was stung by a serpentine smile, and tossed
on a tempest of sighs.

And I murmured,
"
I guess

The sweet secret thou keepest,
And the dainty distress

That thou wistfully weepest ;

And the question is
'
Licence or Banns ?

'

though
undoubtedly Banns are the cheapest.

Then her white hand I clasped,
And with kisses I crowned it

;

But she glared and she gasped,
And she muttered

" Confound it !

"

Or at least it was something like that, but
the noise of the omnibus drowned it.

A Ritualistic Misprint.

A CONTEMPORARY observes that, in one of the journals for the past
week, we are told of

"
the undoubted success of the Ritualists in pain-

ing the masses." This is just the mendacious language of puffing
advertisements. The success of the Ritualists in gaining the masses is

more than doubted ; it is denied. The statement that they succeed in

gaining the masses can only be made true by taking the letter m away
from the word masses. They ape the Mass, but do not gain the masses,
and those whom they do gain are stupid asses.

THE REAL MASTER or THE CEREMONIES TO OUR DISTINGUISHED
GUESTS. St. Swithin, and be Cast to him ! (No offence to SIR EDWARD,
we hope.)
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OUR THEATRICAL SPECTATOR.
cl

Tu, quid ego et populua raccum, dcsidcrct, audi." IL\ Art Poet.

" Y playgoers, give ear to me,
Ami yoii shall huur what you should 8CU."

My Correspondents are so numerous that I daily have much labour
in looking at their letters. How far my work has been rewarded, my
readers may best judge by the specimens which follow :

DEAR SPEC, You complain, and with great justice, of loud talkers

at, the opera. Besides the Chatterers, however, you ought to castigate
the Hummers. To people like myself, who happen to like music, and
who go to hear an opera, and not to chatter and be stared at, th

Hummers are a most intolerable nuisance. They are for ever makin
noises more or less like the music which is sounded from the stage, an
they hum with such amazing vigour all the airs which please then

that, if you happen to sit next, them, you can hardly hear the singer
In concerted pieces, too, the Hummers quite destroy the musical effec

lor they hum one part so loudly as to drown the rest, and they ofte

growl out the soprano in an undertone of bass. The other night
Hummer entirely spoilt, my pleasure in hearing CHRISTINE KII.SMI
and I had to sit, like Tantalus, thirsting, between his hums, to catc
the sound of her sweet voice. As he robbed me of the evening's entei

tainment I had paid for, you should sentence him to send me a guinea
for my stall. Let him direct to the Old Hummums, and the name of

GIDEON GREEN.

DEAR SPEC, As you like to see good acting, I hardly need inquir
if you have been to the French plays. The company is a scratch one
and Parisians might sneer at them, yet see how well they pull together
and how cleverly they act, ! As for HAVEL, he is BUCKSTOXL
WEHSTEK, \Vio\N, and CHARLES MAT HEWS all rolled into one; an
not even the latter is more evergreen than he. HAVEL is a great actor
yet he does not hold himself above taking a small part. In Englan
i?reen-room jealousies intrude upon the stage, and many a play is spoil
by them. When next, I go to the French plays, I should like to see th
audience composed of English actors. Even at the St. James's, which
they must bear in mind, is not the Vaudeville or the Francais, they
may receive a lesson in the art of acting well together, and of attendiu:
to the little things that help to make a great theatrical success.

AN OLD STAGEB.

MY DEAR MR. SPECTATOR, Unlike the human race in general, i

I believe my Latin grammar, I am not avidus novitatis, and I as mucl
prefer old music as I do old port. But it has been my fate this season
to sit through three new operas, and the only one worth listening to
was certainly the last. GOUNOD, to my mind, is pleasanter than
VERDI, and one can hear his Romeo without either being deafened or
sent into a deep sleep. It does not equal Faust, however, and, though
a quantity of Shakspeare is stuffed into the libretto, it falls far short o
what a Shakspeare-lover would have wished. But though the melodies
are

scanty,
the accompaniments are charming, and the love-duets, as

warbled by MARIO and PATTI, delight the ravished sense. I never
hear these singers without wishing that my ears were as capacious as
an elephant's, and that my eyes were those of Argus, and could see i

hundredfold. Such singing and such acting are but rarely found united
and should be enjoyed by every one who has the brains to relish the
best art-work on the stage.

Yours enthusiastically, JOHN BEETHOVEN BROWN.

HURRAH FOR OULD IRELAND !

MR. PUNCH, SIR,
HASN'T MR. MATTHEW ARNOLD more power to him!

proved, all out, that everything that's worth anything in your English
potes comes from the Celtic dthrop in them ? So why would you
wondther that everybody that's anybody proves to be of Irish
extraction, if you once git to the roots of their family threes ?

lucre was GARIBALDI, the Italian Liberathor, that was proved to be a
raal Milesian, from the stock of the GARRET BALDYS of County Mayoand now here 's the SULTAN. By dad, Sir, didn't I hear, wid my own
eyes one of his own sweet-a big Bay, wid a fez and six inches of
goold-lace on the collar and cuffs of him-spaking of his Masther be
the name of PADDY SHAW, and if that don't show the SULTAN has the

T >?i u i

m -1 >d like to know wlmt would.
thank you to send me a thrifle in stamps for the above, and I

remain, Mr. Punch, your obliged and own Correspondent,

BKIAN BOKOIMHE O'BUGGABOO.

What Next ?

THE industry of the ladies in Paris surpasses belief. They dve-theu-
hair; they enamel-their faces

; they gild-their locks; they
paint their cheeks ; and now they bronze-their complexions '

THE OLD AND YOUNG STATESMAN.

{Reminiscences of an old IPhip.)
"
WU.L, you see, Sir, times is changed. Things is not as they usec

to was. Leaders is changed. Wheelers is changed. Springs too am
to be depended on. At one time when a party had booked his place al
the

'

King's Head '
he knew where he was going, and at what rate

he was to travel. The 'True Blue' had Church Road' paintei
on her, and if you went that way in course you couldn't go wrong
Now you '11 see the

'

True Blue
'

with a board hung over its centre

panel and on it written in letters a inch long,
'

This journey stop at
Exeter Hall.' There's no regclarity no system the very horses
scarcely know where their tails hang, and fancy they're getting on,
when bothered if they aitit being hacked down-hill."

Then as to pikes. The 'True Blue' would pull up when agate
was closed, but now it takes a flying leap and dears a bar as easy as a
kitten would a kitchen-fender.
"Then as to luggage. Look at the way-bill this season, and couni

the warious items, including the numerous fancy articles, some o
which they 're obliged to drop on the road. Why the dead weight they

carry would have broke the back of a ten-horse waggon when
GEORGY THE THIRD was King." Then as to the pace, it's positively fearful. You see what they 're

afeard of is Opposition. At present there aint no Opposition. The
last one druv itself off the road into a ditch, where it's been sticking
hard ever since ; the body of it 's all right, only the splinter bar has
been smashed through one of the leaders wot's got a ticklish mouth
giving it a tremendous kick, and getting his off leg over the traces.
There was a great outcry when the accident occurred, and the kisides
who were pitched out violently from their places, sustained a wery
severe shock. As for the low characters who did all they could to

frighten the bosses, they raised a reg'lar whoop when they see the
wehicle upset, and then as JONATHAN says, they caved in !

"

A WORD TO THE WISE.

IT is fortunate for Londoners that we have such a show-place as the
Crystal Palace, and such resoujces at hand for the entertainment of
our illustrious guests as were displayed in the artifices of fire, crackling,
shooting up, whizzllng round, banging, popping, and marvellously
illuminating SIR JOSEPH PAXTON'S gardens, in the calm moonlight of
Tuesday the sixteenth.

One word to those who were the delighted witnesses of this grand
spectacle, and also one word to those who were not. It is this, if

you're fond of fireworks go and see our old friend, the inimitable,
inexhaustible JOHN PARRY'S exhibition of fireworks at the Gallery of
Illustration. Nervous ladies need have no fear of noisy explosions,
save those of irrepressible laughter, harmless and exhilarating. These
Sreworks of ME. PARRY'S come off every evening, wet or fine, except
Saturday, when they lose none of their brilliancy by being let off in
oroad daylight. You cannot always see fireworks at the Crystal Palace,
aut, when you can't, what happier day can a holiday-making Londoner
or Provincial or foreign visitor spend than in roaming amid pleasures
and Palaces at Sydenham, dining there, which he can do now comfort-
ably and well, ana, being in town by eight o'clock, dropping in at the
Sallery to hear MR. and MRS. GERMAN REED in the first, and MR.
JOHN PARRY in the second part (herein are the fireworks) of their two
lours" and a half entertainment. *

THE NAVAL REVIEW. WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1867.

(Storms. Tempest. Wind N.N.W.E.S.N.N. by ~$ohov> all day}

Tilburina (who having gone down to Portsmouth in yachting costume,
as not been able to quit the shore, and is now standing with her father the
Governor at a

first-floor
window of the Pier Hotel, looking through a

elescope. Bain: mist.) I see (bang, bang, smoke) 1 see (bang bang
ang, more smoke, thicker mist) I see
Governor (who has paid twenty guineasfor his rooms, annoyed).

'he British Fleet you cannot see.

DOS it is not in sight.

[Bang. Smoke. Denser mist. He adds despairingly,
And will not be.

[They burst into tears. TILBURINA goes mad. For the rest, vide"
Critic." Olympic Theatre. CHAS. MATHEWS, Pvff.

An Improvement.
IT is to be hoped, after the speech of MUST/RUS PACHA at the
uildhall reception on Thursday, describing the objects of the SULTAN'S
isit to the West, that its general result will be to transform ABDUL
s -is, into ABDUL as ought to be.
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"VILLAINOUS SALTPETRE!"
Small-Eore Sivell.

" PH oo ATTGH ! Co FOUND YOU, CARELESS LITTLE BEGGAR ! PHE w ! DIDN'T I TELL YOU TO SCENT IT, Sm ?

ALL AT SEA; OR, ROYAL RECEPTIONS.

Portsmouth Dockyard (an Unrehearsed Fragment.)

SCENE The VICEROY'S Train is late. Wednesday, July 17, 1867. Rain,
wind, everyone in a bad temper. The MAYOR discovered in a corner,

reading over his speech : occasionally practising a bow with a Sheriff.

Admiralty Officials kicking their heels about (irreverently). When is

that VICEROY coming ? (Rain. Wind.) I do wish they 'd be punctual.
[Murmurs.

[The VICEROY'S Train arrives. All prepare to receive the VICEROY.
Bell. Cannon. False alarums.

Enter Excited Official, with a dripping umbrella.

Several Ptople (annoyed). Can't you leave that thing (alluding to the

umbrella) outside? [EXCITED
;

OFFICIAL begs pardon vaguely.
Excited Official (to anyone in authority). Hi! I say, here's the

SOLTAS coming. [Some one tells the MAYOR.
The Mayor (wretchedly). I can't help it. (Distractedly.) 'Where's

the VICEROY f I 've got to read a speech.
lit Chorus of Admiralty Officials (to one another). Who'll receive the

VICEROY ?

Ind Chorus of ditto. Who '11 receive the SULTAN ?

Official (unthsense of humour, quotes).
"

I said the fly,

With my little eye,
And I'll receive the SULTAN."

First Lord (indignant at such trifling). Don't. Here you (to some-

body) go and receive the Thingummy, and 1 '11 receive the Whatshis-
name.

[There being sufficient uncertainty about theframing of this order, it

is at once taken, as official. They begin receiving the VICEROY.
Somewhere else they are expecting the SULTAN.

The Mayor (commencing the Address). May it please your Imperial
Highness (finds he's got the Speech intendedfor the SULTAN).

1st Under Sheriff (in a hurry). Go on. He won't know the difference.

[The MAYOR finds the right Speech, and begins again.

2nd Under Sheriff (in an under tone). Make haste. Cut out that, he

won't care.

The Mayor. And if our kind friends in front, &c. &c.

[Says the tag and finishes. Cheers. Cheers. Hooray! Exeunt

every one, except the MAYOR, SHERIFFS, and a Naval Officer
or two, to receive the SULTAN.

The Viceroy (speaking through the music of distant cheers and present
scrambling and rushing). Hadji baba baksheesh il seraglio mecca
Mosque Islam. (Cannonading. Exeunt Naval Officers.) Effendi Kho-
rassan Chibouque bulbul (Exeunt the SHERIFFS) minaret Imaum. (Pause.
Exit the MAYOR, and embarks to meet the SULTAN. VICEROY left speak-

ing. He finishes in pure Turkish to his attendants.) Bosh !

[Hurries after the MAYOR and everybody else to see the smoke, the

mist, and what he can or can't of the Naval Review, having

previously
"
intimated" to somebody

"
that a written reply would

beforwarded." The Day ends in Smoke.

The Least they Can do.

WE rejoice to hear that the Crystal Palace Company have received
500 from the VICEROY OF EGYPT, and 1000 from the SULTAN, as

contributions to the rebuilding of the damaged portion of the Palace.
As this will include restoration of the Egyptian and Byzantine Courts,
we would suggest a change of titles for them, in consideration of

these munificent gifts to the Egyptian and Byzantine Hauls.

SOME PEOPLE ARE NEVER SATISFIED.

GRUMBLERS complain that our Belgian visitors have never seen the

QUEEN Nonsense. Haven't they had a personal interview with HER
MAJESTY at MADAME TUSSAUD'S ?

CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY. Who can doubt, after reading LORD
ELCHO'S admirable speech to the Volunteers at Wimbledon on the

18th, that he is a man of the best address ?

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 21, H^lford Square, in thP P irMi of St. James, Clprkenwell, in the County of Middl -sex, at the Println* Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, A Co., I ombard
Street, fa the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of L .a.lon, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. SATURDAY, July 27, 1867.
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LEADERS FOR A LOCAL PAPER.

ERII.T there is something

suggestive in the subjoinec
extract from the prospectus
of a provincial paper :

"
Everybody nowadays reads

the London news in the London
dally papers, and the cheap
prem of the Metropolis provides
lor all, (and provides well) the
current history of the time A
provincial Journal bas another,
perhaps a narrower but still ar

exact sphere of duty. To tell

tbenewsof htsown town should

be, in our opinion, the first and
last object of the country jour-
nalist the fire of yesterday, the
ball of last night, the accident
which baa crippled a neighbour,
or the amusement which
delights the town ; to describe
these things well, should be
his pleasure and his pride."

The leading articles of

such a journal should of course correspond to its news. The following
are offered as specimens of what some.of them might be :

KILLING THE TATTED HOG.

Combining resentment and indignation with a sense of uneasiness,
and while waxing fainter and fainter, expressing a spirit

of dissent ana
resistance to the last, a succession of squeals issuing from the back

premises of MR. BLUBB. on Monday last, announced the intelligence
that our respected neighbour was killing a pig. Of course we do not
mean to say that it was his own hand which performed the act of

porcicide. For that purpose he had invoked the customary services of
our friend SMITHBRS. It is a great mistake to regard the event
which took place in MR. BLUM'S yard last Monday as an

every-day
occurrence. The case, in fact, is just the reverse. We do not till a

pig every day. The performance of that solemnity is a festive occasion,
and warrants an extra glass of beer. We are enabled to state that the

weight of MR. BLUBB'S pig was seventeen score, and not, as was
estimated by incompetent judges, sixteen and a half. The smoke
ascending from behind that gentleman's palings, attended by the
crackle of blazing straw, intimated that the victim was intended for

bacon, being
"
sweated

"
instead of scalded, as it would have been if it

had been designed for pork.
It is unnecessary to say that plenty has, for the last three days,

reigned at MR. BLUBB'S abode. We all know that the pig is esculent,
the entire animal, from the end of his snout to the tip of Tiis tail ; and
we need not expatiate on the excellence of pig's liver. It is sufficient
to quote the dictum of WILLIAM COBBETT :

" Now then this hog is

ulioirrtlier a good thing." We may state, in conclusion, that the whole
of the pig has been utilised, inclusive even of the vital fluid. The chit-

terlings were, of course, the perquisite of SMITHERS.

A CHANGE OF OFFICE.

OUR readers will be prepared for the information that THOMAS has
quitted the service of the HARRINGTONS, and is succeeded by JAKES.
The circumstances which led to THOMAS'S resignation are well known.
Not only was he not strong enough for the place, but he objected to

cleaning hoots and shoes. His successor in office is more robust and
less fastidious; whilst the superiority of JAMES'S calves to those of
his predecessor will render him an ornamental addition to MRS. HAR-
RINGTON'S new carriage. We are enabled to state that JAMES finds
himself on the best of terms with his fellow-servants, and conjecture is

already rife as to the probability of a future matrimonial alliance
between him and MARY

;
but speculation of this kind must for the

present be regarded as premature.

THE WEDDING OF THE WEEK.
The secret of young MR. BINNISTER'S frequent visits to the farm

over the water is now out. On Wednesday last, as will be seen in
another part of our impression, was married at All Souls' Church, in
this city, WILLIAM, only son of JOHN BINNISTER, ESQ., wine mer-
chant, to ELLEN, eldest daughter of the eminent agriculturist JOHN
STUBBS, Esq., of Snawley. A marriage in which both mercantile and
agricultural interests are so largely represented as they are in the
present instance is to be looked upon as an urban, if not a national
event. 1 he relations of the parties on either side in this auspicious
union cannot but exercise an important influence for good on the
extensive business of which MR. BINNISTER junior is the active con-
ductor. The bachelor uncle of the bride, MR, NUBBLET, the coal
merchant, is possessed of enormous wealth

; and it is understood that
the bridegroom will inherit an immense property at the death of his

maternal grandfather, old MR. PLUMKTNS. We were honoured with a
card of invitation to the nuptial ceremony, and, when the procession
had left the hymeneal altar, had the pleasure of proposing, at the
wedding breakfast, the health of the newly-married couple. Our
talented fellow-townsman, MR. LINGO, then, in a humorous speech,
gave the toast of "The Ladies

"
and MR. O'RousKE, who officiated

as the bridegroom s best man,
'

distinguished himself by throwing an
old shoe after the happy pair as they drove off to spend their honey
moon at Kiddlums Hall.

THE LAND OF THE SNOB.

ILLUSTRIOUS Visitor, hail!

Right welcome to Albion's shore !

Wherever you go, through the streets or by rail,

Bystanders will holloa and roar.
Be prepared with your eyes and your ears,
For the stare and the shouts of the mob,

Their aloft flourished hats, and demonstrative cheers
For Old England 's the. Land of the Snob, of the Snob

Old England 'a the Land of the Snob.

The
people

of England are free,
And Heaven for equality thank :

But none have such wild adoration as we
For folks of superior rauk.

On the toes of each oilier we tread,
With delight, at the heels of a "nob,"

And in herds we await and pursue a crowned head ;

For Old England 's the Land of the Snob, of the Snob
Old England's the Land of the Snob.

To put on sweet Majesty's hat
Would joy to a Briton impart.

The, Cushion to press where it sat.

With lips, some could find in their heart.
There are those, could they do such a thing,
On a tempting occasion, as rob,

Who a tooth-brush would filch from a king ;

For Old England 's the Land of the Snob, of the Snob :

Old England 's the Land of the Snob.

REPRESENTATION OF MINORITIES.
DEAR PUNCH,

I DON'T read penny papers, nor do I make a study of politics.
Old Maids may. but I am not an old Maid. As to what is going on
in Parliament, I know no more from reading than Mop does. (Mop it

asleep on my velvet mantle how happy he looks, bless him ! with his

hair all over his eyes), yet when I travel, too often alone, from London
to Brighton by odious rail, I can't help learning something from loud
talking M.P.'s, whose conversation, instead of taking a light first-class

tone, invariably falls into a heavy parliamentary train. (I said odious
rail, didn't I ? Yes ! because there is a charming four-horse coach now,
and I should so like to occupy the box-seat.) Where was I ? Oh !

I remember. Well, it seems that some sensible man in the Commons
bas been proposing to give a voice to Minorities a still small voice of
course in legislative matters. Now that I call a very kind thing indeed ;

for dear Punch, by way of illustration, just look at my position. I am a
ward in Chancery, and shall be till next April. CORNELIUS and I have
been engaged for nearly two years. CORNELIUS is a Cornet, and will

be eighteen next birthday. In law we are both infants, and during
our minorities are looked upon as things of no more consequence than
a crochet-needle or a ball of cotton. We must not dream of being
united for an age (at least for eight months), unless the Chancellor
will kindly give his consent, which as CORNELIUS is entirely dependent
on his father, who allows him 300 a year to find him in cigars, is very,
very doubtful. And although I am entitled to 30.000, and mean to

?ive it all to CORNELIUS on our bridal day, I am not allowed, at present,
;o have a will of my own ! How do you account for all this injustice ?

simply because there is no representation of Minorities it stands to

reason it can't proceed from anything else.

Now MR. MILL is a dear creature, and I am a person very unfortu-

nately situated, and I therefore leave my case in his hands, feeling with
lim that until every person, and especially young persons, are

properly
represented, we can never have that political paradise of which iiis

admirers so fondly dream, and which I hope will soon be realised,

although I differ from them on one point, and cannot allow tuat mind
should take precedence of millinery in their approaching millennium.

Dathington Chatt. DIANA DERBT.

P.8. Is MR. MILL a
military

man? COUNT r,ius fancies he must be,
>ecause it is reported he once had the comnnuid of a Review.

VOL. LTTI.
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LETTER PERFECT.

Cockney Pupil.
"
YES, SIR, com' DOWN TO THE GOV'NOCR'S COUNTRY-'OUSE

'AY-MAKIN' AN' THAT COIN" ON
"

Tutor. "
AH, WELL, SEE AND MAKE A FEW H'S AS WELL, MB. PANKRIDGE,

WHILE YOU'RE ABOUT IT!"

SONG, " ANCIENT AND MODERN."
LUNA in her silver car

Through the darkness glides,
And tender Hesperus steals forth,
And lovers dream of brides.

And Echo answers,
"
Brides !

The moon is up, we look at her
And at the stars besides,

For 'tis by that we calculate

The table of the tides."

Apollo in his chariot
Takes 'mid the spheres his way ;

His golden locks they touch the earth,
And charm the shades to play.
And Echo cries out,

" Eh !

The sun pays neither toll nor taxes,
Nor ever kept a shay,

For Earth drives out on her own axis,
And sees him once a day."

Soul, the Roman or Athenian
Into marble threw,

Of what was burning or serene in

Things beautiful or true,
And Echo answers,

"
True,

Our art is on the mantelpiece
In bronze or ormolu,

But the great burning idea is

The gas-tube going through."

poet ! O historian !

These laurels for thy brow !

Our tributes of green garlands
Are meant for such as t.hou !

And Echo answers,
" Thou

Hast no use for green garlands,

Enough to keep a cow;
But LL.D. and D.C.L.

Is what we give thee now."

The Organisation of Murder.

THERE are artisans at Sheffield who refuse to work
with any man who does not belong to their Trades'

Union, but have no objection to working with CKOOKES,
the murderer. All such workmen ought to be working
in gangs.

PENNY WASTE-PAPER;
Ma. PUNCH,

A LITTLE Girl, aged ten, came into possession of a box of

water-colours, cost 6d. She then wanted some plain woodcuts to

beautify by painting them with its contents. So she invested twopence
in the purchase of two illustrated periodicals. The librarian, a woman,
who sold her these prints, told her not to read them, as their letter-

press was "
trash, unfit for little girls." I have no fear that she did

read a word of tliem, or understood them if she did. Such literature

is not likely to attract or interest children of her years. But no doubt
it has a special charm for nursemaids, and in many cases mainly consti-

tutes their self-culture. The result is probably a considerable contri-

bution to that social difficulty which tasks the reclamatory efforts

of devoted clergymen and moralists who convene and preside at

midnight meetings.
The brother of the little lady above referred to, two years her senior,

has, I find, just finished reading a penny romance, called, The Knight of
the Road. The Knight is DICK TURPIN, and another of the Knights is

Ton KINO. In the boy's estimation the highwaymen are as fine fellows
as we once thought the Crusaders. To him these robbers are so many
paladins and chevaliers, true knights as KINO ARTHUR and the cham-
pions of the Round Table. He has the same admiration for RICHARD
TORPIN that you and I used to entertain for RICHARD CffiUR-DE-LiON.
TURPIN'S ride to York is glorious in his eyes. I told him that the best
of all TURPIN'S rides was his ride to Tyburn.
CLAUDE DUVAL my young friend esteems as a second BA?ARD. He

believes that the highwayman's nature was specifically chivalrous, and,
in particular, that he made a point of never telling a lie. This boy will

grow up under circumstances pretty safe to divest his imagination of

any idea which it may have contracted of the chivalry and veracity, or
|

honour, of highwaymen or any other thieves. Not all young readers
of The Knight of the Road, and the like tales of adventure, will be so '

fortunate. Not a few of them will perhaps endeavour to tread in the

footsteps of the felon whom they venerate as a hero. They will then
walk in a path which may still lead to the gallows, and is very likely to

lead to the whipping-post. The consciousness of the garotter under
the lash is probably a state of simple sensation. He can think of

nothing at all whilst his entire being is concentrated in the affection

excited by the catV-nine tails. But, after having been whipped, in

the intervals occasionally allowed for reflection oy penal servitude,

many a convicb, under sentence for robbery attended with violence,

may have leisure to regret the perusal of such periodicals as those
which dignify the career of a DICK TURPIN or a JACK SHEPPARD.
Parents and guardians would do well to point out to youth, as jocosely
as possible, the material and ignoble uses to which alone publications
of that description are adapted. That is the only style of advice pos-
sible in these days for a MENTOR.

A FANCY DISQUALIFICATION.
O LORD DENMAN, how could you record such a notice of motion

as this ?

" To insert between clauses 9 and 10 : When any elector shall have been con-
victed of drunkenness three times in one year, he shall not be entitled to exorcise
the franchise unlilone year after the last conviction."

Your object, good my Lord, was doubtless excellent the discourage-
ment of drunkenness. Would you indeed discourage it by disfran-

chising any elector convicted of it thrice in one year ? Surely your
Lordship, on reflection, will see that by so doing you would simply
transfer the practice of treating with intoxicating drinks. If your
amendment were enacted, the natural consequence would be that

electioneering agents, instead of, as now, employing fellows to supply
their own voters with drink, would set them to work at trying to make
as many as they could on the other side as drunk as possible. More-
over the constant tactics of opposite parties in every constituency
would consist in respectively trying to intoxicate their political"oppo-

nents, and get them disfranchised for drunkenness.
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MERMAIDS' TOILETS IN '67-

BlancJie.
"

I SAY, SOMK OF YOU, CALL AFTER AUNTY ! SHE HAS TAKEN MY CHKSOX, AND LBFT HE HEU HORRID BLACK ONE !

"

CAUSE AND EFFECT.

SIR MORTON PETO, CRAMPTPN AND BETTS in the Bankruptcy
Court, and money at 2 per cent, discount in the Bank of England !

As SHAKSPEARE says,
"
This effect defective comes by cause."

Two per cent, discount means stagnation of enterprise, cessation
of labour, and paralysis of industry. PETO, CRAMPTON AND BETTS in
the Bankruptcy Court means reckless financing, contractors' lines,
gulled shareholders, 100 shares at 17, general distrust of railway
enterprises, and general disgust with railway investments. We are a
practical people. And we show it by accumulating the materials of a
gigantic and general smash for every nine years, and having the smash
in the tenth. We show it, by encouraging speculation which borders
on swindling : by floating enterprises which ruin the first generation of
their promoters ; by blowing the blubbles of trade and industry till they
burst, and bespatter everybody within range of their influence. We
proclaim it in those huge and hideous posters, which celebrate the
apotheosis of puffery and humbug on every hoarding, We build it up
into the acres of flimsy lath and plaster which disfigure every suburb,
at once a monument of the bankruptcy of bygone builders and a pur-
gatory for the discomfort of future tenants. We prove it by the much
talk and little work of our public Parliamentary labours ; the waste,
dishonesty, and friction of our Parliamentary Private Bill Legislation ;

the verbiage and uncertainty of our law
; the inertia and incapacity of

our local self-government ; the laissezfaire of our Boards of Guardians,
District and Local Boards

; the sn9hbery and stupidity of our Muni-
cipal Government ; the rascality which goes unpunished in our retail
trade, and expands into colossal proportions in our larger enterprise ;

our worship of successful humbug ; our neglect and contempt of fine
art ; the pretension and discomfort of our private social intercourse,
and the kotowing and bombast of our public hospitality.

In needs no M. ASSOLANT, from the other side of the Channel, to
paint us covleur de noir. We have only to get our blacking ready, to
look at our own faces as reflected in all signs of the times, and to eo to
work, with honest hands and open eyes.
We a practical people ! Mr. Punch denies the assumption. We are

not a practical people. We are about the most unpractical, wasteful,

thriftless, and helpless people on the face of the globe. With our

energy of temperament, our worship of money and success, our hardi-

hood of frame, and our readiness to dispense with enjoyment and stifle

conscience for considerations of profit, we ought, it' we had practical
wit in anything like proportion to our will, to be what we boast to

be, but are not, the first nation of the world.

Even in our favourite Mammon worship how contemptibly we figure
as gauged by the two facts we have put in the front of this article.

Money to be had at 2 per cent., and nobody daring to use it ! One of our
hugest contracting firms bankrupt with an item in the accounts which
stands 6,000,000 amonr the creditors' claims, and 350,(X)0 among
the debtors' assets ! This is being practical with a vengeance !

A KNOTTY POINT.

WHAT an endless discussion the Gordian knot might have provoked,
but for that sharp blade which happily cut it short ! GOBDIAS evidently
knew how to tie up his imperial property, and was well qualified to

give lessons to another distinguished personage Hymen of matrimo-
nial celebrity in his peculiar line. Some of his serene highness's
most fashionable tiei have lately, like BEAU BRUMMELL'S, been sad
failures.

A Correspondent, who signs himself
"
COJLEBS," and who confesses

that he feels somewhat nervous when he reflects upon the inglorious
uncertainty of the law, suggests that every nuptial contract should, as
collateral

security, be accompanied by a note of hand. The plan he
proposes is simplicity itself.

"
Let the ring finger," he says,

"
of con-

senting beauty be tastefully tattooed with a representation of Cupid's
emblematic dart, certain qualified officers being specially empowered to
affix the Government stamp, and piracy made punishable with trans-

portation for life. Love and confidence will then take up their abode
at the sign of the arrow, and no doubt there will soon be a great
increase in the demand for beaux."

ECCLESIASTICAL. The Council of Trent." Drink BASS'S bitter."
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OUR FRENCH ARTIST IN PARIS.-PART II.

OQR ARTIST, BEING VERY HUNGRY, GOES INTO A MEAT
SHOP. "MOY VOULOIR ONE LlVRE DE VlANDE?"
"LA TOOLEZ VOUS CRUE OU Ct'ITB t" " MOY PRE-

FEREY CUITE?"

THE NEXT THING HE LOOKS FOB is A MARCHAND DK
VlN, WHEREWITH HIS CHOPINE OF WlNE HE CAN EAT

dmire this as a capital dodytftr
y cheaply at Pan'*.)

I A VOTRE SANOTT, Mosiio?"p

Efhs-

PURSUING A 'BUS FOR THE EXGSPOSITIONO.

OUR FRIEND, NOT KNOWING THAT YOU BATE TO GET TICKETS, AND SEEING EVERY-
BODY CRUSH BEHIND, SIMPLY CLIMBS IN FRONT. FAT FRENCHMAN HORROR-STRUCK
AT SEEING A THING THAT HAD NEVER BEEN DONE BEFORE. ( Wt recommend this May

at a capital dodge of getting a 'Bui vrithoiti waiting long.)

A HART WHO IS A TRUMP.

TESTIMONIALS are nowadays as plentiful as turnip-tops. They are in

the hands of every one, from Countesses to chimney-sweeps. People
who do anything receive them by the dozen, and people who do nothing
often get a testimonial from people who do less. Still, at times a testi-

monial is worthily presented, and such a one is that to recognise the

services of MK. ERNEST HART. Nothing is more stupid than punning
upon names, else it might be said this gentleman was very fitly

christened, for his heart is ever earnest in doing some good work.

Among other useful labours, he has recently done more than any man

alive to comfort the poor patients in our workhouse infirmaries, who
till lately have been left to die uncared for and scarce nursed. In

memory of his kindness a fund is being raised, not to give him a gilt

coffee-pot or a pair of golden sugar-tongs, but to set on foot a prize to

be annually given for the best report, or essay, upon subjects having
reference to the care of our sick poor. A testimonial like this, while it

commemorates his services, will doubtless be of real service to poor
people, and will therefore be acceptable to MK. ERNEST HAHT.
Readers will be pleased to accept this intimation, and MESSIEURS

SMITH, PATNE & Co., will likewise he pleased to accept as many
cheques as may be drawn for the Hart Fund.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

VALIANTLY did the Great Peers of England, Pillows of the State,
address themselves to a Reform debate on Monday, July

22nd.
LORD DKHBY moved the Second Reading of the Bill, and was good

enough to state, with a frankness, which, to say the least ot it, was
charming, the reason which had induced him to favour the nation with
Reform. He said that it had happened to him twice to be called in to

fill t in- painful IIOMI ion of a stop-gap, while the Liberals arranged their

c|U!irri-U, and
prepared

to turn him out again. He had determined that
this should nut happen any more, and being in, he had resolved to

produce a liill which Parliament, should pass. This is highly gratifying,
and we compliment LORD DERBY on not having stooped to the pre-
tence that, the measure was intended for the good of the country, or
that it was based upon any particular principle. Such allegations do
very well for the Commons, but are beneath the Lords. Mn.
Squecn justly remarked to Nicholat NickleLy that she wasn't
going to talk any gammon about the brimstone and treacle given to the

boys before breakfast. That composition was wholesome and spoiled
their appetites, so it was good for them and good for the schoolmaster.
Her cuudour has been imitated by the EARL OF DERBY.
EAKL GREV proposed an amendment, the effect of which was that

the Commons had utterly wasted the Session, and had prepared a bad
measure, which the Lords would read a Second Time in the hope of

making it more decent. His Lordship bored flie House with a tedious

speech, and
finally being unwell, abstained from boring further, though

he had evidently intended it.

Various Lords having spoken, the EARL OF CARNARVON delivered
an able speech against the democratic and dangerous character of the
measure, which he regarded as a bloodless revolution.
EARL BBAUCJHAMP thought that the last speaker had allowed himself

too much licence. He believed in the Agricultural Artisan. Here is

a new species of elector.

EAKL GRANVILLE made a smart personal speech, chaffing LORD
DERBY. He told a story about the Earl having defended his Bill, iu

private, not because it was good, but because it had Dished the Whigs.
He hoped that LORD DERBY would allow the Bill to be amended, and
have a new re-distribution.

The DUKE OF MABLBOROUGH defended the action of the Conserva-
tives, on the ground that the Liberals had clearly left them the damnosa
htereditas of Reform. He declared that the Ministry fully understood
the subject. The debate was adjourned to

Tuesday, when the EARL OF SHAFTESBURY made a long and effective
speech, condemning the having conferred the franchise on what he
called the Residuum, with which he was well acquainted. The
lower orders were affectionate, and sensible of kindness, but they were
ignorant and inflammable, and easily led by demagogues. It would
take ten years to educate them up to the franchise, but in six months
they would destroy any institution that came in their way.
The DUKE ot AKGYLL said that LORD DERBY would not be a stop-

gap, so he had been a weather-cock. He believed in the people, and
that this Bill would be beneficial.

The DUKE OF RICHMOND said that the other Duke blew hot and
cold. He supported the Bill.

The MARQUIS OF CLANRICARDE said that Ma. GLADSTONE was the
ablest mau in the country, that we were not in the same position as
after LOUD PALMERSTON'S death, that men were more thoughtful and
several other remarkable things.

remark which the SPEAKER objected to. The Bill was read by 181 yote
to 64, and MR. BEALES (M.A.) is in a frenzy of wrath, which is a pity at

his time of life and in this hot weather.

Tuesday, MR. GREGORY originated a Tornado debate, and LORD
STANLEY thought there was much to be said on both sides. At night
the House was counted.

Wednesday. MR. FAWCETT'S motion for throwing open the fellow-

ships of Trinity College, Dublin, 19 Dissenters, came to a tie, 108 to

ins, so the SPEAKER gave his casting vote against it. The Church
Hate Abolition Bill was passed by the Commons.

Thursday. Mr. Punch's smallest remarks should be carefully
observed. He mentioned last week thai the Oxford and Cambridge
Tests Abolition Bill was passed, that is, sent up to the Lords. This
meant that he should have to say, this week, that the Bill was rejected.
Of course it was, by 74 to 46.

Something eke that occurred is too funny to be told except from a
report :

" The MARQUIS or WCSTUIATH said ha wished to call their Lordships' attention
to a serious branch ot privilege. MR. EDWARD HAHPIK informed him that he (MR.
HAKPER) wu in the Htrungcrs' Gallery during the discussion which took place in
the Houae a few nighu ago on the Bill to abollah the declaration again*! trausub-
tantiation, and that he heard one of the reporter! uy in a loud toue to one of his
colleagues u he entered the reporters' room, That damned old idiot WESTMIATII
(grtat laugliUr)it peakiug. 1 will take cure not to give a word of what he ays."
MR. HARrui alxi informed him that the following incident took plica during the
dittcuasion. Whilo aome of the reporters were leaving the reporters' box and being
replaced by other reporters, one of the former said to one of the latter,

' What a pity
it is that there Is no one to tend toll drivelling idiot WJUTXEATH to a lunatic
asylum.' (Onat lavghter.)

' The KARL or MAUIIUUBT said If the Noble Marqula thought that any person
had violated the privileges, he could move that that person should be brought to
ttie bar. But the Noble Marquia was quite out of order in laying before the Home
details whicn were below the dignity or the House. The Noble Marquis wu com-
plaining of what appeared to be Jokes, t>a recital of wAicA could only excitt

"

LORD WMIMEATH could not see the fun, but was at last induced to
sit down.

Friday. Just and rational complaint, by the Lords, that CANNING'S
statue had been removed. It will, we infer, be replaced. Is

everything to go down before these pestilent Railway Goths F

A debate on the affairs of two wild countries, Ireland and Abyssinia.
In regard to the first, various Irish Members, with various ability,
stated that the grievances of Erin were unredressed, and they
were told by Ma. DISRAELI that his Land Bill, which they had resisted,
was one of the noblest remedies ever offered, and by LORD CLAUDE
HAMILTON that they tried to prevent the redress of grievances in order

I

to have matter for inflammatory speeches. Touching Abyssinia, and
I our captives, LORD STANLEY said that he was not disposed to leave
!
those men to their fate, but that the war would be a serious matter,
and if we began it, we must go through with it at any price. He was
making martial investigations. Yes, we must have those poor prisoners,
or the head of KING THEODOHUS.

countrymen.
LORD CAIRNS came to the help of the Government, and showed

great debating skill in supporting a measure which we incline to think
he would have demolished with equal ease and more pleasure.LOKD RUSSELL had not made a monopoly of Reform. He stated his
views upon it. You were going to swamp the intelligent artisans. The

d
3

M A1011 WRS defectlve - Liu> DERBY had thought only of success,

" Had steered through Nilua' sands to show his wit."

We ought to diminish the number of members for the small boroughsand give more to the counties. OLIVER CROMWELL gave 300 to the
counties and 144 to the towns. Then you would elect the right sort
o men, country gentlemen with liberal tendencies. It might be mere
Old age that made him see danger in household suffrage, but at any

e should fand protection by adding to county representation,

pliments

Hiul S
mendm

f
nt

collapsed, and the Lords read the Reform
Hill a second lime without a division.
In the Commons on Monday, we massacred the Innocents none ofthem much pitied the Scotch Reform Bill was read a Second Time bya

surprise and m the debate on the Parks Bill, MR. J. HARDY told MK.PETER TAYLOR that he was elected by the refuse of a constituency a

PIO NONO IN LUCK'S WAY.
THE EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH praises the police for their mainte-

nance of good order in the presence at Paris of numerous sovereigns.
Talk of the sovereigns at Paris ! The POPE, at Rome, has upwards of
1,500,000 crowns. They have been taken to him by his bishops, and
delivered to him down on the naiL Besides all that money, ana more,
gold, silver, and precious stones, are tumbling like shelled peas into
the triple hat. The Holy Father is financially master of the situation,
and making a good thing of it. What will he do with all his wealth r

Heap coals of fire on the head of VICTOR-EMMANUEL by paying off the
Italian national debt f Perhaps he will devote some of Uie money to
putting down brigandage.

Good Advice.

MK. PUNCH knows that there have been divisions in the Reform
League, but surely gratitude should have kept PROFESSOR BKESLEV
from assailing MR. BEALES in the following epigram :

' The slave who brought the noble GRACCHUS' head,
To gain more gold, replaced the brain with lead :

Should BEALES'S ever in such scales be thrown,
Finder, be wise ! and leave the brains alone."

An Anecdote Completed.
THE National Portrait Exhibition contains a picture of DR. FREIHD,

and in the Catalogue we are told that he was "
imprisoned in the

Tower, and released by SIR ROBERT WALPOLE at the request of DR.
MEAD, who refused to prescribe for SIR ROBERT till he had obtained
an order for his friend's release." The Editor has omitted to add, that
when FREIND heard what MEAD had done for him he said,

" A friend
in MEAD is a friend indeed."
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V ^ A.,* -M I ft .

ANOTHER REMARKABLE STUDY FROM NATURE.

T)V

A LEAP IN THE DARK.

A PINE horse, a fine rider, and first of the steed

Caucasian Arab, they say, by his breed-
Limbs lithe, light, and lissome ; with sinew to spare,
And though past mark of mouth, not a single white hair :

Yet his coat seems to change, as 'tis viewed in the light,

Now, a dull Oxford mixture, now dark, and now bright.
Till what its true colour, 'twas puzzle to say.
Till they found a new name for it Vivian Grey
His temper, you 'd say, that a quieter horse
Never played in a paddock, or walked o'er a course,
But for all he's so quiet, a look in his eye,
Warns 'gainst trusting one's ribs his fine fetlocks too nigh.
And if ever a horse had a will of his own,
One is fixed in that flesh, and was bred in that bone :

Ere you cross this dark horse, let him look ne'er so nice,
See you 've muscles like whip-cord, a hand like a vice,
Or the horse you'll soon find with the bit in his teeth,
And the rider, where riders should not be, beneath.
And he who backs this horse, for field, course, or park,
Ten to one, finds he "s taken a LEAP IN THE DARK.*
And what of his rider, the lady in blue P

There are fears and forebodings, BRITANNIA, for you !

Though in front of the field 'twas your glory to show,
Time was when your steed by your will had to go :

When though riding your fastest, you still, as you led,

Kept a hand on your horse, and a watch well ahead ;

Never rushed at your fences, your mark overshot,
Nor galloped o'er ground where 'twas wiser to trot :

When, if strange to a country, you stuck to a guide
Who knew it, nor scorned by direction to ride :

When if a big jump, or a blind, crossed your course,
You noted the ground ere you lifted your horse ;

If the lie of the land hinted danger beyond
Old quarry, or chalk-pit, sunk road-way, or pond
When your horse would have taken the fence in his stride,
You pulled him together, and turned him aside,

And the chance of a fall and a fracture to baulk,
To the terra incognita went at a walk
Too brave to heed sneerers' or scoffers' remark,
And too wise to hazard a LEAP IN THE DABK.

Those fashions you 've changed, and those rules you 've thrown by ;

With no hand on your reins, across country you fly ;

Curb and snaffle hang loose, and your horse has his head,
And as once you steered him, now he steers you, instead ;

Takes a line of his own, you reck nought where or how ;

Let him trot over pasture, and gallop o'er plough P

Let him shy the old ways, well-known gaps, ancient rides,

Leave your skirt on the thorns, smash your knees, bruise your sides,

In his rush betwixt gateposts too straight to pass through,
At stone walls he can't leap, gates you cannot undo ;

Till at last, when your head you have lost in the run,
When your eyesight is failing, your strength fairly done,
When your line shaped at random, the guide-posts uuread,
You know not an inch of the country ahead.

He goes by BRIGHT and GLADSTONE, HUGHES, FAWCETT, and

MILL,
At a thundering gallop, tearing with you down-hill,
In his stride takes the fence that, big, bushy, and black,
Throws up its thick sprays, and sharp thorns in your track,
And over it skims, like a lad in a lark,

And who knows what will come of this LEAP IN THE DAHK ?

THE CARCASE AND THE VULTURES.

THE Tichborne Baronetcy and Estates are in Chancery. The Post

announces that
"

bills have been now filed in the causes of TICHBORNE
v. TICHBORNE and TICHBORNE v. MOSTTN," remarks that

"
in this

cause cttebre we shall have another sensational trial," and adds that :

" A formidable array of Counsel ar engaged on both sides. The ATTORNEY and
SOLICITOR-GBNERAL are retained by the plaintiff's solicitor, MR. HOLMES ; and in all

probability SIR KOUNDULL PALMER, with other eminent counsel, will appear for the
defendants'."

Oh, the poor Tichborne estates !
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THE SONG OF A TAILOR NOT ON STRIKE.

MT life is dull, my lot is low,
A tailor sitting on a board

I urge a hot goose to and fro

O'er seams of fustian, seams of cord.

I had a dream in early days,
Ere cramped about the heart and knees,-

The youthful longing for the bays
That heroes bring across the seas.

But poverty in scornful mood
Upraised a haggard face and said," Go ! Take this needle, work for food,

Thy fate is spun of wincey thread."

When now I wish for great renown,
A "

ragged regiment
" me assails ;

The ghosts of future jackets frown
From out paternal swallow-tails.

Sleep brings me dreams of cannon balls.

And hostile garments rolled in blood :

With morn I wake to troops of smalls

Stained by a peaceful country's mud.

Sometimes a thought across me comes,
In busy labours of the night,

That I do hear the roll of drums
Loud clarions clam'rous for the fight.

Then my swift lance despises rest,

Fierce through the ragged breach I whirl,

This hand hath made a crimson vest.

And pinked the doublet of an Earl.

O'er lifeless limbs I hotly press,
O'er soulless bodies cut and torn,

I see the ranked battalion's
"
dress,"

Gods ! It will be an awful morn.

A page ascends the death-heaped stair,

Ho ! Doth thy Mistress tidings send P

What. ! Tokens from my lady-fair ?
"

" No ! MR. THOMPSON'S coat to mend."

" Oh ! heedless, heedless 'prentice boy,
The errand you too-quickly ran.

One hour I feel the warrior's joy,
The next a fraction of a man !

Yet, wherefore should I thus regret
A blood-stained wreath a shroudless grave :

Men's hearts are not so narrow yet,
But they may think a tailor brave.

I have a friend who loves me well,
There is a maiden holds me dear ;

Away regret ! Kenown farewell !

I nave a worthier consort here.

A SOLEMN DECLARATION.

(To the MARQCIS or WESTMEATH.)*

TTENTION to the following
manifesto is requested by
Mr. Punch:

1st. Punch and Protes-

tantism both begin with P. i

Mr. Punch scouts the Jesuiti-
i

cal suggestion that Punch \

and Pope also begin with P. !

Such an idea could only have
found a place in the Head of

the Jesuits.

2nd. Mr. Punch's fine body
'

of young men consists of one

Jew, (a very wandering Jew)
one Turk (need he say the
illustrious contributor signing
himself ABDOOL A., lately on
our shores), two Infidels, a

stout Heretic, a Schismatic

author, an amiable Agapse-
monist, a convivial Sceptic,
an argumentative Uncertain-

tilt, a converted Jumper
[artist], and one [he is willing

to admit] intelligent Papist, (retained only out of motives of the

purest charity) whose articles, however, are invariably examined

by a committee of learned Protestant Divines, and must be signed
by DR. M'NEILE and the Bishops of London and Manchester,
before being submitted to Mr. Punch's spectacles. Moreover, he is not
allowed to ask twice for pudding at dinner, and two trusty contributors
sit on either side of him during that meal with loaded pistols. He is

also invariably removed from the premises in custody, and when his

presence is required, is conveyed to Mr. P.'s office in a dark-coloured
van under the superintendence of the manager of the London dining-
rooms.

3rd. Mr. Punch has several times refused a Cardinal's hat.

4th. Mr. Punch has politely declined all DR. MANNING'S jokes, but
has not returned his postage stamps, lest by doing so he should be

innocently aiding and abetting the collection of Peter's pence.
5th. That the Essence of Parliament is not written by a Jesuit in

disguise. Since his Lordship's speech this young man has been com-
pelled to drink the immortal memory of KINO WILLIAM and several
other Protestant toasts, without mental reservation. The consequence
is that he has been unfit, for business for some days past.

6t,h. That, that 's all Mr. Punch has to say on the subject, and returns
the Marquis his sincere thanks for having afforded him this opportunity
of coming forward to vindicate his own character and that ot his youngmen whom his Lordship will henceforth not confound witn the
Jesuitical Reporters iu the Gallery.

* See last week's Essence of Parliament.

Between the Dances.

EDWIN to ANGELINA, as they sat in the conservatory,
"
Dearest,

why is England unlike this sweet, retreat? Nay, then, do not pout.
The reason is, in England there are many shires, and here there are
but fu-chsias." (Yoitlt.)

SAILORS FROM THE STREETS.

PEOPLB who were present at the Naval Review (and, spite of the
bad weather, Punch pities all who were not) must, if they went on
board any vessel of the fleet, have thought a life afloat a very tolerable

existence. There is plenty of hard work at times, but there is plenty
of hard cub for it : the men are all well clothed and fed, and nave a
cheerful air about them, even when it blows a gale, as it did on the
review day. You rarely see ashore such cleanliness and neatness as
are manifest on board ship. Self-respect is taught in all our naval

schools, and the men are all the happier for the discipline they bow to.

When Punch returned from the review, he could not help contrasting
the life of our Jack Tars, whom he left singing over their grog, witu
the life of our street vagabonds, who slink about the slums, and have
little cause for cheerfulness. Punch thought how much he would enjoy
to see a Transformation Scene, where some kind fairy would appear,
and change our half-starved, ragged street boys into well-fed, well-clad

sailors, such as those he had left singing. With this reflection in his

mind, Punch bethought himself that a committee of kind people has
been formed, who are trying by degrees to do the work of a good fairy,
and save our homeless urchins from starving in the streets. With this

view they have obtained the use of HER MAJESTY'S ship Chichetter, and
have moored her at Greenhithe, with two hundred hammocks ready for
two hundred homeless boys. Here for fifteen pounds a year a wander-
ing lad of London may be rescued from the streets, and turned into a
sailor boy as fit to be reviewed as any in the fleet. Splendid swells,
who are afraid of getting their white waistcoats splashed by muddy
little rascals turning head over heels, should subscribe to the committee
for abating such street nuisances. Nervous people, also, who are
fearful of street robbers, should prevent street boys from growing into

ruffianly garotters, by subscribing for their training to be sailors for the
fleet. Moreover, anybody else who has three five-pound notes to spare,
could hardly spend them better than by sending a poor lad to the

training ship at Greenhithe, and so helping him to gain an honest liveli-

hood afloat. Pay your money, Gentlemen, at No. 8, Great Queen
Street, and for every boy you rescue receive All London's thanks.

CHIVALRY OR CHISELRY r

THE Saturday Review, in an article on "The Two Ministerial

Leaders," pays a delicate compliment to the CHANCELLOR o* TH
EXCHEQUER :

"
Probably there to no better preparation for * hearty and effective co-operation

with MR. DISRAKLI than a long lif spent, even though it has been as honourably
spent aa LOUD DEKBT'S, upon the Turf."

This is presently followed by the remark that

"
It will be curious to watch whether, after the event* of the Ust two yean

LORD DERBY will retain his reputation for chivalry."

No doubt LORD DERBY will retain the reputation which he has
earned for a kind of chivalry ; for chivalry in a certain etymological
sense, rather than in the usual meaning of the word : the chivalry
that comes of connection with horses, and cannot but come of a long
life spent, although it has been spent honourably, on the Turf. For
the honour of the Turf is consistent with jockeyship, or such manage-
ment aa that whereby the two Ministerial leaden have contrived to
lead the Conservative party shall we say, by the nose ? There is no
fear that the noble PREMIER will lose any of the reputation which he
now enjoys for the chivalry which may be described as horsey honour.
It is not, indeed, the chivalry of the chevalier d'induttrie, but perhaps
we may venture to say it is that of the chevalier titt goto*.
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AT THE ZOO.

Slender Party. "I'VE OFTEN WONDEKED now THE HIPPOPOTAMUS COULD WALK !

"

Stout Parly.
" How THOSE GIRAFFES CAN MAINTAIN THEIR PERPENDICULAR I COULD NEVER MAKE OUT !

'

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING AT THE NEW ADELPHI,
' AND IN THE HOUSE OF LORDS.

THE MARQUIS OP WESTMEATH, animated, no doubt, by the example
of the excellent MARQUIS TOWNSHEND (would he could imitate his

acts of mercy instead of his merciless acting !), has created a great
sensation by his performance of Dogberry, in a selection from Much
Ado About Nothing, given last Thursday night in the House of Lords.

One fault of the Marquis's performance is, that he plays as even
noble amateurs are sometimes apt to do too much to tne gallery. But
at least he claims his privilege, as a Lord, of being judged by his peers,
and gives his version of Dogberry to the Reporters' Gallery of the

Upper House in Westminster, instead of the Shilling Gallery of MR.
SEFTON PARRY'S theatre in High Holborn. Nothing could exceed
the effect of the Marquis's delivery of the passage,

"
Dost thou not

suspect my place P Dost thou not suspect my years P Oh, that he
were here to write me down an ass ! But masters, remember that I
am an ass. Though it be not written down, yet forget not that I am
an ass !

"

Much Ado about Nothing is being acted at the New Adelphi just
now. Miss KATE TERRY'S Beatrice is a thing to rejoice in. MR.
NEVILLE'S Benedick is full of spirit, and MR. CLARK'S Dogberry is as

good, almost, as the inimitable KBELEY'S used to be. But when we
have thrown into the scale even Miss KATE TERRY'S exquisite Beatrice,
MR. NEVILLE'S spirited Benedick, and MR. CLARK'S stolid and vene-

rable Dogberry, the selection from Much Ado about Nothing in the

House of Lords, thanks to the MARQUIS or WESTMEATH'S inimitable

personation of the foolish constable, makes the new Adelphi represen-
tation of the entire play kick the beam. There is a great deal more
"ado" and infinitely more "nothing" in the MARQUIS OF WEST-
HEATH'S performance before the Peers.

To CONSERVATIVES WTOM IT MAY CONCERN. Will Household
Suffrage let into the constituencies the class of persons whom MR.
BRIGHT calls "ratcatchers ?

"
If so, let the Rats look out.

BEALES PREPARED FOR BATTLE.

ON Tuesday last week the illustrious BEALES (M.A.) emerged from

temporary obscurity to preside, according to the Daily Telegraph, at a

"soiree" of the friends and members of the Reform Club held at

Radley's Hotel, Bridge Street, "for the purpose of celebrating the

Reform demonstration in Hyde Park, on the 23rd 9f last July" the

anniversary of the overthrow of the Hyde Park railings. In view of

the enactment of a Reform Bill based on household suffrage, most

people may have fancied that BEALES'S occupation was gone. But, if

so, they have deceived themselves. The Preservation of the Parks Bill

has passed its second reading. If enacted it will put an end to political

meetings in Hyde Park. Its mere second reading, BEALES (M.A.)

declared, "had perhaps sown the seeds of frightful social discord.'

Which, of course, MR. BEALES will do his best to allay, as, for instance,

by eloquence of this sort :

"
They would not allow their great constitutional rights to he put under the

feet of any Government (cheers) they would not permit them to be sacrificed to

the whims of Rotten Row. If a war of classes should come and they had been

most anxious to avoid it let it come. (Cheers.)"

But how can any war of classes come when all classes are repre-

sented, and the working and poorer classes preponderate in the

Legislature? Perhaps BEALES will deny that the Reform Bill will

extend the representation to all classes. Peradventure he will say
that it will exclude the dangerous classes. Possibly it may. And
then the dangerous classes may make war on society. In that case

where will MR. BEAI.ES be ? Of course not at their head. But still,

if BEALES has any political ambition, and the Reform Bill do exclude

the dangerous olasses from the power of choosing a representative, it

certainly will be a bad job for BEALES.

TRANSLATED, NOT TRADUCED.

SPEAKING of cunning JONES, who gives cheap wine, educated BROWN
said,

" He is rather fond of his supercherie."
" More than I am of his

supper-sherry," said facetious ROBINSON.
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PARIS?
" NOT IF I KSOVI IT ! GIVE ME A QUIET MONTH AT THE SKA-SIDE, AND LEAVE ME ALONE, PLEASE !

"

VOTE BY PEN.

NOTICE of the following amendment in the Representation of the

People Bill was given by LOBD LKTTELTON :

" And be it enacted that from and after the expiration of Bix monthft after the

passing of this Act DO one shall be entitled to vote at the election of any Member
of Parliament who cannot wiite a legible band."

There is, perhaps, too much reason to fear that, in proposing to

move the foregoing provision, the haughty aristocrat was only making
fun of the people. Who is to decide on what constitutes a legible
hand P Compositors and editors contrive to read handwriting which
nobody else on earth except an expert could ever decipher. Neverthe-
less something might be made out of LORD I/fTTELTON'S suggestion.
There is at least one borough, not yet to be disfranchised, wherein a

practice very prevalent at contested elections is that of distributing
something called "sugar." Besides the sugar there is also a large
distribution of spirits and beer, whereof many of the recipients are
accustomed to come up to the poll with the name of the candidate
whom they have taken sugar to vote for, printed on a card, lest they
should forget it. They generally do succeed in the attempt to read it,

notwithstanding the hazy duplicated appearance that it presents to
their eyes. But very few of them probably would, if called upon, be
able to write it down. Now, if every elector at the polling-booth were
obliged not only to speak the name of the man of his choice, but also
to enter it in a book, in writing that somebody could read, the votes
of the sugared electors would be for the most part excluded, to the

rejection of the sugar-candidate.

the publicity of a modern restaurant. I love to be snug. Give me the
comfortable and truly English arrangement of distinct sittings still

maintained at, for example, the Cock, in Fleet Street. Of course, in

advocating the pew-system, I am not speaking of ecclesiastical accom-
modation, but of that which I hold to be most suitable for a public-
house. Accordingly, permit me to assume the name of yours truly,

WALTEB DE MAPES.

PUBLICITY AND PEWS.

(To the Editor of Punch.)

SIR, IN these days a man is hooted at if he dare speak a word in

defence of the pew system. Nevertheless, I must say I very much

E
refer it. When you are one of a party of friends, don't you like to
ave a place to yourself? And when you are alone, would you not

wish to sit unobserved, and give your mind to what you are about ?

1 like the good old system of separate seats, partitioned off. I hate

THE NEW DUTY.

ON the occasion of the Requiem Mass lately celebrated in the chapel
of the Order of St. John of Jerusalem, Great Ormond Street, for the

repose of the soul of the EMPEROR OF MEXICO, the titular BISHOP
OF KERRY preached a sermon, in the course of which, says the Tinua,"
the ! Bishop inveighed earnestly against the modern doctrine of

non-intervention, which, he maintained, was not only condemned by
CHRIST'S vicar, but violated the moral duties of nations." To be sure,

poor MAXIMILIAN fell a martyr to intervention, and so far the invective

against non-intervention was very appropriate. But intervention,
in the Bishop's sense of the word, implies the employment of military
force, in other words, taking the sword. He says that the doctrine of

non-intervention is condemned by the vicar of a certain Superior.
Therefore, then, the said vicar condemns the doctrine of not taking the
sword. There was once, however, a very memorable conjuncture in

which intervention and not non-intervention, taking the sword and not

declining to take the sword was positively forbidden by the Superior
of that so-called vicar, forbidden to the first of the alleged vicar's pre-

decessors, and forbidden when attempted on the Superior's own behalf.

We are now, it seems, instructed no longer to fear that they who take

the sword shall perish with the sword, but, on the contrary, to be afraid

of the condemnation which we may incur by not taking the sword.
And this we are taught by a Bishop who may be described as a vicar

of the vicar of the Superior above-named. The POPB had already pro-
mulgated a new dogma. Now he appears to have declared a new

|

doctrine. He is in a fair way to invent what, in the diction of the

advertising dentist, may be called, an entirely new description of
I Christianity.
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EPICURUS AFLOAT.

DEAR MR. EDITOR,
You are of a nobly sporting turn, but permit me to say that

vou were a trifle too sportive of your capital when you betted me that

I would not go to the Naval Review. For I went.

I own that the chances were in your favour. I had a lively recollec-

tion of the discomforts of my last expedition to Spithead, and as you
remarked with some acerbity (probably unintended, certainly forgiven),

I am a good many years older than I then was, and am less tolerant of

the small miseries. But I went.

Turret Ships, and he was my Captain on the auspicious day I am
recording. One of his names is that of the bard of Olney, the other
indicates, with a varied spelling, things without which his steam-engine
could not work.

Sir, I got into one of the turrets. In that demi-jour I obtained a
sensation. Did you ever read Saldmmbo? 1 hope not, for it is very
dull. But there are some powerful bits. One of these is where the
beautiful lady is sent by the priests into a gloomy vault that, she may
oiler herself to a vast and hideous serpent. 1 am not a beautiful lady,
but when I found myself alone in that turret, I had a sort of Saldmmbo
sensation. A huge brown Monster, high in air, stretched across the

place, and looked out at the only window a round hole and over the

Not upon this occasion, dear Sir, did I conduct my journey in your i stern of this beast was coiled what might have been a white serpent of

true British fashion, taking the last train, and trusting to chance for
j

the largest size, ^only
it wasn't, but a great rope._ The Monster, shut

bed and board. No, Sir. I went to Portsmouth by an early train on

the Tuesday, I paid two affable Portsmouth boatmen the sum of half-

a-sovereign to place me alongside H.M.S. the Royal Turret, and thanks

to the hospitalities
of its gallant commander, I was swinging like a

gentle chyild in a white cot, listening to the plash of the sea-waves, at

up in this iron cylinder, was a tremendous gun. Completely protected,
and laid and worked by gunners who are safe and invisible, this fearful

engine, fed with five-and-thirty pounds of powder, and a ball about the
size of your own respected head (a noble one), is wheeled round with
the turret as a young lady wheels her music-stool, and when the greatestJJf
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an hour when angry men and angrier women, just released from the
|
amount of murderous mischief can be done, a string is pulled, and bad

railway-station, where they had arrived an hour after time, were ' luck to anything that happens to be within three miles of that flash,

raging and storming over wet and filthy Portsmouth, vainly demanding i But that is not enough. Rifle the Monster's inside, and he will spit
the food and shelter which they should have had the sense to secure

It was pleasant to reflect upon the peaceful reward of my own pru-

dence, it was improving to think of the penalty which was being then

paid by folly. Sir, I know few things more agreeable than swinging

gently in a cot, and deducing bland morals from the errors of my
fellow-creatures.

To those avocations, and to the poppied sleep which ensued, I could

gladly, I will avow, have devoted somewhat longer than the arrange-
ments of Her Majesty's Navy permitted. But the cabin of my valued

friend the Captain was at the other end of the apartment in which I

hung, and at the hour of four I was aroused by hearing him in con-

ference with a subordinate. A signal had been made. I was equal to

ten thousand yards. There go 1760 to a mile, as you may haVe
heard. Then, Sir, we are so low in the water that we can hardly be
called a mark, and if we are hit we don't care, being in armour proof;
we send our bulwarks over our side, like flaps, to make ourselves look

narrower, and thus, a Mammoth Armadillo, we slaughter. That Royal
Turret could have engaged the whole wooden fleet that, day, and at the
end of it there would have been no fleet except the Royal Turret. I
tell you, my dear Sir, I have never seen such an infernal power. What
a good thing that the late Admiralty did not succeed in its desperate
efforts to prevent our getting such a weapon.
With these details, Sir, I conclude the last instructive line of this

despatch, though I allow that in my apparently lightest mood it is

the occasion, and advised him to imitate LORD NELSON, and decline to I difficult for me to say something that is not instructive. I have no
see that signal, at least until after breakfast. But he, having combated

]

intention of describing the Review, but I like the principle of it. In-
the seas, and also the enemies of England all over the world for many ! stead of the forces parading before the QUEEN, the QUEEN went up
years, naturally knew the ways of the Navy better than I did, and got j

and down, and looked at the forces
; certainly a simple process, and one

up to attend to the Admiral's injunction.
" We are to change our

berth," he said. With the utmost readiness I replied,
" Then I will

change mine." Did you ever try to get out of a swinging bed, dear
Sir F Ah ! Then I hope you did not hurt yourself much when it

slipped away from behind you, and you came abruptly to a seat on the

floor. But in describing a great day, when the Royal Navy of England
had gathered for the glory of the QUEEN and the SULTAN, I will not
dwell at undue length upon a personal incident. Still, I could wish
cabins to be more thickly carpeted.
A delightful sea-bath, an admirable breakfast (I make my compli-

ments to the artificer of that stewed lamb with the rich black sauce),
an excellent cigar on deck, the sparkling ocean, the smiling Wight,
and the frowning ships conspired to restore me to composure and
comfort. I had then an opportunity of examining our Navy, repre-
sented by about fifty vessels and a thousand cannons. It appeared to
me to be in very good repair, and all that could be desired. Having
satisfied myself on this point, I descended into the aft turret, as the
wind blew somewhat too freely to allow my cigar to burn well.

Here I must explain a little. I was on board the most tremendous
of the Turret Ships, and the one which was under the command of the
Inventor. The Admiralty, that is MR. CORRT, had very properly put
her into Commission for the Review (I suppose you know what Com-
mission means), and had given the Captain a picked crew from the

Superexcellent. And everybody intended to do everything he knew.
I have no intention of taking the liberty of sketching either my friend
the Captain, or my acquaintances the officers, or my admiration, the

gunners and sailors. A house is a castle, and this was a floating castle,
and I was a guest, and a very well treated one, though I repeat that
the Navy gets up too early. But of my Captain, to whom I am proud
to say I paid the utmost obedience, especially when he commanded me
to help myself and pass the bottle, I would say one thing. When, in
the Crimean War, we wanted to take Taganrog, we could not take
Taganrog, because System had neglected to provide us with the means
of bringing big guns close enough. Whereupon a Captain suddenly
saw his way to the end. He, in a single night, so directed the labours
of certain sailors, that in the morning there was a huge gun riding in
an extempore vessel which JACK himself christened Lady Nancy. You,
dear Sir, immortalised her in some beautiful verses of unsurpassed
elegance and grace, published on July 14th, 1855. I insert one of
them, and I have a very good reason for being able to remember
them :

" We know'd what wo wanted, materials was granted,We knocked her together as quick as we could,
The Strony Belly towed her we Railed and we rowed her,And there

'

werry fine allies where Taganrog stood."

The song, Sir, became widely popular iu the fleet, and I believe
mainly conduced to the glorious conclusion of the War. The Captain,
Sir, who called the Lady Nancy into being, is the inventor of the

involving only a fiftieth part of the trouble the sea-procession would
have given. Four times the fleet saluted, and powder is about five-

pence a pound. For about twenty minutes we all fired away like mad.
It was called engaging the enemy, and the roaring was heard in Here-
fordshire, and very likely in the Hebrides. We roared horribly, and
our iron-clad mass was convulsed for a second, and shuddered, as the
fire was given. Then came the signal for ceasing fire, which I took
the liberty of construing a little amply, by beginning Seltzer water.

I do not know that I need dwell upon the admirable lunch, and
capital dmner which ornamented the day. I have heard

"
son of a

sea-cook
"

used as a phrase of reproach. I only wish that sea-cooks
would send their sons, if educated to the profession of their sires, to
several London Clubs. I can conceive no greater happiness than that
of the Captain of a turret-ship, after an engagement. He has sent a
dozen enemy's vessels to the bottom, and he sits down to better soup
than you can get in Pall Mall. But enough on this head. I care very

-, _
, I suppose, the

Admiral, but it did not agree with him, for at nine o'clock he threw
up a rocket. After that I trust he was better. The fleet instantly lit

up, and discharged fireworks. The cannonading had brought on the
rain, but you will be glad to know that I did not get wet, thanks to

my being involved in a huge boat-ckak, and that the sight (of the fire-

works) was very imposing. I particularly mention the Liffey, which
poured a continuous cascade of fire from her bows, and may be doing it

now for what I know, for she went on at it long after I went below.
Sir, the day and the night were a success, and as for the second time

I was pendulous in that cot, I pleasingly remarked that England had
expected every man to dp his duty, and that every man had fulfilled his

country's great expectations.
Again noting that the Navy gets up too early, regretting that it is

always washing-day afloat, and requesting you to be ready with the
money I have so nobly won,

I have the honour, &c., &c., &e.,
The New Promontory, EPICURUS ROTUNBUS.

Ornamental Water, Regents Park.

little what I eat or drink, but justice is justice.
I had a hot dinner, and it agreed with me. So had,

On Mr. G. A. Simcox's Tragedy.
A. PROMETHEUS is unbound !

B. The deuce !

Readers, your course is plain,
Pray ye to SIMCOX and to Zeus,
To tie him up again.

DRINK FOR LAWTERS. The Wool-sack.
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WELL MEANT.
Shoeblack (to daily wxtomtr). "SUCH A TBEAT WE'VE COT TO-NIGHT, SIR!

TEA AN' BUNS, AN' SPEECHES AT EXETEK 'ALL ! "WOULDN'T YOU LIKE TO GO,
SIR?"

City Magnate.
"

Oil, THEY WOULDN'T LIT ME IN, MY BOY."
Klioeblack. " UM ! (renders.) WELL LOOK 'ERE. I THINK I COULD SMUG

YER IN AS MY FATHER 1 !
"

THE WHITEBAIT DINNER.

(A Cantata.)

Solo.

O TB great and little fishes.

Handed round in silver dishes,
Everything that could be wished !

Like the Whigs you all are dished.

Chorus.

Oh, oh, oh !

JOE, JOE, JOE !

No, no, no,

BEN, BEN, BES.
It may pass.
Fill the glass.

Happy colleagues, merry men !

Solo.

Do they say that we are hollow ?

Then we 've room the more to swallow.

Appetite, how keen thine edge is !

Whitebait 1 prefer to pledges.
Unsubstantial are the latter,

They won't make you any fatter,
So that, platter after platter,

You can take them.
If you break them,

Very well it doesn't matter.

Chorui.

O, what numbers we are eating,
Of these small fry at this meeting !

Solo.

Yes, but 'tis my own impression,
That we ate more words this Session.

Chonu.

Bravo, that 's a frank confession !

Dinner is the time for candour.
Here 's a health to our Commander !

Now, the shop and business sinking,
We '11 set in for serious drinking.

Is THE SAME Lraz.
" Masks and Faces. Close of the

Season." Substitute "Session" for "Season," and this
announcement will serve for another performance, not in

Piccadilly, but at Westminster.

TOLERATION TRIUMPHANT.
THE Select Committee appointed to 'report on the Ecclesiastical

Titles' Act will, of course, recommend its repeal. To that step no
objection can possibly be made by a Legislature well aware that it can
in no way affect the material progress and prosperity of this great
country. Some Protestant bigot, perhaps, will propose a clause which,
whilst leaving the papal clergy free to call themselves what they please,
shall declare that the only bishops known to the law are those of. the
Established Church. It is not difficult to foresee that this proposalW

ll- i.

reJec
.
te^ without regard to any insignificant complications

which may arise out of the recognition of Roman Catholic ecclesiastics
under the general denomination of bishops and clergy. Another
b|goted Protestant will very likely suggest the insidious precaution of
distinguishing the POPE'B prelates by describing them as the Roman
Catholic bishops of their several sees. DR. MANNING is not prepared
to accept that compromise ; he cannot be expected to do any such

1- ?' j
Are no* ^e **"! n

.'
8 subordinates the only true bishops in

Jing and in their own estimation. He will naturally suggest that the
Anglican bishops ought to be obliged to distinguish themselves by the
qualification of Protestant or Heretical if they like that better, and
want to be precise.

As a measure of toleration the mere repeal of the Ecclesiastical
itJes Act will, however, be ridiculously incomplete. In the first place

equal justice will require that it should be accompanied by a proviso
lor enabling Da. MANNIKG and his episcopal brethren to sit in the
House of Lords. In the next place, unless persecuting statutes are to
be maintained, the Act of Settlement will have to be repealed, so that
an ARCHBISHOP OF WESTMINSTER may be free to officiate hereafter at
Coronations. There can be little fear that a Conservative Government
will not very soon abolish all the exclusive privileges of the Church of
England.

VOL. mi.

THE INNS OF COURT POCKET BOROUGH.
MK. PUNCH, There is a proverb which says that you must some-

times hold a candle to me. Do so now, that the British Public may
read the expression of my thanks to EAHL GKET for the following
amendment which he proposed |to move in Committee on the Repre-
sentation of the People Bill in the House of Lords :

" The Inns of Court, consisting of the Societies of Lincoln's Inn, the Inner
Temple, the Middle Temple, Gray's Inn, and Serjeants' Inn, shall together return
two Members to Parliament ; every uerjeaut aUa and barrister-at-law belonging
to the said Societies respectively, and duly cu tired upon the books thereof for the
time being, shall be entitled to Tote for such Members."

EABL GREY is a gentleman, and knows what is due from one gentle-
man to another. That I am a gentleman nobody who reads his

SAalspeare will deny. And I am an ancient gentleman the popular
synonym of my plain name describes me as the old one. I am called
the ancient gentleman in particular, just as certain other gentlemen
are definitively styled The Chisholm, The O'Conor Don, The Knight of

Kerry, The O'Donoghue. My connection with the Inns of Court dates
from time immemorial. All the world knows that the famous Inns of
Court Volunteers, the crack volunteer corps, are my own regiment. It
has long been notorious that the Inns of Court constitute my peculiar
province, and I cannot but feel all the gratitude that my nature is

capable of to the statesman who has exerted his influence to convert
them into a Parliamentary constituency. Hitherto I have only been
indirectly represented in the House of Commons, although truth, if I
regarded that, would compel me to admit, in effect, and on the whole,
represented tolerably well. When the Inns of Court return two
Members to Parliament, the position of a Peer who owns a pocket
borough will be precisely that occupied by MODO AND

P.S. Your respect for an old foe will induce you to insert this com-
munication, for which I prefer your black-and-white to the table of a
spirit-rapping medium. You don't make mistakes.
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EVENINGS FROM HOME.
AT COVEST GARDEN. PERFORMANCE OF GOUNOD'S NEW OPEBA,

ROMEO E GIULIETTA.

DRAMATIS rr.P.SOX.E.

Is THE STALLS.

SOMEBODY (' Xo'.i-Sttbacribcr, vho wants to listen carefully to the Opera?.

PKOi'IK f-N SOMEBODY'S RIGHT.

ELDERLY Mrsir.n, SrncniBKB (xho hits heard tlit Opera three tima before, find il alia

\ the miutic).

MIDDLE-AGED MUSICAL SOBSCI:II:KK iliit FrienJ, vho has heard the Opera in Faril).

PEOPLE ox SOMEBODY'S I EFT.

CASI-AL VISITOR TO THE OPERA (profts
:

ng a knovlilge of tlu artistt enpartr,'!\

VERY OCCASIONAL VISITOR (who
" used to go a great deal at one time, but doefn't know

any one here now").
PEOPLE IN FRONT OF SOMEBODY.

IMPITLBIVE LAUY (with a cmfmed ocqiutintance icith Art generally and an eye to colour)

VAOI-E OFXTI.F.MAS (evidently considered as an authority on Shakspeariun questions).

Yoi'SO LADY (more attracted by the House than the Opera).

PEOPLE UKHIND SOMEBODY.

A HF.LF-CoNseiors ToFNo GENTLEMAN (of Ritualistic tendencies).

His FRIEND (a Kiwh-cd Spirit).

Also,

MIXES. NAC, ANESE, PATTI. SIGNORS MARIO, MARINO, NERI-BARALDI, ic. to

Ladies, Nobles, Pages, Monks, Retainers of both Homes, (specially Covent

Garden) and MR. COSTA.

ACT I.

SCENE \.A Hall in CAPULET'S home. Probably a fancy dress ball, as

no one has anything more than a near approach to the costume of the

period. These fancy dresses the Veronese, being apparently of an

economical turn of mind, wear throughout the piece.

Italian Chorus, poetically and spiritedly translated by the talented

English librettist, thus:

" Swift hours of pleasure,
Pass to gay measure,

Danced in the maze of tho glimmering feet ;

While at the closes
Red wreok of roses

From our chaplet-s fall crush'd but sweet !

"

What will become of ALFRED TENNYSON'S laurels if the Poet of the

Italian Opera is often inspired in the above fashion ?

[OLD CAPULET comes down; he wears a handsome dressing gown.

Very Occasional Visitor (referring to his book}. This is old CAPULET.
Casual Visitor (who knows all about the artists, decisively). Yes, TAG-

LIAFICO.

Very Occasional Visitor (finding TAGLIAFICO'S name in the cast). Oh !

then, this isn't old CAPULET this is GREGORY. (Suddenly.) Who's
GREGORY ? [Somebody half turns imploringly.

Casual Visitor. GREGORY? (not to be done) Oh, it's poetic licence,

they call OLD CAPULET GREGORY. Perhaps his Christian name was
GREGORY GREGORY CAPULET. [Listens to the opera.

Very Occasional Visitor (referring to the cast in the book, then to the

programme, then to the libretto). But it is CAPULET, and there's a

Capulet as well.

Casual Visitor (positively). Some misprint it is TAGLIAFICO.

[Elderly Musical Subscriber smiles pityingly at these remarks.

Young Lady (in front, who has caught this conversation, to Vague
Gentleman). This is TAGLIAFICO.

Vague Gentleman (her husband, evidently piqued Ly the information,
which implies his ignorance). Yes, dear, I know.

Elderly Musical Subscriber (to his friend). There, here 's a fine bit of

instrumentation. [Tries to /turn the instrumentation.

Middle-aged Ditto. Yes. (Beats time with Ms hand.) It's better than
in Paris. [One hums and the other beats time, and nods like a mandarin.

Very Occasional Visitor (suddenly making another discovery). I say,
who 's GERTRUDE ? [Referring to cast in book and in programme.

Casual Visitor. GERTRUDE eh? oh, the waiting-maid, I suppose,
who comes in presently.

Young Lady (everhearing as before, says to Vague Gentleman). Is

there a GERTRUDE in Romeo and Juliet /"

Vague Gentleman (unsettled by the question) . A GERTRUDE ? (Thinks)
No : GERTRUDE ? (Thinks again : Aits on an idea) No, GERTRUDE 's in

Hamlet: the Queen you know "A little more than kin," and so forth.

Impulsive Isidy (probably his sister-in-law, with a programme). But,
here is a GERTRUDE. [Points it out to him.

Vague Gentleman (floored'). Ah, very curious. Perhaps they mean
Lady Capulet. They alter the names so in these things. You recol-

lect in Lucia di Lammermoor, you know, Lucia was called . . . (vaguely)
. . . um at least, old . . . dear me ... what 's his name P not the
mother . . . AsirroRD OSBALDISTON (Gives it tip) ah, it doesn't

matter, only they do alter them.

Impulsive lady. Dear me ! what a mistake ! PATTI 's got on quite a

modern ball-dress.

Vague Gentleman (examining it through his glasses). Ah, I thought so.

[Is pleased with himself, having had a sort of idea that something was

wrong somewhere.

Enter ROMEO, MERCUTIO, BEXVOLTO, and party. In order to avoid

observation, they are the only persons dressed as pilgrims and wearing
dominoes.

Elderly Musical Subscriber (hums). Ter di e dum, tiddy dum, tiddy
dum (explains his meaning to his Friend) charming little bit, this.

[MERCUTIO'S song.

Middle-aged Subscriber (nodding his head and trying to catch the time,

replies with uncertainty) . Ye-es. But um
[Defers his opinion. E!ile>ly Musical Subscriber continues humming.

Somebodyfeels inclined to remonstrate.

Enter JULIET and Nurse.

Very Occasional Visitor (puzzled). Why the Nurse isn't down in

the cast.

Casual (indifferently). Isn't she ? Oh ! (more indifferently) odd.

[PATTI sings her song. Somebody is trying to listen to il attentively,

when

Elderly Musical Subscriber (humming, wagging his head, and- smiling,

intensely pleased with himself and Mile. Patti). Ner de dum der e

dum day (beats with his hand) nur ree ra ri de. dum day brava

brrr-ava nur ree ruin de dum di dere dum de dum (with feeling,

following PATH) di dum mer dum mer dum dum mer dum doo di dum
(gets a-head of PATTI, and applauds himself murmuringly) brrava

People in Stalls (wishing, strangely enough, to hear PATTI). Hssssh !

Elderly Musical Subscriber (under his breath, and not to be entirely

put down). Ummnm m m-um um-um um (louder) urn er dum dum
(murmurs

"
brava, brava") um er dum dum er dum doori di day (as

loud as ever) doori dum di dum mer dum, (finishes brilliantly and waving
his hand) dum mer day. ( With enthusiasm.) Brrrava ! Brrava ! (De-

lighted with his own performance.) Bis! Bis! (Applauds.)

[MLLE. PATTI curtseys, repeats the song, and the Elderly Musical

Nuisance encores his own humming accompaniment. Somebody,
being put into a thoroughly bad temper by the humming bird on

his right, is of course in a fti state to enjoy the song thoroughly.

Enter GREGORY with ROMEO.

Very Occasional Visitor (suddenly making a discovery). Hallo ! this is

TAGLIAFICO.
His Friend (coolly). Ah, yes ! I thought you were wrong.
Young Lady in front (who always hears these remarks, says to her

husband). That 's TAGLIAFICO.
Husband (annoyed, "as if he didn't know"). All right, dear. All

right.

[Elderly Musical Subscriber hums as much as he knows of the music,

tip to the end of the First Act. Finale.

Elderly Musical Subscriber (rising). Pretty music !

His Friend. Yes. Let 's see what, the telegrams are from the House.

[Exeunt, and don't return until the Second Act is half over, wlien they

enter together, one talking, the other humming.

ACT II.

Enter ROMEO and STEPHAHO. Opera proceeds. Enter Retainers,

looking for ROMEO. They are supposed to be dressed in the Capulet

livery, which was, it appears, a sort of mountebank costume. Perhaps

they were all jesters.

Middle-aged Person (who's heard the opera abroad). All the dresses

come from Paris.

His Humming Friend. Oh ! (Pauses, then resumes with MARIO). Rum
dum di day, dum dum (ad lib.). MARIO is not in voice to-night, eh ?

(Doesn't wait for a reply, but continues) Rum dum di day di dum.

ACT III,

Friar Lawrence's Cell. He has apparently an entire Chapel to himself,

with no chairs, pews, or free sittings, but with cloisters adjoining, for

a walk when it rains.

Young Ritualist (in the Stall behind "Somebody"). What order does

Friar Lawrence belong to ? Don't think the dress is correct.

His Friend (of similar proclivities). Benedictine (with uncertainty), or

Cistercians, or (hits on a good name) Discalced Carmelites.

Young Ritualist (as if he knew all about it). Ah, very likely. I say

(points with his glass to the left corner of the stage at back)}! that 's an

altar, see what he 's done !

[FRIAR LAWRENCE has irreverently placed on it a. couple of baskets,

perhaps of apples or oranges, a sma.ll wooden bowl for pins, a

glass to regulate the boiling of eggs a larger glass thanumal,
as on fast days he has to eat so many eggs and a night-light,

burning, which strungfly enough illianines the entire chapel, and
also the cloister round the corner.
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Tybalt"i Solo. Extract from translation .

" Ay ! awl the more by this token.
That to my JULIET thuu bast spoken."

Occasional Visitor (making another sudden discovery). Hullo! that's

NKKI-BAHALDI. (lluciny been under the general impression that every
one who wasn't MARIO, war more or less TAGLUFICO.)

[The ltd iiiniTs of the two houses quarrel. Interference of MERCCTIO,
TYBALT, ROMEO, &c. The following Churns, which rouses the

anger of both factions, is certain/if enough to put any penou who
hturs it in a passion.

"Sj
Treintile, all in alarm

;

M
ty demon, dark aid lending,

:i rvo hia venniuy arm."

Humming Man (takes up the air enthusutftically). Rum di dum, Rum
di dum, &c. (to the end of the Act).

ACT IV.

Remarkable onlyfor the librettist's
"
Song of Old Capulet."

"
Sleep. TYBALT, sleep fn peace 1 Though
The tfay marriage tr.tiu caroueth,
\Vuittjy 18 tin.- r nmtry. thut tby bride ccpnut-eth,

her, worthy tbee, <tc. Ac ir."

Was it this talented J'oet who wrote the HIMH to tke Sulla*, as

performed at Covent Garden ! Poor Twnntsos !

ACT V.

Was heard in comparative peace by Somebody, as the Hummer
was asleep, his friend had gone, the Ritualist was absorbed, the
Ladies tired, the Casual Visitor occupied with his glasses, and the

Very Occasional reading his libretto attentively. But Somebody must
hear it agaiu when the Talkers and the Hummers are not present.

POLITICAL GEOLOGY.
Lecture by PROFESSOR BENJAMIN.

ITRING the past week
an interesting lec-

ture on Political

Geology was de-
livered at St. Ste-

phen'sBritishSchool
Rooms, Palace Yard,
Westminster, by
PROFESSOR BENJA-
miN. The learned

Professor, who
looked remarkably
well, and who was
listened to with
eager attention, com-
menced by observ-

ing that various
theories had been

propounded in con-
nection with the

upheavals and de-

pressions which cha-
racterise our ad-

ministrative system.
When we glance at

the elevation of that,

large section of

legislative wisdom,
which we find in the

immediate vicinity of Derby, a profound knowledge of Political Geology
is required to decide whether this arises from a sudden convulsion of
conservatism, or from a gradual subsidence of the Gladstonian soil.
Ihe merest tyro in this important science is familiar with the tech-
nical term

"
trap." Very curious specimens of Trap are frequently

met with in surveying our English commons.
PROFESSOR BENJAMIN then proceeded to point out the peculiarities

of London clay, which was sometimes found where least expected in
our parks for instance-Hjde Park especially. This London clay, he
remarked, could be worked up for a variety of purposes, but it re-
quired hands accustomed to the business, and such hands, as might be
supposed, were occasionally not very smooth nor over clean. (Laughter)
Fur his own part, he (?KorEssoi< B.) had no desire to invest his
capital m the production of that kind of Pottery. (Loud laughter)
Underlying this argillaceous stratum, you find another deposit of great

density, called the Residuum. This Residuum was of an extremely
plastic nature, and if judiciously manipulated, was capable of forming
a most valuable cement fur the consolidation of our national institu-

tion*. (Applause.)
The apt analogy existing between the

"
coal measures

"
of Durham

and the bold measure* of modern statesmanship, was next descanted

upon in so luminous a style as to be intelligible to the meanest

capacity. As PROFESSOR BENJAMIN jocosely observed, the final result

of all these measures was simply, smoke and nothing but smoke.
Purtuing a serious vein, the Lecturer informed his audience that

according to an eminent authority, there exists in England a stratum
called by miners and (|uarrymen the dirt -bed. The most remarkable
circumstance attending this dirt-bed is the position of the trees and
plants found in it. They are still erect, as though they had been sud-

denly petrified, while growing in their native forests, with their roots
in the vegetable soil, and their trunks extending into the limestone
above it. When this dirt-bed is cleared, the appearance presented is

most striking. The iluor of the quarry is sometimes literally strewn
with fossil wood. 1 huve seen (said PHOFESSOR BKNJAMIN) in a dirt-

bed a petrified forest, the trees and plants, like the inhabitants of the

city in an Arabian story, b( ing converted into stone, yet remaining in

the places which they occupied when alive.

Political Geology (continued the Lecturer) presents us with pheno-
mena strikingly similar. In a dirt-bed both Timber and Tory are

converted into something strongly at variance with their normal con-

dition, yet still retaining the places which they occupied in their

palmy days.
In conclusion PROFESSOR BEKJAMIN, addressing his young friends,

enjoined them to lay the sublime lessons of 1'olitical Geology seriously
to heart. It would task their keenest intellects to comprehend some
of the phenomena presented for their consideration in this new science.

How cume it to pass, it might be asked, that the lowest order of

radical shells were now found on the summit of the most conservative

mountains ?

This, like many a great Caucasian mystery, was doubtless desifmed
to humble the human understanding, and render it conscious of its

inability to penetrate arcana wisely hidden from vulgar ken. It
\

was not for finite parliamentary intelligences to look into the secret

springs which give elasticity to the seat of power. These mysteries,
Ministers alone were competent to explain, and they would do so
when they deemed it expedient and wise.

"
Let us rest assured," said

PROFESSOR B., in a subdued and solemn tone, which must have
carried conviction to every listener,

"
Let us rest assured, that what-

ever is, is right, even while we exclaim with the Poet,
' Can such

things overcome us like a summer cloud, without our special wonder !'

Let those who feel a burning thirst for knowledge humbly wait with
lids sealed, but lips widely severed, prepared to receive the fruit which
in due season will not unlikely fall to their reward."

MEXICAN THIEVES.

IF travellers may be believed, and our modern Marco Polos do
sometimes stumble from fancy into fact, Mexico is what the Mint in

Southwark formerly was, the promised land of thieves. The compatriots
of the Aztecs would seem to have expunged two commandments from
the Decalogue : one,

" Thou shall do no Murder ;

"
the other,

" Thou
shalt not Steal." Larceny grand and petty levels all distinctions, and
every man's hand is against his brother who neglects to button his

pocket. The Minister at War cannot keep his flexible fingers at rest

when there is a purse within easy reach of them. The Secretary of
State for Foreign Affairs is a professed picker-up of uneonsidered

trifles, ladies' rings, necklettes, &c. &c. At a levee no Notable of

ordinary prudence will expose the corner of his cambric handkerchief,
and at a Court Ball the melancholy truism that

" Time flies
"

is gra-

phically
illustrated by the rapidity with which watches pass from the

hand of one illustrious personage to another. We are told tbat a
Prime Minister even is attracted to a silver snuff-box in the same
manner that a magpie is fascinated by a silver spoon.
In ancient times, Mexico prided herself on human sacrifices. A

charming boy was pampered for several mouths, then crowned with

flowers, and with sacerdotal pageantry he was conducted to the golden
altar, and amid the acclamations of thousands, was ceremoniously slain

in the glittering Temple of the Sun.
Civilisation has put down this priestly butchery, and Mexico now

takes her rank among those enlightened communities where murder is

discussed as a matter of secular policy, and treachery and theft are

thought to shed lustre on the national character.

Worthy of Imitation.

IT has often been remarked that the highest posts in this country are

open to the humblest
aspirants.

Footmen must feel greatly encouraged
when they go to the National Portrait Exhibition, and look up at

No. 619 JOHN THOMAS, Bishop of Winchester.
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A/)

POSITIVELY THE LAST OF THE LONG SKIRTS THIS SEASON.

Hostess. "OH, HOW TIRESOME! SOMEBODY MUST BE STANDING ON MY DRESS ! WOCLD YOU JCST RUN DOWN-STAHSS, AND SEB WHO

EEASONS FOR REMOVAL.

(By the Statue of GEORGE CANNING.)

FRET, not, my friends, nor deem me shent.

That from the House of Commons
I'Ve been set back, nor ask who sent

To me the ungracious summons,

Myplaee of honour to forego,
Where with no rival nigh me

I 've watched, through many a Session's flow,

The M.P.s' tide roll by me,

Beneath my bronze benign and bland,

That with indulgent gazes,

Looked down upon the toiling band,
Whose hope St. Stephen's bays is.

Those bays, which hid my forehead bare

(Both
" brow

"
and

"
leaf," infrom is)

Those bays, as green, though scarce of wear

As durable, as bronze is.

'Tis just as well that I should take

A more removed ground up,
Now England doth old ways forsake,

And for safe sense takes sound up.

Now that new hands begin to reap
New crops, new lights to twinkle,

New roads to ope, new brooms to sweep,
And round the dirt to sprinkle ,

Now tides that drive on shoals that shift,

And rival pilots jealous,

The good ship Britain set adrift

Whitherward, who can tell us?

Now that the people's lowest layers

Are called to mould the nation,

And mob-elected millionnaires

Bid shape our legislation

GEORGE CANNING begs to stand aloof.

And, from a wary distance,

To watch, 'neath BARRY'S gimcrack roof,

Wild change and weak resistance.

Or if my fears are
premature.

And with its curb and snaffle

Enslish collective wisdom's sure

Unwisdom here to baffle,

'Tis well I should draw off a bit

And calmly wait the issue,

'Twixt strength of JOHN BOLL'S homespun wit

And DIZZY'S flimsy tissue.

A MYSTERIOUS ORGAN.

MR. B.EUTER for the subjoined intelligence fromTHANKS to

Agram :

"The newspaper Pozor, the publication of which was prohibited here, will hence-

forward appear in Laybach."

One wonders why the Croatian authorities should have prohibited

the publication of the Pozor, of which the political articles must, like

the rest of its contents, have been difficult to make out Scarcely any
fellow could be expected to understand such a paper as that. Perhaps
even the inhabitants of Laybach will find themselves rather puzzled by
the Pozor.

CHEAP NOBILITY. Anyone can obtain a Peerage nowadays by

paying for it. For a small sum he can get BRETT'S.
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THE ABYSSINIAN QUESTION.
BRITANNIA. "NOW, THEN, KING THEODORE! HOW ABOUT THOSE PRISONERS?"
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EXCISEMEN GOING TO THE DOGS.

UR Manchester is famous
for its cotton-mills and

chimneys, and if we added
(

too, its charity, we should

not speak amiss, seeing
that last week an amateur

performance gained a thou-

sand pounds there for a

charitable fund.*

Manchester is also famous
for its dog-laws, which

empower its police-men, as

a Dogberry might say, to
"
apprehend, all vagrom"

curs. Every dog found

straying in the busy streets

of Manchester is taken up
by the police, and carried

to a place of private execu-

tion, where it is put to

death humanely, if not

claimed by its owner in

four-and-twenty hours.

If London copied Man-
chester in thus dealing with

stray 'dogs, our footmen would be far" less nervous for their calves,

and pedestrians in general more safe from hydrophobia in the dog-

days than they now are. Awaiting this reform, however, of our

dog-laws, Mr. Puueh is glad to hear that, now that the Excise

have the collection of the dog-tax, the revenue received by it has

wondrously increased. Until February last, when the Excise Oflice

was first entrusted with the tax or licence, it is termed now,
Mr. Punch was hearing constantly complaints from his dog Toby

of the number of low, vulgar, untaxed curs in the streets. Toby
had a volume, considerably dog's-eared, of stories he had heard of how
mean curs escaped the dog-tax: and, being an honest dog himself,

he was charmed to hear that, under the new system introduced by the

Excise, the number of dishonest dogs has rapidly decreased. Not in

London merely, but throughout the whole of England the change has

been attended with most gratifying consequences ;
and dog-owners in

Scotland, even, have been somehow made to pay. A Highland dis-

trict, yielding only 15 last year, has, under the new thumbscrew
introduced by the Excise, been persuaded to contribute 400 this

summer, and will be probably prevailed on to pay nearly double

next.

For dogs which howl at midnight, or are left loose in the streets,

their masters clearly ought to pay an extra fine. Half-a-crown per
howl should at the very least be paid for every dog that bays the moon,
and curs which roam about at large and frighten people in the dog-
days, should either have their heads cut off, or be licensed to retain

them at a sovereign per skull. Ladies' lap-dogs, likewise, ought to

pay a higher price than really necessary dogs, such as those for sporting

purposes. A petted pug, or poodle, is invariably a nuisance, and
should be licensed to exist for the annoyance of mankind only upon
payment of an ad valorem fine, computed by the value put upon him
by his mistress.

It clearly pays the country to hand over the dogs to the Excise, but
it is not clear that the country pays the latter for licensing the former,
and undertaking all the labour which the new system entails. Perhaps
when Parliament next meets, this question will be mooted, and extra

pay be voted for the extra work. Mr. Punch has grounds for thinking
that excisemen are not better paid than in the days of BURNS

;
and

now they have the added labour of going to the dogs for the collection
of their licence money, they ought to be made safe from going to the

dogs in a pecuniary sense.

* Will some critic kindly tell us when a larger sum than this was realised in one
evening by the playing of stage-plays 1

What Mr. Puff Says.

,
THE ingenuity of advertisers is wonderful. They have now begun

to deface the pavement, of course by permission of the Metropolitan
Board of Works. With an apparent verbal contradiction, which may
be excused for the sake of the truth of the observation, it has been
remarked that puffing never flags.

THE CORN-CRT.

As harvest-time comes on, complaints are heard that reapers are
not general enough. This deficiency might be remedied, if the Ameri-
cans would only lend us their GENERAL SICKLES.

YE 8UNBERBYE bTSHKK.

YE Sunberrye Fysher uprose with ye day,
When ye meadows were sweet with ye smell of ye hay ;

And ye hedges were white with gossamere veils,

And ye gardens were livelie with slugs and snails,
And ye birds did sin? and ye Fyshc did leap,
And ye river was oilie with too much sleep ;

Till glorious and golden ye Sun uprist,
And gentlie ye cheek of ye water kissed,
Which modest and coy from its bed of rushes
Sent forth a mist to hide its blushes ;

A cold grey mist but it would not do,
For ye Sun kissed ye mist and ye river too ;

And crimson and rosie ye stream (lowed on,
Crimson and rosie ye grey mist shone,
Redder and redder, higher and higher,
As if he had set ye Thames on fire.

Ye Sunberrye Fysher to fyshe begins
For every Ivshe that has scales and fins ;

Nothing to him is out of its place
Perch, eel, barbel, or bream, or dace.

Big-headed Gliub with crimson tails,

Red-eyed Roach with their silvery scales.

Ravenous Pike of fabulous weight,
Bleak and gudgeon and minnow for bait :

Even a trout he would not despise,
If onlie a trout would happen to rise.

About as likely, ye truth to declare,
As to rise a sturgeon in Sunberrye Weir.

Ye Sunberrie Fysher lias all kinds of hooks,
In all kinds of boxes, in all kinds of books ;

Limerick, Kendal, Kirby, and Hammond-
All kinds of name by which Fyshes are gammoned,
Broad and narrow, and oval, and round,
All sorts of shapes which ever were found.

The Sunberrye Fysher has bait live and dead,
Pellets of paste and pellets of bread ;

Milk-white gentils wriggling and fat,
Worms black and red with

taijs spiral and flat.

Swivels, and trimmers, and spinners and gorge,
Glass minnows, brass minnows, fresh from the forge.
And spoon-bait of course, which I mean no offence
Ye Fysher provides without any expense.

Ye Sunberrye Fysher has flies of all feathers,
For all sorts of seasons, in all sorts of weathers.
Flies when ye springtide is blusterie and showerie,
Flies when ye summer is grassie and bowerie.
Flies when ye autumn is golden and grainie,
For hot weather, cold weather, mistie, or rainie.
Red spinner, Palmer, black peacock, and grey,
Yellow dun, golden dun, March brown, and May,
Sand-fly, and stone-By, and alder, and gnat,
Black midge and marlow bug all round hi hat.

Ye Sunberrie Fysher has rods not a few,
Rods with a joint, and rods with a screw.
Short top and stiff top, to spin and to troll,
Hollow buts, solid buts rods in ye whole.
Twisted lines, spun lines, of hair, silk, and twine,
Hair and gut casting lines, tapering and fine.

Double reels, single reels, quill, float, and cork,
Ye Sunberrie Fysher is up to his work.

Ye Sunberrie Fysher arose with the day,
He fyshed and he fyshed when ye morning was grey.
He fyshed and he fyshed when ye Noon Tide was frying,
He fyshed and he fyshed when ye Evening was dying.
He bobbed and he jerked, he spun, and he threw,
He tried all ye dodges as ever he knew.
He fished till ye dews on ye river did fall

Ye Sunberrie Fysher caught nothing at all.

A Pillar in a Pincushion.

WANTED, by HER MAJESTY'S Government, a SUBSCRIPTION of
from 7,000 to 18,000 to cover the expcn es of bringing home various

EGYPTIAN ANTIQUITIKS, fnr sixty-six years the Property of the British N;ition,
including the celebrated obelisk, CLEOPATRA'S NEEDLE, which lies sticking iu
the sand at Alexandria.
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IMAGINATION AND MATTER O' FACT.

A/cctionate Mot/ier.
" ONLY FANCY POOR CHARLES! CHAINED

TO HIS DESK IN THE CITY THIS LOVELY WEATHER!,"
Poor Charles. HAND OVER THE ' BASS

'

Bon, AND GIVE us A
LIGHT !

"

MIDAS MODERNISED;
OB, CASH AT 2 PER CENT.

THAT Classic Lydian King, with ass's ears,

And hands that turned whate'er he touched to gold-
He hath not sunk to Hades, like his peers
Of Aryan myth or Hellene legend old.

Midas still lives, though in a northern land,
With JOHN BULL for his name, and, rolling nigh,

For his Pactolus Thames with sands of gold,
And London fog-bank for his Ljdian sky.

His ears are still as asinine and long,
Each false and flying rumour quick to catch,

Against whose deadly sting no credit's strong,
For which no wealth or good name is a match.

His hands have still retained their fatal power,
Of turning whatsoe'er they touch to gold ;

And you may see him sit, hour after hour,

Stretching about him his aurilic hold,

And drawing the bright metal to his side,

And piling it in ever higher heaps,
With the ass-ears erected and set wide
To drink each rumour through the air that creeps.

Till, thanks to ass's ears and glut of gold,
To abject panic-terrors given o'er.

With wealth uncounted in his very hold,

Helpless he starves among his glittering store.

Cm ABTICLE. Miss COUTTS'S wealth (and her noble estimate of

its duties) having caused the establishment of a new market, it ought
to be known as The Money Market.

MR. PUNCH'S BOOK OF BEAUTY.

YIELDING to a widely felt and strongly expressed desire, Mr. Punch
has consented to open an Art-Exhibition, which cannot but afford high

gratification to his sweetest admirers. With this view Mr. P. will be

pleased to receive the carte-de-visite of every young lady (under 35)

whose beauty was not born to blush unseen. The cartes will be placed
in Mr. Punch's Album, and may be inspected from 10 to 4 at bis

National Gallery in St. Bride's Passage. Every lady's carte must be

accompanied by a sealed envelope, containing a short autobiography,
and explicit information on certain material points.

Printed forms with questions fully set out may be obtained on

application. A Copy is subjoined.

1. Name ?

2. Residence?
Town House.

Country House.
3. Age next Birthday f

4. Complexion brunette or blonde ?

5. Entirely your own ? or

6. Beautiful for ever ?

7. Have you a Godfather ?

8. His name ?

9. Is he rich ?

10. Is your heart irrevocably another's ?

11. Quite sure ?

12. Would you object to a Widower?
13. Don't you think there is something exquisitely pretty in

the romantic name of Punch ?
14. Would you mind waiting a little while, Mrs. P. having a

severe cold now ?

FKOM EGYPTIAN HALL. The great Canal project of M. DK LESSEPS

appears likely to be accomplished, but should it be otherwise, we

hope he will not be tempted to commit Suezcide.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

WHEN the Cat is absent, the Mice indulge in recreation. This

statement received illustration during the week which began, for secu-

lar purposes, on Monday, the 29th July. The EARL or DERBY, who
knows " That foi -* only taste,

lint Knh'li)i (!-"it i.t f'-< '.

was, we are sincerely sorry to say (not etiam in Arcadia) confined to

his house by the necessity of attending to the last-named unwelcome

visitor. So the Lords took the opportunity of disporting themselves,

and their amusements took the form of Amendments to LORD DERBY'S
Reform Bill.

For two nights did the mice play. Mr. Punch is not inclined to be

diffuse on their revels. But he will briefly indicate what they did, or

tried to do. On the above night,
LORD HALIFAX (olim SIR CHARLES WOOD) moved that the proposed

Redistribution Scheme was ineffective, and that means should be pro-
vided for giving more Members to large Constituencies. He was
defeated by 100 to 41.

The Peers then went into Committee on the Bill.

LORD CAIRNS, the great Conservative lawyer and orator, whose rise

was so rapid and brilliant, moved that the Lodger Franchise should be

raised from 10 to 15.

LORD MALMESIUHY, who was LORD DERBY'S remplafant, imme-

diately, and with the utmost affability, submitted.

But the Liberal Lords did not, mlmire this excessive civility, charged
the Government with a breach of faith with the House of Commons,
and fired various other hot shots. Nevertheless, on division, LORD
CAIRNS triumphed by 121 to 89. Of course, the Commons will give
battle on this alteration, which was avowedly intended to restrict the

Lodger Franchise 'to the respectability that does not pay less than five

shillings a week for its lodgings ; ami MR. TORRENS, who maybe
called (in spite of MR. DTSRAEU'S claims) the Father of the Lodger,
speedily gave notice that the 10 men were quite respectable enough
to vote.

LOBD HABROWBY thereupon thought that he would do a little in the

restrictive way, so he moved that the Copyhold Qualification should be

raised from 5 to LR
The LORD CHANCELLOR, this'time, did the affability for Government,

and assented to the alteration, and it was carried by 119 to 56.

Tuesday. EARL 'GREY actually endeavoured to call the Compound
Householder back to life. But the hideous galvanic process was too

much for the nerves of their Lordships, and they defeated him by 148
to 43.

LORD LYTTELTON then moved, that nobody should have a vote unless

he wrote a legible hand. His Lordship himself is unequal to this feat,

for the clerk at the table was' obliged or pretended, with a touch of

humour, to be obliged to ask him to read the words in which his reso-

lution was couched. We should not have supported him, though we
go a certain distance with him. No man ought to be allowed to send
a contribution to a periodical unless he can write well enough to be
read by the youngest compositor. But a vote is a vocal affair, and
LORD LYTTELTON might as well enact that a man shall speak in a

legible voice. He withdrew his motion, which had been received with
some laughter, expressed or understood.
LOBD CAIRNS again moved to the assault, and proposed that where

Three Members are returned for any place, no elector shall vote for

more than Two of them. The declared object of this was to prevent
the Minorities in large districts from being swamped by numbers, and
that the Educated may have a voice in the representation. The plan
applies to Eleven places only, but LORD CAIRNS hoped to make it a

precedent. LORD RUSSELL supported this proposal, and trusted that
the Lords would not be afraid of it because it was new. They were
not, and it was carried by the large majority of 142 to 51.

By this time LORD DERBY began to think that, gout or no gout, he
had better be in his place. The next day was Wednetday, and there-

fore a holiday for the Lords, but on

Thursday the PREMIER, pale, and with his right arm in a sling, but
ready for fight, came down to the House of Lords.
LORD GREY, nothing daunted, moved that the clause which enacts

that no place with fewer than 10,000 inhabitants shall have more than
one Member shall apply to places with fewer than 12,000. Thus he
should get 23 seats, with the aid of the process of grouping, and he
would make Triangular Constituencies. He would give Members
thus

The Lawyers in the Inns of Court .... 3
Counties 12
Big Towns and London Districts 3

And the Minorities rule was to be carried out in each case.
LORD DERBY said that the plan about Minorities was utterly foreign

to the Constitution, and though he did not, much mind trying it in the

way arranged on a previous night, he should not agree to" more. Nor

would he, on the First of August (within eleven days of St. Grouse P)

agree to re-open questions which the House of Commons had, after

months of deliberation, settled. And, ,

Should the Amendment be carried, he would consult his Colleagues
as to the

possibility
of going on with the Bill.

" Was not that thunder ?"
Of course the blue blood boiled up, and many strong things were

said about this arbitrary way of dealing with the question. ARGYLL
declared that they were deprived of freedom of discussion. RUSSELL
said that the House of Peers had never been so humiliated. CARNARVON,
ex-Derby-Minister, supported the Amendment. GRANVILLB believed
that LORD DEHHY knew better than to withdraw the Bill. FORTESCUE
protested against August being assigned as a reason for not consider-

ing a great measure. KIMBEHLEY urged the Ministry not to throw
away a chance of settling the question. GKEY, in his reply, told his

friends not to be afraid, for though the present Cabinet had strange
ideas'of their duty to the QUEEN, they would not venture to abandon
the Bill.

But LORD DERBT, once more declaring 'that he certainly would do
that grim thing, got on division the small'majority of 93 to 86. Only
Twelve to the EARL OF DKKHY, K.G., Premier, in the House of Lords !

A little motion by LORD LYVEDEN (VERNON SMITH) for disfran-

chising boroughs with fewer than 5000 inhabitants, was got rid of, and
LORD DERHY

" Not by modesty o'ercomc,
Crowned wiUi the Down, went contented home."

Friday. And to-night the Peers made a third important alteration in

the Bill, by re-inserting the clause for permitting Votes to be given in

writing. There are two sides to this question. The Toting Paper
would enable quiet folks to record their suffrages, without being
mobbed, shoved, squeezed, jeered, hooted, bonneted, and pelted.
This wonld be well. But, on the other hand, it would simply place
every corrupt voter in the hand of the briber, and every dependent
voter in the hand of the intimidator. Weighing the benefit against the

evil, up flies the former and kicks the beam ; and though the Lords
carried the clause by the large majority of 114 to 30, out it will have
to go. And then, after an episode of excitement which made it rather

probable that LORD GREY and LORD DERBY would fling down their

gauntlets, draw their falchions, and darkly close, as in the brave days
of old, the Reform Bill went through Committee, and the Report was
fixed for the Monday, and the Third Reading for the Tuesday, for are
not the grouse waiting the death ?

Touching my Lords the Commons, the record shall be brief. No
Scotch Reform this year. No Bill for dealing with evil practices at
Elections. MR. DISRAELI is decidedly of opinion that the British
Museum collections should be separated. At present, he said, they
were almost in warehouses. O for the good day when we shall see
that straddling splitting old Giraffe staggering and swinging into
infinite space !

A debate on the Parks Bill. MR. GLADSTONE thought that the

passing it would impress the people out of doors with a sense of wrong.
MR. DISRAELI was highly in favour of public meetings, which were
safety-valves, but did not see the sense of open-air meetings. The Parks
were the recreation-ground of folks who had no country-houses, and
did not go out of town, and it would be cowardice not to protect their

interests. MB. BRIGHT, whose singular moderation all this Session
makes some persons regard him as more Dangerous than ever, spoke
strongly against this Bill. But it went into Committee by 133 to 88.

Nothing else that meant business for the country, or would give
pleasure to the reader, occurred till Thursday. Leicester, as every
one knows, is in Cornwall, and that county returns no Members who
can attend to its affairs, so MR, PETER TAYLOB, of the first

place,
took

up some case of alleged oppression by Cornwall justices, but it was
held on both sides not to hold water, and MR. HENLEY described
MB. PETER TAYLOB, as a Grievance-Monger.

Friday, MR. TOBBENS'S Artisans' Dwellings Bill was discussed, and
SERJEANT GASELEB said that the next thing would be that Parliament
would be asked to find those persons clothes, horses, and carriages.

Lastly, there was a grave and earnest debate on the causes of the
most frightful calamity which has ever befallen a nation under British

rule. Three-quarters of a niillion of men. women, and children have
died in Orissa, from starvation, because officialism could not make up
its mind to let them have rice. It is not in this column that we
discuss murder.

Take Care of Them.

IN the course of a leading article on the Parks Bill, the Times
remarks that

"
there is no fact so apparent and so beyond contradic-

tion, as that Hyde Park, in common with the other Parks, has always
been under keepers." Certainly ; and to preserve order in the Parks,
it is desirable that the followers of BEALES (M.A.), together with their

leader, should be under keepers too.

PRACTICAL MILITARY JOKING. Playing on a new Cornet.
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LOCKS ON THE THAMES.
Stutter.

" JUST HALF A TUKN OP THE HEAD, LOVE, OB WE SHALL BE AMONG THE RUSHES !

"

FASHIONABLE INTELLIGENCE.

MY DEAR MB. PUNCH, Toadley-in-the-Hole, Tuesday.

LIVING, or I thauld say vegetating as I do in this secluded

spot, far away from the excitements of the gay and giddy world, I take
the deepest interest in all fashionable doings, and read with great

avidity all the details in the newspapers as to movements in high life.

IVom the state ball to the SULTAN down to LADY PEACOCK'S matiaee,
I find pleasure in perusing the names of the guests present, and in

picturing to myself the gay and festive scenes which are so glowingly
described. These descriptions are, however, not so frequent as they
ought to bej and very often the reporter contents himself with giving a
mere curt list of the company, and stating what kind of a party it was
to which they went. In this case I am sometimes puzzled how to

realise the scene, for as I have never "moved" myself in ''fashionable
circlet

"
(I suppose that they who do so must, of course, learn how to

waltz) I hardly know the meaning of the words whereby the various
entertainments are defined. For instance, when I read, among the
"
fashionable arrangements," that LADY HUMGUFFIN'S "

assembly
"

is fixed for Tuesday evening, I am terribly perplexed to guess wherein
it differs from MRS. TADPOLE'S

"
evening party," announced for the

same night. As 1 love ail titled persons, I should naturally incline to

give her Ladyship the preference, were I invited to them both. Still,

it would be a great comfort to know which is considered the genteelest

entertainment, and perhaps you can enlighten me on this important
point.

Alas ! my dancing days are over, yet I often love to fancy myself
wafted to the ball-room, and mingled with the whirling throng. I am,
therefore, much distressed that 1 do not know tlie difference between
a

"
dancing party

"
and a soiree dansante. Moreover, when I see

that MKS. POLKINGTON has issued cards of invitation for a
"
ball" on

the eleventh, I wonder if her guests will be more gorgeously attired
than if they were invited to LADY VALSEWELL'S

"
dance." Terms

such as "small and early" tell more plainly what they signify, though
I have heard that "small and early" means often large and late."

But I defy a constant reader, who lives rurally entombed in the seclusion
of a village, to comprehend the subtle difference between a "dancing

party
" and merely a plain

"
dance." One no doubt would lose caste

terribly if one betrayed one's ignorance on such important matters, and
I hope you will devote a part of your instructive columns to supply the

information so urgently required.
I beg leave to remain your constant reader and subscriber,

JEMIMA JONES.

Positive.
" You promised to send me your photograph, JOHN," pouted

MARIA,
"
and you have not done so. You have not even written me

one word."
"
Dearest MARIA, then I have sent the picture," replied the

smiling JOHN.
" Read the advertisements.

'

Silence is a Negative.'
"

ECCLESIASTICAL FOUNDATIONS.

RESPECTING the Romish Church a writer in the Times justly ob-

serves that
"

It must ground its ascendency on spontaneous convic-

tion." Exactly so ; and the rather, as the time is gone by for trying
to ground it on involuntary combustion.

Dry Work.

BEFOEB Parliament breaks up will some Member of the House of

Commons move for returns of the quantity of beer and other excisable

fluids consumed at the (liquor) bar of that House. One would think it

must be very great, considering that most of the speeches which
Honourable Members have had to make, or listen to on the subject of

Reform, have been thoroughly exhaustive.

TWO WAYS OF VIEWING THINGS.

Now is the time of year when excursions are made, and excursionists

begin to abound. The delighted frequenters of the places most in

favour are apt to speak of these visits as incursions, and to call the

visitors incursionists.
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Literary Passenger. "THE SERIALS ARE DULL THIS MONTH, SIR, 1 THINK."

Agricultural Ditto.
"
WELL, CEREALS HEV BEEN, SIR ; BUT WUTS ARE LOOKIN'

UP THIS MAP.NIN' ! !

"

TO THE KITUALISTS.

RECTORS too ritualistic,
With albs and with chasubles fair,

With monograms monkish and mystic,
And incense that hangs on the air !

What means this maniacal passion,
As strange as the miracle plays,

Say, is it a tribute to fashion,

Supreme in these frivolous days ?

We 've sown the strong storm democratic,
To reap the fierce whirlwind, perchance,

You come with your stole and dalmatic
To lead us another long dance.

The Church, in a cranky condition,
Is trembling at thoughts of a fight ;

And now w.e 've a Royal Commission,
To tell us who 'a wrong and who 's right.

S.iy, how shall we choose 'mid the number-
There 's Low Church, and Broad Church, and High ?

Serenely at sermons we slumber
Your modern discourses are dry.

Supposing, instead of the quarrel.
To settle what doctrines to teach,

You gave up this gorgeous apparel,
And found us some men wno could preach ?

There 'a virtue, no doubt, in a vestment,
In changing the colour of stoles ;

But robes, as you know, were at best meant,
To aid in the saving of souls.

Go, speak to the dark populations,
That linger in sadness and sin,

Let England be first among nations,
The noblest of battles to win !

The people may stare and may wonder,
Susceptible maids you enthrall.

While fierce is the Record's small thunder,
And cackle of Exeter Hall.

Embroider the faldstool and hassock,
And don't leave us thus in the lurch,

But stick to plain surplice and cassock
And keep to the Protestant Church.

OUR THEATRICAL SPECTATOR.
" Exoritur clamorqua virum, clangorque tubarum." VIRO.

Soon a9 eae'i art ia at an end,
What clammir doth our eara offend !

PERHAPS some notion may be formed of the miseries of life by wit-

nessing its pleasures ; and few people will deny that, if included with
the latter, a visit to a theatre is not unmixed enjoyment. The jolting
uvcr the stones, the squabble with the cabman, the blackmail levied by
the boxkeeper, put you slightly put of temper before you take your

, and your happiness is not increased by fiuding you can hardly
stretch your legs, or even sit in comfort. Then perhaps you have the
luck to be seated next a Chatterer, who sprinkles the performance
with a shower of his small talk ; or a Hummer at your elbow fills your
fir with nigger songs, while you are listening to SHAKSPEARE. There

is the further nuisance, too, that the band between the acts plays loud
enough to deafen you, and drowns the conversation you perhaps wish
to take part in.

Chatterers and Hummers it is difficult to silence, but a manager may
surely bid his orchestra be quiet, without much lessening the liberty
enjoyed by freeborn Britons. When I go to see a play, I want all

my aural vigour to hear what may be said in it
;
and I don't want to

lose my hearing through loud music in the entr'acte. The noisy
braying of a band may sound perhaps delightful to the long ears of
the gallery, but that is not a reason why the comfort of (lie stalls
should aurally be sacrificed. When the drop-scene is down, soft music
is permissible, though it well might be dispensed with ; but it never
should be loud enough to tire people's ears, or make their talking
difficult.

At this happy time of year when every one leaves London, the
theatres do little to amuse those who are left, in it. Actors require
rest, as much as most hard-workers, and August is the month when
they can best be spared to take it. So the Stars cease to shine in the
s'agK tirmament ot London : the Light, Comedians get away from the
bright glare of the foot-lamps ; the Walking Gentlemen stretch out
their weary legs upon the beach ; the Heavy Fathers sink up to their

noses in the sea, while the General Utilities employ themselves most
usefully in throwing pebbles into it.

Some four or five theatres, however, are still open, and lingerers in

town may either 50 and cry at a new play at the Princess's, or laugh
at a burlesque which has been roared at in the Royalty for above two
hundred nights. The play wonld be just twice as good if it were half

as long, and it would be far better still if written in good English
instead of in bad Scotch. The plot is borrowed from the German

; and,
if there were any real need to make their conversation unintelligible,
instead of Scotch the actors might as well have talked High Dutch.
SHAKSPEARE was too wise to make Macbeth speak Scotch. Imagine
Banquo's Ghost appearing, with slow music on the bagpipes !

SHAKSPEARE
{
bv the way, may still be seen in London, though

nearly everybody else of any consequence is out of it. His home is

now at the Adelpbi, where KATE TERRY plays his Beatrice as prettily
and cleverly as he himself could wish.

It is rare to see an actress with such natural play of feature, and
subtle power of expression, not in voice-tone merely but in gesture and
in look. She appears to hold the floodgates of her heart in her com-
mand, and to have the power at will to flush or blanch her cheek. It

may be said of her hereafter, as it was said of one of old time, who,
however, was no actress I

" Her pure and eloquent blood
Spoke in her checks : and no distinctly wrought
That one would almost say her body thought."

Sequel of the Sultan's Visit.

ON Wednesday last week a deputation on the subject of education
in Scotland had an interview with LORD ROBERT MONTAGU at the

Privy Council Office. It consisted of DR. KNOX, ME. HENRY SIN-

CLAIR, and MR. JOHN MACTURK. The newspaper containing the

foregoing statement omits to mention that the last-named gentleman
attended as the representative of a sect that demands the endowment
of schools whose teaching shall include instruction in the Koran.

VOL. Mil.
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LOCKS ON THE THAMES.
Sculler.

" JUST HAIP A TURN OF THE HEAD, LOVE, OR WE SHALL BE AMONG THE RUSHES !

"

FASHIONABLE INTELLIGENCE.
MY DEAR MB. PUNCH, Toadley-in-the-Uole, Tuesday.

LIVING, or I ihould say vegetating as 1 do in this secluded

spot, far away from the excitements of the gay and giddy world, I take
the deepest interest in all fashionable doings, and read with great
avidity all the details in the newspapers as to movements in high life.

From the state ball to the SULTAN down to LADY PEACOCK'S matlnte,
1 fiud pleasure in perusing the names of the guests present, and in

picturing to myself the gay and festive scenes which are so glowingly
described. These descriptions are, however, not so frequent as they
ought to be, and very often the reporter contents himself with giving a
mere curt list of the company, and stating what kind of a party it was
to which they went. In this case I am sometimes puzzled how to
realise the scene, for as I have never "moved" myself in "'fashionable
circlet" (I suppose that they who do so must, of course, learn how to

waltz) I hardly know the meaning of the words whereby the various
entertainments are defined. For instance, when I read, among the"

fashionable arrangements," that LADY HUMGUFFIN'S "
assembly

"

is fixed for Tuesday evening, I am terribly perplexed to guess wherein
it differs from MRS. TADPOLE'S

"
evening party," announced for the

same night. As 1 love all titled person*, I should naturally incline to

give her Ladyship the preference, were I invited to them both. Still,

it would be a great comfort to know which is considered the genteelext

entertainment, and perhaps you can enlighten me on this important
point.

Alas ! my dancing days are over, yet I often love to fancy myself
wafted to the ball-room, and mingled with the whirling throng. 1 am,
therefore, much distressed that 1 do not know the difference between
a "dancing party" and a soiree dansante. Moreover, when I see
that MAS. POLKINOTON has issued cards of invitation for a

"
ball" on

the eleventh, I wonder if her guests will be more gorgeously attired
than if they were invited to LADY VAtstwELL's "

dance." Terms
such as "binall and early" tell more plaiuly what they signify, though
I have heard that "small and early" means often "large and late."
But I defy a constant reader, who lives rurally entombed in the seclusion
of a village, to comprehend the subtle difference between a

"
dancing

y"
terribly if one betraye'd one's ignorance on such important matters, and
I hope you will devote a part of your iiutrttciive columns to supply the
information so urgently required.

I beg leave to remain your constant reader and subscriber,

JEMIMA JONES.

Positive.
" You promised to send me your photograph, JOHN," pouted

MARIA,
"
and you have not done so. You have not even written me

one word."
"
Dearest MARIA, then I have sent the picture," replied the

smiling JOHN. " Read the advertisements.
'

Silence is a Negative!
"

ECCLESIASTICAL FOUNDATIONS.

RESPECTING the Romish Church a writer in the Times justly ob-
serves that

"
It must ground its ascendency on spontaneous convic-

tion." Exactly so ; and the rather, as the time is gone by for trying
to ground it on involuntary combustion.

Dry Work.
BEFORE Parliament breaks up will some Member of the House of

Commons move for returns of the quantity of beer and other excisable

fluids consumed at the (liquor) bar of that House. One would think it

must be very great, considering that most of the speeches which
Honourable Members have had to make, or listen to on the subject of

Reform, have been thoroughly exhaustive.

TWO WAYS OF VIEWING THINGS.

Now is the time of year when excursions are made, and excursionists

begin to abound. The delighted frequenters of the places most in

favour are apt to speak of these visits as incursions, and to call the

visitors iucursionists.
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Literary Passenger. "THE SERIALS ARE DULL THIS MONTH, SIR, I THINK."

Agricultural Ditto. "WELL, CEBEALS HEY BEEN, SIR
;
BUT WUTS ARE LOOKIN'

UP THIS MARNIN' ! !

"

TO THE E1TUALISTS.

RECTORS too ritualistic,
With albs and with chasubles fair,

With monograms monkish and mynic,
And incense that hangs on the air !

What means this maniacal passion,
As strange as the miracle plays,

Say, is it a tribute to fashion,

Supreme in these frivolous days ?

We 've sown the strong storm democratic.
To reap the fierce whirlwind, perchance,

You come with your stole and dalmatic
To lead us another long dance.

The Church, in a cranky condition,
Is trembling at thoughts of a fight ;

And now w.e 've a Royal Commission,
To tell us who 's wrong and who 's right.

Say, how shall we choose 'mid the number
There 's Low Church, and Broad Church, and High ?

Serenely at sermons we slumber
Your modern discourses are dry.

Supposing, instead of the quarrel,
To settle what doctrines to teach,

You gave up this gorgeous apparel,
And found us some men who could preach ?

There 's virtue, no doubt, in a vestment,
In changing the colour of stoles ;

But robes, as you know, were at best meant,
To aid in the savin of souls.

Go, speak to the dark populations,
That linger in sadness and sin,

Let England be first among nations,
The noblest of battles to win !

The people may stare and may wonder.
Susceptible maids you enthrall.

While fierce is the Record's small thunder,
And cackle of Exeter Hall.

Embroider the faldstool and hassock,
And don't leave us thus in the lurch,

But stick to plain surplice and cassock
And keep to the Protestant Church.

OUR THEATRICAL SPECTATOR.
" Exoritur clamorque virum, clangorque tubarum." VIKO.

Soon as eac*i act is at an end,
What clamour doth our ears offend !

PERHAPS some notion may be formed of the miseries of life by wit-

nessing its pleasures ; and few people will deny that, if included with
the latter, a visit to a theatre is not unmixed enjoyment. The jolting
over the stones, the squabble with the cabman, the blackmail levied by
t.he boxkeeper, put you slightly put of temper before you take your
seat; and your happiness is not increased by finding you can hardly
stretch your legs, or even sit in comfort. Then perhaps you have the
luck to be seated next a Chatterer, who sprinkles the performance
with a shower of his small talk

;
or a Hummer at your elbow fills your

ear with nigger songs, while you are listening to SHAKSPEARE. There
is the further nuisance, too, that the band between the acts plays loud

enough to deafen you, and drowns the conversation you perhaps wish
to take part in.

Chatterers and Hummers it is difficult to silence, but a manager may
surely bid his orchestra be quiet, without much lessening the liberty
enjoyed by freeborn Britons. When I go to see a play, I want all

my aural vigour to hear what may be said in it ; and I don't want to
lose my hearing through loud music in the entr'acte. The noisy
braying of a band may sound perhaps delightful to the long ears of
t he gallery, but that is not a reason why the comfort of the stalls
should aurally be sacrificed. When the drop-scene is down, soft music
is permissible, though it well might be dispensed with

;
but it never

should be loud enough to tire people's ears, or make their talking
difficult.

At this happy time of year when every one leaves London, the
theatres do little to amuse those who are left in it. Actors require
rest, as much as most hard-workers, and August is the month when
they can best be spared to take it. So the Stars cease to shine in the
st:i<rt! firmament ot London : the Light Comedians get away from the
bright glare of the foot-lamps ; the Walking Gentlemen stretch out
their weary legs upon the beach ; the Heavy Fathers sink up to their

noses in the sea, while the General Utilities employ themselves most
usefully in throwing pebbles into it.

Some four or five theatres, however, are still open, and lingerers in

town may either 50 and cry at a new play at the Princess's, or laugh
at a burlesque which has been roared at in the Royalty for above two
hundred nights. The play would be just twice as go9d if it were half

as long, and it would be far better still if written in good English
instead of in bad Scotch. The plot is borrowed from the German ; and,
if there were any real need to make their conversation unintelligible,
instead of Scotch the actors might as well have talked High Dutch.
SHAKSPEABE was too wise to make Macbeth speak Scotch. Imagine
Banquet's Ghost appearing, with slow music on the bagpipes !

SHAKSPEARE. by the way, may still be seen in London, though
nearly everybody else of any consequence is out of it. His home is

now at the Adelphi, where KATE TERRY plays his Beatrice as prettily
and cleverly as he himself could wish.

It is rare to see an actress with such natural play of feature, and
subtle power of expression, not in voice-tone merely but in gesture and
in look. She appears to hold the floodgates of her heart in her com-
mand, and to have the power at will to flush or blanch her cheek. It

may be said of her hereafter, as it was said of one of old time, who,
however, was no actress

' ' Her pure and eloquent blood
Spoke in her cheeks : and no distinctly wrought
Th.it one would almost say her body thought."

Sequel of the Sultan's Visit.

OH Wednesday last week a deputation on the subject of education
in Scotland had an interview with LORD ROBERT MONTAGU at t.he

Privy Council Office. It consisted of DR. KNOX, MR. HENRY SIN-

CLAIR, and MR. JOHN MACTURK. The newspaper containing the

foregoing statement omits to mention that the last-named gentleman
attended as the representative of a sect that demands the endowment
of schools whose teaching shall include instruction in the Koran.

VOL. LIU.
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REASONING BY ANALOGY.
Cissy (who has lamed her doll) to"Mamma (wJw has sprained her ankle).

" WHY DO YOU WALK LIKE THAT, MAMMA ?
"

Mamma. "BECAUSE I HAVE HUBT MY FOOT, Cissr." Cissy. "AND DID ALL THE SAWDUST cons OUT t"

PUNCH TO MANCHESTER.
MY DEAB MANCHESTER,

ALL your own fault that this acknowledgment did not appear
last week. The fact was that I had not recovered from my own ex-

citement and your hospitality. I don't know that I have recovered
> et. I feel about equal to giving you a receipt, with as much fun in
it as usually goes to the composition of such a document.
A (rood notion that a Happy Thought as one of my young men

would say.

London, August, 1807.

Received of Manchester the sum of ONE THOUSAND POUNDS for the

BENNETT Fund.

1,000 : : Punch.

Platter myself that 's a business-like document. We understand
one another. Why need I say more ? I will not.

Won't you; but you just will.*****
The remark in italics and the asterisks seem to call for an explana-

tion. I had better give it in the words in which it was given to me.
It teas given to me, I may emphatically say."

Anything 89 lazy and shabby in my life I never heard of, and I could

hardly nave believed it even in you though you do delight in doing
everything contrary to the custom of the rest of the world and civility
and good feeling. But after what you told me of the extraordinary
kindness of Manchester told me, I say, for of course you could not
take me, 1 should be in the way, there would be smoking in the saloon
carriage and a hundred other reasons, though I believe I could have
gone as well as possible, and you know how desirous I was to see a
cotton mill -but let that go by, not that I have forgotten it, but after
I he extraordinary kindness you described to me, to go and send a stupid
ilull receipt like that, is simply being rude for the sake of being rude.
You told me that your whole party were received like princes, shown
every sort of hospitality public and private, that such an audience as
never was assembled in Manchester came to see you act, and that the

applause was rained down upon all of you as if you were personal
friends of everybody in the house. You said I don't suppose it was
merely said to tease me, though you are quite capable of it you said
that after the performance you were entertained at a splendid supper
at the Queen's, and the leading men of Manchester came to do you
honour, and stayed up till I don't know what o'clock you admitted

half-past four ; and precious nonsense you for one must have talked to
them by that time, I suppose, though some of your young men are

fentlemen
and accustomed to be up late, and I hope made amends and

id not sit yawning. Then you said that the receipts coming to nine
hundred and sixteen pounds, a gentleman generously drew a cheque
and said,

" Make it a round thousand," and is nothing to be
said to him ? Is nothing to be said to that Committee which
worked so indefatigably for you, and whose influence made the
affair so successful, and is nothing to be said to the ladies in the
houses where you stayed, and who must have had a nice time of

it, at least where you were, Mr. Punch, with your eternal cigar and
your irreverences. I hope to Gracious you did not teach any of their

dear children slang, or any of your wild notions. Is not MK.
KNOWLES to be thanked I m sure you told me that, like MK. WEB-
STER, he had given you the theatre, and tbat all his officers worked
with you in the heartiest manner. You said so when you came home,
and it isn't because you have cooled down that all that ought not to
be acknowledged. Women are said to be ungrateful, but their ingrati-
tude is nothing to man's. If you had done what was right, you would
have said all this last week, but you were ready with your excuse that

acknowledgments were beiuz made elsewhere, and that you wished to
come in with your record of Manchester kindness when other things
had been said, but I believe it was sheer indolence, and I am confirmed
when I see the shabby remarks you were going to make if I had not
looked over your shoulder. Writing is not my business. *r I should
like to express my feelings as to what Manchester did, but of course
you would say

"
"
Dearest JUDINA. As thou sayest, so let it be. I remit your words

to Manchester, and endorse all which are not directed at myself. Let
Manchester flourish !

"
Mintrar**

85, Fleet Street.
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WISHES.

NE night a fairy visited me^

1 am generally wide awake,

but was asleep then. She

touched me with her wand.

What would 1 '<! 1 would

a wishing-cap. (Having in

my miud's-eye that of For-

tunatut.) No more? No
more. My request was

granted. 1 possess a wis>h-

mg-cap. Alas ! I had for-

gotten to ak that my
wishes should invariably be

realised. 1 wish all day.

Whisht! botheration!

note down some of my
wishes :

Wish when I 'm going
to catch a train, that I could

get a fast cab.

Wish my umbrella

wouldn't wear out so

quickly.

"Wish I could dance the new waltz step. She can with somebody

6

Wish I hadn't told the lady of the house that I should be very happ^
to be introduced. (Miss GAWKY.)
Wish I could fight as well as the Champion of England for the sake

of cabmen.
Wish boots were never new.

Wish old women wouldn't get in the way. (Drmng or walking.)

Wish I could pack my portmanteau without leaving something

behind.
Wish they 'd alter the stalls at most theatres.

Wish there were no sermons of more than twenty minutes duration.

Wish the organ-men would understand me when I any there s some

one ill in the house.

Wish I could see a policeman.
Wish I'd brought out my latch-key (when I haven't). Wish I had

no relations except pretty cousins in carriages. Wish my uncle was

like the uncle in farces, who says,
" Take her, you dog, and (turning to

grip the bailiff) as to that matter (meaning some few thousand pounds

worth of debts), why why hang it ! F 11 settle it." (Bailiff touches hu

hat, and retires to the back of the stage.)

Wish the Loveliest Woman ever seen would ask some one what my
name is, or would send a footman. [I know a long story about an

opera-box, lovely woman, footman sent, carriage, blindfolded, supper,

private chaplain, secret history, mystery, never again wish all this,

without the blindfolding.]
Wish that Someone, quite unknown and therefore not to be regretted,

would leave me 4000 per annum, or say 5000.

Wish that on my breakfast-table one morning I could find a note

announcing this, suddenly 5000 per annum. Wish I may get it.

Yours, FORTUNATUS JUNIOR.

" GENTLEMEN, LOOK OUT !

"

" At times the jupe itself even is caught up on each side as high as th waist

a la, camargo, and is secured with ptquanUooking braces, which, after being crossed

behind the back, fasten at the shoulders with smart rosettes."

THEY have appropriated our jackets, they have invested in our

waistcoats, and now they are shouldering our braces. (How can

braces be
"
piquant P ") But one article is left to us the

"
residuum

"

of manly attire ; and a beautifully coloured engraving of that we say
it with iuexpressible sorrow we trow, Sirs, you will shortly see in the

ladies' fashion-books.

Very
" Poor Players."

THE "
Distinguished Amateurs

" announced that in consequence of

their
"
great success

"
at the Holborn. Theatre, their performances

would be repeated at the St. James's. If this is their great success

what must their failure be ! Too awful to contemplate ! We should
like to see their salary list, and account of expenses for the two weeks.
Blessed is the Beneficent Society if it expects nothing, assuredly it

shall not be disappointed.

AWFUL SWELLISM.

Isf frrrll. Haw What d' ya think a' th' division on th' Simla Court
Martial r

1

lad Swell. Neva knew a sim'la disgrace.

A RAILWAY LEGEND.

As I walked forth, with roving eye,
And desultory tread,

A taxed-cart I observed, hard by
A certain broker's shed.

Past days that vehicle recalled.

Upon its back, behold,
In characters of chalk was scrawled
The notice, "To Be Sold."

In life's bright morning that hath been,
And can return no m

Upon a doctor's carriage, seen
In waiting at a door,

To vex the minister of health

Intent, in Mil- IMIMC,
With frolic hand how oft, by stealth,

Used we to write the same.

Thou humble, but commodious cart,

Thine owner, who was he ?

Thought I, and wherefore did lie part,
From choice, or urnl, with :

Perhaps he was some tradesman small,

Who fondly did i

In rotten shares, and lose his all,

Sold up, and dispossessed.

As thus I mused, the screech of steam
Came wafted on the gale ;

And, distant as that warning scream.
The thunder of the rail.

What ships have struck on yonder rock].!

The sentiment was mine ;

How glad I am I hold no stock
Of that insolvent line !

But, if the mountain of its debt
Were only cleared away ;

Its sharers might be happy yet
No doubt that it would pav.

And money meanwhile idle lies,

A drug at two per cent. !

That taxed-cart might instruct the wise
How cash might well be spent.

As creditors, when small men fail,

Their goods and chattels sell :

Just so they might put up for sale,

Great companies' as well.

Yon bankrupt line whilst banks contain,
To buy, sufficient gold,

Chalk every carriage in each train

Thereof, with
"
To Be Sold."

HYGEIA AND HYMEN.

DOCTOR STARK, the Scotch Registrar-General, has published a

report, containing some statistics by which he considers it to be

proved
"
that bachelorhood is more destructive to life than the most

unwholesome trades, or than residence in an unhealthy house or dis-

trict where there has never been the most distant attempt at sanitary

improvements of any kind." There are jolly bachelors who will be

convinced by the extremely strong language of this statement that

Da. STAHK is stark mad on the subject of statistics. But it may be

that he speaks the words of truth and sanity. The terrible destrue-

tiveness of bachelorship is easily accounted for. No cause more

powerfully tends to shorten life than excess in eating and drinking.

Nobody can deny the proverb that what is enough for one is enough
for two. It is still more certain that what is enough for two is too

much for one. The generality of bachelors eat and drink as much as

they can afford. When they marry they are obliged, for economy's

sake, to share their meals with their wives. Hence, as husbands, they
consume half the quantity that they ate and drank when they were

single. Health and longevity result from the moderation of which the

necessity is imposed on the great majority of men by marriage.

Notice of Question.

MR. WHALLEY will interrupt the last Act of the Reform Drama to

ask the HOMB SECRETARY whether he is aware that large coloured

bills were posted alt over London, announcing that
"
a Mass Meeting

"

would be held in Hyde Park on the 5th inst.
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THE PARIS EXHIBITION.

(HOW OUR FOREIGN ARTIST UNDERSTANDS THE ENGLISH.)

Lord X. "MY DEAR MR. BOURRIQUET, I FEEL VERT TIRED
;
I WILL TAKE A LITTLE NAP IN THIS KIOSQUE. WILL YOU IN THE

MEANTIME SPARE ME THE TROUBLE OF BUYING SOME ARTICLES AT THE EXHIBITION ?
"

Mons. Ji. "WITH THE GREATEST PLEASURE, IF YOUR LORDSHIP WOULD POINT OUT THOSE YOU PREFER."

Lord X. "
I LEAVE THAT TO YOUR GOOD TASTE."

Mons. B. "VERY WELL; BUT HOW MUCH AM I AUTHORISED TO SPEND?"
Lord X. "On ! SAY 200,000 FRANCS!" [Great astonishment of Mons. B.

SPEECH-DAY AT COLAVELL-HATCHNEY.

(From our Special Coltoell-Hatchney Correspondent.)

EARLY in the morning before the break of day, we were all in our
different positions among the chimney-pots, waiting for the muffin
man's bell to summon us to the scene of carnage. Dislodged from this

position, a small body, three foot nothing in his boots, took up a com-
manding situation, and defied the President to his false teeth.

He was received with cheers. Flags waving and every one in green
and gold gaiters, with legs of mutton and trimmings in their furbelows.
When we were all seated, including the man who had only one leg to

his chair, the speeches began. In order to make the proceedings as

brief, and as little tiresome to his Lordship as possible, we had all the

speeches at once. I send you a condensed report.

Speech from MARK-JULIUS-RACTNE-AUBER-CICERO-DEMOSTHENES
-MoLiERE TERENCE-ANTONY-ROWLEY-BUCKSTONE-HERMIT-
on-last-Derby day-when-I-lost-a-lot-qf-money alias JONES
(Spoken by gentlemen too numerous to mention).

Scene from EUCLID, Prop. 1. Act 2. By the Head Colwell-Hatchney
Students.

Selections from "WARREN'S Blacking." By old Colwell-Hatchneyites,
with their umal brass band and hounds.

Before weighing, 2 Ibs. were allowed ; but as each brought his own
saddle, bridle, spoon, fork, and a mug, pudding alone was wanted to

complete the ceremony. I have now found out where the Head Master
keeps his greengage jam. He won't know soon. I send you my own
Prize Poem, it was written some years ago, only owing to the

inclemency of the weather, has never known a day's happiness for

years. Parents both orphans, and no living relations worth mentioning,

except an odd 'grandmother or two in the purlieus of Westminster.
A most distressing case, and one that ought to harrow your feelings
with steam. 1 "ve seen 'em, and a very good idea it is, only plough
shares are not in my line. I've taken out a poetic licence, so make
allowance for the goodwill and fixtures. Here it is. I call it

MOLDAVIA.
Repulsive tyrant, o'er whose knotted shoal

Mock auctions flee and hover in the gloom.
Never ! or in my own abode
I '11 know thee and proclaim the monster free !

Would'st thou (Put this in the next line, ifyou like)

Oh, handless craftsman, loving fool,

Living by rote who'd live to rule,

Suspended in meridian Bool. (I coined this word expressive)

Lavoosky ! (Name of a Pole.)

Shout then bandannas to the weary !

Scream to the leary !

Hail, for I love vou deary !

Toodledumdoodledumday. (Drums.)

And so he fell : and India was free.

From north to south from land to land and sea,

( Whatever you like in this lint, as long as you end u>ith) ME.
Excelsior !

Farewell. Farewells and Firearms ! And why not ? Isn't it beau-
tiful ? We are all in tears. Farewell !

And thus ended a charming and delightful day, calmly and rationally

spent. The Fireworks left early. The Visitors went off after tlie

fireworks, and, we hear, caught 'em up on the road.
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COMMEMORATION RECOLLECTIONS.

THE dews begin to linger,

On the Christ Church meadows laid.

Evrry spire's a ghostly finger,

Every wall a fringe of shade.

Cooks their fellow' rs are regaling :

By the window flits the bat :

From the area, through the paling,

Steals the surreptitious cat.

"The Broad" is all deserted :

Its walk is still ami bare,

Win; re 1 and LAUKA Ilirted.

What silly things we were !

Night is'queen of Oxford city,

Her turrets and her stones.

All is husli'd, except a diHy,
Doleful from the rooms of JONES.

I know his gift for suction,
At the tankard or the cup ;

And I draw the S9und deduction
That JONES is liquoring up.

For the voice of J OWES the fellpw
Sounds as vague as voices will,

When the brain begins to mellow,
And the man begins to till.

Oh ! prithee JONKS the tutor,
Be moderate ia thy tipple :

Cease to drain the frequent pewter,
Cease to make the flagon ripple.

JONES, the Don, his thirst is slaking ;

But the nitfhi is nearly gone,
It is hard that my awaking
Should be caused by JONES, the Don.

That my bosom should be harried,

That I cannot sleep my sleep,

Because his throat is alia,

And because his flagon deep-

That my mind should be disgusted
By this vile nocturnal chorus,

Because his Port is crusted,
And because his system porous.

L (midge not aught that dear is

To JONES'S way of thought,
Whether it be wine of X-rc/.,

Or the subtler juice of Port.

I rejoice that JOXKS is happy :

For happy JONES must ue,

When his brain is growing sappy,
And his heart is growing free.

But his voice will haunt my fancies,
While borne in Memory's train

Once again I dance my dances,
And upset my friends again.

Once again, amid the revel

Of the theatre above,

My binocular I level

At the face of her I love.

( )urc again, through Memory's vista,

I seem myself to see.

In the bower where I kiss'd her,
And where she 1 love kiss'd me.

While through the Johnian gardens
The air blew soft and scented,

Anil the Chris I beg their pardons
The Orpheus minstrels went it.

But through theatre and dancing,

Through my LAURA'S very tones,

Through each sound and sight entrancing,
Thrill the dreary notes of JONES.

Hark ! a fall the ceiling shaking !

The usual percursor
\Vln-ii sleep is overtaking
The mind of JO.NES, the liursar.

Silence reigns. I cease enlarging
On the cause of JONES, his Call.

Comes a vapour from the margin
Of my caudles. (Locksley Hall.)

They die. lu rhymic verses
I put my feelings neatly :

And, till waked by JONES'S cones
Proceed to slumber sweetly.

NON COMPOS AND COMPOS.

MB. PUNCH will not presume to deny the law thus laid down in a
recent judgment by SIR JAMES WILDE :

" A person who is the subject of monomania, however apparently sensible or
prudent on .ill subjects and occasions other than those which are the special subject
of his apparent infirmity, ia not in law capable of making a will."

But Mr. Punch will take the liberty of asking what any one of Her
Majesty's Judges, presiding in an Assize Court would probably say to
the argument, advanced by a prisoner's counsel, that a person who is

the subject of monomania, however apparently sensible or prudent on
all subjects or occasions other than those which are the special subject
of his apparent infirmity, is not in law capable of committing a crime F

Mr. Punch, in asking this question, knows very well how conclu-
sively it may be set aside by the snub, in lieu of the answer, that every
person who does a criminal act ought to be punished for it whether he
is capable of committing a crime or no. To be sure. Expediency is

everything in these days. Bother abstract justice, and blow con-
sistency. _^

CONTROVERSIAL ANATOMY.
THERE is in the Atheiueitm a masterpiece of dissection, the subject

thereof being a volume of essays by DR. MANNING and other ecclesi-
astics of DR. MANNING'S kidney. This anatomy looks very like the
handiwork of a demonstrator notoriously dexterous in slitting up
bundles of paradoxes. He thus walks, as medical students say, into
one of the soft parts presented to his scalpel by the titular ARCH-
BISHOP OP WESTMINSTER :

"Da. MANKIKG thinks that the greater number of the ritualist teachers se-
cretly mean ultimate Romanian ; and that only a few moan to keep people away
by a real substitute. ' The number of those whose good faith is doubtful

'

that is
of those ritualists who are not Romanists at hoirt '

is not groat.' Does DR. MAN-
NING reilly think that it is good faith fur a person who hag subscribed the articles
and declared himself a kondflde member of the Protestant Church so described in
its lenal title to mako use of the means and revenues of that Church to promote

yood faith.

By this incision our anatomist undoubtedly lays bare a morbid
appearance, the like whereof has before been detected and pointed out
by other explorers. But, oh, never let it be forgotten that all these
spots of disease are strictly local; that they are not connected with
any constitutional evil affecting the body in whose members they occa-
sionally occur. In plain words, when DR. MANNING represents good
faith towards the Church of Home as identical with bad faith towards
the Church of England, he must be understood to speak merely as a
private doctor, and not with any authority. Certainly with none at

all ! Nor is it possible to see how the declaration of any other such
private doctor can be any more authoritative than his own. Hence we
learn how impossible it is for Protestant bigots to prove anything against
Popery out of the mouths or the books of Popish prelates. Hence we
also learn how equally impossible it is to take anything whatever that

any one of those prelates themselves may say about it for granted.
Apparently, then, there is no knowing wnat Popery is except from

the mouth of the infallible POPE himself. But some of the POPB'S own
people say that the very POPE is not always infallible. They tell us
that he is only infallible when he speaks ex cathedra. How are we to

know that he is infallible then ? We can have only his own word for

it, and we are not yet sure that we have got that ; so that, for aught we
know, the whole of what is vulgarly abused under the name of Poperv
may be a mere accumulation of the opinions of private doctors. If

Protestant bigots will only leave off denouncing the creed of a large

portion of their fellow-countrymen until they understand what it

really is they will have to wait.

OUR PROSPECTS.

WE foresee the day when everything will be done by electricity.

Clerks of the Houses of Lords and Commons will be telegraph clerks.

Debates will be wired, and each telegraph desk will be a kind of alpha-
betical piano on which the speeches will be played, and by this means
the charms of oratory will be intensified, and an instructive amuse-
ment will be provided for the Strangers' Gallery. The telegraph clerks

will have to attend in place of the Members, and every Member will

have his own private telegraphic piano, except in cases of coalition.

The Sovereign of a hundred years hence will never open the House in

person, but send his boots. The journals will contain all the news of

the following day, and cheap evening papers will struggle to get two
days ahead of them. Naval and military success will depend entirely

upon respective electrical resources ;
and if nations ever should come

to blows, the blows will be given in the air, for by that time we shall

have balloons fitted with iron turrets and huge guns on swivels.

The Prophetic News. _

Knight Thoughts.

WHEN ALDEBHAN WATERLOW heard of his new dignity, he instantly

began to quote
" There is a tide in the affairs of men." &o.

With regard to the other Sheriff, if LORD DERBT had in accordance
with precedent paid Mr. Punch the compliment of consulting him, he
would with pleasure have answered

"
Licet." The well-merited prize

has followed the great ROSE Show too tardily.
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PERHAPS.
Stout Fashionable Party.

" WHAT GUYS THEY MADE OF THEMSELVES IN THOSE PAYS, AUNT !

"

Slim Old Ditto.
"
FASHION, MY DEAR ! I SHOULD NOT WONDER BUT WK SHALL HE LOOKED ON AS PERFECT FRIGHTS IN FUTURE

TIMES ! !

"

QUID NUNC ?

MR. PUNCH, SIB,
MANY of your very young men might perhaps be glad to know

what is a Quid nunc. Sir ! I was a Quid nunc when it was a distinc-

tion to be a Quid nunc. I am in my sixty-fifth year and (at present)
a bachelor. Every man now who can count ten is really a Quid nunc,
though my hair- dresser would probably stare in respectful astonishment
if I were to address him by that title. My well-conducted coachman could
scarcely hold himself erect on his box, if he were not regularly posted
up with the latest intelligence at Tattersall's.

'

The most unite'd family
take as much interest in the divisions of the House, as those Fellows
of Brazen-nose, who are quite at home when wrangling. Parliament
has become in its strictest sense a

"
diet," with which millions appease

their mental hunger, though having in my hot youth been accustomed
to a more stimulating regimen, I sometimes fancy it rather farinaceous.
What is the Budget ? A Cabinet pudding. And the Estimates ? Not

infrequently a hash. An excellent digestion has the political gourmand.
A royal speech affords him as rich satisfaction as a goose at Michaelmas,
A strong opposition supplies him with curry and a

T

liberal ministry
with sweets. Our foreign policy constitutes his dessert!
But Mr. Punch, can you fancy by any twist of imagination a feminine

Quid nunc ? Well, Sir, last week I was sipping my chocolate at the

Crystal Palace when I heard a very tall young lady with an eye-glass
say to a very short young lady with an eye-glass,

" Have you seen the

evening paper ?
' " No !

" was the reply.
" You should read the

money article, Escobedos at 15 dis." "Impossible." "Fact. What will

you do ?
" " Do ? Unless Papa buys me a new dress I must dye !

"

Poor thing ! she did not look as if she deserved so sad a fate.

Pall Mall. PAUL P. BOODLE.

A NEW LINE FOR A TALENTED ACTRESS,
On her Retiring to talce a Holiday in the Country.

KATE TERRY tu patula? recubans sub tegmine fagi !

TO MR. WHALLEY.
FOR some days past we have searched the newspapers through, and

have not, with some very paltry exceptions, met with the name of MK.
WHALLEY. "

WHALLEY, we have missed you !

"
was the burden

of our song. Is the Member for the borough of St. Peter in want of
a subject ? Here is a hint for him a hint of which, if he will but make
use, he may deliver himself of such a speech as will put to shame all

his previous efforts, including even that of the notable night when he
demanded of the House a lighted candle and two policemen in order to
look for GUY FAWKES in the popishly decorated crypt of the House.
This brings us to the middle of our song, ffas MR. WHALLEY seen the

Drinking Fountain now in the course of erection, near the Statue of
CANNING, at the corner of Great George Street, Westminster!' It has a

very papistical appearance. There are little images all round the top.
Will it be merely water for public use at that fountain ? Our reliance
is on MR. WHALLEY. More of this anon.

The Bench, and the Bar.

SAYS JAMES to JUDGE BOVILL,
Your practice is novel.
JUDGE BOVILL exclaims,
Shut up, MR. JAMES.

A GENERAL ORDER.

IF aides-de-camp as a rule are expected to obey the "hints
"

of the
wives of their chiefs, like SIR WILLIAM MANSFIELD'S in India, the
sooner aides decamp the better it will be for them.

THEATRICAL NEWS. We sincerely hope that MR. BUCKSTONE is not

playing
" To Paris and back for five shillings," out of compliment to

MR. SOTHERN'S recent expedition.
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"MUSIC HATH CHARMS."
Chief Clerk in H.M. Deputy-Assistant-Secretary's Inland Parcels Revenue Office."
HULLO, MK. DUMBLEDOKE ! WHAT HAVE YOU GOT THERE DESPATCHES }"

Ihtmbledore (who plays in the Civil Service Amateur Orchestra).
"
No, SIR, IT

'

MY DOUBLE BASS OONTKE-FAGOTTO, SIR ! WK'VE A REHEARSAL TO-NIGHT, SIR."

Chief. "An, JUST so; WELL (sees an opening), YES, S'LONO AS YOU DON'T KI"

FP A ROW HERE, YOU KNOW, 'R ELSE WE'D HATHER YOU HAD FORGOT IT, YOU
KNOW." (Retires chuckling.)

BEATITUDE MADE EASY.

BY AN OLD BACHELOB.

O SYMPATHY with others' joys !

That's what we ought to feel, my boys.
He who tins that can want no mure ;

He 'a happy howsoever poor.

Entranced in the mesmeric state,
'Tis said tli at some participate,
In taste, of what another eats ;

And share his drinks as well as meats.

If you could sympathise like that,

An Alderman might gorge green fat,

Yet not enjoy it all alone;
For you might make his gust your own.

You could rejoice when gourmands dine,

And quafl'tlie best, of every wmc,
Kor so tliey "d be obliged to do
Not only for themselves but you.

Beyond the pleasures of a meal.

All others' gladness could you feel,

Envy would in your bosom end ;

Your rival's self would be j'our friend.

What if, preferred, he pain your Miss
'

Imagine his domestic bliss.

Be conscious of it if you can ;

Then will you be a happy man.

But sympathy should never go
So far as sharing others' woe :

'

For whilst that hurts you, it doth not
At all alleviate their lot.

Let me not taste the sable draught
Which by mine ailing friend is quaffed,
Nor of his leathery chop or steak,
With sympathetic sense, partake ;

Nor share my blessed rival's ire

When Madam's bills his patience tire,

Or when she, with her whims and pets,
His poor philosophy upsets.

Nor yet his care about his wife,
Such aa he '11 feel in after life,

When she will be a rose o'erblown.
And 1 right glad that I'm alone.

HOW ARE YOU AT ROMSEY ?

THERE is in Hampshire a town which owes some celebrity to being
situated iu the neighbourhood of Broadlands, late the seat of PALMERS-
TON. In the adjoining districts it is also noted with a distinction

Derived from the circumstances of its situation, from which it is named
Ronisey on the Mud. Another peculiarity relative to Romsey renders
it necessary for you to mind how you ask agriculturists and others
thereabouts if they have been there.

"
Going to Romsey

"
is a local

phrase for getting drunk. In this saying, perhaps, Romsey is named
merely on the strength of its beer ; but. on the mildest supposition, the

Temperance League and the United Kingdom Alliance will no doubt
coincide in the opinion that it is a place in which there 'may exist

special need for the delivery of discourses such as those mentioned in
the subjoined paragraph culled from the Hampshire Independent :

" TEBTOTAL LECTURKS. MR. DUNS,
' the converted clown,' lectured in the Town

Hall en WeJneaday and Thursday evening to very large audiences."

Let us hope that the exhortations of MR. DUNN, the converted
clown, will not have been altogether lost upon the clowns, converted or

unconverted, of whom not a few, having stalked in from the surround-
ing farms, were probably included in his audience at the Romsey Town
Hall. It is not impossible that he may have almost succeeded in per-
suading some of them 10 reduce their consumption of malt liquor by a
barrel a week or so. Our Hants contemporary does not report the
discourses of MB, DUNN, but only states that :

" The lecture was each evening begun with prayer, and at intervals several
trmpei juice melodies were suug.

"

Some of these melodies were, perhaps, sung by the lecturer himself.

We can imagine an ex-clown, turned lecturer en teetotalism, producing

a great effect in favour of total abstinence principles, by singing, in

disparagement of spirituous and fermented liquors, and in praise of

water, tea, and slops, serious parodies of Hot Codlings and Tippety-
witchel.

SAYINGS AT SPITHEAD.

Reviewing the Review.

SAYS BEN to me, When NELSON fought
Our ships were hearts of oak,

By canvas then they came to port,
And not by steam and smoke.

We knew not then no Armstrong gun,
Of which I hear such praise :

Yet many a tough sea-fight we won,
In them old-fashioned days !

Says I to BEN, Tho" ships may change,
And sail give way to screw

;

Tho' guns be made of longer range,
Our tars are still True Blue !

And should the dogs of war break out.
Full soon you '11 find, I says,

That British tars have hearts as stout

As in the good old days !

RUINOUS EXPENDITURE. The extravagance of the ladies in their

dress is growing more and more fearful, judging by a Price List (won-
derfully illustrated) one of the articles m which is the "Gemma," or
"
Jewelled" Jupon !
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PLAQUE AND ITS CURE.

li would certainly have
been considered, in

the good old times

of classical educa-

tion, that any one

guilty of confound-

ing Virga with

Virgo deserved the

former. This obser-

vation relates to the

Latinity of a morn-

ing contemporary,
iu whose columns
the other day ap-

peared a paragraph
tkusconiniencing :

" THE MIRACULOUS
STATUS OF THE VIUOIN
JESSY. The Journal d*.

Litge publishes the fol-

lowing communication
from the town of H;is-

selt, dated August 8th :

' Our town is going
- to have ft strange spec-

tacle. The Ki'collets

Fathers are preparing
for Thursday next a

great religious cere-

mony, the solemn
crowning of the mira-
culous statue o the

Virga Jesse.'
"

Perhaps, however, in the heading above transcribed, "Virgin" is

not to be taken as a sub-editorial translation, and
"
Jessy

"
is not a

correction of a supposed misprint. Possibly
"
Virgin Jessy

"
was in-

tended for a sort of joke. Still, even if that is the case, there is some
reason to doubt the joker's knowledge of the precise distinction

between Virga and Virgo with respect to the statue named Virga
Jesse. Never mind. Attention is rather due to facts than words
touching the statue so called. Our Belgian contemporary proceeds :

" The crowning of this statue, which is in the Church of the Re'collets, will take
place in the Grand PLtce, on au altar raised specially for this occasion, in the
presence of M. DB MfiKODE and several prelates."

It must have been pretty fun to see M. DE MERODE and his asso-
ciates exhibit themselves thus playing with an ecclesiastical doll. Of
course those right reverend gentlemen were duly dressed out in their
canonical frocks and petticoats, to the great delight and admiration of

j

their feminine spectators. Their playing, however, was somewhat
serious, being actual doll-worship. The Journal de Liege proceeds :

"
According to the Constitittionel de Limburg, which receives its information from

the reverend fathers, the occasion of this crowning is as follows : First. Last year
the cholera was approaching Hasselt, when, thanks to a procession through the
town, in which the miraculous statue was carried, the terrible disease disappeared,
and God did not permit it to make a single victim amougst tbe people. Second.
This yc ir the cattle disease has caused great destruction amongst the animals or the
distillers. Tbe inhabitants in their despair had recourse to the Virga Jesse, and the
same day at the same hour tbat the statue of the Vir^a Jesse was transferred to the
middle of the church, the fearful ravages of the cattle pligue ceased."

Hereon asks the Liege journal,
"
Is not this sufficient to have the

Virga Jesse crowned twice instead of once?" adding, with more
respect to municipal than monastic persons :

"
It is conceivable that the Rucnllcts, who have au 'interest in the spreading of

error and superstition, in order tbe more securely t> establish their influence,
should be of this opinion, but wbat is inconceivable is. that our communal i:"uii -il

should publicly and officially countenance the reverend fathers. They bave, in faut,
unanimouNly granted a subscription of 700 fr. towards the expenses of th fete,
thereby giving a sanction to the pretensions put forward on behalf of the btatue."

Which pretensions, according to the Journal de Liege, were falsified

by the facts of the case: the register of the Town-house showing that
after the procession of the statue no less than twenty-six persons died
of cholera, and that the cattle plague only ceased when it had been
stamped out by the slaughter of 1400 animals for which the Govern-
ment had to pay 800,0001'. compensation.
Astonishment is naturally expressed at the countenance given by

sober town-councilors to fetichism which none could be expected to

encourage but superstitious monks. May it not, however, be a mistake
to suppose that the Recollets, iu paying religious honours to a statue,
were actuated by superstition at all ? May we not, with good reason,
rather suppose them to be quite convinced that there no longer ever
happens any such thing as miraculous interposition ? Surely they,
and the Belgian prelates with M. DE MERODE at the head of them, feel

quite sure that there is now no longer any fear of that, when they
venture to crown an image on an altar in the chief square of a town
by way of thanksgiving for deliverance from plague and pestilence.

A PETITION TO PARLIAMENT OUT-OF-DOORS.

WHERE is the Honourable House ?

All out of doors ;

Gone, mostly, blazing at the grouse
Upon the moors.

Thither, likewise, the Peers repair,
In quest of sport.

Commons and Lords, for change of air,
Alike resort.

They 've massacred the Innocents,
Whom now the game,

Which they are bagging, represents
'Tis served the same.

After long legislative toil

Those heights they ranee,
Pursuers of the feathered spoil,

And bless the change.
'Tis well that England still contains

Some forest space,
Which birds may haunt ; some hills and plains

For beasts of chase.

How fast those creatures disappear,
Oh, sad to see !

The Badger, once so common here,
Now where is he?

Reynard the Fox, too, would be where ?

Ay, where indeed ?

Did not horse-worship make men spare
His sacred breed.

Almost unknown is now the Kite,
Tbat used to sail

Aloft, a once familiar sight,
With forked tail.

The Buzzard has become as rare ;

In country walk,
Seldom you see now, cleaving air,

The Sparrowhawk.
The good old Raven's reverend croak

Is scarcely heard.
The noble Bittern is, by smoke,

A banished bird.

The soil which landed poulterers own
Must know no brood,

Forsooth, of vermin
;
bear alone

Things meet for food.
"
All that a morsel from our feasts

Can snatch away
Destroy," the churls cry ;

"
Kill all beasts

And birds of prey."
The Philistines ! Alas, for woe

To see broad lands,
Whilst woodcraft dwindles, falling so

Into their hands !

The commons narrowing day by day,
What grief to mark

;

And how vile builders do away
With chase and park !

No more of your detested Bills,

Destroying these ;

Ye Legislators, on the hills

Who snuff the breeze !

England's few wilds that yet remain,
Pray you, protect.

Chimneys enough do fuliage stain,
And air infect.

Wherefore should
"
Progress

"
be allowed

Tuis land to spoil ?

A house you would not overcrowd
Then why the soil ?

Preserve the greenwoods and the flowers
Our fathers knew

Preserve the game, ye lauded Powers,
And vermin too.

Must be His.

A BOOK is announced with the title On the Preservation of Commons.
If, as we suspect, the article has dropped out before the last word, tliis

work must be the production of the Member for CaLue, who can't take
a cheerful view of the future of the House.

"Tae ROUND OP TUB RESTAURANTS." Beef.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

YES, (he Reform Bill is Law. On Monday Ji/ewt 12/A, the Lords

laving received back the Bill with all tlicir UMndmeaU (except the

Id |utK nlalion of Minorities clause) struck out by tie Commons,
'I i i I'l. h .vim s.-iid that nothing ought to be done to imperil ihe suc-

'

so important a measure : therefore,

He remarked that llie Commons had agreed to the Minorities clause.

not like it, and deprecated the extension of the Mate in:

He- ridiculed tlic Commons' reasons for rejecting the other amend-

id said that nothing was to be gaii.cd by insisting on them,

!y as that course would lead to a Conference, to which the

Ci ii iniiiis vert- thought to object, because they would have to take cil

llieir round hats while the Lords sat with cocked hats on :

lie hoped that. LORD SAI.IMIUHY would not press a motion in favour

of the Voting Papers, which at some future time would receive the

assent of Parliament.
I.cn. i) SALISBURY wished that the Commons had given better reasons

for their refusal of his device.

l.o. ii STAMIOPE misled that Voting Papers would one day be made

r>ry. He. hoped that the passing of this Bill would not induce

A ho were afraid of its results to abandon politics.

LOKD CLAN( AI>TY was thankful for the Bill, and wished for Voting

Papers in Irish elictions.

LCIMI HABROWHY thought it n great feaHo have obtained from a

democratic assembly an admission that Minorities had aright to be

beard.

LORD RUSSELL entirely approved of the course of the Commons in

regard to the tmendmento. It was now too late to enter into a;

discussion of the principles of the Bill. He hoped that every Lord and

Commoner would do his best to make it work well for the country.
LOUD WtsiHEATii the solemn pageant would not hate been com-

plete without the jangle of the Wise man's bauble proposed that at

any Irish election the throwing a stone at Her Majesty's iroops should

be tantamount to reading the Kiot Act, and that the soldiers should

immediately shoot the Irish generally.
LOKB CBELHSFOBD did not offer to rmbrdy this suggestion in a

clause, but put the questions r.f apmment with the Commons.
These questions were carried nemiae coniradieente, and THE EEPOBM

BILL WAS COMPLETE. All that was needed to transform it into the

id-form Act was the following remark by the Clerk of the Parliaments:

3La Hrrme IE bruit. This remark was made on the afternoon of

Thursday, August 15th, 1SC7, in the presence of a few Peers and
about forty Commoners, among whom were MR. DISBAIII and MB.
MILL. There was a full moon, the rain had fallen heavily all day,
alter a violent thunderstorm; it was the anniversary of the death of

QTJON PBILLIPPA, 3309, and of the battle of Chevy Chase, 1388 ; the

wind in London was S.W. ;
consols closed at 94J for money ;

it was
the fete of the EMPEBOR Louis NAPOLEON, and Mr. Punch had for

dinner green-pea soup, salmon and tartar sauce, slewed oysters, curried

eggs, saddle of mutton, green-gage tart, lobster majonnaise, and olives.

He is unaware of any other great coincidence connected with this

important day.
The work has occupied Parliament since the 25th February. Mr.

Punch has no doubt that in the course of a few days some
stupid

person, with leisure, will have informed the papers how many nights
of debate there have been, how many speeches, how many divisions,
how many times the mace has been removed, in sign of committee,
how many oranges speakers have sucked, and how many times the

report of the debates, stuck together in single column, would go round
Westminster Hall. These statistics, utterly useless, are dear to fools.

All that the present public, or the public of posterity, can want to
know about the Reform Bill of 1867 will be found in these columns.
The Reform Act makes the week somewhat remarkable, certainly,

but, it will be known, in future times, for something far more remark-
able. It was the GREAT WHALLEY. WEEK.
Whether Ihe hot weather, which has a peculiar influence on certain

of his quadrupedal fellow-creatures, excited the CHEAT WHALLIY,
whether the laughter of the House had been too much for him, or
whether a little notice from MR. BEALES had worked him up into a
conviction opposed to that of the rest of the world that he was
Somebody, are high, great, and doubtful questions. But that the
GBEAT WHALLEY distinguished himself this week is certain.

Monday. He asked an absurd question of the wrong person.'

Tuesday. He blundered a question which he put to MB, HABDY, and
he asserted that jurors perjured themselves in murder cases.

/fljf. Hisonly recorded offence was bis non-resignation ofhisseat.

Thursday. He was in his glory. He had on a previous evening asked
leave to bring his patron, BEALES, under the gallery, and BEALIS
brought in DICKSON, and it would seem, somebody else, without the
SPEAKER'S leave, so WIIALI.KY was severely rebuked, privately, by
MR. Dim ISDN, who very properly had no idea of BEAIES'S whole tail

being brought into the House by WHALLEY. To-day WHALLEY made

speeches on the subject, and the Commons roared business was in-

terrupted MR. DISRAELI had to interfere, and the SpEAKt-B, this time,

rebuked WH ALLEY publicly for his unbecoming and unprp< r pn <

ing but he persisted, bawling that he hud a right to IK- in-ated like an

Kndisli gentleman. We cannot think why In- sai'l thi-, but he has

various hallucinations. Was this all? Nothing like it. The tame

night he showed more zeal for his patron, and declared that while his,

\V n ALLEY'S strength lusted, he would do his best, to talk down the Bill

t'cir prevent in;; RKALKK and his hit. from holding meetings in the Parks.

\V> this all? No. A.- has been aid, he had on a former ev

brought BK.AI.ES into the House. From the ll<m-r HKM.KS went,

away and made a speech unfairly abusing two of the speakers whom
he had heard. One of these was LOKD ELCHO, who called tUention

to the fact that men ought not, to come inio the llmi-i-, li-ten, and go

away anil tell falsehoods. BKAI.KS to'd \Vn.\i. I.KY tu apolo^ix;, and

Wii \LLKY excused him on the ground Unit he was engaged in
"
mode-

rating tlie excitability of a body of men than whom he, \\ IIAI

had never in his life seen any more respectable." Mr. ^unrh a>Min s

Ins readers that the last sentence is Essential, and has not, by typo-

graphical accident, slipped out of a letter from Coluey Hatch.

Friday. He was prostrate, melancholy, and only equal to a lament

thai, he had not been allowed to bore the Ecclesiastical Titles Com-
mittee.

Having described the GBEAT WHALLEY WEEK, we return to

Monday. An Indian Debate. MR. AYRTON proposed cert.nm altera-

tions in our modi' of governing India, and SIR STAIFOUD NOKTIICOTK
introduced the budget for that Kmpire. It is not satisfactory, but,

might, be worse. But one mistake is radical. We treat. India, which

Tor Government purposes should he only a geographical expression, as

a unity, instead of as a collection of kingdoms, each requiring; special

treatment.

Tuetday. The Lords passed the Factory Acts Extension Bill, for

protecting women and children. It will do much good, but deals only

with large workshops, and therefore will require amendment, which

LC.I.II fMiAHKMiiKY promised. Tiie Birmingham Chamber of Com-
merce protests against this relief to the helpless. Mammon considers

that this is not a time to interfere with the manufacturing interest.

LORD SHKKIVSHI KY asked whether the Government would not defend

MR. EYRE from further persecution. That gentleman had served his

country to the best of his ability, and was an ill-used man. The Colo-

nial Secretary admitted MR. EYRE'S merits, but thought, that while any

legal proceedings were pending, Government ought not to move. It

seems that some civil actions are being brought, whether at the instance

and expense of the Committee of Persecution we do not know. It is

a bore for MR. EYRE, hut, in the end he will be saved harmless, pre-

sented with a testimonial, and appointed to anew government, with

the approbation of English society.

The Parks Bill has been talked down by a small but resolved

Minority, chiefly composed of those who hate that Minorities should

be heard. At this period of the Session, a Minister is in the hands of

anv persons who choose to jabber away the, hours. After a good deal

of jabber, avowedly spouted to hinder the Bill, Ma. HAKDY gave it up,

though a majority of 86 to 31 was with him.

Wednesday. A useful Bill for regulating traffic, street-dogs, cabmen,

betting-men, vans, coal waggons, and other evils, made progress, and

was discussed in Committee. It passed later. Among its merits, it

enacts that as London cabs are now worse than ever, and London
cabmen more dishonest, the sixpenny fare shall be raised to a shilling.

Thursday. The London. Chatham, and Dover Arrangement Bill was

passed in. the Lords, with some pleasant comment on the conduct of

that Eminent Religionist, SIR SAMUEL M. PETO, Member for Bristol.

WIIALLEY Parks Traffic, occupied the Commons, who were there-

fore suppressing nuisances all the evening.
The Scotch Reform Bill was withdrawn,

Friday. We passed the Bill for removing the Charter-House School

out of London, and allowing the governors to sell the site to the

Merchant Taylors, who find their school inconvenient. Hollow, Boys,
if there's anything to hollow about.

SIR RODNDELL PALMER threw up the Private Bishops Bill, sooner

than accept the Lords' Amendments. He said that it was a mistake

to suppose that the promoters wanted to found bishoprics on the funds

of the Ecclesiastical Commissioners. All mistakes are regrettable, but

for this one there are extenuations which ha ! ha! ha! SIR ROCNDELL,
you are a wag, though, as Old Doraion says,

"
you don't look it.

'

That eternal Ecclesiastical Titles Committee. MR, NEWDEGATB
and MR. WALPOLE got upon it, and there has clearly been a muddle.

The Protestant Association petitioned to be examined, but somehow
their demand never reached the Committee, which has heard nothing
but Popish evidence. Still, MB. WALPOLE thinks we know enough,
inasmuch as MR. HOPE SCOTT, of Abbotsford, has been heard, and this

learned convert is supposed to know everything about Catholicism.
"
Courage, lads, I see land," as PLATO, or somebody said, when near

the end of a book.
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BERKELEY SQUARE. 5 P.M.

.-- .

.

Sf^5s5Sfe"?f^*g vg I'-^f":5T?1:-
N

THE weather is warm as I walk in the square,
And observe her barouche standing tranquilly there,
It is under the trees, it is out of the sun,
In the corner where GUNTER retails a plum bun.

How solemn she looks, I have seen a mute merrier
Plumes a sky-blue, and her pet a sky-terrier
The scene is majestic, and peaceful, and shady,
Miss HUMBLE sits facing : I pity that lady.

Her footman goes once, and her footman goes twice,
Ay, and each time returning he brings her an ice :

The patient Miss HUMBLE receives, when he comes,
A diminutive bun : let us hope it has plums !

Now is not this vile ? When I tickle my chops,
Which I frequently do, I subside into shops :

We do not object to this solemn employment,
But why aJftcAer such material enjoyment ?

Some beggars stand by 1 extremely regret it

They wish for a taste. Don't they wish they may get it P

She thus aggravates both the humble and needy,
You'll own she is thoughtless, perhaps she is greedy.

AN INTERESTING CEREMONY.
Do Bridegrooms, as a rule, write their own marriage advertisements?

And if so, are they usually written after the wedding breakfast ? It
must require some nerve to take the pen in hand when one has been
returning thanks, and drinking champagne with the bridesmaids. We
can't help fancying that the writer must have been in a rather lively
mnod, when he sat down to pen this notice, which appeared in the
Evening Standard of the seventh :

" WEST ETRK. July 31, at the Re^.trar's Office, Kingstown Co Dublin
Aooun-ns GEO. WEST, FSQ , lute of the 76th Regiment, to SARA BVRE niece of the
DODLKY PERISH, of Roxboro, Co. Gal way. and grand-niece of Mas. WADE of Bio ro-
fieM, MulliDgar, Co. Westroeath After tha interesting scene the happy couple were
received at the hospitable mansion of MRS. M. G. DKNNIS widow of the late LIVUT
OounmL M. G. DENNIS, C.B., and sister of the bride, by a select society of the
converted."

A marriage by a Registrar is by no means as a rule a very "interesting
cene;" and we confess a wish to know what made this wedding an
exception. Had the "scene" any dramatic details, or denimment?
Did the bridegroom lose the ring, and was there any thrill of nervous
apprehension lest the office door-key might be used by way of substi-
tute ? After the dramatic excitement of the scene, we fear the breakfast
must have somewhat proved an anti-climax. As a rule,

"
select society

"
is insufferably dull, and we hope that there was plenty of champagne to
enliven

"
the converted."

"
SZA-GOING MONITORS."-From the Royal Naval School.

SPECIAL! URGENT!! IMMEDIATE!!!
ME. PUNCH,

I WRITE to you under the influence of the greatest excite-
ment. I am fresh from the top of a Brompton and Islington omnibus.
We have just cleared Hyde Park Corner. Wbat did we see? A
ladder reared against the equestrian effigy of the late and the great,
DUKE OF WELLINGTON ! A rope thrown over the body of his steed !

You will not be surprised when I tell you that the moment this welcome
sight met our gladdened vision, we all, my fellow-travellers and myself,
rose to our feet, gave one long, one loud, one apoplectic cheer, and
then sat down again. We could talk of nothing else all the rest of the

expedition. Is the long-expected, happy day come at last? Is the
statue coming down? Please to communicate instantly with the
First Commissioner of Busts and Statues that we may make extensive

preparations for a general illumination.

Yours hysterically,

A DAILY SUFFERER.

Not a Doubt About it.

ANOTHER new Magazine is announced to be edited by Ma. ANTHONY
TROLLOPS. Of course he will write a tale in it. Time and a shilling
will show whether his new story has a Bishop and a Dean, but with

certainty we may predict that it will contain capital Chapters.
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THE WHITEBAIT DINNER; OR, "PARTIES" AT GREENWICH.

DERBY. "GOING TO 'THE TRAFALGAR,' ARE YOU ? WHY NOT DINE HERE? ALL IN THE SAME 'SHIP.'

YOU KNOW, HA! H\!"
B.

" HM ! WELL ! ALL THINGS CONSIDERED, I THINK YOU MIGST HAVE INVITED US."
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A HINT FROM THE WHITEBAIT.

Dizzr. whose Caucasian glory
Doth all Eastern lore enfold,

Well thou know'st tli' Arabian story

By SCIIEHEREZADE told,

How the enchanted fish, defying
Breadcrumbs brown and yellow yoke,

From the pan, where they lay frying,
Words of truth and warning spoke.

Gammon deem it not and spinach,
Nor proclaim it

"
lilw a whale,"

If from whitebait's mouth at Greenwich.
Mr. Punch unfold a tale.

At the Ship the Official Party
Gaily round the table drew

;

In vacation prospects hearty,

Red-tape letters broken through.

Blood of innocents and martyrs,
Life-blood of birth-strangled bills,

Left these Ministerial Tartan
Free to eat and drink their fills.

Not a face you there might, question
Told how as a burden sate

On the Cabinet's digestion
Humble pies that it had ate.

On no conscience of the bevy,
In so far as looks betray,

All too hot or all too heavy,
Weight of broken pledges lay.

None had guessed those diners hearty
Late had gone volte-face about,

Coolly turned their coats and party
With "

key-presto !
"

inside-out.

But the gods above they knew it,

And the little fish below :

To the waiters the winds blew it,

E'en the mud-larks seemed to know.

Blushed, while on the watch for coppers
On the hard they held their stands,

Felt the mud where they took croppers
Clean to Ministerial hands.

Souchds had their watery zest had
;

Fishes boiled, and stewed, and fried,
Fishes plain and fishes drest had,
In their weary round, been tried.

And the appetites were waning,
Seeking whets a I'Indienne:

Of monotony complaining,
Ministers grew moody men.

When to still official pishes,
Charm official taste and smell.

In were borne those loaves and fishes

Folks in office love so well.

Crisp and hot as they had fried them,
Lay the whitebait, saute quick,

With the brown-loaf squares beside them,
Thinly sliced and buttered thick !

Eyes official gleamed and glistened,
As the pleasant piles they view

;

Ears official longed and listened
For the President's "Fall-to."

Sudden, as with hand officious

QUAHTERMAINE the covers stirred,
Came a whiff of scent delicious,
And a silv'ry voice was heard.

'Twas the Whitebait's chosen squeaker-
Mute as fish are known to be,

Every tribe has still a speaker
For its sessions under sea

"
Call not, pray, the query fishing,
If, my swells, I ask you why,

Not, content the Whigs with dishing,
You still dish our harmless fry ':

" When we 're served upon YOUR table,
Who that white is black make clear,

How we ask can we be able

Still as i^ifcbait to appear ?

" But if Radical and Tory,
Black and whit j

, henceforth are one,
If for England's future story

Party's little game is done,

" With a white and not a sad stone
Mark the day when party 'a floored.

And invite JOHN HHIGHT and GLAHSTOSB,
MILL and RUSSELL to your board."

Wednesday, August 14th, 1867.

TURNED AWAY FROM THE TOWER.

THERE was a time when you could walk into the open space
about the Tower of London, and wander around that historical edifice at

your own sweet will. Now, for some years, at, the entrance thereof,
has been posted the odious notification

" No Thoroughfare," and you
cannot enter to inspect the outside without paying to be shown over
the in. You yourself, Sir, would actually be barred in the eiercise of

your former freedom of way. But this exclusion is not all. The other

day, having, with some children, gone the round of the Tower show,
conducted oy a beefeater, 1, as soon as that bore had relieved us of bis

presence, took them to see the specimens and relics of old artillery
arranged at an outer corner of the building. Presently a soldier came
up, and told your correspondent, very civilly, to be sure, that we were
doing what we could not be allowed to do unless accompanied by a
warder. On inquiry, I ascertained that this new prohibition had been
in force three months, and that it was dictated by the authorities.

Now, Sir, the Deputy-Lieutenant of the Tower is, I believe, LOBD
DE Ros, or, as the schoolmaster said, LORD de Sore, to jfive

him his
due. LORD DE Ros comes de Koribus that came in with the Con-
queror; therefore authorities subordinate to his Lordship are the
authors of the recent edict which expels the public from the precincts
of the Tower, and they decreed it without his knowledge. You, of

course, discern the logic of this argument. LORD DE R,os is noble
;

the edict is churlish. It could have been none of his
;

it nrnst have
been the ordinance of niggardly and presumptuous underlings and
Jacks-in-Office. If you will publish this letter, the knightly DB Ros
will, doubtless, have the uncourteous regulation, which those fellows

probably dared to promulgate in his name, incontinently rescinded, and
cause the knaves themselves to be soundly whipped, and imprisoned in
the most uncomfortable dungeon of the Tower Moat.
The open space surrounding the Tower may not be an eligible place

for Reform demonstrations, but if the public are to remain excluded
from it, the Government might as well close Kensington Gardens. I

note, Mr. PuncA, with very great dissatisfaction and disgust, the daily
increasing curtailment of the right of way belonging to us from time
immemorial, and acquired by USISR

Black v. White.

A WOMAN-HATER of Mr. Punch's acquaintance declares that the
substitution of brown for blonde complexions and tresses, is bringing
Black-bait into fashion instead of White bait.
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PLEASURES OF TRAVELLING WITH YOUR FAMILY.

Excited and Anxious Parent. "Now, WE'VE FIVE MINUTES MORE; is THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU WANT ?"

Considerate, Daughter.
" ONLY THE TIMES AND PUNCH, AND THE POST AND ONCE A WEEK, PAPA DEAR ;

AND SEE IF THEY ARE
GOING TO MOVE THE LUGGAGE AGAIN, AND THEN YOU CAN COME AND HAVE YOUR LUNCHEON, YOU KNOW !

"

HYMN OVEll DISRAELI.

(AFTEK THE ELEVATION TO THE DRAWING-ROOM OP MEMBERS or

THE FEMALE FAITH.)

Loquitur, The last Tory .

I HAVE lived long enough, having seen one thing, that our State 's at

an end.

Ghosts of all things that have been, be near me now and defend !

I am weary of day and of morrow, of Members who laugh or who weep,
Of Members who sigh and sorrow, of Members who sneer and sleep.
Sweet is the sound of his voice to the neophyte in the House

;

But for me, I prefer for choice the noise of the whirr of the grouse.
I am sick of voting. The railways burn deep and chafe. I am fain

To ho'd Workhouse Bills a nuisance, and the mention of Parks a
bane.

They say we Tories are ceased, cast forth, wiped out in a day,
From our thrall are their limbs released, from our chains the world, say

they.
New Members will stand for the City, with arms that have broken the

Who are practical, more "g the pity, the low infatuate clods !

We and the clods are at strife, and I dwell in the midst and think
Of the joys of our former life, and the winks that we used to wink
When the douceur jingled sweetly to the landlord keen to win
For the palm, that handled featly, the gold that should bring us in.

Those boroughs gloriously rotten, as medlars rotten and sweet,
As the wind they will be forgotten. They will melt in the dust like

sleet.

Settlement ! not at all ! This Bill will not make an end.

Of the ranters that, rave and bawl, of the masses that ruin and rend.
BKIGHT is a man of gore, and BEALES is a block that abides,
And .Reform is a sea without shore, and the State is a ship without

guides.

Though the Lords may abase them before you in spirit, profligate

boors,
I kneel not, neither adore you but, shifting, turn to the moors.

All delicate things and pleasant, all lovings of clique and of cast

Are flung overboard for the present, and become as things of the Past ;

Where, beyond explaining at all, and between the remote two stools,
"
Resolutions

"
sink to their fall, and the hope of the Cabinet cools.

Where the Sphinx of the age is heard, clad with mystery as with wings,
And speaking incredible words, and looking unspeakable things.

While, fathomless hour by hour, wit.ji purpose inscrutably furled.

He rolls by the lightning power of his satire the wave of the world.

Traditions stand naked in sunder before him : the creeds flee away :

By his followers behind him the franchise is taken and snared as a prey :

At his touch the
"
checks

"
and the varied restrictions are crumbled or

fled:

His Bill has passed and been carried. It will not come back to him dead.

OBANBOKNE gtrew pale at his notions : the valour of PEEL was bent,

He quailed with a new emotion he heard, he faltered, he went.

All fell beneath thee but LOWE ; and he, with misery dight,
A male Cassandra of woe and ruin and travail and night.
But I turn to the fresh moors still, aud there will abide to the end

Gillies, and grouse, and hills be near me there and befriend.

Forgetful of chafings of nations, of Mexican throb and throe,
Of Foreign and Home relations, of war and of ward I go.

Forgetting tbe Marquis who moons till reporters cease at their art;

Whose silence is more than all tunes, whose sleep overflows in each

heart.

The moors are more than the cares that toss the mind of the House,
For they give sorrow that wears, but the Gelds give gladness and grouse.
I will therefore away, I wot, for the season ; though well I know
I shall shoot as my lather shot, and miss as he miss'd even so.

For the charge of powder is little, wherewith we blaze for a span,
And the nerves are broken and brittle, that move this corpse called man.

My friends, 1 will bore you no longer, as you laugh not, neither weep,
Are you drinking claret, or stronger ? Good heavens, they 're all asleep !
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BEOILING HOT.

CAP AND BELLS ON SCIENCE AND AKT.

DID MR. BEKNAL OSBORNE ever hear of such a person as Dogberry,
and such a speech as

"
But, masters, remember that I am an ass :

though it be not written down, yet forget not that I am an ass !

"
?

May Punch inform him that it is Dogberry who speaks that
speech

the

same Dog'
to, proclaims;
(touching his forehead) shall drive some of them to a non com .' Only
get the learned writer to set down my excommunication

"

BEKNAL OSBORNE has got several "learned writers" short-hand

writers in the Reporters' Gallery of the House of Commons to set

down his "excommunication" of MR. COLE and the South Kensington

;h it be not written down, yet forget not that 1 am an ass ! t
likely to knock on tbe bead. Men of tour kidney

Punch inform him that it is Dogberry who speaks that speech
the lies beyond the rule

"
Eat, drink, and be merry

"
;

Dogberry, who, when about to examine one he has to deal justice that rises above their own purblind ken ;
Bcorner

reclaims,
" We will spare for no wit, I warrant you ; here 'a that jje innocent of; mockers of art they are unable to

lino his forehead) shall drive some of them to a non com ! Only unw far was Parliament to eo with these enon

West of England by the show of objects lent by South Kensington^
but WOMBWBLL'S Menagerie would have created equal excitement."

"Laughter" notes the reporter. Of course. But what is the inlY'rcncr ?

Are we to conclude
" Art= wild beasts," in the eyes of the Wt-

in the judgment, of BKHNAL OSBORNE F And if the former, azaiti we
come back to the question, are we therefore to have no expenditure
for Science and Art F But BEKNAL must have more laughs, so he goes

into particulars.
"
There was an Inspector-General with a salary, and

occasional inspectors at 3i)00, and there was a grant for taking the

Brompton Boilers to the East Eud of London, in order to improve the

architectural taste of the people of Wuitechapcl! (' Hear!' and

Ijtuglder) He found 1:2, 500 a-year for Professors, and from his expe-
rience of urofessors in that House lie had acquired a great horror of

them." Very probably. Suppose we asked the professors in that

House the effect of their experience of BERNAL OSBORSE ? He goes

on, hit or miss,
" Not satistied with 2,500 a-year for Professors," (of

course, all professors are humbugs and rascals, who draw their salaries

without earning them,)
"
the department had put down an al.l -

tional 100 a-year for a professor, who gave his services as Dean
He should like to know what were the services the Dean had to pi r-

form F He had only time to take a bird's-eye view of these i

because before coming down to the House he did not know they would

be brought on." You see BEKNAL is
"
such fun"he can get, a laugh

out of anything with so little trouble ! A "
bird's-eye view" is en

for him. He requires none of the bother that people have to give them-

selves who consider reasons, and weigh public needs, and take objects

into consideration, and inquire about results.
" At all events he had no hope. That House would vote anything.

(A Laugh) He spoke to the future and reformed House of Commons."

No, BERNAL, stop at your
"
laugh." Don't go too far. You speak to

the future and reformed House of Commons ! Surely not, if the future

House of Commons is, as they tell us. to include more representatives

of the working-men, more of those who best know the needs of the

people, in the way of education, and art, and science ;
more of those

who, when serious matters are in hand, are least likely to be tolerant of

catchers of barren laughs, and jokers of cynical jokes, more of those

who, when they come for reasons, are least likely to be satisfied with

broad grins.
" He hoped they would be a little more industrious in

looking after votes, if they did not knock the whole thing on the head.

He doubted whether they would not knock a great many things on the

head. (Renewed Laughter)" One thing, I think, BERNAL, they are

likely to knock on thejiead. Men of your kidney, scoffers at all that

erry
"

; depredators of all

scorners of a science they
able to appreciate.

How far was Parliament to go with these enormous grants" (the

total amount is 162,000)" for implanting taste in people who had

On this COLONEL SYKES, staggered, no doubt, at theno taste?" -
.,

buoyant enjoyment with which BERNAL reiterates this depressing
..,.,,.. ..... w_vvu. .-.. e,

i
Assurance ' interpolates an indignant What . BERNAL is down

Museum, and the Grant for Science and Art, and the result is, that! on n;m at once .

" He was not speaking of the Scotch. They had
MR. OSBORNE, flattering himself that he is the Momus or the Thersites

of the House of Commons, has proved himself its Dogberry and has

written himself down "
an ass

"
in the largest capital letters.

BEBNAL "
spares for no wit, I warrant you." He understands that

this department of Science and Art, with a Museum, and Art Schools,
and Professors, and Grants of Money, is a project for inspiring the

people with what are called
"

sesthetical ideas." Here conceive,

please, a comic stress upon
"
sesthetical," accompanied by what actors

call a
"
mug," which gets a laugh from some barren Members of the

collective wisdom, who have always heard that BERNAL OSBORNE is
"
dooced good fun," and dutifully pay up their guffaw at the first bit

of "gag" from the funny man. BERNAL, having "got his laugh,"
goes on.

"
Whatever the merits or virtues of this country, the people

were very unimpressionable in matters of Science and Art
"

and, there-

fore, it is absurd to try to impress them? Is that BERNAL'S logic F

That's about it. His opinion is "that the greater portion of the

money spent in improving taste finds its way into the pockets of the

people who were driving a very snug trade in sesthetics." Here
another comic "mug," and another laugh from the gallery, and a feel-

ing here and there, among the emptier vessels of the House, that

Science and Art generally are a swindle, their official promoters rogues
and robbers, and [esthetics something to be ashamed of. Encouraged
by the laughs, BERNAL, as low comedians will, goes on writing himself
down A.S.S., with increased enjoyment.

" He was directly against
the Grant. He had never known that any people had ever acquired
taste by Government Grants." Has he ever known a people with

taste, and a Government that laughed at Science and Art, and scouted
the idea of spending money on them F

" In Rome they had no public
grants, yet look at their beautiful works." Who paid for these works,
eh, BERNAL, but the Emperors ; and where did their money come
from P

" And look at the horrible results we had achieved." Well,
look at them, and to what end F To laugh down every attempt to

give the instruction and spread the examples which may lead to better

things F Is that BKRNAL'S logic ?
"
His honourable friend spoke of the great excitement caused in the

taste they had a taste for leaving their own country and not going
back." (Much laughter.) Whether at the naivete of the Colonel on taking
BERNAL au serieux, or at the novelty of the joke, or at the readiness of

BERNAL'S impertinence, we are left to find out.

COLONEL SYKES had no suck clever
"
retort "ready for BERNAL, but

proceeded to take him seriously to task for talking such nonsense. As
if BERNAL was worth reasoning with ! COLONEL SYKES never could

see a joke. Nor can MB. H. A. BRUCE, nor even HENLEY, who
followed COLONEL SYKES'S lead, in recalling BERNAL to reason. But
BERNAL went too far even for the toleration of the House when he

asserted that Nottingham had no School of Art. He provoked a loud
"
Yes, there is," on the spot, and a formal exposure of his ignorance

or impudent mistatement in a letter since published in the Timei,

showing not only that there is a School of Art in the town BERNAL

misrepresents, but what it has done and is doing for the arts of design

by which Nottingham mainly lives and thrives. BERNAL, not a bit

abashed at being pulled up, for saying there was no School of Art in

Nottingham, went on,
" The building there was in such a dilapidated

state, that he had been applied to for assistance, which having regard
to purity of election, he had no intention to give." (Laughter.)

Laughter at what ? At the dilapidation of the Nottingham School

of Art F Or at the rich idea of asking BERNAL for a subscription
towards any such good purpose as its repair ? Or at the still richer of

BERNAL'S
"
regard for purity of ejection F" Altogether BERNAL may

be said to have had a grand day in supply on Science and Art. We
never remember him in worse fooling. Often as his jokes are mis-

directed, and the laughter they win a thing to make angels weep, we
cannot recall an occasion on which his shafts flew wider of wisdom's

mark, or where the laughter that greeted them was more brainless and

deplorable. ^
FEAT UNIQUE. The performances of our sportsmen this August have

not been very brilliant, with one remarkable exception a great gun of

MACMILLAN'S has been successful in
"
Shooting Niagara" at Chelsea.
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THE RACE NOT YET EXTINCT.

Country Excursionist (just landed at G. W. Terminus).
" COULD YOU INFORM ME WHAT THESE 'ERE BUSSES CHANGE FROM

PADDINGTON TO THE BANK ?"

Dundreary (with an effort).
"
An-u, TO' M'SOUL, HAVEN'T AN IDEA-H ! NEVER WODE 'N ONE IN M'LIFE ! SHOULD SAY A MERE

TWIFLE ! P'WAPS A SHILLING, OR Two SHILLINGS. "DON'T THINK THE WASCAL8 COULD HAVK THE CONSCIENCE TO CHARGE YOU MORE
THAN THWEE SHILLINGS ! 'WOULDN'T PAY MORE THAN FOUR ! I 'D SEE 'EM AT THE D-D-Doo-oocs !

"

NOES AND AYES.

(WITH KIND PERMISSION OP THE LATE WILLIAM COWPER, Esq.)

BETWEEN Ayes and Noes a strange contest arose,
The Reform Act had set them unhappily wrong,

The point in dispute was, as all the world knows,
Who carried the measure we 've wanted so long.

So Chief Baron Punch sat to balance the laws,
So famed for his talent in nicely discerning,

And the Star was the lawyer, and argued the cause
With a great deal of spleen, aud small classical learning.

"
In behalf of the Noes it will quickly appear,
And your Lordship," he said, "will undoubtedly find

'

That the Liberals have alwajs been highly sincere,

"And have talked of Reform measures time out of mind."

Then holding the document up to the Court," Your Lordship observes it applies to
' The People

'

Whom Tories have always distrusted, in short,
Declared bitter foes to the sceptre and steeple.

"
Again, would your Lordship a moment suppose,
('Tis a case that has happened and may he again)

That the Tories were faced by no critical Noes,
Do you think we should hear of Reform measures then ?

"On the whole it appears, and my argument shows
With a reasoning the Court will never condemn,

That the Ayes have been forced to Reform by the Noes,
And therefore all credit is owing to them."

Then shifting his side for a backhanded blow,
He pleaded in jest on behalf <if the Ayes,

But missing his point, and abas-ing BOB LOWE,
He made the Court yawn, aud quite ready to rise.

So his Lordship decreed, in a grave solemn tone,
Decisive and clear without one "if" or "but,"

That each party might claim the Reform as its own,
And the Slur must abstain from endeavours at wut.

"LIGHT THE BEALES-FIRE." Ifwr.

WE like promptitude. The hat is already being got ready, and is to

go round for the NOBLE BEALES. He has carried the Reform Bill,

saved the nation, made MR. WALPOLK cry, and brought LUCBAFT lo

forgive MR. BRIGHT and MR. GLADSTONE. So
"
one of his people, with

an obedient start" jumps up to tout for a testimonial to the NOIILE

BEALES, and proposes that Ten Thousand Pounds shall be raised. He
may put our name down for eighteenpence towards that amount we
have had quite value received in fun at the NOBLE BEALIS'S expense.
On second thoughts, we may make it one-and-uinepence, beyond which
amount it would be ostentation to go as we apprehend will be

thought by the majority of subscribers.

Not a Bad Hit.

IP at your next Croquet party the girls are splendidly handsome and
draw off the attention of the men from their game, carelessly quote old

HEBRICK, and say that it is a case of "A lawii .... thrown into a fmu
distraction."

Printed by Jovrph Smith, of N'o. 14 Ho!f"rt B.iuan', In 'he Pnrtih of 8t. Jam Oerkell , in thr C .rn'r of HlddlMei, t tie Pnnliur Offlci-s of M. nsnu Brndburr. Brunt. * Co. . I fmfo
Mil rt, in tbe I'm-, net of White-nun, . m n,i titj of LonJon,jid J'ubliM.td by him at No. W, F,ev Street, 111 U Parih of St. >.ri.n..utj . l l.'jmlon-8iToiu>v, Aujru>t Z4. 1867.
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'A SLIP O' THE TONGUE."

Yachting Biped. "THEN YOU'LL LOOK us UP AT PRIMROSE 'ILL?"

New Acquaintance (gentlemanly man).
"
OH, YES NEAR THE 'Zoo,'

E OFTEN DEOP IN AND HAVE A LOOK AT THE MONKEYS !

"
ISN'T IT ?

SONG BY AN OLD SAVAGE.

DEAREST girl, for the high cultivation

Of your form, take all possible care,
But oh pray to your mind's information
Of attention do pay a small share !

In a few years, without satisfaction,
On your toilet you '11 lavish your pains :

Beauty goes, and a woman's attraction

Then entirely depends on her brains.

While you still keep the figure and features

Which men gaze on with joy and delight,
You may say what you will, pretty creatures,

'Twill be taken for clever and bright.
Such delusion is owing to Cupid,
That no word can be uttered amiss,

Though entirely unmeaning or
stupid,

By the lips that appear made to kiss.

When her mouth's lines of grace have got broken,

Eyes grown dim, cheeks are faded and blurred,

By a woman if nonsense is spoken,
Man perceives that her speech is absurd.

'Tis the waist that has ceased to be slender,
'Tis the ankles that no more are slim,

When she talks any folly, that render

All that folly apparent to him.

Persevere, then, with earnest endeavour,
Still those fugitive charms to enhance,

Study dress as intently as ever,
With a view to display and to dance.

But read books, too. that make the mind stronger,
When your good looks have vanished away,

And you can't please the eye any longer,
That you then may have something to say.

Bordering on Distraction.

" THE QUEEN on the Borders." An agreeable varia-

tion from the usual announcement of HER MAJESTY being
on the Slopes. We might have been certain that she

would be welcome to Floors, which made a great floral

display, and beg to suggest that, from its pre-eminence at
'

the present time, it ought to be known as First Floors.

I SEE THEM. DANCING !

I SEE them dancing on the Mill,

In Bridewell garb. I see

Among ro?ues dancing, dancing still,

Dishonest Tradesmen three.

I see, &c.

Three out of fifty-eight are they,
For weight and measure short,

All fined, and those three couldn't pay,
At Tower Hamlets Court.

I see, &c.

Dance on, dance on
;
I 've steeled my breast ;

That vision I can bear.

I only wish I saw the rest,

All of them, dancing there.

I see, &c.

IMPORTANT WORKS IN THE PRESS.

The Drinks of London,from Coculus to Cooper. By a Consumer.
The Edinburgh Englishman. A Journal for Cockneys in Scotland.

Burns. An Essay on Scottish Poetry and Petroleum. By a
Northern Light.

The Life of a Dog. By a Man who has lived one.

In and Gone to Bed. By the Author of
" Out and About"

Red Rufus, the Rugged Ruffian of the Ruffled Shirt. A Simple Story
for the Young.

Easy A-Head, or Westminster Wins. A Work for the People.
Uncivil Engineering. By a Thames Embanker.
Th* Lions. An Epic Poem in four Attitudes. By SIR E L .

A GREAT COMING DOWN.
MB PUNCH,

LAST week I wrote to you in a manner expressive of profound
joy. This week I address you in a manner indicative of the deepest disap-

pointment. I had seen a ladder and a rope on the equestrian statue

of the DUKE OP WELLINGTON at Hyde Park Corner, and 1 naturally
concluded that these were the premonitory symptoms (as its neigh-
bours at St. George's Hospital would say) of the decline and fall of

that wondrous work of Art. I was wrong. All hope is over. The
ladder and the rope are gone, but the statue remains in statu quo I

openly avow that this is an appropriation of a joke hoary in its an-

tiquity ; indeed, when a very little boy, I remember being warned that

nothing had been left unsaid or unsung about the statue nevertheless,
1 shall quote in reference to its present position a piece of Latinity
that you may have heard before Sedet teternumque sedebit. Some-

thing I suppose was wrong, and required to be repaired, perhaps in

the Duke's bust. I know I was ready to bust with rage when I found
out my mistake. I have one hope left. 1 hear that the new Parlia-

ment will pull down and level everything. If it will only lay its

democratic hands on this huge ugly
bronze that I am compelled to

pass twice every day, I will get an order and go and hear BEALES speak
the first time he addresses the House.

Yours (for the second time of asking),

A DAILT SUFFERER.

A Little Game that Don't Pay.
BY the judgment of BARON BRAMWELL, the operative tailors have

lost the game of Picquet they have been carrying on with their masters,
and had better now pocket their losses, give up play, and go to work

again.

WE know not whether Sheffield has many
" Wise Saws," but she

certainly has very foolish Sawgrinders.

VOL.
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DIFFICULTIES OF GAME-PRESERVING.

URELY these are bad

enough while the young
broods are in the coops,

and afterwards when they

are turned out in the plan-

tations. But they are

worse still when the

birds get into the ham-

pers, and have to face

the poachers of the rail-

way station. Our "Old
Preserver

"
sends a hint

how to baffle these clever

operatives, which Mr.

Punch reproduces for the

benefit of any of his

friends who may be send-

ing him grouse or black-

game from the heather,

or partridges from the

stubbles. Please fasten

mine, (I have his picture further on in the book,
" Number xtyfour

in the Book," as the worthy PADD^US GREENUS would say. By the

way, does he say it now P Tempora mntantur et nos mutamur in EVANS)
in the front drawing-room (LADY DILLY TABNTIE at home, you know.

Toosday Moosic) while we were perspiringly listening to the dulcet

sounds on the landing."
Beautiful !

"
says my Hearty Friend to me, winking."

Yes, very good," i reply. Being hot and crushed I am very nearly

speaking the truth, and saying that that conceited young gentleman
with a tenor voice (which is effective just as far as I can reach with

my arm) is a humbug, only that I don 't know who may be standing
at my elbow. Hate giving pain to anyone. And, after all, what is it to

me whether young JAKES DE CANTOR is a humbug as to his voice or

not ? Let Society's detectives find him out it 's not my work,
specially as I hear old SMILER, the well-preserved literary and musical

professional pet of the Kensington and Brompton salons, praising
DE CANTOR.
Another and a slier wink brings us, my Hearty and me, to the de-

serted refreshment,,"where the attendant mixes us an iced drink, and
we forget our trials above in the pleasures of the sideboard below.

My Hearty Friend asks when I am going out of Town ? I don't

know. Soon? Very. Too hot for London. Where? Again I don't know.

Dieppe ? Perhaps. Scarborough ? 1 've never been to Scarborough.
Torquay ? Oh, no. So we run up the gamut ; from sea to sea, as my

with strong twine, and

seal the ends of it with your seal. And so you may defy the poachers of

the station, and the stoats and weazels of the goods train, and the

parcels' office.

A FEW FRIENDS.

(IX SEVERAL TABLEAUX FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

the lid of your hamper punuy Friend '(picture further on) would say.'

TABLEAU I.

Ab amicis meis llbera me.

I write the title bitterly, sarcastically and apropos of a foot laid up on
two chairs, a slipper of soft pocket-handkerchiefs and linseed hot. Yes,
all through my friends : using the word not in its widest sense, but as

I suppose, says My Hearty Friend, it '11 come to Brighton at last ;

it always does.

I dispute this conclusion. I am tired of Brighton. I know Brighton
by heart. It is London over again. You have to dress at Brighton,

(as if you hadn't anywhere else #roA pndor /) You meet everyone
at Brighton. It is so glaring. So hot : baking. Excursion trains

spoil it on Saturday and Sunday. One can't be quiet. Hearty Friend

agrees. Carried nem. con. Anywhere but Brighton.
(

Here we are. Brighton.
We meet on the pier. Hearty Friend five times as hearty by reason

of the sea air, and myself."
Hullo !

"
says he.

"
Hullo !

"
says I.

"
Thought it would come to this," says he.

"
It always does."

. This sort of remark annoys me, because it seems as if I hadn't come

describing a circle within a square (no fashionable square with a circle here of my own free will.
"

Well," says he, presently, "writing any-

of accidental acquaintance, but a mathematical ideal), which shall in- thing new ?
"

This sort of question, if your profession is literature,

elude all relations, acquaintances and friends, excepting those four doet annoy one, and it 's this heedless sort of hearty fellow who always
intimates in the four angles with whom I would trust my money or my puts it. He thinks it shows that he is interested in you, although he

life my life or my money, I don't know which to put first when doesn't care whether you are writing or not, whether it 's
"
new

"
or

speaking of friends. To take my life is no temptation to anyone to not, (as though you wrote an old thing over and over again : the

take my money might be : but as a rule I have very little more in my absurdity of his question is too much ;
if he does it again I shall remon-

pocket than suffices for my modest daily wants (I can rough it on strate,) because he won't buy it, he won't read it, or if he does, he'll

Potage a la Seine and venison) at the Club, and the waiter's change only remark that the illustrations to the book were first-rate (why
in postage-stamps.

|

doesn't he say the advertisements;at once?) and at this moment even,

By the way. What becomes of these postage-stamps given in change? : as he puts the question, his attention is occupied with a small sailing

They get mixed up with the fluff mysteriously accumulated in the
j

vessel in the ofhng, (being a little uncertain as to the whereabouts of

waistcoat pockets (or other pockets, but say waistcoat) and disappear,
j

the offing, say, "out at sea"), so that he doesn't hear your modest

leaving not even a trace of the gum behind. ! answer of
"
No, nothing in particular," by which I mean, that though

The term Friends now comprehends the old English gossip and ! I am preparing a work which will startle the world and make my name

neighbour. Gossip was an excellent word. As to neighbours, any- 1 for ever, yet it wouldn't interest him in his present mood, and is on

one, rich or moderately well off, resident in London, might ask, with-
1 subjects too lofty and sublime for a man who can't rise above a boat in

out offence,
" Who is my neighbour ?

"
it being a rule, with few i the offing (I '11 ask a sailor where the offing really is) or dirty boys

exceptions, in this vast city, never to know the dweller
"
next door."

When the postman leaves a letter at my door, the number being
goins up to their knees in the waves.

You want shaking up a bit," says my Hearty Friend.
'

Get up
mine but not the name, / can't tell him where the gentleman, who

1 early : bathe in the sea. Walk. Ride, and go in for exercise." He
turns out to be the

"
next door," lives. The servant can, though, says he '11 take it upon himself to make me as right as a trivet. He

The domestics have a club, I imagine, in the neighbourhood, where invites himself to supper with me so heartily, and accepts his own invi-
'

i-
j

tation so readily, that it really sounds as if I 'd asked him to come.they talk over all our affairs (yours and mine, the masters' and mis

tresses') when they go for the supper beer, or are out
"
running a

arrand."

By the nay. Who ever saw JOHN CALVES "
running a arrand ?

"

Walking, many a time running never. There is an old shambling
individual attached to the square who runs on all CALVES'S arrands,
and undertakes all such low work as getting cabs, taking parcels to a

tailor's and so forth, for pints of beer and occasional coppers, while

MB. JOHN lounges in the little club-room near the bar of his favourite

haunt, negligentjy awaiting the return of his emissary, while master
ha ! ha ! is fuming and fretting in a white tie and stiff collar behind a

window-blind, wondering
"
why the doose that fellow isn't quicker."

However, away to your pleasures and your duties, ye master-

servants and servant-masters, a twinge in my foot reminds me that I

intend to write about my friends. 1 begin with my Hearty Friend.

I open my photographic album and offer you his portrait. It is through
him that I am here through him that I am laid up

" Thou art the

cause of this anguish, my mother," as the song says, only for
"
My

Mother" read
"
My Hearty Friend," and there you have it.

Behold him here : age uncertain not thirty-five, over twenty-five.
Dress easy : beard and moustache. To return to that song I was

quoting just now,
" We met, 'twas in a crowd" when somebody operatic

was singing something operatic, written by a young musical friend of

He settles his" own time,
"
10 30, after the band on the pier has

finished, and we 've had a walk."

My object is quiet (which I obtain by going to the Old Ship Hotel,
whose proprietor, MR. ARTHUR DE BACON, sends from his doors all

street musicians with instruments of torture) and health, in order to

pursue my studies with a mens sana in corpore sano.

How I have attained my object up to the present time will appear
from this first sketch of my Hearty Friend.

By the way. I went on the beach and asked a boatman, a regular

tar, where
"
the offing

"
was. He didn't know. He asked another.

He shook his head. They consulted a third. None of them knew, but

suggested that it was a fine day for a sail, and preferred their services

in a boat. I hesitated; if we went out very far we might see the

offing. But there 's not time enough before dinner. After this they
wanted something to drink my health. Another day, my good men,
when i go out to the offing.

CONSISTENCY. A. respected contemporary and neighbour recently

wrote that
"
the Irish questions should be treated in a manly way."

Boldly carrying out its own views, it last week headed column
"
HIBBRNIA' REDIYIVUS."
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THE STAY AT HOME.

AUGUST.

LET others brave the treacherous ocean,

And tempt the smile of summer seas,

And for the peristaltic motion

Of lower viscera woo the breeze :

Their state I picture, hear the murmur
Of ocean, in my garden chair,

And from the base of tern-firm*
Conceive the qualms 1 do not share.

Let others, not so greatly daring,

The sea-side watering-place essay :

From shingle-beach, at ocean staring,

Doze through the lazy length of day.

A better game in garden shade is

To fancy lodgings by the sea,

Their bugs, their bills, and their landladies,

Aud thank my stars they fret not me.

Let others toil o'er hill and heather,

With aching back and dripping brow,

Parched throat, and tongue as dry as leather,

To cliase the wild
"
pack's" whirring row :

To realise such joys 1 m able

In fancy, but in fact I 'm not ;

And so prefer upon my table

To find the grouse by others shot.

Let others, duly armed with MURRAY,
Circular-notes and passports yare,

O'er continental regions hurry,
Climb Alps, through galleries gape and stare :

Submit to whiskered courier's fleecing,

And harpy hosts of the hotel,

1 'II roam abroad my club-room's peace in,

And read the tales that travellers tell.

Let others seek the joys of Paris,

Or pace the Expositions round,
Crowd restaurants, where meagre fare is

At monstrous prices to be found :

In stuffy theatres feel yawny,
Or woo the shade of boulevard limes,

Paris I '11 do in Galignani,

My Exposition in The Times.

In toil let others take their pleasure,
At home, abroad, by land, o'er seas ;

My life by wiser rule I '11 measure,
And take my pleasure at mine ease.

Like mine own gods Epicurean,
Cool drinks 1 '11 quaft, my 'bacca blow,

And from its smoke s blue empyrean,
Watch wretched tourists' toil below !

CHANGE OP HAIR EOB LADIES.

MT DEAR Miss BROWN,
YOUNG ladies, as a rule, have little time to read the news-

papers, at least, such is the excuse when I ever ask my daughter to tell

me what The Times says on the subject of Reform, or other interesting

topic.
"
Tatting

"
is to her far more important than The Tinxs, and

politics of no account compared with the piano. A newspaper is

History, and journalists Historians
;
but young ladies, if they ever

read, prefer a trashy novel to the best of leading articles.

However, you and most young ladies are now at the seaside, where
there is nothing else to do but eat and drink and bathe, and go to bed,
and then get up again. So after you have taken your dip into the sea,

you doubtless take a dip into the columns of The Post, or other
fashionable journal. Perhaps, then, you have seen this interesting
paragraph, which has lately filled a corner in nearly every newspaper
that ladies ever look at :

" The last freak of fashion IB to give the coup lit fricc to the pearl-powder, white
lend, and rouge thut have ao long reigned. Even belladonna ii to be discarded, an*
'

golden
' hir will shortly be as rare as the real auburn tint of nature, ir not still

rarer. The decree has gone fortft for black hair and bronze complexions, And these
will, no doubt, be shortly Tory numerous."

I can sympathise most heartily, my dear Miss BROWN, with th

pleasurable pride which this announcement must have caused in you.
At length, then, you and your fair sisters no, I don't quite mean/air
sisters have the happiness of hearing that light hair is out of fashion.
The Venus of society must now be a brunette, if she would be most

beautiful in the eyes of Paris. Golden opinions ar no longer won by

girls with golden hair.
"
Black hair and bronze complexions ar to

reign in favour henceforth. To be deemed a beauty now o' nights one

must be next door to a negress.

Well, every dog has its day, and every girl should have hers also.

The blondes have had their innings, and ir, is but fair to send the

brunettes to the wicket. I wish them all success, provided they play

fair, and never try to win a husband by bowling underhand at him.

There was something underhand in the pearl-powder and rouge to

which the blondes so much resorted, and foul piny may be practised on

the side of the brunettes, if we may put faith in the following :

" The destructive nature of tin . :aal uu-.ll i dyeing the

hair MiMk ! w*U kpowu to our readers. To giro a ladjr of f.in ..i.'xiim

of a gip*y, no <1 but u littl-- v-'alnut Joloa, and we hav* ranaoBi to know
thatttjio linia ''''* " "as at least the nagtiv<;

merit of not uctug BO d;iuKuruu as Homo of the- poiuuuu cosmetics thut havu

preceded it."

A pot of pickled walnuts is not a very pretty adjunct to the toilette

table ;
but some ladies would descend to the us<- of any ugliness to add

i to their attractions. You, my dear Miss BROWN, are happily quite

dark enough by nature to be fashionable ; and as you had the sense to

wear your own complexion when it was out of fashion, you deserve the

fullest compliments that now can be bestowed on you. But will Miss

WHITE be equally sagacious, do you think? Having failed to win ;i

husband by wearing her light hair, will she abstain from dying it jet

black that she may gain one 'f Then, supposing that next season the

mode again should clmu<*e, and blondes be in the fashion ! How sorry

will Miss WHITE be that she vainly tried to vie with the attractions of

Miss BLACK, by using walnut juice and lead-combs !

Fashion is a weathercock, and varies everv day, and woe betide all

thoM; who dye in order to be fashionable. Yet, no matter how absurd,

fashion always has its votaries. Were mermaids' hair in vogue, green

chignons would ere long be as plentiful as cabbages. Some ladies will

do anything m order to be stared at. I should not feel surprised to

see a girl's hair dyed sky-blue, as a capillary attraction. La Femiue a

la liarlif. whi-n her charms begin to fade, will perhaps make a sensation

as the Female Bluebeard.

Although cautioned almost daily against using "dangerous dyes
and

"
poisonous cosmetics," silly ladies still continue artificially to

alter the colour of their hair, and smear their skin with pigments.
Like desperate gamblers, they

"
stand the ha/urd of the dye," and shut

their eyes to all the consequences. I wonder that they are not warned
of the perils of their course by the wrecks they see around them. You
can hardly turn yourself in any

"
fashionable circle," without seeing

what sad havoc art has played with nature. Faded hair and spoilt

complexions make girls of five-and-twenty look nearly twice their age.

By trying to be
"

beautiful for ever" a woman may depend on being
hideous for ever. Premature grey hair will doubtless soon come into

fashion, and early wrinkles and crowsfeet will be considered quite

becoming. Art will struggle to supplant the exhausted charms of

nature ;
and when the use of noxious dyes has quite destroyed the

colours which are natural to the hair, lovely glossy brown and black

will be considered out of fashion, and fresh charms will be supplied by
beautiful mauve curls, or bright magenta chignons.
There are masculine fools alive, no doubt, as well as feminine ; but

most men, I imagine, will agree with Siffnor Benedict that, if a girl

be worth the marrying, her hair may be what colour it pleaseth
Heaven to give her. Moreover, they may think that the inside of the

head stands a chance of being neglected, when inordinate attention is

paid daily to the outside. A girl who dyes her hair is a sort of a she-

pirate who sails under false colours, and I strongly advise bachelors to

give her a wide berth, in order to avoid the risk of being captured

by her.

You, my dear Miss BROWN, are far too sensible to need advice on
this or any matter connected with the toilette : but if my good friend

Mr. Punch will kindly print this letter, other ladies than yourself will

have the priyijege of reading it, and Miss WHITE may take the hint

that walnut juice, when used for pickling a brunette, will clearly not

preserve her from the fate of being laughed at.

With the assurance of my most distinguished admiration for you,
and every pretty girl who has the courage to be natural, believe me,

yours sincerely, SOLOMON SOLOH SMITH.

Marriage in High Life.

Lo, yonder the Temple of Hymen,
Saint George's by Hanover Square !

High Priests in the nuptial knot tie men
And women of quality there.

A couple, gentility's flower,

To splice there are oft two or three ;

As though it took much parson-power
To tether grand dame to grandee.

A DANGIROUS CHAJUCHK. A man who "
takes life

"
cheerfully.
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MR. AND MRS. TITWILLOW. P.P.C.

THE PENNY-A-LINERS' GATHERING.

MARCH, march, Penny-a-lining lads,
Get all your pencils and flimsy in order !

After the QUEEN, across Tweed-dale and Teviofc-dale,
JENKINS and Co. have gone over the Border !

Come from the desks where at
"
slips

"
you 've been slogging,

Dens where you scribble, slap-bangs where you dine

Come, as
"
our own," or

"
our special," still dogging

Royalty's steps, at a penny the line !

Then, march, march, &c.

Who is the QUEEN that her head she should shelter

From prick of your pencil, and quip of your quill ?

Where is the harm to bepuif or bepelt her
With fun, or lip-loyalty, fulsomer still?

Then, march, march, &c.

Fond of small scandal and gossip of great ones,
Strong is the strain of the snob in JOHN BULL :

Why should the papers not toady the state one*.
Sales when it quickens, and fills columns full ?

Then, march, march, &c.

Privacy's privilege is not for magnates,"
Followers

"
of Queens, if not maids, are

"
allowed ;"

Flunkeydom fidgets, and snobbishness stagnates,
If their least doings are not sung aloud.

Then march, march, Penny-a-lining lads,
Get all your pencils and flimsy in order,

After the QUEEN in her progress through Roxburgh,
JENKINS and Co. have gone over the Border !

THE WEATHER AND THE CHOPS. Note. Always have your hair
cut very short in the hottest weather.

DOUBLB-BASS. Two Glasses of Bitter.

BURYING THE HATCHET.

IT is pleasing to read that no time has been lost by our leading
statesmen in showing that the political Millennium has arrived,
and that those whose doctrines have hitherto been most hostile

are, now that Reform .is accomplished, prepared to fraternise with
the utmost amiability. We see- by the Morning Post that on
Monday week MK. BRIGHT entertained at the Reform Club a
select party, among whom were LORD DERBY, LORD GROSVENOK,
LORD ELCHO, MR. DISRAELI, LOSD CRANBORNE, MR. WARD HHNT,
MAJOR KNOX, MR. ROEBUCK, and the DUKE OF BUCKINGHAM, and
that on Tuesday, the eve of the prorogation, MR. DISRAELI had a dinner
at Grosvenor Gate, at which were present, in addition to some leading
Conservatives, both the Members for Birmingham, MR. HADFIELD,
MR. JAMES WHITE, and MR. BERNAL OSBORNE. LORD DERBY had
intended to conclude the Session with a grand banquet in St. James's

Square, and the intention was carried out, though the noble Earl was
prevented from presiding. LORD MALMESBUHY took the head of the

table, and was faced by EARL RUSSELL; MR. BRIGHT, SIR GEORGE
BOWYER, THE O'DoNOGHUE, LORD AMBERLEY, MR. PETER TAYLOR,
and other distinguished Liberals being present, in addition to a large

party of Ministerial supporters. Toasts, of course, are exploded in

all societies superior to churchwardens and costermongers, but MR.
GLADSTONE begged for a single exception to the rule, and in a most
graceful speech proposed the health of the Cabinet, coupled with the

hope that they would never forget the principles which placed the
House of Commons at the head of the Ministry. MR. DISRAELI
neatly replied that he hoped never so far to forget himself. A Reform
banqut is to be given at the Agricultural Hall, and MR. BEALES has
made it a condition of his attending that the Parliamentary leaders on
both sides shall be cordially invited. All this is as it should be.

Sea-Side Nevrs.

A WAITER, at one of the hotel* of a fashionable watering-place,
lately decamped with the entire silver and plate laid for a breakfast

irty. It is said that he also ate all the toast, and
"

left not a rack
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BOOBIES AT BOSTON (U.S.)

" BOSTON is a pretty place,"
the Yankee song says,

"And so is Philadelphy."

Particularly Boston, how-

ever, one would infer from

the subjoined item of in-

telligence :

" EVIL Erncn or BOAT-
RACING. A Boston religious

paper proposes to abolish the

Annual Boat Races between
Yale and Barnard, fortho reason

that they destroy good fueling

between colleges, interfere with

studies and foster dissipation."

Boston, indeed, must be

a pretty considerable place

to contain a number of

sanctimonious spoonies

large enough to support
a paper capable of propos-

ing to put down the manly

sport of boat-racing. These

miserable creatures pro-

bably belong to the tee-

total section of fanatical nincompoops. Are there any such in England ?

The United Kingdom Alliance may be with too much reason suspected ot

containing members who would like, if they were able, to do away with

the Oxford and Cambridge annual boat-race on the Thames on the ridicu-

lous plea that it destroys good feeling between the two Universities,

and interferes with the studies of the undergraduates, but for the real

reason that it occasions large quantities of beer to be consumed at

Putney, Barnes, and Hammersmith.

RUBENS AND REMBRANDT
muses

ELCHO AND AUCTIONEER.

LORD ELCHO is Mr. Punch's good friend at Wimbledon, and a plea-

sant, courteous, kindly gentleman anywhere. He is an enthusiastic

and excellent Volunteer officer, and has a reputation for connqisseurship
in Art. He had better take care how he airs that reputation in the

House of Commons. There is no place where connoisseurship habitually
talks more nonsense, and where Art has sorer reason to cry

"
Save me

from my friends !

" And if ever that cry should have been heard, it was
when LORD ELCHO was attacking the authorities of the National

Gallery for cleaning the Beaumont Rubens, and for buying the

Sttermondt Rembrandt. Nobody knows better than Mr. Punch the

danger of trusting fine pictures to common cleaners, or the ruin that

is usually involved in so-called "restoration." But nobody knows
better, also, the conceited ignorance of the connoisseurship that talks of

the dimness of dirt and the brown-incrustation of old varnish or

liquorice water, as "the mellowing hand of time," or the "exquisite
tone of the painter's final glazing."
MB. BOXALL and MB. WORNUM have had the courage to brave this

talk, and the power to persuade the Trustees of the National Gallery
that it may and ought to be braved in the interests of the great painters
and the great public. They have had most carefully removed, under
their own watchful superintendence, the darkened linseed oil with
which SIR GEORGE BEAUMONT {who relished "a bit of the brown" in
a picture, as DR. JOHNSON did in a roast fillet of veal) had bedaubed
the magnificent Rubens landscape, which he bequeathed to the
National Gallery. Not a touch of colour, nor an inch of restora-
tion has been allowed. The foul oil has been removed, nothing
else; and the picture has been restored to its original splendour
of green trees, and glowing grass, and evening sky of azure and
gold, and tender distance of etherial blue. And this blessed trans-
formation from SIR GEORGE BEAUMONT'S "mellowness" to the great
Antwerp painter's pristine splendour of nature, LORD ELCHO was ill-

advised enough to talk of in the House of Commons, as "a reduction
from a glowing Rubens to a cold blue picture." Why the operation is

the very reverse. It is the resurrection of a glowing Rubens out of
SIR GEORGB BEAUMONT'S brown mud-bath. LORD ELCHO will not
dispute the authority of the late C. L. LESLIE, as profound and capable
a lover of hig art, and as unimpeachable a witness to fact in connection
with it, as ever lived or wrote. MR. COLERIDGE quoted the passage
in the House for LORD ELCHO'S benefit

; but it was not printed, and its

purport is incorrectly rendered by the reporters. Mr. Punch supplies it :

" Much has been said," writes LESLIE in his Handbook for Young
Paint (p. 218), "about what has been taken from the pictures in
the National Gallery, but nothing about what has been put on them.

I do not believe that anything injurious has been added to them since

the establishment of the gallery, unless it may be oil varnish, which
has become more yellow ; but about the beginning of the present cen-

tury it was not unfrequent for the possessors of old pictures to have
them toned, as it was called. The noble landscape by RUBENS, then the

property of SIR GEORGE BEAUMONT, teas laturated with linseed oil to pre-
vent iti scaling from its panel, and this was suffered to dry on the surface.
There is, therefore, under the deep yellow coating which now coven it, a

fresh and natural picture, the picture KuiiENS left, and which Ike world

may never be permitted to see again."

Happily, since LESLIE wrote, the direction of the National Gallery
has fallen into the hands of one who adds courage to his reverence for

old Art, and thanks to that courage, we have been permitted once

|

more to see RUBENS'S chateau as RUBKNS painted it, and not through
SIR GEOBOB BEAUMONT'S mask of linseed oil. For this good work
MB. BOXALL is now h mled over the coals by LORD ELCHO, who
has allowed himself to echo the charges of some persistent assailants

1 of the National Gallery direction, into whatever hands it falls. It is a

case of eyes against prejudice, of nature versus convention, of RUBENS
against BBAUMONT, of the summer's green and blue and gold against

!
the varnish-maker's brown. Let all who remember what the picture
was go and see what it is

;
and let them do homage to the courage that

i has prompted arm sanctioned this work of rightly called restoration.

LORD ELCHO was not happier, we venture to think, in his attack on
the picture of Christ Bletxing Little Children, bought for a REMBRANDT,
from the Suermondt collection at Aix-la-Chapelle. Even if an emi-
nent auctioneer have assured LORD ELCHO that the picture would
fetch nothing at CHRISTIE AND MANSON'S, that may prove a good deal

as to the judgment of bidders at CHRISTIE AND MANSON'S, but it

prove* nothing as to the merits of the picture. Here, again, we

appeal from LORD ELCHO and his auctioneer to eyes that can recog-
nise, still more to hearts that can feel, expression. Let them go, ami

study the face of that Christ, who tenderly lays bis hand on the head
of the child, the mother who checks the child's wandering attention,
the group of men and women who press curiously round the Master.

Tiie Master's face may be homely, the band may be ill-shaped, the
child may be an ugly little Dutch toddler, the mother a common, un-

lovely Amsterdam housewife, the surrounding gazers the veriest Holland

homespuns ever painted ; but look at the depths of sorrowing tender-

ness, inlinite love, ineffable yearning, in the expression of that face, and
the action of that hand! Look at the perfect mastery of childish

character in the central little one, the mingled awe, veneration, and
faith in the mother, the play of emotion, variously shaded curiosity,

impatience, doubt, belief in the crowd. And when you have looked,
long and well, do not consult LORD ELCHO'S auctioneer about the value
of the picture ;

ask your own hearts, is not this the work of one of the

greatest geniuses that ever recorded humanity and divinity upon
canvas, and what genius of this calibre is to be found in the school
from which this picture comes, except REMBRANDT ?

CITY INTELLIGENCE.
FOR persons like ourselves who know nothing about business, the

money market news is often full of mysteries. Here, for instance, is a

puzzling morsel of intelligence :

" The general rate for the best bills out of doors Is 1 j per cent"

We know less about arithmetic than even about business: else

perhaps we might be tempted to propound a rule of three sum to the

following effect : If the rate for the best bills out of doors is 1} per
cent., what per-centage would be given for a bad bill rated indoors ?

In our ignorance we wonder what is meant by bills being rated out of
doors. Are bills affected by the open air, and have they a different

value when paid somewhere within doors, or somewhere else alfnsteo ?

A Hint to Publishers.

ADVERTISEMENTS ought to be more
explicit.

A musical friend of

ours, an enthusiast about the Opera and Opera singers, seeing the
announcement of the contents of a weekly periodical neaded

"
Indus-

trious Lucca," instantly sent out for the number, |in the belief that it

would give him some gossip about the famous PAULINE, and perhaps
state the sum total of her earnings during the past Season. His disap-
pointment may be imagined when he found that the article was all

about an Italian city and its works and buildings, and had no more to
do with PAULINE LUCCA than it had with Pauline Detchapellet !

MALMESBURT'S ENGLISH AGAIN.

His Lordship says to The Times,
"
Having more than once described

it as mine proprio motu, I shall feel obliged to you to publish this

statement." Your Latin is unexceptionable, my Lord, but your English
is less convincing. Do you mean that you repeatedly stated what you

| object to ? Then why say that you did f
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DOMESTIC ECONOMY.
MRS. TODDLES, HAVING BOUGHT A SEWING MACHINE, " MAKES UP " FOR HER HUSBAND A NEAT SUIT FOR THE FIRST OF SEPTEMBER.

MISADVENTUBE CALLED MANSLAUGHTER.
A Talk between Two Fellows.

1st Fellow. How dry the papers are !

2nd Fellow. So they ought to be. So is the season.
1st F. Yes, but it does lighten now and then, and rain cats and dogs.
2nd F. Which the journals report.
\s( F. At the greatest possible length. There is little else in them

than accounts ofprovincial concerts and accidents and offences.
2nd F. There was an accident and offence in one reported the other

day in The Times, the poisoning by laudanum sold in mistake for tinc-
ture of rhubarb at Leicester.

\st F. Ah, yes, and the coroner's jury returned a verdict of man-
slaughter against the shopkeeper who made the blunder.
2nd F. Quite right ; and I hope he '11 be convicted, and get penal

servitude.

Isl F. Well ; but a blunder is not a crime.
2nd F. It is worse, as you must know. People who make fatal

mistakes ought to be hanged, to encourage others to take more care.
1st F.And then they would in the first place take care of themselves.

Is not this just what happened in the case at Leicester ? When the
tradesman discovered that he had sold laudanum by mistake, what did
he do ? Did he send for a doctor ?

No, the brute. As the report says, "Instead of promptly

2nd F. What a selfish beast any one must be who could yield to such
a temptation !

\st F. Is not Society just as selfish in enforcing responsibility for its

own mere safety, with a view to precaution alone, and irrespectively of

right or wrong ? Society, as represented by coroners' juries, with the

concurrence of others who ought to know better, seems to have adopted
the truly cynical plan of punishing men as dogs are punished with

regard to mere acts, and regardless of motives. When responsibility
is shirked and people are suffered to die, by the self-preservatiyeness to

which retribution void of justice solely appeals, does not the vindictive

selfishness of Society defeat its own end ?

2nd F. There may be something in that.

WANTS EXPLANATION.
MR. PUNCH,

IN the course of the entertaining Debate on Science and Art
that cheered the last hours of the House, the mysterious expression,"
Democratic Jewellery

"
was used, I believe, as a quotation. What

does it mean ? Are we going to secure BEALES'S rings and DICKSON'S
studs (we have heard of his chargers) and enshrine them, neatly

labelled, in a glass case in the new People's Museum at Bethnal
Green ? Or do Ministers intend to select from the Paris Exhibition,

f j., . ,,.., _,
with the assistance of MR. LATARD and a Committee of Experts, the

calling in medical aid, he resorted to his own skill in medicine, and most exquisite gems that money can procure, and present them, with a

suggested the propriety of giving the child a powder and a little complimentary address beautifully engrossed on vellum, in the name
antimony wine." of the nation, to the leading members of the League, their wives, and

1st F. Exactly so ; and why ? He knew that in cases of death daughters ? I write in some agitation, and shall be relieved if you can
occurring through the inadvertent sale of poison, coroner's juries

j

assure me that I am wrong in both my interpretations of this obscure
usually return a verdict of manslaughter against the vendor. He knew

'

phrase
"
Democratic Jewellery." Your obedient Servant,

that if the child died without the knowledge of a medical man, the 4 TUrtu PnT -wn Tim. WITTT MAW
cause of its death might escape discovery. This was a strong tempta-
tion not to send for one. It is a temptation which every chemist and
druggist, or any other man who by defect of sight, failure of memory,
or involuntary absence of mind, has made a slip endangering life, is

placed under by the fear that, if it is found out, he will be sent to take
his trial for felony.

ECHO FROM SHEFFIELD.

BEALES AND Co. are getting up a dinner to
"
the chiefs who led the

What about those who ought to be in it ?Van."
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Zens be lauded, we have got to tht nd of the Alphabet and of

the Parliament simultaneously.

Monday, August 19. The Ritualistic Commission, after twenty sit-

tings, managed to come to the report, just in time to enable the excellent

I'IUM \TKOK A i.i, Kv(ii..\M) to Mtnoonoethe fact, but, not in time to permit
tlie HISIIOI- OF SHAFTBSBURY to tear the document to pieces before the

I louse of Lords. This arrangement was as neat as a pin, and ran like

one into I, OKI> BHARMBUBT,
\Vlio, in withdrawing his Anti-church Millinery Bill, said he should

not comment on the delay, but, he was sure that the country would.

Twelve hundred and twenty petitions had been presented in favour of

the Bill he was obliged to give up. He made some strongish remarks

about apostates
from Church principles.

The ARCHBISHOP said that the questions for the Commission were of

the greatest importance, anil had demanded time, and that the Members
had been honest and steadfast.

The BlsHOPor LONDON bore testimony to their earnestness, and hoped
that when LORD SHAPTBSBURY read the report he would duly appre-
ciate it. Mr. Punch inclines to make a picture of LORD SHAPTESBURY

performing these two acts, and i* dfli-rred only by the consideration

that an artist ought not be called upon for a work of terror at this

languid period of the year.
In the Commons MR. NEWDEGATE signified that next year he should

make a motion bearing on the present system whereby folks who are

sentenced to the drop are let down so very much easier. But where is

the Bill for amending the law of Capital punishment, and classifying

offrnces ?

The Masters and Servants Bill was said by LORD ELCITO to have

been immensely improved by the Lords, whose amendments were

accepted. It contains no provision that housemaids shall not wear

chignons and shall wear caps, which is regrettable, but while Mrs.

Myddleolasse imitates the Marchioness of Manvlands it will be difficult

to prevent Miss Meenial from imitating Mrs. Myddleclasse.

Very few people in London slept this night. We passed it in

wandering about our houses, blinking at the lightning flashes, crying
out

"
0, I say," and telling one another that thunder seldom did any

harm. And, as the schoolboys elegantly put it, Jupiter Pluvius

descended plop.

Tuesday. Royal Assent to a heap of Bills, among them the London
Traffic Bill, which if the City sets its face against, the City will get

something else in the face from a hand not more remarkable for the

kindness withwhich it can pat than for the vigour with which it can smack.

Wednesday, August 21, 1867, the Session came to an end. The daily

journals did us out of the usual three or four smart leading articles, and

gave us a summary of the Session. In revenge Mr. Punch will do the

same. Toby, bring us a goblet of iced seltzer with some brandy. Now.
a cigar out of the ivory box. Now, a light. Now, pull the footstool

nearer. Now take down THE FILE. Now copy the first line of every
Essence. Shall Mr. Punch be the only one not allowed to shirk real

work? We'll see.

TOBY teritei :

Abominable, truly, was the weather

BENJAMIN, on February llth, did not explain Conservative

Complaint against France in both Houses

Difficult, disagreeable, and discouraging was DISRAELI'S

Eventful have been the hours since Punch

Flaring up suddenly, LORD RUSSELL
Great Cry in the Commons but less Wool
However slowly, Reform is making safe

In the opinion of Colchester, our soldiers

Judicious speeches by Peers on Spain
Knights of the shire, and humbler, met after Easter

Lords were petitioned on Church Millinery
LORD DERBY announced that Luxembourg
Monday, May 80th, LYVEDEN complained that CANNING
Now, we are reforming like fun

Only because the Peers have neither

Parliament resumed, and DISRAELI addressed

Question in Lords whether County Courts

KUSSELL, EARL, came to the front

Somebody who can write English to the Volunteers-
Tell me, dear Mr. Punch, writes a lovely

Unquestionably July 15th will be a date in history
Valiantly did the Peers, pillows of the State-
When the Cat is absent, the Mice indulge in

XIFHILINUS epitomised D. CASSIUS, Punch Parliament
Yes, the Reform Bill is law

ZEUS be lauded, we have got to the end

Very well copied, Toby take an almond-cake. Tou were going to

observe that a certain letter occurs twice, and to compliment your
master upon the far-sighted prescience which told him that he should

want twenty-seven initials.* Never mind compliments, dog. A few

hours, and you shall be cooling your paws in the sea-waves, and your
lord shall for a space emulate the happiness of the Hermit of Prague

1

(confessor to the niece of KING (ioKnomjo),
"

that never saw pen and

ink." Meantime, go anil buy the Speech. DRRBY snt us a copy, but
! we have packed soap in it for our journey. So. Is it worth putting
into rhyme ? No, but verse is as easy as prose. Write, TOBY, write.

"
Farewell, farewell," (so CHBLMSFORD'S song

re his Sovereign's throne arose)"
Released from jabour grave and long
"Pis sweet to bid the Session close.

There 't peace around us, though a cloud

Gave menace of a morning dread,
When Prussian stern and Frenchman proud

Might, meet to punch each other's head.

" The savage King who sways the lands

Beside the sea where PHARAOH died

.reps your brethren in his bands,
Bui we will tame his fe.lon pride.

For we have passed the word to men
U'ho know how soldier-work is done,

That they shall storm his strongest den,

And kick him till he roars like fun.

" The Fenian fire broke madly out

And shone on Erin's features pale,

But soon she crushed the rebel rout,
Ami rogues unhung pick hemp in gaol.

Wit ii great, Columbia, calm and wise,

We change a boon no statesman's trick :

The scroll that bears your loves and sighs
Shall now be only charged a kick.

"And fair Reform, (celestial maid)
Has smiled on thousands, thanks to you.

I trust the wide foundation laid

Beneath the throne is sound and true.

I trust that those whom you invite

To this new function, great and high,
Will show they prize the holy right,

And use their mind and mind their eye.

" Of banded men strange things are told,

And shame it is such things should be :

How murder bares his arm for gold,
And English labour is not free.

'Tis well such deeds are dragged to day
Though scandal on our realm they bring.

And scarcely needful, I should say,

That you must stop that sort of thing.

" For other work accept my thanks :

For kindness to the sick and poor.
For stopping, where the engine clanks,

More work than childhood should endure.

And thanks to you who have not bid

My sails to moulder, swords to rust,

Nay rather each retrenchment chid

O thanks for downing with the dust."

CHELMSPORJ) IN PKOPRIA PERSONA.

Farewell, farewell, the voice you hear

Has left its last soft tones with you,

And 'twere a lark to raise a cheer

As, when a sailor, I could do.

But in this robe so rich and gay,
Of course I mind what I "m about,

And have no further thing to say
Than two respectful words. Get out.

Now, TOBY, a Hansom, and in with the portmanteau. Jump about,

dog. 0AAA22A, 0AAA52A.

* Kote. That Mr. PtmrJi may be regarded as " nobly wild, not mad," let him say
that thU alphabetical whim was adapted in order to give frosh pUy to a pencil that

was net destined to aid us long. Vtde its last work in the initial (or March 11.

A Fugitive Thought.

CONSIDERING the number of persons who are advertised for in the

Second Column of The Tints as having run away from their homes and

friends, it might be as well to head that part of the paper,
" The

Flying Column."
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HARD UP ON A WET DAY.
Richard. " WHAT ABE YOU KINGING FOE, BOB ?

"

Robert.
" THE BEEF !

"

Richard.
" YOU'RE NEVER GOING TO EAT BEEF AGUN, Bra, ARE YOU ? WHY IT ISN'T HALF-AT-HOUR SINCE BREAKFAST !

"

Robert. "
WELL, I'M NOT EXACTLY HUNGRY, BUT ONE MUST DO SOMETHING !

"

PUNCH'S DREAM OF THE DEAD SEASON.

(INSPIRED BY A SIMILAR TRANSACTION IN SHAKSPEARE.)

The Ghost of a Thames Salmon risesfrom, a tank in the
"
Zoo."

Ghost. Let me be published in The Times to-morrow !

Read how they caught me in my youthful prime
At, Sunbury, and bore me here to die :

Be cheerful, Judy, for the future shoals
Of Wapping fish prices must lower by half

Great FKANCIS BUCKLAND come and pickle me !

The Ghost of Sea-Serpent the Sixth rises.

Ghost. When I was sighted, my Atlantic body
By Armstrong guns was punched with deadly h'oles :

Dream of the Mermaid and of me
;
I die

Serpent the Sixth says au revoir and dies.

Penny-a-liner, be thou copious !

Yankees that prophesy an end to kings
Enrich thee with my tale ! Live and Liquor !

The Ghost of the Oldest Inhabitant rises.

Ghost. Let me be published in The Post to-morrow !

I that could read small print without my specs,
And walked a mile the day before my death !

To-morrow in the papers study me," Death of a Centenarian," it will run :

My offspring, sons and grand and great-grandsons,
Will all in order numerated be ;

Good penny-a-liner ! Dine and flourish !

The Ghost of the Toad in the Coal rises.

Ghost. Sleepy and ancient, sulkily I wake,
And in a Yorkshire coal mine end my days !

A senior at the Delude, here to die !

O pick and miner ! Why did ye awake
A toad so happy in his carbon cake !

The Ghosts of the two young Gorillas rise.

Ghosts. Dream on thy cousins landed at the Tower,
And perishing untimely in the

"
Zoo,"

Soothed by Du CHAILLTJ in their closing hours

Thy "poor relations
"
say farewell and die !

The Ghosts of divers Lususes Naturae rise.

Ghosts. Let us appear provincially to-morrow !

Two-headed calves at Pomfret ! Calved but to die !

The bi-tailed sheep ! the blackbird glossy gray !

The five-legged fawn ! the shower of froi*s in France !

Four children born at once, alas, to die !

And I, thine ancient friend, the round of all

The papers doomed to go Enormous Gooseberry !

\The Ghosts vanish. KING PCNCH starts mit of his Dreamfor
Norway, the Paris Exhibition, the Spa at Scarborough, fyc.

EXPLANATION.

MB.. W. G. WILLS, the author of The Man o' Airlie, writes thus :

" In the allusion in Punch to my play at the Princess's, your critic has made an
unintentional misstatement, which will do me an injury if not corrected. He says
the plot is borrowed from the German. There is simply no resemblance in incident,
motive, character, or meaning j

save in one leading idea in tbe fourth Act ; vi~., the
old man's return to his friend, who in the German only informs the audience that he
is famous. The statue scene is wholly my own. The great central scene in the
German is where the hero, whose tragedy is damned, fancying a friend has written
a bitter review, insults his friend's bride by embracing her, and'Jis expelled in disyrace
with a laurel-bush staff in his hand.",.

Was Mr."Punch altogether'wrong ?

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 2*, Holford Square, in the tamh of 8*. James, Clerkenwell, in the Count? of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury Evans. * Co., Lombard
Street, in tbe rrecinct of Whitefriars, in tin- Uity of London, and published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of.St. lirlde, City tf London. SATURDAY, August 31. 1867.
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BY THE CARD."
Pedestrian. " How FAR is IT TO SLUDGECOMBE, BOY !"

Boy.
" WHY 'BOUT TWENTY 'UNDBRD THEAUSAN1 MILD 'F Y' GOO 's Y'ARE

AGOOIN' NOW, AN' 'BOUT HALF A MILD 'F YOU TURN BIGHT BBAOUND AS' GOO
T' OTHER WAY ! !

"

: RITUALISTIC REPORT.

Youa Majesty's faithful Commissioners, appointed to

inquire into Ritualistic Practices, have the honour to in-

form your Majesty that they have not done so.

For reasons with which they need not trouble your
Majesty, they abstained from making any report at all until

Parliament had dispersed. They may, however, just men-
tion, that they considered it would not tend to the peace of

the Church to have disagreeable Parliamentary debates on
the subjects in question.

They now beg to state that they have asked several

persons what they thought of the new Vestments, and that
the Commissioners have arrived at the important discovery
that there are different opinions on the topic.

They are strongly of opinion that it is Expedient not to

give offence.

They therefore unhesitatingly say, that where persons
are aggrieved by the ritualistic Vestments, those persons
should be enabled to obtain Redress.
The name of Ma. WALI-OLE, subscribed to the report,

will be a sufficient guarantee to your Majesty that no un-
called-for joke is meant in the last word of the preceding
paragraph.
The Commissioners are quite unable to offer the slightest

hint as to the means whereby such redress should be ob-
tained, but they beg to disclaim in the strongest manner
the idea that the Bishops of the Church ought to be
troubled to inquire into the doings of clergymen. If

parishioners are aggrieved, they should take action for

themselves, if able to afford it.

The Commissioners need not add, that where a minister
can induce his flock to assent to Vestments, or any other

novelty, interference would be objectionable, inasmuch as

no principle is involved in church matters, and, as has
been said, the question is one of Expediency.
They conclude by expressing to your Majesty their con-

viction of the great value of the Commission, and of the
satisfaction with which all good persons will hail this

conclusion of an important controversy.

Note on Reform.

THE Constituency, under the new Reform Act will in-

clude no Compound Householders at all, whilst, on the
other hand, it will include a considerable number of simple
ones.

A COMPETITION WALLOW.
BY inexact pronunciation a disagreeable idea is suggested in naming

a Competition Wallah. Prize pigs in clean straw at the Fat Cattle
Show are all very well, but such competitors have competed in nothing
worse than obesity. A Competition Wallow is a sight which an extreme
predilection for the grotesque alone could enable a man to tolerate.

No woman, perhaps, but here and there a farmer's wife, would willingly
endure the spectacle of a physical and regular Competition Wallow.

There is, however, a wallow of the competitive kind, to a nice moral
sense perhaps even more repugnant than any such competition occurring
in a stye can be to the most delicate physical perceptions. People may
compete by wallowing in ignominy worse than any litter.

Is it possible to help feeling that in industrial rivalry, exhibited in a
trial of practical skill in the art of breaking safes open and picking
locks, there is somewhat partaking, morally considered, of the nature of
a Competition Wallow ? This question is suggested by an account in
the Times of a contest which took place at the Great French Exhibition
the other day between two exhibitors, strong-box manufacturers, an
Englishman and an American. The latter had published a challenge,
backing his

"
burglar-propf safe

"
for a sum of money against any

other safe in the Exhibition ; the safes to be respectively subjected'

to a test by experts." His challenge was accepted by the English-
man, and the trial, of which the anticipation excited intense interest,
came off on the appointed day. Three German "experts" were
employed to attempt the English safe, and the same number of
inexpert ^Lancashire

men "who represented brute force rather than
intellect

"
had the job of trying to break open the American one. The

German skilled operatives in burglary beat the English workmen
rather than the American safe beat the English one, of whose superiority
UtelVmr correspondent says "there can be no two opinions." He
remarks that :

. v,
e
li!

Was
, "A1 "* international feeling txcitd. The Yankees were poing to

hip tho Britisher' again. In 1M1 we were whipped in yachts, and didif't a

VOL. LIII.

Yankee pick the Bramah lock T And now they were going to do it again,
' as sure as

your 're alive.'"

It is this sort of enthusiasm about burglarious expertness, and
glorying in it, connected with testing the safes, that gives that trial the
character of what leave is taken to call a Competition Wallow. No
blame whatever, of course, can be imputed to competitors in the con-
trivance of securities so needful as SIXES and jemmy proof-safes, for

bringing their several inventions to the test, but does not a certain

compunction of taste suggest that the operations needful for such a

purpose had better, like those of anatomy for instance, be performed,
if not in private, yet at least without very ostentatious publicity ? Is
there not something undignified to a ridiculously high or rather low
degree in the scene which the visitors to the

"
World s Fair

"
at Paris

are thus described as witnessing whilst the German "
experts

"
were

exercising their skill on the English safe ?

" In the meantime the Lancashire men wore working on MR. HERRING'S safe.

They were separated from their rivals by a curtain, and the spectators could see
both sets of operators at once."

The picture above presented reminds us of the double scene that

sometimes, in the course of a criminal drama, delights the higher orders

(that is to say, the audience in the gallery) of an inferior theatre. It
exhibits an illustration of the World s Industry having very much the
reverse of that noble and elevating character which such industry is

commonly extolled for. Therefore must not the proceeding which
it represents be regarded as a competition in a sort of struggle
analogous in some measure to wallowing ?

The French Army.
THERE are two baths in the Camp of Chalons, "for," says the

Special of the Times,
"
the floating camp population." Which '"'

float-

ing
"

includes, we suppose, the swimming and diving population the

population which can neither float, swim, nor dive, has, of course, to

put up with wash-hand basins.
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THETCROPS AND HARVEST OF 1867.

To the Editor of Punch.

IK, Having just
concluded an agri-

cultural ramble

through Long
Acre and the rest

of the United

Kingdom, 1 feel

that I am in a

condition to re-

port to you upon
the aspect of the

crops, and the

prospects of the

harvest and of the

young people who
intend to get mar-

ried, broadcast,
when the busy
time is over.

And first I will

speak of the cereals (the Cornhill Jpre-emiaently). If you strike the average of

the last quarter of a century and you may do so with perfect safety, for it cannot

return the blow you will be satisfied that the wheat crops (white wheats

especially) are not likely to prove so good as they were in 1844, but better thai

those of 1855: in some places they are heavier than in others, and in others

they are lighter than in some, but much depends on the sowing machine, ai

assertion that must be taken cum grano in all quarters. The wheat-ears on the

Brighton Downs I ascertained were remarkably fine, and may be expected to alight

on the tops of the 'bathing-machines in dense flocks, enveloped in vine-leaves,

many of the districts which I traversed, sometimes on foot sometimes in a jaunty

car, 'I found that rogues in grain still pursued their nefarious calling and chaffed

strangers unmercifully. One Duff.>on who called me a wiseacre, I was compelled to

knock down with the only weapon which was at hand the staff of life. It goes

against the grain for me to comment with severity on any class of my fellow-

countrymen, but rusticus expectat a good dusting, and he shall not be disappointed.

As some compensation, however, I will admit that the corned beef I had for

luncheon at the
"
Haycock

"
at Wheathampstead was very much above the average

of previous inns. K
In some counties I was made uneasy by constant references to a strike

of corn, but I was assured that it had nothing to do with the measure adopted

by the Tailors. So I resumed my journey happier, playing on my oaten pipe

one of the Corn Law League Rhymes, with variations adapted to the present

abundant epoch, and thinking the while of GOLDSMITH and his German flute.

At intervals of ten minutes I went among the
"
stocks" and recited HOOD'S

Ruth to the farmer and his household, who were very affable and offered me

refreshment, it mightjbe table-beer, it might be slightly acidulous cider. Thrash-

ing, I found, had not commenced, except in isolated cases of notoriously bad

husbandry, calling for magisterial interference. Grinding operations are expected
to be unusually energetic, particularly for the Civil Service and India. At the

town of Mansfield (Notts) I inquired for the celebrated "Miller": he was not

known, but at an adjacent village the baker, who was loafing about, introduced

me to the Miller and his Men, who expressed themselves as open to an engage-
ment and reason ;

so I gave each of them a copy of MILL'S Logic, an instance, I

submit, of admirable presents of mind. Near a place called Cropredy I made
minute inquiries about the harvest, and was shown a crop ready, under a

"
sickle

moon."
"
All among the Barley

" I spent several days, and all my money, and I never

passed a pleasanter solstice, in a suit of Tweed which I procured at Berwick.

Constant mention of the
"
Chevalier

"
convinced me that the STUARTS still have

their adherents in these Isles. I got a little confused in some well-meant

attempts to distinguish between "here" and "bigg" on the Sandy soils of

Scotland where, and notably in the neighbourhood of Edinburgh, the Forthcoming

crops are unusually promising, even more so than in the Caledonian Road. I

had some intention of going into the brewing business, and went as a preliminary

step to Malton, but as my friends and creditors prophesied, or rather vaticinated,

that I should make a mash of it, I merely crossed over to Kent to look at a

brewing "plant" which I had heard of in the hop districts there.
"
Coming through the rye

"
I met a body of opulent farmers (no other "corpus,"

I positively assure you) who made such wry faces when I asked them about the

probable yield, that auguring unfavourably from their looks, I did not bore them
with further painful questions. Generally, I was told that the clays were the best,

and so I found on smoking them.
As to Oats I felt great disappointment at not finding any at Oatlands (lurus a

non lucendo, as we used to say at Whippingham), but in more oatlandish places

they looked pretty well, indeed they said that they felt pretty well. But I heard

sad complaints of the prevalence of the wild species, and the Tartarian Oats 1

myself saw growing in dissipated profusion did not remind me of Grains of Paradise.

1 regret to add that in Nottinghamshire the rural population were not so polite
as I could have wished, insisting that I did not know "

pwt
"

about it, and not

seeming to care a straw for what I said. But their hospitality in the matter of

oat cake was lavish.

Some corn has been
"
lodged," but the farmers are hope-

ful that this will not prevent them lodging something with
their bankers after harvest. On the whole I am of opinion
that Ceres (dressed in maize) may be expected this autumu
with her Cornucopia fairly full.

A few words about the root crops. If politics were not

rigorously excluded from this letter, radically speaking
and all parties agreed with me on this point I should say
that they the root crops, not the politics were above
the average, and the ground. A celebrated Sweden-

borgian in cords and turnip tops, who was good enough
to take me (in patent leather Doots) over the whole of

his farm of nine hundred acres (how I suffered on those
arables ! my brow is prematurely furrowed) showed me
some of the finest Swedes I have ever met, but to Man-
golds he betrayed a rooted aversion. Carrots may be goino;

put in London, but they are certainly coming up again
in the country. The prospects of pea-soup appear to b"

good, according to the latest despatches from Turin, kindly
favoured by MR. PEABODT. Beans (with bacon) may be

expected next summer as usual; and the potato flower

will be fashionable this winter, worn both in bonnets
and the hair. I intend to invest largely in potatoes, and
believe they will not prove a bad spec.

Everybody I discovered had made hay while the sun

shone, and the last load was carried on Hay Hill just
before sunset. Saeet Kitty Clover had married young
Meadows since I was last in the neighbourhood ; the seed

lands looked anything but seedy ; and the cropping, par-

ticularly in the Millbank and Pentonville districts, was
as close as ever. Lucerne I could not look at without

visible emotion, reminding me as it did of Switzerland,
where I ought now to be, instead of in Islington, nego-

tiating for a Harvest Home on a scale of unexampled
splendour at the Agricultural Hall; and trefoil I con-

founded in some inexplicable way with tinfoil and the

graceful necks of Champagne bottles. By a parity of

reasoning tares got mixed up, in my mind, with tare and
tret. I nave only ink enough to add, that there will be

good stubbles for the 2ad of September. Yours, rurally,

Tarn Street, Aug. 31. ARTHUR YOUNGER.

P.S. If anything further crops up, I will write to you
again.

ECCLESIASTIC A.L NEWS.

More Bishops. The next African Episcopos is to be a

black man. This is the first concession to the cry of Moor

Bishops.
Rural Deaas.THie number is to be increased by ten who

are to have the superintendence of our cathedral choirs.

They are to be entitled Tooral-Rooral Deans.

Prebendaries. Ik is a mistake to suppose that a Pre-

bendary is bound by his office to carry the Bishop on his

back to church whenever called upon so to do. A Pre-

bendary (in answer to a correspondent we state this) has

not necessarily two humps on his back. Our esteemed

correspondent is thinking of a Dromedary.
Cathedral Stalls. These are the Church's rewards, and

are always full. Early application is necessary. Ask at

MR. MITCHELL'S, or any Librarian in London, where

stalls are kept, and before taking one request to see a

plan of the cathedral.

The Mongers of the Borough.

WE had not been aware of the tendency among pros-

perous tradesmen to commit suicide. But in a clever letter

in the Pall Mall Gazette, about Queen Elizabeth's Grammar
School in Southwark (reform much wanted), the writer

says, "The Borough is not a pleasant place, and the first

thing a shopkeeper does who is getting on in the world is to

get out of it."

With the first proposition we agree. The Borough is

not a pleasant place. But we think a well-to-do trades-

man had better live even there than make himself a subject

for the coroner.

A LONG WAT REMOVED.

OLD SINGLETON is constantly congratulating himsell

that he has no near relatives. He has some distant

Cousins, but they are all in New Zealand.
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ICOLMKILL TO THE RESCUE! " PAS POUR JOSEPH."

architecture de-

rived its name
from lona, an is-

land, one of the

Hebrides. This
remark may be

instructive to

snobs such as

thosewhoseoffen-
ces are recorded

|

in the annexed

paragraph :

" ' PRIKEaVATIOM
OF ANCIBHT MONU-

IONA. A
correspondent of the
Scotsman thus writes

concernin* the Ion monuments : Hiving recently Tiaitucl that hallowed

spot, I wa grieved to find many of the ancient iuKribed tombstones worn
with footmarks and otherwise defaced. Bordox of ragged chiMrun were clam-

bering up the rains; naturalists (uunaturalfets rather) were pK-king the eement
for the sake of ferni,. Ac., and one visitor was cli")>pii>t,' off a block of stone, doubt-
less to be carried uway as a relic another pt:i,d:iu with his umbrella at the
features of a recumbent gy, with the cbarsetei
ain't they?' In the name of the (freat Founl<
fellow-workers and successors, I plead for the t>t tt

IT is not true that. ! Adapted from the at present popular English lyric by L'MPEBEUK
the Ionic order of i

FRANZ Jostrii, and sung by Himself to himself, with great success

4 Rum did things,
of Icclmtoll, and of his pious
l'1-uteetionof the ruins of loua."

O DR. DONOVAN, that phrenology were as trustworthy, in its

practical application as its extreme professors maintain ! Then the

Government might be induced to establish a coastguard of
phreno-

logical experts commissioned to prevent all excursionists from landing
in lona, unless endowed with a reasonably well developed organ of

Veneration.
" Hum old things, ain't they ?" 'ARRY, who probably

was the maker of ihis speech, knew not that he was perhaps insulting
the effigy of MACBETH, or a better man than MACBBTU, one of the
heroes and kings Scottish, Norwegian, or French whose dust under-
lies

" lona's pile*,
Where rest from mortal cofl the Mighty of Hie Isle*

"

as the Wizard of the North (not PROFESSOR ANDERSON,
says in his Poem concerning the Lord thereof. As to the naturalists
who picked away the cement of Columba's Cathedral in culling

cryptogams, every one of them must have been a wretch who would
not scruple to

"
peep and botanise upon his mother's grave," and, if

there was a mycophagist among them, no doubt he is quite ready to

regale himself on an esculent fungus which has grown in that situation.
The spoiler who chipped off a block of stone to serve for a relic,

might, if that was what he wanted, have followed the example of the

Eoet
and archieologist above quoted, as set forth in the letter wherein

e tells JOANNA BAILLIE fortunate JOANNA BAILLIE :

" To ballast my letter I put in one of the haUowod green pebbles from the ahoie
of St. Columba." .

A pebble from the shore of St. Colnmba sufficed the bard, but
nothing less than a stone from the walls could content the blockhead.
Could not the Archaeological Society manage to get a little statute
enacted for the protection of lona's sacred ruins, carved and inscribed
tombs and effigies, from mischievous brats, botanists, relic-hunters,
trad 'ARRY. A Beadle, with a good whip would suffice to deal with
the minor offenders : the others should all be made liable to a heavy
tine, with the alternative of twenty-one days' imprisonment and hard
labour.

SIR,

A VOICE FROM CLAPHAM.

r

t'ie fo"owin ff statement escape the notice of the
Record ? I copy it from the Times, August 27th :

" CAPTAIN GOBDOS, Superintendent of the Military Stores, was em Sufcday In
consultation with Km JOHN PAKJ.VGTGN and the various officials of the War I>ui>art-
ment In Pall Mall, Ac."

On Sunday when they ought all, of course, to have been at church.
And what is the "War Department" in Pall Mall? "is it a thin
disguise for the smoking-room of the Rap and Famish, which, Sir, is I
believe the name for the Army and Navy Club ?

Why doesn't the General Commander-in-Chief of the Church Mili-
tant in England (I allude to the ARCHBISHOP OP CANTERBURY) put
a stop to tlus sort of thing? He does not, and therefore I have
seceded from the pew 9f my forefathers and have joined the Clapham-
Junctionitee. . I am, Sir, Yours piously, THOJU>

'

COOLIB LABOUR." Fanning yoursel''.

during the recent Imperial Meeting at Salzburg.

*.* I^diei and Gentlemen, Your kind indulgence it requested for the

Imperial French translation of Ike Stylish argot.

N.B. The expressive dramatic buiinea of the Chanson it, wherever it

occttri, in brackets.

THE EMPEROR NAPOLEON I'm very glad to see,
Aussi /'IMPERATHICK with smiles 10 charming !

And let all European Powers know that there won't lie

The slightest cause for drilling or for arming.
I'm ihinking all the while,
Do I mistrust his smile ''

There's not a wink, a glance, a shrug, that shows if

He means to stick by me,
Or what "s his real police*,

Mere talk won't wash
For FRANCIS-JOSEPH.

Lac'rapat,
ffonf

Pat pour JOSEPH !

We chat away the morning with our seltzer and cigar,
< )ur conversation light as is our claret.

We talk about the Exhibition in the Champs de liars,
U~e 've no reporter there no paper Parrot.

He 's ordered in a lot

Of powder, guns, and shot,
He hasn't told me yet, and lleaven knows if

He means to join with Russia
Or to go to war with Prussia,

Or else to fight with

FRANCIS-JOSEPH.
fa ! Alle:

Pous promener
Nez!

Paspour JOSEPH !

\_Axec let doigls in ej,le>uo.

We drive about, we ride about, and to the theatre go,
All which is very pleasant and amusing ;

We dine, sit up to smoke and sup, returning from some show,
And talk on topics many and confusing.

And after this to bed,
Where to myself I 've said,

As twixt the sheets I place my royal toes,
"
If

You think to humbug me,
On voui voui trompez, cher Louis."

C'ne laeerapa.i
Non ! pas pour JOSEPH.
lav'ra pas,

Lac'rapas,
Nun !

Pas pour JOSEPH !

DECORATED CHEATS.
DEAR, MR. PUHCH,

I TRUST that under the circumstances I may be pardoned for

obtruding my own concerns on your attention. It is not to my taste

generally to court public attention, but I liud that my modesty is

really prejudicial to my interests. For instance, on looking over the
awards given to wine merchants ia the Paris Exposition of this year, I
find that a bronze medal has been awarded to a certain wine firm in

Cette, for
"
imitation wines," and that in another instance, a gentle-

man from the same town engaged in a similar occupation has been
awarded

"
an honourable mention."

I, too, Sir, am interested in the fabrication of
"
imitations," but my

efforts are directed rather to money than to wine : in short, I have a

great idea that a good business could be done in imitation Bank Notes.
I can assure you they can be produced at twopence each in any
quantities ; but hitherto I have bad the fear of the police before my
eyes. Hearing, however, that

"
imitation winea

"
have received the

favour of the great National Exposition under Government patronage in

France, I am induced to believe that the art of falsification is not by
any means criminal. Do you think, Mr. Punch, that if I were to send
a few specimens of Bank of England fivers (imitation) that they would
be too late to obtain the attention of the Jury on Specie ? I may not
aspire to a bronze medal, but perhaps a false bank-note may be as

worthy of an "honourable mention as an "imitation" of port or

sherry.

Seven Diali.

Your obedient Servant,

A FORGBR (>*b rota}.
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AN OBJECTIONABLE OLD MAN.
Young Ladies. " GOING TO MAKE A FLOWER-BED HEBE, SMITHERS? "WHY, IT'LL QUITE SPOIL OUR CROQUET GROUND !

"

Gardener. "WELL, THAT'S TER PA'S ORDERS, Miss ! HE 'LL HEV' IT LAID our FOR 'ORTICCTLTUR', NOT FOR 'USBANDRT ! !"

A FAREWELL TO KATE TERRY.

SHALL they that have charmed us, beguiled us, bewitched us,
Pass hence with no guerdon of thanks and farewell,

For the mem'ries with which their true Art has enriched us,
The hours of delight we have owed to their spell ?

No let mole-eyed, hen-hearted, and snow-blooded scribblers,
Who write themselves "asses

"
in blame as in praise.

The vipers who still at the steel must be nibblers,

Who, blind to all good, call the sense of it "craze,
"

Fling the mud that soils them, and not those it is flung at,

The sneers that recoil on the pens whence they flow
If their game please the slingers, it hurts not the slung at,

And envy and malice are wide in their blow.

Be ours the more manly and pleasanter duty
To offer our homage where homage is due,

At the fair shrine of Genius and Goodness and Beauty,
Of grace ever present, and Art ever true.

God-speed to KATE TEKRT, who leaves all too early
A stage such as she are sore needed to grace ;

It taxes philosophy not to feel surly
For the loss of that innocent sensitive face

Where the ripples of feminine thought and emotion,
Of gladness*s rapture, and sadness's shade,

Like sunshine and cloud o'er the surface of ocean,
With utt'rance and action in harmony played.

For the loss of that presence, still gentle and gracious,
And womanly ever, in act or repose ;

The merriment chastened when most 'twas vivacious,
The grief that was rythmic, to height though it rose.

In a time of coarse cravings and coarser purveying,
When the craft of the stage 'tis a task to sustain,

Her delicate influence seemed a gainsaying
Of those who despaired of true Art and its reign.

She has passed from us, just as the goal she had sighted
From the top of the ladder, reached fairly at last ;

With her laurels still springing, no leaf of them blighted,
And a future how bright, may be gauged by her past.

From childhood through girlhood to womanhood toiling,

Un-hasting, un-resting, she went on her way ;

Neglect ne'er discouraged, nor praise led to spoiling,

Right instincts, sound teaching, she felt, to obey.

Nor of bounds of good taste deem the rhymester unwitting,
If of privacy's curtain so much he withdraw,

As to peep on a life such an artist befitting,

Pure, gen'rous, unselfish a fame without flaw.

May this rhyme, kindly meant as it is, not offend her
;

And fragrant with flowers be the paths of her life ;

May the joy she has given, in blessings attend her,
And her happiest part be the part of

" The Wife."

Truly Base.

THE Americans want to buy the Danish possessions in the West
Indies. Advocating the sale, a Copenhagen piper says :

" The cession might, perhaps, be disagreeable to England, but no cause at present
exists to take that consider ttiou into account."

Ungrateful Danes. When we forgave them for giving NELSON the
trouble of destroying their fleet

;
when we gave them such good reasons

for not helping them against Prussia; and when we hold HamM as our
first favourite in tragedy. Some folks have no sense of favours.
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WILBERFORCE SECUNDUS
Emancipating the Poor Little Whites.

S. OXON.
" YOU HAVE BEEN VERY GOOD AT SCHOOL, MY DEARS. NOW GO INTO THE GREEN FIELDS,

AND ENJOY YOURSELVES." (BUMBLE relieves his mind by making "ugly faces.")

[Vide his Lordship's admirable Speech in behalf of
"
The Little Ones."
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(IN SEVERAL TABLEAUX FROM MY PHOTOGRAPHIC BOOK )

"
Well," I say, yielding in this matter, as in the cutlets aforesaid.

"
I will take a glass, as it is here."

It was a strong wine ; a very strong wine. It until have been a very

powerful tone. My bill presented to me lately mentions three bottles

and one pint of the same. I do not recollect the last bottle and a half,

but on the other hand feel some delicacy in disputing it.

As to having whiskey hot after this (as my bill asserts we did) I

couldn't hare done such an absurd thing, I'm sure I couldn't. I don't

TABLEAU I. (CoxTiicuBD.)

CERTAINLY,
"
too many friends spoil the Brighton." This,

'by
the

may The key-note for my harping, and so I lay aside the tuning-torK,

having reached the proper pitch. (Pitching into some one, as my

Funny Friend would say, portrait further on.)

My Hearty Friend invites himself to
supper

at 10'30 and keeps Ins

appointment. I hear him in the front hall, two or three flights of
iiv,M>lv nj ,

stairs down, and round several corners, asking, always heartily, for me. ^ [,ave a f^j recollection of it) at three in the morning/or some Other

He knows the landlord, and addresses him heartily. He knows also
j

(,our ^^ m0rniiic. I believe he wanted to bathe in the sea with his

what 's the best thing to be had out of the cellar, and suggests it very dotheg on . Did I ?

heartily. His heartiness is infectious, that is with those who don t .What I do recollect (because the next day brought it with my
see him often ;

it takes with the landlord and the waiters, who almost <

n^ty Friend to my recollect inn, is that I promised him I would go
cheer him as he g^oes up-stairs. He meets a natty chambermaid on the

an(j jj^Te a jjp ^ Uje ggg at traen o'clock i* the morning. Seven

know what my Hearty Friend had ;'I do not know, I say, what he had.

Perhaps he went in for whiskey-and-water, or he for whiskey and I for

water.

There is also
"
glass broken and one chair mended "

in'my bill. My
Hearty Friend danced and did gymnastics, imitating the strong man

Te a jjp
-m e sea

1 t t Two hours before my usual time of rising ! He said,
"
that

was ^ ^OVLr for bathing; so fresh, do me good, wake me up, strengt linn
stairs, and there is a laugh and a titter, and in another moment he is

bounding up the last flight to my room. He hursts mas if but am t ^^ iuc uuiu iui .,.,, ., .,*.*,^ u .~ B ,,>/, .~, ...~ -,.,

more and he 'd have had the door down. No obstacle inventet y me> gjTe new ],fe> an(j ,, forth ( until I became as hearty as he, and

man shall keep him from his dear friend me. He's so glad to see me
promised to accompany him if he'd wake me at a quarter to men.

again ; as if he had expected me to quit the place for ever, after meet- what an idiot I was. Why did I put a stroog Champagne in my
ing him in the morning. mouth to steal away my brains ?

He is soon seated with a bump. I ask him not to bump at eleven Well-
o'clock at night, because the quiet people in the hotel don't like it. He

begs my pardon, old fellow, so heartily as to make me say, Oh, never

mind," which sounds like an encouragement to bump again which he

does, by the way, after rising for the pickles. I point out that he

needn't have risen for the pickles, as they are by his side. He says he

angry, and the waiter, who has evidently been suborned by
H

CONVERSIOX BY BARLEY.

emu LUC i em/ti ,
" iv n<*>? v. iv*^*i'*j *> .-.,. -..^ -

Heartiness, ignoring me, the giver of the feast, asks him if he d like

anything beyond what there is on the table ? Heavens ! there is beef

enough to support twenty infant schools for a week. There 's chicken,

ham, bread, butter, cheese, parsley (wisli he 'd limit himself to parsley),

and a tart. (Hope he '11 take tart, and I shan't see him again for some

days, probably : knew a man once who took
pastry

late at night, and

I forget what happened to him awful : his hair never curled again, I

" You couldn't get us some ox-tail ?
" he suggests slily to the waiter.

I am on the point of saying,
"
Oh, no, he couldn't," and adding some-

thing about
"
the bar being closed," only I don't think they keep ox-tail

in the bar. Before I can come out with my answer the waiter replies

that
" he thinks he could," this also slily, as if he was going to per-

form a conjuring trick. The waiter quits us, briskly. In his absence

I try to depress His Heartiness (I give him His Heartiness as a title, !

you see ;
I think my Funny Friend, picture further on, would have said

that), by hinting the great improbability of ox-tail being forthcoming. I

"
Well, then, old boy," says he, as heartily as ever, "we'll have some-

thing else hot." However, in a whisk of a napkin, so to
speak,

returns

the waiter with the soup : conjuring trick finished, no deception, no

false bottom, no mechamque, no spring soup (as my Funny Friend,

picture further on, would say. By the way, try all my indifferent and

doubtful jokes as if perpetrated by my
"
Funny Friend ") but genuine

ox-tail.
"
Might manage a cutlet, hey ?

"
says my Hearty Friend to me.

We might : but I don't care for cutlets at night." What do you say to a filet de bmuf?" he goes on, as if this was
a brilliant notion.

"
That 's your style, eh ?

"

I tell him that it is not my style, and, generally, that that is what I

say iQ filet de basitf.

The waiter, however, has (conjuring again ! quite an entertainment

by the waiter ; dare say he '11 do ventriloquism soon) produced cutlets

from somewhere in a dish. My Hearty Friend supposes I won't take

any, having just now expressed my dislike for them. .
|

" As they're here," Itsay,
"

I'll take one." Meaning, not that if

they weren't here 1 would take one, but privately that as they have
been served up at my expense, I may as well get what benefit I can out

'

of them (by being dyspeptic all night and worse in the morning), and
attack them voraciously, finishing by winning; the supper stakes (as

my Funny Friend woufd say) easily, by one cutlet and a half ahead.
" Now then," cries His Heartiness, wiping his mouth,

"
for the

Champagne."
The waiter is ready with a wine-card.

"

I explain, that as I always
myself drink viit ordinaire at 1.?. 6rf. per bottle, / don't care for Cham-
pagne myself.

"
But of course I add, if he likes, why

"

He does like
; oh doesn't he ! What 's a bottle to my Hearty Friend ?

Nothing, absolutely nothing. ^Pints he scorns. A good dry Cham-
pagne he wants.

I suggest the Croum Champagne, a'cheap wine, good for cups and
evening parties, or something at 4. 6rf. per pint. I try to keep the
wine list to myself, 39 that he may not see the names and the prices ;

but he is behind me in a second, so is the waiter. They 're both in a

plot. It ends in the driest and dearest, half-a-guinea a bottle. It

appears. He invites me (He! invites me! ha! ha!) to join him.

OE,

IT happened, when last I to market did go,
I met in the High Street wi' Temperance Ji ,

By which means I axed un to come over here.

And said if 'a wood that I 'd gie un some beer.

He come, and had dinner, but never a drop.
Sez he,

"
I drinks no beer beyond ginjer-pop,

Or quenches my thirst wi' a swig o cold tea ;\

If thee'st do the same food be better for thee."

" Good beer, drunk in reason, don't do ns no harm.

Come, J9E," I sez,
"
have a look over the Farm."

" I'm willun," sez JOE, and wi' that out we struts.

I showed un the rye, and the whate, and the wuts.

" Now look at that grain crop what is it, dost know ?

That there, ripe for harvest." '"Tis barley," sez Joe.
"
Four acres," I said,

"
fine as ever you see,

And well you med fancy wuth zummut to me.

"
'Tis barley, of all sarts and speeches o' grain,

As brings to the farmer most profit and gain.
'

There 's moor land put under t than ever before,

Of so much advantage it is to the grower.

"
Yo' see, JOB, that barley 's a sart of a thing,

Don't need be no wuss for wet autumn or spring.
"Twill do if 'tis sowed at beginnun o' May,
For whate at laste two months too late in the day.

" A rayther wet harvust don't do it no ill

A little rain's wanted the corns for to filL

A mellow free pickle the malsters desires

Dost know, now, JOE, what for they barley requires T

" Of barley, friend JOSEPH, like that in full ear,

Malt 's made in the fust place, and next is made beer.

If beer wnsn't meant for a Christian to drain,
What barley was made for I wish thee 'd explain,"

Sez JOE,
"
There's sitch sense in that sayun o' thine,

Thee well nigh persuad'si me the pledge to resign,"
I furder praised barley in that sart o' way,
'Till we at the Barley-Mow finished the day !

Heathen Mythology in a Christian Church.

{Communicated. )

" THERE is a Preeentaur," I hear,
" who sits in a stall in Gloucester

Cathedral. I suppose he is the chief of the Centaurs, who, I always

thought were fabulous half-bred people. That 's why they have stalls

there, and why the desk hides the lower half of the Reverend Gentle-

men. Sometimes they 're quite Aoane in winter."

THE UNIVERSAL WATCHWORD. Tick !
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INCIDIT IN SCYLLAM," &c.

Ensign Muffles (alluding to his Moustadie).
" You SEE, SOME SAY,

' WEAR IT,'

YOU KNOW
;
AND SOME SAY,

' CUT IT OFF,' YOU KNOW ; BUT IF I TOOK EVERY-
BODY'S ADVICE I SHOULD BE LIKE THE OLD MAN AND HIS DONKEY."

Sergeant O'Rourke. " YOUR'R HON'RR WOULD (BUT NOT WISHING TO BE PER-

SONAL ABOUT HIS OFFICER'S AGE) THAT is LASTE-WAYS, BARRIN THE OULD
MAN, YOUB HON-K-E-K ! ! !

"

CRIMINAL POPULARITY.

Ma. WILLIAM BROADHEAD, ex-publican (and sinner),

appears to be a great attraction still at Sheffield. The
Magistrates most properly have closed his public-house,
but they have not annulled his liberty by refusing him his

licence. ME. BROADHEAD is at large, with other uncon-
victed criminals, and has not left his pothouse bar for the
bar of an Assize Court. As a proof of his exceeding popu-
larity at Sheffield, the other day a placard was posted in

the neighbourhood, stating that a "fete" was going to be

held, and that the famous MR. BROADHEAD was
"
expected

on the ground."
We wonder how much MR. BROADHEAD was paid for his

attendance, and whether he did anything to entertain the

company, more than simply walking round to show himself
to their delighted ejes. Perhaps he sang a comic song,
introducing the old street cry of

"
Flare up and join the

Union," and told some funny stories of the way in which
poor saw-grinders who would not join the Union had been
fired at or burnt out. No longer having his own pot-house
at which he can exhibit himself, MR. BROADHEAD may
be heard of soon as starring in the provinces, and giving
public entertainments, in company perhaps with his ac-

complice, MR. CROOKES. The latter villain will exhibit
"the identical air-gun" with which he shot his victims;
and, as a climax, the two worthies may parody the last

scene in The Miller and his Men, and end their entertain-

ment with a Sheffield
"
blowing up."

Among the
"
interesting additions

"
to the Chamber

of Horrors, the public surely would delight to see
"
The

Famous ME. BROADHEAD, as he appeared when planning
a Murderous Trade Outrage ;

"
and they would doubtless

flock in crowds to look at MR. CROOKES'S air-gun, as

their fathers of old crowded to see MR. THURTELL'S gig.

Continental Gossip.

BARON BEUST is taking warm baths at Gastein. It is

hard that a politician who has managed to keep on ami-

cable terms with everyone during the session should in

the vacation have got himself into hot water. We hope
he will come well out of it.

FORENSIC FASHION.

Miss FLANAGAN says, that if she were a man she should

like to be a Queen's Counsel, because then she would have

a silk gown.

SIB,

MUSIC AND THE DRAMA.

BEING your Dramatic Critic, you expect something from me
wherever I am. Holding as 1 do the free and enlightened opinion, that

personal presence is not an essential to criticism, I send you my notices

of what I imagine must be going on in Town judging, that is, from the

daily papers which arrive at Shwyngll on the Rhrllmr (a Welsh river)
twice a week.
Let me begin then with Covent Garden, under the sole direction of

LORD JOHN RUSSELL, I mean MR. J. R. Natural mistake, seeing that

LORD JOHN has so often
" made overtures." There's a band of 103

performers, headed by SIGNOR BOTTESIHI, who used to play on the

Violoncello.

A wonderful fellow

For Violoncello.

I cannot give you a strictly scientific account of the Programme, but
suffice it to say, that JOHANN STRAUSS'S overture to La Gazza Ladra
is nightly encored ;

The Courtois Union (a workhouse madrigal) is re-

demanded by everyone. That CHERUBINI'S La Danse d'Amour, written

expressly for MESSRS. WINTERBOTTOM, MASTER BONNAY, and MLLE.
SAROLTA, is in every way worthy of the Composer's reputation. It is

pleasant to see JOHN STRAUSS when he waltzes and polkas, and is

greeted with acclamations. He must find it very hot work.
London is out of Town, and therefore no wonder that The Great City

has gone to Liverpool.
People are roaring with laughter at MONSIEUR BUCKSTONE in To

Paris and Back for Five Pounds. MR. SOTHERN will re-appear here

in a new piece entitled the American Cousin.

Miss AMY SEDGWICK (so fresh and unchanged she ought to be
Miss SAME-Y SEDGWICK) has filled the Haymarket. I mean the

people have filled it : she attracting.
Miss KATE TERRY has been making her adieux. Parting is such

sweet sorrow that we could say good bye for five hundred nights
more.
The Adelphi is

"
to' be let

"
during September ; why not let it out,

and make a little more room in the stalls ?

The Olympic. The Grasshopper is going on hopping. The Sisters

WEBB should have made a Pastoral Lyrical drama of it, and called it

the Grass-Hoppera.
Strand Theatre. When the Strand Company is away the PAULS will

play. By the way, if all our entertainers would unite together, we
might get something like an Opera Bouffe.

New Royalty. I have a vague idea of its being the 100,000th night
of everything and everybody at this little House. Generations will

come and go, and still will Pretty Seewan say No, and Captain Crosstree

will be the Veteran DEWAR'S name. Meg's Diversion is, as heretofore,

the name of the first piece, but it should be called Meg's never-say-Die-

version.

The Circus in High Hol&orn.l like to see the epithet
"
High," as

the West-end clubbers until lately considered everything in that part
as Low Holborn. But the Theatre de Parry, with the first horse,

Scud, cleared away that impression. The second horses at the Amphi-
theatre are now doing their best. There is a

"
Vanishing Act," which,

of course, every one stops to see. There is a daring balloon flight,

which as I haven't seen it, I will forthwith describe. The grooms
bring in a large balloon. They inflate it with gas. Then enter MADAME
GERARD on horseback. She dares the grooms to let the balloon fly.

They, maddened by her taunts, let it go. It ascends, breaks through
the roof, and disappears. Whereupon MADAME GERARD canters round
the ring, bows gracefully to the spectators, and retires. Thus ends

the
"
Daring Balloon Flight," according to my ideas of how / should

have it done. MR. RYDER, the tragedian, does not appear here.

Lst me compliment the Britannia upon its appropriate Bill. BRI-
TASNIA rules the waves, and commences with the drama of The Sea.

This is suggestive of summer, of excursion trains, Brighton, Ramsgate,
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Margate, &c., and Lot broiling sun everywhere. So, to relieve you
from the heat, this play is followed by The Champion Skaters. This

reminds you deliriously
of the top of Mont Blanc, GUNTER'S, Serpen-

tine in December, ana TORTONI'S in Paris. To conclude, says Mrs.

Britannia in her programme, with The Last Man. The last man in

town, all others having gone to the first piece, The Sea. Again let me
compliment the Britannic management, Hoxton, (where is Hoxton?
on the Coast anywhere ?) on its admirably chosen, amusements for the

people.
Adieu, Sir, I go to bathe in the Consonantic Welsh River.

A SCANDAL FOR THE SULTAN.
doubt it is well, for one

reason, that the SULTAN has

gone. If he had remained

here, he might possibly have
had explained to him a cer-

tain letter addressed to the
Editor of the Times, on the

subject of
" Oakum Picking."

For those who are acquainted
with the details of prison
discipline, it will suffice to

quote the bare statement sub-

joined :

"Sir, I rood, two or throe days
ago, tint some paupers, who had
reoeivod temporary relief, WL-IX>

fin! to gaol for fourteen duvs, with
hard labour, because they had not

- Ib. of oakum in the day."

But other people may need the following information :

" Now I am certain that those who imposed the task, and punished the wretches
for its non-performance, have not even the smallest notion of what they were doing.
I know, from my occupation, something about oakum pieking, and I vent'
assert that if a thousand persons who ht*ve never picked oikuui before, nor been
taught how to do it, for It is almost an art, were given the taak, it would be found
that, exert themselves as anxiously as they might, the average of them could not
properly pk-k more than 1 Ib., unions the oakum were wer/ soft and favourable, and
that not one in the thousand persons would be able to pick 2 lo. in a day."

Had the STJLTAN become cognisant of the foregoing remarks, they
would doubtless have dissipated a belief which he has perhaps taken
away with him. What is the Turkish for "Walker!" "Gammon!"
and "All my eye!" Have we not borrowed a term nearly their

equivalent from that language in the word "
Bosh !

"
Because one or

another of those incredulous exclamations would, had the SULTAN been
acquainted with England's treatment of England's poor, as above ex-

emplified, escape instantly from his mouth if anybody were to observe
in Ms presence that England was a Christian nation. The SULTAN
knows enough of Christianity to enable him, had he known the case in

question, to know better than that.

There is something else that the Grand Turk would probably have
said, if his interpreter had read him the preceding extracts, with this
in addition :

I am aware that practised ^iBTable young men with hard hands.B ae young
and who have had months of Imprisonment, probably, can pick double the 2 Ib
but these are very exceptional instances, and I know that I Ib. would be found to
leave the unpractised hands very little, if any, time to spare in a day, now that
daylight has become so materially shortened."

The SULTAN'S observation would naturally have been that the
Justices who doomed the paupers to imprisonment and hard labour in
their ignorance of what oakum-picking is, ought to be sent to prison,
and have a fortnight of it themselves, in order to be furnished with the
necessary enlightenment on that subject.

The Pan-Anglican Synod.
The ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY'S Pattoral played to tht Bith&px on tht

Pun-Anglican Pipe.

IT is an excellent thing for the in'ard
Man to attend our Pan-Anglican Synod.

Chorus of Eci-knustifs. It is an excellent, &c., &c.

THE PHOGRISS OF CRUELTY.

A PERSON who last week suffered the extreme penalty of the law is
stated to have been a Guardian of the Poor, and to have received a
Testimonial for his conduct in that incapacity. Knowing these facts,
it is dilhcult to be surprised at the rest.

How TO WOKK on A WOMAN'S FEELINGS. Give her a Sewing
Machine.

MICHAEL FARADAY.
BORN: 1794. DIED: 1S67

STATESMEN and soldiers, authors, artists, still

The top-most leaves fall off our English oak :

Some in green summer's prime, some in the chill

Of autumn-tide, some by late winter's stroke.

Another leaf has dropped on that sere heap
One that hung highest ; earliest to invite

The golden kiss of morn, and last to keep
The fire of eve but still turned to the light.

No soldier's, statesman's, poet's, painter's name
Was this, through wluch is drawn Death's last black line ;

But one of rarer, if not loftier fame
A Priest of Truth, who lived within her shrine.

A Priest of Truth : his office to expound
Earth's mysteries to all who willed to hear

Who in the book of Science sought and found,
With love, that knew all reverence, but no fear.

A Priest, who prayed as well as ministered :

Who grasped the faith he preached, and held it fast :

Knowing the light he followed never stirred,
Howe'er might drive the clouds through which it past.

And if Truth's priest, servant of Science too,
Whose work was wrought for love and not for gain :

Not one of those who serve but to ensue
Their private profit : lordship to attain

Over their lord, and bind him in green withes,
For grinding at the mill 'neath rod and cord

;

Of the large grist that they may take their tithes

So some serve Science that call Science Lord.

One rule his life was fashioned to fulfil :

That he who tends Truth's shrine, and does the best
Of Science, with a humble, faithful will,
The God of Truth and Knowledge serveth best.

And from his humbleness what heights he won !

By slow march of induction, pace on pace,
Scaling the peaks that seem to strike the sun,
Whence few can look, unblinded, in his face.

Until he reached the stand which they that win
A bird's-eye glance o'er Nature's realm may throw :

Whence the mind's ken by larger sweeps takes in

What seems confusion, looked at from below.

Till out of seeming Chaos Order grows,
In ever-widening orbs of Law restrained,

And the Creation's mighty music flows
In perfect harmony, serene, sustained

,;

And from varieties of force and power,
A larger unity and larger still,

Broadens to view, till in some breathless hour.
All force is known grasped in a central Will,

Thunder and light revealed as one same strength-
Modes of the force that works at Nature's heart

And through the Universe's veined length
Bids, wave on wave, mysterious pulses

That cosmic heart-beat it was his to list,

To trace those pulses in tlieir ebb and flow
Towards the fountain-head, where they subsist
In form as yet not given e'en him to know.

Yet, living face to face with these great laws,
Great truths, great myst'ries, all who saw him near

Knew him for child-like, simple, free from flaws
Of temper, full of love that casts out fear -.

Untired in charity, of cheer serene
;

Not caring world's wealth or good word to earn ;

Childhood's or manhood's ear content to win ;

And still as glad to teach as meek to learn.

Such lives are precious ; not so much for all

Of wider insight won where they have striven,
As for the still small voice with which they call

Along the beamy way from earth to heaven.
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THE FORCE OF EXAMPLE.
JVurse.

" On ! Miss NELLY ! WHATEVER ARE YOU ABOUT ?
"

Miss Nelly.
"

I 'M ONLY DIPPING DOLLY, LIKE THE BATHING WOMAN DIPS ME !

"

HOLIDAY EXERCISES.
FOB YOUSG LADIES AT THE SEA-SIDE, WHEN THEY HAVE GOT

NOTHING ELSE TO DO.

HISTORY.
1. What other re^ns have you for calling CHARLES THE FIRST the

finest king that ever lived, besides his having been so handsome ?

2. On account of what instances of wisdom, piety, morality, and
self-command in the history of MARY QUEEN or SCOTS do you always
write her down as your

"
Favourite Queen"?

3. Should the proved fact that WILLIAM WALLACE burned a school
with all the children in it, prevent your calling him a darling ?

4. Having seen MR. FRITH'S picture of CLAUDE DUVAL, do you
think the latter ought to have been hanged ?

5. Should you have liked to call on KING RICHARD THE FIBST, your"
Favourite King," after he had lunched on the Saraceu's head ?

6. Show the true mirthfulness of the Merry Monarch, in taking a

pension from France, and letting our ships be burned in the river ?

7. For what other reasons than that he was ugly and religious would
you have hanged that monster OLIVER CROMWELL ?

8. State the national humiliations and atrocious legislation endured
by us under WILLIAM THE THIRD, which induce you to regard him as
a hateful hook-nosed wretch ?

THEOLOGY.
1. Do you think that curates are sufficiently awake to their duties

as croquet players ?

2. For what reason would you have the sermon omitted ?

3. You regard the High Church as aristocratic. Give a second
reason for this view, in addition to the fact that Patristic means
Patrician theology.

4. Distinguish between a moveable feast and a pie-nic.
5. Why would you not be married on a Friday ?

6. State whether you are a Ritualist, and if so, whether the persons
who educated you have since been removed to an asylum.

7. Are you aware that when in Scotland you are a Dissenter P

8. Do you not think that a bishop's wife ought to have a title ?

9. If you were a parochial clergyman's wife, should you think
it wiser to insult your Dissenters, or to treat them with silent con-

tempt?
10. Show that though there is no objection to complaining loudly

if a preacher gives you an extra ten minutes, it would be vulgar to

express impatience at being detained at the Opera until 1'30.

POETRY.

1. Do you see any good in poetry except as words for music ?

2. Is not Paradise Lost a bore ?

3. Who was DANTE, and do you not think that he will live chiefly

through M. GUSTAVE DORE'S engravings ?

4. I not a great fuss made about BYRON, and does not your cousin

CHARLES, in the Artillery, write every bit as good poetry ?

5. Should not rhythm be pronounced as if spelt rhyme, as the two
words mean the same thing.

6. Is not English poetry far inferior to French ?

7. Do the following words convey any ideas to your mind : HERBERT,
SPENSER, COWLEY, HERRICK, COLLINS, GRAY, COLERIDGE, WOKDS-
WORTH, BROWNING ? Have you noticed any such words on the backs
of books in your papa's library ?

From the East.

THE SULTAN has had his first ride behind his new locomotive, in-

augurating a new line of policy in Conservative Islam. The Turkish
ladies are also about to adopt Parisian fashions, and, in this age of

steam, are going to take to long trains.

FROM OUR PARISIAN YOUNG MAN.

THE French newspapers talk about the expense of the New Grand
Opera here. Cost what it will, it will be opened after all, for a mere

song. And it has beaten the New Grand.Hospital in]the race for the

finish, SIRE.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of Xo. 24, Holford Squarr, In ihe Parish of St. Jumps, Clerken<*ell, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs Bradbury. Evani, AC... Lombarc
Street, in the Predict of Whitefriars, jn il.e ell j of Lone on, and Published by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London 6iTui>, SEi-TeMnta 7, 1867.
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Cabby (disputes the fare, and insiitu on having FiTZBELGRAVE's name and address

the latter has not his Card-case).
" Wil' THERE 's WRITIN ! WHY DIDN'T YER

A ONEDICATBD MAN 1 IF YER 'D 'A'ARST ME, I 'D A' DONE IT

THE FREE KIRK RAMPANT.

AULD PIRIE, Sabbatarian chiel,

An' DOCTOR BKC.G, for Scotia's weal,

fcair dread frae Sunday steamers feel :

"Tis varra wrang !

They fear the kiutra to the deil

Is like to gang.

Morality will stan' or fa'

As folk observe the Sabbath law :

They wi' the Free Kirk doctors a"

Tnat point maintain.

"VVi" logic that a fulc wan ca'

Baith sound aud plain.

Spain, Dutchland, Italy, and France,
Where sinners on a Sunday dance,

Are could a mon wi' truth advance ':

Of a" lands bunk
lu vice beyond redemption's chance ;

Ol a' maiat drunk.

Hech BEGG, ye Sabbath's champion stark,

Ye 're nae dumb dog that wiiina bark,

Ye say as bad as Sabbath wark
Is recreation.

BEGG, ye '11 become a man of mark,
Fur admiration.

An', BEGG,' ve said ae ither thing,

"VVilk far and wide is like to ring,

"While tunefu" bards your praises sing,

An end, about,
For servants ye proposed to bring

Of
"
Sabbaths out."

O BEGG, and sae ye fain wad blot

That, ae wee pleasant weekly spot

Whilk brightens the puir Slavic's lot,

Ye baoe o* grace !

To stay hoo mony hae ye got
lu sic a place ?

SAY
FOB

8 Y VOS
ZER ! !

" A SHOCKING THING TO THINK OF ! A Galvanic Battery,

THREATENED STRIKE OP CURATES.

ACCORDING to a correspondent of the Timet, signing himself
" AN

OLD INCUMBENT," measures are in course of being taken to institute

a Curates' Union, likely to be followed, in the natural course of things,

by a Curates' Strike. These are striking times. There seems to be a

contagious principle in operation among working-men, which impels
them to strike. It has now attacked the working-clergymen. The
strike of the journeymen tailors will perhaps be succeeded by a strike
of the journeymen parsons.
For the contemplated strike of the curates there is that to be said,

which is more than any one can truly say in justification of some strikes
on the part of workmen the demands of the curates are not altogether
unreasonable. They are thus stated in a document, quoted by the
"Ou> INCUMBENT:"
" Curacies are to become permanent ; curates to have a proper independence ; to

be protected from arbitrary and despotic
'

treatment, whether episcopal or other ;'

cur.ites to be on equal footing in spiritual matters with the incumbent; to be the
incumbent's assessor in things spiritual ; tha equality of priests ; the right to cele-
brate at certain times ; a system of promotion by seniority ; the equalisation (accord-
in,' to population) of the stipend* of incumbents ; the moneys of tie various charities
to be thrown into a common fund."

But whether a strike is an expedient likely to enable the curates to
obtain their ends, is what may be doubted. It is true that the clerical

employers would be unable to combine on their part, and have recourse
to a general lock-out. No rector or other incumbent could possibly
shut up church, unless, indeed, the bishops joined in the combination
of the master-parsons, and unless also the lock-out were permitted by
public feeling. The former of these two conditions would, to be sure, be
probable enough under the latter. As regards the adequate remunera-
tion of the curates, it is against the episcopal body more particularly,
that the strike would, if it prevailed, take effect. The curates' increase
of stipend would have to come 9ut of prelatical profits. Then, too,
incumbents would be unable to import curates from abroad, where,
besides popish and Greek priests, there are, according to established
church law, no ordained clergy. And, if there were any, they would

mostjy labour under the disadvantage of being unable to speak

rthe other hand, the Curates' Union would find it a hard matter

to enforce its decrees on its own members ; still more to coerce non-

unionist curates. What steps do they meditate taking for those pur-

poses ? Do they think to ratten a refractory or -contumacious asso-

ciate by abstracting his surplice, or secreting his set of lithographed

sermons P Have they any idea of stationing pickets at church-doors,

with a commission to taunt, abuse, intimidate, annoy, or thrash

reverend knobsticks? Are they prepared to go any farther in the

way of assailing offenders against their union rules than by peppering

them with the pop-guns of paper warfare, and blowing them up m
Pr
Qn the whole, the prospects of a Curates' Strike do not appear to be

very hopeful. If it were so general as to create any serious amount

of spiritual destitution, the bishops would have it in their power ti

ordain agricultural labourers, able to read and write, and, in the last

resort, constitute them labourers in the vineyard. They could, indeed,

consecrate their own footmen, and those of other people, if the loot-

men were willing to become servants of the church ;
but very lew ol

them would be well aware that they should, by so doing, better them-

selves in nowise.

" Six to One and Half-a-dozen to the Other."

THE famous Cretan blockade -runner Arkadi has been burnt by the

Turkish cruiser Izeddin. One feels tempted to apply to the ships,

captains, crews, and indeed all parties to the great Candian quarrel,

Greeks and Turks alike, BYRON'S famous line from Don Juan,
" ARCADES AMBO, id est, blackguards both."

NOTE Bf A SPIRITUALIST.

UNBELIEVERS jeer at our tables dancing and chairs talking in action,

yet no one has ever yet cast a doubt upon the annual
"
Speech from

the Throne."

VOL. LIIL
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(IN SEVERAL TABLEAUX FROM MT PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

JTCCI. UI1C UlAJiiiGiiu a-a *> -*- *%* o c --

walk, or ride, or take some violent exercise.

Somehow I shut my eyes. On opening

them again, with difficulty this time, and

that any other bathing is unhealthy and bosh. He is to dreadfully

hearty this morning, and I am so feeble. He points out to me that I

am wasting all the morning. I submit that BRILL'S is the place to

bathe. [A. Srill-imk idea, as my Funny Friend, whose picture is

further on, would say.]
"BRILL'S be blowed," replies my Hearty Friend ;

"all vapouring,
and only five feet of water iu the deepest part." He adds that I d

better bring my towels, comb, and come along (or Comb along, as my
Funny Friend would say dreary time to make a joke, when, you 're

half awake and going to bathe against your will). As he knows all

about it, I take on his recommendation my towels and comb ; though,

as I call to mind former days, the machines used to be provided witli

such necessaries.

I want to dress for the day. He won't give me time for anything
but slippers, trousers, and coat. I am to dress when I come back. I

don't know what I look like I feel like a beggar. I protest, suppose
we meet anybody ?

"
They won't notice you," he says this is un-

satisfactory.
" Come along !

"
says he and we come along accord-

ingly.
1 point out to him that the machines are on the left, while we are

going towards the right. This is ruin to slippers, I 've had to cross ;i

TABLEAU I. (CONTINUED.)

N a weak moment, after supper, during
the smallest hours of the night I agreed

to bathe in the sea, early, provided that

my Hearty Friend would call me. This 1

said relying either upon his being too tired

to get up, or upon his forgetfulness.

The Morning. At some hour I awake; u^ sll{,v^ a
, ,^^^ a, o,,^ !,,,. ^ =., ^ m^o

suddenly, as if I 'd been jerked into a
| don>t know wllat r look like_j f^i iike a beggar.

state of supernatural wakefulness. Won- ...i. i_.j..o TH >i. _-i.--_

der what the time is ? Will look at my
watch. I postpone looking at my watch.

Feel one moment as if I could get up and

\

e ,
,

not at all as if jerked into any state of

wakefulness, I feel too tired to do anything.

Look at my watch-8'15. Shall get up

at 915 that gives 'me an hour more second; sleep always the best.

Thank Goodness (think to myself as I turn on my side for a snooze)

my Hearty Friend has forgotten all about his confounded bathing.

/ can't get up. If he had come when I first woke I could have jumped

out of bed and into the water (so to speak) at once. But now here I

drop off to sleep. ,, TT
A thumping at my door a 'shouting a halloaing. My Hearty

Friend has burst into the room.

By the way, in hotels always lock your door, not so much tor protec-

tion of goods as against being called in the morning by a boisterous

friend : you can defy him, from under the bed-clothes, when the door

is locked.

passion
rouse i.

t?"asif I'dforgott
He thumps the bed.

o go to sleep.)
" Now

lim sixpence to go away

(Hate a fellow thumping the bed when I want

, then," he bawls,
"
get up !

" I would give
"
Hallo ! hallo ! hi ! hi ! hi !

' He is

going lowarus luc riguii. j.uis is ruiu. i/u supyeia, A vc uaui t/u uiuao i*

watered, muddy road, gravelly, gritty pavement, down hard burning

stone steps on to a shingly beach.) He despises machines ; a boat, he

says, is the only thing to bathe out of. That 's why he told me to bring

towels. I can swim, he supposes, as a matter of course. Oh yes, of

course, but not having bathed in the sea for years I am not quite cer-

tain of how I mierht get on in deep water. Oh, all right, he says. The

boat is ready. The command given by the boatman (a blue gentleman
in enormous boots) is to go to the seat near the

'

starn
' and hold on. I

did get near the starn, my Hearty Friend was safely seated in the

starn ; but I didn't hold on, at least not at the right time. The boat-

man, who had been waiting for a wave, which arrived sooner than the

wave which I was watching, suddenly launched the 3/arwinto the sea,

and sent me against my Hearty Friend's knees. [It was, I think, at

this moment that I gave the first blow to my foot, alluded to in num-

ber one of this series, which has caused me to lie up and look over my
photograph book of friends.] My Hearty Friend laughed; had 1

fallen over, he would, I believe, have laughed more. We are rowed

out." Good bathing, here ?
"
asks His Heartiness.

" About sixteen foot

o' water," answers the grumpy mariner. He was very grumpy. He
only spoke when spoken to ; except once, when a mate of his passed

in a fishing-boat ;
and he smiled once, it was almost a grin, when I aid

get into the boat again after finishing bathing.

and bathing.
" What sort of a morning is it ?

" I want to know, as if

j

tamj to say the ieas t Of it. I like obtaining information from these

my decision to stop in or go out depended upon the state of the weather.
] gort Of meil) anc[ asked him, while drying myself, "If it was deeper

"
Lovely," he returns, striding to the window and tearing the cur- 1 ou fc there by the new pier, than here ?

" He didn't know.
4..:_.

great part of his heartiness is violence mere violence. deep was it there ?
" He couldn't say.

" Was there a band .to-day

un let in before you're prepared for it : result, on the pier?" It wasn't, in his opinion, unlikely. "At what timer
' Do shut the curtains." He won't, so I silently ! Didn't know. Made use of the opportunity, and asked him, what

._J.. tK.n_t L) !__. ' ' ' "" -11 i , <imi.. _JC._ i U I

;ains open. r_

[ hate having the sun
Diliousness. I say.biliousness. 1 say, Do snut tne curtains. fie won i, su a. an y , jjian t Know, iviaae tw-y,

appeal to him by closing my eyes, and disappearing under the counter- the sailors called
'

the offing.'
" The what, sirj

pane, where I feign sleep.
'

he didn't know.
" He 's heard of the offing ?

UpLIilUll tliau J- 111 UUU liau 0, uuay. ivil \JIH~J t* ouwow iwiuuiuiug iivju ^mu IM

(he has pulled all the other things off, anyhow) I try to snuggle into from the sea.

He can, he says, but he

,
I feel it coming back to

i^^v, ^ announce my intention of

cau-.uicmuai,. v,u,,^ along !" shouts His Heartiness

I am standing on the stern seat holding on to the bill-
i H . > i i\ ji ij*i__j_ _r *.!,.(he has pulled all the other things oil, anynow) 1 try to snuggle into trom me sea. l am standing on in jru sei,., _ ._ - -

the pillow again, and show him how really sleepy I am, and how very
j

warks or gunwale (1 mean the side of the boat) m the attitude ot ttie

cruel and unfriendly it is on his part to tear me away from my bed, and Greek slave tying his shoe, or some statue of that sort, only 1 have)

!, III *"_ 4-K -.4- n flVino r\n fn *!*> T^lf* hf\ftf. ll11*P.Hp.S. fltlfl I

perhaps make me ill for the day.

VjrccK SlaVO !>yill
lilS HILUC, \JL OU11 ,uu.u a\jLv t v>mj .*. "- . ..

got a shoe ou to tie. The boat lurches, and how I go in I don't know;
pemaps mate me 111 lor me uay. gui suuc uu. LU MV* AUC uuav m^n^o, <*<i- ^ *- &" "*

He says he won't stand it any longer, and barbarously drags the it seems to me as if my knees touched the water first, and my*
sheet off. I clutch at it-it has gone. At this moment I hate him, ! last ;

but I can't be certain. Underneath with bright green all about,

J if n... 1- JtU I.,.1U~. U J~ ^ Avmi nlMiaaaa /\.ifcirlo T ma OT"Mor\f F/^r a Tp WT finflt.llli

, OH. 1 ClUlCn at 1C ll lias gone. AI> LUIS inuilicuu J. U<*I,D IALIU, : iaou, w u A ^IA u ./^

if there were guards with halberds and arquebusses outside, I me, except for a few

d clap my hands, and order my Hearty Friend to be taken to- the
j

are jelly-fishes. My
est dungeon. Or, I could now (even in this costume) commence

j

fully aware of being i

lfi/\n nf Innr nfvninof 111' T nt\ al>ir Trt V nnVPQ I ftlll in t.hlS POStll TTIP,^ hoflt flfTftln. T 8.111 63

and if there
would clap EL,

deepest dungeon, ^-'i, ^ uumu. uuw ^C^^IL HA vm^ ^\jom*i*iv// \ju"t"^".""

an action at law against him, and carry my appeal (still in this costume)
to the Lords, if necessary I get up grumbling. Being up, I have

doubts as to whether I'll bathe or not. My Hearty Friend is

practical, and says,
"
Get on your boots." I drag myself through my

trousers and into my boots. I am becoming more drowsy. If he

would only retire now I 'd go to bed again, though I know the sheets

UC UCl linLU. \J UkACrlllt/fAULL YTIUU. U*1U.U QfeWM
few floating things like red fungi, which I remember
"

f swimming M all right, gradually, but I am pain-

i uciug flustered at first. I feel I shall never get to the

boat again. I am exhausted and inclined to throw up my hands and

go down among the jelly-fishes.
" Hi \

"
this to the boatman. My

breath is going. A minute more and the jelly-fishes will gloat ove^
me. I grasp his oar ; nearly upsetting him and his boat too. I don t

care : I must breathe.
"
I haven't," I explain to the boatman, cling-

ing to the blade of the oar,
"
bathed (ffasp) in the (gasp) sea (gasp,would only retire now I 'd go to bed again, though I know the sheets ing to the blade o te oar, ae gaipm e gasp sea

and blankets would be most horribly uncomfortable. ffasp) for years (gasp, gasp gasp). 1 let go the oar and announce my
" We won't bathe in the sea," I say. He replies that we will, and i intention of coming in. How ?

'

Steps, says the boatman. Aly
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Hearty Friend is in over the steps, quickly, laughing, jumping, shouting,
and rubbing himself with towels.

Getting out of a boat is difficult enough to any one unaccustomed to

it, but the difficulty subsides into nothing when compared with get-

ting in.

I lay hold of the steps naturally enough. They swing against the

boat and my fingers are pinched. Hearty Friend laughing above.

Boatman with indication of smile on his face. Neither offer any assist-

ance.
" Come up," shouts His Heartiness. My legs won't go up the

steps ;
it seems as if they would not come near me at all. They are

dragged forcibly under the boat. 1 think of the jelly-fishes ; they are

expecting me. Thoughts flash across me of people sucked under

paddle-wheels, of sharks, conger-eels, and jelly-fish again ; the ends of

the steps catch my waist. A few seconds more I must give it up and

disappear, perhaps, for ever
; food for the jelly-fish. "I say," 1 cry,"

do bear a hand."
The boatman puts out his hand over the side, I grasp it in the clutch

of agony ;
if I go he shall come too. Now then for a death struggle

with the steps. The boatman tugs at me. I tug at the boatman.
Either he comes over, or I come in. JUy legs move from under the boat,
1 somehow grapple with the rowlock (I could hold on with my teeth to

anything now, so desperate have 1 become), and find myself on the first

bar of the steps.
"
Don't upset the boat," eries my Hearty Friend,

who has haH to hold on to the opposite side during my gymnastics.
The last difficulty is getting my legs over the side. Another clutch, at

the boatman witii one hand Won't let him go in a hurry) at the seat

with the other, and I tumble over on my knees, anyhow, no matter
how. 1 am, thank goodness, in the boat. All the power has gone out
of my legs. 1 can't stand upright. Every quarter of a minute I am in

danger of suddenly disappearing over the side into the sea. I sit, quite

wet, on my clothes. My Hearty Friend has used nearly all the towels,
and has made all the seats damp. 1 like having a comfortable room to

dry oneself in, washhand-stand, soap, clean linen and so forth.

"Doa't I feel fresh?" inquires my Hearty Friend. "No; lam
tired. I have hurt my toe, it is all red ;

1 have bruisfd myself all over,
and I feel sleepy, hot and uncomfortable. "Lor!" says my Hearty
Friend,

"
you ought to do this every morning. Pick you up in no

time. Now, 1 say, dry yourself quickly and dress. Don't be all day."
1 can'l get myself dry quickly, or, for the matter of that, at all

;
so give

it up, and tear my socks in pulling them on ; everything seems to stick

and be dragged on with difficulty. My hat on the top of my wet head is

very uncomfortable. My slippers are full of sand and are wet. On reach-

ing the shore, the boatman waits for a wave to take us in. "When it

comes it takes me in who had been watching it on
"
the starn," wetting

me through. At this 1 detect the second smile on the boatman's face.

We disembark. I am quite lame. Will we want a boat to-morrow
morning? inquires the man. His Heartiness says,

"
Yes ; same time."

I say "KS," too, to put my Hearty Friend on the wrong scent. Not
again, if I know it. He eats a hearty breakfast

; everything he does is

hearty, except this making me bathe, and that's heartless.
I have lost my appetite, My foot is swollen. The doctor calls.

When he hears of my bathing amons; the jelly-fishes he says that, 's it
;

they 're poisonous some! imes, that's the danger of bathing out of a
boat, except you make it a rule never to go among the jelly-fishes. Must
lay up for two or three days, and this is how 1 have commenced my
sea-side holiday with my Hearty Friend, whom 1 here anathematise,
and all jelly-fishes.

I 1 R has left, so I now turn over to photograph number two, my ,

Gloomy Friend.

his wife imitates the vocal MR. REEVES, which, in one respect, she fails

to do, seeing that she never disappoints the public.

THINGS NEW AT THE "
ZOO."

Go, people, and pay all

To see the she-Gayal
That BAKTLETT has brought from the Indies ;

And the wolves from Thibet,
Which mammals we bet

Will raise in their den fearful shindies.

The Arctonyx snout
Is the newest, thing out,

The first ever heard of iu, London;
A 1'anolia deer,
Fresh to this hemisphere,

Awaits you, your beer and your r>un done.

There 's a Pigeon that sings,
And one with bronze wiugs,

Polyplectroi.s and likewise a Lori;
A Monkey men tell us
To call it Eiitellus

The charge but a bob at the door is.

Tb*re arc Demoiselle Graces
To b seen for your pains,

TTitk six or eight more of the Tortoise ;

Ami it Hemipode ends
This list, of new friends

The Marian Moore lately brought us :

No, slay, there are Pelicans

Rhyme to them Helicon's

Verse-helpinir fount might supply us ;

But a New River draught,
Ti etotally quaffed,

I all the liqueur we have by us.

So then Floreat
"
Zoo,"

Both old beasts and new
;

And when you have seen all its treasures,
Take an ice or a tartlet,
And thank MR. BARTLETT

For adding so much to your pleasures.

SOMETHING TO SEE.

EVERYBODY knows that there is nobody in town now, excepting
some two millions and a half of miserable people, who either have had
their holiday, or else have to do without one. It is a sad fate to be

;

confined in London in the middle of September, when one's relatives
<ind friends are nearly all of them away, and one hardly has so much as a
theatre to go to. Prisoners in town when every one is out of it should
have some rational recreation provided by the Government. Tby
might be suffered to amuse themselves by pulling down the Monster
Statue which disgraces Hyde Park Comer, or blowing up the Pepper-
bpxts which make Trafalgar Square so hideous.
Some such fun as this may be supplied to London captives, in the

dull days of September, by the enlightened wisdom of our newly re-
formed Parliament. Meanwhile, as only some three theatres are open
now, and there is nothing new at any of them, we really should be
thankful to MR. HOWARD PAUL for opening the Strand with a "Novel
Entertainment." For this well-timed act of charity to our poor
prisoners in town, he may fairly claim the title of HOWABD, the Philan-
thropist. Having seen the Streets of London for the eleventh time at

least, and smiled their twenty-second smile at MBS. ROSALIND SCOTT-
SIDDONS, and roared their sixty-seventh roar at the burlesque of Black
eyed busan, they can go and see the opera of Faust, performed by MB.
PAUL m some four minutes and three-quarters, and they may hear how

HONESTY IS THE BEST POLICY.
(<Hiury in AdvirlittraenU, at Uiui :)

rl'0 BE SOLD, a bargain, a most disagreeable and undesirable
- DETACHED COTTAGE, in the charming ntighuourhixid of Piddinglioe, Sussu.

There are three excellent reception rooms, damp and mouldy in Bummer and
flooded in winter, seven bed-room^, two vilh fire places, three smnlling of mice, but
all low and inconveniently email, with little windows, Good Kitchen, swarming
with black-beetles, scullery ditto, nut-house and wash house filled with rats who
come out even in the day-time, a Paddock of no uie, all broken down, Three Acres
of Garden, limey soil, River near, and the village sewerage also. The present tenant
will l>e glad to get out of it on any tei ma. He believes the Landlord would part
with the lease for a f.iir consideration.

THE WEATHER.^A "
close morning."

closest at present.

To-morrow morning i* the
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WHAT NEXT!
Mistress.

" FOR GOODNESS GRACIOUS SAKE, MARTHA, GO AND TAKE THAT RIDICULOUS THING OFF, Do !

"

Martha (" which I were well aware it ware my New Bonnet she were eluding to ").
"
WELL, THERE, MUM, I DECLARE, MUM, I GIVE

me . ,,,.,,.. mf\ i -trv TT T*TfDnicvr V GlUf fT A W Tf* VrTTT(V ATlTM ' fMY MILLINER BORDERS TO MAKE IT PERCISELY SIMILAR TO YOURN, MUM ! !

'

AN UNREPORTED SITTING AT DUNDEE.

A SUBJECT of national importance occupied the time and digestion

of the Section of Economic Science and Statistics, during the meeting

of the British Association this last week at
"
Bonnie

" Dundee. For

the first time in culinary history the world-renowned Dundee Marma-
lade attracted, from philosophers and savans, the attention it so richly

deserves. After a protracted debate on the topic of game preserves,

the Section (whose President was a Duff, but anything but a duffer)

investigated this, perhaps the most fascinating of fruit preserves, and

spent several hours in discussing the choicest samples that the local manu-

facturers could supply, served up on toast, on the ordinary household

bread alone, and relieved with butter, on shortbread and every species

of Scotch cake, in pastry, as the basis and ground-work of an admirable

pudding (encored twice), and in forty-three other different ways*.

Papers were read full of interesting details and figures, showing the

increasing popularity of what may be looked upon as one of the staple

manufactures of Dundee, particularly amongst the studious under-

graduates at our Universities ;
its adulteration by unprincipled traders,

carrots and turnips meeting with the severest censure
;

its enormous

consumption (far exceeding that of Butter-Scotch) a calculation being

made that if all the pots emptied in 1866 were placed end to end, they
would extend from Dundee to London, and back again ; its influence

on Vegetarianism, its chemical analysis (ozone being largely present),

its sanitary properties as a dietetic, and lastly, the gross ignorance

which leads many even of its warmest admirers to speak of the fruit

from which the golden dainty is prepared as
"
civil," instead of Seville,

oranges. Many interesting facts were related by the lady members

present. All the most celebrated receipts were duly weighed and com-

pared, and the fullest particulars as to rind, and juice, and the proper

proportion of sugar copied into capacious notebooks. It may be a com-

fort to MB. WHALLET, in his lonely hours, to hear that all the mem-

* Seo an excellent little treatisa by the Bishop of the Orange River, entitled

Fifty Ways of Bating Marmalade.

bers of the Section, after they had done full justice to the agreeable

confection, were candid enough to avow themselves Orangemen to a

man, with the exception of one Associate, who owned that, having in

early youth, had powders administered to him in this luscious disguise,

he was unable to overcome his aversion to it his antipathy being so

great that the mere sight of orange blossom obliged him to have re-

course to medical advice.

Privately it was noticed that on the evening after the bection had

dealt with this fruitful topic, the consumption of whiskey exceeded the

average, and from this circumstance the inference was drawn that

marmalade has a tendency to produce dyspeptic derangement ;
but it

is right to add that this deduction was made by certain malcontents

in the India trade, deeply interested in the importation of what may

perhaps be considered marmalade's most formidable rival preserved

ginger.

A SHARP INFLICTION.

NEWSPAPERS announce, for the information of those whom it may
concern, namely, persons accustomed to transmit explosive goods by

rail, that, for sending lucifer matches thereby from Ludlow to Brecon,

contrary to bye-laws, a fine of 20 has been imposed on MR. THOMAS

ARTER, of the first of the above-named places, and of Kington, Here-

fordshire. Manufacturers and others had better, in future, mind what

they are about, lest they, by committing THOMAS AKTEK'S indiscretion,

become partakers of TOM ABTER sauce.

Military Query.
Sy a Simple Cymon Civilian.

I HEAR, Sir, of a General of Division ;
is there a General of Multi-

plication, or a Colonel of Subtraction ? What does a Generalissimo

equal ? Twenty Generals P

A MAN OF Low EXTRACTION. A Cheap Dentist.
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CAVE CANEM, OR DOG(BERRY) LAW.

CANME VAGABOND. "SHALL BITE IF I PLEASES. CAN'T CONWICT FOR A FUST OFFENCE, YER KNOW."
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A VERY BAD JOB.

(See the
"
Times," of Wednesday, September 4.)

On, cruel Times, to go and grope
In a Blue Book as cruel,

For your hard-up dead-season fire

By way of finding fuel !

To drag thereout a cosy nest

Of harmless sinecurists,
And offer it a holocaust

To prating, prudish, purists !

Why leave the beaten path, thick strewn
With the dead season's traces,

To brand three lucky men whose lines

Have fali'n in pleasant places ?

With centenarians to record,

Toads-iii-coal, piscine shower*,
The viper that bolts weasels whole,
The pike that

"
browns

"
devours :

With all that for quotation yearns,
In proud provincial journals

With all the Yankee nuts to crack,
Rich in dead-season kernel* :

With fruit, crops, tourists' grievances,
And social ills to howl of,

Two harmless sinecurist swells.

And a Lord, why fall foul of ?

What had LORD TRURO, or LE BLANC,
Or VILLAKS MEYNELL done,

That thou, oh, Times, should'st show them up
Three job-masters in one P

Was 't that some briefless barrister,
Flat leaders doomed to brew,

When fain peak, pass, and glacier,
He had been free to "do,"

Felt savage, thinking of these three
Paid but to take their pleasure,

Seven thousand pounds per annum shared,
To feed their lucky leisure P

Was 't private wrath or public zeal

Most served to make him sore ?

Was 't that he loved the jobbed-for less,

Or the job hated more f

Boots not to ask : the job is there,
The show-up true and telling,

And TRXJRO, MEYNELL, and LB BLANC,
Stand like trees marked for felling !

" MIDDLESEX REGISTRY o* DEEDS,"
A pleasant place art thou

Nay more, three pleasant places rolled
In one great job, I trow.

Five clerks, four under, one their chief,
And ten for copying paid

Of Middlesex's registry
For lands bought, leased, conveyed,

Do all the work, and take in fees,
Twelve thousand pounds and more ;

Whereof three thousand they retain,
And pay seven thousand o'er

To the three blessed Registrars,
Who sit, serene, on high,

Like gods of Epicurus, perched,
Above our workday sky :

Who toil not, but take toll of men,
Hard-labouring men below,

And smile as murmurs and complaints
From their inferiors flow.

So sit LORD TRURO and LB BLANC,
And MEYNELL, each a god,

Their work, to pocket quarterly
Five hundred pounds and odd.

1 See VISCOOST FOLKKTONB'S and D. F. CHIRNISIDE'S letters to the field.

While Deputy, Clerks, Clients, all

Earn and pay fees below,
To feed the unseen and mystic three,

That take, nor earning know !

Those mystic three nor Deputy,
Client, nor Clerk hath seen ;

But through the valet of my Lurd
Revealed they have been.

For once a quarter he appears.
And for the unseen three,

Three cheques receives, their quittance leave*.

And that is all men see !

Oh. favoured office ! happy state.

Where grow from deeda aud dockets

Three sinecures, such as of old

Supplied birth-favoured pockets,

Ere JOSEPH HUME arose to save

Candle-ends and cheese-parings,
To cut down pensions, places, jobs,
And triumph in small sparings.

Oh, cruel Times, thy hand forbear,
Nor this unique example

Of a job like our fathers jobs,
Out of existence trample !

The Mammoth's frame and Mastodou'i
We in museums cherish ;

Then shall this Mammoth-sinecure

Unwept, UN pi tied, perish ?

This Mammoth, that like Mammoths foiuui

In bergs Siberian sticking,
Still shows, complete, hair, teeth and claws,
And bones well worth the picking !

THE WEATHER, THE CROPS, AND THE COUNTRY.

THERE has been a good deal of weather about lately.
There was some very bad wethers in Sussex, but the Inspector had

them killed at once.
A lady, who has taken to farming, has separated the beans from the

other vegetables, on account of their being
"
so broad."

A French Bean has been hired by an agriculturist in the neighbour-
hood of Colwell-Hatchney, to give lessons in his native language.
A labourer in the north, who began his iniquitous career by robbing

his master of pig-iron, has now been transported for pig-steeling.
Farmers are saving up their money to buy sewing-machines for

next year. Women are to be employed on the work, who will chiefly
be engaged in sewing tares.

A Kentish agriculturist has composed a new harvest song, with an
appropriate chorus

;
the burden is

"Hop light Loo,
And sow your pretty wheat."

Chortu.
"
Rye fol de riddle."

A gentleman farmer, who is something of a logician, writes to us
to say that he considers the due springing up of the corn after the
sowing of the seed, to be a clear illustration of the

"
Doctrine of Cord-

sequences."

FUNEBRAL FINERY.

AMONG the
"

toilettes raviaantes
"

to be seen at a French watering-
place, a Paris newspaper describes this sweetly pretty novelty :

"La baa de la jupe orno de Mtag de mortis, iiupriiuuea sur la mouuellng."
"
Cette fantaiiie funebre," as the writer nicely terms it, 'might be

thought somewhat appropriate, if the wearer were in mourning : and,
as novelty is charming, we may see death's heads embroidered, not on
the skirt merely, but all over the dress. Crossbones might be also
used by way of decoration, and coffins might be deemed a fitting kind
of ornament for a funeral costume. As a check upon their gaiety, the
Egyptians used to set up a skeleton in their banquet rooms: but
if we chanced to sit at dinner by a lady in a dress with a tele de mart
smbroidery, we doubt if our politeness would be able to prevent a
laugh at her bad taste.

A Pottle of Poetry.

.
IT is said that an Italian

poet has written a poem of "nine hundred
ones on strawberries. Could not portions of it be sung to a hautbois
accompaniment P
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WHAT A MISTAKE!
Aunt. "HAVE YOU BROUGHT MY GLOVES, POLLY ?

"

Polly.
"
YES, AUNTY, AND YOUR LONG CURL, TOO, WHICH WAS LYING ON THE TABLE."

THE EISTEDDFOD.
SIR,

I APPEAL to you. Why did not they give me the prize for

my poein ? Here it is : I call it simply

MY WALES !

Land of my birth All Hails !

My own, my lovely Wales !

The morning sun is rising
The Larks are on the wing,

Then hear me, O Ancient Country, the enterprising
Bard who now sings

Gentle Zitella, list !

My charms thou canst not resist.

Land of Hills and Vales,
My own, my own Wales !

Upon the sea there sails

Ships which come often to Wahs.
Blow, blow, ye gentle gales,
And waft me to tlie shores of Wales.

Strike harps ! the Saxon shudders
Down in his craven heart.

For us in the land of sheep and udders,
Steering by means of rudders,
Where shrubs and flowers are budders,

Never more to part !

List to the Muse's tales,

Heroic rhymes of Wales.

Sweet Muse, empty tearful pails,
When on metheglin she regales,

Laugh while the Saxon rails,

My own, my ancient Wales.

Mermaidens comb your tails !

Wardens unlock your gaols !

Victory ! never fails,

My own, my beloved Wales !

Clang then the cymbals !

Dance all ye nimbles !

Discard for this day your thimbles
Maidens of sunny Wales !

Cast away your bales

Ye merchants drop your sales,
And one cheer more
Now and before

We seek the climes of Wales.

Take from me my pen
My ink and then
Leave my hands and nails

I'll write and sing of Wales.

I remain, Sir, Yours,

THE CHIEF BARD MOEGAN.
Who plays on the Organ.

N.B. If the above isn't rhyme, I don't know what is. M.

New Bishopric.

WE read that an ecclesiastical society is
"
taking measures

"
for a

new bishopric in the Norlh of Europe. Of course they are measur-

ing how
"
high

"
bis Lordship will be.

A DEEP THOUGHT (BIT A TIDY PERSON).

WHY is the Tide called the Tide? Is it, Tidus a non tiedendo,

because it is never still.
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FIFTY NIMRODS WANTED.
RACKSUOT, OLD EOT,

WHILE I am lounging away
life as passively as possible, having no

more active occupation for my.holiday
than smoking a cigar the while I

sprawl upon the beach, and "putting"
now and then a two-ounce stone into

the sea, you are stalking along, sunk

up to your middle in the heather, and

blazing at the grouse from breakfast

till near bedtime.

I am fond of grouse myself, when

they are nicely cooked, but I don't

much envy men the privilege of killing

them. 1 hardly see the fun of taking
a long journey, and walking oneself

daily well-nigh off one's legs, in order

to bag tilings which you can buy as

well in Bond Street. If I had any

taste for shooting, I should content myself with killing cock-sparrows

from a trap, which would entail less labour than having to walk after

But you have sporting tastes, and yearly go to Scotland for a rattle

at the grouse, before you settle down to slaughter your tame partridges

in Stubbleshire. Then, when the birds get wild, you have your phea-

sants to destroy, and thus are kept amused until the 1st of February.

After that, your gun lies idle for nearly seven months, and hardly a

day passes witkout your being bored by having nothing you can bang
at. You will surely, then, feel grateful if I hand to you an invitation

I received the other day, to join a shooting party who are promised
two months' sport in the beginning of next spring. Tiem, man brave,

la viola :

"CRAKE DU LION. Appel atix countgenx cbasseura do toutcs nati

chasser de pied fermo, on AlKerio, le Lion, la Panthfere, et autres aaimaur, sous la

direction de M. PKHTUIBET, Tueur de Lions."

There, my noble sportsman, there 's some noble sport for you !

Althougn your heart is in the Highlands, it must beat a little faster at

the prospect thus held out to you. Fancy your delight in
"
affront-

ing
"

in broad daylight His Majesty the King of Beasts ! And see,

you are to have that privilege positively twice a week :

" Deux grandcs battues speciales pour le Lion auront lieu cbaque semaine, avec

le concours de 100 a 200 ratiatteurs indigenes : il sera expressement de'fendu de tirer

sur tout autre animal quo le Lion. Les chasseurs amateurs seront rdunis par groupes
de troia

; plus ou moins, snivant les circonstimces, & 1'oxception de M. PERTUISET,
qui BC fera toujuun un plaisir d'oocuper seul le poste le plus dangereux."

A battue of tame pheasants will seem a tame affair compared to one
of lions, where it is specially "defended" to kill any smaller game.
By the way, it would be awkward to "affront" a brace of panthers,
or a couple of hysenas, on one of these same special lion-bagging days.
Rather trying to the nerves it would be to see them near you, and to

know it was
"
expressement defendu" to let fly at them. If I were

M. PERTUISET, and had the
"
pleasure

"
to be placed in a remarkably" warm corner," I should run away as soon as I thought nobody was

looking at me. So there might be some advantage in being left quite
"seul." One could not well get out of it, if one were in a

"
groupe

de train;" at least, it might tax one's invention to explain one's ab-

sence creditably on sixteen
"
special

"
days. Of course,

" aux coura-

geux chasseurs" such fears may seem ridiculous. But not being used

myself to shoot at lions en
plein jour, instead of doing so

"
de pied

fermt," I am afraid I should feel rather shaky in my shoes.

To timid men like me, and my old friend Bully Bollom
l
"there is not

a more fearful wildfowl living than your lion." Yet, if I joined this

little shooting party, it would not be by lions merely that my nerves
would be upset :

" Une chasse aux sanglicrs, hyenos, pantheres, porcs-e'pics, linx. chats-tigres,

chacals, etc. etc. , aura lieu deux fois par semaine, avec le concours d'une nom-
breuse troupe de rabatteurs ; ces jours-la, lea chasseurs auront le droit de tirer sur
les animaux iudistmctemeut."

There seems a charming air of certainty in M. PERTUISET's arrange-
ments, as though he kept his lions, panthers, boars, and other wild
beasts caged in separate preserves, and had them ready at a moment's
notice to De taken out and shot. Every Monday, say, and Thursday,
a few lions will be flushed ; and on Wednesday and Saturday the

keepers will put up a brace or two of panthers, with half a dozen
porcupines, some lynxes and hyenas, and a score or so of tiger-cats,
to make up a good bag. Fifty chasseurs are invited to invade these

happy hunting grounds, and as each is to be armed with two guns
and a revolver, the preserves must be well stocked to provide sufficient

sport;
Each chasseur is to bring "un habillement complet de chasse,

d'apres le modele qui sera donnS. So I picture you, man ami. in a

pea-green velvet tunic, tightly belted at the waist, dragoon's boots,
spurs, red jockey cap, gloves reaching to the elbow, with a game-bag
three feet square slung dangling at your back, and a hunting-horn

encircling you from shoulder to hip. In thi delightful dress you
will be handed to posterity, in

"
un volume illustre eonienant le

rtcit de cet ckasses," which M. PEKTUISET will publish when he

returns to France. Moreover, further to induce you to join his little

party, and included in the paltry sum (180) which you must pay for

doing SO :

" Une medaille en hronzo, rppelnnt ces exploits cyudgetiques, ser dirtrtbuee i

tout souseriptwr faisant partie de I'oxpedition, au rovers da la medaille neroiit

graved leu nuzus de chaque chasseur. U journal de Paris, disposant d'uue graixle

publiciU, insurer.! chaque semaiue un r .m|>tr r.:u4u d6uill$ de* okaoei, o'mpreu
les notes cuvoyds par un historiographe attach*:- it 1 expedition."

Living after AGAMEMNON, the heroes who are brave enough to shoot

with M. PEKTUISET. will need no vales sacer to record their valiant

deeds. They will see their names paraded and bcpuffed in a cheap

paper, and will each get a brass medal to testify their pluck. Is not

this enough to tempt a man to seek a sporting reputation, even at the

lion's mouth? Nervous as]I am by nature, I yet sigh to see myself
decort with the new Order of Valour conferred by M. PEKTUISET.

Besides this, he is promised in big letters,
" BONNE NOUHKITUKJB ET

MATERIEL COMFORTABLE ;" for Frenchmen like good feeding, even in

the field. Moreover, listen to this :

if M. PEKTUISET, afin d'assurer un grand succes a cette premiere expedition, dans

les chasses au Lion seuluinent, foumira aux chasseurs dos balles explusiblos fou

droyautes."

Does not that brave chasseur, the renowned Baron Muncha*srn, tell

a truthful little tale of how he once contrived to blow up a wild beast F

Having fired his final bullet, I think he threw his powderflask straight

down the animal's wide opened throat ; then, cleverly injecting nis

flint and steel and tinderbox, he struck a spark, and caused such a

terrible explosion, that the beast gave up the ghost. Doubtless

M. PERTUISET'S "ballet
explosibles foudroyantet" will cause a similar

effect; and the "volume iltuslre" which he intends to publish will

contain some faithful pictures of exploded lions, quite as marvellous as

any that Munchausen could invent.

Wishing you success if you accept his invitation, and daily a good

appetite for the bonne nourrilure supplied, believe me, yours serenely,

BEKJAMIN BROWN.

P.S. If the newspapers record the feats of these French lion-killers,

I presume that the reports will be penned by penny-a-lioners.

BEALES OUT OF PLACE.

THE great Celtic Easter festival was called "Beltane," properly
"
Beal-tan," the fire of Beal or Baal, a Celtic eponym of the Sun-

god. The object of the present Irish tour of the Reform League leader

seems to be an autumnal anticipation of this Easter ceremonial in the

slightly altered shape of
"
BEALEs-tin," or a whip for the BEALES sub-

scription in Dublin. But that cock won't fight, not even when backed

by the O'DONOGHUE. The Green Isle is not so green a* to take

BEALES for its g^iide or its hero. What the
"
boys

" who filled the

Rotunda, and didn't listen to BEALES, want, is not
"
Reform

"
but

"
Revolution ;" and they are honest, if foolish, enough to say so,

"
clane out."
The only "Reform" of Parliament they are likely to combine or

subscribe for, is one that should
"
Reform it off the face of the earth,"

and Their League is not the Bealesian, but the Fenian.

BEALES had better keep to Trafalgar Square, and the Sussex Hotel,
and be content with his Hyde Park laurels. He isn't at all of the

calibre fit for
"
the Phaynix," either the Park, or the Bird.

SISTER CONFESSORS.

CONTRADICTION will probably be given to the statement contained
in a newspaper paragraph, according to which :

" A correspondent 'says that some stir has been caused by the fact becoming
public that the patients in St. Andrew's Convalescent Hospital at Clewer are

asked, if not required, by the Sisters who attend upon them, to practise confession."

It is probable that ladies devoted to a work of charity would mind
their own business and not the parson's if the confession of any of

their patients were the parson's business and not solely that of the

Roman Catholic priest. Nobody can for a moment suppose that they
ever take upon themselves to confess anyone, although very likely

they are often the unwilling hearers of confessions which the combina-
tion of enthusiastic piety and benevolence with personal attraction

cannot but frequently cause to be made to the young lady in whom it

The Two Greatest Bores of the Day.
THE Metropolitan Underground Railway and the Mont Cenis

Tunnel.

WHAT RUTH FOUND THE CRITICS "AT THE HERZFORD FESTIVAL.
Ruth-less.
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'

HERE'S SPORT INDEED!"

\

MR. GRIFFIN, OF THK C.C.8., AND ENSIGN GREEN OF THE
CR.R., HAVING COME TO CEYLON IN THE SAME VESSEL,
ARRANGE THAT WHEN THEY CAN GET LEAVE OF ABSENCE, THEY
WILL GO TOGETHER " To HAVE A POT AT THK ELEPHANTS "

IN DUE TIME THEY GO, AND FOLLOWING THEIK TftACKKR, AT
LENGTH DISCOVER THIS ANIMAL.

THE ANIMAL DISCOVERS THEM.

COMING IN SIGHT OF A HERD IN OPEN GROUND, THEY HAVE AN OPPORTUNITY OF OBSERVING " Tin:

YOUNG RUNNING PLAYFULLY AMONG THE HERD, THE EitBLKMa OF INNOCENCE." Vidt
SIR EMERSON TENNENT.

THEY ESCAPE UNFCATBEP, BT-T A T. TITLE REFRESHMENT
BECOMES NECESSARY.

HAVING ARRIVED WITHOUT DlECOVERY IN THE MIDST OF A
HERD. MR. GRIFFIN FIRE.S, AND TURNING ROUND TO TAKE
ANOTHER GUN SEES NOTHING OF THE GUNBEAREKS BUT THEIR

HE is PURSUED, AND KNOWING THAT THE BEST THING UNDER SUCH CIRCUMSTANCES, is TO

TURN SHARP ROUND, ixiis 8O, AND FINDS HIMSH.F IN THE ABOVE POSITION. /,.

medio tutunfimvs >U-f {? .')

'
' '

--

s

,^>:'^%

MF. GREEN TURNS UP IN THK NICK OF TIME, SHOOTS ONE, AND THE REST RUN AWAY, Extract from MR. GRERH'S Diarjy.
" GRIFFIN EXECUTED A PAS SEVI,

WHICH FOR ORIGINALITY OK CONCEPTION, COMBINED WITH BRILLIANCY OF EXECUTION, HAS PERHAPb NEVER BEEN EQUALLED."

Printe I *v -'oseph Smith, of Xo. 21, Htlford Square, in th*> I*anh of St. Tames, Clerkenwelt, In the County of Middlesex, at the Pnnnn* Offices of Mewrs, Bradbury. Eyans, * Co., l.oml>r<]

(it "-t, in the trecioct of Whitefriaxs, in the City of London, and published by him at No. 85, Fleet Stieet, In the Parish of at. Bride, City uf London. SATUBHAI . sr-p'rini. r \4, 1867.
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"NEVER TOO LATE TO MEND."
Thirsty Soul (after several gyrations round the Letter-lax.)

"
I SH 'LIKE T' KNOW

WHA'-SII-'E GOOD 'F GEN'LEM'N-SH TUKN'N TEA-TOT'LLER 'F GOV'M'NT (Hie)
OOES-H AN' COT-SH TH' SHPOUTS-H O* TH PUMPSH OFF !

"

A FASHIONABLE REFORM.

Now Reason in a measure reigns
O'er female dress ; some girls, with feet

And ankles gifted, and wit li brains,
Wear skirts that do not sweep the street.

The wearer thus her brains dotlfshow,
Exhibits feet and ankles too :

Without her dress held up, as though
Ou purpose to afford the view.

Now you can see a form of grace,
Whose outlines were before concealed ;

Draped, simply, and. besides the face,

\\ itu judgment other charms revealed.

Old times return, emotions old

Back with sweet recollections bring ;

The dull blood feels, iu winter's cold,
As though revisited by spring.

Our very youth, serene through smoke
And self-sufficient as are they,

With some sensation may be woke

By damsels clad iu meet array.

Ye fair ones, blest with minds and souls,
Effect just one amendment more ;

Discard Uiose chignons from your polls,

And you '11 be objects to adore !

MANSLAUGHTER A-LA-MODE.

WE learn by a contemporary, more enlightened than

ourselves in fashionable matters, that among some other

striking novelties of costume :

" A steel dagger is sometimes worn stuck in the belt, and a small

word is thrust transversely through the chignon."

So to carry on the war against poor bachelors and

widowers, Venus now is borrowing her armaments from

Mars. What with daggers at the waist and small swords
in the chignon, our elegantes must surely be able to look

killing.

" LETTERS OF CaEDii."-I.O.U.

THE CONFESSIONAL UNCONTROLLED.
THE following extract from the evidence of the REV. EDMUND CLAY,

M.A., incumbent of St. Margaret's, Brighton, before the Ritualist Com-
mission, is commended to the attention of parents and guardians :

"
I was requested to visit a person In great distress. She was a widow lady who

bad come down to Brighton. . . . She told me that she was very much alarmed for

her general condition ; that she was in the habit of undergoing severe penances,
which had been imposed by a clergyman, but not a clergyman In Brighton. He
was a clergyman then officiating in London. She gave me one instance : tbe night
before she spokn to me she had kueeled on a marble slab bare-kneed for four hours

repeating certain penitential psalms and prayers, which were imposed as a penance
in consequence of her having confessed to some sins of temper or infirmity of that
sort.'

1

There* is a certain article of apparel, which, though generally sup-
posed to be distinctive of Ritualist parsons, has not even once been
referred to by any one of either the examiners, or the witnesses in the
Commission on Ritualism. It is not, indeed, a vestment of the cere-

monial kind ; but tailors are wont to call it a vest. They call it, how-
ever, something more. To the word vest, tailorish for waistcoat, they
prefix the initials "M.B." The species of vest, or waistcoat, denoted
by those letters, and with a peculiar and personal significance by the
second of them, is worn, or would be worn, by the sham confessor who
had the brutality to impose on his poor humbugged penitent the cruel

penance above described.

Taking, however, the
"
M.B." waistcoat as simply the badge of a

party, and not as the token of an individual, and regarding it as an
'

M.B." in the sense of an
" M.R ," or Mock Romish waistcoat, every

sensible man must see that it is high time the bishops, or the legisla-

ture, should look after its wearers. This is no suggestion that the
Mock-Romanists had better be placed under restraint, and confined in

waistcoats of a closer kind than the
"
M.B." It means that if they are

permitted to play the part of Father Confessors, they should be sub-

jected to the same regulations as those which govern the priests whom
they imitate. Even genuine Romish Confessors are not necessarily to
be trusted ; must, some of them, have now and then done such things

VOL. mi.

as those of which Da. NEWMAN'S witnesses accused DR. ACHILLI.

What may not possibly be perpetrated by some of their unsupervised

apes, allowed, like the one above referred to, but unfortunately not

named, to practise, in secret, on the weakness and impulsiveness of

penitents of the softer sex F

A BLACK BUT BRIGHT FUTURE FOR IRELAND.

THE Mechanics' Magazine says that it is certain that various mineral

substances are now in process of formation or development that the

formation of stone, for instance, is .as apparent as its disintegration ;

and that :

"
So, also, we know that coal is being formed from peat. The intermediate stage

is lignite or ' brown coal,' which in turn becomes coal "

By the time, then, that all our coal is exhausted, if that time is

distant enough, perhaps Irish peat will have turned into Irish coal.

Irish peat-bogs are possibly inchoate coal-mines, and the Emerald
Island may be destined to become the Isle of Black Diamonds. Then,
when the speciality of Newcastle shall have sunk into oblivion, the

proverbial phrase for a superfluous presentation will very likely have

passed into that of
"
carrying coals to Donegal." Set to work, therefore,

you Ministers and Statesmen, as hard as you are able, to devise some
means of conciliating Paddy Whack

;
since consideration for Posterity,

in particular as to coal, suggests justice to Ireland.

The Worst Horse Winning.

GREAT scandal has been caused at Paris by the rapid progress of the

new Opera in comparison with that of the new Hospital. Considering
the orgies enacted in the Salle d' Opera at the .Carnival balls, one

might call it a race in which Hotel Dieu is being beaten by Hotel

Liable.
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(IN SEVERAL TABLEAUX FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU II. MY GLOOMY FRIEND.

when TIPKIN calls, aud give his medicines to the boots to do what he

likes with. They may be useful to him : for his children, if any.l
"
TIPKIN," my Gloomy Friend, more basso profondo than usual, sup-

poses,
"
has sent you lots of draughts."

" He has," I admit, be-

ginning to look upon TIPKIN as nothing better than a swindler.
" And he '11 send a lot more, of course," says His Gloominess, as if

communing with himself over a melancholy future. 1 admit again that

Y Gloomy Friend strolling
j
TIPKIN has expressed his intention of so doing. [I am getting savae"

I don't

ask him

J _. ty, 1 needn't take it.
"
But," me voice

bathing among the jelly- frOm the tomb reminds me,
"
you '11 have to pay for it." He dares

fish aforesaid.
He stops and sayi merely to prevent utter despondency on my part, that it will be

exclaims slowly, "Hul-lo!" all right in time: only he advises me if I
"

find myself getting worse
from the pavement. He to send for BUNBURY," which I promise to do.

sees that something is the
jje now returns to his first theme, and expresses his opinion that

matter with me, and an- wuat i>Te got is incipient gout, aggravated by the poison of the jelly-
nounces his intention ot

fisa Is tae jelly-fish poisonous ? I ask, for I own I am startled by-
coming up. He comes up. taat word. He looks up at me with calm, pitying surprise. "Poison?"
He is very tall, and his

says nej amiliag gloomily,
"
of course." He commences an explanation

voice is double-bass so low
of the different kinds of jelly-fish. Did I fall among red ones, or white

that it sounds as if he was ones? or j,reen ones ? Were they long and filmy, or wide and almost

opaque bodies ? Red I think and filmy, is my answer ; though I don't like

admitting they were
"
filmy." I feel somehow that all their sting lies in

- - - their.being
"
filmy."

"
Bad," he says, in his lowest tone

; my knell. I
at the door ot my room, follow own coffitt) ^ imagination, to the nearest churchyard,
and then his voice, so to

Epitaph,
"
Killed by Jelly-fish?

7
During my meditation he is silent,

speak, follows, coming up
, Tnen

'

ae ri3es j^ ;t to go, and the voice of the man in the cellar comes
after him. He has the air of the Ghost in Hamkt, regarding the world i

up a step or twO) ^ he riges towards the ceiling (he must be six feet

generally more in sorrow than in anger. His tones are measured
taree) attd aopes ne [[ see me better soon, I apologise for not gettingup

and musical, inducing sleep in the listener. and he replies,
" No ; not on any account ; you must be careful." But

I can't rise to receive him, having my leg on a chair, and my loot ne ^wali
>
t ieave me . He stands silently at the window regarding the

swaddled. ,111 u passers-by. He sees excursionists packed into a sailing-boat and fore-

I address him as cheerfully as possible tor one can t help being teu3 some accident. He is of opinion that many things
"
oughtn't to

slightly overcome by his height, and depth of voice, making light ot
be auowed . Pleasure-boats for excursion parties being one of them,

this attack of jelly-fish. He stands in the door-way and says (that is A nurse^ & cllild passes, and 1

the man in the cellar says), that he 's sorry to see me like this ! (I -

should like to butt him in the middle of his waistcoat and make him

always giving a ventrilo-

quial imitation of the man
in the cellar. He appears

c- &-- _

f , he points out to me how the little boy

(or girl) is tending towards being bandy-legged. To make him lively,

I attract his attention towards some more children toddling about,

speak quicker.) . ..... with their shoes off, in the sea. "How happy, how careless!" I

I teU him
"
It 's nothing," but somehow begin to realise its ira- exciaim sentimentally. He is sadly indignant with their attendants,

portance.
"
Gout ?

"
he inquires. No, not gout, I inform him, feeling

partially sorry at being obliged to disclaim any tendency to gout. I

have a sort of hazy idea that only Dukes have gout."
Erysipelas ?

"
he supposes, with the air of one who s right this

| SQWn p

exclaim, sentimentally. He is sadly indignant with their attendants

or parents. Thisjs also a thing which "should not be allowed.'

Why ? I ask.
" Do you not know," he returns (bass cadence in a

minor key),
"
that it is in this way the seeds of rheumatism are

'

I am aghast. It was only the other day I was encouraging-" jMjm- ~Tt T i* t
' J' i. "4-U 1

'

f 4-1," OUWU.1 * ttvij. a^Licioi'. AW n*m VLUJ NUW vm".^* ****/ j.

time, and won't guess again. 1 am a little indignant with him tor this
| some uttje nephews anc[ nieces to ran for halfpence into the waves.

mother country, and spend a shilling a day at the most.

By the way I have heard of some place in Switzerland near a snow
mountain aud a lake, where you can live like a prince at a kotel for

him cheerily,
"
'Twill all be right in a day or two. He hopes so, ue tainks and thence, arguing from the price of a glass of soda-water

(that is the man in the cellar, or under the chair when lie s seated, and snerrv at a iarge hotel, he prophesies the gradual commercial
"
hopes so ") but he adds, with great deliberation, that I ought to be

i decline and fall of tne Britisa Empire. After all this I feel inclined to

very careful. By the way, his gloominess arises mainly from a mistaken I
-

t everybody, pay my hotel bill if possible, draw my money out of the
notion of expressing sympathy with misfortune.

. bank se \\ most O f my valuables, pack up a bag and go to some
I enforce the fact on him that I am taking care ;

and determine
eievated spot on the Continent, where I can watcli the decay of my

in my own mind to take more care than ever. In order to prove my
own solicitude for myself, I tell him that I am in the Doctor's hands.

This doesn't cheer him up at all : he only wants to know (lowest note

BURY for this sort of thing> The thought of my mistake in consulting

TIPKIN instead of BDNBORY makes him more gloomy than ever. I

have half a mind to apologise to TIPKIN when he comes again, and say, ',

diet
" I'm very sorry to have troubled you, but I want BUNBURY." Before, ,

unwholesome meal On the waiter s laying him a plate,

however, getting rid (mentally) of TIPKIN, I ask,
"
Why BUNBUKY P

"
:

ta and helps himself freely to Pressed beef, rolled tongue and

Just to sive TIPKIN a chance observing, after looking at his watch, that it was later than he expected,

"WeU" says a sepulchral voice from somewhere,
"

TIPKIN 's a and therefore he shall make this his dinner. This is overheard by the

humbug." This is unsatisfactory. I say, for my own comfort, that waiter, and I find
" one dinner "entered in my biU, as taking place at

all Doctors are alike. I feel I'm wrong there. My Gloomy Friend ** luncheon time. By the way he is very anxious to know if

points to BUNBURY as a brilliant exception. BUNBURY, it appears, my hour for tatmg medicine, and begs me nott defer that <

has not gone when luncheon is brought in by the waiter,

Gloomy Friend reminds me that I ought to be very careful m my
He will not he says take anything himself, luncheon benig an

would have had me all right in a day. (TIPKIN'S been two days

already). BUNBURY wouldn't have poulticed, not he, being apparently
above such treatment. (TIPKIN is, so to speak, all poultice.) BUNBURY
goes upon the dieting plan. So does TIPKIN, I exclaim, scoring one,
as it were, for poor TIPKIS.

" Not the right dieting system," says my
Gloomy Friend :

"
his system," he goes on to explain,

"
does more

harm than good." He calls me to witness my own condition, how
I 'm lowered in two days. [I give TIPKIN up : I wish I could shake

him off and call in BUNBURY. By the way, I might be
"
not at home "

on his account. I assure him that the prescribed moment has not yet

arrived.

He becomes dreadfully gloomy on the subject of pickles, which

leads him to speak of the adulteration of food. This of course is "a thing
which shouldn't be allowed." After eating and drinking for three-

quarters of an hour, he settles himself in en arm-chair, and a solemn

voice, now from the deepest dungeon below the castle-moat, requests a

cigar. It is brought. He surveys it mournfully. He doubts its

goodness, inveighs against the price of all tobacco, and smokes it down
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toa mere stump. "Isn't it mytime for medicine f
'
he inquires. No, it

is not. He is making me irritable. As if 1 couldn't take care of my-

sel I get him to talk of mutual friends.
"
What's, become of

i T _M n nMrli* Hmncv st hoort M I

from cigar ) ; sad thing (puff nna vatenav

drinking (puff) ;
wife gone !

" This is his ne

shocked. I try SAM HBNNIDGB. What became

se.tm lii.n for years.
" Ah !" he replies. "Toe

TWYRTLB f
"

I ask. He gives a gloomy smile, and it being cheerful

for him I look forward to some amusing intelligence of IWYRTLH.

'Ah poor TWYRTLE." he says, "married two years ago (ilou puff

from' cigar); sad thing (puff and watching the smoke); took t<

'-. -, i
n ^is is his news of TWYRTLB. lam

jme of OLD SAM ? Haven't

Poor OLD SAM [long pnff

'fu/'nilfiit consideration of OLD SAM'S life.

Fishing-hook gave him a slight scratch a it iuum-uo BUu.>. \f -j, / >

iMi
"

(smoke out of hit itoitriit). .

We are both silent. I suppose he 11 go and slowly gosip of ate U

some other acquaintance as
r<
Poor So-and-So ; sad thing ; been among

tin- jelly-fish; can't last long," and so forth. I am depressed : wish

he 'd go By the tan/, in future not at home to Gloomy trieiid.

>arls :it last, having been with me four hours. He has not

laughed once, I think, in his attempts to be sympathetic. [Not very

thctic, as my Funny Friend would say picture further on. J

His last words (at the door, but voice down several
steps)

are, See

BUNBUHY he 'll put you all right." His final recommendation decides

me 1 began with TIPK.IS, and I '11 stick to TIPKIN : and the sooner

he cures me, and gts me out of the place where my Gloomy iriend is

stoppin?, the better for my general health and spirits.

Next morning. TII-KLN is a trump. Have a photograph ot

myself done,
"
Cured in an Instant !

" And in good time too, having

received an official communication (I hold, as you know, a Government

situation, and have a character to keep up) which compels my personal

attendance in the North.

By the way. In the North I shall be all alone. Ask soms one to

stay with me. To whom do I owe a dinner ? or any civilit les '. Refer

to Photograph Book. Ha ! there 's my man lively, not hearty (thank

goodness) full of anecdote, witty, seen life. Capital companion m the

North. So I write to THOMAS GRIGG [name under portrait of my
Funny Friend.]
Ah ! if I had but known but

A SUBSTITUTE FOR THE PILLORY.

TITERB are not a few reflecting persons who lament the abolition of

the Pillory. They think, if that structure were still in being, it would

brm an admirable frame for the face of the small tradesman, but great

rogue, who is addicted to the ns of false weights and measures. It is

,heir opinion that such a face, so framed, would form an excellent sub-

iect for a photograph to be distributed amongst the rogue's neighbours,

and that it would also present a suitable target for volleys of eggs,

constituting a merited ovation.

That the moral exposure, at least, of every such rogue is extremely

desirable, nobody will deny or doubt except himself and his fellows.

Towards this no good at all is done by the mere enumeration, with

respect only to their several callings, of a lot of rogues who were

brought to justice and fined. Nobody derives much gratification, or

any advantage, from the simple announcement of a list of anonymous

rogues. In every case of .convictions for cheating of anv sort, a nominal

catalogue of the offenders ought to be made public, and moreover their

addresses should be given as well as their names, for the information

of those who, without it, might deal with them, and perhaps not take

the precaution of looking very sharp after them.

Mr. Punch has much pleasure in recommending to journalists in

general for imitation, the excellent example furnished by the Morning
Post in publishing, on Thursday, September 13, a full, true, and

particular Return, made to the vestry of St. Pancras, by MR. GEORGE

COLLINS, foreman to the Weights and Measures Committee, of persons

amerced in penalties incurred by them for using false weights and

scales in that parish. It will be found in Page 2 of our fashionable

and serviceable contemporary, column 4, at the bottom. Note these

points. The addresses as well as the names of all the cozeners,

together with the particulars of their several frauds, are carefully

specified, so as to enable their neighbours and all other persons in any

danger of becoming their customers, to know whom they have got to

to which, of course, they will do no farther than you could

throw a bull by the tail.

This for That.

WHAT a ludicrous change the alteration of a single word would
sometimes make ! An evening paper remarks that

"
They (the upper

classes) must, at whatever cost, and with whatever labour, inoculate

the constituencies with their own ideas," &c. Try the substitution of

vaccinate (the more modem practice too) for
"
inoculate."

y ^ ^

"\EW MEANING. The Art of Model Farming should now be classed

under Uechi-xism.

BY THE SEA.

(A Grumble of September.)

KM.! London may be dull,

With the dulness of Sep-
tember ;

Or dark and suicidal

With the fog-wreaths of

November.
But the dulness of her

autumn,
And her winter's miserie,

Are lively to the dulness

And suffering by the sea !

With the snobs on the

parade
I'm not inclined to mingle:
1 can't get up Platonics

With the nurse-maids on
the shingle.

I'm sick of the hot cliff-

walk.
I'm tired of shrimps at

tea;

Bored to death with barrel-organs
And brass-baudsby the sea !

And if such out-door pastimes
And pleasures leave me weary,

Indoors, at Sea-View Cottage
Existence is more dreary.

Where the only thing that 's living,
no sharp F or flat B,

About the flabby pillow
At our lodging by the sea !

They tell me sea-air 's tonie ;

They bid me seek the briny ;

Dip my head till I am stifled,

Rub my body, till I 'm shiny.
But I 've no taste for sewage,

Diluted though it be,

And that 's the sort of brewage
Supplied us by the sea !

The papers come in late,

And the letters go out early :

The butcher is extortionate,
The poulterer is surly.

The fish comes down from London,
And stale is apt to be ;

The fishers they hook human flats

Not flat-fish by the sea.

'Gainst the cheating of the natives

My day is one long struggle :

They've ta'en to highway robb'ry,
Since they have ceased to smuggle ;

And their harvest is the season
And the crop they clear is me ;

And I 'm grist between the mill-stones

Of the millers by the sea.

If longer here I linger,
WISSLOW knows what I may be !

I may mope into an idiot,

Or maunder to a babv :

Become a human jelly-fish,

Or sea anemone,
As soon in an aquarium

Exist, as by the sea !

My wife may call me selfish,

And read me Caudle-lectureSj
On my private grounds for bolting

Indulge in harsh conjectures :

Blest if I stand it longer
In town to-night I'll be,

Better London in September,
Than a week more by the sea.

TEB LATE RISING IS SPAIN.

SPAIU is asleep in more ways than one. We have heard enough o

her
"

late rising." When shall we hear of her
"

early rising ?
"
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IT IB Low WATER THE WEATHER is MOST INVITING. THE TITWILLOW NURSEMAIDS HAVE GONE TO BATHE. THE TITWILLOW
TWINS, WHO ARE OF AN INVENTIVE TURN, HAVE DISCOVERED THE ART OF MAKING CHEESES IN THE WATER, AND MUCH PREFER THE
ARTICLE TO CHEESES ON DRY LAND. MRS. T. FEELS LIKE A HEN WHO HAS HATCHED A BROOD OF DUCKLINGS.

N.B. THE FIENDISH-LOOKING, BLACK-BEARDED INDIVIDUAL WHO is RUSHING TO THE RESCUE OF THE NEAREST TWIN is ONE
OF MR. T.'s MANY BOSOM FRIENDS. His NAME is MR. PIP. THE OTHER RUSHER TO THE RESCUE is, OF COURSE, MR. TITWILLOW
HIMSELF. ( Vide page 120. )

THE DAY OF CONGRESSES.
'Tis a wonderful world, and more wondrous will be,
Now liberty everywhere loosens each tether,

Solidaire, if not solid, now men boast to be,
Their heads if too oft, by the ears laid together.

The chaff out of fallacies ought to be threshed,
And the back-bone of truth be made notably stiffer,

Now theories of all sorts are fearlessly clashed,
Creeds and crafts, all in Congress, agreeing to differ.

IB Dundee the philosophers, cosmic and collegy,
Have swept through all nature, from od to ozone,

Electro-, Zoo,- Meteor-, Ge-, and Bi-ology,
Flint knives, koeken-middens, and breccia of bone.

Pro DAKWIN or contra, for man or for monkey,
Each school 'gainst the other loud sounding the charge,

While LUBBOCK to man makes induction the one key,
And takes all the orthodox points in his targe.

And if seekers of truth have to loggerheads gotten,
On the past and the future of nature and man,

No wonder the workers for bread should not cotton

Exactly, in Congress when met at Lausanne.
If in French, German, English, a Babel have grown
Round amalgamate logs and humanity's right,

'Twixt ideas and tongues each to other unknown,
Till the gath'ring of brothers dissolved in a fight.

Nor, if toilers for wages and searchers for reason,
Find Congress means meetings to differ all round,

Keed it cause Punch amaze, if, considering the breeze on,
The Pan-Anglican Synod should stormy be found.

For the Bishops' whole Bench if NATAL prove too many,
If CLOSE clinch S. OXON, and GLOUCESTER MCNEILE,

If Record and Guardian, like cats of Kilkenny,
To the tail eat each other, in proof of their zeal.

'Twill be but to follow the striking example
The Genevan Peace Congress the Church has just set,

Where each on his neighbour's toes made free to t rample,
And his neighbour with interest paid off the debt.

Till the preachers of peace, in a general quarrel,
Broke up, after choosing Italia's Mars,

GARIBALDI, for chairman, to point peace's moral,
As, the leisure to make preparation for wars.

MUSIC OF THE VERY FUTURE.

THE Neic York Times (cited by the Era) supports a good cause by
an argument of which we fail to see the overwhelming force. The
cause is the right of a dramatic author to be protected from theft. In
proof that such theft is easy, the New Tori: Times says,

" MOZART is said to have written out the whole of one of MENDELSSOHN'S over-
tures after a single hearing."

There may be concealed and latent power in this statement, and we
simply own our ignorance of its value. We scorn to adduce against it

so Philistine and church wardenly an answer as is implied in mentioning
the received belief that MOZART died in 1791, whereas the composer
whose overtures he wrote out was not horn until 1809. Let Art be
discussed on higher grounds. Will the N. Y. Tirnes explain ?

THE GREATEST AcnisvEiiEtiT ON RECORD. COLONEL PEARSON'S.
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A PLEA .FOR VERMIN.
extirpating birds of prey, proved as they are by the truly reverend
naturalist, Ma. TRISTRAM, to be (same-preservers, will be the constant
endeavour of

Yours truly,

WlIITTBBOWjr DE
R. PUNCH, You noticed, no
doubt, some remarks made
at one of the late sittings of

the British Association by
the REV. H. B. TRISTRAM,
on the indiscriminate des-

truction, with a view to the

extermination, of that part
of our fauna commonly stig-

matised as vermin. Accord-
1

...... T --_ ,

ing to the report of the
,

n the institutions for the advancement, education and comfort of lite

reverend naturalist's obser-
,

working-men and their families employed in the great works at Creusot,
vations : of which M. SCHNEIDER is the guiding heart and head ':

If not, Mr. Punch earnestly begs to commend to their serious reading
that noble evidence how the masters of the works at Creusot under-
stand the great law that

"
Property lias its duties as well as iU rights.'

Where shall we look for a Creusot in England ?

M. SCHNEIDER'S renort has left Mr. Punch blushing.
What the Creusot hrm have done to develope and encourage the

BLACK AND WHITE.
HAVK our excellent friends of the

"
Black Country," who found so

many crows to pluck with Mr. Punch, when he ventured to call atten-
tion to the state of education and culture in that dark realm of coal
and iron, weighed, marked and digested the Report of M. SCHHEIDEK,

" Ho said he had no good
opinion of the gumelteepers, for
ho thought they wore the most
destructive of all vermin, so far
as regarded the game of this

.
( iui//i(.r, ulid tear, hear.)

He stated that he had travelled
in Tunis, Sahara, and America., .

nd in all these countries birds of

prey In Tunis, 'and it really
swarmed with game. By extirpating from their doors uirds^of prey, they had
engendered disease among game."

Here, Sir, is something in support of a plea that bus been advanced
in your own columns on behalf of the majestic eagles, the noble falcons,
the gallant hawks, the venerable owls and ravens, the queer badgers,
and the humble but interesting hedgehogs, polecats, stoats, and weazels.
Hear the REVEREND TKISTKAM out :

" When he was young falcons used to be seen on the Cheviots, and had no they
been driven from their mountains and moors, he was quite certain that these birds
would simply, by tho operation of natural laws, have destroyed those birds In whl.
the disease commenced, and might hare prevented the grouse disease in tl__
epidemic and destructive fonn it had now assumed. It waa well known tlmt birds
of prey always attacked the birds which rose last, and ware the weakest, and there-
fore the spread of the disease was prevented.

"

|

good elements of man, woman and childhood amongst their workers in

prey abounded to a degree of ' P04' ^ ^on. shows that Black need not be so very Black, if only
which they had no conception in

j

intelligent and far-sighted men will apply their energies to making the
this country. Ho one day counted

j

best of their workpeople, as well as making the most of their money
1

if they will recognise that besides "hands" there are siwh things as"
heads

"
and

"
hearts

"
to be thought of, and provided for, in great

centres of industry, and that a due and practical recognition of this
truth will go far to wash the Black Country white.

A DOUBLE-EDGED SAW.
MK. PUNCH,

THERE is, 1 grant you, partial force in the argument, alleged

, as a reason why men, even though not opulent, may venture to marry,
which of the proverb which says that what is enough for one is enough for

J'hi'n i

two ' *a Seaera'' no doubt, if ' man eats and drinks enough to satisfy

him, he eats and drinks at least twice as much as will do him good.
There are, indeed, many men in whose cases it might truly be said
that what is enough for one is enough for half-a-dozen. In so far, this

All this looks very much like proof of the wisdom evinced by our might be urged as a plea for polygamy ; but, eschewing Mormonism,LOMton m Hnirur rwnnln hfiavilv for itusJin* h*wtV_ju WnuM fit n -..u u_ 'r..-i:'a'. *.

'
__ancestors in fining people heavily for stealing hawks'-eggs. Would

it not be desirable to revive the old English laws in so far, and, farther,
to punish any one for shooting a hawk as severely as for shooting a

partridge ?

let us rather say that it would be a justification for marriage with a pro-
spect of a family.

But, Sir, surely your penetration has enabled you to see that the

saying that what is enough for one is enough for two cuts both ways.
Reference to the wisdom of our ancestors reminds one, by the rule

}

The fact is not only that the quantity of food and drink which is
of contrary, of their descendants' folly. That, doubtless, is instanced : enough to content one man, is, as a rule, enough to maintain a manm the existence of sparrow-clubs, notwithstanding your repeated and wife, and, in some instances a family of six children to boot. It
demonstration that the destruction of sparrows is the preservation of ! is also, nowadays, true that the drapery which is not more than ex-
caterpillars.

[

tensive enough to enable one woman to follow the fashion, is more than
Sometimes, Sir, I am inclined to question whether the argument for extensive enough to clothe two, or perhaps three women comfortably,

cherishing sparrows, and birds and beasts of prey, might not be &n& M amply as good taste would require. Is this a consideration,
pushed to greater lengths than most people would imagine. Servants Mr. Punch, much calculated to encourage men in moderate circuni-
are usually expected to destroy spiders. But spiders destroy flies, and stances to undertake the pecuniary liabilities which, in these times,
I, for my own peculiar part, think them very pretty creatures

;
thus ta?7 must .necessarily incur by contracting matrimony, unless with an

ornamental as well as useful. Then flies, in their turn, doubtless eat heiress or a relict in possession of an adequate jointure. 1 hare, Sir,

up much dirt, in the shape of refuse organic matter. So I doubt if it tne speciality of being your old friend,
is judicious to set papier moure, or syrup, to kill flies. One kind of AUDI AITEKAH PARTBM.
creatures that are in some degree mischievous serves to keep the other
under ; and whilst they all do more or less harm, they all, or nearly
all, do more or less good. AIL or nearly all, I say, because I An Appropriate Present.

Sytas*,tr ;js sssr BS s^JSWa& vSl^l!&t&&s&&E**8iyrefused to rid himself of any of those guests, because the present' ,

Vlctualle T
. J -

to th
.

e
.

National Lifeboat Association. They could not do
life was the only one they could enjoy, had probably another reSor ^ dering the number of persons they have caused to be half-

affording them cover and food. Very likely he thought that in causing
the irritation with which they must have continually vexed him, they
were performing the office of subjecting him to a merited, and (spiritu-
ally) wholesome penance. On this point you can consult FATHER
IGNATIUS, who. as I perceive by his photographs, has not entirely
shaved his head or had it shaved. But what physical benefit such

_ J _. i i i
, , . |~ V, r^J ulVyCM. UCil&Uti OUUll
tnings as the inhabitants of chignons, and our minute occasional bed-

^Uows,
can confer on man or womankind, I am at a loss to conceive.

Therefore I am not at present prepared to go quite so far as to uphold
the adoption of lausez-faire with all manner of vermin. On the con-
trary, only the other day, having awoke with tingling sensations aboutmw urn ata on,4 hn**>n ,!, J 1!_l^i j* .

discovered the causes of
: .

-
j

m f h'H

ec\icide nnwrle powder.

it r AND AMDS" WBBB POTS AUD PJ1W.

Pa*-Anglican Synod,
Let *s hope thou art not,

A sign the Church Anglican's
Going to Pot !

The New Monthly.
THB forthcoming magazine, Saint PauCt, is not, as its title might"K " f

is usually styled a religious periodical, but it will be well
,

TT
PT3'

"^
.

iP"n"ed PlentrfuUr with adapted for family.reading from its close cnnection with ViBTU.Hawks are called vermin m these days, and there __ .

j ? uu
nam<f a nobby; but, loving hawks as I do, I would not

ride a hobby to death, by pushing a theory to extreme consequences.

re^ whETf kir? ^'M h
insect-Powd

.

er M often M it may
T derecate

THB ORDER OP THS DAT.

TUB writer of the letters in tke Time,, advocating "The cordon
of fruit trees

"
as adopted in France, is to be decorated for hhower the mnnnf rn *, j

& o ru rees as aope n rance, s to e ecorated forrer- " employment of powder and shot, for the purpose of pains-he is to receive th Grand Cordon of the Legion of Honour
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IT is HIGH WATER.
MB. PIP TO MR. T., IN

TITWILLOW ANSWERS, (La suite auprochain numero.)

BY THIS TIME MR. PlP HAS GOT SLIGHTLY TlRED OF THE TWINS. THE NURSEMAIDS ARE STILL BATHING.
A FIENDISH WHISPER, "I SAY, T., WHAT DO YOU SAY TO A WEEK IN PARIS, YOU AND I. YOU KNOW?"

SAYINGS AND DOINGS AT DUNDEE.
MB. PUNCH,

CRADLED in the lap of physical science, and nursed in the
arms of natural philosophy, I, ISAAC NEWTON BACON, to whom in

buoyant youth soap-bubbles suggested prismatic colours and the soar-

ing kite told the story of FRANKLIN and electricity, I, whose un-
official hours in methodical manhood are passed in the society of

Diatoms, and the investigation of the Fauna of Rutlandshire (cold as
a glacier to the FLORAS of Belgravia), and who look forward to an age
of Algae and fresh-water snails, have day by day and Times by Times

watched, in my enforced confinement in a Public Department in

London, the proceedings of the British Association in congress at

Dundee, and ask leave now to dwell briefly on one or two points which
seem to require further elucidation in the pages of your scientific

periodical.
In SectionA (Mathematics), "the proceedings opened with the reading

of the report of the Lunar Cpmmittee." How are we to understand this
announcement ? As meaning that a Report was made by a deputation
of learned men, sent by the Royal Society of the Moon (including our
old friend the Man in the Moon), to ascertain the truth of the rumours
that have reached our luminous neighbour as to the almost universal

acquaintance with the wonders of nature and discoveries of science

displayed by the upper and middle classes in this planet, to the exclu-
sion of such useful studies as the Grecian Mythology, the composition
of Latin Hexameters, and the functions of the Amphictyonic Council?
Or have some of our rising philosophers been mixing with the best
circles in the Moon (at the modest outlay of only 120 I. was delighted
to perceive) and learning something of the Penny Readings, Patent
Laws, Album Portraits, Coloured Fountains, and general scientific

progress of that distant and little known nation, with whom we hope
to have in the course of a few years, at least bi-monthly communica-
tion by means of balloons and aerial transports ? Or is it all moonshine ?

I was
sorry

to find that the
"
behaviour

"
of the Aneroid Barometer

had formed the subject of a paper (but not at present of an interview

with the stipendiary magistrate), as I had always considered it a well-
conducted instrument, not exhibiting the mercurial temperament of its

brethren, and to be
thoroughly depended on at a

"
pressure." My

confidence in an esteemed philosophical friend being thus rudely
shaken, possibly never again to be restored, the shock that I felt was
all the greater when I read that

"
PROFESSOR HERSCHEL said it was

too bold to say that every shooting star was a comet they were
more likely the dissipated parts of comets." Eccentric I may have

thought these "luminous meteors" to be, but
"
dissipated"I hope

nobody will encourage them by watching anxiously for their ap-

pearance next November. For my part I intend to keep all my
daughters in the drawing-room the nights these fast young sparks
are expected to arrive, and shall not allow them to go out even on the

balcony.

Shooting stars remind me that
"
in SectionD a discussion took place

on the grouse disease," a natural topic in Scotland, but the connection
between the Advancement of Science and the mortality amongst grouse
I have failed to discover, after a restless night of anxious thought,
mingled with dreams of crumbs and bread sauce

"
and on the desira-

bility of arresting the destruction of native birds of prey." If the
Section will devise some sure means of

"
arresting

"
the plunderers of

boxes and hampers of
"
native birds," they will by so doing confer

more happiness on mankind than by any amount of figures showing
the comparative sums spent on gin-and-water and whiskey-toddy by
the peoples of England and Caledonia

;
and they shall never want

"
an

elegant luncheon
"

wherever they go.

And as luncheon has some connection with excursions, I am not, I

think, put of order in informing you that
"
on arriving at Errol the

excursionists found machines waiting to convey them to Fingask."
What machines ? I can think of nothing but bathing-machines, unless

as the party was scientific, they made an experimental trip with some
of MR. BABBAGE'S Calculating Machines f

Here is a useful hint to workhouse officials.
" PROFESSOR ROGERS

stated that at Oxford the guardians of the poor reduced the number of

paupers from 3,000 to 300 by simply enforcing that all persons received
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into the workhouse should be thoroughly washed." Nothing like the

union of soap and water for paupers !

From a paper which treated of the manufactures of Dundee (the
omission of all mention of marmalade was unpardonable), I derived
the bewildering information that there

"
are also many persons engaged

in the public calenders." Does the Master of the Rolls or the Deputy
Keeper of the Records know anything of these industrious Northerners,
or of the works upon which they are engaged ? Are they early histo-

rical notices of JuM&nd P

Finally, it may interest your multitude of fair (and brown) readers
to know that amongst the votes of thanks passed at the close of the
Dundee Meeting was one from the grateful milliners of the place to
the Committee for selecting their town as the scene this year of the

operations of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,

having all been new for the occa-the bonnets of Bonnie Dundee
sion.

ISAAC NJSWTOH BACON.

RITUALIST THEATRICALS AT SHOREDITCH.
NOTWITHSTANDING the Report, of the Ritual Commission, a full-

dress fancy service was held on a Friday evening lately, in the Church
of St. Michael and All Angels, Shoreditch ; a locality in which it may
be supposed that peculiar facilities for the display of taste and judg-
ment in ecclesiastical costume were afforded by an abundance of estab-
lishments for the sale of antique vestments, sometimes irreverently
termed old clo .

The altar was handsomely lighted up with no leu than fifty wax
candles, besides two large candelabra, one north the other south, in
addition to a long row of tapers on the rood-screen, and a profusion of
gas jets into the bargain. It was also tastefully decorated wil.h flowers,
exhibiting'a scene, at least, fully equal in brilliancy to anything of the
kind ever witnessed at the Horticultural Garden*. The occasion of
these embellishments, and the devotions which they graced, was a

N.B. (North Britain, of course). Grants of money were made for
j

sermon to be preached by DR. G RAY, Bishop of Cape-Town, within the
various scientific objects ; amongst them one of 25 for

"
Fossi Octave of the Dedication/e/e of the sacred edifice.

Romanising commenced at eight o'clock with a procession, accom-
panied by a processional hymn. Precisely as the first note thereof
resounded, there issued from the vestry, at the north-east corner of the
church, a youthful figure, arrayed in what might by the uninformed
spectator have been taken for female attire ; a bright red robe, having
over it two slips of cambric, one in front and the other behind. This

vanuua muBiiMmj uvjoubB : ctimm^si iiiein one 01 a&aa lur roam
Flora." Was she a stony-hearted beauty, and where can this lovely
petrifaction be seen P

Leibnitz Filla*, Humphry D*ny BotJ,
Lover Santsia. 1

THE BIRD AND THE BABY.

LET the Baby squall Ma'am,
Cruel ? Not at all, Ma'am.
Musical I call, Ma'am,

Children's shrieks and cries.

Little chest expand, Ma'am,
Give what lungs demand, Ma'am,
Don't you undrestand, Ma'am f

Proper exercise.

But the other day, Ma'am,
While I was away, Ma'am,
Late in bed I lay, Ma'am,

As I sometimes do.
To my great delight, Ma'am,
Down-stairs out of sight Ma'am,
Scream with all their might, Ma'am,

Fancied I heard two.

" One against the other,
Crying for their mother,
Sister strives with brother

;

Twins," I thought,
"
are those."

But, when I descended,
And the row had ended,
They were, who contended,

What do you supposeir

Of the two I heard, Ma'am,
One turned out a bird, Ma'am,
'Tis a fact absurd, Ma'am ;

But the truth I tell.

Parrot, green and yellow,
Like an infant fellow,
Trying to out bellow

Other baby's yell.

BKOWN should have been there, Ma'am,
Babies he can't bear, Ma'am,
Parrot's neck he 'd swear, Ma'am,

Ought to have been wrung.'

Baby," with a curse, Ma'am,
To all pets averse, Ma'am,
Gag,

v>
he'd tell the Nurse, Ma'am,

Make it hold its tongue."

He, now, he 's a bear, Ma'am,
No, we 're not a pair, Ma'am,
I don't, I declare. Ma'am,

Hate small girls and boys ;

Would not cuildren shoot, Ma'am
That they might be mute, Ma'am,Am not such a brute, Ma'am ;

Partial to their noise.

ANSWER TO A QUEST.
"
The Phiio-

smart dress, however, proved to be not that of a girl, but of a young
gentleman. It was, m fact, a gown and surplice. The wearer bore on
nigh a large golden cross, and after him marched a band of surpliced
choristers, two and two, in gay apparel; several of the younger ones
being like the cross- bearer, clad in red and cambric. The procession in-
cluded three clergymen, one of them a D.C.L., who wore a crimson
and scarlet hood, which was greatly admired. The Bishop, in full

episcopal robes, came last but one ; and a deacon, shouldering a large
white flag, figured with a cross, brought upHhe rear. The procession
moved from east to west along the north aisle, and then from west to
east up the nave to the altar

; thus not exactly down the middle and
up again. Arrived at their destination they all took places according
to their rank, and a musical performance commenced with full chorus,
wherein the leading parts were sustained by the REV. D. B. F. LITTLS-
DALE and the REV. H. D. NIHILL.

"
Nothing," an attendant, was sub-

sequently heard to remark, "couldn't be no finer than NIHILL."
The evening's festivities were brought to a close with a discourse,

delivered, according to announcement, by the Colonial Bishop. It was
preceded bv an invocation, whereat the whole of the reverend gentle-
men and chorus, together with most of the company, crossed them-
selves a la Romaine. Before its commencement a dramatic incident
occurred. Who should make his appearance but FATHER IGNATIUS,
alias the REV. MR. LYNE, with above two hundred members of his

congregation, men, women, and children, walking in procession at his
heels ! They haa ^come to demonstrate their gratitude to BISHOP
GRAT for the short way which he endeavoured to take with BISHOP
COLENSO. At the same time the theologians of Shoreditch made a
demonstration of their controversial knowledge, which is probably
not exceeded by that of IGNATIUS himself. They also came to beg the
Bishop's blessing ; and went, to receive it, down upon their knees.
The effect was excellent. Roman Catholics were never better acted.

After a few minutes'
silence, IGNATIUS and his followers made their

exit. Having finished preaching, the Bishop gave a separate benedic-
tion to the party present ; and the whole concluded with a recessional
canticle. It was not over till past ten o'clock.

CELTICANA.

AT the Welsh Eisteddfod (all the faculties, including the medical
laculty, required for the right, spelling of this word) there were

"
ninety-

seven competitors for the best Englyn (stanza) on the
'
Weathercock.'

"

The fact is not generally known, but will now be universally notorious,
;hat The Right Honourable B D 1, and several of his col-

eagues were amongst those who were vain enough to think themselves
competent to write on the Weathercock. LORDS CARNARVON and
HANBORNB, and GENERAL PEBL declined the competition.
Some surprise has been expressed that in the swarm of prizes given

it the Festival not one was offered for the best Welsh rabbit. The
head-waiter at EVANS'S informs us that he would have been proud to
act as judge.

Bill Sykes in Velvet.

A SWINDLER who adopts an alias may be politely described as
"
a

jentleman who changes his name for property."

FROM NEWINGTON BUTTS. Of all gatherings an archery meeting is

he most fashionable, for there you are sure to meet the whole of the
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w
COUNTRY STUDIES.

BEWILDERING POSITION FOB SHY YOUNG CURATE (IS LAVENDER GLOVES) AT HIS FIRST SCHOOL FftTE !

A SINGULAR USE OF SOAP.

WHAT very curious discoveries are made in the newspapers at any
rate during the dull season ! Here is one for instance :

" Ctlifornian papers state that there is duar out of the mountains of the Sierra
Nevada Range a better material for beds than has been hitherto available in the
markets of the world. It is the soap-root, which grows enveloped in a very tough
and supple fibre, resembling somewhat the husk of cocoa-nut in colour and appear-
ance, bat nearly as tough as whalebone. The first work is to put the roots through
a picker similar to a thrashing-machine, which is run by horse-power. Tbis sepa-
rates the fibre into a hair of ei^ht or ten inches long, which is placed in a large vat
or steamer till it becomes flexible, and is free from all gummy or glutinous matter.
The natural colour is brown, but it is often coloured black, anl an expert would find
it hard to tell it from curled hair."

If this discovery be genuine, the phrase of "How are you off for
hair ?

"
will soon be an equivalent for,

" How are you off for soap ?
"

Vegetable hair-dyes have been commonly in vogue, and now they will
be followed by vegetable hair. Heads of soap-root hair will soon be
found in use, as well as beds of it. Made as it is to curl, it will
doubtless look becoming, and we expect that soap-root chignons will
soon be quite the fashion. Cleanliness at least will be secured by the
invention : for with regard to soap-hair we need hardly ask the ques-
tion,

"
Will it wash ?

" We would, however, warn the ladies who
make use of it, that they be careful not to wear it when they go to
bathe. Soap-hair, dipped ia water, might, perhaps, melt into lather,
and rude persons might laugh to see a nymph emerge like Venus
from the sea, with no chignon but a quantity of soap-suds on her
head.

Your Attention is Requested.

IT is surprising that in all the various and conflicting communica-
;ions made to the papers respecting the Abyssinian Expedition (LORD
LONGFORD is not to be envied) no reference has heen made to a work
which ought to be a leading authority on the subject. It was pub-
ished last century by a writer of the name of JOHNSON, and is entitled

Rasselas, Prince of Abyssinia. It may be consulted in the British
Museum.

ROOTS AND FRUITS.

AMONG the current news is a paragraph announcing that :

"
Pine-apples made from turnips in Paris are said to be delicious

;
the turnips

are saturated with an appropriate syrup, which confectioners know very well how
to manufacture : the pine-apple is destined to become a success."

Turnips converted into pine-apples may be mentioned with a par-
ticular exactness, as some of the fruits of chemistry. The root is

converted by chemistry into a fruit. Other roots will, perhaps, with
the help of that science, be made to undergo a similar transformation.
The tuber of the So/anum tuberosum will thus, possibly, be turned into

an apple, of a quality far excelling that of the potato-apple ;
so that

pommes de terre will be almost indistinguishable from the produce of

orchards, and walnut-leaf and ash-leaf kidneys, for example, will be

metamorphosed into nonpareils and ribstone-pippins. At dessert we
shall be presented with Orleans or magnum-bonum plums apparently,
which are, in truth, Jerusalem artichokes in a chemical disguise.
Bananas will very likely be produced, by the same means, from

parsnips, and pumpkins still more easily changed into melons. Nature
finds the vegetable cells, and chemistry has only to fill them with the

syrup. All these factitious fruits will, no doubt, be the very best that

can be had for love or money, next to the originals. It is probable
that turnips turned into pine-apples retain a turnipy flavour, and that

chemistry does not entirely subdue the Swedish nature of the Swedes.
The turnip made into a pine-apple is, however, a great improvement
on the monster turnip that generally turns up about this time.

Epitaph by a Lady.

ENCUMBRANCE sore long time I bore
Derision was in vain

;

But when short skirts became the'mode,
They eased me of my train.

RITUALISTIC CHURCH WHERE THE BANNS OF MARRIAGE OUGHT
ALWAYS TO BE PROCLAIMED. St. All-banns.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 24. Holford Sen ire, ia the I'arish of St. James, Clerkenwell, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs Bradbury, Evans, * C- . . Lombard
Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriarn. in the City of L,udon, and Published by him at No. 83, Fleet Street, in the Parish of 8t. Bride, City of London giTuuuT , Sun-EMmsE 11, 1967.
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HARD UP ON THE MOORS.
Anxious Wife.

" FOR GOODNESS' SAKE BEING SoiiETmtra HOME TO-DAY, DEAR ! THEBE 'a ABSOLUTELY NOTHING FOB SECOND COURSE !

"

A FEW FRIENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU III. A RELATIVE NECESSARY PREPARATIONS FOR EXHI-

BITING TABLEAU OF " MY FUNNY FRIEND."

I HATE a character to keep up : I intimated that much in my last.

Government required inspectors under the new Olfactory Act for the

Better regulation of Registers (Chimneys), and Prevention of Infan-
tile Overworking. The first part of this Act affects the consumption
of smoke, the second the consumption in children. [I said this, not

my Funny Friend portrait coming.] Thus I am placed by a wise and

enlightened Government in the position of a superior chimney-sweep,
with a travelling commission to look up all the factory chimneys in

my district, combined with the office of a doctor with powers to make
little boys put out their tongues (not rudely, but salubriously and

politely), extend their arms to have their pulses felt, and to ask ques-
tions of them to which their answers must be the truth, the whole
truth, and nothing but the truth, or else they '11 catch it.

I mention these particulars in corroboration of my assertion that"
I have a character to keep up." I only have to keep it up in the

North, when I come South I am another creature. In the North I am
practical, severe, yet affable : in the South I obtain the name of a

genial tnfler. I come South, like a swallow, for my holidays. Hence
my stay at Brighton, hence my Hearty Friend, hence my being laid up,
hence my Gloomy Friend, and after play comes my work.
How I obtained my present position as Olfactory Inspector has con-

siderably puzzled my friends, but so has the policy of MR. DISRAELI.
I have heard good-natured people remark on my incapacity for business
in general, and this in particular. What do I know of chimney-
registers, of the law of patents, of measles in little boys, and of the
amount of smoke required to be consumed at a pressure of so much on
the square inch, and the lubrication of wheels within wheels as an
economical process in manual labour ? That is what my friends (all

photographed) ask ? What is my reply when questioned point blank ?

I say,
"
Never mind," simply that, like EDGAR FOE'S Raven over and

over again "
Quoth th' Inspector,

* Never mind.'"

(The Raven said
"
Never more

"
on a door.)

Still I was nettled by these insinuations. It was not nepotism that

put me where I am, as I am nobody's nephew.
Sy the way. What a first-rate title for a novel, Nobody's Nephew, by

the author of what ?

As I was saying, no nepotism directed my individual case. There

was an examination to be passed, and I passed it ; passed it well too,

leaving it (so to speak) several miles behind me on the road, and

staggering the Examiners. There were several competitors, they may
be going on at it now for all I know, so cleanly did I walk away from

them. A regular Achievement or Hermit among the Examiners. The

subjects were French (including a conversation viva wee with an

Examiner whom I was obliged to correct several times), Latin (CICERO,
with questions as to what his prie-nomen was, where he lived, when he

lived, how he liked it, and so forth) ; Greek, in which I gave them my
theory on the particles, and History of England, from JAMES THE
FIRST to WILLIAM THE THIRD, which I had at my fingers' ends, with

dates on my nails in ink. We topped up with Arithmetic up to

Compound Fractions, and that finished it. After this I was selected as

duly qualified to inspect and report upon the Chimneys of the Northern

Factories, under the new Act.
"
Ending in smoke," as my Funny

Friend observed, to whom we shall soon come, after I 've shown you
one interesting picture in my collection.

In order that my situation as regards my Funny Friend may be

thoroughly appreciated (I have been obliged to drop his acquaintance
let tie reader decide between us) I must add that I am a bachelor.

It is almost superfluous to say that I was born a bachelor. I was ;

and am.
I have, however, by me (so to speak) a Great Aunt. She is not

greater than other people's aunts, only she had the advantage to
^be

born some time before them, at least, before most aunts whom I've

met. If it hadn't been for the fact of her being alive now, I should

have always thought that great aunts existed only in portraits at

VOL. LIII.
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the South Kensington Museum, and were, in a general way, his-

torical.

She is more hysterical than historical, a joke made by my i unny

Friend, only if you think it very good I don't mind telling; you in

confidence that I did make it myself, some time ago, all alone,

originally.

My Great Aunt (of course I have her portrait in my photograph

book) always ferrets me out, and comes to stop with me wherever I

am. The great disadvantage of being a Government Official is the

publicity it gives to my whereabouts, with reference I mean to my
Great Aunt. I can't say to her,

"
I 'm going to Kamachatka

" when
she has only to call at the Head Local Olfactory Act Office, Whitehall,

to ascertain that I am looking after a Chimney at Stoke-ton-on-lwees.

And if I do put her off with an uncertainty as to my next movements,
she does call at the office, and when I arrive at Stoketon or Cokingham
or wherever my duty calls me, there is my Great Relative sitting among
her boxes, with her maid, (a middle-aged domestic in training to be a

Great Aunt herself in another sphere) waiting for me at the station.

[One more, and 'twould be Macbeth and The Witches. Macbeth, me.]

She insists upon taking rooms for me : she won't go to a hotel : she

comes professedly to take care of me, and on my word, I don't like to

turn round on her, savagely, and say Never mind what I would

say ;
if ever I do say it, it will be awful. My Great Aunt will wither

under it. I can only writhe, alone, in the dining-room of the lodging-

house, or growl, after my bath, in the bed-room.

It was through her (I may say so now) that I hit upon the expe-
dient of having a friend down with me, as a sort of defence. As I said

before,
" THOMAS GBIGO is my man. Capital Companion for the

North !

"
Yes, by the side of my Great Aunt I shall place a Companion

Picture.
* *

Here I am in the North at Cokingham.
My Aunt ia there. At the station. She has got lodgings for me.

Clean and inexpensive. Dinner is at five o'clock. A fly will take me
down there. I surrender myself and am taken prisoner, between my
Great Aunt and her elderly maid, placed in a fly, Great Aunt sitting
bolt upright as guard by my side, Maid on the box to look after the

coachman and put a pistol to his head if he doesn't go straight (I
mean it 's that sort of idea) and myself helpless, as if fettered, lying
back in the vehicle resigned to my fate. General notion, CHARLES
THE FIRST going to the Tower : no populace outside hooting, and no

public feeling. A thought occurs to me apropos of fly windows, didn't

RICH the Harlequin astonish a flyman by leaping head-foremost out of

his hackney-coach into a public-house window, and then calling to him
from the room F I think so. How I should like to astonish my Great
Aunt by doing so now. One, two, three, bang through the window,
and then have the blind to shoot up suddenly with, written on it,

well I don't know what should be written on it, something epigram-
matic, like

"
Gone away,"' or

"
Out," or but my Great Aunt says,"

29, Bingham Street," Cokingham, here we are at our goal (a flash of

melancholy humour suggests "Gaol"). I descend, handcuffed (morally),
and am marched into the house, having of course had to pay the fly.

By the way. I often think, is my Great Aunt going to leave me any-
thing in her will ? Of course I don't wish her any harm ; but some-
times she hints that I am her favourite nephew, and that what little

she can leave (don't like the qualifications of
"

little
"

and
"
can,"

she ) but here I am in duty bound to interrupt and say,
"
Oh, no

no, Aunt, don't talk of that," though I should like to make her produce
all her legal documents, make her bind herself by dreadful oaths to

give nothing to any one except me ; and then just show me in black and
white, how much I aw to have, and no more nonsense about it. Then
I can see whether it is worth while being civil to her any longer. For
she is really an awful nuisance, and I strongly dislike a state of uncer-

tainty. Besides 1 should like her so much better if I only saw her now
and then

; as it is I see her always now.

The kndlady (she has since given me her portrait) says,
"
There 's

a" letter for you, Sir," meaning me. I 've stopped at her house before
when inspecting the Cokingham Chimneys, and my letters are sent
here generally.

It is from TOMMY GRIGG. He will come ! to-morrow. My Funny
Friend will come and free me from my Grand Auntuncular chains.

By the way. I must break it to my Aunt. Time for breaking it, after
dinner.

I break it gently.
"
GRIGG is coming," I say. She doesn't know

GRIGG, and apparently doesn't want to. I describe him as a very dear
friend, a very clever fellow, a most amusing man, in fact she, (my Great
Aunt) I tell her will like GRIGG. She hopes so, and adds that I had better
ask MISTER RIGG (I correct her" GRIGG, Aunt ") GRIGG to dinner.
'

He's coming," I say, as if I hadn't asked him, but had just gathered
it from his note, "he's coming to stay." My Great Aunt receives the

intelligence unmoved : either the blow has paralysed her, or she
doesn't understand. Being

"
in for it," I go on.

" He will stay here,
Aunt." My Aunt immediately sees a difficulty with regard to beds.
I try to show GKIGG in the most amiable light. GRIGG, I tell her, can
sleep anywhere he doesn't mind. (I have no foundation for this
character of GRIGG it is purely romance.)

GRIGG needn't disturb you, Aunt," I say, though when I come to
think of it, considering the subject, I don't exactly know what I meant.

MISTER MISTER," she begins, and I help her to his name,
" MR.

GRIGG can sleep out." He can I give up GRIGG so far.
" You had

better take a bed for MISTER for MISTER" I won't help her to the
name again, and she substitutes,

"
Your friend for your friend, at the

New Inn. Agreed : GRIGG to sleep at the New Inn, and be fed
here. You will tell him our hour for breakfast," says my Great
Aunt, and he will not stay late at night, because," she explains,

"
of

the door. She leaves the dining-room : I am angry. Am 1 a child ?
Is GRIGG a child ? Confound it, can't I do as I like '? What '11 GRIGG
think ? How will he like sleeping at the New Inn ? I 've got a great
mind to write and put him off. Can't : he'll be here before the post
would reach him.

By the way. Might telegraph perhaps he 's already started. No,
it s too bad of my Aunt. Hang it, 1 '11 go put and inspect a factory
chimney, and see if they 're working overtime, and it they are, by
Jingo, I'll I'll

By the way. I did go out. After a short walk I recollected that I had
a character to keep up in Cokingham, and that if I went knocking up a
factory at an absurd hour of the night to know if the chimney smoked,
they might think I'd taken to drinking. Sleep on it GKIGG to-
morrow.

THE CHANCELLOR OP THE EXCHEQUER AT
HOME.

SEPTEMBER 19, 186T.

OH, all among the barley,
How happy I can be !

With farming men to parley,

Exactly suits B. D.
I "11 Caper o'er the stubble,

I '11 roll among the sheaves,

Forgetting toil and trouble

Among the rustic EVES.

(Con expressione.)

Forgetting toil and trouble

Among the rustic EVES.
My dolly* does remind me,
Of TENNIEL'S cut engraved ;

When I chucked babes behind me,
And DEKBY cried,

"
Saved ! saved !

"

Oh, fill me up a rummer,
The best that barley yields

Drink,
" Commons in the summer !

"

Drink,
" Autumn in the fields !

"

I see the harvest treasures,
I join in grateful rite,

Yet think of some past measures,
When everything looks Bright* ']

One toast I still havefor you,"
The Lab'rers !

"
verbum tat.

So do not rise before you
Have all seen

"
my old HATT."t

He '11 make a speech, he 's got one,
His time if he may take ;

Among my men there 's not one
Than HATT more wide awake.

HATT hopes we '11 all endeavour
To meet in realms of Love.

He 's safe : a good HATT ever
Is carried up above.
So all among the barley,
As I sang recentfe?,

With farming men to parley,
Exactly suits B. D.

* " A little girl here advanced and presented to the' Right Hon. Gentleman a
doll." Newspapers of Friday, September 20.

t
" The health of the Labourers of Hughenden, coupled with the name of HATT,

who has been long on the estate," Ac. Reported StMech of MR. DISRAELI, September 20.

A Good Work for the Office of Works.

THERE is scaffolding about the DUKE OF WELLINGTON'S statue at

Hyde Park Corner. But alas ! they say that it is only there to enable
workmen to replace the plumes in the Duke's hat. Good MANNERS,
here is a great opportunity for you. Have the Cheval de Bronze and
its rider taken down, and agreeably surprise London when it returns
to London. Do this, and it will be something on which you may
with reason plume yourself, and be a feather in your cap.
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CROWN FOR CROWN.
NE good turn, they say,
deserves another : so,

let us say, does one bad

joke. A joke of that

description, a practical

joke, was played the
other day at Dinar), in

Britanny, by one of oar

youth, an Oxford under-

graduate. Jt was a very
bad joke indeed, but

still it was only a joke.
It broke BO bones, was
plaved upon a statue,
and did not the slight-
est injury even to that

statue offended senti-

ment merely, and out-

raged taste. On its

perpetrator, however,
brought before the

Tribunal of Correctional Police, it drew down from the President of that Court
an indignant reprimand of the profoundest gravity, the preface to a sentence
of a fortnight's imprisonment. Surely the memory of Du GUESCLIN would
have been sufficiently avenged, the honour of France amply redeemed, and the

public fury of Dinan would possibly have been appeased,
if the irreverent but

puerile offender had been visited with a milder penalty, and one at the same time
more suitable to the misdemeanour of subjecting a statue to an ignominious coro-

nation. To have been punished in exact proportion to the enormity of his mis-

conduct, he ought simply to have been served as he served the statue.

t.G.

A NURSERY SAW.

(New let
for MR. PUNCH'S Grotcn Children.)

LET LOWE delight to tackle BRIGHT,
'Tis what he 's born to do :

Let, BEALES and POTTER growl and fight,
For 'tis their nature to.

But saw-grinders, and brickmakers,
Let not your passions rise :

Your Unions were never meant
For blacking knob-sticks' eyes.

: Still less for "needling," "rattening,"
And cracking

"
blackslieep's

"
skulls,

And Hinging powder-cannisters
Into each other's

"
hulls."

Thus to raise Union arrears,
And enforce Union laws,

Brings penal servitude on you,
And shame upon your cause.

Eating and Eating.

ARRANGEMENTS have been made for a Conservative

Banquet to be given at Edinburgh, in honour of the CHAN-
CELLOR OF THR EXCHEQUER, and in celebration of the

passing of the Reform Kill. The partakers of this feast

will enjoy a fare somewhat more substantial than the prin-

ciples and professions which their leaders have just eaten.

A DAWDLE AT DIEPPE.
DEAR PTTNCH," DID you ever send your wife to Camberwell," or any other

quiet suburb, to visit her Mamma, and then selfishly yourself slope
off and spend a week at a French watering-place ? Don't say I recom-
mended you to such a brutal act, but, if you feel tempted next season
to commit it. let me hint that at Dieppe a man may spend a week
without much being bored by it.

There are few siglits to be seen, which I think is a great comfort ;

for I rather admire the tourist who stayed a month in Egypt without

seeing the Pyramids. Indeed, except to bathe and breakfast, to

dawdle and to dine, to dance and go to bed, and next day to get np
again, there is nothing to be done that can be viewed as worth the

doing. But Dieppe is for a dawdler a pleasurable place. Unlike most
English sea-sides, it gives you a breeze blowing alrnpst daily from the

sea, with a larger share of sunshine than is common on our coasts.

When you are tired of basking in it, and of sprawling on the pebbles,
you can lounge along the harbour, and reflect upon your chance of

getting any smelts for dinner. You will see them caught by hundreds

by the fishers, who, like Hindoos, are the devotees of cast-e ; but if you
see them at the table d'hote you will be luckier than I was. Then you
may go to a French play, or at least, what is as good as one, may watch
the squabbles of the women who tug vessels into port, or hear the
farces which are played every morning in the fish-market, and laugh to
see the white caps waggle to and fro, while their wearers wave their
hands in horror at the offer they are really glad to grab it. Then you
can saunter up the street, where the bathing-dresses swing, like scare-

crows, overhead ; and you can stand and feast your eyes at the ivory-
shop windows, which, unless you leave your parse at home, are dan-
gerous to stop at. Or ypu may stroll along the Plage, and see men of

five-and-fqrty gravely flying kites for who shall say the French are
frivolous in their sports ? or you may go to the Casino, and hear a
half-franc concert, which is really not so bad as many a half-guinea one
you have been forced to sit through.

Here, while your ears are charmed with GOUNOD. AUBER and
MOZART, your eyes will be enchanted with fashionable costumes.
High-heeled shoes, short dresses and Chinese-shaped straw hats are

chiefly now conspicuous for their presence at Dieppe, and good taste
and simplicity are conspicuously absent. The costumes are as fanciful
as at a fancy ball, and every lady seems to try to make herself as

hideously vulgar as she can. Like a brute you may feel glad that you
sent your wife to Camberwell, for in that slow-going suburb she will
never learn to imitate the swellesses of France. At the sea-side they
now change their dress at least six times a day, and I should think a
fortnight's costumes for a fashionable lady would cover half-a-dozen
acres, or be equal, if inflated, to the dome of St. Paul's.
There was a steeple-chace one Sunday while I was at Dieppe, and

French ladies went in shoals to it, and English, too, in sprinklings. At
present here in England the only sort of steeple-chace permissible on
Sundays is hunting for a church where one may hear some new pet

parson. But observance of the Sundav is a mere matter of latitude
;

and though many English ladies said they thought it a great shame to
make poor wretched horses race in such hot sunshine, there were none
who looked ashamed to see them made to do so. I noticed that the
French folk cared but little for the sport, and I fancy the few betting-
men who bawled out,

"
Jer parie," did not pocket many winnings by

leaving their backslums in Birmingham or Brighton.T _ "j _ 1 _ J I T\ 11 f i f,

After
and

fascination for my legs, I often went to have five-pennyworth of waltz-

ing. Lest my wife should hear of this, I had better say, perhaps, that
a live princess was present at this half-franc hop, and that I plunged
through my first polka with the daughter of a parson. Conceive the
horror of a Claphamite at hearing that a clergyman had been seen at a

Casino, and, moreover, even was attended by his wife and family ! The
sight is frequent at Dieppe, and it pleased me much to see it. A
clergyman does good by

"
assisting," as the French say, at all harm-

less recreations, and excepting for the fact that it makes you very hot,
the dancing at Dieppe is certainly quite harmless.
French boys like a dance as much as English mostly hate it

; and a
French girl at eleven is most thoroughly mature in all the manners of
the ball-room. So a bal d'enfants is held each Tuesday afternoon, and
it entertained me hugely to watch their small flirtations. Tastes

nationally differ, and I had rather see my children dirty and digging
on the beach, than decked out in their finery and dancing in broad
daylight. A children's ball is doubtless a vastly pretty sight, bat I
think that bat-anil- bull is a far preferable pastime for them.

Having expended a good deal in the course of my short absence
from you,* I shall be very glad indeed to see your handwriting
again at the bottom of a cheque. Meanwhile, receive the most
distinguished assurance of my welfare, and believe me, Your (in guide-
books) extremely well READ

* As a rulo Dieppe hotels are not remarkable for cleanliness, but they contrive
to clean you out in a manner quite remarkable. At the H6tel de la Charge, as my
friend FUNNIMAN re-christened it. we had to pay four francs for five-nod twenty
biggish shrimrrt ; and at the Grand Otel day B*ng, a I heard some Cockney* call

it, the charge which was imposed (in every meaning of that word) for supplying us
with " Umitrt "

you- will not think a light one the price for half-a-dozen candles
being four-and-thirty francs.

The Broad Anglican Rule.

(Settled by tht great Stglith Pope.)

" ON Sundays preach and eat his fill,

And fast on Fridays-;/ fc ttiU."

A GRAVAMEN. The ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBTJBY and BISHOP OP
NATAL (according to the Denisoniaa view.) His Grace and His Dis-Grace.
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MR. TITWILLOW IN PARIS. (VidePagelM.)

" ABOARD THE ANGLICAN."

(A Nautical 'Balladfor the Times.)

'TWAS a driving bark on an ocean dark,
Blue Peter at the fore,

And she hailed another driving bark,
That, like her, laboured sore.

" Aboard the Anglican, a-hoy !

"
"
Ay, ay ! what ship are you ?

"
"
The Roman Bark, the Church's ark,"" What cheer ? "-" Bad. Yours ?

" "
Bad, too !

" We 've lost our course : our binnacle,

Compass and light, is floored

Our saus out of the bolt-ropes blown,
And no spare suit aboard.

"
There 's shoals that hide beneath the tide,
And rocks above that show :

The Ritual reefs, on our lee-beam,
Rational sands below..

" We 've stuck like Britons to our pumps-
Stuck to them, p'rhaps, too long :

We 've put our trust in lead and log
A trust, perhaps, too strong.

" For pumps though with the mitre marked
(The Anglican Broad-arrow)

And lead and log, whate'er their Church,
High or Low, Broad or Narrow

"
Are scarce the means to face the storm
Which sets us both careering :

More use, they say,
in well-set sails,

Stout tackle and bold steering.
"
But half our crew says, 'here's the course

'

And t'other half says
'

there,'

And mates and captain, half by one,
And half by t'other, swear

" And so we 'ye signalled far and wide,
Pan-Anglicans, a-hoy !

'

Not to say how to work the ship,
Or show shoal-light, or buoy

" But to decide what coat of paint
She '11 look the bravest in,

To help to gild her figure-head,
And scrape her rudder-pin :

" And then we '11 fall to saying prayers,
And nail the dead-lights to :

And if that doesn't save the ship,
We know not what we '11 do !

"

CONVEYANCE BY THE KING OF PRUSSIA.

AT Homburg, according to a' letter in the Post, there has lately been
going on a sale at the Chateau of all the porcelain, glass, miniatures,
and dressing-room ornaments of the late Landgravine the English
PRINCESS ELIZABETH. The DUKE OF CAMBRIDGE was one of the

purchasers, and :

" The KINO OF PRUSSIA, has also requested some to be put aside for him, and
signified his intention of not paying for his lots, although all these things were left
to the PRINCESS ALICE."

His Majesty, the KING OF PRUSSIA, in signifying his intention of
not

payingfor the lots which he intended to take, took superfluous
trouble. Who upon Earth would ever suppose that his most rapacious
Majesty would ever think of paying for anything whatever which he
could seize upon ?

WANTED, A FATHER.

WHY is the Reform Bill like the new melodrama at the Surrey ?

Because it is Nobody's Child.
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SIB,

FENIANISM AND HEMP.

(To Mr. Punch.)

IT is too probable that the Fenians will find that they have
provided MR. CALCRAFT with a job at Manchester. Otherwise, that
officer will have only to sigh and say

"
CALCRAFT'S occupation 's

gone !

" No murderer, however atrocious, can hereafter be hanged, if

traitors convicted of murdering a policeman in the discharge of his

duty escape the gallows. MR. CALCRAFT had, some time ago, to
exonerate this world of a whole batch of murderous pirates. There
must be henceforth an end to such exoneration, unless the world is

in like manner to be exonerated of equally murderous Fenians, without
limitation as to number

; so that MR. CALCRAFT, unless he is going to
be pensioned off without 'a successor, may confidently reckon on a job
which will be tolerably extensive.

Treason, unattended with the circumstance of murder, in these
dominions, will never, perhaps, bring a neck within a noose. Perhaps,
I say, for there is no knowing what may not result from repeated pro-
vocation. It may be true that the Fenian convicts now undergoing
penal servitude for their own part wish that they had been hanged.
It may be satisfactory to some loyal but vindictive minds to reflect that
if those rascals had suffered death, they would not at present be suf-

fering something worse. But the sufferings of penal servitude are in a
great measure inoperative, because unseen. When a villain is disposed
of by MB. CALCRAFT, there he is, aloft, visibly in an unpleasant
position. A Fenian in such a position would be a caution to Fenians,
because thev could see him. Imagination is requisite to enable them
to apprehend the unpleasantness, which they do not see, endured by a
Fenian experiencing prison discipline and convict labour. It may,
therefore, possibly become a necessity, until Fenianism shall have been
effectually discouraged, to put every Fenian we can catch to the
purpose of a scarecrow.

Well, Sir
; but then you make the brute a martyr, and so you would,

to some extent, literally hang Fenians to encourage the others. Now
then, Mr. Punch, for the suppression of Fenianism, suppose you em-
ploy hemp in its secondary form as I may say, otherwise than in that
of a slip-knot, and than in the place of a cravat. What if you made it

into whipcord, ninefold and knotted, and got CALCRAFT, or in prefer-
ence a younger and a stronger man, to apply it to a region somewhat
below the nape, in such wise as it is wont to be applied for the remu-
neration of garotters P

Dogged treasonable ruffianism, equally with dogged felonious ruf- 1

fianism, would receive its deserts in the infliction usually allotted to !

bad dogs. In the presence of reporters, up to their business, a Fenian
traitor, demonstrative of sensations excited by the cat-o'-nine-tails,
would serve to afford a sufficiently intelligible warning to his con-
federates at large. The Irish-American Fenian, under those circum-
stances, would utter a most exemplary, and also a most musical, if
most melancholy, Irish-American howl.

I am, Sir, playfully yours,

TICKLETOBT.

GOOD NEWS FOR BAD WRITERS.
IT is surprising what discoveries are made in the dead season. Here

s one for instance, the account of which has recently been snipped out
by the scissors of many a sub-editor :

' WRITING SUPERSEDED. MR. PRATT, of Alabama, is the InTentor of a type-
writing machine, lately exhibited to the London Society of Art., which is saidto

fi sortof
'* K'lto twic<s as fast as he can write them with the present *"

"DID NEWTON DISCOVER GRAVITY?"
(I QUOTE, in sorrow, the heading of an article in an Evening Journal.)

Did he, Mr. Punch? If so, then am I no longer proud of the prefixes
to my surname, for generations the distinction of our scientific family,
a coUateral ancestor having met SIR ISAAC at dinner, and helped him
to marrow pudding. Nay, I regret the feeling of reverential awe, as
of a pilgrim who has travelled far to worship some saintly tibia, with
which I stole into the gallery at South Kensington, and beheld the
effigies of the great philosopher (as I then deemed him) ; and thought
of the manorhouse at

Woolsthorpe, and the schoolboy's name cut in
Grantham Grammar School, and the apple-tree, and dog Diamond, and
the tobacco-stopper, and the pebbles on the sea-shore, and POPE'S
couplet, and everything else I could recollect about my illustrious
namesake to tell to that incomparable FANNY THOROTON, then under
my charge and escort in the Exhibition.

"
Discover gravity

"
for-

sooth ! Why was he not content with his Principal, and his Fluxions
and his Knighthood, and his Royal Society, and Mastership of the
Mint, without being the cause to an anxious posterity of long faces,
and serious looks, and excellent advice, and Income-Tax assessments,
and cold dinners, and early hours, and accounts rendered twice a year,
and domestic servant* changed once a .quarter, and everything else
that is disagreeable, and synonymous with GRAVITY ? Imagine what a
cheery world it must have been to live in before this much over-rated
Mathematician (as I am now constrained to think him) patented his
disastrous discovery !

" A mad world, my masters ;

" r'
Cakes and

ale;
'

Sport that wrinkled care derides, and laughter holding both
its sides; High Jinks; the conversion of night into day; no
.National Debt, no Congresses, no Reform Banquets, no cheap Sherries,
no Vestries, no sitting for your photograph, no Comic Periodicals,
nothing but Punch and long whist, and hot suppers, and top-boots,
and post-chaises, and Gretna Green, and breakfast in bed, and general
jollity and unlimited credit. He deserve statues, and monuments,
and epitaphs, and new editions, and treasurings-up of leaves from
tne conceited

apple-tree,
and sentimental pictures about the destructive

spaniel and the delicate tobacco-stopper ! He, the man who discovered
GRAVITY ! Rather let these honours be paid to the founders and

inventors of pantomimes, and double acrostics, and meerschaums, and
croquet, and matches that ignite only on the box, and a thousand other
accessories to the due enjoyment of life. But I will not believe that
it was NEWTON who brought this misery on his species. I will comfort
myself with thinking that it was PASCAL, or WILLIAK THE SILENT, or
ARISTIDES THE JUST, or BURTON'S Anatomy of Melancholy or Znc-
MERMANN, or the founders of the sect called Quakers, or perhaps the
Middlesex Registrars ; and until I am convinced to the contrary by
evidence such only as a Court of Justice would accept. I shall forbear
advertising that I have abandoned the name of which I am still so
proud, and continue to subscribe myself, IgAAC NEWTON BACQN

Every author his own printer ! What a happy state of things ! No
more struggles to write legibly with nibless tavern-pens : no more
labour in deciphering the hieroglyphs of hasty writers. Literary workwm be in future merely play-on the piano. The future LOCKJS maywrite las essays by a touch upon the keys.

XT* "V^ntive age there really is no saying where discovery will
stop. Now that authors are to put their thoughts in print with twice
,he pace that they can write them, perhaps ere long they will be able

their works in type without so much as taking the trouble to
C
n

P
?
S

H v,

'

k i

tho
f
u&h

,<r
hatchin fr easy chair may very likely be

nvented, by the help of which an author may sit down at his ease

vnrr
S

r fc^ ^vff"* f^'-^ play ***? ad tibitum whatever
may occur to him. Different cushions may be used for different kinds
of composition, some stuffed with serious thoughts, fit for sermons or
reviews, and others with hght fancies, fit for works of fiction, poetry,tun iSy a judicious choice of cushions an author will be able to sit

MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING IN THE CITY.

SIGH no more, dealers, sigh no more.
Shares were unstable ever.

They often have been down before,
At high rates constant never.
Then sigh not so,
Soon up they '11 go,

And you 11 be blithe and funny,
Converting all your notes of woe

Into hey, money, money.

Write no more letters, write no mo
On stocks so dull and heavy.

At times on 'Change 'tis always so,
When bears a tribute levy.
Then sigh not so,
And d9n't be low,

In sunshine you '11 make honey,
Converting all your notes of woe

Into hey, money, money.

The Rule of the River.

(At Deducedfrom a late CuUinm.)

THE rule of the river 's a mystery quite,
Other craft when you "re steering among,

If you starboard your helm, you ain't sure you are right,
If you port, you may prove to be wrong.

A CLASHING OF PANS.

IT is said that some ten Bishops of the Established Church will be
absent from the Pan-Anglican Synod. Perhaps they are occupied with
private pans of their own. Peradventure they have other fish to fry
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SERIOUS.
Cousin George.

" LOOK HERB, COUSIN GRACE, IT 's MY LAST HALF AT SCHOOL,
AND IP Ton 'LL ONLY THROW OVER THAT MAJOR PENDKAGON, I 'LL MAKKY YOU
AT CHRISTMAS !

"

THE SEA-SIDE LIFE.

(In Humble Imitation of MR. POPE.)

HAPPY the man who pays his fare,
For Ramsgate or Llandudno bound,
Content a tourist suit to wear,

With felt hat crowned.

Whose work is done, whose bills re paid,
Who leaves behind him Town attire,
And gets new milk and eggs fresh laid

In Devon-shire.

Blest, who the fair crisp notes can find

A month at Scarbro' to defray ;

Enjoying with a tranquil mind
Long sails by day,

Short whist at night, pastime with prawns
Combined, Fictions at will to read,
Strolls on the shore, and Croquet lawns,

With one (sea) weed.

Thus let me live, and lounge, and lunch,
Thus let me take my annual dram,
Steal from the Strand, and not e'en Punch

Know where I am.

A SUMPTUARY IDEA.

DURING the vacation Ministers will have time to con-
sider and determine whether, in the ensuing Session of

Parliament, they will bring forward any legislative measure
for the abatement of Ritualism, and, if any, what. In
the event of their resolving to propose an anti-Ritualistic

enactment, perhaps they may think it advisable to discou-

rage rather than absolutely to prohibit indulgence in excess
of ecclesiastical apparel. For this purpose could they
not, with advantage if not to the Church yet at least to
the State, have recourse to the expedient of imposing a

heavy tax on albs, copes, chasubles, stoles, and all other
articles of Romanesque millinery ?

" There is thy gold worse poison to men's souls,
Doing more murders in this loathsome world,
Than these poor compounds that thou mayst not sell."

Borneo and Juliet,

A PLAGUE not confined to Abyssinia. The Guinea-worm-

RECEIVERS OF STOLEN GOODS BY PRESCRIPTION.

IN the Court of Common Council the other day MR, GOVEB, the

Chairman of the Law and Parliamentary Committee, brought up a

report touching property found in the possession of convicted felons,

and concluding with the recommendation that "A certain sum of

money should be handed to some of the applicants, and that the

remainder should be left in the hands of the sheriffs, who had claimed

it as the right of the corporation under an ancient custom." It

appears to have been the opinion of some of the more respectable
Common Councilmen that this custom would be more honoured in the

abolition than the maintenance ; for according to newspaper :

" Considerable discussion took place upon this report, and in the course of the

argument MR. MEDWIN, MR. RUDKIN, and MR. Cox, urged their opinion that,
insomuch as the money and other property found in the possession of the convicted

parties was clearly the produce of the robberies that had been committed, the just
course to have taken was to divide it among the persons who had been robbed, and
they argued that the system of allowing the sheriffs to take possession of the pro-

perty of convicted felons, and in some way to apply it to the benefit of the corpora-
tion, was a disgrace to the City of London and also to the administration of justice,
and ought to be put an end to."

The majority of the Common Council did not seem to see the

cogency of the argument urged, as above, on the grounds of common
honesty. At least they refused to acknowledge it ; and an amend-
ment, moved by MR. Cox to the effect that the report be referred back
to the committee for further consideration, was negatived accordingly.

Perhaps, if some of the gentlemen who voted against MR. Cox's
amendment ever come to be robbed themselves, they will lament that

they did not vote for it, so as to have protected their property from
the Corporation of London by depriving that body of its precious"
right under ancient custom

"
to receive stolen goods. No less ag-

grieved by those who withhold their property than they were by the
thieves who originally stole it, they will be too likely to say, in their

indignation and the bitterness of their hearts, that the receiver is as

bad as the thief.

A TERRIBLE INVENTION.

MANY horrible inventions have been made in warlike weapons, but

I

here is an invention which, although it is not meant for any warlike

purpose, seems to us extremely horrible and threatening the peace :

'* The Entr'acte has an elaborate paragraph to the effect that two English inven-
tors in the Hue Francois ler, Paris, have constructed a locomotive which is at the

game time a steam-organ, and emits, while running on the rails and steaming
vigorously, the March from TtrnnMuser. This musical steam-engine, according to

tbe same journal, was exhibited the other day to a select number of friends, and
acted with perfect success."

What with all their puffing and panting and screaming and screech-

ing, we have always looked on railway engines as extremely noisy

nuisances, but they will be really quite intolerable when they add to

these annoyances the nuisance of a barrel-organ. A locomotive play-

ing the music of Tannhauser must be as infernal a machine as that

invented by FIESCHI. Tannhauser in itself is a most horrible infliction,

but what must be Tannhauser when whistled by a steam-engine !

Such an engine should be classed among the engines of destruction,
for it would certainly destroy the peace of mind of all who listened to

it. Surely the invention might be turned to military use. Any enemy
that had the slightest ear for music would run away in terror from
Tannhauser on a steam engine ! The Chinese try to terrify their foes

by showing horrid monsters painted on their shields, but surely horrid

sounds are equally alarming. Mortal engines whose rude throats do
counterfeit Jove's thunder can hardly be more deadly than an engine
which steams out the raucous music of Tannhauser.

Nota Bene.

THAT the Pan-Anglican Sermons of the day were preached by one

Bishop after another, cannot be used by High Churchmen as an argu-
ment in favour of the existence of Apostolical Succession in the

Anglican Church.
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MR. TITWILLOW IN PARIS.

(Fide Page 120, Woodcut).

N affair of honour !

" What
a world of hidden satire,

almost too deep even f9r

tears, lies imbedded in

these perenniallysignificant
words! It is with unfeigned
sadness that we inaugurate
the tale of MK. TITWIL-
LOW'S adventures in Paris

by so tragic a scene as that

which our artist has de-

picted on page 126; and
we deeply regret to add
that our next illustration

may possibly be more tragi-

cal, more terrible even than
this.

It appears that ME.
TITWILLOW, and his friend

MR. PIP, who perhaps is

more familiarly Tcnown in

the TITWILLOW household
as UNCLE PIP, or even U.P.,
arrived in Paris on the fore-

noon of Saturday, and

breakfasted, as is customary
abroad, on several courses,
and wine of an ordinary

sort. They then walked through the Tuileries to the tramway
omnibus that leads to the Exposition. MR. T. was in a highly
excited state, treading as he did again the pav<! of his dear familiar

Paris (where he had once spent a fortnight five years ago). While
waiting for the conveyance, they found themselves in company with
three cavalry soldiers, full grown, perfectly shaped, all of different

sizes, and all shorter than MB. T. oy several inches. This was but

adding fuel to the flame. To touch his hat, bend low his form, and
ask the tallest of the three for a light was with MR. T. the work of a

second, for he is fluent in French, and quick at repartee.

Foreign tramways are peculiarly conducive to the rapid formation of

acquaintance, and its subsequent development into familiarity, and
even friendship, or love ; but who shall say whether for good or for evil ?

MB. T. found that his new friends were the COUNT DE CARAMEL, the
VISCOUNT MASCHIN D'OSEILLE, and the BABON BOUCHETKOU, all

highly-educated men, although not of exalted rank in the army ; the
Viscount was a brigadier, and the two others but one step beneath him
in the profession of their choice, namely, privates. They, on the other
hand, discovered through the medium of UNCLE PIP, that they had
made the acquaintance of MK. BE TITOUILLEAU, gentilhomme anglais,
of Norman descent and principles.
They entered the Exposition together. The intelligent remarks of

the three polished warriors and their modest assurance, seem to have
exerted much fascination over MR. T. UNCLE Pip, however, who is if

possible still more familiar with the Parisian dialect than his friend,
appears to have formed a lower estimate of their mental attainments
and worldly position : he even went so far as to suggest to MR. T.
that.

"
they should give the little beggars a glass of cognac apiece, and

send them about their business." MR. T. replied, with pointed indig-
nation, that it had never been his habit to treat English noblemen in
that way, and muttered something about the tendency of his country-
men to make themselves unpopular abroad by their ungenial demeanour
towards the aborigines, a line of conduct he, for one, should ever

deprecate. UNCLE PIP then suggested another line of conduct, much
more in accordance with T.'s liberal nature : namely,

"
to treat the

little beggars to every possible spirituous liquor human ingenuity
could invent, and make them as dr -. I mean intoxicated."
They found out the

"
Buffet American "need we say more ? and

returned to it again and again ; moreover, in the intervals of their visits

there, MR. T. treated his friends to the Tunisian cafe, where the Arab
maiden sings,

" I would I were a Bird," to her own accompaniment on
her native concertina; and to tha Neapolitan Tea buffet, where a pic-
turesque damsel answered,

"
Yes, Mynheer," with a lurid flash of her

dark Italian eyes, to MR. T.'s question :

"
Parlate Italiano ? " They

then did chang and chungmow, and sallot dit casque de fer, the dentist

(who turned out to be a friend of the Viscount's), and BLONDIIT. and
the two-headed calf, and the winking virgin, and the pig-faceo lady
from Saletta autographs, and all. In short all the attractions that
have made the success of the

"
Universal Imposition;" and all of

them at the
expense of MR. T. and his friend, for neither of the three

musketeers had any small change, only notes and gold, which it would
have been unwise to produce in so promiscuously crowded a gathering.

It was now getting late. MB, T. begged his friends would waive all

further ceremony, and dine with him at the Diner EuropSen: they cor-

dially assented. The dinner was pleasant, piquant and witty, as only
dinners in Paris can be. Much wine was drunk, and Latin freely
quoted on both sides. U. P. wag the life of the party, and advised
the three Frenchmen to come over to London, where each would be

sure, he said, to marry an English Miss of wealth, rank, and beauty ;

confidences were made ; it turned out each had already been passion-
ately beloved by an English Miss of surpassing loveliness

; what brilliant

young French soldier has not ! Original poems were recited, and all

would have been perfect if MR. T. had not insisted on spouting a
French Ballad of his own writing, called

"
UOngiuy a Parry." some

lines of which stirred up the latent incompatibility of temper which has
ever existed between the two countries. The Count emptied his wine
glass in MR. T.'s face. The Brigadier Viscount cried, "A bat let

Anglais!" The Baron, who was very drunk, said, "Brigadier, vans
arez ration !

" In a moment MR. T. had the Count by the ears, the

only part of his person in sufficient relief for prehensile purposes, and
rolled under him on the floor. Waiters interfered. UNCLE P. pulled the
Count off his friend by the excessively-slack of his breeches, and

deposited him on the Baron. The Viscount said, "(Test unf. affaire
d'nonneur !

" The Baron.
"
Brigadier ! vovs ave: ration !

"
It was a

fearful scene ! Affrighted women and pale men stood round,
" And dark as midnight was the glow

Of eyea, a-rulling rapidly !

"

All the while UNCLE P. holding his friend firmly back by one of his

sleeve-links, for TITWILLOW thirsted for his assailant's life-blood!

Somebody was heard to say something about
"
la morgue anglaiie

"

who does not understand the fearful allusion P The ghastly building
by the river-side ! We did not know of any snch place, having been
especially provided for the accommodation of English visitors, but
suppose the Imperial Commission have thought it necessary this year.
UNCLE PIP tried hard to pacify the three soldiers, and even offered to

pay for their cab home ; but unfortunately they do not manage these

things thus in France. The French cavalry had been insulted, and

nought but blood could efface the stain. Cards and addresses had to
be exchanged. The Viscount suggested that he and the Baron should
call next day. The Baron, as usual, assented, but MR. T. being from
the strictest part of Bloomsbury, and the next day being Sunday,
fixed upon Monday for the interview. The party then oroke up,
UNCLE PIP and MR. T. walking home together, the latter sorrowful
but firm. UNCLE PIP suggested instant flight to the next hotel : but
MR. T. would not liear of this "he would drink the cup to the
lees !

" He bepged UNCLE PIP to telegraph to England for the tallest,

strongest, and fiercest-looking of his many bosom friends, who are all tall,
I strong, and fierce-looking. This was done. (!M suite auprochainnvmero.)
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ARTFUL-VERY!
Mary.

" DON'T KEEP A SCKEOUGIN' o' MB, JOHN !"

John. " WH'OI BEAN'T A SCKEOUGIN' ON YER !

''

Mary (ingenuously}. ""WELL, Y' CAN i' Y' LIKE, JOHN!"

A PARAGRAPH FOR OUR PLYMOUTH BRETHREN.
A SUBSTITUTE for the big turnip now in season, somewhat exceeding

that curiosity in point of .interest, is presented to the readers of the
Western Morning Nttct in

" A REMARKABLE COINCIDENCE. Exactly two years ago the child of a MR.
MARTIN, an employe at the Plymouth Theatre, while playing outside his door, was
run over by a waggon and killed. A carter, named PINNEY, was at the time sup-
posed to have caused the death, and at the inquest a solicitor attended to watch the
case on his behalf. It was not elicited from the evidence, however, that PJNKEY
was implicated in the affair."

No reason, observe, then, having been found confirmatory of the
supposition that PINNEY had caused the child's death, or that he was
even in any degree

"
implicated in the affair," still less of any sug-

gestion that he had done so otherwise than accidentally :

" One evening last week the son of the man PINNEY was playing In the road
exactly opposite MAKTIH'S house, when he was knocked down by a cart and killed
Tho strangeness of the coincidence, and the accident happening on the second
anniversary of the first mentioned casualty, has caused considerable comment in
the neighbourhood."

On the hypothesis that coincidence implies connection, there is cer-

tainly ground for comment in a case wherein there is every reason to
believe that the coincident circumstances were unconnected. It is

not, however, easy to understand how the comment in such a case
could much exceed the remark that coincidence does not imply con-
nection. The coincidence above described as remarkable seems re-

markably slight. A death occurring on the second anniversary of
another death is not much of a coincidence. The only coincidence
to speak of in this instance is, that two deaths took place before one
door. If the first death could justly have been laid at the man's door
before which it took place, superstition might have appeared to derive
some countenance from the fact that the second occurred there. It is
to be hoped that this is a comment on the coincidence above related,
which has generally been made by the people in the neighbourhood
of its site.

SIB,

THE SYNOD.

THE term Paw-Anglican smacks more of heathen mythology
than of the nominative case, neuter gender, of the Greek adjective. It
becomes positively Olympian in its apparent signification when we
remember that it might easily be alluded to as the meeting of The
Graces.
The whole affair seems to have been singularly stupid, and their

Reverences, generally being afraid to say too much on really important
subjects, appeared more dense than they really were. Surely under
these circumstances the Pan-Anglican Synod should have been held
in the parish of St. fun-trass.
On Friday the High Church Bishops dined at a Ritualistic

"
Ordi-

nary." There was a great demand for pancakes. Every one paid for
his own fish, and therefore for that day was able to call his sole his

own.
I remain Sir, yours,

A MISERABLE SYNOD.

A Choice of Evils.

ON the arrest of the gang of City burglars the other day in Wood
Street, we learn that the rascals were in possession of a bunch of
skeleton keys that would open almost every warehouse in the street.

This is pleasant intelligence. We have often heard that there is a
skeleton in every cupboard. Query, whether this is worse than a
skeleton-key in every safe ?

A PERENNIAL NOVELTY.

MB. SOTHBRN is announced to appear again as Lord Dundreary ! A
contributor, suffering heavily under the influence 9f the dead season,
writes to say, that he won't say his Lordship is never "dreary,"
but he is certainly never

"
done."

td by Joseph Smith, of
No^4, Hplford Square, in the Parish of St. James, Clerkenwell, in the County of Middlesex, at the Prmnne Offices of Mer. Bradbury. Evan, * Co., Iximtanl

Street, in the Precinct of Whltefrian, in the City of London, and Publiihed by him at No. 85, Fleet Street, in the Parish of.St. Bride, City of London.-S.iviDAT, September 28, 1667.
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THE ARREST OF SINALUNGA. .

" More in lurrow than in anstr."

SAD and yet stern, a firm but reverent hand

Italy lays upon her hero's arm,
Whose lovs for her spurns Prudence's command,
And sees in policy less help than harm.

In sorrow, not in wrath, she bids him panse,
Reminds him how e'en love law's rule must own :

11 iiw subjects must be subjects, be their cause

The purest, holiest, e'er to patriot known.

With love that thus love's urging countermands,
Patience that quenches Passion's fev'rish fire,

She kisses, as she binds, the martyr's hands,
Who for THE CAUSE would kindle his own pyre.

Slie honours her great prisoner, and his crime

Of love too eager, hope and faith too strong

To wait the mighty aids of Truth and Time-
Sure helps if slow whose work endureth long.

POOR PET!
'

JAMES, YOU 'VE PUT NO SUGAR IN MONARCH'S BREAD AND MILK TO-DAY !

You SEE, HE CAN'T TOUCH IT !

"

A FEAT FOR THE REFORM LEAGUE.

THE Reform League, the other day, at the instance of

MR. BEALES, resolved on holding a meeting to express

their indignation at the arrest of GARIBALDI. This demon-

st ration will doubtless exert some influence on Louis

NAPOLEON, who has been the real cause of GARIBALDI'S

arrest, by holding the Italian Government to the Sep-

tember Convention. With the view of compelling him to

release VICTOR-EMMANUEL'S Cabinet from that compact,

the Reform League, with BEALZS at the head of them,

should go and bold their meeting on GARIBALDI'S behalf

in the Tuileries Gardens. Such a demonstration under the

nose of the EMPEROR or THE FREHCH would not fail to

have a due effect upon him, particularly if its authors

threw down the Imperial railings.

The Zu-lulogical Difficulty.

THE Bishops with regard to DR. COLEJJSO are like

the celebrated Parrot they don't speak but they "think

the more."

A FEW FKIENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU III., MY AUNT. TABLEAU IV., MY LANDLADY.
TABLEAU V., MY FUNNY FRIEND.

A TELEGRAM from GRIGG, announcing himself as due at ten o'clock.

Before we come to his pieture, oblige me by dwelling for a minute or

two longer upon my Great Aunt, and upon our landlady at Coking-

ham. MRS. BUZZYBY. I have explained how that as Inspector under

the New Olfactory Act, I have a character to keep up. But no one

will be able to realise my position with regard to my Funny Friend

(portrait coming) unless they look on this picture (my Great Aunt),
and on that (Mss. BUZZYBY).
When the telegram arrives my Great Aunt is breakfasting in her

bed-room : a habit to be reprobated in any one except my Great Aunt.

If she'd lunch and dine there I shouldn't complain, as long as she

didn't keep the newspapers with her all day. She descends gradually,

reaching different stages during the day, until she alights (to put it in a

fairy-like fashion) on the dining-room floor. 'at the dinner hour,

punctually. After
"
partaking freely of the pleasures of the table,

'

as biographers say, she re-ascends gradually to the regions of bliss

above, being lost to sight after the first landing.
But MRS. BUZZYBY is a nuisance : a nuisance on account of her

great care and interest in my welfare : and a nuisance on account of

iier thinking it incumbent upon her to preach up to me on every

possible opportunity my duty towards my Aunt.
For instance, GRIGG is coming. MRS. BUZZYBY is in a fidget for

days beforehand. She makes a fuss about getting him a bed at the

New Inn. She bargains with the landlord of that place of entertain-

ment for GRIGG'S accommodation, to the material injury of GRIGG'S
comfort. She bates the landlord down, until I am sure he hates

GRIGG, and will pay him no sort of attention. I say to her that I am
sorry she should have been put to so much trouble.

By the way. I am always trying to save MRS. BUZZYBY trouble. I

am always intensely polite and quiet in my manner towards MRS.

BUZZYBY, having a character to keep up in Cokingham for one reason,

and for another, because if I did not I feel that I should call her a

meddling old humbug, and, in a general way. astonish her.

She wants to know whether "the gentleman," meaning TOMMY

GRIGG, my Funny Friend [I haven't told my Aunt that he tmy Funny
Friend ; I only qualified it by calling him a very well-read man and

most entertaining companion]
" would have some refreshment on his

arrival, or not?
3 " Oh no, thank you," I reply, personating GRIGG

pro tern., adding, in my own character, "it would be giving you 8
(

O

much trouble," thereby sacrificing GRIGG'S comfort to MRS. BDZZYBY s

convenience.

"Oh, no trouble," says MRS. BUZZYBY meekly, as if laying the

cloth was a martyrdom. I am on the point of taking her at her word

for GRIGG'S benefit;, when she resumes quietly,
"
I only thought that

your Aunt would be so annoyed if she wasn't able to come down and

receive the gentleman herself."

I explain that never for an instant had I contemplated making such

a state affair of my friend's reception as the coming down of my Aunt

implied.
MRS. BUZZYBY improves the occasion. You see, Sir, yonr Aunt n

no longer a young woman. She has to take care of herself. I am
sure you wouldn't like her to fret or worry herself about trifles ? would

you, Sir P
"

I can only say
" Of course not," and wish MRS. BUZZYBY

at the deuce : yes at the deuce heartily. I adopt the plan of looking

out of the window while she 'a talking as a hint that I have had quite

enough of her, and am not attending. She continues :

"
I told your Aunt that I could make the gentleman (hang the

gentleman ! I say to myself, beginning to be angry with GRIGG)
"
a

bed on the sofa in the drawing-room instead of getting him a bed at

the New Inn very respectable people, Sir. where they '11 only charge

him two shillings a night, everything most clean and well aired only, as

I said, as your Aunt likes to come into the drawing-room during the

morning, it wouldn't perhaps do, although it would be no trouble for

me or JANE "
(her little maid with red hands and thick shoes)

"
to

clear away the washing-thingsonly, as I said to your Aunt, it certainly

VOL. LIU.
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would not be the comfort she 's been] accustomed to, nor what you 'd

wish" (direct attack on me at the window), "I'm sure, Sir; for she

takes care of you, Sir, like a mother ;
as I 've often said

"
(to whom? I

should like to know),
"

I 've never seen any one so attached as your
Aunt is to you, Sir." I say, as offhandedly as 1 can,

"
Yes, she is fond

of me
;
and will MRS. BIV.ZYBY kindly send her maid with my boots P

"

This is my polite formula for,
"
I wish you 'd hold your row and bring

me my boots, as I want to get away from you as quickly as possible."
" Your boots, Sir ?

"
she returns, cheerfully.

"
I '11 get them for

[

you. Sir." She is away for a second, and comes back with my boots.
"
They are not very bright," she observes, condescendingly. They are

not at all bright ;
in fact they have scarcely been touched. She will

speak to JANE, she says ;
but 1 know well enough she will blow up

the invisible MR. BUZZYBY, her husband, who cords the boxes, cleans

the boots and knives, goes on errands in wet weather and at night-time,

and of whose existence I should have been ignorant to this day had

I not one evening, on coming home unexpectedly, fallen over him
in the passage, when he begged my pardon ana explained, after

lighting a candle with a match from his waistcoat pocket, his domestic

position.

By the bye, there will be a Cokingham Tragedy one of these days. A
skeleton will be found at a knife-board in a back cellar, with a brush in

one hand and a hoot in the other. There will be an investigation, and
a difficulty for MRS. BUZZYKY to get over. I've only once sat up late

\

at the Cokingham lodging-house, and then I am sure I heard

MR. BCZZYBY moving about. Coming out after the scraps, like the

black-beetles. Of course I have no photograph of him. Poor BUZZYBY,
,

how many years is it since he last saw the sun ? Does my Aunt know I

of MK. BUZZYBY, 1 wonder ?

By the way. Apropos of Aunts and tragedies. What a capital name
for a novel, The Skeleton Uncle !

My boots being on, I am about to sally forth to the station, to free I

myself from MRS. BUZZYBY and meet GRIGG. But MRS. BOZZYBY has I

yet another question to ask me.
"
Will the gentleman want lunch P

"
"
Well," I say, doubtfully,

"
I don't know

;

"
and then I ask, as if

GRIGG'S wants depended upon the capabilities of MRS. BDZZYBY'S
larder,

"
what is there ?

" "
Well," she replies,

"
there is nothing.

Your Aunt will have her chop up-stairs, and you not generally lunching
at home, Sir," (hint to me that I am not playing fair if I come home to

lunch to-day,) you see I don't get anything in. There 's our dinner,

Sir," meaning, I hope, poor BDZZYBY'S as well as hers, "and it would
be no trouble. Sir, to lay the dining-room cloth, if you and the gentle-
man " "

Hang the gentleman !

"
I think

;
but I say,

"
Oh, never

mind, I won't put you to any inconvenience. If we want anything
before dinner, we can go to a hotel." I throw this out for her to say ,

at once,
" Oh no, she won't hear of it," and insist upon our lunching, if

at all, at home. She only says, however, "Very well," in the meekest

possible tone, as if resigned to any amount of contumely and injury at

my hands.
I am so glad to get out in the open air. I walk through the town.

I pass manufactory gates. Boys and girls who have come out to play
tremble as they see the inspector. Elderly mechanics point me out to

one another as one in authority. Young factory-women snigger and
nudge each other as I pass. The masters, if about anywhere, and
coming upon me accidentally, say

" How d'ye do ?
"

with great
amiability, and hate ine. Yes, out of BUZZYBY'S house I am some one,
and Cokingham, as a manufacturing town, knows it. Even the

chimneys smoke less as I pass, and pass the word to one another,
"Consume your own smoke; sharp. He's coming!" So I step
proudly down the high street and across the marketplace. Occa-
sionally, when many eyes are upon me, I stop a small factory boy, and
ask him, officially, "How old he isP" "Where he works?" and" When he works ?

"
and put his answers down in a note-book.

People look at one another and whisper
"
that that man is doing his

duty." Perhaps a county Member maybe passing: he will inquire
who I am.: he will be told. Result a most favourable report to

Government, and rapid promotion. This comes from having a cha-
racter to keep up, and keeping it up accordingly. Are the
"hands" gathered round a door laughing and chatting, meal
time being just concluded ? they see me and the smiles vanish

; we
are all serious. I single out the biggest among them, and ask him" Who he is ?" summarily. He acknowledges my official position at

once, and answers straightforwardly. I put him down in my note-
book. He winces at that, I know, and I should say is uncomfortable
for the rest of the afternoon.
In fact, it will trouble you to find at Cokingham a greater man than

I am ; that is, as Inspector under the New Olfactory Act.
I am at the si ation. A large Factory O wner comes up to speak to me

on a matter of the greatest importance. He wants to get an hour's more
work out of his hands. I instruct him in the law. The law is inexor-
able : 1 am inexorable. The train comes in, but I must explain certain
points under Cap. 1, Sfction A. He is all attention.

"
You see," I

commence, "that, according to the present system, which, though merely
tentative," (capital word

"
tentative," when you 're talking to a manu-

facturer,)
"
I am bound to say, is at present producing the most satis-

factory results, I should not feel myself at liberty to represent to the
Heads of My Department

"

Before I can say another word, I am staggered by what is called a
dig in the ribs, and a voice exclaims, feigning the tone of a clown

at pantomime time
" Here we are again ! 1 'm looking at you !

"

I turn to remonstrate. It is GRIGG. GHIGG making himself knock-
knee d, his body all one-sided, his face distorted by a hideous grin, and
all done to give a coburable representation of (as I said before), the
clown at Christmas time. He sees I am (so to speak) taken aback,
and prolongs his entertainment for the benefit of three porters (puzzled),
a policeman (with the superior air of a man who has seen the real
thing on the stage, and knows all about it), and a newspaper boy (in fits
of laughter).
"How was you to-day, how are you yesterday, and how ain't you

to-morrow P he says, by way of salutation, and seizing me by the
hand.

1 can't apologise to the Owner of Factories ; I can't disown GRIGG ;

I can t ask the Owner of Factories why he doesn't laugh. He doesn't,
that s the worst of it. I can't pretend that GRIGG is an official a
Member of Parliament, and so obtain some respect for him
By the way. I might have said that he was Ma. WHALLEY. but I

didu t think of it in time.

, }
am "* a raSe - I can't show it. I smile and say,

" How do you do,
old fellow e and ask him to see after his luggage while I finish my
business (emphasis on business), conversation with the gentleman
(emphasis on gentleman, for the sake of the Factory Owner).
The Factory Owner, however, disappoints me by saying,

"
Oh, I see

you 're engaged : it will do another time. Good day." and leaves in a
careless sort of way. He evidently thinks less of me (as an authority)
since GHISG'S arrival. And GRIGS won't be impressed by the Factory
Owner's manner towards Me.
The sooner I tell GRIGG that 1 Ve a character to keep up the better.
GRIGG'S luggage is put on a fly. It is with great difficulty that I

can get GBIGG put of the station, where I am so well known. He
insists upon asking the price of journals that have no existence, and
lets the young man at the bookstall examine all his catalogues for a
novel whose name GRIGG nudges me to intimate he has just invented.
Coming through the ticket office he stops me with

"
I say, such

fun ! and goes to the clerk's pigeon-hole, where he raps with a half-
crown. The clerk appears. My Funny Friend only says, blandly,
How do you do, Sir ? I hope you 're quite well," and leaves him,

without the chance of a repartee. Coming out chuckling, he explains
to me how funny this last practical joke was. I smile, and am glad at

theprospect of getting him into the fly.
He will have me jump in before him. I do so. He shuts the door,

and tells the driver, ''To the nearest lunatic asylum." Hoars of

laughter from porters and policemen, who have lost all respect for
me. Factory hands passing stop to laugh, and they '11 go and tell

other hands.
I give the driver his proper direction, and GRIGG takes his seat

inside. He tells the people (from the window) not to cry as they '11

see him again, and blesses them generally.
Let me hope this is only a temporary exuberance of spirits on the

part of GRIGG consequent upon seeing me.
But two things are at present quite clear; viz., that My Funny

Friend has arrived, and secondly that, more than ever, I have a
character to keep up.

KING THEODORE.
AIE ".Brian O'lynn."

KING THEODORUS sits out of the sun,
Trousers, or waistcoat, or coat, wearing none

;

But he sports a cocked-hat which a Beadle once wore-
"

'Tis a crown for a monarch," says KING THEODOKJS.

KING THEODORUS roars, dances, and raves,
When he gets into a rage with his slaves ;

He kicks 'em a tergo, and cuffs 'em afore
"
Gorrawarragawraw !

"
bellows KING THEODORE.

KING THEODORUS put Britons in chains,
On his black hands if their blood has left stains

;

Catch him, and then at his own palace door,
Aloft on a gallows hang KING THEODORE.

To All whom it may Concern.

"THE Companies Act, 1807," contains full directions as to the
winding-up of Evening Parties.

REVERSING. Making a Molehill of a Mountain the Mout'Cenis
Railway.
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AS "YOU WERE" AT THE WAR-OFFICE.

UGH administrative

heads of tbe War
Department, as

GENERAL HOC-
TINE, K.C B., GEN-J
ERAL Mriilil.K,

G.C.B., and their

numerous assis-

tants (Civil and

Military) are work-

ing with the ut-
!

most energy at the

preparations for I he

Abyssinian expedi-
tion. They have

just counterman-
ded three ship-

'

loads of stores, !

which were already
j

on bourd the light-
'

rrs, and are about
to institute ft

series of experi-
mentson the worm*
of Abyssinia, pre-

liminary to fixing

on the pharma-
copoeia wfiich is

to be supplied to the medical nflicers for the expedition. The Guinea-

worm is not formidable, but the red Tape-worm threatens, we fear, sad

sufferings and great los of
life

to Urn expedition.

They are sending officers in all directions, at 3 S. a-day and ex-

penses, to buy mules. Such is the determination with which the search

tor these useful animals is followed np, that, not only are these officers

dispatched wherever there are males to be found, but even to places

where they are not.

There is one consolatory" reflection if the expedition should run

short of mules, there will always be abundance of asses, in the chief

military departments at, home, which may be freely drawn on. They
are already largely engaged in tbe transport work of the expedition,

and seem, from all we can learn, to be doing it in the style that might
be expected from this laborious though much abused class of animal.

sonorously did MR. GLADSTONE Sing his prophetic Pican ; doing his

suit and service to King iron with a grace that might well make King
Cotton his Lancashire liege lord jealous.
But we have not called attention to this biggest of big Barrows,

because of its wonderful growth, its industry, the iron or the gold its

miners, smelters, and forgers are making, its Brobdingnagian dividends,
or its belching blast furnaces.

The master-spirit of its great iron-company is one SCHNEIDER. He
has hitherto been known to fame among public men chiefly as an

ex-M.P., turned out of his seat for Lancaster fur gross and shameless

bribery. He had seen so much done by energy and money that he

probably thought the one as legitimate a lever into Parliament as the

other. But he has been punished for his mistake. He has now an

opportunity to repair it. His name is the same as that of the Presi-

dent of the French Legislative Assembly, the energetic, far-sighted.

M. SCHNEIDER, whom Mr. Plinth h already honoured as the head

and heart. <>l I IK: admirably-conducted firm which has made the iron ma-

nufacturing district. of Le Creusot, a model as yet to be imitated among
the great English industries of the same kind. What i Le Creusot?
It, is at once a manufactory and a town a manufactory that has grown
into a town, a town that has gathered about a manufactory, and
ha of late been described, modestly and in bare figures, by M.
SCHHEIDBH himself, in a report to the Paris Exposition, as well as

more summarily delineated in outline hy a Correspondent of Mr. Punch,
on January 12', M7. lie reprints that outline here, for the benefit

of all whom it may concern, but, especially for those who have read the

see unit of the rejoicings at Barrow, and Ma. GLADSTOSB'S speech
thereon.

MR. PUNCH ON A BROBDINGNAGIAN BARROW.

NEVER did Barrow on furnace make such a blaze, as Barrow-in-

Furness the other day, when its docks were opened by Dukes, Lords,

Hooourables, and llight Honourables, M.P.'s, J.P.'s, Mayors, Magis-

tiat.es, Magnates, Local and Municipal in short by such an assemblage
of big and little wigs as it was a triumph to have got together in the

dead season.

But the occasion was certainly worth a crowd and a crow ! A
Barrow that has grown, one may say, from a barrow into a coach-

and-four in ten years ! A Barrow that has swelled almost within the

memory of the youngest inhabitant from the quiet coast-nest of some
five-score fishermen, into the busy, bustling, blazing, money-making,
money-spending, roaring, tearing, swearing, steaming, sweltering seat

of twenty thousand iron-workers, and the crime and culture, the

dirt and disease, the hard-working and hard-drinking, the death

and life, the money and misery they bring along with them ! ! A
Barrow out of which they are tipping 600,000 tons of iron every

year ! ! ! A Barrow, big enough to hold a Monster-Iron-Mining-and-
Smelting Company, with two Dukes among its directors, to say nothing
of Lord knows who, in the way of Lords, and Lord knows how many
millionnaires ! ! ! !

Talk of the Barrows we read of from time to time as opened with

great fuss and excitement, in the North by a crowd of arclicejlogists,
headed hy the REV. CANON GRBENWELL that most, indefatigable of

bone-grubbers with such
"
finds

"
as a fractured skull, a ditto brace

of urns, a few coal or amber beads, and a "ruckle" of sucked and

split marrow-bones !

Here is something like a Barrow, nt the opening of which you turnup
two live Dukes one of them a senior wrangler into the bargain and
the first of living orators. The occasion was the inauguration of

the Barrow Docks. They, with the wharfs, basins and building-yards
about them, cover hundreds of acres. Barrow, we are told, is to be a
second Liverpool, Birmingham, Sheffield, Dudley, and Cardiff, all

rolled into one. The day that laid the corner-stone of such an edifice

was surely " Albo dle numeranda lapillo"

a day to be commemorated by a GLAD-STONE and sweetly and

*'
I r^ftd your reply to tho Ladled of Wolverhamr-ton on my return from

one of HIM KriMt. trun foundries of Fmnce, which, though under one proprietornhip,
In a small ' black conn'ry

'

of itnolf. I "111 tell you wliiU I saw In that givat
French factory. 1 saw a town of 2S.(K'0 inhabitant*, wholly built rm 1 owned by tho

nati-rs nmt ironworkers tliemaelve*, who buy their land In fee simple from their

employers a* they ru'pi're it for t.uilding 1 saw 10.00U of thcs -in few
df tli>.m w..inn, who do li.lit out-di*r work, g daily ti their dull*, ant 4'tOO of

tbeir rhiMrun KO d.iilv to their schools. I saw drawings and .- -'(jrioal

and scientific examination* in tho li'ifliorclmesof tliene scljooU, which would hive
done rredit lo Rugliy and Kton. and hcini, with a longing win!), that it were o In

Kn^tiivl : !i< v MMIU wire allowed to leave tha school for the workshop till they
eo'iM n *L and write well, nnd do some arithmetic ; and I heard with no surprise
that several of tbe hi*h:r boys have passed up into the school of Government
Engineers in Kr.noc. I stw tho chateau (if tbe proprietor* stand ng in the Trry
midxt of this town of workm-n, im I, wittdo it, ushemblo I round the Tener.b!o
founder of this treat industry, a little society principally composed of the official*

of the plico. wLkh in refinement and intellect would have done honour to any
! ill Europe.

11
I saw all thin. Sir, but I did not see a policeman, or a soldier. I believe there

were in the plac* (of coursa not no*r the areas) throw of the former, but none of the

Utter ; and finally, during a ten days' stay, 1 did not seo a drunken man, though 1

once heard one.
"

And now for Mr. Punch's proposition. Suppose M. SCHNEIDEJ
were to set himself in real earnest to wipe out the recollection ol

Lancaster by the redemption of Barrow ? What if he were to prove
himself the ditto of M. SCHNEIDER of Le Creusot, not in name only bul

in deed, and to make Barrow-in-Furness the Creusot of England, in

morals, manners, civilisation, education, domestic comfort and culture

as well as in industry, energy and money-making? Here is a work
worthy of the noblest ambition, the most determined energy, the

highest intelligence, and certain of the richest reward a reward no'

to be gauged by dividends, it is true, but beyond the measure o

millions. Let there be two SCHNEIDEUS known in the world for their

noble conception and perfect discharge of the duties of a great captain
of industry, and let one of them be an Englishman.
And when that second SCHNEIDER has done his work, let MR. GLAD

STONE go down and sing a second and a grander Pjein over Barrow

noting its growth, not in trade, wealth and industry, but in tin

blessings of a well-taught, well-mannered, well-ordered, cleanly am
sober, happy, healthy, hearty population of working-men.

" Non Pan-A.ngeli, sed Pan-Anglicani."
THERE was a big Synod of seventy-two
Bishops so bothered they didn't know what to do :

So to do what was wanted they drew to a head,
Shut their doors, said their prayers, and did nothing instead.

BABT-FARMING.

FROM the report of the inquest on an unfortunate infant, who die<

under the maternal are of a Baby-farm-keeper, named JAOOER, we are

led to the conclusion that some Britons are ready to sacrifice their

children, as the Hindoos sacrifice themselves to Jagger-naut.

A SINGULAR DUAL.

THERE has been a BISHOP SMITH announced very often daring th

recent Lambeth Pan-Anglican meeting. He is simply BISHOP SMITH
sans diocese, tixu country. Surely this must be SMITH and ELBE:
rolled into one.
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^m^^^^^mm;^
MR. TITWILLOW IN PARIS.

iMa. T. UTTERS HIS WAR-CRY ("HA! BEAUSEANT ! To THE RESCUE ! "), AND RUSHES BLINDLY ON HIS FOB. (Vide Page 141.)

DOVES IN PEACOCKS' FEATHERS !

" A WIDDINO AT A FRIENDS' MEETINO HOUSE. A Wedding of a very fashionable
character took place on Wednesday at ttie Friends' Meeting House, Quaker's Friars,
Bristol, the contracting parties being Miss MARIANA LOUISA RAKE, youngest
daughter of MR. JOSEPH RAKE, and MR. DAVID FRY, younge&t son of MK. Jos. FRY.
The nuptial party arrived at the meeting house in eleven or twelve carriages,
several of which were driven by pairs of greys, with postilions in scarlet liveries.
* * * The bride was elegantly attired in a rich train of white corded silk ;

small
fashionable bonnet, almost confined to a wreath or chaplet of orange blossoms, from
which ftll in graceful folds a long veil of tulle edged with pearls The five brides-

maids were uniformly attired in dresses of white grenadine, the skirts of which
were neatly edged with blue ; white crepe bonnets, trimmed with blue ; and grace-
fully-formed peplum jackets, with blue trimmings m suite. MRS. F. J. FRY, sister

of the bride, wore an exceedingly handsome dress of pink satin, covered with white
prenadine muslin; bonnet of white crepe, with white forget-me-nots and ostrich

feather, and bridal veil pending from the back. Miss WJNDHAH, a friend of the
bride, wore a white grenadine muslin dress tastefully trimmed with piuk ; white
and pink bonnet with flowers to match." BrUtoi Paper.

OH, weep for the hour
When to Hymen's Quaker-bower,

The FRY led the RAKE, and the RAKE drew the FRY :

The ghost of old GEORGE Fox
Must have burst his coffia-box,

And torn his straight-cut locks, such Friends' attire to spy !

For the gown of dove-hued silk,

And the kerchief white as milk

Folded meekly o'er the bosom, and close-plaited muslin cap,
And poke-bonnet, black or brown,
The virgin Friend to crown,

The plain grey shawl for shoulders, and white apron for the lap

Lo, vanities abhorred !

A train of white-silk cord,

And, apology for bonnet, an orange-blossom's spray !

A tulle veil edged with pearls,
O'er a chignon and long curls,

Called
"
Kiss-me-quicks" or

"
foliow-me-lads," in slang phrase of

the day !

And five bridesmaids, FRTS and PEASON
'Gainst Friends' rule, oh, carnal treason !

In dresses of white grenadine, the bottoms edged with blue
White crepe bonnets, azure-trimmed,
White silk peplurns, azure-rimmed,

En suite for carnal persons, but
"
en SOUR" for Quakers true !

Rise, faineant JOHN BRIGHT,
And these godless garments smite,

'Gainst apparel and its vanities thy mighty trumpet blow !

But ah on nearer view
Thou wear'st a collar, too,

And a brim of carnal breadth on thy hat hast stoop'd to show !

Oh, woe and well-a-day,
For Friends thus fall'n away

From_the strait path in apparel to the carnal-minded road !

Farewell meekness, mildness, peace,
That with dove-hued robes must cease,

And with close-caps and poke-bonnets be in lavender bestowed !

An Indispensable Officer.

IT is not true that MR. CALCRAFT, the well-known Finisher of the

Law, will be attached to the expedition which is in course of being
fitted out against the KINO OF ABYSSINIA. It is expected that no
difficulty will be experienced in finding a hand fully competent to deal,
if necessary, with that monarch in the event of his capture ; and in the
meanwhile the proceedings of the Fenians render it manifestly impos-
sible that Her . Majesty's Government can afford to dispense with the
services of MR. CALCRAFT at home.

THE FENIAN HANDCUFFS.

MR. JONES, the indignant red republican member of the English
bar, forgot that to let tbe birds once caught out of his nets is not the

custom of a Fowler. Bravo, MR. FOWLER, and quite right not to be

bullied.
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THE LONG VACATION.

DEAR Ma. POUCH, SI. Boniface College, Oxford.

As the persecuted victim of an iniquitous nuisance, 1 appeal

to you for that protection and assistance which you are never known

to refuse to the deserving object. I repeat that 1 am the victim of an

iniquitous nuisance, i allude, Sir, to the Long Vacation. Who was

the inventor of this detestable annual juililium, by which all one

friends and acquaintances are, for the space of four months, scattered

over the face of the earth beyond any possibility of communication t

Why this extraordinary annual diffusion of British youth over the

highways and hedges of Great Britain and Europe P When all one a

chums are employed in fishing, shooting, walking, or vegetating in the

country, and all this at a time when there is positively nobody in town,

what is to become, I put it to you, Mr. Punch, of the unfortunate

individual who is neither sportsman, fisherman, nor pedestrian, and

who is forbidden by his medical adviser to live in the country for more

than three days consecutively P After passing a week in constant

railway travelling, from London to Birmingham, and from Birmingham
to London ;

after consuming three days in riding from Charing Cross

to Brompton, and from Brompton to Charing Cross, I And even these

occupations begin to pall, and myself driven back to Oxford ou toe

dismal pretence of reading, and I have been for the last ten days enjoy i up
the exclusive society of scouts and bed-makers. I aui in a positi m
fully to realise the emotions of the Wandering Jew, or Ckilde HtroU,
or the Matt in ike Iron Mask. My overwrought feelings have sought,

relief in some verses, which I enclose, as conveying a more vivid con-

ception of the feeble state of mind to which I am rduced, than any
other form of expression I could adopt. Do, Mr. Punch, lift up your
mighty voice and exert your colossal influence to annihilate this

preposterous system of Long Vacations.

And believe me, ever supplicatingly yours,

AN UNDERGRADUATE, with every protpeet of remaining so.

They talk of Long Vacations,

They prate of grouse and moors,
And sea-side relaxations,
And Continental tours ;

Welah mountain and Swiss valley,

Alternate changes ring ;

With cricket and Aunt Sally-
Yon know the sort of thing.

Would I by mere volition

Could take a trip to France,
And at the Exhibition

Just take a flying glance.
Alas ! nought but vexation

Such idle fancies breed ;

For 'tis the Long Vacation,
And I 've come up to read.

I wander to the Union
In solitary plight.

In search of some old crony, one

With whom I might unite.

No sign of animation
1 see, and weary say,

Oh ! hang this Long Vacation,

And feebly turn away.

To-day I tried the river,

And pulled as in a dream ;

And with a nervous shiver

I looked upon the stream.

The boats were unfrequented,
The Christ Church walks were bare ;

The boatmen stood demented,
And gazed with wond'ring stare.

Mv scout observes my anguish,
With ill-concealed delight ;

Observes my reading languish,
And said to me last night,

By way of consolation.
To fill my bitter cap :

"
Lor, Sir ! in Long Vacation
There 's never no one up."

If I in Long Vacation

Again come np to read

(What wild infatuation

Prompted the ghastly deed !)

May 1 be hanged mstant.er,
And burnt my cap and gown !"
Here, JONES ! pack my portmanteau,
And I '11 go back to town."

" PEN-AND-INK ! PEN-AND-IXK
ME. PUNCH,

But of course the Magistrates, and let us hope the parson, were un-

|

learned as to dogs, ignorant of canine idiosyncrasies, and did not know,
i what I am informed is the fact, that turpentine acts on a dog's skin as

ABOVE all things, Sir, no zeal"-was it not that which your I

f
most powerful blister. If then the Rev. Gentleman has bee in the

crafty old 'friend, the Minister, ex-Bishop, said to a 'prentice diplo-
habit of applying that irritant to the roots of the tads of stranger cars,

matistP It may be thought by some that the gentlemen who preside i

he wUl perhaps cease to do so.

over that excellent association, the Society for the Prevention of The local application of turpentine to the canine skin, as above par-

Cruelty to Animals, would do well to inculcate the advice of TALLET- I ticularised, will cause a very Iitt e dog to raise a very great outcry as

RAND on some of their subordinates. These vigilant people are I

of pen-and-ink. To regard that^ cry is qmte_ right, and
its_

wanton

certainly down very shari_
,

- jh in the least degree

hurting an animal's bodily feelings. No longer will any stick do to

beat a dog with. Mind how you beat a dog with any stick thick

enough to make him howl. Beware of dealing with an obstructive

dog as people were used to do when SHAKSPEARE could put into the

mouth of Shi/lock the lines wherein he tells Sifaor Antonio, you did

subject me to such and such indignities :

" And foot me, as you spurn a stranger cur
Over your threshold."

If you happen to see a stranger cur on your threshold, Mr. Punch,
take care what you are about, with him. If you do venture to spurn
and foot him, do it gently. Kick him not, in any case, so that he yelp,
lest an officer of the good Society above-named being within earshot
summon you before a Magistrate, and his Worship fine you or even
commit you to the House of Correction. Such are the cautions which
may be occasionally suggested to you by certain Police reports
differing in their conclusion from the following :

41 At the Buckingham Petty Sessions on Saturday, the REV. MR. H ARI.EV, Rector
of Turveston, Bucks, was summoned to answer a charge preferred by the Royal

v f,ir the Proveution of Cruelty to Animals, for that on
~

August, he did ill-treat, abuse, and torture a dog, by pouring
on its hind pirts. Upon leaving church after evening service on the dty in q
the Rtiv. Gentleman saw, on the promises of the rectory, a small d<v which belonged
to a man named Di UIIAM. He called his man-servaut and said,

' L)t us catch this

dog and put turpentine upon him, and he will not come here again.' This was
done, and the dog ran off in great agony. In defence, MR. SMALL, Solicitor, con-
tended that there was no intention to act cruelly, but simply to rid the rectory of
the nuuanco of dog trespass. The bench deliberated for a short time, when the
Cluiirman, MB. R. FiTZdK.RALn, said, We have given this case our best attention,
and the law in relation to it, and we have come to the conclusion that tbe law has
not been transgressed by the act which defendant undoubtedly and confessedly did
perform. We therefore dismiss the complaint, and I have much pleasure in inform-
ing MR HARLEV that ho leaves this Court without a stain upon his reputation as a
rhrixtlm miii'ster, a gentleman, and a humane man.' The Rev. defendant then
applied for costs, which the bench allowed."

At first sight this case may seem an additional illustration of the
rather excessive zeal of the agents of the estimable Society aforesaid.
The unction of a little turpentine applied to the root of a dog's tail,
not wantonly but for the purpose of keeping the dog off, may appear a
small matter, a mild incentive to make a stranger cur avoid a threshold.

i of
"
pen-and-ink."

provocation merits punishment. But ah, Mr. PiwicA 'what if half as
much notice as that which is taken of a clamour of

"
pen-and-ink

"

could only be attracted by the groans of wretched people audible within
the walls of such horrid places as that hell upon earth the Workhouse
Infirmary at Cheltenham, described in last week's Britith Medical
Journal? Wanted, a Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Paupers !

Is it not, Mr. Punch ? Protect poor dogs from ill-usage by all means.
Show any extreme of tenderness for donkeys ; nay, let those who will,
treat them with brotherly kindness. Let us, however, consider our
own species in the first place. Could not a Society be organised for

the protection of poor men and women against the brutal underlings
of indifferent Guardians f I am, Sir, like yourself, a friend to all

animals, but particularly the human ANIMAL'S FHIEND.

P.S. It is only fair to MR. HARLET to extract from the Timei of

Saturday last the Rev. Gentleman's
"
explanation of the transaction :

"

"
I had for a length of time been annoyed by ths dog frequenting my premises

and I thought the application of a small quantity of turpentine applied ou the baolc

might cause him a moderate amount of pain and prevent his annoying me m future :

a thrashing, I believed at the time, and believe now, would have caused much more
pain, and n "body would have thought of accusing me of cruelty for that. The

would cause pain and irriU-
"

I am certainly sorry
cponed me to be the subject of

so much exaggeration ; but I did not do it with the slightest intention of torturing
the anim U, as 1 was particularly careful not to allow it to touch any tender puts.
I simply wished to scare the dog away without doing him an/ real injury.*

referred by the Royal PMn - ana n">ay w >"< "a toougnt of accusing m<

n Sunday the 18th of evidence of the veterinary surgeon was that turpantme i

g spirits of turpentine I *!<"? T
b>u t>u* the '$<*

.

M1)MW ff <"> *'mr-

*

on the dy in question
that '

"f
801 the turpentine at all, as tac action has expo'

No Bookworm.

THE Archiepiscopal Library at Lambeth, says the Timet, has been
osed. Why? Because the ARCHBISHOP or GJclosed. ^ANTERBURT contrived

to get its maintenance transferred from his own hands to those of the
Ecclesiastical Commissioners. Wherefore P Possibly because his Grace
felt that he did not know what to do with a Library. This conjecture
may be thought to derive some confirmation from the style of certain

Forms of Prayer occasionally issued from Lambeth Palace.

FORBIQN MARKETS : ITALIAN. Red Shirtings down again.
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PLEASURES OF PIC-NICS.
Aunt Jemima (who has been rather fidgety for some time, and hates dining out-of-doors).

"
WELL, GIRLS, YOV MAY DO AS you LIKE,

BUT / DON'T INTEND SITTING UPON ANTS' NESTS ANY LONGER !

"

TO THE POET-LAUREATE.
MB. TENNYSON, SIR,

SHUT up in an old and obscure country inn, I execrated the
rain, the idiotic practice of leaving one's comfortable home, and men
and things generally. The only book I could get was a volume of
"Poems" by HENRY JAMES PYE, ESQ., published in 1787 by
STOCKDALE.
MR. PYE, Sjr, afterwards became Laureate.
I do not believe that you have ever read his works. At least I have

observed no sign that they have produced any effect on your mind.
Therefore, Sir, I wish to point out to you how, some eighty years

ago, proper and becoming poetic homage could be paid to a Royal
Infant.

Early in the volume, Sir, in an Ode on the Birth of the PRINCE OF
WALES, child of KINO GEORGE THE THIRD.
MR. PYE begins by stating that

"
The fading beam of parting day
Forsakes the Western Sky,

Now shines Diana's gentler ray
With virgin Majesty."

From this elegant language you will infer that the poet means to say
that it was a moonlight night, in further illustration of which fact he
adduces a variety of phenomena, such as the silvery appearance on the
water, and sad Philomela's pouring her plaintive note to the lunar orb,
all perfectly refined and sweet. He then hears dreadful sounds, and a
Form Divine appears on the sedgy brink of the Cherwell. The costume
of this divine form is striking. It consists of an azure length of robe
behind, which loosely wantons on the wind. His eyeballs, glowing
like the vernal morning, shed benign beams. The poet, re-assured,
begins to ask questions, and demands whether we are licking proud
Iberia, or flees the Gaul at the dread alarms of the MARQUIS OP
GHANBY, or stalks the giant rage of war in India.
The Form Divine mildly snubs him for his bad guesses, and informs

him that Mirth and the Muses now reign on Albion's shore, the former

revelling, and the latter twining each fragrant flower to crown the
hour

" Which gave to OEOEOE a Blooming Heir."

This Bloomer was his late Majesty KING GEORGK THE FOURTH.
Now, Sir, hear how your predecessor could undress I mean address a

baby.
2.

"
Come, happy child, delight the land

Where Time shall Gx thy throne.
come and take from Freedom's hand
A sceptre all her own :

And when the sacred love of truth

Display'd, shall form thy ripening youth,
May eoety joyful Briton find,

'Ihe soul of GBOROB'S godlike race,
With lovely CHARLOTTE'S softer grace

Attempered, in thy mind"

There, MR. TENNYSON, SIR. And you will not be surprised to learn
that after a few hilarious observations, of much geographical merit, the
Form Divine finishes

" He said, and rushing from my wondering eyes,
On volley'd lightning borne, he sought his native skies."

I have double pleasure in transcribing these beautiful lines (a feat

which I do not suppose has ever been performed before, except by the
lamented PYE himself) because they will have an interest for you, Sir,
and because they reveal to the present generation a fact of which the

majority of us were ignorant ; namely, that an Angel came down express
to Oxford to congratulate England on the birth of GEORGE THE
FOURTH, and to offer up a prayer that he might unite the merits of his

godlike father and his lovely mother.
How MR. PYE would have liked MR. TUPPER. I dare say PVE

would have subscribed to the Testimonial.

Ever, dear Sir, yours respectfully,

Somewhere in Yorkshire. AN ADMIRER OF LOYAL POETRY.
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MR. TITWILLOW IN PARIS.-(5V.)

(Fide Page 13G, Woodcut.)

ow utterly irrevocable is To-

Morrow ! and yesterday, how in-

scrutable ! ! and oh, how pecu-

liarly and delicately situated

(just between the two) is To
Day ! ! !

MR. TITWILLOW spent the

greater part of Sunday in

writing long farewell letters to

his wife, each of which was
sealed and entrnsted to UNCLE
PIP to be delivered to her

only in case of fatal mischance.

He also wrote himself some

epitaphs in English and French

verse, and in one or two other

languages he has scraped a

passing acquaintance with. We
hope to lay them before the

reader at some future period,
when the naturally painful feel-

ings these events will excite in

Bloomsbury shall have been
somewhat softened by the heal-

ing touch of time. They are simple and unaffected, and breathe a truly

gentle spirit (tempered with water).
On Sunday evening five bosom friends came trooping in a stately

sight ; the shortest being only under six feet, and even he
quite

made
up for the deficiency by his powerful breadth of beam. All graver
thoughts were instinctively put off till the morrow, and a very pleasant
evening was spent between them.
On the Monday the Viscount and Baron arrived at the hotel,

punctual to the second ; they were received in a large and handsome
apartment, decore de glaces ; their faces had been washed as far as

their close-fitting military stocks would allow; either this, or the serious
nature of the business that had brought them, imparted a stiffness and
formality to their demeanour that boded little good to poor TITWILLOW.
The bosom friends drew themselves up to more than their full height
in consequence. Just then a couple of Champagne bottles on the
shelf riveted the Baron's gaze, and all sternness died out of kis

features : not so with the Viscount.
After the necessary introductions had taken place, and all were

seated, a champagne cork was popped, and a proposition made that

they should liquor up all round ; but the Viscount refused to join in
this demonstration, and a tear stood in the Baron's bolting eye as he
said,

"
Brigadier, nous avez raison. !

"

A formal apology was demanded by the Viscount ; but MB.
TITWILLOW (who was then engaged in writing a farewell letter to his

wife in another room), had stated that he would sooner die than
retract a line of his French ballad, every verse of which had cost him
inconceivable pains on account of the difficulties of French prosody.
Nothing was left, therefore, but to appoint a meeting and settle the

weapons.
The choice of arms lay of course with the Englishmen, and the

sabre was ultimately chosen as being the most likely weapon for MR. T.
to fluke with, on account of his complete ignorance of the same ; ke
never having even beheld one unsheathed ; it was furthermore
settled that only cuts, not thrusts, were to be allowed : and the first

drop of blood on either side to satisfy the cravings of honour. Then
time and place were fixed : next morning, at six, on the fortifications
near Passy : and the Viscount and Baron took their departure the
latter much dejected.
Next morning the six bosom friends rose with the lark, and super-

intended MR. T.'s toilet
; they made him put on three pairs of drawers

of various texture, which BBTTK had packed up for him in her fear
of sudden changes in the weather and two underjackets of stout
material.

After a light breakfast they took cabs, and went to the place
appointed, picking up on their way a surgeon and two sisters of charity :

they were already amply provided with sticking plaister.
The weather was fine they were first on the ground MR. T. was

sorrowful, but firm. UNCLE Pir gave him a sup from a pocket-
flask, which brightened him up. He muttered something about the
Jlamsgate sands, saying that

" There wore his young barbarians, both at play,And there tbeir dashing mother. He, thtir aire,
Butchered in this unuomforuble way."

Quoting, of course, entirely from recollection. Presently, the three
musketeers arrive on the ground, accompanied by the veterinary
surgeon of the regiment, and other musketeers of the same rank and
size as themselves. Polite bows are exchanged ; the Count takes off

his jacket. An even spot is selected on the (alia of the fortification.

Ma. T., who has had another sup from the pocket-flask, exclaims that

he will hear of nothing over twenty paces, as he has not coma there for

child's-play.
UNCLE PIP tells him paces are for pistols, not sabres; and MR. T.,

nothing abashed, selects a sabre out of several that are presented to

him ; it occurs to him suddenly what a horrid instrument the sabre is,

how heavy it feels in the hand, how dreadfully it is spelt, and how much
worse it sounds in French than English. He is now ready. Suddenly
UNCLE PIP, who generally wears a hard and glossy new Beaufort

hat, takes the same off his own head, and puts it on TITWILLOW'S.
The Viscount and Baron instantly demur to this, saying it is not fair.

UNCLE PIP, however, whose ready wit rarely deserts him, observes
that the Count has, on the other hand, the obvious advantage of

possessing, in common with the rest of the French cavalry, a hard
leather lining to that part of his trousers that usually comes in

contact with the saddle.

The Viscount denies that this is an advantage, as no Frenchman
ever presented himself but with his face to the foe.

Here MR. TITWILLOW cries nut. that if they make much more fuss

about it, he '11 be hanged if he '11 fight at all, but throw up the whole

thing in disgust.
The objection to the hat is instantly waived, the Count saying to

UNCLE PIP "
Tanlpispovr volre ckapeau, milor!

"

He puts himself into an elaborately scientific position, eminently
calculated to demoralise the timid. So does TITWILLOW a long way
off. They gradually steal upon each other, feeling the ground

cautiously; the sabres meet, and a few rapid but unsuccessful cuts are

made on either side; MR. T.'s activity is really wonderful; judging
from his movements, he seems to have an idea that he is on horseback.
This is perhaps all the better, lie retreats a few paces to breathe, and

sharpens his blade between his foot and the grass. He is now
thoroughly up to his work suddenly he shuts his eyes, utters hia

war-cry (Ha ! Beause^nt ! to the rescue ! ! ") and drawing his friend's

hat firmly down to his chin, rushes blindly on his foe
'

Just then our parcel unfortunately left.

(La mite an proclaim numero.)

THE TOWN LIFE.

(In Humble Imitation of MR. BXGERS.)

MINE is a house at Notting Hill :

The Indian's turn-turn smites my ear ;

A crowd enjoys a casual
"

mill,"
With no policeman lingering near.

The thief attempts the chain and watch
Conspicuous in my spacious vest ;

Their balls of brass the tumblers catch,
In soiled and spangled garments dressed.

Around my steps street-organs bring
The dirtiest brats that can be seen ;

And boys turn wheels, and niggers sing
To banjo and to tambourine.

The dustman bawls ; the beggars tease

When coppers are not duly given ;

Whilst papers, flowers and fusees,

Annoy me six days out of seven.

Bread or Lead!

WE understand that, a day or two ago, placards were found on
several houses

of^the Faubourg St. Antoine with the following inscrip-

tion,
"
Le pain a dome sous, ou le plomb !

" Was the alternative of
"

le plomb
"

a menace or a request ? If the latter, under a military
despotism

"
le plomb

"
was likely enough to be readily given ; if the

former, still more readily.

A "
LTON

"
SPIRIT.

MR. HOME, the Spiritualist, has changed his name to LTON, or has
prefixed the new title to his former, now appearing as Lvox-HoMR.
Is Lyon correctly spelt ? As far as sound goes, the marvellous

Spiritualist had better have stuck to his Home sweet Home, and have

dropped an addition which sounds like a remarkably unpleasant epithet.

PROM THE MILLER AND HIS MEN.

CORN is rising. Bread is dearer. Even the better classes appear to
be falling into dreadful destitution, for it is no uncommon sight now to
meet their wives and daughters wearing nothing but sacks.
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BROTHER BRUSH."

Ship- Painter.
" NICE DRYIN' WEATHER FOR OUR BDSINESS, AIN'T IT, SIR?"

Amateur (disconcerted).
" YA-A-S !

"
[Takes a dislike to the place.

PRIVATE TO POTTER.

Hatoarden, Chester, Sept. 24.

Mi DEAR MR. POTTER, (Confidential.)
1 ENCLOSE you my letter to be read to your Committee declin-

ing to attend your banquet. I have tried to couch my refusal in the
most respectful, that is the least plain and point-blank, terms. I hope
I understand how to put things pleasantly. But, I really cannot
consent to be mixed up with brass-bands, balloon-ascents, fireworks,

fountains, and MB. WORTHINGTON, the Star-diver. Besides I can't

afford to quarrel with BEALES, and I don't want to dine with him. If

I accepted your invitation, I must do one or the other, perhaps both.
The one course might be politically inconvenient ; the other would
certainly be personally disagreeable. So lest I should annoy either of

you by countenancing the other, you will see my only alternative is to

take my favourite
"
third course," and say

"
No," to one and the

other. Pray accept this as the change, in plain English, of my letter

to the Committee.

Heartily wishing that your speeches and your dinner may go off

successfully, as well as the balloons, fireworks, and star-diver, 1 remain,
dear Ma. POTTEB, yourg mogt faithfaily>

E. POTTER, ESQ. W. E. GLADSTONE.

P. S. Advise WORTHINGTON not to try a leap in the dark. It might
provoke odious comparisons.

The Dinner Din.

IT is in contemplation to solicit the Lord Mayor Elect to preside at
a Public Meeting, to be held in the Poultry, for the discussion of the

great question of the day and the Daily Telegraph dinners for City
clerks. His Lordship Elect would fiU the chair with appropriate
fitness, as he is Alderman of Cheap. LORD DEBBY, on account of his

recent experience in "dishing," will also be invited to attend. The
City companies are expected to subscribe liberally, particularly the

Fishmongers.

AN ILL-USED ARCHBISHOP.

ASK him to pay his own librarian and keep his library in order, with

only 15,000 a-year ! Hasn't he Lambeth and Addington to keep up.?
And why should he spend money on what he never uses ? How

often, I should like to know, has the Venerable Archbishop taken a

book down from the shelves of that musty old book-room, since his

institution to the province ? Like LOKD PALMEBSTON, he has a great
deal too much to do to read printed books. Even if The Fathers of the

Church were not stale, and the folio divinity of the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries out of date, the Archbishop has quite enough
employment to keep abreast of the Guardian and the Record, to read

long-winded protests of the Evangelical Clergy against llitualising

bishops, or the charges of llitualising Bishops made in the teeth of

protesting clergy and churchwardens. As for answering either, still

less reconciling them, or judging between them, the Archbishop has no
leisure for anything so laborious.

Suppose the Archbishop referred the question of the keeping-up of

the Library and the payment of the Librarian's salary to the Pan-

Anglican Synod ? Here would be one practical question, at all events,
for the Septuayinta et duo to deal with.

The suggestion to transfer the books to the British Museum deserves

consideration. Perhaps there could hardly be a more appropriate

place for these relics of middle-age learning and theological earnest-

ness, than beside the remains of other extinct species such as the
mammoth and the mastodon.

A Conundrum.

GIVEN, a Hairdresser, a plate :

When is the former like the latter ?

The answer is, I beg to state,
This : when the Hairdresser 's a, plotter.

MEDICAL DIET. Doctors'LCommons.
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A DREAM AFTER GOOSE.
R. PUNCH, Dreams, as a rule, are

not interesting, but last night I

had, I i hiuk, an exceptional one.

I dreamt that, being an old

widower, I had gone and got
married, I knew not how, to a

young wife, and rather wished I

hadn't. That since the morning
of my wedding-day 1 had somehow
been staying in the country, alone.

That 1 had returned to my bache-
lor's lodgings of long ago near
Oxford Street. That I had left my
bride with her friends in a street

adjoining Bedford Square, at a
house of which I had forgotten
the number. That I questioned
what she would think of that. That
I wondered how 1 should be able
to face my real wife in the Happy
Hunting Grounds. That I went
out for a ramble anywhere or no-

where, with my eyes shut by way
of a freak. That when I opened them 1 found myself in the midst of

slums, complicated with a subterranean tunnel, as I thought -miles

from London. That, however, I found a row of cabs, took a Hansom,
and rode homeward, with the driver inside. Awoke on my visionary

journey, and found myself at liberty, with nothing to pay. Imagine the

joy of yours, undoubtedly a martyr to gAQE AND
Michaelmas, 1867.

P.8. I had eaten two large helpings.

BULLETS AND BRAINS.

OUR instructive contemporary, The British Medical Journal, says
that DR. SAKAZIN, a professor of the Faculty of Strasbourg, has, with
the assistance of various surgeons, been trying experiments to ascer-

tain the kind of effects produced by Chassepot rifle shots on the human
frame. DR. SARAZIN instituted his experiments on certain

"
subjects

"

of I he animal kingdom of course and from experiments :

" The principal conclusions which he draws are : That at short distances the
orifice of exit of the .ball from the body is enormous from seven to thirteen times
larger than the ball."

"'Tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church door"- not

quite :

"
but 'tis enough : 't will serve." Having had such a hole as

that made in his body, a man is indeed pretty well "peppered for this
world

"
; with a no small peppercorn. Moreover :

" The arteries and veins are cut transversely ; the muscles torn and reduced to

pulp ;
the bones are shattered to a considerable extent, and out of all proportion

with the dimensions of the projectile."

The time will perhaps come when Posterity will think that every
one among their forefathers who willingly put himself in the way of

incurring those lesions of his bones, muscles, and bloodvessels, for

any earthly consideration, must have been a madman. Some thinking

Eersons
may even now wonder how anybody, except in the spirit and

lith of a martyr, can choose to subject his muscles to the probability
of being reduced to a pulp by a bullet unless his brains have degene-
rated into something of a pulpy consistence. The "nations who delight
in war," that is to say, in inflicting the injuries above described on
their species, at the risk of suffering the same themselves, must be
very hard-hearted

;
but surely the hardness of their hearts is matched

by the softness of their brains.

Occasional Reflection.

IP cant and platitude,
Posture and attitude,
Could, to beatitude,
Show you the way,

O boundless gratitude
In depth and latitude !

How Shovel Hat it would
Bid you repay !

SATING THE EIGHT THING.
" ALPACA Pomatum. Heads of families will find this one of the

purest and most economical pomades ever introduced." This adver-
tisement goes to the point. Comment is superfluous, and italics would
be an insult !

VOL. Lin.

A WORD FOR THE READERS.
HEADING is a pleasure, to very many people ; for instance, what can

equal the delight of countless myriads iu weekly reading Punch? But
to many other people reading is a business, ami a \c -ry dreary business :

for instance, few employments are more weary iiig than that of a reader
for the press.
To decipher scrawls and hieroglyphs, which authors call their

"
ma-

nuscripts ;

"
to compare them with the proofs, which are delivered wet

and sticky and redolent of ink
; to correct a faulty sentence or a word

which is mis-spelt ; to put in proper capitals,
and take out such italics

as most clearly are redundant, though t he author may not think so
; to

have a careful eye for noting all unevenncss of print; to supply the

missing commas, colons, and full stops : all this is dreary work, and
dismally mechanical : but besides all this, the reader must, have a welt-
stored mind, and be able to correct a mistake iu a quotation, not in

English merely, but in Latin, French or Greek. Moreover, he must
mind his p's and /s, and other letters of the alphabet, and must know
enough of etymology to divide a word correctly, when a syllabic

separation is required to fill the line.

In dreary labour such as this, London readers, on the average, work
for nine hours every week day, and rarely get more holiday than four

days in the year. They sit in close, hot closets, where the jarring of
the printing press is dinning in their ears. Their eyes are injured by
late night-work beneath the glare of gas, and their brains are also

weakened
"
by excessive application when publishers are pressing."

Moreover, they are subject to
"
Consumption, cephalalgia, nephritis,

hepatitis," and certain other ailments with formidable names.
Great work and little pay makes JACK a sad boy. To enable them

to take a more cheerful view of things, the readers are requesting an
advance of ten per cent. : the small addition of two shillings to each of
their pounds. Readers are not savages, like sawgrinders, and the
like

; and as they have no trade union to help them to their rights,
their employers run no risk of a blowing-up by gunpowder for refusing
the advance. But they stand in imminent peril of a blowing-up by
Mr. Punch, who, being a hard-worker himself, can sympathise with
such hard workers as the readers, who, he thinks, are hardly paid
enough for their hard work.

A KINDLY WARNING.
A NUMBER of Dissenting Ministers met last week upon Lambeth

Bridge, and having sung a hymn, and pelted the steamboats with
walnut-shells, they passed a resolution that there ought to be a new
ARCHBISHOP OF CANTERBURY. Then they sang another hymn, and
went away.

_Well, that 's a parable. Because nothing of the kind was done.

Dissenting Ministers are generally too acute to put themselves in a
'jtlse position.

But, according to DR. GRAY, Bishop of Cape Town, a large body of

Episcopal clergymen, of high rank, have done something of the same
cmd, and with exactly the same right and authority. A conference of

Bishops, he says, has decided that a new BISHOP OF NATAL may be
appointed, vice DR. COLENSO, whose arithmetical commentaries on the
Mosaic history displease DR. GRAY.
The PRIMATE and the BISHOP or LONDON have taken prompt pains

.o disavow DR. GRAY'S statement, and to promulgate the dogma of his
[naccurate Conception of what took place at the Episcopal conierta-
tione. But some Church folks are very silly, and may take DR. OKAY'S
allegation for fact, and

proceed
to act in the way he desires. We beg

,hem previously to read our parable, and to be convinced that if they
bllow DR. GRAY thev will be much worse off than the imaginary Dis-

lenting Ministers. Not only will their proceedings be inoperative, but
,he law officers of the Crown may have something to say to them. We
don't make and unmake Bishops at tea-parties, whatever may be the
opinion of the Spoons.

JUSTICE, HER SCALES, AND OTHER PEOPLE'S.
" WEIGHTS AND MEASURES IN HOLBOKN. Yesterday nine persons trading in the

Holborn district were fined before the Justices of the Special Versions held at Free-
mason's Tavern MR. J. FVSH POWNALL, in the chair. One licensed victualler, one
jeer retailer, one flour and corn dealer, one cheesemonger, two greengrocera, one
chandler, one potato dealer, and one dealer in rabbits. The maximuw fine wa

1 15., and the minimum, 5*. Wednesday's Timet.

A MINIMUM of five shillings ! Ah, MR. POWNALL, why didn't you
make it a pound-all ? And please why don't you give us the

"
names,

weights, and colours
"

of the deriders who laugh Justice to scorn,
and falsify her scales on the sly ?

Change of Name.

BARROW-IN-FURNESS, noticed lately for its Dukes and Docks, has
extensive iron and steel works. Ought it not to be called Barrow-in-
Furnace ?
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CT^tf^fSi.^t^ *"*

A BAD SEASON.

Sportsman.
"

I CAN ASSURE you, WHAT WITH THE RENT OP THE MOOR, AND MY EXPENSES, AND ' WHAT NOT,' THE BIRDS HAVE

COST ME AH A SOVEREIGN APIECE ! !"

Keeper. "A' WEEL, SIE ! 'DEED IT'S A MAIRCT YE DIDNA KILL NA MAIR o' 'EM! !"

DUPANLOUP ON GARIBALDI.

AT Malines, the other day, M. DUPANLOUP, the Bishop of Orleans,
delivered himself of a discourse abounding in. examples of French
ecclesiastical eloquence. The better portion of the Bishop's oration,

in other parts savage, looks remarkably analogous to the poetry of

motion as ordinarily exhibited in a ballet. Its flourishes and turns of

rhetoric read, so to speak, like spoken steps and capers and twirls ; and,

tripping it as it were upon the tongue, the Right Reverend orator at

times appeared to throw himself, after a fashion, into the attitudes,
and to affect the graces of a danseme. All this was very pretty a

remark, however, which will perhaps be deemed hardly applicable to

the following passage relative to the Italian Liberator :

"GARIBALDI is a Liberal. In an allocution to the students of Paris ho said,

My friends, my children '

(for he assumes at times a paternal tone, he administers
the sacrament of baptism in tbe name of the Fatherland), 'my friends, my children,
the sacerdotal vampire must be extirpated; the heads of the priests must be
smashed against the street pavement.'

"

These words are copied from the Tablet. No doubt, then, they are

those of BISHOP DUPANLOUP. Are they also the words of truth ? Is

it a fact that GAKIBALDI ever told anybody that the heads of the

priests must be smashed against the stone pavement P Not long ago the

journals reported him, in answer to some popular shout of
"
Death to

the Priests !

"
to have cried

" Death to no man." Doubtless the
BISHOP or ORLEANS believes the story which he relates to GARI-
BALDI'S prejudice, because he has heard it. With the generality of his

school, he is perhaps rather apt to believe what he is told ; may be a

little over-inclined to credulity on the right side, as he thinks it, and
against the wrong. But let M. DUPANLOUP ponder one consideration

which, at least, would surely have withheld GAKIBALDI from saying
that the heads of the priests must be smashed against the street pave-
ment. If that were done, GARIBALDI, with his ideas of the priesthood,
must think that the pavement would get the worst of it.

A RITUALISTIC KING. EDWARD THE CONFESSOR..

A SHAKSPEARIAN SENSATION.

WHEN my love swears that she is made of truth,
1 do believe her, though I know she lies :

Whether this statement harsh, this phrase uncouth,
Be gentle SHAKSPEARE'S, or but forgeries,

I cannot say, not, were I to be hung.
But they are given as his, so let that rest ;

And be congratulating chorus sung
Unto CHARLES EDMONDS, who his been so blest

As to discern, in ancient chamber flung,
A second copy of the poem old,

Neglected tomes of priceless worth among :

The Passionate Pilgrim. 'Tis not to be sold,

But, SHAKSPEARE'S lovers, come along with me
To WILLIS'S AND SOTHERON'S. There it be.

EYESORE AND MYSORE.

POLITIC was the recognition of the adopted child of the RAJAH or

MYSORE. Splendid was the Durbar whereat the ceremony was per-
formed. Blackguard were certain Englishmen, Scotchmen, Irishmen,
or Welshmen (let us make the burden light by distribution among the

possibles), who "drank too much, threw champagne bottles among
the crowd, and bonneted every native who came in their way." If

these Cads had been caught by THEODOKUS, of Abyssinia, we should

have been ill inclined to give their gallant comrades the trouble they
are about to take. But cannot Authority mark these fellows for the

least agreeable services and stations, and for deprivation of all leaves

and indulgences for a protracted season. Will any Indian correspon-
dent favour us with their names, not

"
necessarily

"
for publication F

THE FOUR FIRST COUNSELS OF THE CHURCH. DR. TBAVERS
Twiss, DR. LUSHINGTON, COLERIDGE, Q C., BADDELEY, Q.C.
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END OF MR. TITWILLOW IN PARIS.

WE LEFT MB. T. RUSHING ON ins FOE WITH BLIND FURY. SUDDENLY HE HEARS A WELL-KNOWN VOICE CALLING HIM BY NAME
AGAIN AND AGAIN. HE STOPS IN HIS ONSLAUGHT. A FIRM HAND SEIZES HIM BY THB WRIST THB SABRB DROPS FBOM HIS GRASP-
HE OPENS HIS EYES. Lo ! THE FOE HAS DISAPPEARED, so HAVE THE BOSOM FRIENDS. HE BEHOLDS A WELL-APPOINTED RAMSGATB
TEA-TABLE HE SEES PRAWNS ! THE SIGHT ENCHANTS HIM. THE TWINS ARE GONE TO BED, OH HAPPY THOUGHT ! TRUTH GRADUALLY
DAWNS UPON HIS AGITATED MlND. HE FEELS IT IS SUNDAY EVENING ; THAT HE HAS HAD AN EARLY DINNER ; THAT HE HAS PAR-
TAKEN FREELY OF THE WALNUTS AND THE WlNE NEED WE SAY ANY MORE ?

THE BRAVE LITTLE MAN.
" E*RL BCSSELL, being asked to receive the Irish Reform League, replied that

he would do nothing of the kind."

WELL said, little Earlie ; a proper remark :

Don't bother with bosh when you 're out for a lark ;

Snub the Pats as you snubbed the Beale-Potterish clan :

We always declared you a Brave Little Man.

We "ve got the Reform ; why should POTTER and BEALES
Pester you, BRIGHT, or GLADSTONE to come to dull meals P

And we '11 see to ould Erin as soon as we can
;

Meantime, let 's be quiet, my Brave Little Man.

Mr. Punck feels it pleasant to say you addressed
To Lords and to Commons advice of the best ;

You told them, quite frankly, tbeir properest plan
Was to work the Act fairly you Brave Little Man.

Don't think Mr. Punch is a snob, and ashamed
To praise where he often has righteously blamed :

His rule is the same as when first he began :

He does justice to all men, my Brave Little Man.

Your temper's not good, that 's the worst of your sins
And you think that a Whig and an Angel are twins,
And the fuel of quarrel you 're ready to fan,
As we 've oftentimes told you, my Brave Little Man.

But jump to the front like a Brave Little Man.

If bad days are coming (we'll hope they are not)
When old men, and old deeds, and old names are forgot,
His coarse epidermis our cudgel shall tan

Who dares to insult you, our Brave Little Man.

Leave your history, old friend, for THE VOLUMES to tell,

Nor MOORE nor MACAULAY have served you as well.

Come across to our office and sing Rataplan
With Punch and his party, you Brave Little Man.

BLAISE! BLAZES!

IT is hardly necessary to tell Englishmen that ISAAC NEWTON did

not steal any discoveries from PASCAL. You might as well say he

wrote Don Patguale, or the Provincial Leileri. Nor will Germans
make any mistakes on the subject. But other continentals are shame-

lessly ignorant about everybody but their own countrymen, and are

delighted to accept any story against an Englishman. Therefore

Mr. Punch signifies to Europe, and especially to Frenchmen, that a

recent impudent attempt to deprive NEWTON of some of his glory has

been proved to be based on a blundering forgery, of which only an

ignorant man could be guilty. Certain Frenchmen of science know
and loyally admit this, but few Frenchmen care to be either scientific

or loyal where an Englishman's renown is concerned, and therefore

this averlitsement is given by Mr. Punch. BLAISE PASCAL was a great

man, and has reputation enough. NEWTON saw an apple fall, and

immediately thought of gravitation. Most Frenchmen, witnessing
the same sight, would have thought of making a beignet de pommes.

AN APPROPRIATE TOAST IN HONOUR OF THE BISHOPS ATTENDING
THE PAN-ANGLICAN SYNOD. Many happy returns (to their Dioceses).
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MASKS AND FACES."
ASKS are all the fashion

j

now-a-days. During
the season there was
the Masked Lady, who
used to ride in the Bois
de Boulogne. Then
in the sea-side time
there was the Masked
Bathing Woman. Per-

haps in the case of the

Equestrienne the mask
assumed by ANONYMA
was that of respecta-
bility : the hypocritical

homage of vice to vir-

tue. Then appeared the
Masked Wrestler. And
then came, but lately,
to Geneva, GENERAL
GARIBALDI behind a
mask of Peace. Here
other firebrands, like

the late Ma. BUNN'S
" Hollow Hearts,"
wore masks, and har-

lequinaded to the top
of their bent, but with-
out the magic baton to

change the face of so-

ciety, v, Then appears England masked as Prosperous Security, smiling, serene;
but through her eyelet holes are shot suspicious glances, and beneath the domino
are hidden deadly weapons. At Lambeth a Mask Ecclesiastical, with painted eyes
and mouth ; the clergy behind being unwilling to see, and fearful of speaking.
There are official masks at Whitehall more amusing than those of olden time when
Rare BEN catered for royalty. There is a Hare

" BEN "
now, who knows much

about Masks, having worn many in his time, and his name is not JONSON. Daily
Gambling wears the Mask of Business in the City, and Turf Speculations the
Mask of Honest English Straightforwardness. So on to the end of the masque,
which must finish with a transformation scene of stern Reality.

ANNIE, WILT THOU GO WITH ME ?

AIR "
Nanny, wilt thou gang with mef"

O ANNIE, wilt thou go with me,
Nor sigh to leave the flirting Town ;

Can clothing clubs have charms for thee,
A plain straw hat, and printed gown P

No longer dressed as thou hast been,
No lady's maid to do thy hair

Say, canst thou quit each festive scene,
And Upper Brook Street, Grosvenor Square P

ANNIB, when a Curate's wife,
Wilt thou no better fate desire-

Say, canst thou face the village life,

Nor mind about the village mire P

Oh, canst thou dress, nor think me mean,
On five-and-twenty pounds a year,

Nor then regret each festive scene,
And all the parties of May Fair ?

ANNIE, canst thou find it sweet

Through school accounts with me to go
Or when the Dorcas party meet,
From six to ten to sit and sew ?

And if the new Harmonium comes,
Wilt thou assume the player's chair,

Nor wish for concerts and for
"
drums,"

And all the glories of May Fair P

And when, at last, Incumbents die,
And still no living falls to me,

Wilt thou repress the sob, the sigh,
And smile upon me over tea P

And wilt thou hand the
"
much-loved clay,"

Twist lights, and pour the humble beer,
Nor then regret thy wedding day,
And Upper Brook Street, Grosvenor Square ?

A SCHISM TO BE APPROVED OF. A Witticism.

THE BIRDS AND THE PHEASANT.

(.After LONGFELLOW.)

I SHOT a partridge in the air,
It fell in turnips,

" Don" knew where ;

For just as it dropped, with my right
I stopped another in its flight.

I killed a pheasant in the copse,
It fell amongst the fir-tree tops ;

For though a pheasant's flight is strong,A cock, hard hit, cannot fly long. ;

Soon, soon afterwards, in a pie,
I found the birds in

jelly
lie

jAnd the pheasant, at a fortnight's end,
I found again in the carle of a friend.

LADIES' SLATES.
IN popular phraseology a man's hat is sometimes called a tile, but

that word seems much rather applicable to the species of head-dress
which ladies now use instead of a bonnet. This really is, as to size and
shape, extremely like a tile, differing from one only in colour, and in
bemg decorated with artificial flowers, foliage, and other embellish-
ments, m place of the house-leek, lichens, and other forms of vegetation
which commonly garnish a roof-tile m position. The fashionable
covering of ladies heads may also be said to resemble a slate ; but it
diflers Irom both a slate and a tile in the disadvantage of not standing
the weather, being spoiled by a very few drops of rain, to the sorrow of
the husband or lather who has to replace it at considerable expense if
not much to the grief pf the wearer who gets a new coiffure. Regarding
this thing, in connection with monstrous chignons, under the name of a
slate, one cannot help observing that many girls appear to have a slate
loose in the upper storey.

WORK FOR THE CHURCH.
DID the BISHOP OF MANCHESTER attend the Meetings of the Synod,

and had he anything to say about the heathen in his diocese P While
such savages exist here as the brickmakers and sawgrinders, there is

plenty of work for prelates in this civilised Christian country. ;, If they
desire to send out missions to do good to mankind, they need not send
so far as O<vyhee and Ojibbeway. Parsons often talk of

"
doing duty"

in a parish, out is reading the Church Service all the duty they should
do there P If the Clergymen of England really did their duty, could
the

"
Sheffield Assassination Company (Limited)

"
exist, where, as

THOMAS CARLITLE said recently,
"
the market rates of murder "

are

quoted with impunity ? We have little wish to see our parsons turn

policemen, but if they knew how to preach to, and to visit, their

parishioners, we can hardly think that murder-clubs could flourish

undetected. Instead of wasting precious time in prating of church

millinery, and wasting precious money in futile foreign missions to

preach to pious niggers and to christianise pet Jews, let our clergy
make our countrymen as Christian as they can, and nobody will grudge
them the money it may cost.

Not According to Cocker.

ACCORDING to a recent telegram from Pesth :

"A General Meeting of the Evangelical Delegites took place to-day, In which a
reconciliation was otfected between the different religion -t tractions."

There is something not readily grasped by the understanding in the
idea of religious fractions if any such idea can be said to exist. Are
the religious fractions vulgar fractions or decimals, or some decimal
and some vulgar : and do the latter constitute a Low Church P

Fetters for Fenian Prisoners.
IT is not very wonderful that the Fenian prisoners, rescued from

custody at Manchester got clean off. The police had put handcuffs on
their wrists to prevent their running away. As for the Fenians they

! Irish-Americans but the police appear to have been pure Irish.

Silence.

THERE is a nobody, mistaking himself for a somebody, who writes a

trashy article once a week (thank goodness, only once a week !) in the

Morning Star, and signs himself Censor. Better change it to Non-sense-

sir, and have done with it.

AN UNFASHIONABLE WEDDING. Our Carpenter, young SAWYER,
is about to marry ROSE WOOD, the Cabinet-maker's daughter in the

adjoining street. Indeed they have already been
"
axed

"
in Church.

This will be a Trades' Union perfectly unobjectionable.
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK )

TABLEAU V. MY FUNNY FRIEND. (CourrinrED.)

THE coachman not bavins: clearly understood the address, I have to

lean through the front window and say, with authority,
"

29, Bingham
Street." In a second GRIOG'S head is out of the other window (he ex-

plains subsequently, that "he never loses an opportunity for fun"), and
he is telling the driver not to believe me, as I am only joking. I protest
I am serious. GKIGG, with his head through the window, says to the

man, confidentially, "he" (meaning me) "isn't quite right here"
(touching his own head).

" He 's not dangerous," he adds
;
and assures

the coachman that he needn't be frightened. The coachman, not being
used to my Funny Friend's waggeries, pulls up, and wants to know"
where he is to drive to, that 's all."

I remonstrate with GRIGO. I tell him that this sort of thing won't
do. Whereupon he offers to try another style, and straightway imi-
tates Punch, his head being still out of the front window. He makes
strange noises in his throat (supposed to be represented by the words"
Roo-ty-tooty-too "), and pretends to catch me with his umbrella

round the upright bar of the window, as Punch comes suddenly on Mr.
Merrynutn round the corner of the show. Only I "m anything but
Mr. Merryman at present. This performance attracts a crowd of idlers.

I implore him to
"
Don't ! don't ! or they '11 think you "re tipsy." Be-

sides, 1 explain,
"
they 're many of them connected with the Factories,

and know me." This I say with the conscious dignity of a man who
has a character to keep up. Seeing that I am really in earnest, my
Funny Friend contents himself with making one hideous grimace at
the populace, who applaud the last performance, and disappears into
the back seat. The coachman takes the correct order from me, and
we drive on peaceably.

I talk seriously to him. I say to him that
"

It doesn't do to
behave like a couple 'of madmen." I feel I have weakened the argu-
ment by coupling myself, out of politeness, with him in his insane
conduct. All he says is,

"
Oh, doesn't it ?

"
I answer rather warmly,"

No, it doesn't." I point out as pleasantly as possible that I shouldn't
mind if I wasn't known, implying that I am as lively a young dog, and
as great a practical joker as he, in any other place except Cokingham,
or a factory town in my district. Not that this is my character any-
where ; as I am, on the contrary, generally staid and given to scientific

and theological studies
;

but I wanted to inspire him with higher
aspirations than making noises like Punch and grimacing at the little

boys, by showing that I too had known what it was to be frail and
funny, and could, therefore, sympathise with GRIGG under temporary
restraint. He interrupts me in the middle of my discourse by pre-
tending to burst out crying, with such a boo-hooing as makes the
coachman turn round to see what was the matter, whereupon my Funny
Friend, who has great command of facial expression, darts forward at
him as if horror-struck, and cries

" Take care ! !

"
pointing apparently

to something in the road ahead of us. The coachman, under the impres-
sion that he is running over somebody, pulls the horse on to his
haunches so violently as almost to pull himself off the box back into
the carriage, shouting out

" Now then !

"
to the imaginary victim. My

Funny Friend roars with laughter as we drive on again. He explains
the fun to me. He has a way of doing this after all his practical jokes." Did you see," he asks,

" how the fellow pulled up P
"

I nod with a
half smile, thinking how I can best reprove him, and put a stop to this.

By the way. I wonder how long he 's going to stay. Can't very well
ask him, as he's only just come.
He continues,

"
Did you see the horse P What fun, wasn't it P

"
and

off he goes again in a fit of laughter.
I hit upon a method of counteracting this levity. I will improve

his mind. We are driving through Cokingham, and many parts of
Cokiugham are quaint and old fashioned. There is a fine old market-
place ; an early English church; an old Elizabethan inn; a market
cross ; a statue of BOMB WYNKYN the celebrated Mayor of Cokyng-
hame. I point these out to GRIGG as we pass along. He is serious
now, and tells me how fond of architecture he is. I am, I say, de-
lighted to hear it, there being several fine old churches in Cokingham.
He admires the market-place. I tell him that on Saturdays it is
crowded. This suggests an idea to him.

" What fun it would be to
come out at night nud grease the pavement all over, so that the people
would slip about r I pretend to enjoy this idea knowing its utter
impracticability, and therefore having no fear of my Funny Friend
attempting it.

"
Or," he says, being thus encouraged,

"
to put down

a detonating liquid all about the place ; you'd hear pop, pop, pop, all

day." I laugh at this too, for the same reason as before. I regret
having committed myself to appreciation of this joke, as it appears,
from what he goes on to say, that it can be done easily. I try to put
him off the notion by denying the existence of detonating liquid. He
begs my pardon there

; he has, he says, a bottle of it in his portman-
teau. Good gracious !

"
I exclaim.

"
I hope you won't have any

tricks with it in the house ; it would frighten my Aunt to death." At
this he is off again in a roar. He is delighted at the idea of my having
an aunt. He slmkes hands with me on the strength of it, evidently
seeing a mine of fun for him in her existence. My mind misgives me.
I must make him take a solemn oath not to play practical jokes on my
Aunt.

By the way. I can't do that
; it will look so inhospitable. Because

you don't generally ask your guests not to abuse or ill-treat your rela-

tions, as a condition of their coming to stay with you. It is a difficult

matter, though, where there 's a Funny Friend in the case. On the
whole, I 'd better let the subject drop (as to my Aunt, I mean), and he
may forget it. He must see her, though ; I can't help that.

We pass the Cathedral. "That it a fine old place!" he exclaims.
(After all, he does appreciate the Sublime and the Beautiful. The
thing is, to keep him up to this mark. His first burst of animal spirits
was perhaps, as I thought, merely excitement caused by our meeting.)
I tell him, to interest him, of the Great Organ there, with its three

I hundred and sixty -five pipes one for every day in the year.
"
Open

at the top?" he inquires, (lie is interested, and evidently knows

I

something of music.) "Yes," I inform him, "open at the top."
" And

1 suppose," he continues, with an evident desire for instruction,
"
the

I
action of the bellows forces the air up the pipes?" That is so, I tell

him. He is thoughtful for a second or so, staring out at the Cathedral,
which we are now leaving on our right.

" You can get in there. I

j

suppose," he asks,
"
on week-days P

" ''

Yes," I say,
" we will go." He

jumps at the proposition, and suggests that our visit should be on a

Saturday.
"
Why P" I ask.

"
Why," he replies, "look here; it

! would be immense fun." I wonder what is coming. He goes on :"
I "11 wear a large loose coat, and take a lot of flour and peas ; you

engage the verger, or whatever the chap is, in conversation, and I 'U

go up to the organ-loft, and empty all the stuff into the pipes, and thea
at the first go of the bellows on Sunday, there 'U be such a

'

hailstone
chorus!' We "11 go on Saturday. It will be no end of fun."

I say mildly,
" What nonsense !

" He is annoyed at my pooh-poohing
i his plan, and assures me it can be done quite easily. That after this he
should suggest,

" What fun it would be to paint the statue of the
celebrated mayor ROGER WYNKYN "

did not surprise me. I tell him
solemnly that WYNKYN was a great 'man, and that if he did it all

Cokingham would be in arms. "Then," says he, "why would all

Cokingham be babies ?
"

I don't know. "
Because," he returns, de-

lighted at my not guessing it,
"
They 'd be all in arms." Whereat (it

being his own joke) he roars with laughter. When this has subsided
he assures me that he won't do it, meaning that he won't paint the
statue, that in fact it was only his fun, which I am very glad to hear

;

and, so to speak, I breathe again, and
"
smile as I was wont to smile

before the weight of care," e( cetera, as the poet has said.

Here we are at Bingham Street. My Aunt is at the drawing-room
window. MRS. BUZZYBY at, that of the ground floor. The Coachman,
making a mistake in the number, is passing the door, which is on his
left. Being seated on the right I lean out to stop him, and only
withdraw my head to find my Funny Friend kissing his hand,
grinning, thumping his heart, and going through other violent panto-
mimical expressions of passionate love for the, as he says to me in

turning
"
adored object at the first floor window," who is, in fact, my

Great Aunt. I have a grim pleasure in announcing our relationship
as conveying the lesson of,

"
See what you 've done by your tom-

foolery.""
Is that your Aunt F

"
he asks.

"
Yes, it is," I say, still grimly." My eye ! what fun !

"
he cries, not a" bit abashed, and looks out

again to see if she has left the window. I tell him that I'm afraid she
won't like it. (I say this to frighten and sober him)."

Oh, won't she !

"
he says.

"
All women are fond of admiration ; par-

ticularly," he adds, "respectful admiration like mine." I hope he
doesn't call grimacing respectful admiration. He replies that he does ;

and says, pleasantly, that there we differ. So I have nothing more to

say on the subject. Of course he has no change, and of course I have
to pay the fly, which he enjoys amazingly. The coachman considers
himself underpaid on account of my friend's portmanteau and hat-box,
and also the stoppages, and GRIGG sides with the coachman, calling
me, before him, and in the presence of MRS. BOZZYBY, her maid, a

grocer's boy with a basket, and a few neighbours at their windows,
"
a

mean, stingy fellow."

I demur. My Aunt, probably thinking there is some accident (I
find out afterwards that she was afraid that GRIGG was intoxicated,
and couldn't be got into the house), calls down the staircase to know
what is the matter. Before I can say a word, my Funny Friend has

answered, "Nothing, ma'am; he'll be better presently," which brings
my Great Aunt down, under the impression that I am taken suddenly
unwell. I overpay the man, and we enter the house, but not before
GRIGO has pounced fiercely on the grocer's boy, and bowed polite|y,
taking off his hat several times, to the people at the neighbouring win-

dows, announcing that
"
the show is over for the present ; but that,

with their kind permission, we will commence again in a quarter of an
hour :

"
after which he hopes MRS. BUZZYBY (not knowing her name),
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is quite well, asks kindly after her family (for which she simply thanks

him), hangs his hat up on a peg, and announces himself on the dming-

room door-mat as
"
on his native heath, and his name MACGHEGOR,

which my Aunt, overhearing, takes for a true statement, and wants to

know "if MB. MACGREGOR won't come in, and sit down." Which

he does accordingly ; is introduced in his own style and title to my
Great Aunt (who is now considerably puzzled between GRIGG and

MACGREGOB, having a muddled memory for names), and thus at last

my Funny Friend has arrived at our house at home.

By Ike way. It suddenly strikes me that I might have avoided all

this scene by telling the coachman to drive to the New Inn in the

next street, where my Funny Friend's bedroom is. Send him over

there as soon as possible.

I
I

COMING TO THE POINT."
THE NEXT SWEET THING 1 LA PORCUPINE.

PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S LAST.

ISN'T it in John Bull we mean the play the paper is much too
orthodox to be charitable that some such noble sentiment as this
occurs ?

" When affection guides the pen he must be a brute who
would find fault with the style." Reading PRESIDENT JOHNSON'S
last speech, on occasion of an interesting ceremony in memory of the
Battle of Antietam, Punch thought of the dramatist's words. Here are
the President's :

''Would to God we of the living could Imitate their example as they lay sleepingIn their tombs, and ire together in friendship and peace. (Applauu.)
"

PRESIDENT JOHNSON is not an Irishman, but the Fenians must
have been pleased with so very Irish a wish. Which thing said for
what were life without laughter F Mr. Punch signifies his hearty appro-
bation of what MR. JOHNSON meant to say.

"
PHYSICKING PAYITE": "The Softy" and the Hardy.-

ASSISTANT JUDGE PAYNE and the HOME SECRETARY.
DEPUTY-

FRIZZLE AND FIZZLE.

IP there is one thing in the world that is more to be respected than

another, it is impartiality. There is a controversy just now raging (we
need hardly remind readers that this is October) over a book called

Circe, which a person called MB. BABINGTON WHITE, if there be such
a person, and if there be not, which somebody else has

"
founded on

a play by M. OCTAVE FEUILLET, called Dalila.

"See what I've founded!" cries the Clown in the Pantomime,
when he has annexed a trifle but we don't know what put that
exclamation into our head.

Our neighbour the Star has taken up the cudgels against the Pall
Mall Gazette. Yes, certainly against the P. M. Gf. That is a fact.

But on which side of the debate, and whether the Star is on the side
of the adapter or not, we can hardly say. For, with a singular spirit of
fair play, the Star puts in one column this, and in the next column but
one, that.

" Thoso who read the book as a trans- " The storm has had one (food effect
lation will, nevertltelfxx, find it a very It his drawn from the Saturday Rei-intt a
cleverly managed, well written story." strong attack on the critics who have so

loost-ly praised the book, which is so
vicious that it owes its safety to it

dulncss."

Now, both of these utterances are official. The article in which the
first appears is certainly of the class which should have

"
communi-

cated," if not "advertisement" at the top, but it purports to be

editorial, and the second extract is from some maunderings by a silly
and vulgar person, who has succeeded to the Flaneur, and gives mud
pies

instead of trifle. But in'criticism, as at vingt-et-un, we. suppose it is

lawful to set on two cards.

A GOOD JOB FOR GARIBALDI.

BHAVE simple GARIBALDI, reseek your island home ;

Accept the situation, and keep away from Rome.
You might have put your foot in the hole you did before,
Another Aspromonte and made the Neri roar.

You might have gone to Rome, and obliged the POPE to flee

Again with knot on shoulder, and plush above the knee ;

And thus have brought the French back, and had yourself to run
From overwhelming numbers ; your work once more undone.

Maybe you hoped that BISMARCK would keep NAPOLEON still.

But what if Austria's eagle had interposed its bill ?

Why, then you would have kicked up a European row,
And given to the Popedom a chance it has not now.

Let poor old Pio NONO possess his throne in peace.
Of temporal dominion for life he holds a lease.
The years it has to run yet at most can be but few.
That lease no bond obliges the Romans to renew.

Say what you like, this Pope does, in fact, their King's place fill,

But who shall make the next one their King against their will P

The Cardinals no right have another head to crown ;

Must cut the Triple Hat to a simple mitre down.

Then wait, friend GARIBALDI, till Peter has to ope
The portal which he sits by to let in Pius, Pope.
The next of the successors to what they call his chair
Must sit, plain man as he sat, if ever he sat, there.

BLESS THE MALE LINE (LIMITED).
No peacemaker like your gold piece. "Hanover has accepted a

financial arrangement with Prussia." As with a man, so with a
nation. Knock him down, and he will rage, but a wise magistrate
illows you to speak to him out of court, and he comes in swearing that
tie loves you better than his father. KING WILLIAM has floored KING
GEORGE, but

they
have had a chat, and the jingling of the guinea heals

;he wound that honour or Hanover feels. We congratulate both
parties, but we congratulate England, ten hundred times more heartily,
on the antique arrangements which prevented the two millions of
Hanoverians (most respectable people, and the capital charming, we
are sure) from being fellow-subjects of a lady descendant of HENRY
THE BLACK. We should have been bothered with

"
financial arrange-

ments
"

intimately connected with a doubled Income imposition. It

may be inglorious, but we prefer Pax to Tax.

Latest from Pan-Anglia.
IT was said that one of the Colonial Bishops wore so much scent

which he defended as symbolising
"
mission ") that he was imme-

diately named the Eau-de-Cologne-ial Bishop.
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"FOR BETTER FOR WORSE."
OUR FRIEND BAGNIDGE (HASN'T A RAP) HAS JUST MARRIED THE WIDOW (RICH) OF OLD HARLESDEN THE STOCKBROKER.

Mrs. B. (Retiring). "SHALL I SEND MY POPPET HIS SLIPPERS 1"

Mr. B. " N-N-N-N-O NOT AT PRESENT, THANKS !" (Sotto wee to his guest when the door was dosed.)
" NOT so FOND OF HAVINO

THE MUZZLES ON MY FEET AT EIGHT O'CLOCK IN THE EVENING, YOU KNOW, BARNEY ! !

"

A SWEET THING IN PLAYBILLS.

PERSONS who are fond of going to the play, and also chance to have
a sweet tooth in their heads, will doubtless rejoice greatly to hear of

this invention :

" An American has Invented a tasteful playbill for the French theatre The
programme and Barnes of artists are printed upon an agreeable piste by means of

juice of chocolate, so that the programme can be eaten.
"

We have often heard of people eating their own words, but we
never should have dreamt of their swallowing their playbills. A play-
bill, as a rule, is a sadlv sticky article ; but, as a mere matter of taste,
we should prefer to soil our fingers with something nice to suck than
with nasty printer's ink, with wnich they get besmeared when handling
a playbill. Perhaps the notion may be used in other forms of literature,
and food for mind and mouth may be agreeably united. Ladies who
are fond of devouring a novel, might delight still more to do so, were it

printed upon chocolate. How much, too, might some writers be saved
in reputation, if their works were eaten up as soon as they were written !

HORACE called his Odes a monument more durable than brass ; but
there are many poets nowadays, whose works will hardly be more
durable than sugar-plums. If their

"
fugitive pieces

"
were but printed

upon chocolate, they would be certainly more pleasant to get through
than on paper. Even TUPPER might be toothsome, if imprinted upon
bonbons, and one would relish the sweet things that POET CLOSE has
written, if they were sugared o'er by the art of the confectioner.

A-LA-MODE.

WHAT perils Ladies will encounter to be in the fashion ! They are
generally supposed to show timidity in the presence of wild cattle, but
they would rather face a mad bull than not nave their dresses gored.

THE SPIRIT OF PEACE. The worst Geneva.

GROWLS FROM GUILDHALL.
LONDON citizens maintain their historical character for turbulence.

They now clamour for the right of exercising one of the QUEEN'S pre-
rogatives. They propose to exercise it with a certain indirectness, just
as the QUEEN does in the case of bishops the Crown selects a man,
and

"
recommends " him to the Dean and Chaper for elevation. The

City rages because a Prime Minister will not invariably make a baronet
of a Lord Mayor whose reign has been marked by an interesting event.
LORD I'ALMEBSTON whose wisdom is missed every day justly thought
that such a precedent would amount to telling the City to choose
baronets, and he remembered that there had been fights for the Chair
when certain incidents were expected. The Fountain of Honour is not
to be removed to Guildhall. Nevertheless, Punch is very weu pleased
that his friend LORD MAYOR GABRIEL has been rewarded Punch was
very well

pleased
that his friend LORD MAYOR PHILLIPS was rewarded,

and Punch hopes that an opportunity may be given to his friend LORD
MAYOR ALLEN to deserve a reward.

"Let modest ALLEN, with no kind of shame,
Do good in heaps, nor blush to find it fame."

But, citizen as he is, Mr. Punch can sanction no onslaught upon the

Royal Rights. =_===_
Epigram by a Moosoo.

SIR NEWTON, do you see P was one great rascal

Ze gravitation was ze fruit of PASCAL.
NEWTON an apple for his own advance
What he, out of one orchard, steal from France.

A COMMON REMARK. Nobody expected pancakes from the Pan-
Anglican Synod but they seem to have frittered away their time.
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AN IRREGULAR HARVEST ODE.

STROPHE.

THE Harvest is over,

From Danlzic to Dover,
The Harvest is ended.

And not very splendid ;

But still all ye rural and rustical peoples
Rouse the ringers to ring Triple Bobs in.the steeples,

Not omitting the towers ;

For sunshine and showers

Have brought you again to the end of your labours,

You, and your hard-working classes, and neighbours,

So drink and be merry
With ale and wit.li sherry,

Or anything handy,
Scotch whiskey or brandy,

But all things in order

On both sides the Border,

For each of us knows by experiment
"Tis well to be careful in merriment.

ANTISTEOPHE.

Wheat, and barley, and rye,

On earth, and Ayr, and Skye,
Wherever the corn-crakes cry,

Wherever the partridges lie,

Sown and mown and cocked,
Sheaved and stocked and shocked

;

Reaped, and winnowed, and screened,

Ground and thrashed and gleaned ;

Ricked and stacked up high,
For the dusty miller to try,

And the Newark maltster to dry,

And all to eat and to drink by-and-by.

Oats, and beans, and peas,

From Thames, and Trent, and Tees,
And all the farms within the seas,

Scotia's Lochs to the House of Keys.
"
Golden, golden grain,"

From hill and valley and plain,

And all the wide champagne,
Browned by sun and

"
lodged" by rain,

With here a speck and there a stain,

By many a maid and many a swain
Piled in cart, and waggon, and wain,

Crushing through thicket and spinney and lane,

To the great farm-yard with the creaking vane.

Golden, golden grain,
All to be gold again,

When the farmer takes the passenger trail),

Or drives his mare with an easy rein,

Or trots on his cob to the market town,
And stands in the crowd in front of the,;" Crown,"
And shows his samples, white and red,

To the miller who grinds the County bread ;

And barley bright,
A beerful sight,

To the maltster who covers his malting floors

With the crops that waved on heaths and moors,
And rustled and rolled,
A sea of gold,
On Weald and Wold,
On Wold and Weald,
On fen and field,

An average yield
But if it is under.
This line is a blunder,
And must be repealed.

GREAT ANTISTROPHE.

Corn in sacks,
Corn in stacks,

Corn on staggering peasantry's backs ;

Corn in docks,
Corn in stocks,

Corn in barges passing through locks.

Corn from the north, corn from the south,
In spite of rain, and rust, and drouth,
Corn for everybody's mouth

;

Corn from the east, corn from the west,
Corn from Bremen and corn from Brest,
From Riga, Russia, and Trieste ;

With corn from every corner of earth,

From Pau to Pesth, from Prague to Perth,
Let us hope we are safe from dearth.

Come then and liquor up
Hundred and wapentake ;

Old age shall flicker up,

Strangers shall stop and take

In the guest-chamber,
Thirsty and sober,

Lucent and amber
Cups of October ;

Drinking in house and hall,

Drinking to one and all,

Jolly with supper,
Good luck and beuison

Rhyme not in TENNYSON,
But maybe in. TUPPBE.

GRAND CHORALE.

So come, so come,
To the Harvest home ;

Come, if you like,

With fife and drum,
There 's a Volunteer baud

Always at hand,
And flags and banners

In most of the manors
But all of you come
To the Harvest, home,
And shout and sing
Till the rafters ring,

And cheer for the sake of the corn in ;

And dance all night,

(But don't get, tight)
And home by the train in the morning.
Then ho ! for the great inill-wheel,
And the eels that lie on the bottom,

And ho ! for the fisherman filling his creel,
Id est, when he has got "em

;

And heigh ! for the whirring birds in stubble,
And ho ! for the hare that must dodge and double,

And hey ! for the day,
Not far away,

When the foxes find themselves in trouble.

ASSISTANT AND FINAL CHORALE.

By great barn-doors,
By granary floors,

By teams with bells and ribbons ;

Ye prices all,

Decline and Fall,

And leave us not to GIBBON'S !

By cereal fruits,

By bulbous roots,

By'your last gathered load ;

Rehearse, friends,
When supper ends,

This most irregular Ode !

PRETTY WORDS FOR PENNY READERS.

THE art of calling a spade a spade is not much cultivated seemingly

by writers in cheap newspapers. Here, for instance, is a passage from
a leader upon pheasant shooting from a contemporary :

" A pheasant, a goodly, and a beautiful eight it is to see the spangled exotic of

our woods come crashing down into the hazds or the ferns, like the broken end of

a rainbow, or a piece of damaged jewellery, while the echo of the shut rings through
the autumn woods."

Spangled exotic ! We wonder what our cook would say if we begged
her to roast for us a spangled exotic. Perhaps we ought to add, that

we desired it to be served with staff-of-life sauce. Still more we
wonder what would be the exclamation of our gamekeeper if, when
next we beat a covert, we told him that we hoped to bag ten brace at

least of broken ends of rainbows ! From the use of such fine language
one would think some of our newspapers import their tall talk from
America.

Another Episode in Insect Life.

THE lower creatures in this country appear to be making wonderful

progress, to be developing rapidly. The common insects are becoming
mathematicians. An advertisement of a serial work on British Moths
informs us that Numbers Four to Ten contain the Geometers.
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Belle of the Juveniles.

LONGER !

"

PRECOCITY.
"Oar, LADY CHARLOTTE, DO LET us STAY A LITTLE

A GROAN FROM BELOW.
TWAS in a large Metropolis,
Where busy folks abound,

And from somewhere came thro' the air

A sad and solemn sound.
That never murmured overhead,
But always underground.

Among the streets it seemed to sigh,

Among the crowd to moan ;

It muttered in the air, and then
The drains took up the tone

As if beneath the crowded street

The dead began to groan !

Oh, wherefore comes that murmuring,
That sad and solemn sound ;

That never murmurs overhead,
But always underground.

Some fellow 's been interred alive

I '11 wager you a pound !

But hark ! I think I now can hear
Some human accents there.

By Jove ! Ah yes ! upon my word
They 're speaking, I declare !

And this their cry,
" Good folks above,

Come send us down some air !

"

And one most sad and solemn voice

I hear, with groan profound :

" Good men of London, if you 'd keep
Your bellows clear and sound,

Just travel always up above,
And never underground !

"

Lady Charlotte. "BcT, MY DEAR, YOU'RE NOT SENT FOR, YET

Belle. "An, BUT I MEAN WHEN WE AKS SBXT FOR/"

A SOBER DEMAND.
TEETOTALLERS are not very common in stage workshops,

to judge by this advertisement :

"WANTED, a Sober Stage Carpenter. Apply, 4c.

One might fancy that Stage Carpenters were habitually

intemperate, if it be needful to advertise thus pointedly for

a sober one. But surely the adjective might be omitted as

redundant. A drunken Stage Carpenter never could be
advertised among the

"
persons wanted."

CHINESE ANCIENT CONCERTS.

IN the Great Exhibition at Paris there is something which should
interest the Anthropological Society. That is an orchestra in the

Chinese department, which plays national airs. The music of the

Celestial Empire can hardly be called heavenly ;
on the contrary, in

the opinion of competent judges, it precisely resembles that of a master

principally celebrated for his composition of L'Orphee aux Enfers. Of
the observation of those critics the Post says :

"
It amounts to this, that the description of light melodies, so characteristic and

so much appreciated in our times in tho West, under the name of OFFENBACH, would
appear to have delighted Chinese ears some twenty centuries at least before the

inauguration of the Parisian bouffes. In order to be convinced of this it is sufficient

to take a scat in the Chinese garden of the Exhibition, where an orchestra daily
performs, partly on Chinese instruments, pieces of the time of COXFUCICS, reve-

rently preserved by the countrymen of the celebrated philosopher, and translated
with scrupulous accuracy by an eminent composer, L. HABNEL DE CROMENTHAL."

MILTON delighted in music
"
married to immortal verse," and

married equally. The music of the Chinese Offenbach would not

perhaps have been appreciated by our sublime Poet ; but'it has proved
to be, if not immortal, at least long-lived, and is probably well-matched
with the specimens of verse whereof some of the titles are under-
named :

" The Song of Tea, the Descent of the Swallow, the Pipe of Niou Va (a princess
who obtained the consent of her husband to her living always as on the eve of

marriage), the Dance of Feathers, all these, in fact, so completely remind us of the
style of the Orphtt and the Belle Htiine, that some incredulity has for a moment
been felt touching the nationality of those charming compositions. It must, how-

ever, be admitted that the doubt has vanished before incontestable evidence of their

origm.''

The character of the Chinese compositions above specified may be

supposed to be eminently exemplified by the Dance of Feathers, which
ought to be very light music. But of what consequence is all this, or

any of it, to the Anthropological Society ? It bears on the question

of the possible degeneration of the human race. The Chinese had an
Offenbach of their own, a Ting-Ting, or a Sing-Sing, or whatever he

called himself, two thousand years ago. They have no such composer
now. Music, then, is one particular in which they have gone down.

Three, or four or five centuries ago, perhaps they had a Handel, a

Haydn, a Mozart, a Beethoven, a Cherubim, and a Weber. Before

they had an Offenbach they may have had a Sebastian Bach.
At this rate they have been for many ages in a gradual course of

musical declension. At the same time they have most likely declined in

every other respect, bodily as well as mental. Look at their features.

Consider the porcine obliquity of their eyes. What if Cuing-Wang
be in the way of a gradual descent to Tig-Tig P

The Offenbach sort of music is very widely popular among our-

selves. But there is a public and a public. There is a public in-

sensible to any music but that which is congenial to gaiety and animal

spirits. There is another public that loves music meaning what is

meant by the higher and nobler sort of poetry. We have the free and

easy Music Halls
; but we have also Exeter Hall and the Operas. The

capacity of the British Public is not universally satisfied with the

levities of OFFENBACH. We may hope that our descendants will not
have been gradually transformed, as though by Circe, to grunting
creatures, or have sunk into long-eared animals, or anthropoid apes" with foreheads villanous low."

Dying and Die-Forging.

Two women, named COOKE and SILK, were sentenced in Dublin

lately for conspiring to defraud the Royal Liver Society by a forged
death certificate. Six months' imprisonment is rather an unusual

consequence of a Liver complaint, but in this case a perfectly natural

one.

PAINFUL TO A DEGREE. Being plucked.

VOL. LI:I.
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU V. MY FUNNY FRIEND. (CONTINUED.)

Y Funny Friend

at once attempts
, to ingratiate him-

self with my Great

Aunt by express-

ing his pleasure at

seeing me. He
says,

" I am so

glad to see Little

BILLY again,
"

which my Aunt
doesn't quite un-

derstand, as my
name isn't BILLY.

"That's only my|
fun," he explains

to her,
"
I always

call him Little

BILLY, because his name's ADOLFHUS," and he goes on to say
f i, i i. _ _ _1 i. I T.ii-ln HTT T V

name?" says GRIGS, "A Thingummy by any other name would

smell like a What'shisname. as the poet says." My Aunt accepts this

as the saying of a Poet (she is fond of poetry), and drops the subject.

Has MR. MAC GRIGS,- she is still unsteady as to his title, so I say,
" MB GRIGS, Aunt," which amendment my Aunt adopts, and resumes,

addressing me" has MR. GRIGS seen his room yet P
" then turning to

:

him, she politely expresses her regret that there was not a bed for him
'

in our house. I think he is a little annoyed at this, though he only

laughs, and says it doesn't matter. My Great Aunt then retires, after

expressing, in a stately manner, a hope that she will see him at dinner,
, i i F i? _ _ i i. _ i i _i ii 4. .'-,! l il,nn SllG ilciS

one.
" One !

"
he cries, and says he can't wait till then, it being now

only half-past ten. I don't wish to be inhospitable, but I don't like to

give MRS. BUZZYBY so much trouble. He wants to know who MRS.

BUZZYBY is ? I explain. Upon which he says, with great contempt,
"
Hang MRS. BUZZYBY !

" He laughs at me f9r being, as he says, afraid

of a Landlady. I am a little arnwyed at this. I tell him I am not

afraid, but only I do not like giving more trouble than I can help.
*
Well," he objects,

"
but you can't help this. Here, let 's ring and

have her in. I'll touch her feelings." Before I can say a word he

has rung savagely. I say to him,
"
Don't ring like that." Whereupon

he asks me, if 1 'd like him to ring like this, and does it again in a

different fashion. After this he wants to know if I'll have any more,
and announces his last ring as

"
This style two-and-six, in three

lessons." On my begging him to be quieter, he puts his finger to his

lips, and says, in a whisper,
" Hush ! they come !

" and hides behind

the arm-chair, expressing his intention of saying
" Boh !

"
to MRS.

BUZZYBY when she enters. They don't come, however, as MRS. Buz- 1

ZYBY is up-stairs at the top of the house making the beds. The little i

waiting-maid, hearing the peremptory summons (/ always give one

gentle, quiet, pull, and then only when I know MRS. BUZZYBY is irot ,

otherwise engaged), rushes up-stairs, tumbling on the first landing in

her excitement, and bringing out my Aunt, who imagines nothing less

than fire, to fetch MRS. BUZZYBY.
While I am considering the best manner of addressing my Landlady

when she appears, GRIGS is busy with pen, ink, and paper. At all

events, thank goodness, he is quiet. MRS. BUZZYBY is some time

coming down : I hear her smoothing herself in the passage. GRISG
hears it, too, and getting on a chair, seats himself cross-legged, pulls a

hideous face, and places in front of him a sheet of foolscap, on which
he has just been inscribing the words,

"
I AM STARVINS !

" As I begin

remonstrating, MRS. BUZZYBY enters, and sees the figure before her.

She is puzzled. He begins working his head and tongue like a Man-
darin, and she is frightened, upon which he stops, and coming off the

chair, observes, that
"
there is no deception, no spring, no mechanique,"

and hopes the explanation is satisfactory. (GRISG says, afterwards,
that it requires education to appreciate humour ; by which, in a gene-
ral way, lie iiwans tin humour, and consequently assumes MRS. BUZ-

ZYBY to be a person of neglected education.) I explain (as it still needs

explanation) that my friend is hungry ; sorry to trouble her, but would

she mind just bringing in some bread-and-butter (" a sandwich,"
GRIGG suggests, winking at MRS. BUZZYBY, confidentially) yes, in

fact, a sandwich ? She needn't lay the cloth, I add, in order to show
her that this is not my doing, but GRIGG'S.

She replies, that "she can," as if she couldn't ; and says
"
she will,"

as if she wouldn't. However, she does. The interval is passed by

my Funny Friend at the window, attracting the attention of the passers,

by tapping the glass sharply, and then suddenly disappearing, leaving

me looking quietly out as the object of suspicion. I tell him that, as

some one might be going by who knows me, he really mustn't go on
like this. He says he won't. Refreshment. During this, he becomes

interested in my account of the Factories. I inform him that I am the

Chief Inspector here. Whereupon he wants to know why I don't

wear a cocked hat and a sword ? I smile at this conceit, to humour
him.

1 tell him, more with a view to impressing him with the weight of

my position in Cokingham, than because of the necessity of keeping
the appointment, that I am obliged at twelve o'clock to inspect a

Factory. While I am there, perhaps he'd like to stroll about the

town, or go to his inn. A bright idea occura.to him,
"
Can't he go

with me ? He should so much like to inspect a Factory with me." I

reply, that I don't think it will interest him; to which he returns,

gravely, that there 's nothing would please him more. He talks at once

about cotton, iron, lace, gives me an account of a visit he paid to

Honiton, and how he has arranged to go over the iron-foundries in the

North. I see he can be serious when he likes, and is really very well

informed.

Sy the way it strikes me that when he sees the deference paid me by
the Masters and the Hands he will give up his tomfoolery.

We start. Passing a shop where a man is inside cleaning the win-

dows he stops and says, "Look here, here 's some fun," and immedi-

ately pretends to be cleaning the outside, imitating the man's move-
ments. The shopkeeper pauses in his work, and then vaguely threatens

him. I implore him to come away. I say if he goes on like this we
must walk separately, whereupon he drops behind and follows me like

a servant. I have to get some postage stamps : he comes in with me,
and before I "ve got my letters out of my pocket he is introducing me
to the Post Office clerk.

" MR. JULIUS FITZGIBBON," a name he in-

vents for the official, "my friend," alluding to me, "The AKCHBISHOP
OP MESOPOTAMIA." The Clerk, a quiet business-like man, doesn't

know what to say, not realising himself as FITZGIBBON. I pooh-

pooh my Funny Friend, and say what I 've come for. This, says

GRIGS, reminds him that he wants something. He first inquires,
"

if

he 's got some nice fine fresh stamps in this morning ?
" And on the

clerk not being ready with a reply, he supposes
"
that they 're not in

season, and won't trouble him." He is just going, but returns to ask
"

if a letter sent to Wishy-washy-warshy-shire (or words equally un-

intelligible) will get there to-morrow by ten o'clock ?
" The clerk

thinking he hasn't caught the name of the place exactly, inquires
"
Where, sir ?

" and gives him his whole attention. He repeats his

gibberish, and pretends to be annoyed when the Clerk suggests
"
Worcestershire ?

"
I won't wait for him any longer, and as he

leaves he threatens to complain to the Post Office authorities for

placing a man there who doesn 't know where Wishy-worshy -washy-
shire is. I tell him that I will not come out with him again, whereupon
he takes my arm and says it 's all right, no more humbug now.

Walking down the High Street, where really every one knows who
I am, he pretends to be unable to keep step with me. First he takes

long strides, then he trots, then he takes two steps with his left, then

three with his right. It suddenly occurs to- him
" What fun it must

be in Holland on the canals," and immediately imitates skating, hum-

ming the music from Le Prophele. I stop and refuse to go any farther

|

with him if he doesn't behave respectably. He promises, and claps

me on the back assuringly.

By the way I forgot to mention this habit of his. He is perpetually

, hitting me on the back.

We walk on for some time quietly, and we talk of manufactures,
1 and the wealth and power of England. He keeps on interrupting me

!

to ask if all those nicely dressed girls are Factory girls, and wants to

know if we shall see lots of them where we 're going. I tell him that

some of these he meets are in the finishing business, and are admirably

conducted, and most respectable. I add this emphatically, as on turning
'

sharply I catch him smiling, nodding, and telegraphing to some young
! women belonging to the very place we're going to visit. I say to him

honestly that if this sort of thing goes on I shall utterly lose my
'

character, and not be allowed to enter any Factory at all ;
in fact, that

I shall be forced to leave Cokingham. His only reply to this is, to call

me a Don Juan, and playfully threaten to
"

tell my Aunt."

About this time, on my turning round that is, I become aware of a

sustained giggling and tittering behind us. I can't help noticing that

several boys, girls, and young men seem to be forming a sort of pro-

cession in our rear.

Attributing this to some grimacing of my Funny Friend, I again beg
him to consider that I have a character to keep up. He says he s

trying to keep it up as well as he can, and offers to walk before me
and does so. The tail still dogs me until at last I can stand it no

longer, and appeal to the first Policeman, saying that this sort of thing

oughtn't to be allowed, and that if I find out these boys' and lads'

employers I shall make examples of them. The Policeman tells them

to
"
be off" they withdraw themselves to various short distances, still
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jeering. My Funny Friend is very energetic in scattering them. I

don't understand why the Policeman smiles, and evidently about to

[peak, suddenly stops himself, at, as I t'ancy, a wink from GRIGG, over my
shoulder. He, GBIGG, tells me not to turn, as my "collar is up,

which he is feigning to arrange. Suspecting him of some nonsense, I

step out, suddenly, and there fall on the pavement, several little comic-

coloured heads aoout the size of stamps, with gum on the back. Not
in the least abashed (he never is) he shows me how he sticks them on,

by patting anybody on the shoulder while talking he has a pocket full

of them. A light breaks in on m. " Have I been walking about

with these on my back ?
"

I ask.
"
Yes," he says, roaring with laughter,

in which the Policeman, at a short distance, joins,
"
only down High

Street. The first one wouldn't stick ; the people were all in tits," he

adds in intense enjoyment of the joke.
" Are they all off, now ?

"
I demand, sternly.

"Oh, yes," he replies, "they're all off now; won't hurt your cot
a bit." I tell him it is not my coat, but my character, that he injures.

And now, being at the door of the Factory, I will not take him unless

le gives me his word to be quiet. He pretends to be very much hurt

jy my distrust, makes a great show of crying, and sobs out like a child,
"
Please Sir 1 (sob) won't (sob) do it again!" (sob, >o6 t to6), nd

attracts the attention of the Foreman, who is coming down the yard.

He holds me a minute.
" Here 's some fun," he says. 1 ask what

t is. Ho replies, "Look here : if you'll call me 'My Lord' all over

;he Factory, I promise to be quite quiet and serious." As this is a

very harmless jest, and one which really won't sound badly with these

manufacturing people, I agree. Anything to keep him quiet. He
immediately becomes very upright, buttons his coat, allowia* a little of

liis handkerchief to ooze out, as it were, from his breast pocket under-

neath [this is hi idea of a Lord], and poses himself in the attitude of

what he calls,
"
Portrait of a Gentleman."

The Foreman is ready to take us in.
"
This way, my Lord," I say

to him, according to agreement. The Foreman is impressed.
He frowns upon me, and answers in a deep tone,

"
Proceed, Mr.

Inspector. I trust that I may have to give the Government a satis-

fact9rv account of your conduct." I smile, to show him I appreciate
the ioke. He resumes, severely,

" Do not smile, Sir ! this is no time

for levity." He repulses me, on my attempt to expostulate with him
about

"
not carrying the joke too far," and adds distinctly and more

severely than before,
"
No, Mr. Inspector, I will have no ejc parte

statements. Any dereliction of your duty I shall be compelled to

report to the Government."
The Foreman hears this, and so do several of the Factory officials.

They eye one another as we enter, and I begin to regret my compact
with my Funny Friend.

A SONG OF THE SYNOD.
" Great virtue in an If."

TOUCHSTONE.

THE Pan-Anglican Synod has met ;

The Pan-Anglican Synod has parted :

Lambeth's board has for forty been set :

Hosts of clerical hares have been started.

Colonial mitres and Yankee
Have wagged PKIMATE LONGLEY'S beside,

And earned a most unctuous
"
thankee,"

From the Bench with whose call they 've complied.

Its stout northern pillars withdrawn,
(York don't like to play second fiddle),

Our Bench, on the broad of its lawn

Might have come down, split up in the middle.

But thanks to rough-hewn Yankee props,
And supports from Colonial quarters,

It has staved off undignified drops
Said its say, and kept out the reporters.

But though access to short-hand 's refused,

Except for the
"
authorised version,"

Some whisperings out-doors have oozed,
Of collision and counter- assertion.

How Bishops through trouble and tiff,

Having found out what "
being at sea

"
meant,

Have learnt the great virtue of
"

if,"

As a means of securing agreement.

Thus since they 'd to settle Natal,
And Natal isn't easy to settle,

Since COLEXSO St. Davids might call

Very much what the pot called the kettle.

They adopt Convocation's decree,
Against that misleader of Zooloos

On an
"
if" it all hinges, d'ye see,

And so saves from owning a screw loose.

So methinks Mr. Punch can't do better
Than follow the Synod's example,

And put forth his encyclical letter

The materials for it are ample.
Giving reasons with

"
if

"
duly packed-

Why for Jons BULL and all his relations,
The Synod 's the greatest of facts,
And most vital of organisations.

//"the Bishops were all of one mind
;

If the Bishops' one mind were the right one ;

If black Churcli or white we could find ;

7/each Church weren't a black and a white one ;

If of clerics the Church were composed ;

If the laity hadn't a say in't ;

If all truth in one volume were closed ;

.//only the Priest knew his way in't :

If Capetown were certainly right ;

If COLENSO were proveably wrong ;

//"SAM OXON'S soft-sawder held tight ;

If DENISOM'S logic were strong ;

If Rational question were sin
;

If Ritual roads were salvation ;

If Priestcraft had nothing to win,
If the Pulpit supplied inspiration :

If with Heathen we were not o'er-run
;

^/"missions weren't needed at home ;

If \-\\e Church and the School were at one ;

If the worst of our dangers were Rome ;

If Science through Church specs would read ;

If Greed would to preaching give ear
;

If the poor found the Church fit their need ;

If the wealthy the devil would fear :

If curates were decently paid ;

If paupers in germ had good schooling ;

If polemical hates were allayed ;

If sense restrained clerical fooling ;

If bishops were more like St. Paul
;

If Truth 19 all kens were one colour :

7f the beam in our. eyes were more small;

If our sense of our brother's mote duller :

If all of these
"

ifs
"
could be gained,

Then to Lambeth we all might betake us,
To its mitres pay rev'rence unfeigned,
And all that they would let them make us.

But while these
"

ifs
" "

ifs
"
must remain,

Pan-Anglican Synod, excuse us
Dead letters your letters remain,
Your resolves only serve to amuse us.

THE HANGMAN'S PRACTICAL DIRECTOR.

THE following remarks, in a letter addressed to the Lancit by DR.
TUKE, on the question to hang or not to hang an alleged maniac under
sentence of death, deserve consideration :

"
If, after due examination, be be pronounced sane, let him undergo his deserved

punUhrnent ; if insane, send him to a criminal asylum : or. if the law iiii.-xor.4bly

demands his life, let him be hung 03 a declared ' madmaa.' "

Your alternative, DR. TUKE, is the thing to do. Hang everybody
ho commits murder, whether he is mad or sane. If any madmen are

murderers, hang all such madmen. Never mind the motives of crimi-

nals, look only to their acts ; retributive justice is sentimental bosh.

You punish a convict for the crime which he has committed simply
to deter others from committing the same, and to deter himself also

from doing it again ;
or to prevent him, in case you hang him. Hang

every man who has done what the law calls murder ; hang him with
the sole view of getting rid of him and constituting him a scarecrow.
In that case hang a madman with no more scruple than you would
have to hang a mad dog. This has got of late to be a fashionable

preachment on the part of some public instructors. Very well. But
if these counsels are to be followed, first legalise their practice. Be it

enacted, then, duly and formally enacted, that everyone convicted of a

crime capitally punishable shall be hanged whether he is a madman or

not. Suppose we agree that expediency shall be the object exclusively
regarded in the infliction of punishment, and righteousness be Bet

altogether aside; only, in the meanwhile, let a declaratory Act of

Parliament definitely ordain that the former only shall be consulted,
and that the latter shall not be considered at all in sending a man to

the gallows.

DISTINGUISHED C. B.'s. Towel and Sponge.
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NEW AND INGENIOUS IDEA FOR CROQUET.
IF MEN WILL FLIBT, INSTEAD OF PAYING ATTENTION TO THE GAVE, MAKE HOOPS OF THEM ;

EA.RTHQUAKERY.
THE newspaper acquaints us with

an Indian Collector who "
has the

honour to report the occurrence of
the Shock of an Earthquake on the
3rd of July," a specimen of precise
official language which we may
expect to see followed by an acknow-
ledgment of the receipt of a Hurri-
cane on the 10th inst, or an advice
of the departure of a Tornado under
date of the 20th ult. Tempests duly
filed, and Typhoons carefully dock-
eted. Monsoons minuted, and Trade-
winds deposited in the official

Registry.

Writing of earthquakes, people
who live in countries afflicted with
them may possibly like to know that

they are not unavoidable calamities,

THE MOST INCORRIGIBLE DELINQUENT TO BE THE MIDDLE
HOOP.

at least according to a notorious

Prophetic Almanack for 1868, one of

the articles in which is advertised

to be
"
Earthquakes, and How to

Prevent Them." If the writer

possesses an infallible specific against
these little unpleasant commotions,
no doubt his practice in the Tropics
will be large and lucrative ;

but

most likely he is no great shakes

only one more of our many earth-

quacks, who deserves to be made to

shake in his shoes for his pre-

sumption.

A PROFESSIONAL VIEW OF THINGS.

OOK Doctor, who goes every
Autumnto Brighton, invariablymakes
the same remark when he first sees

the sea the saline mixture as before.

British and Foreign Fashions.

SOME people fear, and others hope, that Romanism will go on very
largely extending amongst the higher classes in this country, especially
the women. Very likely it will. They always begin to adopt foreign
fashions just when foreigners are leaving them off. So they now, while
Continental peoples are forsaking the POPE, are very likely to assume
the rags of Popery.

REMARKABLE PHENOMENON.

IT appears to have escaped the notice of the scientific that at a little

town in Cambridgeshire, marked on the maps as Newmarket, the year
is longer than in any other place in the world, the inhabitants 'now for

many consecutive Autumns having had a Second October.

Bleeding the Sick Man.

A COMBINATION of French and Belgian speculators, MM. TOTJCAS

et Compagnie, have obtained concessions for a net of Turkish railways,

for which twenty-four millions of capital have to be raised, and seven

per cent, interest guaranteed by the Government. As no Turkish

railway line is paying five per cent., while every Turkish railway

guarantee is in arrear, this would seem to hold out for both Govern-
ment and subscribers a safe prospect of loss, en tout-cos.

THE ROMANCE OF SURGERY.

THERE has just appeared an advertisement of a work by an eminent

surgeon, under the title of
" Rodent Cancer." Now does not this

look like the announcement of a surgical novel P
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A PAN-ANGLICAN OVERSIGHT.
ANXIOUS WIFE. " ANY HELP FOR OUR DIFFICULTIES, DEAR P

"

RESIGNED HUSBAND. "
NO, LOVE. WE POOR CURATES ARE NOT EVEN MENTIONED !

"
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EVENINGS FROM HOME.
LOOKED in on Masks and Faces

at the Adelphi, a very
favourite play of mine.

MB. WEBSTER (whom I

heartily congratulate on

his recovery) playing Triplet

as artistically as ever he

did on its first night, years

ago, at, if I remember

rightly, the Haymarket.
Not a word need be said

of MBS. MELLON'S per-

formance : in melodrama,

money. That it is on a par with

cess to the house of BEN-
JAMIN. My next visit will

be when Miss HERBERT
appears here in a new
drama, and when 1 shall

have a word to say of M.K.

BELMORZ a great success,
I hear.

On my first evening from

home this winter season 1

went to see MR. TOM
ROBERTSON'S Melo-eoniedy
of For Love, which I sin-

cerely trust is also for

such of the author's pieces as

Mist Uardyn. I understand you. (Alluding to the nod.) Then you
wish, &c.f &c.

Biddy, Och, the darjins
! If you 'd but spake for me, &<:., &c.

[Dialogue continued in nods and pantomime, as before.

Mrs. M. (above). LOKD and LADY WASHAGAIN have left, &c., &c.

[And so on for some considerable time.

Enter on the dangerous path LIEUTENANT TAHNE and ENSIQN DAWLE.
MRS. M. has to move her paper, her campstool, her book, and a niyn?

little dog which doesn't enter into tlie rpirit of the scene at all.

Another strophical and antistrophkal dialogue is note carried on,

which consists of two people winking and nodding at one another,

while the other two apeak, and so on, one lot down, t'other come on ;

until the audience know as much as they want to about the matter.

MR. TABNE ///. in lose with Miss HAHDYN, the dog falls into a

pit, ENSIGN DAWLE expatiates on rats, FINNEGAH it captured, and

the Scene ends.

After the business of the
comedy, farce, or extrava-

ganza, facile princfps. Sue- SCENE l.View of a Chair outside a house.
,i i ! ~n o . j _ j? _//. . _ ..is. _ T .. J1~.J

Scene it is finally removed by a Ladies'-maid, who, appearing from
nowhere in particular, is probably engaged by the inhabitants of the

Crescent generally to hand chairs to any casual passer-by.

SCENE 4." Outward Bound."

Person in Stalls. Isn't this from some picture ?
"

Artistic but Vague Friend. Yes, of course, from Whatshisname's

(tries to recollect, hits upon it happily) KIXGSLEY'S, of course,
"
Vest-

ward. Ho .'

"
it was called.

[His Friend thinks this isn't quite right, and when he goes away re-

members that
"
Outward Mound" was by O'NziL.

ACT II.

The Barque Syren.

Nautical Critical Gentleman (to Friend, instructively). That 's not a
WtVFVfty* .L 11 IV LI iu 10 v/ii n put . i/i* UK

\ /~t T> J w-WBfri'Wi' \si wvrwrr \jurmi % f _. ,

have.been produced at the little House near Tottenham Court Koad
pr0per rig. (Friend says, "Isn't it?") No; (superciliously) you never

I should be glad to say if I could ^bn^ I can't, and so I don t. gaŵ ^ Gunter rig with a slip fore-sail jibboom ? eh?
It is admirably played, and no expense has been spared to produce an

effect, which, however, falls short of the dramatist's ideal and of the

managerial intention. I haven't time to particularise ; I may just say,

and say justly, that Miss CHARLOTTE SATJNDERS plays a difficult role

most artistically- that a MR. CUMMINO "creates" the Scotch

sergeant ; that MR. WILLIAM TELBIN is at home in the Tropics :

MR. P. HALL is
"
Hall there

"
in docks, cliffs, crescents, and outward

bound ; and that
"
the ship

"
is by MR. LLOYD'S, who I suppose has

been specially engaged from the Underwriter's House in tie City to

write the risk for the Syren, and insure her for the voyage.

Perhaps. Sir, I was not in a very good temper on the occasion of my
visit to the Holborn Theatre. I sat among amateur critics, who
would talk, and my stall was backed by the first row of the pit, where

there was a man who kept on saying,
"
Bravo, FINUEGAN !

"
throughout

the piece, whatever the situation was, whether FINNEGAN had anything

to do with it or not. I send you my usual sketch, and am yours

sincerely.
I think if MR. ROBERTSON is making any changes, he should alter

the title to
"
For Love; or, don't speak to the Man at the Wheel?

ACT I.

SCENE 1. The Cliffs, with a grassy path, which is
sufficiently shaky to

convey the idea that it is undermined beneath. View of a Fortress

somewhere. SERGEANT FINNEGAN playing with a Nigger.

Finnegan. Bedad, I've lost my buckle and my belt, gambling. I

must desert. [Deserts. Music heard without.

Nigger (judging by the music). It's the soldiers !

[If it is, they march about in this part of England with fiddles playing.
Music gets louder and louder, showing the approach of the

Soldiers. They enter, without any band at all.

Friend to Amateur Military Critic (supposed to know all about it).

What regiment do they belonpto ?

Amateur Military Critic. Well -ah I don't precisely know. I

don't see the name on the collar. (Is suddenly struck by a doubt as to

whether it isn't Policemen who have their names and numbers on their

collars.) I don't suppose they're meant for anything particular.

(Decidedly.) They 're not Guards.
Scotch Sergeant. Hoot toot, dinna muckle. Ech, Sirs ! Mairch !

[Exeunt Soldiers, marching.

Enter MRS. MOUNTFLATHERAULT and Miss MABEL HARDYN down the

shaky path. Audience expect a sensation from the cliff giving way,
but it doesn't; and MRS. MOUNTFLATHERAULT seats herself right
in the centre of the footpath, in any one's way who may happen to

pass. The dialogue is then managed in strophe and antistrophi.

Miss Hardyn (to BIDDY FINNEGAN'S wife). So you want to go out in

the same ship ?

Biddy. Och, the darlint ! If MICHAEL had only, &c.
Mrs. M. (up above, with a newspaper, while the two below continue their

conversation in nods andpantomime). The dear Duchess safely arrived at
'

So-and-so Castle, and the dear Duke, &c.

Friend (taken aback). No; never.

[Wonders what a Gunter rig is, and whether it has anything to do

with the celebrated confectioner. After thisfollows a lone scene,

between TARNE and Miss HARDYN, which must be most per-

plexing to the Man at the Wheel ; to whom, however, i* accord-

ance with orders, they neither of them speak.
Miss Hardyn (who is descending the companion to LIEUTENANT TAHNE).

But I shall never, never forget you.

[Gradually disappears. The train of her dress stops on deck for a

few minutes longer. LIEUTENANT TARNE watches it slowly

vanishing. The last inch of the dress disappears. TARN E cries

when it goes away. The Man at the Wheel is calm and
undisturbed.

Tame. Nothing is left for me but to be a Captain and an Adjutant
when I *m forty.

Military Critic (tofriend). He can't be a Captain and an Adjutant.
Friend (much impressed with Military Critic's knowledge). Can't he P

[The ship strikes, that is, somebody in the orchestra hits a drum, which
10 frightens LIEUTENANT TARNE, that he has to hold on by the

ropes. The draught of nine Soldiers, representing perhaps
several portions of the British Army, bound for the Tropics, quell
a mutiny on board. The Captain says they 'II break up in Qve

minutes.

Lieutenant Tame (to the draught). I am proud of you ! (Surprise

of the Soldiers.) Fire a feu dejoie.

[They shut their eyes, and let off their guns, then tumble against one

another into faed attitudes. The ship commences sinking quietly.
It "goes down "

with the audience. Cheers. Curtain up again.

Ship still sinking.

LAST ACT. Somewhere in the Tropics. LIEUTENANT TARNE marries

Miss HARDYN, who has luckilyfound a first-rate Parisian Milliner

on the Island, and several excellent specimens of Tropical Gentlemen

and Ladies, who are assiduous in their attentions to one another, take a

special interest in everything that is going on, acquiesce in all arrange-

ments, as if the weather was too hotfor any differences of opinion, and

accompany the Bride and Bridegroom to Church, it is supposed ;

while the military contingent of nine heroes (three of whom must be

ghosts, as the Sergeant informs us that "six alone escaped," and they
are the same lot as before), on hearing their Lieutenant say the tag"
For Love," present arms, and all ends happily.

Episcopal Extension.

WHILST the BISHOP OF OXFORD was making judicious observations

about Churchmen and Dissenters in the Church Congress at Wolver-

hampton, it was observed that his Lordship had got considerably
broader of late. May his shadow never be less !

MORE THAN A MIRACLE. When a Prisoner is
"
taken from the

dock unmoved."
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7,

A LAST RESOURCE.
Cunning little Wife (whose husband persists in remaining in Town, when she is dying to go to the Sea).

"
I SAY, DEAR, YOU WON'T MIND

HAVING YOUR BOOKS AND PAPERS AND THINGS MOVED INTO THE DfiAWINO-RoOM, WILL YOU ? THE SWEEPS ARE COMING TO-MORROW,
AND THE CARPETS HAVE TO BE TAKEN OP, AND EVERYTHING TURNED OUT FOR A FORTNIGHT !

"

WHAT WE HAVE TO EXPECT.

MANY, doubtless, are the advantages of the Electric Telegraph, not
the least of which is, perhaps, that all the news conveyed by it may be
said to be good. This is an inestimable blessing, but we may be asked

perhaps how we make it out. Very easily. There is an old proverb
that teaches us that

"
no news is good news ;

"
and since news that

you are certain will be contradicted to-morrow is very much like no
news at all, it is, quoad hoc, good news. We do not think that this

beautiful feature of Electric Telegraphy has been insisted on before,
and it would be a graceful act on the part of the different Electric Tele-

graph companies if they joined together to present us with a few cases
of hock (Steinberger, Marcobrunner, Dom Decany) we are not par-
ticular, for being the first to point this out. But now to business.

My very old and respected friend, MR. BULL, is just entering on a

difficult, and, unless you look at it from a contractor's point of view,
a very unprofitable war. This is a state of things about which we do
not feel disposed to joke don't howl that way, Toby ! it can't be
helped. Well, well, it is said there are stones in sermons, and
good in hold your tongue, Sir, and lie down ! What were we going
to say ? Is there a single ray of consolation piercing this muddle F

Yes, there is one
;
but as the young lady said, it is a very little one.

It is that the newspapers will be intensely interesting. They will be
interesting especially to persons standing in any relationship (as, for

example, heirs-at-law) to the gallant young BULLS who are now going
(carrying their own blankets) to toss KING THEODORE. But they will
be interesting to others als9- We confess to not caring much about
the heirs, whether in reversion, expectancy, or remainder, but there
are other relations for whom we have more sympathy ; namely, their

mothers, sisters, and sweethearts. It is to these, then, that we wish
to offer a word of advice. Don't be bashful, ladies, you are quite wel-
come advice is very cheap.
Do not be frightened at Telegrams. Do not be nervous and agitated

when they come in with the rolls in the morning. We were once asked
if we believed in ghosts. We answered, with dignity,

" No !

" We

had seen too many. We say the same of Telegrams. Telegrams
and Turnip-lanterns both begin with a

"
T," and there are other points

of resemblance. Do not be unduly elated when they describe what
CROMWELL called a

"
crowning mercy," and do not be distressed when

they tell you something wicy worcy. Remember that they are not
intended for you, but are concocted (the sensational ones) for certain

ingenious gentlemen in the City, for financial purposes. Wait till

to-morrow before letting your back hair down
" the darkest day,

Live till to-mor ow, will have passed away."

We will now, on the broad principle that it is nothing when you are

used to it, and, by way of hardening you, give a few of the messages

you have to expect shortly. You know we are always about half a

year in advance of the age. If the facts should not agree precisely
with our prognostications, so much the worse for the facts. The new

year will probably begin (it may be sooner, but we will not be par-
ticular to a month) with the following important latest intelligence :

Massowah. Jan. 1, 1868. 230 P.M. The expedition has at length

arrived, all well, and has nearly completed the debarkation of the

troops, all the European regiments and one regiment of Punjanbees
having landed.

Jan. 2. The statement that the expedition had arrived at Massowah
and landed several regiments is entirely destitute of foundation. No
vessels have yet appeared in sight from the look-out station.

Jan. 3. The Telegram we published yesterday stating that no
vessels had appeared off Massowah is contradicted. A later Telegram
contradicts the contradiction.

Jan. 4. Immediately on landing, GENERAL STAVELT, second in

command, pushed forward at the head of a strong detachment into

the interior to take up a position and establish a depot.
Jan. 5. The report that GENERAL STAVELY, second in command,

had advanced into the interior is totally destitute of foundation.

GENERAL S. has not quitted the transport. No troops have yet
marched.
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Jan. 6. There is a rumour that GENERAL STAVELY had met with
serious opposition in his advance, and had been compelled, after an
obstinate engagement with overwhelming numbers, to take up a

position twenty miles in the rear.

Jan. 7. The rumour that GENERAL STAVELY had met with serious

opposition on his march is entirely devoid of foundation. The country
was found totally uninhabited except by the Guinea worm, which
proved indeed a formidable adversary, it having placed 99i per cent.

of the troops in hospital.
Jan. 8. The report that the advanced guard had been decimated by

the Guinea worm is totally destitute of foundation.

[In this connection, see letter in the Times from distinguished African
Traveller to say that there is no Guinea worm on the east coast of
Africa ; followed by another letter from another distinguished African
Traveller stating that the whole country swarms with them.]

Jan. 12. A despatch has just been received from GENERAL NAPIER,
commander-in-chief, conveying the gratifying intelligence that the
forces under his command had come up with the enemy near Fi-fo-

fum, and after a tremendous conflict had totally defeated them, killing
three hundred and sixty-five thousand men, and taking nine hundred
thousand prisoners, with one thousand two hundred and forty cannon ;

many of large calibre.**
This Telegram seems to require confirmation.

Jan. 13. The report that GENERAL NAPIER had met with and
defeated the enemy is entirely destitute of foundation. Not an armed
native has yet been seen.

Jan. 14. A rumour has reached us to the effect that

LESSONS BY JUDGE LUSH.
IT would be with the greatest pain that we should announce that

three men were flogged the other day at Leeds, but for the fact that

they were a triplet of brutal ruffians convicted of garotting. That fact
substitutes for pain satisfaction, if not pleasure. If any rascals, having
stolen Punch, happen to read him, it may profit them to know that
HENRT CAMPBELL, aged 31, hawker; SAMUEL HIRST, 26, mechanic;
and WILLIAM CASET, 17, labourer, received the reward of cruelty in
their sensitive skins, on Wednesday last week, at Leeds Gaol. The
spectacle was instructive. Every savage ought to have seen it. The
advantage of witnessing it was, indeed, conferred on, though confined
to, a select party of blackguards. "The flogging," says a report of
that operation, 'took place in the

presence of the governor, the

surgeon, and other officials, besides whom a few prisoners who had
been refractory." From refractory they have probably become sub-

missive, for what they saw was calculated to effect that alteration in
their demeanour :

-

" Each of the victims received twenty-four lashes on the bare back, the use of
the whip being intrusted to two stalwart warders of the gaol who have had some
experience in such duties. * " * The muscular operators with the ' cat' played
its manifold thongs with a merciless good will. The first culprit who was brought
out and bound hopelesuly with outstretched limbs to the 'scratch' was Hmvr ;

then CA.SKT, who groaned and struggled desperately, trying to release himolf from
the ligatures ; and then CAMPBELL, who is a returned convict, and had on a former
occasion smarted under the knotted lash."

" When CAflKT was taken into custody he remarked,
' I heard you were after me,

and I was tired, so I give myself up, and I don't care for the time it they don't
warm my back."

MR.

retreat, with loss of baggage and stores.

Jan. 15. The report that GENERAL NAPIER had received a check at

Magdala is totally destitute of foundation.
Jan. 18. By a telegram just received from the seat of war we learn

that a brilliant coup-de-main has been performed by the advanced
|

MR - ^ASE* s back was, however, warmed, and doubtless he has

guard, no less than the surprise and capture of KING THEODORE'S been made to
"
ewe," at least. To that extent, if no further, we may

amba by a night assault. The King was killed in the melee.
,

conclude that MR. HIRST was also affected by the "scratch." as the

This news produces a great excitement in London. A meeting is !

re
.P

rt
f
r playfully calls it, to receive which he was bound to the

called at Exeter Hall, violent speeches are made of rather a nasal "gl*. The thanks of Society are due to MR. JUSTICE LUSH, who
character, and a large sum of money raised to prosecute the Commander- i

sentenced these garotters to be flogged, and also to the Leeds prison
in-Chief, and all the officers, non-commissioned officers, and men of the
British army for murder.

Jan. 19. The report that KINS THEODORE liad been killed is en-

tirely destitute of foundation.

August 1, 1867. There is a rumour that the British Government
have determined to send an expedition to Abyssinia to effect the release
of the captives.

August 3, 1867. The rumour that the British Government intended
sending an expedition to Abyssinia is entirely destitute of foundation.

_
V These two telegrams have been delayed in transmission, but we

give them as they appear to be of as much value as others we have
published lately. ED.

"
Foita, comme on ecrit I'histoire !

"

A STREET BALLAD FOR THE CITY.

'Tis of a serious burglary, no robbing a mere till,
On MR. WALKER'S premises, watchmaker of Cornhill ;

When taken into custody, upon the thieves were found
In cash two hundred and forty, and in notes four hundred pound.

Three thousand pounds' worth, more than that, they stole and took
away,

To prosecute them, WALKER had a thousand odd to pav.
The robbers being tried and cast, the cash which they did bone
One of the thieves acknowledged to be MR. WALKER'S own.

Two hundred pounds and forty being thus entitled to.
The City WALKER asked to give him back his rightful due"
Walker !

"
the City made reply,

"
There 's fifty all the rest

Is forfeit to the Sheriffs and the Corporation chest."

The Sheriffs they have sacked well nigh six hundred pounds of swagMuch good it does them chiefly when folks plundered felons lag.
The burglars who robbed WALKER, penal servitude's their lot
Possession of their booty have the jolly Sheriffs got.

A Sheriff I should like to be of famous London Town
For if so be that in the world I ever did come down,
I d keep a marine store-shop, with black doll outside displayed ;And should have lots of stolen goods to set me up in trade.

authorities, who appointed two stalwart warders" and "muscular
operators

"
to flog them.

An exemplary improvement, however, on flogging garotters in a
gaol-yard, would be flogging them on the stage of a low theatre, where
the performance is usually a representation of the criminal drama, and
they might be brought on and flogged between the acts.

Which Is It P

y/
A

j? ^11 'n anew
L monthly Magazine is advertised under the title of

u- tnu u o
ls a "^Print. or i* the fiction the production of a

tugn (jtiurcn pen r

PRIEST AFTER PARSON;
OR, BETTERING THE INSTRUCTION.

A BUCKS Parson having been triumphantly acquitted by his Local
Bench of the charge of cruelty to animals, for pouring turpentine over
the hind-quarters of a dog, a certain PRIEST (who is at the same time a

publican, and let us add, presumably, a sinner) has (we learn from the

papers) been charged with trying on the same game with a cat, and has
also been acquitted though we do not find that the Bench endorsed
their acquittal by a testimonial to the humanity of the accused, as

they did in the case of the Parson. What is sauce for goose is sauce
for gander. When Parson is allowed to turpentine a stray dog, PRIEST
could hardly be punished for applying the same mild stimulant to an
encroaching cat. But PRIEST ought to insist on the same measure from
the Bench as was meted by them to Parson, and may fairly complain
that the Magistrates have not assured him, as they assured his prede-
cessor Parson, that he left the Court without the slightest stain on his
character for humanity.

In this case, evidence was given that the cat went mad from pain,
and that its owner, unable to endure the sight of its sufferings, drownea
it. This was premature, according to Turweston experience. The cat
was not mad, only lively, and would soon have got over its turps-
ichorean excitement.
Mr. Punch would beg leave to propose a new illustration of the

odious law of comparisons for the Bucks Unpaid, as follows :

Bench Turp-is.
Turweston Parson .... Turp-ior.

Hemel-Hempstead PRIEST . Turp-issimus.

And would suggest, at the same time, on the authority of the Bucks
Unpaid, a new rendering of the stale Latin adage,

" Nemo repente fuif

turpissimus" "Nobody need repent of using any quantity of turpen-
tine "on dog or cat.

It is a vulgar error to suppose it hurts. It only blisters, burns, and
scarifies. When Bucks Beaks, and Bucks Priests and Parsons, are

pachydermatous to satire, wrath, or ridicule, Bucks dogs and cats
lave no business to wince under turpentine.

WOMAB'S CEDCIAL TEST. Cross Looks.
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A BAD BARGAIN.
~So WATER ! AND AFTER HAVING RENTED A STREAM, AND TRAVELLED FIVE HUNDRED MILES, TOO ! !

ENTOMOLOGICAL FINERY.

LADIES who are fond of studying the fashions will feel grateful if

we call their attention to the following, which appeared the other day,

among other news from Paris, in a fashionable paper :

" As regards hats, these are of every variety of shape, from the cavalier hat with
the brim coquettishly looped up on one aide, to the Japanese kind round, and with
a boss in the centre, not unlike a circular shield. When made of some li^ht-coloured
straw they are usually trimmed with wreaths of flowers ; when of dark straw or
velvet, with feathers and gilt ornaments not in the form of floral sprigs merely,
but of yachts, rifles, horses' heads, swallows, butterflies, cockchafers, and even
toads."

Everybody knows the French are fond of eating frogs, but one
hardly would have dreamt that they would take to wearing toads.
8weet are the uses of prosperity ; for in order to dress fashionably,
people must be somewhat prosperous.

"
The toad.ugly and venomous)"

when used by way of ornament, is doubtless thought by some ladies a

sweetly pretty thing.
Now that reptiles and insects are fashionable ornaments, toads and

cockchafers will be followed by centipedes and cockroaches. Newts
and blindworms will be used to decorate the bonnet, and daddy-long,
legs will be worn entwined in the back hair. Ladies will be seen with
a smile upon their lips, and, after the fashion of the Furies, with some
snakes upon their brow. Chignons a la Medusa will be the mode with
the beau monde

; and instead of dropping hair-pins, as they now do so

continually, young ladies will bestrew a ball-room with blackbeetles,
or be heard begging their partner to look for a lost grasshopper, or to

pick up the large spider just shaken from their hair.
It does not much surprise us that something besides cockchafers

should be worn by way of ornament, as we find is now the fashion :

" Hats of this description are almost invariably worn with short or long veils,
the latter arranged in knots or bows ; and if the wearer be young, with a bright
blue or cherry.coloured

'

iuiva-MoiJeunchoMm'.' tied under the chignon."

The longer the veil the better, and the thicker too. we fancy, when
ladies take to wearing loads and beetles on their heads. But the"
follow-me-young-man

"
must be a needless bit of finery. Why, not

only the young men, but all the street-boys also would run after a girl
who carried toads upon her head. . Tastes differ, we all know : but one
would fancy that a father who had any sense about him would give his

daughters a good earwigging if they bedecked themselves wit h insects.
A girl who took to wearing a blackbeetle in her hat might be looked

upon as having, too, a bee in her bonnet ; and if she went out with a
flea in her ear, she would only get what a wise papa would give her.

Good News for Erin.

"The LORD MAYOR OF DUBLIN was entertained last evening in the Music Hall
Belfast by the Presbyterians in return for his hospitality to the General Assembly
when in Dublin. The Moderator occupied the chair."

THE right man for Ireland, with its parties and factions, its fights
and squabbles, is discovered at last the Moderator. Long may
the light of this

"
Moderator

"
shine in Ireland !

The Frog and the Bull.
" Mutato nomine de C

Fabuli narratur."

To grow an Ox the Frog did blow
Himself in vain to bursting full

;

And Canterbury does just so,

Trying to match the Papal Bull.

A LEGACY FOE NEW BROOMS.

LORD BROUGHAM has issued what he considers his death-bed warn-

ing, to the effect that the political future of the country depends on
our making a clean sweep of bribery and corruption at elections. A
very pretty piece of clean-sweeping indeed, for the old broom to leave

the new ones !

A JOIST UNDERTAKING." The London Clerks' Club (Limited.)"

Printed by Jowph Smith, of No. U, Holf .rd Square, in 'he Parish of St. Jamei. Clerkenrell, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of M8sr. Iridbury. Evann, * Co., Lombard
Street, in the Frecmct of hltefr:ars, in the Ci;y of London, and Publiihed by him at No. 85, Flee: Street, in the Parish ol St. Bride. City of London BITCKDII, OCTOBBH 19, 1867.
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TAKE IT EASY.

"IT'S AN ILL WIND," 8tc.

OUR ARTIST TAKES ADVANTAGE OF THE OTTER PROSTRATION OF THE POOR
SICK PASSENGERS, AND FILLS HIS SKETCH-BOOK.

(BT ONE OP THE OLD SCHOOL )

TAKE it, easy, take it easy.
Let the Brutes do what they' will ;

T;ike it easy, take it easy,
Take it cool and easy still ?

Take it easy, &c.

What if Fenians do release men
From the 'busses of the Crown,

And both people and policemen
In our open streets shoot down ?

Take it easy, &c.

What, if Artisans, conspiring,
Rob each other of their tools,

BCHVOS, too to murder hiring
Those who won't obey their rules ?

Take it easy, &c.

What if Houghs rule legislation,

(Boast, they do might I remark ?)

By seditious demonstration
In the streets and in t.he Park ?

Take it ea*y, &c.

Though the State succumb to POTTER,
Though it knuckle down to BEALES,

With the pick-purse and garotter
In the rabble at their heels,

Take it easy, &c.

All t.he other leading nations

Ol the world of late have known
Tumults, wars, and devastations ;

Shall they not befall our own?
Take it easy, &c.

We may have to stand invasion,
It we ever go to war;

No concern need that occasion,
While we smoke a mild cigar.

Take it easy, &c.

NEWIXGTON BUTTS. The ritual parsons of St. Matthias.

CHURCH CONGRESS.
" A PASTORAL STAFF presented to the BISHOP OF CAPE TOWN."

What '11 he do with it ? Is it for defence or defiance ? Does it mean
one for DK. COLEJJSO on the head if he attacks DR. GRAY, or is it a

j

call to the first mentioned prelate to
" Come on !

"
It is a frightful I

prospect for "the poor distracted Church of Natal" if GRAY and

COI.KNSO, like May and December,
"
can never agree."

The best pastoral staff a Bishop can have is an efficient body of

Clergy : but this remark was not made at the Church Congress.
The question of the Dress of a Rural Dean occupied the attention of

the Ritualists, though strangely omitted in the published reports.
MR.PERHYwas of opinion that a Rural Dean ought to wear a straw hat.

The BISHOP OF CAPETOWN thought that perhaps a chaplet of flowers
in spring would be most suitable. (Cheers.)
MR. MACHONOCHIE (of St. Alban s, Holbqrn) thought the chaplet

might be adopted if the congregation desired it. (Applause.)
ARCHDEACON DENISON said he wanted to come straight at the

question. A chaplet or no chaplet for the Rural Dean P If an essen-
tial to Rural Deanery (laughter) let him have the chaplet : if not, not.

He (the Dean) had always refused to take his faith from Act of Parlia-

ment. (Hear, hear.) The Privy Council had decided the most im-

portant case practically against his views of essentials. Did that alter !

iiis views ? No. (Applause.) You might take a horse to the well,
but you couldn't make him drink. (Laughter.) The Privy Council .

had asserted years ago in the GORHAM case that there was no necessity I

for a clergyman to be orthodox on the subject of Baptism. Did that
alter his opinion ? No. Or any one else's ? No ? That liberty j

which he claimed for himself, he was, he regretted to say, obliged
to allow to others; so that anyone in authority could teach just
what they liked on this subject, and no one could interfere with
them. If he was a Rural Dean, he should wear a

[Here the President's bell tinkled, and the venerable gentleman sat

down. He whispered, in rather a loud (one, the rest of his speech
to a clergyman sitting next him, until called to order.

MR. BERBSFORD HOPE thought the dress should be a straw hat,

smock frock, and cope (the ancient cappa) for wet weather.

The subject then dropped.
The question as to how to pronounce

"
Honolulu," was next taken

up ;
but there being some difficulty in getting the word out, the

President's bell tinkled before the speaker had arrived at the second

syllable.

Subject dropped.

LIQUOR AND LONGEVITY.

THE City Press quotes, as below, a manuscript on parchment attached

to an ancient painting, removed in 1S03 from the old Bull Inn,

Bishopsgate :

" Portrait of MR. VAN HOBS, a Hamburg merchant. Belonged to a club called
1 The Amicable Society,' held at the Bull Inn, Bishopsgate Street, for a period of

twenty-two yeirs. During the above period he drank 35,680 bottles of wine, which
makes 2973 dozen and four bottles, averaging at nearly four bottles and a half per
day ; and did not miss drinking the above quantity tut two days the one of which
was the burial of his wife, and the other the marriage of his daughter, and lived till

he was ninety years of age. Fainted by MR. HYJIOBE, in the year 1743."

The biography attached to the portrait of MR. VAN HORN suggests
the thought that a suitable companion picture to it, if in existence,
would be the likeness of MYNHEER VAN DUNK; and the pair of

portraits might be called
" The Two Vans." Those two works of art,

hung side by side, would serve admirably to adorn the walls of a

Temperance Hall observe, not a teetotal one. For VAN DUSK was a

strictly temperate man he never got drunk, notwithstanding his con-

sumption of brandy-and-water ; and, as VAN HOKN lived to be nicety

years old it is evident that the four bottles of wine which he drank

daily were not more than was good for him.

It is noteworthy that MR. VAN HORN forewent his customary allow-

ance of exhilarating liquor on the day of his wife's funeral and his

daughter's wedding-day. We may conclude that he did not want it,

because he was jolly enough without it on the former cccasion as well

as on the latter.

voi. LIII.
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THE GOOD OLD COMIC TIMES.

NE hundred and

ninety-nine miles

am I, Mr. Punch,

away from my
happy home in

Woburnia. I have

parted, for a time,

with inexpressible

regret, from that

inimitable repre-

sentation of Bri-

tannia the last

and latest of our
Statues at large
which adorns the

pleasure - grounds
opposite the Athe-
najum Club-house.
After a healthy

courseqfJunctions,
Extensions, Loop-
lines, shuutingsand

stoppages, miles of

solitary darkness in

tunnels, hours of

weariness on coun-

try platforms, and
much anxiet v about

luggage in Van 33,

I have reached Shorecliffe, a quiet unobtrusive retreat on a saline estuary, con-

spicuous for shrimps, sandhills, and salubrity, with no public rooms, no entertain-

ments, no open air music, no vehicles standing for hire, -no list of visitors, and, at

this period of the season, no visitors worth enumeration.
It is always late when the Ministers of the Crown permit me to take my vaca-

tion, but I do not complain. Indeed, I can show abundant cause for preferring
October to August, and harbour (a collier has just put in) no envious feelings
towards those of my colleagues who change their hats and recruit the vital forces

earlier in the year. I am a connoisseur in autumnal tints and colours, when I

can enjoy them from an elevation other than the top of an omnibus in Piccadilly :

I think hot weather a piece of mistaken kindness on the part of Nature; I

am invariably melancholy during the long monotonous summer evenings and

long for winter nights!; at the game of croquet I have never as yet got through
three successive hoops ;

in a tone of compassion I am told that the birds are getting
wild and shy" what matter, what matter," as it is not in my recollection that I

ever fired a gun off in my life ; sea-bathing is not to be thought of since sharks
hare been found prowling in English waters, and rowing and sailing and deep-sea

fishing are as far above my abilities as throwing the hammer or jumping in a
sack. Unencumbered, therefore, with guncases and sporting tackle, I got into

an empty Department I mean compartment, excuse the lapsus, it is hard to for-

get the language of office at King's Cross, armed against sleep and weariness with
a sheaf of all the Comic Journals of the current week, and found the train

slackening speed at Paulbprough (why did I think of MR. WHALLEY, M.P., when
its cathedral towers came in view ?) before I had finished their perusal. Handing
the bundle over to the American Bishop who had just joined me (modest prelate,
to travel second class !) fresh from Congress and Wolverlambton, I fell a-thinking
I got up again immediately and sustained no injury as we passed the

" Adam-
antine Clinker Works" (explanation thankfully received), of that golden age, some
five-and-twenty years ago, the beginning of the present Comic Era, when the
great jokefields were only just discovered, when the lumps of the precious ore
were many and luminous, and the finders thereof few and famous. Not as now-
adays, when much washing, and sifting, and riddling must be gone through
before some scattered grains can be collected barely sufficient to procure cigars
and a few other necessaries for the gangs of assiduous workmen.

I will illustrate my meaning by a few examples, for pudding is always better than
precept. Imagine the emotions of the man who first thought of The Master
of the Rolls as a good subject for comic manipulation. An arsenal of jests ! a
laboratory of jokes ! He must have gone about his daily business with a secret

joy in his heart, and returned to his mansion at nightfall a proud and happy rate-

payer, hurrying to pen and paper with a feverish fear lest his great discovery should
be anticipated. Years have passed since a shaft was first sunk into that mine,
and rich and thick must have been the lode, for to this day the indefatigable
Jocaster still works it is still partly dependent for his bread on the Master of the
Rolls (observe the ingenuity with which I have succeeded in kneading in my
little contribution to the jocular literature of the Rolls).

I envy the man who has a hundred thousand pounds left him unexpectedly,
I envy the man who finds coal fields on his patrimonial estate, I envy the man
who marries the idol of his youth, but far more do I envy the lucky man to whom
A Plain Cook first disclosed herself as a facetious n9velty. A culinary fortune not
yet boiled away ! A rich banquet, meats from which will still be hashed up and
set before a long-suffering public ! Many a Jester has made a handsome thing
out of that plain cook (observe again how I have managed to dish up a little some-
thing of my own).

I take the paper offered me in barter by the American Prelate ; for a moment I

regret the interruption of my train of thought, but I am
soon repaid. My eye falls on the column headed

"
State

of Trade," and under Birmingham I see a reference to the

commercial transactions of that town with the River Plate.

The River Plate ! The discovery of that distant stream was
of some consequence to button-moulders, and lamp-manu-
facturers, and tin-plate workers ; but the jokers, and jesters,
and punsters who have navigated its prolific waters must
by this time have amassed a fortune to which the profits
of a public-house or a patent medicine are trivial in com-
parison. Long may the Plate replenish our dinner-

plates !

The B(u)oy at the Nore ! The Cove of Cork ! Selsey
Bill! Great Triumvirate ! Of what a long line of illus-

trious jokes have ye been the progenitors! Nor is the

family conection extinct ; generations yet unregistered will

snigger at the humours which other quills and other steels

will extract from your exliaustless reservoirs.

I have merely skirted my subject, and shall not now go
deeper into it, but as the baker has this moment called with
the daily supplies of twists and oven-bottoms, I cannot

deny myself the pleasure of fancying the supreme satisfac-

tion of the man who first appreciated the capabilities of
that interrogative line,

"
Tell me, where is Fancy bred?"

only to be equalled by his bliss, who once in your pages,
Mr. Punch, delivered that celebrated piece of advice

" To
Persons about to Marry," which has no doubt been claimed
for every great wit of the past quarter of a century,

living and dead. YouB ExlLED CONTRIBUTOR.

P.S. I shall remain at Shorecliffe until the LOKD MAYOR
and Sheriffs summon me back to their Annual Entertain-
ment in the Guildhall.

ANNIE'S ANSWER TO PUNCH.

BELIEVE me if all those extravagant charms,
Which sweeten existence in Town ;

Could be tasted again, minus fears and alarms,
I would sacrifice all for The Gown :

When the candle is lit at both ends it will burn
Far too fast to be good for the brain,

Which must toil to replenish the waste at each turn,
'Till all pleasure is balanced by pain.

Believe me, if school accounts when they are cast,
Add up wrong, you must right them alone ;

For 'tis true that I never, in days that are past,
Could successfully manage my own.

But though fiction insists that a clergyman's wife

Must take half this professional care,
From a practical view of the species in life

I find out that such spouses are rare.

And though London is loved at this moment at heart,
"fis the friends, not the

"
drums "

I regret ;

And our feelings will still be as kindly apart
As then when we constantly met.

While as for the life I shall lead in the West,
(My creed is as bright as it 's true),

The life I am leading is always the best,

And I'll willingly lead it with you.

THE SCAFFOLD AND THE STAGE.

AN execution is sometimes called a tragedy. Such,

indeed, would seem literally to have been the one that

took place the other day at Horsemonger Lane Gaol. Of
the principal character in tue scene then and there enacted,
a reporter says :

" He walked up the steps loading to the scaffold with a firm step.
When he arrived at the top he bowed twice to the crowd, and a good
miny of the parsons assembled cheered aiid elapped their hands."

Great is the effect of a bow on the British Public. It

seldom fails to procure applause, whether for fiddler,

speechifier, or player. For a criminal about to be hanged
for murder it wins cheers and clapping of hands. So, how-

ever, it has often done for many a malefactor who has
murdered SHAKSPEARE.

BRADFORD BEREAVED.

MIALL has lost the Bradford Election,

indeed exclaim,
"
I have lost MI-ALL !

"
Bradford may
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GRUNTS OVER THE FIRST COLUMN.
ITH much prettiness comes
into a marriage announce-

ment, now and then, a
little pet-name. "Matilda
Maria ('Tiny'), youngest
daughter of," &c. Quite a
home charm, and all that.

But why is this tender
touch confined to the no-

tices of the young ladies ?

Waleyouth niore frequently
possess nicknames than

girls do, and it would often

be highly convenient to
those who want to con-

gratulate families, to be
informed exactly which of

the lads has been wedded.
Why can't we have

"On the 13th, John Alex-
ander Peter ('Grubby'),
second son of," &c.

" On the 19th, Anthony
James (' Pig '), fourth son
of," &c.

" On the 22d, Robert
Walter ('Gammy'), eigh-
teenth and much disliked
son of," &c.

And while on the subject,
we invite attention to the

grim humour of somebody
who, recently married, ap-

pended in lieu of the ordinary
" No Cards," the funereal

"
Friends at a distance will please

accept this intimation." He was a sly young man, and we hope makes his wife laugh.

Again, what idiotic folk are those who put the lady's name first, contrary to the spirit
and meaning of the marriage service P Keep your twopenny drawing-room politeness out
of serious business, you boobies. Do you make your parson ask,

" Who giveth this Gentleman
to be married to this Lady ?

"

What a comfort to be real Swells ! Then you can say,
" On the 3rd, at the Abbey, Lord BROWN to the Dowager Marchioness of JONES."
Whereas nobodies have to reel out,
" On the 4th, at Saint George's, Hanover Square, W., by the Reverend Martin Luther,

assisted by the Reverend Melancthon Calvin and
the Reverend Servetus Savonarola (uncle by
marriage to the bride, and cousin-in-law to the

bridegroom respectively), PETEB PIPER, of

Pepper Lodge, Peckham, Surrey, youngest son
of the late Pecker Piper, E-quire, of Cayenne
Cottage, Capsicum Road, Caiuberwell, Surrey,
S., Deputy Assistant Packer in Her Majesty's
Customs, and great-nephew to the late Reverend
Jedediah Grumps, for many years pastor of the

Independent Chapel, Hackney, to ESTHER
VASHT:, third daughter of Ahasuerus KINO,
formerly of Black Adder Lane, Tower Hill, E.C.,
but now of Pelargonium Villas, Caledonian
Road, Copenhagen House, Islington, N., dumb-
founder, and of Mrs. King, nee Perkins, daughter
of Barclay Perkins, Esquire, of Hammersmith
Green. No cards."

There was a good paragraph in the papers some
years back.

"
Several distinguished families

have been placed in mourning by the marriage of
the Marquis of Goldmine."
A prudent parent might find her account in

adding to the usual announcement,
"
Several

other girls on hand, quite as pretty as the
bride. No Irish need apply."

A SONG ON THE SAFE SIDE.

ABOUT confounded Arians
never talk to me !

I slmn Predestinarians,
Tractarians likewise flee.

No good in Millenarians
1 ever yet could see.

Give me the Platitudinarians

That write themselves D.D.

Some folks are Sabbatarians,
With whom I don't agree.

I hold with no sectarians,

Baptist or Methodee.
Like not the Latitudinarians,
Because they think too free :

But I love the Platitudinarians

That write themselves D.D.

FORGERIES OF THE FAIR.

THE following item of last week's news should be a warning to

young men :

" A journeyman mason, aged twenty-two, committed suicide two days ago by
jumping from the top of a house on which he was at work. The causa of this rash
act was a discovery he had made on the day alter his wedding that his wife had a
glass eye."

In this age of personal impositions, whosoever thinks of marrying
should first endeavour to ascertain as well as he can if the features,
and the other physical attractions of his intended wife are real. A
chignon may be said to be a harmless forgery, though there is often
more in it than mere fraud gregarines to wit and perhaps much else

that comes with it from the penitentiary and the deadhouse. But one
counterfeit leads to another, and the transition is easy from false hair
to false ears, made out of gutta percha. and said to be worn by some
girls, who may be thought to have sufficiently long ears at any rate of
their own. It is also credibly reported that busts consisting of the
same material have been exhibited at fashionable balls with an unre-
serve which is illusory. Ladies are now very commonly as sophisticated
as tea and sugar and other groceries. There is no saying how much of
the female frame may not be factitious. Many a seemingly fair crea-
ture is, from the crown of her head to the sole of her foot, a series of

shams, as MR. CARLYLB would say, with here and there a windbag.
"Catch a weasel asleep," says the proverb ;

but so a youth, or indeed
any other man, if any other man would now dream of marrjing, should
endeavour to catch her whom he is inclined to wed. He should then
test his enchantress as the witch-finders in the reign of our Solomon
used to try their witches, by thrusting pins and needles into those
portions of her form which he suspects of being artificial. If she wake,
so

;
if not, let her sleep on. It would be by no means a superfluous

caution for him to take some opportunity of pinching the fourth finger
of her left hand, lest, haying married her, he should find that he had
put the ring on an india-rubber one. In that case, however, would
the marriage hold good? A near-sighted, or colour-blind man if he
doesn't look sharp before marriage, may find himself tethered to a
female who has been fool enough to get herself made beautiful for ever.

There is one sure way of detecting the beauty of those who have been
so beautified. Set them heartily laughing that is, if you can, for it is

no easy matter to make such simpletons kugh. No wit will do it-
take them to see So-and-so's farce their laughter will crack their
enamel.

There was once a time when young men would have derided the
idea of not knowing whether or no their sweethearts were painted.
Sweethearts now are anachronisms ; if, in these days, a fellow presumed
to woo a young lady in the old fashion, she would kick him. But
nobody but the veriest muff could ever have been capable of being
taken in with a glass eye :

"'It is not in the white,' aid MRS. WADMAN. My Uncle
T BY looked with

might and main into the pupil."

Any lover, or suitor with as much in him like love as the apathetic
serenity of our modern youth will admit of, would, at least on some
occasion or other, have done what Uncle Toby did, and, all the rather
for being perfectly cool, have observed whether or no the pupil con-
tracted.

Henry W. Iowa to A. C. London.
" To my Pan-Anglican compeers,"

(Writes parting l.O.WA),"
I owe a debt of gratitude,
Which I can ne'er repay.

As I can't pay, from l.O.WA !

Accept this I.O.U.
That ritual poison England's Church,

If unchecked, will undo."

MOST SCRUPULOUS. We know a man who keeps such a strict watch
over his tongue, that he will not even allow himself to talk against
Time.

ASPECT OF THE POLITICAL HORIZON IN AUSTRIA.
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IMITATION THE SINCEREST FORM OF FLATTERY.
"THE DI VEBNON" CANOE, IN OPPOSITION TO "THE BOB ROY."

THE SPECULATOR ON THE SEASONS.

I LOVE the Spring ! It brings to mind

Those young souls, green and fair,

In which whate'er we plant, we find

Takes root, and fruit doth bear.

When loosed from Winter's checks and chills,

The small birds strain their throats ;

Square their accounts with mutual bills,

And fling about their notes.

I love the Summer, when the Earth,

Like a prospectus glows,
With flowery hues, defying dearth,

And scent per scent bestows :

I love the Summer, with its sun,

That warns us to make hay ;

Banks, upon which 'tis safe to run,

Fields, dividends that pay.

I love not Autumn, when the trees

Resume cash-payments all,

Their golden treasures, on the breeze,

In Earth's lap letting fall.

Till gold, a drug, in discontent,

Heaped in bank-cellars lies,

And discount "s down at two per cent.,

And don't seem like to rise !

I love not Winter, when both skin

And speculation 's cold ;

When short-date bills come quicker in,

And frost of stocks takes hold.

When nature, markets to perplex,
A bankrupt seems to stand,

And only gives post-dated cheques
To answer our demand.

AMERICAN BEGGARDOM.

PUNCH studies all the American newspapers. Hence the mingled

grandeur and jocosity of his style. The last American journal wlncti

le has studied ia the Philadelphia Enquirer, in the advertising columns

wkereof he finds something to note. This is a circular in behalf of a

gentleman named PESTER, whom his friends purpose to run lor

Alderman " for a region called Roxborough. Run for Alderman does

not mean that the civic candidates race each other for the honour ;

this would scarcely be aldermanly. It only means that MK. PESTER is

to be put up for election. And he is recommended for these reasons :

1. Because he is good hearted, and a free giver to all worthy objects.

2. He is the widow's friend.

3. He is a friend to the poor man.
4. You cm trust him to collect money for you ; you wUl be sure to get it.

5. Ho was the sildier's friend when at the front.

6 He is a friend to all the churches, without distinction of name or creed.

7. His office is situated in the centre of Boxborouirh, where it is convenient.

S. He is a sober, hard-working man, and minds his own business.

We are not quite so plain-spoken as this in England, though a good

many elections are decided upon grounds like those on which MR.
FESTER'S fame reposes. Out of these eight reasons six set forth that

he is good to Mendicants. Objects beg of him, Widows beg of him,

Poor Men beg of him, You beg him to beg for you, Soldiers beg of him.

Preachers beg of him and his office, seventhly, is convenient for all

these Beggars. The appeal throws some light on American elections,

but we assure our Philadelphian friends (in England we dare proclaim

national weaknesses) that if a large number of our own election

addresses were translated into plain Engk'sh, they would not be so

very unlike the testimonial to MK. PESTEK.

Ai ! Ai !

THE French correspondent of the Morning Star a very amusing

gossip, by the bye says that MR. HOME, the Spiritualist, is going to

marry MADAME MOET, of the champagne. Liking the wine, we don't

like the news. No, no Home-made wine for us.
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COMMUNICATED."

Y
ES, that must be a pleasant
word for the French jour-
nalist. The Government
of France (we don't mean
to be personal) says that

he insists on being allowed

to insert, gratis, in any
journal, any contradiction

of a statement, or regula-
tion of an argument that

displeases him. The news-

paper editor is compelled
to publish that he has not

tola the truth, or that he
cannot reason properly.

Let us be aware of the

value of our own exemp-
tion from such a rule.

That is, our present ex-

emption. When BEALES,
POTTER, and BUOADHEAD
are kings, we shall pro-

bably be treated much as

the French journalists are.

Meantime we are not

obliged to insert Govern-
ment articles.

But suppose we were.

And suppose a tremendously paternal Tory Government were in

office.

TO-DAY. TO-MORROW.
Wo object (says the Timti) to the ap-

pointment of LORD ADDLEHEAD as
Ambassador to France. He it a man of

amiability but of notorious incapacity,
and he does not evt n know the language
of those to whom he is accredited.

It must be owned (says the Daily Newt)
that the mystification for which a dis-

tinguished Member of the Government
is famous has extended to his national
balance-sheets, from which it is impos-
sible to say whether England has an
ample surplus, or is in hopeleas impe-
cunioaity.

Without being desirous to bo too severe
(say s the Post) on the follies of some
foolish young men of rank and wealth,
we must suggest that they might find a
better and more humane means of get ting
rid of their superfluous energy than in

racing terrified cats round the hall of the
Carlton Club.

Having never been wrong (says the
Adverliitr) in any of our predictions, ter-
restrial or celestial, we state with confi-
dence (vateant quintum) that the 1st of
April will not have passed away before
the Millennium shall have been brought
about, through the efforts of this Journal,
and the shilling virtues of the Licensed
Victuallers.

We entirely approve the appointment
of LORD ADDLEHBAD to the Court of

Prance. Though his sternness of cha-
racter may occasionally be in excess, his

masterly intellect, combined with his

perfect knowledge of everything French,
makes him the right man in the right
place.

We must not omit a tribute to the

happy and lucid mode in which the
CHANCELLOR or THE EXCHEQUER has
tabulated our finance. A child could

proudly prove from the accounts ju&t
issued that its beloved country prospers
grandly under the careful and beneficent
Administration now in office.

A great deal too much fuss has been
made, toourthinking, aboutthecat-races
at the Carlton. No cruelty was practised
on the animals, which enjoyed the fun
as much as anybody, and the stakes did
notexceeda few thousands which simply
changed hands among a few young men
of position.

It can scarcely be necessary for us to

say that what DEAN MILMAN has called
a dream of Jewish fanaticism has never
been mentioned by us as a fact to be
accomplished, or that we anticipate any
important changes this year except the
enactment of more stringent laws re-

garding those enemies of the public, the
Licensed Victuallers.

The EARL OF GABBLEMORE (says Punch) THE EARL OF GABBLEMORE was born
misunderstands what he bears, and there- deaf and dumb,
fore spoils it in repetition.

How would you like that sort of thing, gentlemen journalists F Well,
you may come to it, or it may come to you.

PHOTOGRAPHIC CHARITY.

THANKS to the great kindness of the London Stereoscopic Company,
some photographic groups have recently been published of the actors
who took part in the amateur performances to help the BENNETT Fund.
People who were good enough to go to these performances may like
to have a souvenir to remind them of the event : and people, who by ill

luck were conspicuous for their absence, are advised to get these pho-
tographs to gloss over the fact. Mr. Punch's innate modesty forbids
his making mention of any further reasons for which they should be
purchased : except that any one who buys them will be doing a kind
act, as all the profits of their sale will be added to the Fund.

A HINT TO YOUNG PARSONS. Stoles, Chasubles, Dalmatics, Copes,
Albs, et id genus omne& very bad in-vestment.

A MESSAGE EllOM GULLY'S GHOST.

(From a Superstitious Correspondent.)

As you are a thorough disbeliever in Spiritualism I send you the

following account of a stance, which you may rely upon as perfectly
authentic.

We, myself and others, including the Medium, seated ourselves at a

table*iu the usual manner. In a few minutes the Medium declared

that an invisible fist was punching his head, and immediately after-

wards violent blows one, two ! resouaded on the table. The name
then spelt put with the alphabet

was " JACK GULLY."
The spirit said he had .been Member for Pontrefact, and was now in

one of the higher spheres, lie dictated the following communication :

I wish to speak about boxing, because the fight there was to have
been the other day didn't come off. We cultivate the noble art of

self-defence here, but only spar. Prize-fighting is unknown in the

spiritual world, except in the lower spheres. As practised on your
earth it i bad. You see that by the number of ruffians which a prize-

fight attracts. Where the crows flock together you may know there

is carrion. The spectators of prize-fights are no doves ; though there

may be pigeons among them. They are all more or less a lawless lot.

Why ? Simply because prize-fighting is illegal. If it were allowed, a

better kind of people would go to see it. Trying to suppress it is no
use. You couldn't put it down except by punishments that public

opinion won't sanction. You had better tolerate what you can't

hinder. Legalise prize-fighting, and regujate it. There would be no
harm in it within proper limits; a mere trial of strength, of skill, and
endurance of a few bruises. Then it would be little if any worse than
a rowing-match, or any other struggle attended with a little punish-
ment. Permit it then, under conditions. Let there be surgeons to

say when the men ought to stop, seconds responsible for throwing up
the sponge, and policemen to back the seconds and keep order. Then

you would never have two fellows pounding one another's mugs into

jelly.
You would have no fatal results. Fights would come off openly,

in the face of day ; railway-trains would no longer convey packs of

villains by stealth to witness them ; and railway-stations would not any
more be occupied occasionally by mobs of outrageous roughs, garot-

ters, rogues, and vagabonds rampant, haying it all their own way.
Encourage the lower orders to use the fist instead of the knife and the

revolver. Give pugilists the chance of being respectable men, like I

was, though I say it that shouldn't. I fought my way up in the world,
not altogether with my fists ; and so I have here, where I am. Others

might do the same. TOM CBIBB is with me ; also TOM SPRING and
TOM SATBBS, hand in hand. Their message to you is

"
Brotherly

love." Yonder is MR. JACKSON having a set-to with LORD BYROS.
There are other spirits present in various stages of training. Fact.

Good night.

HOW THEY SPEND THEIE HOLIDAYS.

LORD RUSSELL is employed in giving a number of Reform Banquets
to himself, at which he privately proposes his own health as the author
of the measure of 1832, and prime mover and supporter of the Bill

of 1867.
M. DISRAELI is having a very merry time of it, being every day

engaged in laughing in his sleeve at the success with which he made
high Tories vote like Radicals for keeping him in office.

J\IK. BRIGHT is making elegant extracts from the poets, for embel-

lishing his speeches when Parliament next meets. By a happy thought
the other day he hit upon the following -.

"
LOWE, the poor Indian, whose untutored mind," &c.

He will quote this in the next debate on national education, pointing a
scornful finger at the Honourable Member for Calne.
MR. BERNAL OSBOBNE is reading his Jest Boole, with a view to

cracking jokes upon all possible occasions, suitable or not. To improve
his mind still further, he, the other day, devoted very nearly half an
hour of his valuable time to perusing a few lines of MR, RUSKIS'S
Modern Painters, that he may know something of Art before again he
ventures to speak ill of it.

SERJEANT GASELEE is engaged in taking lessons in geography, and
has already made such progress that he knows where Abyssinia is.

MR. BEALES, M.A., is prophetically musing on the glorious career
of MR. BEALES, M.P. His ambitious visions culminate in a view of a
Short Parliament, elected yearly by the ballot, and dissolved by the

imperial edict of PROTECTOR BBALES.
LORD WESTMEATH has bought himself a new cap and bells, and

delights himself by jangling them and making silly speeches upon
topics far too serious for him ever to discuss.

MR. AYRTON is employed in studying things in general, with a view
to making speeches on all possible occasions.

Finally, we rejoice with all our heart to hear that MR. WHALLEY,
having by some accident become converted from his errors, has been
with difficulty restrained from making a penitential pilgrimage to

Rome, to perform an osculation of the big toe of the POPE.
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SPORT IN THE HONEYMOON.
(EMILY LOVES TO SEE DEAR CHARLES SHOOT, BUT IS A LITTLE AFRAID OF A GUN'.)

Charles (not quite in good humour), "Now, DEAK, IF YOU WILL HOLD ON BY A TKEE, INSTEAD OF MY COAT, PERHAPS IT WON'T

BE A MlSS THIS TIME !

"

OUR THEATRICAL SPECTATOR.
11 Hsec placuit semel : hax: decies repetita placebit." Hor.

ft a8 you will,

good houses still."
Repeat the play oft a8 you will,

You '11 find it draw g

SINCE the grouse began to die, so few theatres have been open that
"
a young man from the country," with a week to spend in town,

must have been driven to the music halls, in dearth of better recrea-

tion. There he would hear some
" comic" singing, which, if he had

any brains, he would find it hard to laugh at ; and he would see some

ill-shaped limbs distorted in a ballet, prohibited by law from having
any plot in it. While revelling in these auricular and optical delights,

he might cool his fevered throat by drinking some drugged beer, and,
if he could afford himself a two-penny cigar, he might smoke it like a

lord, proudly conscious that its fragrance was the finest in the room.
But London is reviving now after its dead season, and managers

theatrical begin to look alive again. Their novelties, however, are at

present rather more in promise than performance. We are promised a

new theatre, as well as some new plays, but as yet the only novelties

are new actors in old ones. A not very new piece has been revived at

the Lyceum, that M. FECHTER may instruct us how to play Claude

Melnolte. The only novelty at the Haymarket has been a new actress

in Rosalind, and we are now to have the novelty of seeing Lord Dun-

dreary. The novelty at the Princess's is our old friend Arrah-na-Pogue,
and our old acquaintance Faust, King John, Macbeth, and the Miller and
his Men., are the novelties at Old Drury. At the Prince of Wales's
Theatre the habitues, like Hindoos, are still devotees of Caste ; while
as for the New Royalty, that theatre should really be re-christened the

New Novelty, with such surprising frequency are new pieces produced
there. Why, Meg's Diversions saw the light there only just a twelve-

month since, and the new burlesque, now running on towards its

thousandth night, was actually first acted there as late back as last

Christmas !

Novelty is charming ; but while such novelties as these are to be
seen at the West End, one must explore the suburbs in quest of stage

amusement, and seek an evening's pleasure in the North or South or

East. In the North, at Sadler's Wells, there is a
"
grand spectacular

drama," which possibly might tempt me, but I remember being bored

by it some half score of years since. At the Surrey, in the South,

there is really a new play, which really is a novelty in these "reviving
"

days. Nobody's Child! There is somewhat of a smack of grim sensa-

tion in the name, and I doubt not there is plenty of sensation in the

piece. But, judging from the playbill, there is more sensation still at

tue Britannia, in the East. Alone in the Pirate's Lair ! How thrilling

the words sound ! Britannia rules the waves, and the Britannia is a

proper place for playing a sea-piece. The wilds of Hoxton surely can

! hardly be less penetrable than those of Abyssinia ; and, as we propose
'

an expedition to the latter, let us not be frightened from the former

savage place.

Notwithstanding these attractions, let playgoers with brains visit

the Adelphi, and welcome MR. WEBSTER after his long absence. He
is announced

"
for eight nights only," but all who love good acting

will hope his health may let him change the eight to eighty. His

parts in Masks and Faces and in One Touch ofNature are patterns in their

way, and show how greatly little details may heighten the effect of a

performance. Miss SIMMS has also returned to the scene of her old

glories, and plays better, because more naturally, than we have ever

seen her.

Proh Pudor !

THE West Country News says that
"
proceedings are to be taken

against a churchwarden, who turned a woman out of church because

he saw her refreshing herself from a spirit bottle." There is only one

set of churches in which her conduct might be extenuated those by

Pewgin.

HISTORY REPEATING ITSELF.
" TAKE away that Bauble !

"
said SIR THOMAS HEKM, giving his

order to the Police, and pointing to the MACE.
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.

TABLEAU V. MY FUNNY FIUKND-(Co!JTiNUKD).

At the Factory. We enter the first room, where the raw material is,

in bales. My Funny Friend, who is perfectly quiet, and preserving a

most serious demeanour, pulls out a small note-book. He asks,

sternly,
" What is all this ?

"
Thinking that we 've had enough fun

already out of our compact about calling him
"
My Lord," I answer,

omitting the title, that
"
this is the raw material," and am going on

with my explanation, when he stops me sharply, with,
" Mr. Inspector,

you are forgetting yourself when you address me in this manner : come

here, Sir : a word with you." Whereupon the Foreman withdraws to

a corner, out of earshot, and GRIGG says,
sotto vote, to me,

" Look
here : if you don't call me ' My Lord,' I 11 have some fun with these

bales." I remonstrate. Not feeling, however, perfectly assured that

he hasn't at this instant got detonating liquid or crackers or something
infernal in his pocket, included under his idea of

" some fun with the

bales," I renew the compact, only begging him not to speak to me in

such an absurd tone before the officials. He promises not to use an

absurd tone. He asks me, first of all, if I consider ihit an absurd tone,

and squeaks through his nose, to the astonishment of the Foreman,
who thinks that 1 am making the noise, when GRIGO says, on seeing
the Foreman turn round,

"
That will do, Mr. Inspector : you may

think it funny : I do not. Let us proceed." It is better, I conclude,

to humour him, get him interested in the works of the factory, and

then drop this
" My Lord

"
business entirely.

By the way, he won't catch me entering into any compact with him

again.
In the second room, the young women are hard at work on flax.

As Inspector, I don't precisely know what they are doing, so I refer

GRIGO to the Foreman. The Foreman enters into particulars with

his Lordship. My Funny Friend becomes serious and interested.

Exactly what I want. The Foreman will show his
Lordship

into the

Graining Department, if his Lordship likes. His Lordship does

like, and, preceded by the Foreman, we enter ;
I coming last. More

young women mixed up with ^yhizzHng machines. The Foreman

ignores me entirely, and gives his explanation like a showman. In
this room there is a shaft of great power. I know all about the shaft,

as, according to the Act, all shafts have to be enclosed, and, conse-

quently. I am "
up

"
in its working. If I allow the Foreman (who is

generally silent in my presence) to go on like this, I shall lose all my
official dignity in the eyes of these Lands, so I draw GRIGG'S attention

to the shaft. "This shaft is curious," I commence, trying to detach
him from the Foreman, and tapping its case with my umbrella. He
deprecates interruption on my part, with his hand, and only returns,"
Mr. Inspector, the Government does not wish you to damage the

Factory property with your umbrella. I shall make a note" (here
he writes in his confounded pocket-book)

"
that all sticks and umbrellas

be left at the door." Several young women, attracted by his com-

manding tone, look up from their work at him, and then at me, and
two or three smile. I suppose they see through the jest (I hope so),

and smile, too. My Funny Friend, observing this, immediately becomes
dignified, and says, as if much pained,

"
I am sorry to see, Sir

"
(to me)"

the existence of this undue familiarity. This must be further inquired
into." And forthwith he makes another note, while adding, amiably,
to the Foreman,

"
Proceed with your interesting account."

The Foreman accedes with malicious pleasure, for I've often had to

snub this man, who connives, I have reason to believe, at the children

working out of the proper hours. The Foreman explains the shaft. He
tells his Lordship, that

"
By the Act," looking at me,

"
it 's obliged to

be incased." "But," I say triumphantly, "here's a place," about
half-an-inch square, "where it 's not incased."

"
Well, my Lord," he

retorts, appealing to his Lordship, "it's been the same every time
he's (meaning me) seen it, and he's never noticed it before." GRIGG
shakes his head sorrowfully, and makes another note for the Govern-
ment. As we 're leaving the room I request him not to go on like

this. He replies that he is perfectly quiet, according to promise ; but
that I do not call him "

my Lord." I give him my word I will.

In the next room, where there is more whirring of reels, and pale
men keeping a sharp look out for bits of thread, I stop a little boy
who is just coming out, and to show what my authority really is, ask
him his name. He answers, THOMPSON. Christian name, GEORGE.
Age, eight. What hours does he work ? What is he doing in that

department if he is occupied in the other ? What are his meal times ?

He answers satisfactorily on his own account ; but I wish to see the
Entry Book. I turn to ask the Foreman for this, but my Funny
Friend and the Foreman have both gone on, having in fact left the room
immediately on my commencing my questions. I make up my mind
to tell GRIGG that 'pon my life it is too bad of him. He ought to have
some little regard for my position. 1 do not come up with them for
five minutes, at least : when I do it is in the refining room. I stop
at the door on entering. To my horror, I hear my Funny Friend

addressing the Superior Female Hands, in the presence of the Foreman,
thus :

" You have no further complaints to make '(

" " No complaints,"

says the Forewoman, curtseying. [So, I think to myself, he's making
fun of the Foreman. He deserves it : an impudent snob.}

"
And,"

continues GRIGG, in a tone of interrogation, "The Inspector is on the

whole agreeable, unostentatious, and performs his duties in a courteous

and correlative manner ?
" The Forewoman, who has evidently under-

stood his meaning as little as he does himself, answers in the affirmative

as I approach. I hate a row, but I don't like to let this sort of thing
continue. The best plan is to propose that as it 's past luncheon time,

we had better go home. I say, with mock obsequiousness, so as to let

the whole room see that the title is all humbug, "My Lord, your

Lordship's luncheon waits." He pretends to be surprised, and asks,
" Where have you been, Sir? What have you been doing?" as if in

the past
interval of five minutes I had gone in for serious drinking.

I take no notice of this (it is better not), and tell him it is past one.

His Lordship asks me, if this is t he way I allow pleasure to interfere

with business, and advises me to
"
take care." The Foreman says there

is nothing more to be seen, and shows us to the grand entrance.

On leaving, GKIGG turns to me and says before the Foreman,
" You

will be ghd to hear Mr.
Inspector

that you have received a very good
character for sobriety

"
sobriety \'.\ I haven't a word to say, I am

so utterly astonished
"

for sobriety, Sir, from the hands. You will,

therefore, not be discharged from your post for the present. Good day."
" Good day, my Lord," returns the Foreman, and in another second

we are in the street.
"
That wot a lark," says he, directly the gate is shut oa us.

"
I

asked him all sorts of things about you." He roars with laughter in

the street : I bes him, for goodness' sake to be quiet. I point out to

him that I shall really have to leave the place in consequence of his

infernal tomfoolery : 1 have no other name for it. He says,
" Non-

sense \ leave the place \ They love you they adore you." Off he

goes again in another uncontrollable lit of laughter.
" What is it ?

"

I ask.
"
Why," he explains, choking himself in his effort to speak,

"
the women asserted on their solemn oath that they 'd never seen you

anything but sober, at far as they knew" And once more he 's off,

making such a noise that people turn and laugh too. This makes him
worse. The idea strikes him that if you only keep on laughing long

enough and loud enough in one place you '11 set all the passers-by

laughing, they '11 go into other streets laughing, and then the whole
town will be m convulsions.
/ don't laugh for one. I leave him. I will not stand it any longer.

' I walk away as fast as I can from him. It is a straight long street,

and he can keep me in view. I turn for a minute, he is speaking in

an excited manner to a policeman and pointing to me. On comes the

policeman, authoritatively, at me.
"
This gentleman says you 've got

his umbrella," says the official, rudely, to me. GRIGG arrives. It t

true, I can't deny it, I have. I 've been walking about with it all the

morning. I give it up to GRIGG. But this doesn't satisfy the police-

,

man who hasn't had such a case in Cokingham for a long time. A
i
crowd collects

;
the factory hands going to one o'clock dinner are all

i

there. GRIGG what he calls
"
squares the peeler" with half-a-crown,

borrowed from me, and we take a fly home, GRIGG making me get in

first (which I'm glad to do ; anything for escape) and explaining to the

crowd that "the poor gentleman isn't quite right in his head." From
the window he tells the populace to give his (GRIGG'S) love to

"
all

at home "
in a general way, and the man drives on rapidly.

I know, from experience, it is no use remonstrating with GRIGG in a

fly : he will only pretend to cry, or imitate Pvnek'i squeak. I will try

my Funny Friend for one evening, when I can talk to .him calmly
and quietly, and he or I must leave Cokingham to-morrow.
When we get in, my Great Aunt has fainted twice, in consequence

of waiting half-an-hour for lunch (if her meals are not punctual, she

collapses) and MRS. BUZZTBY is fuming and fussing because "it's

all spoiled, and been obliged to be put down again to the fire."

GRIGG says it 's all my fault : that I would Keep him in the streets,

telling him funny stories, and pointing out all the pretty girls. My
Aunt nearly faints for the third time lonly being recovered by the smell

of the roast mutton, and MBS. BU///.YBY brings in every dish herself,

not allowing her little maid to wait as usual, in consequence (I am con-

vinced) of what she has just heard from GRIGG of me in the new character

of the Cokingham libertine. He winks at me, but I am angry. We
eat, and fall gradually into something like rational conversation. MRS.
BUZZYBY apparently sees reason to alter her opinion with the second

course, and the little maid brings in the gooseberry-tart. It 's begin-

ning to rain. Thank goodness, we can't go out again. No more
playing the fool in the street. I '11 give him nooks to read.

Better Late than Never.

THE distribution of the Banda and Kirwee prize-money will com-
mence on the 2-Uh inst. \ \ So says a notice in the Gazette. We wonder
how many of those entitled to shares have got into the Gazette,
before notice of the distribution of prize-money they won ten years
ago?
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A WOMAN-HATER.
Spiteful Old Party (who is tarring the Stays of the Flagstaff). "STRIPED GOWNDS SEEM ALL THE ' Go' WITH 'EM, EH ? (Chuckles )

I 'LL STRIPE 'EM ! PUT A EXTRA STREAK o' ILE IN, o' PURPOSE WON'T DRY FOR A MONTH ! COME LOLLOPED ABOUT HERE WITH
THEIR CRIN'LYNES AN' TR'INES, THEY MUST TAKE THE CONSEKENSES ! !

"

A WORD WITH THE PREMIER.

COME, we say, LORD DEBBY, you don't need to be told that we like

ever so many things about you, such as your opeu-handedness, and
pour oratory, and your Homer, and your pluck; but, confound it,

EDWARD GEOFFREY SMITH-STANLEY, we don't like your humbug.
Now then, you need not look at us in that manner, as if all the blood
of all the STANLEYS since JOAN were a-fire. We defy as much as we
admire you. Yes, laughing is better, but we don't know that we are

roing to laugh with you yet. What do you mean by telling two
stories at the Manchester banquet the other night? Two yes, two,
md in the Free Trade Hall too, which has oeen consecrated by
he performances of Mr. Punch's young men. You spoke up for

your Reform Act, and declared that such was your confidence in the

;oodness and virtue of the working-men (or
"
wage-paid men

"
as you

called them) that you were sure that the enormous trust that had been
)laced in them would be vindicated. Very well. A good many people
>elieve this. But then you went on to inform these very working-
men, first that they hearkened to the voice of contemptible leaders,
md secondly that they shamefully submitted to a tyranny under which
hey groaned. Very well. A good many persons believe this. But,
EDWARD GEOFFREY, if you will allow us to quote another translator,

"Had you a thousand mouths, a thousand tongues.
And throats of brass inspired by iron lungs,'

you could not fuse these two opposite statements into one argument
that should prove to Mr. Punch that you passed your Reform Act for
any other than a party purpose. What 's the good of humbugging ?

Receive the assurance of our profound respect.

Coming Changes.
ONE result of the Reform Bill, some old women seem to fancy, will

be that the East End will be the fashionable quarter, and the dwellers
near May Pair will be popularly talked of as the "Lower Ten
Thousand."

TRULY ALARMING SACRIFICE !

MH. WHALLEY cannot be accustomed regularly to read the Tablet.
If he were, surely we, or some one or other of our Protestant contem-
poraries, should have heard something from the honourable Member
for Peterborough about the following statement which has actually
appeared in that journal :

" Another English Zouave has been offered to the POPE recently by the zealous
exertions of the COUNTISS r>E SOMMEKY, and several pious persons of the Congre-
gation, of St. John's Church, Bath."

Another English Zouave offered to the POPE ! Then at least one
English Zouave must; have been offered before. Gracious goodness !

How many English Zouaves must the POPE have had offered to him ?

Who can tell f How were those English Zouaves offered to the POPE P

As burnt-offerings ? Imagine holocausts of English Zouaves, sacri-

ficed to the POPE ! Was their sacrifice an auto da fe got up by the
COUNTESS DE SOMMERY and her accomplices ? Or were the English
Zouaves not heretics roasted against their will, but fanatical and self-

devoted papists ? On either supposition' their immolation must have
taken place in secresy, of course within the walls of a convent. Surely,
then, here is another reason why the Legislature should lose no time
in providing for the thorough inspection of all monastic establishments.
Such is the tenor of a communication which we wonder that we have
not had from MR. WHALLEY.

The'.Bing and its Friends.

WHETHER barney or funks
Put the

"
patrons

"
in sulks,

We rejoice that the Skunks
Have been done by the Skulks.

THEATRICAL. Miss MENKEN is to re-appear as Mazeppa.
goers are startled by the bare announcement.

Play-
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A PASSAGE OF ARMS.
Hairdresser. " 'Am 's VERY DRY, SIR!"
Customer (who knows what 's coming).

"
I LIKE IT DRY !

"

Hairdresser (after awhik, again advancing to the attack).
" 'BAD 's VERY SCURPY,

SIR!"
Customer (still cautiously retiring). "YA-AS, I PREFER IT SCURFY!"

[Assailant gives in defeated.

THE LITE AND DEATH OF CURRAGII

W1EN.
IT was on a merry time,
When CUKHAOH WHEN was young,

So neatly as she danced,
And BO sweetly as she sung !

PRIVATE CROSSBELTS won her
With his coat ol red,

He doffed his cap to JENNY,
And thus to her he said :

" My dearest JENNY WHEN,
If you will but be mine,

You shall eat nice Curragh-pie,
And drink nice Curragh-wine."

JEN NT listened to him,
And declared her mind :

"
I'retty Mr. Soldier,
1 take your offer kind."

His corps it got the route,
Her soldier marched away,

Poor JENNY WHEN she followed him
i1 or all his saying,

"
Nay."

Now in the furze-bushes,
Girl -beasts in a den,

With five others like her,
Herds CUKBAGH WKLX.

Infamy her darkness,
Misery her day ;

Whiskey and starvation

Eating life away.

Spring east winds to blench her,
Summer heats to tease,

Autumn rains to drench her,
Winter snows to freeze.

CURRAGH WHEN falls sick,
CURHAGH WREK must lie,

With the girl-beasts round her,

Watching till she die.

Then the coroner's jury
Sits on CCEBAGH WEEN,

Brings in
"
God's visitation"

Not villany of men.

GASTRONOMY IN LAMBETH.
THE food question threatens to assume serious proportions; we

seem to have eaten up all the oysters ;
beef and mutton weigh more

heavily on the minds than on the stomachs of a good many of us, while

several extraneous sources to which we looked for relief appear to have
failed us. We hoped for ox-tail soup from South America, but hope
told a flattering tale : Charqui, or jerked beef, will not somehow go
down, and Chinese sugar-grass will not come up. Under these cir-

cumstances, we cannot but welcome with lively interest, if not grati-

tude, any one who will discover a new article of food at a moderate

price. We beg, then, to present to an admiring and dining public,
MR. OWEN SWEENEY, whose experiments in gastronomy are described
in the following article in the Times of October 21st ; we do so the

more readily as he does not appear to have received all that he
deserves :

" At Lambeth, OWEN SWEENEY, a labourer, well known at this Court, was
charged before MR. ELLIOTT with committing a brutal assault upon WILLIAM LEWIR,
a constable in the service of the tiraud Surrey Canal Duck Company. Tte prose-
cutor stated that at about two o'clock in the afternoon prisoner, in company with
some twenty or thirty others, came along the canal bank, and endeavoured to pass
the gate without paying the usual toll. He told them they could not be allowed to

go through without payment, upon which they became very abusive and violent.
The prisoner took up a large stone, and hurled it at prosecutor, but fortunately it

did not strike him. He endeavoured to persuade the men to go away, hut prisoner
rushed upon him, and seizing his left hand, bit it three or four times in a savage
manner. A police-constable came up shortly Afterwards, and took prisoner into

custody, or he would doubtless have proceeded to further acts of violence. The
prisoner said he was torry for what had happened, and the Magistrate, after com-
menting upon the brutal nature of the attack, ordered him to pay a tint of 10^.,
or be imprisoned fur seven days, lie was locked up in default.

1
'

If MR. SWEENEY'S newly invented dish is as relishing as his eager-
ness would lead us to suppose, it cannot be said to be dear. Why, if

this philosopher had rushed into FOBTNTJM AND MASON'S and taken

three or four bites out of a Strasbourg pie, or a wild boar's head, he

would not have got off for ten shillings. In fact, it was too cheap.
When we remember the number of persons of Ma. SWEENEY'S tastes

and habits in London, and the comparative scarcity of policemen, it is

evident that unless the consumption is checked by a somewhat higher

tariff, this species of large game will be soon used up. There are so

many reasons just now for strictly preserving policemen's fists that any
suggestion to this end may be of use. One way, then, is pointed out

by another case in the same day's paper, and on the same page, where
a sportsman gets five years' penal servitude for bagging six rings.

Why not, then, let the police be armed with a ring on each finger ;

MK. SWEENEY and his friends would think twice before meddling with

fingers so protected by the law.

A heavier punishment than seven days' imprisonment has often been

imposed on benighted creatures, who, having nowhere else to go,

have taken the Hobson's choice of sleeping, or trying to sleep, in the

open air at the sign of the beautiful Star, as the Prench call it, this

seems to prove the truth of the saying,
"
// vaut mievx ttre ici-6ia

Gastronome, qu'Mtronome !
"

To my Dear Butcher.

BUTCHER, Butcher, kill a calf ;

Charge as much again as half

More than what you ought for veal :

And with you no more 1 '11 deal.

HINT FOR THE SURREY THEAYTZB. Nobody's Child 'Reform BILL.

VOL. LIII.
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COMIC AMERICAN INTELLIGENCE.

EE ! here is an amusing little

anecdote, for which we, are :

indebted to the Eeese River \

Reveille and the Panama
Star, the latter of which
American papers quotes
it from the former, premis-

ing the announcement, as

though of a piece of fun,

that :

" A man named SAM VANCE,
well known hi NeTadft, where
be bore ft bad reputation, was
shot at Austin, August 3."

Then follow the parti-

culars of this occurrence,
related by a writer who
evidently feels that he is

giving an account of a
"lark":

" VANCE entered tho Bank
Exchange Saloon, and seeing
Irish TOM standing outside he

asked him to drink with him. The latter refused, saying bo had enough. VANCB
replied, 'If you don't drink. I'll take a shot at you,

1

and, drawing a derringer
pistol, he fired at but missed Irish TOM. TOM instantly drew his revolver and
lired at VANCE, but the ball missed him and lodged in tho jamb of the door. VANCE
was caught by Officer MARSHALL as TOM fired the second shot. The ball took
effect in the lower part of the abdomen, and inflicted a dangerous if not a mortal
wound."

This pleasantly told story is headed
"
Life in the Far West," though

death in the Far West was very likely the end of the fight 'between
" SAM " VANCE and

"
Irish TOM/* above narrated in the familiar and

facetious style of a pothouse frequenter describing a
"
scrimmage."

POOR OLD ZADKIEL.
No use in mincing anything except the contents of Christmas pies.

We are heartily ashamed of our old pet, ZADKIEL. He has put out
the most horribly debilitated fulfilments and predictions in his almanack
for 1868. He does not deserve the encouragement Punch has given
him, and if he does not mind what he is about, we tell him plainly,

though his stars do not, that we shall dismiss him from the office of

our prophecy-monger. We know an old woman in the Westminster
Road who would wash her dirty old face and jump at the situation if

we held up a finger. ZADKIEL, beware, or you shall prophesy no more
for Punch !

Just look here. We are sorry to expose him, but justice is justice.
The poor old fellow alleges that he foretold the death of the EMPEROR
MAXIMILIAN. See how he says he did it :

"
This melancholy event was foreshown in the nativity of the

EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA, his brother. On the 14 June Mars transits

the place of the Sun and Moon at birth of the EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA,
which excites him to some warlike efforts [lie did not yield to the

excitement, then, for nobody heard of the efforts], but he, Mars, meets
the square of Saturn just before, and on the 8th an ill aspect of Saturn
also which may diminish the angry influence of the aspect." Later, he

says,
"
The eclipse of the 8 October 1866 being in a humane sign,

Mars would cause many slaughters and effusion of blood."

Well, if this isn't the rummest way of predicting a gentleman's
demise, we are Dutchmen. The planets state that his brother will do
something which he did not do, and Saturn squares up all with an ill

aspect, which is diminished. And from this the unlucky EMPEROR
MAXIMILIAN was to know that he would be shot. ZADKIEL, ZADKIEI,
we might as well say that your next-door neighbour's beer would turn
sour, from which you ought to know that you would tumble down-
stairs.

But ZADKIEL'S most signal blunder in fact he has gone head over
heels into the mud is in what he says about the EMPEROR NAPOLEON.
Knowing that the Paris Exhibition would take place, it occurred to

ZADKIEL to prophesy that NAPOLEON would be
"
greatly looked up to

this year." Well, when he sat on his throne at the Show, of course he
was greatly looked up to, just as ZADKIEL would be if he were put in

the pillory which used to be kept for quacks. But ZADKIEL explains
that he means that NAPOLEON would "

act with wisdom of the highest
class," and that "in this important year nothing that he has under-
taken has failed." ZADKIEL, old man, there is a boldness that is

wisdom and there is a boldness that is folly. This happens to be the

year in which the EMPEROR has been more unlucky than ever since his

accession. He has been disgraced in Mexico, and bullied by Prussia,
his promised domestic reforms have had to be given up, and he is

now making an Italian blunder, the consequences of which may be

awful. Also, he sends his Empress for a holiday, and its result is

peril for her which made Europe shudder. You stupid old creature,

why didn't you stick in something to the effect that a high-born lady
should beware of Pisces and the Sun P That you could have explained
to mean that the Empress's son nearly fell among the fishes. Must
Punch teach you your trade P

Knowing that an interesting event was expected to occur in February,
ZADKIEL safely advised that care should be taken of the health of a

certain Princess. He hoped, we dare say (for there is no reason to

suppose the old gander to be disloyal) that the event would go off

admirably, so he said that "by the eclipse of the Sun the Princess

would gain in health and wealth." Unfortunately the reverse was the

case as regards health, though we dare say ZADKIEL would say,
"

hee, hee, by wealth I meant Baby." But now read

" There is an ugly conjunction of the S,ujp, Moon, and Saturn, &c., over the place
of the Sun with a certain prince (the PRINCE OF WALES) the influence affecta, more
or leas, the whole of the cuming your of his hTo." A'wvirtber, 1860.

And here is the explanation
" Thpre ran be no doubt that this excellent prince has had and still has great

grief from tho suffering condition of his amiable princess."

No doubt. But the PRINCE OF WALES is a sensible man. He has

attended his Princess with sedulous affection, has had great rejoicing
at, her convalescence, and has brought her home so nearly well, that

he could go to Newmarket races and to the theatres. An awfully bad

shot, old man, and you had better have held your tongue about fulfil-

ments.
A Reform Bill being certain, ZADKIEL, of course, potted that for

a prediction, but even there he made a mull of it, for he promised
"
valuable reforms and many advantageous laws." Perhaps he would

mention the latter. There is a law enabling the police to knock on
the head curs that bay th.e moon, but we have not even a clause per-

mitting them to lead home donkeys that bay at the stars.

Perhaps, however, ZADKIEL expects something of the sort, for he

urges his admirers to petition Parliament against the astrology laws,

and he actually supplies those persons with a form of petition which

Punch is happy to circulate, having only corrected the spelling in the

way which will make the document more easy of reading by the class

who will make their marks under it :

TO THE OUSE OT COMMONS.

The umble Petishion of EDW- JONES, of Leeds, in the County of

Yorkshire (tie)

Umbly show
That y

r Petish1 have Long been conwinced as the Hancient siance

of Asstrology be Found in truth, and that By the iffluence of the Evans
all men and All things in this world be govern

11 and praise your Honour
to repeal the statue of george second cap five and so much of george
488 as may prewent the peasable Pratise of the Sions of asstrology and

your pishioner will ever praise EDWARD JONES.

" Of course," says ZADKIEL, with more sense than might be expected,
and with a knowledge of the kind of illiterate animal likely to petition,
"
the petitioner must fill in his own name and address

"
(not EDWARD

JONES'S),
"
and sign the petition with his own name "

(not EDWARD
JONES). Very proper suggestions.
Punch doesn't like sacking an old servant, ZADKIEL, when he is so

helpless, but you must brighten up, old man, or the aspect of Punch
will be decidedly menacing to your apple-cart.

MEMORANDUM FOR MAGISTRATES.

To a Letter in the Times, signed
"
GEO. SMALL, M.A., Edin.," and

dated Croydon, October 21, was appended the following editorial

foot note :

*' We observe that the Grand Jury have ignored the bill against Ma. SMALL."

MR. SMALL was committed to take his trial for a disgraceful offence

on the testimony of one of a class of women who make omnibuses and

railway carriages dangerous for unprotected gentlemen. Is it necessary
that we should borrow a dodge from the Ritualists in the arrangements
of our public conveyances, and separate the sexes ? Some such device

will really become necessary if Magistrates will continue to send

respectable men, on the unsupported evidence of a mad or bad woman,
to stand a trial which will entail upon them expense, distress of mind,
and possibly for some jurymen are even greater fools and brutes than

some magistrates infamy and ruin.

Political "Waterproof.

A NEW name has been invented for the Reversible Waterproof Over-
coat. Jn compliment to the EARL OF DERBY, MR. DISRAELI, and the

party of which they are the leaders, on having turned Reformers, it is

called
"
The Conservative."
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TO THE C. C. OF W.

EAK LOKD JOHN MASKERS,
1 AM all for forbearance

and consideration. I feel, with

MB. S. WELLER, that before

poisoning a gentleman's rum-
and-watrr you should give him
a mild hint that you disapprove
his conduct say, putting him
in the water-tub and clapping the

lid on.

I will not, for the moment,
adopt the tone of my friend the

Pull Mall Gazelle, who bitterly

saya,
" A new principle govetiu the per-

formance of official duties iu EivUml.
Elsewhere, when certain mon are appointed to take part in the nov, rn

country, they umlc rund that they are to do the duties of their office f<

With us the understanding is quite different ;
no work is to bo begun except under

uch emphatic demand as in private life would answer to th. regularly

kicking your footman to the coal scuttle when tho fire needs replenishing.
"

Of you, my dear LORD JOHN, I hope and believe better things. Yon
will therefore consider this letter in no sort a kick, but a gentle taking

by the arm and leading to a certain spot.

The spot is on the side of the Ornamental Water in the Regent's
Park. You know the neighbourhood.
Without needless reference to a melancholy event, I may say that

early in the year it was resolved that the water in question should be

drawn off, the mud of half a century be cleared away, and the lake be .

rendered shallow and safe. Here is November. I cantered round that

Park on one of my magnificent horses the other afternoon, and I ob-

served a long promontory of earth projecting into the water. Calling

up one of my splendidly mounted grooms, 1 asked him what that

meant. He said, with the frankness which 1 exact, from all my domes-

tics, from my groom of the chambers to my scullions, that he did not

know. I desired him to ask a park-keeper. The result was the infor-

mation that this was the earth from the neighbouring railway. That
is all that I have been able to learn.

Here, I repeat, my dear LORD JOHN, is November. We shall have

frost soon, and when the ice forms, the foolish crowds will be rushing

upon it.

I say no more. The rate at which Government work, about which

nobody cares, is done, singularly contrasts with the rate at which

private work, when dividends are in view, is performed. While you
are depositing this earth in the lake, and doing no more, the Under-

ground Railway is hurrying with a line from Baker Street to the Swiss

Cottage about as fast as the active young man at a carpet-shop rolls

out a quarter of a mile of stair-carpet that you may judge the effect.

But, of course, JOHN BULL'S servants never hurry themselves.

Yours very faithfully,

Belgrave Square. $<!$.

THE FENIANS AND THEIR FRIENDS.

THERE is something to be said for BEALES (M.A.) He has con-
demned Fenianism. By so doing he has disgusted ail the rascals in

the Reform League which contains some.
On Wednesday evening last week at a meeting of the Council of the

above-named Association, a letter from the M.A., expressing disappro-
bation of Fenian outrages, was read and discussed. It was, according
to a report in a daily paper, strongly censured by MESSRS. Lu CRAFT,
COOPER, ODGER, HAWKER, and BRISK, the last-named person saying,"
Let Fenianism go on and prosper." They all avowed their sympathy

with the Fenian miscreants.
When next the Reform League has a banquet its President, who

surely will not be BEALES (M.A.), unless the Fenians' friends shall

have been expelled from it, will have an opportunity of appropriately
and gracefully proposing, by way of toast and sentiment -.

" Our
Fenian allies

j
and let us all hang together \

" The Fenians and those
who sympathise with them are a band of brothers ; all sons of freedom ;

such, as to constitute a lot of whom we may say, that under resolute

management of the national theatre, the free list would be entirely
suspended.

A Song of Degrees.
IT is said that in Oxford Dissenting M.A.'s
In the Common Rooms peaceful dissensions will raise ;

'Tia likely, all Graduates surely must work ills,

For what are Degrees but Divisions of Circles ?

THE DIFFUSION OF IGNORANCE.

A MODIFICATION of a once popular song has been suggested by the

following announcement :

" BISHOP COLENSO. It bag been decided by the Society for tho Promotion o
Christian Knowledge

' that iu the S-K:iety'ji Almauack for 1S08 no mention be made
of the diooeso of Natal."'

Let us, therefore, sing as follows :

Oh \ no they never mention it ;

Ignored the place must be.

Tln-ir books are now forbid to name
That once Colonial See.

From Guide, and List, and Almanack
'Tis banished by their set,

And when they force a smile from us,

They fancy we forget.

They tell us it is nothing now
;

Tabooed by DK. GRAV.
But ah \ they could not disendow
COLEXSO of his pay.

The Bishop holds his own, and he
Is like to hold it yet :

And though they never name his See,
We never shall forget.

" BLAISE P-BLAZES ! !

"

MY DEAR MR. PUNCH,
WITHOUT detracting in the slightest degree from the honours

which have been awarded to SIR ISAAC NBWTON and to BLAISE
PASCAL, I wis'i you would, like a dear good kind soul, enlighten me as

to who act- principle of gravitation which is so

beautifully and distinctly defined by one WILLIAM SHAKSPEARE, in

Troilus and ( t iv. Scene 2 :

"
Time, force, and death.

Do to this body what extremes you can ;

But the strong base and building of my lore

Is. AS THE VERY CENTRE OF THE KAKTH,
DRAWING ALL THINGS TO IT."

If the history of our immortal
"
Bard of Avon "

is to be at all relied

upon, the above would be written about the year 1600, long before

either NEWTON or BLAISE PASCAL were born.

Will you therefore, like a dear warm-hearted Punch, as you always
are, give me, ex al/undanlta, a little of your knowledge upon the sub-

ject, and oblige, Yours, ever affectionately,

ANNIE W

THE MILLER AND HIS MEN. MACE and his backers.

Keighley. near HaieortA,
October 11, 1867.

P.S. Probably some "
Blaiser

"
or

"
Newtonian

"
could answer

the question. A. W.

NEW BOOKS.
WE have received our first 1867 Christrnas-box already, in the form

of eight delightful books, from MESSRS. GEORGE ROUTLEDOE & SON,
of London and New York. After the usual careful inspection whicn
reviewers bestow upon the works of our first-rate, second-rate, and
inveterate writers, we have no hesitation in saying that

Old King Cole is only equalled by The Old Courtier, and both are

deservins a plane in any nursery, in company with The Multipli-
cation Table in Verse. We also have the pleasure of adding that

Barford Bridge will not be passed over without payment of a compli-
ment to the author by the reader. Every Boy's Annual is red and gold
outside, and the contents will no doubt be read and relished by many ;

and the Original Poems, with their pretty pictures, clear type, and
smooth verses, will be offered as a prize by Mr. Punch to the daughter
that shortens her train the most before New Year's Day. Football, and
a cheap edition of Tristram Shandy, complete the parcel, which was

neatly tied up with good strong string, and protected from the weather

by rich brown paper.

Repudiation.

GREAT debate has arisen as to the vehicle in which the next Lord

Mayor, MR. ALLEN, should ride, on the ninth. We assure his Lord-

ship elect that it was not one of our young men who suggested that

the Mayor should ride in his Allen's Indian Mail.

A NAME FOB, A SENSATION NOVEL. The Rak't Progress: by the

croupier of a gaming-table.

THE UNEQUAL MATCH warranted to light only on the Box.
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Nurse. " DID yon Brno, Hi'AM?"
NaugMy Little Girl. "No ; 7 RANG.

THE TABLES TURNED.

TAKE MAMMA AWAY, PLEASE. SHE'S VERY CROSS AND DISAGREEABLE."

THE "MAN IN BRASS" AVENGED.

I TOLD you what was bilin' up, I know'd 'twould come to pass
When your sooicidal border put down the Man in Brass
I felt the Constitootion of the Corporation doomed,
On my 'awberk and my 'elmet when impious "ands presoomed.

I said I was a symbol you hanswered,
"
That be blowed !

"

Said we was institootions, me and the 'oss I rode.

You pooh-poohed your institootions, my vested rights and all,

And now see what it 's come to the Lord Mayor's Show 's to fall !

They got the small end of the wedge well in and under me,
And worked, alas, the Man in Brass out of the saddle tree.

You little thought that in my throat your own throats was cut then ;

If I was man, for all my brass, Lord Mayors is only men.

You put me down, like other things to our forefathers dear :

Guv compensation, which I blush to say what 'tis a year :

Brass in the Common Council might be honoured as before,
But the Man in Brass, its emblem, his place know'd him no more !

Now home the wedge they 're driving, into your marrow-bones,
Striking a blow agin you, that should rouse the City stones.

Revolution in the Council sets its pisn'd floods abroach,
runs a muck, Lord 'elp us ! at the Lord Mayor's own state coach !

Had you thought of the old proverb,
"
Give a hinch they '11 take a

hell,"

The rude hand of Destruction on me had never fell.

Nought's sacred now. The Lord Mayor's coach its dignity not
screens,

And the next state coach they strikes at blow'd if 'twont be the
i Queen's ! . ______

MAUD'S PERIL of catching cold, if she accepts MR. SIMS REEVES'
invitation during these treacherous evenings.

A PROBE IN THE POORHOUSE.

WHAT a joke it seems to call a man a "Poor-Law Inspector," when
he shuts his eyes to such a state of things as, according to the Lancet,
is prevailing in our workhouses ! Surely,

"
Poor-Law Neglecter

"

would be a far more fitting name for him. And what a mockery it

seems to say that any man is a
"
Guardian

"
of the poor, when he never

takes the trouble to guard them from such treatment as they meet with
in the Farnham workhouse, for example, where "

casuals
"
are cased

nightly in a kind of biggish rabbit-hutch, and where inmates, when
allowed the luxury of washing,

"
are obliged, to dry themselves on the

sheets of their own beds
"

!

Such black-Guardians deserve to smart under the Lancet, and we
rejoice to know that some of them are not so brutally thick-skinned,
but that they really have been made to wince beneath its probe. If

men appointed to be Guardians, thus shamefully neglect the work they
undertake to do, there should be started a Society for Prevention of

Cruelty to Paupers ; and the whole of its expenses should be borne by
the black-Guardians and the paid neglecters of the poor.

The Right Man in the Sight Place.

THE Master of the
"
Rolls

"
acting as Judge in a case respecting the

Preservation of
" Commons." We trust that a copy of his decisions

will be soon in the hands of every College servant.

ST. LUKE'S ASYLUM. Japanese
Bread.

, a new name for Brown

AN OLD SAW NEW SET. What can't be endured must be carica-
tured.

A " NEAT "
DRINK. Spruce Beer.

MOTTO FOR THE " OPEN CHURCH SOCIETY." Proh Pew-door !
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IGNORAMUS.
' A soweed by the ocean's brim,

'it a seaweed uut him
"

M't-tern Author.

ERE I am still, Mr. Pwich,
recruiting mj strength and

enlisting the sympathy of

my friends at Shorecliffe,

and daily as I walk on its

sands, inhaling saline

draughts, there is one word
1h at, 1 find will persistently

j

intrude itself into my mind,
j

and oblige my lips to its

constant iteration. It is not

an admiring adjective, ap-

plied to the sea, or the ships,
or the shore ; it is no term
of satisfaction and delight at

what I behold, or think, or

feel, but an utterance of

despondency and dismay
which, as a middle-aged

j

man who underwent one of

the fine old thorough bred

expensive educations an-

cient foundation school, clas-

sical metres (I wish I under-

stood the evolutions of our

gas-meter), time-honoured

university, translations from the Spfcialor1 might De more reluctant

to avow, if I did not suspect that a Chorus, composed of an immense
number of voices, could be brought together, who without any previous
rehearsal would be able to join me in giving it true and emphatic
expression. It is a word which I have often repeated to myself before,
in factories and workshops, in the rooms of learned societies, in the

interiors of boundless museums, at archaeological congresses and hor-

ticultural shows, -while perusing the headings of papers read before

scientific associations, or interpreting the initials at the tail of the

names of many of ray fellow-citizens, white exploring City articles, and

prpbing-cotnmunications on the geography ot Abyssinia. In a word,
it is the word which stands at the summit of this column IGNORAMUS.

Shorecliffe is not a place (in a complimentary way we call it the

sea-side, but in reality it is only a salt-water place) where it is the whole

duty of man and woman to dress three times a-day. The sands at

Shorecliffe are not thickly peopled, as you may suppose when I tell you
that great guns are tried in their seclusion, but they are spacious and

pleasant for walking, and standing on them you may see ships on their

way to every port and part of the world, from a fishing-smack to the
Great Orient, from the largest to Ithe smallest vessel that ever crossed
the Atlantic I am in hourly expectation of reading that some intrepid
mariner has made the voyage from New York to Liverpool in a hen-

coop or a tea-chest, and will attend daily at the Crystal Palace with his

little craft, to show his log and relate his adventures but I look on all

that passes with helpless eyes, build, and rig, and tonnage, and flag
alike unknown to me, who just able'to discriminate sail from steam by
the patent signs of funnel and smoke, could not distinguish schooner
and brig, lugger and yawl, though penal servitude were the consequence
of failure under examination.
A fleet of junks or a flotilla of

"
light caiques" may be under weigh,

I should not know it. The Channel squadron may be in sight, the
swiftest yachts on the ocean may be at anchor in the offing, I should
not recognise them that ragged shrimper, that handsome black-eyed
lass, somewhat deficient about the head and legs in the usual articles

of costume, who has spent all the morning in filling her basket with
the chips which she will presently sell in Shorecliffe for fourpence and
a crust, knows, I will be bound, more about shipping than I do, than
I Ignoramus whose name has been printed in an Oxford Class List.

A thought comforts me. Convene on these roomy sands a meeting, to

consist, let us say, of a Member of Parliament for an important borough,
a beneficed Clergyman and his youthful Curate, a Cornet of Hussars,
a wealthy Stockbroker, a middle-aged member of the Civil Service of
the Crown who came in before examinations, and one or two sixth-form

boys from Eton, and require each of them, then and there, far away
from all encyclopsedias, manuals and writing materials, to give a short,
lucid, viva wee account, say of the tides, their action, variation and
lunar intimacy, and the method by which their diurnal affluence and
impoverishment can be calculated beforehand to a minute ; and how
many of them would pass, how many would stand a chance of getting a
tidewaiter's place and its emoluments, if a paper of questions were
given them to answer by the authorities in Dean's Yard, Westminster,
without a preliminary coach and cram ?

1 cease looking at the vessels on the water, and pursue my walk with
downcast mind and eyes, until I stumble over what appears to me to

be a congeries of tangle, the principal component parts of which are

cockle-shells and rubbish. I look a little further into it, and then with
fresh pity for my own ignorance, I think of the discoveries some natu-

ralist friends of mine would make if they were here. How AI.GAR
would disentangle a dozen different sea-weeds, how SHELLEY wonld be

busy with these pink and white and yellow particles of enamel, these

smooth and spiral marine envelopes, how PLANTA would diverge to

the barren sandhills, only interesting to me on account of their rabbits,

of which I do know something in collocation with onion sauce and fill

his wallet with botanical trophies, and how SNOWBOS would think the

day well spent because he had found two new laud snails for the

drawers of his cedar c;ib ; net. Ignoramus ! Ignoramus ! the word is

particularly obtrusive on this solitary shore, it deafens me ; I will look

upwards. A sea-bird is flying over my head, perhaps an albatross,

perhaps some uncommon visitant which has only alighted on the coast

of Britain three times within the last century, rare as the great bustard
or the dinornis. It may be, but I cannot write to the papers about it,

for I know not a gull from a puffiu, a dotterel from a Mother Carey's

chicken; and if asked to enumerate the birds indigenous to these

islands, should hardly get beyond the common house-sparrow and the

familiar robin redbreast.

I reach the great guns I mentioned before, and the big target against
which they have tried their strength. A new humiliation! What do
I know of Armstrong and Palliser, of Mackay aud Rodman, of bore

and calibre, of range aud windage, of five-inch armour plates and teak

backing P The intelligent youth oil the beach who informs me why
the guns of H.M. gunboat Fteldmouu are beinz fired has, I dare to

say, a better a,cquaintance with all these points than I, to whom they
are as close a mystery as the compilat iou of the Nautical Almanack years
before it is wanted. I give up walking and looking at anything. I

call at "Marine Fa9ide on my friend SEEMASI, who is an under-

writer, or a shipbroker, or a marine store-dealer, or something of that

sort. He has this moment come home from the great port which is

within twenty minutes railway ride of Shorecliffe, and is at the window
with his telescope, watching the PenelofK Jane coming up the river,

a vessel (laden with jujubes) of which he is fifteen-sixtieths part owner.
He alters the focus, he screws the machine up and down, but something
is wrong. Will I take it to pieces while he! goes for a fresh glass?
Take an achromatic telescope to pieces ! I should as soon think of

taking a baby to pieces. More conscious than ever of my imbecility,
I look at my watch (its cogs aud wheels, its balances and escapements,
a standing miracle to me), find it is dinner-time, and hurriedly leave

SEEMAN.
It is growing dusk, and the lighthouse opposite turns its great red

eye on me. What does a lighthouse suggest? The chamber (I was

going to say camera) at the top of the dwelling of my friend DE
VERD, skilled, as an amateur photographer, in taking a Welsh castle

or a Swiss landscape ; great white birds dashing themselves in storms

against the windows of a lonely tower in a northern sea ; and stories

about lighthouse keepers the easy chair and good fire sort of stories

which I regularly read every yule-tide in Christmas numbers and
shuddcrful annuals and illustrated newspapers.
But of the mechanical apparatus by which that red eye is made punc-

tually to turn on me and many anxious home-coming mariners, by an

oily man who controls it for weekly wages, I never think, because I am
an Ignoramus. And so I turn into my lodgings, No. 25, Richard Baxter
Street (a dissenting speculator laid it out) and wonder whether, if by
some unimaginable chance I was the last survivor from a raft, cast on
an uninhabited island in the Caribbean Sea, it would be better for me
to know the dates of the first four folio editions of Shakspeare, and the

origin of playing cards, or something about tides and telescopes,
edible mollusks, and wild berries. YOTJK EXILED CONTRIBUTOR.

ONE WHO DESERVES THE LION'S SHARE.

MR. PUNCH refers his readers to a recent Thames Police Caurt

report of the case of one WILLIAM LYONS, a sailor, blinded of one

eye, crippled, and disabled by injuries received in battling heroically
with the flames, to save a woman and child at a fire in St. George's-in-
the-East.

This crippled hero, though he spells his name with a
"
y," is

evidently one of the British Lions of the old and true breed.

Perhaps he has recourse to the
'

y,' because he has lost his eye, by his

courage and humanity. BRITANNIA ought to turn
"
Lion's provider

"

for him. Let her put both hands in her pocket for one who to save a

strange woman and child has given his right eye, his limbs, that are his

bread-winners, and all but his life, to the fire.

BRITANNIA'S bounty might flow through the b'.ak of the Thames
Police Court. It should run with gold for brave, blind, crippled,
WILLIAM LYONS.

APOLOGY FOR BUTCHERS. It is only natural that those who live by
the knife should stick it in.



SAD WANT OF TASTE.
Cheerful Sportsman (who has mounted afriend). "1 SAY, OLD BOY, YOU'VE NEVER SEEN CUB-HONTING BEFORE, HAVE YOU?

BAMP> cf io K-VEES:IN TW

TKEASON IN THE LEAGUE.
WE do not want to spoil MR. BEALES'S holiday at Etretat, but we

think he had better come home. There is treason in the camp of the
Noble BEALES.

One shudders to write it, but the fact is so. MR. BEALES has sent
to the Reform League, of which he is President, a letter to a person
whom he calls "my dear HOWELL," in which epistle MK. BEALES
writes very rationally about the Fenians, and deprecates the use of the
rifle and the revolver as means of obtaining political justice. On the
night of the 23rd (the dates in a great man's career are dear to a
nation) this letter was read in council, and there was a motion that it
be entered in the minutes.

Suddenly, rebellion broke out. We dare not analyse its cause
Was there discontent that the haughty and luxurious President should
be smiling on the French ladies at Etretat, while his council of shoe-
makers and masons and carpenters were in London, and could at best
get to Gravesend or Margate ? Was it that the same influences which
during the Reign of Terror in France caused the revolutionary patriots
o destroy one another, were at work ? Is DANTON BEALES hated byMAEAT ODGER or ROBESPIERRE LUCRAJT ? The thought is highly
awful. But
MR. LUCRAPT felt that the Irish people were fully justified in

resorting to physical force.

MR. WHITFOBD held that it could not be right to condemn them in
,his way.
MR. COOPER thought them imprudent, but fully sympathised with

them.
MR. ODGEH, if an Irishman, would be a Fenian. Ireland would

lever make an impression on her rulers till she knocked down some of
ier rulers. How were the people to get redress ? The Bloated
rarsons (sic) had no sympathy with them.
MR. BRISK briskly said that the letter of MR. BEALES was an abor-

lon. Let Fenianism go on and prosper.

MR. GOLDING protested against the letter of the President.
COLONEL DICKSON (a bloated aristocrat, perhaps his turn will

come) said that there was no free Press in England if the letter were
not published in its integrity. *
But the League did not seem to think the freedom of the Press of

any consequence. BEALES should not snub the Fenians. We now
quote from the Morning Star % r..

" A discussion bavin? taken place in which a disposition was evinced to control
the action of the Press as to publishing the letter, the only representative of the
i-ress present took up his hat and was walking out, when the chairman called him
back, and put it to the meeting whether the Press should be present or not."

Just so. Unless the Press prints or abstains from printing, accord-
ing to

Vie wlU .

f friends of liberty, the Press will have a bad time of it.

Upon this occasion a majority graciously permitted the Press to remain,
and two long and stormy" discussions Mowed. Finally Ma. BUBB
carried a compromise, and the League entered the letter without
approving of its views.
Three things, therefore, may be learned.

First, that the throne of the Noble BEALES shakes.
Secondly, that the Fenian scoundrels receive the public support

ot t,he leading members of the Reform League.
Ihirdly, that the Press is at present tolerated by the League,

but had better mind what it is about.
A fourth consideration occurs to us, but more of that when Judges

and BLACKBURN shall have pronounced sentence at Manchester.

Don't Believe It.

THE DUKE OF EDINBURGH, while at the Cape, shot an elephant.
Turning to bis attendants he said,

"
Let nobody call me the .Duke of

Tuskany "thus potting at once monster and mot.

ANOTHER " NOBODY'S CHILD." The Buoy at the Nore.'
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(PROM MT PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU V. MY FUNNY FRIEND.

THERE are good points about, my Funny Friend ;
one being that he

amuses my Great Aunt. I don't tliiuk 1 ever saw anyone really amuse

her before this. My Great Aunt was (so to speak)
"
tickled" by him :

that is, she shut her eyes and smiled, as 1 have seen her do while

drinking warm sherry-and-water with (finger in it.

By the tatty, she puts ginger in everything. Her beverage at dinner

is stout, qualified, somehow, with ginger. Her tea has a dash of

ginger in it. She is perpetually
"
correcting

"
herself with ginger. .

have seen her infuse a modicum of grated ginger into a boiled egg at

breakfast. Occasional spasms, which always take place out of sight,

np-stairs in her bedroom, require gingerly treatment, with brandy : the

ginger being, I ascertain, in comparatively small quantities.

My Funny Friend fulls in with this notion of ginger, and humours

her. 1 don't tell her that he is humbugging when he comes out with

a story of a man in India who extricates himself from the grip of a

tiger by having a small bottle of laudanumed ginger in his pocket.
" The ginger in the laudanum," he explained, kicking me under the

table, to point the joke of the thing,
"
making the tiger open its mouth :

and the laudanum in the ginger killing the ferocious animal."

When asked what he '11 drink, ORIGO replies that he
"
doesn't care :

champagne will do." MRS. BUZZYBY produces a pint. I have it in

pints, on account of my Aunt. She professes to take only stout, but

if there *s a iio/tle ot champagne on the table, it always induces her to

observe that she thinks perhaps one little glass would do her good. |

One little glass might ;
but our glasses are not little, and she doesn't

\

limit herself to one, because it is evident that to return to stout after
j

champagne, would not be a good thing. I can't help making this

remark (I hid made it to GRIGG, who at dinner 1 see through his

"fun" now took advantage of his knowledge), because my Aunt

only pays her share of the housekeeping expenses, and
"

all the wine,"
she says, goodhumouredly, "of course comes to you" meaning me.

She may be going to leave me a lot of money : she may not. But any-
how, if I could get quarter-pint bottles, I would ; and, after all, it

would be better for her health.

GRIGO laughs at the pint, and observes cheerily, that that 's all very
well for one, and insists upon my Aunt "joining us." She coquettes
over this ; and I advise her not to, as she was only the other day com-

plaining of Champagne creating acidity. This startles her ; but GRIGO

(there 'a malice in his fun ; I thought he was a good-natured fellow ;

he isn't) says,
"
Correct acidity with ginger."

Once bring ginger in where my Great Aunt 's concerned, and further

argument is useless.

She admits the truth of the prescription. MRS. BUZZYBT, at my
request, produces a bottle after the pint has been opened. GRIGG
tells two funny stories. My Great Aunt shuts her eyes and smiles,

dropping her head on one side, and bringing it round again into posi-
tion. After an interval for Champagne, when he drinks my Aunt's

health, in which 1 am bound to join, he commences a third story
of a feebly humorous kind exactly suited to my Great Aunt.

By the way. Fortune for a Publisher ! A Book of Select Humor-
ous Stories for Elderly Ladies, with an Appendix of Puns on Known
Words in Common Use.

GRIGO, then, after his first plateful is finished We are in the third

course ; and, with an apology for his appetite, he has taken twice of

everything, which makes MRS. BUZZJBY and the little maid hate him,
I know. Poor MR. BUZZYBY, the Mysterious, the denizen of the
back kitchen, will fare badly.

By the way. Another notion for a Publisher. Novel in 3 vols.

Mysterious Denizen of the Back Kitchen.
"
Denizen

"
ought to be

"
madman," and the title 's worth a year's subscription of fifty people

to a circulating library.
After his first plateful is finished, GRIOG, while I am helping him

again, proposes my health. My Great Aunt (very bad for her
I "m sure) must join him in this. There is no more champagne. I say
jocularly,

"
Ah, then we won't have my health ;" but GRIGG doesn't

see it in the same light.
No more does my Aunt, over whom, with the antidote of ginger in

view, a fearful recklessness has suddenly come.
Another bottle. My health is proposed. While GRIGG has his

second helping (" tucking in
"

is the word for my Funny Friend's

performance at dinner) I respond, saying how glad 1 am to see GRIGG,
and particularly as

"
the Air of Cokingham

' He stops me with a

sees it with her eyes shut, and smiling; warm sherry-and-water
expression again. While her eye are shut, GRIOG refills her glass, and

begs my pardon for interrupting me. I repeat sarcastically that
"

1 am glad to see the Air of Cokingham has so good an effect on his

appetite." He immediately proposes the health of the Air of Coking-
ham. This is too much for my Great Aunt, upon whom the Cham-

pagne is, 1 regret to say, beginning to tell. Indirectly ('. ., outside

the door) it is telling on MRS. BUZZYBY. GRIGG thinks another

bottle just to
"
top up with," would be the proper thing.

I fully expect to hear my Aunt suddenly propose
"
topping up

"

wit h something. She '11 have to
"
top up

"
with a considerable amount

of ginger up-stairs. I oppose this. GHIGG says, "he didn't like to

mention it before, because we might have given him presents ; but the

fact is, it is his birthday." I do not immediately see through this, or

should have contradicted it on the spot. "Oh," says my Aunt,

smirking [actually smirking ! Not all the ginger in Arabia will wash
out this Champagne. Hope nothing serious will happen] "if we'd
known it was MR. MAcGRioo's," she will stick to this ; and when I

correct her, he says she 's quite right ;
it is MxcGRiGG, and she is

angrv with me. Angry ! never been so before !

"If we'd known it was your birthday, MB. MxcGRioo," with an

indignant look at me,
" we would have drunk your health."

Xot too late," says GRIGG, immediately, "/can manage another

bottle." Well, I can't.
"
Nor," I answer for her- (I'm hanged if I

think she '11 be able to answer for herself, soon ! Disgraceful ! The
end of a Great Aunt ! Living highly respected for eighty-five years,

and then finishing, thus ! Too revolting ! Why, she might even

come to be hung for cruelty to a nephew !) "can my Aunt : so we '11

have a pint in for you, unless, after all, there is another glass in the

bottle." "There isn't," on MRS. BUZZYBY'S authority, who seems to

know all about it all, and something more, from the "light in her

laughing eye
"

so in conies the pint ;
and GRIGG undertakes it on the

strength of its being his birthday. My Aunt yields to a sip or two,
and I, for my Aunt's sake, and to save appearances (and disappear-

ances, perhaps : my Great Aunt under the table, and MRS. BUZZYBY,
incapable, somewhere), and also to spite GRIGG, just take a glass.

Alter this he gives another humorous story, in which a clergyman
figures : it tells against the clergyman, and exhibits the cloth in a

ridiculous light. My Aunt, who would have prayed for the conversion

of this benighted young man had she heard this at any other time, now
keeps on smiling and shutting her eyes for at least two minutes con-

secutively. She has quite got beyond Select Humorous Stories for

Elderly Ladiex. I hope GRIGG won't go any further. I refer to my
watch. Dessert is on table. My Aunt

says suddenly she will retire.

I hope she doesn't feel at all unwell. She thanks me : not at all But
she expects us in the drawing-room : if however we don't come up and
"we shouldn't meet again to-night" this sadly and sweetly to GRIGG,
who instantly becomes serious and pretends to be immensely affected,
"
why, she," my Aunt,

"
will say good-bye to MB. MicGaioo for the

present."
GRIGG sees her to the door, where she delivers herself, into the hands

of her own maid and MRS. BDZZYBY, by both of whom she is supported
aloft to her room, where she will have fearful struggles between acidity

and ginger.
When the door is closed,

"
Now," sings GRIGG, jovially,

" Wreath the flowing bowl,
Till it does run over,"

Here he forgets the words, but continues -with emphasis, but no dis-

cretion, "
Something, something roll.

Lire in s jmethiug clorer."

MRS. BDZZYBY
"
not to believe him," meaning me, that, plaintively,

"We" (he and I) "haven't met for years, and would sne tear us

asunder so soon?" He then thumps his heart, addresses her in a

passionate strain as,
"
Oh, ARAMINTA ISABELLA ! Oh, ARAMINTA !"

Whereat, to my astonishment, (considering that MR. BUZZYBY is

within hearing in the back kitchen) she smiles and says,
"
She never

saw anyone go on'half so foolish as MR. GRIGO. It 's like aTheayter,"
she adds, which being taken by my Funny Friend as a great compli-

ment, makes him funnier than ever.

He gains his point with her, much to my annoyance. She consents

to the gentleman stopping, but not too long, and practically
leaves the

guardianship of the house in my hands. So his going or staying

depends now on my hospitality, which is exactly what I didn't want.

She also, as an idea of her own, brings in my Great Aunt's brandy

(which she takes with ginger) and then leaves us. My Funny Friend

executes a silent dance of joy.
" Have I any cigars ?

"
I ve not. Then he hat. A case full.

" Now then for a nightof.it," he says, lighting up, and immediately

singing,
" We won't go home till morning," with his, GRIOO'S, rum ti

turn ti, ad libitum, or as he says, ad libi/a/a-ft-rum-ti, and then roars

with laughter.
I do believe he will not go home till morning. My mind is made up ;

I go to bed at eleven. Now then.
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STAKING HIS EXISTENCE.

Horsey Little Swell.
"

I 'IL LAY TEE A MONKEY ON IT, COME !

"

PKIESTLY THANKS TO NAPOLEON.

NAPOLEON, thou claimest the French throne to fill,

By both the divine grace and popular will.

A technical term is that little word, grace
Excuse us permission expresses the case.

The will of the people set thee on that throne ;

Thou rulest, the vulgar suppose, by thine own.
They .-Seem thee a Jove that hath only to nod,
And be, by all nations, obeyed as a god.

For what if at naught thee JUAKEZ hath set,

And BISMAHCK hath braved thee ? the end is not yet.
Thou bidest thy time hast employment at home,
Society's saviour, defender of Home !

Thou liftest thy finger enough is the show
For Italy yields to the threat of a blow.
And ought we not, therefore, thy praises to sing,
For guarding the crown of our Pontiff and King ?

How generous, how noble espousing our cause,
Whilst we and our Chief curse thy maxims and laws.

Denounce and condemn, with one heart, soul, and voice,
What gave thee thy sceptre the people's free choice !

We hate French philosophers all that they teach
And French civil marriage, French licence of speech.
And France's religious equality, ban
Yet when we want soldiery, thou art our man !

No thanks for the troops for our sway that have bled
No thanks for the blood thou wouldst yet have them
shed

No thanks on our subjects for thrusting our rule,

Thyself and thy people thereby to befool.

Our thanks are for those who of French souls have care,
And know how to work the Confessional chair :

Whom thou dost not dare, for thine empire, offend

They force PONTIUS PILATE the Pope to befriend.

FARNHAM-Hors. The Dance of Death in the Farnham
Union-House. (See the Lancet's reports thereon).

THE GOLDEN SHORTHORNS.
*'
Eight out of the nine shorthorns of English blood, which ' Our American

Cousins,' and MR. STRAFFORD have juat sold bdck to us in a Windsor hotel, averaged
nearly 410 a piece." Morning Paper.

MR. STRAFFORD raised his time-glass, and THORNTON held the pen,
When to a Windsor coffee-room flocked scores of shorthorn men.

They crowded round the table, they fairly blocked the door ;

He stood Champagne did SHELDON, of Geneva, Illinois.

They talked of Oxford heifers, Duchess bulls, and how the States
Had come into the market with another

"
Bit of Bates."

Their expression is so solemn, and so earnest is their tone,'
That nought would seem worth living for but

" Red and White and
Roan."

All ready for the contest, I view a dauntless three
The MACINTOSH from Essex, a canny chiel is he.

There 's LENEY from .the hop yards ; 'twill be strange if he knocks
under,

When once the chords are wakened of that Kentish
"
Son of Thunder."

The Talleyrand of '
"

ktrainers
"

is their 'cute but modest foe,
Him whom the Gods call

"
CULSHAW," and men on earth call

"
JOE."

And sure, it well might puzzle
"
the Gentleman in Black,".'

When the three nod on
"
by fifties," to know which you should back.

And sure, the laws of Nature must have burst each ancient bound,
When a yearling heifer fetches more than seven hundred pound !

Bulls bring their weight in bullion, and I guess we '11 hear of more,
Arriving from the pastures of Geneva, Illinois.

B. A'sy, Now.
CAN you tell me, said a profane Bachelor of Arts to a brother Can-

didate for a Master's degree, why the VICE-CHANCELLOR is like
CLEOPAS ? Give it up, do you ? Because he 's going to M.A.'us.

THE PARSONS AND THE PAUPERS.

(Condo ad Clentm).

TALK about COLENSO ! Talk, rather, Bishops, about the Farnham
Workhouse. Talk about hell upon earth if you really believe that
there is any such place elsewhere. If you don't, why then, as Mr.
Tools says, it 's of no consequence and you are of as little.

There are certainly such places as the Farnham Workhouse elsewhere
than at Farnham. England abounds in hells upon earth, as we may
say by leave of LORD WESTBDRY, and with all due respect to what is

apparently the esoteric belief of the bishops and clergy. If they believe

otherwise, we beg their pardon. But then, let them speak out, and
declare to those whom it may concern their opinion that the apologue
of DIVES and LAZARUS is not a mere fable, and that the menaces, in

the book which contains that narrative, against those who treat the

poor as the Poor Law Commissioners and Poor Law Guardians, and
all those who side with them do, are not ridiculous. Texts need not
be quoted ; we know what Falstaff calls iteration : but Pharisaical,

hypocritical, and inhuman sanctimony, calling itself Christian, is

enough to make Punch preach.

Cosmetics and their Like.

THE subjoined advertisement is faithfully transcribed from ihe"_Post,
iiiutulo nomine tantfan :

MADAME RAHAB'S CIRCASSIAN BEAUTY frASH, for giving a
fair and brilliant complexion, and the fashionable Brunette Powder, can only

be obtained at *
*, New Bond Street, and at * *

*, Paris. All persona vending
dangerous and destructive compounds in imitation commit a gross fraud upon the

public."

We are afraid they don't.

"
REPRESENTATION Of MINORITIES." Photographs of children.

THE MAIN CHANCE. An insurance at LLOYD'S.
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Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, in the City of London, and Published by him at No. 65, Flee; Street, in the Parish of 8t. Bride, City of London.-BATV ai>iT ,
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"OH! CON-FOUND THESE COUNTEY LOOKING-GLASSES, THOUGH!'

IN RE BUTCHER.

(SONG BI A SOLICITOR.)

TFTOTJ who six-and-eight-pence after

Six-and-eight-pence lopp'st aav,
Of'en with unfeeling laughter.
From the bills that clients pay,

Faster goes the cash and faster,
Our insides with meat to fill

;

Taxing-master, Taxing-master,
Tax, oh tax my Butcher's Bill !

Oh. the price that beef and mutlnn
Cost me for my humble board !

Butchers never care a button
Veal that we can scarce afford.

When we lay it on like plaster,
Thou dost take the thick off still :

Taxing-master, Taxing-master,
Tax, oh tax my Butcher's Bill.

Fish with meat hath risen in measure,
Poultry out of reach far fly,

Game is a forbidden pleasure,
Being more than ever high.

Dearth of food 's a dire disaster
;

Would thou could'st avert that ill,

Taxing-master, Taxing-master,
Tax, oh tax my Butcher's Bill.

Very Appropriate.

THE Edinburgh public dinner to the CHANCELLOB OP
THE EXCHEQUER took place in the Corn Exchange in the
Grassmarket. The Corn Exchange would remind MR.
DISRAELI of the alteration in bis views on the question
of Free Trade ; the Grassmarket might make him wonder
whether his hearers were green enough to believe all he
told them.

THE ROUMD OF PLEASURE. The (rots-tempt step
waltz.

FAGIN'S ACADEMY.
"
Now, mark this ; because these are thing* which you may not have heard fn

any speech which has boon m.-i'lo in the city of Edinburgh. (Laughter and
tlutrtjl I bad if it be i.ot arr.^ant to use auch a phrase to educate ovr party.
It isa large party, and requires its attention to be called to questions of this kind
with some pressure. I had to rrup ire the mind of Parliament and the country on
this question of Reform." ME, UI.SHA ELI'S Speech at tin Edinburgh Banquet.

YES that it was, my dears, the work o' seven long years,
And little time enough, patience knows, for such a job :

If you'll think that I 'd to teach sleight o' hand as well as speech,
Something more than

"
frisking till,"

"
snaking skin," or "faking

fob."

For seven long years I taught 'em, when once I 'd been and brought 'em
To Faffin's private school my own Academy of Arts :

Your CARNARVONS might ride rusty, or your CHASBOKNES cut up
crusty,

But most of 'em took kindly to my teacbin', bless their 'earts !

First, I taught 'em grace at meat, their own words how to eat,
But, mind you, not served up witb dirt, in a nasty humble pie ;

But with pepper and sharp sauce and auxfines vertet of course
And fine words do butter parsnips them as says they don't, they lie.

Then, the next thing they'd to learn was their coats how to turn,
So as no one mightn't know 'em, and, perticler, the police :

How to slip out of one skin, and another to slip in,
And to look as if it fitted, close as wax, and slick as grease.

And, if copped, to queer the jupr, by making up a mug,
Afore the beak, and swearing they 'd not changed coats at all :

That to do t's a thing they 'd scorn that the coat was one they 'd

worn,
The same side out, from when they was they couldn't say how small.

Then I taught "em how to twist, with a flourish of the wrist,
Opinions into all shapes, as pr'aps you've seen the man,Who used to fold a paper, till by an artful caper
It assumed the form of sentry-box, hat, flower-pot, lady's fan !

VOL. Lin.

Then they had to learn the sleight of making black look white,
And keeping a grave face while that little game they play :

First convictions now to hide : qualms and scruples to o'er-ride :

And to swaller down the ticket, if a pledge stood in the way.

Last I had to make 'em fly, not at faking
"
skin

"
or

"
cly,"

But picking a party's pocket of note of hand and bill,
With fains so sharp and true that the party never knew

Till the trick was done, and the prig was gone, and the swag safe
in my till !

PITY THE POOR EXCISEMEN.
A MAN must be uncommonly benevolent in mind to feel much pity

for a tax-gatherer who considers he is underpaid for his service to the
State. Still we dare say some few people may feel some slight stir of

sympathy when they learn that an exciseman, after twenty years of

service, is only paid a salary of 150 a year. According to their own
account, excisemen do more work than their brother tax- collectors, and
receive a great deal less than half as much for what they do. Besides,
to show now well they work, whenever stamps or taxes have been
issued or collected by the officers of excise, the revenue, they say,
has been invariably increased : yet the pay of the excisemen remains
at its low ebb. Moreover it is stated that :

"The local assessors of taxes, who are Irresponsible to the Crown, number up-
wards of 50,001), and receive in poundage for their inefficient services l.

r
>0,' 00

annually. By consolidation, and employment of the Excise in the work of assess-
ing, fully 100,000 would bo annually saved."

A strike 9f tax-gatherers is somewhat of an odd event to contem-
plate : but it appears that the excisemen have really some fair grounds
for their demand for an inquiry into the system now pursued for the
collection of the revenue ; and if they can manage to save us the small
trifle of 100,000 a year, we surely can afford to pay them a small trifle

extra for their service.

"
I? IfAr KNOWS IT." The latest news from Italy makes it pretty

certain that for the present at least Home is "Not for JOSEPH"
GARIBALDI.
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TO NON-FRISKY MATRONS.
ALF the tradesmen
cheat us awfully. That
is admitted by all, in-

cluding themselves.

Now, ladies, a word
with you. As you
want to come into

Parliament, you must
learn, you know, not
to consider that aman
who reasons with you
is insulting you, and
is a Brute.

No one lady can be

expected to make all

the journeys that

would be necessary
to enable her to sup-

Ely

her own house-

old with goods at

honest prices. No
gentleman wishes to

see a lady a slave to

her house. But it is

worth her while to

remember that what
would be saved by
the purchase of goods

at honest prices would give her boys a first-class education, and would give herself

Vienna, Rome, Algiers, in the recess, instead of Ramsgate, Weston-on-the-Mare,
Scarborough.
Now you can form your little clubs for all sorts of good purposes, book-reading,

clothing the poor, helping the parson, and you manage them very well, for a woman
in earnest is the best man of business.
Form little societies among friends and neighbours, and arrange that each member

shall take it in turn say once in ten days, to go to the market, and purchase for

the rest of the club. Let her be duly attended by any escort she likes there
are plenty of young men with nothing to do, who would be happy to protect her
from chaff or impertinence, and let the Club have its own vehicle for conveying and
delivering the purchases.
In six months, the tradesmen would have learned honesty, or you would have

learned to do without them, and have saved as some of your daughters would
say an awful sight of tin.

THE BRIDEGROOM'S LAMENT.
I THOUGHT all women good and true

;

But now I 've learned a thing or two,
And can't restrain my passion.

From sad experience of the rage
For humbug, in this present age,

When "
shams

"
are all the fashion !

For oh ! what innocence was mine,
When MABY JANE appeared divine,

With those fictitious dimples !

How little did I dream that art

The bloom of roses could impart
To what I know is pimples !

With falt'ring voice and accents low,
I swore eternal love

; but, oh !

In time I came to search her,
And found that all my hopes and fears

Had fallen on adhesive ears

Of coloured gutta-percha !

O Woman ! Woman ! Man must know
How false you are from top to toe !

In vain you take a pleasure
In what may please the fashion's eye,
Forms rounded by a purchased lie,

A falsehood made to measure !

Woman ! If, as we are told,
Girls nowadays are bought and sold,

Without of shame a particle ;

If marriage is reduced to be
A mercantile expediency

One ought to get the Article !

But what have I to cheer my life ?

A silly, manufactured wife,
All sorts of folly made for !

1 've cracked my nut, but sad to tell

I find it but an empty shell,

And that I haven't paid for !

SUBSTITUTE roa A CABD TABLE. A Deal Board.

THE LOGIC OF FASHION.

THESE is no particular foolishness in Le Pallet this time, except the

following, under the head of
"
Fashions for November :

"

" No one will, of course, attempt to wear an out-of-door dress, either short or
long, without a small crinoline."

Why. of course? By what settled rule? What consideration is

there which will, of necessity, prevent every woman from attempting to
wear either a long or short out-of-door dress without a small crinoline ?

Why, Le Follet itself goes on to say :

" For ball-room wear soma few ladies have a multiplicity of white flounce muslin
petticoats, though, in most cases, these are only worn to disguise the very small
crinoline which is worn to support them."

Suppose a lady chooses to wear a multiplicity of muslin petticoats
under an out-of-door dress, instead of a crinoline, why shouldn't she ?

There is a very good reason why she should. It might be cold and
damp. A multiplicity of muslin petticoats would therefore be pre-
ferable to crinoline, as a fashion for November. Why must every lady
necessarily wear a crinoline that may be invisible ? Shall we be told
that it cannot be invisible ? Will our fair friends say that they are all

clainoyantes, and can see through each other's clothes ? Then all that
we can say is, that they have a great advantage over ourselves.

Specimen of Mr. Punch's New English Dictionary.

SYNOD, n.s. Derivation: from "syn," the Greek avv
t "together," and

"nod," "to wag the head while falling asleep." Example: "Pan-
Anglican Synod." An assemblage of Anglican Divines all

"
nodding

"

together.

IN-SPECTOR, n. s. Derivation : from Latin
"
in

"
used in the sense of

"not" (as in "in-utilis," not useful, "in-habilis" not skilful, "in-
humanus," not humane) and "specie," to overlook, to examine. Mean-
ing: One who does not inspect or examine. Example :

"
Workhouse

Inspector," one who does not inspect or examine workhouses.

AN EXTBEE FOK HlPPOPHAGlSTS. A Tit-bit.

TO BENJAMIN DISRAELI, ESQ.
Mr DEAE BEN,

I HAVE given you a tremendous wipe in my Cartoon this

week. I hope that you will like it. I think it uncommonly happy.
But to show you that I bear no malice, and that I can applaud brains

as well as expose humbug, I hereby certify to you that you made a

very excellent point in what you said at Edinburgh about the education
of the people.

Says you, or to this effect, and if I improve your language you are
welcome to the improvements as if you were my Irish landlord,
" When I hear it said that the English masses are uneducated, in

comparison with those of other countries, I refuse to admit the deduc-
tion implied. I remember that the English masses have lived under a
FKEE PRESS, and that has given them an education far better than that

enforced by despots."

Very well said, son of my right hand. And no doubt the masses
recollect with impassioned gratitude the benevolent and persistent
efforts which your Party has always made to get newspaper fetters

struck off, the stamp-duties removed, and the Free Press brought closer

to the pockets of the masses. Bless you, BEN, people don't see half

the fun there is in you, but I see it and more.

Ever yours admiringly,

85, Fleet Street.

P.S. Tell your
"
dearest friend," JOHN MANNERS, if he has quite

done being sentimental about
"
Old Scotia," to attend to what I said

to him about the Regent's Park water.

Herefordshire Lost Mutton.

ACCOUNTS from Herefordshire say that numerous sheep have lately
died in that county from eating horse chestnuts. The fact thus stated
will perhaps give some vile punster occasion to observe, that the sheep
had been feasting at the expense of the horses. In the Emerald Isle

the remark may possibly be made, that the shepherd shouldn't have
allowed them to graze like that.
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"TWENTY-FOUR THINGS WORTH KNOWING."

UCH is the title of an article in

a hook advertised as Sofry.
Lady's Year Book. Mr. Punch,
not having seen the volume,
is unable to say what these

"Twenty-four Things" may
be whether cookery re-

ceipts, family therapeutics, or

points of etiquette ;
hut t here

are "Twenty-four Things,"
one for every hour of the day
and night (some of them

alarum*), which he considers

to be well "worth knowing,"
and which he will now pro-
ceed to enumerate.

1. That this is the last, year
of the Lord Mayor's Show,
unless the Aldermen who
have passed the chair and sat

in the State Coach persist in

standing on their ancient City

ways, in which case the day
of the Show will be changed
from the 9th of November to

the 1st, of April. (N.B No
State "Coach" will be wanted
until PIUNCE VICTOR ALBERT
requires a Tutor.)

2. That all the public sta-

tues, equestrian or other-

wise, which now disgrace the

Metropolis are to be taken

down, and sold for what they will fetch for old metal and paving
materials.

3. That the present Conservative Government intend to introduce
the following (amongst other) measures which they have had at heart
for many years, and have been gradually "educating" their party and
the country to expect, and appreciate Infant Suffrage and Vote by
Ballot, Extinction of Primogeniture, Redistribution of Landed Estates,
Suppression of Bishops, Repudiation of the National Debt, Appropria-
tion of the Revenues of the Established Church to Police and Highway
Purposes, and Abolition of Standing Armies.

4. That the leading sensational novelists have agreed to restrict
themselves in future to one crime per volume.

5. That all those priests, bound by rather solemn engagements to

uphold the Church of England, who regard Protestantism as a puerility,
and the Reformation as a lamentable mistake, have made up their
minds to honesty and the Church of Rome.

6. That the streets of London are this winter to be kept clean by
the employment of Vestrymen who have seen better days, so that foot-

passengers may traverse them without getting their boots highly
embossed with mud.

7. That a spoonful of beer is a great improvement to pea-soup.
8. That all beggars, boys with boxes of lights, girls with bunches of

flowers, blind men and women with dogs, street organists, and mendi-
cants in wheel-chairs drawn ajong the pavement of Oxford Street and
Regent Street at tbe busiest time of the day, are forthwith to disappear,
and never more to cause annoyance.

9. That the Trustees of the British Museum have arranged to open
that Institution daily. (Sundays for the present excepted.)

10. That the Managers of Theatres have decided to abolish all fees
and extortions, and to make their houses as attractive as possible to
visitors. (N.B. Should unforeseen obstacles prevent this reformation,
drapers and other tradesmen will encourage their young men ana
women to expect and take gratuities from customers.)

11. That BUNYAN'S Pilgrim's Progress is not to be the subject of one
of the Christmas Burlesques.

12. That London cabs and omnibuses may shortly be expected to be
as good and convenient as those of Liverpool.

13. That the next time a luggage-train runs into a mineral-train, and
both are run into by an express passenger-train, the Directors of the
line will be placed in the dock on a charge of manslaughter, and bail
refused.

14. That the ladies of England have determined to discountenance
long trains, bunches of false hair, and fictitious bloom.

15. That waiters taking fees will be instantly dismissed by their
employers.

16. That people with small and stationary incomes are going to give
up eating and drinking.

17. That other places of recreation besides public-houses are to be
open on Sundays.

18. That all political parties and religions communities have engaged
to unite to obtain a National System of Education.

1'J. That the Metropolitan Milkmen have bound themselves to pull
down their pumps.

20. That the last retail dealer has been convicted for using false

weight!) and measures.
21. That Poor Law Guardians and officials are going to be humane

and do their duty.
22. That there are to be no more Great Exhibitions.
23. That the Dean and Chapter of St. Paul's, after much deliberation,

have hired a housemaid to keep the Cathedral monuments clean.
2i. That Punch's Pocket-Hook for 1S68 is just ready

CARBONIC ACID OR SERMON?
THE REV. DR. GTJTHRIB, at a soiree held the other night at Middrie

School, delivered an address, in which, with reference to the narcotic
influence of bad ventilation in churches, he said :

"
I remember I was once present in a congregation In the T.iwn of Thurso, which
llUd aa many ae 1,200 ]KH>ple, ant] i will hardly helievo mo when

I tell you tta' i n ti I Haw what I never saw before, and what, I am sure,
you never saw, and what 1 hop* I h.ili never tee again I aw COO people asleep !

600 people asleep !

"

This is a statement that will perhaps not seem quite so surprising to

everybody as the excellent DR. GUTHRIK considers it. Nor are there,
perhaps, very many people who will wonder very much at the further
statement of the reverend and worthy Doctor :

"
I happened at the time to l>e living with SIR Oronor. SINCLAIR, avery excellent

gentleman, who rc> ' a*j in ighbrmrhood of the town. I told him
what I had Keen in the church. 'Oh,' said he,

' that i.- nothing tiwh.it I have seen
myself ;

1 have seen in almost every pew the whole people asleep, with only hero
and there an exception.'"

" We 're a' noddin, nid, nid, noddin' ; We 're a' noddin in our kirk
at hame." So the Thurso congregation at least, may sing, lette
GUTIIRIE

; who, however, earnestly protests that their somnolence was
not the fault of their preacher, but was caused by bad air. That may
be ; but a question to be asked is, whether they ever go to sleep until
the reverend gent leman mounts the pulpit ? It would also be interesting
to know whether Thurso presents much of an exception to the general
rule of sleepiness in Scotch churches, and, further, if that is the
general rule, how much toddy on an average has been imbibed on the
'

Sawbbath "
by each member of every snoring congregation ? At the

same time there is no doubt that DR. GUTHRIE is quite right as to
the stupefying properties of bad air

; and that the tainted atmosphere
of a crowded and ill-ventilated church is quite enough to make every
one in it comatose, in spite of the most awakening sermon.

APOLOGISTS FOR DIRTY DRINK.

THE Times, in an article on sanitary science, says :

" There are men who still nuintain by the analogy of the hors-pond, which
cattle prefer to the running stream, that water is quite fit for drinking even with
the presence of the moat foreign and most disgusting matter.

"

The Thames derives from numerous towns above London very much
matter of that description. Both of the epithets applied in the fore-

going extract to the matter which some people, by the analogy of the
horse-pond, maintain to be good to drink in water, are applicable to
the matter with which those towns pollute the Thames. That matter
is at once foreign and native. It is foreign to the Thames if native to
the towns. All dirt is foreign matter. We don't say that foreign
matter and dirt are convertible terms. In calling dirt foreign matter
we do not mean to reflect on any other people, whatever provocation
may be given by some foreigners. It is only the bigot who glories in
an overweening opinion of his native soil.

Those who infer the salubrity of foul water from the fact that cattle

prefer horse-pond to rill, might go further, and argue that, because the
donkey, on the other hand, will not touch dirty water, and is very
particular about his drink, therefore the man who objects to diluted
sewage is an ass ; which would be an asinine argument.

Do YOU REMEMBER THE EPIGRAM ON BlSHOP AND PlCKPOCKBT
BARRINGTON ? VERT WELL, THEN. HERE'S ITS COMPANION,
BY A STUPIDISH, OLD-FASHIONED FOGY.

Two ALLENS, this Year, on our Rules did incroach,
And in different Ways to Not'riety ran :

One *
was Prais'd for his Wish to keep out of & Coach,

Onet was Tried for Attempt to break into a Van.

[This would have been Wit a hundred years ago, you old idiot. P.]
* Our worthy LORD MAYOR Eleet. t The execrable Manchester Fenian.
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A DISTINGUISHED FOREIGN FRIEND (WHOM YOU HAVE NOT MET FOR YEARS) IS COMING TO ENGLAND TO VISIT YOU. YOU ARE
AFRAID HE WILL KlSS YOU. WHEN YOU HEAR THE APPROACHING CAB-WHEELS, YOU RUN UP-STAIRS, THROW OFF COAT AND COLLAR,
LATHEK YOUR FACE, AND PRETEND TO BE SHAVING AT THE VERY MOMENT OF HIS ARRIVAL UNDER YOUR HOOF, AND THERE YOU ARE !

GROANS FROM UNDERGROUND.
THE estimable twaddlers who discovered that

the air in the tunnels of the Underground Rail-

way is_
deleterious to health, are now shut up.

The scientific men have been to work, analysing
|

the said air, with a gravity worthy of a better i

cause, and they have, without laughing, managed
to assure the wise folks in question that not

only is the dangerous element inappreciable, but
that it would do them no harm to be kept in a
tunnel that was hermetically sealed at each end.

But he who thinks that the Great British

Fidget is satisfied, knows little of that estimable

animal.

A great variety of other difficulties have to be

got rid of before the G. B. F. can take his ten

minutes of metropolitan travel in peace. Among
the questions which are next to be submitted to

the scientific parties are these :

Is not the passage from daylight into lamp-
light, and nice versa, very injurious to the eyes in

certain cases ? Or could this evil be obviated by
the use of spectacles, of graduated colour, to be i

put on successively (at the Company's expense) j

at each landing ?

Is not the surprise occasioned by seeing a green
signal spontaneously become red, aud vice versa,
calculated to produce palpitation of the heart ?

(N.B. IF BALD, DON'T FORGET TO LATHER
THE CROWN OF YOUR HEAD.)

May not very sad effects, likely to be felt in

afterlife, be caused by the terrifying practice in-

dulged in by the juvenile population, of lying
down on the ventilators and screaming down,

"
I

see yer !

"

Ought the mind of a traveller, who above all

persons should be calm and cautious, to be dis-

turbed by reading the sensation titles of stories

advertised along the line P

Cannot the gas, though contained ia separate
boxes on the tops of the trains, and though not

exceeding a few pints, be so expanded by the

heat of the carriages, especially on a crowded

day, as to explode without the application of

fire?

Ought not a check to be devised against the

abruptness of manner too frequent among the

officials when proclaiming the names of the sta-

tions and inviting persons to enter the carriages ;

the tones of the porters, especially, sometimes

being suggestive of actual menace, which is pain-
ful to the delicate mind P

And lastlv (for the present) should not the

Company take means to prevent the members of

the slioeblack brigade from suddenly pointing at

the feet of a traveller as he emerges, thereby

suggesting to him that perhaps his legs have
been cut off, or that some other fearful accident
has happened to him ?

" Away went Gilpin."

"A LEAP in the Dark," said LORD DERBY, quoting Mr. Punch.
MR. GILPIN, vainly thinking to improve upon two such orators, says,
"No, a Leap into the Light." Yes, GILPIN. Your phrase exactly
describes, "Out of the Frying Pan into the Fire." Is that what you
mean ?

[ Advertisement.]

THE " POSTERS" of the New Royalty and the Prince of Wales' s

Theatre come very close together on several walls. The first has only
"An Eye," the second is

"
Caste." Why not, to save expense, amalga-

mate the two ? Throw the second into the first, and make one large

eye squinting ; in fact, An Eye with a Caste in it.
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FAGIFS POLITICAL SCHOOL.
"Now, mark this; because these are things which you may not have heard in any speech which has been made in the city of

Edinburgh, (laughter and cheers.) I had-if it be not arrogant to use such a phrase to educate our parly. It is a large party, and

requires its attention to be called to questioas of this kind with some pressure. I had to prepare the mind of Parliament and the country

ou this question of Reform." MR. DISRAELI'S Speech at the Edinburgh Banquet.
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(KIIOM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU V. MY FUNNY F1UEXD. (CONTINUED.)

MY Funny Friend sits down to smoke. I tell him quietly that if he
stops another day with me he must behave himself properly in the
streets of Cokingham. This sets him off in a roar. I point out strongly
that my character, my position is at stake. He immediately asks me"
Why I'm like RIDLEY or LATIMER P" I don't know : I don't care, in

fact ; but all I want to say is, putting levity on one side he inter-

rupts me with the answer to his riddle which he insists on telling me,"
Because your position is at slate." I think it stupid, and tell him

so. He retorts that I have no sense of humour. My repartee is
"
of

his humour," which I (latter myself is a clincher for my Funny Friend.
Not at all : he catches at.the word and sings out,

"
Take me while I 'm in

the humour, tow row row," and so forth. He walks to the window,
and pulls the blind aside.

" What fun it would be," it suddenly strikes

him,
"
to go out with a good strong cord and tie all the knockers to-

gether, so that if you rapped at one house all the others would rap too."
I dissuade him from this. "Another notion," he says immediately,"

Can't we get some paint and go and change all the numbers in the
street." I admit the fun of the idea because of its impracticability.
"Blacking would do," he thinks ;

"
they 're safe to have some blackinsr

in the house." He is going to find it. I beg him not to try it, as he'll

make such a noise. He is annoyed with me now, and complains that
I won't do anything. I say "No, it's getting late, and I don't think
the New Inn," where he has to

sleep, "keeps open after eleven," He
won't hear of it : "An inn's bound to keep open," he says: "it's
against the law to close and shut a traveller out of the house." He
says "/ought to know that, as I am an / -specter." He roars with
laughter. I say,

"
Oh, how bad !

"
and mean it. We have another row

about which of us has a genuine sense of humour. He says that my
Great Aunt has more sense of humour than I have ; which I deny, and
he proposes waking her up to ask her the question. I tell him that
she '11 never forgive me if he does it. This sends him into fits of laugh-
ter again. He sees me in his fancy

"
ruined for life, cut out of the

will by my Great Aunt's sense of humour." It tickles him amazingly.
He would be more tickled, and the whole house would be roused by

very soft. This is what he calls wit, and is intensely amused with it

himself. I hate chaff: I mean I dislike being chaffed. I don't chaff
others (" Because you can't," says GKIOO, trying a note or two with
one finger) and I don't expect them to chaff me.

"
If you expected it

half the fun would be gone." replies GRIGG. GHIGG'S performances on
the piano are not artistic, but what he calls

"
great fun." He imitates

the i tuning of an orchestra; apparently all fiddles, and a big drum
represented by the lowest bass note. This becoming monotonous (1
am wondering if they hear it up-stairs) he informs me that he will now
play the Hailstone Chorus. From this I anticipate an intellectual
treat. He also promises me the Dead March in Saul. He asks me" Would I like to hear them ?

"
I should, very much. Whereupon

he commences. Of all the infernal rows made with a view of disturbing
a quiet neighbourhood at half-past eleven p.m. the Hailstone Chorus, as
arranged by my Funny Friend, is undoubtedly the worst. I beg him
to desist. He won't. He says this is the way Herr Von Pyrotecknicho
plays, that is (according to my Funny Friend's imitation) shaking his
hair wildly, dashing his head down at the keys on the right, going as
it were a header with both hands into the treble, splashing about any-
how among the notes, then diving down again and coming up like a
porpoise plunging heavily about on the bass. No tune, no distinct
note, hand over hand, bang, bang, bang,

"
Hailstone Chorus coming

down-stairs," shouts GRIGS : bang, bang, bang, hand over hand with
the bass,

"
Flash of greased lightning," he shouts again, and runs one

nnger backwards from the bottom to the top of the treble cleff. "The
ship strikes," he goes on, having now merged into a secular subject,
both hands take about ten notes at a leap,

" Human cry of distress
heard above the storm," he rumbles down into the bass with both
hands and shrieks wildly. I implore him to be quiet.

I am certain I hear some one calling on the stairs. I tell him so.
It is suggestive at once

;

"
Female voice heard in the intervals of the

storm." I could almost swear it 's my Great Aunt, or MRS. BUZZYBY ;

will he keep the piano a little quiet while I open the door.
"
Stop,"

he says,
'

till the ship sinks. Crew hurrying to and fro." Both
hands up and down anyhow.

"
Only two hands left on board," he

says, making a wretched pun. Having arrived at this point, that is

only two hands on board, there can't be much more shrieking and
noise, and the ship will go down quietly, I hope ; so I may take the
opportunity of opening the door. Before I can say

" Hush ! listen,"
he cries, Fearful fate of the ship. It is blown up. Explosion !

"
He stamps on the loud pedal, dislocates a couple of strings, (I know

it by the jarring sound), bangs the treble once with his open hand, and

jumping up suddenly, sits on the bass
; kicks over the stool and the

1 books on which he was sitting, and pretending to be one of the ship's
crew blown up by the shock, falls with a bump (hope sincerely he has
hurt himself) oil the floor, when he pulls down a sofa .cushion and
clings to it frantically, pretending to save himself from a watery grave,
in the

carpet.
With this, a ring at the front door bell, and the voice

of MRS. BUZZYBY, she herself being invisible in the passage.
The neighbours next door have sent a policeman to complain. MRS.

BUZZYKY (from the darkness, she won't come forward on account of
her costume) begs me to consider the reputation of her house.

" Have
I forgotten," she asks, plaintively.

" what is due to my poor dear
i Aunt P If I want." she says, finally,

"
to make a noise, I 'd better

take the gentleman (stress on this word) to the public house, and see

(this ironically) if they '11 let you both go on like this there."

I promise and vow several things in GRIGO'S name : the principal
being that he shall go away at once. I am surprised at GKIOG'S not

|

demurring to this : on the contrary he goes with a considerable amount
of loudly wishing me

" Good night," to which MRS. BUZZYBY on some
landing, and, I think my Aunt on the top story, like the sweet little

cherub who sits up aloft to keep watch for the life of her Great-Nephew,
are both listening. He says,

"
Good night." I shut the door : the

household retires, MRS. BUZZYBY lingering, I fancy. I .bolt the door,
chain it, lock it, latch it, and MRS. Buzzrur giving up the character of

I the Invisible Lady, again retires to what GRIGS calk her
"
virtuous

downy." i return to the ground-floor dining-room, where we have

i

been sitting, congratulating myself on GKIGG'S departure when I

;
become aware of a considerable draught. The window, looking on to
the street, is open. "Odd," I say to myself aloud. "Not at all."

returns my Funny Friend, stepping in through it on to the sofa," Here we are again !

" He explains that he opened it before he left,
while I was talking. I protest against his return he pretends to

weep. Good gracious, he is going to make another noise : I must stop
that. I'll let him stop (I can't be positively inhospitable) for half-au-
hour if he '11 promise to be really quiet, and go then.

He will go directly, he says, if I '11 onlv give him something to eat
he is so hungry. There is nothing.

" Oh yes," he says, "there must
be in the larder." But I don't know where the larder is.

"
That 's the

fun," says he, "just what he likes ; come along, a voyage of discovery,
Robinson Crusoe, and a pic-nio." I can't let him go alone, even in the
character of Robinson Crusoe, or he '11 be putting detonating fluid into
the

pie,
or knife-powder into the cold jugged hare. He has got the

I candle and is leaving the room. I will show him the way but quietly,

j

do go quietly. The kitchen-latch flies up with a great click. AThere is

I

a death-like stillness in this region, made more palpable by the steady
old clock : I feel like a burglar. If MRS. BUZZYBY suddenly came in,
I don't know what I should do. The Government Inspector under
the Olfactory Act found prying about his landlady's kitchen at night
only want a lantern to be a domestic Guy Fatekes.

A kitchen at night is a melancholy spectacle, so is a scullery ; but of
all the distressing things that a man can see on such an occasion.the most
painful is the cold vegetables. My Funny Friend is in great force. He
pretends to see ghosts, and imitates shuddering. He starts back on
me suddenly, and sings in a loud whisper,

"
Hush, 'tis the night watch !

;

he guards my lonely cell." He plays the Clown with the kitchen
poker : he pretends to pocket everything. I show him there 's nothing
here. "Isn't there," he says, and selects a piece of bread, some

; butter, some cold hare, and a plate. All he wants is a knife and fork.
At last, thank goodness, he is at a standstill. We can't'flnd them any-
where, and I want to get back as I have just seen several blackbeetles.
'

No, here's a door," says GRIGG. That is the cellar, and luckily,
locked. He finds another door : I don't know what that is. My
Funny Friend looks in : gives a slight start, and then beckons me
cautiously. We look in. MR. BCZZYBY'S room where he cleans the
knives and forks, and MR. BUZZYBY snoring in bed. MK. BUZZYBY'S
clothes are on a chair, and his boots on the ground.
The opportunity is not to be lost by GBIGG. In a second, as a matter

of course, he has put the butter into MR. BUZZYBY'S right boot the
bread in his left: Ma. BUZZYBI'S hair-brush into MR. BUZZYBY'S tail-

coat pocket, the soap in one of his stockings, and (this I did not see,
but subsequently heard of ) dually takes away MR. BUZZYBY'S trousers,
which (I may add) were found next day in the oven.

On re-entering my room he is radiant with chuckles. We are both
too much awake, but he must go now. He points out what fun it '11

be when BUZZVBY wakes. What fun when ne tries to get on his
boots. What fun when he can't brush his hair. What fun when he
finds the soap in his stockings.

I shall tell MRS. BUZZYBY the first thing in the morning. GRIGG
goes out by the window again. The New Inn is almost opposite at the
corner.

A SYLLABIC AUGMENT.

THE Athenaum, speaks of "three riding Cantatas
"
by three different

musical composers. Ought not these works to be called Canter-tatas ?
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CUB-HUNTINO.
Young Bantam. "

WELL, GCV'NER, IF THIS is YER 'UNTINS, I 'M OFF. WHY, THERE AIN'T A CUB IN THE COVER !

Whip. "On, AIN'T THERE? WHAT A PITY ! WELL, I KNOWS A MAN AS HAS SEEN ONE OUT I"

FUN FOR BRITISH TAX-PAYERS. pelling other people to pay our shot is in a sense winning : but they
may resent it hereafter, with such eftVct that we shall be the worse off

MR. PUNCH very seldom copies a joke ; but he must now depart "?,
the

long run' a?
d fiad ourselves ultimately laughing on the wrong

from his usual practice :-
sldes of our mouths -

" THE ABYSSINIAN EXPEDITION. Wo understand that the maintenance of the
troops employed in the Abyssinian expedition is to be provided for out of the
revenues of India, on the ground that these troops are not replaced on the Indian
establishment, and that, it they remained, India would have to pay for them."

This capital joke is borrowed from the Sunday Gazette. It will have
been seen, however, not to be our esteemed contemporary's own joke, !

but the joke of the Government
; truly an excellent joke, at the expense

;

of India. Do any of Punch's readers want the joke explained to them ?

The Indians do not
; although it is no fun for them. Does anybody

north of the Tweed possibly not see the point of it P Nay, on the

contrary a Scot, surely, of all men, would be the first to laugh at the
notion of making India pay for a British war. The reason assigned in

justification of this manoeuvre makes it all the funnier. The troops are
not replaced on the Indian establishment. Why, just so. They are
sent away on an African expedition. If they had remained, India would
have to pay for them. Of course. But they don't remain, and yet
India has to pay for them. India can do without them, but she
mustn't do without paying for them, all the same. That is what is

so extremely droll.

Of throwing the burden of our war with Abyssinia on our Indian
empire, the Sunday Qazette observes, with discriminative acuteness :

" Whether or no this be just to India, it will at all events tend very much to
lighten the pecuniary call on the imperial fiuances."

On the revenue of the United Kingdom, that is to say on the
pocket of the British tax-payercertainly it will.

"
Whether or no

this be just to India" is a question whicli probably never occurred to
the authorities who made the clever arrangement of lightening the

pecuniary call on the finances of this country by shifting it on to those
of that

; as good a practical joke as ever was played. But perhaps
there is less wisdom than wit in it. They laugh that win, and coui-

MORE NEW NOVELS.

IN fiction, as in fact, it is often very profitable to follow up a success.
But we rather fancy it would be doubtful policy for novelists to speud
their time on sequels which may merely be suggested by the title of a

preceding work. We have little wish to see among our publishers'

announcements, such notices as these :

Never Flirt: a sentimental novel, written by the author of Never
Court.

Ooeth down like an Oyster : a meditative novel, by the author of Cometh

up as a Flower.

Six Penn'orth nf Ha'pence : a realistic novel, being a Sequel to Half a
Million of Aloxey.

He who Breaks, Pays: a domestic novel, written by the author of
Other People's Windows.

Less than a, Lucifer: a sensation novel, written as a Sequel to 3fore than
a Match.

A Bad Look-out for Wine-Bibbers.

A PRIZE for
"
imitation wines

"
has been awarded at the Paris Uni-

versal Imposition, as, in this matter at all events, we think it may be

called. One can't help wondering that a country where so much good,
real wine is made, should stoop to give encouragement to the making
of bad, sham wine. Most men feel real sickness after drinking sham
champagne, and we fancy that the drinking of imitation wine will lead

to genuine and by no means imitation headaches after it. As a sanitary

precaution the bottles surely ought to be labelled
"
Imitation," just as

other deadly compounds from the chemist are marked
"
POISON."
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"DIFFERING DOCTORS."
"The IlHIHT IIr>NO!'UilJI.K IlKHJAUIN Dl.lKAKU. and the KlOHT IIONOVRABLB

KOBKRT IX>WK wore then duly invented by tha ViUK-CUANCKLLOu with tho decree
of LL.U." Edinburgh 1'a.jxr.

Br Senatus Academicus
Vice-Chancellor and all

The posse comitatiti

Ot its Academic Hall,

Legum docloies teachers
Of Laws, with tongue and pen

Edina dubs Australian BOB,
And. eke, CAUCASIAN BEN.

Was it Scotch taut, or irony
Of mocking fate's decree.

That linked this pair of doctors
Within the same degree ?

St. Stephen's subtlest sophist,
And her sophists' keenest foe

The meteor flights of Dizzy heights,
And the clear, cold light of Lome ?

" Who shall decide," the proverb asks," When doctors disagree ?"
And when was disagreement

Like that 'twill L. and 1) ?

BOB, braving Mob for principle ;

BEN, Mob's and Interest's slave
;

The oracle of Carabas
;

The idol of the Cave !

Doctors of Medicine, 'tis said,
Each other's physic spurn.

Doctors of Laws, are you as loth
Each other's lore to learn ?

If not, as now St. Stephen's school
Is closed for the vacation,

Suppose you took to teaching, each
The other, in rotation ?

Let BBN from BOB learn scorn of Mob,
And cheap and nasty plaudits :

That trick and dodge, however deft
Must face the future's audits.

That dust, though it be diamond dust,
Thrown in folk's eyes, for flattery,

Blinds first, then smarts, and then provokes
Abuse, assault and battery.

That sober truth and rigid fact

Still hold, however humble,
When sophistry's veneerings crack,
And rhetoric's stnccos crumble.

That JOHN BOLL is not Carabas,
Though VIVIAN OBEY may think so :

If counters he deems coin to-day,
To-morrow he won't blink so.

That England can't he caught with chaff.
Her millions fooled with praises,

Cozened by Asian mysteries,
And fed on windy phrases :

That impudence awhile may thrive,
But earns, at last, a licking :

And that the brass which gulls an ass,
Sets 'cuter creatures kicking.

Learn, BOB, from BEN, to manage men,
By humouring their folly,

Nor rub weak wits against the grain,
Till their hair 's sharp as holly :

That truth's point may be cut too fine,
Too hard thrust down folk's throttles

;

That if you 'd store strong wine, 'tis wise
To allow for flaws in bottles.

That one-half of a truth, at times,
Is better told than all of it :

That wisdom 's sometimes wise to yield,
When folly takes the wall of it :

That to tread on weak brethren's toes
Is rude, e'en the best cause in,

May trip the treader up, and oft,A fair career give pause in.

Thus, Doctors both, from either each
Take what the other teaches,

For though the lesson be un-writ,
'Tis what his practice preaches."
Physician heel

thyself,

1'
'twas said,

If thou would'st heal thy brother,
So, Doctors, if you 'd others teach,

Thiu, lirst, learn of each other.

A MODEST DEMAND.
AMONG the many strikes which we lately have been witnessing, we

really wonder that we have not seen announced a strike of Governesses.
As a rule, they are extremely overworked and underpaid, and have
really far more cause for striking than the tailors. Still, there seems
but little prospect of our seeing them on strike while we find them
putting forward such advertisements as this :

A SINGI.K LADY, aged 36, with a limited income, otters 20 prannum and two hours' iiily instruction to ono or twu Children in English ud
the rudiments of uiu.-io and French, In return for her BOAR1J.

We have often known a Governess content with a small salary, but
it is a novelty to hear of one content with less than nothing, and even
offering to pay a yearly premium for her place. An income which is

limited may fail to satisfy the cravings of an appetite which is not :

still, unless this single lady be uncommonly voracious, she need
scarcely, one would fancy, offer L20 a year, and two hours' teaching
daily, merely for her board.

MARVELLOUS EVENT AT HULL.
On Monday last week, at the Town Hall, Hull, a statue of ANDRBW

MARVEL was consecrated
; invested with a new office by solemn rites.

At least, a newspaper report says that it was "inaugurated" see
JOHNSON'S Dictionary. Of MARVEL'S statue we may pretty safely
venture to say that it is a marvellous work of Art. Almost every
specimen of British sculpture is that

; but we trust that Ma. W. D.
KETWORTH'S statue of MARVEL is a marvellously good one, and repre-
sents him as faithfully as he represented Hull.

This MARVEL was a prodigy of integrity. Marvels, they say, will
never cease

;
but such as ANDREW MARVEL have now become very

uncommon. Why was ANDREW MARVBL like the celebrated mineral
teeth advertised by dentists ? Because he was incorruptible. A
duplicate of his statue might be subscribed for, by bis admirers, and
set up in the borough of Great Yarmouth.

HOW TO CLOAK A MEANING.
MR. LUCRAFT, with some other Councillors of the Reform League

having brought down a storm on their heads by talking disloyalty in
the shape of sympathy with Fenianiam, the Council has since tried to
undo the effect 9f their seditious stuff by a very proper resolution,
which, however, it did not come to a vote upon,

"
that the League does

not counsel private assassination, or secret political assassination." In
the course of the discussion MR. MANTLE gave an explanation of MR.
LUCRAPT'S language" that MR. LucRAPihas a singular way of saying
things that other people understand in a different sense from that in
which he meant them." This may be irony, or it may be earnest. Let
us call it flinging the League's Mantle over MR. LDGRAFT.

P. O. Queries.
41 The postal duty for a simple letter to or from America boa boon fixed by the

Reichstag Committee at one silrergroah."

THIS is the news from Berlin. How do the Prussian post office

authprities ascertain whether a letter is simple or otherwise F By
opening and reading itP And is the postage on a simple letter
heavier than on a wise one, or the reverse ? And does the rate of
postage on letters in other countries, England for example, depend
upon their simplicity ?

Euphemism Extraordinary.
A LAWYER of our acquaintance, who has acquired great skill in con-

ducting an election, declares that in the course of his canvassing
experience he never heard a bribe even distantly alluded to, excepting
by the synonym of a

"
votive offering."

A THOUGHT ON THE KSIFE-BOAHD.

THE truth is sometimes told unintentionally. For instance, when
one sees Poor Humanity on an omnibus !
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PRACTICAL JOKING.
IT'S TOO BAD OF FLARBUP, BECAUSE HE OUGHT TO KNOW BETTER; BUT HE GOES AS IF "A YOUNG MAN FROM THE COUNTRY,"

TO HAVE HIS PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN, MANAGES TO MAKE THE OPERATOR DISSATISFIED WITH THE FIRST HALF-DOZEN, AND THEN MAKING
A GREAT PRETENCE OF BEING VERT CAREFOL THIS TIME KEEPS A SHARP LOOK-OUT, AND DIRECTLY THE POOR MAN REMOVES THE
CAP FROM THE LENS, DROPS HIS HAT, AND RUBS HIS NOSE AS IF GREATLY RELIEVED, AND ASKS, INNOCENLY,

" IF IT 's ALL OVER
YET, SIR?"! ! !

THE NEW TBAFFIC ACT.

PUKCH hopes that the van-driving, cart-loading, cab-crawling, bus-

racing criminals, who now slaughter the peaceable pedestrians of

London, are studying the new Act for the regulation of Street Traffic.

If not, vengeance will be down upon them with the utmost rigour of

the law, and perhaps, on the whole, a few striking examples will be

salutary. However, tliat they may not plead ignorance (usually a
sham plea) Mr. Punch has put the principal enactments by the new
statute before them.

1. No railway van, and no cart of any description, is ever to come
into Fleet Street, or any of the streets between Mr. Punch's office and
his mansion in Belgrave Square.

2. No cab is to be seen crawling in these districts, but a cab, Han-
som or Hugly, is always to be on the spot at the precise moment when
Mr. Punch raises his eyes, and thinks he should like to ride.

3. Everything on wheels is to get out of his way.
4. The faintest pretence, on the part of a driver, that he does not

know "exactly" where the place is to which he is ordered to go, is to
be punished in the first instance with penal servitude, and in the
second with forfeiture of licence.

5. There is no intention to injure commerce, and between eleven at

night and six in the morning anything may go along any back streets.

If the inhabitants don't like this, they are permitted to move, on giving
the proper notices.

6. Omnibuses may go along back streets at all hours, and people
who want to come into the principal arteries may get out and walk
down the connecting streets, and be thankful that they are allowed to
do that.

7. Any van-driver who uses a coarse expression shall immediately
be transported, and the contents of the van forfeited to the poor of the

parish in which the offence has been committed.

8. Cab-drivers are to wear a becoming uniform, a blue waterproof
coat and a glazed hat, instead of the ruffianly wrap-rascals which at

present flap and flop against the front windows.
9. Any tradesman who incites his servants to take out a cart at for-

bidden hours, shall be disfranchised, and for a second offence his wares
shall be examined by inspectors, and his rogueries published in six

daily papers.
10. Any person on the top of an omnibus who shall throw coppers

to children for gymnastics on the pavement, shall immediately be taken

down, and be kicked by the conductor.
11. Any person who, on that place, shall smoke a bad cigar, shall be

liable to a similar penalty on complaint of the neighbour he has been

poisoning.
There are some other points which require attention, but the persons

against whom the new law is directed are proverbially stupid and pig-

headed, and therefore a moderate dose of instruction at one time is

enough.

The Ijord Mayor's Lottery.

THE Atltenteum says, with reference to the City Feast at Guildhall,
that the Chief Magistrate is presented with forty tickets, for which
there are four hundred expectants. Of course all but forty of them
are disappointed, and perhaps also offended. The LORD MAYOR might,
however, avoid giving any of them offence by a very easy expedient.
He should have three hundred and sixty blank and forty prize-tickets

put into and shaken up in the Cap of Maintenance, and invite the four

hundred expectants to draw them.

To Correspondents.

CORRESPONDENTS of all sorts and sizes are referred to No. 1356 ot

Punch, Vol. 53, where they will read the Medean and Persian law,

from which there will be no departure.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of Xo. 24, Holtord'Square.tn the Vamh ol St.James Clemenwcll, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Mewrs. Bradbury, Evans, & Co., Lombard
Street, in the rrecinct yf Wliitefriars m the City of London, and Published by nun at No. 85, Fleet dtieet, in the Parish of St. Bride, City of London. BATUBDIT, November 9. 1867.
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the constantly increasing number of the Fellows, they
cannot expect will offer themselves ; and any compulsorv
measures "the ballot," for instance, as for the militia I

am certain Ministers and the Bishops will never permit. M >

hand shakes so much with agitation that 1 can write no

more, except to subscribe myself (and 1 am not ashamed
to own it),

AN AUKT (Single) OF THIHTT YEARS' STANDING.

F.S. Don't yon think that Aunts by marriage ought (if

the horrid deed must be perpetrated), to be used first, and
then Great Aunts ''.

PP.S. Can you tell me whether there is any animal
whose ordinary diet is Uncles ?

"BUT FRENCH OF PARIS WAS TO HIM UNKNOWN.'.

"WELL, JOE, HOW DID YOU LIKE PARIS?"

Travelled Nephew.
"
OH, UNCLE, WE LIVED ' OHO PRAWNCE,' I CAN TELL YOU !

"

Uncle (astonished).
" LIVED ON PRAWNS!? (Nephew repeats his assertion.)

THEN ALL I CAN SAY is, I 'M GLAD I WASN'T o
1 THE PARTY. WHAT 's BOTCHER'S

MEAT go DEAR, THEN ?
"

[As Joe said,
" What's the good of talking French to such an Ignorant Old

Suffer as he 1
"

A PITIABLE CASE.
DEAR MR. PUNCH,

I WANT to pay a visit to the Zoological Gardens (I highly disapprove of

the flippancy of the young people of the present day in calling that agreeable
resort

"
the Zoo "), to see the Walrus. But I am prevented going, although

several of my nephews (my sister AMELIA'S sons) have offered to attend me, and
|

all my nieces (my sister ARABELLA'S daughters) are anxious to accompany me,
because I am told that an Aunt-eater has been added to the Menagerie. 1 have
such confidence in the arrangements made by the Society for the safe keeping
of the animals exhibited, that I might, perhaps, overcome my fear of personal risk

from an accidental encounter with this formidable creature, and enter the Gardens
under a strong escort of my blood relations; but I cannot so far forget what
is due to the memory of the many excellent women related to those near and
dear to them as 1 am related to AMELIA'S and ARABELLA'S children who must
have fallen victims to the strange appetite of this voracious animal and others of its

species, as to set my foot within the precincts of the Gardens while it remains one
of its denizens. And, indeed, I may as well mention that I shall not think it

respectful if any of AMELIA'S or ARABELLA'S children, to gratify a morbid curiosity,

inspect a collection which has received such an unnatural addition. This expression
of my feelings on a most painful subject, will perhaps have some little weight with
those for whom it is intended, when I add that a disregard of my wishes might
influence the testamentary dispositions I am about to make in their favour.

One word more. I shudder and require the stimulus of smelling salts when
I think of the particular sort of sustenance that must be found for this this

Aunt-eater! Perhaps, like the great snakes, it only requires to be fed occasion-

allyonce a quarter, or so ; but even four Aunts a year the thought is too awfuJ,
I now require a little weak brandy-and-water, especially when I reflect that my
poor fellow-Aunts must be shut up alive with the monster, if it has these serpentine
propensities. And how will the Council obtain the necessary supplies ? Volun-

teers, great as the love for natural history appears to be amongst us, as shown by

A WORD FROM THE WHITEBAIT.
" What's In a name ! That which we call a Whitebait
By aity other uumo would out as nice."

Shuk/ipeflre iliffhtly altei-td.

THAT the Ship and the Trafalgar
Are built up on the fry of us ;

That down go HART and QUARTEHMAINE
If the public should fight shy of us ;

That Thames' most pois'nous odours
Are neutralised by whin' of us ;

Fish dinners voted fishy,

An 't were not lor the sniff of us ;

That even Cabinet secrets

Are freely talked before us :

And massacres of innocents

Wasli'd down with cold punch o'er us ;

That we 're adored, a eroqver,

By swells and pretty sinners :

That the chief grace at meat is

Our work, in Company dinners ;

In short, that we 're delicious,
Is generally admitted,

When with batter, bread and butter,

Cayenne and lemons fitted.

When thus all ranks and classes

Our merits are agreed on,
When we 're pronounced the thing in fish

For epicures to feed on

Why fret, you ask, o'er species,
Or question raise of genus ;

If we 're young sprats or herrings,
Or what 's the odds between us "

You fancy that such questions
To Whitebait should not, matter,

Born 'twixt Gravesend and Battersea,
Their graves' end, seas of batter.

But fishes have their feelings,

There are ranks in Neptune's border;,
And we won't stoop to be mated;
With the fishy lower orders.

Over our silver bodies*

Though Pisciculturists quarrel,
Which of them e'er stood by us,

Except dear old NED YAKRELL'''

God bless him, as he loved us,
In plain batter or cayeuned,

In his History of fishes

He used us, like a friend.

As Clupea alba owned us,
A family 'mong fish :

So in his plate baptised us,
So blessed us in his dish.

And still as Clupea alba,
We mean to float and fry,

And to low sprats and herrings

Relationship deny !

Pee the recent controversy in the Pall Mall Gouttt httwccn
SRS. FRANCIS LOUD and LAWSON.

VOL. LID.
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SHORN OF THE STATE CARRIAGE.

AN APPEAL HI AN ALDERMAN.

IN his State Carriage with what pride,
The City saw the Lord Mayor ride !

And ever, as he went, there rose,

A general cry of
"
There he goes !

"

That gorgeous object, passing by,
Attracted Youth's uplifted eye,
And had a highly moral kind
Of influence on the youthful mind.

The errand-boy's admiring gaze
Was dazzled with its golden blaze ;

And then he thought how fine a thing
It was to be the City King.

" And if," within himself, he said," The path of industry 1 tread,
And never loiter on my way,
I, too, may ride in that one day."

So I thought often, when a lad,
In cap, and sleeves, and apron clad
And so it was that I got on
To rise in time like WHITTINGTON.

Discard the Lord Mayor's Coach of State,
Because 'tis old, and out of date f

Oh, shabby, paltry, mean, and base !

Why, next you'll say "Discard the Mace."

Lord Mayor's State Carriage put away P

Not have it out on Lord Mayor's Day P

And must the Men in Armour go P

As well put down the Lard Mayor's Show,

We bade our City Barge farewell,

Our Carriage will you likewise sell,

To be in some museum classed

Among the lumber of the past ?

Oh, don't ! If I could have my will,

I 'd make the Lord Mayor use it still.

Reserved, till wanted, in Guildhall,

Aloft, to be admired of all.

And, as BRITANNIA points the eye
To NELSON, in St. Paul's, on high,
Should London's statue striplings teach

That carriage the attempt to reach.

You City Giants are you dumb P

GOG, M AGOG, to the rescue come !

You 'd better for, unless you do,

They '11 drive us to get rid of you.

MUSICAL FINERY.
WE hare sometimes thought that women, by

the mere use of their tongues, can make quite
noise enough in the world

; but they are not of
our opinion, to judge from this new fashion :

" In Paris many ladies now ornament the chignon
with little rows of curls, h mug tiny bells attached to
them ; and many have snvtll castanets suspended in this
manner, which make a lively rattlu at each morement of
the head."

What with the rustle of her dresses, and the
ringing of her bells, or the rattle of her castanets,
it must be rare for a French lady now to have
a quiet moment. A drawing-room in Paris must
be as noisy as a parrot-house, when half a score
of ladies are chattering together. French
women always wag their heads when they are
talking, and the rattle of their castanets must be
well nigh as incessant as the prattle of their
toneues.
We have always thought the lady a vastly

silly creature who rode about on horseback,
"with rings on her fingers and bells on her
toes," but surely ladies are as foolish who wear
bells in their back hair. No doubt they do so
with the object of attracting men's attention,
and as there are many fools alive, they hare,
doubtless, their reward. Ladies aim at admira-
tion by out-dressing one another, and with a
similar intention they will probablv begin to vie
with one another in the noise which they can
make. Besides a peal of bells, or a pair of cas-

tanets, perhaps a pair of little kettledrums, will
be suspended from the chignon, to be played
upon by mechanism which may be set in motion
by a slight shake of the head. Indeed, we should
not wonder if accordions be worn by way of
musical attractions, or if miniature street organs
be concealed in the back hair, constructed to

play lively, sad, or sentimental music, according
to the mood in which the fair wearerjnay be.

A Gleam of Comfort.

THE new gas-lamps in Hyde Park are sightly
and ornamental. The First Commissioner often
catches it, gets railed at for not sooner finish-

ing the iron fencing, &c
, but in this instance he

need have no apprehension of being lampooned.

A COPI-BOOK QUESTION.

VIRTUE 's its own reward ! My Brother,
Dost thou mean it gets no other P

UNEXPECTED EFFECTS OF RECENT LEGISLATION.
" Some bookmakers caught in a by-street ware, however, brought up at the

Guildhall, and fined 5 each."

Did the framers of the New Metropolitan Streets Act foresee the
construction which would be put upon the clause under which this

melancholy conviction took place? The announcement has caused
great consternation in literary circles, and the serious amount of the
fir.e has not tended to diminish the wide-spread alarm. An appeal to
the Superior Courts will probably be resolved upon. The penny-a-
liners are in great distress, and the manufacturers of padding for

magazines are about to submit a case to counsel, fearing that the
clause may be elastic enough to include them also. It is an ill wind,
&c. Good will probably result from this apparently harsh proceeding'.
Readers of biographies will be spared many pages of family genealogy,
anecdotes of early years, diaries of dinner engagements, and letters of
no value to any one but the owners

; writers of travels will economise
their statistics, and leave the dimensions of the principal continental
cathedrals to guide-books, and it is impossible that any novel in three
volumes can from the date of this conviction be prepared for the shelves
of MUDIE and BOOTH. If these anticipations are realised, readers
would no doubt be glad to raise a penny subscription and pay the fines

already incurred, under a solemn promise from the culprits that they
will never offend again.

HABD TO PLBASE EVER? BODY. -The teetotallers highly disapprove
of one great, change in this year's Lord Mayor's Show the disappear-
ance of the Watermen from the procession.

OUTRAGE ON ORNITHOLOGY.
A GOLDEN eagle was shot the other day at Dirleton, East Lothian.

Thereon the Haddington Courier observes :

" Now that the eagle is so

nearly extinct in Scotland its appearance so far south is very un-
common." Naturalists, and all other people who are not Philistines,
will perhaps be rather inclined to say :

" Now that the eagle is so
nearly extinct in Scotland, how stupid anyone must be to shoot it !

"

Another bird lately shot in East Lothian is described by the same paper
as

"
a fine specimen of the little bittern a bird that has never before

been seen in this quarter of the country, and is extremely rare every-
where." Perhaps the last specimen of it has been shot. The Little
Bittern may be extremely rare in Scotland, but there seems to be no
scarcity of the Great Booby.

FRESH FROM THE FENS.

A MAN named WILLIAM JONES was brought before MR. FLOWERS
at Bow Street, the other day, charged with being drunk and disorderly
iu Covent Garden Market, cursing the QUKEN and the English, and
calling himself a Fenian. He said he was very drunk, had no recollec-
tion of saying anything of the kind, was no Fenian, and not even an
Irishman, but a native of Stamford, whence he had just come up.
MR. FLOWERS observed that he was quite sure that if the prisoner was
a Lincolnshire man he was not a Feman No doubt. There are not
any Romans among Lincolnshire men, but, as MR. BEKNAL OSBORNE
might take occasion to say, many of them are Fett-i&sa.
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A FUTURE ITALIAN OPERA.

NOW ye that there

is one thing in con-

nection with the

Italian struggle
which has been
overlooked. The
events which have

just happened, and
others yet to happen
in Italy, will inevi-

tably form the sub-

ject of an Italian

Opera.
What the plot of

the piece will be it

would be a little

premature to say
before the conclu-

sion of the drama
in real history,
whereon it will be
founded. We can,

however, for in-

stance, suppose Hint

its title willbe///te
Galantuomo. As to

the story.one Italian

opera is so much
like another that

some points may be considered safe. There must, of course, be
a heroine. She will probably be the niece of the POPE, beloved

by GARIBALDI, and returning his passion. MKNOTTI may be sug-

gested as more suitable for a stage lover than GARIBALDI Senior,
but one GARIBALDI must be the hero of the piece, and it would not do
to make the son snuff nut the father. If the opera is written for the

French public this difficulty will be readily got over by making
a contralto in trousers, the tenor's rival ; the tenor being the elder

QARIBALDI, and the conlralloihe younger. In this case, moreover, the

heroine will, of course, be the Pore's daughter, and the other principal
female character perhaps an Illustrious Empress devoured by a secret

passion for either GARIBALDI or VICTOR-EMMANUEL.
In an opera whereof the scenes are mostly laid in Home, and the

POPE is one of the chief characters, there will be no end of scope for

processions, chants, choral effects, illuminations, and fireworks.

The tenor, as aforesaid, will necessarily be the hero of the piece.

GARIBALDI, in the person of his representative, will stalk about the

stage, gesticulating, and alternately singing Roma o morte ! or warbling
something about Anima mia!" and "amore," and

"
felicila." The

baritone, probably, will be VICTOR-EMMANUEL, and Louis NAPOLEON
is destined for the basso profondo.
There are two possible conclusions of the opera ; a catastrophe or a

triumph. It can end with the sack and burning of Rome ; the POPE
and his adherents being blown up in the Castle of St. Angelo ;

while
GARIBALDI falls stabbed by a fanatical priest, and the fair FEKBETTI
kills herself on his corpse. Or it may terminate happily : the Holy
Father consenting to sing "Possumus .'" and also, joining the hands of
his children, the two lovers, to intone a paternal benediction simultane-

ously over them and united Italy. Let us hope that this is the solu-

tion of the Roman question, satisfactory to all parties, which will have
to be dramatised.

THE TURF.

AMONG the many other nuisances which the New Street Traffic Act
empowers the City to abolish, are the betting brutes who block up the

pavements to all decent passers-by, and use indecent language while

they do their dirty business. Being thus swept from the streets,

together with the other mud this sweeping Act should clear away,
these blackguards do their business now by means of pen and ink, and
the printing-press and postage-stamps. Some date from holes and
corners, and some even from hotels, and issue thence their lies about
Iheir betting

"
system," with the view of tempting fools to send them

five-pound notes. One of these traps to catch a greenhorn, thus

begins, with quite a business-like formality of phrase :

" Saracen's Head Hotel. MfssRs. FLEECE & Co. beg to return their sincere
thanks for the liberal patronage hitherto awarded them, and beg to announce that
they continue to execute commissions, on all races, as per py&tem fio highly patro-
nised by the Nobility and Gentry throughout the kingdom.

1 '

"
Highly patronised !

"
the low thieves ! Mr. Punch would highly

like to patronise them by giving them a lodging, gratis, in the Old
Bailey Hotel. Newgate is the proper place for swindling blackguards
who pretend to

"
execute commissions," and in reality pick pockets by

the
"
system

"
of their trade. This is how these sharpers lure the flats

they pursue into the net :

"In receiving commissions, MCSHRS FI.FKCK & Co. beg to state that on an average
they can return the following sums respectively :

" For an invontmcnt of 25. 200 will bo returned ; 100 (or 50 ;
1100 for

100 ; 1)000 for 500 ; and 13,000 for 1000."

"Investment" and "commissions" are good, solid business terms,
and doubtless blind the eyes of many who might shrink from booking
bets. The word

"
statistics," too, sounds highly proper and respect-

able, and very likely tempts weak persons to believe such lie* as

these :

"
Statistic! of one week's returns are herewith Riven, to satisfy those who might

otherwise be incredulous as tj the profitable natui o of the system ; viz., at Nuw-
market : >

Total amount In band 19,91)0
Less cash started with 10

Amount of week's winnings 19,910
"

A fool and his money are easily parted, and doubtless there are

fools who send t heir money to these blackguards, or they would dis-

continue publishing their circulars, and paying for the printing and
the postages thereof. Yet no one but a ^9! can fancy that a system of

safe betting can exist, by which with certainty a man with a ten-pound
note to start with, can pocket 20,000 within one single week. And
who but fools can fancy that a man who in a twelvemonth could
become a millionnaire, would take the trouble to send circulars about,
and tout for

"
clients

" who may share the profits of bis system, while

he does all the dirty work of going about to races, and bellowing in

the ring the odds on which his system obliges him to bet? Moreover,
who but fools can be beguiled by stuff like this P

-stem being a winning one, and demonstrated by the abundant testimony
of facts, niiutt t( nil to raise betting above the approach uf Humbling, and men ff

priiuii'lu haviutr Mirplus tapit.il may feel neither shaiuo nor dci4 r.uJUliun 111 applying
a portion thereof to turf speculation."

We hardly pity fools for being parted from their money, but we fear

that fools are sometimes tempted to be knaves when they see the

golden promises these betting brutes put forth. Many a shopboy is

enticed to
"
frisk

"
his master's till, when promised a dead certainty

for
"
putting on the pot." To make it look quite business-like, the

circular we have cited has the name of the firm sending it engraved
upon the envelope, and was posted to a place of business in the City,
where there doubtless is a cashbox quite easy to be frisked. Of how
many thefts these betting scoundrels may be every year the cause, it

would be difficult to guess ; but there is very little question that these
fellows might with justice be indited for receiving stolen cash.

SIB,

STRIKING LITERARY ANNOUNCEMENT.
To the Editor of Punch.

AMONGST your readers there must be many who are also

readers of BURNS. It may interest them to know that I have this day
made a most important discovery. I have ascertained the surname of

the exemplary young woman in The Cotter's Saturday Night, who has
hitherto been only known to us as Jenny. Having occasion to examine
the Catalogues ot the Royal Academy Exhibition, 1 found, in the one
for the year 1843, a quotation from BURNS'S celebrated Poem, which
ran exactly as follows :

" The wily mother sees the conscious name
Bparkle in Jenny's e'e, and flush her cheek ;

With heart-struck anxious c ire inquires his name,
While Jenny Baffling is afraid to speak ;

Weel pleas'd the mother hears it's nae wild, worthless rake.'

It will, I am sure, be as great a satisfaction to the admirers of the

great Scotch Poet on both sides of the Border to make the acquaintance
of Miss JENNY HAFFLINS as it was to

Your obedient servant,

Caledonian Road, COLSTON BASSETT.
Eoe ofLord Mayor's Day.

military Intelligence.

IT is with satisfaction that we announce that the Rifled Popgun is

about to be placed in the hands of the Infantry. As an arm of preci-
sion this breach-loader will, no doubt, be a great improvement on the

noisy but ineffective weapon hitherto employed in the Nurseries of

British Valour.

THE HARVEST OF THE SEA.

WHEN did the ancient Greeks find it profitable to plough the ocean ?

In the days of Ce-crops.

THE TEMPORAL POWER. The Brain.
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'THE HAPPY PAIR THEN LEFT TOWN
Amelia (wl^ flatters herself they are taken for quite an Old Married Couple). "TELL MB, GEORGE, up you LIKE GREEN TEA, OR BLACK?"

\The Waiter winks, the Chambcrinaid chuckles.

NOTE ON THE FIFTH OF NOVEMBER.
IT is a great mistake, Mr. Punch, to suppose that, because we

Britons object to Popery, therefore we hate the POPE. The fact, Sir,
is, on the contrary, that we esteem him, personally, very much. We
believe him to be a good old man, and a jolly one too, for all his woes.
But besides, we entertain a respect for his present Holiness which is

peculiar. He has a great deal in common with one of our own kings,whom we take to have been wrongheaded but sincere. We admire
Pios THE NINTH as we do GEORGE THE THIRD. There is something
grand in the uncompromising obstinacy with which the POPE sticks to
his point, and holds his ground against both the demands of his adver-
saries and the entreaties of his friends. I consider him a fine old
fellow, Sir. "Justum el tenacem propositi virum."

Seated, as it were, aloft before the eyes of Europe, environed with
perils, and answering persuasion and remonstrance alike with his
dogged Noa Possumu*, he exhibits a spectacle of stubbornness which is

absolutely sublime though a little, to be sure transcending the
border of sublimity. It suggests the associated ideas of

"
Capitoli

immobile saxum," and Humpty-Dumpty. The Sovereign Pontiff
won t give in

; he is game, and he will die game let us hope at an
uncommonly good old age.
The POPE believes in himself and his own pretensions, and he acts

out his belief. He disbelieves in modern progress, philosophy, political
economy and principles altogether ; and he says so. He hates the
freedom of printing and speech, civil and religious liberty, toleration
and constitutional government all over the world. He detests the
principles of '89, and proclaims his detestation of them to his French
protectors. He launches excommunication at the head of the

"
Sub-

Alpine King," and flings a Syllabus in the face of Louis NAPOLEON.
He condemns and curses all propositions which he considers erroneous
right and left without fear, and with little favour. At any rate, he
sets the whole world of hui>bugs the example of speaking out ; and
his Noa Possumiu is, in its way, equivalent to our British Protestants'
No Surrender."

Then, Mr. Punch, in his own peculiar way of business see how

thorough the POPE is; how gallantly he goes the whole hog. He
makes Saints as fast as any of his predecessors ever did before him ;

holds canonisations wholesale: doesn't stick at canonising an In-
quisitor. Now, Sir, the anniversary which we have just celebrated
with squibs and crackers suggests one bold thing that his Holiness
might yet do to the encouragement of the faithful and in rebuke of
heretics. Couldn't he resolve to crown the edifice which he has added
so many bricks to, namely the Calendar, and canonise GUY FAWKES ?

Poor GUY was hanged more than two centuries and a half ago. Is it
not high time that his claims to a niche were recognised ? Then the

So NovemDer mi&ht be kept by out-and-outers as the Festival
ot ST. CrUiDO FAWKES, incendiary and martyr. I should honour the
POPE all the more for this inasmuch as I am your humble servant,

______^^^^^^^^^ CONSISTENCY.

WEBER IN THE WORKHOUSE.
A POOR person died the other day at St. Pancras workhouse from

exhaustion, wanting stimulants and getting none, because the master
had removed the control of the brandy from the doctor, and gone away
leaving it locked up. The guardians have now resolved that the
brandy and other stimulants be placed in charge of the matron and
head nurse of the infirmary, 'and that they be held responsible for the
immediate administration of those requisites when prescribed by the
medical officer. This resolution doubtless cost the guardians a painful
effort in trying to practise a little humanity. It maybe the means of
saving lives

; but the master saved brandy : and this, perhaps, is why
he has been let down so lightly as by mere deposition from the dignity
of The Ruler of the Spirits."

Political Extravagance,
THE Trades-Unionists demand the revival of Protection. Political

Economy is as necessary as personal for the labouring classes
; and its

violation will probably lead working men from the Trades-Union to
the Union Workhouse.
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ON THE SAFE SIDE.
BISMAHCK. "WHAT! STRIKE A WOMAN?"
Louis.

" WHY NOT P SHE CAN'T STRIKE AGAIN.-AND YOU 'RE NOT GOING TO HELP HER f
"
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EPICURUS IN THE FIELD OF MARS.

BBICE RESPECTED SIR,
In compliance with

your wish that I should

visit the Paris Eihibition,

1 visited it. I did so before

its closing. I should have

preferred
to do so after that,

because then they would

not have let me in. For I

did not in the least want to

go. I was taken as a child,

of course to see our own
first affair of the kind.

Nothing will come up to

that, if we continue our ex-

posures to the end of time.

But you said
"
go," and I

went.
There is some danger, I

believe, in making remarks

upon the refreshments at

railway stations. In England I think I have heard that you are im-

mediately given in charge to a policeman, if you say that a sand-

wich is stale ;
and a jury of tradesmen refuses to award you damagei

Yon will therefore consider the propriety of inserting my remark t

the soup at Calais was by no means all that could be desired. But

there can be no harm in my saying that at Boulogne-sur-Mer

returned that way I was charged, for a veal-cutlet, a partridge s leg,

and a glass of via ordinaire, the sum of seven francs and a half.

On arriving in Paris at 8 A.M., 1 naturally went to bed The result,

and breakfast, improved the shining hours till 2 P.M. I am able to

speak well of my dejttner (breakfast), especially of some kidneys on

the silver spit, an omelette of fine herbs, and a few other trifles. Then

I thought that I would walk to the Exhibition, but, finding that it was

a good way off, I thought 1 would not. But there >eing a great run

upon the vehicles, I had to wait a long while, and to smoke several

cigars before I could get upon wheels. Then I remembered that I

should like to see the new opera-house, and I took that in my way from

the street of Rivoli to the field of Mars. It perhaps would not be

thought in anybody else's way from one point to another, but genius is

erratic. I admired the front of the new opera-house. It is very splendid

and ornate. There are seven bronze busts of composers looking out at

round holes. Five of them are

ATJBER, MEYEBBBEB, MOZART, Rossim, HALIVT,

I forget the other two GLUCK and SPONTINI, perhaps. I need hardly

say that no English composer is glorified there. But we will alter that

the next time we occupy Paris. The writers of Champagne Charley

and of Kafooselem shall not be forgotten when national melody is

honoured.
Examination of this edifice, and the reflections thereby prompted,

engaged me until there was so little time left, that I decided not to go
to the Exhibition that, day. There is nothing more inartistic than the

doing anything in less time than it deserves. I therefore returned to my
hotel. It is a very good one, and bears the name of the most majestic

of the residences of our beloved Sovereign. Loyalty took me there in

the first instance, comfort retained and recalls me. I required a syphon
and its usual accompaniment. I had them ; and, sitting in a quiet

quadrangle, sub Jove, I meditated on the past history of Paris, on its

singular present, on its mysterious future. When I awoke, it was

quite dark, and time not to think of dinner, but to eat that meal.

I dined, in company with a literary friend of much merit, at a Caf6

near the Bourse (Exchange). It was chiefly remarkable for being well

ventilated, by means of a glass roof, and for the floor being gravel.

When two imaginative an(T highly cultivated poets meet in the social

hour, and quaff the sparkling glass, it were strange did they not flash

out some verse which the world would not willingly let die. I flashed

out as follows :

"
I am sitting on gravel,
And drinking TaveL"

What my friend rejoined with I am not aPliberty to say, but it was

fully as coruscant as my own utterance. We talked, in a more removed

chamber, far into the night, and 1 mentioned to my friend that you
had wished me to see the Exhibition. He said that perhaps I had
better see it, but that he could tell me all about it. I preferred that

he should tell me some anecdotes of a French character. In the

middle of one of them I went to sleep, which statement is to my
friend's credit, as a moralist, if not as a raconteur. But 1 had travelled

all night, and in company with the Members or those who should
have been the Members for Great Snoring, Essex.
The following day, which was that of the defeat of GARIBALDI at

Mentana, I rose about eleven. It was scarcely one when I reached

the Exhibition. I rode there in an omniboose, fare fifty centimes, and

a female conductor trim, sharp-eyed, rosy. [Why not a female con-

ductor f In Paris it is not the business of an omnibus official to charge

sixpence for a twopenny ride, to assault young ladies and break their

umbrellas, and call them Jewesses (with a bid prefix) for remonstrating.

MR. PAOET will accept my compliments for accumulating penalties 10

a way that must convince rnfluns that even in England this sort of

thing is excess of zeal.] When 1 got out, I looked for the Trocadero.

Does any one know why it was so called? I shall not tell, but

remind persons of CAMPBELL'S stanzts to the memorv of the Spanish

patriots lately killed in resisting the regency and the|DoKE].op
AMGOULEME

"
Vengeance is behind, and justice is te come."

An instalment of the latter has come in the fact that the Paris

Trocadero has been utterly humiliated, and is now a sort of plantation

with elegant steps. But I forbear to pursue this subject. Tne cent ral

court of the Louvre, and a noble thing it is, with more statues to great

men than we have got all over England (deducting the late lamented

PHINCB CONSORT'S) is at present called after NAPOLEON TBOIS. But,

as mfr friend SHKLLEY says, "Naught may endure but Mutability."

1 had much difficulty m reaching the gates of the Exhibition. So

many of tiie wares of France were proffered for my inspection by

vendors who would have made no objection to my immediately removing

the articles, that 1 could hardly get on without incivility. I was hin-

dered, but was pleased to see that free-trade principles were recognised

in France to an extent beyond that which would have been permitted

in England. 1 fear that a policeman here would hare caused these

exhibitors to stand back. But at length I reached the turnstile, Mid

tendered my franc. As I laid it down, I saw that it bore the head of

Locis PHILIPPE. I hadTnot intended this insult to Imperialism, but

had the officials noticed it, I hope that I am too much of a Briton not

to have stood on the very offensive. They took the L. P. money, how-

ever, as calmly as somebody else took the L. P. property. I was within

the Exhibition. Tbat is, I was on a walk pf a garden which surrounded

the Exhibition. Tawdry flags, very dingy, drooped dismally from

posts. I was not impressed, or rather I was so much impressed, that I

looked around for refreshment.

There was plenty of that, my old boy. By Saint Denis, who was for

France, there was no end of what my friend RABELAIS calls inside-

timber. The Eihibition is a lot of Ovals, and the biggest and outsidest

of the Napoleon Ovals is was, I mean devoted to the noble art of

eating and the noble science of drinking. Restaurant after restaurant,

bar after bar, lushcrib after lushcrib, according to your elegance of

mind. There smiled the gracious virgins of SPIEBS AMD POND, witk

their bright eyes and golden hair they have driven the male Parisians

wild, and I do not wonder. They would be called prettyish girls in

London. But in Paris the majority of persons are so ugly, that I quite

comprehend why Paris made a fool of itself about the English waiter-

esses. If the Exhibition has done nothing else, it has finally and for ever

stamped out the cant about French women. Tiie English woman is im-

measurably handsomer than the French woman, and the English lady is

incalculably better dressed than the French lady. I only record the ad-
;

mission of the fact. I don't want to crow. It speaks well for the Parisians

that they admit this, and that, Anglomania in costume rages among them.

Nay, the gallant youths of Paris have found out that the superiority is

not alone with our women. It is seen that an English gentleman's

morning dress is the most becoming thing going, and it is delightful to

behold young France toned down into uniform colour and easy garb.

I have good hope of them yet. The older fools among them paint and

powder their sallow faces, and blacken their moustaches, out these

fribbles will decay away, espec
;

ally under the hard labour of bem?

obliged to clean their naiU, (an operation now dt rigueur,) but the

youth seem to me maulier since my last visit.
_ _

Tliis is no digression you told ms to Sie the Exhibition, but if I

am boring you, let me shut up. Bless me, dj you think it's any

pleasure to me to write F
Yours, ftc.,

EPICDTUJS ROTUSDUS.

[Our contributor ha? the faculty of self-excitement. We take no

notice of his petulance. He can resume next week, or not, as may

please him. ED.]

Not said at the Synod.

THB BISHOP o? GREOOKT said a good thing yesterday. An enthu-

siastically Ritualistic young lady showed him a charming photograph
of a group of handsome young Curates decked out in all the lovely

i _L __;n:_. .: i.i ..u:. "Those are Anglicans,"
''
but I may say that

beg pardon for Latin,

my dlsar if they were only Christian*.''

of a group of handsome young uurates aecicea oui u
church millinery of sentimental schism.

"
Those a

she said.
"
No," said his Lordship, smiling ;

''
but .

though non ANGLL, they would be Angelisil. beg pa

THE GaEATEST OF OUR PEERS. What an enormous"size LOSD
QRANVILLB must bs ! Speaking of him at the Paris Exhibition ban-

quet, the newspaper says,
"
His Lordship filled the roosi."
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SEVERE.

Elderly Equestrian.
" GOOD MORNING, KITTT. ARE YOU RIDING WITHOUT A GKOOM ? / SHOULD NOT LIKE TO DO so !

"

Kitty.
" WHY NOT, AUNTY, DEAR ? You ARE QUITE OLD ENOUGH TO TAKE CARE OF YOUBSELF !

"

A CONVERSATION ON HORSE.

SCENE BROWN'S Dinner-table.

Brown. SMITH, another slice of beef.

Smith. Thanks : meat is down a little.

Jones. It was awfully dear.

Robinson. Fancy, from eleven to thirteen-pence a pound !

Old Lady. Seems like eating money, a'most doesn't it.

SmM. It 's still very high.
Robinson. Worse than venison sometimes in more senses than one.
Old Lady (suppressing a titter). Now, go along with you.
Brown. We must get beef and mutton from South America and

from Australia.

Jones. The antipodes to beef and mutton. {General cries of
" Oh .'"

Smith. Who knows what we may come to horse, perhaps.
Old Lady. Ugh !

Smith. They say it is very good : the French are taking to it.

Old Lady. Nasty, dirty, horrid creatures ! But there, we know that

they '11 eat anything.
Briggs. Eh, what, then, have they left off frogs ; eh, because frogs

are scarce, and have taken to horse ?

Jones. Cats'-and-dogs'-meat.
Ladies. Shocking !

Smith. Oh, but some of our fellows have eaten it, and think it

capital. They dined the other day with a French hippophagist ate

nothing but horse.

Brown. Except potatoes.
Smith. Except potatoes, which were dished in horse-oil.
Old Lady. Yah ! It really makes me feel quite ill.

Briggs. Take a little drop of brandy, Ma'am.
Smith. It 's funny though, eating horse. They might both eat horse

and talk it. Fancy one saying to the other,
" How do you like your

roast-chesnut P
"

Jones. Yes, and the conversation passing from horse-stakes to sweep-
stakes.

Robinson. And back again to saddle of horse.
Smith. There would be two ways of discussing the favourite.

Robinson. And of a horse being in for the plate.
Jones. Do they make mare's-tail soup ?

Brown. Have they any horse-veal ?

Smith. As calf is to veal, so would colt be to what ?

Robinson. We could make nothing of poulain. Perhaps we should

say foal foal cutlets.

Jones. Chump end ; kidney end of a loin of foal.

lit Young Lady. The idea !

%nd Young Lady. Perfectly disgusting !

Smith. Fillet of foal.

Jones. Fillet of filly.

Brown. Well, gentlemen, this is all very well ; bat how are 'you to

get cheap horse. The high-mettled racer may go to the hounds dopr-

cheap in his old age, but prime horseflesh would be an expensive
article. It would be cheaper to eat an ox than a horse, say, warranted
to go quiet in harness.

Smith. Yes, but the fact is that a horse past work is not therefore

past eating. Up to a certain age he will fatten for the table. Then
lots of horses, disabled by accident, are young and healthy. If horse-
flesh were popular, there is one thing which alone would make it cheap.
Brown. What 's that ?

Smith. Granite road-pavement, which ruins the horses. Often in one
moment reduces a horse from a hundred guineas in value to the price
of his carcase.

Jones. For example the granite paving from the Marble Arch to the
Bank of England.

Robinson. For that and all such horse-killing pavements, thank the
Vestries.

Smith. On the part of all hippophagists.
Brown. If there are any who should present them with testimonials

for cheapening horse-meat.
Omnes. Hear, hear ! [Scene closes.

From the (Y)East.

THE Rpmford ale, we are told, is in great request in India. This i

not surprising, for what fitter mart could be found for the beer of Inn
than India ?
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU V. MY FUNNY FRIEND. TABLEAU VI. MY SENSIBLE
FRIES I >.

I GO up-stairs to bed. How shall I shake GRIGG off to-morrow? I

wish FRED LANGSON was here (portrait No. 6, jny Sensible Friend),

ie'd advise me. LANGSON always advises me : or rather, 1 always go

o LANGSON for advice. While 1 am thinking of this, a tremendous

ihouting and knocking in the street below. At our house ? No.
"

'J'. I TT: 1 >* KlrA o man in M/\ra.nimil a TIlPIl Kan*T f hllTnn i

Hill UC, J. 111 OIUIL Ul U1U1. If UGltu^wu J. J<*lllp ***l *. p.J . ,"
sharply, or else the bed 's badly made, for I 'm brought up with a jerk,

and rather hurt myself in trying to kick my legs straight out as usual.

Odd. I 'm in a sort of bag. Suddenly the remembrance of the ex-

pression
"
Apple-pie bed" occurs to me. Also that I let my Funny

Friend come up here to wash his hands. Hang the fellow ! (Bang,

bang, bang, with a stick at a door on the opposite side of the street.)

My light is out. I have matches patent ones which will only

strike on theirown box. Not one will answer. My Funny Friend again

confound him ! I shall have to let him into the house, to ask him what

the deuce he's done with the matches. ( Bang, bang,
" Hi ! hi!

'

in

the street.) No, I won't. I'll make my bed in the dark. I try. The

sheets don't seem big enough, or the blankets too big. Somehow, I

can't make the bed without the blankets being out at most uncom-

fortable places. If I get the sheet at the head, I can't get it at the

foot if at the foot, there's none at the head. Then my pillows tumble

down. Now I 've lost my pocket-handkerchief. Never mind, I can

get a clean one out of my drawer. I know where they are in the dark,

as I keep everything in such regular order. I go to the usual place :

put my hand in. Boots! My Funny Friend again : again confound

him ! The banging in the street has been going on all this time. I

hear a gruff voice. A policeman. Hurrah ! GRIGG will be taken up.

People are looking out of their windows my Aunt and her maid are-

asking if it 's fire. The policeman answers no. la he going to walk

GRIGG off? I 've a great mind, if I could only disguise my voice, to

say,
" Take him up, he 's a nuisance : I give him in charge for disturb-

ing the peace," or words to that effect. The Policeman does not take

GRIGG up. On the contrary, he joins him La shouting, and presently

takes to throwing stones at the New Inn windows. An elderly gentle-

man looks out from somewhere, and to whatever he says I hear GRIGG

reply,
"
Don't make such a noise. I can't hear myself knocking." At

old humbug," it created a breach between us which time has never

thoroughly healed.

In defending my friends of course I am obliged to admit that every-

one has a right to his own opinion, and therefore when I hear LANGSON
called an ass. a fool, an idiot, and a boshy old impostor, my only repl^
is,

"
Well, of course, everyone must speak of a man as he finds him,

'

which I feel to be an unsatisfactory mode of resenting these epithets,

which do seem to imply that one must be rather a queer sort of a fellow

to have such a friend as an adviser. LASGSON is, of course, too sen-

sible to mind what is said of him. He said as much to me one day
when I mentioned to him a few of the names 1 had heard him called ;

1 recollect it well, because he added that no man of sense ought to care

for abuse
;
and he was sure that / would take n9 notice of a man who

called me behind my back a weak muff, an effeminate snob, a shallow-

pated credulous, harmless, sort of lunatic, which he said represented

the various opinions of people who professed to be my friends.

I asked,
" Who said that ?

"
and he wouldn't tell me. I said 1 'd

keep it quite secret if he 'd let me know, but he wouldn't. He laughed,

and repeated the names (be needn't have done that), and I said such

fellows were beneath contempt.
"
Because," as I argued,

"
I was sure I

' wasn't a snob, and as to being weak or a muff, or confound it, shallow-

?ated,

that was absurd." However, I never told him again what names
'd heard him called, because I really am grieved to think there should

be anyone who considers me as a snob, or shallow-pated, or a muff 1 ask

myself, am I ? or am 1 not ? Is there any truth in it, and I do not

humbug myself when I say, not a bit. So I determined not to let this

sort of thing rankle in my mind for a minute. It does rankle, though.
' '

it.

GRIGG and the Policeman disappear within.
. ,,

The neighbourhood is at peace ;
but I can t get my apple-pie bed

has thought his hair off. He wears a heavy moustache, joining a beard
1

tinged with grey : this looks patriarchal, and in a general way so

ancient and eastern, that even scoffers would be inclined to take the

early history of the world upon his single testimony.

He speaks slowly and sedately. You might call GRIGG
"
the laugh-

ing philosqpher," and LANGSON "the crying philosopher." You

might, but it wouldn't be good, as LANGSON doesn't cry. I tell him

that I fancy I am in disgrace at Head Quarters ; that GRIGG is, as the

song says,
"
the cause of this anguish ;

"
nd that

"
I want my Sen-

sible Friend's advice as to whether I'd better explain it all at Head

Quarters, or what ?
"

When he has heard my story, he puffs at his long heavy pipe, (his

j
smoking is in itself a solemn religious function), ana I wait amxiously

for the first expression of his opinion. He removes kis pipe from his

lips, and regards the fire steadily. I watch him. He is evidently

turning the whole matter over and over in his mind. This man a

wooden-headed ass, a humbug, pooh ! He is arguing the points pro

I

and con, whatever the points may be, with himself, betore delivering

judgment. He bends forward, fie has come to some conclusion, and

will speak. Well ? He takes a long breath, leans back again in his

Next morning. GRIGG not up. Don't wonder at that. My Aunt not

up : very unwell, requires a course of ginger. Don't wonder at that.

There is a train to town in fifteen minutes' time. 1 leave GRIGG to my
Aunt, injured MRS. BUZZYBY, and her outraged husband with the butter

in his right boot. I go with a view to consulting my Sensible Friend.

While away ( I may mention here) I received notice from Head Quarters
that my attendance as Inspector under the Olfactory Act at Cokingham
would be dispensed with. No reason assigned. I am in future to be

restricted to London and the Home Circuit ;
that is, though they don't

say so, under surveillance of the authorities. Do I know why ? I think

I do. Between my old and new duties there is an interval of holiday.

But, being in town, my Sensible Friend is the man to go to, under the
'

circumstances.
FRED LANGSON, my Sensible Friend was, on the cold day I called, !

sitting before what I admitted at once was "
something like a sensible

fire." He was ready with his reason for the blaze,
"
Because," said

he,
"

it 's cold." Such a sensible fellow ! We were both glad to see

one another, and said so several times. I told him I 'd recently come
from Cokingham, and he immediately replied, that he was sorry he !

"
couldn't offer me anything," giving his satisfactory and sensible

reason,
"
because there 's nothing in the house."

EPISCOPAL PERFUME.

TBE BISHOP OF NEW YORK has been much pleased with his visit

to Old England. Specially has he been delighted with his brother

hierarchs. One piece of information which the good bishop gives will

be interesting to most persons :

" Ha hud vidtod the palaces of seTeral of the Bishops, nd tht atnmphere vhich

the

might make , , .

Good sound common sense. Happening to complain of my old umbrella

being useless if it should rain, he sensibly observed,
"
I advise you to

get another as soon as possible." A story is told of him (and I believe

it) that he once saved a man's life by advising him not to stand near a

target while rifle practice was going on, and 1 know that it was on his

recommendation that a man of my acquaintance who couldn't swim a
stroke was deterred from jumping put of a boat into sixteen feet of

water. He is, in fact, a very sensible fellow, and when my Hearty
Friend alluded to him as a

"
wooden-headed donkey," and

"
a thorough

of a

Will any of Mr. Punch's episcopal friends (he has many) inform him
how this blessed atmosphere is generated, and where the material can

be procured, and whether the same result can be obtained in a secular

mansion? The "savour of such good ointments" would be worth

cultivating. It must be a much nicer thing than the odour of sanctity,

which Popish saints prepare by masterly inaction in the matter of

lavation. Would MM. PIESSB AND LUBIN, or M. RIMMEL call upon
one or two of the bishops and investigate ? We predict great popu-

larity for Bouquet de Bishop.

A Company with a Queer Name
A JOINT-STOCK association is advertised under the name of Accident

Insurance Company (Limited). Oae might think that the surest of all

accident insurance societies would \>s a mismanaged railway company,
with signalmen and pointsmen underpaid. Limited liability for the

consequences of parsimony or carelessness insures numerous accidents

on most lines.

MACBETH ON POSTERS.
"
Hang out your Bangers on the outward

walls."
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CASTLES IN THE AIR.

Julia (reads)"
' A palace lifting to eternal summer

'
Its marble walls, from out a glossy bower

' Of coolest foliage musical with birds,
' Whose songs should syllable thy name !

*

' Dost thou like the picture !
'

ISN'T IT BEAUTIFUL, AUGUSTUS ?
"

Augustus (Civil Service, but no poet).
"
OH, UNCOMMONLY ! BUT,

MY DEAR GAL, YOU KNOW WE SHALL NEVER BE ABLE TO DO THAT
SORT OF THING ON OUR FIVE HUNDRED A-YEAR !

"

SPECULATIVE PLAT-FISHING.

FiSHine for flat fish is a profitable employment, but it is not half so
lucrative as fishing for flats. There are countless ways in which this

occupation is pursued, one of the commonest now being the announce-
ment of a "system" of safe betting upon races, a bait by which no
doubt some flats are often caught. Another bait which very frequently
is thrown out by the flat-fishers is the prospectus of some bubble com-

pany or other, with a letter from a bubble broker, recommending the

investment, and offering some shares. For instance, some fine morn-
ing the flat finds upon his breakfast-table a business-like big envelope,
containing the prospectus of a gold mine iu the moon, or some other
distant country, and a letter which begins by calling him

"
Dear Sir,"

and, after a profusion of apologies for intruding on a stranger with"
lengthy printed documents, which might at a first glance seem press-

ing you to join in a speculation," proceeds to dangle just before his

eyes this rather tempting bait :

" We arc not philanthropists in desiring to give away a fortune to others, but we
wish to offer you your name having come across in the way of business a limited
interest in this company, now that there can be no question of its suee>s, at a very
moderate premium or profit to ourselves, feeling that we shall probably secure in
the future thereby a share of your investing favours, to, we hope, our mutual
benefit."

Charity begins at home, and philanthropy with business men begins
with number one. There is small need to disclaim the possession of
such virtues when selling bubble shares, even on such vastly advanta-
geous terms as these :

" We offer you, subject to a reply within four days only, ten or any less number
of the paid-up shares 5 each for 5 10. nett per shnre. We have no hesitation in

saying that these shares are now worth 2 to 3 premium, still lass in asserting
that within one year from date they will be selling at from 30 to 50 per share."

Promises are made far more easily than profits ; and, as fools are
rather plentiful and proverbially are easy to be parted from their

money, there need be little "hesitation in asserting" that a bubble will

increase in value ere it bursts. A rise from 5 10a. to 50 can be

hardly deemed a
"
fortune

" when restricted to ten shares : but great
flats are not seldom caught with very little bait. It may scarcely seem
quite business-like to tempt a man into one's office by offering him an
investment below the market price : but flats know nothing about

business, and any day will walk into a bubble broker's parlour like

the fly into the spider's if they fancy there is anything which they
may gain by going there.
The letter we have quoted pleasantly ends thus :

"Hoping you are in a position to secure the small interest offered, and that'

having done so, you will not forget us as your advisers in the matter,
" We are, dear Sir, yours [hieroglyphically] GAMMON and SHARP."

A flat who puts his faith in prospectuses of mines is not likely to
"
forget

"
the man who lured him to believe in them. New mines are

mostly gambling places opened underground, and only flats arid

sharpers will have anything to do with them.

AUGMENTATION OF CURATES.

THE newspapers inform us that during the past week important
meetings on behalf of the Curates' Augmentation Fund have been held

at Ipswich and at Winchester. Is it the object of the Curates'

Augmentation Fund to augment the numbers of Curates, or the bodily

proportions of every individual Curate to the slenderness of whose
means they correspond ? The more Curates, perhaps, the better for

the neglected classes, if the curators of souls are themselves enabled
to keep body and soul comfortably together. This condition implies
the physical augmentation of many a Curate whose dimensions are

ridiculously smaller than those of an average Rector or Dean. A
Curate ought to be augmented to a certain rotundity in order that he

may have sufficient weight in the pulpit, and fill it properly.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. 24. Holford Square, In the Pariah of St. James, Clerkenwll, in the OonntT of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, * Co., Lombard
^- --. Street, in the Precinct of Whitefriars, in tlieCity of London, and Published by him at No. 8fi, Fleet Street, in the Parish of 8t. Bride, City of London. BiTCaBAT,NovE*BEa 16,1867.
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SHERIFFS' EXCUSES.
"

Yesterday, at the nomination of Sheriff*, in the Court of Exchequer, many gentlemen
sought to be excused on various grounds, and a considerable number of memorials, petitions,

MI 1 medical certificates were banded in." Timet, fiftvtmbfr IX

IIESE
" various

grounds
"

of ex-

cuse occupied a

considerable space
in the Timet, but

Mr.Punch has good
reasons for believ-

ing that an irresis-

tible appeal was
made to the kind

feelings of the Re-

porter not to pub-
lish many more
which were ad-

duced. Mr. Punch,
however, who was
present, and wore
iiis gold robes of

nflice, and did his

best to follow the

Queen's Remem-
brancer when he
administered the

oath in Norman French, is fabricated of sterner stuff, and feels constrained by
a violent sense of duty to acquaint his county friends with some more of the pleas
urged by the commoners of England, in the Court of Exchequer, on the

" Morrow
of St. Alartin."

ENGLAND.
Agric.ulturahUre.T&s.. MARMADUKE MAXIMILIAN HAUGHTISON of Great swells.

Would lie glad to be excused serving till 1870, as it is not convenient to him to

put his servants into new liveries before that year. Also his grand piano is out
of order.

S'indilandshire. SIR VAVASOUR VIVIAN of Bijou near Edenthorpe. Is newly
married. Young wife timid, and objects to his being exposed to any unnecessary
rii-k in these agitating times.

WtMtf.Ma. REGINALD RAYMOND OTHO DE ROUNCEVILLE of Quivering
St. Aspens. Is particularly sensitive to physical pain, and therefore prays to

be excused, because he understands the sheriff's are "pricked," a cruel operation
I which he thinks HER MAJESTY should be advised to omit. (Medical certificate.)

Stumpslrire. SIR WILLOUGHBY BOWLER BAXTOPPE of Great Over, Bailsmere.
Lives but for cricket. Is afraid that the Summer Assizes would interfere with the

great match in which he is engaged to play, between the Eleven of the United
Kingdom and Twenty-two of Bailsmere and district.

Wesfolk MR. PLANTAGENET TUDOR TRESILIAN of Ermengarde Castle. Has
just lost one of his carriage horses and finds great difficulty in matching the

survivor. If his Shrievalty could be postponed for a year would be willing to

give HER MAJESTI'S representatives four piebalds instead of a pair of bays.

Huntinffshire. LANCELOT ALURED EVERINGHAM HAMILTON TAILLEBOIS (com-
monly called LORD VULPSLBY) of High Breding, near Foxford. Is a Master
of Hounds, and cannot possibly spare time to be a Sheriff.

PotentatesMre.NTH. COPPERTHWAITE JOBSON TREDDLES of Normanville Abbey,
Great Saxondale. Has only recently retired from business as a ship-chandler at

Martport, and purchased the Abbey of the last of the FiTZ-Ocos. Is, therefore,
not yet quite at his ease in County society, and would be glad to have a year's

breathing time.

Ilumberland. SIR ANNESLEY HUBERT BIPONT of Roxabel. As a man of taste

and comfort, with an eye for the artistic and the aesthetic, protests against being
obliged to spend several days in the year in the Court House at Briborough,
which is. both outside and mside, one of the ugliest and most inconvenient

public edifices in the kingdom.
Shopshire MR. SYDNEY CONYERS DE WALDO BLATHERWYCKE of The Plea-

saunce. So extremely short-sighted that he is confident he should not be able to

distinguish a Chief Justice from a Puisne Judge. (Medical certificate handed in

to that effect.)

Easfolk MR. BELLINGHAM BARRINGTON BEAUCOURT of Woodbine Grange,
near Brinkley. Eldest daughter, LEONORA CHARLOTTE SOPHIA, will be married
at the time of the Spring Assizes ; youngest, NBA AMY ALICE ADA (the darling,
and going out to India for fourteen years at the least) will be similarly circum-
stanced just as the Summer Assizes commence. If there was a Winter Gaol
Delivery in his County could not possibly be present, aa he is subject every
year, at that time, to an attack of Pheasant ilia.

Hareshire. SIR CAMBRIDGESHIRE ST. LEGER, of Bonvivant Lodge. Can he
have a guarantee that the

Spring
"
meeting

"
will not clash with Newmarket?

Ready money not too plentiful.
Trentshire. MR. PHILIP BLYTHE JOLY of Debonair House, Devonside. Is

enlarging bis dining-room. It will not be papered and painted ready for the enter-
tainment of the County until after next Summer Assizes.

Woldshire. SIR HUGH GRANBY ALRINGTON of Yore. Hates fuss, crowds,
trumpets, javelin-nien, deputy Lieutenant's uniform, church bells, public meetings,
badly ventilated courts, great dinners, and county elections.

WALKS.

PenillionsAire. MR. HUGH EVANS PRICE THOMAS
DAVIES LLOYD LBWIS WYNNE WILLIAMS PHILLIPS of

Llamplasgarn-goedilofaw. Called the attention of the

Court, by memorial, to the remarkable and unprecedented
circumstance that not a single gentleman of the name of
JONES had been summoned to serve from any of the
Welsh counties.

Eisleddfodthire. MR. DAVID OWEN REES RICHARDS
JENKINS, of Cw, would only consent to serve on the

positive understanding that the Judge on Circuit should
be a Welshman. If, to the disgrace of England, none of
the ancient race are now on the Bench, one to be imme-
diately added.

Mr. Puni-h cnuld not advise his colleagues, of whom
it is only necessary to mention the LORD CHANCELLOR,
the CHANCELLOR OF TIIK EXCHEQUER, and the three
Common Law Chiefs, to listen to any of the excuses pre-
ferred, except MR. P. B. JOLT'S of Trentshire (as an
encouragement, to that declining virtue, hospitality), and SIR
HUGH GKANBT ALHINGTON'S of Woldshire, with whom he

cordially sympathised, being himself the devotee of seclu-

sion, and sequestration from the blare and bustle of the
world.

THE SUMMONS TO TUB NEW SCHOOL
AT ST. NTKI'IIK.X S.

Now gather, little boys,
Krc^h from your long vacation

From your tasks and from your toys,
Your toil or recreation.

Be't like GRANT DUFF from "shinning"
Impartially all round,

Like OMIORNK from broad-grinning,
Or LOWE from sense too sound.

'Tis not the usual meeting
This in November fog,

Hut a Master waits your greeting,
\Vlio 's King Stork and not King Log.

With new brooms to sweep clean, boys,
New birches to swish smartly :

New bounds, new schools, new cribs, new rules,

Gowns partly new, turn'd partly.

No cut-and-dried Whig fossil :

No dead-alive old Tory :

As little of the RUSSELL,
As the STANLEY of old story :

No GLADSTONE, though he mixes
Hues as incongruous quite,

And on Tory bases fixes

His Radical New-light.

Impossible to say, boys,
What there is he mayn't teach you :

Nor the weight of dulness weigh, boys,

Spite of which he mayn't reach you :

In seven years of tuition

He made Radicals of Tories,
All by braving a small scission,

And telling a few stories.

But one art is his chiefest boast

Political gymnastics :

In which he proves himself the most
Elastic of Elastics.

No leap i' the dark will give him pause ;

In party Acrobatics,
He at defiance sets all laws
Of Parliamentary statics.

Puts his head where his feet should be,
His feet 'twixt his shirt-collars :

Nor only does this feat.^r se,

But teaches it his scholars,
Until his pupils in his tracks

All gravity a-spurning,
Upom themselves to turn their bucks,

CASTLEREAGH'S feat are learning.

MOTTO FOR THE WALRUS. Not "WILKES and

Liberty," but
" Whelks and Confinement."

VOL. HII.
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A POST-PRANDIAL HAZARD.
Uncle (Gentleman of the Old School}.

" 'K HERB GEORGSH, THIS-'H WAY I SB.'

PLAY THIS-'H SHTROKB ! I

"

MIRACLES OF MECHANISM.
THIS is good :

"
I understand that his Holiness has visited the wounded nnd th

prisoners, and has taken so much interest in the events of the da]
that he had the mechanism of the Chassepot rifle explained to bin-

by a French soldier the other day whin be pasted through th<

Popolo gate to the Borghcse Villa."

Thus writes the Roman correspondent of the Post
Considering whose Vicar the POPE calls himself, and i

supposed to be by his spiritual subjects, he .must, whils
having the mechanism of the Chassepot rifle explained t(

him by a French soldier, have presented a somewhat edi

fying spectacle to the faithful bystanders. Fancy the

Representative of the Prince of 'Peace attending will
interest to instruction in the mechanism of a breech
loader ! So occupied he should have been sketched for an
historical picture. The curiosity of the Holy Father
however, is quite intelligible. He knew that the Chasse
pot rifle had "

done wonders "
for the temporalities o

the Holy See. He naturally wished to know the con
trivance by means of which those wonders were wrought
People who are credibly informed of any wonders mostl;
do. There are those who deny that the age of miracles is

past. Certainly the wonders of the Chassepot rifle appear
to have been the only sort of miracles of late done for the
Papacy. A few years ago we used to hear of others
Certain pictures and statues, for example, winked anc
made faces. Now, one good turn deserves another. The
POPE knows, or at least ought to know, by what
machinery the grimaces of those images were occasioned
His Holiness has had the mechanism of the Chassepol
rifle explained to him. Will he, in return, be so kind as to

explain the mechanism of the winking Madonna of Rimini P

A Man of Two Months.
THE EMPEROR OP THE FRENCH has been called the Man

of December. His friends call him the Elect of the French
Nation. On Monday the fourth instant the Elect of the
French Nation, by his troops, assisted the POPE'S army to
crush the Garibaldians, and thwart the choice of the Italian
nation. He has now, then, earned a right to be called also
the Man of November.

WHAT books would most appropriately be read while
you're eating boiled mackerel P The works of FENEL-ON.

A SAMPLE OF SPIRIT-POETRY.

(From our Superstitious Correspondent.)

KNOWING you to be an obstinate disbeliever in Spiritualism, I send
u the following specimen of spirit-poetry, in the assurance that it

will overcome incredulity as inveterate as even yours is as to the reality
of spiritual communications :

" When spirits guide your trembling soltls,
And love flows down incessantly ;

Though loud on earth the thunder rolls,
In heaven you '11 ret eternally."

The foregoing extract is part of about five inches and a half of the
ame kind of verse in the Spiritual Magazine for November. I do not
quote any more of it, because I think that the half-inch that you will
ow have read is on the one hand quite as much as you would care to
ead, and, on the other, quite enough to convince you of its spiritual
wigin. Its style unmistakeably manifests real and genuine poetical
aspiration. The whole of the metre of which it is a taste scooped, as
t were, out of a cheese which you may say, if you like, is not at all
he cheese proceeded from the pencil of a young lady who sits with
Dencil in hand and paper before her, waiting for spirits to come and
work the former, so as to make it versify on the latter. A correspondent
f the Spiritual Magazine, who sent her pencil's work in a letter to
hat judicious miscellany, says :

"
I should like to ask any of your readers who may deny the reality of spiritommimiun (if you have any such) whence these verses come ? The lady through
they were written has sometimes held her pencil for a whole morning with-

ut result : and when the influence came it wa sudden and decided, and with such
results as I have here stated."

This statement is confirmed by the quality of the verses traced by her
encil. They are evidently not those of the Medium. You may say
hey are. You may assert that they are plainly the produce of medi-
crity. lias may be a pun, but it is not an argument. I go further
rank them below mediocrity. I consider the Medium whose pencilrrote them to have been inspired, but not like the Swan of Avon or

your friend in the Isle of Wight. There are degrees of inspiration in

quality as well as in quantity, according to the class of spirits whence it

comes. The divine WILLIAMS and the illustrious ALFRED wrote under
the influence of spirits of the higher spiritual orders. Mediums often
write under that of the lower. Thus it was in the case of the one in

question. How do I know this? Step into any old churchyard.
Read the gravestone poetry. Dpn't you see that her verses are

exactly the same itttffama ejusdem with "Affliction sore long
time he bore," and

" A loving husband and a father dear," &c. The
fact that this sort of poetry is peculiar to churchyards intimates its

derivation from disembodied spirits. They are moslly illiterate spirits,
who contribute to their own epitaphs through the medium of the sex-

ton, parish clerk, or stone mason. I maintain that the verses of which
I have given you a sample, proceeded from spirits of that description,
and I hope you are convinced.

TYNDALL'S ARS POETICA.

PROFESSOR TTNDALL is a great man, and his Lectures on Sound are

delightful and instructive and suggestive reading. But he says some-
thing of which we fail to understand the precise meaning.
The PROFESSOR saith :

" Music resembles poetry of smooth and perfect rhythm ; noise resembles harsh
and rumbling prose. But at the wordt of prate might by proper arrangement be rtducid
to poetry, so also by rendering its element! periodic, the uproar of the streets might be
converted into the music of the orchestra."

Well, we have been trying (with our coat off, in spite of the cold) to

get at a proper arrangement by which to reduce the PROFESSOR'S words
of prose into poetry. We have done it, certainly. See !

" But as the words of prose might proper by
Arrangement he reduced to poetry,
So also by rendering its elements periodic
The uproar of the streets might be converted into music."

But really we don't think much of this poetry. It is scarcely better
han the poetry of WALT WHITMAN. Will the PROFESSOR reveal to us
ome better art of arrangement P
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COUNTRY-HOUSE STUDIES.
(HABITS OP THE YOUNO LADY VISITORS.)

" A HAIR-BRUSHING." WHICH MEANS, PRF.TTY DRESSING-GOWNS, AND GOSSIP IN EACH OTHER'S ROOMS, FOR ANY NUMBER OF

HOURS, AFTER SAYIKO " GOOD NIGHT !

" DOWNSTAIRS. [N.B. Only confidential Friends admitted.

LOWE IDEAS.

MY DEAK DR. BIBCH,
I KNOW that, as a rule, you never dream of reading anything

more modern than Horace or Herodotus, still, I dare say you have

glanced over the speech on education which ROBERT LOWE delivered

the other day at Edinburgh. I can imagine how sonorously you pish'd
and psha'd at him for venting such inanities as this :

" As mathematics are now studied, they either remain foreign to the mind or
the student (committed to his memory, but never incorporated with his under-

standing and his thoughts), or else they enslave and dominate his mind, so that he
is only ablo to think in abstract formulas, and becomes a useless being, except for
the must abstruse calculations."

Moreover, as you went to Oxford, and the classics are your strong
point, you doubtless sneered at him still more for being so absurd as to

say such stuff as this :

"
Surely if we make languages a part of education, the English language has

prior claims to Latin and Greek."

After such rank folly, you were of course prepared to hear him sneer
at classic verse-making, the stronghold, we well know, of all our English
public schools. A scholastic mind like yours must shrink in horror
from a man who thinks that making Latin verses is not the aim and end
of a good English education, and who is not ashamed to put forth such
rank heresies as this :

"
It is the Idea of the pedantic mind that nothing can be good for education, or

good for mental discipline, unless it will be utterly useless In future life."

I was for just six years at a public school myself, and cost my father

something near two hundred pounds a-year. What I learned there, I

dp not with much certainty remember, excepting that I knew the para-
digmi of TiWo>, and, assisted by a Gradus, could write Jambics (as we
called them), Hexameters, or Sapphics, with a fair amount of fluency,
and also of false quantities, on whatever unsuggestive subject might be
set. By dint of constant practice, I could write them far more easily

than a letter in plain English, or than I could describe the position of

Kamschatka, or discover the solution of a sum in rule of three. Of
Greek and Roman history I learned the merest smattering, and of

English I knew nothing that a common village school will not teach

in a month.
But I learned to be a gentleman, you will of course insist : and for

answer I may tell you that, on entering the school, in four-and-twenty
hours I had learned to tell a lie, and, thanks to brutal fagging, in six

weeks I had learned to become a skilful sneak. If you doubt what the

effect of fagging is on small, weak boys, read what SYDNEY SMITH has

written in the Edinburgh Review ; and remember SYDNEY SMITH was a

parson like yourself, and equally incapable of telling an untruth.

Fagging, you may tell me, is no part of education ;
and under proper

regulations may check despots of mere muscle, and conduce to the good
government and order of a school. But fagging and nonsense verses

go hand in hand together, and the champions of the one are the

defenders of the other, and that is why I venture to find fault with

them both. English mothers now hate fagging, and are more than

ever earnest to prevent their bov from being such a tortured little slave

as I was when at school And English fathers are beginning to think

with ROBERT LOWE that something far more useful than the art of

nonsense-verse-making should be purchased for their sons for two
hundred pounds a-year.

Hoping you and other pedants may learn to see the need of public
school reform in the points which I have noted, believe me, my dear

Doctor, Yours sincerely,

STULTUS SMITH.

Domestic Discourse.

THE principal topic of conversation everywhere in the servants'

hall just now is what JOHN, THOMAS, and MAB.Y call the Batcher's

Round Robbing.

A CHEAP BATH. A farthing dip.
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THOSE BUTCHERS' BILLS.

THOSE butchers' bills ! those butchers' bills !

How many a mind their total fills,

Reflecting, at this costly time,

On loin and leg, on coarse and prime !

Those happy days are passed away,
When sixpence round we used to pay,

And sometimes, if the
joint

was real,

A sweetbread graced the closing meal.

And so 'twill be when we are gone,
Those butchers still will lay it on ;

And other bards, with other quills,

Will write about their heavy bills.

A FEW EUIENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU VI. MY SENSIBLE FRIEND. (CONTINUED.)

I feel, though he has said nothing as yet, that the case is a far more
important one than I had at first thought it. I also feel, though 1 've
not the slightest notion of what turn his meditation has taken, that I
agree with him so far. Somehow we both take the fire into our con-
fidence. While my Sensible Friend continues silent, I find myself
regarding the fire in this manner, steadily, and trying to put my diffi-

culties to myself in several points of view. Gradually other people's
names who've nothing at all to do with the subject come into my
thoughts, and give rise to ideas which wander and wander away, (I am
perfectly aware of it, but I have no inclination to stop them, as I feel
that my Sensible Friend is thinking for me,) from the matter in hand
until I find myself in the South of France wondering what kind of
straw hats the vineyard people wear, and then whether that case of
wine I ordered some time ago has arrived, and (imperceptibly) to a
promise that I would go with some one next Sunday to hear the service
at the Foundling Hospital, until, after visiting America and wondering
if any man was ever hung for bird's-nesting, I am reminded by a
sudden collapse of coals, that I am still waiting for the opinion of my
Sensible Friend.
"
Well," he says, nodding at the fire, "it's a very difficult ques-

tion. I am glad to find that so far he agrees with me, which shows I
was right in coming to him for advice.

After a pause he adds, "Very."
It occurs to me, though I am afraid of doing him injustice by admit-

ting the suggestion for an instant, that, either he has not mastered the
subject, or his thoughts have been wandering in Foundling Hospitals,
America, and the South of France as mine were just now.

I repeat the case substantially. Before I come quite to the end of

my recital he says,
"
Yes, yes, I perfectly understood." (The idea of

this man being a donkey or a humbug ! Absurd ! 1 've almost a mind
to tell LANGSON my Hearty Friend's opinion of him. Stop ! Am I

getting impatient with him, because he doesn't give me advice in a

hurry ? No, no. I 've come to my Sensible Friend, and I 'm going
to hear what he 's got to say.)" You see," he says, and I am all attention, for I am sure he has hit

the right nail on the head now,
"
the question is whether your Chief at

Head Quarters," how well he masters terms
;

"
Chief at Head Quar-

ters," quite the proper expression ;
I nod and smile because I feel that

he is on the right road to a solution : he continues,
"
whether your Chief

at Head Quarters is cognisant of your friend's conduct, or," here he

looks round at me and puts the alternative,
"
not."

"Just so," I say. He "s evidently on the right road, because this is

exactly what had already occurred to me
;
and it *s flattering to find

that a clever man takes the same view as you do yourself."
Exactly," he continues,

"
Ex-actly," and hereupon he rises from

his chair, and leaning back against the mantelpiece, looks towards the

window.
"
It 's a very difficult matter," he says.

Quite what I 'd thought quite my opinion. Satisfactory this.
"
It

is," I reply, and then, by way of bringing him to the point, though 1 'm
afraid 1 m doing it too abruptly,

" What do you advise ?
"

A pause. He raises his eye-brows (great character in his eye-brows)

By the way, there 's a notion for a publisher,
" On the Eye-Brows

of the Ancients," in one volume quarto and murmurs "
well,"

thoughtfully. Then, shifting his position, he answers,
' Ton my

soul, I hardly know what to say." I am disappointed, but it shows

how correct I was in thinking this case of such great importance, when
even a clever sensible man like LANGSON finds a difficulty in advising

upon it.
"

If," he goes on, slowly,
"
you had by any overt act offended, or by

any"dereliction of duty had placed yourself in antagonism to your Chief

at 'Head Quarters, that would be another thing."
I say,

"
Yes, that, of course, would be another thing."

"
But it is not so," he says positively, as if contradicting some asser-

tion of mine to the contrary. Perhaps I didn't put the case quite clearly.

"Again," he continues, "if you had refused to undertake your
usual duty, or had without permission delegated your authority to

some one else, your friend GRIGG, for instance (to GBIGG, heaven

forbid !) then the case would have been different."

I can't help saying,
" Of course, it would," with a little irritation in

my tone ; because it strikes me, though I don't like to put it so rudely
to him, he has but been saying that if the case wasn't what it is, it

would be, in point of fact, something else.

I should oe sorry, really sorry, to think my Sensible Friend a

humbug.
I suggest that perhaps he would advise my calling at Head Quarters V

After some deliberation he thinks he would advise me to call at Head
Quarters, if there was anything to be gained by it, which last proviso

upsets me.
I turn it over for ten minutes in my mind, and then ask him whether

on the whole it wouldn't be better to leave it alone.
"
Well," he says,

"
I really think, if you '11 take my advice

Of course I will ; it 's what I 've come to him for.
"
Well then," he says,

"
I think after all you'd better let it be

as it is."

This decides me. We shake hands warmly, I tell him I am going
away for a holiday before recommencing my inspecting duties. And
so I leave my Sensible Friend ; only I 'm not quite sure if he is as

sensible as he used to be.

CAPS FOR SINGLE COMBAT.

THE Figaro Programme contains the particulars of a duel fought, the

other day, near Melun, between M. COVIELLE, a writer in the Nord,
and M. D'AUNAY, a contributor to the Figaro. These gentlemen con-

curred in attempting to shoot each other in consequence of an article

signed by the former of them. At a given signal, COVIELLE let fly,

but did not hit his adversary. Then D'AUNAY pulled the trigger, and
his pistol missed fire. Whereupon, "M. COVIELLE invited M. D'AUNAY
to put on his cap and repeat his shot, but the latter refused, demanding
that the duel should recommence." This course, however, the seconds

opposed, and withdrew their men. They would have done well to

invite both of them to put on their caps, that is to say, caps suitable to

the heads of gentlemen willing, for a contemptible provocation, to blow
out one another's little brains.

Spiritual Fears.

THE present is a good Pear season. Bishops'-thumbs, in particular,
are plentiful and cheap. Can this be owing to the late Pan-Anglican

Synod F

A REASON WHY YOUNG LADIES SHOULD AVOID RITUALISM. It

makes them/a^, and cross withal.
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THE RIDERS! THE RIDERS!"
CKX KS in the circle of our

childhood, here you are

again in High Holborn !

Here we are re-introduced

to the gentlemen in white
waistcoats and military
trousers who saunter into

the ring as though they had

just left the dinner-table,

smiling at the last "good
thing" of Mr. Merryman,
and encasing their Lands
in the dear old large white

gloves. Here we have the

H'iess Clown, the banners,
the hoops, the horses, the

ever-restless band, the long

whip, the old jokes, the

pretty ladies, and the daring
gentlemen. We make ac-

quaintance with new won-
ders, too, in the form of the

NAISS, a couple of eccen-

tric, clerical-looking indi-

viduals, who twist and twirl

their elastic bodies about in

a manner which defies ana-

tomical description ; and a

gymnast that makes one
shudder in pite of his

gracefulness.
We congratulate the

management on their pro-
gramme, and give honour-

able mention that none of the many performances occupy too much time.

"PUT IT DOWN."
You know me, Sir, as .the Author of Typical Developments, frequently alluded to

in these pages. As you are aware, I carry a note-book for the purpose of making
mems. for my great work. Admiring friends who, so to speak, hang on my lips,

are perpetually saying to me,
" You really ought to put that down "

alluding to

some trite remark of recent uttering. I refused for some time to comply with these
(

sincere and earnest requests until one morning at breakfast I observed, quaintly," A good thing, like a bad thing, ought to be put down." I explained (I hate

explaining) to my wife (and, above all, to my wife, for whom it is impossible to

make allowances) that 1 used "put down" in a double sense. She supposed, she

returned, that I meant sense and non-sense.

My wife sometimes says a good thing, the effect, Sir, of the atmosphere wherein
she dwells. This was a good thin? ;

one which even my friends admitted might
be put down. The two mems. stand thus :

1, A note, like a nuisance, ought to be put down at once.
2. Men have five senses : words only two, that is, Sense and Nonsense.
[The effect of seeing this in print will, I fear, make my wife conceited about her

intellectual powers. We shall see. This warning voice in brackets is not neces-

sarily for publication. You understand.]

Having hit upon the form, I have consented to give the world what I have
"
put

down ;

"
with such explanations and annotations as from time to time the text

may appear to require. H. T.

What Ipulldown in the Country On Eggs.

An egg, like CASAH'S wife, should be above suspicions.

II.

Is it probable that the old fowls lay stale eggs, and only the young hens fresh
ones?

[This was pat, sarcastically, to my Gardener, who looks after the farm-yard.
Eoery one said,

" How good !
"

So Iput it down.

ill.

Eggs resemble roses, being propagated by Layers.
[Some one on this occasion said I was a bore, so I did not pursue the subjectfarther.

IV.

A hen cackles when she lays an egg, and so some stranger benefits by her
production. Moral : Never cackle.

v
A fowl and her eggs are soon parted.

Eggs are eggs be they never so eggy.

VI.

More anon. H. T.

T1IK CU.STi;i;.\I()\(iKR AMONG THE
CORONETS.

Am" THt AUtgro in Iht Ovcrturt to WMiata. Tell."

I DEALS in costermongery,
But in my call in' makes no noise ;

For 't ain't amongst the hungry
As I cries taturs and savoys.

Some goes a holleriu', squallin'. bawliu* ;

Them 's a lot'of low-bred snubs.

Gently, in peace and quiet, diet

1 takes round to all the nobs :

Stow your bam and duffery :

To all of your fakements 1 am fly ;

1 never wants no puffery :

I'm a moderate Ax-my-eye !

Now all tlicir things of me they buys,
Cause why, the nateral reason is

That cheap as ever 1 supplies
What them shopkeepers

all has ri/.

I reskys 'em from the butchy's clutches,

Cliargin' far above his due,
Hand from the jcrewin', doiu', jewiu'

Fishmongers and grocers, too.

Stow, &c.

At every mansion of a swell,
On which I makes my morniu' call,

I gently knocks, and rings the bell.

And softly patters, mild and small,
Here 's yer wegetable marrer, sparrer-

Grass, your Brussels sprouts, and kail,

Here's yer noble lords' and legislators' taturs,

Here 8 jer turnips cheap on sale !

Stow, &c.

Yer cabbages and cauliflower,
Yer lettuce, cowcumber, and beet,

And, you as dwells in Beauty's bower,
Here is your inions all so sweet.

Here 's for you as rides in cbar'ots carrots,
Here 's yer peas and here's yer beans.

Here's lit. for e'er a feast at Greenwich, spiuni Ipe,

Suited to the lowest means.

Stow, &c.

Here's jour mutton, beef, and weal,
Prime as hever met the eye ;

I 'm the cove with which to deal :

What '11 jer honour buy, buy, buy ?

Here's fresh fish, no story, dory,

Skate, soles, salmon, turbot, brill ;

Here's yer cod, mackerel, and mullet, 'pullet.

Chicken, goo??, and here 's cheap BILL !

Stow, &c.

I ham a coster, that is true.

But, since fair profit 's all I win,
Don't cost so much as others do ;

So deal with me and save yer tin :

Limitin' great expenses sense is :

Hand my moke-cart you '11 all try,

As soon as you comes to know me, blow me,
1 'm a moderate Ax-my-eye !

Stow, &c.

To Corporation Functionaries.

MUCH has been heard lately of the Aldermen who have

passed the chair. The expression is somewhat obscure.

Will the Remembrancer, or the Secondary, or the City

Marshal, in their leisure moments, inform us what descrip-

tion of chair it is which the Aldermen have passed (a

dining-room chair P) why they have passed it, to whom
they nave passed it, and when the event took place ? If

the phrase had been the Aldermen who have passed the

bottle, the meaning of it would have been as clear as

crystal.

IN DE. MAVOE'S spelling-book the juveniles are informed

that the flesh of the pig
"
produces

"
pork. Ought not the

youngsters to be informed at the same time that it "pro-
duces

"
nightmare P
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'THE GREY MARE," &c.

Mrs. S. (taking the reins). "No, BROWN, I WILL NOT HAVE THE PONY BACKED ! No! THAT PERSON MUST HAVE SEEN us COME
INTO THE LANE FIRST

;
AND IF THE MAN "s GOT COMMON POLITENESS "

Air. 11. "BUT, MY DEAR, WE 'VE ONLY JUST TURNED THE "

Mrs. B. "I DON'T CARE, BROWN! No! I WON'T GO BACK, IF I STAY HERE TILL
"

Farmer. "ALL RIGHT, SIR ! I 'LL BACK, SIR. I 'VB GOT JUST SUCH ANOTHER VIXEN AT HOME, SIR!"

A CASE FOli COMPENSATION.
To MR, PUNCH, ONNOURED SIR,

You being a friend of Libbaty and a enemy to hoppression, I
ope you 11 say a word for us poor injured innocents, us bookmakers
and betting men, and Welchers, as they calls us, which we're
threatened with Extinction, not to mention bankruptcy, by this here
new, tyrannical, and hinfimous Street Traffic Hack. Sir, me and my
mates, which I hand you in all cornfidence our names, ave been driving
for months past a werry tidy litt|e trade, ard by the railway harches
close to where the old Fleet prising used formally to occupy. There
we congregated daily, and bet upon the Darby, or the Ledger, or
Seize Harry Witch, with young coveys as were green enough to trust
us with their tin. To make the thing look businesslike, we used to
sport a betting book, and make a solum entry of all the sums they
anded us, which our system was to grab the cash afore we booked
the bet. By offering long hodds we drawed a deal of tin, and that
from shop-boys, and such like, as could ardly have the income for to
justify their going so to say upon the turf. Whether betting ever
tempted em to fake a cly, or flash a cheque, or frisk their governor's
till, is more than I can say, but as for arf crowns bless you! they
could shell em out like smoke; and I've often seen a fiver in the
list ol a young feller aa couldn't ave been urning more than six
shilling a week.

Well, in course I needn't say that, if the race had gone against ns
we made ourselves all jolly scarce when settling day came round ana!
o we managed to pick up a decent sort of living, you may fancy,when you see what some of us could do :

"
Several responsible bookmakers were to bo found there, and iOme of themhave taken a, much 000 or 700 per day, in sums varying Irom 5, to 20.

Not aving the good fortune to be looked on as
"
responsible," I've

never ad the luck to pot my 700 a day. Still, I 've sometimes pouched
my 50, and that's a tidy swag. But now this blessed Act is down
on us, we finds it awful ard to urn a honest fiver, for you 're quodded
if you're nabbed now betting in the streets. To show how some of
us is suffering, only look at this :

" All the bookmakers were ' moved off' on Friday, which ought to bo designated
1 Good Friday

' ever afterwards. Two or three who tried to carry on the game were
locked up and convicted in a month's imprisonment, and it amusingly transpired
that when searched two of these would-be ' bookmakers' possessed the splendidsum of ninepenco halfpenny between them to meet their liabilities."

Having had, unluckily, a taste for gin and bitters, not to mention
dry champagne, I haven't put by nothing for to meet a rainy day, and
now that, like Otheller, my Hockeypation's gone, my pocket is an
aching void, and to steal my purse were trash. After Jiving pretty
comfortable, and smoking our cigars, and never doing no ard work,
it s hardish lines for us poor Welchers to have to turn apprentice
now to learn a honest trade

; and, as hours has been destroyed by a
brutal Hact of Parjiament, the Guvment ought in fairness for to

grant us compensation, and I think it highly probable you'll wish
that we may get it. So I beg leave to remain, Sir,

Yours obedient,

A WICTIM.
P.S. There's been some gushing harticles in sentimental penny

papers, saying as something andsome should be guv to the pore
costermongers, whose trade have also been destroyed by this here hin-

fimqus new Hack. But them costers have their funded property to
realise, their taturs, and their turnips, and their barrers, and their
mokes. Whereas a dirty betting book is all our stock in trade, nor
have we even a good character to serve us in our need.

'STILL WATEKS." Whiskies.
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EPICURUS IN THE FIELD OF MARS.
DEAR SIK, . , ,

As you have privately, and not unhandsomely, apologised

he objectionable remark you appended to my first letter, you receive

ny second. "Sorry for it, is all a gentleman can say. We are

riends, and I prove my friendship by saying that I think you are

very fatuous to irritate a valuable an invaluable Contributor.

Suppose I had transferred my services to the Christian Observer?

I left myself about to refresh myself at the Paris Exhibition. As 1

aid, there was plenty of choice in that outside Oval. But I did not

ee anything that I thought 1 should like, and I am too old 1 mean

00 wise to buy anything I don't like merely because a pretty young

ady sells it. At last, however, I came to a bar where, beholding a

ong row of little American eagles in silver, or what looked like it, 1

concluded that I should find good liquor, and I concluded to try-
observe the Anglo-American amalgamation of phrase, bir, let me

make Honourable Mention of that bar. There was brewed and fizzed

or me a drink well, it was a drink. Pineapple, cream, soda water,

ce and several other good things were so artistically blended into one

refreshing and delighting draught, that I had a great mind to take

another, and that is the highest praise man can bestow. But I re-

rained, aiid departed, more than ever convinced that America is a

noble country.

Then, Sir, I might have turned into the building, and begun to

nspect furiously. An ordinary man would have done so, but, as

LADURLAD says when he dives into the water to kill the Beast, Wot

ike man am 1." My thought was that the morning was fine, and that

_he afternoon might be wet. Therefore, I addressed myself to out-

door work while the sun shone. The Ovals have a Park around them,

studded with mosques, lighthouses, heavy houses, electric-light

muses, and other edifices, Egyptian, Japanese, Italian, Albertiue,

Mexican, Henry Coline, Chinese and a dozen more, into most

you went for your original franc, but you were done at the gates of

the best in fact I may say, once for all, to the honour of the French

nation, that no device by which half a franc extra could be screwed

out of their visitors, was neglected. I remember no shows at our

Exhibitions for which people were asked an extra sixpence we shall

tnow better in 1878. None of these copies were fit to be named on

the same day with the courts in the Crystal Palace, but we must not

be too hard upon foreigners.

England came out well in the Park. Specially splendid was her

display of big cannons and all that belongs to such toys. I was pleased

to see that the French glared angrily and enviously at these monstra-

tious guns. I was pleased to notice the eager delight of a lot of

English boys, from some school in Paris, who came rushing through

this part of the show, every lad explaining everything to every other,

and all at once. They looked clean, and fresh, and boy-like, and were

not pretending to be little men who knew everything, like Parisian

lads, who by the way do know a precious deal more than they ought.

1 suppose that is why grown-up Frenchmen are so ignorant. But as 1

have said, we must not be too hard upon foreigners.

There was also a Reserved Garden, which charged half a franc more

for abandoning its reserve, in your favour. It struck me as not only

reserved, but ratlier sulky. There was a particularly stagnant serpen-

tine gutter in it, meant for a stream, only it did not flow, and wanted

attention from the Board of Health. But there were two good things

in this garden. One was a large aquarium, in which were many good

fish, and a vast carp from Fontainebleau, said to be a hundred or a

thousand years old, I forget which, and one as likely as the other

Also, there was a lovely sort of kiosk, which had been furnished

much as I should have done it myself, that is, divinely, for the Em
press. Here I had luck. My companion had a pass which took us in

I was glad to look at the pretty inside, but that was nothing. The

pleasure was to see hundreds outside shoving and pushing and flatten

ing their ugly noses against the windows, and to stalk haughtily ou

among them, and be asked why you obtained entrance, and to answer

loftily, but in the purest French,
"
Parseker, Afossoo, je twee un jour

nalisl dangletare, ay un redacteur de Mossop PUNCH de Londre."

I do not wish to disparage the French intellect. Some Gauls have

done clever things, though the world won't be humbugged into believing

that PASCAL taught NEWTON, or that NAPOLEON licked WELLINGTON
But I must say what I saw. There were many objects of interes

outside the Ovals, but the greatest crowd stood about a two-pennj
invention that twirled round and squirted water. The effect was a goo<

deal less than that which is produced by one ofmy own gardeners when hi

waters one of my flower-beds with a hose, but it enchanted hundreds

Happy is the ruler of a nation that can be so easily amused. A lad;

who has lived many years in Paris looked with finer but less indulgen

eyes at this display, and said,
"
All Frenchmen are great babies."

hope they will never be weaned," was my philanthropic response.
In the aquarium I saw some prawns, alive, and they reminded m

that the sight of some dead ones might not be amiss. You will easil

catch the clue to the train of thought to which this led me. But
felt that I was in Paris for a duty, and duty I seldom neglect when

annot get anybody else to do it for me. You wished me to see the

exhibition, and in I went. I make no boast of haying done your
irand, but it is right to record that I did it. But I did not want to

o in. I would much have preferred going to a Caf<$, and ordering my
inner, and lounging on the Boulevards until it should be ready.

By gutting across the Ovals, you saw segments thereof riiilit and

eft, and noticed that there were many articles on view. Pushing on-

rard, not to be distracted with too many things at once, you reach a

ttle garden, which is the centre of the Exhibition. And, my dear Sir,

:ie heart of this garden, Hit; centre of all these monster rings, which
nade vou feel as if you had got into Saturn, was a little money-chang-
ng office. I liked this cynicism. It was frank. How much better to

e truthful, and stick up that tiny temple to Mammon, the god of the

how, than to stick there a statue of Universal Brotherhood, or of

'eace waving an olive branch. I took a liking to this little garden,
ud immediately sat down and smoked. Promptly was I darted upon
or payment for my chair. I paid, and the estimable person who
watched the chairs then tried to get payment, out of my friend, who
lad not taken a chair at all. He spoke French fluently, and his ironical

eprimand actually brought colour to her cheek. We established the

act that one French person can blush.

There were, however, statues in this garden, and plenty of them,
and mostly what we call undraped, which is a faint word when speaking
of French art. It does manage to make so very much of the fact that

a figure wears no clothes. That's all I mean to say on a subject on
which one can't help saying something, seeing that the fact I have
mentioned was forced upon your eyes at the Show and all over Paris.

By goiug out at the opposite end of the garden, and cutting across

he Ovals on the further side, you saw more segments and more articles.

And this bold and skilful manoeuvre I performed with much precision,

urning aside neither to the right nor to the left, but walking straight
out at the other gate of the Park. I fulfilled your wish, and saw the

Exhibition. To have examined it in detail would have occupied me
seven months, and I bad only about five-and-twenty minutes, and I

lad scarcely emerged when I heard a vast bell tolling violently,

iemembering that I was a Protestant in Paris, I began to think

of St. Bartholomew, and prepare to resign my theological convic-

ions at the shortest notice. But the sound was not from St. Germain

Li'Auxerrois, but from the Exhibition itself, and was the death-knell

of the Show. The only connection with St. Bartholomew was in the

appearance of the larger Oval, where, art and science not being

enough for the Parisian grown-up Baby, he was regaled with the

Chinese Giant, the Decapitated Head (how do you decapitate a

lead P ) and several other shows which we look for in a Fair.

Such, Sir, is a full and elaborate report of the contents of the Paris

Exhibition of 1867. It is delightful to think that England has not only
covered herself with glory by what she showed triumphant in all

departments save those of art and luxe but by having paid in three

distinct ways towards the affair by her Parliamentary subsidy by
great injury to her own neglected watering-places and by the hideous

ixtortion to which her children were individually submitted. But I

lave no complaint of that last kind, and you will be glad to hear that

my labours in your cause were singularly requited. A Christian

'nend a noble Scot invited me to dine at the Caf6 Riche, as a con-

clusion to my visit. The dinner was worthy of the donor and the

guest. It is yours, Sir, to thank the former as he deserves. From
circumstances, the latter was, I believe, unable to do so.

Yours respectfully,

EPICURUS ROTCNDUS.

A BUTCHERLY BATTUE.

THANKS to universal trespassing, game is sadly scarce in France

Still, in some places there must be a tolerable supply of it, to judge bj

what the EMPEROR o? AUSTRIA the other day was able to bag ai

Compiegne : "Breakfast was served in the forest, under a temporary

shed, and at the close of the day 4,500 head of game had been brought
down, the KAISER being credited with the death of 600."

A French breakfast is usually served about mid-day, and probablj
the shooting ceased at four o'clock. So, the KAISER had three hours

or less, for killing his 600 head, and must have bagged them at the rate

of three or four a minute, as fast as a crack sbot could slaughter

pigeons from a trap. As he probably missed twice for every time he

killed, he must have banged away well nigh 2000 shots in the three

hours, and we hope he liked the headache which deservedly was earuet

by such a butcherly day's sport.

A SIMPLE QUESTION (In the Olympic Plafbillt.) "The Way to

Get Married, If I had a Thousand a Year f"By holding up my
finder. (We are surprised that MB, WEBSTER thould think it wort,

1

while (o mate the inquiry.)

DOING AS ROME DOES. Occupying oneself.
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HINT TO NEAR-SIGHTED OFFICERS.
BEWAKE OF SHORT-CUTS ACROSS THE DRYING GROUNDS, WHEN LATE FOR PARADE, ESPECIALLY IF IN YOUR HURRY YOU FOKOET YOOE

EYE-GLASS !

ROME'S LAST PAGEANT, NOVEMBER, 1867.

"
Yesterday the entire City weut out of Port* Pia in carriages aod on foot to

greet the captives, and were met by a long train of tho wounded. * * The
melancholy procession was watched by 40,000 spectators.

* * * But tho vast
crowd preserved an unbroken silence, only uncovering to the Qaribaldians." Pail
MM Gazette, November 12, 1867.

OPEN thy gates, Rome, to those that come,
Open thy gates and let the vanquished in.

Thus with no measured sound ot fife and drum
Thus with no ransomed people's joyous din,

Silently meet thy conquered children, Rome !

This is their welcome to their ancient home !

To Porta Pia, down the paven road,
Go forth the crowds to meet the dreary train,

Wearily drag the waggons with their load
From the bright hills across the dusty plain ;

Those hills from whence tjiey watched St. Peter's dome,
And dreamed, that they were waited for in Home.

And Rome waits for them. By the tong, dead walls,
Where hides Torlonia's Villa with its state,

From where the water in the Piazza falls

To the low cypress by St. Agnes gate
Romans, by tens of thousands, watch to-day,
And crowd the stones of the Nomentan way.

Poor was the victory little is the show
Lo ! Rome's deliverers wounded beggar-boys !

When Romans, richer, older, wiser grow,
They think of winter-trading and the joys

Of piled polenta. Let the POPE remain
And let bos subjects make their righteous gain !

Yet there is something stirring in their heart
For those who fought to conquer or to die.

No cheers. French bayonets are not far apart,
Yet, as the moaning freights go slowly by

Each head uncovers. So they enter Rome
Their prize erewhile their prison now their home.]

Dishonoured City ! Glory of the Past !

Shame of the present is there left to thee

A Future P Will thy chains be ever cast ?

Thy priests, God's servants ? and thy people free ?

And will thy children ever learn to fear

That King alone, whose Kingdom is not here P

Hopeless our hope ! Thy lowest fall is now ;

Shrine of long memories, happy are thy dead.

Blest are the wounded captives lying low
But thou art fallen thy earthly light is fled.

"
Ilicet." All that made thee great is gone

Our only reverence is for earth and stone.

If thou art desert in the future times
If daisies in the DORIA'S palace grow ;

If ivy round thy RAPHAEL'S Loggie climbs,
Thou wilt be better, nobler, then than now.

A marble cumbered plain a ruined Dome
That is the only Freedom left for Rome.

A Great Utterance.

Ma. LOWE'S Edinburgh speech on Education, blazing with common
sense, and far more amusing than many a piece at the theatres, is now
published. Everybody should buy the pamphlet : it is well worth a
Bob." MR. LOWE will of course be our first SECRETARY OP STATE

TOR EDUCATION, when the time arrives for Public Instruction to have
a Minister all to itself, with a seat in the Cabinet, to which position
there are even now people who think it has almost as good a claim

as the Chancellorship of the Duchy of Lancaster, or the Custody
of the Privy Seal.

WHAT NEXT ? A man, otherwise an excellent fellow, was cruel

enough the other day, in our presence, to take a lady's face to pieces.
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FANCIES FOR THE FLEET;
OB, "BLUB SPIRITS AND ORAT."

MR. THOMAS GRAY, head of the Marine Department of the Board of

Trade, with a view to assisting such memories of nautical men as do

"run to the contrary," has composed a few simple touching verses for

the use of steamers, and has issued them in thousands, by the hands of

the Admiralty Publishers, with the approval of Authority, to the

various custom-houses and outposts, and these new GHAY|S Poems are,

we believe, to become part of the course of instruction given to naval

youths in our training-ships.
MR. GRAY has doubtless already told everything on this subject to

the Marines, and therefore it does but remain with Rare-Admiral

Punch to put before the general public these precious rhythmical in-

structions, upon which henceforth will depend the safety of our adven-

turous fellow-countrymen, who, before they give up sitting
"
at home

at ease," will do well to devote some little time to
"
thinking upon the

dangers of the seas."

MR. GRAY'S verses should be sung by CAPTAIN CROSSTREE, R.N.;
or in another form these Naval Notions would torm a charming com-

panion to CLOSE'S Lyrirt, with a frontispiece of the Ancient (Gray)
Marine stopping some of the boys going up the side of a training-ship,

and teaching them the Rhyming Rule of the Road. Here are the

Rules, permisio svperiorum :

"
Tico Steam Shipa mefting.

Meeting Steamers do not dread
When you see three Lights ahead
Port your helm, and show your RED."

But supposing the Captain who learns this by rote (going, poor
fellow, into the pap-boat and nursery rhyme stage once more) should

possess a good ear for rhythm, it might strike him that
"
go to bed

"

was the finish of the third line instead of
" Show your Red." Or

again, if the Skipper be an uneducated man, or one whose habit of
"
h
"

dropping has never been overcome, the three words
" Show your Red"

would sound to him like
" Show your 'ead."

GREEN to GRBEN or, RED to RED
Perfect safety Go ahead !

"

To which might be added,

If you 're smashed, what can be said ?

" Two Steam Sftips crossing.

Hole. This ia the position of greatest danger : there is nothing for it but good
look-out, caution and judgment.
ART. 14 of the Regulations is as follows : If two SMps under Steam are

crossing so as to involve risk of collision, the Ship which has the other on
her own Starboard Side shall keep out of the way of the other. This Rule
may be remembered by the following rhyme :

If to starboard RED appear,
'Tis your duty to keep clear ;

Act as judgment says is proper :

Port or Starboard Back or, Stop her !

But when upon your Port is seen
A Steamer's Starboard light of GREEST,
There 's not so much for you to do,
The GREEN light must keep clear of you."

But why wasn't the prefatial note put into verse, MK. GRAY ? His ear
must have been struck by the note

Ships to cross
;
which to budge meant ?

Wanted caution, look out, judgment.

Of course this is not equal to anything of MR. GRAY'S, and is only
intended as a humble suggestion.
The simplicity of Rule No. 3 is delightful.

"
If to starboard Red

appear, 'tis your duty to keep clear," i.e. to keep your head clear : no
six. bells and grog. But the third line shows us that after all no rule
is of any use. "Act as judgment says is proper," i.e. the skipper's
judgment: unless, indeed, it refers to some legal decision in the

Admiralty Courts. But this is not in keeping with the simplicity of
Rule No. 3, or of MR. GRAY in general. The next stanza is playful :

the Poet is about to tell you what your conduct is to be when you see
a Green light on your Port

; but in the third line he artistically excites

your curiosity by saying,
"
There 's not so much for you to do," that

is, as in other cases, and in the fourth line he shows you, with an
intense appreciation of his own humour, that you 've in fact got nothing
at all to do in this event, and that this instruction has, for any practical
purpose, as much to do with the Rule of the Road at sea as with the tip
of NELSON'S cocked hat on the Trafalgar Square monument.

General Caution.

Both in safety and In doubt
Always keep a good look out ;

In danger, with no room to turn,
Ease her ! Stop her I Turn astern !

"

This might be called GRAY'S Puzzle for Middies at Christmas, or
perhaps it, is a riddle only to be solved by a Sailing Ship and a Steam
Ship coming into collision.

The first couplet might be rendered

Both in doubt or in safe<#,

Always mind your weather eye.

Then comes the riddle,
"

If you have no room to turn" Well what
do you then F Why you don't turn is the natural answer. Yes, but
that 's not the answer ; it, is,

"
Ease her ! Stop her ! Turn astern !

"

So you do turn after all. Let us make a triplet of it :

If you have no room to turn,
Ease her ! Stop her ! Turn astern !

What I mean you 'd better learn.

Mr. Punch may return to this subject.

"UNDER A CLOUD."
" Whatever may have been .the luck of those more fortunately situated, it

may very safely he said that no Londoner saw the star shower which occurred, or
did not occur yesterday morning. The early part of the night was clear, but
towards daybreak the sky became densely clouded, and just when the meteors
were expected a London fog came up and obscured everything." PaU MM Gaz'Mr*

IN the regions of sport and of money,
In the circles of East-end and West,

In the haunts where they eat up the honey,
In the holes where the bees never rest

;

On the turf, where
"
the plungers

"
go croppers,

In the ring, where the bookmaker 's loud,
Snobs and swells, county magnates, clod-hoppers,

All alike have passed
"
under a cloud."

The meteors of flash financiering.
For whom, till

"
Black Friday

"
brought smash,

The flat-fish still hookwards kept steering,
And whose bills were as current as cash ;

Who no bubble could blow but it floated,
Set no bait but it nobbled its crowd,

Like their shares, at a discount are quoted,
Like their stock, have gone

"
under a cloud."

The old party-cries, party-colours,
Which for ages braved battle and breeze,

While for handles they served the wire-pullers,
And the place-men for Treasury keys,

In the chaos and clash of last Session

Mixed, muddled, transformed, disallowed,
Leave DIZZY the man in possession
And public men "under a cloud."

What with Poor-Liw-Board laches, misfeasance,
And Union-Infirmary hell?,

Where truth seems the blackest of treasons
To Inspectors without sights or smells :

What with War-Office muddles and meddles,
Curragh-wrens, soldiers' wives, crying loud,

Abyssinian mules, guns, and saddles,

Red-tapeism is
"
under a cloud."

'Twixt Papist and Protestant quarrel.
Orange MURPHYS and CDLLEN & Co.,

With Nemesis pointing the moral
Of ascendancy-ruled Long-ago

'Twixt squireens, squatters, blarney, and bottle,

Tenant-right, landlords'-wrong, fields unploughed,
With Fenian pikes at her throttle

Poor Ireland is
"
under a cloud."

With Trades' Union BROABHEADS arranging
For shooting black sheep in their beds,

And feuds internecine estranging
The hard hands of toil from its heads

;

Her orders transferred to her neighbours,
Her credit by fraud crush'd and cow'd,

Spite of iron and coal for her labours,
Old England seems

"
under a cloud."

Then what wonder the star-showers should follow
The example they find all about ;

And, like other things gassy and hollow,
Fail with last year's eclat to come out ?

If the meteors due in November
In fog their brief glories enshroud,

And like much that once bright we remember,
Confess themselves "under a cloud" ?

A SEAT IN THE CABINET. One of the Forms of State.
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AWFUL TO THINK OF!
Affectionate Wife.

"
OH, WILLIAM, DID YOU SEE THIS IN THE PAPER ABOUT

THESE FENIANS ? THEY THREATEN TO SACRIFICE ALL ' THE PROMINENT ENGLISH-
MEN !

'

Now, DO KEEP INDOORS, FOR THINK HOW PROMINENT rov ARE !

"

IMPROVEMENT AT THE HOME OFFICE.

THE Home Office, as represented by MB. GATHOHNE HABDT, may be said to be

looking up in comparison with what it did when MR.. WALPOLE blubbered over
BEALES. Or rather perhaps we ought to say that it is now looking down on the

partisans of traitors and murderers. It has at any rate treated them with con-

tempt. MR, THOMAS CAKLYLE, in his Shooting Niagara : and After? had occasion
to observe that :

" BEALKS and his ragamuffins pull down the railings of Her Majesty's Part, when Her Majesty
refuses admittance ; Home Secretary WALPOLE (representing England's Majesty) Ik-tens to a
COLONEL DICKSON Ulking of barricades,

1 '

improvised pikes,' Ac. ; does not order him to be
conducted, and if necessary, to be kicked down-stairs, with orders never to return in case of
worse ;

* * * "

The newspapers, however, to|d us, one fine morning last week, that the day
before, a deputation from a meeting which had been held on Clerkenwell Green,
having attended at the Home Office for the purpose of presenting a memorial to
the HOME SECRETARY, praying that the lives of the condemned Fenians at
Manchester might be spared, was, if not conducted down-stairs, at least ordered
by an attendant to be off, and obliged to go. And, with particular respect to the
gallant officer named by MR. CARLYLE, we are informed by one journal that :

"
LIIDTENANT-COLONEI. DirKsoN and five or six other persons arrived at the Home Office at

two o'clock, and were informed that MR. UARDV would not be able to receive them. They
then left"

This is satisfactory. The necessity of conducting a sometime officer of the
British Army down-stairs would have been deplorable. That of kicking him down
would have cost muscular exertion, more deplorable still. COLONEL DICKSON
and bis associates did wisely to leave the Home Office when they were told. The
gallant Colonel had doubtless read what MR. CABLYLE had written as to the
possible necessity of ejecting him at the tip of the toe. He spared MR. HAKDY
the need of having that done. For the sake of the honour of Her Majesty's
Service, m which COLONEL DICKSON once held a commission, everybody must be
glad that his prudence has saved it from the scandal of an indignity which
persistent indiscretion might have brought upon the model of & loyal officer and
gentleman.

THE BEST POSSESSION. Self-Possession.

JUSTICE'S TWO SCALES.
" Two respectably-connected youth* AcaciTU8 Hinof), aged nine,

and WII.I.MM Gmuiwonn, aged thirteen convicted of stealing from
the ivtalls of the Crystal Palace, and remanded In order that their
medical attendant might prove they were afflicted with '

epHeptlcal
kleptomania,' were yesterday again brought up before ME.ICU.IOTT,
at Lambeth, when some medical evidence appears to have been given
as to the nature of this rtrange malady. All we can gather from the
newspaper report is, that one of the boyi was subject to nto, but we
are utill left in tho dark as to the connection between e]Jik]*y
and kleptomania. MR. ELLIOTT said he felt a difficulty in dix-

poslng
of the case on account of the youth of the boyn, that he was

bound to deal with th< m as if they had been common little boys not
respectably connect* d, and Ihen dismissed them with an admonition."

Pall Mail ChLKttt, JVou. 21.

WHEN dirty little boys
Are detected frisking tills,

Or boning saveloys
From pork-shop window-sill?,

Or from Covent Garden baskets
When poverty steals apples.

Does Justice ever ask its

Antecedents, ere it grapples

The offender by the throat,
And to the beak straight drags him.

Who hears, and takes his note.
And for the due term

"
lags

"
him.

He has taken and been taken
The abandoned little urchin !

How should he save his bacon,
From prison, and a birchin' ?

But when nice little boys,"
Respectably connected,"

Stealing Crystal Palace toys,
Are unhappily detected,

Their medical adviser,
Is called to prove imania ;

Or as larger words look wiser ,"
Epileptic kleptomania."

Which though put in as buffer

'Twixt prigs and beaks' stern dealing,
Mesas that the young rogues suffer

From dangerous FITS of stealing.

Then MB. ELLIOTT ponders
The case with deep heart-searchin's ;" What can I do," he wonders," With such

'

respectable
'
urchins ?

"
Besides, an

'

epileptic

Kleptomaniac
'
set scourge on !

Where 's the unfeeling sceptic
Such cruelty would urge on ?

" To quod send children, bless 'em,
Of respectable position ?

Impossible dismiss 'em,
Both with an admonition !

"

Respectability, really,
Sin in the dock thou shrivest,

Through Justice's pike freely

Whue thus thy Gig thou invest.

Crime itself, in thy livery,

May take its fling cum venia ;

What in the pauper 's thievery,
In thee is

"
kleptomania."

Learn, each justice of the peace,
From ELLIOTT'S meanders,

That sauce for ill-dressed geese
Isn't sauce for well-dressed ganders.

Members and Marked Men.

THERE are certain gentlemen (so-called) of whom it is

safe to predict that, in the event of any rebellion, their

names will figure in any petition or debate that may give
them an opportunity of showing sympathy with the rebels.

Every constituent who is not a traitor would do well

to consider whether any one of that lot is a fit and proper
person to represent him in Parliament.

VOL. LIU.
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,

the

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

OTHER THEODORE, King of

Abyssinia,who, himselfa sa-

vage, has made the British

Parliament savage also,

for it has had to assemble

at an unwonted time, in

order to provide the means
of castigating His Majesty.

So, on

Tuesday, November

1867, commenced
ABYSSINIAN SESSION.

Our QUEEN, with a gra-

cious apology for calling

us together at an unusual

time (Mr. Punch, begs that

his Sovereign will not men-
tion it what does he live

for but to do her service ?)

caused the following Re-

marks to be made, via

LORD CHELMSFORD :

1. An expedition for

the purpose of obtaining
the liberation of several

of the QUEEN'S subjects,

now THEODORE'S cap-
j

tives, has been sent out and for that purpose alone.

[Well remarked, LORD STANLEY. The last words mean that you have no

intention of annexing Abycsinia, or of making a present of it to Egypt. But

if anything happens to the captives, we presume that " alone
' will be held to

mean the hanging of the ferocious king.]

2. All powers express friendly feelings towards us, and there is no

reason to apprehend the disturbance of the general peace.

[Is not this second statement a glorious proof of the advance of civilisation J

After 1866 years of Christianity, we just venture to say that there is no imme-

diate dread that the great Christian nations are anxious to be cutting throats.

Hooray !]

3. Italian volunteers, without authority from then- own Sovereign,

have attacked the POPE, and have been beaten by the French. It is

hoped that NAPOLJ^N, by speedily withdrawing his soldiers, now not

wanted in Italy, will
"
remove any possible ground

"
of misunder-

standing between himself and VICTOR-EMMANUEL.

[Beckon them to a more removed ground, in fact. They have made ghosts

enough. This paragraph is highly proper. England practises non-interference

with the domestic affairs of other nations, and has a right to preach it. Her

own fight with the first NAPOLEON is not to the purpose, as NAPOLEON, of whom
PROFESSOR GOLDWIN SMITH well says, that there is no Viler Name in history,

was a pestilence, and therefore an enemy of the whole human race.]

4. The treasonable conspiracy called Fenianism, repressed in Ire-

land, has assumed in England the form of organised violence and

assassination. These outrages require to be rigorously put down.

[Most true, your Majesty, and your loyal subjects rely upon the vigour of the

Government. The example which it was unhappily necessary to make at Man-
chester on Saturday last, when three Fenian murderers died for slaying a

constable in the discharge of his duty, was made with the approval of al classes

worthy of consideration.]

5. The Estimates will in due course, and so on.

[Madam, nothing can be done without money. While MR. DISRAELI is taxing,
couldn't a penny stamp be enacted for Photographic Portraits ? The revenue

arising from the sale of Mr. Punch's alone, would pay for the Abyssinian

Expedition.]

6. Irish and Scottish Reform Bills.

[Afr. Punch foresees some dreary material for the Essence, but he will do his

best, and not even Mr. Punch can do more. But, O'Boo darling, bonnie

Y, life is short, don't make speeches long.]

7. The English Electoral Boundaries Commissioners have been
hard at work, and we shall have their Report as soon as possible.

[The Boundaring Brothers have been out in pairs, a lawyer and a soldier

together, starring all over the country. They must have had some fun with
the locai folk, who have tried to humbug them awfully. But we fancy an
officer of Engineers and a barrister ought to be a match for most.]

8. We are to have a Bill for the prevention of bribery and cor-

ruption.
[We almost fancy we have heard something like this before. Does the Bill

re-enact the pillory for the bribed, and will the Law ;isk the briber to lend her
his ears?)

9. And the Public Schools Bill again.

[Will Mft. BOB LOWE do Mr. Pmx-h the srront favotir to appoint a day for

delivering to the House of Commons tho thundering good speech which he
made at Edinburgh, on Education. Meantime, let anybody with fourteen-

pence send thirteen of them to MF33R8. EDMONSTON AND DOUGLAS, Auld Reekie,
N.B., for the author's edition.]

10. The' general question of the Education of the People requires

our most serious attention.

[Rather. To adopt one of the wisest and most brilliant things ever sai.l f..r

course it was in Punch) Educate the Masses, or they will educate you in a school

that gives no holidays.]

11. Measures will be submitted for the benefit of the Mercantile

Marine.

[Who is he ? We never hfard of biro, but if he is.as gallant a fellow as his

namesake in the Queen's service, (to whom one is always referred when one
wants a simple-minded listener) wo Miall rejoice in anything that does him
good.]

12. We are to relieve the Home Cattle Trade from vexatious

restrictions, and to facilitate the introduction of Foreign Cattle.

[The latter shall be welcome, down to the poor Papal Bull, for men must
laugh, as well as eat.]

13. Measures for the Amendment of the Law will be submitted.

[Uncommonly general, but there is unlimited room for indefinite improve-
ment iu every department of the law.]

14. Other questions, apparently calling for legislative action, have

been referred to Commissioners, whose reports shall be presented.

[Whose English i8
"
apparently calling" ? Not the QUEEN'S. Apparent means

visible to the eye, which we <io not think a call is, unless it is a cat-call. The

promise refers to Ritualism, inter alia, we suppose. Certainly that is visible to

the eye, whence its professors may be called the Eye Church.]

15. The usual proper and picas paragraph.
'

[T which Mr. Punch heartily responds
" GOD Save the QUEEN !"]

In the Senate, the Address was moved by the new EARL BROWNLOW,
lately the HON. ADELBERT WELLINGTON BROWNLOW-CUST, of the

British Grenadiers ; and seconded by the first LORD HYLTON, who was
created last year out of SIR WILLIAM GEORGE HYLTON-JOLLIFFE.
The EARL RUSSELL said that both had done their work with great

judgment, and propriety : so we hope they are happy.
That Earl himself then proceeded to comment on the Speech. It

was proper to summon Parliament. THEODORE'S conduct was

outrageous, and a case of war had been made out. He hoped that due

judgment had been used as to the best means of waging it. Was
sorry that an expedition had been sent to Rome in order to test the

Chassepot Rifle. The EMPEROR had violated international law. A
Conference would be useless unless the POPE and the KING OF ITALY

agreed to submit. Were we going into one? Are the Scotch and
Irish Reform Bills to be two more Leaps in the Dark ? He should

submit his own views about Education.
LORD HARDWICKE said that much clap-trap was talked about

Education. All the working-man wanted was to read and write, so

that he might read his Bible, and begin to understand the principles of

his religion. The gallant Admiral evidently thinks that England is a

Quarter-deck, on which he can give orders. Also, taking his view,

what is the use of the writing ? unless he means that the working-man
is to write to his bishop, requesting theological light.

LORD CARNARVON was not sure that there was no other course open
than fighting THEODORE. We might have dazzled him with an Indian

officer and an escort.

LORD HOUGUTON did not see evidence that the Romans now
thought strongly that Rome ought to be the Italian capital.

The EABL OF DERBY, Premier, explained fully and regretted duly
the Abyssinian necessity. Parliament had received the earliest

possible intimation. The extra-Indian expenses will be borne by
the Imperial Revenue. Abyssinia is 160 miles from the Red Sea.

[We have acquired that knowledge, at all events, by the war.] The

EMPEROR NAPOLEON'S sentiments ajrree with the QUEEN'S. We have

neither consented nor declined to attend a Conference, but it will

be a waste of diplomatic time if His Holiness and His Majesty will not

submit. But for the Catholic Bishops, the question of Irish Education

would long have been settled, and the late LORD ROSSE [a word of

honour to the memory of the maker of the grandest of telescopes]

|

would have been at the head of a commission for the purpose. Address

agreed to.

In the House of Representatives whatever inclination there might
have been to attack the Government was dispelled by affliction in the

house of MR. DISRAELI. As was certain, MR. GLADSTONE'S reference

to this was of the most delicate character, and was becomingly acknow-

ledged. MR. GLADSTONE reserved opinions, and MR. DISRAELI gave

fitting assurances. MR. HORSMAN and LORD STANLEY fenced over

Italy, and some Catholics and Protestants contradicted one another

about the Garibaldi business. But the opening evening, here, was

a flat one, and over before VIII.

Wednesday. Nothing worth note, except an anti-Garibaldian speech

from MR. MAGUIRE, who exultingly declared that the Church ol

Rome was multiplying and increasing in America. LORD STANLEY

quietly replied that the staunchest Protestant would not object to her

occupying in Italy the same position as she holds in tue United

States.

Thursday. MR. MAGUIRE (not the gentleman last mentioned, but the
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one who was convicted and pardoned) lias been received back into the

Royal Navy. (Cheers.) MK. MAGUIUE, M.P., made an appeal to

aovernment to spare the lives of the other convicts, and a debate

ensued, of which it may be enough to say that SIR 1'. 0'BniKN and

MR. FAWCETT supported him, and that SERJEANT GASEI.EE and Sin ('..

>'I;<M,IILKN were for further inquiry into a legal objection which JUDGE

BLACKUURN had pronounced to be
"
monstrous," that MK. HARDY

'cheered) declined to call on the Judges to review the judgment, that

MR. GLADSTONE approved this refusal, and that the ATTORNEY.GENERAL
confirmed the statement that to demand such review would be illegal.

No verbal answer was given by the Government as to the carrying out

of the sentences, but, SHORE was reprieved, on the ground that he was

not proved to have been armed.
MK. HAUDY has taken compassion on the poor Costermonger. He

is not to be annihilated. This is well.

Friday. LORD POIITMAN attacked the BISHOP OF SALISBURY for

Popish doctrines in his late Charge. Tlie BISHOP allowed that he was

a High Churchman, but pleaded that he was most tolerant, and added

ihat there was less Ritualism in his diocese than in any other.

In the Commons, LORD JOHN MANNERS (is reported to have) said

that the water in the Regent** Park lake had been drained ofl'. Not a

drop has been removed, and there must be a mistake somewhere. We
went and looked on Suluiday.

" What are you about, JOHN it

"

LONSOALE
expect

all suitors and witnesses in attendance at his Court
to be dressed as for an evening party!' Are white ties de rigueur ?
Must the ladies leave their bonnets and fanehotu outside, and appear
with low dresses '( Must they also wear feathers 't Will the local

|

journal that reports the Tonbridge County Court publish a list of the
suitresses' dresses ? There is one class of persons on whom at any
rate M_R. LoNSDALK can hardly intend to impose the impossibility of
full dress, Court or plain evening. He acknowledged that :

" Of course, tf panic* h.i-1 no bt.it clc.thus t> put un, they were to be pitied."

These parties to a suit would of course be utterly unable to attire

themselves in the suits proper for evening parties. In their case
MR. LOXSDALE may perhaps he willing to admit the relaxation allowed
at the Opera in the al'ter-aeason.

"
Restrictions to evening dress not

enforced." A working dress ought not to put a miller out of court if

he has no other, and the same may be said of a chimney-sweep, but a

wide berth should be piven to them, and it would be well for both their

sakes to keep them asunder. Believe me, dear Mr. Punch, a con-
8iderate- BIAU NASH.

FANCIES FOR THE FLEET.

MR. PUNCH sees in Mu. ASSISTANT-SECRETARY GKAY'S new idea a

vast poetical system, not to be confined to naval instruction, but to be

cnrried into our Military Schools, our Classical Colleges, our Univer-

sities, and our Public and Private Seminaries. Beginning with the

nursery we would have it thus, e. g. :

NEXT HIDEOUS "SENSATION CHIGNON."

COUNTY COURT DRESS.

AMONG the comic news of last week, as reported by several contem-

poraries, you will have read with pleasure, I am sure, Mr. Punch, the

statement that :

" At the last sitting of the Tonbridge County Court the Judge, MR. J. J. LONS-

DALK, made the following observations : 'In consequence of several parties having
business in the Court coming In their working apparel, ho wished to state that all

persons who came to that Court, which was the Queen's Court, should be properly
dressed, and not in their working clothes . . . Very frequently people came to the

County Court just as if they had been fetched out of the street to a Police Court.

It was very disrespectful to himself, and very annoying to a well-dressed person to

sit beside a miller or a baker who was in his working clothes, lie certainly
should be very strict in this matter in future, and should most decidedly dis-

allow any person's expenses who came to the Court dressed in a manner which
he considered was disrespectful to himself and the Court."

You know, Sir, what a Conrt Dress is. It has, I think, been
described in your columns as the uniform of an embroidered Quaker.
So much for a Court Dress, if you please, but what is a County Court
Dress ? The same, one would think, in the view of MR. LONSDALE," He wished to state that all persons who came to that Court, which
was the Queen's Court, should be properly dressed." In Queen's
Court dress, then P In laced chocolate collarless coats, flowered

waistcoats, satin shorts, silk stockings, and buckled shoes P Should

they also wear swords ? Morning costume is an indefinite expression,
and may be logically held to include working clothes. Does MR.

(Tken luvffkt.iy.)

jpat do you say ':

Inter A.

Oli yes, I see,
Secnnd i 11.

lie ! He !

Tliird one is D.

To a child of tender years toddling towards the fender

Though the fender is of wire,
Children mustn't touch the tin-.

In the Army, among rules for a Field Marshal to recollect :

U hen you see the ene-wy,
Take your gun and hit his eye.

Again, for a General when his victorious troops are in pursuit :

When the enemy is running,
Tell your men to keep on gunning.

To a Lieutenant-General when his men. are prepared to receive

cavalry :

When the enemy are there,

As you was and as you were !

Let the men walk two and two
)

March ! Present ! Make ready ! Boo ! ',

That 's the proper thing to do.

For the Artillery :

Take care, TOMMY, bow you load,
Or the canuoii may explode.

For the Reverend Chaplain-General in attendance at a battery :

Legates a Mere,
Sit in a battery.

To the Cavalry, when the three squadrons of the enemy are charging
them in front, and a detachment of mt'autry are harassing their rear :

WT
hen you see

Such things can be,
Run away, and don't mind me.

For Riflemen and Sharpshooters placed in pits taking aim at the

enemy, and the enemy from an elevated situation taking aim at them :

Get in a pit,

And make a hit ;

Take a pop
At a man atop ;

Pot him true,

Or lie '11 pot you.

Mr. Punch will continue this new poetical system of education at

his leisure : in the meantime he begs to return his sincere thanks to

ASSISTAHT-SBCRETAKY GRAY lor the present admirable Admiral sug-

gestions. _,___ >_

A HINT TO HEAB-MASTERS. The dietary of our Public Schools

would be greatly improved by the addition of one article hitherto

almost entirely overlooked English toiigne.
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"WHERE IGNORANCE IS BLISS," &c.

Frugal Housewife (lias a large family}.
"
OH, Ma. STICKINOS, I SEE nr THE DAILY PAPERS THAT THE PRICE OF MEAT HAS FALLEN

TWOPENCE A POUND. I THINK YOU OUGHT TO MAKE SOME REDUCTION IN YOUR CHARGES !

"

Country Butcher. "WEEY SORRY, MUM, BUT WE DON'T TAKE IN NO DAILY PAPERS, MUM! !"

CHECK TO KING MOB !

WHATEVER the leader we follow,
BEALES or MANNERS, JOHN BRIGHT or BOB LOWE

Whether "
DIZZY and DERBY !

" we holloa,
Or huzza for GLADSTONE & Co. ;

One leader all parties will kick at,
Old Torv or Bad, Swell or Snob,

Merging all shades of platform and ticket
In a general

" CHECK TO KING MOB !

"

TV nat parties soe'er the stage cumber,
Whatever the cry rules the storm,"
Greatest happiness of Greatest number,""
Church and State,"

"
Ancient Ways," or

"
Reform ;

'

Though we change creeds and colours with leaders,
But to vary, mull, muddle, and job,

There *s one cry will find no seceders.
And that 's.the cry,

" CHECK TO KING MOB !

"

Discontent may be rife, and with reason,
The State and Society through,

All may know some indictable treason
'Gainst duties or rights to undo.

And what evil 's like this King's Evil,
The State's blood and marrow to rob ?

What sev'n devils like the great devil
Exorcised by

" CHECK TO KING MOB ?"

Then close your ranks, friends of good order,
Whate'er your side, calling, or creed :

There is left in fair England's wide border,
Work for all men's good word and good deed.

That the duty of duties for all men
Hand or brain toiler, commoner, nob,

Strong or weak, rich or poor, great or small men-
Is to chorus a

" CHECK TO KING MOB."

Many-headed 's this king-beast, and on it

Is more than one crown to be seen

Eighty-nine's bloody Phrygian bonnet,
Rough's billy-cock, Fenian caubeen ;

Iron mallet in hand, he dissembles,
The mud caked with gore on its knob,

But, in spite of his sceptre, he trembles
When faced with stern

" CHECK TO KING MOB.'

EMPLOYMENT FOR SOMEBODY.
HERE it is, and a very good idea too :

THE 13-STOP HARMONIUM, with SWELL. Thirty Guineas. Full
Lists sent on application.

Why shouldn't a Swell do something for himself in this way ? Of
course, in applying for the 13-stopper you'd ask the following ques-
tions :

1. Does the Swell play the harmonium ?

2. Does he require much pressing ?

3. If he won't play (being sulky, or not well, for instance) what may
you do to him to make him go ? Of course,

"
If I had a donkey what

wonldn (," every one knows all about that, but in the case of a
Swell the mode of treatment is scarcely so clear.

4. If a family hires the harmonium, will the Swell take his meals with
them, or by himself, in his own harmonium ?

5 Can the Swell be let out ? Let out with safety and, if so, may he
be depended upon to come back ?

Many more interrogatories might be put to the enterprising adver-
tisers, but m any case we have done our duty in making the above
suggestions, and Caveat emptor !
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CHECK TO KING MOB.
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FREEDOM IN FRANCE.

HB other day, some per-
sons having met together

peaceably in the cemetery
of Montmartre, were

pounced upon by the police
and carried off to prison,

on the charge of having
formed a treasonable as-

sembly. The liberal French

journals, having ventured

to demur to the legality

of the arrest, have been

flooded with a deluge of
"
foummniquet

" from Go-
vern long
doubtless will be

"
warned,"

iu future, to absu,

criticising the police. In

France it is an axiom that

policemen are infallible, like

Popes, and can never be
mistaken iu making an
arrest. We think, however,
that the question What is

an assembly ? should be le-

gally debated, that French-

men may know, with some

degree of accuracy, what
number of persons are held by law to constitute a treasonable meeting :

and some notion should be given of the proofs by which the Govern-

ment can now convince its law courts that, when a score or two of

people have chanced to come together, their meeting is intended for a

treasonable end.
The French Government at present seems so much to feaj a crowd,

that we really almost wonder that the theatres are suffered to perform

attractivepieces, lest by doing so they happen to obtain a crowded
house. We are surprised, too, that French playgoers are not by law
forbidden to assemble in the street, before the opening of the doors.

Conspirators might readily arrange to meet together, and stand quietly
en queue until the time came for admission, and thus it would be easy
for them all to sit together, and hold traitorous assemblies in the

gallery or pit.

For the benefit of strangers, the word
"
assembly

"
should be clearly

and legally defined ; else some day we may hear that MR. SMITH has

been arrested for happening to join an assembly in an omnibus, or that

unhappy MR. JONES has been clapped in a French prison, because,
while stopping for a moment to stare at a shop window, he chanced to

be surrounded by some half-a-dozen persons, who stopped to do the

same. Any pressure in a crowd just now is perilous in Paris, for in

the streets as in the newspapers, the Government sets its face against
the freedom of the press.

AMONGST THE MASSES.

SPECIAL Commissioners accredited from the Court of St. Punch it

may interest, but cannot surprise Everybody, to hear that the compe-
tition for these posts of honour was of the keenest, not to say of the

savagest intensity, especially when it became known that the remune-
ration was twice as much as Revising Barristers and Boundary
Commissioners are awarded by a penurious Government have been

engaged during the Parliamentary recess in ascertaining by a personal
and daily inquiry, with an interval allowed for luncheon, how far the
various tribes of the people who, under the new .Reform Bill will

acquire votes, are educating and fitting themselves for the proper
discharge of their important function, with or without the aid of stimu-
lants and local solicitors, at the next General Election, and in what
light, lurid or sunny, they regard the responsibility of the Franchise.
A few of the oases cited in the Commissioners voluminous reports

(accompanied by Maps, Plans, Appendixes and Evidence,) written
after dinner in the leading London Restaurants and best provincial
Hotels, on foolscap half-margin, slightly smelling of smoke, and deli-

vered by Queen's Messengers at all hours of the night at our Bureau,
may be useful reading for the Legislature now in November assembled,
and all orders and degrees of men and with both eyes to the possibi-
lities of the future women amongst us.

It will be observed that the S. C. have, inmost instances, given the
sentiments rather than the exact knguage of the representative men
whom they interrogated.

WILLIAM MOAKES, costermonger. Education imperfect in youth.
Finding that the Reform Bill would give him a voice, rather a hoarse
one he admits, in the representation of Hoxton, began from the very

day the measure became law regularly to attend an Adult Night School,
that he might be able to peruse the bills on the walls in different

colours, explaining the different political opinions of the different

Candidates, and decide, after careful consideration, to which of them
he could conscientiously give his vote on the proud occasion of exer-

cising, for the first time, his electoral privilege, and, not for the first

time, his donkey, by whose agency, wreathed with artificial flowers,

tastefully constructed out of carrots and turnips, the residuum of his

stock, he intends to make his debut at the polling-booth. His class

having been recently under oppression, feels it to be more than ever ins

duty to get into words of three syllables as fast as he can, that he may
make no mistake, but vote only for those Candi-dates who will pledge
themselves one of them he understands is likely to be an opulent pawn-
broker in Whitechapel to stand by the coster s barrow, and put t.hrir

shoulder to his cart-wheel. Being unmarried, his house in Little' Back
Trotter Street is kept by a maiden sister, who, since she heard thn'

single women will have votes given them by the next Reform Bill, has

always a Political Treatise in her hand at meal-times, and in the few
-i she can snatch from peeling potatoes and other domestic

Kvery evening, on his return from the Night School, they
dictate to each other over a quartern.
THOMAS UODMAN. bricklayer's labourer. Every morning when he

awakes says to himself hut in a subdued tone, that he may not disturb his

wife who nas a bit of a temper,
" And I, too, am an elector." Takes a

weekly paper, but instead of reading as he used to do the trials at the

Old Bailey, police cases, railway accidents, and fights for 50 a-side

now cares for nothing but the leading articles, parliamentary intrlli-

gence.and letters from "Plebicola" and
"
Harmodious Harristoghiton"

on the evils of primogeniture, the profligate waste of Capitular Estab-

lishments, and the injustice of promotion by purchase in the Army.
Reflects on these and other anomalies in our political system, as,

following his daily calling, he goes up and down the ladder, and balances

the merits and demerits of Administration by Boards. His last thought
before going to sleep at night is the same as his wakingwliisper

" And
I, too, am an elector." Black-eyes never seen now. Thinks BRIGHT a

great brick, and hopes he will get on the top round of the Udder.
JOSEPH BAUGLBY, omnibus conductor. Passes the Houses of Parlia-

ment many times every day, and never without thinking of the personal
interest he will soon have in the Westminster line. Considers the

extension of the Suffrage a step in the right direction, and hopes
it will

be a good thing for poor people who are not invariably
"

full inside."

(Is told that the same thing has been said before, but then as a

joke.) Not much inclined for study when he goes home after

sixteen hours' work, but reads the paper by bits every day, par-

ticularly the leaders, subject to interruptions from passengers
(especially the females) plucking at him, punching him with their

umbrellas and sticks, inquiring whether they are right for Knights-
bridge when they are close to Astley's, and wanting change for half-a-

sovereign in the midst of a heavy shower. Doesn't know much about
the Constitution, except that wet weather is bad for his, and won't
vote for any Member who will not support a Bill to give him and
'ABRT (driver) every other Sunday to themselves. As a matter of

secondary importance, would be glad to see timekeepers abolished.

Used to fancy he knew the difference between a Tory and a Liberal, ,

and that it was as great as between a black and a bay, but confused
,

now, and thinks they are more like piebalds than anything else.

GEORGE WEIGHTMAN, Porter. Has given up public houses, skittles,

smoking, and every other bad propensity, and stops at home at night

reading the debates in Parliament aloua to his family. Attaches great

weight to the speeches of those Members who talk about carrying good
measures and easing the country of some of its burdens. Never now
goes near "The Old Black Horse," except to the meetings of the
"
Emancipated Serfs," a Debating Club which assembles there on

Wednesdays and Saturdays at eight, discusses the events of the week
and the affairs of Europe, and breaks up about twelve.

LIONEL D'ALMAIJJE DE BKAUVOIR. Five-and-thirty. Five thousand
a year. Director of several Companies. Member of sundry Clubs and
Societies. Has been in Parliament for Young Sarum, but unseated on

petition. Income being all derived from Public Securities, Shares. &c.
and as a bachelor living in lodgings, never had a vote, never wished for

one, and now that he comes under the Lodger clause in the Bill is very
doubtful whether he shall take any trouble about registration, and
almost certain that the Members for Pimlicopolis will not derive any
advantage from his name being on the Electoral Roll. Valet has had a

vote for many years ; he, or rather his wife, keeping a lodging-house iu

Great Wriothesley Street.

(Extracts from Country Reports reserved far another eomautnifadon.)

High Stakes.

MEAT is lower, thanks to joint action on the part of consumers.
The butchers have been brought down on their marrow-bones. But

they must be looked after, and not forgotten, now that the dead season
is over, or they will screw their courage to the sticking-point, and soon
saddle us again with a penny or two too much in the pound.
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"DISTANCE LENDS ENCHANTMENT TO THE VIEW."
So THOUGHT CAPTAIN KALADORE, WHEN AT LAST, BY A LUCKY ACCIDENT, HE OBTAINED ONE GLANCE MOM THE SUPPOSED LOTELY

GlEL WHO FOR HOURS HAD BEEN LEADING THE WHOLE FlELD.

A FEW FB1ENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU VII. MY LATE FRIEND MY FUNNY FRIEND (INTERVENING)
DOMESTIC AFFAIRS A QUIET DINNER IN BTATB.

I SHOULD have gone away for my holiday at once, I want it after

Cokingham, if it hadn't been for my Late Friend. Not deceased (may
he live a thousand years, and then many happy returns of the day to him)
but simply

"
late." Late in every sense of the word except the one

above mentioned. I couldn't give you any account of his
"
early child-

hood ;" as there never was anything early about him. I tumbled across
him in the street, he couldn't stop a minute, as he was late for dinner,
and was just going home to dress. He did stop a minute, however,
indeed he stopped ten. In that space of time he had settled to accom-

pany me to Germany, France, Italy, Spain, wherever I might be going
[or my holiday tour. He couldn't stop now, he said, but he would drop
in upon me at night, and talk it over ; and off he went in a Hansom,
with a lean grey horse that trotted slouchingly along, hanging down its
head as if it was ashamed of its position, (having perhaps once been on
the turf and allowed himself to be

"
pulled ") and fairly sneaked round

the lamp-posts at the corners, the driver being a small fat person, who
overweighted the machine behind ; an arrangement, on the whole,
most irritating to a man in a hurry. On these occasions my Late
Friend does wonders with his umbrella. I 've had experience of him
under similar circumstances. He knocks up the trap of the Hansom
suddenly, his umbrella springing out like the sixpenny toy-fiend in fur
with a red face and an interior life of circular steel spring, and he (my
Friend, not the toy-fiend,) asks the driver why the dash he doesn't go
quicker, to which the man merely replies "tchk !" and gives the horse
some slight temporary encouragement with the whip-lash, which in-
duces reminiscences of happier days on the animal's part in an attempt
at a canter, which, after two minutes, he abandons, with a sorrowful
shake of the head for his common-place trot.

Up goes the trap again. My Late Friend adjures the man with his

umbrella. Either he announces definitely that the train starts punc-
tually at such and such a time, and they 've only got five minutes to do
it in, or he is vague in his reasons, and merely tells the cabman that it

is very late, and he must get on quicker. He threatens up to almost
the moment of arrival at his destination, that

"
if he doesn't get on, he

(my Late Friend) will jump out and take another cab."
So much at present for my Late Friend in a cab : except that after

disappearing within the gates of St. James's Park, leaving me at the
corner of Pall Mall, he re-appeared again (luckily or unluckily the

sequel will show) to ask me where I was staying in Town. I mentioned
my Great Aunt's house, which not being let (for a wonder) she 's

always letting it and getting the benefit of it herself, billetting herself,

(the old soldier !) upon me in the meantime I look forward to enjoying
en ffarfoa for a couple of days before going abroad. It is conveniently
situated in the neighbourhood of Berkeley Square, and I wish she 'd

give it to me entirely. Being in it en garden is delightful. I hire a man
from GDNTER'S for a couple of days or a week (if I 'm there as long),
and he 's equal to a family butler, and better than a valet, with GUNTER
responsible for his proper behaviour, (if I complained, he 'd put delin-

quent in ices) and the temporary nature of his office has never been
once suspected by any one except my Funny Friend, who having, it

appears, met him in connection with the guardianship of a large barley
sugar basket at various evening parties, saluted him with

"
Ullo,

MR. SAMUEL SDGAHSTICK!" as if he was a twelfth-night character,
and in the passage immediately sang

" All among the barley-
-Sugar let us be."

Whereupon the hireling laughed behind his hand, and
"
hoped he saw

MB.. GKIGG well." From that moment the reputation of my Great
Aunt's establishment was in GRIGG'S hands. Her domestics consist of

her own maid (a permanency, as explained before a sort, of
"
perpetual

curate" in petticoats) ; next, the cook, by the job; a housemaid, some
relation, I believe, to the permanency, who comes for a week or two
en amateur, or as a friend, just to trifle with the dust a little, and is, I

really believe, in league with the extra-charwoman who is absolutely
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needed to
"
clean up

"
after her departure. Then there is JOHNSON,

from GONTER'S; three-fourths of JOHNSON going down to my account,

and one-fourth of JOHNSON to ray Aunt. Reckoning from head to foot,

and dividing JOHNSON into four, JOHNSON is mine down to the knees,

and the remainder is at my Aunt's disposal. She is obliged to ask my
permission to use JOHNSON, or rather to use her part and lot in JOHN-

SON, with this formula,
" You don't want JOHNSON (meaning my three-

fourths of JOHNSON), at this moment, do you, dear?" Then I answer
" Yes" or

"
No," or I say,

"
Why not send HENRY ?

'

HENRY is my Aunt's page a page pro tern., the son of our washer-

woman, who, looking forward to seeing her hoy in service, is glad of

an opportunity of giving him some practice, for even a fortnight at a

time, under JOHNSON. He is provided by Government (I mean my
Great Aunt and myself) with a uniform, and may be described as
" Our Militia." He is called out for two mouths in the year, drilling

(so to speak), and living in barracks (the house near Berkeley Square)
for a fortnight at a time.

He is a dullish boy, ready to grin at a moment's notice, and easily

distracted from any work in hand. He has what Catholics call a
"

special devotion towards my Funny Friend. He worships Qaioo,
and GKTGG thoroughly appreciates such homage as even this poor
uneducated child can offer.

By the way. I've made it up with GRIGO, and read him a lecturei

which L don't think he'll forget in a hurry. He owned that he had

been in the wrong (this was when we met on the steps of the Hurling-

tou Arcade), and he begged my pardon, offering to go down on one

knee.
" To err," said he,

"
is human "here he stretched out his hand

in declamatory fashion, purposely, I believe, for he was obliged to

apologise to the tall beadle, whom he addressed as
"
My Lord Mayor

"

"
to forgive," he continued,

"
divine." I was on the divine side ; and

so, really wishing to get rid of him, shook hands, and said
"
Good-

bye."
I shan't forget it in a hurry. I was in festive attire, being on

my road to call upon my Beautiful Friend (Miss SOPHIA. TEKKNV

CHERTTON, the youngest of four farther on in the book), and my
gay fawn-coloured trousers shone out beneath my sugw-white vest

and purple-tinged coat, while my light grey gloves, giving airiness

to my hands, matched the revived gloss of my medium-crowned hat,

which again found its balance in the even polish of my last new
boots.

There were many people by the entrance of the Burlington Arcade.

Something stopped tne way, when GRISO called me back with a
" Hi !

"

He was getting into his (hired) brougham. I returned, for I feared he

would send a policeman after me, or cry
"
Stop thief !

"
or, in fact,

play some infernal trick in spite of his recent penitence. I approached
within a couple of paces of him. His

" Hi !

"
had attracted the

limited audience of JOHNSON and the boy. It seems to me like

Saint Anthony in the song, when molested by evil spirits,

"
It it tin- ^..,1 Stint Anthony kept bin eyft*
8(1 Closdy ti : lllac'lc lx>olc,"

Which is my case precisely.
' shouts nor laughter, (froans nor cries,

'lc."

Of course, if JOHNSON and the boy HENRY were to take to this

course of proceeding, i.e. shouting and laughing, groaning and crying
it, would draw from me a look.

But (it occurs to me while pretending to read) if they did suddenly
break out, what should I do ? What should I do, when it came to the

point ? Supposing JOHNSON began shouting and laughing, and the

hoy HENRY groaning and crying, or by permutation and combination

the hoy HENRV shouting and groaning, and JOHNSON laughing and

crying," that is, a couple of wildly hysterical servants, what should I do?
Call for a policeman where ? Go out for one, and leave the house in

charge of one poor cook in the power of demoniac hirelings ? Send
i the cook out how am I to get at her? Can I leave the room to he

ravaged by these
hysterically possessed ? If L ring she wouldn't

because thfy are up here, and she wouldn't understand my
ringing. No, 'twould certainly be better not to allow them

"
to draw

.e a look."

However, [am but dreaming over my book, with a sort of waking
indigestion (I must not read during dinner) ami neither JOHNSON nor

the hoy HENRY are doing anything but clearing away the cutlets and

substituting a pheasant and pure? of chestnuts. I expect my Late

Friend (of course "late" so I'll allow him [plenty of law) to arrive

some time after dinner. We are to discuss our holiday tour.
** You see even the photograph of my Late Friend comes in, con-

sistently, too late for this present, Number.

" What ?
" At this, he, having suddenly jumped inside, and shut the

door, looks out, pretending (the fool !) great anger, and repeats,
"
Punctually. And mind" he adds,

"
that my trousers fit me this time.

Drive on !

"

This thing was not done in a corner, and I was the laughing stock (I

saw and felt the titter) of the crowd. Until, by way of proving I wasn t

a tailor. I called a cab and told him loudly to drive to Belgrave Square,
where I wasn't going originally, but it sounded well at the time, and I

turned him into another course when we 'd got clear of these grinning
idiots.

This evening I dined at home alone in state, being waited upon by
GUNTEB'S JOHNSON now entirely mine, my Aunt not sharing her fourth

when out of Town, (" Mine, mine !

"
as the Bottle Imp says in the

play, when he also adds, hoarsely,
" You must learn to love me !

"

which JOHNSON is trying to do at a pound a week and his board) and
the boy HENRY.

Dining under these circumstances of pomp is nervous work, and I

have once or twice a sort of notion that the boy HENRY is so far forget-

ting himself as to try to make JOHNSON laugh by tickling. It's sneak -

ish to turn suddenly, or I would. JOHNSON coughs. HENRY sniffs.

I don't think there *s fair play going on behind my back with the salad.

I try to read during dinner, and keep the soup waiting until I can
decide upon a book. I "ve read all the works in our house, and I 've

seen all the newspapers. I ultimately select the works of MASSINGIR
and FORD (" Good opportunity this," I say to myself,

"
to read M AS-

SINGER and FORD,") in one very large volume which knocks over the

water bottle when rested against it, and is too heavy for a tumbler.

So I support it with three volumes of Plutarch's Lives (" also a good

opportunity for reading Plutarch's Lives: will do it quietly after

dinner. Try Julius Ccesar, if it's there,") and attempt a desultory
study. Whether it is that the action of dinner is totally at variance

with serious reading, or whether the presence of JOHNSON (entirely

mine) and the boy HENRY possesses some counteracting influence

over me, I don't precisely know, but I can't read four consecutive lines

comfortably, or with any but the most confused idea of their sense. I

keep up the farce of reading, acting, as it were, a part before the

ADVICE TO AN EMPEROR.

SIRB, my good brother, health and benediction, as your friend

At Rome says. May it please you to a warning voice attend ?

His mobt dear son he calls you ; so he 's graudsire to your own,

Would you have that young gentleman succeed you on the throne ?

To making that seat safe for him devote, then, all your care,

And cease to intermeddle for his grandpapa's elsewhere.

Between the two consider what a hazard yon do run.

You have your Holy Father to decide on, or your son.

Small of successor is the chance to Pio Nono's crown ;

You, if you mind what you "re about, may hand your sceptre down.

If you had rather not, obey the bidding of the Black,

Crusading for the POPE-KING with a priest upon your back.

Feels France, yourself who what you are created by her voice,

No share when her Elect forbids another people's choice,

Sends forth her sons, her sister's sons, with mission to enslave,

And sully with their cousins' blood the fingers of the brave ?

Will battle won by numbers and the Chassepot rifle make

Weight against BISMARCK'S triumph and the Mexican mistake ?

Set at defiance by the strong, foiled, baffled, do you seek

Prestige lost to recover by coercion of the weak ?

All mighty fine this trick may be, but glory it is none,

And not the way to settle your dominions on your son.

Throw the Jack Priest that rides you, if you would that boy should

reign,
And not yourself be, possibly, mere BONAPARTE again.

TELEGRAPHY AND TORTOLA.

THE Atlantic Cable does tell such lies ! to this country ; let us hope
not from it. Query What are the comparative numbers of falsehoods

on an average daily issuing from this end of the Cable and that ?

All the electric wires, however, from abroad, bring so many false

messages, that
"
telegram" will soon be synonymous with

"
crammer."

Whenever anybody says the thing which is not, his hearers will observe,
"
That 's a Telegram !

" and when you tell a girl anything that she

doesn't believe, she will exclaim, Oh, you Telegram !

"
instead of

"
Oh, you Story !

"

Nil Desperandum.

OUH friend BLACKSTONE COKE is at length rewarded for
the_ patience

he has shown in waiting for employment since he was "
called.'' He has

become a Revising Barrister. Yesterday, we found him correcting a

proof.
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HAIR-DRESSING IN 1867.

Lady. "MY HAIR is NOT so THICK AS WHEN YOU LAST CUT IT, I FANCY?"
Hair-dresser. "WELL, MA'AM, I MUST SAY IT is NOT so VOLUMINOUS AS IT WA8 ; BUT, REALLY, ONE cAX IMPROVISE IT so TVELL

NOW, THAT ORIGINAL MATERIAL is NOT OF MUCH CONSEQUENCE !

"

GEESE UPON THE TURF.
' THE horse is a noble animal, and so, too, sometimes is its backer.

But the equine nobility have this advantage over the human, they
have no family estates to put in jeopardy by racing. Whereas, in the

past twelvemonth, a good many noble sportsmen have travelled several

downward stages on the road to ruin, through their gambling on the

turf. In consequence a panic has ensued in the ring, and the betting
men have pulled most dismally long faces at the short supply of cash.

See here what sad news a turf writer reports :

"
Complaints, and of an angry tone, were prevalent all last week in the turf

markets at the dreadful settling over the past B ougbton meeting. Several noblemen
and gentlemen wbo are tbe heaviest backers were unable to meet their liabilities,
and there was quite 70,(JOO short, which, of course, seriously depressed the
financiers."

Poor fellows ! one is pained to hear of their distress. It is grievous
to reflect that many a worthy bookmaker, instead of being able to

afford himself champagne, as a wherewithal to raise his spirits from

depression, may be reduced to gin-and-water, or plebeian half-and-half.

However, as the song says, they
"
May be happy yet" :

"
Money to meet the severe losses at the Hough*"on will, doubtless, te forth-

j

coming ; but it is sad to think that more estates may have to be sold, more timber
cut down, or, worse than all, sixty per cent, discounters have their cash-boxes filled

with those terrible pieces of '

paper
' which seem to possess the startling virtue of

annihilating three months."

Charles Surface when sore pressed had little hesitation in "knock-
ing down his ancestors with their own family tree," and many a noble
loser doubtless would be glad to put his family tree to auction, if he
could but get it valued as a portion of the timber on his family estates.

It is sad, no doubt, to think of fine old oaks and beeches being ruth-

lessly cut down in order to bring money to pay a racing bet : but men,
who have a taste for gambling on the turf, have vastly little taste for

the charms of sylvan scenery, and little care what gaps are made in

old ancestral woods. They would never dream of singing
" Woodman

Spare that Tree!" merely on the ground of its ornamental value, and

they would chop up all the cedars of Lebanon for firewood, in order to

raise money for a grand coup on the turf. On the effects of this vile

mania the writer thus remarks :

" It is no secret that backing horses is now carried on to toe most extravagant
extent ; and where sportsmen were content at one period to win their hundred or

an, they now 'plunge' recklessly and seek to win their 10,000 by every coup.
Where this wholesale gambling is carried out racn after race it requires but little

adverse luck to bring about such a panic as that of Monday. The evil will, however,
prove its own corrective, anri next season there will be far less of the passion for

such enormous speculation, which in time would make the turf more enemies than

any one of its vices."

We rarely put much faith in any racing prophecy, but we should

rejoice greatly if this one were fulfilled. Every spring, however, sees

a fresh young flock of greenhorns going on the turf, where they are

plucked as readily as geese upon a common: and after they have

parted with their fine old family timber, they usually find themselves

completely up a tree.

A New Bule of Court.

"MR. J. J. LOXSDAI.E, the County Court Judae at Tonbridge, has created a con-

siderable sensation by announcing that henceforward litigants must appear in hi

Court dressed in their Sunday attire." Pall Mall Gazette.

Court dress may be going out, but County Court dress is coming in,

which, with a fitting adaptation to the legal place where it is to be

worn, is a Sunday suit. If, as is not improbable, litigants should

grumble at being compelled to appear, from the commencement to

the close of their case, in their best garments, no one will demur to

their plaint or think it unreasonable. Our verdict is against the Judge
let him be non-suited.

QUESTION PUT.

The Sharks on our Coast. What does this article mean ?

exposure of The Swindlers at our Watering-places ?

Is it an

AN ARTICLE OF LUCK'S. Matrimony.

Prmtfd by Joseph Smith, of Xo. 21, H!fnrd Square, in tne Parish ot St. James Ulerken-well, In the County of Middlesex, at the Printing Offices of Mewrs. Bradbury, Evans, & Co., Lombard
Street, in the rrecinct of Whlt-ffnar-, m tlw City of Lou'ion,and Published by him at No. 85, FlPet Stieet, in the Parish of tit. Briilf, City uf London. -*TI aoy, November 30. 1867.
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CAUTION TO SISTERS.
,' "I SAY. CHARLEY, I'VE BEENT STEALING SOME or YOUR SCENT

; "BUT rr ISN'T VERY
-.MIHUM; lion ABOUT IT SMELL!"

Charley.
" NOT WIPED YOUR LIPS WITH IT, I HOPE?

TACHEB BRINGS 'KM OUT AN INCH EVERY NlCMT!"
IT'S THE NEW Srwp FOR JIY Mous-

FROM OUR FOREIGN OFFICE.

EUROPE has discerned the possibility

of a provisional arrangement which
will terminate in a solution of the

li'iuiitn question.
li.e Holy Father declares that he

must absolutely maintain his nonpos-
sumus as far as" regards the territorial

11' 'mauds of Ilaly.

It is added, on authority, that his

Holiness is bound by his oath, but he

considers it by no means impossibje
that, his successor should enter into

negotiations with the Italian Kingdom.
On this point the seiitiine-nis of the

IIolv Father are in accord with those

of M. PUNCH. The eventuality cpn-
Irmplated by his Holiness is not im-

possible. Never! hcU ss the endeavour
of the approaching Conference must
be, to take, the requisite precautions
that it shall not occur.

Those precautions will centre in the

careful provision that the successor of

i In- Sovereign Pontiff shall succeed

him only in his Pontificate.

The temporalities of the Holy See,
on the demise of the Tiara, will be

guaranteed to tlie Kingdom of Italy.

Thus the circumstances under which
non poiwrnu* could be the rejection of

an overinie will have ceased to exist.

The Powers will not reproduce the

situation.

Italy, confident and tranquil, will

afford to wait for a reversion secured

on a legal basis.

iM. PUNCH will be decorated with

the Grand Cordon of the Legion of

Honour, and no end of Orders. He
will also be liberally remunerated by
the Powers for the hint which, with

a sagacious generosity, be has supplied
I for their direction.

CRYSTAL CONCERTS.

MR. PUNCH, who stood as godfather to the Crystal Palace, and first

gave it the name which, like his own, will never die, is pleased now to

invent, a title fur the Concerts, for which the Crystal Palace has for

many winters been renowned, and which posterity will thank him for

now naming Crystal Concerts. That glass is musical has long been

known, for who has not heard long ago of
"
SHAK.SPEARE and the

musical glasses
"

P Still, that glass could be the means of giving such

good music as may now be heard at Sydeuham any Saturday in winter,
we must thank the Crystal Palace for happily discovering.
MR MANNS, although a Protestant, is a Catholic conductor; and

although no doubt he inwardly protests against bad music being played

by his good band, he yet is catholic enough to acknowledge that all

tastes should be discnminately catered for. So, after serving in

grand style the
"
roast beef of old HANDEL," or the turtle of BEET-

HOVEN, he throws in a French plat or two by AUBER or by GOUNOD,
nor does he disdain to dish up now and then a music-shoppy entree for

those who have no relish for turtle or roast beef. Moreover, MR.
MANNS, as becomes a skilful chef, is ever on the look-out to serve up
something fresh. A new symphony by MENDELSSOHN, and some new
Songs without Words, were among the tit-bits chosen in his menu for

last Saturday, and all epicures in music who were able to be present
must; have thanked him for the treat.

To hear ARABELLA GODDARD perform a piece by MENDELSSOHN is

worth going not, to Sydenham merely, but to Salisbury or Siam. How
sweetly her piano sings these pleasant wordless songs ! and how little

are words wanted, when, thanks to her interpreting, the notes express
the meaning which MENDELSSOHN intended ! How delightful must it

bs to have BEETHOVEN, BACH and MENDELSSOHN ever at one's fingers

ends, and be able to discourse most eloquent music with them !

Besides new compositions, MR. MANNS is to be praised for bringing
forward at his Concerts new siugers and performers. Many a good
artist, and now a public favourite, has to thank him for a first intro-

duction to the public. To the piano, which so sweetly sang ttie songs

pi MENDELSSOHN, many nervous debutantes have tremblingly been led,

in terror lest the public should condemn 'their "execution." Few
perhaps have been more frightened than Miss AMY COYNE, whose

nervousness, however, did not prevent her hearers from relishing her
otherwise most promising performance. Mr. Punch has reasons of his

own, not unconnected with his works, for feeling a paternal interest in

Miss COYNE, and commends her for her judgment in choosing for her
entrance some bits of real music by BACH, MENDELSSOHN and CHOPIN,
and not some trashy tawdry "air with variations," or such music-

shoppy stuff. The more men hear of music such as BEETHOVEN'S or

MENDELSSOHN'S, the less taste they will have for noises signifying
nothing, such as vacuous vulgar street-songs and blatant brazen bray-

ings, which haply may seem musical to long ears at a music-hall, but
at our charming Crystal Concerts are not suffered to be heard.

MARTYRS AND MARTYRED.
SING Deprofundis for your martyrs, sing.

Peace to the souls of traitors may it bring,

Help them to full release from murder's guilt,

Tliough a true Briton's was the blood they spilt,

Peace to the souls of Fenians, being fled ;

Now justice has been done ;
and rest the dead !

But while you chant the penitential strain

For them, the slayers, recollect the slain.

Which, say your priests, is like to need it most,
Flitting, forewarned or unforewarned, a ghost,

Sped with a blow, or sent at leisure due ?

The Fenians, or the victim whom they slew?

Sing for your martyrs' souls ; but don't forget
That other martyr, poor Policeman BKETT ;

Sing for the murderers all the psalms you can :

But sing as many for the murdered man.

Light and Dark.

A NOVEL has just been published, called Fair Women. Are the

blondes to have undisputed sway P Is there no author who, in the

cause of the brunettes, will gallantly write a story it cannot fail to

please, if of a gloomy complexion and entitle it Dark Women f

VOL. Lin.
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EVIDENTLY.
First Youth (agedfive years). "An! BUT S'POSB HE WAS TO RUN AWAY?"
Second Youth, (aged ditto). "RuN AWAY ? WHY, BLESS YOU, A CHILD MIGHT

MANAGE HIM !

"

POOR PAY IN A POORHOUSE.]

ONE of the most degrading disclosures in the Farnham Workhouse Inquiry is

that the doctor has been getting only 55 a-year for daily attending on the aver-

age some five-and-fifty patients. To be sure, there is an extra fee allowed him
in some cases, but this can hardly pay him for the extra time and labour they
involve. Sometimes as many as eighty patients are submitted to his care

; and,
as his work upon the average takes two hours every day, he receives the splendid
salary of eighteen-pence an hour, which is less pay than a chimney-sweep's for

cleaning a foul flue. Out of this large sum, however, he has to find the drugs for
the medicine he dispenses ; and, unless he chooses to be largely out of pocket, the
black doses he makes up had need be cheap, as well as nasty.

Blackguardians may say that physic good enough for porkers is quite good
enough for paupers ; and, while they keep their poorhouses as filthy as their pig-
styes, no doubt they will consider that invalided paupers should be cured about
as cheaply as invalided pigs. Indeed, we really are surprised that they should go
to the expense of a regular practitioner, even although they pay him such starva-
tion fees as those we quote above. A veterinary surgeon would surely be quite
good enough to look to the infirmities of those who, in most poorhouses, are treated
as mere beasts.

A Lesson to Grumblers.

WHY should small people complain of the dearness of provisions when the upper
classes are so patient under similar privations ? Look at the Members of Parliament
who have been summoned on the 19lh of November, to be prorogued in the first week
of December. You don't hear them complain of such decidedly

"
Short Commons."

THE OLD COMIC-SINGER.

I MET a pale and shabby man :

I thought I knew his face ;

It had no more expression than
A flounder or a plaice.

Ri 19! de rol de riddle lol,

Ri fol de rol de ray ;

Ri tol de riddle iddle dol,
De ri fol lol de day !

And yet it wore a wooden smile,
As of the days of yore ;

And "
surely," said I,

"
surely, I Ml

Have seen that face before !

"

Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

I know, if I aloud had said

What passed within my mind,
The shabby man had answer made,

" No face is seen behind."

Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

For, by the way he cocked his hat,

And wore each careful rag,

And by the sign of this and that,

I saw he was a wa?.
Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

And yet, I say, his face did not

The faintest thought express ;

It was a manner he had got,

But how 1 cannot guess.
Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

He turned his elbows out, and let

His hands hang from the wrist ;

" He is," said I,
"

for any bet,

A comic vocalist."

Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

And now I Io9k again, his face

Unto my mind doth bring
A recollection of the place
Where once he used to sing.

Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

Oh, dreary, dreary were the rhymes,
And wicked were they too.

Jly son, I 'm glad that purer times

Than those have dawned for you.

Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

For though new ditties vulgar be,

And poor in wit or sense,

The coarsest of their kind are free

From filth, at all events.

Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

Oh, dreary, dreary was the room,
And wicked were its ways.

Where gloomy nights brought on the gloom
Of sad regretful days.
Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

My son, I do with heart rejoice

That, since thy youth began.
Thou never heard'st the hateful voice

Of that pale, shabby man.
Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

He turned a corner in the Strand ;

He did not stop to drink ;

He bought a baked potatoe ;
and

He went straight home, 1 think.

Ri tol de rol de riddle lol, &c.

Close up, close up, in pity, this

Begrimed and graceless page.
But, let not YORICK starve, in his

Dishonourable age.
Ri tol de rol de diddle lol,

De rol de dol de day ;

Ri fol de rol de riddle dol,

Ri tol de rol de ray.

FOOD POK THE IMAGINATION. Fancy Bread.
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FAMILY PRIDE.

First Boy. "Mr FATHER'S A OKFICKR."
Second Boy.

" WHAT ORFICER ?
"

First Boy.
" WHY, A CORPORAL !

"

Third Boy (evidently "comic"),
" So 's MY FATHER HE 's A OHFICEB, TOO

. GENERAL HE is!"
Fourth Boy. "Go ALONG WITH TER !

"

Third Boy. "So HK is HE'S A GENERAL DSALSRII"

"LILY MAXWELL TRIUMPHANT."
OR, THE FIRST PERSON SINGULAR.

" In the course of tbe polling, a lady, duly enured on the

register as LILY MAXWELL, appeared to recrd her vote for MR- JACOB
liHiGHT : a* tbe name waa found on the register, the vote waa duly
recordod." ilancltaUr Paptri.

HUZZAH for the (treat Female Movement's
Pioneer in the Manchester school,

That still leads the race of improvement!,
Whose "

eiceptions" ere Ion* "prove the rule !

"

To the fair LILY MAXWELL a bumper.
Who in petticoats runhed to the poll,

And for JACOB BRIGHT entered her plumper,
MILL'S first "person," singular, sole !

As in old times, by heralds dwelt much on,
For heroes who great deeds would dare.

The Sovereign bestowed, in their scutcheon,
Arms of honour, appropriate, to wear,

So now in LA MAXWELL'S coat-armour
Or

petticoat Punch would propound,
This device, which he's certain will charm her

"
Argent, wavy,* a Bright Lily crowned !

'

And when in the course of the ages,
Which in good time all good measures bring,

Oarffmmfs totes, like birds out of cages
Itrlcascd, on tbe register sing,

To the poll, as on steel-stiffened pinions,
Ouce doves, henceforth eagles, they press,

Let a Bright Lily badge deck their chignon*,
And be clan-Maxwell tartan their dress.

As the name seems to show that North Britain
Gave her blood to their fair pioneer,

A tribute to Scotland might fit in

With a change whose convenience is clear.

As long clothes ill fit crush and quarrel,
And male roughs are hard to control,

To the work, ladies, cut your apparel,
And in kilts make your rush to tbe poll !

*
If this be bad heraldry, the " blazon" muat yield to the verte.

Butter upon Bacon.

WHEN MK. TBADDEUS STEVENS tries to persuade the

people of the United States that the public debt is to be

paid off in green-backs, he will only find green backers.

SYMPATHY AND SPECULATION.

MR. PUNCH, SIR, Ave yer enny ideer of wot Sientific Jottins ia ?

cause here 's wun of 'em out o Gallynawny't noospaper :

" In 1S30 there was such an abundance of horses in the Island of Marajo, belong-
ing to the delta of the River A muz m, tbat a president of the province of fara made
an agreement with a c jmpany to allow them to kill aa many of these animala as

they chose, for the sake of the skins which fetched filteen franca each, while the
live horse did not cost more than six francs."

wot d'ver think o that now for a Sientific Jottin ? Orrible to relate
is ow i shud ed a account of sitch a massicer of that Nobel Anemle the
Ois. It goes on to say that by levin" the car Cases onberried the
consekwens was dangerus Infekshun witch coodent be got Ridd off
nowow cept by settin fire to the oal iland as wos All over Wood : and
this Cause the deth of All the osses as wos Left sins witch it av bin
impossabel to reinterdoose a oss Into the iland every one direckly
fallin a wioktim to parrallysis of the ind legs. Doorin many yeer of

ixperience on the Stand waitin for Ire, nothink moar arowin to Reed
off never Acurr'd to mee in the Ole coarse hof my Reedin.

now, ser, Ear's anutber o them Sientific Jottins witch i "11 alow is

sieutillic enuf perwided it 's Trew :

" In 1837 a land proprietor of Bizw in the Gironde, perceived some gigantic
white oaks which struck his fancy. He picked up some of their acorns. an<i had
them sown In a very meagre, clayey, and calcareous s >il. The young trees throve,
and eleven years later excellent truffles were discovered in this soil which had
never borne any before, and from that period they have never ceased to multtplv.
The most curious circumstance is that no truffles were ever found in the viciuity "of
the original oaks from which the acorns were got."

there now 0* d'yer Acount for that P Hif there warnt no truefles
nether ni the Hoax hon the Wun and nor in the Calcairus sile on the
Tuther wear did they Cum from ? Wooden't the growing hup o them
troofels be a Case of wot Them as don't consider the meanin of wards

calls Spontanns cumbusteon, cos it ain't Spontanus but only Appens
when yer Putts sitch and sitch things together like for Instuns Cuoss
o Norredge did wen they Sed e made the insex with Galwanism out o
Flint ? Ixcuse this Sientiffic Jottin kind of cummewnicacion from a
bit of a fellosoffical CABBY

p.s. Wot cnnecsion in Sientific Jotins is there between killin osses

aud growin trufies P It semes in france among the moosoos trufels an
ossflesh wery often goes together.

A Political Gem.
MR. ALBERT PELL, the Conservative, after a gallant battle in South

Leicestershire, has been beaten by MR. PAQET, the Liberal. MR.
PELL, in one of his speeches, said that he hoped the electors would
find him a Little Diamond. We don't hint that he was flawed, but he
has to wait to be set.

Complementary if not Complimentary.
OF "complementary colours,"

If the theory be true,
Reflected in tbe

"
Yellow Book" *

NAPOLEON may look blue.

* The official rfnmt at French foreign policy.

THE NEGUS OF ABYSSINIA.

APROPOS of the Negus of Abyssinia, there is no want of Whine (in
some of the papers), but the real difficulty is, to say where the tenter is

to come from.
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PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

ONDAY, November
25M. Now, how
much does a Pen-
sive Public want
to know about the

Abyssinian de-

bates F For it

occurs to Mr.
Punch that there

is not precisely a

frantic desire on
the part of that

tolerably respect-
able body to hang
on the lips of the

various orators

who prosed or

scolded on the

subject. He, has

no wish to bore

anybody aresult

which of course
would be impos-
sible if he were

speaking for him-
self ; but which
is just within
the compass of

possibility when
he analyses the utterances of Imperial Wisdom.

It may be.good that Mrs. Orundy should know,

First, that the Abyssinian War has begun, and therefore must be
carried on until the British Lion is victorious.

Secondly, that the present estimate is that it may cost Four Millions,
but it is quite impossible for anybody to say what it will cost.

Thirdly, that Two Millions are wanted directly.

Fourthly, that the House of Commons has authorised Ms. DISRAELI
to borrow that sum out of the Consolidated Fund.

Fifthly, that India is to bear the expense of the expedition, so far as
the ordinary pay of the troops and shipping goes.

Sixthly, that England is to bear the rest of the expense.
Seventhly, that we begin by being charged an Extra Penny on the

Income-Tax, which is to be raised from Fourpence to Fivepence,
Mrs. Orundy.

Eighthly. But sufficient for the pay-day is the tax thereof. There
will be a deal more money wanted, and though of course a Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer instinctively flies to the tax which is the
most easily collected, and against which little complaint is made
by the patient Middle Class, and although he almost hints that he
means to stick on another Penny after this, the tea-cup and the

gin-bottle will catch it one of these days.

That is what chiefly concerns the Pensive. We respectfully hope
that they will like it. Now a word or two more. It will naturally
occur to Mrs. Orundy to fly into a rage, and ask what business our
Consul had to meddle himself into a mess with KING THEODORUS, and
what right missionaries have to go bothering a man who may be at

least as good a Christian as some other Kings and Emperors who break
into other people's territories, and commit slaughter with needle-guns,
Chassepots, and the like F To the second demand it is the business of
Exeter Hall to reply. To the first, Punch will merely say this :

If a certain Prisoner comes home, he will have something to say
which may make Mrs. Orundy think that much greater persons than
our prisoners brought about the war. He may perhaps tell her (though
LORD RUSSELL and Ma. LAYAKD will not) something about an Egyptian
Kaid into Abyssinia (the ladies of that country are very handsome, and
a certain Pasha has good taste in that line), and also something about
Cotton, and he may offer some explanation of the reason why a course
was taken which enraged KING THJSODORUS.

Therefore, though Mr. Punch knows better than to suggest to Mrs.
Grtmdy, or any other lady, to restrain her indignation, he recommends
her to sputter it broadcast against all officials whomsoever, until she
has more trustworthy (not reliable) information as to the exact culprits.
And, unless he is bought off at a most thundering price, he intends to

say something in the matter himself, as soon aa he may deem it lit so
to do.

Touching the talk on the subject, Mr. Punch merely registers, that
on the above date, EARL GRANVILLE demanded the Papers, which
EARL DEKBT promised, the gladlier that they are admitted to be
rubbish, and that they throw no real light on the affair. That on

Tuesday we had a set debate. MR. DISRAELI gave a history which
Parliament was asked kindly to receive as a full, true, aud particular
account of the origin of the Abyssinian war, and then demanded the

Two Millions. MR. LOWE significantly observed that MR. DISRAELI
had omitted all topics of controversy, at what cost to accuracy it might
be unnecessary to say. ROBERTDS then went right away from the

Abyssinian question, and attacked the Ministers for violating the Con-
stitution by making war without the leave of the House of Commons.
LORD STANLEY denied that they had done anything of the sort. MR.
HORSMAN was much dissatisfied, as he usually is. Other persons said

their says, MR. OSBORNE called the war a Palmerstonian legacy, and
MR. LAYARD, who was in office when the quarrel arose, defended the

then Foreign Office, and abused DR. BEKE, who on the following

night was gallantly and successfully defended by MR. NEWDE&ATE in

utter defiance of all rules. MR. LAYAKD mentioned that the Office

is a good deal
"
bored

"
by speculators and busybodies, which we are

sorry to hear. SIR STAFFORD NOKTHCOTE defended the present Foreizn
Office. COLONEL SYKES denounced the Consular meddling. MR.
GLADSTONE spoke in his best manner, gently rebuked absentees for not

coming to town, "rosy from rural pursuits," to attend to business,
and gave Government credit for the temper in which they had met a

grave and thorny difficulty. MR. DISRAELI, in reply, believtd that the

Ministry had, in this matter, given satisfaction to the country. The

money was voted. Then on the

Thursday. We went into Ways and Means. MR. DISRAELI could

not attend, having the lumbago, and MR. WAUD HUNT had to show
how the money was to be got. Mr, Punch has already told this. MR.
GLADSTONE entirely approved of not running into debt, and thought
the financial arrangement quite unobjectionable. Alter that what
could be said ? Put away your Pennies, Middle Class, and you may
as well make 'em tuppences while you are about it.

SIR STAFFORD NORTHCOTE next went into the Indian part of the

business, and, according to the Morning Star,
" In one of the silliest, most egotistical, and most babyish speeches ever made in

Parliament, wandered, as he -supposed, over the wholo subject without ever con-

sidering either the interests of the people of India or the views of those interests

which they are likely to take."

Mr. Punch thinks iron thoughts, but expresses them in velvet words
;

and therefore, instead of imitating the severe language of the Star, he
will merely say, that to his mind the charging the Indians with any part
of the cost of maintaining the prestige of their masters is an astound-

ing bit of owdacious cheek. Mind, if we governed India for the good
of India, and fulfilled our responsibilities as her rulers, the case would
be different, but until we govern her as justly and as generously as we
govern Ireland, Imperial and Indian interests are two, and the latter

ought not to pay for the advancement of the former. But the House,
or at least the fragment that can be got from the foxes and pheasants,
could not see this, nor could MR. GLADSTONE, whose sense of justice
is usually so keen. He advocated the plan in a way that was neither

silly, egotistical, nor babyish, but brought up stronger arguments than
had come from the Ministerial bench. He thought that we did a great
deal for India, and that the proposed scheme would cost her very
little. So thought MR. LAING. MR. OSBORNE made some fun about
the object of the expedition being the keeping of the Bombay Army
in wind. LORD CRANBORNE thought that if Oriental prestige were

sought, this was a wicked war, and he saw no prudence in withdrawing
so many soldiers from India. A division was taken, and the Govern-
ment had 198 to 23, not a bad illustration of the doctrine touching the
wisdom of numbers. And that, Mrs. Orundy, is all with which we
shall trouble you, this week, on the subject of Abyssinia. It is not

quite so delightful as the exquisite ideas which COLERIDGE inspired
in sleep has for ever connected with the name of the Abyssinian
maid, singing on Mount Abora.

A few miscellaneous notes complete the Parliamentary history of the
week. The Commons actually sat on Saturday. .

Thanks to MR. SCUDAMORE, of the Post-Office, who is a perfect ABBls
SIEYES for inventing systems (with the slight difference that none of

the Abb6's would work, and all of the UndeT-Secretary's do), the
Indian mail service, still to be managed by the P. & O , is to be re-

arranged, and after February we send off a mail every Friday. This

gives India four extra posts, and gives us the comfort of a fixed day.

So, parted lovers, who would send
Your weekly billets-doux d'amour

From Thames to Ganges, thank your friend,
The organising SCUDAMORE.

It was said that the POPE had caused the rooms of our Ambassador
in Home (well, what else is he f) MR. ODO KUSSELL, to be ransacked.
Mr. Punch did not believe it, for His Holiness is a gentleman. A
search was made, but it was because the house was supposed to have
been mined, aud MR. ODO felt no call to be Ooo-acer.
Our friend the Costermonger has been kindly treated in Parliament,

and we think that a Deputation of Costermoiigers ought to go to MR.
HARDY (giving him notice, that he may get some cotton for his ears)
and bellow their most affectionate gratitude. Vide Cartoon, also.

We did not think that any of the conveyances of our friend DAVID
HUTCHESON, of Glasgow, could be improved. We are certain that the
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lona can't, and wish we were eating salmon-cutlets in her saloon. But
a vote for improving the winter service of some mails was granted. If

anybody thinks that this i* a Puff, he is right, and if he thinks the Puff
is undeserved, he is wrong. Let him, next summer, leave Greenock

(everybody is glad to do that), and go up the Caledonian Canal, and
then apologise to us, or let it alone we don't care which.

MR. H. B. SHERIDAN has introduced a Bill compelling railway

people to establish communication between passenger ami guard. As
we now have it on several railways, and on the Chemin-de-Fer (railway)
in France, and it answers, there is no excuse for its absence anywhere.

People may go on punishing the wrong party, in the case of spoken
and reported libel until after February. Newspapers, please take

notice.

Perth barracks have cut off their gas, on account of the extortionate

charge, so the soldiers stray out of the darkness, and talk to the fair

maids of Perth, and drink their healths too perseveringly. SIR JOHN
PAKINGTON has thought to counteract the evil by ordering "a liberal

supply of fuel." Dors he expect the gallant fellows to kneel round
the fire and play at the Scottish girls' game of making nuts jump off

the bars ?

FOGS AND FREEDOM.
ANY Londoners af-

fect a preference for

Paris ; but, although
the latter city is

delightful for a day
or two, we fancy
freebom Britons
would scarce live

at their ease there.

Fogs and freedom
are more pleasant
than clear air and

oppression ; and in

spite of its bad at-

mosphere, one may
breathe more freely
in London than in

Paris. In London
you are sometimes
half choked by the

fog, but this is not
so bad as being
choked by the

police ; and at Paris

you at present are

t,~T not allowed to

breathe, at least if

you attempt to breathe a word against the Government.
For instance, the other day a person was arrested on the Boulevards

for venturing to cry out "Vive la Republique .'"3 In defence he said
his cry was Vive laRJpuUiqueSitute!" but the gendarmes swore that
last word had not caught their ears, and so they apprehended him for

uttering a treasonable cry, and the Government will doubtless recog-
nise their zeal.

Perhaps we next may hear that a man has been arrested for asking
for "La Libertt" in rather a loud tone, and disbelieved in his assertion
that it was the journal of that name which he demanded. For the
benefit of Frenchmen, a list of cries esteemed seditious should every
week be published by Imperial authority, in order that Parisians may
know what exclamations are forbidden them by law. It is needful
that this list should be continually reviewed, for the policy of France is

ever on the change, and a cry which may be legal one day may be
treasonable the next. "Vive Vltalie!" for instance, was a while ago
quite popular, and was used by staunch Imperialists when the Austrians
were vanquished, in 1859. But now that, France has chosen to take the

place of Austria, the shout of
"
Vive Vltalie !

"
in any street of Paris

would assuredly at once be stopped by the police.
Paris is delightful to those who love pure air, but fogs and freedom,

after all, are more to English tastes. Thanks to our thick atmosphere,
we in London find it difficult to speak much in the street, but at any
rate the difficulty is not caused by the police. They who growl at
Loadon fogs must at all events acknowledge that the people who now
breathe them are free to use their breath in bawling

" We '> ler liberty !
"

and run no risk whatever of being brought to Bow Street for bellowing"
Brayvo, BEALES !

" Were London now like Paris, it really might be
hazardous to go into a shop and say,

"
I want change for a Sovereign."

To the ears of a gendarme, if he happened to speak English, this really
might sound vastly like a treasonable expression, and intimate a clear
desire to overthrow the throne, and, just by way of change, establish a
republic.

A DOUBTFUL RECOMMENDATION. Tobacco direct from the Docks.

HARD WORDS FOR AN OLD WOMAN.
.Mas. DUKDEN loquitur.

* DRAT that nasty Popery, says I. I never had no opinion of it, and
now more so than ever (reads out of a newspaper):

"
ROMANH, Our national aspirations Iwlng dispelled l.y faithless cosmopolite! t

the orders of the priesthood, let us talcs up arms mid protest with our blood against
the Government which i> the negation of clrilliution and progress."

Address to the Romans from the What-d'j e-call-'em Committee agin
the POPS and the priesthood. Ah, 1 don't wonder at people risin in
rebellion when they 're trod and trampled on by cosmopolites ! Cosmo-
polites, yes, I dare say. Just what you'd expect cosmopolites, the
wretches ! I should like to catch a cosmopolite corning anywhere
near me, he should very soon have my broomstick about Ins ears I
can tell him that. Cosmopolites ugh, the word is quite i-nough !

I can't abear to think about sitch base creatures. Cosmopoliks ! yah !

Cosmopolites !

And here agin (resumes reading) :

" He is no Roman who shall u-o articles manufactured by tin- na'ion which has
buried the immortal lory of '89 under the bhaueful defence of the Uovsrnment of
the Syllabus."

Syllabus, Syllabus that must be a misprent What 's a Syllabus f

No sitch word in the book. It must be Syllabub. Yes, to he sure.
Where was it 1 read the other day how that the POPE flung a Syllabub
at the French Emperor's head ? Just the nasty dirty trick he 'd be like

to play, and I dare say have been foretold by DH. CUMMING. Well
may they say the Government of the Syllabub ! and what 1 believe
we're now a-goin to see, and will shortly come to piu-s, is the downfall
of the Syllabub Government, and the Millriiuuum. For which 1 hope
and trust to be truly prepared and thank Evins !

Lines on Last Month.

I DO not remember
So fine a November

As this one in all my whole life ;

It stands not to reason
With Fenian treason,

And English disturbance and strife.

Address to the Geographical Society.

Of course you have been delighted to hear that the great African

explorer, said to have been murdered by some of our
precious fellow

creatures intermediate between ourselves and the Gorilla, is said, with

probability, to be
alj right. His countrymen, who generally believed

him stone dead, will rejoice in the good news they have heard of
LIVINGSTONE.

COMMUNIQUE.
from Ou Ueraldt' CtlUge.

MR. JACOB BRIGHT, in consideration of Miss LILT MAXWELL'S
having recorded for him the first lady's vote ever registered, is to be
allowed to wear his coat with a difference a fleur d lys, rampant,
of the first. ____

Quoth Bernal.

/ KNOW too well the way the money'* going,
That 's spent 'gainst THEODORUS ; and 'tis this

Our millions into Abyssinia throwing,
We throw the money into an Abyss.

ANOTHER DEFINITION OF MARRIAGE.

OLD CRUDGINTON, on being told that the LOVELADYS began to

quarrel before the honeymoon was over, remarked that their behaviour

only strengthened him in bis opinion, that matrimony was like an
English summer" Three fine days and a thunderstorm."

Different System* of Political Education.

IN GLADSTONE'S and in DIZZY'S school,
How different the conditions ;

GLADSTONE by flogging, rules his boys,
DIZZY by impositions.

CONUNDRUM.

WHY is CHARLES DICKENS like one of Little liopeep't sheep f

Because he 's left his
"
tale

"
behind him.
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BRIG A BRAG."
Mamma ) ^ ( ,, GOODNM^ GRACIOUS, j |^.

!

,,"
dJaughlers \

'

{ ( "A !

Paya (ji>Ao ^as a passion for Antiques).
" Mr DEARS, I THOUGHT IT WOULD DO so NICELY FOR THE LANDING AT THE TOP OF THE

STAIRS, EH ?
"

THE ADMIRA.LTY AS USUAL.

PERMIT me, Mr. Punch, to suggest the propriety of considering
whether steps should not be taken for the presentation of testi-

monials to the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty. Wherefore F

Head the following statement :

" To the Editor oj tht Morning Pott.
"

SIR, Recently the public has been informed that between twenty and thirty
smart lads bavejoiued the Royal Navy during the last few days from the Cliicluata; 50,
training-ship iu the Thames for destitute boys, and have been received on board the
Formidable. This information at the time, was perfectly correct, but I regret now
to inform you that every one of these fine lads has been rejected by the Admiralty,
a they could not produce their certificates of birth."

Thus commences a letter signed
" W. M. B.," who further writes

himself,
" One of the Committee of the Chichester." He goes on to

say that the Admiralty requires a number of boys for the Navy, and
prefers those accustomed to boats ; that the Committee of the
Chichester accordingly sent twenty-two of their destitute boys as

candidates, of whom twenty were passed by CAPTAIN PRATTENT,
of the Formidable, as well as by the doctor, and reported as most
desirable for Her Majesty's Service. Farther, W. M. B. testifies that
the report was approved of and forwarded to the Admiralty by the
Commander-in-Cuief, SIR BALDWIN W. WALKER, K.C.B. ; yet the boys
were all rejected and struck off the books of the Admiralty for the one
sole but insuperable reason that cerli6cat.es of their birth were not
forthcoming. Honour, Mr. Punch, to My Lords.

It is all very well to say, Sir, that good materials for sailors ready to
hand, are not as plenty as blackberries, that to man Her Majesty's
Navy, or if y9u had rather I should say so, boy Her Majesty's Navy,
and in so doing find employment as British tars for boys, who, for
want of it, might be tempted to relapse into street Arabs, is to accom-
plish two desirable objects by one operation ; as they say in the ver-
nacular, kill two birds (well worth the killing) with one stone. It
may seem all very sensible to add, that there could have been no

real doubt about the boys' age, that the doctor must have been quite
able to estimate it by an inspection as infallible, and not so objection-

able, as looking a gift-horse in the mouth.

Yes, Mr. Punch, but there was the regulation, which My Lords were
bound by, that a certificate of birth shall be the requisite condition for

admittance into the Royal Navy. There they were tied hand and foot

in the indissoluble bond's of red tape. Was it for My Lords to burst

their bonds asunder like SAMSON in the hands of the Philistines P They
will answer that the ligatures which made them fast were such as

SAMSON himself could not, or ought not to have been able to break.

Should their Lordships have wriggled out of those ligatures, like the

Brothers DAVENPORT ? Their reply will be that they are no conjurors.
Most true. Therefore, and because they hold red tape in reverence,

are officially enamoured of it, and for that reason cannot, for the lives

of them, rid themselves from its restrictions, the testimonial which
seems due to them should be one suitably adorned with it. Let My
Lords have each a conical white cap trimmed with bows and roses of

red tape, and tipped with a tassel or topknot of the same material,

presented to them in public with fitting ceremony. Unfortunately

they could not be compelled to wear the caps thus decorated while

transacting business, as it is to be wished they could, whenever the

business they transact is that of rejecting good candidates for the

naval service of HER MAJESTY for the reason that moved them to

reject the boys from the Chichester.

Those caps, moreover, would particularly well become all those Red
Tapeists of the Admiralty that have seats in Parliament, only then it

would be desirable that they should not sit, but stand in them, upon
the Treasury benches, with the eye of admiration directed to them by

INDEX.

Bating of Charitable Institutions.

ONE class of our Charitable Institutions is already the subject ol

very heavy rating and that is our Union-infirmaries.
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A CIVIL DEPUTATION TO THE HOME OFFICE.
GRATEFUL COSTER. "ME AND MY MATES IS WERRY THANKFUL TO YOU, MR. 'ARDY, AND IF THERE'S

ANYTHINK IN THE WAY 0* FRESH GREENS, OR SPARRERGRA.RSS, WHEN IN SEASON, WHICH MR,
WALPOLE HE WERE PARTIAL TO ONIONS, OR IF YOU AND YOUR GOOD LADY 'UD LIKE A DAY HOUT,
ALL AS I CAN SAY IS, YOU 'RE WELCOME TO THE LOAN OF THE MOKE."
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(FBOM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU VII. MY LATE FRIEND.

OF course my Late Friend doesn't arrive at his appointed time, and

at half-uast eleven, having woke myself up five times wituin an hour

over MASSINOBR and FORD (I don't know which it was sent me to

sleep, I'm inclined to think it was MASSINOBR), I come to the con-

3lusion that the best, place for Hie old dramatists is the hook-shelf, and

the best place for myself is bed. I wonder if anyone has touched my
whiskey-and-water or the sherry bottle, while I've been dozing.

MASSINGER and FOKD are dry, but I don't think they could have

lelped me through a bottle of wine and half a bottle of whiskey
1 can't help saving to myself that it 's very annoying of old THUNNI-

WELL, my Late Friend's name, to keep a fellow (me) up like this. The

ights are all out, and the door is barred and bolted. Up the kitchen

stairs and through the open door come snores and groans from the

estless JOHNSON from GUNTER'S who must have got something

leavy on his mind (to put it delicately), while from an inner chamber

m the ground floor issue strange murmurings, from which I gather

,hat the page-boy HENRY talks in his sleep.

The Policeman outside shakes the door heartily, as though he were

parting with it for the night, and passes on. It is a solemn hour, and

lading myself repeating the two names, MASSINGER and FOKD
MASSiNOERandFoiiD over and over again, until they are insensibly

running into Sassiugers afford, Sausages afford, and then somehow
into what I '11 have for breakfast to-morrow, I say severely,

"
Come,

this won't do," and ascend to my bedroom. It is past twelve : I

shake my head rebukiugly at my watch. It's odd how I got through

half a bottle of whiskey and one of wine. It's odd how 1 fancy

I hear the street-door bell. A. pause I listen no, nothing.

Now, there 's somebody rattling the door. It can't be stranger noises

than usual from GONTER'S man in his sleep, or HENRY, the page, his

first appearance as a somnabulist. If it is, I '11 take care it 's
'

for this

occasion only," as the play-bills sav.

The bell violently. Not fire? GUNTER'S man on fire. If so, what s

to be done ? Presence of mind immediately suggests wrap a blanket

round him, and send him round the corner to the shop where they 11

ice him. More rattling : I '11 go down and see. Hang it, the man and

the boy are paid for this sort of thing. It 'a their place to go and see.

I ring my bell. This evidently encourages the person outside, as he

rings kis bell with an emphatic meaning about the pull which will

take no denial. Nobody stirring below. They must bear this horrid

jangling. They do, 1 afterwards ascertain, only as GUNTER'S man
thinks it's HENRY'S place to open the door, and as HENRY is of

opinion that opening the door is in the special department of his

superior officer, both remain in bed and wonder what the matter is.

As I put it to them afterwards,
"
Suppose it had been fire?" with

which poser, as they had no answer, and I nothing further to say on

the subject (though I thought I had when I started it) I concluded

the lesson of the night's disturbance.

Another peal from the servants' bell and the visitors' together brings

me out in a dressing-gown.
JOHNSON !

"
I cry : no answer. Ahem ! when JOHNSON wouldn't

come to MAHOMBT, MAHOMET went to JOHNSON. I give it him again

in a firm tone from the second landing. Fantasia on the bells.
" JOHNSON !

"
in a tone of annoyance. A shuffling in the passage,

and a drowsy
"

All right!" without the respectful
"
Sir," shows me

that JOHNSON is half alive to the situation.
" Who 's there ?

"
growls JOHNSON, without opening the door.

" MR. THUNNIWBLL."
I might have expected the answer. My Late Friend. After a rattling

of chains, some difficulties with the latch, and stirring gymnastics with

the top bolt, the door is opened." Aha !

"
says my Late Friend, knowingly, with the air of a man

who is sharp up to his time.
"
I said I 'd come." He had, I can't deny it.

"
I told you," he continues, forestalling any objections on my part,

"
I couldn't be certain as to the time." He had : he is right again.

I feel i am the injured party, and yet, somehow, I'm in the wrong.
"
I thought you wouldn't be gone to bed, after making an appoint-

ment with me," says he, taking off his coat and hat, evidently preparing
himself for a sitting.

I admit that I was not in bed, and for the sake of hospitality, add
that I've no idea of going there yet awhile. Whereupon JOHNSON

(who does not appear to advantage in a suddenly improvised demi-

toilette at one o'clock in l.he morning) relights the lamp.
Will THUNNIWELL take anything '( I hope he won't.
" No thank you," he replies ;

"
Nothing." I tell JOHNSON he may

go to bed again.
"
Unless," says THUNNIWBLL, seeing the bottles on

the table, "you've got anything out?" We have got something out,
and JOHNSON gets someihing more out, and then disappears.

"
1 can't

stop long," says THUNNIWELL lighting a cigar ;

"
but we'll just have

a chat about thin holiday tour uf yours, and then I'm off. A quarter

past one." He looks at his watch, and pockets it with a determined

air.
"

I shall go at a quarter to two." My Late Friend will take you
in, however well you know him, with his business-like manner.
He is impulsive, and he is dilatory.
He is a man of present action, and always procrastinating. His

motto, he sa.vs himself, is,
" Xever defer till to-morrow what you can

do to-day," and if he doesn't do it, whatever it is on the spot, to-day,

you can't depend upon his ever thinking of it again for several month*
to come, lie is perpetually going to give up these late hours and
take to getting up early." He says so now, and thinks that a tour,

where he was obliged to be starting at daybreak by boat (this is his

impulsive way of putting our ideal trip), or travelling all night by
train, or not going to bed for days together, and so forth, would break

into his regular habits. He adopts this view with intense satisfaction

to himself. He foresees his own reformation.
"

I like this idea of starting suddenly," he says, enthusiastically.
"
I hate your long preparations. What a bore it must be to be engaged

to a girl for several years."
This is a tender point with me. I remind him, as 1 have been engaged

for a considerable time to Miss SOPHIA TEIIESA CUBRTTON. [Portrait
in my book one of the best, RAY, the phot.ogr I,

\w\ieeer

done. I ordered a hundred copies. ] But owing to circumstances
"

I know," interrupts THUNNIWELL ;

"
but, of course," he explains,

"
I didn't mean that sort of thing."
"
Of course not," I return,

"
I quite understand."

We both feel that, as we do quite understand, we 'd better not pursue
the subject." When can we start?" asks THUNNIWELL. "To-morrow ?' We
might have done so, I say, if he had looked in earlier. VVe might have

gone by the first train in the morning.
"
Well," he cries,

"
why not

now P Who wants to go to bed ? 1 don't. Sleep in the train ; best

place to sleep is a train. You pack up ; 1 '11 go home and pact up.

You call for me, and we 're off."

I negative this proposal."
Ah, then," he exclaims, despondingly,

" we shan't go at all." This

is THUKNIWELL all over. "You know my motto," says he; "don't

put off till to-morrow what you can do to-day.""
If we go off in such a hurry

"
I begin."

There 's no hurry," he interrupts." We 're sure to leave a lot of things behind us." Tuu is always

my fr.ar.

"Pooh ! we can get "em there, anywhere. Suppose you leave your
brushes behind ; well, you can buy brushes on your road. Lots of "em

everywhere."
He thinks he has settled my difficulties, but he is mistaken. We

argue the point for five minutes more, and then I say, daily, that
"
I

can not go by the first train in the morning."
He answers, resignedly,

"
Well then, say the day after." That is

agreed. He looks at his watch,
"
Five minutes to two !

" He reminds

me that he said he'd go at a quarter to two. I say
"

Yes, it's past

that," wishing to draw his attention more forcibly to the point.
"

Yes," he says ; "I'll just light this cigar to take me home, and
then I'm off."

The cigar doesn't take him home, but takes him with me through
Bradshaufs Continental Railway Guide up to Basle and Berne, where

he lights another cigar, withoul any remark this time, in fact almost

mechanically. In a general way he leaves the route to me. We only
differ on one question ; that is, the position that Paris shall hold in our

tour. I say, Paris last. He says no, Paris first. He goes on with

the argument for the sake of keeping me up, I think. At last, how-

ever, he rises, lights another cigar (Three o'clock," he says ;

"
'pon

my word it 's too bad to be so late, ) which is
"
to take him home,'

the previous ones having failed in the attempt.
He means going this time. Where is his coat ? I assist him into it,

and, thank Goodness, have got him as far as the passage.

Where is his hat P Here. He puts it on.
"
Now," as Hecate sings,

"he's furnished now he's furnished for his flight." I quoted
this to him; I wish to goodness I hadn't, as, in repeating it

himself, he lets his cigar out. To relight it, he goes back slowly

to my room. Being there, by a gnicetui impulse he removes bis

hat, and by another graceful impulse unbuttons his great coat.

He wants a match. I find him one. He is very much amused by

my quotation from Siacbeth. I am complimented, and admit it

isn't bad, and can hardly ask him to go after this.
"
There it

a drop of whiskey left," he says, plaj fully ; indeed, there 's more than

half of the first bottle.
" He will," he says

"
furnish himself further for

his flight." A well-turned allusion to my quotation. To help himself

he has to sit down. Having helped himself, it is necessary he should

lean back in the chair. He looks thoughtfully at the fire (unluckily,

there is a fire ;
I have one all the year round : a perfect Zuroastriau

in this respect) and then asks suddenly,
" How about going to Egypt !'

"

! This cigar doesn't take my Late Friend home.

A HoiiSB (MAKINB). The Walrus.
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EASILY SOLD.
Mr. Farrow. " SUSY AND I BE Goixr, UP TO CATTLE SHO\V, AND MR. CHAFFKR

TELLS US WK MUST GET A IfEMOVAL LICENCE FROM DOCTOB."

"LADY'S CHAIN."
" Petticoats aro to be longer than last year, and are to ho held up

by chains of ebony, fastened to the waist by steel locks. Large ai.rt

heavy brass rings are to be suspended by chains from the waist

behind." La Faille.

WHY ebony fetters, steel locks,
And brass rings hung from chains round the waist.

For the belles who dog Fashion, as flocks

On the track of the bell-wether haste F

Is "t that Fashion's fair slaves, not content
With paging their hard tyrant's heels,

To lackey her triumph are sent,

Thus chained to La, Mode's chariot's-wheels ?

'Twixt
"
to^-man

"
and

"
Aany-man" confusion

Kesults, when the practice obtains,

To have charms that should do execution,
Made to suffer it, thus

"
hung in chains."

"
Chain-mail" in old time kept the field

;

Must "
chain-female" now find its abeUors,

Till to
"

Chaiiie des Dames" all figures yield,

And all pas-seuls are hornpipes in fetters f

Or is it that Fashion, run frantic,
Thus expiates failure of brains,

As, when lunacy dared to be antic,
In old times, 'twas clapped into chains ?

But as now our instruction is bettered,
And we treat the insane with compassion,

When no other lunatic 's fettered,

Wliy in chains bind the poor fools of Fashion P

Now/p<?., we see, closely must sit,

Eafuurreau from the waist to the feet,
And what cm strait petticoats fit

So well as strait waistcoats, en suite ?

Then let Fashion her edict send forth,

Through the allies of Vanity Fair,
That, her lieges, East, West, South, and North,

Chains may drop, if strait waistcoats they '11 wear."
1

SEAL-SKIN waistcoats are undoubtedly warm, but for

the cold weather we prefer the (h)otter-skin.

A SATISFACTORY WORKHOUSE.
THE following is part of a description of Walsall Workhouse, quoted

by the Lancet :

"
Notwithstanding that sickness had taken tho place of idleness, the workhouse

test was still maintained, and tho dietary and rules enforced. Tu poor old women,
may not smuggle in a teapot to make themselves a quiet cup of tea ; they must be
contented witb the workhouse slops, which if anyone desire to try, let htm pour
fourteen imperial pints of boiling water on an ounco of tea at Is. 8d. per lb., add
5 o of in jis; sugar and a little skim milk, aud taste it if he cau."

Restriction to bad and cheap tea, of the sort commonly called
"water bewitched," is about tbe lightest of the miseries to which,
according to the account above cited, the sick poor in Walsall Work-
house, have remained subjected tor many years, the workhouse having
been all along reported by the Poor Law Inspectors as "satisfactory."
One would like to have had those gentlemen limited for a month or so,
in respect of beverage, to a mixture consisting of one ounce of tea at
It. 8d. per lb., a little skim milk, and 5 "oz." of moist sugar to a pint
of water. Here you have a receipt, and may call it a receipt for

"
Satis-

factory Tea." It would be very satisfactory if the gentlemen who
approved of restricting the poor to it could be compelled to drink it,
and were restricted to it themselves.
The sanitary arrangements which have co-existed at Walsall Work-

house with the satisfactory tea, are unfit for description in a non
medical journal. They are simply such as may be supposed to have
been dictated by the Master Spirit of Pandemonium, and established
in the most unpleasant part of that building.
The authorities at present ruling the Workhouse of Walsall are said

to be doing something to mitigate the horrors of that place of punish-
ment for distress. Honour to the gentlemen who have walked into it,
and the other at Farnham, and others elsewhere, with their Lancet.
Never did lancet let out anything worse than the Lancet's disclosures.
But they are working a workhouse reform on the part of the workhouse
authorities by bringing its abominations between the wind and the
British Public's nobility. Well done Lancet; well done also British
Medical Journal!

Oar former contemporary, however, tells a brace of stories showing
that workhouse mismanagement does not always imply mere in-

humanity :

"
It wai suggested In one workhouse board-room that a bath ought unquestion-

ably to be supplied, when a guardian got up and stated ' he werj agin it.' He
never had one in his house in his life, anfi he didn't see why a pauper should enjoy
wh-it he didn't want. On another occasion the abnence of a proper light at the
entrance door was dwelt upon, and a gts-lamp was proposed. This was seconded
by another worthy, who, approving of the gas-lamp, said ' and I 'd have it lighted
with ile.'

"

Now the first of these gentlemen may be a regular Saint. He never

bathed, and he regarded his neighbour as himself. To be sure, if he
was a saint he was also a pig ; but swinishness has not seldom been
combined with sanctity. The other guardian, who didn't know better
than that a gas-lamp could be lighted with

"
ile," was himself so desti-

tute of all enlightenment that he may be excused as a simply irrespon-
sible clown.

Profession v. Practice.

THE appropriation of the late Da. WHEWELL'S bequest for the
endowment of a Professorship and Scholarship of International Law
at Cambridge has just been reported upon by a University Syndicate.
As to the appointment of the Professor, one would suppose there

can be no difficulty. There are plenty of princes and potentates
who profess international law, however few there may be who practise
it. As for scholars, we should recommend the Examiners to elect, off

the reel, every Government of Europe.

An Old Nursery Jingle New Bung.
KING THEODORUS kept his hill-wall ;

KINB THEODORUS wouldn't sing small ;

NAPIER his horses, his mules and his men,
Will catch THEODORUS who can say when f

TBE FACULTY OF ADVOCATES. Speech.
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SCRAPS FROM A HIGHLAND SKETCH-BOOK*

MY ONLY SHOT AT A CORMORANT.

HH:K SHK COMIS! TIIEKK SHE GOEH'

TUB SAD FATE OF OUR ONLY HAM. THE PI-HSUIT.
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AMONGST THE MASSES.

WE this week, resume and conclude onr extracts from the Reports

of the Special Commissioners, all of them barristers of at least seven

years' standing or officers in the Engineers and
_
Artillery appomted-

to quote the exact language of the Commission issued under the Great
'

Seal of Punchland, and countersigned by the Clerk of the Hanaper

I "to inquire into the preparation the different classes of the .people,
:

who at, the proximate General Election will for the fust time be

entitled to record their votes for Representatives in Parliament, are

making by educational or other exertions, to qualify themselves tor

the proper exercise of their impending privilege, and to ascertain what

value they attach to the acquisition of the Electoral franchise.

The Reports from which this second selection ol excerpts is made

were forwarded by the Commissioners who visited the country districts

(the provinces is perhaps tlie more favoured expression), and sent in

the rather heavy bills for travelling expenses now being audited by the

Taxing Masters in Chancery. . ..

JOSEPH CHECKLEY, Agricultural Labourer. Has a wife, five chil-

dren (only onu on 'em able to
" arn" anything by

"
tenting birds and

other minor rural occupations) and fifteen shillings a week. .Never
'

could get a cottage at Leckiugton-le-Clay, where his work is, so has

to live in the outskirts of the town of Bingfield, and walk four miles

out and in every day in all weathers. Is told he 's to have a vote for

Parliament at next 'lection. What good will it do him r that s the

question as he said to DICK TETHER the other night when they were

coming home from work. Will it raise his wages, and give him a

chance of tasting a bit of butchers' meat oftener than at Christmas.'
1

Will it keep off the rheumatics, and make workhouse rather pleasanter

for poor old broken-down labourers when they can t break stones on

the Liudum road any longer? Folks tell him having a vote will

"enlarge" his mind. Will it enlarge the chambers m his cottage in

Caworoft Row, where the sleeping accommodation is not all that could

he desired ? When he goes to poll will he be taken in a carriage in

his Sunday clothes, and 'have as much beer as he can drink all 'lection

time? They've 'bolished bands of music, and flags, and red and

blue ribbins, and tar barrels, and chairing, and he supposes the

next thing they '11 'bolih will be cans of ale, and five pound notes.

and bloody noses, and breaking the windows at the
" White Lion.

At Christmas gets a pair of worsted stockings and half a ton of

coal from Goodman's Charity.
REUBKN PETTICHAPS, very small Shopkeeper very great poli-

tician. The day on which he shall for the first time tender his vote

(a plumper for BBTTERTON the Independent Member) as an en-

Iranchised Englishman will be the greatest epoch in his existence.

H is looked forward to this epoch even from his perambulator. Since

he was teu has never once missed the show of hands before the Town
Hall in the Market, Place, or going round with the

"
Blues

"
canvas-

sing. Eldest boy named CROMWELL COHBETT, youngest FRANKLIN
WASHINGTON. On the whole is in favour of a Republican form of

Government, or a Decemvirate, but allows that Constitutional

Monarchy has its advantages. Objects strongly to Deans, Dukes,

Colonels, and Gold Sticks in Waiting. His opinions on these and

other objectionable perquisites of an arrogant aristocracy well known
at

" The Flash in the Pan," where he is in the habit of adjourning
most evenings, occasionally to the dissatisfaction of Mas. PETTICHAPS,
who does not find sitting up till one in the morning with the tire out

an agreeable pastime. Has no need to educate himself for the

Suffrage, as he is thoroughly well up in all the vexed questions of the

day and night at the F. in the P including Church Rates, (a most

obnoxious impost, although they haven't any at Dranfield), vote by
Ballot (imperatively called for in his Borough, unless the influence

of the MARQUIS OF MABLETHORPE is to be all-supreme), Ritualism,

sinecures, and the. National Debt Wouldn't object to the Rates

being paid out of the Consolidated Fund or the Privy Purse.

FIELD FALLOWES, Small Farmer. Cannot write, and doesn't often

read. Knows Corn Laws have been 'bolished. Knows there's such

a place as 'Merica, because his two sons are there. Has heerd of

DUKE OF WELLINGTON and PRINCE ALBERT, and thinks he's heerd

talk of LORD PALMERSTON, but doesn't know who Minister is now.
Has never been to London ;

has never been farther in his life than to

Jolbury to market, except once when he went on jury to Sessions at

Minsterville. Supposes he shall have to vote as Steward tells him.

Squire ROCKLTNGTON is a Tory, so he 's a Tory. Hopes he shall have

a good dinner at the
"
Packhorse

" when he goes to poll at Jolbury.
Wants to know what all this fuss and bother is about paupers ?

BKNJAMIN HBNRY WOOFSTER, Factory Operative. Reads MILL'S

Works, Btackxlone's Commentaries, HALLAM'S Constitutional History,

ADAM SMITH, and books on the Currency and Labour questions

Belongs to a Debating Society. At their last meeting proposed, after a

speech of forty minutes, the following resolution :

"
That, in the

opinion of this meeting, no religious community or establishment oughl
to claim or possess any superiority in point of rank, revenue, or autho-

rity by Act of Parliament. Carried by 77 to 3. Knows something of

mathematics, astronomy, statistics, steam-power, and birds' eggs.

Thinks he had rather the best of it in an argument he held with the

gentleman who came to question him, on the subject of Trades' Unions.

Abhors such proceedings as those at Sheffield.

[N.B. This last information, except the closing words about Sheffi 'Id,

came to us in a private communication from Mu. WOOFSTER : there is

no trace of it in the report of the S.C. who went to Hosingham.]
CHARLOTTE ANNE SCARLETHORP, Widow. Has a farm of five

hundred and twenty acres, and manages it far better, the neighbours

say, than poor JOHN did, who died four years this
"
Martlemas." Has

been churchwarden, overseer, surveyor of highways everything, in

fact, but, parisli constable and guardian, both of which offices she fancies

she could fill as well as, if not better than, old STOCKS and CORNY
FLINTHAM ;

but is not, allowed to vote for Members of Parliament,
which appears to her a great injustice. Believes she knows as much
about politics as BILLY HOGGINS, who is a forty-shilling freeholder,
and signs his name with a cross; and hopes she should vote as cir-

cumspectly as DAN JOLLANDS, whose rent is only just fifty pounds
(she pays LORD BOXMOOR nearly a thousand), and who has been sold

up twice, to her knowledge, since he came to Dykeham.
HANNAH CLAXON, Governess, Single Woman. Lives in furnished

apartments. MR. MILL'S photograph suspended over her looking-

glass; PROFESSOR FAWCETT'S autograph, framed and glazed above the

mantel-piece. Has written articles in The Family Phalanx on
" The

Rights of Women,"
" The Wrongs of Women," and

"
Adult Female

Suffrage the Necessity of the Day." Many petitions to Parliament
have been originated by her, praying for the admission of women to the

ranchise, and once she addressed a public meeting at the Giveham
Corn Exchange on this all-absorbing topic Envies "LiLY MAXWELL,"
who voted the other day at the Manchester election, and is now busy
?etting up a testimonial to her. Is 49, and has long since given up all

deas of matrimony indeed, would not now accept, the best, mau that

ever stepped, and so lose all chance of having her name on the register
or Oldwark, and voting for the Liberal member, ajoy which she hopes
and believes will yet be hers. Diversifies the ordinary routine of

school-room instruction (being a daily governess in the amiable family
of a wealthy brewer) by giving iier dear young pupils themes to write on
such heads as

" The Equality of the Intellect in tlie Sexes,"
" Woman's

3laim to the Franchise,"
" The Hustings and the Polling-Baoth

Woman's right place," and
" Has Woman her proper Pinnacle ?

"

Leads the elder girls (14 and 12) to interest themselves in the rise and

jrogress of taxation ; and, in their daily walks on the Bawtherton

tlpad, touches on the influence of Feudalism on the laws and usages
of England, as affecting the position of Women. Has never worn
crinoline, frisettes, or a chignon. Never will.

THE ABYSSINIAN BORE.

THAT KING THEODORUS
Is likely to bore us ;

Our endeavour his captives to free,

Will impose on our backs

An increased Income-Tax
Of a penny and more it may be.

But dash the expense
Howsoever immense,

We can do nothing cheaper than fight,

And our neighbours let know
That to war we can go

When we choose, and believe it is right.

Did mere Glory's call

A sum, e'er so small,

Upon soldiering, powder, and shot,
Bid us squander away,
Our response would be

"
Nay,

Not one halfpenny ; certainly not."

A Defaulting Glazier.

MR. GLATSHER is publishing letters about the Star-showers of the

14th ult
,
which have been seen in Canada, and should have been seen

here, but weren't. We call on MR. GLAISHUR to repair
"
the windows

of the dark," so that people may be able to see through them on such

occasions. What is the use of keeping a GLAISHER at the Green-

wich Observatory if he won't attend to his business ?

IN A WHISPER.

"No man is a hero to his valet," is an assertion of frequent occur-

rence. Has poor maligned man ever had the courage to hint that no
woman is a heroine to her maid ?

THE BEST THING OUT. An aching tooth.
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THE P. AND 0. ALL RIGHT.

(Supposed to be Sang in the Southampton Chamber

(if Commerce.)

THE P. and O.,
Not long ago,

Was rather in a plague and pother.
The Government
Betrayed intent,

To give the Mail unto another.

AU that is past.
And bard and fast

now behold them reunited,

And, by the State
Assured of eight

Per cent., the Share holders delighted '.

'Tis all agreed,
The act and deed

Are duly signed, and sealed, and stamped on,
Now bless their Boats
Whose line promotes

The trade and commerce of Southampton.

Horse Latin.

(From Cockney Collir/t.)

To Equestriaiu. When your horses sit down,
and you all fall off, it is merely Uacks-tedent-all.

(Necessary explanation Waccidental.)

CUTTING !

Host. " WHAT BIN DID rotr PUT THAT MARSALA IN, MTKJGLES !
"

New Sutler.
" IN THE AH DUST-BIN, SIR ! !

"

TTrbi et Orbi.!

The HmiMaft's Chorgt.W this has reference

to the cost of Mr. Punch's Almanack, it may be
as well to state that the price of that blooming
annual is the same as ever only Threepence !

FASHIONABLE AVICIDE.

LADIES, Fashionable Ladies, please to look at this important intelli-

gence from Paris :

"
Velvets, fur, and feathers will be the mode during the coming winter. Robes,

bonnets, hats, mantles, nd muffs are to be of one or other of them, or of two of
them combined. For velvets the fashionable shades of colour will be violet, Bis-

marck, capucine a rich golden orange tint 'Jlamme de Pvncti,' and a deep puce."

Ladies, by the way, what is Bismarck colour? Assuredly not

green, if it be like the man. And what is "flamme de Punch" colour ?

Generally read, eh ? Minds feminine of course are stored with know-
ledge of this sort, and can distinguish to a shade the difference between

Splferino and Magenta, just as at election time a man can tell the
difference between Yellows and True Blues. It is troublesome to men,
however, to keep their minds informed of all the novel names of

fashionable colours, and terrible mistakes are committed through their

ignorance. Many a suitor must have sunk in the opinion of the lady
he is courting, merely by forgetting what new colour she preferred.
How would ANGELINA pout at him, if EDWIN, being ordered to buy
some Bismarck ribbon for her, were to forget the name completely,
and bring some common colour, such as servants only wear !

But, Ladies, this is what you ought especially to look at :

"The feathers are ostrich, peacock, pheasant, bird of paradise, hummine-bird,
ftrebe, swansdown, and marabout. Feather bonnets and hitts are already largely
worn

; featbcr muffs are common enough ; fur bonnets with strings to match are

creeping into favour. * Silk and other robes are trimmed with bands of

peacock's and pheasant's feathers, or a rich passementerie, which exactly reproduces
them, and with galons of swansdown."

"Galons cf swansdown !" There should be another"!" surely.
Imagine any lady wearing gallons of swansdown ! How many gallons
must she wear to be completely in the fashion ? And when covered
with so vast a quantity of swansdown, would she look more like a
little duck, or a great goose ?

Fine feathers may make fine birds, but can they ever make fine

ladies ? And is it not a pity that fine birds should be destroyed f9r
the mere sake of their fine feathers ? Now that swansdown is in

fashion, swans will everywhere be slaughtered. There will be a hunt
for humming-birds and a massacre of marabouts : grebes will greedily
be grabbed, and birds of paradise pursued : peacocks be pitched into,
and

pheasants
be battued, that their feathers may be made up into

mantles, muffs and bonnets. Clearly, any one who sings Oh, Would I
were a Bird .' would run into great danger while feathers are so fashion-

able. At least one specially would shrink from being metamorphosed
into any of the birds whose names above are catalogued. Far better

just at present be a sparrow than a swan : and, notwithstanding his

long legs and supernatural digestion, an ostrich scarcely can expect,
while the feather fashion lasts, to live so long as a cock robin.

Peacocks and pheasants may perhaps find some little mercy shown
them, because their feathers happen to be imitated easily. We are

told
"
a rich passementerie exactly reproduces them." Surely other

feathers also might be copied without difficulty. What a good thing
it would be, Ladies, if, instead of real feathers, you would venture to

wear sham ones ! Think how many pretty birds ypu would save by
this slight sacrifice ! Let it only be announced in your notes of

invitation,
"
P.S. Please to come in imitation feathers." You might

fairly plume yourselves on doing a kind act, and all your feathered

friends would thank you most sincerely.

An Extenuating Circumstance.

To bang is human : to reprieve divine,
But what absurdity could be absurder,

To hang for any crime whilst you design,
Than that High Treason should extenuate Murder ?

Operatic Quotation.

(.From Matanietlo.)

On a gay Widow giving up Tier Weeds for Colours." Behold, behold
how brightly, brightly breaks the mourning!

"

NEW ROYALTT.

Black.fi/fd Susan must be a very fast young lady, as she goes on

running after three hundred and sixty Knights.

LILY MAXWELL. JACOB BBIGHT'S voteress and JOHN MILL'S
votaress.

REVIVAL OP A SAXON TITLE TOR THE HOME-SECRETARY (sug-

gested by MAX MILLER, with a cold in his head.) HARDY-can-do 't.

THE COSTERMONGER'S FLOWER (to be cultivated). A1

'Hardy Plant.

VOL. un. B Ti
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A REPRESENTATIVE BOGY.
ELL Beloved ! An
Icelandic legend
sets forth how a

ghost was accus-

tomed to annoy a

certain family by
appearing in the

form, and appa-

rently the bodily

substance also, of

a seal. It used to

thrust its head and
neck up from below,

through the floor,

and there remain

staring at the be-

holders with its

great black eyes.
No adjurations were
of any avail to make
it descend, and the

only thing which

proved at all effec-

tual was whacking
it on the head, and

battering it for-

cibly down with
an oar. Notwith-

standing that, for

a long time, it continually came up again. May there not possibly be

something prophetic in some of these old mythical narratives ? The

irrepressible seal, that would keep coming up as often as it was ham-
mered down, appears to have been a typical image of the Compound
Householder.

PUNCH'S ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.

Monday, December 2nd. The EARL RUSSELL redeemed his promise
to explain to the Lords and the Nation his own views on Education.

He enunciated a series of propositions, to the effect that every child

has a right to be educated, that religious differences ought not to

hinder this, that charitable endowments should be overhauled with a

view to making them useful for educational purposes, that the Uni-
versities should be thrown open, and a Commission appointed to

administer their revenues, and that there ought to be a Minister of

Education with a Seat in the Cabinet. He made a long speech,

dwelling much upon the ignorance of those to whom we have trans-

ferred so large a share of power.
The DOKE OF MARLBOKOUGH, President of the Council, was put up

to answer LORD RUSSELL. It is not generally considered that the

present Duke would have gained the battle of Blenheim and the

estate. But he is a worthy kind of person ; and though LORD DERBY
or MR. DISRAELI told him to treat LORD RUSSELL'S venturing on
Education as a personal attack on the Cabinet, which had promised
something in the same line, this was less in the Duke's way than a

gentle sort of humdrum defence, the sort of thing well-meaning folk

Eke to purr over at tea-time. We were not so very much behind-hand
with Education, the scruples of religious persons must be respected,
and they did much good he must uphold the denominational system-
many institutions, especially the Universities, were improving them-

selves, inquiries were being made on other subjects referred to, and
really on the whole suppose we resorted to the previous question.
Which being done, the resolutions

"
fell to the ground." They may

be followed by some other things, if we don't attend to this subject.
The Commons sat for a short time, and talked miscellaneously. The

only thing worth note was a natural and sensible question by MR.
DARBY GRIFFITH, who asked MR. HARDY whether he was aware that
the cabmen were going to strike next day when the clock had struck

four, and whether there were any means of preventing this inconve-
nience. MR. HARDY, of course, knew nothing about it. So, next

day, the cabmen did strike, and no public vehicle was to be had for

visit, dinner, ball, theatre, railway station, or anything else. The cab-
men met in their thousands at Exeter Hall, and proclaimed their

grievances, of which the Lamp, under the new Act, was but the

emblem, over-taxation being the real oppression. LORD ELCHO went
to the meeting, addressed it, was frantically cheered, and next day took
a deputation to the HOME SECRETARY, and got things made smooth.
On Wednesday evening the cabs were all out again. LORD ELCHO
ought to be free of every cab for the rest of his life, only, having a car-

riage, he might not value the boon. Mr. Punch will add, that though
the cab-folk will obtain a relief which was due to them, there must be
reform on their side. A great mass of vile cabs and low drivers must
be got rid of, and the others must not speak of ladies who simply pay

the fares ordained bv law in the way a speaker at the meeting spoke, and
call them Mrs. Skin/lints. Why is a cabman to ask more than his fare ?

Would he pay halt-a-crown for an article ticketed two shillings ? Let
us have no nonsense about this, and if cab-owners are not satisfied with
their incomes, let them take to some other trade, and not improve
their condition by bullying and cheating. As regards the strike, they
behaved properly, with a few exceptions, and Mr. Punch trusts that

the licences granted to the ruffians who perpetrated outrages will at

once be cancelled. So for the present ends the cab-quarrel.

Tuesday. LORD DUFFERIN made a very proper speech on some idiotic

processions which have been got up in Ireland in honour of the Fenians
who murdered poor BRETT, the policeman, and were hanged for that

"political crime." LORD DERBY took the opportunity of stating,

needlessly, that no vindictive spirit had prompted the punishment in

question, and that previous lenity had caused a belief that any outrage
might be committed with impunity. The law officers did not consider
that these

"
regrettable

"
processions violated the law.

MR. DARBIT GRIFFITH asked the Government whether they were
Koing to give a gentleman a title for having made a vacancy at

Andover for the Attorney-General. Of course LORD STANLEY replied
that such a gift for such a reason would be highly improper.
One of the clevernesses of the last Reform Act was the disfran-

chising certain boroughs for their wickedness, but not providing that
if vacancies should occur before the Act comes into operation new
elections should not take place. MR. OTWAY pointed out the blunder,
and a Bill has been galloped through Parliament for preventing such
an absurdity as new elections by condemned electors.

MB. MAGUIRB then made a very righteous complaint against the

Middlesex Magistrates, who do nearly all they can to prevent Catholic

priests from attending Catholic prisoners in Tothill Fields House of

Correction. The only thing to be said is that if one sort of religion
has failed in keeping persons from doing things that bring them to

gaol, it may not be unscientific to try another. But Parliament meant
that Catholic culprits should see their priests, and the justices are

allowed by MR. HARDY to be pigheadedly setting themselves against
the spirit of the law.

MR. NEWDEGATE moved for a return that should throw light upon
the reasons why sentences on criminals are remitted. There is no
doubt that our present system is objectionable. For some criminals

great influence is used, while others suffer without much intercession

being made. Moreover there is a set of persons who manufacture

petitions in all cases of capital sentence. MR. HARDY gave some
curious details in reply, and mentioned that the memorials presented
to him are often most libellous, and that the regular thing is to impute
perjury, point-blank, to the principal witnesses. He objected to give
the return, or to interfere in any way with the Prerogative of Mercy.

The time that Wisdom wasted in its

Remarks to-day was very small :

My Lords they sat for twenty minutes.

My Lords, the Commons, not at all.

Thursday. On the penultimate night of the Abyssinian Session both
Houses worked themselves up to debating pitch, and went at the

subject like men. This is very English, Mrs. Orundy, is it not ? this

putting off debate until it can be of no use.

LORD DERBY moved the confirmation of the Indian arrangement
as to pay.
LORD ELLENBOROUGH did not think that the DUKE OF WELLINGTON

would have approved of this expedition. He feared that the Army
would get into difficulties. And in the present state of affairs in

Europe, we were unwise to do aught to interfere with our freedom
of action at home.
LORD RUSSELL spoke out strongly in favour of the expedition, which

some persons consider would have been needless if his Lordship had
been good enough, when Foreign Secretary, to answer the letter from
the Abyssinian King.
LORD DENBIGH, who is, he says, a Catholic and nothing more (we

could tell him better, only it might be thought rude) abused the war,
and with Denbighian politeness (he said at a meeting that there was a

lie in the QUEEN'S Speech) charged LORD RCSSELL to his face with

incapable meddling, and remarked that his Lordship ought to have been
sent to Abyssinia to explain his own dispatches. The fact is, that

LORD DENBIGH and a lot of other Catholics are just now so elated

because Louis NAPOLEON'S Chassepots have kept his Holiness in

Rome, that they hardly know whether they stand on their heads or

their heels. They had a Meeting in St. James's Hall about it, and
danced a frantic war-dance of joy. All quite fair but LORD DENBIGH,
amid his wildest joy at the slaughter of the Garibaldini, should remember
the courtesies of society. Noblesse oblige.
LORD LYVEDEN took a good point. We have got a list, at last, of

the prisoners in Abyssinia. There are Eight, including CAMERON and
RASSAM, whom we avowedly go out to fight for, but there are many
others whose case is specially recommended to the COMMANDER-IN-
CHIEF. What does this mean ? Are we to save these only if we can
do so easily P
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LORD DERHY intimated that though by international law we had

only to deal wit.h the QUKEN'S subjects, it would be "lamentable" to

leave missionaries aud their children in captivity, and Sin ROBERT
NAPIEH knew what to do. This wink, wunk by LOUD DSUBY, seems
sufficient.

The Abyssinian business was settled, and then LORD RUSSILL asked

about the Conference.
LOUD DERBY said that his noble relative (his son) had said to France

that lie should be happy to confer ; but, without a basis and an under-

Manding that decisions were to be accepted, it would be useless.

In the Commons we had a free fight on Abyssinia, everybody vrn-

t ilating some notion of his own, and pitching into everybody elte fur

being so foolish as not to see the truth as it was. The Lost Letter
was talked of, and MR. LAYARD thought it of very little consequence.
MR. BERNAL USKOHNB thought it of a good deal, and smartly said

that the postage of that letter would cost us 5,000,000.
COLONEL SYKES hit the nail which Mr. Punch inserted into the

question last week, and made some very awkward remarks about

Egyptian raids and Abyssinian ladies. The whole affair hid been a

system of bungling from beginning to end. Yea, and something worse
than bungling. Mr. Punch could be at once diffuse and sledge-
hammerish upon this subject; but as the war has begun and mutt
go on, the wiser way is to cry hooray, and applaud MB. CHANCELLOR
OF THB EXCHEQUER when he cries to MK. JOHN BULL to tuck in his

two-penny (that is, to pay his twopence increased tax), and vaults

gallantly over the head of the good-natured old fellow. Hut Mr. Punch
reserves his right to make a row hereafter.

MR. LAYARD did not want to be uncivil to DR. Bt.K'E.and withdrew

anything said in anger, and substituted the allegation that the doctor
made statements without any foundation.
SmS. NORTHCOTB said that MR. SEYMOUR FITZGERALD, Governor of

Bombay, was for a smaller, and SIR ROBERT N APIBR far a larger force.

There were many other speakers, but their words need not be im-

mortalised. Once again Mr. Punch remarks,
"
Lethe is a brave river."

Friday. There was a short sitting, and again the Abyssinian flavour

was imparted to the debate. It was conceded by LORD STANLEY that

some correspondence of a most objectionable character should be

published to gratify MESSRS. LAYARD and NEWDEGATE.
To-night Her Majesty's Theatre was burned down, and Parliament

sustained a severe blow. The distance from the House to the Opera
House was delightfully easy. Yale, Vale, NOVOSIELSKI.

Saturday. The Abyssinian Session was over. We shall be glad to say
the same thing of the Abyssinian war. A* reeoir, Lords and Gentle-

men, on the 13th of February, 1863.

"NO LAMPS!"
Or the Cabman's lesson.

IN my oil-skin cape, great coat,

My bull's-eye and my baton,
A 1 about my throat,
And my helmet for a hat on,

I, Mr. Punch, attached
As Policeman to St. Stephens,

Walked on my beat and watched,
Against trespasses or thievins'.

The night was damp and chill,

^The sitting nearly done was,
Now and then, a guffaw shrill

Told that OSBORNE at his fun was.
When I saw, where 'neath the Abbey

St. Margaret's tombstones crossed are,
Came stealing on a Cabby,
And along with him a Coster.

Cabby in great-coat muffled
A handbill bore close folded ;

And the Coster as he shuffled,
At his side a paste-pot hold did.

Through the great hall they went creeping,
On to the Commons' lobby

The door-keepers were sleeping,
And on duty snored the bobby !

Were they traitors thus intruding
On DENISON'S dominions ?

Guy-Fawkeses blow-up brooding,
Or Greek-fire-breathing Fenians P

Was there powder in the paste-pot,
And treason in the poster,

Which that Cabby from his waistcoat

Unfolding, showed that Coster.

With his thumb he un-dog's -eared it

(Ilia thumb to that end licking)
Then with liia paste he smeared it,

And spread it fair for sticking.

Yes, that Cabby and that Coster,
While the door-keepers did snore on,

Prepared to paste that Poster
Tiie House of Commons door on !

'neath my oil-skin garment
Wiiere my bright, bull's-eye smoulders,

I whipt. it on tho^e var

And flashed it. o'er their shoulder*.
And aa the bull's-eye's brightness
Dazzled that brace of scamps,

In black, relieved by whiienew
( ):' the sheet, 1 read,

" No LAMPS !

"

I sei/.ed upon that Cabby,
J seized upon that Coster,

By their coat-collars shabby,
Aud said,

" What meant that potter ?

How dare you thus to ttick it,

leaving a SPEAKER'S summons,
In the middle of the wicket
Of the very House of Commons ?

"

"
And farve '*m right,

"
said Cotter :

" And sarve 'em ri^lit," said Cubby :

"
Of treason this here, potter
la guiltless aa a hubby.

You *ve seen tuch every street in,
Where u cab's been druv to-day, Sir ;

From our Exeter 'all nieetiu',
We brought this one away, Sir.

" And to this door we 've took it,

Me and my friend the Coster
;

That M.P.'s when they hook it

May peroose that there potter :

And think if cabs and osses,
Without

lamps,
miss their mark, Sir,

That statoots all a toss is.

If the]/ 're made in the dark, Sir.

"
They say we want lamps lighted
To keep us put of smashes,

And show to fares benighted
Where a cab for their cash is.

Well I make no opposition
But if M.P.'s ain t blind babbies,

Let them think of their collision

With the Costers and the Cabbies.

" How they 've stopt them bread from earning
By their street traffic clauses ;

And set us trod worms turning
With the 'ard lines they draw: us.

Then own each man alive, Sir,
Needs lights upon occasion.

Both us the cabs that drive, Sir,

And them that drive the Nation."

A CARD TO CONSPIRATORS.
MR. JOHN BULL presents his compliments to his American Irish

enemies, and desires to know whether they see any green in his eye f

The reason which occasions MB. BULL to ask them this question is

their vehement declaration that nothing he can do for the conciliation

of Ireland will be of any avail, that Irishmen all hate and abhor him
utterly, and that no good that he may render them, how great soever,
will ever prevail upon them to acquiesce in being his fellow-subjects.

Suppose MR. BULL were to believe all this, what would he do ?

Immediately rescind Roman Catholic Emancipation, re-enact the

penal laws, and re-establish Protestant ascendency. He would forth-

with proceed to undo all the good that he has done and MB. BULL
takes note of the admission that he hag done good of late in Ireland.

His endeavour would be to rule Ireland with a rod of iron. In short,
MB. BULL would adopt a course which would drive the Irish people
at large, and not merely a disaffected minority, into rebellion, and not

only that, but would justify their rebellion in the eyes of the whole
world.
MR. JOHN BULL has no doubt that, if he took this course, he would

do just what his Fenian adversaries want him to. Instead of that, he
intends to persevere in doing the very best for Ireland that he possibly
can. He is not the fool that his American Irish ill-wishers take
him for.i
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LEFT-OFF CHIGNONS FOR SALE. (A STUDY IN A BACK SLUM.)

THE RIGHT BISHOP IN THE RIGHT PLACE;
OB, SELWYN AMONG THE BLACKS.

A SALVO for SELWYN, the pious and plucky,
The manly and muscular, tender and true,

Let
"
Lichfield and Coventry

" own itself lucky,
If loss of her shepherd New Zealand must rue.

On the bench of Colonial Bishops or boat he
The labouring oar has still pulled like a man,

In his
"
stroke" for all mitres on sees now afloat he

Is a model to match, or surpass, if they can.

He has toiled, he has tussled, with nature and savage,
When which was the wilder 'twas hard to decide,

Spite of Maori's musket, and hurricane's ravage,
The tight Southern Cross

*
has still braved time and tide.

Where lawn-sleeves and silk apron had turned with a shiver,
From the current that roared 'twixt his business and him,

If no boat could be come at, he breasted the river,

And woe to his chaplain who craned at a swim !

What to him were the Cannibal tastes that still lingered
In the outlying nooks of his Maori fold.

Where his flock oft have mused, as their Bibles they fingered," How good would our warm-hearted Bishop be, cold !

"

What to him were short commons, wet jacket, hard-lying,
The savages' blood-feud, the elements' strife,

Whose guard was the Cross, at his peak proudly flying,

Whose fare was the bread and the water of life ?

Long, long the warm Maori hearts that so loved him

May watch and may wait lor his coming again,
He has sown the good seed there, his Master has moved him
To his work among savages this side the main.

In
"
the Black Country," darker than ever New Zealand,

'Mid worse ills than heathenism's worst can combine,
* The missionary vessel in which the Btsho;i used to cruise along the coasts and

among the islands of his diocese. His prowess as uu oarsman is still famous at his
old University.

He must strive with the savages reared in our free land,

To toil, drink, and die, round the forge and the mine !

Say if We'nsbury roughs, Tipton cads, Bilston bullies,

Waikato can match, Taranaki excel f

Find in New Zealand's clearings, or wild ferny gullies,

Tales like those Dudley pit-heaps and nail-works could tell-

A Labour more brutal, a Leisure more bestial,

Minds raised by less knowledge of God or of man,
More in manners that 's savage and less that 'a celestial,

Can New Zsaland show than the Black Country can?

A fair field, my Lord Bishop fair field and no favour
For your battle with savagery, suffering, and sin.

To Mammon, their God, see where rises the savour
Of the holocausts offered his blessing to win.

your well-practised courage, your hold o'er the heathen,

From, not to New Zealand for work ought to roam ;

If it be dark, what must the Black Country be then,
What 's the savage o'er sea, to the savage at home ?

A Cool Idea.

WBITING from Abyssinia, with the thermometer at 102 in the shade,
a correspondent states :

"
I quitted the hot sands of Annesley Bay, and went to Tubbo, on the Hadash

River."

Tubbo, that's the place omitting the last s> liable where Mr.
Punch goes every mornin? before he eats his breakfast, and certainly
the thermometer has been a good deal lower than 102' there lately.

In such great heat as that, how refreshing must it be for a man to go to

Tub ! By the way, we wonder if our slang phrase,
" Go to Bath !

"

has an equivalent in Abyssinia, in words which, when interpreted,
mean simply,

" Go to Tubbo !

"

GRATITUDE S ODE.

Songfor the Voting Person." The Maid of the Mill."
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. .

TUCK IN YER TWOPENNY!
Dizzt.

" NOW, THEN, JOHN, 1 'M COMING OVER YER AGAIN ! TUCK IN YER TWOPENNY !

"
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EDUCATE! EDUCATE!"

THERE are carnivo-

rous creatures, ac-

cording to COVIJEB ;

there are creatures

graminivorous, ac-

once tasted

guineas a day and

travelling allowan-

ces (the exact hono-
rarium is left blank,
for fear of too great

a crowd of applicants, and a riot in front of the office), thirsted for

warned that the closing part of Ma. HAMBLETOS'S statement contains
matter wholly irrelevant]

Citoi'WELL BUTLER BISHOP. Age 19. Educated at an expensive
private school. Got a nomination for the Perambulator Carriages

Registration OlEce. Crammed for the examination, nothing that he

had learnt at old CANEHAM'S being of the slightest use to him. Failed

to satisfy the Civil Service Examiners. Their views and his differed

gioiiiuinuiuuo, w materially as to the proper spelling of
"

vittles." "recieved," "em-
cording to OWEN; baresment," and "afectionate," the relationship of HENRY THE EIGHTH
but besides, there is to QUEEN ELIZABETH, who he discovered, when too late, was not that

a pecunivorous crea- King's grandmother, and the authorship of the poem of the Traveller,

ture, according to which he erroneously ascribed to Musoo PARK. Believes that his

PUN CII.EUS, called handwriting was also objected to, and knows he omitted all punctuation ,

Man, and one out- but cannot stop to give more details as he is off to Buenos Ayres, not

rageous species of being able to get any employment in England,
the genus the glut- EVELYN ALLINQHAU ETHBBIMB. A-re -27. In a Cavalry Regiment,
ton, as it were, of Was at King Henry's, where he learnt to play at cricket and run
its kind called Spe- through a heap of money. Could construe Octd with a crib, and make
cial Commissioner- verses, but they were nonsense. Cannot say in what reign the DUKB
man. The barristers- OF MARLBOROUGH lived, and forgets who fought the battle of K>l /<

at-law and officers Hill, but knows a place of that name near Liverpool some awfully
at war who have jolly girls there : met them at a croquet party, and danced with the in

lately been "amongst
l

afterwards till all was blue. Is not certain whether the sun moves
the masses," having round the earth, or the earth round the sun. Unable to distingui-'i

between Jacobites and Jacobins, but is fully aware that the latter are

fancy pigeons. Was one of the first to part his hair down the middle,
and wear a half crown hat. Cannot cast up his tradesmen's bills, and
"Will have much pleasure in accepting MRS. DALRYMPLE HAVER-
SHAM'S invitation for the 23rd."

MABEL MEREDITH ASHTON. Age 20. At Miss ROLLINSON'S, The

Laurels, Superior Norwood, for several years. Terms 100 guineas,
more gold, and appointed a deputation, introduced by a Prince of the with all sorts of extras and extravagances. Learnt the piano and harp,
Blood and Memoers of both Houses, "to wait on" Mr. Punch, the , but never practises now on either instrument, not having the slightest

Secretary for the World Department, and urge on him the propriety !
taste for music. Has forgotten her German, and, when she went to

of finding other employment for their "idle hands to do." He had the Paris Exhibition, found some difficulty in making herself under-

found it already, but thought it more Statesmanlike and Downing-
j

stood in the shops. Never read SCOTT'S novels, SHAKSPEARE'S
streetish to appear to be convinced by their arguments. He com-

j

plays (except
bits out of Romeo and Juliet), or MACAULAY'S History,

missioned them to undertake an inquiry amongst those classes who '

and seldom looks at a newspaper. Has iust finished Forgotten Orimtt,

are not dependent on weekly wages for support, and whose incomes and is anxiously waiting for the first volume of The Bigamist Banker.

range from 100 to 100,000 a-year, to investigate the truth of certain
[

Is not sure who is Prime Minister, and is indifferent as to the deriva-

allegations that have lately been made touching their mental desti- tion of Rotten Row. Does not find that the Girondists, or the Thirty

tution, and to ascertain whether they are without the common neces-
j

Years' War, or the Man in the Iron Mask are common topics of con-

saries of education. Mr. Punch added no other directions, but gave veraation at dinner, and is not pressed by her partners for her views

each of the S. C. a copy of MR. LOWE'S Edinburgh address, as the on the probable exhaustion of our coal-fields, and the nature of the

best manual they .could have, his benediction, and some money on implements found in the Drift. The drift of their remarks usually
account ;

and then dismissed them to their different posts, and Railway
|

somewhat silly. Made the following replies as to the source of one

Stations, with a request that their reports might be sent in before or two familiar quotations :

the juvenile members] of his
. family began their elder-wine at

Christmas-tide.

Prom an immense mass of matter (favoured by MESSRS. PICKPORD),
enough to fill a great many of those books which may be blue, but are

never read, Mr. Punch has selected the following startling revelations,

which, or he is greatly mistaken, will determine the Ministers of the

Crown to introduce a scheme for a general and compulsory education

rate in February next :

CECIL AUGUSTUS HAMBLETON. Age 40. Employment under Govern-
ment. Had a Grammar School and University education. At the former,
the principal works studied in a living (English) language, were ADAM'S

" On the light fantastic toe :
"

A novel she once read, called Almacki.
" And waste its sweetness on the desert air :

"

PlESSE AND LUBIN.
' ' Who shall decide, when doctors disagree ?

"

Probably some medical book, not proper for her to read.
" Youth on the prow, and Pleasure at the helm :

"

DIBDIN'S Naval Songt.
" Where ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to b wise :

"

Roman Antiquities, BUTLER'S Ancient Geography" LEMPRIERB, and Cordially agrees with that excellent sentiment of ila*. HANNAH Moae's.

JOYCE'S Scientific Dialogues. From these delightful authors he retains,

even in middle life, a knowledge of the materials used in the construc-

tion of curule chairs, and the nature of the lictors' fasces ; an acquaint-
ance with the geographical position of Epirus and the Symplegades ; a

few facts in the somewhat careless life of Jupiter Amoroso; and a

glimmering of the uses of the blowpipe all of which learning is of the

greatest use to him in the daily routine of office work. Has forgotten
all his Greek, as he found, to his dismay, when ISABEL MARKUAM

WHAT WILL YOU DO WITH HIMF

WE did not want to read any further on in the newspaper, after the

following heading had caught our eye :

JOAN OF HIS HIGHNESS ISMAIL PACHA, VICEROY OF
asked him to translate a mot to from that language prefixed to the

Royal Academy Catalogue; and the last time he tried an Ode InHorace
(the

" Donee gratus eram Mi") felt that his rendering would not have What '11 you do with him when you've got him? You can't take him
been satisfactory in

"
the Schools." Once knew the succession of the out like a friend's umbrella, or put him against the sugar-basin and

Roman Kings : never knew the succession of Royal Houses in English read him like a book from a lending Library. Of course he d have to

HIGHNESS ISMAIL PACHA,
EGYPT.

So His HIGHNESS ISMAIL PACHA is to be lent. Who '11 borrow him?

History. His attention having been lately drawn to the fact, knows
that Abyssinia is in Africa, but declines to go into particulars as to the

position on the map of the Straits of Bab-el-Mandeb not being, he

hopes, a latitudinarian the Gulf of Carpentaria (probably colonised by
those of the Pilgrim Fathers who were dissatisfied joiners), and our
three Indian Presidencies. Has to keep his mind very steady not to

confuse the Alps with the Apennines, or the Pyrenees with the Car-

pal hians, never having been abroad, never having smoked a cigar in

his life, except
on one occasion, when he had to go to bed prematurely,

and being altogether unversed in athletic exercises. Fortunately for

him, there were no examinations when he entered the Dotation
Department.

[Mji. LITTLETON GLANVILLB, the S. C. for the Metropolis, has been

be
"
taken great care of." and returned by a certain date.

Perhaps he 's short of ready money, and will come out for BO much
an hour r But even then, what to do ? Tell Egyptian stories without

stopping : make Nineveh Bulls, or what ?

Would you hire him for an hour to play with the children ? Does
he mean to be lent to a certain number of subcribers, and no one

to keep him more than two days? Or shall we see His Highness
advertising himself as "open to one turn more" at several of our

Metropolitan Music Halls P

He would be a great card for MADAME TOSSADD'S in. full costume,
with moveable eyes; but the loan of him would scarcely suit that

establishment.

We anxiously await further particulars.
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THE DELIGHTS OF FASHION. (A CAUTION TO LADIES WHO HUNT IN CHIGNONS.)
"

TOM, HELP ME ! I 'LL NEVER WEAR IT AGAIN !

'

A FEW FRIENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

TABLEAU VII. MY LATE FRIEND.

AT four in the morning my Late Friend is ready to go. That is,

we get (for the third or fourth time, for something has invariably

brought him back again) to the passage. I have lighted my candle, as

a hint that Bed is my immediate destination. The candle burns

smokily on the sideboard. My Late Friend leans against the wall,

regarding it with an air of intense interest. I find myself gradually
occupied in the same intellectual process."

Well !

"
says my Late Friend, slowly, as if, after being thoroughly

satisfied with the candle, he must now go. He doesn't, however. He
only shifts his position slightly, apparently for the purpose of obtaining
another survey of the candle from a different point of view. Strange
to say, that, while perfectly alive to the absurdity of our situation, I

can't help staring at the candle, too. It mesmerises us both of us.

It is the rattlesnake charming a couple of late birds. The passage is

cold. I become more and more aware of it every minute, yet I don't
feel inclined to break the solemn silence by drawing my Late Friend's
attention to the fact. It seems to me that he is waiting to say something
important something he has kept till the last moment.

TffDNumrEi,! has often acknowledged to me that he hates saying,"
Good-bye !

"
This is very odd, as he generally manages to say it

several times before he really disappears."
Well," he says, for the second time, after an interval of twenty

minutes, employed by us only in staring vacantly at the candle
'

Well, I suppose I must be going."
Three hours ago he was certain he must be going ; now, after re-

peated failures, he can only
"
suppose

"
it.

Pulling myself together, so to speak, I reply,
"
Yes, it 's time." I

simulate extra drowsiness (I am sufficiently sleepy, and have been for

the last hour and a half), to encourage him in his determination of

leaving.

"
Difficult to tear oneself away," says he, lounging against the wall

with his eye fixed on the candle again.

I undo the bolts. The street is a chilly, ghostly blue and white.

THTJNNIWELL comes to the door.

A supernatural freshness seizes both of us for the next quarter of an

hour.
" How light it is !

"
says THTJNNIWELL.

I stand on the steps with a view to seeing the light better.
" Wish we were starting for Zurich." He is quite brisk. Zurich,

by the way, was settled upon at 2 30 this morning."
I wish we were," I return. I don't mind admitting this much,

being aware of its utter impossibility.

"Well, why not?" he asks, becoming brisker.

I weakly object that
"

it would never do."
" Not do !

"
he exclaims (so awake he is !).

"
It would be the very

thing. Train at 7 30. How long do you take to pack ?"
Not more than an hour and a half, I imagine.
"
Well, say you begin now ;

it 's 4 30. At six you ve done. Take
a cab ; come to my lodgings, fetch me and my traps. I '11 give you
coffee and toast, and off we go by the 7'30. Breakfast at Folkestone,
lunch at Boulogne, dine at Paris."

"And sleep?" 1 suggest."
In the train." he answers, contemptuously, as if I ought to have

known that by this time.

He is so brisk, he is so lively ; I think to myself if my Late Frien d is

not "taken while he is in the humour" (tow row row, and, Paddy, will

yon now? is the chorus, but nothing to do with the subject on this

occasion) he will not be taken at all ;
or certainly will put it off so late

that my vacation will have to be considerably curtailed, and I may
have to go (if ever I do go) without a companion.

All this flashes through my mind (not exactlv
"

flashes," or I should

be electrically awakened, but "gleams" or "dawns" upon my mind,
which is rousing itself and getting up) as I stand on the door-step."

Well, the fact is," I say,
"
1 wanted to that is I ought to but

it doesn't matter." I was going to say that I ought to have called to

say
"
Good-bye

"
to SOPHIA THERESA (to whom I have been engaged

for five years picture very little way on) ; but SOPHIA THERESA will

understand it, and I '11 write.
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" What doesn't matter P" asks THUNNIWELL.
I don't explain that it is SOPHIA TUEKESA who doesn't matter

but reply if he '11 promise to be ready for me at six o'clock, or say i

quarter past (to give him "law"), I '11 pack up at once, and we wil

start.

If anyone last night at ten o'clock had told me that at 4 30 I shouli

be packing up to go to Zurich by the 7'30 I should have told him
that he didn't Know the person to whom he was talking.

My Late Friend says,
"
Six fifteen sharp. Coffee for two."

"
An(

pistols," I add, by way of funnily adding an old quotation. I fee

immediately afterwards that it is the sort of thing my Funny Friem
would have said, and rather wish, either that I'd not said it, or hope
that THTJNNIWELL hadn't heard it. He is just going.

" And what ?
"
he asks, coming back.

'

Pistols," I say, getting up a stupid laugh to lead him on. H
won't see it, yet was so quick and sprightly just now.

I feel that the joke, if it is a joke, has signally failed. A sad thin;:

to fail with a joke at 4 o'clock iii the morning, on a doorstep. Ant
what a poor idea it will give him of me as a cheerful and amusing
travelling companion. I oughtn't to have said it. Leave those things
to GRIOQ. He laughs when he says anything that he considers funny
and somehow I laugh too, almost always.

I recollect GBIGG making me split my sides at a story about a mouse
trap, at which he himself roared again.

I subsequently told the story to a party of friends, prefacing it with
"

I heard such a good thing yesterday," after which the Story of the

Mouse-trap. I roared (like GRIGG) and nearly sent myself into hysterica
convulsions (I was very ill for three days afterwards, witli a pain over
the chest, something to do with the ganglia, the doctor said, am
hysteria), but not a soul smiled, except one person who thought he'c
heard it before and knew the point. So I am certain, from much
experience in attempting funny stories in company (it is not my
vocation) that half their success depends upon when and how the
narrator laughs.

'

I try (so to put it) to force
'

pistols
'

in this manner down olc

THCNNIWELL'S throat. But no, my fun has suddenly made him as
dull as ditch-water. He looked almost unhappy. How can 1 efface

the impression ? By dropping the subject ? saying I must go and pack,
and shutting the door ? no, he wants to know what I mean by sajina"

pistols."

My dear fellow," I explain, "it's a quotation, don't you know?"
I only laugh a little now, dropping, in fact, the jocose gradually, and

drifting into the serious tone that naturally suits me.
"A quotation? What's a quotation?" He is actually getting

pig-headed at four in the morning !

"
Coffee and pistols," I answer.

"What from?" Asks THUNNIWELL, meaning what did I quote
it from.

"
I don't know," I own. But I say

"
it doesn't matter."" Not a bit," he says ;

"
only I don't see the fun of it." He is

little cross about it. I wish such fellows as GKIGG were not allowed
to go about. It was GRIGG, I recollect perfectly, whom I first heard

say
"
Coffee and pistols for two," and I thought it so funny.

But it isn't, really ; not a bit of it. I shall tell him so when I see
him.

THUNNIWELL goes. On my word, I believe he is dismal at the

prospect of going about the world with a man who sees fun in saying."
Pistols and coffee for two." He 's right. I can't deny it. So should

I. I have lowered myself. Most unfortunate, just as we were in

fact, as we are going to start together.

I am dreadfully sleepy now he 's gone and the door 's shut. I must
arouse my merry men, and make 'em help me in my packing. My
merry men ! Bother that word ! it suggests a lot of GRIGGS, an army
of Funny Friends, helping me to pack ! Ah, where would my things
be ! Sponges in shirts, hair-oil among my socks ! But, thank good-
ness, OUSTER'S JOHNSON when awake (" Hi, get up, JOHNSON ! JOBN-
SON ! ! ") is steady and handy.

" HEN-REE P' (to the page).
"
JOHN-

SON ! HEN-REE !

" At half past four in the morning, a loud vocal
fantasia on two names tries you considerably, and makes you faint and
hungry.
They are up. Cursing me in their hearts of hearts, I'll be bound.

JOHNSON exhibits a tendency to continued sleep during his packing,
and HENRY falls three times into the portmanteau. I am glad of this,
as, coming once against the lock, it wakes him thoroughly.

I sit on my bed after putting all my things out, and think of any-
thing I may have omitted. This process I suppose sends me to sleep
sitting. JOHNSON wakes me, maliciously I '11 be bound. I must freshen
myself with a wash. Can't : everything packed up. Wet towel and
hair-brush, then. Can't arrive at the hair-brush ; portmanteau fas-
tened. HENRY has gone for a cab. I am uncomfortable. All sorts
of unpleasant images present themselves to my mind in connection
with persons who get up early. MR. JONAS of Newgate figures among
them. After twenty minutes' wait (during which, with a view to re-

freshing myself, I have slept in an arm-chair, and awake more tired,
sore-eyed, parched, and more generally uncomfortable than before)

the cab arrives. The driver has been up all night, and HENRY, on the
box, is little better than a somnambulist.
Luggage put up. JOHNSON and Coachman struggle, All right.

Rugs, umbrella, hat-boxes, everything I hope. Off to THUNNIWBI.L'S.
Relkctiotu on the fioad.\ great deal of trouble

; but, after all, it. is

holiday, and we shall have a very jolly time of it. Good-bye, old
London ! Good-bye, old white-faced policeman ! I "m off to Zurich ;

you're not. Good-bye, man with coffee-stall ! to-night I dine in Paris.
Adieu, dingy old theatre ! Ha ! ha ! to-night I shall be at the rarities !

Good-bye, late reveller going home ! I 'm off to Paris ! Ha ! ha !

These shops will open to-day, but not for me! I shall be "far, far

upon the sea." If roush, rather be in the shop.
Here we are at my Late Friend's rooms.
Good idea, coffee and a muffin ! Wake us up. Cigarette, too. Will

be a sort of commencement of
Continentalizes.

Ring! Ring! Late Friend busy packing, probibly. Knock and
ring. No one answers. Knock and ring again. Servant perhaps
assisting THUNNIWLL, and doesn't hear us. I)o it again.
Confound it, we're losing all our time. Knock again, cabmin.

Hard. Ring, too. Nearly seven o'clock. Not time for coffee. What
a pity. Knock again ! Ring harder.
At last. A drowsy servant ; a girl, oh so drowsy ! I jump out,

actively, almost jumping at her, so as to enliven her.

"MR. THUNNIWELL ready?" I ask, cheerfully. She stares at me
drowsily. My mind misgives me.
" MH. THUNNIWELL it ready, eh? He hasn't gone yet, has he?"

Well do I know he hasn't
;
but I try to delude myself with a last

chance. I dread what 's coming.
"MR. THUNNIWELL," says the maid;

"
I arn't seen him since he

went out to dinner last night.""
Hasn't he ordered coffee and

"

I stop at
"
coffee." At her look of utter astonishment,

"
muffins

"

sticks in my throat.

I run up to his bedroom.
"
Now, then, are you

" "
Ready

"
I

would hare said, but
No signs of packing ; not the slightest. Not even a hag.
There he is, sleeping as peacefully as an infant in bed !

On my word, in bed ! !

And where am If Out of bed sleepless feverish angry wild."
Here, THUNNIWELL," I say,

"
this is too bad, upon my soul ! It is

too bad!"
"
All right, old fellow !

"
he murmurs from the bed, and turns round.

So peacefully ! So calm !

My rage flies to small things.
'

Why, you 've not even got the coffee.""
All right," he repeats again, murmuring.

"
Tell her. Stop

(hum) breakfast (hum) up soon. No use going to Zurich. Make it

Egypt. All right!"
And again he sleeps. Peacefully. Satisfied that he has done his duty.
Shall I go to Zurich ? No

; to bed.
But my Late Friend doesn't catch me again.

UP GOES THE SWINDLE.
AIR" Pop goes the Wttutl .'

"

ABYSSINIA'S bill who '11 pay ?

Part of the nation.

All the charge on some they lay :

That's confiscation.

Income-Tax will never cease,
Down though it dwindle.

Soon as war succeeds to peace,

Up goes the Swindle !

Spirits and tobacco, free,
Bear not a fraction.

Sugar is exempt, and tea.

Partial exaction.

'Mongst the plundered middling class
Vain ire may kindle ;

Load the unresisting ass :

Up goes the Swindle !

Over the Sea.

OUE good friends, the French, have so much increased their army,
and are

supplying
it so rapidly with weapons of precision, that., instil

of being called, as heretofore,
"
our lively neighbours," a fitter name

"or them in future would be
"
our deadly neighbours."

WAITING FOR A DECISION.

The Cabman's Strike. Pendente LIT!.
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A DEGENERATE SON.
The Governor (indignantly). "GEORGE, I'M SURPRISED AT YOU! I SHOULD HAVE THOUGHT YOU KNEW BETTER IT'S DIS-

GRACEFUL ! Is IT FOR THIS I 'VE PAID HUNDREDS OF POUNDS TO GIVE YOU AN UNIVERSITY EDUCATION, THAT YOU SHOULD
"

Son and JJeir (with cigar).
" WHY WHAT HAVE I DONE, GOVERNOR ?

"

The Governor. "DONE? DARED TO SMOKE, SIR, WHILE YOU ARE DRIUKIXQ VT '34 PORT!!"

SIR,

A PHASE OF THE CAB QUESTION.

I NEVER in my life took a cab except to save time, to save

clothes, or to convey luggage or ladies. Cab-hire I hold to be among
those expenses which no man in his senses incurs if he can possibly
avoid them, unless he is in the enjoyment of that unspeakable blessing,
a certain and sufficient income, without which there is no happiness
in this world, or peace of mind, except for the mind that is incapable
of forethought

It is, then, with the greatest alarm that I have seen mooted a pro-

posal that cab-proprietors should start a new class of cabs, better

appointed than those now commonly in use, not to supersede them,
but to constitute a first-class style of cab, running at first-class fares.

Of course I don't object to simply improved cabs ; but I do protest
against improved cabs at increased fares.

I shall be told by shallow scoffers that if there are first-class and
second-class cabs, 1 shall never need to take the first-class unless I like.

But I must whenever I have to travel with a female companion ; that

is, whenever I am obliged to move more than a few hundred yards with
one in any weather, and when I have to stir an inch out of doors in

the smallest rain. On every such occasion I shall be obliged to go to

the expense of a first-class cab under pain of being not only considered,
but also reported mean ;

which may be disadvantageous.
Sir, there is no expense more unsatisfactory than any expenditure,

beyond what is absolutely necessary, on vehicles. When a carriage
has taken you to your destination, and you have paid more for your
ride than you would have done of your own accord, you feel that the
accommodation you have had is all over, and the excess of its cost

remains a dead loss and load on your mind. So at least it would lie,

if, besides mind, you were not also endowed with money ; wealth pro-
portioned to your intelligence. First-class cabs at first-class fares may
be all very well for you, or any other great capitalist or landowner

;

for any one rejoicing in the competence of an ex-Chancellor or the

secure and otiose opulence of a blessed Dean. But not for JOSEPH
not for JOE, nor for the unwillingly but necessarily parsimonious be-

cause poor PILGABLIC, whom people who have more money than brains,
and many of them very little money, are sometimes pleased to call

A SCREW.

On " The Grand Duchess " .at Covent Garden.

SEEN it in Paris ?

Yes : so has HARRIS.
What it was there

You are aware.

But 'twixt us two,
Here it won't do.

EXTRACT from a new edition of Shtkspeare, nearly ready, edited by
MKS. LILY MAXWELL, Manchester :

"
0, speak again, BRIGHT I

Angel that thon art !

As glorious," &c.. &c.
Vide ROIMO and Julitt.

** These garbled editions of the great poet are really insufferable.
"
Persons

"
cannot be expected to comprehend him, and should be

suppressed if they attempt to edit him. Ed.

Punch's Pocket-Book.

THE Prize Conundrum in Punch's Pocket-Book seems really to have

|

been worth
"
nothing," as several persons have guessed it. The first

was a lady, to whom the promised prize has been forwarded.

LAMPS OB NO LAMPS ? A great question for the Cab-in-it.

Printed by Joseph Smith, of No. M. Holford Square, in the Parish of 8t. James, Clerkenwell, in the County of Middlesex, at the Printing office of Messrs. Bradbury, Evans, * Co.. Lombard
Street, in tbe Precinct of Whitefriars , in the City of London, and Published by bun at No. 6S, Fleet Street, in the Parish ot St. Bride. City of London.-8iTvaDT , DMBmi 14, 1867.
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CIRCUMSTANCES MAKE THE MAN.

' LEAVB OFF, TOU LITTLE BRUTES, CAN'T lou ? POLICE !" "Now, SHY, Ton COWARDS, IF TOD DARK!"

BRENNUS-BONAPARTE.
" Hark ! Tbe Gaul is at her gates."

Do States, like stars, fixed orbits fill ?

And is the Muse of History's song,
With all its variations, still

One weary round a round of wrong ?

Must Jove's fane, and St. Peter's dome.
Witness the self-same fears and fates ?

See the same captives chained in Rome,
The same invader at her gates ?

Again look on, as BRENNUS flings

His scornful sword into the scale,
And while the uneven balance swings,

Bids steel's dead weight o'er faith prevail ?

Upon Alentana's bloody mead,
As erst by Aiia's

*
margin clear.

Must we again
"

vis oictii" t read,

By Chassepot writ, as once by spear .'

Or is all but the baser part
Of Rome's great drama set aside ?

Shall we have BRENNUS-BONAPARTE,
CAMILLUS, FABHIS be denied P

Hear the loud cackle of the flock
The Capitol that claim to save,

But see no MANLIUS strike the stroke
Tnat to the chin the invader clave ?

Where are those stately sires that sat

Serene, before the sacred stairs,
To guard the Capitol, in state
Of bordered rooes, and curule chairs ?

While whiter than their ivory wands,
Or the bleached togas' stainless flow,

O'er their broad breasts and folded hands,
Swept their great beards like swathes of snow.

The stream near which the Gauls first defeated the Roman".
t The bitter words put by LITV into the mouth of BRENNUS, when the Romans

complained of his flinging his sword into the scale.

While surge of red-haired Gauls, at gaze
On all around, fierce-eyed and free,

Broke on that band, and felt amaze
To reverence grow, and bent the knee,

Till Gaulish scorn revived its laugh,
And the irreverent hand was reared,

And old PAPIRIVS raised his staff,

And smote the Gaul that stroked his beard.

Here is the Gaul again : as bold
Of brow, as insolent of mien ;

Lacking in reverence, as of old,
On Aiia's bank or Clusium's green :

On Rome's white age and warning frown,
Again he lifts profaning hands,

But no PAPIKIUS strikes him down,
Welcomed, not buffeted, he stands.

Still, still the same, that Gaulish clan :

But these, can these Rome's worthies be ?

This triple-crowned white-haired old man,
With woman's face, and weakly knee ?

These cardinals, a blood-red show,
The Priests of peace, in dyes of war,

That kiss, not strike the invader low.

And to the Gaul their gates unbar ?

Ah me, it is not as I thought
That History all her tale repeats ;

She but re-writes the chapters fraught
With frauds and crimes, with wrongs and cheats ;

Renews Rome in her baser fate,

Her dull decline, her feeble fall :

Brings back the BRENNUS to her gate,
But not the MANLIUS to her wall.

TO PARENTS AND GUARDIANS. If you would educate your
child ren, as well as make tbeir hair grow, purchase Punch's Almanack, and place

it on their pillows when tbey retire to rest. N.B. If one Almanack won't proTetbe
fact, you had better buy another.

rLIRTS ! FLIRTS ! FLIRTS !

Punch's Almanack, and see.

Where do you expect to go ? Buy

VOL. tin. c c
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AT THE CATTLE SHOW.
HILST observing that the

public vehicles were illus-

trated with cuts of a fine

fat ox, (so far I believe I

am right) to be seen, with
a great many more of his

kind were munching, and the comfort of roomier
railway accommodation on their travels from the
Cotswold Hills and the Lincolnshire Fens, and the

contemplation of red and blue rosettes, which,
by the way, I think should adorn the victors

themselves, and not the posts near them, and the
admiration openly expressed of their size and
symmetry, made each of them a happier sheep, and

:i_j AT i , i i i , i />

ojiumGbLj', luauc cauii ui mum a, uuppier aueep, tutu

reconciled them to a sharp knife and a short life.

, T the peers in this Zoocratic realm. I approached
of a London December (are tnose exhibited by HER MAJESTY, and Veathed
the roads in Abyssinia

j

a wiah that ghe might iovingly give all she had
much worse than the : won

-m prize8 to pRiNCBSS BBATRICE for pocket-
streets in the parishes

of; moile
y.

j should have thought it a description
ot. James, and ot. George, ' ~t TJ"_U m _ *. \. Au_" _ A ? .

and other Metropolitan
Saints, at the present
time ?) and visit the Agri-
cultural Hall, Islington.

Happening to meet my

of High Treason to touch these majestic creatures,
but the Metropolitan butchers were not so self

contained.

The attendants in charge of the Steers steers-

men, I believe they are called would, I am per-
suaded, have answered very readily any questionsmost intimate friend but

one my most intimate
friend is in the neighbour-
hood of Massowah

g,
BAMBOROUGH SHAW, I

3"" si- told him where I was
going, and also of my
intention to impart my

views of the Cattle Show to the public by means of type and printing ink. SHAW, who was x
bom in Lambs' Conduit Street, and educated at that eminent school near Smithfield :

^

Magna Charta-house, and at Oxford and therefore really does know something of fat i T *"*.

stock, being one of those useless men who hesitate to write upon a subject unless they
' .u^f "rrr *

y
>> e ^

are
thoroughly up in it, asked leave to put a few questions to me touching my qualifica-

aP' fc a
- -

runt I"J* a ld any furtuer
.
d

!
s-

tions for the work I was about to undertake, not being aware that I had ever made
domestic cattle my particular study.
Did I know Devons from Herefords ? No, but it was high time I did, that I might

1 might have put I should have done so very
humbly, for I forebore to give myself airs of

knowledge, as though I had farmed and grazed
from my boyhood's days, and did not go about

pinching and punching and feeling, and making
guesses at weight, in which I should infallibly
have been a hundredweight or so wrong, and

" *h
*"Jg

*
*;

Before the

be able to assist the estimable lady who has consented to share my name and ignorance,
when my income is double what it is now, in the proper selection of the aitch-bone,
the chine,and the chump end. Could I tell him what

"
Scotch Polls

"
were ? Of course

I could Highland Maries. Had I ever even heard of a
"
runt

"
P No, with a grunt, I never

had. Was I familiar with cross breeds P Thankful to say I was not, but should be

happy to introduce him to several amiable families. How did I propose to judge
between long horns and short horns? By taking a foot-rule and measuring them.
What were my views about the dewlap P That it was highly poetical. Had I any
acquaintance with the herd-book ? I had heard of it, and of

"
Master Butterfly,""

Duchess." How did 1 intend to handle the long-woolled sheep ? Beg them to

me a lock as a memorial of my visit. Was I conversant with the various
'

Please
"

pork
short his searching questions by informing him that I considered myself fully competent
to report upon all the animals, bovine, ovine, and porcine, having once spent three
whole weeks in a farm-house at Warnby-in-the-Willows. I did not think it necessary
to add, that I went there in very tender years, to accelerate my recovery from the

whooping-cough, which I had in competition with my youngest sister, GWENDOLINE JOAN.
So we parted near Gray's Inn Lane, he to his Club, I to mine the Smithfield, (it might

be called the Beef-Steak Club,) temporarily accommodated at Islington. There seemed to
be rather more of the public road up than usual, and we had to make detours, but the
Hall was reached at last. I went in by the ordinary entrance unobtrusively. Of
course if I had made known the special purpose of my visit, I should have been escorted
round the Show by the President and Stewards, had a copy of the Catalogue presented

of the

still, wishing to make myself master of his fine

E
pints ; but ne had a policeman and a crowd all to

imself, and as, to quote the language of a lady
near me who had been imperfectly educated, a
crowd makes one so 'ot, I thought, Mr. Punch, you
would be satisfied with seeing his effigies in the
Illustrated London News, and dispense with details

of coat and breast, and forequarters and flanks,

from my pen. Some of the cross-bred cattle did

e the pigs, I meant to be at Christmas in the agreeable form of
fry,

and sausage, and

pies (with plums in them). Was I but the day was "searching" cold, so I cut

the Scotch I have particularly in my recol-

lection one animal (decore) with a nose that was
retrousse, not to say snub which might be meant
for playfulness, but was sufficiently doubtful to

keep me at a distance from the rails.

And again, there was that fatal placard, the death
warrant of so many fat conquerors,

"
Purchased

by SOETT & HOFFLE," to remind Devon and
Hereford, Scotch and Welsh, that although the
examiners (the judges, I should say, the Barons of

Beef, I might say) had awarded them hoMurs, and

they were first-class creatures and medallists, and
were having their portraits taken in oil, and would
figure in illustrated papers, and had soft hands to

stroke and caress them, they were doomed to be

displayed "in all the luxury of
"

beef on marble

counters, and at
"
purveyors'

"
doors not later

to me bound in calf, and been entertained at luncheon afterwards; but" I thought it

better to pay my money and preserve my independence. I entered the vast arena I
had reminiscences. What were they ? Of days gone by, of the good old times, ,

when Islington was "merry" Islington, and the nightingales sang in the Pentonville than the 23rd of this cruel December. One case

Road, when Gibson Square was green fields, and the Angel a village hostelry, where the appeared particularly hard ;
an unsuspecting heifer

sheets smelt of lavender, and the honeysuckle peeped in at your bedroom window, and flad a Sa7 placard tied to her horns with white

SIR HUGH and LADY MYDDLETON went by for their morning walk on the grassy slopes
satia b ws announcing the name and address

of the New River, and visitors from London took the" waters at Sadler's Wells? No, j
?f her own butcher. I could not but reflect that

my recollections were of a more modern date, not going back beyond three months, to a
j

m the dead of the night, when the excitement of

scene of fairy fountains, and elfin bowers, and witching transparencies, to the voice of
*

LIEBHART, and the horn of LEVY, and the thunder of the British Army Quadrille. All
gone now but the horns, and they are not the same !

The weather outside was bad, but inside the first thing I saw was a good wether, for

accidentally I began my inspection with the sheep, the second order in this great tame
beast show. But here I was forestalled (perhaps I ought to have reserved that word
for

_
the cattle), for somebody else had penned the sheep already, and there was

is over, and the cattle are left alone
with their herdsmen in that silent hall, these
cannot be pleasant thoughts for the descendants
of "Black Prince" and "Royal Butterfly," even
though they have the pride of knowing that as barons

they will appear at the highest table in the land.

The pigs were noisy and popular, so much so

nothing left for me to write about the placid panting creatures that lay there warm and that though not usually considered animals of

woolly ; unconscious, let us hope, ofJ;he ticketsJ>ver their heads, announcing that
j
haughty demeanour, they were difficult to

they were sold to MESSRS. CLEAVER & CHOPPER,
"
Purveyors," which set me wondering : proach. The glimpses I could get between broad

what a sheep's eye view of the Show would be, if the prize Leicestershires could
[

shoulders of the leading stars showed me that

express their thoughts in intelligible accents. I wondered whether the knowledge that '

many of them were lying higgledy-piggledy, too

they had taken the first premium, and the silver medal, and the silver cup, and were : far gone in fat for the expression of any emotion,"
highly commended," and the enjoyment of superior turnips to those the ot iroAAo! of their

|
and awaiting death as a happy release. I also felt
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convinced that in some instances one black and sleek family in par-
ticular the tails had been carefully curled for the occasion.

The Eland also was too much sought after to allow me a comfortable

inspection. There was a difference of opinion as to what he was. I

believe a cross between a camel and a bull'ilo was the favourite theory ;

and an equal uncertainty existed as to his native clime, some loudly
protesting but then they were Scotch that he must be a //^lander.
There were no calves ; and lambs, I understood, were not in season.

You will expect minute descriptions of the machinery. You will be

disappointed, for if I was Ignoramus amongst the cattle, I was Igno-
ramissimus in the throng of implements, being one to whom the con-
struction of the ordinary squirt is an unrevealed secret, and the rela-

tionship between lock and key a hopeless pu/.y.le. But there was
everything that a gentleman engaged in agricultural pursuits (modern
English for farmer) could desire to get credit for, from a steam-engine
to a sausage-machine, from pianos to pickles, from Kohl Rabi, wLicli

must be a Hebrew root, to tenpenny Sauterne not an operation of agri-
culture but what was provided for and rendered easier, except, perhaps,
corn-cutting. There was a

"
Village Phaeton," a mythological novelty ;

there was a cheap and expeditious chaff cutler I longed to ask wh-
it could cut jokes also ; there was a dove-tailing machine, something
in the conjuring line, no doubt; there was the

"
Ecoscevephoron,"

wliich might be a wild beast or an American drink
;

there were"
Whalebone and Gutta Percha Jockeys," for anatomists and antlkro-

pologists to study ; there were
"
Straw Elevators," which naturally

connected themselves, in my mind, with the exhilarating implement*
used in Sherry Cobler

; indeed, everything that has been produced
by the ingenuity of CLAYTON and SHUTTLEWORTH, and FOWLER, and
GARRETT, and HORNSBY, and HOWARD, and NICHOLSON, and HANSOM,
and dear old MARY WEDLAKE, and a hundred more was on view.
Have I anything to say about the visitors ? The farmers disap-

pointed me, they seemed to have shrunk and dwindled and lost girth,
but it was late wlien the duties of an arduous public appointment
allowed me to arrive, and the bulk of them had, perhaps, gone. The
days of my childhood came back to my recollection when I looked
once more on the old familiar smock-frock, but, alas ! not of the rich
blue we used to see at N , May Fair ; and but hark! hush!
can it be P It is the Waits, the Belpraoia Waltz my pen drops from
my hand, I can write no more, except to add, that as 1 passed out from
the Show 1 felt that, after all the pains 1 had taken with the cattle, I
was still without the knowledge which would enable me to advise the
meritorious lady I have before referred to in her selection of the aitch-

bone, the chine, and the chump end in a word, that I was as much as

ever ======= IGNORAMUS.

DIARY OP A DAIRYMAN.
BEEN reading a ignorant Article in a public journal saying that our

4 penny Milk aint worth more than 3 farthings a qt. no allowance
made for talent loss of time and labour in improving upon natur.
Then people nowadays are so finicking they look in the milk-jug for

perfect purity ! why, what is perfect purity ? It "s a wision. where will

you find it P In the House or Parleyment P Why their skim is wprser
than ours by a long chalk. We don't witiate a constituency by giving
them horrid lucre, we only employ natur's universal solvent water,
and what else ought a liberal and discerning Public to expect but water
in this whale of tears P half of all the Infants in this Country perish
before their 5 year old say the Statistics, and we 're to be held respon-
sible because Town milk don't nourish as it ought to ! Prepostrons !

as if a Dairyman was a Nero whereas (when his profits is not affected)
his feelings tallies with the sentiments of a Howard, and he overflows
with the milk of human kindness. Look at the Rivers, how cruelly
they 're abused Rivers from which we draw our necessary supplies
how can a pertikler Public have its milk a sweet sky-blue when the

lovely streams which meanders through the flowery meads, is con-
taminated by Dyers and Scourers ? We always had to bear a deal of

opprobrum, and goodness knows we often groan beneath the yoke.

Happily
no law can touch us, for Water aurt like a artificial pison,

and falls of necessity within the Pale.

A Trifle from Ramsgate.
WHY is MR. WELBY PUOIN likely to give up the profession of an

Architect P

Because he's lately made a Barry stir.

FOR THE USE OP SCHOOLS.

WHY was the Shepherd PARIS well chosen as a Judge ?

Because he used to sit on a bench and listen to the Baa.

A REALLY NOBLE LORD.

THE Cabmen say that during their late difficulties LORD ELCHO
behaved but this is no new thing for him to do very 'ansom.

EVENINGS FROM HOME.
I 'VE been to the theatres, I 've seen Drury Laue,
And I do not mind saying I 'd see it again.

From my seat in a logt,
1 would hear PHELI-S'S Ilogc,

And see him beheaded without any pain.

I 've been to the Queen's,
A'id supped, after, at GREEN'S,
Which 1 needn't say means,
The Great EVASS'S Hall.

1 've seen Ma. BELMORE
(What acting could tell more !)

In a farce which they Upfur the Cattle Show call,
Writ, by a young gemmuu
VVIiose surname is Li

'Ti original, not from the Vaudevilles of Gaul.

I 've seen one more farce
That made minutes pu-s

As pleasaully as one could wish them to eo,
Tis Hit/hit Improbable,
Though from my nob able
To give the plot,

Yrt, 1 will not.
;

'Tis at the Royalty, if you would know.

There Miss BBOMLEI,
Looks so comely :

And Miss ADDISOM,
Oh, so glad is 'un.
To see her bright face,Wr

orth ten times my place
In the stalls whence 1 see six or eight other girls
Inpicturesq'ies costumes, and chignons and curls.

Where next ?

I 'm
perplexed,

I must not become triste ;

On this week,
When I speak,

Falls the mark of the beast ;

Not speaking profanely,
In other words plainly,

'Tis the time,
When the prime

Sheep and oxen are shown
At Smiffel. Away to the fat and the bone !

I see the fat beef,
I think what relief

These beasts would afford to a Farnham Work'us ;

And then my thoughts shift,
Then presently drift,

Down to Holborn among the train'd beasts in the Circus.

Bare-backed steeds,

Galloping round ;

Muscular deeds
In air, on ground.
Acrobats,
Without any hats,

Come from that stage with its
"
pair of flats."

Over they vault,
A somersault,

Always safe and never a fault.

Marvellous folks,
Clowns with jokes,
And obstinate mokes

;

A couple of poodles,
Far less of noodles,

Than many I see in the window of BOODLE'S.

And children all around were there,

Curly-haired, straight-haired, dark and fair,

Clapping their little hands with glee.
And thinking it all such an excellent spree,

They shouted with laughter left and right,
There never was a pleasanter sight.
The House was full, and at once I saw,
That these beasts of burden these Horses "draw"

N LAMPS give half the light of this year's Punch's A Imanack I On
the day when it was published all London was Illuminated by its dazzling wit'



A NOVEL FACT.
Old-fashioned Party (with old-fashioned prejudices). "An! VERY CLEVER, I DARK SAY. BUT I SEE IT'S WRITTEN BY A LADY, AND

/ WANT A BOOK THAT MY DAUdHTBRS MAY BEAD. GlVE ME SOMETHING ELSE!"

THE ANTI-FENIAN IRISHMAN.

(Sony by PADDY O'RATIONAL.)

HERE 's a health to all thraitors

In the camp of high thrayson,
That bethrays dhirty craters

For stern Justice to saize on !

I dhetest all the lot

Of Sedition's foul movers ;

But, when Fenians plot,

May they ne'er want approvers !

Och, bad luck to the crew
Of base alien inthruders !

To seduce me and you
Let him thry vain delnders !

We 're the boys that will fight
For these Islands' connection,

Put rebellion to flight,
And rebuke disaffection.

What, ould Ireland, agrah,
From ould England we sever?

Singing Erin-go-bragh
One and all reply

"
Never !

"

'Twere a blunder and crime.
Of our wrongs most is righted ;

They will all be in time :

We '11 continue united.

It is thanks that we owe
To the good English nation

For the schools where ye know
You could get education

;

For the bountiful sthrames
Of benevolent missions,

And all manner of schemes
To improve our conditions.

In the dthread ranks of war,
Where artillery rattles,

There 's our souldiers afar,

Fightin' Great Britain's battles
;

And their lives for a prize
la the service they wagers :

They may some of them rise

To be Captains and Majors.

Botheration befall

The contemptible notion

Of a separate, small

Speck of dhirt on the ocean
'Tis an empire we '11 keep
To BRITANNIA with tether :

Wolves, get out of the sheep !

Or be hanged altogether.

Natural History Gossip.

MRS. MALAPROP says she wants to see the Sanguine she is sup-
posed to mean the Penguin.
The Aanteaters continue to cause uneasiness in female circles. A

Ct number of nephews and nieces report that their alarmed relatives
left London, but not their present address. Many a nephew

and niece this Christmas will have no aunt to dote on them.

MO THOROUGHFARE in Fleet Street at four a.m. last Friday !

1 That being the hour appointed for the publishing of Punch's Almanack. Fleet
Street was impassable, owing to the crowd of early buyers there assembled.
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A FAT PAUPER SHOW.
UNCH is glad to state

that, as a sequel to

the Cattle Show, ar-

rangements are in

I stubbly, unclean mattress which sick paupers hare to sleep upon,
and

some specimens of the wheelbarrows, used as invalid oath-chairs.

Samples of thin gruel, broth, and other workhouse rations, will like-

wise be displayed ; and, as a special curiosity, there will be shown,
under a glass-case, a pint of workhouse wine ! There will also be a

model of the famous Farnham "
rabbit-hutch," which a Guardian there

i

declared to be
"
quite good enough for tramps." In short, no pains

progress for noldu ? wi]j be gpared to render the Fat Pauper Show a most attractive exhi-
a t at .Pauper .. )W. bition : and, in the hope that it may tend to the improvement of our
Ihe project lias been

pi,Uper8> as greatly as the Cattle Show has done to the improvement of
set on foot by cer- our beasts, for, puacfi wi]j be delighted to record its marked success,
tain Poor Law Guar-

dians, ^who are anx-

ious to show that

there areworkhouses
in England, where

poor people are well

ji
r j , j :

"
It is satisfactory to stats, on unquestionable authority, that the conduct of tho

icu, iwu, Ul unQappy raiul hiw undergone a tutal change ninoe bin condemnation on K. i 1 iy

Apparently he now begins to realise tho awful condition in which he IB placed, and
his callous demeanour is changed luto one of deep dejection."

f
'

short, regarded less

as paupers than as

pigs. The probings
of the Lancet have

evidently cut these

thin-skinnedS Guar-
dians to the quick,
and they desire to

furnish proofs that

the brutalities at

Farnham are excep-
tions to the rule of

Christian kindliness

A SATISFACTORY FRAME OF MIND.

THE following remark occurs in a newspaper about a criminal left

for execution :

In what respect is a change on the part of a condemned prisoner
from a callous demeanour into one of deep dejection satisfactory ? To
the sense of retributive justice, or to the feeling which cares for the

protection of Society P Is it a satisfactory proof that the malefactor is

suffering what he deserves to suffer, or a fact satisfactory because when
published it makes the more of him as a caution to his kind P For that

purpose it ought to be made generally known, so that the dangerous
classes may be instructed that, in view of a doom which]they had better

not incur themselves, the callousness of a convict has been changed
into deep dejection. Then that change will, with some reason, be con-

8
sidered satisfactory ; otherwise people of benevolent dispositions would

and care, for.which most English poor-houses have now a world-wide
; perhaps be better satisfied with the information that a man about to

fanu-.f

The Show will be held at the Agricultural Hall, as being the largest

building which just now is available. Big as it is, the Hall is scarce

sufficiently capacious, so many corpulent paupers are expected to

compete. Indeed, an application was first tendered for the hiring of

the Crystal Palace, as affording larger area for the pinguitude to be

displayed. But on second thoughts it was considered that the labour

of ascending the many flights of stairs by which the Palace is ap<

preached, would considerably diminish the weight of the fat paupers,
and perchance disable some of them from entering the Show.
From the interest which the Farnham disclosures have excited, the

undergo capital punishment was in good spirits. Perhaps, however,
we are to understand that, under sentence of death, dejection is a state

of feeling which the clerical mind in particular regards with satis-

faction.

A BLESSING FOR BANKERS' CLERKS.
"
I KNOW a bank whereon the wild thyme blows." That *s what my

friend Okeron said, Mr. Punch. That was the remark he made about
Do you owe me one P Well,

'

time, not thyme this time
thyme, once upon a time do you see ? Do
but I ve more to say, Sir, about banks andShow is pretty sure to be attractive to the public, and the charge made Du r 8av

.. .M - ... . T
for admission will probably suffice to pay all the expense. The -do you observe again ?

Sir,
there is a species of time whereof I may

Guardians, however/wish to show the woM that Guardfans have not !

J that it is but little grown m most banks that I know of, especial y

always stony hearts, and at times are even generous in their treatment London banks -there is, Sir, a plentiful lack of leisure time, not only

of the poor! With' this view they have Handsomely subscribed the n&toAto&Mtibo are at work therein, but.likewise oul; of the

sum of twopence each, to be liberally distributed in prizes to the . ,

paupers, the large sum of one shilling being the first pnze. This the

pauper who weighs most will be allowed to pocket, and expend upon
whatever luxuries he likes. A second prize of sixpence, and a third of

bank, at their own homes, or lodgings which serve them in the stead

twopence-halfpenny, will likewise be awarded, according as the scale

of plumpness may decide. Extra prizes also will be given for good
breeding, good temper, and good looks, or for any special merit which
the

judges may detect.

The Guardians, moreover, have subscribed the further sum of five

guineas apiece, /or the purpose of providing some gold and silver

Four Thousand Bankers' Clerks" appeared the other day in the
Kates' City Article at the foot of a letter asking for a few more holidays
than the scarcely any they ever get, and also praying that banks may
be opened a little less early after dawn. Truly, Sir, I am such a tender

creature, that methinks I could weep an this prayer be refused.

I have had a dream, Mr. Punch, not past the wit of man to say what
dream it was this time. I dreamt that the body of London Bankers

Kunieu amcce, lor u Vuru<. pruvmmg 8UU1C BOm uuu U.VCT *&. mef .'ogether and pass resolutions, granting to their clerks

medals to'be.giVen to themselves. AUhe Cattle Sho/a gold medal is SftiSffiSS 5. ^"lY.^CJ^W$,*S*1

awarded to the breeder of the best prize beast, and it is thought that
some such precedent should be followed at the Pauper Show, and a

gold medal be given to each one of the members of whatever Board
of Guardians may show the plumpest pauper, and thus win the first

prize. This
"
Gold Medal to the Feeder

"
will be doubtless as much

sought as the
"
Gold Medal to the Breeder" is at the Smithfield Show.

In order that the public may gain some really useful information
from the Show, it is intended that the catalogue shall be thoroughly
complete, and shall contain the fullest details as

treatment of every pauper shown. A couple of
suffice to show the style :

" SOUTHSHIRE BREED.
" No. 165. Pauper GILES SCROOOINS, exhibited by the Guardians of Skinflint

Union. Age 67 years. Widower. Father of eight children. Fed on skillygolee,
stale bread, potatoes, hard boiled beef (has no teeth), Dutch cheese, harder still,
and when ill, weak beer and broth. Weighs 8 St., 13 lb., when, oil the doctor's list,
and 8 st. 7 lb. or thereabouts when not.

" No. 167. Pauper SARAH STUBBS, exhibited by the Guardians of Stonyheart
Union. Aged 70 years. Married : husband separated from her, residing in male
ward. Mother of ten children. Fed on thin pea soup, rice, gruel, shin of beef, (on
Sundays), swipes (when on the sick liat), greens, and specked potatoes. Weighs
i st 6 lb. in her heavy workhouse clogs."

In place of the implements, roots, and seeds which are exhibited at
the Cattle Show, there will be shown some workhouse furniture and
fittings, including lavatory utensils such as those in use at Farnham,
and, by way of

curiosity,
some specimens of workhouse towels which

have been in use a week. There will be also shown a sample of the

from henceforth shall be opened at ten instead of nine in the morning.
Marry, Sir, I trust fulfilment awaits this last dream of

NICHOLAS BOTTOM.

Not Generally Known.

THE KINO OF ABYSSINIA is an Irishman and a Fenian ; his assumed
-

5 name is THEODORUS, his real THE O'DoBUs. The quantity being
details as to diet, age, and wrongly taken (so to speak

"
a reduction being made on taking any

couple of brief extracts will
quantity ") we shall soon find his name made to stink in English nos-
trils as The Odorous.

NAME! NAME!

WHAT people possess only one letter of the alphabet ?

The Singalese (Single e's).

LAW POK LADIES.

WHY ought every Lady nowadays to learn the Legal doctrine

concerning
"
Wrong to the Person ?

Am. They ought to learn it because its Tort. (Ask any barrister !)

WHY BURN' GAS ? when you can purchase Punch's Almanack. The
' sparkle of its pages will light the darkest room. N.B. Moreover, it is certainly

the only perfect substitute for marmalade at breakfast.
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THE POETRY OF MURDER.
Os Banners carried at the head

of a column in a Fenian Funeral

Procession at New York were

printed these lines :

" Whether on the scaffold high,
Or in the battle van,

Tha 6tt*i-t i lace fur iun to die

U wbeu he dies for m*n."

The foregoing poetry is very

fine, but the subjoined doggerel
would hare been more appro-

priate :

If ever on the scaffold high
Men die for slaving man,

They should, who slew, no matter

why,
Policeman guarding van.

After the Fire.
" WHY are Policemen stationed

at all the doors of Her Majesty's ''.

"

asked Somebody.
And Somebody replied,

" To
prevent the fire breaking out again,
1 suppose."

" The Po-wer of Sound."

WE know several fellows who
declare that they feel themselves to

be better men since they beard
MEMJELSSOBS'S Rfformatia* Sgm-
phoxy at the Crysuu Palace.

As BIRDS' FEATHER* AXD TBAIN DRESSES ARE ALL THE no, Mies SWELLDTOTOX ADOPTS ONE
or NATURE'S OWN DE.MGNS.

SELWTS'S A PFOIXTMEXT TO THE
BLACK Corj<TKY. A Mission to

the Niger.

COOKERY OF USEFUL KNOWLEDGE.
THE French Minister of Public Instruction, M. DCKUT, has made

arrangements for instituting in every principal town in France cheap
lectures, to be delivered by competent professors of an evening two or

three times a week, on history, geography, astronomy, natural scienoe,
and chemistry, to young ladies of the middle classes. Of this scheme
for enlarging the education of women, the Post observes :

"The plan haa at coarse encountered a most determined rensUnce from the
Church and the Ultramontane part; ; and MOSSEIGSCUP. DtTPiiO-oup, Bishop of

Orleaaa, ii understood to hare expressed his disapproval in no measured terms."

There is a proverb according to which Heaven may send us good
meat, but cooks may be sent from another quarter. This appears to
be the opinion of the irrepressible M. DTTPASLOBP. The BISHOP or
RLEASS can surely not think that history, geography, natural science,

and chemistry are other than good intellectual meat for young ladies.

Bat he doesn't consider those articles of mental diet digestible an
maturtl. He thinks that they would not be wholesome so served up,
as they would be by lay professors ; and that, to be rendered fit food
for the mind, they ought to be subjected to ecclesiastical cookery.
What a wonderful likeness there is, with a difference, between BISHOP
DrpASLOtrp and AHCHDEACOS DESISOS ! How pleasant it would be
to tee them brought together ! They would, doubtless, first rush into
each other's arms, and, having embraced, then set foot to foot, and
pitch into each other. Their combat would afford rare sport if they
had to fight it out, as they might, with laths, weighted, each of them,
by a connecting thong, with a blown bladder.

THE VOICE OF THE BLACKGUARD

(Addreuitff Mr. P*ntk).

'Tis the voice of the Blackguard ;
I hear him complain,

" You are always one-sided ; for Order's stern reign.
A little mob-law, and a little mob-riot

You can never put up with in patience and quiet.

" You take Government's part if we ever rebel,

Dead against us, because we 're ruled what you. call well.

And you make no allowance for that discontent

Which some natures, however they 're governed, must vent.

" Yon can pity the wealthy man, only half choked
For the sake of his watch, which a poor one provoked ;

Never feel for the humble garotter, who stripped
The rich of his riches with violence whipped.

"
Yah, coward, so anxious for guarding base life

From a brother's revolver, or bludgeon, or knife !

Cruel jester, in picture, in prose, and in rhymr,
Holding up to derision the martyrs of crime !

"

The Weather and the Parks.

A MEDICAL Man and a Barrister met in
"
the Parks

"
daring

"
the

weather." Says the Barrister,
"
I can't keep myself warm o' nights.

and yet I 'm always well wrapped up when I go to bed.""
Just my ease," returned the Doctor.

"
Isuffer from being rapped

*t several tunes during the night."

" A LADY'S OUTFIT." About August

NO CHARGE FOR STAMPING with delight, when you roar at
r^A; Al^u^k. MMa^tasMaV<Tltaa1M%Malaa4.

New Parisian Pieces.

Robituou Cntoe, as a Comic Opera, by M. OfTESBACH.
Gullicer'i Trateli also at another theatre.

The Drury Lane Pantomimes of the last twenty yean will probably
furnish the French Librettists with subjects for some time to come.
In many of their Spectacles in Paris, they have used our Transformation

Scenes, sent direct "this side uppermost," which have been greatly
: admired by Travelling Cockneys who returning say,

"
Ah, yon don't

see this sort of thing in England." This may be the right sort of thing
to tat, but it isn't the fact.

A Sign of the Times.

IT is stated that there has been of late yean a very considerable
increase in the number of fires throughout toe country, and that five-

sixths of such fires occur upon insured property. If this is the case,

there is reason to infer that prudence, in perhaps five eases out of six,

is a Klitaij virtue.
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A FEW FRIENDS.

(FROM MY PHOTOGRAPH HOOK.)

TABLK.VUX Vlll. vxulX --inplllv THKIiKSA. fill: l,.>Vi KNUAUK1).
TABLEAU X.-MY IIOXKIUKNTIAI. KlllKM).

BEING delayed in Town
[

iJ<f picture, just past, of my Late Friend :

it will be as well to call upon the CHBRTTONS. To Miss TERESA
CIIKRTTON I have been for a long time engaged.

I should not allude to this delicate subject but that her picture is

still in my book
;
and now, in the words of the song, but no ;

let events explain themselves, and, by the way, I don t recollect the

precise words of the song.
"Tfri'xii Mia !

"
as I used to call her passionately many years ago.

[which my Funny Friend would translate, and did, as
"
t*rt TERESA

;

for which liberty I could have knocked him down, only 1 couldn't,]
when as a sunbeam she first crossed my pal h.

"
Lovely ! Brighter than morning ! softer.than moonbeams I tweeter

than the honeysuckle ! my heart is thine, my heart is thine !

"

By the way. The above, commencing at TBRESA, is exl racted from a

diary which five or six years ago I used to keep. 1 wrote this passage
at night, in July, by an open window, and cried over it. Even now
I think there is some poetry in it.

I also find in the same MS. :

" The soft wind* murmur through tho troon"

I recollect as well as possible that it was after this line I said to

myself, "I must either shut the window or put on my dressing
sown," I put on my dressing-frown, and ga/ed out upon tho Uwu.
The MS. continues :

" Nature la huihed : the world
'

atloep
"

I think the latter idea was suggested by my Great Aunt, who tlui*

had her room next to mine, and snored. MS. as before :

'
I ilgh her name, I toll the hroezo,
I clutch my baud", 1 Mtiu-tand wucp."

Distinctly do I remember sneezing at this moment, and thinking to

myself, aloud,
"
If I don't shut the confounded window I shall have a

jolly cold to-morrow."
And what is more I did have a cold, a severe one not at all a

"jolly" one (a stupid word much used by my Funny Friend) ; ami I

couldn't move out, so I didn't go to a certain pio-nic. My absence
created a temporary coolness between TERESA and myself, and the
reaction forced me to a sudden declaration at our next meeting.

I have two pictures of TERESA CHEKTTON. One, by a country
photographer, taken six years ago, now much faded. I have lately
visited the site of that photographic artist's studio, he has faded away
entirely. Mine also was taken at the same time by the same person.
It is fast disappearing from the card

; but, dear me, as I look at it note
I'can understand how it was SOPHIA THERESA returned my passion.

I showed it to GRIOO, and asked him who it was, because I should
have been pleased if he couldn't believe it was a picture of me. He
replied,

"
Don't know ; it looks like an acrobat in private life."

I said,
" No ; that 's a picture of me, six years ago.""

Is it, indeed P
"

he exclaimed.
" What an utter, helpless idiot

you must have looked."
There 's only one way to treat GKIOO that is, to laugh f 80, when

he said this, I laughed.
People say of my Funny Friend,

"
Oh, you mustn't mind what GRIOO

says ! and so he is encouraged. But if some one did mind, and would
kick him for being rude. I am sure it would do him good. I 'd
sixpence to any one who 'd kick GRIOO. If this was Venice, I 'd
a Bravo (not an expensive one) to kick GRIOO. This by the way

Seated with my Confidential Friend (Tableau X). I tell him every-
thing. My Confidential Friend tells me everything, and we exchange
confidential information. I do not know that I am a bit the better for
hearing kit secret history, or he for being made acquainted with mine
but it s pleasant, and, in a general way. soothing. The only fault I
nnd with my Confidential Friend is, that he does not sufficiently sym-
pathise with my experiences, but is always illustrating any peculiar
occurrence in my past life by some equally peculiar and similar erent
i his own. If it wasn t for this, I should heartily sympathise with

him
; but Au experience, so to speak, vulgarises mine.

I shpw him pictures IX. and X. Bonui THERESA. "Ah." I tar,
mysteriously, I '11 tell you about her one of these days." lie "ftkft
no
,,?t

e
,

I7atlonV 80 l add -

"
Qttite a romance !

"
to interest him.

...
,

Ah **J* ne. 1 could tell you of two or three romances in mg
"
I dare say," I return. I make this reply, because, in the fimt

it we'ms
WInt ^ hCar them Unti' [ >T* ^ mi"*' * "Mrtlr,

fellow to be mixed up with anything romantic.
"

I won't mention th
nan-iB, [ say to him, beginning my story so u to get the start of him,
and, of course, this is strictly between ourselves

1'

Oh, of course," he replies.

"Besides," I continue,
"

I tliink you know some of the people
1 up wnli n." Nut that ho dims, but it is artistically

to excite his furiosity. I commence "
I was in s

years ago"
Somersetshire !

"
lie rxolnitns.

" What part f
"

Not far from Salisbury," 1 answer.
"
Well, one day w I wm

driving past a neat little house, 1 saw tho liguro of a lady stooping lo

pluck a rose."
" Ah !

"
says he. smiling thoughtfully, and nodding,

" Uo oil. I 'U
tell you something present!) Goon.

I'lns inlemiption upelx me at the beginning. under the iin|iri-v,.ii
the iomethint presently

" com ,,inr ; IIMUM,-. ,.i

my story, and also having a presentiment tint it n .lor, *. -i m t'not it

mil in narratne. I e\,-n-,e mine us nothing particular (wlneli is wivik
after heralding it us a romance), and 1 Imiher profess to out a long
story short.

"
Well," says he. immediately I 've linislied,

" now 1 'II loll you it

curious thing. Hut yon mustn't nn-athe a woi.l ot .1 M rou ilul.

upon my woiil, I should be very much annoyed. I .ilioiildn'l 'mention
it eyeil to you. imly I know I ran 1 1 u ,1 fun.

1 am Haltered. lie MM Irust me. And 1 know luiotln-t Irlluu
whom 1 can Irusl, !<io. I generally tell him mv Conli.lriilinl Kneihl'-

s, iinil hi' invariiilily says lie '. lieai.l 'em nil In-line
.
limn wlneh I

gather Inn nlenlial is my ronliilenh il l-'n.'ii.l However, I

don't call lulling Aim a lireach of i ..... lidei .....
, lieeaiiae I lauw/trf wouldn't

breathe an \llnn-; I tell him to a living soul.

My Confidential l-'ni-ml then tells me Ins romance, of real lile, wlneh.
.trmge 0&OU|h, sounds very like mine, only eon.iiderably developed
and highly coloured.

I have known my Conlidenlial Kneml eome l,,,u ,.!,. pn-,1 limle, at

an early hour in the morning, for the nuke nf intriislniK me wilh
lenoe, Nut llnl I ,-mild assist him in any way, not. Hint eilhei ..I

us gained aughl by Ins coiumuuii-aliou
.
he hud mrn-lv I. .LI ,,,, ,,,

order that. I oughtn't to tell. And al'l.-r iln, I've loiiud tlml nereral
oilier

people
were keeping the, secret upon tlm same conditions. So

WO u!
:

,elve, and we talk n

Friend i sei wo meet: ami on the wh..i.- I ilon't r.n,

there is in all I'ingland anybody whose pnvali- bunuiess is more pulilie.
or whose secrets are more universally known than are I how .,;

Oonddentitl Frieml.
1 have since disoovr i | want anything published abroad,

tho shortest and safest course is to toll it to my Confidential Friend an
a profound secret.

But to return to THERESA. And as I have time (for mv l,ntn l< ,

has dropped mo a line suggesting, after all, that wn start for /..n i.

da/ after to-morrow) we will look at her llrsl picture taken, u 1
'

said before, some six years ago.
On the whole 1 am not sorry that TIIUMMIWILL hasn't been

tual, as it has given mean oppurl unity of ntlrnipl.iiig mmm yi
alterations in my travelling apparatus iuvouled by my I'orlablo Friend
{next portrait],

1 dine with him this evening.
In the meantime, Sornu TIIEHMA.

KINd MOB.

KINO Mob was a rough low fellow ;

He did in a league combine,
And defiance and menace bellow,

Reeking nought of the hempen Inn

A straw, a straw, a straw for tho hempen line I

There name to him others than POTTKE
And BIALU who but sought to shin* j

Many a piokpurse and brute garutter,

Uodumayed by the hempen line.

A straw, Ac.

Mad Fenians red hot who were burning
To avenge Ireland's fancied woet,

From America's shores returning,
Cried

"
Death to our 8xou fuM I

"

A straw, Ac.

A noose for the rough low fellow
BHITAIBU was forced to twine,

On his knees then she made him bellow,
Oh. the law and the hempen line 1

The law, the law, the law, and the hempen line |

BEST COALS.- 'l J wit thin ClirlnliiiM l.iirn. In ;

/" M'* "* bri*btlr "" ^ Jrw* Tb* )"|M* *" " U "KM, 4 '.

Two 8rornou TiADM.-A Hairdreswr; a Loekiorftk.
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PATERFAMILIAS, ANTICIPATING A SEVERE WINTER,
UTILISES THE DISCARDED CRINOLINES of HIS DACGHTBBS !

SMILES AND THIERS.

M. THIERS made a remarkable speech in the French Legislative
Body on behalf of the temporal Papacy, and against Italy. The eulogist
of the Monster Highwayman spoke as follows :

" Let us look at the position of France before the world. From Mexico (vorioiu
movtmentt) from Mexico we withdrew our, troops to preserve peace with the
United Btatos ; last year we allowed to be consummated in Germany an immense
revolution against us

; and to-day we should abandon the Pontifical States to Italy 1

What I France, so powerful, so proud, abandon thus positions which her honour
commands her to retain ? (A'o, not)"

So then, France, according to M. THIERS. disobeyed the command
of honour, when she left MAXIMILIAN to be shot because she dared not
fight the strong United States. She disobeyed the command of honour
when she declined war with strong Prussia. She obeyed the command
of honour whea she occupied the Pontifical States in defiance of weak
Italy, and when herChassepot rifles did wonders on Garibaldian volun-
teers. She has retrieved the honour that she lost in cowering to the
strong by menacing and subduing the weak. M. TUIERS entertains
peculiar notions of honour. They are hardly so high as FalstajTs,
though.
M. THIERS declares that the proper policy of France would have

been to prevent the formation of an united Germany and united Italy,
lie holds that France should have hindered the creation on her frontiers

I

of a nationality of twenty-five millions. Why not an united Italy and
an united Germany as well as an united France ? What has France to
fear from either or both ? Simply disobedience to French dictation.
Iherefore, concludes the moral M. THIERS, France would have done
well to deprive .her neighbours of their natural liberty to unite as
iTenchmen have united. The same morality as that of M. THIERS
would make an individual deprive his neighbour of his goods against
his will. It is fortunate tor M. THIEKS that he has lived iu easy
circumstances.
Moreover in the estimation of M. THIERS, Home belongs to the

POPE and the Roman Catholics at large throughout the world. He
thus makes out that every Roman Catholic is not only spiritually but
civilly a Roman subject. No one can be a subject of two sovereigns,

or a subject of a sovereign and also a citizen of a republic at the same
time. All Roman Catholics, therefore, everywhere but in the Roman
States, are aliens. Perhaps M. THIERS does not see this consequence.
His logic is as peculiar as his notions of honour, and his ideas of right
and wrong.

If, as M. THTEKS says, Rome belongs to the Roman Catholics, they
should all go there, live under the POPE'S government, which they love-

so much, and put his unwilling subjects
in a small minority. There

would not be room for them ? That objection might surely be disposed
of by a miracle, which would convert mankind. But M. THIERS appa-
rently does not believe in miracles. He believes in NAPOLEON THE
FIRST, and he thinks that his own view of the Papacy would now be
taken by VOLTAIRE. The POPE and the Papists are happy in their

patron, THIERS.

The Registration Conference.

THE memorable cry of
"
Register, Register, Register !

"
has been

borrowed by the French Government. It will be addressed to all the
Powers who may think it worth while to attend the Conference, to be
held, after all, notwithstanding Louis NAPOLEON'S foregone conclusion.
That conclusion is what they will be invited to

"
Register, Register,

Register !

"

ECCLESIASTICAL.

THE Anti-Ritualists object to the existence of the officer in Her
Majesty's Household known as Groom of the Stole. Also naturally to
the Ceitser (of Plays).

NOT FOE JOSEPH only, but for ALBERT, CHARLES, AUGUSTUS,
ARTHUR, Louis, ALEXANDER, HKRBEKT, HEVRY, HORACE, GEOROE, MATTHKW,

EBENEZEH, PAUL, JACK, JIM, FRED, NED, TIM, BOB, BILL, BES, SAM and Ton, as
well as for VICTORIA, ALBERTA. ALEXANDRA, MARY, CAROLINE, AMELIA, EMMA,
MARGARET, JKMIMA, HANNAH, EMILY, AUGUSTA, ANN, MAUD, BLANCHE, BBSS, BET,
KATE, SAT, PEG, Liz. Loo, POLL and MOLL. Persona christened with these Christi;m

names, or with any others, should purchase Punch's Alma,nac.k t
as being the '*

best
substitute for Silver," or for copper ; or, if they prefer to buy a sovereign's-worth,
for gold.

J
,"

<"
j!

Rl?ltv'
. ' ""**. H"rd Square, ID tne Vamh nt St. James , , . . .

,
in tut MM ' UMHHI, in (lie City uf LuuJim.and Publumed by buu at No. 85, Fleet Sueet, ID the ParUH of 8t. Bride, Citj of London.-Ti>aoi, Dec

well, in ie Comity of Middlesex, at the Prlntmi offices of Mewrs. Bradbury. Brain. * Co.. Lombard
ber 21. 1MT.



BRITISH YOUTH.
Considerate Nephew.

" Now, AUNT, LF YOU FEEL AT ALL NERVOUS, YOU KNOW, I'LL CIIANQE HOUSES WITH YOU DIRECTLY."

A PRECEDENT BY A POLICE MAGISTRATE.

ON the bench of the Thames Police Court, the other day, a very
extraordinary judgment was pronounced by MR. BENSON. The charge
which it related to rested oil the evidence of a child ten years old.

This is enough to say about that matter. The judgment speaks for

itself:

11 MB. BENSON slid ho had fully considered this caae, which wu one of great
importance to the public and the prisoner. The girl bad given her evidence in a

very clear and straightforward manner, and with an appearance of grant truth. At
the same time he could not help noticing that she was entirely uncorroborated, and
that another girl who was with her had not come forward."

The case had been twice remanded to enable that other girl to be

produced. His Worship proceeded, referring, of course, to the evidence
of the sole witness :

"
Against her evidence he must balance the testimony of a reverend gentleman,

the incumbent of a large parish, who had known the prisoner five years, and ppoke
of him as a well-cuuduoted, respectable, and moral man. lie thought in a case of
thin description character was extremely valuable, and such a character as the

prisoner had received left the evidence of the little girl in doubt. He hoped be was
not doiug wrong in the step he was about to adopt. He thought the prisoner was
entitled to the benefit of the doubt he had in his mind, and be should discharge
him."

Now really this is an extraordinary judgment, a very extraordinary

judgment, a very extraordinary judgment, indeed. That is to say it is

a judgment very remarkably different from the judgment ordinarily
delivered by a Police Magistrate in the class of case which it con-

cerned. The ordinary judgment of such a Magistrate in such a case is

based on a rule which, superseding a certain prior rule, declares that

in the mouth of one witness only shall every word be established.

MR. BENSON was evidently quite aware that he was venturing on a
course which some people might censure as unprecedented.

" He
hoped he was not doing wrong in the step he was about to adopt."
The really worthy Magistrate may make up his mind on that point.
He was not doing wrong in refusing to convict on evidence which,
whether true or false, was insufficient. He was doing right. In so

doing he certainly did what was, as aforesaid, a very extraordinary
thing, but will be, let us hope, in good time an ordinary thing, as it

will whenever Magistrates in general get accustomed invariably to

weigh evidence by the standard of reason and justice. MR. BENSON
has shown them how to use the scales.

SOME REALLY COMIC SINGING.

LONDON has long wanted a comic English opera-house ; and, thanks
to MB. GERMAN REED, the want is now supplied. St. George's Opera-
House, in Regent Street, was opened on the 18th, and we hope it will

be long before it will be shut. Having lately lost one opera-house, we
are glad to get another, though we still have a strong hope that the

one lost will be rebuilt. Every Englishman who liks an hour or two
of cheerful music is pretty certain, when in Paris, to pay a visit to the

pleasant Op6ra Comique. When in London, he may now go to the
Comic English Opera, and hear OFFENBACH and SULLIVAN to bis

heart's content. We wish all so-called "comic" singers would go and
learn a lesson from these composers' comic songs. It is really quite
a novelty to hear some comic singing done by English singers, without

feeling a strong wish that one had been born deaf.
"
Tol de rol," and

"
Rumti-iddity," and such old English comic chorusses, have long since

had their day. Go to the St. George's Opera if you would know what
comic English chorusses should be. In the interests of good music,
we thank MR. GERMAN REED for giving men a chance of hearing some-

want to hear some singing which may make them laugh. Speaking
for musicians, with all our art we wish success to MR. HEED, and hope
that every evening at his doors he will find a growing rush.

Patriotism and Treason.

WE are sometimes asked whether the Fenians and Garibaldians are

not exactly alike P Not exactly. There is this little difference be-

tween them. The Garibaldians want to constitute an United Italy ;

the Fenians are trying to dismember the United Kingdom.

VOL. LIU. D D
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THE CHRISTMAS CHIGNON,

ADDRESS TO AN ELEMENTARY
SUBSTANCE,

On the threatened PMic-houses Closing Extension Act.

SIMPLE body, that art found

Chiefly on volcanic ground,
Primrose in thy native hue,

When ignited burning blue,

Of the three ingredients one

In the fuel of the gun.

Mingled, in division fine,

With interior fat of swine,

Thou canst cure the Northern ail,

Eased, but for the worse, by nail.
,

Couldst thou heal its every kind,

Thou wouldst comfort many a mind.

Lo that pest, JOHN ABEL SMITH,
With vexatious BAINES, and with

Meddling BAZLKY, once again

Leagued, on holidays to pen
People out of tavern doors !

O the three confounded bores !

Sulphur, would that use of tbee,

Tried upon, could rid, those three

Prigs ot their affectipn sore ;

That their fingers might no more

Itch for power to interfere

Between the people and their beer !

Komeo Past and 'Present.

A VERY old gentleman the other day, during Miss

VESTVALI'S performances, remarked, at the Megatherium -.

"When I was a boy, there was. a ROMEO CoATE 3, and

now, Sir, now I understand there is a Petticoats Romso.

A .BLIW-BBLLB OF SCOTLAND. Authoress of John Hali-

fax, Gentleman.

A FEW FRIENDS.

(FEOM MY PHOTOGRAPH BOOK.)

!

Daddy Longlegt^Q
won't say his prayers, and who therefore knows

for six years, has made me, apparently,

TABLEAU X. MY CONFIDENTIAL FRIEND. (CONTINUED.)

To SOPHIA TERESA or THEBESA CHEKTTON I have been, as I have

had occasion to remark before when we first came to her portrait,

engaged for the last five or six years. I say five or six, because now

"

SOPHIA uUhe ^oung'est of four and the eldest of five. I don't mind

the first part of this, bat I object to (I was going to say I hate) toe

Old UHERTTON wants something done. FREDDY (meaning me) will

do it MRS. CHERTTON requires anything at any distance off, entailing

cabs and telegraphic messages: FREDDY will do it; and pay t

^'They want to make up their number at dinner-/ am called in.

They want to decrease their
numberjjo ."l^^e^n-I

am (

i argument,

fiad

he Eldest. I have portraits of all of them, you may be sure ; but

as I have no wish to assist or interfere with MRS. CHEB.TTON s matri-

monial plans, I shall not dwell upon them.

The Eldest of the family is quite married ; I mean, she has been a

mother for several years. I like her : she doesn't come across me in

fact I only see her occasionally, aud have never caught more than

glimpses, so to speak, of her, as she became MRS. WINSLEY when 1

was first formally engaged to SOPHIA TERESA.
. , , . ,

The Second has retired from the world ;
that is, she takes vows by

the fortnight or the month, to some High Church Superioress, and

oes out for what she calls Church-work in a Quakerish-looking dress.

rom what I hear, she "has words" with the Superioress once every

four weeks, and has several severe things to say about the conduct oi

certain among the Sisters of the Cloister.
'

1 am bound to say that I believe she does a great deal of good, and

if the wouldn't attack me at all meal-times on Church matters, aud lead

me'iuto arguments, where she has it all her own way, being a very

positive young lady (for I cau't contradict her without being rude), 1

should like her very much. The photograph is of ANNE, in her sister-

hood's dress in fact, as SISTER ANNE. MRS. CHERTTON, a sensible

woman on some points, thinks that she could do all her charitable work

without her grey dress ; and old MR. CHERTTON (who is in the Uty
from 9 A.M. till 5 P.M. very prim at 9, and very shady at 5) calls it a

parcel of Puseyite' nonsense, and asks her if she hasn t got duties to

her sisterhood at home. But ANNS only turns up her eyes (hne eyes,

too) and 1 think looks upon her parent as a sort of irreclaimable

umeon
look for it or to turn over the pages of music

B of the family : she is perpetually

prSg the 7iano"an"d"geTtIng into difficulties Wte&if*
sft ^ta&5 ^^S^^^^^S^f&has perhaps given me more trouble than all her other

I wish some oue would put them together and keep

them in order.

Not Too Common.

SHY ELEANOR has such a horror of being thought forward, that she

is taking the" greatest pains to alter the character ot her writing, having

been told that hers is "a bold hand._
THE SHOP AND THE STAGE.

AN Apothecary describes the version of the Doye of Venice performed

at Drury Lane as Mistura Byron : Comp :

NOT EXACTLY A RiDDLE.-What is the sensatipn that an educated

person derives from a sensational novel ? A sensation of nauaea.
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MY JUNIUS" DREAM.
CHRISTMAS dinners were expecting me, Christmas dances were on

the cards. Was 1 provided with a novelty in conversation, warranted
to amuse any lady I might take down (do the ladies never take us
down f), or take round, in Upper Kitchener Street, or Walsingham
Gardens P J smoked and mused. What would wear best f Folk-lore ?

How in the West of England it was looked upon as an infallible cure
tor heartburn, if you could get and suspend round your neck by the
hairs plucked from a grey mare's tail on a wiudy night, a piece of the

had hard-boiled eggs (WOODFALL'S favourite dish), tripe with 'onions,
a stick of celery, and hot elder wine. I,was in the act of sipping some
shrub with a clove in

it,
after agreeing to act as FRANCIS'S second in a

5i i .fi_

w
-li 1

g following morning with WARREN HASTINGS
in Coldbath Fields, and had that moment been taken aside by GEORGB
GRENVILLE who told me that CARDINAL YORK told him that COBBETT
told him that the author was when CALCRAPT (but this must have
been a stretch of the imagination) announced the principal Librarian
of the British Museum. Having heard of my discovery through

.. r _ B .VJ ,.,. ,,, uu a Wluuj mKUUi plcl;c Oj luo
DR. DODD.while dining at Ranelagh with LORD GEORGE SACKVILLE,

first love-letter received (clandestinely through a hole in the garden
UoI

;9
t"!L AWW, r0 WOPFIMGTON, and Mas. ELIZABETH (" Epicie-

wall) by the second ^unmarried daughter of the nearest widower re-
1 J
us 1 CARTER, SIR JOSEPH BANKS had taken a seckn-chair, and come

duced to a white ash by a lire fed with sandal-wood between twelve ' Y?
me

.
* 'anf**"""* down in gold and an annuity in exchange for

and one at night, moistened with lard from an adder's tail, and enclosed i

the vellum-bound volume.
in an embroidered bag made out of the wedding-petticoat of the great-

" wa* onl* * question of guineas instead of pounds, but the Esti-

grandmother of the Borough-reeve of Bulwiukle. How also in East Sate8 w
l
w PMW"'. ami the DDKI OF GRAJTOM had told the King at

Auglia, it was thought very unlucky for a newly-married couple, when i

Newmarket that Chimney-pot
"
was sure to win the Two Thousand,

they came home from the honeymoon, to enter their house without i

so gentlemen joined the ladies in the drawing-room, and after a
first placing a new shilling on the back of a pure black cat with a long

'

,

m or ** * was askuig KATE COOIBGTON what were her views as to

green ribbon round its neck, held on each side by the senior sidesman , u'

e wat?r-mark of the paper which FRANCIS used, when the harp, and
and the junior ale-conner, and turning the coin three times the bride

t
1?
e

.
fl9'ln ' a?

d tlle cornet, began again, and I awoke to hear the
with her thumb and ring-finger, the bridegroom with his right hand in >

r***-"* fraUzct played, at 2 46 A.M., by !the descendants of the
a taffeta glove, sewn with orange-tawney and saying both at the same ancient family of the Waits, whose music I should listen to with more
moment, with their faces turned towards the South-east :

Puss and we
Happy be !

One two three
LADY LEE.

This done, the pair must step over the threshold without treading
upon it, go into the best parlour, turn the second chair on the right
three times round, and then throw a feather from the wing of a chough,
or a crow, if a chough is not accessible, dipped in ambergris, in sum-
mer, up the chimney, in winter, out of a window looking to the west.
On reflection I felt that if 1 went on in thia way in society I should

draw upon me the notice of the whole company, and, being consti-
tutionally nervous, should break down in details. So I thought ol
old local customs as a less exciting topic. For instance, at the ancient
town of Crankley Poyntz, in the Midland District, on Shrove Tuesday,
all the unmarried men between the ages of 18 and 45 assemble at the
ringing of the pancake bell by the junior Alderman, in the Market
Place, and after raffling for oranges, form a procession headed by the
Mayor and the two Coadjutors carrying tlie silver-gilt maces pre-
sented to the Town by CHABLES THE FIRST, to the

"
Forty-acre,"

to play at foot-ball, the Major and Recorder choosing sides.
When the game has continued for an hour and twenty minutes,

refreshment is served on the Corporation plate, consisting of penny
loaves spread with medlar jam and spiced hippocras, provided out ol
the benefaction of HEKCULES CABPENDALE, once a poor boy of the
town, and afterwards Lord Mayor of London, who, on Shrove Tuesday,
A.D. 1689, as he was returning from football in the Aireham Meadows,
round on the Northwell Road a purse of gold, which being never
claimed, was the beginning of all his prosperity and good fortune as a
Clothworker in the City of London.
This topic also did not please me : it seemed too antiquarian. So I

walked about my room, till a message of remonstrance came from the
fentleinan underneath, considering other lively subjects, such as

jippophagy, urn-burial, miscegenation, origin and antiquity of yule-
)uus, &c., settling at last, like the busy bee, on an old question of
exciting interest, which has lately been revived by the publication of
an able-minded book the authorship of the Lettert ofJvruut. 1 de-
voted the rest of the evening to getting up thia subject, in which I felt
convinced that JENNY BILLINOTON and KATE COOINGTON would take
an unwavering interest in the pauses of the dance, at Mas. NORWELL
WOODHOUSE'S New Year's Eve party.
With strict impartiality i mastered articles both for and againstMB PHILIP FKANCIS, worked out with such ingenious advocacy that

whereas at 10'30 I was an uncompromising Franciscan, at 11'45 I was
as bigoted an Anti-Franciscan. Whilst re-perusing (at 12 20) some of
the arguments advanced to prove that the letters were written byP.,,. P,.,, ; .u ,: i .1 ,.._ ^ gome aagjg,.,^L ETEB PINDAB in the earlier part of his career, w
rom LOKD GEOHGE GOBDON and "OSSIAN" MACPHBBSON. and that
WILKES was in the secret, and confided it on his death-bed to the
)eauuful GUNNINGS, 1 perceived a confusion in my brain, and detected
nyaelf m calliug aloud for LOBD HOLLANDS and hot water, and bidding'MEKIVALE bring me a D'Oyly. So to bed.

missing
ast

laving been watched the whole time by a man enveloped in a large
duflte cloak, with a crape mask over his face. He dogged me to WOOD-
FALL'S, and from thence to the Cock, where W. was supping in com-
pany with FBANCIS, dressed as an Indian Rajah with the Pitt diamond
u his buttonhole, NANCY PARSONS, in a lovely blue sacque, BUKKE,
,KMUn .

GBJSNVILLE, aud MAS. TJUUMXB, k cap and mittens. We

pleasure if the musicians could make it convenient to reach St. Pancras
Place before I go to sleep. FBANCIS IJJB LAW

Konenhagen Home.

PRETTY TIMUS FOR THE CHURCH.
A VEWSPAPIH called Tit Ckvrck Times, an organ of the copyists of

the Church of Rome in the Church of England, commonly called

Ritualists, amuses its readers with the following announcement :

"A 8io.v of TH TIMES. It i* reported that the conductor, of Pmtk hare rnolred
I for the future to discontinue all ribald and offensive comment* upon question! per-
taining to Ritualism and Koman Catholicism."

Thus Ritualism is coupled with Roman Catholicism, as if they were
as like one another as two golden pippins. But, on the supposition
that Roman Catholicism is a golden pippin, Ritualism is not another
golden pippin, but another thing in the shape only of a pippin, gilt
with base metal. The pretensions of Roman Catholicism are matter
of opinion. But if Roman Catholicism is true, Ritualism is bosh.
That is matter of fact there is no doubt of that, anyhow.
Mr. Punch never makes ribald comments on any subject whatever.

Offensive comments he must needs make whensoever lie animadverts
on any species of humbug. To some people bis comments will always
be offensive, so long as occasion for them is given by offenders : for
instance, by ecclesiastical creatures of the nature of apes, and of jack-
daws who persist in sporting peacock's feathers.

THEATRICAL GEOGRAPHY.
The Haymarket Theatre .

The Holbora Amphitheatre

TheAdelphi
The Olympic
The Lyceum

Gallery of Illustration

The Queen's .

Prince of Wales's .

The Sotktrn Hemisphere.
The Horte-tryin' dominions.

.

" No Thoroughfare" shortly.

. Charles' Town.
. Dulwich.

( German-y
.1 et

I Parry.

) Manufacturing Districts.

\ (Wigan, &c.)

. Wilton.

THE EXPLOSIVE FORCE OP SYMPATHY.
MB. PUNCH presents his compliments to the DOWAGER MAR-

CHIONESS OF DBIVELDEBKY, and is sorry to say that he cannot con-
gratulate her on the destruction and ruin of poor people of the work-
ing classes by means of the Fenian Explosion in Clerkenwell. It is

the earnest hope of Mr. Punch that a pious letter 9f condolence and
sympathy addressed by a lady of rank to the criminal* who were
lianged for murder at Manchester, did not have the effect of en-

couraging other Fenians to commit the still more atrocious outrage
which has occurred in London. Mr. Punch respectfully begs per-
mission to express his wonder whether her Ladyship will feel herself
it all called upon to make any charitable provision for the families that
lave been made destitute by the Gunpowder Treason perpetrated by
the fellow-conspirators of hex late pets.

CALL A SPADE A SPACE. After the devilish outrage at Clerkenwell,
Fenianism surely would be better known as Fiendiaiusm.
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"HER VOICE WAS EVER," &c., &c.

Mistress. " JONES ! ./p-ivM // Do YOF HEAR ME ?
"

Janet (from below he does not yet know the voices of the house).
"
YES, SIR !

"
[Jones leaves at the end of the month.

THE FENIANS' MOCK FUNERAL.
MABCH in procession,

Solemnly, slowly ;

Make intercession :

Litanies holy,
Mixed with mad rant,

Howling and screaming,
Solemnly chant,

Fenians blaspheming !

Meet is blood-spilling
Treason to further.

Constable-killing
Never call murther.

Rest to the slayers ;

Light ever beaming :

These are your prayers,
Rascals blaspheming !

Hanged, drawn, and quartered
GUY FAWKES, give glory.

Hymn all your martyred
Saints of like story.

Laud, in your psalms, $

Hands with blood streaming,
Free from all qualms,
Blockheads blaspheming !

A Truly National Grievance.

THE Nation, raving Irish newspaper, declares that
" The Constitu-

tion is in abeyance." Is that all ? Let the Nation be thankful that
the Constitution has not been destroyed, as it instantly would be if the
power were equal to the will of the Fenians, and their abettors in the
Irish Press.

FIENDISH OUTRAGE ON THE FRENCH POLICE.
To defend them from the Fenians, and other brutal miscreants, it

has been suggested that policemen should be armed, and there clearly
seems fair grounds for such a proposition. Doubtless, some would
like to see them accoutred like gendarmes, wearing a cocked hat, and a
sword at their left hip, and altogether looking more like soldiers than
policemen. Most Englishmen, however, might object to this costume
on the ground that we are not a military nation ; and, certainly, the
street boys would call out,

" Who 's your hatter ?
"

if policemen were
to take to wearing a cocked hat. Even in France a gendarme is not
safe against street slang, as we may learn by this brief extract from
the Courrier Franfais:

" La population de Pouilly-sur-Loire (Nievre) est fort umuo par diverges arrcs-
tations qui ont eu lieu ces jours-ci pour le simple fait d'avoir crie" : Huo ! II parait
quo ce cri, trea iuoffensif en Iui-m6me, est devenu dgsagrable aux gendarmes. * *

Les arrows, apres avoir sejourne" quelque temps dans le violon humide et infect du
lieu, out eW conduits enchaine's a Cosne."

Imagine a small street boy brought solemnly to Bow Street on the
charge of having shouted

"
Bobby !

"
in the ear 9f a policeman ! Cer-

tainly a gendarme must be extremely sensitive, if he cannot bear the
cry of

" Huo !

"
in his hearing. We sadly fear in England that no

amount of arming will be able to protect our police from being chaffed.

Probably their swords would get between their legs when chevying a
snowballer, and if they fell upon their noses who could well help
laughing at them P

" Tuck up yer toasting-fork !

"
would soon be the

street cry, when a policeman was seen running in pursuit of a pick-
pocket, and his sword was dangling behind him on the pavement.

Chaff is a harmless sort of safety-valve to let off surplus steam ; and
much as we in some things wish to imitate the French (for example, in
their road-making, and street-cleaning, and cookery) we certainly have
little wish to live to see the time when street slang will be viewed as a
political offence, and boys will go to Newgate for having chaffed a Peeler.

PATRON SAINTS OF GHXISTMAS. St. George and the Snapdragon.
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THE FENIAN GUY FAWKES.
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' ABOARD tUa Anglican," 126

Abyswuian bore (The), 23H
Address to au Elementary Substance, 260

Admiralty as Usual (The), ii* J

Advice to an Smpgror, 326
Advice to VOUUK Bachelors, 13
AU at 8ea ; or Royal Uoouptiuns, 40
American Begi<>inlum, 10s

Amongst tha Masses, Hi'3, 238
Anuu: a Answer to Puncti, liiti

Anodynes in the Workhouae, 17
Anti-fenian Irishman (The), 26J

Apologists lor Dirty Drink, 187

Arrangements for Receiving the Belgians
next Year, 31

Arrest of Sliialunga (The), 13
As " Von Were "

at the War-Office, 135
Atal*nta in Camdun Town, 84

Augmentation of Curates, 204
" Away went Gilpiu," 183
BAD Look-out for Wine-Bibbers, 1U2
Hetties out of Place, 111
Bealea Prepared for Battle, 50
Beatitude made Easy, 73
Bench and the Bar ( I'hu), 72

Berkeley Square, 5 p.m., 76

Bigoted Middlesex Beaks (The), 29
Bird and the Baby (The), 131
Birds and the Pheasant (The), Hii
Black and White, 1 19
Black but Bright Picture for Iiklaud (A),

113
Blaise ! Blazes ! 145, 174

Bleeding the Sick Man, 158

Blessing for Bankers'. Clerks (A), 255
Bless the Male Line (Limited), 152
Boobies at Boston (U.S.), !><J

Bordering on Distraction, S3
Brave Little Man (The), 14$
Brennus- Bonaparte, 249

Bridegroom's Lament (The), 186
Britannia's Baby House, 4
British and Foreign Fashions, IDS
British Lion to the Belgian (The), 'J4

British Peace Insurance, :;1

Bullets and Brains, 143

Burying the Hatchet, SO

Butcherly Battue (A), 213

By the Sea, 115
CAP and Bells on Scienoe ajid Art, 81

Caps for Single Combat, ;'ua

Carbonic Acid or Seruion '{ 187
Card to Conspirators (A), 211

Case for Compensation (AX -10
Cause and Effect, 43
Caution to Correspondents, 10

Celticaua, 121

Chancellor of the Exchequer at Home, 124

Change of Hair for LiJiQi, Sjj

Character Insurance Company (The), 64
Check to King Mob, 220
Chiuese Ancient QoucertA, 155
Chivalry, or Chiselry ? 49
Choice of Evils (AX 134
Church Congress, 105

City Intelligence, 89

College of Disease ( The), 8
Comic American Intelligence, 178

Commemoration Recollections, 71
"
Coairuunu'-ated," 171

Company with a Queer Name (A), 803
Competition Wallow (A). U3
Confessional Uncontrolled (The), 113
Continental Qossip, 100
Controversial Anatomy, 71
Conversation on Hurse (A), 202
Conversion by Barley, 89
Conveyance by the King of Prussia, 128

Cookery of Useful Knowledge, 255
Cosmetic* and their Like, 184

Cbstermonger among the Coronets (The),
209

County Court Dress, 219
Court Dreis Reform, 7
Courtliness in Common Life, 64
Contts and Peabody, 33
Criminal Popularity, 100
Criminals before Constables, *1
Crown for Crown, 125

Crops and Harvest of 18t>7 (TheX 94

Crystal Concerts, 827
DANCE the Garottcna, 8
Dawdle at Dieppe (AX }25
Day of Congi esses (The), 116
Decorated Cheats, 95

Diary of a Dairyman, 251
"Did Newton discover Gravity?" 129
"

Differing Doctors," 193
Difficulties of Game-Preserving, 84
Diffusion of Ignorance (The), 177
Double-Edged Saw (A), 119
Doves In Peacocks' Feathers I 136
Dramatic Medley for the Dramatic Fete

Dream after Cflbse (AX 143
Dr. Manning's Whole Hog, 2

Dry Work, 82

Dupanloup on Garibaldi, 141

EARTHQUAKES, 153
Ecclesiastical News, 94
' Educate ! Educate I" 245
Eisteddfod (The), 110

Epicurus Afloat, 52

Epicurus in the Field of Mars, 201, 213

Episcopal Perfume, 203

Epitaph by a Lady, 122

Employment for Somebody, 220
Entomological Pinery, 164

Encouragement of Caution, 7

tfiveniugs from Home, 54, 161, Ac.
Excisemen Going to the Dogs, 59

Explanation, 92

Explosive Force of Sympathy (The), 261

Eyesore and Mysore, 144
FAOIH'S Academy, 185
Fancies for the Fleet, 216, 219

Fancy Disqualification (AX 42
Farewell to Kale Terry (A), 96
Fashionable Change of Hair, 2
Fashionable Intelligence, 62
Fashionable Reform (A), 113
Fashionable Avicide, 239
Fat Pauper Show (A), 255
Feat for the Roman League (AX 132
Fenianism and Hemp, 129
Fenians and their Friends (The), 177

Fenians' Hock Funeral (The), 262
Few Friend* (A), 84, 9, 104, *c.
Fiendish Outrage on the French Police,
262

Fifty Nlmrodi Wanted, 111

Fogs and Freedom, 231

Forgeries of the Fair, 167
Freedom in France, 223
Free Kirk Rampant (I'hu), 103
fresh from the Fens, 196
Frizzle and Fizzle, 152
From our Foreign Office, 227
Funehral Finery. 109
Fun for British Tax- Payqrs. 192
Future Italian Opuru (AX 197
GASTRONOMY in Lambeth, 17j
Geese upon the Turf, ->Jii
"
Gentlemen, Look Out I

"
UU

Golden Hhorthorns (Thu), I HI
Good Advice, 45
Good Job for Garibaldi (A), 163
Good Meat Ill-Dressed, i7
Good News for Bad Writer*, 129
Good Old Comic Time) (The), 166
Good Work for the Olfioe of Works (A), 124
Goose and Gander, 3,4

Great Coming Down (A), 83
Groan from Below (A), 155
Groans from Underground, 188
Growls from Guildhall, 153
Grunts over the First Column, 167
BANOMAN'S Practical Director (TheX ' ''"

Hard Words for an Old Woman, 231
Hart who is a Trump (AX 44
Hats v. Heads, 2

Henry W. Iowa to A. C. London, 167
Hint from the Whitebait (A), 79
Hint to Publishers (A), 89

Holiday Exercises, 102

Holy See and Science (TheX 19

Honesty is the best Policy, 105

Hope Hosting on an Anchor, 29
How are you at Romsey ? 73
Howl from Hackney (A), 28
How they Spend their Holidays, 171
How to Cloak a Meaning, 193
Hurrah for Ould Ireland, 39

Hygeia and Hymen, 69

Hymn over Disraeli, 80
ICGI.MKILL to the Rescue, 95
'

If the Cap Fits, Wear it," 17

Ignoramus, 181
"
Ignoramus

"
at the Cattle Show, 259

Ill-Used Archbishop (An), 142

Important Works in the Prim, 83

Improvement at the Home Office, 217

Indignation Meeting of Roughs, 28

Indispensable Officer (An), 136
Inns of Court Pocket Borough (TheX **
In re Butcher, 185

Interesting Ceremony (An), 76

Irregular Harvest Ode (An), 154
I Sue them Dancing, 83

JUSTICB, her Scales, and other Peoples',
143

Justice's Two Scales, 217
KISDLT Warning (A), 143

King Hob, 257

KtngTheodore, 184

Knight Thoug-btq, 711

Knotty Point (A), 4:;

LADIES' Slate?, li'i
"
Lady's Chain," M

Land of the Snub (The) 41
Late Panic (The), 23
l*auders lor a Local Pa.per, 41

Leap in the Darlr (\ ,

Lessons by Judge Lush, lt>:i

Lussou to Grumblers (Ak IJg
Life and Death of Ciirr.inhWi en TlX 175
"Light the Bealei-Fu
"

Lily Maxwell Triumphant," 229
Lines by a Competition Waller, 64

Liquor and Longevity, IBS

Lo,(ic of Fashion (The), ISij

Long Vacation (Ttie), 139
Lord Mayor's Lottery (Thei l',i t

Lowe Ideas, 207
" MAN in Brass" Avenged (The), 17<i

Manslaughter i-la- Mode, 113

Marriage in High Life, &>

Martyrs and Martyred, 227
Marvellous Event at Hull, 19,3" Masks and Faces," 146
Members and Harked Men, 217
Memorandum for Magistrates, 176
Message from Gully's Ohost (A), 171
Mexican Thieves, 55
Mice in the Cabinet (The), 7
Michael Faraday, 101

Midas Modernised, 60
Miracles of Mechanism, 206
Misadventure called Manslaughter, 90
Model Trades' Unionist (The), 10
Modest Demand (A), 193
Mongers of the Borough (TheX 01
More New Novels, 192
Mr. Punch on a Brobdinguagian Barrow,

Mr. Punch's Book of Beauty, 60
Mr. Titwillow in ParU. 131, 141
Much Ado about Nothing at the Xuw
Adelphi and in the Lords, JO

Much Ado about Nothing In the City 129
Musical Finery, 196
Music and the Drama, 100
Music of the Very Future, 111!

My " Junius" Dream, 261

Mysterious Organ (AX 5S
NATURAL History Gossip,
Naval Review (TheX S9

Neglected Invention (A), 1 L

New Books, 177
New Duty (Th), 51
New Parisian Pieces, 256
New Traffic Act (TheX 1&4

No Bookworm, 139
Noes and Ayes, 82
" No Lamps I

"
241

Nou Compos and Compos, 71
Not a Bad Hit, 82
Note on Reform, 93
Note on the Fifth of November, 191
Not too Common, 260
Novel Idea (A), 30

Nursery Saw (AX 125
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O AHHII, wilt thou Go with me 1 14t!

Occasional Reflection, 143
Old and Young Statesman (The), 39

Old Comic Singer (The), 228

Old Nursery Jingle new Rung (An). 236

Oue who Deserves the Lion's Share, 181

On " The Grand Duchess "
at Covent

Garden, 248

Organic News, 81

Our Opening Article, 1
( ur Prospects, 71

Our Theatrical Sjiectitor, 13, 39, 63

Outrage on Ornithology, 19B
Over the Sea, 247
PAN-AHGLICAN Synod (The), 101
P. and O. all Right (The), 239

Paragraph for our Plymouth Brethren

(AX 132
Parsons and the Paupers (The), 184

Pasha and Padishah, 21
" Pas Pour Joseph," 95
Patriotism and Treason, 259

Peeps at Paris, 9, 19, 29, SLC.
" Pen-and-ink I Pen-and-ink !

" 139

Penny-a-liners' Gathering (The), $6

Penny Waste Paper, 42
Petition to Parliament Out-of-Doors, 74
Phase of the Cab Question (A), 243

Photographic Charity, 171

Pio Nono in Luck's Way, 45
Pitiable Case (AX 195

Pily the Poor Excisemen, 185

Plague and its Cure (A), 74
Plea for Vermin (A), 119

Poetry of Murder (The), 236
Political Geology, 65
Poor Old Zadkiel, 176
Poor Pay in a Poorhouse, 228

Positive, 6i
Pottle of Poetry (A), 109
Precedent hy a Police Magistrate (A), 259
Precious Professor (A), 17

Pretty Times for the Church, 261

Pretty Words for Penny Readers, 154
President Johnson's Last, 152
Priest niter Parson, 163

Priestly Thanks to Napoleon, 184
Private to Potter, 142
Prohe in the Poorhouse (A), 178
Professor Branded in the Tongue (A), 14

Publicity and Pews, 51
Punch's Dream of the Dead Season. 92
Punch's Essence of Parliament, 3, 12, 22,

Ac.
Punch's Pocket-Book, 24?
Punch to Manchester, 66
" Put it Down." 209

QcEsnoN for the Corporation (A), 30

Quid Nunc ? 72
RAILWAY Legend (A), 69
Reasons for Removal, 56
Receivers of Stolen Goods by Prescrip-

tion, 130

Registration Conference (The), 258
Regulation Whiskers Wanted, 7

Representative Bogy (A), 240
Representation of Minorities, 41
Riders ! The Riders 1 (The), 209

Wight Bishop in the Right Place (A), 242
Ring and its Friends (The), 174
Ritualism at Head Quarters, 24
Ritualistic Misprint (AX 38
Ritualistic Report (The), 93
Ritualist Theatricals at Shoreditch, 121
Borneo Past and Present, 260
Rome's Last Pageant, 216
Roots and Fruits, 122
Rubens and Rembrandt, S9
Rule of the River (The), 129
SACRIFICE for Sabbatarians, 18
Sailors from the Streets. 49

Sample of Spirit-Poetry (A), 206

Satisfactory Frame of Mind (A), 251

Satisfactory Workhouse (A), 23(i

Sayings and Doings at Dundee, 120

Sayings at Spithead, 73
Scaffold and the Stage (The), 166
Scandal for the Sultan (A), 101
Sea Side Life (The), 130
Sea-Side News, 86
Sensation Sermons, 17

Sequel of the Sultan's Visit, 63

Shakspearian Sensation (A), 144

Sharp Infliction (A). 106

Sharp Practice at Stockbridge, 8

Sheriffs' Excuses, 205
Shorn of the State Carriage, 196

Singular Ue of Soap (A), 122
Sister Confessors, 111
Six Months of Life Saving, 21
Smiles and Tbiers, 258
Sober Demand (A), 155
Solemn Declaration (AX 49
Something to See, 105
Some Really Comic Singing, 259
Song,

" Ancient and Modern," 42
Song by an Old Savage, 83

Song of a Tailor (The), 49

Song of the Synod (A), 157

Song on the Safe Side (A). 167

Special 1 Urgent ! ! Immediate ! ! ! 76

Specimen of Mr. Punch's Dictionary, 1S6

Speculative Flat- Fishing, 204

.Speculator on the Seasons (The), 168

Speech-Day at Col well-Hatchney, 70

Stay at Home (The), 85
Street Ballad for the City (A), 163

Striking Literary Announcement, 197
Substitute for the Pillory (A), 115

Summons to the New School at St.

Stephen's (The), 205

Sumptuary Idea (A), 130

Sweating of Sovereigns (The), 20
Sweet Thing in Playbills (A), 1.0:!

Sympathy and Speculation, 229

Synod (The), 132
TAKE it Easy, 165

Taking a Shot at It, 37

Taking Care of Them, 61

Telegraphy and Tortola, 225
Terrible Invention (A), 130

i heatrical Geography, 261

Things new at the "
Zoo," 105

This for That, 115
Those Butcher's Bills, 208

Thought for the Thoughtless (A). 19
Threatened Strike of Curates, 103

Thuggism Native and Foreign, 27
To Benjamin Disraeli, Esq., ISrt

To Corporation Functionaries, 209
Toleration Triumphant, 53
To Mr. Wballey. 72
To my dear Butcher, 175
To Non-Frisky Matrons, 188
To the O. C. of W., 177
To the Poet Lmreate, 140
To the Ritualists, 63
Town Life (The), 141
Trades' Unions Law Superseded, 27
Treason in the League, 182

Truly Alarming Sacrifice, 174
Truly National Grievance (A), 262
Turf (The), 197
Turned away from the Tower, 79

"Twenty-four Things worth Knowing,"

Tyndall's Ars Poetica, 206" UNDER a Cloud," 216
Unexpected Effects of Recent Legisla-

tion, 196

Unreported Sitting at Dundee (An), 106
Up Goes the Swindle. 247
VERY Appropriate, 185

Very Bid Job (A), 109

Very Necessary Changes in the House of
Commons, 30

Very
" Poor Players," 69

Voice from Clapham (A), 95
Voice of the Blackguard (The) 256
Vote by Pen, 51
WALl.AH-Billah ! Wonderful! 34
Wants Explanation, 90
Want of the Wise (The), 82

Wearing the Brochees, 18

Weather, the Crops, and the Country
(The),'109

Weber in the Workhouse, 198
What we have to Expect, 162
What will you do with Him? 245
Whitebait Dinner (The), 53
White- Headed Bob, IS
Whittels . Wittols, 11

Withes, 69
Word for the Readers (A), 143
Word from the Whitebait (A), 195
Word to the Wise (A), 39
Word with the Premier (A), 174
Work for the Church, 146
Worst Horse Winning (The), 113
Worthies in Wax.Work, 23i

Worthy of Imitation, 55
YE Sunberrye Fysher, 59
Vuur Attention is Requested, ll!2

ZAPPHICS on St. Zwithun, 31

LARGE ENGRAVINGS :

ABYSSINIAN Question (The), 57
Beef a la Mode, 179

Brennus-Bonaparte, or the Gaul again
in Rome, 253

Cave Canem, or Dog(berry) Law, 107
Chanae for the Better (A), 117
Check to King Mob, 221
Civil Deputation to the Home Office,

(A), 233
Declined with Thanks

; or, The Rival

Touts, 127

Fagin's Political School, 189
Fenian Guy Fawkes (The), 263
Government Hospitality, 15
Illustrious Convalescent (The), 25

Leap in the Dark (A), 47
Licensing Day, 169
On the Safe Side, 199
Order of the Dav ; or, Unions and Fe-

nians, 143, 149
Pan Anglican Oversight (A), 159

Pan-Anglican Washing Day (A), 137
Puff at St Stephen's. 67
Punch's Dream of the Dead Season, 87
Return from Victory (The), 35
Road to Sheffield (The), 5

Sooner or Later; or, What it Must
Come to, 211

" Tuck in Yc-r Twopenny !

"
243

Wliitebait Dinner ; or " Parties
" at

Greenwich, 77
Wilberforce Becundus Emancipating
the Poor Little Whites, 97

SMALL ENGRAVINGS :

ANOTHER Remarkable Study from Na-
ture, 46

Artful Very 1 132
At the Zoo. 50
Awful to Think of 1 217
Bad Bargain (A), 164
Bad Season (A), 144

Berkeley Square, 5 p.m , 76
Birds' Feathers and Train Dresses, 256
" Brie a Brae," 232

British Youth, 259
Broad Hint (A), 20

Broiling Hot, 81
" Brother Brush," 142
" But French of Paris was to Him
Unknown," 195

"
By the Card," 93

Castles in the Air, 214
Caution to Sisters, H'27

Christmas Chignon (The), 260
Circumstances Make the Man, 249
"
Coming to the Point," 152

Country House Studies, 207

Country Studies, 122

Cnique' d, 8

Cub-Hunting, 192

Cutting I 289

Degenerate Son (A). 248

Delights of Fashion, 246
" Distance Lends Enchantment to the
View," 224

Domestic Economy, 90
Easily Sold, 236

Encouragement of Art, 34

Evidently, 228
Fact (A). 32

Family Pride, 529
Fearful Ordeal for Jones, 4
" For Better for Worse." 153
Force of Example (The), 102
Genteel Poverty Dining in State, 14

Grey Mare, Ac. (The), 210
Hair Dressing in, 1867, 226
"
Happy Pair then left Town" (The), 198

Hard Up ou a Wet Day, 92
Hard Up on the Moors, 123
Here 's Sport Indeed 1 112
" Her Voice was Ever," &c. Ac., 262
Hint for Lunch in a Tent, 28
Hint to Near-Sighted Officers. 215
How to Welcome a Foreign Friend, 188
Hunting the Kab-.it a la Francaise, 214
Imagination and Matter o' Fact, 6u
Imitation the Sincvrest Form of Flat-

tery, 168

Impudent Cabby and Gentleman, 103
" Inciditin Scyllam," Ac., 100"

It 'a an 111 Wind," Ac., 165
Last Resource (A), 162
Left-off Chignons for Sale, 242
Letter Perfect, 42

Literary andAgricultural Passengers,63
Ijncks on the Thames, 62
Mermaids' Toilets in '67, 43
Mr. and Mrs. Titwillow, P. P.O., 86
Mr. Titwillow in Paris, 126, 136, 145" Music hath Charms," 73
" Sever Too Late to Mend," US
New and Ingenious Idea for Croquet,158
Next Hideous "Sensation Chignon,"

219
Novel Pact (A), 252

Objectionable Old Man (An). 96
Obliging, 10

' Oh ! Confound these Country Look-
ing-Glasses," 185

Our Artist in Paris, 11, 44
Paris Exhibition (The), 70
Paris t Not if I Know it, 51

Passage of Arms (A), 175

Paterfamilias, Anticipating a Severe
Winter, Ac., 258

Perhaps, 72
Pleasures of Pic-nics, 140
Pleasures of Travelling with your Fa-
mily, 80

Poor Pet I 133

Positively the Last of the Long Skirts
this Season, 56

Post- Prandial Hazard (A), 206
Practical Joking, 194
Practice makes Perfect, 30

Precocity, 155

Queen's Hotel, Ambleside, 3 o'clock,
a.m., 21

Race not yet Extinct (The), 82

Ramsgate Sands, 116, 120

Reasoning l>y Analogy, 66
Sad Want of T>ste, 182

Scraps from a Highland Sketch Book,
237

Serious, 130
Service Going to, Ac. (The), 31

Severe, 202

Slip of the Tongue (A), 83
So it Seems, 38

Sport in the Honeymoon, 172
Squaring the Circle, 18
SUking his Existence, 184
TnMes Turned (The), 178
" Villainous Saltpetre I

" 40
Wait till You 're Asked, 24
Well Meant, 53
What a Mistake ! 110
What Next! 106
" Where Ignorance is Bliss," Ac., 220
Woman-Hater (A), 174
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